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ON THE "ECONOMIC ANGLES" OR PROPORTIONS OF FRAMED CONSTRUCTIONS. 

ART 1.-To ascertain the most economical or beat arrangement 
of the parts in any construction, we must, in the first place, de
termine what are the qualities chiefly desired in the particular 
circumstances. It may be that we have to attend to the conside
ration of cost alone, or weight of structure, or its bulk, or eome 
part.icular combination of these qualities, and which is to be ren
dered a minimum. 

Let, i.hen, a represent the cost or weight, or bulk of such a. 
quantity of any material as will be capable of conveying a unit 
of streas through a unit of distance; thus for example, a, may re
~t in some of these forms the quantity of material contained 
ID a. tie-rod measuring one foot long and capable of safely with
ltanding a working stress of one ton. In the subjoined table we 
oll'er some approximate values of a for various materials ueed f'or 
ties and struts, but these are given more for the sake of affording 
a clearer idea of the meaning of the symbol a than for any merit 
\hey may otherwise possess. These values are given under the 
heads of co.t, weigAI, and bulk-those under the first head must be 
varied to suit the prices in different localities. When regard ia 
bad to more than one of these qualities, the value of a must be 
modified accordingly; thus, for instance, in the case of an elevated 
1tructure to be erected abroad, and where it will be exposed to 
aales, we must not alone consider the simple co.I of the fabric in 
Cletermining upon its proportions, but must also have regard to 
bullr on account of the greater resistance to the wind, and the 
greater expense for freight and painting. 
Table of the wlluu of ''a" /of' 7'iu and &f'flU °"' foot l<mg lubject«l to 

a toM"kifag Jtf'- of C>M IOll. 

Material, &o. 

TIB8. 
Wrought Iron 
Wire Rope •. 
Steel ••• 
Rope •.. 
PirTimber 
Cut Iron 

STBUTS. 
Cut Iron, ahorl •.• . . . . . . . .. 

Do. 20 diamet.era in length ••. 
Wrought Iron, short ... ... . .. 

Do. 20 diametere in length ... 
1'ir Timber •. . • . . . . . . .• . .. 

Do. 20 diametera in length .•. 
Brickwork of moderate height ... 
Gnni~ ditto... ... ..• ... . .. 

a wbllll - a when wlgM' a when boolll 
la aloae la alone la alone 

couldered. COlllidenMI. comidared. 

ll. Blerllng. To111. Cubic F-., 
0·0060 0·00030 0·0014 
0•0075 0•00018 0·0009 
0•0050 0•00012 0•0006 
0·0090 0·00030 0·0104 
0•0013 0·00017 0·0104 
0·0100 0·00100 0•9046 

0•0014 
0·0035 
0·0075 
0·0100 
0•0026 
0·00'0 
0•0060 
0·00,2 

0·00014 
0•00085 
0•00038 
0·00060 
0·00035 
0·00058 
0·00700 
0·00105 

0•0007 
0•0018 
0·0018 
0·0023 
0·0210 
0 0315 
O·HOO 
0•0140 

Again, the values of a given in the table are for the simple tie 
or strut without any addition for those joints and extra stiffening 
framings which vary with t.he length and stress of the piece. The 
correct value a. to be used in the formulai must be made to in
clude an allowance for all such added parts. Those parts which 
do not so vary, but are of a fixed amount, do not affect the ques
tion of economic proportions, and are therefore excluded from 
the calculations. 

2.-The standard of merit, in an economic senae, of any mate
rial when it has to resist longitudinal stress, or in other words, 
its relative value in framed constructions when it has to act as a 

strut or a. tie, will be represented by .!. . And if in a strut or 
a 

tie the total streaa be represented by P, and the length by L, then 
the total cost or weight or bulk (whichever may be denoted by a), 
of the one strut or tie, in so far as that affects the economic angles, 
will be=.a.=PLa. 

Now, the object sought in the following investigations is to re
. duce the sum, which we may put =A, of all the values of A for 

the aeveral parts of a structure, to a minimum. 
A:::;.a.1-'-At+As &c.=P1L10i+P2!.A+P2Lstz1 &c. 

a-To show more clearly the use of the table and symbols, let 
us take the example, Fig. 1, where to is a weight of 10 tons, sup
ported by the mutual action of the wrought-iron tie tOC 10 feet 
long, and the tiniber (fir) strut filb. The co.t alone to be considered, 
and all parts beyond the points to, c, and l>, to be constant. and 
therefore not taken into account in the calculation of the economic 
value of the angle fj. 

By the table we find the value of ai for the iron tie=£0'C>O!J, 
also, a, for the strut=.£0.0V4. Now (in Art 9 following) we have 
this formula. for the value of angle fj 

tan {j= _ I ai+a. . 
'\I a, ' 

substituting the above values of ai and a, we get anglefj=li7° 41". 
and a=32° 19' :. 

Strea on strut to6=to eec •=11.83 tons, lenllth of tob=lO, ecc "=18·il 
Streu on tie toc=to tan•= 6·33 tons. Therefore, 

A- J A 1=P1Lia1= 6"33Xl0 · X0-000=0·380 l -£1.265 - 1+At=P:aLstz2=11·83Xl8"71X0·004=0·8555-
0f course the total cost would require an addition to be made to 

this to cover the expense of fixing in the wall, the ends, and the 
connecLion at to; but this ia not the subject of calculation here. 

Should some other value than fJ7° 41' be lhliated on for the 
angle fj, a more or leaa augmented value of A would result, as 
shown in this table :-

1 
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AnDle 8. Cost, or A. 
-~ ~ 1·~4 
r,7• '1' 1 ·266 
46" O' 1·400 
80° O' 1 •968 

4.-Let abed, l!'ig. 2, be the whole, or the half of a framing, and 
let its duty be to support the weight TS. ab is a horimntal strut, 
de a horizontal tie, be a strut inclined at an angle =cf> to the tie 
de, and bto is a vertical tie or suspension rod. 
Let the values of A for de, ab, bto and be be respectively = .A.1~ A, 
Let the values of a for the same be = ~a<P3. a, 
Then we have: 

A +A,=to cot cpx m ·llt 
{ 

A1=to cot cpx(m+n).a1 

+As=to xn tan cp.a! 
+A,=to coaeccf>Xn aec cp.a, 

Dividing by w, differentiating, dividing by def>, putting the result 
=0 for a minimum, and transposing, we get 

~+~+mtii+na, na,+na3' whence 
sin'</> corcp 

tan cf>=V'; (a1+aJ+a1+a, ......... (1) 

--a-s~ 

When a for both ties is the same, we may substitute ~ for Gsi and 
when a for the two struts is the same, we may sublti.tute a, for a,. 

4s"(3 ' 
c ' ' 

!\ 
' ' 1' a.1 

I 
o( I 

::) I 
I 

' 
' J' 
'~ m 

Fig. 1. 2. 8. t. 6. 

When such is the caae, we have. 

tancp=V;+1 ............... (2) 

And if m= n, cf>=54° 44' aa in Fig. 3 
,, m=in, cf>=50° 46' aa in Fig. 4 
,, m= o, cf>=45° O' aa in Fig. li 

When the framing ia deprived of the tie bfll, the weight to being 

12. lS. 

then imposed at the point b, formula (1) becomes 

tan cf> = · / ;.(a1 +az>+a1 +a, v ............ (3) 
a, 

And if a, be t.aken=as, this becomes: 

tAn"' =v (~ +1). (~+1) ... ... • .. (4) 

And if m= n, and a1= a:t> cf>=63° 26' 
,, m=tn, ,, a1=2azo cf>=64° 46' 
,, m= n, ,, a1= all> cf>=60° O' aa in Fig. 6. 
,, m= n, ,, a1=ia1> cf>=56° 19' 
,, m= o, ,, a1= a20 cf>=54° 44"-aa in Fig. 7. 
,, m= o, ,, ~ =ia,, cf>=50° 46' 

When the framing is deprived of the tie de, formula (1) 
becomes 

tan cf>= - /mn_ a1+a, v ............... (5) 
a,+aa 

And when a,=as, thil become& 

~ / m+n 
tan cf>=V n+n~ ... ... ... ... . .. (6) 

a1 
And if m=in, and tJi=aSJ cf>=40° 54' aa in Fig. 8. 

,, m= o, and a1=a31 cf>=35° 16' aa in Fig. 9. 
When the framing is deprived of both the ties de and bto, for

mula (1) become& 

tan ct>= • I ~. ~ .+1 ... • .• (7) 'V n a, 
And if m=2n, and a1= 2a" cf>=65° 54', 

,, m-:!n, and a2=0·Sa" cf>=49° 48', 
And when ii 1=a" the formula becomes 

tan cf>=V: +1 ••• •.• ... • •. (8) 

which is identical with (2). 
And when m=in, cf>=l50° 46' aa in Fig. IO, 

,, m= O, cf>=45° O' aa in Fig. 11. 
5.-If U{>On the same baae line, having a length = 2 (m+n), we 

draw a senea of frames given by the formula (2) of Art. 4, with 
a variety of values of m and n, we get such a combination aa is 
ahown in Fig. 12. 

Now it is evident that the curves PbJJ#~ &c., and Qb1blf &e., 
forming the locus of the point b, are such that if n be t&ien to 

8. T. 8. 9. 10. 11. 

represent the abacisaa Pw, then the ordinate b1to will be=n tancp, 

but by formula (2) this= n v m!n, squaring this and di-

viding by the abscisaa n, we get m+n, or iPQ. The curves are 
therefore parabolas having parameters= m+n, and their apices 
at P and Q. From formula (1) we get the parameter for th~ 
more general caae 

lt. 15. 

=m(~+aJ+n(~+aJ •• . .. (I) 
a,+a3 

And the parameter for any particular case is obtained by sqll.&1'
ing the expression for tan cf> and multiplying by n, Thua in the 

case having formula (4), the parameter =(m+n).( ~ + 1 ), and 
• a1 

when ~=a20 this becomes = PQ, according to which Fig. 13 ia 
drawn. 

m+n 
The equation (6) gives parabolas having parameters = 1 + a.J 

a1 
and when a3=f!; this becomes = lPQ, according to which Fig. 
14 is drawn. The equation (8) has the corresponding parameter 
=m+n=iPQ, aa in Fig. 15. 

6.-When the structure shown by Fig. 2 is inverted, it becomEl!I 
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that shown by Fig. 18; and t.he ties and struts are respectively 
changed into strata and ties. 

All the formulle already given might st.and as they are, and be 
applicable to this new arrangement, if we changed the applica
tion of the symbols a,_y3 and a,; for instance, making !Ji, not the 
'Value or a for the tie ilc in Fig. 2, but its Vl\lae for the strut de in 
Fig. 18. It will, however, be better to retain the symbols a1ap~ 
&c. for the values of a for ties, and ap,~0 &c. for struts. And 
all the change required in the formulte will bet.he substitution of 

v~ ---·1· •., ___ _ 

11 1r 
16. 

a1 for IJi, a, for a31 and oice fltf"1d. We now then have the values 
of a for ab, de, be, and bto respectively, equal to a1, ~ a81 
and a,, for these parts the values of A will also be respectively as 
A 11 ~ A 31 and A,. And the general formula (1) of Art. 4 becomes 
for Fig. 18 

,,_ · /~11i.+a~+a1+a3 
tan 't'=V n ..• ..• • .• (1) 

a3+a, 

u. 
2a1P (p+q) = a1+a1u2f 11t+a#, 

similarly 2a~q (q+p) = a1+aiP'+t1t+aK 
a 

alp = °'2q, q = ..J p •.• 
a, 

Substituting this value for q in formula (3), we get 

p = . / !t, and similarly q = · /4i ... V Iii V a1 

... (3 
.•• (4) 

• •• (5) 

..• (6) 

18. 19. IO. it. 22. 98. K U. 

And when 11i=~ and aa=a" this becomes 

t.an i/J=V~ +1 •.....••••.• (2) 

And if m= n, ¢=54° 44' as in Fig. 19. 
,, m=in, ¢=5()0 46' as in Fig. 20. 
,, m= o, ¢=45° o' as in Fig. 21. 

The more general formula for Fig. 21 is 

t.an ""=Va2+0s ..• '#' ••• ••• ••• • •• (3) a3+a, 
Making similar changes in the other formulm, we obtain the 

particulars for such framings as Figs. 22 to 28. In Fig. 26, a, 
for the upright pieces is aeeumed three times greater than a for 
each of the other parts. 

26. 

7.-Given t.he bracket arrangement, Fig. 29, consisting of a 
tie ato, and a strut wb, to support a weight suspended from the 
point to at a given distance eto from the wall ab; required the 
values of t.he angles a and ,9 which will render A a minimum. 

The horizontal component of the strain in ato will be equal to 
the horizontal component of the strain in wb: let this = H. The 
vertical components of the strains in ato and tob will be respectively 
=H tan a, and H t.an ,9. Let p = tan a, and q = tan ,9, then 

The weight to= H (tan a+ tan ,9) = H (p+q)... • .• (1) 

A 5 A1=H sec a. CID sec a· Iii} =H CID (Oi. sec2 a+ a, sec' ,9) 
l +A.t=H sec ,9. CID sec i9. a3 
· Sec 2 a=l+tan1 a=l+p1,andaec1 ,9=l+q'. 

Substituting these values, and omitting CID as not affecting the 
queetion, we have 

AaH (a1+a1pi+a,+a#) .. . ... ••• . .• (2) 
Dlll'erentiating (1), and putting it=O, as not being variable, 

(p+q) dH+Hdp+Hdq=O, 
Dift'ereutiat.ing (2), and putting it = 0 for a minimum, 

We further have a+/3=90°. 
If a1 = tall> /3=35° 16' 
,, fli= a11 /3=39° 14' 
,, a1=1 a111 /3=50" 46' 
" al= 2a21 /3=54° 44' 

8.-Wben t.he strut is made horizontal, q becomes= O· making 
this change in (3) of Art. 7, we get ' 

p= V a1 ~a2 for Fig. 30. 

If a1=ia21 angle a=OOo O' 
" a1= all> 11 a=54° 44' 
11 a1=2a21 ,, a=50° 46' 

9.-Wben t.he tie of Fig. 29 is made horizontal, p becomes=O, 

2T. 28. 

and equation (4) of Art. 7 becomes 

q= val~°» for Fig. 31. 

10.-Wben po: q has a given .fixed value=PJ. or q" the value 
of the other, obtained from equations (4) or (3) of Art. 7, will be 
as follows: 

p=V(1+~). (l+q2J-q1 

q=V(1+~). (1+P'J-P1 

11.-Given a weight to (Fig. 32) to be suspended by the two ties 
Cto and Dto from the parallel walls CA and DB. Required the 
angles a and ,9 which will render A1 +At for Cw+ Dw a minimum. 

The following is an amplification of an unpublished solution of 
this problem by Mr. Sang of Edinburgh:-

Let Acc=m, Bto=n, tan a=p, tan,9=q, H=borizontal com
ponent of strea in Cto or DID, Iii and a3=the values of a for CiD 
and Dto. 
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~ ~ ~ 

Making q constant, we get 

F~m the first dH =- · 2Ha,mp 
dp 0im+a1mr+a8n+a8nq' 

dH H 
From the second -d =- -+ p p q 

• • 2t11mp(pf-q)=a1m+0imr+0sn+0snif ... ... (1) 

similarly, 

..... ------····-... £ ----r--· --------·-r....,...,.._. / , ..... 

M. Sli. 

2asnq(p+q)=0im+a1mp2+a3n+aa'19' .•• 

d 
a1m 

:. a1mp=0snq, an q= -p 
a3 n 

(2) 

(3) 

Substituting this value forqin equation (1), and reducing, we get 

P= · -;a;n, and similarly q= · / 11im (4) v a;; 1 v IJ3R 

.A.C=mp= · /aanm , BD=nq= ;a;mn, AC=BD~ (Ii) V a1 V -;;---- Iii 

When fli=Os. then AC=.v',;J"n=BD, p=v'~, r-\f'~ 
and as m : AC or BD=AC: n, the angle CtoD is a right angle, 
so_ that i the points C and D be fixed, the locus of the point"' 
will be a semicircle, as in Fig. 34. 

"'r-11/ 
,._'J ,, 
'', 

l 
l 

And if the positions of ID be confined to the same horizontal 
line, the parts will be arranged as in Fig. 35, the height of the 
points C and D being determined by the line wE drawn to the 
dotted semicircle. 

12.-When the character of the arrangement in Fig. 32 is re
versed, as shown by Fig. 33, the ties being converted into struts, 
the same conclUBions are nrrived at with the substitution of ai and 
a• for a1 and al' There will however here be greater probability of 
a difi'erence in the two values of a. When a2=a, we have the 
structure regulated by the semicircle, as in Fig. 36. 

When m=ifl, and a~ia4, pntting m+n=l, we have AC=0-612, 
and BD=0·306 (see .rig. 33). When we make one of the ~ 
-.y Oto, horizontal, p becomes=<>, and the formula (2) of Ari. 11 
beoomee, after reduction, and making the neceaaary cbaugea iD. 

the values of a, a,nq' = ~+a,n; :. q= · ~ + I, aa V n ·;;; 
previously obtained, see (7) of Art. 4. And when any fixecl value 

---~------~----

II. U. 

iii assigned top or q, the economic value of the other will be ob
tained by substituting the assigned value in formula (2) or (1) or 
Art. 11 respectively. 

13.-W e will finiah with this subject for the present by taking 
the example of a rigid suspension bridge, Fig. 38. • 

Let it be wholly of wrought-iron, and of such moderate span 
that the whole strain-producing load may be considered aa con-

86. at. 
oentrated at the level of the roadway; let cod be the form in 
which the value of a is to be considered (the material being 
already determined upon). 

Now this structure is simply a combination of framings such 
as shown by Fig. 21. It oould indeed be oonstructed with f'ram
inge of this form made to act inde~ndently of one another, ex
cept where the extremity of one frame transfers half the load t.o . 
the centre of another of larger size. To obtain the general 
economic angle therefore;we must take the general formula (3) oC 
Art. 6 for the Fig. 21, but in assigning the values of a, we must 
duly regard the circwnstances of the complete structure 

tan ¢= · /a;:+i; v a;+a: 
as_ for all the ties may be taken from the table with only a alight 
addition to cover the expen11e of forgings, joints, &c., aay a

3
= 

88. 

£0'()()66: 41 for the horizontal top piece we will set down 9t 
£0·0080; it may be remarked that we exclude from this any con
sideration of the horizontal bracing, and the additional material 
to be added to the top to bear the transverse action of the road
way, as these are constant, and do not effect the value of ¢_. But 
a, for the upright struts must be liberally dealt with, and must 
be taken to include the transverse bracing to stiffen them; let a, 
therefore =£0iHliO. We now then have 

_. /-ooso+·ooaa . . 
0 

, 

tan ¢-v ·ooaa+:Oioo =O 8222, •. ¢=39 26. 
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If the above valuee of ~ and ~ be retained and 
a, be made =<>"0200, the angle </>=36° 33' a, ,, =0'0240, ., </>=34° 38' 
a, ,, =0.0320, ,, 4>=31° 36' 
a, ,, =<>"0372, ,, cp=30° (j 

The last value, 0'03i2, given above for a, is 4•66 timee that 
llligned to Iii for the top piece; there can be little doubt, there
be that sucli a value of a, is in e:a:ceea, yet with this value the 
-.ionomic angle cp is atill ao great u 30°. Fig. 38, which is drawn 
with q,=30°, would be very generally prono11noed as having far 
too great a depth in proportion to the span; the eye in this being 
misled by the commonnees of the error committed by engineers 
when dealing with bridges of openwork construction, of making 
\be depth too small On this subject see vol for 1860 of this 
Journal, p. 236. 

To exhibit the increase of material in the structure, Fig. 38, 
(uclO¥ive of the tran1vene girders, &c. of the roadway platform, 
and the horizontal bracing) which aceompaniee a wrong value of 
"let ua take a6=0'024=3a2 ; the corresponding \!CODomic value 
of 'f>=34° 38'1 then by assuming other values for cp, and calcu
l&ung the corresponding value of A by the formula in Art. 4 
properly modified, 

A+cot cpa, + cosec cp. sec </>113 +tan cpa., 
we get the proportionate results given in this table: 

V alQO of 8pan di tided l'roportiooate 
•· by Depth. Value of A. 

34• 38' 2·895 100·00 
30° O' 8•464 101•61 
25° O' 4•289 107·82 
20° O' 5•495 121•24 
15° O' 7•464 148·29 
10° O' 11·842 20~·63 

The increase shown in the table gives a very inadequate idea 
of the extremely rapid increase on the value of A in the case of 
a bridge of great span, when the weight of the structure itself ia 
l&lten into consideration, and becomes the chief part of the load. 

R.H. B. 

VENTILATION OF DWELLINGS AND HOSPITALS. 
(Ctmti11ued /rot11 page 326, wl. niv.) 

Tsus far all the e:a:ample11 we have given are of what ia termed 
•natural" ventilation, that is to say, ventilation so arranged aa to 
depend for its motive power solely on the expansion and conae
quent increase in lightneM of the atmosphere when railed in tem
perature. The atmosphere around us ia always, eave under oir
ownatancee of unbearable heat, at a temperature much below 
that of the human body; oonaequently, air which has been taken 
into the lungs leaves the mouth, under ordinary circumstances, 
at a much hi~her temperature than that of the atmoaehere into 
which it is d1acbarged; the time during which it remams in the 
air paaages and lnngs being sufficient to allow of its being raised 
to a beat approaching blood-heat. 

The expired air, commonly known aa " the products of respi
r&tion," ia in a very diff'erent condition in other respects, aa well 
aa in temperature, from that in which it f!ntered the body. It ia 
aiarated with water, haa lost a portion of it.a oxygen, ia charged 
with carbonic acid, and is unfit if re-inhaled to support helllth, 
while if respired a few times ii would become unfit even to enp
Jl(lrt life. These cba11ges in quality furnish the reasons why it is 
delin\hle the expired air should rapidly be removed from the 
neighbourhood of the pel'llOn who has breathed it. The change 
i111empemture is the ctrcumstance which nature baa so arranged 
u to aff'ord, Wider ordinary conditions of atmosphere, a safe and 
certain means of eff'ecting thia removal. 

In the open air, then, the breath (or the heated products of 
~iration) on leaving the month, rapidly ascends to a considerable 
height, and only parts with it.a exceaa of caloric at such a distance 
r~ the eMth that it ia quite out of the reach of human reepi
!11.\~on. In a room perfect!Y: cloaed the expired air, gases, and 
11101atare ascend to the ceiling, where, :finding no outlet, they 
~~y Ct_>Ol-tbe vitiated air by degrees sinking down into and 
llWlghng with the surrounding atmosphere, the super-abundant 
lDoietare being condensed in the form of a dense dew upon all the 
cool surfaces in the apartment. 

In rooms famished with &DY of the appliances described in our 

former article, the vitill.ted air aaoends t.o the ceiling, and there 
:finda an outlet channel, up which its own rarity caaaes it to aacend~ 
while in many caaes (such aa that of openiilgs into chimney dU88J 
an already existing upward current atimulatea the 1po11taneoua 
action of the heated air; a eecond opening being in all caaea provided 
which will afford an adequate supply of air to replace the amoUllt 
drawn out. 

Thia then is a brief account of the nature of natural ventilation, 
and it will be perceived that two things are eaaential to it. The 
first being an exit at the upper part of the room-the second being 
an independent source for the supply of air. 

That ordinary rooma in ordinary English dwelling-hoUBell are 
not constantly o.verloaded with vitiated air is, we believe, due to 
the circumstance that a " natural ventilation" of a rough sort 
exists in them. The interstices between the fioor boards, the 
join ta of our windows, and the openings ronnd our doors, B11pply 
the inlet channels-the upper part of the apace over the tire 
opening forms the O\ltlet. It ia true that this ontlet ia not near 
the ceiling, and the product.a of respiration, after aacending to the 
ceiling, hnve to cool, and to descend towards the fioor, mixing aa 
they go with the unvitiated air in the room, and pasain~ the level 
of the mouths of the inmates, before they can possibly reach 
the fire-place, but still a fair proportion of these products of 
l"i',spiration do perform this circuitous jcurney, and do actually 
escape up the chimney; and tbua it is that a common open fire 
promotes so much the purity of the air of a room. It seems clear, 
however, that an opening at the level of the ceiling, especially if 
the channel into which it leads be in some way excited by the 
improved current in the chimney due. or be itself that fiue, will 
di.l!Charge the vitiated air more completely, and do the office of 
a ventilating outlet more perfectly, than any chimney opening. 
Upon thia then all~ practice in ventilating ordinary rooms 
upon natural princip1ea agre-namely, the propriety of an outlei 
at the upper part of the room. 

On the question of inlets both opinions and practice dift'er. There 
oan be no doubt that the place where the fresh air might most 
Daturally be introduced is near the fioor,and here accordingly it has 
often been attempted to bring it in, but there are practicnl difficul
ties in the way of any introduction offreah air at or near the fioor, 
which seem formidable. We are all aware how much annoyance is 
occaaioned by the currents entering at the self-coDBtituted inlet
chaunela to which we have referrvd-the crevices at and about 
the windows and doors of an ordinary room; how in cold 
weather the occupants complain of draught.a, and how sedulously 
they atop up to the beet of their ability every inlet for fresh air. 
Now it is hardly poaaible to devise any mletat or near the ground 
level from which a current of air will not be perceptible, and from 
which, consequently, inconvenience will not be felt. The inlets 
recommended by the Barrack and Hospital Commiaaioners, whose 
report we have referred to, are accordingl;r placed near the upper 
part of the rooms, and at a considerable dl8tance from the outlets, 
so that the entering current may have time and opportunity to 
mingle with the air in the room, may almost impercepiibly de
scend into the general atmoaphero, and may gently mix with it. 

To secure that the i.nfiux of air shall be imperceptible is to aecure 
that it shall remain unchecked-and aa even a Sheringham valve, 
orsucb aventilator as we figured at page 324,ia aometimes found to 
produce a sensible draught, we think the beat plan yet proposed for 
mleta is that of Mr. Varley, already described, by which the in
coming current is filtered through a large surface of perforations. 
It is also worth notice that a larger area given to the inlet will 
diminish draught, that ia, will diminish the sensible rapidity with 
which ail' enters an apartment. Under no ciroumstanoeawill the 
inlet admit more air than the outlet can carry oft: If, therefore, 
the size of the latter be properly regulated, the former may safely 
be made pretty large. 

It has been proposed to tDGnn the air admitted into rooma 
before it.a admission, and several very ingenious methods of doing 
this exist; perhaps tke beat, as well as one of the most recently in
troduced, is a new stove, the invention of Mr. Taylor, in which 
air for the supply of the room enters through chambers of :fire
clay which surround the grate. 

Plane for introducing warmed air ~enerally fail in avoiding the 
inconvenience of draoght, for the air 11 not introduced, or at leaat 
ought not to be so, al. a temperature at all approaching blood
heat, aud coneequent.ly if thrown in a jet or current against any 
part of a human body, it,. warm thongh it be, abstracts beat, and 
causes a sensation of cold, which ia increaaed if it be at the aame 
time abstracting moistW'e. Cowiequently it aeema clear that. 

2 
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even an inlet for warmed air ought to be carefully placed, so that 
the current admitted by it aball not be directed against any occu
pant of tbe room ; and this being secured, an inlet for moMroWy 
warmed air aeema in every way more desirable than one admitting 
air at a temperature much below the general warmth of a com
fortable room. 

Before leavin~ the subject of outlets and inlets, it may be right 
to revert to a Bllllple met.hod of introducing external air, which 
haa been employed with good results in large rooms, such aa 
eobools, &c. 

The air haa been allowed to pass in through channels 01' apE>r
turee at the ;level of the fioor, but in place of being allowed at 
that level to miugle with the air of the room, it enters vertical 
trunks of planed deal, some five or six feet high, and fixed 
against the wall. In these trunks it aoquiree an ascending direc
tion, and leaving them at a level with, or rather above the heada 
of the occupants of the apartment, it mingles with the air of the 
room, and deacenda to the breathing level 10 far dispersed as not 
to be peroe'ptible in the form of draught. 

(To be continued.) 

THE PATENT LAWS OF AMERICA. 
Tw: publication o~ th~ Annual Report of the Commi.aaioner of 

Patent& of the Umted States afrords an opportunity of com
paring the operation of the patent !awe in America with thoae of 
England. 

The form of the report presents a etrikin~ difference from the 
brief statement annually laid before parliament by the Com
miaaionera of Patents in this country. It consists of two thick 
octavo volume1, one of them being entirely filled with engravings, 
and the other containing nearly 900 pages of cloaely·printed 
matter. The importance attached to this yearly report of the 
progress of invention in the United States ie shown by the order 
of Congress for printing 10,000 copies of it for the use of the 
patent office, and 401000 for the use of the members of the house 
of repreaentatives. The preparation of a work of thill kind 
requirea no small labour, and it is not usually published until 
upwards of twelve months aft.er the date of the year to which it 
refers. The report which h88 recently reached us is for the year 
1859, before the breaking out of the internal convulsion that haa 
now put a atop to improvements in manufacturing arts, but up to 
that period it exhibit& an astonishing increase in the number of 
patented inventions compared with the years preceding. 

So far 88 the activity of inventive genius may be considered a 
criterion of the activity of trade and manufactures, the oommer
cial industry of I.he United State& had progresaed in a prodigious 
ratio, for whilat the number of patents issued in 1853 waa only 
958, in 1858 it had increased to 3710; and in the year to which 
the report refers no leSB than 4538 patent.a were issued. Nor do 
these numbers indicate by any means all the claima for new 
inventions, for it is the practice in the United State& to submit 
all such claims to a preliminary examination, and in some years 
the number of application• for patent.ii doubled, and even trebled, 
the number of patents granted. The practice in England is to 
grant patent.a to all applicant.a who pay the fees, the exceptions 
to the rule being so few as to be insignificant, and had the same 
practice prevailed in the United St.ates I.he number of patents 
l.88Ued in 1859 would have been, at the leaat, 6000, or nearly 
double the number granted in this country. The ftle&ter num
ber of patents applied for in the United States is, no doubt, 
principally owing to the comparatively small Rum for which they 
can be obtained, which does not amount to one-twelfth part the 
aum that a monoply for fourteen years can be procured in Eng
land. Neverthl'less, though the work in the American patent 
office must greatly exceed that of the patent office in Eng
!and, in 1con~uenoe of .the preliminary examination of t.he 
mventora. claims, the receipts considerably exceed the expendi
ture, and m 1859 there was a balance of 35,664 dollars paid into 
I.he treasury. 

The °?mmisaioner'a report specifies separately the number of 
patents l88ued to the subjects of the various etatee which, in 
1859, constituted the Union, from which so~e idl.'a may be formed 
of their relative manufacturing enterprise. New York ie far 
above the reat, the number granted to the citi.7.ena in that state 
being 1237; Pennsylvania ranks next, with 53~ ; then comes 
liaSB&Chusetta, with 492; Ohio, 390; and Connedticut, with 256. 
In the Southern Statea the nnmben are com~ively few, those 

• 
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isaued to the citizen• of Virginia amounting to 66 ; to South 
Carolina, 15; whilst in Florida and Oregon there was only one 
patent i&Bued in each state. An account is alao rendered of the 
aubjects of foreign states to whom patents have been granted, 
from which it appears that British eubjl.'cta obtained 23; thOlltl of 
France, 16; and I.he subjects of all other foreign governments 
only 8. 

Of the 4538 patented invention• in 1859, one-tenth part waa 
for improvements in apparatus connected with agriculmre; 
among which were 93 "harvesters," 61 "corn planters," 66 
ploughs, 47 "cultivators," 22 " corn ehellers," and 36 "Beeding 
machines.'' Articles of domestic eoonomy were abundant ; and 
though it might be supposed there waa previoµaly a sufficieni 
number of American churns, sewing-machines, stoves, and 
washing-machines in the market, a great number of each waa 
considered by the examiners of inventions to po8Be88 11uffi.. 
cient novelty to warrant the grant of separate monopolies. 
Thus, in that one year there were added to the stock of patented 
invention• 57 new kinda ofwaahing machines, 80 aewing machines, 
and 37 churns. Among the warlike inventions, 42 varieties of 
fire-a.rme were patented, including 12 new kinda <•f revolvers, and 
there were added to the number of destructive weapona two 
"centrifugal guns." Some of the inventions are for objecta 
peculiarly American or tropical, such aa " stump extracton," 
cotton-~ine, four kinda of" automatic fans," aud tobacco preaeea; 
and, to JUdge from the fact that there were nine kinda of " burglars' 
alarms" patented in 1859, it must be presumed that burglary ii 
very prevalent in the United States. 

The want of a preliminary examination of the claima of in
ventor& is the crying evil of the patent !awe of England, and it 
may be 888umed, from the great number of patents iaaued in 
America for inventions having the aame title, that the e:uminrr 
tion is not conducted there very rigidl[. Indeed, the Com
missioner admits that, in consequence o the great preaeure of 
claims to be examined, and of the deficiency in the numbl.'r of 
examiners, sufficient care W88 not ~ven to the exaniination. 

Anothe1· evil of our patent !awe 18 the precarious nature of the 
protection which letters patent afford. If an invention prove 
profitable, the patent ie generally infrinl{ed either directly or in
directly; and among the great number or protected inventions !or 
effecting the same, or nearly the eame objects, it is often very diffi
cult to determine whether there is sufficient novelty in any oue 
that may be disputed to give it a claim to be protected. Tbe 
difficulty and the cost of establishing a claim in England tempt 
the invasion of patent rights, and an invention may be pirated 
because the true inventor cannot afford to be at the expense d 
defending it. Thie is a great grievance, of which English paten
tees have F reason to complain; but in America patent pro
perty is still more inaecul'e, because it is exposed to fraudulent 
attacks that may deprive an inventor of his rights by the ad
mi&Bion of prior claims to the "idea" of an invention. The 
original inventor, within the meaning of the patent law in 
America, is the person who first conceiVed the idea of the inveu
tion, and the admiaaion of claims so vague opens the door wide to 
perjur1 and frauds. Even in ordinary course of the law, without 
88Bummg the adoption of such practicea, great injustice ia fre
q uenily practised. One man may conceive an invention, and 
years may elapse before he renders it practicabll', and in the 
meantime another, conceiving the aame invention, may reduoe ii 
to practice, and obtain letters patent for it before the first 
inventor has ever made a drawing or given any description of it. 
The firat but tardy inventor, observes the CommiBBioner, by the 
aid of the very working machine of his more diligent rival, may 
finally succeed in reducing his invention to practice, and then 
obtain a patent for the 111&me device, and thus render the well
earned property of I.he other perfectly worthless. The injury 
thus done to the true inventor by the preference of prior claims 
to the idea of au invention is often augmenOed by the absence of 
any provision to secure the testimony of witneaeea in contested 
caaee. Many persons whose evidence is of importance in such 
cases, knowing that I.hey cannot be compelled to testify, either 
decline to appear ae witneSBeB at all, or govern their conduct by 
the money offered by the contesting parties. "The result of thill 
is, that in such cases the poor ai-e completely in the power of the 
rich, the weak in the hands of the strong." Defective as are the 
present patent laws of England, they will bear favourable com
parison with such a perversion of justice 88 may be thus per
petrated under the patent !awe of the United Stat.ea of Am~riCI. 
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HIS LATE ROY AL HIGHN.ESS THE PRINCE CONSORT. 

Bm.oo11 if ever in the history of this or of any country haa any 
talamity of a public character seemed to each individual to bear 
IO much the nature of a personal sorrow, u that sad and sudden 
event which it it ia here our painful duty to record. The surprise 
and bewilderment of ao unexpected a blow as the removal of the 
~ce Coti90rt by sudden death bas been felt by us all much as 
it would have been had death entered our own family circle; aud 
we have hardly yet had time to take 11.ecount of the lOBB to the 
country from a public p<Jint of view. That this has been the rase 
ia the highest teatimony that could be borne to the personal worth 
oC the Prince, to the tact with which he comprehended and dis
charged the requirements of a most difficulL social position, and 
t.o the admirable way in which he has headed that domestic circle, 
till now unbroken, upon which every Englishman and English
woman has learned to look with mingled feelings of interest, 
afi'eci.ion, &ud pride. 

The Prince possessed in an eminent degree the qualities of a 
true English gentleman, and as such, we, the most jeit.lous nation 
of Europe, learned to respect him, forgetting-and this we ordi
narily never forget.-bis birth beyond our own shores, and 
remembering only his unobtrusive courtesy, his unaffected 
interest in everything English which it was his duty to under
take or to support, and bis loyal abstinence from all which circum
ata.noes rendered it undesirable he should engage in. The career 
of the Prince was singularly unostentatious; be abstained uni
formly from any public share in political matters; and be avoided, 
Yi.th a aagii.city and a constancy due to a rare prudence and a good 
heart, all Lhe numberleBB risks which set'm to beset one so 
lit.uated. It is only now that we have been led to considt>r for 
onnelvea the real nature and difficultiel! of bis position,-facts 
of which hitherto no account bas been taken, simply because the 
whole life of the Prince has been at once so natural and so unvaried 
t.hat Dt) one seemed able to suspeci that it could have been-might 
easily have been different. To this persunal excellence, and this un
IWel'Ving discharge of a difficult duty, the present universal 
torrow ia a nation'R tribute. 

The 1088 which the arts and sciences of this country have suf
kred by the death of the Prince will not be at once comprehended; 
the benefit which they have derived from the exertions of his 
life will not be soon appreciated; it is, however, peculiarly 
appropriate for a journal devoted to those subjects which are 
pre-eminently cognate with the arts of peace to draw att.ention to 
the share which His Royal Highness bas taken in stimulating the 
mannfacturiug, artistic, and industrial progress of this country. 

Peraonally accomplished and practically familiar with literature, 
aeience, and art, the Prince was well prepared on coming to this 
country to take an exact account of our internal position, and to 
888in what directions aid could be given with advantage, and in 
what quarters it was needleBB. Well acquainted as he was with 
mechanical science, he must have early convinced himself that 
many of the staple branches of our industry were too perfectly 
understood and too thoroughly carried out to call for interference. 
Accordingly, the fil'Bt, or almost the first subject& to which he 
devoted hie time and the support of bis influence were precisely 
those where we were most deficient, and where the influence of 
high position and the sanction of royalty might be expected to 
be of value-we allude to farming and cottage improvement. 
The model farm established by the Prince gave an impulse to that 
movement in favour of improved agriculture which is one of the 
moat valuable of the present day; and the cottages built for the 
Prince near Windsor, and those subsequently uesi"ned for him, 
and exhibited in 18111, were equally valuaLle, as aiding, and that 
too at an early day, tht> importan~ movement, only yet in its in
fancy, for the improvement of the dwelling& of the poor. 

How heartily the Prince concurred iu the idea of the Great 
Exhibition of 18151, if indeed that idea was not actually origi
nated by_ him, is well known. He acted as President of the Royal 
C.Ommiaaion which had the charge of that undertaking, and it 
waa admitted by those who bad the best opportunities of judging 
that, much as the Exhibition was indebted to the position and 
iDftuence of the Prince, be was even more valuable as a thoroughly 
efficient working head, well informed upon every 11ubjec~ that had 
to be considered, and busineaa-like to an extraordinary degree in 
bis conduct of alfairs. 

It is probable that one of the object.a which the Prince had in 
'riew in promotinl!' the Exhibition wa.e to bring before English 
manufactllJ'ers object& of a similar nature to those they produced, 
but 111perior in artistic merit. At any rate, from the year 1861 

dates a vastly increased desire in this country for the introduction 
of genuine art into articles of ordinary manufacture. To foster 
this desire and to promote ita fulfilment was the constant aim of 
the Prince during the last ten years of bis life, aud although his 
work in this respect is left unfinished, it bas not on that account 
been barren of result.a. In a recent number of this Journal we had 
occasion to quote from an official document pa8llllgB8 showing how 
remarkable a progress, in the opinion of French manufacturers, 
the artii of design have m11de in this country; aud how excellent 
they considered that machinery for artistic education which has 
been here established; and we then took occasion to show how 
much of all this is due t-0 the elforta of the late Prince. The forth
coming International Exhibition will no doubt exhibit the naLure 
and extent of this progreas most strikivgly, and will give a new 
impulse to the work. It is a matter of heartfelt regret thaL he 
will be absent from this Exhibition who of all others would have 
taken the greatest interest in this undertaking, and to whom it 
woul<l have afforded something of a public triumph, as it no deubi 
will bring with it that recognition of the value and the sucoesa 
of unobtrusive but strenuous and persevering efforts to advance 
British arts, aJJ connected with British manufactures, which the 
English public bas hitherto been more slow to award than have 
continental nations. 

While, however, we deplore our lou, we do so with a regret not 
altogether unmixed. The death of a godly man, and such the 
Prince undoubtedly was, is never a subject for unmixed sorrow; 
the completion of a happy, useful, prosperous career, safely closed 
before it had been overshadowed by disease, bereavement, or any 
of the hundred forms of tribulaLion which might have embittered 
declining years, or enfeebled prolonged life, is almost a subject of 
congratulation; and while deploring that the summer which rob
bed Europe of her greateststatesman has hardly chille<l into winter 
ere England has been called to part with her greatest citizen, we 
cannot but feel grateful that, like Cavour, Prince Albert, if he le~ 
bis work incomplete, was able to labour till the last; that he fell at 
his post; that the image we shall ever retain of him will bens he 
was in bis prime-il.nd that the feeling which hia death aroused 
waa one of universal, unqualified regret.. 

THE BUILDING FOR THE INTERNATIONAL 
EXHIBITION OF 1862. 

Tug rapid progreBB of this building has been such that it is now 
possible on visiting the works to judge pretty clearly of the actual 
effect of arraugements which, when we first noticed the work, 
were entirely perspective. We gave in April of last year the 
plan and an elevation, and in November last two sections and a 
perspective view of the west and south front; the illustrations 
which accompany this notice exhibit the south front and the in
terior of the nave or central passage. The greatest merit of the 
building is the remarkable clearul'BB and simplicity of its plau. 
It rarely, if ever, occurs that a building of such vast size leaves 
so simple and intelligible an impreBBion Up<ln the mind of a visitor 
as the great structure now in progreBB at South Kensington. The 
main building· occupies a space of ground forming a parallelo
gram, of which the sides have almost exactly twice the length of 
the ends-the greatest dimension being from easL to west.. The 
picture gallery-a structure of brick-runs along the entire 
length of the south side of this block, and parallel to it runs a 
great central passage or nave, having two transepts of similar 
width and height croBBing it at the two ends; these main passages 
consequently taking the form of an elongated ...,., as will be seen 
bv "8ference to the plan in this Journal for April last. 
·At the two point.a of intersection of the transepts an<l nave stand 

the two great domes of which so much has been said, these being 
roofed with glass, while the nave and transepts will have opaque 
roofs, but will receive light from a lofty glazed clerestory as shown 
in the accompanying interior view. The spaces north and south 
of the central passage or nave are roofed with gl111JS in a very 
efficient manner; the roofs being at a level considerably lower than 
even the springjng of the wwe and tran11ept roofs; and the dis
tance apart of the supports is such that an almost uninterrupted 
space will be obtained for exhibition purposes. To complete the 
description of the \>uilding aa it now appears it is only neces!llU)' 
to add-that to the north lies the great garden of the Horticul
tural Society, a 9.uadrangle surrounded by arcades, and that, as 
this quadrangle is not of the full widLh of the plot of ground, two 
additions to the building, called "annexes," and forming sheds 
of great length in proporLion to their width, are thrown ouL north-
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warda, one from each transept, the gardens lying between them. dangm>ut1, but appears doubly BO in a building where r&pldity of 
lo some respects the carrying out is fully equal to the splendid erection is of each importance, and the extent of which ia '° 
simplicity of this fine and comprehensive design, but in other great, for it is h&rdly possible to secure a thorough inspection of 
re11peclll it falla very far abort. Nothing c:&D be more auooeaeful every casting under auch circumstances, and yet a single 6.&w in 
than the design of the light one of the little bracket. we 
wooden roof covering the an- have referred to would be 
nexes,orthatofthemoresolid sufficient to produce ~e 
roofing of the nave. The gPne- most disastrous reeulta. 
ral arrangement of the gl&BB The exterior, too, doe. not 
roofs in the courts north and show such a mastery over 
south of the naves is also very the best forms into which 
good, and the diminished common brickwork and or-
number of the points of aup- dinaryroofing can be thrown 
port is very much in favour as would have been desirable. 
of this part of the new build- We hear of a proposal for 
ing as compared with the ori- decorating portions of the 
ginal one; these courts resem- outer walls with mosaics, 
ble a good deal the new and and an attempt has been 
excellent roof of the Victoria made to introduce lreaoo. 
Railway Terminus. We trust neither of t.be&e 

The most unfavourable con- plans will be carried out. 
trast, howev.ar, between the One-tenth part of the COit 
new building and the original of either of them expended 
one, a contrast which the on the brickwork as it wu 
Sv<lenhamPalace marks more being carried up would have 
sirikingly, lies between the given nobility to whatianow 
opaque covering of the nave poor and meagre. Still, thP 
roof at Kensington and the exteriorhasthemeritofsim-
glnss roofs of tne two other plicity, nud its east arid weet 
buildings. There can be no fronuseem to promiaeaowe-
question that, well propor- thing of dignity. Should 
tioned and well built as is the either colouring or moeaic 
Sonth Kensington nave, it be introduced, the result will 
lookeatpre6entdepreBBedand not be to add either beauty 
dark to a degree which isemi- or richness; it will only be to 
neatly unsatisfactory;Rnd the destroy the simplicity which 
idea sug~ests itadf thl\t a we admit to e.1.ist, and which 
broadskylightalougtheridge in so great" structure b&-
of the n11ve (such as exists in comes in itself, through fre. 
the smnller roofs of the an- quent repetition, aometbing 
ne.1.es)wonl<l atford a wonder- akin to noblen-. 
fut help to the artistic effect It is to be regretted that 
of this pert of the building. the building is placed ao 
The great flood of light which nenr the roads which aur-
will pour down th1·ough the round it, aud that the ap-
dowes, wheu they are fixed proachea are not more nu-
1w<l the &c.'llfolds struck, may merous and wider. The 
redeem the central feature of position of the building can-
t he l.mil<ling from gloom, and ln.11.1oa or N .. u. nut of coul'l!e now be altered, 
will, without doubt, produce a magnifict>nt and novel contrast of but th.a thoroughfares leading to it adruit of improve!Ilent at 
light and shade on a bright day; but we think this will not atone comparatively small cost and little trouble. There 18 some 
for the absence of that appa1eutly boundless height to which we ground to hope, we believe, that the roodway in front of 
have become accut1tomed in the semicircular roof at Sy<lenham. Broruptou-row will be widened; and should the suggested 

The ironwork, thungb generally well designed, d()('B uot displRy thoroughfare across the park he carried out, a great addition 
the consummate wecbunical skill which n1arked Sir Ch"rles Fo.1.'s would be Fned to the means of acceBB to the Exhibition, aDd 
work at tl1e Hyde-park builuing. The niode adopted of sup- eome portion of the incouvenience which must always attend tbe 
porting the girders by letting them rest on short b1·ackets, or oolll'Cting together of large numbers of visitors to one spot would 
stubbH, cast ou to the columu11, i11 one which aeews at all times be obviated. 
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TO LAY OUT A RAILWAY CURVE 
Bg meam of Ordinatu or Ojfset9 in Ratio~/ Nun1~1 from 

tM Ch01'd 01' Chorda, without Calculation 01' Tablet. 
By OLIVER BTRNF~ Civil Engineer. 

LBT AU=IOO links, each a foot in length; a 50-foot chain of. 
50 links may be employed; then AB=BC=50 feet (see Fig. 1). 
AG=EI=IL=GJ=JM=LO=OR=MP=&c.=10 feet. Now, 
i( squaring 5 be termej calculation, the heading of this article is 

F10. 1. 
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not correct; however, before any very extensive calculation can 
be undertaken, the common multiplication table has to be com
mitted to memory, then it is known that 5 times 5=25; 

:. 50 x 50 = 2500. 
The half of 2500 equals 1250, and the half of this is 625. These are 

FIG. 2. 
C D 
___...---='~:---

~ 

B 

Q 

all the calc11lations to be made before setting down all the ordi
nates both inside and outside the circular arc ADC. 

1250 
BD=AE =CF= 

6793 
of a foot. 

50 1200 
Rq = tU= 6793 :. Pq =St= 6793 

200 
On=uiX= 6793 

450 
Lk=zH= 6793 

800 
hi= Ka= 6793 

1050 
:. Mn= Vu= 6793 

800 
:. Jk =Y.c=6793 

450 
:. Gh= Za= 6793 

The numerators 60, 200, 450, 800, are eet down without cal
ClllatioD, aa 50 is half the square of IO, llOO is half the square of 

20, 450 hair the square of 30, and 800 is half the square of 40; 
which roquires little more mental exertion than to recollect 
once I, twice 2, three times 3, and four times 4. The reault.t 
may be ordered thus:-

AG=lO feet, 
450 

Gii= 
6793 

part of a foot. 

800 
Jk= 6793 " AJ=20 ,, " 

1060 
_Mn= 6793 " AM=30 ,, " 

1200 
Pq= 6793 " AP=40 ,, " 

1260 
BD= 6793 " AB=50 ,, " 

1200 
AS =60 " St = 6i93 " " 
&~ &~ 

6i93 feet is the length 0£ the radius QA, QD, or QC,'.when 667~~ 
part of a foot is added to it; this addition is not more than an 
inch and a tenth, wbile 6793 feet is more than a mile. Hence, 
6793 feet may be taken for the radius of the circle. 

The radius AQ (Fig. 2) of a circle> is two miles and a halC-
13200 fee~and a little over half an inch more; AC is a chain of 
100 links, of a foot each; AG=l8 feet. Required, without calcu
lation, the ordinate BD in the centre of the arc ADC, the ordi
nate FG on the chord, and the ordinate EF from the tangen\ 
ED. 

Ordinate BD = ::: part of a foot, 

The exact length of radius = 13200 1~~ 
GB=ED=50-18=32 feet, 

(32)2 = 22x1at = 2Xl6'=512; 
2 2 

512 
:. EF= 

13200 
part ofa foot. 

1250 512 738 
GF= 13200 - 13200 = -13-200 part of a foot. 

n' 
To prove this rule, assume QC= r + - ; BC = 2~; au& 

r 
n' 

QB=r- - • Now, if this aaaumption be true, 
r 

(r+~T =(r-~r +<2n)I, 

which when developed ahows that (r+ ~)2 and (r-~ )'+(2n)I 

are identically equal; consequentlv QBO is a rational right-
angled plane triangle. • 

2n' 
QD-QB = BD; :. BD= -

r 
Let r=625, and n=26; that iR, AC=IOO. 

n2 (25" 625 r+- =QC= 625+ - 1 = 625 0 -,. = 626; 
r r 6MU 
nZ 625 r-;- =QB=625-

625 
= 624; 

2n
2 

= 1260 = 2 = BD. 
r 626 

. . If QC (Fig. 2) equals 3763 !: feet, the number 3763 is 

taken at random; and if at the same time AC=IOO feet, or 
BC=60, =2n, then the ordinate BD in the ceJ)tre may be eet 

aown without calculation = in this 'case !: feet. The truth 

of the rule for finding the intermediate ordinates may bt eata
bliahed as follows:-

Referring to Fig. 11 put .r=~• m=.cN =DH; 

:. QN=V r-m2; ND=.cH=r-.V or-mi. 

I 
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Now if m' be successively taken 11, 21, 31, &o. chains, the 
values of tU, wX, zH, a.K, &o. will be respectively 

-- ( 12 II 
z--./z"-1" = z- z- ir) = ~ nearly. 

-- ( 2') 21 z-..jzl-2' = z- z-fi. = 2:"z. ,, 

- ( 32) 31 
z--./zl-3~ = z - z-~ = ~ ,, 

&c. = &c. 
Let the radius of the CIJJ'Ve be 40 chains, each of 60 links, the 

link= l foot. Chain employed= 600 inches long. 

tU = -
1
- X 600 = 7i inches 

2 x 40 
toX= it x 4 = 30 ,, 
zH = 7i x 9 = 67t ,, 
aK = 7! x 16 =120 ,, 

&c. &c. 
When the length of the curve exceeds t of the radius, only five 

or six of the approximate offsets ought to be taken in this manner. 
Because 

z-(r;8:1)~ = l-(l-~)~ 

Hence, if au arc to radius I be found, or angle, from a table of 

natural sines whose sine = ~, the cosine of the same augle 

( 
52 )• taken from the table, without calculation, equals l - _;:2 ; 

hence the versine 1-( 1- ~)~is found by subtraction, which, 

when multiplied by z, the radius, gives the lk, the eighth ordi· 
nate; and so of other ordinates. The centre ordinate BD (Fig. 1) 
is alway11 correctly determined b1 the foregoing rule, whether 
the chord AC be long oii short comJ>l'red with the radius QD. 

ELUlPLE.-For a radius between 6973 and 6975 feet, and a 
long chord of 300 feet or 3 chains, what is the ordinate in the 
middle at the concave side of the curve 1 

Take the radius = 6973 
5625 

feet. ( 
300

) 
2 = ~~ = 22500 6793 2 4 . 

22500 " h "red d" te 11250 -
2
- = 11250; :. t e- requ1 or ma = 6973 feet exactly. 

Take another example. Let the chord be 400 feet, and radius 

68975 lOOOO feet. ( 400 ) =10000. The length of the required 
68975 4 

ordinate will be :~: feet. 

It is clear that this rule may be applit'd to all circular curves, 
without meutal labour. Any number, as 130, may be reduced 

to the required form, z + 
625 = 130, by solving the quadratic z 

equation, z2-130z=-625; :. z = 125, 

and 125 ~:-~ = 130 = QD (Fig. 2). 

1250 --= lO=BD· 
125 ' 

:. BQ = 120. Proof: CQ2 = BCS+BQ2• 130z= 502+120'. 
In a oue degree curve (1°), that is, a curve in which a chord of 

100 feet subtends l 0 at the centre, radius =5729·65 feet; 
2° curve, radius= 2864·93 feet, 
5° curve, radius= 1146·27 ,, 

10° curve, radius= oi3·66 ,, 
Without solving a quadratic equation, these or other radii may 

625 
be reduced to the form z + -- , by taking the nearest whole 

,11 

number to z and dividing it into 625 (supposing the chord of the 
arc = 100 feet). Take a 10° curn, radius=573·66, 

From 573·66 
take l il9 625 

67:.! = 11)9. 
572•57 

Then 572•57 
57

6
2
2
5
5
7 

=573·66. The middle ordinate= 
1250 

feet 
. 572•67 

ExAKPL&-ln a 2° curve, radius = 2864·93 ft1et, what is the 
length of the middle ordinate, and the length of an ordinate 
14 feet from \be middle on both the convex aud concave sides of 
the curve 1 aa asnn.I, measuring from the tangent to the middle 
point and from the chord = 100 feet. 

From 2864·94 
take ·22 

2864•71 

625 = ·22 
286-1 

625 
:. Radius = 2864"71 

2864"71 

Middl rdi 
1250 

e o nate = 286:l"7l; 

14' = 196, .. ordin:i.te on the convex side, 14 feet from the 
98 ll52 

middle,= 
2864

.
71 

feet; 1250 - 98 = 1152, :. 
2864

.71 feet, 

which is readily reduced to inches, gives the ordinate on the 
concave side of the carve. 

ON THE CONCRETE USED IN THE LATE EXTE.i."'ll
SION OF THE LONDON DOCKS.* 

By GEORGE RoBERTSON, C.E., F.R.S.E. 
IN the late extension of the London Docks at Shadwell, the 

point which appeared to me to be most worthy of and to afford 
the greatest scope for eulargement, was that of hydraulic lime. 
Fintly, because there were (in my mind at least) mauy unex· 
plained difficulties and contradictory statements connected with 
its theory and practice; secondly, been.use the manufacture of the 
lias lime used on these works being in the hauds of the Com
pany's engineers, afforded advantages for investigation which 
might never oocur to me again on such an extensive scale. Ao 
investigation into the theory of hydraulic lime, and its manufac
ture into mortar formed the subject of a paper read hefore the 
Institution of Civil Engineers in April 1858, to which the present 
one on Concrete is a sequel, completing the monograph on the 
lime used in this one work. 

I also read a paper lately before the Royal Society here upon 
the "Solidification of Limes and Cements," which was founded 
partly on the London Dock experiments and partly on a continu
ation of them at Leith Docks. 

The new works made by the London Dock Company consist of 
a new bnsin thrown into one with the old Shadwell basin, and two 
large locks 360 feet long and 60 brciad, parallel with the former 
small ones; one to lock veBSels up if necel!Sllry from the river 
Thames to the basin, and the other for veBBels proceeding to the 
eastern dock, the water level of which is usually kept above 
Trinity high·water mark by a pumping engine. 

Borings of the ground occupied by the new works showed how 
advantageously concrete could be used in their construction. 
Below the first eight feet of made gl"ound and brick rubbish is a 
bed of brown clay some 6 or 7 feet thick; then a bed of peat 
averaging 6 feet, but often much thicker, full of remains of beech, 
oak, h&?.el, and other trees. The lower part of this peat WM full 
of veins and lumps of sesqaipbosphate of iron, native Prussian 
blue. This made an excellent pigment when ground up with 
gum water, of a delicate srualt colour, which I used in tinting 
working drawings. Below the peat is a thin bed of clay, the 
bright blue colour of which was very likely due to thi1 coloar
in~ matter in the overlying peat. Under the peat and clay is a 
thick W of fiint gravel, Thames ballast, which extended nearly 
over the whole area of the new works. In some places it was fine 
enough to form sharp clean sand for mortar, in other places 
coarse gravel well adapted for concrete. The chief material for 
concrete was therefore on the very site of the works ready for use, 
anJ the whole expense was save<l likewise of barging it up to 
Battersea Park, where we were permitted to shoot oat the exca
vations .. Under the gravel, at an average depth of 30 feet below 
Trinity high-water, lies the- solid London clay, into which, of 
course-, most of the foundation had to be carried. The bed of 
BA.nd and gravel was more than 12 feet thick at the two locks, but 
thinned out completely at the north wall of the hasin. The bal-

• Bead before '1le Ro)'&I SccKtlah Boc1~1 of Ano. 
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lut YU in sufficient abundance to supply all the concrete re
qnired for foundations and connterfort.s, and to leave enough over 
to make it worth while using it for the dock walls themselves. 

The subject naturally divides itself into two divisions-the 
manufacture and the application of the concrete. 

Tu Manufacture.-The great mass of the concrete was made 
with naturally hydraulic lime, blue lias from Lyme Regis in 
Donletshire, which requires no artificial mixture with pozzuolana 
or minion to render it capable of setting pB'rmanentlg under water. 
The word "concretA" in this paper implies, therefore, that made 
with blue lias lime, unless otherwise specified. The Dorset.shire 
lias was the only lime burned on the works; all lias from War
wickshire or Leicestershire was bought ready burned from the 
merchants. Lias requires much greater care in burning than 
richer limes, because any sudden or extra heat, which would do 
little harm to Dorking lime, greatly inj11res lias, by forming a glass 
between the silica and the lime in the stone, instead of only 
driYing off the water and carbonic acid. The combination be
tween the silica and lime, to which lias owes its hydraulic pro
perties, ought only to take place in the humid way-i.e., with 
the &ii&istauce of water, after the application of the lime as mor
tar or concrete. Lias comes from Lyme Regis in two different 
forme-the one with a clean conchoidal fracture, and the other of 
a shaly nature, approaching in appearance even to clay slate, hut 
quite soft. The shaly lias, which contains so much clay as to 
have the properties of a cement, is not so desirable as the hard 
clean stone, because it carries less sand, and i11 therefore more ex
pensivcl. The stone cost 48. 3d. a ton when shipped at Lyme, but 
10.. 9d. before it was stacked round the kiln at London, which is as 
mnch as the Mme stone costs delivered nt the works of the new 
graving dock nt Leith.' Freight to London is always heavy, for there 
is no steady return freight like coal to be had. Notwithstanding 
the high price of the stone delivered at Shadwell, and having to 
pay freight on thous1mds of tons of water and carbonic acid to be 
afterwards dri Yen off by the heat of U1e kiln, the engineer-in-chief 
of ihe Dock Company, the late Mr. Rendel, determined to burn 
the limestone in London, as the e1tra. cost would be a compara
tively small item in such extensive works. It was very desirable 
t.o haY'e the best possible lime where concrete was to play so 
important a part. 

Two egg-shaped draw kilns of bricks were therefore erected, 
of a total height of 43 feet from the door to the top of the dome, 
and an extreiue internal diameter of 14 feet, contracting to 5 feet 
at the fire bars, lllld 11 ft. 6 in. at 32 feet above the floor. The 
practical objection to having a less diameter than this at the top 
ii the J.ifficulty that would arise in charging the kiln with evenly 
<list.ributed layera of coal and stone tipped in from barrows at 
the top through the windows in the dome. It has likewise been 
<>bjected that a contracted top to a kiln prevents the escape of 
carbonic acid, althowgh it has a counterbalancing nuvanta.ge in 
confining the heat, and throwing it down with a reverberatory 
effect on the charge. This theoretical objection appoars to be 
fanciful It was found necessary, after these kilns ha<l been 
working for a short time, to dome the mouth over with" brick 
arch to prevent stones from dying into the neighbouring streets. 
The chimney at the top of this was only 3 feet in diameter, and 
yet no difference was afterwards perceptible either in the time 
reqnired for burning, or in the percentage of imperfectly burned 
at.one. On the other hand, there is little doubt that the dome 
&ctetl economically on the coal required, for the average of 7000 
t.oJs of limestone was little more than one ton of coal to lli of 
atone, the limits being l to 10 and l to 13. Carbonic acid came 
~way freely after the kiln had been lighted for three hours, and 
it appeared to have ample room for escape. An average of 11t 
toD!I of stone burned by one ton of coal is very high; but the coal 
was Welsh, and oost £1 111. a ton. N ewca.stle coal, or bituminoll8 
coal in general, was inadmissable; for it was essential to have 
liitle or no smoke fron1 kilns in the heart of London. At Leith, 
one ton of the coal of the neighbourhood appears to burn only 6 
or 7 tcms of lia.s; but the coal is only one-third of the price of 
Welah coal. The barrow11 of coal and properly broken stone 
were lifted to the top of the kiln by a hoi11t worked by the mor
tar-mill engine, and were tipped in through three openings in 
each dome, as evenly as possible. After the kiln was lighted, 
these windows were kllpt closed w:th boiler-plate shutters. The 
eoet of chargmg, including breaking up the stone and coal, was 
11. 6d. per ton of the two when mixed in the kiln. Unless the 
de111aad for quicklime was very irregular, the kilns were always 
kept lighted; but whenever they were allowed to go out, the 

charge of quicklime was left in the kiln, as the place most free 
from moisture. Whenever the fire is let out in draw kilns, the 
next charge is nearly sure to burn irregularly, and there is a con
siderable !OBS of heat in rewarming the kiln. Draw kilns are 
liable to irregularity from apparently slight causes, such as the 
direction of the wind, &c.; and in the Shadwell kilns there was 
also a permanent tendency to burn quickest dowu the side warmed 
by the adjacent kiln, for they were both in one block of building. 
But draw kilns are better suited for burning lias than dare kilns, 
as the beat is more uniformly distributed through the charge; 
there is therefore less danger of overburning the lower half and 
nnderburning the upper. 

Each kiln held 100 tons of stone, and burnt 21 tons per diem. 
The two together produced 25 tons of quick-lime every day, a 
quantity sufficient for about 97 cubic yards of mortar, or 170 
cubic yards of concrete; 9 tons of coal will burn 100 tons of 
stone, which produce 59·37 tons of quick-lime, or 1583 bushels of 
ground-lime, enough for 400 cubic yards of concrete, when the 
ballast is moderately dry. Drawing the lime from the kiln cost 
lid. per ton of quick-lime. The total cost of the burnt lime 
amounted to 2-18. per ton. When quite hot from the kiln, 26i" 
buahels of ground-lime went to the ton; but after keeping some 
time a ton swelled to 30 bushels, which is what bought lias usually 
weighs. A bushel of lime, ground when fresh burnt, contains 
therefore one-seventh more lime than a bushel of stale lime; and 
a cubic ya.rd of concrete, of specified proportioua, is so much the 
better when made with fresh lime. 

Coke was used iu the kiln for a short time, but it was fouµd to 
be 8 per cent. dearer than Welsh coal ; and, moreover, the hea' 
given out by it wns too quick and strong, casing many of the 
stones over with a vitrified silicate, which hindered the free 
escape of carbonic acid. When coke was burnt, therefore, the 
percentage of unburnt stone was raised much above the usual 
average of Ii or 2 per cent. 

The equally burnt and softest lumps, usually of a buft' colour, 
were picked out for grinding; and the remainder, more of a liver 
colour, slaked for mortar in the manner described in my paper 
before alluded to. The lumps were first broken tolerably small 
by hand, and then crushed still smaller between iron rollers re
vol ving in the hopper of the grindstones. These rollers were at 
first made duted, but it was found that strong projecting cogs did 
the worlt more etfectually. The hopper was fed with lumps of 
lime by an endless chain of small wrought-iron buckets worked 
by the engine. It was intended that these should be self-acting, 
and dredge the lime up from a well; hut it was found necessary to 
have a man constantly feeding them with a spade, or the supply 
was not regular. 

I may mention that a similar endless chain of cast-iron bu<".ket.s 
was used very successfully for dredging a hole through the gravel, 
into which the piles of the coft'erdam were dropped, and then 
driven into the clay. By means of these dredgers, fir piles were 
got down through conglomerated gravel like "Blackwall rock," 
in which it was found almost impossible to drive elm. The sides of 
a hole 20 feet deep stood quite perpendicular when there was a 
head of water on the hole, the hole being made large enough to 
take in about four piles in a row. 

The lime was ground to a tine powder between two pairs of 
horizontal French burr millstones; the upper one revolving at a 
speed of 90 revolutions per minute. Each pair of stones was 
able to grind three tons of quick-lime per hour, at a total cost for 
grinding of ld. per bushel when the consumption was 360 bushels 
per diem; le88, if more lime was used. This is made up as fol
lows:-Feeding and attending to the hopper and lift, ~d.; engine 
power, id.; measuring the lime into bags for the contractor, and 
recutting the stones as the furrows became worn, the remaining 
id. A bushel of lime ground fresh from the kiln weighed 84 lb.; 
and at this weight the total cost was ll~d. In buying ground
lime from a merchant, if the purchaser buvs by weight, he pays 
for t.be water absorbed from the atmosphere; if he buys by 
me11.Bure, he pays for the expansion ca.used by that moisture: the 
fairest way for both pnrties would be to specify the bushel to be 
of a certain average weight---tiay for lias from Lyme Regis BO lb. 
This would allow for the lime not being quite fresh, but would 
prevent it from being too stale. 

The grindstones were composed of burrs from the fresh-water 
beds of the Paris basin, set in two radiated rings in cement, and 
backed up with plaster of Paris and mortar. The "skirts" or 
outside burrs were 5 inches thick; the central or "high burrs'' 
somewhat thicker, to allow for the "swallow," which i11 a sligM 
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depression in the centre of the upper stone, about 2 feet in dia
meter, and at ruost 3 inches deep. This acts as a kind of di.i!
tributing reservoir for the Ji rue as it falls from the hopper between 
the stones. 

The face of the stones WM divided into ten "quarteringe" by 
"master furrow~," each of them being tangential to an imagi
Dnry circle concentric with the stone, and called its" draft." The 
aize of this regulated the qunntity of lime pl\88ing through the 
atones in a given time. A rMiius of 5 inches was found t-0 grind 
90 bushels per hour of a sufficiently fine quality. The particles 
of lime, whirling round near the centre of the et-0ne, by their 
eentrifugal velocity pass towards the outside along the master 
furrows, being ground finer as they recede from the central de
pression. Each master furrow had two other distributing furrows 
leading out of it, parallel to the former mMter furrow. The 
furrows a.re shallow grooves, or rather nicks about lt inch wide, 
with the cutting edge sharp, and the other bevelled. 

The gravel found on the works was not always eo free from clay 
M could be wished. It had often to be screened, to reduce the 
quantity of sand to the proportions necessary to form a good 
mortar with the lime u~ed. Concrete is really minute rubble 
work of pebbles eet in mortar, more or Iese perfect according to 
the care taken in mixing the ingredients. In theoretically per
fect concrete, the mortar should be made, firat, to insure a per
fect matrix for the pebbles to be embedded in; but this is not the 
usual practice in this country. The great mass of the concrete 
was composed of one measure of lia..s lime to six measures of 
gravel; both being measured by boxes, and not by gueBB-work. 
Sometimes, however, a la.yer of gravel was spread out a foot 
thick, and then lime laid over it for a depth of two inches. Thie 
is not so good a way of measuring as by boxes, becau~e the lime 
falls between the pebbles, and the concrete is richer in lime than 
the engineer intends, which is no advantage to the work, and is, 
of COUl'>!e, a loss to the contractor. When the ballast was mode
rately dry, 12 cubic yards of gravel and 2 cubic yards of lime 
made 11 cubic yards of concrete, mixed and deposited. The 
ehrinkage from the dry materials was then 22 per cent.; but if 
the ballast happened to be very dry, the shrinkage was more, and 
the same quantities made only lO cubic yards. 

A cubic yard of concrete requires about 38 gallons of water to 
bring the dry materials to the requisite state of fiuidity. Of this 
quantity nearly 8 gallons enter into chemical combination with 
the oxide of calcium in the liae, and 30 gallons are either ab
sorbed mechanically by the pores of the lime, retained by capil
lary attraction between the grains of sand, or Jost by evaporation. 
After the concrete has been mixed and deposited, a gradual ex
pansion takes place from the chemical action of the lime slaking; 
the less of this swelling, however, the better, as it disturbs the 
lietting of the mortar round t.be pebbles, and caueee friability in 
<-"Oncrete. Whenever concrete ie made with quick-lime (as it 
usually is) there must be a certain amount of friability from this 
cause; and, therefore, when it is important to have no swelling, as 
in blocks of concrete which have to be lifted, recourse must be 
had to slaked lime, or else to cement, which contracts rather than 
expand~ in setting. In the one case the concrete ie long in hard
<lning, having more moisture in it than the lime can absorb; and 
in the use of cement more expense is incurred. Portland cement 
is, however, not eo expensive as might at first appear from the 
cement being double the price of lime, because the proportion 
to the ballast may be considerably reduced. 

Some experiments on the expansion of concrete proved t-0 me 
that it varies a little with the season of the vear. In bot summer 
weather the expansion of a cubic foot in twenty-four boars after 
mixing wa11as much as -.\ith of itii bulk, usually -(r}; but in frosty 
weather it rarely excecJJe-d .-\th. The force exerted in the ex-,: 
pansion was always sufficient to burst the box in which the con
crete had been deposited; the amount niight even be measured by 
the distance the nails were drawn out. Whenever the expaneion 
exceeded -;Qth of the bulk, I considered the concrete too rich in 
lime; and that there was more than would, when slaked, fill up 
the interstices of the sand and fiiuts, and coat each pin with a 
thin pellicle of lime. More than this ie not reqmred, for too 
thick a coating of lime causes weakness, and not strength. 

The gravel and lime were mixed together on a platform of 
planks, and were turned over twice in the dry state, and twice 
with water gradually added. The concrete was then wheeled in 
Larrowe, and shot into the required place from planks a few feet 
above. The idea that concrete should be thrown in from a great 
11cight is erroneous, for it then falls with too great force, and dis-

turbs the setting of the masa below,causing unnecessary friability. 
Thie was particularly noticeable in the deep pits for the counter
forte of the north '111'.all of the basin, where the concrete had un
avoidably to be thrown from a height of 30 feet. The force of 
the blow set the whole mass in motion for eome feet down, even 
after setting had fairly commenced. Lias concrete sets slowly, 
and in this case it was impossible to wait long enough for each 
layer to become perfectly hard before depositing another, ae the 
wall had to built with the utmost expedition, as will be seen her&
after. Anything gained in density by a fall of more than 6 feet 
ie more than connterbalanced by the dieturbancee to the masa 
below. The grand rule in concrete is, not to disturb it after set
ting hns once commenced. Wherever it is necessary to shovel it 
into corners, or pack it between stones, it should be done at once, 
and the concrete not touched ag-.t.in. The swelling of the lime 
during slaking caueee enough natnral friability, without increasing 
it by after-disturbance. 

By arrangement in the contract with Messrs. W. Cubitt and 
Co., the contractors for the greater portion of the permanent 
work, ground lias lime was sold to them for lOd. per bushel; and 
at this price the cost of making a cubic yard of 1'.0ncrete was aa 
follows:-

3f buehela of lime, at I Od. • . 
Loading, waste, and bagB for ditt.o, 
Getting gruel. . • . 
Wheeling do. (say 5 runs). . 
Screening and selecting ditto. 
Mixing and depositing. 
Plntfol"Illl!. 

'· d. 
8 1. 
0 8 
0 6 
0 • 
0 8 
I I 
0 16 

Total coat per cubic yard = 5 8 

As the quantity of gravel fit for concrete was uncertain before 
the ground was openro up, for the sake of simplicity the whole 
excavation bad been estimated as barged away; and for each cubic 
yard of gravel used as concrete, a certain deduction was made in 
the monthly payments. 

The supply of water for mixing the concrete was obtained from 
pipes laid down to the various parts of the works, either from 
the street mains or from the launder of the pumping engine. In 
mixing large quantities the expense oflaying pipes ie soon saved. 

TM .4pplication.-Concrete was applied on the works of the 
London Dock extension in several waye:-lst, In foundations for 
masonry or brickwork, as a means of spreading the weight over a 
large surface; 2nd, As the cheapest met.hod of reaching a good 
foundation in the clay or gravel, whether for walls or pier!! or 
warehouses, &c.; 3rd, In the dock wnlle themselves, wherever the 
concrete would not be exposed to the alternate action of wind and 
water; 4th, As counterforte or LuttreSBee, on which nothing was 
to be afterwnrde built, but where weight Wl\8 wanted. 

In all these l'.asee it is to be noticed that it was applied as a 
mass, in the monolithic form, which ie the true uee and value of 

\ concrete. Whenever it ie moulded into separate blocks, to be 
afterwards set in proximity to each other, concrete becomes 
au inferior substitute for stone, although often an economical and 
useful one. 

The whole of the side walls uf the two Jocks rested upon a bed 
of concrete, of a thickneBB varyiniz very much with the level of 
the clay, from 3 feet to 6 inches. The invert of the lock chambers 
was laid on concrete, and theepand1ile of the arch filled up with it. 
The high chimney of the pumping-engine house stood on a square 
of concrete of considerable thickness, the pumping engine iteelf 
resting on beech piling. Ae this chimney W68 very close both to 
the pumping well (18 feet in diameter) and to the excavation for 
the lower dock, there was some risk of unequal settlement. A 
plumb--boh was therefore !en euepended in the chimney, which at 
once would give warning of any inclination either way. Some 
time :Uter the chimney was built t.be plurub--bob showed that the 
shaft had inclined several inches towards the excavation. A 
quantity of limestone Wl\8 at once stacked round the base of the 
chimney on the opposite side, which brought the ehan back to the 
perpendicular. 

Concrete was used as the cbeape11t means of reaching the clay, 
in the foundations for the lattice ewing-bridgee over the locks; 
the bridge pits resting on arcbe11, the piers of which were of con
crete up to a certain height. Columns of concrete we1-e built up 
likewise in the propE'r places, upon which carnee and capstans 
might be placed when required. The whole of the walls and iron 
colulllns uf the new warehouse rested on trenches of concrete 
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about 8 feet wide, and averaging perhaps 8 feet in thickness, 
from the top of the natural gravel to the level of 17 feet below 
high water. All the concrete here wl\8 not io be exposed to. the 
direct action of water, it was mMe of Dorking or grey stone hme, 
in the proportion of l of. gro?nd lime to 8 of ball~t. Th}e lime 
carries more sand than haa; 18 but feebly bydrauhc, and, mdeed, 
not permanently eo 11t all. It ie the lime userl ~n London for 
building purposes, and by some eugineers eveu w dock work 
when mixed with pozzuolana. 

By far the largest quantity of ~be gravel found in the ex~v!"
Lion wa.e used up ill the conetruct1on of the walls of the basm, 10 
which everything below the level of 17 feet from high water was of 
concrete, faced with two feet of Kentieb rag-etoue, to pro~ the 
surface from the disintegrating effects of water. At thlB low 
level there was no fear of vessels rubbing against the rough 
faces of the rag-stone. The genera.I type of the baein walls was 
mueb the same ae that of the W eet India J unctiou Dock walls, 
where Mr. Rendel used concrete of l part of Portland cement to 
9 J>l'rts of gravel. 

The OODcrete portion of the basin walls WM 17 ft. 6 in. broad at 
the bottom, and 11 ft. 6 in. at the top, the f!LC8 being curved at 
first to a rarlius of 11 feet, MU then carried up with a batter to 
the bottom of the brickwork, which was perpendicular. When
ever coucrete is faced with rag-stone, it Khould be built with a 
batter and the layers slightly inclining away from the face. All 
dange; of the wall bulging out, or of the face-work peeling off, is 
then nvoided. The Kentieh ra~-eton3 facing wae hammer-dressed 
on the joints for a specified il1et.a11ce in, and care was takeu to 
have at intervals long wedged-shaped stones, with the broad eud 
inwanls, tailin~ well into the concrete, which was carefully packed 
between the jornts when first deposited. About two feet high of 
face work Wl\8 first set, and then the concrete dep<lllited in two 
layere of about one foot thick each. The first !Ayer was allowed 
to harden for at lE188t twenty-four bon!"ll before the second was 
Jepo .. ited, and they were always arra11g~d eo as to bi;eak joint4 A layer of concrete does not thoroughly mcorporate with a pre
noull one unless the meeting surfaces be kept rough, and free 
from 111\Dd. But, by eweepiug off all sand, aud, if ueceBBarJ, 
picking the face in furrows, l\Dd by breakiug joint with the layers, 
al! danger is avoided of either • vertical or horizontal run of water 
through a llll\88 of concrete. The brickwork of tbe'llpper half of 
tl1e wllll, with ita couoterforts, wu llOt laid on ll\odioge, as in 
the lock walls, but wns for three feet set in superior 111ortar, with 
hoop-iron bond every three or four courses. 

The above description applies to the east, west, and south walla 
of the basin; but the north wall varied materil\lly from the 
general section, and was altogether very instructive, from the 
difficulties encountered in building it. The east end of the wall 
ha.d been commenced in the usual way, by taking out the ex
cavation of the basin in front and of the wall to the natural 
slope of the t!llrth, when alarming cracks appeared in the church
yard of St. Paul's, Shadwell, and the whole ground on which the 
High-street and this· church, with its handsome steeple, were 
bnilt, appeared to be slipping into the works, for I\ length of 800 
fetit. Ally one who witueBBed the fall of the ~rrace at RRmBBy 
Gardens some months ago, will understand, on a email scale, the 
result of such a catadtrophe. The excavations were Rt once 
etopped, and borings made in the chnrchynrd and adjoining 
streets, outside of the parliamentary boundaries of the dock com
pany. The enrface of the London clay was found to rise sud
denlv in a elope of l in 10 from the basin to the High-street, eo 
thl\t. the whole prism of earth, resting on an iuclioe, was only 
kept np by the weight of the earth in front. It wns neceeaary, 
tl1erefore, to alter the character of the wall, and to stop the 
excavation of the basin till the wnll wae completely built, and 
ready to take the thrust of the ground behind. For the better 
protection of the church, which was in more danger than the 
housee, a perfect forest of piles was driven into the clRy in frout 
of the churchyard. These were in four or five roW11 deep, several 
feet apart, and connected by walioge at right angles to the basin 
WAIL The ground was next taken out in pits, in the line of the 
wall, 50.feet centre to centre, 20 feet wide, and 40 feet back from 
tb11 coping. These were carried well down into the clay, and the 
bottoms cut iu steps, eloping away from the basin. The pita were 
filled in solid with concl"ete, up to the level of 17 feet below high 
va\er, Uie face being protected by two feet thick of Keotisb rag 
111111uaL Brick arches were then turned from pier to pier, to 
111pport the upper half of the wall, which was of the ordinary 
character. 

To prevent the ground between tbt> piers fro~ falling through 
into the basin vertical brick arches, 3 feet thick, were turned 
from counterf~rt to couoterfort, and backed with puddle or 
concrete. These arches were founded in the clay, on the top 
of a strong slope of concrete, faced with a foot of puddle, to 
protect the surface from water. The wall carried at the back 0£ 
1t a culvert fou1· feet in diameter, for keeping up the water level 
ill the eastern dock or the new basin if required. 

After the couoterforte were finished, and the arches turned, the 
ground iu front of the copiug line was excavated, and the ~ of 
the elopes and piers put in with Portland cem?ot concr.ite, 10 the 
proportion of l of cement to 9 of F,Vel. ThlB se~ f~ter than 
lias concrete, and ie heavier, a cubic foot of each weighmg 1391 b. 
and 129 lb. respectively. 

Before the water was let into the basin, the north wall resem
bled a maaeive viaduct more than a quay wall for ships to lie 
against; but after the water was admitted .the arches were not 
seen as theircrowne were eight feet below high-water level. 

The use of concrete by Mr. Rendel in the Lood~n D~k E.J.teo
eion is nn excellent example of what good eogmeenng ou~ht 
always to be; viz., the application, in the best aud mos~ ecooo.m1Cl\l 
form, of the material closest at hand, so long as that 1e cons1Btent 
with strength and durability. 

THE IRON-CASED SHIPS OF THE BRITISH 
NAVY.* 

By E. J. REED, Sec. Iuet. Naval Architects. 
THE construction of iron-cased ships of war is engrosaing ~ 

much of the attention of scientific meu attbe presentmomeut,and 1e 
manifestly fraught. with such important consequences in financial 
respects, that this A880Ciatioo c.ould not .well be ex~ec~ to 
aaeemble, even iu Mauchester, without takmg the eubJect rnto 
consideration. 

With the view of best fnlfillintt the iotenti.one with. whic~ the 
gentlemen of the Mechanical Section made thlB the chief topic of 
to-day's deliberations, I propose--. . 

let. To glance briefiy at the c1l'C1.1meta~oes un.der which the 
British Admiralty resorted to the construction of 1ron-cneed sea
going ships of war. 

2nd. To et.ate as compactly as possible the principal features of 
the ships which. the admiralty are building and propose to 
build. 

And 3rdly. To bring to the 1;1otice o~ thi~ Auo;ciRtion ~be great 
increase of dock accommodation which iron-cased eb1ps have 
rendered Dece881\ry. 

Enrly in 18.59 the secretary to the admiralty, the accountant-
11:enernl of the n~vv and the secretary and chief clerk to the trea
sury, together reported ~ ~he gove"?ment. of th~ day (~nl 
Derby's) that France· wae building "four 1ron-e1ded eh1 ps, of w h 1ch 
two were more than· half completed," and that these ships were 
to tnke the place of line-of-battle Ahips for the future .. "s.o c;on
vinceu do naval men seem to be in France of the 1rree1et1ble 
quruities of tbe~e ships," said those gentlemen, "that they are of 
opinion that no more ships of the line will be laid down." In 
another part of their report they Baid, ".The pre'!6nt ~eems a 
state of transition, as reganls naval architecture. mduc10~ the 
French government to suspend .the Jayiug d?wo of new e.b1pe of 
the line altogether." At the instance of Sir John Pakmgton, 
then first lonl of the admirnlty, this report was immediately 
presented to pRrlinment, Md thus obtained universal publicity. 

From that time forward, then, we have all kuown perfectly 
well what the plans of the French government in this matter 
were, and we have ~nown equru.ly well that th.e only. mode of 
keeping pace even with France ID the production of 1ro~-cased 
ships wae to J11y down four of them to match the four which ehe 
at that time poseeBBed, and to build as many more annually as 
she BBW fit to add to her navy. In pursuance of this very ~impl<' 
policy, Sir John Pakiogtoo at once hl\tl de!!igus of n fonm~nbl .. 
class of iron-cased ships prepared, and onlered the construction of 
one of these vessels, the Warrior. 

The present boanl of admiralty shortly afterwards smic~derl 
to power, Rod ordered a. second of these veeeels, the Black Pr1uc,·, 
and after some delay also issued contracts for the Defence anll 
Resistance. No other vessel of the kind was actually commenced 
until the preReot yenr; eo that in the beginning of 1&61 we h:ul 

• Paper read at a Meetlllg of the Briuah .AMOC!atlon, a1.wcheater, !:!epsember 11161. 
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only just attained the position which France held in the beginning 
or 1859, having "four iron-Bided ships, or which two were more 
than hair completed." Meantime France had been devoting the 
bulk or her naval expenditure for two whole years to the produc
tion or similar vessels, and is consequently now in possession or 
an iron-cased lleet far more considerable and more forward than 
ours. 

At length, however, our sluggishness has been overcome, and 
we have set ourselves earnestly to work to repair our past 
deficiencies. The Hector and Valiant have been laid down, and 
are being urged rapidly forward; the Achilles, aft.er a year's pre
paration, has been fairly commenced; the Royal Alfred, the 
Royal Oak, the Caledonia, the Ocean, and the Triumph are in 
progress; and contracts have just been ieaued for th11 construction 
of three out of six other iron-cased ships, the building of which 
has for some time been decided upon. The peculiar features and 
proportions of these vessels I shall presently c.lescribe; but I will 
first state some of the causes which have led to delay in this 
matter, anc.l set forth the circumstances under which we have at 
last been compelled to advance. 

We have heard much in various quarters about the invention 
or iron-cased ships, the credit of which is usually accorded to his 
Imperial Majesty Napoleon III., although there are score• of 
persons, both here and in America, who claiw it for themselves. 
But the truth is, very little invention has been displayed in the 
French iron-cased ships. Their designers have almost exclusively 
confined themselves to the very simple process of reducing a 
wooden lin&-<>f-battle ship to the height ofa frigate, and replacin~ 
the weight thus removed by an iron casing 4~ inches thick placed 
upon the dwarfed vessel. It was not possible to produce a very 
-efficient ship by these means; so they have contented themselves, 
in most cases, with vessels like La Gloire, which carry their ports 
very near to the water when fully equipped for sea, and are 
charac~rised by other imperfections that it would be easy to 
point out. The reports of her efficiency which have appeared in 
the French newspapers prove nothing in opposition to what I 
here state. The writers in those papers have systematically 
exaggerated the qualities of the French ship11 for years past, 
representing that they coult.l steam at impossible speeds, and carry 
as much fuel as any two of our ships. But these are statements 
which can be disposed of by scientific calculations of the ruost 
elementary kind, and the untruth of the French accounts has 
been so demonstrated over and over again. With the drawings 
and other particulars of La Gloire before us we could tell with the 
greatest precision what fuel she can stow, how fa.et she can 
.steam, and at what height her ports are above the water. We 
have not, it is true, all the t.letails of the ship before us yet; but 
we have enough to demonstrate her real qualities with sufficient 
accuracy for my present purpose, and I confidently assert that 
she is seriously defective as a war-ehip in many respects. 

Now, from the very first our admiralty has been averse to the 
.construction of such vessels as La Gloire, and to the rough-and
ready solution of the iron-cased ship problem which she embodies. 
Whether their aversion was wise or not, under the peculiar circum
stances of the case, I shall no\ presume to say; but that they 
could speedily have produzed a fleet of ships in every way equal 
to La Gloire, had they pleased, there is not the slightest doubt. 
lm1t('ad of doing this, however, they have asked "How do we 
know whether a plated wooden ship, or a plated iron ship is the 
better1 How do we know whether the plating shoo.Id extend 
from stem to stern, or not 1 How do we know whether the side 
ahould be upright or inclined 1 or whether tQe plating should be 
backed with wood or not 1 or whether it should form part of the 
hull or not 1 or whether it shoo.Id be made of rolled iron or of 
hammered 1 or what its thickness should be7 or how it should be 
fastened 1" and so forth. And while all these questions have 
been asked, we have pretty nearly stood still. 

It is ouly fair to Sir John Pn.kington's board of at.lmiralty to 
say however, that, without waiting for answers to them he 
ordered, as we have seen, the Wl\rrior, which is now afloat on 
the Thames. Those of you who, like ruyself. proceeded to Green
hithe in this vessel on the 8th of August, or have visited her there 
since, will doubtless concur in the praise almost univenll\lly 
accorded to her. In all the yacht squadrons of the couutry there 
is not a handsomer vessel than the Warrior; yet there are few 
iron-caaed ships in the French navy that will bear comparison 
wi~h her as a vessel of war. She has been 110 often described in 
the public jonrnals, and particularly in the 'Corn hill Magazine' 
for February last, that I need uot stay to describe her here. 

It is also to the credit ol the present board ol admiralty, that 
on their accession to office they haAtened to order the Warrior'a 
aisterehip, the Black Prince, which I donbt not 1e in every respect 
her equal. Bnt why they soon afterwards built the Defence IUld 
.Resistance, ships of 280 feet in length, 64 feet broad, and 3700 
tone burden, of only 600 horse-power, and plated over leBB than 
half their length, I cannot conceive. I am aware that these 
vessels are primarily designed for coa.cit defence, and that their 
draught of water is more favourable than La Gloire'e for this pW'
pose-theire being 26 feet, and hers 27 ft. 6 in. Bnt with engines 
of only 600 horse-power their speed must necessarily be low, and 
with so email a portion of their sides coated with thick plates 
the1 will be unfitted to etanc.l that continned "pounding" to 
which a low-speed coast-defence veeeel would be more exposed than 
a fa.et sea-going ship. The same objections hold to a certain extent 
against the Hector and Valinnt clas!!. which are of the same 
length and very nearly the B11me draught of water RR the Defence 
and Resistance; but their increMed engine-power of 8(1() horses 
(which ht\11 led to an increased bren.dth o! 2 ft. 3 in., aud AD 
increased tonnage of 360 tone) will secure for them a higher speE'd, 
and their thick plating has been continued entirely round the 
main deck, so as to prot~t the gunners throughout the length or 
the ship; and these, therefore, though defective, are certaiuly 
better vessels than the others. 

It is important to observe that, notwithstanding the long delay 
of the admiralty, and despite all we hl\ve heard respecting 
experimental targets, the irresistible determination of par
liament to have a large iron-cased fteet has overtaken the 
admiralty before they have obtained answers to any one 
even or the questions which we have before mentioned, nnd upon 
which they have been so long deliberating. The cau~e of this 
is undoubtedly to be found in the indisposition of the admiralty 
to perform experiments upou a sufficiently large scale. Small 
targets, a few feet square, have been constructed an<l tested in 
tbundance; but the results thus obtainP.d correspond to nothing 
aiat would take place in practice against a full-size ship aftoai.. 
Not a single target of sufficient size, and of good manufacture, hllB 
yet been tested. The admiralty are at length, however, harlng 
suitable structures prepared; and before long some of our principal 
doubts upon this subject will be resolved. Perhaps the slackness 
of the board· in undertaking these colossal experiments will be 
understood wheu I 811.Y that a committee of eminent private ship
builders, including Mr. Scott Russell, Mr. Laird, Mr. &muda, and 
Mr. R. Napier, have estimated that a target large enough to try 
half-a-dozen modes of construction would cost no less a sum than 
£45,000, and that another £45,000 would have to be expended 
upon AU iron hull capable of ftoating this target, if the use of sueh 
a hull were considered indisP"'nsable. 

But, however uuprepared the admiralty may still be, they have 
been compelled by the public eentimeut, and by the power or par
liament, to make large additions to our iron-cased fteet during 
the last few mouths. When the House of Commons devotes 
immense sums of money to a national object with acclamatioll.8, 
and the single opponent of the measure acknowledges himself in 
error, the time for questioning and parleying upon points of 
detail is passed. And this is what has happened in thi>1 iror>
caaed ship business. The government has declared a number of 
new ships necessary; parliament h11.e voted the requisite funds 
with unanimity and cheers; Mr. Lindsay haa confessed himself in 
error; aud the board of admiralty have been instructed to build 
the ships with all possible despatch. Let us now see what kind 
of 11hipe they are to be. 

The first of them, the Achilles, which has recently been beilnn in 
Chatham Dockyard, so nearly resembles the Warrior and ·Black 
Prince, that a very few words will suffice for her. The 
chief difference between her and those vessels lies, I believe, in 
the fact that her beam is slightly broader, and her floor somewba~ 
flatter, than her predecessors, whereby her tonuage is increased 
from 6039 to 6089 tons, and her displacement from 8625 to l030 
tone. All her other dimensionR, and all her essential featurtl\ of 
construction, are exactly like those of the Warrior,-from w b ~ 
it may be iuferrerl that the methorl of plating the central p1~ 
only of the ship, which was introduced by your distinguish.I 
vice-president, Mr. Scott Russell, is still viewed with favonr lf 
the admiralty designers. Mr. Scott RuBSell di<l not patent ua 
invention, I believe; perhaps he will kindly tell ne whether f 
has found his ~jec~ion of the Patent Law to pay him well in tl 
instance. 

In the class or ships which come next, however, the admira• 
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UTil con11ented to forego the plan or plating amid1hipa only, and 
parpoee plating the 1hip from end to end with thick iron. Bot 
m order to do this it has been neceuary to resort to larger 
dimensions than the Warrior's; and hence these six new ships, 
three or which have just been contnicted for, are to be 20 feet 
longer tblUI her, 16 inches broader, of 682 tone additional bordt>n, 
and 1245 tona additional displacement. As the displacement ia 
the true measure of the ship's actual size below the water, or of 
her weight, it is evident that the new ehips are to be considerably 
more than 1000 tona larger than the Warrior clMe. As their 
engines are to be only of the same power, their speed will pro
bably be le-.* This diminished speed ie one of the penalties 
'Which have to be paid for protecting the extremities of the ebip 
with thick plates. Another will probably be ~ great tendency to 
plunge and chop in a _.way. The construction of such vessels 
111 a aeries of compromiaes, and no one can fairly blame the 
admiralty for building ves•els on various plane, so that their 
relative merits may be practically tl'sted. 

The cost of thie new c)llBB of ebipa will exceed that of the 
W anior ol&llll by many thooaands of pounds, owing to the 
increased eize. But it will certainly be a noble specimen of a 
war-ebip. A vessel built throughout of iron, 400 feet long and 
nearly 60 broad, invulnerable from end to end to all shell and to 
nearly all abot, armed with an abundance of the moat powerful 
ordnance, with ports 9 ft. 6 in. above the water, and steaming at 
a speed of, say 13 knots per hour, will indeed be a formidable 
engine of war. And, if the present intentions of the adminilty 
are carried out, we shall add six such vessels to our navy during 
the next year or two. We must be prepared. huwever, to dis
pense with all beautifying devicee in these ships. Their steme 
are to be upright, or very nearly so, and without the forward
reacbing " knee o( the head" which adds so much to the beauty 
of our present vesaeLi. Their stems will also be upright, and left 
u devoid of adornment ae the bows. It should also bl' stated, as 
a characterietic feature of these six ne~ ships, that their thick 
plating will not extl'nd quite to the bow at the upper P"rt, but 
will atop at ita junction with a transverse plated bulkhead aome 
li~tle distance from the stem, and this bulkhead will rise to a 
aufficient height to protect the spar deck from being raked by 
ahot. 

It ha.a not yet been decided whether these new iron ships are 
to have their plating bn.cked up wit.b teak timber, as m the 
previous ships; or whether plating 6i inches in thickness, without 
a wood backing, ie to be applied to them. The determination of 
this point ie to be dependent, I believe, upon the results of the 
forthcoming experiments with the large targets to which I have 
previously adverted, IUld partly upon the recommendation& of the 
uon plate committee, to which our president belongs, and 
which is preaided over by that distingui11hed offiCl'r, Captain 
Sir John Dalrymple Hay, RN. All that has bet>n deci•led ie, 
that whether the armour be of iron alone, or of iron and wood 
combined, its weight is to be equivalent to that of iron 6i inches 
thick. The designs of the ship have been prepared eubject to 
thie arrangement, and provision baa been made in the contract& 
for the adoption of whichever form of armour may be deemed best 
when the time comes for applying it. 

All the iron-cased ehips which I have thus far described are 
built, or to be built, of iron throughout, except in so far as the 
timber backing of the plates, the planking of the decks, and cer
tain internal fittinge may be concerned. I now come to notice 
a very different claSs of vessel, in which the boll is to be formed 
m11.inly of timber, the armour plating being brought upon the 
ordinary outside planking. The ROyal Alfred, Royal Oak, 
Caledonia, OCCAn, and Triumph are to be of this class. Their 
dim<!n1ions are to be-lengt.h 273 feet, breadth 68 ft. 6 in., depth 
in hold 19 ft. 10 in., mean draught of water 25 ft. 9 in., and height 
of port 7 feet. They are to be of 404.5 tons burden, and to have 
a displacement of 6839 tons. They are to be fitted with enginee 
of 1000 h<>rse-power. They are beiug framed with timbers 
originally designed for wooden line-of-battle dhips, but are to be 
18 feet longer than those 1hipe were to be. Thev will form a class 
of veuele intermediate between the Hector and the Warrior 
c1anea, bnt, unlike both of them, will be plated with armour from 
end to end. They will be without knees of the head, and with 
upright stems; and will therefore look very nefLl"ly as ugly as Lii. 
Gloire, although in other respects much superior vessele, being 

• Since lhu paper wu reed at Manchester, I h&Ys learnt that the controller of 
Ille Da'J al•ara lalended th- Y-1• to b&Ye a ·~d or U Im~, and wW give tbem 
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21 ft. 6 in. longer, 3 ft. 5 in. broader, and of lees draught or water. 
They will also be quite equal to her in speed. 

It will occur to some now present, that in adopting this class of 
ship we have, after three years' delay, approximated somewhat to 
the Gloire model at last. And undoubtedly we have doue ao, in 
the present emergency, in order to compete with the movements 
which France is now making. At the same time, we have not 
gone to work quite so clumsily as our neighbours. Instead of re
taining the old line-of-battle ship proportions, we have gone some
what beyond them; and have lifted all the decks, in order to rnise 
our guns higher abovo the water. We have conseqoent.ly secured 
a height of port or battery nearly l 8 inches greater than La Oloire's 
-an advantage which will prove VRl11able under all ordinary cir
cumstances, and incalculably beneficial in rough weather. 

The whole of the new iron-cased ships, including the five plated 
timber ships and the six 400-feet iron ships, will, there is every 
reason to believe, match La Gloire in speed, supposing the engines 
put in them to be of the respective powers already mentioned-fl. 
condition which it is necessary to state, since there is, I reg1·et to 
say, a probability of smaller engines being placed in some of them. 
But not one of all these new ships, the Achilles only excepted, 
wiJI have a speed equal to the Warrior's. Perhaps we onght not 
to complain if our fleets are ae fast as the French; bot I, for one, 
certainly do regret that there should be any Callin~ off in this prime 
quality of our iron·cased veseels. Iron and coa1 will give us fast 
veseels, and we have thl'lle in abundance. The truly admirable 
l'ngines which Mesttre. Penn have placed in the Warrior show 
that we can command any amount of engine-power that we re
quire, without incurring risk of any kind; and it would indeed he 
a blind policy to deprive ourselves of that speed which is pro
nounced invaluable by every naval officer and man of science who 
writes or speaks npou this subject. 

I have thus far 81\id nothing concerning the armaments of the 
new classes of vessels which I have been describing, because no
thing hl\8 yet been finRlly decided respe.:ting them. Nor would 
it be wise to decide thie matter in the present state of our artillery, 
until to do ao becomes abllolotely necessary. We are, it is said, 
producing 100-pouu<ler, and even larger, Armstrong guns with 
great success now, and may therefore hope for enpplies of ordnance 
of at least that class for these vessels; bot the modifications and 
improvements which even Sir William Armstrong himself has 
introduced since he became our engineer·in-chief for rifled ord
nance ha.vi, been so great that we have lost all confidence in the 
continuance of existing systems, and hold ourselves prepared 
daily for further changes. Before these new ships are tit to re
ceive their armaments, or even before they have ao far progressed 
as to make it necessar.v to fix the positions and dimensions of their 
port.II, we nmy be put in possession of a ffLl" more effective nav~I 
gun than we can yet manufacture; and the best gun, wherever 1t 
may come from, most unquestionably be adopted for them. Who
ever may produce it, we ehall have, let us hope, the great benefit 
of Sir William Armstroug's eplendid mechanical geuius, and large 
exp_·rience, in manufacturing it in quantity at Woolwich. This 
ie an advantage which ebould not bti thonght lightly of; for, wb:i.~ 
ever other views some may entertain, either through jealousy, or 
rivalry, or conscientiooe conviction, we muet all agree in believing 
it a great piece of good fortune to have one of our very ables' 
mechanicians placed at the bend of thie great mechanical deP"ri-
ment. 

I am abll', however, to afford aome information respecting the 
number of guns which the various classes of our new ships will 
he able to carry, and prohi\bly will carry. Of the Defence, Ile
eistance, Hector, anci Valiant I shall say nothing, because they 
cannot be considered fit for the line-of-battle, or suitable for any 
other service than coast defence. Nor need I say more of the 
Achillee than that she will in all probability be armed with such 
ordnance as may be founcl. to answer best in the Warrior and 
Black Prince. We coml', then, to the platlld timber ships; and 
tbeee I may usefully compare with the model French vessel. We 
know that La Gloire, which is 252 ft. 6 in. Jong, baa an armament 
of 34 guns upon her main deck, and two heavy shell-guns beeides 
-36 guns in all. Now our ships are to be more than 20 feet 
longer than her, and will therefore take two additional gu~s on 
either aide; ao that they will carry not Iese than 40 guns, 1f the 
port.II are placed ae close together as in La Oloire. l need chlim 
no greater advantage for them in respect of their armaments; bu' 
they are m1U1ifestly entitled to this. Ae a matter of fact, how
ever, they will frobably have a much more powt>rful armament. 
It is propoeed, bdieve, to arm them with about as many gnn1-
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as LI\ Gloire on the main deck, all 100-pounder Armstrongs, and 
16 or 18 other guns, principally Armstrongs, on the upper <leek, 
making about 50 guns in all. If this intention be CRrried out, 
they will manifestly be much more powerful vessels thnn the 
original French ship. The newest and largest vessels, those of 
400 feet in length, will each carry at least 40 Armstrong 100- · 
pounders on the main deck, which will be cased with armour, as 
I before stated, from end to end. In addition to these they will 
doobtleBB hnve powerful ordnance on their upper decks, for use 
under favourable circnmstances. But all these arrangements are, 
I repeat, liable to change."' 

Unfortunately, I am unable to compare the power of these ves
sels with that of the largest of the French iron-cased ships, owing 
to the absence of all detailed information concerning them. f tl'ust, 
however, that the ndmiralty are in pOllSeBBion of the nece881\ry 
particulars, so that the delay which has taken plRce may be turned 
to the best possible account by securmg superiority for our fleet. 
If this be so, then we shall, aft.er all, profit by the apparent slug
gishness of our naval authorities. In fact, if England had France 
only to consider, and if the government of England were em
bodied in a single sagacious ruler as absolutely as is that of France, 
110 that we could insure prompt action in an emergency, the very 
best course for us to pursue in this great naval competition would 
be to leave the lead in the hands of the French Emperor, taking 
care to add a ship to our navy for every one added to bis, and to 
make ours much more powerful than bis. In the event of a war, 
our manufacturing resources would be abundantly sufficient to 
secure for us a further and almost instant preponderance. The 
gnme which we should thus play would be both political and eco
nomical. But with other naval nations to compete with, and 
with the inertia which inevitably, and often happily, attends a 
constitutional and parliamentary system of government, we can
not affonl to play games of skill with omnipotent emperors, but 
are bound to be ever ready to assert our pre-eminence. 

I 11ave a little information concerning the Solferino and her 
sister French ships, which it may be useful to give you. Her 
length is 282 feet, breadth 54 feet, mean draught of water 26 feet, 
displacement 6820 tons, thickneBB of armour plating 4! inches, 
nominal horse-power of engines 1000. Her plating extends from 
stem to stern over the lower gun-deck, and rises up amidships 
1mfficiently high to cover two decks. She is furnished with rm 
angular projection or prow below the water, for forcin~ in the 
side of an enemy, when employed as a ram. I regret my mability 
to add materially to these details of ~he largest French ships. 

Let me now consider briefly the pecuniary phase of this il'on
case<l ship question. We may fairly assume that the average cost 
of such vessels will not be less than £50 per ton, and that their 
engines will cost at least £60 per horse-power. Supposing these 
figures to be correct, then the hulls of the eighteen ships which 
we have been considering will cost £4,681,600, and their engines 
£1,143,000-together nearly ri» millions pounds sterling. When 
masted, rigged, armed, and fully equipped for sea, they will, of 
course, represent a much larger sum-probably nearly eight miJ.. 
lion1. These estimates will afford some fa.int conception of the 
nature of that "reconstruction'' of the navy upon which we may 
now be said to have fairly entered, in so fur as the ships them
selves are considered. 

But I must not conceal the fact that the introduction of these 
enormous iron-cased ships has entailed upon us the coustruction 
of other colossal and most costly works. We have now to pro
vide immense docks for their reception; for we at present posseBB 
none suitable to receive them. Nor must these docks be of large 
proportions only; for in ord41r to sustain ships burdened with thou
aands of tons of armour, they must be furnished with more sub
stantial fouarlations nod walls than any hitherl.o constructed, and 
be built of the best materials and with the soundest and firmest 
workmanship. 

Many considerations combine to exalt the importance of this 
part of my subject. In the first place, the tendency which iron 
ships have to get foul below water will render it necessary to dock 
our new ships frequently nuder ordinary circumstances, and whe
ther we go to war or not. Jn the second place, for aught we yet 
know, these ships may be found to give signs of local weakness 
as soon as they are taken on an oCAan cruise, and to require such 
repairs and strengthenings as can only be performed in dock. 
Again, being steamships, they will be continually liable to acci
dents in connection with the engines or the propelling apparatns; 

• Since thl• paper waa read, the lasue o! 100-pounder Armltrongs hall been eua· 
pcuded.-E. J • .R. 

and with many such accidents docking will become indispensable. 
And so I ruight proceed to multiply examples of thi11 kind. But 
there is one consideration which is paramount, and which may 
therefore be stated at once: we dare not send these ships against 
a French fleet unless we have docks for them to run to in the 
event of a disaster. We know: not what may happen to theee 
altogether novel strocturell, until they have been exposed to suc
cessive broadsirles frum a heavy naval battery; and it would be 
madness to send them out to encounter a powerful fleet of vessels 
as strong as themselves unless we are prepared to open docks to 
receive them in CMe of necessity. 

I have said that we are at present without dock accommodation 
for these ships; and it may be desirable to illustrate the correctnese 
of this statement in detail. What we re'luire for them in each 
case is, first, deep water up to the entrance of the dock; secondly, 
a depth of not lt>ss than 27 or 28 feet of water over the sill of thd 
dock; and thirdly, a length on the floor of the dock of 400 feet. 
Now, these three conditions are not combined, I believe, in any 
dock in Great Britain-certainly not in any of Her Majesty's rlock
yards. At Portsmouth we have just completed a pair of dockR 
which cau be thrown into one, 612 feet long. But over the bar 
of Portsmouth harbour there is a depth of 17 feet only at low 
water, 27 feet at high-water neap1, and 30 at high-water aprin!JI. 
Consequently, these large iron-cased ships, if they went to Ports
mouth in a dangerous state, or in hot haste to get to sea again, woulci 
nevertheleBB have to wait for the very top of the tide before they 
contd get either in or out. But even if there were no b&r, the 
Portsmonth dock would still ba unavailable iil such an emer
gency; for the depth of water over the sill of one portion of it is 
but 25 feet at high-water springs. It is into this dock that the 
Warrior is shortly to be taken for the purpose of having her 
launching cleats removed, and her bottom cleaned. As she can 
at present afford to wait upon the tide without inconvenience, 
there will be no difficulty in this ca.se. But in war time it would 
never do to keep such 11-n important member of your squadron 
fretting for the tiJe at Spithead, or to have to lighteu her before 
she could cross the dock's sill. At Devon port, again, the longest 
dock is only 299 feet long over all; hut I am happy t<1state that 
one i~ in progress of construction 437 feet long, 73 broad, aud 32 
deep at t.he sill. At Keyham, the longest dock (the South), 
which is 3.'16 feet in length, has but 23 feet depth at the sill, while 
the North, which has 27 feet, is but 308 feet long. At Pembroke 
there is a dock 40-1 feet, but it has a sill of 24 feet 6 irlches only. 
The lon!!est dock at Sheerness is 280 feet; at Woolwich, 200; ar:d 
at Chathillll, 387, but the last has hut 23 feet 6 inches at the sill. 
At Deptford there nre but two docks, opening into oue, and they 
are very shallow. There are a few lal'ge private docks in the 
country which come very ne!\r to our requirements. There is the 
Cnoacla Dock at Liverpool, for example, 501 feet long, 100 broad, 
and with 25 feet 9 inches over tbe sill. There are also No 1 
Dock at Southampton, and the Millbay Dock near Plymouth, of 
which the former is 400 feet long with 25 feet over the sill, and 
the latter 367, with 27 feet 6 inches over sill. But none of these 
answer all onr reqnirementa, nor could we a'l"ail onrselves of more 
tbno one nr two of them in time of war if they did. 

If we turn to the French coaRt, we shall find that in this 
matter also we are far behind our neighbours. At Cherburg 
there are two docks 400 feet long and 80 broad; two 380 by iO; 
two 350 by 65; and two smaller oues besides. At BJ"est, agaic, 
there is buildiu!! a double dock 720 feet by 90; and there are also 
h•o 492 feet by '60, and two smnller. At L'Orieut there is one 
3.'.iO feet long, and another (building) 507 feet. At Toulon there 
are two in progress, one 409 feet loug, and the other 588, beside 
several smaller docks which have existed for sorne time. I cannot 
give the depth of the sills of any of these French docks, for I 
hnve been uonhle Lo obtain that element in any siugle case even, 
and I am asRured no account of it id anywhere re.:oJ"ded in this 
country. But there is no good reason to doubt that a proper 
depth hns Leen given in most instances. 

You will now be able to comprehend the advantage which 
France has secure<l in this matter of dock accorumodatiou for her 
iron-cased fleets, and will readily discern that danger to which we 
should be exposed in the event of an early war with that country. 
A single action might so seriously cripple both fleets as to render. 
large repairs necessary; but France alone would be capable of 
renewing her strength,-it would be our lot to lie crippled in our 
harbours, while she capture<l our commel'cial vessels and menaced 
our coasts. 

I mn perfectly well aware that a large increase of dock accom-
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modalion is t.o be supplied at Chatham forthwith. But our Chan
nel and Mediterranean 11eeta must not depend upon docks at 
Chatham, which cannot be reached from the south until a long 
pMUge bas been made, the Nore anda threaded, and an intri
cate and shallow river navigated. We must give to our ships the 
adYantage which Cherburg lleCUJ'e8 for the French, and whioh· 
\hey propoee to augment by eatablilihing at Le.zardrieux* an 
immenae steam ar&e11al, protected by an impregnable aeries of 
defences. 

It will now be IMl6D that, in order to place ouraelves upon an 
equality with the French uavy, no lesa than t.o meet the certain 
emergencies which mllBt arise with our J't'COD1tl'ucted fteet, we 
ought without delay to found a oolOIS&l dock est.ablishment on 
IOIDe favourable point of our eouthern shores, furnished with the 
meRlla of carrying on e:itenaive repairs in time of war. The moet 
111.itable of all poeitions ie probably that of Southampton Wat.er, 
tbti shore of which, at the entrance to the river Ramble, presents 
oonditioll8 and circumstances which finely qualify it for the pur
poee. If we are wiae enough to build a set of suitable docks 
thl!l'e before the time of war arrives, we shall have the satisfaction 
of knowing that the lugeet iron-cased shipe now in contempla
tion will be able to run in and be docked with all their storea on 
boa.rd, and everything standing. And nothing lees than this 
lhould satisfy us. 

INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS IN SCOTLAND. 
TaB first meeting of the session 1861-2 of the above eociety was 

held November 13, 1861; the president, Wx. JoaNSTONK, Esq., 
delivering the introduct.ory address on the occasion, as follows:-

Ia apparing before you, I think it right to tender you my beat 
thanks for the honourable position you have placed me in, by elect.. 
ingme president of this rising and, what I trust it will yet be, great 
111d ueeful ilJ.Stitut.i.on; and while I do so, I cannot but feel that 
the im~rtant duties attaching to the offioe would have been 
more efficiently disoharged by some other of its members, 
althoagh by none who bu more at heart the iatereet of the iasti
t11iion. I crave, therefore, your iadulgeaCfl for any deficiencies 
111d eborteomings. 

I have not the aame oauee as my worthy friend who preceded 
me to regret, as he did at the opening of his last addre88, that 
few papers had been read and di8C1188ed before the institution; as 
during Jut eession there was not only a good number of t.hem, 
but they were all of a highly interesting character, and at once 
caleul&ted to advance acieuee and throw much light on the various 
111bjecte treated. 

It must indeed be generally admitted that the volume of our 
tnusa.ctiom for last sellllion, just issued to the members, exhibits 
a d~ed advance upon the previous reports of our earlier pro
ceedinga; and this whether we consider the amount of matter, 
the imP?rtanee of the subjects discussed, the value of the informa
tion elicited, or the increased willingness of our members to take 
part in the di8CUl8iol18. Al showing the great interest taken in 
t.he subjects brought before us last aessioa, I may remind you 
that the disclll8ion of some of them was renewed on several 
different evenings. 

The important subject of air engines wae introduced at the 
6rtt meeting by our late /'resident; who exhibited in actual 
operation a small engine o this kind made by EriC880n, and 
brought over from New York. The chi~f merit of this little 
engine appeared to be ita convenience in applioatioa where a very 
llllall power was required; but it did not seem to be economical 
in the use of.fa~), The aubjectwas res~~ at the third meeting 
by Mr. P. S~1r~, who gave .us a ~eecnpt1on of, ~d the practical 
1'e111lts Obtained Oy, the earliest &II' engrne ever ID operation for 
any lenitth of time, and which was erected by Mr. James Stirling 
at Dun<lee in 1842-the economy in fuel of which has hardly 
been 1u~ during the interval aince that date. It is true 
the particulars givtn in the paper had been furniehed to the 
lnatitution of Civil Engineers some yeare ago; but the council in 
requ·.iiug Mr. Stirling ro read it, believed that the time bad 
arrived when it wu desirable to re-open the dieeuBBioa of the 
1abj~ whfoh could not be done better than by the paper in 
quest.ion. The extremely interesting discu98ion which followed 
fallty juttified this step. Stirling and EriCBBOn's engines were 
~pared, and the important differences in their modes of action 

' fee la admirable anlcle ID Cap. Beeaber'1 'Nav.tlcal ll.lpsbie' for luJ7 lffl, 
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coneidered, and the advantages of the former pointed out. It 
appeared that Stirlinlfs could be made to work satisfactorily up 
to fifteen or twenty norsee power; bot that for larger powers 
great difficulty was experienced in getting heat.en to stand. The 
subject was again brought up at the last meeting of the &eBBion by 
Mr. Lawrie's elaborJte theoretical paper on the operation of air 
engines; and in the discueaioa which followed a prominent part 
was taken by Prof. Raukine and Mr. Brownlee, who contributed 
valuable materials towards the elucidation of the subject. It i8 
not, however by any means exhausted, and there is reason to 
expect that we shall have additional papers dnriug the present 
seseioa. In some respects, if theoretical promises are realised, 
the air engine should apparently poBBeBB advantages superior to 
those of the steam engine; and the prosecution of the subject 
should not be relinquiehed uutil practical difficulties are over
come, or the supposed advantages proved to be imaginary. 

At our second meeting we had useful pgpers read by Prof. 
Rankin11 on engineering field-work, and by Mr. Froude on the 
junction and laying out of railway curve~other branch of the 
same snbject. The former supplied rules for ranging and. 
measuring the inRCCessible parts of straight or curved lines; 
whilst the latter entered with extreme miaut.eaese into the im
portant questions of the cant that should be ~iven to the ontside 
leg of the curve, and the best modes of uaitmg two unequal or 
contrary curves, or a curve with a straight line. The ciiscuBBion 
of the subject was 11gaia t.akea up at the fourth meeting, when 
additional matt.er was fnrnisheu by Mr. Froude, and the particu
lars of a case of sharp reversal of curvature on the South Devon 
Railway were given by Mr. Bell-ehowiag that a careful and 
pains-taking correction of the line by those in charge, in accord
ance with the indications of defects produeed by passing trains, 
had gradually brought it to closely approximate to Mr. Froude's 
curve. A small portion only of our members took an interest in 
the subject of this paper. In an institution, howevPr, like our 
own, designed to comprise and bring together all claases of 
engineers, something of that kind must occasionally happen; but 
it should be remembered that the interest of our transactions is 
considerably enhanced by the variety in the topics of the papers 
they contain; and each of us should bear in mind when listening 
to a paper of little interest to himself, that other papers of more 
interest to him way have been of considerably less to other mem
bers. It is due, however, to Mr. Froude to award him special 
praise for the very intereating manner in which he treated the 
subject, and for the very great care and labour bestowed by him 
in order to render it as complete u p<>!18ible. It is a paper which 
well deserves to be referred toae an example by future contributors 
to our proceedings. In it and the dieeU88ion which followed 
thereou will be found sufficient data to guide and educate the 
young engineer in this important branch of civil engineering; 
and there is no other branch that I consider more necessary 
for an engineer to make himself thoroughly master of than this. 
It will have the effect of economising time in the laying out of 
a railway, and capital in its construction; while it will insure 
mathematical accuracy in the laying down of the permanent 
way and works, as well u their maintenance on correct 
principles. 

At our fourth meeting we had two papers from Mr. Simpson, 
one dPscribing an improved pump, which was illustrated by a 
working modeL The institution .will, I am sure, be glad to receive 
from Mr. Simpson an acccount of the practical application of this 
pump to mines; it.a trial on a large scale having been recommended 
when the paper was read. 

Mr. Simpson's second paper was on the ventilation of mines. 
It described a very ingenious apparatus for indicating the 
dangerous presence of explosive gas; and with respect to it 
the institution also hope to 1-eceive an account of practical 
experiments which were to be undertaken to test the range 
and accuracy of the indications. If these experiments are 
satisfactory, the instrument will be a moet valuable protection 
for the miner. . 

We had during the Be88ioa another paper relating to mines, by 
Mr. James Ferguson. It treated principally of underground 
mineral transit. It was highly interesting, and will prove to be 
a valuable paper for reference, on account of its numerous and 
carefully narrated statistics, and its elaborate comparisons of 
the different modes of underground conveyance hitherto and at 
present in use. 

The subject whioh last aeBBioa eliciW the keenest di8CU88ion 
was that of the surface condenser, introduced at the fif'Lh meeting 

15 
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hy Mr. Davison's paper, 11nd resumed at the sixth and eighth meet
ings. It has been remarked that in this discussion there was a 
little too much irrelevant contention between the advocates of 
rival plane; but it mu$t not be forgotten that, without this 
element of rivalry, thOlle taking part in the discuBBiou would not 
have felt themselves impelled, as they were, to supply us with 
the large amount of informRtion, the numerous facts and practiC11l 
results, and the various coneidera~ions both in favour of and 
against each plan, which were actually elicited; and all of which 
should be known and Cl)Dsidered by every one desirous of select
ing the beet condenser. It is in laboriously endeavouring to 
devise a condenser (or other useful machine) that shall eurpaBB all 
others, and thus confer a benefit on the community, that an 
individual becomes the interested advocate of a particular kind. 
It is natural to suppose that such a person has studied the sub
ject more than one not specially interested in it, and in conse
quence of Huch study he should be more able to supply correct 
infom1ation and advice upon it. It is always the best information 
and advice on any subject brought up which the institution is 
desirous of eliciting and placing on record; and if we except 
purely theoretical subjects, it is from interested advocates of 
particular views and plane thRt we should expect to get it. The 
reading of papers before institutions like this, even though it be 
by interested advocates of the plane such papers describe, cannot 
in any sense be likened to ordinary advertising. In the latter, 
everything that can be said in praise is fully written up, and 
much there are no grounds for; whilst all particulars on which 
the readers can exercise their own judgment are studiously 
omitted. In the former the author challenges the criticism of 
hie heRrers, exposes hie plane to comparison with any others that 
may be brought forward, and submits hie advocacy to searching 
examination. Hie paper is thoroughly di"cuBBed, and, as the result 
of discussion, hie views may be confirmed and advanced, or, it 
may be, discouraged and negatived. He risks this from a bond 
fide belief in the merits of hie plane; but whatever the result, the 
institution will have elicited the beet information on the subject 
that is obtainable from its members. 

At the fi(th meeting our attention was also directed to the sub
ject of gas engineering by Mr. David Laidlaw. It W'IUI not Mr. 
Laidlaw's dreign to introtluce to our notice any special novelties, 
nor to enter into any very abstruse questions; but he gave us, in 
an interesting and concise manner, a brief retrospect of past 
doings, and a general view of modern practice, in that important 
department of engineering. Mr. Bartholomew 'contributed 
considerably to the interest taken in the subject, bv presenting 
us with drawings and description of the large gMholder ancl tank 
recently erected from his designs bv the Glasgow City and 
Suburban Gas Company. • 

At our ninth meeting we had Mr. Milne's mnet valuable paper 
describing the removal of the junction lock at Grangemouth, and 
its replacement by an enlarged lock, forming au imporant addition 
to his contribution of the previous session, 'l\'hich also related to im· 
provements in the CRnal works at Grangemonth. These papere are 
of a class that, I think, the institution ought to be deHirous of 
encouraging, on account of the value they impart to the transac
tions, from their importance as articles of reference. The simple 
and concise phraseology, and the quantity and minuteness of 
details, both in the description and drawings-upon which the 
practical value of such papers m:i.inly depends-entitles them to 
be taken as stanciartl eitamples for future authors of similar ones; 
but they hRve also the advantage of describing engiueering expe
dients, remarkable not only from the nature of the difficulties to 
be overcome and from their uovelty, but also from the ingenuity 
displayed in devising tl1em, the skill shown in carrying them out, 
1>ud, above all, from tht>ir small cost compared with the prRCtical 
ndvantllges derived from them. 

We had, finally, Mr. SimpMon'e paper on canal locks, which was 
illustrated by a working ruodel. Mr. Simpson remarked on the 
i;re11t waste of water involved in the ordinar)· lock system, and 
proposed as a sub~titute a very ingenious plan, exceedingly sim
ple in its action, and which promised to be considerably lees 
(,'Ostly in construction, working, and maintenance, than mechaniCRl 
lifts, such as tbat at Blackhill on the Monkland canal; whilBt the 
ei.:penditure of water would be reduced to a minimum, and in 
some cases altogether obviated. It appears to me this plan merits 
careful consideration. 

Haviug gone over the various papers brought before the 
i::i~titution during the last seBSion, I ehRll only shortly refer to 
•ome of those subjects which I think ought to continue to engage 

the attention of the members of the Institution, and to obtain 
from them valuable papers thereon. 

The subject of mining is one of great importance, and there ia 
none more deserving the attention of the engineer, with the view 
towards an improvement in the mode of conducting underground 
operations-tending not only to improve the condition of the 
miner in every respect., but economising to the proprietor the cost 
of productiou. The produce of our mines, whether considered a.a 
the great element of industry, or as the mighty agent used for the 
production of mechanical power alone, is well deserving of the 
consideration of the members of this institution. Before the days 
of Watt and the steam engine, the mining of this country was 
meagre and insignificant compared to the important position it 
has since acquired. The et.P.am engine, which gave the miner 
facility for draining the seams of coal and ironstone, also enabled 
him to make deeper Hhafts, obtain larger outputs, and carry them 
to markets never dreamt of until the days of the steam engine 
and rail. 

The field of labour under this head ia wide, aud always 
attractive to the mechanical engineer. It is doubtful if the 
genius of Watt, when he first took up the steam engine, could have 
found more congenial employment thau in scheming and arrang
ing its details to win and unwaterthe vast fields of coal which lay 
deep and inacce.esible throughout the country. It is well known 
that the extensive fields of the north of England gave rise to the 
first practical development of the idea of locomotives and rails. 

From reliable eouroea we learn that the annual produce of coal 
throughout Great Britain has now re.ached the enormous output 
of 80,000,000 tone. It would be difficult to arrive, even approxi
mately, at the power of the machinery employed to lift this pon
derous weight to the surface, scattered as it is throughout all parts 
of the country. It ia calculated, however, to be not more than a 
fourth of the total power required to raise it and the drainage; or, 
in other words, for every ton of coal lifted there are three tone of 
water. It has been estimated that nearly one-aixth of the total 
annual produce of our coal mines is used for the production of 
mechamcal power alone, from which a power equal to 66:000,000 
able-bodied men is obtained; and, upan the same calculation, the 
total annual production of the United Kingdom is equal to the 
strength of 400,000,000 men, or more thau double the number of 
adult males now upon the ~lobe. The mechanical appliances 
employed underground are daily increasing; and the engineer who 
ee>uld contrive and arrange a locomotive to suit the peculiarities 
of underground haulage, would receive and well deserve the 
lasting gratitude of the coal owners of this country. Though 
various schemes have been tried to introduce machinery to work 
coal, I am not aware th11.t any of them have been found effective 
or practically useful. However, the many ingenious contrivances 
to be found in our workshops and engineering establishments for 
reducing manual labour, would induce the general observer to 
anticipate that even in coal-hewing the time may not be far dis
tant when some mechanical arrangement will be introduced to 
aid and economise the labour. Though no very alarming question 
has yet been put reguding the duration of our coal-fields, it is 
well known that more attention has of late been paid to the 
economising of them. Modified and improved systems of mining 
are being gradually introduced; and these improvPments, while 
they reward the enterprising, keep this country ahead of other 
countries, from the aid and impetus which a cheap 11upply of fuel 
gives to the manufacturer. 

8ituated as we are in the centre of a rich and extensive 
mineral field, enjoying the advantages of cheap coal and iron, we 
cannot forget that the hands who produce so much of this 
country's wealth are subject to many painful casualties; for we 
have the means of knowing th11t throughout the mines of the 
Uniteci Kingdom upwards of a thousand persons, from various 
causes, are sacrificed annually. In this immediate neighbourhood 
we have been !Rtely startled by oue or more of these dieaetro11s 
occurrences; and while those beat informed on these matters seem 
not to calculate upon more than an amelioration of such calamities, 
yet it is clearly the province of this institution to foster and 
eucourage every aim having for its object the ea.fety and improve
meut of this useful and invaluable class of men. 

During these days of general progreBBion, the locomotive engine 
hna not been stagnant, but has been becoming grndually more 
matured, and its powers more fully developeci. From the great 
advantages derived from machinery in its construction, and f;c,m 
the enperior description of materials now used, engines Rre m~u
factured with a precision approaching perfection, thereby lar"ly 
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diminishing the ooat of construction, and greatly increasing their 
powers of endurance. As an instance, I may mention the pretty 
general introduction of cut-steel tireti, which from their superior 
qaality and hardness will lnet twice as long as the best Yorkshire 
iron, and from their great toughness and strength will be much 
1!'88 liable to accident than those presently in use. I thiuk before 
many years cast-steel will be uuivPrsally adopted for the tires of 
both engine and carriage wheels. The chief objection to them at 
present is their cost-an obstacle which, I have uo doubt, will be 
got over as the demand for them iucreases. 

Perhaps the greatest improvement.a that have been made on 
locomotive engines of late, however, have been more immediately 
connected with the economy llf their use. Since the introduction 
of coal 118 a substitute for coke, it is gratifying to know that the 
eame work can now be done for one penny per mile which only 
nry la~ly cost threepence; Md, as au illustration of this, I may 
mention that some p1U1Senger tnrins, haYing a ~088 weight of 
from tifty to sixty tons, are now propelled at a speed of forty mile11 
an hour, at a cost of a fraction over a farthing per mile for fuel. 
:Sot long ago, eightpence to tenpence per train mile wn.s con-
1idered no extn\V11gaut sum to pay for locomotive power; the same 
work is now done for something less than sixpence. This reeult 
bu, no doubt, been brought about by the attention that has been 
paid to the construction and working of tht> locomotive engine. 
No doubt much remains yet to be done by skilful and enterprising 
mechanics; but, I must say, it seems at p1esent difficult to point 
out by what means much greater economy, in fuel at least, can be 
obtained. 

Giffard's feed injector appears to me destined to play an im
portant part in locomotive economy. From its perfect simplicity 
in construction, being entirely without parts in motion, there is 
a complete exemptien from the wear and tear consequent on the 
11&e of pumps, with their various valves, plungers, and conducting 
pipes. Unlike the ordinary pump, it is enti1ely free from liability 
to damage uy frost in aevere we:ither; while the engineman can 
feed his boiler when the engine is at rest, in a sidiug or other 
aimtion where be could not pump water by the old arraugement 
-and so getting rid of donkey engines and pumps, and their 
11ttendant tear and wear. The ease with which it can be applied 
to any positiou that may be wanted, and the readiness with which 
the method of working it can be picked up by any ordinary fire
mnn in a few minutes, insures its almost universal adoption at no 
distant date. I am awnre of instances where locomotive engines 
employed in all descriptions of traffic for months past, having no 
other means of supplyiug their boilers with water; and in no 
instance has there been the slightest detention to the trains or 
want of action on the part of the injectors, and the engine-drivers 
ha.ve the fullest confidence in them. I belieYe the only conditions 
to be carefully atteuded to with them is the using of pure water, 
and th!! maintaining of the water t-0 be injected under a tempera
\ure of 13oa, as aliove that beat the water does not seem to be 
capable of condensing quickly enough the steam which is used to 
force the water into the boiler. lt seems to be equally manage
able at all pressures of steam; and one of its peculiarities is, that 
the higher thll pressure of the sream, and consequent resistance of 
ibe water in the boiler, the greater is the quantity of water it will 
deliver in a given time. 

Allan's pressure gauge is another recent and very successful im
provement in the locomotive engine, the engine-driver being at 
all tinies able to assure himself thn.t it is in accurate w01·king 
order. This gauge indicates the pressure by the compre88ion of a 
quantity of air, which can be mPasured and renewed at any time 
by the turning of a co11ple of cocks. I am glad to say that it is 
beirinning no.w to be pretty generally adopted. 

I have noticed what occurs to me to have been the most pro
minent improvements receutly made on the locomotive eugine; 
llld, as tegards the carrying stock of railways, it appeRrs to me 
that the most important improvement is their iucreased capacity, 
whereby each curriage and waggon is mode capable of carryiug 
~ouble Lhe loaJ of the old ones, and that without greatly increas
ing the weight of the vehicles, while only the same nnmber of 
:Wheels and axles is employed; so that the tear and wear has not 
increased in the same ratio that it would have done had the snme 
?rigiW\l description of plant been perpetun.ted. Aud while these 
Ullprovements have been made in the carryiuJ{ stock, it ie evident 
that the 11ame amount of tonnn.ge can be shifted with a much less 
ezpenditnre of locomotive power than formerly. 
. I may further call attention to the use of malleable-irou girders 
lll the conatraction of railways and other works, and the adoption 

of cast-iron cylinders for the under structure of bridges and 
viaduct.a, where auch required to be carried over rivers and 
streams of considerable depth. One of these has been con
structed by Messrs. Blyth, of Edinuurgh, for carrying the Port
patrick railway over Loch Ken in Kircudbrightahire. It conaista 
of three water arches, with laud arches on each side. The two water 
piers are founded in very deep water, considerably above twenty 
feet. The cylinders are somewhere about eight feet in diameter. 
After the cylinders were loaded and sunk to their propE'r depth, 
and the etuff excavated from the interior, they were securely built 
inside with sclid ashlar freestone wrought to the circle of the 
cylinder. The top of the cylinders correspond nearly with the 
ordinru-y level of the loch, upon which ashier piers are raised to 
the level of the lattice girders for carrying the permaneut way. 
It is altogether a very neat and eobstantinl structure, and reflects 
great credit upon the designers. I have procured photographic 
views of it, which are now laid on the table for the members' use. 
The great advantage mch a work bas over the old plan of building 
viaducts in such a situation, is the facility afforded in obtaining 
a foundation for the piers, without resorting to the expensive, 
tedious, and uncertain process of ooffe~:uns. Thie plan is also 
beinp; adopted for carrying the Charing Cross railway from the 
Hungerford market across the Thames to the Surrey side, on the 
site of the present suspensiop bridge. 

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL E...~GINEERS. 
G. P. BIDDER, F.eq., President, in the chair. 

N0t1. 19, 1861.-The whole of the evening was occupied by the Discus
sion upon Mr. LoNGRIDGE's paper on" TM Hooghly and tJu M"'la." 

It was remarked that owing to the increased trade of Calcutta, and 
the insufficient accommodation for shipping in the river Hooghly, 88 well 
as of warehouse room on the bank, an inquiry had been instituted B8 to 
whether any of the channels in the Sunderbunda could he rendered available 
for the relief of that port. The Mut.la bad been found to answer the re
quirements, as it poe8e88ed a safe and convenient navigation, with a traci 
of land suitable for warehouses and offices on its banks, within a moderate 
distance of Calcutta. The chief objection to the new settlement bad 
hitherto been the unhealthiness of the site; but its sa.lubrity would im· 
prove year by year, as embankments were being made to keep out the 
flOod of high tides, the laud was being drained, roads formed, and tanks or 
reeervoirs excavated to hold and ensure a good supply of pure freah water. 
There were numerous applicant.a for the land, which was aold in allot
ments on building ltllllle, and there was every prospect of the new port 
affording a useful and necessary adjunct to Calcutta. 

With a view <,>f &11Certaining what peculiar causes were in operation to 
make the cha.nnel of the M ut.la so mnch deeper and more regular than 
that of the Hooghly, a chart of the upper part of the Bay of Bengal had 
been contoured. It was thue found, that there was a deep water channel 
in the centre of the gull, some portions of which had not been sounded at 
300 fathoms; that the water shoaled from 100 fathoms at 20 milea from 
the coB&t to 5 fathoms a.t 5 miles; and that the channels passing up the 
creeks were nearly at right angles to the line of from 30 to 60 fathoms of 
water. Also, that the entranc~ to the Mutla was the nearest to the deep 
wa.ter; hence, there was a greater freedom of CU!Tellt, and the flood WBI! 

carried more quickly up to the head than in the others, causing its channel 
to be auperior to that of the Hooghly. 

The moet violent winds in the Bay of Bengal were from the south-wes\, 
and if accompanied with a apring tide, the littoral of Hindoet&n muai be 
awept from its aouthern part to the mou~ of the Hooghly, which lay open 
to receive it, and meeting with extensive ahoals the force of the flood \\'a& 

checked, until it ha.d attained aome height, when it was hurried forward 
up the eatuary of tha.t river, Md formed a dangerous " bore." Such 
could not he the Clll!6 in the Mutla, from its deep water channel being at 
right angles to the coune of the flood, and immediately connected with 
the deep wa.ter in the oentre of the bay. On the other hand, with north
eut winds, the deep water of the centre of the bay and the whole length 
of the gull was forced sea wanle, and muat be the cause of littoral counter 
current.II running northwards, cnrrying with them the detritua to the head 
of the bay on both sidea. Hence there wu a preponderating power in 
the tidal cllJTenta, 88 well as the detritus brought down the rivers to find 
a reeting·place there. 

ln regard to the amount of solid matter contained in the waten of I.he 
Hooghly, it was stated, that although ::11ajor Rennell bad in bis •Memoir 
of Hindostan' estimated the water tJf the Ganges to consist of one-fourth 
part mud, yet in other writings he had given it as only the di.th part. 
Thia agreed more nearly with Mr. Piddington'a experiments, which 
ahowed theq'llantityto be the 'l'hth part, and with the Rev. Mr. Everest's, 
who wade it the rnth part, both during the rainy 110MOn. The Nile 
contained tllr of ita bulk in mud, and the Humber ,-h, of which latter, 
11A11d formed about iii per cent. But even allowing that 'i~,000,00H 
cubic yards of aolid earth were deposited yearly in the Hooghly and iaa 
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estuary, this would only give li inch in depth over a.n area of 600 
Aquare miles, included within the 3-f&thom contour; &nd if the area w&11 
extended to the IS-f&thom contour, a.nd embraced &1ao the inlet of the 
Hooghly, then the are& would cont&in 1200 11quare milea, a.nd the deposit 
would only amount to i-inch in depth. 

A belief existed .at a great deal had been done by the former govern
ment of India. to facilitate a bo.t puaage from Calcutta through the 
Sunderbunds, But by • return to parliament, this amount r.ppeai;d not 
to exoeed £37,000; and the chief improvement.a in the canals m the im
mediate vicinity of Calcutta had been in throwing bridges 'across the 
streams, a.nd in making roads on the banks. Scarcely a.ny outl&y had been 
incurred in straightening the wat.er courses, or in deepening them, either 
bJ manual labour or by dredging. It wae thought that one of the three 
Nuddea riven, which were now only navigable during the months of 
~uly, August a.nd September, should have been rendered fit for naviga
tion thronghont the year, not only for the native boats, but for the light
draught steamers trading on the Ganges. According to a pr.rliamentary 
return, the average coet per annum, extending over ten years, of main
t&ining these riverP, including ealariee and the whole establishment, was 
£32'8; whilwt the average tolls, after deducting the exp.inse of collection, 
amounted to £14,486 per annum. There mWlt therefore be a coneier
able balanoe in hand, which might well be laid out in straightening the 
bell~ of these channele, deepeniug it.a bed a.nd raising its 1-nke, with other 
engineering works, eo ae to maintain & sufficient depth of water for the 
purposes of navigation. 

Turning now to the Sunderbund district iteeU, it would be found that 
it comprised an area of 4500 square miles of low lands inundated during 
the rainy IMl&llOn by the overflowing of the numerous riven and water 
coU!'lle8, producing • rank vegetation, and over most of it a dense jungle, 
the hot-bed of fever, fatal to human life, and the miasma from which mW1t, 
with certain winds, be carried to the cultivated distriote, and even to 
Calcutta iliBelf. If a proper system were &dopted, of dividing this vast 
and at preeent uaeleu territory, by a 1eriee of cute, surrounding the dis
triote by embankments, and allo~ the waeer when charged with sedi
ment.a to remain for & time withinlihem, and nm off at low tide, these 
1a.nda would rapidly be warped up, probably two or three feet in & aeaeon, 
&Dd make &n ample return of most valuable produoe, &a had been for 
many ye&r11 i-t eo sucoesefully adopted in the Trent, the Ouse, and other 
rivers in connection with the Humber. 

It was believed that the flood &nd ebb tidee both took the same course 
in the Mut.l&, whereas they entered and left by different channels in the 
Hooghly, and that this wae sufficient to explain the difference in the 
deptha of the ch&nnels. As to the utility of back water, it wu argued 
that the Mutl& navigation must have been maint&ined by baok water 
through the same channel, and not by tidal scour &lone; that it w&a made 
by the waters of the Ganges, and afterwards abandoned; and that eo long 
&B there w&a an &baenoe of any great quantity of mud, the channels mWlt 
remain open. 

There were several other e:i:amples in India of harbours which were 
exceedingly good, where there wae little or no freeh water, though 
originally made by the great waters from the land. The easterly and 
westerly branches of the lndWI were at the preeent moment both tidal 
estuaries, and other placee might be named. 

It w&a mentioned that B&JTOw Harbour, on the north aide of More
cambe Bay, afforded another illustration of an unchanging chrumel kept 
open by tidal scour &lone; but, on the other hand, it wae thought that 
the freedom from deposit in this harbour wu due to the stream which 
ran through it. The harbour at Portsmouth, a.nd, in & Iese degree, th&t 
at Ramegate, were inetanoea of harbours silting up for the want of fi:eeh 
water scour, which it wae contended, should always be sought for to keep 
a harbour clear. To this it wae replied, that there were numeroW1 
instanoes in which channels were kept open purely by tidal water-in f&Ot 
auch channels would alw&ya be maintained, if the water flowed through 
them with sufficient force to prevent depoeit, whether the stream were con
tinuously in one direction, or whether it oecillated baokw&rde and for
wards. In nature, every p<>ll8ible condition w&a of COUl"llll to be found; in 
some oaeea the fresh water, and in others the tidal water greatly pre
ponderating, a.nd their relative quantities ever varying. For instance, 
the riven flowing into the Baltic and into the GuU of Mexico, poesessed 
an enormous proportion of fresh and very little tid&l water, yet the chan
nels continued open. It wae quite ae e1TOneous to say, on the one ho.nd, 
that fresh water was of no use, u, on the other hand, that & channel could 
not be kept open without fresh water. 

When Grea.t Britain wu looking to India ae the future cotton field of 
Europe, and when endeavours were being made to open that country to 
commercial enterpri1e, the importance of a well-organised system of 
transit co-operation by railways, by w&Cer and by ferry-bridges, could 
hardly be over-estimated. As fifty millions sterling had been expended 
in trunk railways and canals, it would be neoeeaary to improve and utilise 
to the utmOtJt the rive?' naviga~ions, to act u feeders to those main lines, 
&nd to provide a.n &dditional number of river boats. Since any alteration 
in the channele of the rivers, and especially of the great Delta, would be 
ooat!y, and the result very uncertain, it was contended that i~ would be 
preferable to construct veeeels of iru.itAble Bi7.e and form for the navigation 
<If shaJ.low and tonuoua riven, and that economy of transit, a.a well aa 

ma.na.gement of the veeeelB, was, in such ca.aea, ma.inly dependent ai U. 
efficiency of the ateering and towing appan.tue. 

It wae observed, that no great faith could be pl&oed in a.ny acbeme for 
the improvement of Indian rivers, ina.smuch as for eight or nine month& in 
the year the weather wu perfectly dry, and for four months there wu a 
tremendous rainfall, producing an immenl!e flow of water, when the riven 
&llBUllled a character quite unprecedented in this country. 

With respect to the change of the seat of trade from Calcutta to the 
Mutl&, there were ae many difficulties in the way ae if the attempt were 
made to transfer the trade of the Thames at London to the Medway. It 
wae more a question of economy than anything else, for if millions of money 
had been sunk in the erection of warehouses and buildings for the pur
poeee of trade, that was an element quite ae Important ae the queet;ion of 
the river itself. Looking to theee facts, and to the delays and 00.C. of 
nnloading a cargo twenty or thirty miles from the pla.oe to which it w11 
cruurigned, and conveying it that distance by railway, it was thought that 
there wae no prospect of the navigation of the Hooghly being changed for 
that of the Mutl&. To this it wae replied that the difference of e.:i:penae 
between M utl& o.nd Calcutta would be considerably in favour of the former 
port. It wae thought that preferenoe should be given to & river where 
there was always 26 feet of w&ter, to one which wu beset with shoals; 
and to a river, the mouth of which wae ou!y 60 miles fron the head of the 
navigation, available in one day's steam, to one which required three 
day's steam, in a country where steam-power wae costly. It was not a 
question of eupeneding Calcutta as a port of commerce, but it wae cou
tended that Mutl& would form o. valuable &uxiliary-like Birkenhead to 
Liverpool-and that by the route advocated the physical difliollltiee of the 
approach would be lel!lllned, and the eame pomt amved a.t, only wit.h 
diminished risk and greater economy. 

In closing the discueeion, it wae remarked that there was not sufficient 
information relative to the physical fe&turea and the conformation of theee 
riven, to enable & proper discu88ion to be raised on matters specially 
appertaining to this Institution. With regard to the commerci&! prut of 
the subject it should be said, that there wae always great difficulty in 
changing the locality of an important commercial business. No doubt 
there were large eet&bliehmente at Calcutta, with all the acoeaeoriee for 
the trans-shipment of goods. Granting that the Mutl& had all the advan
tages ascribed to it, a long and severe struggle would be made on behalf 
of existing interests, though it should not be treated &a a hopelesa MF&ir, 
especially ae it had been stated, and not denied, that tlie Mut!& pnBmted 
an nnchanging channel, llCOOllllible at all times. As Southampton had 
been cited, it might be said that, although the heavy merchancliae trade 
had not been drawn there, yet that port wae resorted to by the trade 
requiring quick transit-mails and paeangera. In like manner, probably, 
the first trade to frequent the Mut.la would be the mail steamers, for 
which speed wae the main object, and in the course of time it might 
receive & share of the heavy trade. 

L<mg Tube Barometer.-A.fter the meeting, Mr. R. HOWSON exhibited 
in the library a Barometer, consisting of & long tube freely suspended 
open end downwards, a ciet.ern which wae of & tubula.r shape, and • "1talk." 
The stalk wae a glaee tube, sea.led at both ends, attached firmly &t it.a 
lower end to the bottom of the cistern, and rising axially up the tube until 
it nearly reached the surface of the mercurial column. The consequence 
of this arrangement wae, that the top of the stalk came into & region of 
very low pressure, and there waa 1m excess of preesure t.ending to force 
the cistern upwards. This excees wae represented by the weight of the 
cistern (and stalk), and the contained mercu:ry, so that lllllier a given atmo
spheHc preeeure, the oietern would always ha.ng suspended at a given leveL 
When the preseaure of the atmosphere roee, a portion of mercury left the 
cistern and paeeed into the tu be, and the cistern also rose, until the level 
waa replaced by the immersion of the glass which formed the tu be. When 
the pressure fell, the convel"llll took place. An elongated scale waa thus 
produced, the extent of range being dependent upon the relative area& of 
the tube, and of the glaee which composed it. The action might also be 
simply viewed ae that of a lo~ piston, or plunger, with a liquid packing, 
having a vacuum on its upper side, and a sell-graduating weight attached 
to it.a lower side. 

J. R. McCLJUN, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair. 

NO'IJ. 26, 1861.-The paper read was "On Meaawing Dwan.or.11 ~y IM 
Telacope." By W. B. BRAY, M. Inst. C.E. 

The author's attention was attracted to this subject by & paper by Mr. 
Bowman, read before the British Aeeociation in 1841; but it reqnired 
further investigation and modification to bring it into a form of practical 
utility. He found that it was convenient to have two distance hairs on 
the diaphragm of the level, one about / 71 of an inch alnve the level hair, 
and the other ae much below, eo ae to read 1 foot on the staff at 1 chain, 
and 10 feet at 10 chains. Since, however, in focueeing the instrument to 
any object, it wae necel!Mlj' to bring the croee hairs into such new focm. 
which wae proportiomJ!y further from the object glaee ae the object was 
nearer, the angle which the hairs subtended from the centre of the objeci 
glaee must be variable, diminishing ae the distance wae diminisbed. 
Hence a correction wa.a neceuary, and this the theory of refraction by 
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~ funmhed. It 1howed that the error was oonstant •t all diatance11, 
~ in eYery caee to the foeaJ. length of the object glue for panillel 
raya. Thia CODBl&llt was to be added in relMling the at.ff, by bringing 
the lower C?08ll hair near any eTen divillion of feet, but euctly •02 of • 
foui above it. corresponding with the two links from the centre of the 
imtrument to the anterior focus, in the cases of • 5-inch theodolite and 
10-ineh luel Then, by reading the upper distance he.ir, and deducting 
tlae even number of feet at the lower hair, the difference was the distance 
in c:baina and linka. II the comp&B8 was sufficiently delicate, any opera
tion ol contouring, or running trial levels, could be performed with ra
pidny and aocumcy. When provided with the two distance hain, the 
ieTef of the ground could be taken above and below the ordinary range 
of tlie imtrument. The use of theae di.etance hainl for ~hteen Ytl&rll 
had pro-.! their practical value. In taking the widths of nvers or deep 
mvinee, diatancee of 20 chains had been read in f•vourable weather; and 
when ~ hain were accurately fixed on the diaphragm, they might be 
~ even for fractioDB of a link, in taking widths incapo.ble of direct 
meuurement. 

When applied to • theodolite, they eould be used for meMuring diB
tanoee on 1loping ground. But in that caee, since the line of sight was 
no lOllf!"I' perpendicular to the st.ff, a correction wu neceSSMj', for which 
a table WM gi veo, showing the angles of elev•tion of the various height.a 
which were 1imple fraction.I po.rte of the horizont.J disto.nce. When 
the horimnt.i dlstanoe to the staff hl\d been ascertained, the theodolite 
- to be elen~ to the tabcla.r imgle corresponding to the fraction.I 
lie ne&re11t to the slope of the ground; then that fraction of the horizon· 
"91 diltance, leu the reading on the etaff, would he the correct rise. 
Wit.ii the theodolite it wu convenient to he.ve another set of hairs for 
~g the distance in feet u well ae in links. In clear we•ther, with a 
dimnct reeding staff, • distance of 40 chaine had been read between the 
foot and link hain. 

In the COUl'lle of the diacuseion it was remarked that the arrangement 
dmcribecl by the .uthor waa of • much ear!Ar date than had been men
ticlned. P<>t!Bibly ita •pplication might hitherto he.ve been limited, from 
the want of a correction for the errors introduced in focUBBing the instru
meni, which had now been supplied. Reference wBB made to the mi
~ amuigement of thedi.&phrngm of Mr. lliavatt's origin.I dumpy 
level This syatem of measuring distancea had lately been applied to 
rifie pract;ice, and for military purposes generally it wBB thought that a 
micrometer telesoope could be relied on for dilltances op to 12 or 15 
milm. h had aleo l:ieen employed for determining the speed of vessels at 
8ell, when the e:r.M:t length of the vessel was known, aa well aa for other 
~ 

It WM <1'blened that the great improver of instniments of this kllld 
wu M. Porro, an offioer of engjneers in the aervioe of Piedmont, a de· 
tailed accouu\ of whoee " Instruments pour !es !eves de plans" was given 
by M. H. de Senarmont in the .Arinal.a tka Mina, 4th series, vol xvi. 
(18411). None of the modifications in M. Porro's instrument. bad been 
introduced into this country, and yet with his micrometer sc.Jt< of wires 
the naff could be read off in metre9 at once-and, it was stated, at a 
w.t&nce of 800 metres the t'rror did not e:r.ceed 2 centimetres. 

Dec. 3, 1861.-The paper read was " On tk Diac~e from Untkr· 
clrra~, cmd itl ~ff~d ()II tk .Arterial Ohanntla and Outfalu of tk 
Covlltry. By J. BAILEY DENTON, M. Inst. C.E. 

:rme paper contained deductions from a aerie! of experiment. made at 
Hmxworth, to ascertain the relative fall of rain on the surface and the 
discharge of water from the under-drains. The experiments' extended 
from _ls_~ October 1856, to 31st May 1857. They were made on fields 
contailJ:ing abo~t 100 acres, in equal proportions of the two descriptions 
?f aoil _mto whic~ ~e ~c;u!tural land of Great Britain requiring clrain
mg might be d1vtded, viz. : The surcharged free or porous soils, and 
the absorbent reteutivi> 110ils, though incorrectlv called "impervious 
clays." A description was then usually given· of the lands experi
mented upon, B8 well BB ann.iyses of the acils. Also tables 
w~ had been published in the 'Journal of the Roy.I Agriculturai 
Society,' vol. xx. (1860), showing the daily rainfall, the discharge 
of w.ter from the drains, the height of the barometer and thermometer, 
and tJie temperature of the aoil at 18 and 42 inchee respectively below 
the swface. 

The whole eat.te w• dr.ined by one connected system of works· but 
the_ mode of draining nooesaarily differed. Thus, the "free acils ,. 'were 
~ by occasional and wide drains from 4 to 8 feet deep, at a coet 
'?'7mg fro~ £1 10!. to £3 lOa. per acre; while the "gault clay" was 
drained umfonnly by a parnllcl arrangement of drailll! 25 to 27 feet 
apart, 4 feet deep, o.t a coat varying from £5 1 Os. to £6 lOa. per acre. 
In the latter ca!!e, the number of drains w1111 increased to a maximum 
the object. being not only to remove exce!S of wetness, but to promo~ 
the aeration and disintegration of the soil. 
. b wo.a ~marked that the average annual rainfall in the district wu 24 
me~ which bad not been exceeded in the three years preceding the ex
penmenta. The greatest fall in twenty-four hours, during the eight 
a.onihl from OctoL~r to May, wa_, 0·542 of an inch, and the tntal fall 

was 10·045 inchell, while the •venge fall onr t.he aame period amounted 
to 1 S inches. 

After 10me general remarks &11 to the time when under-draina com
menced disch!U"ging, and upon the condition of the free soilil and of the 
clays •t Hinxworth prior to under-draining, the author r,rooeeded to con
sider the effect of the.t operation. On the "free aoilil, ' and in fact on 
moet of the mixed 110ils, it WM 01-rved the.t no water could nm from the 
under drains until the w•ter had been raised by deacending rains to the 
level of the dr11ins-which wu not exM:tly the cue with " clay 10il1 " -
and that BB the surface 11pr!ngs rose higher and higher before draining, IO 

the lowest drains would begin to mn tint, and as soon B8 the water bed 
of the whole area drained, forming an inclined plane, had risen by de
grees to the height of every drain, the whole system would be at work, 
and not till then. The quantity discharged by the drains did not repre-
11ent the whole of the infiltrated water, which included the water dis
charged by the drains; the water which gravitated to the outcrop springs; 
and the moisture which rose from the suheoil beneath the drains by at
traction into the 10il a.hove them, to be di.epersed by evaporation at the 
l!Urlace. The quantity of water discharged by the surche.rged "free 
soils" was rather more than two-thirds of the rain which fell on the Bil?"· 

face, the actu.J quantities being 168,650 and 227,220 gallons per acre, or 
7 and 10 inches respectively. This proportion had reference to the rain· 
fall of eight months only. If the discharge of the whole year were com
pared with the rainfall, it would be found to be Iese than one-third, 
arising from the fact that while the discharge of the remaining four 
months was very tri.8ing, the rainfall w111 11 inches, or 250,000 gallons 
per acre. If the mean discharge for twelvemonths of the free and 
mixed 10ils were taken together, it would be found to amount to one
fou~ of the corresponding rainfall, • proportion which would give 6 
inches in depth, or 136, 732 gallons per acre B8 the mean qua.ntity of 
water discharged from such &0ili1 to the outfalla from under-draining, a 
result not inconsistent with the experiments of DickiDBon, D.Jton, and 
Cbarnock. This quantity was, for the most part, new water rescued from 
evaporation, and would, Pf'O tanto, swell the ordinary flow of riven. 

It was sta~ that, under ordinary meteorological and physical con
ditions, the under-drains of the free &Oils would begin to discharge in the 
month of October, or the beginning of November, and thoee of the clay 
acils in the end of November, or the beginning of December. Thue, at 
Hin:r.worth, the drains from the clay &0il1 did no\ commence to discharge 
at all till the end of November, by which time 3! inches of rain had 
fallen, or j ll8t sufficient to fill tht< inner pores of the &0il, though the 
water had not risen to the height of the drains. After ceasing for a time, 
they commenced • continuous discharge early in January, when the 
water in the 110il had risen to the height of the drains. The tables showed 
that BB the character of the subsoil became more open and mixed, sudden 
discharge waa lessened. It waa when, by repeated rains, the clays had 
had their peculiar property of retention fully satisfied, •lid held within 
them as much in their drained condition as they WAre capable of holding, 
that they were in that state which fitted them to discharge the largest pro
portion of any subsequent rainfall in the shortest time. The t.Otal quan· 
tity of water discharged by clays annually was amall compared with that" 
discharged by free 110ils. The Hinxworth experiment. showed it to be 
only 59,931 galloilll, or •bout 26 inches, per acre. If this quantity were. 
regular over the the discharging peri0<~ it would not materially affect 
the arterial system of the country. But aa a large portion of the heavier 
rainfalls was immediately discharged when the aoil was utura~ to the 
extent of ita capability, and when the free soils would be disc.:harging at 
leBBt 1000 gallons per acre per diem, Md the rivers might be pre-occupied 
by their present natural 8'tpply, and by the waters that passed off the 
surface without entering it, another feature of importance presented 
itself. 

The general results of under-drainage on the arterial water supply and 
outfalla seemed t<> the author to be-first, to render the surface more 
capable of absorbing the rain that fell upon it;-seconclly, to lower the 
di.echarge of the upper surf.ca 11prings in a slight degree;- -and thirclly, to 
withdraw from the power of evaporo.tion all the water which the under
drn.ins discharged. 

Upon the tint result there could be no difference of opinion. If drained 
land were deeply cultivated, there would ecarcely be any overflow from 
the land surface. But thero were circmnstancea which mllBt interfere 
with the complete aheorption of which a drained soil was susceptible, and 
would prevent any very sensible reduction of the floods. Freshet&!, from 
such circumstances, would still prevail; though, 1111 steam cultivation and 
deeper ploughing g1Wieci ground, a greater proportion of the rain would 
be admitted, and t<> a certain extent floods would be dim.i.nished. 

With regard to the second result the deduction appeared equally clear. 
It had been shown by Mr. Cbarnock, in his Holmfirth experiments, 
which extended from 1842 to 1846 inclwiive, that evaporation from an 
undrained soil, maintained in a 1tate of saturation, waa 8 inches more 
than the rainfall, while that from the same soil, when drained, WM 
Ii inches less. The effect of under-draining upon the main perennial 
11pring1 which supplied the rivers, was, therefore, to increue and not to 
diminish their Bow, B8 had been st.ated; a circumstance considered of 
great ad vantage when viewed in relation to the increasing pollution of 
tht< rivers by the discharge of town sewage. Again, the benefici.J effect 

6 
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upon vegetation of lowering the standing water-bed during the spring 
imd early summer, when all vegetable life WM in its mOBt sensitive stage, 
could not be overrated. The Hinxworth experiments showed that in 
March, April, and May, the temperature of the drained soil wa11 higher 
by 2° Fahrenheit than the undrained eoil. AB a further il!lllltration of 
the evil of a shallow water-bed, it was mentioned that, during the survey 
for the drainage of the Teet Valley in 1852, a violent storm occurred, 
which blew down many trees. It was then found that the relative height 
of the several tree bottoms formed one line, or inclined plane, precisely 
agreeing with the water level throughout the length of the valley; and 
showing that the soil of that valley, and those of which it was a type, Wall 

maintained in a state of wetness very clOBely approaching complete 
11aturation. 

As regarded the third result, that under-drainage diminished evapora
tion and so lessened the rainfall, it was observed, that as Great Britain 
was surrounded by the ocean, a euflicient supply of water would be obtained 
from that source. Dr. Dalton had stated that in England the average 
'\uantity etaporated from a water surface was 44·48 inches, "'hile Mr. 
Uharnock showed it to be 85 inches at Holmfirth;-both in excesa of the 
rainfall, with the quantity of moisture precipitated u " dew " added. 

In conclusion, the hope wu expressed that sufficient had been ad
vanced to show that the tendency of under-drainage, as at present 
progressing, was to augment the ordinary 8ow of rivers at that period of 
the year when the soil was saturated to the extent of its capability, and 
that the time was not far distant when the subject of this paper would 
force itaelf upon the attention of the country. 

With regard to the act of wt seBBion, which enabled the proprietors 
of the lower lands to remove mills, dams, weiJ'I!, and other impedimenta, 
under oertain conditions, it wu explained that these legal facilities, 
though they would aid in the removal of certain irremediable obstructions, 
did not involve any actual reduction of mill power in the aggregate. On 
the contrary, it wu believed that, in a majority of caaes, the point aimed 
at would be not the destruction of the mill, but the means of discharge 
into the mill-tail, and that many valleys would be divided into a aeriea 
of aina.!ler areas, feeding each other with increased water supply, by the 
actual procea of draining. 

Annual Gmeral Muting. 
Before commencing the proceedings the president said, that under 

ordinary circumstances he should have suggested to the members the pro
priety of adjourning the meeting, in orrier to testify their regret for the 
lamented de<.>ease of their hflnorary member H.R.H. the Prince Consort, 
and their deep sympathy with their beloved Sovereign and tht> Royal 
Family on their bereavement. As, however, the charter imperatively 
<lemanded the election of the council and officers on that evening, the 
council did not feel authorised in postponing the meeting, which would 
be restricted to the mere routine of the election. 

In presenting an l'Ccount of the proceedings of the institution during 
the laat twelve months, to which the report was exclwrively devoted, it 
wu stated that they would contrast favourably with those of any 
previo118 year. The more than ordinary attendances at the meetings 
showed, that the subjects brought forward for di8CWl8ion had equaJle<l, 
even if they had not exceeded, in interest those of former Be88ions. The 
elections of members and 1111SOOiates had been as numeroue, and as a con
sequence the abstract or accounts exhibited a very satisfactory result. 
Colll!iderable additions had been made to the library, to which the atten
tion of a special committee of the couucil had been closely directed. 

The principal papers read during the Be88ion were then noticed; and it 
was remarked that many important works, some involving considerable 
novelty, had been executed by members of the institution both at home 
and abroad, which had never been described. It wu therefore desirable 
that every acting and resident engineer, on the completion of any under
taking upon which he might have been engaged, should prepare a descrip
tive narrative of the progress of the works, of any peculiarities in their 
design, and particularly of any incidents that might have occurred during 
their construction. 

With a view to encoUJ'&ge the production of really valuable original 
.communications, in preparing the list of subjecta for premiums for the 
8C88ion 1861-62, it was determined to offer pee~ awards, not exceed
ing in amount twenty-five guineae each, in addition to the honorary 
premiums, for a limited number of papers of distinguished merit. 
Although five subject& had been specially selected, it was stated that 
other euaye would be considered if of adequate merit. It was hoped that 
this would have the effect of inducing the presentation of many useful 
pa.pers, not 80 much from the intrinsic value of the reward, 1111 from the 
distinction it would confer on a BUcceBllful competitor. 

With regard to the librar;, it was stated that the application to the 
lords of the treasury for copies of the ordnance and geolo~caJ maps of the 
United KiIIHdom had not been suoceBBful; the reason assigned being that 
their gratuito118 supply had been discontinued in 1850, on the recom
mendation of the late Board of Ordnance, and that the Institution of Civil 
Engineers could not be madoi an exception to the rule. No eteps had 
been taken for their purchase, as for the same sum, many books, atlases, 
Md (!'lneral lll&ptl could beobtainP<I, which were likely to be more generally 

useful The purchases already made included library lll&pl of Europe 
(topographical and geological), of England, Soot.land, Ireland, India, tbe 
United States, and Canada; and epa.oes had been left for maps of tbe 
World and of Asia to be added, as soon as the new editions now in hand 
were completed. Two comprehensive atlaaes and a few standard French 
and English works, espeoia.!ly to complete aeries hithert.cl' imperfect, had 
been purchased. Much 1188ful information had been procured, particu
larly from the continent, which would facilitate future purchasea. Tbue, 
there had been obtained, from the Ecole des Ponti et Chall88eell a care
fully prepared cata.!o~e ~f works recommended by that school; from tbe 
Royal Institution of Engineers of Holland a marked list of the best boob 
on water construction; and it wu hoped that similar partioulars would be 
shortly received from Germany and Italy. It was on all aooountll 
desirable that the library ehould be unrivalled in its peculiar specialty· 
that it should contain copies of all treatiaea on engineering and the allied 
sciences, wherever published; and the co-operation of the membin 
generally was earnestly solicited, to enable this to be accomp!Wied. 

The abstract of the aocoounts showed that the amount received from 
subecriptions and fees was greater than in any previo118 year, and that 
the current subecriptions were now 50 per cent. in exoeBB of what they 
where in 1861. During the year the Stephenson and the Miller Bequesta 
had been invested in railway debenture stocks, and an addition of £900 
had been made to the institution fund, so that the total invemnents now 
amounted to £12,194. 121. lld. The eums on de)>08it at the Union 
Bank, and the current balance at the bankers' rai-1 this amount to 
nearly £15,000. 

The amount of arrears of subscription due for 1861 wu £241. 101., and 
for 1859 and 1860, £89. 51.; together,· £380. 151. Great exertioos. had 
been made to reduce the 8lllilll owing for previous years, and in aome 
cases the arrears had been paid in full, while in others a composition had 
been made. But still the council had been under the painful neceaity, 
"after suitable remonstrance," of el'lllling the names of one member, 
nineteen 11880ci.ates, and two puates, from the register. 

The deoeases during the yev were announced to have been:-:Mr. 
Eaton Hodgkinson and Genera.I Sir Charles William Pasley, honorary 
members; Sir William Cubitt, MeBBrs. William Allcard, Samuel Clegg, 
Nicholaa Harvey, Joseph Maudalay, JohnMcVeagh, John Plewa, James 
Ralph Walker, and John Ward, members; Colonel Robert Keanley 
Dawson, R.E., C.B., Me881'8. George Aitchison, Jamee Braidwood. 
Charles Frederick Cheffins, Octavius Cockayne, Charles Cowper, Henry 
Alcock Fletcher, Lionel Gisbome, William Newton, John Pigott Smitli, 
Edmund Treherne, and John Neville Warron, 1111SOCiates. 

The number of elections had been 69, of deceases 28, of resignations 9, 
and of erasures 22; so that the effective inoreaae of the year was Hi, 
making the total number of members of all clasaes 945. It was mentioned 
that within $e 1aat quarter of a century the number of members of all 
ciaSBes had increased nearly four-fold. 

In closing the report, the council urged that the sucoess of the lnstitll- • 
tion depended a great deal more upon the individual exertions of the 
members, in support of its scientific character, than upon its pecuniary 
prosperity; and that it could not continue to hold the high position it bad 
already attained without efforts and sacrifioes being made by the present 
members, similar to those which were BO unremittingly and •o freely 
incurred by their predeoessors. 

After the reading of the Report, Telford Medals were p-t.ed to 
Me88r8. W. H. Preece. G. P. Bidder, junior, and F. Fox; Council J>?e. 
miums of books to Meesrs. W. H. Preece, F. Braithwaite, G. Burwood, 
and W. Hall; and the Manby Premium, in books, to Mr. G. Bidder, 
junior. 

The' following gentlemen were elected to fill the several offices on the 
council for the ensuing yeiu-:-John Hawkshaw, Presid.ent; J. ~· ~
ton, J. Fowler, C. H. Gregory, and J. R. McCle3.n, Vice-Presidents; Sir 
William Armstrong, J. Cubitt, T. E. Harrison, T. Hawksley. G. W. 
Hemans, J. Murray, J. S. R1188ell, G. R. Stephenson, C. Vignolee, and 
J. Whitworth, Members; and Mr. John Cochrane, and Col. Simmons, 
R. E., Associates. 

DE BATHE AND LYN ALL THOMAS' ARMOUR-PLATES. 
By LnrALL TaoHAS.* 

Having attended the discussion at the Institution of Naval Ar
chitects without having had an opportunit1. of takiug part in it, 
I avail myself of this opportunity of exhibiting and explaining 
a method of affording resistance to the penetration of shot and 
shell into the sides of a ship, which may perhaps be worthy 
of your consideration, as I believe from long and earnest con
sideration, added to considerable experience, of the effect pro
d uced by shot generally, that the solid iron plate on a coating 
of timber, as adopted in the general service, is one of the wont 
which could be conceived. My chief reason for this opinion is, 
that the whole force of the blow coming at once upot;1 the plate, 

• Paper read al \be United Senice luatUutioA. 
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itil eft'ect. ii felt inatantaneooaly through the whole thickneaa of 
the plate in the direction in which the shot is moving. An im
mense thickneu of metal is therefore reqoired, and consequently 
an enormoW1 weight upon the aides of, and strain upon the ves
sel generally;· the joint efforts of which make the remedy almost 
u baJ u the diaeaae. With respect to the strength afforded by 
the wooden back, I have to observe, that in all my experiments 
I ha Te found the wooden foondation to favour rather than prennt 
the penetration of the shot throogh the iron plate. There are 
RTeral methods for preventing the penetration of shot or shell 
into the aides of a ship. lat. By constructing these sides entirely 
ol iron, thWI opposing plates of solid metal to the impact of t.he 
projectile. 2nd. By eloping the aides in such a manner as to de
flect the projectile. 3rJ. By covering the sides with some sub
stance which shall receive the first impact of the projectile, 
dispersin~ the force before complete penetration can take place. 

The objection to the first of these methods is, that with the con
tinual .improvement in the means of attack, so great a thickness 
of metal would be required, that no ship could carry it without 
great detriment to her aea-going qualities. 

With regard to the second method, namely, the eloping sides, 
the same objection holds ~ood; for, although a leu thickne88 of 
metal might be found sufficient to divllrt the blow of a shot when 
fired at ships thus constructed, unless under certain circum
stances, yet such vessels must of nece&11ity lie so low in the water, 
that in engaging land batteries or vessels much higher out of the 
water than themselves, the sides would be liable to penetration, 
unless the metal plates were of a thickneaa ide.ntical with those 
required for a vessel of an ordinary forru, so that a still greater 
weight of metal would be neceasary, inasmuch as more would be 
required to cover a eloping than an upright aide, the aurface being 
greater. 

Up to the present time, I believe that the efficiency of the 
alopmg side has only been tested with "round" shot, which are 
more easily deftected by the slope than flat-headed shot of an 
elongated form, for the following reason. The ordinary spherical 
ahot only JlreRrves sufficient force to penetrate an "ordinary" 
iJoon plate (i.11., 4 inches) for a short portion of its flight. Conse
quently, unless at point-blank distances, it is useless to attempt 
to penetrate an iron plate with round shot. With a heavy elon
gated shot, however, this penetration could be accomplished from 
a greater distance. Now, supposing the gun to be fired with 
eome elevation, the alopin~ aides would be rather favourable to 
penetration than otherwl8e, in proportion as the angle of the 
aboia deecent approached that of the sloping side. 

U bas hitherto been a received opinion that the axis of an 
elongated shot remains always parallel to itself during the shot's 
8ight, in which case its penetrative powers would be considerably 
decreued as the distance of the object struck increased. This 
however is not neceasarily so. An elongated shot tµay be so 
oonatructed that ita axis shall remain a tan~nt to the curve 
throughout the whole 11.ight, so that such prt1Jectile will always 
fall point foremost on the object struck. Thia has been proved 
by experiment, in a manner which .placed the truth of it beyond 
a doubt. In fact, I mvaelf made the experiment with a 7-inch 
ri!e gun at Shoeburyne1B. 

What I have just stnted shows that the thickne&11 of metal for 
YmBels constructed with sloping sides cannot safely be diminished. 
Should the veuel roll (and who can assert they will not, and that 
heavily) where will be the use of sloping sides 1 When the guns 
have to be worked on the top of the eloping sides, the etfect of 
\be ricochet of the broken aliot, &c., from what may well be 
called an iron glacis, will probably be most destructive. 

The thirJ method, namely, that of dispersing the force of the 
abot bef'ore the latter bas time to penetrate the sides of the Ve88el, 
appeara to me to be the one likely to be attended with the greatest 
~ency, convenience, and economy. The Warrior, and other 
~~ frigates, are examples of this principle in its moat 
pnmitive form. These vessels have wooden sides, and to prevent 
the p<!netra~on of shot they are simply coated with plates of iron. 
The propoaition to construct the sides of the vessel with iron, 
placing wood out.aide u a protection, is the aame in principle, and 
would doubtlllllll be more efficient in preventin~ the complete 
penetration of solid shot; but the facilitv with which a coat.iug of 
wood, or indeed of any soft subiitance" would be destroyed by 
ahella, puts this method out of the quea\ion. I entertained the 
above idea aome time ago myaelf, but discarded it for the reason 
I have mentioned. With respect to the wooden vessel coated 
wi\h solid iron plates, there appear to be aeveral a.lmoet in8ur-

mountable objectioD.11 to their permanent adoption. In the first 
place, it would appear to be necessary, aft.er a ship of this des
cription has been laying up for some time, that ahe ahould be 
stripped of her armour from stem to stern before she can be 
honestly pronounced fit for servioeagain. Furthermore, in order 
to ensure the requisite protection, the iron would have to be 
nearly, if not quite, as thick as if she had no wooden sides at all. 

The method which I have.now to submit to the consideration 
of this meeting is one which I believe will be found better calcu
lated t.o attain the desired ends than any of thoee I have men
tioned. It is, I believe, quite a new idea, and consists of pro
tecting an iron vessel with iron &rmQur. Thia armour, to which 
we have given the name "louvre-plate," on account of ita llimi
larity to a louvre-board, or, what will be more easily understood 
by moat, a "jalousie blind," is the joint invent.ion of Colonel de 
Bathe and myself, and is the result of much careful consideration, 
coupled with some knowledge of, and experience in, the effect of 
heavy rifle projectiles. 

The diagrams will show more fully the arran~ment and die
position of the metal, and may be thus briefly descnhed. Upon the 
sides, 11ay 2~ or 3 inches in thickne88, of an iron veBBel, are placed 
the plates one above the other in the manner shown, leaving an 
interstice between each which might advantageously be filled with 
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an elastic aubstanoe, such as New Zealand flax, junk, &c. In this 
instance the plates are supposed to be 2~ to 3 inches thick, and 
the interstices Ii inch; but this, u well as the thicknllllll of the 
plates, is arbitrary, and will depend entirely upon the aize of the 
vessel and upon the relative protection which it may be considered 
desirable to afford her. By this means we get rid of a very large 
portion of weight; in fact, reckoning that of both the iron and 
wood in 11och ships as the Warrior, the weight would be over one
fourth less. 

It will be perceived by this peculiar disposition of the metal, 
that the force of a shot's impact is felt, not in the direction of its 
11.ight, as in the case of a solid plate, but at the point above it, and 

FIG. 4. 

therefore the effect upon the hinder plate is enormously reduced. 
Very little solid resistance i11 offered to the first im_pact of the 
shot; but the quality of elasticity so largely posaesaed by iron ii 
made subservient to reaiating the effect of impact in a very great 
measure. 

I would further draw your attention to several other advan
~ '!hich this ~gem~nt posseasea in a high degree, one of 
which 18 the ease with which any damage may be repaired by 
means of spare plates; so much so, that a vessel may carry them 
an~ i:epair he~ da?Dagee at sea. Again, the effect caused by a shot 
stnkmg the side is confined to a smaller space than is the case 
when a large solid plate is 11truck.(more especially when the plates 
are not penetrated), since the whole plate, which may have a llUl"

face of 70 or 80 square feet, is aft'ected by the blow. An elong
ated shot, from the unequal resistance which it would encounter 
upon its fore-end, would have its penetnting power nry mach 
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more leasened in striking plates of this kind than in miking 
those presenting I\ surfa.ce offering a uniform resistance, from the 
greater eue with which the equilibrium of their a:r.ea would be 
destroyed. It will however, I believe, be found impossible to 
entirely prevent the sides of a Ve88el being peuetrated by eolid 
shot. There is a limit to the thickne111 and weight of iron which 
a ship CRn carry; but the limit to the weiitht of the projectile, and 
the force with which it can be driven, bl\8 not yet been 1"81\Ched. 
All we can at present hope to do is to prevent \he penetration of 
the very destructive elongated shells which are now coming iuto 
use. The best course to be pursued, as it appears to me, would 
be tint to ascertain what extra weight ships of each cl&88 could 
carry on their sides without much impairing tbeir sea-going quali
ties, and then to distribute that weight of metal in the most 
efficient manner for her protection. 

The expe1imeuts me.de upon the Trusty, RB described by CRpt. 
Halsted, although extremely valuRble, I look upon as being 
fl\r from a conclusive proof that that description of ph1te would 
afford so great a protection to ships as alleged. In this iustance, 
single guns only were tired each time at her. Now, in order 
to form R correct e:itimate of the efficiency of these plates, or 
indeed of any method of protecting ships of war, the vessel 
experimented upon ahould be moored, or placed in a position 
where a large frigate could steam past her, delivering her broad
side as in action. It is highly probable that the effoot produced 
by two or three shots striking the same plate simultaneously 
would prove more destructive to it thnn ifit were struck by them 
at separate intervals. Two or three broe.dsides of heavy guns 
well delivere(l, at a distance of 50 or IOO yards, might pos
sibly from the sheer force of the concussion so damage or loosen 
her pla~, that a few well-directed shots might suffice to place 
her at the mercy of her l\Dtagonist. 

Ithas heen stated that a solid 4-inch plllte offers a greater resist
ance than four I-inch plate:! placed apartr-that the resiatance, in 
fact, is as the square of the thickness; th11.t is, in the case of the 
4-incb plate, this resistance is as of I6, whilst with the four 
I-inch plates it is only as of 4. This is perfectly true as regarda 
the punchiu~ machine, or any similar coutinuou~ly-exerte(I force, 
but qnite e1·roneous with respect to a shot's impact. .A punching 
machine of sufficient power to punch a hole in an inch plate will 
not only punch boles with equal facility through four, but 
~hrough four hundred, if neces!ll~Y; but a shot may penetn1te an 
rncb plate, and not be able to penetrate two pla.ced one behind 
the other. One is a question of continued pre>1Sure on the inch, 
the other of impact and velocity. Solidit,V only would resist 
I\ lnrge contintlous pressure; but the effect of a shot's impRct will 
be impaired by any diminution in its velocity; and the velocity 
may be diminished in va.rious wnys-in fact, it begins to be 
diminished ~he moment the shot leaves the runzzle of the gun. 

I grant thl\t, if these louvre-pll\tes were placed under a punch
ing machine of sufficient power, they would be penetrated much 
more easily than a solid plate of the same thickness, because, in 
the punching machine, time is of no account; but the time which 
woul(l be required to beud these plates down iR of immense im
portnnce in destroying the effect of a shot's impact, since it 
would cause the force of the shot to be rapidly dispersed in each 
directiou. 

Although, in the experiments which have been me.de against 
iron plntes, the form of the projectile and the metal of which it 
should be co111p<>sed !\re questions of great importance, I hold 
1;hat they have engrossed an undne share of attention, and that 
scarcely sufficient regard has been paid to the force of propulsion. 
At t'hortdistances the form of the projectile is of small 1mportanoe 
compared with the degree of force which is employed in its fro
jectiou; thus, with a gun of a given weight, I believe it wil be 
found to be of more importance in close action to employ a heavy 
charge of powder and a lighter project.He, than a heavier pro
jectile and light charge of powder; for it must be remembered 
that it is the pro\ielling force, i.e., the charge of powder, which 
drives the shot t 1rongh. Now, although the charge for rifted 
cannon is a comparatively limited one, because when exceeding 
a certain proportion the shooting becomes wild, yet at short dis
tances, where great accuracy is not of so much consequence, 
a very heavy charge may be used with ~at effect. It has been 
proposed to incrense the weight of projectiles employed against 
iron plates, diminishing the charge of powder. Now, were it an 
el\Sy matter to penetmte both sides of l\D iron ship, this proposi
tion would be reasonable; but in the present state of affairs it is 
altogether an erroneous idea. In support of what I have stated 

with regard to the effect of a 11bot'a impact, I will quote a 
J>Uage from Sir Howard Douglaa's valuable work, " Naval 
Gunnery," page 77 :-

" II an oblong 1hot, twice t.be weight of a round ahot of equal dia. 
meter, be fired wit.b t.be Bame charge, the velocity of the former will be 
lees than t.bat of the latter, in proportion u t.be square root of the weigh& 
is greater; t.bat is, \be weight being aa 2 to 1, tbe veloci\iee will be u l 
to ./ 2. But the effect. of impacl, measured by the volume of penetra
tion, being 118 the weight of the lhot and t.be aqua.re of ita velocity, il 
follom that wit.b equal charges the effect of the oblong lho\ will be jllBl 
equ&l to that of a round shot of equal diameter." 

From the above, theref.ire, it is evident that the charge of 
powder being constant, no additional weight in the projectile 
will increase the effect of ita impact. The reaaon why the 
68-pounder 95-cwt. gun hu not yet been superaeded in our naval 
service, lies in the simple fact, that a charge of I6 lb. of powder 
can be fired from it, and neither Sir William Armstrong nor Mr. 
Whitworth have been able hitherto to produoe a gun Cl\pable or 
surpassing it on this point. With a view of beating the heaviest 
smooth-bores in the service upon every point, I have he.d a ri11e. 
gun constructed upon a principle of my own, from which a charge 
of 2I lb. of powder can be fired with perfect eaee and safety, and 

. with projectiles of any weight, from• I20 lb. to IBO lb. or more, u 
may be deemed most e.dvisable. It mRy, perhaps, have come to 
your knowledge that this gun has alree.dy been tried with Yery 
remarkable result.II, and a further trial is aoout to take place. 

On the first oceasion the charge was increased from 2I lb. to 
28 lb. of powder, the projectiles being I 71l lb. in weight. Nine 
rounds were fired, chiefly with a view to test the strength of the 
gun, and upon this, as indeed upon every other point, the resnlt 
was most aatisfactory. In order to try the gun (which I may 
here observe loe.ds Rt the muzzle) to the utm<>&t, three rounds oat 
of the nine were fired at an elevation of 37~0 ; two with 25 lb. and 
one with 28 lb. of powder. The range attained was very nearly 
six miles, and the penetration into the earth totally prevented 
the recovery of the shot, and could not be aacertained; the time 
of flight of these shot wu from 37" to 40". No iron plate which 
has yet been placed on a ahip's aide could I think resist the 
impact of a shot from this gun at any diatanoe within 2000 yarda 
or more; and if Sir Howard Douglas's method of calculating the 
effect of the impact of shot be (aa it doubtleBB is) correct, theae 
abot would have the same force at any point within that dietance, 
as that of a 68-pound shot when it first leaves the muzzle of the 
gun, since the mean velocity of flight in passing over a distance of 
2I50 yards was exactly I200 feet a second, the time of flight 
being 5·;n seconds. I believe it is in contemplation to arm the 
Warrior and ships of her class with thirty-six IOO-pounder Arm
strong guns which are of about 4 tons each, whilst the gun I have 
mentioned is of about 6 tons. Now it appears to me that twenty
four guns of this deRCription would prove a wuoh more efficient 
armnment than thirty-six of the Armatrongs, which have not 
shown much power against iron plates. There would be beaides 
several e.dvantages attending aucb a change. One of which 
would be, that two portholes only would be nec811sary where 
there are now three, and that in the future construction of this 
class of vessel the pRrallel sides would require to be of leas 
length by 90 feet, since the same intervals only (15 feet) would be 
required for the purpose of working the guns. Those who heard 
Mr. Soott Rusaell's moet interesting lecture at the Institution of 
Naval Architects will both understand and appreciate the 
auggestion. 

But to return to the subject more immediately under diacue
sion, I would remark that I believe no &ea-going vessel can carry 
plates of any description which shall render her sides proof 
against the penetration of solid shot, and therefore that theee 
vessels should only be protected as far as may be possible, without 
depriving them of other and vitally important qualities; and this, 
I lielieve, may be done in a manner to prevent the penetration or 
incendiary and explosive projectiles of a very heavy description, by 
some such distribution a.nd arrangement of the metal as that 
which I have now the honour to introduce to your notice. 

A powerful armament and great speed are matters of the very 
highest importance, and not to be lightly sacrificed; in fact, an iron
cased vessel wanting these qualities would present a mere inert 
target to a more active and better-armed opponent; and her certain 
Cl\ptnre and destruction would be simply a question of time. A 
ship of war is commisaioned to "bum, sink, and destroy," anJ 
not simply to save herself fram being burnt, snnk, or destroyed. 
In concluaion, I would remark that having no experience in ship-
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building, but havio~ had great experience in the effect of shot 
upon ,·arious materials, I have regarded the sides of a ship in 
this question in the light simply of a protection ~net destruc
ii.ve mi.sailes, that ie, in what manner the greatest protection can 
be afforded with the employment of the emalleet poeeiblt: weight. 

The following is an explanation of the diagrams:-
Fig. 1 represents a transveNe section of the eide of an iron ship 

protecte<l by the armour-plates, a a being the side or ekin of the 
1hip of a zig-zag form; b b the outer or "louvre" plates; c ie the 
bolt which fastens the latter on to the former. The epacee be· 
t'il'een the louvre plates may be filled with eome elasticeubstance. 

Fig. 2 gives a front view of the bolt c. 
Fig. 3 shows the manner in which the inside plates are con· 

11ected one with another in a longitudinal direction, ddd being 
the rivets, which are placed at r.ertain intervals apart. 

Fig. 4 ie a front view of the vertical joint, aa being the plates 
which form the eide of the vessel, and e the plate which is placed 
at the back to strengthen them at the joint. This plate is also 
made Cast with three rows of rivets. 

In reply to varion.a questionR, Mr. Thomas stated that the gross 
weight mvolved in the proposed form would be one-fourth lees 
than, and, according to the •calculations of a well-known iron 
company, the expentJe about one-half (£25 instead of £50 a-ton) 
the expense of the Warrior,-that the saving would result 
chiefly from all the plates being rolled at the cost of about £8 
per ton, whereas the Warrior's plates are very expensive, espe
cially where there is ton~eing and grooving,-that repairs could 
be made with great facility, without disturbing any but the in
jured parts. The width and thickness of the armour-plates would 
be adapted to the size and tonnage of the vessel ; it will be im
possible to give asmall veasel a protection equal tu that of a large 
Yeuel. The effect of the shot's impact is diverted, so that the blow 
upon the inner plate is not felt in the direction in which the shot 
ill moving, but at a point above it, which considerably lessens the 
destructive effect. The spaces between the plates may be packed 
or not with some el11.Btic substance, but the packing was objected 
t.o, as giving rise to the deposit of a great deal of moisture. The 
mside plates of iron, or akin of the ship, rua7 be fiat instead of a 
zigzag form, but the latter offers a better resistance to shot. 

ON PHOTOGRAPHIC DISTORTION.* 
By RoBEBT H. Bow, C.E. 

So many peculiarities of the photographic picture may be classed 
under this head that the term is very indefinite, unleee it be under
stood to mean the total bad effect arising from the accumulated 
distortions of various kinds. Or it would be perhaps better to use 
the term in th11 plural number, and attach distinctive epithets to 
the several varieties of distortion. I here offer what is probably 
an incomplete list of the photographic distortions. 

1.-We very frequentlr have an appearance of exceeeive en
largement of the nearer ob;ects in a picture. This ie more striking 
in the case of photographs of objects placed very near the camera, 
and taken with a lens of short focus. It consists of a perspective 
distortion arising from the distance from the eye at which the 
picture is held when inspected in the hand being far in cxceee of 
that distance with which the perspective is in accordance. Now, 
u portraits are moat liable to this kind of distortion, and show it 
in a most offensive way, we may be allowed to distinguish it as 
the " portrait distortion." 

2..-We have very commonly either a contraction or enlarge
ment of ecale at the l'll&rgine as compared with the centres of pho
tograp hi, producing the respective appearances called " barreling" 
and "pincuehioning;" and as this ie moat observable in, and moat 
detrimental to the value of, copies of plane and charts, we may 
particularise it as " chart distort.ion." 

3.-W e sometimes have a contraction of scale towards one 
margin of a picture, caused by the tilting of the camera. It is 
most frequently to be noticed in pictures including high buildings, 
the top of the picture having R contracted appearance, the reault 
of an upward inclination given to the camera to enable it to 
embrace the higher objects. In copying a picLure nleo this form 
o! distortion may be produced, unless care be taken to have the 
axis of the camera so placed 118 to intersect perpendicularly the 
plane of the picture in the central point. 

•Paper read before tho Edi.Dburgh Photogrllphic Societ7. 

4.-Wll have an undue width given.to the high lights from their 
eocrosching upon the neighbouring shadows. Thie is due to 
aberration of the lens and the use of too large a stop. The ray11 
which are not bronght to a perfect focus spread the effect of the 
etron~ light o.ver a larger space. This distortion may be somewhat 
modified in magnitude by the length of exposure and the particn
lar action of the chemicals employed. 

5.-We have that VRriety of distortion rinted out by Sir 
David Brewster as affecting the images o small prominent 
parts of a. body when taken with a lens of large un11toppe<l 
aperture. 

6.-We may note what, in some treatises on optioe-as for 
instance Dr. Lardner's-is particularly called "distortion of the 
image," but this is perhaps better known by the better net.me of 
"curvature of the field." 

It is to the two first varieties of these distortions that I mean 
to confiue my rerno.rke, viz., the portrait and chart distortions, anJ 
I shall chiefly dwell on the latter of these. 

ON THE " PORTRAIT DUITORTIONS." 

In the case of all pictorial repreRentatione into which perspective 
enters there is, for each picture, a certain point at which the eye 
should be placed in order that the apparent relative distances and 
magnitudes may be all correctly given. The tn1th of this, though 
known to all who have studied perspective, does not readily com11 
home to us in a practical form, since the eye is eo accommodating, 
or rather eo little critical on this point, that a picture may be 
placed at a considerable range of distances from the observer 
without the eUBuing incongruities of the perspective becoming 
offensive in amount. I speak thus in reference to the production1 
of our best mD.llters in painting. 

Another order of things, however, was established by the intro
duction of the quick-acting portrait camera, with its short focm1, 
and the accompanying necessary proximity of the person to bt: 
operated upon to the instrument. Yet the distorted appearances 
which we find in the productions of such a camera, and which have 
in the public mind been attached as distinctive characteristics of 
photographic portraiture, are only exaggerations of a defect which 
is attached to every picture. 

When a picture is looked at. from the proper point of view the 
image in it of any object subtends the same angle Rt the eye as 
the object itself would do were it seen direct. But the error 
committed in taking photographs of near objects is, that the 
proper point of view for the photograph is at far tou short a dis
tance from it. 

When a photograph is produced by a camera with a. email un
stopped lens, the proper distance at which it should be viewed to 
see it in correct perspective is identical with the focal length of 
the lens. Now this distance is frequently not above a third of 
that at which the photograph would generally be held wheu 
inspected in the hand. But, not to exaggerate, I will, in the fol
lowing examples, ,speak of this focal length or proper perspective 
distance of observation as six inches, and the distance at which 
the jhotograph would generally be held when inspected in the 
hau , at double this, or one foot. 

Let the objects of which we are supposed to take experiment.'\! 
photographs be two sticks or poets of eqnal and suitable lengths, 
placed 5 feet apart, measured in the direction of observation. 
Now let us first plant our camera at a distance of 100 feet from the 
further-off poet, which we will consider the standard or undis
torted one. Let the angle subtended at the distance of 100 feet by 
this poet be represented by a, then the angl11 subtended by the 

nearer post will be = 1: - a. 

Taking a photograph of these with !Ill unstopped lens of small 
aperture, it is evident that, when this is held at the focal length 
of six inches f1'0m the eye, the angle1 subtended by the imaged 
poets will be the same as if actually looking at the posts direct·. 
But the photo.seraph would not be so held: it would we auume be 
11aturally placed at a distance of one foot from the eye, 90 that 
the angles subtended by the imaged poets will be reduced to half 

. a a 100 
their former values,* or become= 2 and 2. 

95 
• Wehavenow 

to inquire into what change these altered nnglee represent, and wt: 
shall arrive at the apparent di11tortion or change, by arranging 

• II ls not strictly oon-ect, bat eufflciently so tor tbe p.--,nt purpooo, to ""'1 that 
the angles become or half their Conner values. Tboy .,,ally become •uch 1111 lo ha¥& 
tangeute equal to half the tangcnta or tho origiw!l angle .. 

7 
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the actnal posts so as to subtend these new angles at the eye; and 
ihis may be done in three ditferent ways:- ht. We may double 
the distance of each post from thEi camera, putting one 200 feet 
off and the other 190 feet: the aooompanying etfect of this would 
be to lengthen out the distance at which they are apart from 5 to 
10 feet. 2nd. Retaining the distance apart of 5 feet we must 
place the standard one at 200 feet otf, Md lengthen out the nearer 
post to a certain degree, ascertained thos:-the angles we would 

have if we did not lengthen the nearer post would be= j and 

4 200 a a 100 2· 
195

, and the angles we want are= 2 and 2 .96 ;sothatthe 

a(lOO 200) 1 length to be added to the nearer post= 
2 95 -

195 
=

74
.
2
= 

01)1344, its length being taken as unity: the increase oflength would 
therefore amount to only about l! per cent. The thiro method 
of bringing about the change in the angles is by a partial adop
tion of each of the above expedients, and this, as we shall more 
particularly point out, is the actual change which the picture 
represents. 

From the above example we see that for such objects placed at 
so great a distance from the instrument the amount of apparent 
perspective distortion ie very trifling, and far less than what would 
be required to strike the eye. But let us now take a more trying 
example. Let us produce the photograph of the posts with the 
camera only 10 feet from the further-otf one; and let the angles 
under which they are seen direct, and their i10ages seen at 6 inches 

off, be = b and b 
1~ or 2 b; these become in the photograph placed 

l foot oft' = i b and b. To make the actual state of matters cor
respond, we must-let. either place the posts at the respective 
distances of 20 and 10 feet; or, 2nd, plBCing the standard one at 
20 and the nearer at Hi feet distant, we must lengthen the latter 

by an amount = b- ( t b ~~) = t b, or 33! per cent.; or, 3rd, 

we must 80 far make both changes that their combined etfect will 
give the requisite change in the angle subtended at the eye by the 
nearer post. 

The effect produced upon the eye by the two first alterations of 
the positions or lengths of the posts are identical, 80 that the eye 
alone is not capable (in ao far as perspective is concerned) of 
judgin~ between them, or saying in what degree either form of 
distortion exists to the diRplacement of the other; and the judg
ment really formed will be very much directed by the character 
of the picture, and the ideas respecting it pre-occupying the mind. 
We may venture, however, to say that, in the case of an ordinary 
picture, the idea of enlargement of the ,nearer objects will pre
dominate over that or their exaggerated separation from the back
gronnd, since this makes a less demand upcn the power of calling 
up the idea of relief. In 1ome stereoscopic pictures, on the other 
hand, where the idea of relief may be exaggerated, the nearer 
objects will actually appear diminished. as colllpared with the 
background or more distant objects. 

..\II that need be said in regard to obviating this form of distor
tion is merely to repeat directions which have already been given 
by others-to avoid taking a photograph of an object with the 
camera placed too near it; or, when that is unavoidable, to uae a 
lens of much longer focus than usual. 

This form of distortion i11 peculiarly prominent in the case of 
portraits, but these are also liable to all the other varieties. 

(To be contin~d.) 

REVIEWS. 

A Complete Treati8e on Ciut an& Wrought Iron Bridge Conat"'c
tion. By WILLI.ill HuMBKR, A.I.C.E., &c. Folio, 2 vola. (text 
and plat.es.) London: Spon. 1861. (Second notice.) 
We hl\ve reserved for this concluding notice the consideration 

of thl' practical, and perhaps most important and.useful, portion 
of Mr. Humber's work. 

Under this head we may with propriety include the tables o! 
the dimensions, weight, strain, and cost of various iron bridges. 
We extract, by way of s~cimen, the data o! a few bridges: but 
the entire tabl1:s (cowpnsing particulars more or less complete 

of between seventy and eighty bridges) will be consnlted with 
advantage in the volume itself (see next page). 

Assuming the correctnesi of the preceding figures, we remark 
that, for its scale of span, the Saltash (Royal Albert) Bridge la aa 
rem&rkable for its cheapness aa for its original and elegant design, 
the cost per foot forw&rd being about £100, while that of the 
Britannia Bridge is £400. The Pimlico Bridge, consisting of 
wrought-iron arches, and having spans of but 175 feet, appear11 
as costing very nearly as much per foot forward as Saltash, with 
its spans of 44.5 feet. The marvellous economy of the latter iB 
p&rtly doe to the depth or tru81 employed, but mainly to the skil
ful adaptation of the suspenaion prmciple. 

After the first of the tables on the strength of iron, mentioned 
in our former notice, we find the following remarks as to the in-
1loence of foreign ingredients on the quality of cast iron. 

"Io comparing the tensile and compreeaive reaiatances, we notice tlW 
there is not a conatant ratio between these quantitiea, but. on the contra.ry, 
this ratio varillf! widely, and we find that with some specimens the re
sistance to crushing force is three times the tensile resistance, and in othen 
the crushing st.rength is even seven times ae great aa the tensile strength; 
and between theee two value& are the ratioe of the strengths of the remain
ing specimens. We have not deemed it advisable to encumber our apace 
with chemical 'l.ualities of the various irons, but will now mention BOme 
of the characteristic constituenta of some of the specimens now exhibitiDg 
well marked differenoee of strength. As the tensile and compressive 
resistances do not bear any constant ratio to each other, we mult con· 
sider the effecta of chemical coostitution upon each separately. 

We will first conBider tensile resistance. We here find, aa a geoen.l 
rule, that the ingredient& which deteriorate the strength in the greatest 
degree are silicon. phoephorue, and sulphur, but there are some eamplea 
in the table which are actually stronger than some others containing lea 
of theee constituenta. Of the effect of manganese we cannot oertainly 
-ure ourselves, as some experiments appear to be in ita favour, whi!n 
other11 give advenie indica\iona, although the former are perhaps more 
marked than the latter. Let us select a few specimens for 1pecial oon· 
sideration. B.iematite iron, No. I. F. P. has a strength of 14,233 lb., 
and the important foreign conBtituente are, manganese O·ll per oent., 
silicon s·o2, phosphorue o·06; and again, the Netherton iron, Nos. 4 
and 6, exhibita a strength of 30,844 lb., and contains, manganese 0·27, 
silicon 0·83, graphite 3·03, sulphur 0•04, phosphorue 0•31, Wt: may expect 
here ILD increase of strength on e.ccount of the diminution o# silicon and 
graphite, the former most particula.rly; but, on the other hand, this iron 
containB a larger proportion of phosphurue than the preceding ll&Ulple, and 
it also contains IU!phur. The manganese is in exce88, and it ill a qnestioll 
which way this operates; U favourably, then the great strength of thia 
iron is more readily accounted for. If we examine Nos. 8 and 4 of the 
hmmatite iron, we find that their reapect.ive strengths are nearly equal, 
while their conBtituenta are as follows: the manganese ia the same in both 
ll&Ulples, the silicon is least in the second, which is a little the weaker of · 
the two; the total amounta of carbon are very nearly equal, but in the 
aecond sample a email portion of it is combined; there is ten times as much 
sulphur in the second aa in the first, but there is 16111! phosphorue-three
fifths of the quantity; from thie it would appear, that sulphur doca not ex· 
hibit ita effecta in"° great a proportion llB phoephol'Ul!, for the difference of 
silicon is but small, and the sulphur in the first specimen is OO·l. and in 
the second O·lO, and the phosphorus in the first 0·06, and in the second 
o·oa. We observe another caee of two irons, one having a tensile atrengt.h 
of 30, 116 lb., and the other 30,334 lb.; though the former contains twioe 
aa much phosphorus, one and a half times the silicon, and more sulphur 
than the latter, which diaadvaotagea ap~r to be compensated by a great 
exce88 of mangaoel.'e, and a alight diminution of graphite. 

With regard to the compre88ive strength, it will be advisable to com· 
pare the constitution of specimen& of equal tenBile resistances, or uea.rly eo. 
ln the case of two of the specimens, we find that one hM a tenBile remt
ance of 10,886 lb., the other 12,503 lb., while the compreBSive st.rengths are 
respectively 77 ,690 lb. and 66, ll9 lb. The first 1pecimen contains only 
a trace of manganese, the second a oonBiderable quantity; the first has 
twioe as much silicon, leas graphite, more sulphur, and eleven times M 

much phosphorue as the latter. From this example, and also from three 
or four others where the tensile resistances are not widely different, bn& 
varying inversely to the compressive, we are led to conclude that deterio
ration due to silicon and phosphorue ia not so great for compreeaive ~ 
ance aa for tesile, though a general examination of the table showa I.hat an 
effect similar in kind, though different in degree, is certainly exhibited; we 
also find that for compl'e88ive strength the presence of manganese ia no& 
advantageous." 

The following passage on the proportiona of foreign consti
tuents in various iron orea is also interesting-

" The nature of the metal employed will, of course, depend in a 
great measure upon the purpoee for which the cuting is reqnired; 
it would therefore be useleea to enter into this subjed, but we 
will give a brief account of the properties of the irons made in vario111 
part& of the COWltry, previoualy stating, however, that our information ii 
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.DimeMiom, Wright, Strain, and COit, o/Nrioua Irrm Brldgu. 

No.of No.ot Grea\est Depth ot l&M~ Diat&noe Wldthof Weight Strain Reputed be I ween per Name. DeacripUon. Length. Sp&na. Ribo. Span. Rib. 'Verline. Ribs. Platform. of Iron. Sq. In. Con. 

--
Fee' In. l'eet 

Westminster ... ... ArcheJ rib 1160 0 7 15 120 

Southwark ... ... Do. do. 800 0 3 s 240 
V&uxhA!l ..• ... ... Do. do. 830 0 9 . .. 80 
Britannia ... ... ... Tubular llill 0 4 2 460 
Conway ... ... ... Do. 424 0, 1 2 400 
Victoria, :Montreal ... Do. 9500 0 25 1 330 

Crumlin ... ... ... Triangular Girder 1800 0 10 4 150 

Boyne ... ... ... Lattice do. 550 0 3 2 284 
Charing Cross ... ... Trellis do. 1365 0 8 2 154 
&It.ash ... ... ... Bowstring do. 22.0 0 19 ... 445 

Pimlico ... ... ... Arch do. 920 0 6 4 175 

Bnngerfonl ... ... Susbll.Bion 1353 0 3 ... 676 
Fribourg .•• ... ... o . ... 1 ... 820 
Che!Bea ... ... ... Do. 704 0 3 ... 348 
Niagara ... ... ... Do. . .. 1 ... 800 

' 

obWDed from the published Teport of the experiments on cast.iron con· 
ducted in the years 1856 to 1859 at the Woolwich Arsenal. 

The iron prepared from the ores of Whitehaven, W eardale, and thOE 
of the Faren of Dean, are remarkably free from phosphorus. This is 
dne to the very high quality of these orea, which a.re almOllt entirely free 
from phosphorio acid; the coDSiderable percentage of eilioon contained in a 
~number of the oree is not eo easy of explanation, but may perhapa 
be due to the U8e of hof..biaBt in the reduction of the iron. The products 
of the orea of South Staffordshire and South Wales are for the most pan 
of excellent chemical quality. Out of twenty-six samples examined, only 
tlaee occur in which the Bi.Licon amounts to 2 per cent. Out of thirteen ex
amples from the Netherton and Old Hill Works, only seven caaee oc
-1 in which the eilicon exceeded 1 ·15 per oent. 

The proportion of phosphorus and sulphur in iron from the oral of 
tbeae dinrict.a wae a1eo incomriderable in the eamplea of iron which were 
eumined; in only three out of the twenty-six samples <lid the sulphur 
amount to 1-lOth per ceut., and the phosphorus amounted to lesB than 0·5 
percent. in twenty samples; of the remaining six eamples three contained 
leu &ban 0·6 per cent; one from the Old Hill Works contained 0·63 per 
oent., and two samples from the Brierly Hill Works contained 0·64 and 
0·72 per cent. The ores employed at the latter works contained eom~ 
what higher peroentagee of phosphoric acid, the effects of which on the 
composition of the iron produced a.re therefore clearly traced. The per· 
oeut.agee of the phosphoric acid in the ora1 used at the Old Hill Works 
are alllO higher than in those used at the remaining South Staffonlehire 
Works, and its infiuenoe on the quality of the product is shown by ref'l,r· 
enoe to the composition of eome of the iron from those works. 

The oolitio ore and clay iron-stones used at the works in the North 
Midland and North Staffonlehire dilltricte, as also the ochrey-brown iron· 
81.onee used at the NorthamptoDBhire Works, contained proportioDB of 
phoephoric acid which are more OODBiderable than those existing in the 
greater number of the other ores eX&lilined. Thus the ore employed at the 
South Bank Fumacesoontaine nearly 2 per cent. of phosphoric acid; that 
ll88(j &t the Stockton Works contains upwanle of 1·5 per cent., and very 
nearly the aame amount exists in one of the ores in the Butterly Works, 
and in that employed at the Goldendale Works. The proportioDB of 
plioephorue in the various samples of iron from these sources exceed 1 per 
cent., except one sample from the Butterly Works, in which however it 
&mounts to 0·72 per cent. The eamples of iron produced from the North
amptonshire ol'ee a1eo contain more than 1 per cent. of phosphorus, the 
proportions of phosphoric acid in the ores are, however, not quite eo high 
11 iboee in the last alluded to, amounting to 0·84 and 1 •03 per cent. The 
1&111pl<J11 from the Eaet End Works are stated to have been produced by 
&he cold blast. The North Staffordshire ore ueed at the Goldendale 
Works contain& nearly 1 ·5 per cent. of phosphoric acid, and the proportion 
of phOllphorus in the iron produced from it just exceeds l per cent. 

A general inspection of the results obtained from the examination of 
&he orea &nd of t.he iroDB manufactured from them appeare to justify the 
following ccncl118ions :-The proportion of silicon in the iron is much lesa 
infiuenoed by the CODBtitution of the oree than by the conditioDB of smelting 
under 11011.e circumatancee, among which may be included a deficiency of 
lilm1inl. w the ore of flux employed; an ore containing much silica is very 
!Jable to give rille to a highly ailicioue iron. The proportion of sulphur ex· 
11ting eveo in light grey pig-iron ie never so CODBlderahle ae to exert even 
~preci&hle influence on the properties of the metal, and none of the 
~Jl8 of Britiah ores which have been examined oontain an amount 
ol IU!pbar sufficient to exercise any prejudicial effect on the irom produced 
from u.e.n. The proportion of phosphorus in iron is in a great measure 
d11e lo the percentage of phosphoric acid in the ore employed, while at the 

----------
In. F..et In. Feet In. Feet la. ~eat In. Tona. Tone. £. 

0 l ~ 1~ I 20 0 l ~ ~f ! 83 0 3100 3·00 235000 

0 ... . .. 4 0 42 6 4585 . .. 384000 
0 6 0 2' 0 . .. 36 2 ... . .. 300000 
0 30 0 . .. . .. 14 0 9360 5•62 601865 
0 25 5 .. . . .. 14 0 2892 4•50 145190 
0 22 0 ... ... 16 0 10400 . .. 1350U00 

0 15 6 . .. l: ~ ! 26 0 ... . .. 2i200 

0 2lJ 6 ... . .. 24 8 792 5·00 140000 
0 13 6 . .. 49 4 67 4 ... . .. 160000 
0 . .. .. . ... 17 0 4000 . .. 225000 

0 s 6 lT 6 l 1~ ~,I 30 9 1521 ... 90000 

6 ... 51} 0 ... 14 0 . .. . .. 98760 
0 . .. 68 6 . .. 21 0 ... .. . 24000 
0 . .. 29 0 ... 47 0 . .. . .. 88000 
0 ... ... . .. 24 0 . .. . .. 80000 

same time it is probably to some extent regulated by the temperature at 
which the iron ie reduced." 

In the practical application of the formuJ113 given in the pre
ceding part, our author goes into detail iu a manuer very useful 
to those who have to learn the designing and proportioning of the 
various parts of iron bridges. We have then a very comprehen
sive and full chapter on the form of iron and the proceeees of 
manufacture, amply illustrated. The Bessemer proceee is ap
parently not referred to; in fact, Mr. Humber does not dwell so 
much upon the production of the different forms of iron ae upon 
their manufacture, into which he goes very minutely. As in
stances of methods of manufacture that may still be called reoont, 
we extract the following :-

"We may here mention another epecial form of iron manufactured by 
Messrs. Howard and Ravenhill, of the King and Queen Ironworks, 
Rotherithe. It is necessary in the formation of linke for suspension 
chains to make the heads of every link of such dimensions that they may 
be equally strong with the other parts of the bar, after the hole is bored for 
the insertion of the connecting pin. This was formerly acoompli&hed by 
forming the links of round bare, the ends of which were bent round so as 
to form eyee which were completed by welding, but such welded joints 
are by no means to be compared with eyes that are formed in the rolling 
of the bar, and which is now accomplished by a method patented by the 
above firm. The principle upon which this process depends may be thus 
briefly described. Let AB and CD, Fig. 86, represent two strong rollers 
varying in diameter ae shown ; let a heated bar of iron, whose width is 
equal to that of the required link, be now passed between the cylinders 
in such a mauner that its length is panillel to the axes of the rolls; then 
it is evident that the ends of the heated bar will be spread out, while the 
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centre pa.rt remains unaltered; the bar ie to be repeatedly passed between 
the rolls, which are brought nea.rer to each other before every passage, 
until the ends of the bar a.re reduced to the thicknesa of the heads of the 
required link, when the bar will present the appearance shown a& e f; it 
may now be reheated and paeeed through a pair of roller bare, in order 
to reduce the central pa.rt of the bar to its required thiclmeu and to ex· 
tend the link to the proper length; it will then appear ae shown at !J h, 
having the extremities of the same thickness as the central parl, but of 
greater width. By thill mode of coDBtruction we have the same sectional 
area of head of the link after the hole for the connecting pin has been 
bored, ae exiete at the central pa.rt of the bar. 
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Another Ver'[ great improvement in bridge construction consists in 
the in,·ention of wroughtriron buckled roadway plates. The buckled 
pin.tea, o.a commonly manufactured by the licensed makers, consist of 
Hquare platca of wrought iron, very thin and Fig. 87. 
lllightly arched, with a very emall rise, or curvr.- ~ 
ture, from the springing at the edge of the plat.ee ~ 
in all directions to the centre, M shown at Fig. 
87. Each plate is therefore a very thin and fla.t ~ 
polygonal dome, or groined arch, the thrusts of ""'-
an imposed load on which, in thti direction of any / 
two opposite sides, are home by the tensile -
si.Mtance of the outer portiona of the adjacent 
Hi<les of the plate. The flat margin circumscrib-
ing the plate is called the fillet. The resistance 
of aqua.re buckled pla.tee, varies directly as 
the thickness of the plate, and inversely M the square of the line 
of bearing or distance between the supports. A buckled plate bolted or 
riveted down all round the sides gives dou hie the resistance of the ea.me 
plate merely supported all round, and if two opposite sides be wholly un
Hupported its resistance is redu~ in the ratio of eight to five. Within 
the limits of eafe load the resistance is nearly tho same, whether the load 
be equa.lly diffused or collected near the crown. The stiffness at any point 
of the plate as a.ga.inst unequal loading varies as the square of the thick
ness of the plate, a.nd inversely as the cw'va.ture. The curvature (unless 
for some epecia.l purpose) should never exceed that which will just prevent 
th" crippling load from bringing the plate down fla.t by compression of the 
llll\teria!; leSB than two inches for the versed sine of the curvature has 
been found euffioiont for a. buckled pla.te four feet square and one-qua.rt.er 
of l\n inch thick. 

The following remarks will give some idea of the actual resistance of 
huckle<l plat.ell :-A three-foot square buckled plate of ordinary Stafford
shire iron, one quarter of an inch thick, with a. fillet two inches wide, and 
the tot.a.I curvature a.mounting to one and three-q~ inches, supported 
only a.11 round, requires nine tone weight, diffused ovtr a.bout half the 
surface a.t the crown, to produce failure, and double this, or eighteen tone, 
to cripple it if it be firmly bolted or rive~ down a.II round it.< edge. 
A oimilar plate of soft puddled-steel will bear nearly double the weight, 
or thirty-five tons per square yard. The buckled plates used in the con
struction of New Westminster Dridge, ea.ch averaging seven feet by three 
feet, a.nd being a. quarter of an inch thick, were proved by lowering upon 
the crown of ea.ch a. block of granite weighing seventeen tons, which did 
not produce injury; the pla.tee have a curvature of three and r.-ha.lf inches. 
Ia bridge-flooring the plates should only be subjected to one-Hixth of the 
crippling load." · 

The practical section of the work concludes with a chapter on 
iron piers and foundations, in which we observe an account of 
Heinke's diving dress, and descriptions of the various methods of 
sinking cylinder foundations. These are, the open cylinder pro
cess, which may now be seen in progress at the Charing Cross 
Bridge, Potts's vacuum, and Hughes's air-pressure process, by 
which the e:ii:cavators are enabled to work in the cylinder aa in 
a diving bell. ::icrew piles are also rsoticed, and Mr. Brunlees' 
hydraulic method of sinking di11k piles in sand is fully described. 

The third section of the text consists of descriptions of the 
brid~es illustrated in the volume of plates, and these descriptions 
and 11lustratious form, in our judgment, the most important and 
valuable, IUl they undoubtedly are the most attractive, portion of 
the work.· The large scale of the engravings, and their f11ll 
detail, render them especially inst.ructive to the student or young 
engineer, and interesting to all. Those also who are desirous 
of reading specifications will find ample opportunity afforded 
them of d<>;ng so. 
A~ a whole, the work is a very desirable addition to an en

gineer'11 library. We should be glad to see it in a second t'<lition, 
because (a.s might perhaps be expected in so large a treatise) .it 
seems in some respects not incapable of improvement, while there 
are parts that cert.a.inly require revision. \Vhere originRI geo
metrical reasoning is essayed, the results (as pointed out in our 
former notice) are in some instances far from satisfactory. But, 
generally speaking, Mr. Hamber'11 treatise does great credit aa 
well to the industry of the compiler as to the competence of the 
writer. 

T!.e Britiah Almanack for 1862, and Companion. London: 
Knight and Co. 

MR. Knight's "Companion" to la.st year's almanack, issned 118 

au appendix to that just published for the present year, presents, 
as usual, a large amo'Uut of well digested matter on current topics. 
Thus the great national !<tlltistical event of 1861-the "Census"
i~ annlys~<I at considerable length, and proves a very readable 
contribntion, while that which promise~ (nvtwith11tanding the 

Royal bereavement which the nation now so deeply deplores) to 
be the leading fact of 1862-the International Exhibition-is dis
cussed iu its several bearings upon art, manufactures, and com
merce generally. The "Cotton Supply" too, present and prospec
tive, au absorbing question in the existing crisis, receives its due 
share of attention, noris the subject of "Popular Education" over
looked. In a Aecond pa.rt we have aa heretofore abstracts of im
portant pnblic acts recently passed, of which nearly forty are 
given; these include the Smoke Nuisance (Scotland) Amendment 
Act (June 7, 1861); the Commons Inclosure (July 22, 1861); 
Harbours (Aug. l); Copyright of Designs (Aug. 6); and the 
Drainiige of Land (Aug. 6). The "Abstracts of Parliamentary 
Documents" include finance, currency, trade, poor laws, colonial 
statistics, &c., to which are added a summary of the proceedings 
in parliament, a chronicle of occurrences during the past year, 
and other miscelhmeoas information, forming alwgether au inte
resting and useful compendium for reference, 

Ope constituent feature of the book is its annual architectural 
record of important public buildings completed and in progress, 
as illustrative of the state of art, progressive or otherwise, in tho1 
United Kingdom. First in this list is the New Foreign Office, 
and Mr. Scott's Italian design, v.·hich Lord Palmerston desiguates 
as one which, "although it may uot be very magnificent or 
splendid, will be handsome enough for the purpi>se," and now 
immediately to be proceeded with, th~ houses which occupy a 
portion of the site being in course of removal. 

"The a.Iterations in the National Gallery, described at length in the 
'Companion' of la.st year have been completed, and fully justify a.II that 
was there a.nticipate<l. The new room is of good proportions, though 
hardly wide enough to display properly pictures of the largest me. 
Without being as bald in appearance as the old rooms, ii is quiet and 
chaate in the style of its ornamentation. As filled with the magnificent 
collection of the finest of our Italian pictures, the room bas a most 
impreSBive •ppea.rance; but a.pa.rt from the pictures, it must be pro
nounced su00e88ful. Further a.Iterations and additiona to the National Gal
lery have been rendered inevitable by the removal of the Turner picture1t 
from the South Kensington Museum. By the tenllS of Turner's will his 
oil paintings were to bo placed, within a cert.a.in time now ae:uiy expired, 
in a. room or rooms to be added to the National Gallery and called the 
Turner Gallery. Instead of thia, rooms were, a.bout three yea.rs ago, 
built for their reception at South KellBington. The legality of this pro
ceeding having been questioned, a committee was lMt session appoint.ed 
by the House of Lortle to consider the whole matter. They met, received 
evidence, and reported that what had been done wa.s wrong: that the pic
tures ought to be removed, and 'forthwith deposited and properly hung 
in one of the rooms of the present N a.tional Gallery, according to the pla.u 
which Mr. W omum, the keeper, bas stated in his e\-idcncc that he is 
prepared to carry out.' But a.a this is merely a temporary expedient, 
they recommend that etepe should be immediately taken for erecting a 
permanent Turner Galltry, according to the plans of Mr. Pennethorne. 
The TurnM Gallery of Mr. Pennethome is only pa.rt of a larger design 
submitted by tha.t gentleman, by which he proposes to increase the area 
of the present National Gallery from 20,000 equa.re foot (which include11 
the Royal AcaJemy) to 50,000 square feet, and thus afford ample space, 
not merely for the pictures a.t present possessed by the nation, but for the 
a.dditioll8 likely to be obtained for many yeani to come. For this exten
sion, Mr. Pennethome proposes to remove a.bout ha.lf of the workhouse at 
the back of the Ga.llery, and to erect, panly over the adjacent ba.rrack
yar<l, a. suite of rooms, in such a manner that the ground-floor of it shall 
be built upon oolumns, so that it shall serve aa a oolonna.de for the solditlrs. 
The cost would be a.bout 100,0001., and it could be completed in about 
two yea.rs. Mr. Pennethome proposes, however, to begin "ith the Tur· 
ner Gallery, which would be a.bout 136 feet long, -.ould cost 25,000l., lllld 
could be completed in nine months. The Government a.re undera\ood to 
approve of this proposition, and application will probably be ma.de next 
8e811ion to Parliament for the funds n0Cet!8nry to cn.rrv it into execution. 
The new buildings, being a.t the back of the National Gallery; and a.w"r, 
from any leading thoroughfare, would not.be of an ornamental character. ' 

The International Exhibition comes in for a due share of recapi
tulation, and we are glad to endorse, 118 we believe the profe888ion 
will generally, the opinion thnt "in its present unfinished statt',and, 
it must be confessed, also in the official drawings, the exterior bears 
a sufficiently unpromising aspect." But it must be remembered 
that it is desired, if it be retained as a permanent 11tru1!ture, ti> 
adorn the brickwork with polychromatic and terra-cotta ornameD
tation, which with its great mass may render it an imposing, if 
not a very magnificent 11tructure. The great blots in th" design 
are undoubtedly the two cupolM, which, plared at the extr,emities 
of so long and compa.rath·ely low a building, must hav•• a ten
dency to overweigh and crush the centre; had the grand \central 
dome been ret:\ined as originally proposed, the result mig~t have 
been very different. Should the building be retained perm!\Deotly 
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it may be hoped that at some fntore time this great central fea
ture will be added. 

Among other public works to which reference is made may be 
mentioned the Westminster Crimean Memorial in tha Broad 
Sanctuary, and the sculptural memorials of Wellington, Nelson, 
Havelock, Sir C. Barry, and Lord Herbert of Len. 

Several new churches, have been completed •luring the ytl!Lr, in 
London and its vicinity, the most remarkable in most respects 
being that in Garden-street, Westminster, by Mr. Street, which is 
thus commented on:-

"A ma.rked feature of the exterior is the square detached tower which, 
like \he body of the church, is of red and black brick wHh bands of st.me. 
This, though Northern <ffithic in detail, at once reminds us of the brick 
campMilee of Italy. Like them it ha.9 large and richly·ormamentd bel
fry windows (the eomewhat stilted arches and trefoil cusps of which are 
d<cidedly Italian in feeling), and is finished with an elaborute cornitle. 
Mr. Street has, in the upper part of this campanile, intro<luoe<l in the 
centre of medallions, for the first time e.e far as we recollect, the 
1111&11 bcills of coloured marble or granite which so frequently occur in 
Hallan buildings, &nd in bright Bunshine give such sharp sparkling points 
of light &nd shadow. The somewhat dumpy slate-covered spire, with the 
ugly !in.le spireleU! at the angles, is not only a very un-Italian (which 
would be no blemish). but a very awkward and inh:i.rmonious termination 
ID what is els.Javery noble tower. The tower it.sell might, however, have 
been carried up aa high as the top of the spire, and then crown.,d with some 
equ&lly tall but leas harsh and heavy terminal. The church, which stands 
in a dirty narrow street, and is surrounded by mean houses, would thus 
have ma.de its presence known, whereas now it is scarcely seen from any 
parl of the neighbourhood. The entrance to the church is through the 
tower, and thiA is connected with the north aisle by a short arcade or 
porch. Throughout the work is executed with the greatest care. The 
C'OllStructive colour and the ornamental are very vivid-too vivid, we 
dllnk-but they harmonise well together, and are extremely effective. 
Mr. Street has, in this churt'h, turned his studies among the medimva.l 
brick boildinga of the north of Italy to good account, without losing his own 
originality, or deecendlng to direct imitation. He bas pro<luced 11t once 
an artinic and a conscientious work. Curious. perbape, 118 a poor man's 
chtll'Ch, curious as a boilding constructed for the plain and solemn service 
of the Church of England; but undoubtedly, accepting the theory on 
which it i1 designed, aa a building one of the most satisfactory and lea11t 
commonp!Dee, as well 118 suggestive, of the churches which have been 
erected in London for many years." 

With the Westminster church is almost naturally associated 
th11t by Mr. Butti>rfield, now uearly completed iu Baldwin's-gar
lleos, Gray's-inn-lane. Ou the interior much praise is deservedly 
bestowed, but the effect of the exterior is described as "fur from 
good,"-a decision with which we cannot agree. There is, to our 
mini!, a ~implicity, boldness, and dignity rarely to be found in mo
dern buildings; nor do we object to the "ordinary" colour of the 
bricks of which the walls are mainly constructed. The int<!rior,even 
in its unlinished state, is very tine. From its great length and width 
and unusual height, and the great span and height or the nave 
and chrmcel arches, it produces an impression of largeness of 
~tyle and dignity, which nothing in the ornamentation has thus 
f11r had I\ tendency to lessen. The ornamentation is very elabo
rate. No expense is being spared in any part, thE- constructiou 
is throughout most solid, and for the decorations the choicest slabs 
of alabaster and Derby and Devon marbles have been selected. 
As in Mr. Butterfietd's church in l\Iargaret-11treet, there is no 
east window; the upper part of the east wall being panelled for 
the reception of frescoes, the lower being platetl with alabaster, 
iulaid with pattern11 iu black and colonred marbles. 

lllr. R Brandon's churches in Windmill-street and Knights
hridge elicit a modified commendation, in which we conc11r, for 
while they give evidence of considerable study and ingenuity, 
much of t1·ue Gothic feeling appears, nevertheless, to be wanting. 

" Church restoration is epidemic. Wherever reparation has become 
lll!Celll&ry, what is called restoration is deemed a necessity also; and very 
often the restorer (or destroyer\ is set to work where no repairs are re
quirt<I. We have been complained of for in!!isting on what is after all, 
it ia aaitl, a mere matter of taste. But it is really a good ·deal more. 
llelli.ile11 the artistic error of replacing old work that has suffered from 
"the gnawing tooth of time" by new, and of removing the exquisite 
natural polychromy of centuries by the journeywork of scraping and chis
elling, a constant object now in restoration is to sweep away whatever 
bu Leen !Wded since the Reformation, in on!er to restore the church to 
i\a original condition. The result is to destroy the historical chl\l'acter uf 
die building, aa that of the abeur<l cleanKing and renovating process is to 
r!..rtl'Uy ita IUllOciatione. By the double process we have a spruce new 
ch=h, such 1111 the architect of to ... lay might turn out to order in any 
qU&Dt.i~y. instead of & building venerable in itH time-worn garb, which the 
moet inatructe<l and the ruost ignorant alike ga.ze on with n.dullr&tion and 

awe. This destructive restoration ia commonly carried on most rigor
ously in our pariah churches, the scene of the blundering, but less perma
nently injurious, church-wardens' 'beautifyinge • in 1 the days of our 
fathel'S and grandfathers. But its operations ha.ve by no means been 
confined tO them. A month or two back we were horrified on visiting 
Lincoln Cathedral, in some respects the noblest of our medireval remains, 
to see that its exterior is actually under a course of see.ping and chiseling; 
and it is reported that a similar process has been carried farther at Win
chMter. As however, these proceedings, which aPJ>Elar not to be con
ducted under architectural supervision, have been· strongly protested 
against by our leading 11.rchitecta and architectural e.ssociations, we may 
hope that they will not be persisted in. 

Restorations of a more legitimate charncter, however, are going 
on in the cathedrnl_s of Hereford, Li~hfield, Durham, Llandaff, 
Worcester, and elsewhere, while improvements at Ripon and St. 
David's are in contemplation. What has been done at Bristol is 
not, we hear, altogether satisfactory. Chichester is about to rise, 
phcenix-like, from its ruins, and on its former model,-an extreme 
case of architectural rutoration, if the word may be allowed. 

"Hotel architecture," now so prominent a feature in our leadiug 
streets, and at our railway stations, is amply discussed, and an 
excellent engraving is given of the la~est, and perhaps the most 
noteworthy, viz., the Grosvenor Hotel, Pimlico. Allnsion i11 
made to others at f..ondon-bridge, PiccadiUy, and in vaiious parts 
of the country. 

On the whole, this lengthy article is well compileJ and illns
\rated; and, in spite of a few errors which a professional eye will 
readily detect, may be accepted as an honest and impartial expo
nent of the subject ou which it treats. 

The Cathedrala oJ the United Kingdom; and Tl.e Minater1 a11d 
Abbey Ruins o.f the United Kingdom, By MACKENZIK E. C. 
W ALCOTr, M.A. London: Stanford, Charing-cross. 
Tho informatiou placeJ now-a-days within reach of the touridt 

and other 1-eaders intere.'lted in our topographical history and 
antiquities, through the medium of guide books and siwilar pub
lications, is something approaching to the illimitable. To the 
stores of this kiml Mr. W11lcott is a large and industrious contri
butor. If he were the producer of no other than the two works 
befo1·e us, they alone would entitle him to the fullest ackuow
ledgement in this respect. It is to be regretted however, that, 
writing hurriedly from excess of work, he is not, occasionally, 
quite so correct an authority on some matters aa wight be <iesired, 
or as upon most he must be allowed generally to hi>. Thie is par
ticularly apparent in the case of the first work we have named. 
Inaccuracies have here crept in, which doubtless owe their origin 
in a principnl degree to a hasty throwing together of the matter 
collected aud referred to. This especially applies to the heralilic do
scriptiond. There are discrepn nc1e.i nnd a confusion here in several 
instances. It is not always clear whether Mr. Walcott intends to 
give the arms as thos~ of the deanery or the see, neither are they 
always in either case correctly blazone<l. For instance, the arms 
given by Mr. Walcot to Bangor Cathedral are those appropriated 
by Berry and Edmonson, and aldO to the deanery; while •hose given 
by him to Bristol are the arms of the see, according to the same 
authority. For CantPrbury, Mr. Walcott gives also the arms of 
the deanery, which are the same as the ancient priory, though it 
would appear as if he meant to describe those of the archiepiscopal 
see, since in noticing those of the archbishopric of Armagh, he 
says "arms the 8/lllle as Canterbury." As respects York it would 
seem, though he differs in the blazon from Edmousoa, that he in
tend.i again those of the deanery, for Willeruent gives as the arms 
of the presPnt see, Gules, two keys in saltier, and a royal crown 
in chief, Or; the old archiepiscopal arms being the same RI! Can
terbury and anciently of the other areh bishoprics. For Chester the 
arms of the see are, on the contrary, appa1-ently introduced-for 
Berry says there are 110 arms fo1· the deanery, though incorrectly 
given ncconling to Edmonson aml Heylyn, who both give, Gules, 
three mitres labelled, Or; instead of Azure, three mitres, Argent. 
For Gloucester, tha armR given do not appear to be either those of 
the see or the deanery, siuce for the former Heylyn gives, Azure, 
two keys in saltier patee lilchee, aud Berry for the latter, Azure, 
ou a fess, Or, three crosses of tt>e first on a quarter of the 
second, the sun appearing in chief, environed with a demicircle 
wavy, Gules; on each side of the quarter a demi fteur-di-lis, con
joined to the side of the first, and as will be here seen a wholly 
<litferent bearing. For Hereford, Or, five chevronels Azure, are 
given bo~h by Berry and Edmonson as the arms of the ileanery 
and the former, with Heylyn, gives for the see, Gules, three leopardsl 

!I 
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heads reversed swallowing aa ma.ny 11.eurs-de-lis, Or, both diifering 
altogether from Mr. Walcott. Again, for Worcester, Mr. Walcott 
gives, Argent, ten torteauxes, 3.3.2. and 1; on a canton, Azure, the 
Bleased Virgin and Holy Child, sceptred and mitred, Or. In this, 
aa will be seen, the disposed numbers only make nine. For the 
deanPry, which appears to be intended from the canton and 
charge thereon, the number should be twelve torleauxes, 3.3.3.2 
and 1, and for the see, Argent, ten torteauxes 4.3.2.and 1. There 
are numerous other disagreements and parallel errors to this 
which it would have been better should have been avoided-and 
for the general reader it would certainly have been far more con
venient that the plan which nppears to have been adopted in the 
case of the Irish cathedrals, of giving the arms of the sees, 
should have been followed throughout, or at all events, that 
where this was departed from and those of the deanery intended, 
such should have beeu made clear. Want of space compels us to 
defer our concluding remarks on this, aud notice of the second
named work, till next month. 

TROTMAN'S STEERING GEAR. 
TIII!: serious dilllldvantage attendant on steering by manual 

labour, even with the most perfect mechanical aids, is fully ex
hibited in vessels of large size, which has led to the suggestion of 
the application of steam to this purpose. Our improved navnl 
tactics demand a more improved system of steering. A vesael 
11hould possess the power to steam backwards at the same rate, and 
with the same facility, as forwards; but that it is not so under 
the ordinary sp:tem of steering may be seeu on our own small 
river boats, a second hand at the wheel being always ~uired 
when any rapid movement is made a.stem involving a deviation 
from the straight course. 

Fro. 1. 

A-Steam CylinJer. 
B-PiBton. 
C-Connecting Rod. 
D-Hy<imulic CylinJer. 
E-Piston. 

L 

1''-Connecting Rod. 
GG-Cross-hca.d. · 
HH~'lpring-break set in CrOS!l-

head. 
I-Lever attached to Rud1lcr-shaft. 
K-Rudder-slur.ft. 

L-Friction Roller. 
M-Inlet to Steam Cheat from 

Boiler. 
N-Exhaust to Steam Cylinder. 
O~">liJe-valve to ditto. 
P-Valve Gear. 
Q-Cog-wheel tumed by the Steer· 

ing-wheel. 
R-Double-seated Break-valve to 

Hydraulic Cylinder. 
S-Valve Gea.r to ditw. 

In storms, the caae of men being thrown onrboard, and the 
helm becoming unmanageable for want of due power to control 
it, is not of uncommon occurrence. The duties of the steermnan, 
particularly in large ships, should be more analogous to those of 
the engineer, in not having to perform manual labour, but to 
direct the vesilel in her course. 

The inventor had the benefit of the experience of the late 
Capt. Harrison, of the Great Eastern steamship, and of Mr. 

J'10. i. F1G. 3. 

McLennan, her chief engineer, in nscertaining the requirement.II 
of the case, and the objections generally to machinery as an auxili
ary in the hauds of the steersman. The following are some of 
the requirements, and the mode in which they have been sup
plied, as stated by the inventor:-

lst. A storm-wave striking the rudder while held by rigid 
machinery would inevitably can·y it away. This danger- is pro
vided against by the spring break HH, Fig. 1. 

2nd. It is neC&llll\ry that the steersman should deliver the rud
der over to its own free action at proper intervnls. This is 
secured by the arrangement proposed, as when the valves are by 
the will of the pilot placed as in Fig. 1, the rudder is perfectly 
free to follow in the wake of the vessel. 

3rd. The wheel b11& so long been the instrament in the hnods 
of the pilot, that any system of leve1'8 (however effectual in regu
lating or controlling a power) would be rejected by pilots gene
rally. This invention constitutes the wheel an integral part of 
the apparatus; so that the effect at present produced by manual 
labour cau be secured by exactly the same movement on the part 
of the helmsman, with the absence of the labour now required. 

4th. In steering a vessel (the steam not being up) the arrange
ment of this npparatus is such, that the ordinary system of hand
steering can be made available instantly by ungearing the steam 
apparatus and gearing the other. 

The Spring Break.-The rudder-shaft is shown iu transverse 
section at K, and hns attached to it, at right-angles, the lever L 
The rudder-shaft passes through and freely works iu the crosa
he:"1 GG; but is kept in a proper position by two powerful spripge 
HH (fixed to the cross-bead GG) acting on the lever I. In whal
ever direction, therefore, the croBB-head moves, the rudder-shal\ 
must move with it, on account of the lever I being retained be
tween the two springs. The exceptional case, however, occura 
when the cross-head is held rigidly by the cylinder, and the rud
der is acted on by some undue force. Under such circumstances, 
the cross head remaining stationary, the springs yield to the lever 
I, and all return to their original position, when the undue pres
sure is removed. 

The Steam Cylinder.-The stenm from the vessel's boilers i.s 
the power employed to give motion to the rudder. The steam is 
admitted somewhat in the same manner as in the ordinary steam
cyliuder, being introduced to the top or bottom, or entirely es

. eluded at will, by means of a peculiar arrangement of the slide or 
D valve. 
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Tie Hydrnlie B...U.-Thia break conama of a cylinder and 
pi.ton, supplied with a valve which opens or closes the thorough
fare Crom the top Mi the bottom ot the cylinder. This cylinder 
being filled with water, the piston is only movable at the speed 
and to the extent permitted bl the aperture made by opening the 
Yalve, allowing the water to circulate from top to bottom of the 
cylinder, or cice Ol!1'1d. It will thus be seen that the two cylin
den, being coupled by the cross-head, act one upon the other
tbe one finding the power, and the other regulating it. The posi
tiona of the valves in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, show the following course 
of action. Fig. 1: break valve open, steam shut off from boiler, 
rudder free. Yig. 2 shows the second position of the valves: the 
break valve is shut preparatory to the admiBBion of the stel\m; 
anrl the still further movement of the valves shown in Fig. 3 
admits the steam and opens the break valve tn such distance as 
may be required; the reversion of the wheel at once shut.a off the 
steam, cloees the break, and frees the rudder, as in Fig. 1. The 
movement of the whet>! in the opposite dirt>ction gives the re
verse act.ion to the machinery, u also to the rulder. 

The inventor is Mr. Sanders Trotman, of Albert-street, Cam
den-M>wn, LondOD. 

THE NEW STATION AT DOVER FOR THE LONDON, 
CHATHAM, AND DOVER RAILWAY. 

(W"uh an Engraving.) 
Tsz accompanying perspective view represents the New 

Station at Dover, now erecting for the London, Chatham; and 
Dover Railway Company, whose engineer, Mr. JoMph Cubitt, 
baa availed him.'Wllf of the architectural assistance and patented 
mode of construction of Mr. John Taylor, jun., architect, of Par
liamenwtreet, London; Mr. T. R. Crampton being the contractor. 
The general effect is that of great breadth and SQ!idity; the 
Pat.ent Facing Blocks being 14 inches by 6 inches, of a white 
brick or terra-cott& material, forming what may not inaptly be 
termed brick masonry. Colour is introduced by horizontal yel
low balMls and moulded brown stoneware drip bands, producing 
a novel and quaint effect, and affording, as may be seen by the 
diagrams, a most important protection. But it is the constructive 
and weather-resisting qualities which appear especially worthy of 
attention. It is well known that damp brick walls are caused by 
ruaon of the through mortar joiTIU, and the absorbent nature of 
the bricks; but here we find, as will be seen in the diagrams givea, 
the through joints intercepted. A con1plete change of material 
between the exterior and interior of the wall, and a continuous 
cavity or dry area immediately behind the external surface, ren
dering the wall warm ;in winter, and cool in summer. In ~ood 
brickwork of the ordinary construction, great attention ia pard to 
horizontal bond, but vertical bond seems scarcely to be thought 
of, and therefore we find walls strong enough for the required 
weight, but not stiff enough, hence the necessity for increased 
thickness. It will be seen that the courses of brick that bear 
upon the fiange of the facing block cause it to act as a piece of 
angle-iron to the course of bricks above. The bond is alternate 
header and stretcher, or old Englh!h, and in combination with the 
dry area, produces the stiffest and lighte:1t walls of the minimum 
thickness, giving economy in material anddecnoased requirements 
in the necessary foundations. The construction being thus far 
impervious to external damp, it only remains to prevent it rising 
up the walls by capillary attraction. This is done by the brown 
done-ware damp-proof coul'lle, which combined in itself the 
advantages effected by the three following material&, viz., a three 
inch York slab to bed the foundations; a aourse of asphalte or 
elates in cement to suppreBB the damp; continuous gratings for 
the admiiision of air beneath the ground fioor. A reference to the 
diagrams will show that it has perforations not only in itself, but 
through its joints, thus effectually cutting off all communication 
with the damp below. So complete is this, that a person standing 
on one side of the building and looking through the perforations 
may evervwhere see what is p&BBing on the other side. It has 
been proved to bear uninjured a weight of six hundred feet of 
vertical brickwork. On a future occasion we propose to give 
funber illustrations of these important improvement.a in con
aVuction, as now extensively applied with good results, in the 
erect.ion of churches, villas, and labourers' cottages. 

Mod«ling Cla11 at tM ..4relaiUctural ..4110Ciation.-In the course 
of last year's Be1111ion of the Architectural Asaociation, some of the 
members formed themselves into a class for the study and prac
tice of architectural modelling, as we informed our readers at the 
time. This claas hn.s lately recommenced its meetings, with 
greatly improved prospects, and now asaemblee at tho roon11 of 
the Architectural ABBOCiation, 9, Conduit-street, Regent-street, 
every Friday evening. The object. is an .:Wmirable one, an~ ~ 
received the warm support of vanous fnends of the aseoC1at1on 
and of architecture; and a very large number of the members, 
including almost all the office bearers and members of the com
mittee, have joined the class. Mr. A. W. Biomfield, M.A., 
president of the society, haa been appointed president; and Mr. 
ROBB is the instructor. Th is class offers an admirable opportunity 
for members of the architectural profession to acquire a know
ledge of a very useful part of their calling, and one that is but 
seldom followed. 

The Propottd New Bridge at Blackjriara.-The report made 
to the court of common council from the Bridge House Estates 
Committee, relative to the construction of a new bridge at Black
friars, was printed on the 28th ult., for the use of the members of 
the common council. The bridge selected is the design of Mr. 
Page, and for grandeur ~f ~tyle and beautJ: will. ~ wo~hy of ~he 
~t city whose stream 1t }S to span; ~he sm1phc1.t~ of. 1ta de~1gu 
1s only equalled by its roaBS1ve proportions. ProVIS10n 18 prom1Se<i 
to be made for the traffic during the .building operations, which 
are to be completed in two and a ha.If years from the commence
ment, without even the erection of a temporary bridge, as has been 
the case at Westminster. The appendix to the report contains 
copies of the observations made by the engineers who hav~ sent 
in designs, atfordi~g a larize amount of use~ul a~d ~uable mfor
mation on the subJect. "#e have already given m thl8 Journal A 
detailed description of Mr. Page's design. 

TM Cathedral of St. Stephen, Yienna.-During the r~pain nnd 
restoration of the cathedral of St. Stephen, at Vienna, unportant 
tracings of gilding and f~ p~intiug. have bee!l fou~d. on the 
vanlting of the nave and choll'; with which the entire building was 
once covered in the interior; but subeequently daubed over by a 
coating of grey WMh. The three large windows which the muni· 
cipality furnish will be ready immediately. 

SydTUJg H<>tUuof Parliament Compttition,-Twenty-onedesigns 
were tendered in this competitiom, as our readers have already 
been informed. The commiBBioners appointed to decide on the 
awards selected six designs as being the most eligible, and directed 
the colonial ir.rchitect tn report upon the plans. Since he did so 
the commiBBioners have had one meeting; and the next mail for 
England will probably. bring tha names of the succe;saful <:<>m
petitors. The followmg are the mottoes of the BlX design11 
selected as the most eligible:-" Palladio," "Hora e Sempre," 
"I bide," "Fide et Virtute,' "Followerof Wren," and "Sicfortis 
Etruri crevit." 

The Call.edral of Worma.-The committee for the restoration 
of the cathedral at Worms have, according to their published 
accounts, spent, in the preceding twelve mouths, 12,964 guilden; 
and have, with this sum, entirely repaired the eastern cupola, 
which was much dilapidated. The interior of the middle nave 
has had its roof well underpinned, and the entire roof has been 
gone over, and wherever needed put into substantial repair. 

N611! Iron Bridge, at Nor~nden, Chuhire.-The ferry-boat in 
use on the Mersey at Nortlienden is now superseded by a lattice 
girder foot-bridge, erected at the expense of Mr. Tatton, of 
Withenshaw Hall. This structure consists of two wrought-iron 
lattice girders spanning the river, which is 83 feet wide at this 
point. The girders are of ornamental design, 88 feet long, 6 feet 
deep in the centre, anrl 2 ft. 6 in. at the ends, and are placed 6 feet 
apart: the footway being composed of croas timbers and planking. 
Each end of the bridge is supported by a cluster of four pile 
columns, 8 inches diameter, driven 15 feet into the earth. The 
upper parts of the girders are connected in two places by caat
iron arches. At one of these arches there is an iron lattice gate. 
The footpath is carried from the ends of the girders to the top of 
the banlis by iron beams and planks, and there are ~rnamental 
iron railinga at the sides. The whole has been designed, con
structed, and erected by Messrs. Edward T. Bellhouae & Co., of 
Manchester. 
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ,PATENTS SEALED IN DEC. 186L 

Durin.'l the year 1862 a clanijied analyllis will be gtt'en in this Joi/NI.a/, 
of the Paten/1 pro1~ionally specified and 1ealed under the auth<rrity of 
H. M. Oommwionn-s of Palema.* 

---, 
1388 Arbuckle, G. V. B.-Armour coating for •hips, Cortiftcations, kc-June 8, 1861 
HOS Brnam, J. A. V.-Ordnance, aud barrels or fire-arms-June 4 

Manceaux, F. J.-Breecb-loadiDj$ arms and projectileo-June 6 
15U Page, T.-Working aud o:liocbargwg ordnance under water-June 16 
1873 Bourne, J. F.-Cou•truction nnd equipment or battorie&-July 26 
1452 Lancaster, C. W.-Sbeatbing for vessels-June 7 
1621 C!Ark, W.-Propellinjl vo.sela-Jnne 25 
lllll Johnson, J. H.-Capslarul and windlasoes (com.)-July 18 
1557 Walker, R.~Propelling ve.-..Lo-June 18 
1614 Moor, R.-Constructing and propelling vessels-June 24 

1U2 H11rlow, R.-Fire-bridgea and tubes or •team boilors-June T 
14'!3 O'llanlon, P.-lfanne and land •team boi!el'l!-June 8 
1472 Armotrong, R.-Marine •team bollen-Juue 10 
2654 Johnson, J. H.-Preventing encrustation or boilers (com.)--October 28 

1450 Loopard, W.-RailwAy brakes-June T 
2571 Dixon, J., and Claytou, R. Railway whe•IB October 16 
1465 Rymer, .T.-Perwanent way or rnilwny•-June 8 
1579 Bou"1leld, G. T.-Brakes for railway cars-June 19 
1757 Adams, W. B.-Locomotinsand trains-Julyl2 
165T Laue, M.-Permanent way or railways-June 28 

1399 Thomas, D. W.-Centrltugal machines (com.}-Jone 4 
U99 Walker, W. H.-FIOAting hydraulic lift-June 12 
1683 Mennon•, JU. A. F.-Co.loric enj?lnes (com.)-June 26 
1565 Jlllller, J.-Rot.ary cngine•-Jone 18 
lti43 McSaugbt, W.-Fram"' for diagonal steam engin-.Tone 2T 
1693 Spenc.·r, J. F.-Steam engines-July 3 

1601 Hoboou, W.-Steam hammer-June 21 
16'02 Hoboon, W.-Ste&m piatou.--J'une 21 

1534 Kennard,. H. J.-E1cavating sand aod gravel onder water-June 16 
1665 Clark, W.-Excav&tlng machinery (com.)-June 29 
H88 Steven•, -C.-Crn•hiog and pnlverwng machiue (com.}-June 11 
1!125 l:!tevens, C.-Brlck-maklng machine (com.)-June 26 

1402 Hancock, 1. L.-AgrlcuHural lmplem•nta. &c.; and 
Hancock, I'. L.-Condouslng engine•-June 4 

1409 William•, J. A.-SteAm agricultural implements-June 4 
15':!1 Grl'l!Ory, F.-Hny and cball'-cntting wachlne•-June 13 
1526 Baylis.<, W .-Cbnin barrows-June 13 
1528 Wedlake, T. W.-Ifay-making machines-June 14 
1Hti7 Brag~. J.-Rea.piog and mowing mn.chin~.-June ~9 
1533 Leach, G.-Allriculturnl i'llpicmenta aurl sle&m·boilera-June 14 
2617 Cambridge, \V. C.-llarrows-Oct-0ber 19 
17&5 Prie8t, A., aod Woolnongh, W.-llachinery for dri!Ung and hoeing-Joh· 9 
1628 Fowler, J ., jun.-Sten1n-piougbing marhincs-Juue 26 • 
1859 fledge, W. E.-Drying and cleansing grain lcom.)-Juue 20 
1562 Giboou, A. W.-llarley aod rice mills-June 18 

139T Prince, A.-l!anof'acture oC lt88 (com.:~Tnne 4 
25H Evan•, F. J.-Generatiug g&a-October T 
16d9 Llve ... y, W.-Wet gao meters . ......June 29 
1453 Clarke, J. F.-Apparatns for regulating the supply of ftuids......June 7 
1762 Macbwltz, --.-J'apB, or stoP:cocks-July 13 
1628 Sommel'RC&leo, J.-Ga& singeing apparatu•-June 14 
1681 Barria, W. J.-D.y gas metres (com.)-June 19 

1•;40 Cow&n, J.-&bnrning l\nimal charcoal-Jone 26 
JG46 Smart, J. C., and Aitchi•on, A.-Mnnufactur•· of charco.~1-Jnne 2T 
1G36 Clark, W.-Dbtillation or combn•t blo matters icom.}......June 29 
2202 Bodmar, L R.-Diatilling apparatus \c'lm.)-Septen11>er 4 

1503 Calland; J. A.- Electrical piles Jnn• 12 
1512 Job.on, R.-Sopporta for telegraph wires-Jone U 
1800 Brook, Sir W.-ln•nlating tel<'grnph wires -July lT 
1539 Potta, F.-Supports for telegraph wire-June 15 

139~ Hargreaves, 8., Holden, R., and Holt H.-ApparatDB for al.ling warps or yarns-
Jnne 4 

l!&6T Tonj1Ue, -.-Dre .. !n~ ftbrowo material--8ept.,mber 21 
H03 Hold.worth, J. H. -Mnchinery for ftui.;hingp1ece goods-June 4 
H27 Hamilton, T. and Hamiltou J.-C.1p \nbe.<-Jnne 6 
HU Wood, W.-Tmprovement lD weaviug-looms-Juno T 
16Ti l'nignon, J.P. E., Vandaux, J. l!., and Oaguiore, G.-Pattern ards for Jac-

quard 111achloe-July 2 
1805 Elliott, A.-lmprovemcni. in looms-July 18 
1458 Worrall, J. M -Dre .. iug surfaces of cut pile and looped f&brlca-June 8 
1531 Lauglado, P.-Tnpe;try and other W<•avings-June U 
18V4 Tawell, S. - An addition to •elvnges ofwovon fabrics-July 18 
HTT Mason M. - Flycro and spindl"8 Juue 10 
15~0 Illin~worth J.-Apparatu• for oiziug hous••, &c.-.Tuno IS 
H95 ~mith, R. W.-Manufncturing looped fahrico-June 11 
1505 Mason, H. - Spinning machinery- J uue 12 
1522 Cook, S., and Hacking, W. II. - Plaitiug or folding woven fabrics-June 13 
1535 Pitfield, R. W'. -S"1f-actln~ mule; - June lb 
1778 Topham, A. J. nnd J -Manufacture of lace-July 16 
ins Weight J.-Machiuery for carding cotton (com.)-AuguBI 2 
155tl Ti!Ter, F.-C'arding cotton-June 18 
15•\8 Dunn, J.-:lpiunin~ macblnery-June 18 
1 .><;s Webb, T ., aud Craig J. - Ditto ditto 
22<.l~ Rnyley, J. K.-Splnning muchinery-September 5 
}1;:;7 lliggin•, J.-Ditto ditto- June 26 
}fi09 Ormerod, R. - l'ancy ribbons-Juno 2:l 
1547 Mel!owd•!W, T. -Dyeing velvet and other fabrics-June 17 
F>:jv llur,ling 1'. R.-Cardiug mn.cbinc8··Junc 21 
l•il5 1'"crrallt'e, J.-Twilllug machine -June 24: 

._ .\rrangemont• :u·P. pendiog bfwbich inr~a~d;facilities, in connection with the 
mauagewent or tW. Journal, will be afforded to lu'"."ul-Or.1 fur seturing valid Pal®ta. 

1S62 Jlmlald, 1.-M&nn!actllJ'tl or cord, line, and other cordage-ll&y ao 

150T Watt, J.-l"olping vegetable llbreo-June 12 
1822 Henry, ?.!.-Improvement• ln paper pulp (oom.)-July 19 
1604 Le Harivel, A. L.-l'apier m4ch6-June 2~ 
1418 Nlckoia, D.-Paper cutting machiuery-June 6 
1674 Spence, L. H.-Paper bags and envelope• (com.)-Jaly l 
1648 Gray, T.-Ble.oching rags aud fibre-June l T 
1548 Rout.ledge, T.-Manllfacture of paper-June lT 

1420 Coles, H. T.-Locko, bolts, daws, and grapplera-June G 
1456 Whines, J.-Spring boxes and hinges-Jone 8 
1672 Pott. F., and Cox, &.-Machine for cutting and piercing Iron-July 1 
1U9 Clark, W .-l!ica leUors (com.)......Juue l T . 

1421 Rnlt, J.C. B.-Plates or surfaces for namee or deTlce1-July ll 
1610 Napier, J.-St.ereotyping-June 12 
1590 Lesueur, A. N.-PanelB or ceramic ware-Jone 20 
1619 Lafon, J.-Chromollth impreillllona ou gl&sll or pottery-June 25 

1621 Blaekborn, B.-Lubrlcatlng axle-treee-June 18 
H~I JIUrimonde, L. J. P.-Lobricating axle-boxeo-June G 
1$42 Siwpson, H. C.-New vehicle or car-June l T 

1511 Wnlmllloy, D., aud RolRron, 1.-Hoina for m!J.la &nd warehonaee-June 11 

1482 HawdonL.J.I.-MonldJl for casting metals-June 10 
1Tl6 Josling, i._ T.-Bolte, ri•eta, and screw bl&nka--June 18 

• 
1718 Wi!oon, T.-Spanners &nd screw wrench-.Tuly 6 
HOT Standfast, S.-Subltitute for brick and stone-June 4 
1884 Amos, C. E.-Macbioery for dro .. ing slate-July 2T 
1658 Graham J. W.-Machinery for shaping and dreBBing stone-June 28 
1646 Lewi•, Y.-Machincry for catting and boring wood, acc.-June 1T 
1628 Duncombe, Hou. C.-.Hacbinery for sawing wood, &c.-June 18 

liH Roughton, L.-Apparatn• for extingul•hingflres-July 6 
1545 ·' bite, D. B. Gauge• for indicating depth Wld height o! llquida-June lT 
1670 Dingwall, W.-Fluid meters-July 1 
161~ Howson, R.-Baroroeten-Juue 24 
1670 Dixon, J.- Water-cloaeta and cock•-June 18 

16~5 Ifamer, H.-Chimney tops-June 2T 
lbO~ Durrant, J.--Chimuey tops-Jone 12 
1688 st .. veno, C. -Smoke-conauming Curnace11 {com.)-Juue 20 
1592 H>dgoon, C.-Fnel from peat .. June 20 
1503 llodgson, C.-Dryiug peat ln the bog -June 20 

lGll JIIcArdle, J. S. -Product from seawMd-June 22 
2526 Scbwart.z, J.-Manufacture of sugar-October 9 
1H8 Croll, A. A.-MILnufacture of sulphnt.e of alumina-June T 
26~0 Kernott, C. N .• and Rucker, M. l>.-Mannfacture of ammonlacal B&lte--Octoberll 
2707 Bennett, F. lllauufacture of speller October 29 
:4;3 Brown, A.-Obt.aining fre.<h water at oea-June 10 
ltiTl Johnoon, J. H.-Bottling 8'ratcd llquids (com.)-July l 
1483 Hughe•, E. T. -E1traoting oil Crom oeeda- Jone 11 
1580 Williama, J. F.-Co111pounds of india-rubber, gutta perclla, and other nbotallceo 

-Juue 19 
U82 Obi•lin, F. G.-Compeunds or India-rubber &nd certain vegetable aubotancaa-

Octobcr 4 
1600 Henoon, W. F.-Floor clotb manufadure-1une 21 
~500 Calcott, \I'. - Apparatue for scenic effects-October T 
HOO Floyd, W. R.-FBBteningorsupporting lmapeackaor paw-June 4 
1514 ~w•n, C. -Travclliug bag- June 13 
1574 Clark, W. - Umbrellas and par11SOI• (com.)-1une 19 
1639 Lion, A.-Faoteuing for braceleta-June 26 
1613 Dnnce, E.-Crinolin• fastener-June 24 
1489 Steven•, C.-Varnbb Cor leather (com.)-June 11 
1656 Middleton, S., and Wri~ht J. -Mannractare of boots &nd shoeo-June !8 
lb8~ Hannarl, L.-llanufacture of glov-June 20 
2386 l\Jttrill, J. - Manufacture of needles-Sept.ember 24 
2'161 John>10n, J. H.-Manufaciuro of cigars (coru.)-September 9 
Jij24 Htcveu•, C. No.;elmud tor otoppiug runaway bones (com.)-Jone 26 
1634 TU•AAud, J. R.-Stutllng bird• audauimala June ll6 
1905 Wood, A.-&Crigeratiug Bloreho--.Tuly Bl 
1608 Com11e, J.- Churn• - June 22 
1464 Martin J. ·- Ironing otove-..1une 8 
1'80 Langdale, J. -Wa.biug ruachine·-June 10 
1661 Perry, J.-" a•hinlf mncbine-June lT 
2766 Archer, J. Weiglnug machines November• 
1525 Dowuinir, T. \\'.--CorkB and bungs-June 13 
16~4 Ronoe, H. J.- Hand lamp.-Juuo 28 
1661 Dyer, J. -Ornamoutation of caLln•t fnrnltul'e-June 29 
lbl 7 J.awford, H. - Foldiug·chairs and bed•- Juue 20 
1708 Hutson, J.-Improvemcnt• in l.oedsten<lo and furniture-July 6 
1600 Danu""y, -.-Fee<liug appnrntu• !Jr!oCants and invnlids-June 12 
2613 )farchall, J.-,con.•ticin•trumeuts-October 19 
1833 Cole, J., and Cole, J.-Con•truction or watches-July 20 -
1751; Smith, T. J.-Phot<igraphic aioumo-Jul112 
1606 Church, J.-Reot for pbnofortes-Juue 22 
15"1 Broom•n. R. A.-Mauufacture of pianofortes {com.)-June 20 
20!19 Telford, R. - C1LSters for furniture-A uguot 2l 
1619 Bing, E.-Bliding window saab .. -Juue 13 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
ll. D. D. We know of no pllee of anr great length driven at an angle groater 

than 10 or 16 degree. fro1u the perpendicular. A rnm olidlng down the hypotllenUBO 
deliver>< a blow of as much force ..,. the same ram falling through the perpendicular, 
e~cept. the frictiou; the friction in lifting the ram perpendicularly lo nothing, '"'bile th• 
friction of the ram ruovilll! up and down the guidee on an Inclined plane is consider
able; one-third the power with the best arrangement would be lost, to MY noUtlni 
about •toadying th• pile in a slnntlng position te receive tbe blow. U H. D. D. will 
giv• u• the dimen•ion• of the pile, specif1 the uature of the ooll, and SllY wb&I ma
chluc1.,. he llltendo to employ, we will ent.er into further particulars. 
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RECTORY PLACE CONGREGATIONAL CRAPE~ 
WOOLWICH. 

(W"atA an Engraoing.) 
Tl1B chapel mastrated in the accompanying engraving h118 

lately been erected a' W oolwicb for the Congregational body, ard 
ia another example of recent ecclesiastical structures belonging 
to the Dissenting community which may be compared with the 
cburchee of the Eatabliahment in architectural importance. The 
front portion of the building is the chapel for public worship, to 
accommodate 830 persons, having three galleries. In the rear 
are tbe week-evening lecture-room for 230 persons (uaed also as 
the girls' achool-room), the boys' school-room for 135, an inf'ants' 
room for M a superintendent's room, a library or gentleman's 
committee-~m 20 feet b,r 13 fe~t, a ladies' commitiee-room 18 
feet by 13 feet; two veatnea, boiler-room, store-room, and other 
neceaary: accomm<>dation, all separated from the chapel by a 
corridor 6 feet wide: the whole so arranged a.s to fcmn a most 
complete building. It i1 designed from the Decorated period, and· 
with it.a deeply receaaed entrance and porches, presents au im
posing appearance. The stairca.sea to the galleries commence to 
riae out of these porches. The floor of the chapel is slightly 
raiaed as it recedes from the pulpit. The form is a parallelogram, 
with t.ruaepta 62 feet. long in clear, 38 feet. wid~ at th~ narrow 
part, and 47 feet in the transept.a. The roof 1s sem1-open-
80mewhat waggon-beaded in form. The materials used are Kent. 
i1h Bag in random OOU?BM, with Bath stone dressings; the walls 
internally are stuccoed: the wbol11 of the woodwork is stained 
and varnished. The ooet of the whole has been about .£4000. 
The 1tructure is from the designs, and was carried out under the 
auperintendance of Meser& Lander and Bedells, architects, Great 
J amu-.treet, London. 

THE OFFICIAL PROGRAMME FOR THE DESIGN OF 
THE PARIS OPERA HOUSE. 

TBB programme issued for the guidance of competitors in pre
~designs for the BeCOnd competition of the Paris Opera House 
18 a document interesting both 118 an e,xample of the detailed study 
which the requirements of a great public building ought to re
ceive and also &11 embod1ing a most perspicuous and eomplete 
aceo-dnt. of all the essentials of a metropolitan theatre. By the 
courtesy of M. Cesar Daly, the editor of the Rkme cit r hchiUc
,.,. el du Traoouz Publlcl, we are enabled to lay before our 
readers a tranalation of thi1 document. 

PROGRAlDOI: 
For the design of a new Opera HoWJe, as far as regards the ad

miniatnl.tion and carrying on of the busin- of the Theatre. 
1. The building intended for the Opera will include iwo main 

diviaions:-
(l) The House, with all the arrangements for the Emperor, 

and all the acceaaoriea appropriated to the public. 
(i) The Theatre, including all relating to the working of the 

stage and machinery, the roome for the performers, the "green 
rooms " and rooms for instruction and rebearsale, storee and work
lhopi, the library, t,be atron~ room, the offices, dwelling apart
menta, and generally all relating to the internal manAgl"ment. 

Fird Diftlion.-Butlding1 appropriatta to th1 Public. 
SL All the external arrangements must be calculated to facili

tate acceae to the Theatre, and prevent, those nuisances which too 
frequently defile the basements of great buildings, and, above all, 
the vicinity of theatres. 

3. The architect must endeavour to discover the most effectual 
means of successfully counteracting the unfortunate habits of the 
public in this respect. We ourselves consider that the only means 
or lleCllring cleanliness, and diffusing at the same time life and 
light around the Opera Honse, which is only open thrice in the 
week from aeven <>'clock till midnight, is to aurround it with 
gallerles occupied for commercial purposea. the rents of which 
would a!RO furnish a valuable contribution towards the expense of 
management, and consequently to the prosperity of the theatre. 

4. Persona arriving in carriagP.s must be able to alight under 
cover, and sbl"ltered from cold. For this purpose a portico must 
be arranged, the dimensions of which will be so calculated that 
300 carriages ma1 be able, within at most a quarter. of an ho?r, 
to 11et down their occupant.a at the door of a vestibule, which 
ought to be cloeed and warmed in winter. 

6. Foot passengers, who form more than a third of the audience, 
ought, to have the mean1 of comfortably reaching, and as far as 
pollible through covered gallerie&, thia first veat.il>ule, where will 

be the offices for the sale of tickets and boJ'es, both during the 
day and at the moment of entering the building. 

6. Such of the audience as have omitted to provide themselves 
with tickets beforehAnd, ought to awnit, in this veetibule, the 
opening of the doors, without impeding circulation. 

7. It is not absolutely necP.BBary that the whole andience should 
pau one point and under the eye of one inspector. On the con
trary, there would be au advantage in multiplying the entrances, 
and possibly in appropriating some of them exclusively to sub
scriber& But it must not be forgotten, that it is principally t~ 
aubecribera who come in carriages, and that they occupy almou 
es:clneively the boxes of the tirat two tiers all round the hoUle. 
Henoe it followa, that if a private door for 1ubscribera i1 con
trived, it ougb' to communicate with the moet acoet111ible part.of 
the portico for earriagee, and to lead directly to the grand ~1r
caee ; for this staircase, "I! it ought probably not to be car;t~ 
higher thAn the second tier, would become really useleu 1f 1t 
were not appropriated to the subscribers who alone will occupy 
the boxes to which it will give &eee88. 

a Adjoining the first vestibule ought to be provided :-{I) A 
gnard-rooru for twenty to twenty-five infantry soldiers, with a 
plivate room for the officers in comwan~. (2) A guard-room ~or 
ten cavalry aoldiera, and a stable for their bones. (3) A ataiioll 
for 0011Btables (ttrgma cit ailk), and an office for police (about ten 
person•). (4) The dwellin~ of the custodian (concierg1). (6) The 
hat and clcak room. 

StaircaHI. 
9. Three main staircases are neceBB&l'V. (1) The principal stair

case, which, for reasons to be subsequentlJ:given,ough~ tu go '"'!higli 
as the second tier of boxes. (2) Two sta1rcasl"ll, specially deB1gned 
to accommodate the upper tiers, but capable of affording exit1 
U'Om all the stories of the honBtl when the audience is disperaiDg. 

iO. These staircases must be wide, interrupted hy frequent 
laudiuga ; ancl, according to our judgment, with straight rather 
than curved ftigbts. Well-bole stail'ca&el, winding round a sqnare 
apace, appear as if they ought to be preferred, as the most favour
able to the movements of a numerous and dense crowd. 

11. Other side-sta.ircases will be formed between the boxes and 
the stalls. These staircases of internal communication, so to 
speak, though mainly intended to assist the intercourse of.the 
frequenters of the opera between the acts, must at the Mme t~me 
aid iu facilitati~ the exit of the auJience after the representation. 

12. Lastly, it 11 important that the staircases, their approaches, 
and the passages which adjoin them, should be so arranged that, 
without barriers and without solid obstructions, the course of 
their movements should naturally set up between the different 
classes of spectators a sepa1·atiou corresponding with the various 
grades of seats. In this respect the features of the present house, 
though cramped, are felicitously arr&Dged. • 

VENTILATION OF DWELLINGS AND HOSPITALS. 
(Conriteutd from page 6.) 

fu VING in our last given some general views as to the condition 
of air in an ordinary dwelling-room of an ordinary house, we 
propoae now to present SOIJ?e .of the s~temen~ re~tiv~ to the 
same subject, of the Comml881on appomted to mqu1re wto the 
warming aud ventilation of dwellings. 

The Commissioners instituted a series of experiments, with a 
view to investigate the condition and the movements of air in 
a room as affected by an open fire. The simple ascent of the ex
pired products of respiration to the ceiling by their own beat mlllt 
coincide with a powerful sort of circulation of air caused by 
the fire, and which, though ordinarily impeNeptible, can be very 
clearly shown by the simple methods of snpsending a very large 
number of hgbt filaments of silk in all parts of the room, or of 
filling the room with smoke or coloured vaponr. 

The general reault of the experimentl instituted by the Com
mission upon this subject may be stated to be as follows:-

" The result of these experiments is, that t~ whole air in a i::oom iii in 
rapid circulation while the fire is lighted. It CU'Culatea I~ rapidly when 
it is e i..-tinguished, ao lo cg as ac y one parl of the room 18 warmer than 
another. The experimenta do but confirm what seema to foll?w from the 
admitted facts that wa.nn air is lighter than cold, and occup1es a larger 
1pace; acd they eeem to show that &n o~n chimney ~th a fire ligh~ 
will serve to remove foul air from dwelling·rooms, without acy special 
openin~ communicating with the chimney from the upper part of the 
room.' 

The ocoount of the experiments tbemselvea ia interesting, and 
a portion or it is subjoined. 

9 
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"E.:cperimn11 made al tlte Board of Health t<l cucmai11 tht fllO\'tllleftta of 
air in a room 111ith a jire lighted i11 an open fi~·pkue (Arnott'•), by 
J. F. CAHPBELL, Esq. 
1. A bY!oon lilied with a light gu waa weighted with pina stuck into 

a per_i suapended to it, till it waa as ne&rly as pouible of the same specific 
b'T&VIty aa the atmosphere in the stillest part of the room. It waa found 
that the balloon BO balanced, when piaoed oppoeite to and near the fire, 
expanded, ascended, and moved steadily along the ceiling, from the fu&. 
piAce towards one or other of the windows; it there descended to the floor, 
and unleea it got anchored to the carpet, it moved towards the firep\aoe 
and again ascended. It was found that any person moving in the room 
in the neighbourhood of the balanced balloon, any draught from a door or 
window, or any other alight disturbing cause, altered the direction in which 
the balloon moved, though the general counewaa as described. As the bal
loon was moved by the air, it follows that air ne&r the fire, and acted on 
by it, :i.scends BS the balloon ascended. It is continually asoencling, and 
as it can neither escape nor accumulate at the ceiling, it "'"'' flow from 
the place where it a&cends; that is, from above the fireplace toW&rds the 
windows and walls, where it contracts and becomes heavier, falla by its 
own weight, and is forced downwards by fresh quantities of heated air 
expanding and following in tht same track. In like manner, becaWMI air 
cannot accumulate on the floor, the descending currents at the windowa, 
and those originating there from the coldness of the glass, must give rise to 
currents moving towards the fireplace near the floor, in the direction 
in which the balloon actually moved; and further, any person in the room 
must cause movements in the air such as were shown by the movements 
of the balloon. lf, then, the air of a room be circulating thus rapidly, 
foul air cannot accumulate in any great excet111 at any part of it; but on 
the contrary, different qualities of air must be speedily mixed. 

2. To show more cle&rly what the balloon had indicated, a number of 
filament.a of flOSB silk (about 1ix inches· long, teased ont, and made very 
fine) were fastened on the ceiling with wafers. A number of similar vanes 
were attached to pena, and these were futened to a pole reaching from 
the, floor to the ceiling, and others were futened to the mantlepieoe. 
Where the air wu atagnant, the free ends of the vane& pointed ateadily to 
the floor. Where it waa descending, they pointed downwards and moved 
ah()ut; where the air was moving horizontally, the silk waa bent in the 
..ame direction. Where the current waa more or less strong, the silk was 
more ur lees bent, and showtid the comp&rative strength of the moving 
power at different points. Where the air was aaoending, the vanee 
puintec.1 upwards. It became at onee evident that the air was rising at the 
mantlepiece, and flowing rapidly along the ceiling, in lines radiating 
from a point abo\•e the fire, u ~hown on I.he Plan No. 1, and that the venti
lator waa not drawing air from the ceiling BO aa to interfere with the diroo
tion of vanes faatened clOM! to and above ii, which pointed directly away 
from it. By moving the pole to diff.,rent P.?Bitions across the room, the 
direction of the current&, as shown by the Bilk vanes, wiwl found to coincide 
with that indicated by the balloon." 

Notwithstanding the apparent interference with the action of 
the ventilating exit here indicated, the introduction of such an 
exit iu all cases is rt>eornmeuJed by the Commission, Rnd in new 
buildings it. is recommended that the opening shall not lead 
directly into the chimuey flue, but into Rn adjoining foul-air flue, 
the air in which will be rarefied by the heat imparted to it by the 
neighbourhood of the smoke flr.oe and its warm contents. 

The mode of air-snpply which is indicated by the Commis
sioners as seeming to them best suited to meet the requirements 
of ordinary dwelling housei appears to ua, notwithstanding the 
great scientific eminence of the propoRers, to be open to question. 
It is foundEid upon a plan suggested by the late Prof. Hosking, 
and has for its object the furnishing from a single opening a sup
ply of air, of which a portion shall at once enter the fire t..> sup
port combustion while the remainder shall be thrown into the 
1'00m. The Commissioners rEimark-

" In order to em.ct an agreeable and pleaaa.nt ventilation, and prevent 
currents of cold air rushing from the doors and windows in the direction 
of the fire, it is to be recommended that the supply of atm011pheric air 
for the support of combustion be provided from some independent aource, 
such ea an air channel or tube under the floor in communication with the 
external air. The ventilation of the room would then be carried on by 
proper apertures. independently of the supply of air to the fire. The com
mission therefore recommend:-That the area of the snppll;!iJ: or chan
nel be larger than the area of the smallest part of the c · y-flne, in 
order that fresh air in excess of that required for combustion may be 
supplied int;u the room to the amount of 15 to 20 feet per minute for each 
occupant, by which arrangement the fresh air introduced for the purpoeee 
of ventilation may be warmed or tempered before entering the apartment, 
That th~ supply air-channel be provided with a cloaing apparatus. That 
for the ventilation of rooms, exits should be provided for the spent air 
nc"l' the ceiling, either by perforations in the cornice at different parts of 
th<> room, by apertures made ne&r the ceiling, or by one enflicient aper
ture leading into the chimney, with a rarefier in case of need, to au ch 
P-xttnt &11 to remove from 15 to 20 cubic feet per minute for each occupant. 
By thus pouring into tl10 room a current of genUy w&rmed air, and !'&

moving from it an equal amount of spent llir, a much greater degree of 

ventilation could be borne wit.bout disoomfort, than if the air supply wm 
derived from accidental source11; all whistling of windows, pressure upon 
door&, and cold draughts would be greatly checked, if not quite in
vented." 

The supply-pipe ie elsewhere described aa terminating in an 
opening in the hearth, so that the air drawn from it into the fire 
shall enter the fire-grate from below, while the air entering the 
room (supf>OBing any to do eo) would pan close to the fire,&ndao 
be partially tempered, if not warmed. This plan does not seem 
to ha VP been put to the test of actual expenment; and we II? 

afraid that it might result in an action very much the reV11111e of 
healthy. Though the aren of the nir-channel supplying the lire
grate ie proposed to be larger than that of the ftue carrying off 
smoke, yet no means will insure that the air entering through the 
channel shall be drawn along it at the same speed as that going 
up ~he ftue. Probably the action of the two would differ very 
much, anrl the fire would absorb the whole of the ai~ sent in 
through the supply-pipe, discharging it all again into the ftue &t 
a higher velocity. If thh! were the case the body of air in the 
room, even if set in motion bv the heat of the fire, would not 
undergo change, nnd the goe>d and bad air would be mixed up 
together, and would circulate round and round, without getting 
removed and replaced. On this nccount we believe that the plans 
which introduce external air at a point remote from the fire
place, or at least 110 far removed from it aa to render it almoat 
impossible for the fire to absorb the whole quantity that they 
furnish, afford a more reliable prospect of real renewal of the 
atmosphere of the room than does the scheme of the Commi&
sioners. 

By far the la~er portion of the Report from which we have 
now been quoting is devoted to the subject of the tcarming of 
dwellings- subject which we have not included in the heading 
of this series of parrs. We do not propose to enter now upon 
the consideration o the various sorts of stoves and fi.re..gr&tes 
examined by the commission, or to reproduoe their opinions, 
which are guardedly given, aa to their comparative merits, 
although to persons interested on the subject we can recommend 
this part of the ~port as interesting. We shall here, however, 
do no more than make two extracts bearing upon the question of 
heating : the first bein~ the CommiBBioners' statement of aeaide
rata-

"That the floor be at the highest temperature in the room. That the 
walle be higher, or aa high in temperature u the general temperature of 
the room. That the general body of the air in the room be of a genial 
and equable temp.irature, at the aame level, and gradually decreaeing from 
below upwards to the ceiling. That the ceiling be at a temperature 
differing very little from the stratum of air immediately below, and 
should be the lowest in the room. That the range of ~ 
during the twenty-four honra be small, BO aa to prevent the l~ of bea$ 
during the first part of the day, by heating air at a much lower tempe
rature than is required. That the water present in the air be inch iD 
amount that no undue checking or accelerating evaporation from the akin 
takes plaoe. Th&t all heated air which passes upwards should paaa away. 
That fresh air be admitted to supply the p\aoe of the exhausted air. 
That there should be a freedom from aenaible currents of air, and a free
dom from smoke. 

On the other band, we may collBider that the rever&e of these condiiions 
is injurious to the health and comfort of the occupant.B, vi&.-That \he 
general body of the air be either at too high or too low a temperature. 
That either the floor or walls be cold, with respect to thl' general tempe
rature of the room. That the ceilings be heated; unequal distribution o[ 
heat; bad ventilation; currents of air; presence of smoke. If there be 
a great departure from the proper degree of humidity at any temperature, ~ 
the air will be either too dry if at Uluch less, or too damp if at much 
more, for healthy and agretable re•pirafrm, a.or! more particularly to all 
occupants who are in any way a.fl'ected with pulmonary complaints." 

The second 1:1xtract embodies recomruendations deduced from 
an e.x.tended series of observatiC111e lilld experiments. 

"In regs.rd to fire.grates in general, from the preceding experimente, and 
from the information which has been collected, the commission is prepared 
to reoommend:-

1. The use of reflecting surfaces to direct an increased amount of 
radiated heat into the room. 

2. That the chimney-flue should be of small dimensiom, and not 
more than 9 inches in diameter at the widest part, to diminish the 
quantity of air escaping up the chinmey, and rednce it.a tendency to 
smoke. 

3. That chimnev-flues should not be situated in the outer walls of dwell
ing-holllles, to bec~me chilled by contact with the comparatively low tem
per11.ture of the external air. 

4. That the chinmey-flue &hould be provided with acloaing apparatus. 
6. Tha~ the aperture for the escape of the smoke shoukl bll p~oed a\ 
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Ille &.cir. of the fire,· to increase the intensity of combustion and promote 
&be radiation of heat. 

6. Tb&t fir&. brick linings to grates eh•mld be in gene™ uee. 
7. Tb.$ aunk uh-pita a.nd concealed aah·p&ns be employed to prevent 

<fag, &c. being dift"ulllld in ilie room. 
~. Tha\ the lire ahould not be on a. level with the floor; this is made 

etident by thd experimen&a with Leslie'e grate. 
9. Thai a.a a rnle, the fire-grate is beat situated which mr.y be seen from 

lbe great.EA number of points in the room. 
10. That a good frontage of fire eurfaco ahould be expoeed; this doee 

IOI oeceR!it&te any corresponding increa.ae in the depth of the grate from 
t.ck to front. 

11. That those stoves be used th•t prevent the formation of smoke; the 
formation of 111DOke being a proof of imperfect combustion, a.nd a. re pre· 
tentation of 110 much fuel WMted. 

12. The commission atrongly recomm9nd that the fire-pte ehould be 
IAdied in i'8 oonatru~ion with the view to its effecting a better a.nd more 
eooD0111ical OOD1umption of fuel. and a more equa.ble di,etribntion of heM, 
&!Id not as a oontriv&11oe for the ventilation of roollli. The commission 
ii decidedly of opinion, that ao long as the fire.grate i.9 84udied with a 
view to this twofold application, it will notauc:ceOO well in the performance 
"eidieT." 

Thill report concludes with a suggestion f1Jr the improved con
lltruct.ion of new dwellings in the redpect of flues l\Dd air openings, 
worthy elate examination by practical men. We cannot e:tpress 
ounelves 11.8 thoroughly satisfied of its feasibility in the exact form 
in which it is recommended by the commission, although there 
can be no doubt that it contains the element.> of a radical improve
ment in houe building. 

It is proposed then that there shall be formed in such houses 
u will admit of it, one central smoke-flue, that all the fireplaces on 
all the floorR shall communicate with it through short channels, 
and that it itself shall be straightand of circular section; probably 
!or an eight-roomed house, not requiring to be more than 10 inche11 
in ii.meter, and-0r glazed tubular tile. Round this flue, up which 
it it conaidereJ product.II of comb11Stfon would be passing at all 
perioda of the year; an annular air-chamber is to be formed, and 
opeuiDg8 into thia chamber are to be made at or near the ceiling of 
llCh room. Th6116 openings will serve to draw off the vitiated 
air out of the rooms as the neighbourhood of the cnrrent or 
hot air in the smoke flue will maintain an ascending current in 
the air chamber. To supply the tire, spacious air ducts are to be 
introduced, one under the floor of each room, leading from the ex
ternal atmoaphere to an opening in the hearth-stone. 

An illustrative section of a house arranged as here proposed ia 
embodied iu the report, and it would be satisfactory to know that 
the scheme had been actually tried. We are not, however, aware of 
any instance where it is in operntion, though portions of it, each for 
illltance M the annular chamber surrounding a smoke·flue, have 
been in U8e for a considerable time. It is advised, we may add, 
to economise beat by employing double windows, or at least double 
glazed 88.llhes. Tliis is a very prudent su~gestion, and would at a 
'rery moderl\te cost, increase the warmtn, and consequently the 
comfort of dwelling houses, to a great extent. 

(To be conti1uud.) 

THE STRESSES ON THE VARIOUS PARTS OF A 
BOWSTRING GIRDER. 

Wan the arch is such as to have the points where the tn111sing 
ia cunnected with it arranged in a parnbolic curve, then it will 
be equilibrated by a continuous uniform loading. And under 
1uch a loading there is consequently no Rtress on the diagonals; 
the loading, if on the chord or main tie, will be transft1rred in a 
direct manner to the arch by the perpendicular pieces, 11opposing 
theae to be capable of acting as ties, whether or not they act as 
auch ic the trusaing. In calcnlatiug the strains to which thti 
diagonals may be subjected, we have therefore to conaider the 
effect.a of the moving load alont>. 

.A.isnming the arch to be as above de11cribed, and that the truss
ing is made up of eqnidiat.Knt vertical pieces, and the quadri
lateral openings aupplied with diagonal struts or ties, as in Fig. 2, 
we have this remarkl\ble analogy (which w:u first mentioned 
by the writer in one of a earies of papers supplied in May 1862, 
to the Mears. Fox, Henders1Jc, and Co., giving instructions for 
the calculation of the strains in various forms of bridges):-" Tl~ 
11111.rimum 1tru1u on tl1e diagonah, tDhelhn' thue be ltrutl OI" tiu, are 
i11 proportion to their lmgt/14.'' So that we may, by calculating 
the 1treu iu 11ny one dingoll!ll, at once arrive at a multiple or 
IC&!e which will give us t\Je stre.ises on all the others, by multi-

plying the calculated lengths by the former, or by direct measure
ment of the lengths with the latter. 

We purpose first to show the mode of arriving at the amounts 
of the stresaea on the trussing, the lengths of the parts, and the 
above important deduction; and to conclude with some remarks 
on the strains in the upri~hts, the arch, and the chord. 

Let N =the number of bays in the span S, and each bay= 1; 
also let w represent the share of the movable loading due to each 
bay, or trussed point of the arch; D = height of curve of arch. 

Let us first take lhe case of the diagonals acting as ties, and 
the uprights as struts in the trussing. And to save undue length 
of explanation, we will assume a certain familiarity with the 
subject on the part of the reader. It is well known, then, that the 
ma1imum strains in the various diagonalii will be produced in suc
cession by the movable load gradually encroaching on the bridge in 
the manner of a long rai!Wl\y train, first from one extremity and 
then from the other; but it will be sufficient to con.dder it as en
croaching in one direction only-viz., from pier P, Fig. 1, and this 
produces the maximum strains in all the diagonals shown in this 
figure; the effect of the load encroaching from pier Q on the 
other diagonals not shown in this figure beiug merely & counter
part of the fi rat. 

The points a, b, c, &c., being situated in a pRJ'l\bola, we can 
easily calcull\te the tangents of the inclinations or angles which 
the various part.II and lines make with the horizontal direi:tion. 
And 1\8 the proportions which these tangents bear to one another 
are not affected by altering the relation of the depth D of the 
girder to its span S, we may insert them as we have done in Figs. 
1 and 2, in whole numbers obtained by multiplying the true 

values by:~ ; let this = c. 

The greatest 11tress on any diagonal such as b1c, Fig. 1, is pro
duced by loading all the points a, b, which lie between the pier 

P and the point above b11 inclusive. Of the weight w at a, j w 

must be transmitted to pier Q; aud of the weight to at b, ~ w 

must be transmitted to Q. Now bQ is the primitive line of pres
sure for the transmission of t.heae portions of the weight to the 
pier Q, let bq be taken 011 this line to represent the resultant, which 

. ·1 t 1 +2 3 must contain a vert1ca componen = N to N tD = N to, say 

=Q. The resultant bQ must be resolved into the directions of 
the arch and strut, that is into brand ba; draw qt horizontally, then 
bt = Q. Now ba represents the stress acting down the strut bbu 
and evi1lently al110 the vertical component of the maximum stress 
on the diagonal b1c, therefore 

b1c b1c 
Stress on b1c =bl. sec of b1cc1 =bl - = (bt+u) - ..• •.. (1) 

CC1 «1 

It will be observed that bl= bt+u, t1 becoming mgatil16 for a 
point t.'\ken at or beyond the crown of the arch, as for point d in 
Fig. I. 
bt : ti :: tan of incliMtion of resultant : tan of inclination of arch,:. 

b tac of iccli. of arch bst"t . his 1 · · 1 ti= t tan of incli. of resuL ; au I ul1ng t va ue m r.quation 

and putting Q for bt, we have 

S b -Q b.t (1+ tan or incli. of arch) 
tress OD 1C - f. r f 1 . .• • •• (2) cc1 tan o 1uc 1. o resu . 

Now, to render this ireneral for any diagonal, let n be the dis
tance, counted in bays,-of the lower end of the diagonal from the 
pier P, and we have to 
Q evidently= the summ11.tion of the series (1+2+3+., n)N 

carried to n terms • • Q = <.n+n') 2~ ••• (3) 

The tan of the inclination of resultant to Q = ~ ... (4) 
c 

Tb f h . l" . f h h N-2n-l e tan o t e me 1nat1on o t e arc = ---- , 
c 

which becomes negatitJe for poiuts at or beyond the crown. 
Substituting these values in equation 2, we gt>t 

(5) 

to ( N-2n-l) Stress in any diagonal =(n+n') 
2

N. I + --n-- Xlength 

of the diagonal + the height of its upper end above the chord of 
the arch, or 
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'° length of diagonal 
=(N+nN-l-2n-nl) 2N • length of atrut at (n+l) ••· (5) 

The length of the uprigM attached t.o the lower end of any 
diagonal is expressed by the tangent of the inclin.ation of the line 

dn.wn from the head of the upright t.o the pier Q, ( = ; ) , multi

plied by its distance from Q, [ = (N-n) 1] :. 
nN-n3 

Length of strut at n = -- • ... .. . ... ··· (J) 
c 

And the length of the ui::-ight attached to the upper en~ of the 
diagonal will be expressed by substituting (n+I) for n m equa
tion 7; :. 

Length of strut at n+l = N+nN-l-2n-n2 
(:) (8) 

Substituting this value in equation 6, we get 

serve that to produce the maximum stress on b1c acting u a tie, 
or on bc1 acting aa a strut, requires the same points a and b to be 
loaded. Let bq repreeeot in magnitude, aa it does in direc\.ion, 
t.he resultant from point b to Q ; when bb1 is

1a,etrut and hie a tie, 
the streaaes are repreaented by the lengths bl and bic reepeot.inly, 
for w = OCr But as we are now to tl'el\t bb1 and OCi as ties, and 
bc

1 
and c61 as struts, we must resolve bq, not into bc3 and bl, bU$ 

into bc3 and bc1 ; and the eompreseion in strut bc1 is eridently now 
repreeen te'1 by the length of the diagonal in the same faahion 
that the diagonal leugtn cb1 represented the tension in hie when 
it acted as a tie : so that the arialogy holds good for both ~ 
men ta. 

TM StrUIU on tM Uprighl1. 
let. When the loading is ooneidered as placed immediately on 

the arch, the mu.imnm etreee on any upright muat be equal to 
the vertical oomponent of the etreee on the moat strained of \he 
two diagonal& coimeoted with its lower extremity; for i\. c.JIJIO~ 

Flo. 1. 

diagonal '°· c. length and bet" ti ii "ta 8VeBI on &D)l: = !N• - , eu 1tu ng or c 1 

-value ~ , and for • ita value ~, we get 

diago al 
Nw length of diagonal 

Streea on any n = BD ••• ... (9) 

And as ~; is coDBtant, the streea is proportional to the length. 

When N is even, the longest upright is= D, therefore if we form 
a scale such that a length equal to the central upright repre
aents one-eighth of tlie total movable loading Nw, then any 
diagonal measured upon tha~ scale will at once point out the 
atrua i~ may su1rer. When N ia odd, and the arch either poly-

gonal or curved, each of the central uprights will be =D ( 1-:&x) 
ao that we have the etreaa in any diagonnl when N is odd = 

( N - ~ ) to • length of diagonal + S times the length of a 

central upright. And if we construct a scale such, that on it 
F111. I. 

tral right will N'-J h" --' will a cen up measure SN-'°' ~ 11 ...,...e at onoe 

give ~he strains in the diagonals by simply applying their lengths 
to it. But we may repeat that whether N be odd or even, the 
atreaa on any diagonal ia simply it.a length multiplied by the 

Nto 
value of-··· 

BD 
We have &BBumed in the foregoing investigation that the diago

nals were supplied with ties, and that the uprights were strut& 
And now, to show that the same conclusions apply when the 
diagonal pieces are struts, and the uprights are ties, let ua conakilct 
FUr. 3, the line 8<J being drawn through the point Ci parallel to qc, ana interaecting bQ in q, and bbi produced in •• .And let U8 ob-

be lees than this, since it is through it.a agency that the stress i• 
tiither delivered.or carried onward&, according aa the upright i• 
a strut or a tie; and it cannot be greater, for if we, for instance, 
suppose it when a strut to suffer a greater strain, this aaaum• 
that the reaultant to the other pier P is resolved into it and tbe 
arch, bu~ any such relllltan~ would, on the coutrary, go Ml 
annul a portion of the tenaion previously existing in the tie lead
ing from the head of the strut t.owarda the said pier. The strea 
in the upright ia therefore ascertainable by applying the alr-1y 
described -1ea to the length of its taller neighbo~, or by mul-

tiplying that length by :;. 

2nd. When the load is applied, not on the arch directly, but 
on the chord line, and assumed to be e11spended by the perpen
dicular pieces, the strains in theae as given above will be greauy 
modified. If they be struts, the greatest tension to which they 
may be subjected is produced when all ths loadings are on, and 
is then =w+wi for each, to1 representing the Nth part of the total 
dead weight: tb.e greatest compression tu which an.y one ia liable 
• "ts l h Nto 
11 = 1 own engt x SD - '°· 

F111. I. 

If the uprights be ties (the diagonals then being e;truts), t.he 
maximum tension for each will be= to+to1 +length cf its long-

. Nto n'to , l . 
est neighbour X SD - N, where n represents t11e diatance 

of ~he upright tie from the nearest pier, counted in ~a. 
The St1 ul!I on tM Arch and Chord. 

The compression of the arch at the crown is = th horizontal 
thrust of the arch, which ia = the tension of the cho which is 

=total sum of movable and dead weight on girdert~· 
The compression in any other part of the arch is= horizontal 

thrust X sec of inolination oC tha\ part. 
:Edinburgh. H.B. 

I 
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ON THE PRESENT ASPECT OF THE FINE ARTS IN 
ITALY, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE 
RECENT EXHIBITION IN FLORENCE.,. 

By M. DIGBY WTA'M', Architect. 
THB name of QuiDtino Sella, the mathematician, economist, and 

ant.or, that of one of the moet rising men of the present gene~
\ion of Italians, will ever be held in esteem by his countrymen, if 
on no other grounds, from the honourable connection which ~uat 
'1waya exist between his memory and that of the signal manU:ea
iation of Italian capabilities, in an industrial point of view, which 
will mainly e~ oar attention this evening-the first made 
linee the yoke which has 80 long impeded their satisfactory deve
lopment has been at leaat partially removed from the shoulders 
of a race whoae attachment to Fine and Decorative Art has be-
come proverbial. • 

To the Cavaliere Sella, and to his exertions in the !tali~ 
Parliament, that nation ia indebted for the convereion of an ~xhi
bilion, limited, aa originally contemplated, to the illuatration of 
TllBC&ll m&nufacturea only, into one in which evidence, ~ter or 
lea according to circumstances, is to be found of the artistic and 
illduatrial capabilities of almoat every district of that united king
dom; whose existence aa such every well-wisher to the cause of 
liberty, aud everyone who honours the ancient traditions of excel
lence in design still preserved in that favoared land, muat ardently 
desire should be preserved. 

The task of the critic who would attempt to minutely characte
rise individual produotiona ao far removed from the eyes of tho~ 
he may have to address as to render impoaaible any appeal on their 
parts from his judgment to material evidence, muat, it appears to 
me, be alike unjuat to tboae whose works may be criticised, tedious 
to thoae addressed, and too one-aided to be either interesting or 
profitable. I propose, therefore, this evening to take a bro~er 
Tiew of the entire subject of the Italian Decorative and Industrial 
Arla than I should tirobably do if the means of rectifying any 
enon of individual Judgment on my part were within the reach 
of thoee to whom I venture to offer the following observations. 

The natural sequence of emotions moat readily to be imagine? 
u oceurring to an educated Englishman on entering the Exhi
bition building at Florence would be, as it appears to me, some
what as followa:-Firstly, bis memory would revert to those old 
glories of the days of Florentine independence, of Genoese ~d 
Venetian magnificence, and of Roman Pontifical autocracy, m 
which the fine and decorative arts are known to have reached a 
pitch of perfection scarcely rivalled iu the palmiest days of Greece 
and of the Augustan empire. He would naturally inquire what 
those old Italian arts and industries were, how far they co-existed 
and were united, and under what social conditions they were de
veloped 1 

His second inquiry would naturally be, bow much of that 
ancient power still lingen in the bands of the descendants of 
thoee by whom the original greatneaa was attained 1 

The third aubjeot of investigation would probably be, after 
taking stock of the present, what materials still exist amongst 
the Italians likely to ~ to a higher perfection than has been 
u yet attained in recent times the arts for which "Italia la bella" 
was once so famoua 1 

Recopjaing, as no one can fail to do, the retarding iufiuencea 
which liave 80 long operated to fetter and depre&11 the wonted 
Tin.city of that highly imaginative people, it ie indeed an interest
ing problem to endeavour to trace the direction in which a greater 
degree of personal liberty than they have hitherto been permitted 
to enjoy may tend to revive thoae energies which have too long 
been ovenibadowed by a baneful condition of aocial oppreaaion. 
From her past and her preaent may thus, to a certain extent, be 
&QgUred an Italian future. 

In all this, doubtleaa, there must be some moral for us; and 
the fourth aspect under which any Englishman, anxioua for the 
augmentation of his country's greatneaa, would naturally regard 
the present evidenoea of capacity manifested at Florence, would 
be to consider what concurrent improvement bis countrymen may 
derive from the leuo1111 to be at preient lear11t in Italy 1 

Following this order of investigation, my remarks will be 
grouped in subordination to these four leading aspects, under 
which the subject may be regarded. We ehall therefore consider 
tint-and fiuo too briefty for the grandeur of the theme--wbat 
ibe old Italian art.a and industries were. 

It appeared to tboae in whose bands the initiation of the Orea' 
Exhibition of 1851 rested, as likely to prove an important e~ement 
in preparing the way for a due appreciation of that great displ!"J\ 
that a collection of works, illuatrating the perfection to '!b1cb 
i.oduatrial proceuea had been carried in anoieut and medueval 
times, should be submitted for general study aud investigation by 
the public, previoua to their being called upon to estimate the 
relative value of corresponding cotemporary prooeasea. Many of 
those I have the honour of addreesing cannot forget the au~ 
which attended that exhibition, inaugurated under the auspices 
and mainly through the direct action of the Society of Arts. 

A similar idea seems to have au-uck the Italians, and to have led 
to the bringing together a very remarkable oollllCtion as apecimena 
of ancient Italian technical art; mainly through I.he active ~x~r
tions and public spirit of a Florentiue medical man and distin
guished connoisseur, the Doctor Guastalla, whose energy has 
already tended to infuse new life into the adminatratiou of the 
Florentine mlli8uma. Several of the princely Italian families co
operated in this work, the proceeds arising from which, it waa 
determined, should be voted to charity. 

Within the walls of a large be.use in the new Piazza dell' 
lndipendenza, were coDBequently crowded together a grea~ quAn
tity of objects, illustratin~ almost all those industries with the 
choicest specimens of which Italy was wout, from the end of the 
fourteenth to the beginning of the seventeenth century, to supply 
the factitious necessities of the moat highly cultivated portion of 
the royalty, aristocracy, and rich bourgeoim of Europe. 

With such exam.plea of these arte as we may be now thankful 
to poaaesa in the Museum at South Kensington, it is little neoea
aary for me to dwell in detail upon the claa&ll$ of objects collected 
in the Casa Guaatalla. It may be sufficient to say, that b~n~a 
worthy, if not wrought by the hands, of men such as Ghiberti, 
Cellini, Donatello, Michael Angelo, and John of .Bologn~ were 
not wanting. Neither were the finest Venetian glaaaea, Milanese 
and Ferrareae arms and armonr, Sienneae and Florentine illumina
tions, Unibrian majolica, enamels of several kinda, goldamit.ba~ 
work, silver repouaee work, iron work, niello, medals, lavori di 
commeaao, or mosaics, and coins, cuir bouill~ tapestries, rare tis
sues, lavoro all'.Azzimina or damaacening, tare1& or marquetry, 
and marbie, ivory, and wood carving. 

Where so much was beautiful, it aeema almoat invidious to 
dwell upon points of rem11rkable interest; but it would be t~n 
to the royalty of excellence to pass over two or three obJecls 
especially celebrated in the history of art, and now hrought under 
public notice after agee of aecluaiou, if not neglect. 

The moat interesting of all was probably that pater& in bronze, 
which Vaaari relates that Donatello worked for the noble Cllllll 
Martelli, to show bow perfectly it waa within his power to rival 
the exquisite fragments of antique bronze casting and chasing, 
which in his days were as much the rage among great Italian 
colleotoni,as majolica and "vieux Sevres" have been lately among 
French and English. As perfect al moat as it could have been when 
it left the hands of that rare artist, this beautiful piece of aeulp
ture juatifiea all the praises which Cicognara baa 80 lavished upon 
it in his 'Hiatory of Sculpture.' 

Another specimen of httle less historical interest, was the bun 
in marble representing Marietta Strozzi, wife of Celio Calcagnini 
di Ferraro, by that great sculptor (who unfortunately died too 
young to leave much behind him) Desiderio da Settignano. 
J ealoW1ly preaerved in the family of her descendants in that palace, 
the architecture of which by Benedetto da Majano and Pollaiuolo 
has mainly stamped the Tuscan palatial style with its eaaily re
cognised distinctive features, there can be no doub* of the true 
descent of this beautifully preserved work ofart. 

Another item, small in bulk though great in IU'tiatic value, was 
also contributed from the same collection- little key in chiselled 
ateel, ascribed to Benvenuto Cellio~ and, if not actually executed 
by him, eminently worthy of bis moat dexterous band, and of all 
that skill which be appears to have aoquired in the worbhop of 
Paolo Arsago, the Milanese. 

Probably, aa fiuo aa unique curioaity is concerned, the moat 
interesting Pour: of objects in this collection were the very im
portant aenes o coins of different Italian cities and mints; the 
medals of illuatrioua personages, by Piaanell~ Sperando, Cellini, 
Pollaiuolo, and others; and a very curious collection of cut and 
atamped leather work, which the energiea of the purohaaen for 
*he South Kensington Muaeum may, I hope, ere this have ac> 
quired for our admiration in tbia colllltry. 

lmport&Dt u the object.II in tl1il oollection unquestionably were, 
10 
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""tilling up the detail or the still-life or tboee pictures in which 
the stl\tely Gonzaga.a, Medici, Sforzaa, Sl.rozzia, and Doriaa oc
cupied the foreground, it is of course in the great monument.a and 
permanent museums of the country that we learn to recognise 
how inseparable the perfection arrived at in these minor arts was 
from that greater sublimity attained in the noblest efforts or the 
archit.ect, the painter, and the sculptor. 

It is precisely in this union or imagination of the lof\iest kind 
with perfect technical dexterity in art productions, on either the 
vast.eat or the most minute scale, that the great strength of the 
excellence or the finest Italian design iu old time consists. All 
these relics, whether taking the form of gigantic churches, or 
stately palaces, of heroic works of sculpture, of extenai ve freecoea, 
or elaborate furniture, of pottery, glass, and even ornamllntal 
leather, show how absolutely indispensable to personal enjoyment 
art then was. 

Every student -of the "Divina Commedi&" must remember 
the almost passionate terms in which Dante mourus over that 
transition from simplicity of life and manners to a luxurious 
indulgence ~r the intellect and senaea, which no 1umptuary laws, 
however stringent, were ever able to subdue. Long and vainly 
the nobles strove daring the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries to 
preeerve for tbemeelvea a monopoly in splendour, but wealth 
accumulating in the bands of the citizens ultimately broke up 
their ineffectual blockade. How, and with what results, may be 
traced in the chronicles of Villani and Corio; in the excellent 
" Diacorao di Guglielmo Manzi sopra gli epettacoli, le fl'llte, ed ii 
luaao degl'Italiani nel aeoolo XIV;" and in Moratori'e grand 
oollection of writ.en, "rerum Italicarum." 

Out or the superabundant gains of t.he indu1try and commerce 
of Florence, Sienna, Genoa, Venice, LuCoa, Pisa, and Milan, And 
out of the accumulated riches dmwn by an all-powerful priesthood 
from its apiritual tributaries in all parts of the world, one cannot 
fail to be struck with the very large proportion which was 
obviously expen'ded in supplying this apparently insatiable 
craving for beauty. Suma of money which would fritthten the 
uoblea, commercial or hereditary, even of this kingdom, were 
11\vishly expended on the great monuments of Italian art. Taking, 
for instance, eucb a city aa Palermo, we find, even at the present 
day, not tena, but twenties and thirties of churches lined through
out with marble moeaic of the moat costly description. The riches 
at St. Mark's at Venice, St. Peter's at Rome, the Certoaa at 
Pavia, St. Anthony at Padua, and the churches of the Annun
ziata and San Matteo at Genoa, appear almoet beyond estimation ; 
while not ouly in monuments euch aa adorn these cities is the 
boldest dimension and the grandest ecale adopted, but every inch 
of wall surface, and every piece of church furniture, however 
fosigni&cant, ie made as elaborate aa human ingenuity and human 
hands can make it. 

To eucb an exuberant extent was this apparent craving for 
enrichment indulged, that where, aa happened in many cases, 
funds were wanting to complete the ambitious designs of the 
founder of eome great monument, hie successors, rather than 
'loave the work altogether unfinished, have endeavoured to realise 
by paint and every kind of ingenious expedient the effect eo 
ardently desired by the original founder ot the edifice. Hence 
proceed many of those illoaive perspectives which almoet convert 
flat ceilings into airy cupolas, and carry out the eye or the visitor 
in the .alone or grand apartment of the piano nobik, or principal 
floor of an Italian residence, through apparently interminable 
arcades, to an exuberant landecape alive with statues and foun
tains. 

An amusing definition of what an Italian of the sixteenth 
-ccntu17 understood as indispensable domeetic ornaments may be 
found m a little book written by Castiglione Saba, and entitled 
"Riccardi overro Ammaeatramenti," for a reference to which, 
and indeed for the loan of which, I am obliged to the kindness of 
Sir Charles Eastlake. In one chapter the writer tells us bow 
plB&Bing to the eye and bow neceesary are temHlOtta.a by such 
.men aa Paganino da Modena ; musical instrument.a by Lorenzo 
.de Pavia or Baatiano da Veron.A; that CIU'Vings should be supplied 
.by Michael Angelo, Donatello, Alfonso Lombardi (one of the great 
Veut>tian Lombardi), And Criatofero Roml\llo. Antique medals, 
he says, are necessary, as well aa those of Giovanni Corona, of 
'Venice. Verocchio and Pollaiuolo, we are told, should supply the 
bron7.ea ; and cameos and intaglios should be by Pietro Maria, 
and e-apecially by Giovanni di Castello. 

We may paaa over the list or W.lrtby painters given by the 
~bor, but not so itbe term• in which be notioes thti marquetl'y 

works or Fra Damiano da Bergamo, and the armour and JU 
work, the current productions of Milan and Venice. To 6ttingly 
supply eucb neceaaitlea no artist was too proud, and there yet 
ex1St, more particularly in the great norentine collection of 
drawings by the old masters in the t{&lleriea of the Uftlzii, ample 
evidences of the pawera in designmg ornament aa applied to 
industrial productions, ~ by artiata wboee more llpecia1 
fame reata upon that which we habitually oontradiatinguiah from 
eucb classes of art by deaignating as fine art. To enumerate a 
few or these may not be unprofitable,, by way or directing the 
attention of young artiste to some Ol the worthieat mutan of 
their craf't. 

Ae designers of wood and marble caniD!f wfl note the JWD• of 
Baldaaaare Peruzzi, the great. Sieneee architect; Giorgio Vuari, 
&ifaelle da Monte Lupo, Michael Angelo, Montoraoli, <luirlielmo 
della Porta, ll Riccio (the author c.f the magnificent candefabrum 
in bronze at the Church of St. Anthony at Padua), Giovanni 
Battiata Trotti, better known aa Il Mol0880, Lilio da Novellan, 
and an artist of exquisite refinement, Franoeaco &lviati. For 
stucco work we meet with designs by Giovanni Bat.tma Cre
monini, and Mlll'CO da Faenza; and for friezes with tboee of 
Gaudenzio da Fermra, Giulio Campi and Amico Aepert.ini. For 
miscellaneous design11 or all kinds we find beautiful atudiee by 
Pieriuo del Vaga, Francesco Zuccheri, Polidoro da Cara"!f¢.o, 
and Prospero Fontana. Cellini, Bernardino Poochetti, Giulio 
Romano, and many others, bought their great accomplishment. 
to bear upon the production or beautiful metal-work, while 
Pelegrino Tibaldi, Matturino1 Mort.o da Ff'ltro, Giovanni da 
Udine, Bacchiacca, Pinturiochio, Pietro Perugino, and man1 
others, shone in arabesques and cognate descriptions or design. 
Their ability indeed to minister to the smaller wan ta of the great 
Italian nobles, led in many caaee to the artist.a so exercising their 
leaeer !talents (if they may be so described) receiving oommia
siona calculate.I to bring out their capabilities in the loftiest 
directions. 

Any one desirous of tracing the important part which the re
quirements or industrial art played in the lives of many or the 
eminent Italian artists, and which I Cl\llnot now do more tbAn 
point to, may find ample materiala awaiting bis inveati~tion in 
the autobiographies of Gbiberti and Cellini, in the writings of 
v aaari and Bal din ucci, in the " lettere Saneae" or della v alle, in 
the "ltalieniscbe Foracbungen" of Von Riimohr, in the "Beitrllge 
zur neuern Kunstgeachichte" of Forster, and last not least in tlie 
collection• or original noteR and documents illustrating the history 
of ItaliAll art, by Gaye, Gualandi, Carlo Pini, and the brothen 
Milanesi. 

Did time permit I would willinaly dwell in detail on mosaic, 
agraffito, intarsiatura, f'resco, anil ~ painting; terra-ootta, 
majolica, etucchi, niello glaaa making, and otbera or those Arte 
(tranemitted by the curious MS. tree.ti- known as aecreta &om 
generation to ~aeration) in which Italy so long enjoyed a mono
poly of celebnty if not of actual production; but I feel that the 
IJ(>COud branch of our inquiry thia evening is too important to be 
set aside for matters even of such interest as I do not doubt these 
ancient arts of Italy might be made to aaaume. 

Turning from their yesterday to their to-day, we cannot bJlt 
observe t.bat, in almost every department in which their ancestors 
excelled, the modern Italian& exhibit if not a considerable power 
of production, at least very respectable .ixceptioniU proficiency; 
and if not within the walla of the Florentiue exhibition, a\ least 
in contemporary ~productions elsewhere, we may trace a par
tial revival of almoet every ancient proceae known to the Italians 
of Medicean times. 

It is probably in the purely Fine Arts that the principal d8¥e
ueracy 11 to be recognised; in the strictly technical there eXJSts 
by no meana the same falling away. The reason for thia may not 
be hard to trace in the amount of liberty which baa for many 
years past been enjoyed bv the lower orders, as compared wUh 
that moral and mental subjection in which the middle cluaea 
h3ve been held. While every-da1 neceeaity, and the paaaage of 
iuterminableforutieri, have created sufficient demand to atimU!ate 
the capabilities of the workmen, the apparent bopeleaaneas of their 
ca!'eer baa unquestionably deterred 01Anf, who from the middle 
cllUlBel would have supplied proficient artlSte and designers, f'rom. 
entering upou thoee aevere atudiea by which alone excellence in 
the higher branches or art can be attained. 

(7'o be ooMinued.) 
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PUDDLED STEEL, HOMOG.ENEOUB moN, AND 
STEEL IRON. 

that oould be wilhed; u paddled steel rarely yields to rupture iD 
the teeting machine except under teneion. 

"Paddled steel ii made direo& from m&irlm by a prooem = to 
To question at the mechanical properties ot puddled steel, u thM u.d in obtaiDing common ~iron, but inlter.d of · all 

ai.o the leBI highly carboni.Md producta or iron, ia one or growing the carbon, such an amoun\ ii left con&ainod .. to impan the quality of 
impor&anee. Cheap and ready manufacture and & high degree or sklel to the metal 80 keated. Considerable nperieDce ii required .in t.be 
atttngth are adY&Dtagea claimed for this cla.aa or material, and its aelemOD of llllitable qualitiee of me~ and rJao to know thepreciee momen\ 
field of application is becoming largely extended. An accurate M which to atov the procees of decarbonilation in the puddling fUl'll&Ce; 
acqaaiDt&Dce with the limit.a or strength and laws or el&aUcity r.nd ot.her oonditiom have to be obeerved in order to leOUl'll the llllC-

becnmes therefore increaaingly desirable. ~ of the operation, but it ii now aooompliahed with great certainty, 
We haTe before us a pamphlet by Mr. w. H. Barlow, F.R.B., and the reault ii the production at a very low ooet of llteel, which, 

M.I.C.E., ~·ving an account or eome experiment.a which he has although not of high quality, ii neverthelem JIOllll8llied of many valuable 
propertiea. 

oondacted y permission in the Boyal Araena1 at Woolwich, for In addition to \he experiments OD paddled nee!, aimilar esperimente 
the purpoee of ob&aining eome l't'liable data upon this subject. were made on homogeneous metal and steel iron, and OD puddled steel 
The t.eating me.chine employed at Woolwich ia a oounterpart or melted and cut into i.DgoY. Steel iron ii a oonditiOD of the metal when 
that used by the United States Government for uoertainmg the the prooem of deoarbonilation ii carried further than in paddled steel; 
strength of cut-iron. It records accurately the amount.a of the im fnoture ii fibroua, aud i\ approachea very nearly to wrough'-lron. The 
uhim&te reeiatanoea to rupture by tension, compreuion, transverae other materials aboTI1 mentioned show • urystalline fracture, the cryaWa 
strain, and torsion, but 18 not well arranired for exhibiting the being very mnalJ, fine, aud regular, like that of gun metal. The steel 
progreeaive action or the three firat-uamed lcinda or strain. Con- ix-- rJao Bimilar propertiea of malleability, although much harder and 
199.uently, u Mr. Barlow at.ates, although the experiment.a may be of much greater strength than gun metal." 
relied on aa Car aa the1 go, and point oat the more important The following Table ([.) ia an abridgement or Mr. Barlow'• 
properties of the matenaJa teated, they do not afford all t.he ciAt& summary o( the experiments OD tenaioll:-

TA.BLB L-Summary of Ezperimmu on tM R#i1tt111M to Tmrion q/ Ptuldl«l St«J, ~· 

No. ot Name ol Material. Name of Jlater. ~ 

62 to 66 Puddled steel Mereey Iron Worka •••.•• 
19 ,, 28 Homogeneous~::: ::: Firth k Co .••••.••.••. 
~ .. 84 Puddled steel . . . . . . . .. Naylor and Vicken •.•••• 
67 " 61 Puddled steel melted and 

ClllB into ingota ...... ... N :f!°r and Vickers ••• . .. 
8 .. 12 St.eel iron... .•• . .. . .. ... A Works ..•...•••... 

From these result.a the author drawa t.he following conclu-
1iOD1:-

"From the above experiment.a it appean that the ultimate tenaile 
aVengt.h of puddled eteel, homogeneous metal, and ~uddled steel melted 
llld can into ingo'8, ii nearly double that of wrought.. min. The variation 
of Rrength in the different 111UDplee ii not greater than is found to e.rile in 
wioagh'-iron. 

Sevenr.i 1pecimena taken out and re.meuured after ~iving 1tn.in, 
iladioate that permanent~ first begins to be perceptible at 20,000 lb. per 
9:{1111'9 iDch. 

UWmaCe Btnln per lljllMI 
Inell.. Keu. Bemarb. 

Iba. Iba. 
s•,162 to 109,117 96,283 Fracture cryatalline. 
88,640 ,, 116,183 100,99• Fracture cryatalline. 

100,931 ,, 133,06• 116,386 Fracture crynalline. 

s•,6112 ,, 12•.•92 101,758 Fraoture cryatalline. 
67,487 .. 71,158 69,•66 Fracture fibrous. 

Puddled steel and homogeneous metal broke with • fracture in--n.ting 
a minute crystalline appearance; and there were two diltinct forms of 
fracture, one~· in a plane at right auglee to the line of •train, and the 
other • cup- fracture more or lees perfect. 

The ma · called 'steel iron ' showed a fibrous frachle, 1111d wu of 
muoh 1- etrength than puddled akle1 and homogeneous metal. In thil 
material it WU evident that the p~ of de.i-boniuUoa had been 
carried too far, and that it diff"ered but little from iron of good quality." 

From the eummary or experiments on compression we extract 
t.he mean results (Table IL):-

TABLB II.-Summary q/ Ezptrimmtl on I/le RuUtanee to Comprtuion of Puddkd s,.i, ~. 

No. of Name of llakTlal. Nameot Habr. ~per 11111&1'11 Amoulo( Bale o( Oocnf:: per kin per 
Ezpaimem. Inell. CompreEon. lljll&N In. -. Qf leDgtli. 

lbl. 1Dch. 
•7 to 61 Puddled steel (mean length l ·323 in.) .•• Mersey Iron W orka ... 21,908 •0032 '0002'7 
85 .. 38 Puddled steel (mean leugth 1 •368 in.) •. Naylorand Vickers ... 20,196 •.()0325. ·000263 

Homogeneous metal (leugth 1 ·29/i in.\. .. 24 Firth & Co. . ••.....• 22,liU •008 •000281 
.. 

82 ·,, 65 Puddled steel melted and cut into ingot.a 
(mean leugth 1·•175 in.\ ...••••.•... Naylor and Viclteni ... 21,998 •00676 •000418 

18, 17, and 18 Sklel iron (mean length 1 ·102 in.) ...... AU.. Worka ...... ... 23,5H •001)33 ·000•59 

"The MmJ?lea teated were all about 1 ! inchea in length. The approach 
of the ateel pwtona between which the aamplea were oomp~ wu care
fally meuured, aud the reaulta 1111 rooorded are correct u showing the 
oompreesiona of colllIDDll of the l"ugth employed. The amollllt of com· 
pn!alion ~ ton per inch is however BO great, and being moreover inoon· 
liaent with that which may be inferred from the experiment.a on transvenie 
lt1ain, it ii to be presumed that the result is alfected by the abort leugth 
of lhe umplea. The effeot of the pre11ure is to enlarge the diameter at 
lhe cent;re of the ample. 

Fig. 1 represent.a the 111UDple No. 2• before pre811ure wu applied, and 
Yig. 2 ii the 111UDe umple after receiving a prei11ure of 51 tona per inch, 

J'10. 1. J'u1. ll. 

D 0 
llld limila.r efrecte '1ioagh In a 1- degree result from 8Dlailer ~· 
h ii known that iD loug ban 1ubjec\ed to oompreuion the ~ portion 

~. . . 

ii not proportionately ez~ed, aud it follows tha\ tJi.e dec:i- of length 
in short colllIDDll will nodie proportional to thM in loug onee. It is 
evident, however, that the puddled steel and homogeneous metal are lees 
compreaible than cut puddled at.eel and sklel iron. Puddled steel, 
whetht.r e1111t or otherwise, ooul.d. D!Jt be. crushed with any preeaure the 
machine wu capable of exerting; the only effect wu to produce an altera
tion in thp (orm of the ample. Thia property would indicate that if 
great pressure were to be reeiat.ed it might be advantageous to submit the 
material to great oompreuion before uaing it. The effeet of the p~ure 
appean to produoe a re-arrangement of the particlee, and wllim ao re
.muged, they are oapal>~ qf 1uataining greater preu~ tbu in their 
qrigiD.al form. .• 

"By comparing theae experiment. (Table Ill.) wi\h thoae of ·P?of. Barlow 
QD wrought;iron bare 2 in. aquare (Bee Barlow on the s~ of Materials) 
it will be eeen that the deflection under trans venie strain iB greater in 
puddled at.eel, when of like dimensions and under like circumatancee..in 
'1!e ratio of 10 to 11. But the weight it ii capable of auatainiJJg before \he 
increment. of delleotion with equal weight.a ceue to be regular is, u 
11e&rly u poaible, double that of wrough'-iron. Henoe, 80 far u \hMe 
~xperimenta go, it would appear that a bar of puddled. Deel mar be bent 
about twice u much u • bar of iron of like dim8111iona, 'l\'it.hiQut 1mpairiDg 
i!-8 eluticity, or without cauaing • grer.ter_ ~t .IO~"· 
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TABLE 111.-Summary of E.,,.-ITMllU o• tM .Reriltanoe lo 
TNn.merH Strain. of Pl"'4letl Se.I, ite· 

TABLE IV.-.Ruiltance to TorlUm.-Pudd/44 SI«/. 

F!rth and Sona. ral:.1:& Vickers.I Naylor le Vickers Nar,:& Vicken. 

~ Ii 1 "'.s 
i t • 

114 

Diamel<lr 1 ·T68 D et.er 1 ·86' Diameter 1•861 ins. D eter 1 ·ua 
We~ht lachee. incheo. · lnehea. 

appll &I. l ~I} r ~ 1:9 
ilaj ~ µ '13 
'Sa 

"S 

I fl =j 
.: i .: ;; Q i d ;; 

~lncheo :3 .2 ., 
l .9 .. 

fromceu-

I"' ~ ". ~.; ". 
tre. !! ~l I! i 11 ~l 

~ ! i ;: j\i.8 
:ill II:! ~ ----------
In. Ina. lnl. lb. 

89 Puddled Naylor a.nd 
Bteel Vickers 1•935 1°9275 ·066 ...... 16,000 

40 do. do. 1·925 1•9600 •040 .. ... 16,000 
41 do. do. 1•985 1•9750 ·040 ..... 18,000 

----------· --
Mea.n 1•945 l •9542 ·045 2,870,500 16,666 

------- -----
42 Homogene- Firth & Co. 1•956 1•960 •030 14,000 

oua meta.I 
...... 

43 do. do. 1•965 1•970 •060 ...... 14,000 
44 do. do. 1•960 1•980 •035 ...... 18,000 

------- --- ---
Mean 1•960 1•970 •042 2,979,200 16,333 

------------
2 l Puddled Atl&a I 2·110 2•085 •037 16,000 

steel Works 
...... 

3 do. do. 2•055 2·050 •042 ...... 16,000 
------- --- ---

Mean 2•082 2•062 •040 2,568,000 16,000 
--- --

Delloot.lon 
produced 
by 6800 lb. 

4 l~dled Atl&a I •975 1•985 •062 8,000 Works 
6 do. do. 1•035 2·020 •055 9,000 

------- ---I--
Mean 1·005 2·002 •058 3,100,200 8,500 

-------- -
Detlectlon 
produced 
by 2800lb. 

6 l~dW Atl&a I 2·010 1·005 •065 3,500 
Works ······ 

7 do. do. 1•975 •960 •083 ······ 8,500 
-----

Mean 1•992 •982 •074 2,838,000 3,500 

.. .. .. i:i ~ <> 
~ ~ " ~ J'.< ~ M ----------------~ --

lb. I Degrees. 
JOO •25 . .. ·00 ... ·oo ... ·10 
200 ·20 ... ·25 ... ·15 . .. ·40 
300 ·50 s. 0 •50 ... •30 . .. •30 
400 •59 ... ·i5 ... ·40 .. . ·50 
600 •70 0 l·OO 0 •45 ·10 •60 ·JO 
600 ·76 ... 1·00 ... •60 ... ·10 
700 •85 ·15 1·126 •26 •ifJ ... ·so 
800 l·OO ... l •160 ... ·iO ... •90 
900 1•20 B.s.·20 l ·26 ·20 ·90 ·10 1·00 "20 

1,000 1•40 ... 1·30 .. . •9(1 ... 1·20 
1,100 1•60 30 l •40 ·30 ·90 s. J·ao 
1,200 ... . .. 1 ·5(J ... 1 ·25 . .. ] •50 II. 
1,3011 ... ... J.50 •30 3•55 IR.B. 2·00 1'50 •30 
1,400 ... ... l ·60 ... .. . ... 1•90 
1,500 7•35 ... 1·60 •(0 ... . .. 2·00 
1,600 8•85 ... 1·95 R.f! • ... . .. 2·20 
1,700 11·80 ... 2·55 ·90 . .. . .. 2•30 ·sn 
1,800 15•50 ... 3·10 .. . ... 

I 
... 2·50 

1,90() .19•40 ... 4·J5 ... ... ... Broke In 

2,000 I ... ... 15·60 3·00 puttin1 
OU 1,900 

I lb. 

The 1tnmgth of puddled ateel in resisting torsion will be beat undentood 
by II. direct comparison bdtween the rPSU!ta in the Table (IV.) &nd th<»e 
obtained by Major Wade on eamplee of the same form a.nd dimen1iona in 
cast a.nd wrought-iron. The following table \V.) ia a.n abstract of aueh of 
his experimenta u afford a direct comparison. In both seta of experi
mena the weight wu applied at the end of a lever 25 inches long. 

Good puddled ateel a.nd homogeneoua meta.I a.ppear to be very aimila.r 
in their mechanical propertiea; their tensile strength being nea.rly double 
tha.t of wrought-iron, the fracture being without fibre, &nd i><>-ing a 
fine crystalline or granular appea.ra.nce. Both m&teriala are ductile, and 
m&y be condelllled a.nd consolidated under the hammer. Both m&~ 
also, although bending under tra.naverse strain aa much 1111 wrought-iron 
with equal weighta, are capable of bearing nearly twice aa much alirain M 
wrought-iron before producing a grea.ter amount of permanent aeL 

It ia to be regretted tha.t the testing machine in her Majesty's Arsenal 
at Woolwich is not adapted to receive ban of auflicient length for deter-

l'so mining the modulus of elasticity. The very short length of the ll&IIlplee r The value of E ia obta.ined from the formula E = 
3

2b cPa which the m&Chine is capable of receiving in applying tensile a.nd com
preasi ve atr&ina renders it impo88i ble to &rri ve at correct conclufrion1 from 

See 'Barlow'• Strength of M&terl&lB. '] them in respect of the amount of extension a.nd compression per ton per 
inch." 

In the above experiment.a the weight was applied at the centre Mr. Barlow's experiments are an important contributio~ to our 
in each case, and the distance between bearings was 20 inches. knowledge of puduled steel and the other materials tested~ The 

Specific Gm'Vit • ultimate strength under tension appears more uniform \than 
"The apecffic gravity wu llBOertained tot, 1111 follows:- might have been anticipated, which speaks well for the ski:\, of 

Puddled ateel ...•.........•. lat 11&111ple ............... 7•7805 the makers. We hope that, having gone thus far, Mr. Bar w 
Do. do. . .....•......•• 2nd do. . .............• 7•7836 may on some future occasion be enabled to ascertain by expt.li-
Steel iron .....•...•••... lat do. . ............. 7·7•31 ment the modulus of elaaticity, and other data which still .;.,. 
Do. do. • .............. 2nd do. . ........•.•... 7·7680 main undetermined. \ 

TABLE V.-fl'able .-MovJiag cerlain Ru.du obtained by Major Wade on the Torrional Rui8tance of Cat and Wrovght Iron. 

Weigh& applied, 1000 lb. , Weigh& applied, 1600 lb. 

Remarb. 

Detlect.lon. II'ermuent lie& Detloot.lon. l'ermanen& ee& 
-------

'C.urr lBOM-
No. 1, 2nd fusion ... ... ..• •.• .. . . .. . .. 
Ditto, 3rd fusion . .. .•• . . . .. . .. . ..• . .. 
10 p&rt1 No. 1 md 4 p&rtl No. 8, 2nd fusiw . .. . . . . .. 
8 p&rtl No. 1, &nd 6 part.a No. 3, 8rd fllllion ... ... . .. 
Equal .pa.rte Noe. l ~d 2, 2nd fusion . . . . . . ••• . .. 
Ditto, ditto 3rtl fusion... .. . . . . . . . . .. 
Minme of 8 part.a No. 1, 3 part.a No. 2, & 2 part.a No. 3, 2nd fusion 
Ditto ditto ditto 3rd fusion 

0 
0·2 6·9 

0 
Mean of four experiments 2·2 2·2 

1•7 O•O 3·0 0•3 One experiment 
1•6 O·O 2·• O·l Ditto • 
1•6 O·O 2 3 O·l Ditto 
1·9 0·1 3•8 0·9 Mean of two experiments 
1·2 O•O 2·4 O·O One experiment 
1•4 O·O 2·6 O•l Mean of four experiment.a 
1•6 O·l 2·6 0•2 Ditto 

°WBOUGBT lao111-No. 1 ... ... •.. ... .•. ••• . •• 
Ditto No. 2... ... ..• •• ... ••• . .. 

... O·O 17·6 16·1 One experiment 

... O·l 16•6 16·• Ditto 
Ditto No. 8 ... ·.- ••. .•. ..• ..• . •. ... 1•2 89·7 87·7 Ditto 

\ 
\ 

\ 
I 
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ON THE CONSERV ATTON OF ANCIENT ARCHITEC
TURAL MONUMENTS AND REMAINS.• 

By G. G. ScOTr, RA. 
IT IJ:!ay perhaps appear that I should offer some apology for 

OCC:UP!l_!lg your aLten~ion with a subject at once so trite and llO 

DIWIVlting as that ~h1ch I have ?hosen !"8 the title or this paper. 
If so, I would say 10 reply, that 1t waa 1Dtended for our opening 
meeting, and that thOlle meetings seem to me to demand as the 
leading subjects to be discussed at them, matters of vital lmport
ance to our art, rather than of an amusing or highly intereating 
chAracter; and that I hold the subject I have chosen to be how-
ever trite, one of the most preBBing importance. ' 

I &BBUme. as my sta.rting point that every member of this Insti
tute appreciates the immense value-:-to any country which pos
&es8l'S a history and a civilization-of the monuments and re
mains by which that history and civilization are illustrated. 

The valu.e of such mom~ments of the past is greatly enhanced 
when they illustrate the nae and development of a special style 
of art; 11tdl more .so when that style of art is one of great and 
acknowleJged ment; and yet more than all when it is one which 
has proved worthy of revival and re-development. 

Tboee among us whose taste and education have led Lhem to a 
more special appreciation of the art of the ancient world will 
feel ho~ strongly these remarks apply to the precious monuments 
an~ rehce of G;reece and Rome, and of the countries over which 
their arta and IDfluence extended. These illustrate a historv and 
a civilizaLion the most wonderful in its character: they illu;trate 
alao the development of a style of art the merits of which no one 
baa ever presumed to question, and which has been revived and 
re-develoJ?Ni in more recent ages; and, as a natural consequ~nce, 
every rehc of th.ese arts, however fragmentary or obscure, is 
eearched out, delineated, aud, when poBBibJe protected and rre
ae~e?> with an amount. of zeal and &BBiddity proportione< to 
their importance, and which does honour to that modern civiliza
tion which so keenly appreciates and rejoices in that of the past. 

Should not however the same feelings and the same care zeal 
and &BBiduity be extended to the munum'ents of our own ra~ and 
our own ~untry~ Have we not a history as glorious and, to us at 
leut, u mterest1Dg as that of the great nations of antiquity1 
Have we not a civilization as noble as theirs1 and should not the 
mon~me~ts which illustrate that history and civilizaLion be as 
precious m our eyes as those of Greece or Rome1 
Add~, however, to the v;alue which these remains ought to 

pos&e88 Ill our eyes as Englishmen, they poBBeBS intrin.ric clnims 
parall~l to those of the works of the grel\t nations of antiquity. 
'.l'hey illustrate the development (and especially our own share in 
1t) of a style of architecture as marked in itd character as theit"ll· 
~d the merits of which, though long neglected, are now appre~ 
etated and ackn?wledged by most of us; and have, just 11.11 in the 
Qlll' or. the Classic 11tyles, led to its revival and re-development. 

Let 1t be c!early unders~od. th~t I am entering upon no contro
Y'~. quest~ona,- I am 1Dst1tutmg no comparison between the 
1ntrins1c men ts of the two phases of art,-nnr asking any &BBent to 
more than the fact of their revival. Ou all such questions we 
ma~ bold our individual opinions, and yet may all agree to what 
I 11111b to lay .down as the groundwork of what I desire to a&.y, 
that our architectural monuments poBBeBB claims upon our care 
and conservation precisely parallel in their nature to that which 
we accord to those of classic antiquity, but with these two pre
ponderating points in their t"avour,-that they are our oum 
l!IOnumen.ts, and that tD6 are the partie11 responsible for their 
eonservat1nn. 

I would next bring under your oonsideration the melancholy 
faci tb11.t, though nnr country ie studded wi~b these relics of the 
JU~ they az:e every year being reduced in number; and that tboee 
"!h1cb rema1!1 ~ constantly subjected to the danger of destruc
tion o~ deter1orat1nn from many different cauaes; among the chief 
of 111b1cb I may enumerate,-

L Natural decay and dilapidation, which are greatly enhanced 
by the destructive r,limate to which they are exposed, and still 
more by neglect. 

IL ~ilful destruction and rut.bless mutilation, t.ogetber with 
alterations suggested by the pusmg requirements of the day or 
by individnal caprice. ' 
lll The yet more destructive inroads of over rertoration. 
These ihree causes or classes of causes threaten, in a degree so 

• Papu nlll4 before I.lie &Jal IlllWme ~ Brililll An:hliei.11. 

imminent and eo alarming, the exietence, the integrity, and the 
authenticity of our ancient architectural remains, that I feel it to 
be high time that this Institute, together with all local arcbi~ 
tu1-al and antiquarian societiee, should take it into their serious 
consideration, both aeverally and jointly, what measures oan be 
adopted to arrest the evil beforA it be too late. 

Our ancient architectural remains may, fc.r the moet part, be 
claBBitied under the following heads:-

!. Mere antiquities-such ae Stonehenge, the cromlecbs, and 
many of the remnants of Rowan structurea; though the latter 
often contain objects of art, as mosaics, pavements &c. 

IL Ruined buildings, whether ecclesiastical or ~cular, such u 
abbeys, caetlee, &c. 

IIL Buildings still in use, as churches, houses, inhabited 
castles, &c. 

IV. Fragmentary remains embodied in more modern buildings, 
such as those which uaually exis't within the precincts of cathe
drals, and often in old houses and country mansions; to which 
class may be added a vast amount of interesting and valuable 
f~ents, mainly of domestic architecture, and often-though 
or a simple and even rustic character-of great practical import
ance to the student of our old architecture, to be found among our 
country villRges and in the scattered houses of the farmertl and 
the peasantry, as well as other miscellaneous remains. 

On the first of these claBBes,-that of a purely antiquarian 
character,-! will not trouble you with any 1't'marks, a1J I think 
that uur antiquaries are sufficiently alive to their value, and exer
cise a wholesome vigilance in respect of them. It is uot in gene
~! this cl&BB of ancient remains ~~icb is DIOl!t in dauger, though 
it behoves every one who bas 1t ID bia power to do,.bis very 
utmost for their preservation. · 
~be seeond clue, bowever,-tbat or ruined 11tructures,-is one 

which demands much aud careful consideration; and it is one 
towards which the salutary vigilance of our Institute and of 
kindred societies might with great advantage be directed. 

1'.he v.ery co~dition of a ruin. of necessity involves liability to 
rap1~ly rncreasrng decay and the probability of speedy destruction; 
and 1.t so happens tb!lt t~n grea~ events in our history-the dis
solution of monastenes ID the sixteenth and the dismantlement 
of castles in the seventeenth century, have reduced two important 
classes of architectural edifices to this bopeleBB condition. 
. As regards ruined castles, it fortun11.tely happens that the mas

siveness of their construction enables them in many instances to 
offer a fair amount of resistance to the elements· and that the 
simplicity of their architecture causes them to !ose'Iesa from mere 
decay than structures of a more decorative kind. Such is not, 
however, always the case; and I would most strongly preBB upon 
those wbu have the charge or those stern historical relics to guard 
them against the effects of time aud mutilation; and upon anti
!l uaries ~nd l\Ilt~quarian societies.to ma~e periodicalexaminatinne 
rnto their condition, and to advl8e their proprietors 88 to such 
timely works of reparation and sustentat1on 88 may arrest the 
h11nd of time, without tampering with their antiquity: and if their 
natural guardians refuse the neceBB&ry protection, to raise funds 
by private subscriptions for the purpose. 

When we come, however, to ecclesiastical n1ins, the case becomes 
infinitely more pre89ing. Unlike tbt great works of defence just 
alluded to, these edifices were not erected with a view to resisting 
any. but the ordinary causes of destruc,ion to wbicb buildinga are 
subjected. Their structure is comparatively light, and in prin
ciple trusts for stability to the nice equipoise of arches and abut
me11ta, and presuppoees the protection of a roof. It is, therefore, a 
matter for wonder that, after more than three centuries of ex
posure, unroofed and uncared for, and though often used to supply 
materials. for surrounding building, their ruined forms should, in 
so many 1Dstaucee, have reached our time in a condition which 
enables ?s in any degree to appreciate their merits or their deeign. 

Happily, however, though great numbers of them have ceaaied 
to exist, very many precious remains are left. to us· and theee 
!nstea? of being, like those of castles, stern and almoa't forbidding 
1~ their ~decorated .grandeur, are for the most part exquisite and 
h1ghJy.fin1sbed architectural product.inns, equally valuable and 
equally beautiful with our glorious cathedrals; and, in their nw11 
phase of art, as classic and as perfect as the remains of antique art 
which we so much cherish, 

Now, th~ two points to be con1idered are, first, can we expect 
these precious fragments to endure much longer 1 and; if not, 
what can. we do to promote and prolong the continuance of their 
presenation 1 

11 
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On the first qu1111tion I fear that the reply cannot be very aatisfao
!-<>ry. Those who have for any considerable oourse of years been 
m the habit of revisiting any particular ruin, can scarcely fail to 
have observed how eensibly and how surely the course of decay, 
disintegration, and downfall has progrell8ed, even where there has 
been no deliberate mutilation. The aecay of the surfaces seems 
~ have of late years redoubled its speed. I have revisited build
rngs1-and particularly ruined ~uildings,-where twenty years 
earlier l had been able to make minute sketches of delicate carved 
work, and found the carving now become unintellip"ble. In many 
of the be~t preserved ruins we find the surfaces o the mouldings 
and ~n~ cov.ered with an ev~~fresh pulveru:.ence. If you visit 
a buildrngm this expoeed cond1t1on, after a hard winter, you are 
1ure to find fresh spot.8 where the details have fallen off through 
t~e recent frost; and in every ruin there occur, from time to time, 
1hps and downfalls of greater or less importance; showing that, 
hmg as they have resisted the MSaults of time and weather, there 
are limits to their duration, and that those limits are by no means 
distant. 
.H~w many of our ruined buildings ha\"'e lost large portions 

within the memory of man. The Abbey of St. Augustine, at 
Canterbury, has lo.,t its great tower within no very distant period; 
and I myself remember the newspaper notice of the fall of the 
cent:aJ tower of Whitby Abbey, carrying aw11.y with it large 
portions of the surrounding building: indeed, such downfalls if 
their statistics could be colle.:ted, would be found to reach 'an 
alarming number and amount; while the ailent and yet more ratal 
progreu of decay is every day and every hour eating into the most 
beautiful and most precious architectural details. 

And how could it be otherwise, when walls constructed of email 
stone and rubble-work are exposed, with no protection but ivy 
and wall-plant.8, to.the constant action of the most destructive of 
climates; when every shower penetrates the crumbling mass, and 
ev~ry frost has its full swing in its dieintegation; and even the more 
solid stone, from being kept in a constant state of saturation with 
'?ter, has.every cause o~ destruction in full and continued opera
tion upon 1t,-and all this for centuries together 1 
. Nor have these been the sole agents of destruction. Many 
mdeed the great majority, of our noblest abbey churches, and 
even some cathedrals, have been taken down for the v11.lue of their 
materials; and those which Wfre left as ruins were, for the most 
part, spared more because there was no market for their material 
than for any care for their preservation; and it naturally follows 
that they would become the quarries which would supply all the 
pe\ty buildings around them. Perhaps the most remarkable case 
of ~his ia at ~adiug, where th? walls of the abbey have been 
stnpped of their ashlar, both without and within, and the rubble 
core only left; Y?t such is its extraordinary strength, that it still 
holds together 1n perfectly solid and compact ruaSBes; and where 
fragme~ts of the tower long since fell they remain to this day, 
protrndt_!lg from the ~und at the 11a.me angle at which they first 
rea~hed 1t, and look ~1ke m'.198es of rock cropping out of the earth. 
This has been contmued 1n many instances up to our own day; 
and even now it is OCCl\llionally found in a certain degree to hold 
good, as at Easley .Abbey, in Yorkshire, where the lower part of 
the buttresses appear to have been comparativelv recently pulled 
do~, aa being the parts most easily got at; while the upper stages, 
bemg out of reach, are left unsupported, and dragging over the 
walls which they were built to stay. 

For t~e most part, however, it is neglect and the want of timely 
care which we have now most to complain of. I heard the other 
day of a considerable portion of a ruined abbey in Norfolk falling 
down, and this on the property of a great lord, who, I am sure, 
wo1;1ld have taken proper precautions had his attention been called 
to it by anyone qualified to give an opinion. The proprietors of 
these melanch~ly yet gloriou~ remains, though valuing and caring 
for them aa picturesque rums, frequently seem to forget their 
v!"1ue ~works of art; and to prefer risking their falling to pieces 
bit ~y bit, to the trifling interference with their picturesque effect 
which would be incurred hy a little timely reparation. 

Now, what I wish to bring before you as the practical result of 
what.I ha~e been ~ying, is the absolute necessity for such re
parations, 1f we desire to hand down these precious architectural 
relics to our successors. 

In defining what the nature ofsuch reparations should be one 
may use the words of Mr. Ruskin:- ' 

"Take proper care of your monUillenta, and you will not need to restore 
them. . . . . . . Watch an old building with an a.nxio~-i guard i$ 

aa ~ you may, and, at an¥ cost, from the influenoe of dilapidation· 
Count it.a etonea aa you would iewels of a crown: eet wr.tchee about it, u 
if at the gates of a besieged city: bind it together with iron where it I~: 
etay it ~th timber where it declinea: do not care about the unsightlin
of the aid, better a crutch than a lost limb; and do thill t.enderly, and 
reverently, a.nd continually; a.nd ma.ny a generation will etill be born 
and pa.as away bener.th its shadow. It.a evil day mWlt come at llll!t; but 

. let it come declaredly a.nd openly, a.nd let no dishonouring and fal8e eub
stitut.e deprive it of the funeral offices of memory." 

The great objects of such reparation are, protection against the 
penetration of water into the walls; support, to prevent downfall 
from the failure of foundations, abutments, or the sustaining work, 
whatever it may be; and, lastly (if such a thing be found to be 
practicable), the preservation of the architectural details by some 
1Ddurating proceSB which will arrest their decay. None of these 
need, if judiciously carried out, materially or permanently affect 
the picturesqueness of the ruin: and I need hardly say that they 
must be done so as in no degree at all to infringe upon the authen
ticity and genuineneSB of the work. The case is wholly different 
from restoration; protection and preservation being the sole 
objects. 

It would, however, be dangerous even for such works as these to 
be carried out by ignorant persons. They demand the careful 
vigilance of the antiquary 11-nd the architect, to see that the value 
of the .remains_is. not injured.. It seem~ to me that there ought to 
be a kind of v1g1lance committee appomted for every district by 
our In11titute, in conjunction with antiquarian societies whether 
general or local; that these committees should not only themselves 
take every opporLunity, whether collectively or by their individual 
members, of inspecting every architectural ruin within their dis
trict; but should take public measures for inviting information 
and suggestions respecting them; that they should from time to 
time report to the proprietors of such remains, and suggest what 
reparation is needed; and that they should take measures for 
obtaining funds for them when ~hey find thA.t such aid is neceSB&ry. 
They should also obtain permiBSion to direct what is to be done, 
and to have a veto upon anything which would be injurious. 

For protectior againt the admiBllion of wet from the top of the 
walls, much could be done by coating them roughly on the parts 
invisible _from below with a concrete of cement and fine gravel; 
by res.ettmg. l?ose stones ii:t .cement; by filling in with the same 
matenal cav1t1es and open JOmts, .cracks, &c.; always taking care, 
as far as poBSible, to do this in a manner little, if at all, visible 
from below. In extreme cases, where arches threaten ruin iL 
may be desirable to go the length of erectiug centres bel~w, 
and rectifying them, aud tilling in the joints with cement. 

When any large mass of a wall threatens to fall, shores should 
be applied, the foundations examined and strengthened, if neces
sary, loose stones keved in, open joints filled, and, in very bad 
cases, bonded; but this should be done under the eye of a person 
who has a feeling for the work, both on its own account and as a 
picturesque object, so as to avoid any unsightly tampering with 
the old work. The only cases where such is necessary seem those 
in which the shattered piers or walls artl insufficient for the 
weight they have to bear. In such cases they mudt be underbuilt, 
buttressed, or propped in the same way. Here it will be best to 
make the uew work rough and of old materials, but in no degree to 
mask it, but rather to make it manifest that it is only added to 
sustain the original structure. It is clear that in such cases it 
will be best t•i call in an architect, provided he is one who baa an 
earnest care for the conservation of the work, and a full apprecia
tion of the value of its authenticity. 

I may here mention that the west front of Croyland .Abbey, 
which threatened immediate fall, has been of late rendered, as I 
hope, permanently secure by means of repairs, such as those alone 
suggested, carried. out under the influence of the Lincolnshire 
Architectural Society. 

The importance of applying to the finer details a preservative 
and indurating solution, if such is to be found, is almost as great 
as that of the upholding of the masses: the pulverisation of the 
surface seems in many cases to be going on at a constantly accele
rating pace, and threatens the speedy loss of the true forms of the 
mouldings and the sculpture. At Fountains Abbey, perhaps 
the beet cared-for of all these remains, I have observed the con
stant disintegration of the mouldings from this canse: if we could 
save them by such a process, it would be worth anything. 

In the interior of Westminster Abbey, I am gradually indur&
ting the mouldering stone in its present state, and securing it 
(as I hope) from further decay; and it is not unreasonable to 
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hope that a pl'OCelm will be found which will do the aame for 
utemal work. 

Beaides, however, doing what is J>0118ible for the conservation 
of Ulese inY&luable remaina, we ought also to see that there is no 
part of them which has not been thoroughly and carefully repre
ll!Dted and measured. I think a aociety ought to be formed, or a 
11Dited effort made by different existing aocieties, for the perfect 
delineation of our ruined buildiugs. A Jl()Od deal has been done 
by Mr. Sharpe, Mr. Potter, and a few others; but the thing baa 
never systematically been taken in hand. 

Now that. we understand and appreciate the value of the re
mains of our ancient architecture, it ie a standing disgrace to us 
ihat we allow them to remain without perfect and authentic illu&
tntiona being made of the whole, and of every detail; and where 
i\can be done without diafignn>ment, and without endangering 
the tender A11d po.lverising surface, a cast should be taken of every 
~ and aco.lptured portion, which sh<>uld be deposited in some 
permanent national collection, with a full description of the parts 
to which it belongs. 

Photography may aleo be most usefully brought to bear upon 
the subject, but must not be implicitly trusted to, on account of 
the uncertainty of its duration; but whatever the modes adopted, 
it will be monstrous if we allow the moat valuable of our ancient 
srchitectural remains to become disintegrated, and their ex
quisite details loat, without having placed upon record perfect and 
abeolutely authentic representations of every portion of them. 
Let u1 prolong their ex1Stence to the utmost limit, but, at the 
11111e time, provide against their diBBOlution by perpetuating their 
dteigna, in some form which will exisi after the gloriollB original• 
have pUllt'd away, or become uuintelligible from decay. 

l now come to the third class of ancient remain-buildings 
mil in use. 

Here we come at once within the region of controversy, of 
animadversion, and regret; for here we have united in one all the 
cauaea of destruct.ion and deterioration,-natural decay, neglect, 
wilful destruction and mutilation, and the now so prevalent 
operation of llVn'-rutoration. 

I muat beg, before I proceed, that it may be clearly understood 
that, in any criticisms I may express on the course followed by 
others, I do not wish or expect to exempt myself from equal 
blame where I deserve it. We are all of us offenders in this mat
ter; and to abstain from speaking plainly, lest we should be our
lelves blamed, will be a course at once cowardly, and treasonable 
against those principles which one every day more strongly sees 
\o be right, however conscious one is of continual departure from 
Uiem. 

In speaking of ruined buildings, I have fully and cordially 
adopted Mr. Ruskin's principle of mere nuU11tation. For such 
remains it is clearly right. This, however, cannot be strictly 
acted upon in dealing with churches and other buildings still in 
nae. Viewing them solely as original architectural remains, one 
would desire, were it possible, that the same abstinence from all 
but mere upholding should be applie.d to them; but, in the first 
place, it ie clearly wrong to treat the houeee of God as mere ar
chitectural specimens, to be stereotyped in their present state of 
mutilation and decay for our study and instruction; nor, if it 
could be proved rigbt, would it be possible to convince their 
guardians that such a course should be followed; nor, in the case 
or houses and other secular buildings, to induce people to inhabit 
and make UBll of ruins to gratify our sentimenta towards them. 

It may then be laid down as an absolute certainty, that build
ings whose use is continued must be kept in, or put into, a seemly 
nate of reparation; and it is, therefore, both our duty and our 
interest, instead of opposing what cannot be prevented, to do our 
best to lay down lawa for ourselves, and suggest them to others 
u guides iu carrying out the works which of neceesity must be 
done. 

The great principle to start upon ia, to preserve the greatest 
poesible amount of ancient work intact; never to renew a feature 
without neceBBity; but to preserve everything which is not so de
cayed as to destroy its value as an exponent of the original design; 
never to add new work, except in strict conformity with the evi
dence11 of its original form ; never to mask over or smarten up 
old work for the sake of making it comformable with new; never to 
"renore'' carved work or BCUlpture, but to leave it to speak for 
itlelf; and, generally, to deal with an ancient work as with an 
object on which we aet the greatest value, and the integrity and 
~utbeDticity of which are matt.era which we view as of paramount 
llDportazloe. 

Theae principles, are, however, much more readily laid down 
than acted upon;--eo much so, that to one who holds them, the 
procesa of restoration is one of continual disappointment, vexa
tion, and regret; for, labour as you will to act uf to first principles, 
innumerable hindrances stand in the way o their realisation. 
Sometimes the atone is found to be so utterly disintegrated, that 
it is with the utmost difficulty-here a bit and there a bit-tha~ 
you can trace out by laborious study what were the original de· 
tails; and to attempt to keep these bits seems as bopeleBB as to 
preserve a body which falls t.o dust as you look at it. Sometimes, 
when this is by no means the cue, a barbaric builder or clerk of 
works, or an over-zealous clergyman, interferes in your absence, 
and destroys the very objects yon have been most labouring to 
preserve. 

A conacientioua representative having been blamed for incurring 
extras in one place, makes up for it in another by inti;oducing, 
before one is aware of it, a sweeping clause, which condemn• 
quantities of work one meant moat religiously to preserve; and, 
from one caul'e or another, one is always finding one's intentiona 
more or less frustrated. Still, however, th~ is better than acting 
on no principle at all; or must be better than openly to advocate 
and act upon those which are decidedly wrong. 

However this may be, there is no doubt of the t'act that our 
churches and old buildings are everywhere losing their value, 
through misdirected and reckless, or at least overdone restoration i 
that it is high time that some public protest be made against it, and 
some course adopted for its prevention; and that each of us in our 
own practice should institute a rigorous eumination as to what 
he has done and is doing, with a view to a stern falling back upon 
true principles, that the churches yet unspoiled ruay 1et be saved. 

Here, again, I would suggest the viw.Iance committee already 
hinted at. It could do much, though tlie works in this case are 
so many, and so widely spread, that it seems imJ>Ollllible for all to 
be watched. 

After all, then, we must look to the architects employed. If 
they will not labour in the right direction, I fear there is bu' 
little hope: and yet, without some stern supervision, I believe that 
the majority of them wiU not do 10; and, further, that they will 
always be able to adduce such plausible and practical reasons for 
their destructiveness as to convince their employers that they are 
in the right. 

1 am, however, very uncertain whether we do not. aU go upon a 
very wrong principle in our dealings with ancient churches. I 
conld almost wish the word "rMtoration" expunged from our ar
chitectural vocabulary, and that we could be content with the 
more commonplace term " rt1pOration." 

We have got into the way of assuming that the "reatoration" of 
a church must, in its own nature, be the signal for pulling it to 
pieces from top to bottom. Not only must subatantial repairs be 
attended to, the foundations underpinned, the strength of the 
walls looked to, decayed timbers spliced or new ones here and there 
inserted, the most decayed stones carefully cut out and replaced, 
the conring made reliable, and the fittings put in seemly order, 
following and retaining every remnant of what is ancient, the 
stonework cleaned from its thick coatings of whitewash, and the 
roofe divested of the concealment of modern ceilings ;-but, 
beyond all tbia, et>erything mrut be meddl«J with; the seating all 
taken up, ftoors removed, plastering stripped from the walls; the 
whole church left for some months at the mercy of the elementa 
by the removal of its roofs; windows which do not please the 
clergyman or the squire replaced with more pretentious on-in
deed, the whole thing overhauled, and radically re-fONMd from 
top to toe. 

We all of us, however conservative our views, adopt something 
approaching to this as the norm&! and neoeesary view of a resto
ration; and the chief difference between ua is that, if the architect 
be at heart earnestly conservative, the church comes out from the 
ordeal with a certain amount of its ancient self remaining, but 
with very much of a new garb, or very much of its ancient look 
and very many of its interesting ancient features gone; but if his 
feelings are not conservative, so much the more is there of novelty 
instilled, and so much the leBB of antiquity retained in the restored 
church. 

Now this is really beginning to tell in a fearful manner upon 
the value of our ancient churches, and the interest with which 
one visits them. One perfectly longs after an untouched church, 
though one knows that the 11tate of them is by no means such u 
a man of good feeling can look at without shame. Still in them 
are found our old churches, as they have been traditionally banded 
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down to ue. True it ie, that the exterior ia in part mutilated and 
even disgraced by barbaric Rlterations; yet one feels that the old 
work which remains ie genuine and untamper'l!d with. True, the 
interior is coBted with whitewash, thickened out indefinitely by 
ihe repl'iitions of centuries; but beneath it we know that the old 
stonework is as the very workman left. it; and that, if carefully 
scaled off with one's knife, we shall find the distemper decorations 
of perhaps two or three periods in its thickn888. True, the roof is 
decayed, patched, aud perhaps hidden by a plaster ceiling; but we 
know that its timbers were wrought by the very men whoee archi
tecture we are studying; and that it ia of the utmoet value as an 
original specimen of their work. The floor, it ia true, ie sunken, 
worn, and patched with brick; but it contains the half-effaced 

· memorials ofthoee who lived while the chu1cb was new, and when 
parts of it were being built; and in certain corners remain the 
ancient en caustic tiles. The windows again are filled with patched 
and irregular glazing; but in the heads of the lighta are remnants 
of the etainedJlasR which once filled the whole. The bells are 
perhaps crack ; yet on them you will find the beautiful fretted 
border, and the pious, though it may be enperstitioue, legend. 

And what is the state of a restored church 1 The external 
stonework is in ~ood repair, but the antiquity of its details ia 
dubious. The wmdow1< are of nice chronological accordance, but 
they fail to tell the church's history. The internal etonewo1·k 
has thrown otf ita coating of whitewash, but it has been re
worked, and all the toolmarke of the old masons scraped off' by 
the unpitying drag, or chipped away l\Jld replaced by modern 
toolings; the plastering is done to perfection, but it projects in 
strange unnatural notcbings round the stone dressings, and has re
placed what w11:1 a storehouse l)f the relics of old decorative paint
mg; the roofs are of sound oak, or display all 'be emo.rtness of 
stain and varnish, but the old timber-work we valued ie gone, 
and what now appears ie not even like it. The floor ie, perhaps, 
of the uniform neatnees of a Staffordshire farmer's kitchen, or, it 
may be, displays all the glories of encauetio tile; but the memo

-J"ials of the dead 4o.ve perished, and the works of Mr. Minton (to 
which they have tu.llen victims, have scornfully ousted those of 
his teachers, while the local patterns of old times have given way 
t.o those which one now finds stereotyped from one end of the 
country to the other. The windows are nicely glazed with cathe
dral glaes, and some of them with stained glasR of reasonable 
merit, but the one has thrust out the fragments of ancient glasR
painting, while the other has scorned all endeavour to follow out 
and take example from their designs. The belle have been 
capitally reca11t by Mears and Warner, and their tones are, no 
doubt, musical; but if you go up to look at them, you find the 
ancient fretted border replaced by some vulgar beadings, and the 
pious and be!lutifully lettered legend by the names of the founders 
and the churchwardens, in lettering which would do honour to a 
haberdasher's shop front. 

Thie is a fair statement of an average church restoration; but 
there are many worse, as well as many better cases. The grea' ma
jority, I grieve to say, are very far worse. We find in some of them 
reckless and often ignorant and eeneelese destruction of old work, 
united with an intense want of feeling in all that ie done anew; 
so that the church has become equally sickening from what it has 
lost and what it hae gained. In others, again, we find an utter 
blank of intereat--a church reduced to a state of unredeemed 
lukewarmnesa. I have recently been especially struck, in making 
a Ettie t.our, with the prevalence of thie last-named type among 
restored churches: a nauseating blank,-neither anything inter
esting left, nor anything good introduced; and yet I was self
condemued o.t considering that the process, viewed as a whole, 
was much the 1111.me as that we are all in the habit of applying to 
our restorations, the chief difference lying in the degree of co1111er
vative feeling and of artistic skill with which it i11 applied. My 
great perplexity ia to decide whether our entire system should be 
reconsidered and altered, or whether the whole que&tion ia one of 
details and of individual casee, each to be decided on ita own 
merita. 

Now let us consider for a momentwhatlhou/d be the beau-ideal 
of a restored church. 

First of all, we have all its structural ·dilapidations so far 
repaired as to eecure it against actual danger, and to insure 
its stability. The external stonework would be so far repaired 
ae is neces1111.ry to bring out the architectural forms where ee
riously decayed and mutilated, and to render the structure of 
the walls sound and durable. Thie would be done, not on & 

wholesale principle such as could be described in a specification, 

but in a tentative and gradual ma11ner: first replaeiDg the Btonee 
which are entirely decayed, and rather feeling one's way, and try
ing how little will do, than going on any bold syatem. Every 
new atone will tbue be a perfect tranecript of that which it r&

placee, and thie will, aa far as poeaible, extend to .ita dimensions 
and the mode of workmanship; for there ie a character even in 
the proportions of ashlar etonee,-etill more in the mode of work
ing them. Where a part ia wholly or in any great degree want
ing, it ia questionable whether it would be supplied beyond the 
extent of existing evidence; when later features have been in
terpolated, it is yet more questionable whether they would be 
removed: euch questions muet depend upon circumatauoee, such 
as the merits of the original and the interpolation, and upon the 
question whether the latter ie in a state to demand thorough 
reparation, and whether the original features preponderate and 
give their character to the building. Such questions, too, would 
have been entered upon with a strong leaning against alteration; 
and this would show itself clearly in the result. 

The interior would, it is tru~, be divested of its wbitewuh; 
but where this would not come off by fair means it will be more 
or 1888 left on, for a little diaoolouration of the stone ia of in
finitely lees moment than the obliteration of the ancient tooling, 
so that in cleaning it no bard t.ool must ever be brought to bear 
upon its surface. Where the stonework had been coloured or 
decorated in distemper, the traces of this would be preserved with 
a loving care, no matter bow indistinct or fragmentary they may 
be. 

The plastering may to some extent be renewed; but wherever 
the old colouring could be preserved portions of the plastering 
would be left, and the new would be, like the old, tl•in, and not 
projecting beyond the stone dressings. The roofs, if ancient, will 
have been studiously repaired, so as to preserve every fragment 
which can be made t.o do its duty, even though the roofa may not 
be of the original date or pitch. 

The floor, though leYelled and made free from damp, will retain all 
its monumental slabs in their true places, and the remainder will 
be made in a great degree subordinate to them, and of the mate
rial which, so far as can be ascertained, was before u11ed, whether 
stone or tile. If old encaustio tiles remain, they will receive all 
due honour and protection, and new ones will be founded on their 
patterns. 

The seating will probably be the carrying out of such part.a of 
the old seating as may have remained, all old screens, &c. &c. 
being carefully preserved, and that in their own proper places. 
Where ancient features, as niches, &c., have been ruthlesely de
stroyed, they will have been carefully traced out, and either ex
poeed to view and left t.o speak for themselves, or, if sufficient 
traces are left. and fragmenta found (which ia often the case) to 
warrant it, they will have been studioualy and with religious 
accuracy restored to their original forms, no old part. being dis
turbed, and every old fragment worked in. 

The fragments of old stained glasR would retain each ita own 
place, and if new glaes be introduoed where such remains exist, 
it will be made to carry out the design which they suggest. In a 
word, the old church will, by a studious and tentative proceaa, 
have been brought into a seemly state without any 1UDartenin~ up 
of old weather-beaten surfaces, and without any loss of ancient 
or traditional character; while in euch fitt.in~ or necessary fea
tures as there was no ancient guide for, it will be felt that tho 
restorer united the ability to carry out the spirit of the old work 
with a desire to limit himself to the amallest poesible sphere ill 
the exercise of it. 

Thia aeems the true ideal; but, as I have before aaid, it is by 
no means easy, and often impossible, to realise it. The extent 
and intensity of the decay of the materials, the shattered con
dition af the walls, the eitent of barbarous mutilations, aud the 
neoeesity for enlargement or other practical allerations to mBBt 
present wants, all militate more or less against it; yet ibe ideal 
suggests the apirit in which the work ought to he undertaken, 
even when it can only be partially attained; and I fear that it ill 
not by any means the spirit with which such works really are 
undertaken. On the contrary, ~t eeeme as if many promoters of 
restoration, aud thoee they employ, laid themselves out to destroy 

. interesting features, even when a general reatoration is not car
ried out. I paseed the other day through a village (Edenbridge, 
in Keut) where a few years before I had sketched a window of 
fP'Bat peculiarity, such as I nad only seen one other inst&uce of; 
it was one whose tracery was arranged eepecially to give soope to 
a cruoltUion in the stained glass. I went to look a~ it agaia, 
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,,hen, to my dismay, I found that it bad been singled out from 
among all the windows in the cbUJ'Cb for de.truction, and a 
window of the vulgarest form subatituted. Again, in a church 
aear Reading there were many beautiful rt!maina of painted gla11 
ol the ~nning of the fourteenth century, in the heads of the 
window IiRhts, which I took much trouble to get tracings of. 
The cburcli wna "restored," and they all disappeared. 

The noble church of Oley-upon-Sea, in Norfolk, had. when I 
- ii three or four years back, an original roof of the fourteenth 
CIBDtuJ'y; certainly much decayt>d. It baa now, I hear, been re
placed by one of the meaneet and most contemptible kind, not 
haring the smallest reference to its ancient type. Wherever old 
freacoes are found, the clergy set tbemaelvee eepecially against 
ihem. In a church I WIUI myself engaged upon in Cheehire, the 
wh'>le walls were found covered with large figures and other deco
n\ions of a moat interesting character. Their destruction was 
decrM<l. I interfered, and threatened the builder's foreman with 
diamiaal if be carried ont the sentence; bot they cleverly al
lowed the question to go by default, and let them be destroyed b,. 
exposure to rain, while the roof was uncovered. Io another place, 
the gentleman who paid for the restoration set himself earne11tly to 
preaerve a mOBt remarkable freaco; but, while bis back was 
\urned, a workman, supposed to be bribed byanother parishioner, 
chiaelled it off. Even at Eton College, where the walls above the 
ltalla were found to be covered with two ranges of oil-paintings, 
in the manner of the Flemish school of the fifteenth century, the 
Fellows of the college had one whole range chiselled off from each 
aide of the chapel, IUld the 1•ther range concealed by canopies 
which blMi never existed on the old stalls. This act of Vandalism 
I 11&w myself being perpetrated. And so it is all thrnugh the 
country; the moat interesting features of our old churches are 
beinst weeded out through the carelessn888, the prejudiCl!I, or tht! 
delibeJ-ate barbarism of those who have to do with them. Nor 
can the architect in all inat.ances prevent this. I have now a 
church in hand where, an enlargement being neceB1&ry, I bad 
arranged it with special reference to preserving a curious frag
men\ of extreme antiquity; but the builder, who could not con
ceive why llO scrubby a bit should be retained, took it down, a.sit
ing no queetioDB, and, in spite of my earnest remonstrance, has 
gone on finding one bit after another of old work to be to\l 
far gone for retention, and has let the old wall-painting, for which 
\he church was celebrated, perish from exposure; indeed, having 
DO clerk of the works, I was obliged to threaten the builder with 
extreme severity to induce him to spare anything at all. The 
fact is, that unless one is always at the epot, or has there a repre
-taiive imbued with ihe right feeliug, there ie little chance for 
a building when once any portion baa to he rebuilt; and some
times, I fear, when the architect is on the epot, he does much the 
same thing, and perhaps even avails himself of his proximity to 
press with the greater success bis anti-conservative suggestions 
and argument&. I will heN offer a few euggestion1 which may 
possibly be of some utility. 

1. 1 have found it in some degree useful to have a code of rules 
and enzgeetiona drawn out and lithographed, for the guidance of 
elerlts of the worlts and builders who are engaged in restorations. 
I take the liberty of laying one of these papers on the table, but 
will mention that they are of little nae, unle88 constantly prelled 
penonally upon the attention of the parties concerned. 

2. The great enemies to careful restoration are contracts. The 
beat course would be to carry them out by day-work, feeling one's 
way in the most timid and careful manner, and always striving 
to do as little as is practicable. When contracts are neceeaary, a 
lleries of 11mall contra-:ts is better than one rneral one. 

3. I~ ie highly desirable to avoid uncovenng a roof all at once. 
When re-r:?:J or re-covering the roofs is neceaaary, it IS beet 
Ml do it in parts, and keep the rain out by temporary e.1pe
dients aa you go on. 

4. It is oft.en the cue that the exterior of window tracery is 
hopel-1y destroyed, while the internal half remains sound. In 
111ch CIMM!8 I hold the proper course to be the renewal of the outer 
half alone, attaching the new work by plugs and cement. We 
thus retain one-half in its original form, and insure the correct
n- of the other half. 

6. Patching and piecing, if done carefully, are infinitely pre: 
&rable to more wholesale renewal. The various cements which 
,,e have at our command enable ue to introduoe the smallest 
piecee into decayed or mutilated mouldings, which was formerly 
impractlcable. Where the injury, however, is unimportant, it is 
~ k> leave it antouchec.L 

6. Never trust a clerk of the works or any unpractised hand, \o 
obtain the sections of mouldings, or the forms of other features to 
be restored. It is often difficult enough to per80DI whose era 
and whose instincts have been sharpened by the habit of studymg 
ancient features through a long series of years; to those who have 
bad no such advantage, it ia simply impouible, and one need not 
be astonished to find them, even with nearly perfect copie1 before 
them, producing forms scarcely resembling the original at alL I 
have often known them, even when they have paaaed a Mw-curf 
(aooording to their somewhat barbarous c111tom) through a mould
ing, and ruled oil" its section, produce a result totally at variance 
with the old moulding. 

7. Where an ancient feature has been destroyed, never attempt 
its restoration till the parts round where the original existed have 
been thoroughly opened out and explored, and, where pouible, 
in your own presence. Old fragments are in such cases nearl.Y 
always diecovered, and usually in great abundance and nearthell' 
proper sites. 

Th ua, fragments of a destroyed window are usually found in the 
wall which blocks up or surrounds the old opening. Blocked up 
niches, aediliie, or piacin&l, commonly contain each their own 
debrU. Often, however, these are not quite sufficient to perfect a 
design, and the skill of the architect is taxed to the very utmost 
to judge what the rest would be. This resembles ibe labours of 
the pallllOntologiat, who reconstructs the skeleton and the animal 
from a few broken bones; and, as in hie case, the work is impo.
sible to anr but one thoroughly acquainted with his subject. 

Thia is, mdeed, a most important branch of the subject, and is 
b7 far the moat interesting and cheering phase in restoration. In 
the hand1t of an experienced and painstaking restorer, it oft.en 
happens that a design which bad been almost utterly lost is in a 
very great measure recovered; but this can only be done by long 
and patient 1iudy of the fragments discovered; and the work 
should be indefinitely postponed, until these can be thoroughly 
exolort>d and thor:ougbly studied. Too much stress cannot possi
bly be laid upon this. It ia the very pith and marrow of restora
tion .. If neglected it is destructive io the work, though if carried 
out fnlly it is the great redeeming fact which compensatel for 
many of the annoyances which restoration involve. 

In eucb caaea all the fragments which can be by any means 
grafted into the restored work, ebonld be brought i,n at whatever 
eo&t. In difficult cases let the architect stick to it bard and fRBt, 
until hie difficulty ie solved; and let biw set as lightly as possible 
by ihe conjectural theories which, one by one, occur to him, for 
he may almost depend upon it that they are wrong. With the 
single exception of Profe&BOr Willie, I never met with a man 
who could make gueeaea on which a moment's reliance could be 
placed. He does eo simply because he has a wonderful intuitive 
power of putting together evidence in hie mind, which few poe
lleBll, and still more becan1e be never makes a gueB& until be bas 
collected and thoronghly weighed his evidence. He hae swarms 
of imitators whose practice ia the very reverse. To begin with, 
they only half understand their subject, and they build upon thie 
defective foundation a superstructure of gueBBel running ahead of 
the evidence, and adhered to religiously aft.er proof has been found 
of their fallacy. 

To those who have not such intuitive perceptioDB, the only 
course is not to gueea at al~ or to set so loosely by your theoriee, 
that they may, one by one, go to ihe winds without a moment's 
regret, as fast as adverse evidence presents itself. I remember 
once investigating the design of a very much altered and mut.ilated 
window, wheu, after constructing a moet satisfactory theory, a 
little bit of evidence turned up, which not only let it all down 
with a run, but involved the whole question ia new obscurity. 
An excellent young aaaiit.an~ who was with me, exclaimed, in a 
fit of impatient vexation, that he wished to goodneM we had not 
found that nasty feature, for it had spoiled all our work. I 
replied, "Never regret evidence, however vexatious; for depend 
upon it, it must lead to a right eoncluaion, or, at leaet, prevent 
wrong on~11." However, I could not at the time eee my way 
through it; but eome time afterwards, while away, a new thought 
occurred, and I went back and told my aaaistant, that if, on cut
ting into the wall at a certain point, he found a certain feature, I 
could unravel the whole mystery. Thie was searched for, and 
found, and the whole of the evidence at once fell into its place; 
and the only remaining wonder was, how we could have been 80 

11tupid as not to think of 80 ubvioua a thing before. At other 
iimea, however, the result is so completely different from what we 
could possibly have anticipated, ihat one's wonder rather is, how 
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one could have ever been so conceited as to venture upon any 
conjecturea at all. · 

Nothing can be more delightful and instructive than this class 
of investigation. One sometimes finds objects of the greatest 
interest, and unfolds designs of the greatest beauty and originality, 
of which not a trace was before visible. Were it not for this, the 
work of restoration would be almost unmitigatedly painful, from 
having constantly to meddle with and to replace genuine but 
hopelessly decayed work: these discoveries, however, and the 
beauties they unfold, afford a delightful and consolatory com· 
pensation. , 

How doubly distressing, th1m, is it to see evidence of this kind 
discovered, but ignored and destroyed, without oue hiut being 
taken from them, as is too often the case! 

After animadverting, however, upon our own misdeeds, I 
think I may be excused in speakingsomewhat plainly as to the fear
fol loss of autheutic work of the most precious, indeed of the most 
inutimable, value, which is going on throughout the length and 
breadth cf that country which boasts itself to have been the birth
place of Pointed architecture; and where, if that high claim can 
be established, it follows, as a nece88al'Y consequence, that every 
original fragment, and e'f'ery authentic detail, or-more correctly 
speaking-~be originality and ihe autheuticity of every fragment 
and every detail, should be guarded with a jealousy proportioned 
to their value as the most trustworthy and the most genuine illus
trations of the rise and development of that wonderful style of art. 

It is perfectly inexplicable to me, how the very same persons 
can at one time briug cogent arguments to prove that their country 
was the nursing mother ofMedireval art, and at the next should 
deliberately, and without necessity, take down from her noblest 
architectural monuments original details of the most exquisite 
description which imagination can picture, and which hnve suffered 
comparatively little from time, and replace them by modern 
copies. Yet this is the course of proceeding going on from one end 
of France to the other-and that, not by one architect in particular, 
but, in a greater or less. degree, by all ~he architects who are 
engaged in the restoration of the ancient monuments of Fran.ce. 

In that country we have to applaud the generosity of the Go
vernment in undertaking on so munificent a scale the restoration 
of its ancient architectural remains. We huve not, as sometimes 
with ourselves, to lament the employment of persons of dubious 
capability; for the works are generally in the bands of men of 
the greatest eminence, and of undoubted skill and knowledgfl: 
nor have we to complain of any want of artistic power in the 
carrying out of the works; for in this we must acknowledge our
selves to be in many cases surpMBed. What we have to lament, 
to deprecate, and to protest against ia, that inexplicable absence 
of appreciation of the value of the authenticity and of the ac.tuul 
bond fide genuineness of old work, which leads them to reject 
without scruple or remorse the most charming original work for 
some mere trifling defect, and to feel perfectly satisfied with a 
copy which, however skilful, must be lifeless from the very fact 
of its being a copy; and which, even if as good as the original, 
must be utterly devoid of the interest and historical value which 
attaches to it. The extent to which this feeling, and the course 
which results from it, extends itself is as lamentable as it is in· 
explicable, and absolutely threatens to replace half of the ancient 
monuments of the country by mere copies of them. Tn1e it is 
that these copies are admirable in execution, and careful and 
studious in their correctness; but who cares for a copy if he can 
get the original 1 or who will ever look at the details of the 
French cathedrals as exponents of M edireval art when they know 
them to have been executed in the nineteenth century1 And it 
is not the examples of Puiuted architecture alone which are being 
tbu!I tampered with, but even the curious Byzantine remains in 
Southern France, and the Classic monuments at Nismes. When 
I was preparing, some time since, a lecture for the Royal Aca
demy on the rise of Pointed Architecture, I had a great desire to 
see a drawing of any capitals which might exist at Perigueux; 
and, on making inquiry of a friend who had just been there, he 
said, " Ob ! I could have got you one if I had known, for the old 
ones were lying about among the old materials." One hears a 
story of an American who, afte1· looking at the new works always 
going on at the Colosseum, remarked with very just irony," It'll 
be a very fine building when it's finished.'' And I learn from 
our excellent secretary, Mr. Lewis, that the very same thing is 
going on now at the Amphitheatre at Nismes ! 

Even Carcassonne, so famous and so interesting as a city, almost 
deserted before the close of the Middle Agee, and consequently a 

wonderful genuine specimen of a Medimval city1 is, as I le&l'll from 
Mr. Lewis, being renewed and made into a (no doubt very learned) 
model of that of which it was the dilapidated original I 

A visit to the Hotel Clnny affords a practical commentary upon 
this system of restoration by renewal. We see there capita.la 
from the Sainte Chapelle of IUl exquisite subtlety of conception 
and sculpture, such as to bid defiance to any one who would 
think of transferring their spirit to a copy; and yet thrown aside 
and laid on the grass-plot, in all weathers, though to the casual 
observer almost as perfect as if new: one sees there the real angels 
whose counterfeits blow the trumpets of the Resurrection over 
the great portal of Notre Dame: one sees the central pillar or 
one uf the same portals looking nearly as well-conditioned as its 
modern supplanter: one sees also baluster11 from the parapeta oC 
the Sainte Chapelle as good as new; and many other exquisite 
details rejected from the restored edifioea, one knows not why. 
The stoneyards near many cathedrals tell the same story; indeed, 
wherever a great restoration is going on, yon may see the gen nine 
wd details, often scarcely corroded by time, lying in rejected and 
neglected heaps hard by. 

Now let me ask, in the name of good sense and good feeling, 
why the great learning, skill, and judgment of the often illustri
ous architect to these works is not rather directed to the conser
vation in aitu of every fragment of the noble architecture which 
they understand so thoroughly, rather than to ita snpplantment 
to make way for mere copies, which, however admirable, possesa 
no real value as genuine exponents of the style1 IC they would 
take the contrary course, I can aver without fear of contradiction, 
from the talent and learning they display, that their works would 
be worthy objects of the pride of their own countrymen and or 
the gratitude and admiration of every lover of Medireval art, in
stead of being, as now, causes of regret and disappointment to am 
But, it may be asked, what business is this of oura1 Why do we 
not correct our own errors, and leave architects of other countries 
to do as they like1 I reply, that the French architect and art
bistorians, by showing (whether we fully admit it or no) that 
theirs is the mother country of Gothic architecture, have thereby 
made its production the property of Europe and of the world; 
and that, on their own showing, all lovers of Gothic architecture 
have an almost equal claim upon them for their authenticity and 
their conservation. 

I have dwelt so long upon the principal heads of my subject 
that I mu11t but slightly touch upon that which remains: I mean 
the preservation of the miscellaneous remnants of antiqnity which 
form my third class. 

These are, more than any other, subjected to the constant in
roads of Vandalism. Even the reverend conservators of our cathe· 
drals care little for the fragmentary remains by which they are sur
ronndeJ; and often rather wonder at the weakneas of those who 
lift up their voices in their favour. The very BRme men who take 
an enlightened interest in the preservation of every portion of the 
church, cannot be brought to care about the eqnally. interesting 
though simpler structures, whose vestiges are intermingled with 
their own residentiary houses; and would have no scruple in 
destroying the moat interesting antiquities to provide for some 
passing matter of convenience. 

At Worcester it is only a few months since the ancient Guesten 
Hall was threatened with destruction. At Ely the huge Abbey 
Barn was destroyed only a few years back; and nearly everywhere 
the &&me spirit may be found to be at work. It is the duty of an 
Institute like this to protest against it, as they have lately to their 
honour done in several kindred cases. 

One can hardly expect better things of a town council, when 
chapters of cathedrals set the example; l>ut one must, in J>&8ai!ig, 
protest against the deliberate barbarism which has within a few 
years destroyed the curious old town-halls of Hereford and Leo
minster. 

Our country villages, and the country itself, are full of small 
fragments of ancient architecture, often not of very early date, but 
of most valuable character, and which are every day threatened 
by the hand of innovation. I refer not only to works of high an
tiquity, but to timber houses, old brick (or other) chimney shafts, 
old gable-houses of stone or brick, and a thousand other fragme°:ts 
of old buildings, whicli. add so mucla to the character of our vil· 
!ages, &c., and are also so suggestive for rural architecture. These 
ought to be jealously preserved and watehed by those who have 
it in their power to do so. Village and churchyard oroues, the 
remains of old domestic architecture in our towns and cities, old 
manor-hon&eR, hospitals, schools, colleges, &o. &c., and a tbollSlllld ( 

( 
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oiher cluaea of building, demand equal care; and, laBt of all, I 
would mention old bridgu, which are far more numerous than one 
would auppoae, and which are less seen than moat claaeea of anti
quities, from the fact that we paae °""• and therefore cannot get a 
'fiew of them. Tbeae have very frequently been preserved intact 
on one aide, and widened on the other: a proceas one cannot object 
to, u the roadway which they provide is usually too narrow for 
our present ueea.. Though not ~t engineering works, they have 
a noble character, and oocaaionally attain to considerable apan
u in the caae of one at Durham, which approaches 100 feet. 
A.musingly enough, a modern engineer, in widening it by an arch 
of the aame span, baa failed in making his work stand BO well as 
the old one. 

I have however made my paper far too long, and must sum up 
brielly, as follows:-

!. Our old architectural monument.a are of the utmost value and 
intereat t.o us as Englishmen and aa architects; antl their conae1"Va-
iion ia a matter of vital importance. · 

IL What with neglect, Vandalism, natural decay, and ill-judged 
nJBtorationa, the existence, the integrity, or authenticity of these 
invaluable remains ia threatened from all aides; and fearful in
roads upon them are every year being made. 

And finally, it ia the paramount duty of an institution such as 
oura-the only one of a permaneut character by which architec
ture is repreeented-to t.ake the initiative in laying down, in con
junction with other architectural and antiquarian societies, a code 
of rules for the treatment of buildings requiring restoration; 
and to take such meaaurea as their united wisdom may suggest to 
.promote the true, faithful and authentic conservation of these 
monument.a and remains. 

In ooncluaion then, I beg to propose that a standing committee 
be appointed for this purpose; antl that they be empowered to act 
in conjunction and to communicate with other eocic!ties, with a 
view to aecure their co-operation in carrying out this moat impor
tant object. 

THE STATICS OF BRIDGES.* 

IIl.-Th1 Suapeuion Chain. 
THE chain nnd the arch have BO much in common, that the 

study of either furnishes considerable light as to the properties of 
the other. Yet they present such marked points of difference that 
each must be separately examined. A comparison of results will 
ahow that the law of equilibrium is 111111entially the same in the 
t~o cases. and that the distinction lies in the mc>de of it.II opera
tion; the reaction of the arch arising from compression, and that of 
ihe chain from tension. 
If the true Line of Pressure of a wrought-iron arch-girder were 

determined-by a process which we have not yet brought for
ward; and if the girder were then turned upside down and em
ployed as a tension rib, the same Line of Pressure (inverted) 
wowd apply, and all the forces of reaction and transverse strain 
"!ould re~ain! ch~ged in quality, but nearly unaltered in inten
~ty and di.etribuLion. Here we have only to convert compression 
mto tension, or flice 01T1t1, and the investigation of the one case 
applies equally well to the other. 
~at in co.mparing an o.rdinal'}'. arch with an ordinary suspension 

chain there IS another pornt of difference. The chain p088eseee the 
property of perfect flexibility; or (since even a girder is flexible) we 
111ay rather say that the ch&in is altogether devoid of rigidity. 
To the arch, on the other hand, more or leas rigidity is essenttal. 

Tension leads the chain into the form adapted to the load, an.I 
QU!el it~ IM'.ttle in a poeition of stable equilibrium. Were the 
!<*ied chain mverted, so as to stand as an arch, the form remain-
10g unchanged, equilibrium would still exist, but it would now be 
instable instead of stable. An arch must therefore poasese 
~dity! since without this the compressive forces would at once 
cnpple 1t. It would be neither capable of adjusting itself to the 
eu"e of equilibrium, nor even of maintaimng itself in such a 
curve under the slightest disturbance. Permanence of form 
~~ by rigidity, becomes therefore necessary in the arch; and 
1ta Line of Pressure is a purely theoretical curve, rather goverued 
by than governing the constant and determinate form of the struc
tore. .1:0 the com~on su~pension cha!n, on the other h!Uld, 
lllulability of form IS eB1ent1al, all that IS needed being simply 
to leave the ch&in free to adjust itself; and the Line of Pressure 

• Oolltbaucl ~ N' w, Toi. nl'f. 

becomes no longer a mere theory, but the actual outline of the 
structure for the time being. 

The study of the catena1y is in this respect leBB ilieal and more 
tangible than that of the arch. Hut although thus in a general 
way simpler to apprehend, it is beset with two p11culiar difficulties 
of detail. The first, that we have to consider the length as weJI 
as the form of the chain. The Sl!COnd, that a disfigurement of the 
curve alters to some degree the distribution of the foad. Neither 
ohhese difficulties attend the investigation of arches, becRuae in 
them the form of the structure is conatan\ and perfectly distinct 
from that of the Line of Pressure. 

These remarks will make it apparent why the chain demands a 
separate and special investigation. Upon this we now propose to 
enter, keeping the line of argument parallel, as far as practicable, 
with that made use of when discuasing the arch. And this even 
at the risk of some seeming repetition. 

It hu been seen in a previous section that if as in Fig. 6 (vol. 
xxiv. page 6J) a weight W be suspended from the junction of two 
bars or links, as AB and BE, opposite momenta will be induced 
in the links, the tendency of which is to part the links at B and 
to draw in the pien P, Q. Equilibrium can only result when this 
tendency is effectually resisted. The 1-esiatance or reaction 
causes horizontal strains at A, B, aud E, which are accompanied 
with a tensile atraiu on the links. 

The link BE being free to turn at Band E, the tension must 
be in the direction of it.a length BE; and (neglecting the wei1tht of 
the link itself) the tensions at Band E must be equal: both these 
suppositions being essential to the equilibrium which ia aaaumed 
to e:r.iat. 

Resolve the tension at B into RB horizontal and ER vertical: 
then ER must be equal to that portion of the weight W which 
derives its support from BE; again, the reaction of the pier at Eis 
equal to this tension and in an opposite direction, and resolvable 
into BR horizontal and RE vertical. 

There are thus acting at the points B and Ea couple of vertical 
pressurea and a couple of horizontal pressures. The vertical pl't'&
aures have a leverage proportional to BR, and are each equal in 
amount to RE. Their movement (measured by BR X RE), is 
the movement resulting from the action of the portion of the 
weight W which derives its support from E tend'ing to depreaa 
the link BE. The horizontAl preBBures produce a moment of 
reaction also measured by BR X RE, the leverage being pro
portional to RE, and the amount of each presaure being equal 
to BR. 

By treating the pressures operating on the link AB in a similar 
way, it will be eeen, that the horizontal strain at A is equal to that 
at B, and consequently equal to that at C. In other words, the 
horizontal strain is everywhere the same. And the amount of 
this horizontal strain must be such as to give a moment of reac
tion for either link oppoait.eandequal to the momentinduoed in it 
by the load. 

These two principles, namely that the horizontal tenaion is 
everywhere the same, and that the moments of reaction are equal 
to the movements of the load, are of universal application, and 
govern the equilibrium of an assemblage of links, or of a chain, as 
well aa thn.t of the simple arrangement that baa just been ex
amined. Thia may be shown in more detail, aa follows. 

In Fig. 28 a set of links, l 21 2 3, 3 4, and 4 5, are shown, hang
ing from the piers A and B, and connected with these piers and 

F10. 28. 
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with each other by pins round which they may turn freely; 
weights,* w" co37 and co,, being hung from the pins 2, 3, and': the 
links are supposed to have settled in the position of equilibrium. 

This being the case, the tension of each link mast be in the 
direction of its own length. And since equilibrium exiata in every 
part of the system, the pressures acting on the pin 2 must be in 
equilibrium. Theee pressures are three, namely, the oppoaing 
tensions of the links 2 3 and 21, and the vertical preaaure of the 
weightco1• 

• In th!• cue the lint. are 11Uppoecd oilber aa h&T!Dg DO weJ&ht, or u haTIDg I.heir 
welch• IDCladed iD ........ and ... . 
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These pressnrea most therefore be as the Rides of the triangle 
1 2 O, of which the sides 2 0 and 0 1 are parallel to the links 2 3 
and 2 I, and the remaining aide I 2 is vertical and of a length 
representing the weight '°r The leogths 2 0 and O 1 will there
fore measure the action and reaction corresponding with the 
tensions of the links 2 3 and 2 1. In other words, the reaction of 
the link 2 1 is equal and oppasite to the resultant of the action of 
the weight '°t and the ten.'1100 of the link 2 3. Again, the pin 3 
most be in eqnilibrium nnder the three prt>esures arising from 
the tensions of the links 3 2 and 3 4 and the action of the weight 
tn:r These three pressures must therefore be as the sides of a 
triangle drawn parallel to their directions. One side of this 
triangle we have already, for the reaction of the link 3 2 on the 
pin 3 must be equal and opposite to it.a actiou on the pin 2, and 
must therefore be represented in magnitude and direction by the 
line 0 2. The other two sides are found by drawing 3 0 through 0 
parallel to the link 3 4, and producing the vertical line 1 2 to 
intersect 0 3 in 3. 2 3 0 will then be the triangle of pressures: 
the tension of the link 3 4 will be measured by the side 3 O, and the 
weight to3 by the side 2 3. 

In the same way, if the line 4 0 be drawn parRnel to 4 6, meeting 
the vertical line l ll 3, produced in 4, 3 4 will represent the weight 
to4, and 4 0 the ten11ion of the link 4 6. 

This diagram makes it clear that the horizontal strain is every
where the same; ainoe the horizontal strain on any link is equal 
to that on the adj11.Cent links. For instance, the tension of the 
link 21 is measured by the line 0 1, equal and opposite to the 
resultant of the tension of 2 3 with the vertical pressure to2• The 
tensions of 21 and 2 3 must therefore huve the 111U11e horizontal 
element, thp only difference being in the vertical element, which 
(for 2 3) is 10creased by the weight w .. 

Draw the horizontal line OH. OH will repre!lt'nt the constant 
horizontal strain. 1 0 meaaures the action of the link 1 2 on the 
pier A, and is resolvable into lH (the portion of load borne by 
this pier) and HO (the horizontal strain); O 4 measures the action 
of the link 6 4 on the pier B, composed of H4 (the portion of load 
borne by B) and OH (the horizontal &train.) The resultant of 
the reactions of the two piers is therefore 4 1, equal and opp<>Jite 
to the downward pressure of the loRd . 

.Resolving 0 2 into OH and H2, and 3 0 into HO and 3H, it will 
be seen that the weight to3 (= 2 3 in the diagram of preesures), 
at the lowest point, is supported partly by the vertical action H2 
of the link 3 2, and partly by the vertical action 3H of the link 
34. 

The diagram of pressures proves that the strain on each link is 
the resultant of the whole weight supported by it (measured 
from H where the load divides) and the horizontal atrain. 

The portion of load supported from the pier A and carried 
by the links 1 2 and 2 3 has a downward moment about A, which 
is counteracted, as was seen in the simple case of the two links in 
Fig. 6, by the resistance of the links to extension and the 
horizontal reaction of the pier. It is this which causes the hori
zontal atrain. The horizontal strain most therefore be just suf
ficient to give a moment of reaction equal to the moment of the 
portion of load hanging from A. 

This moment of reaction is equal to the horizontal strain HO 
multiplied by the leverage or rise from 3 to 1, which is the same 
as the line 3c in Fig. 29. 
If therefore 1 ii. iii. iv. 6 
in Fig. 29 be the curve of 
moments, Hu X 3c must 
be equ& to iii. c. 

A,ltain, since 1 2 is in 
eqoillbrium, the reaction
ary ruoment of this link 
mast be equal to the mo
ment of the correspond
ing portion of the load. 
This reactionary moment 

FIG. 29. 

is equal to HO multiplied into the leverage 2b. Therefore HO X 
2h must be eriual to ii. b. Io the same way it may be shown 
that HO X 4d must be equal to iv. d. 

In fine, the ordinates of the curve of equilibrium are propor-
tional to the ordinates of the curve of momenta, the constant pro
portion determining the amount of horizontal strain. 

The aimplicity of this result is due to the constancy of the hori
zontal strain. The strain on every link being resolvable into the 
weight supported and the horizontal strain, the former enters into 
the moment of action of the load (u found by the process given 

in Section I.), leaving the latter alone to enter into the moment of 
reaction. 

The equilibrium of a loaded chain depends on the same princi
ples aa the equilibrium of an aaeem.blaite of links such aa shown 
10 Fig. 28. The number of links may l>e conceived to be indefi
nitely increa.aed, and the length of each link indefinitely reduced, 
the weights '°2' '°3' and to4 being correspondingly divided and 
distributed, until the curve of moments, instead of conaisting of a 
few straight lines, becomes as nearly aa possible a curve in the 
usual sense of the wonl: but it will atill hold good that the ordi
nates of the curve of the chain are proportional to those of the 
curve of moments, and that the horizontal tension is everywhere 
equal. 

Take for instance a loaded chain or cord AQPB (Fig. 30), and 
let AqpB be the curve of moments of the load. Take any two 
points (as Q and P) in the chain, and let VQ and VP be the direc
tions of tension at Q and P. Let W be the load distributed over 
the chain from Q to P, the centre of gravity of W being IOm&
where in the vertical line GV. 

The portion of chain QP ia then in equilibrium under the fol
lowing pressures:-

!. The tensions at Q and P, in the directions VQ and VP. 
II. The vertical pres&ure W, which, as it affects P and Q (with

out reference to the form assumed by the intermediate chain), 
may be considered as acting in the vertical line G V, passing 
through the centre of gravity. 

There are therefore three pressures in equilibrium, namely, the 
tensions at Q and P, and W. Their directions VQ, VP and GV 
must therefore (as drawn) meet in one point V. 

Construct the triangle POQ to the scale of weights adopted for· 
the curve of moments, having the side QP vertical and of a lengt.h 

F1a. 80. 
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representing W, and the sides PO and OQ parallel to VP and 
VQ. PO mast then be the measure of the tension at P, and OQ 
the measure of the tension at Q. 

The horizontAl elements of the tenaions at Q and P must there
fore be of equal amount, as will be seen at onoe on drawing the 
horizon~l line OH, which is the measure of horizontal pressure in 
the triMgle POQ. 

This proves that the horizontal tension at any two points in the 
chain AQPB is the same; or in other words, that the horizontal 
tension is everywhere equal. It also shows that the tension at 
any point, as at Q, is equal to the resultant of the horizontal 
tension HO and the supported weight QH. 

The same reasoning as was employed in the case of the assem
blage of links (Figs. 28 and 29), may be applied to show that HO 
X Qn (the ordinate of Q) is equal to qn (the corresponding 
ordinate of the carve of moments): that HO X Pm ia equal to pm; 
and generally, that the ordinates of the curve of equHibriam 
are proportional to the corresponding ordinates of the curve of 
moments. 

Draw the tangents QT and qt, forming t.he angles QTW, qtW, 
with the horizontal line. It follows from the constant proportion 
which we have shown to subsist between the ordinates of the two 
curves, that HO+tan of QTW =tan of qtW. But (from the 
known properties of the curve of moments) an of qtW is equal 
to the load supported at Q (read off on t.he vertical scale for 
weights and moments), or to QH; 

:. HO X tan QTW = QH, 
QH 

or tan QTW = HO = tan HOQ. 

Therefore, QT must be parallel to OQ, and comequently coincides 
with QV. 

In other words (what is almoet self-evident) the tension at 
any point ia in tbe direction of the tangent of the curve of the 
chain; and QTW being the inclination of this tangent to ~be 
horizon, the weight supported divided by t.he horizontal teDllOD 

gives the tangent of QTW. . 
These are the ieneral propert.iea oC the curves in which 
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loaded chains, (including in the load the weight of the chain 
itaelf;) tind their equilibrium. It is readily seen tht the cha.in 
will a.lwaya assume the proper curve, or resume it after any dis
wrbance, because the equilibrium of the ch!Liu is always stable. 
Suppose the moment of the lond supported by the portion 
AQ of the chain (Fig. 30) to preponderate, it would at once 
cause an increase of the ordina.te Qn (the l<iverage of the hori-
1antal strain), and thus increase the moment of reaction. If, on 
the other hand, the horizontal strain began to preponderate, it 
woold diminish its own leverage Qn and also increase .An, nnd 
thereby inC!'e38e the moment <!f the load. The same applies to 
any other piu-t of the chain, as QR; here Rr is the leverage of the 
horizont.al strain (being the difference of the ordinates of R and 
Q), and the moment of QR is the difference of the momenta of 
AR and AQ. 

The position of the lowest point of a chain, or the point where 
the load divides, which is also the point of greatest moment, 
parlly depends on the relative heights at which the ends of the 
chain are fixed. 

In Fig. 31, .ACB is a chain, of which the ends .A and B are on 
the same level .AB ; and C is the lowest point. Draw the verti
cal line Cn. Then the moments of reaction of AC and BC are 
equal, since each is equal to Cn x(borizontal tension). Therefore 
the moments of action must be equal, or the moment of the load sup
ported by AC must be equal to the moment of the load supported 
by BC. As soon as the centre of gra- Fig. 81. 
rity of the load is found, the position 

8 
of Cn can therefore be at once deter- ~An, 
mined. in the Mme way as if the load 
were carried by a beam. c 

A'C'B' represents a chain, of which 
the end A' is on a Wt.oer level than the 
end B', c· being the lowest point of the B' 
curve. In this case, C' has two ordi- ~,,: m ~ 
nates, C'n and C'm; C'n X (horizontal 
strain) will be the moment of reaction 
for A'C', and C'mx (horizontal strain) 
will be the moment of reaction for B'C', 
which thus exceeds the former bv the difference of level, mn, 
multiplied by the Horizontal Strain. 

The moment of the load supported by B'C' must therefore 
exceed the moment of the load supported by A'C' by an amount 
equal to mn X (Horizontal Strain). It is plain that C' must be 
nearer to A' than if A' had been on the same level with B'. This 
change of position of C', of course, quite alters the curve of mo-. 
ments. The case bears much resemblance to that of a load on·a 
girder, continuous ove1· the pier B', and having the end at A' free. 

·The altered curve of moments will, how.,ver, agree with the 
original curve in its second differential coefficients, which do not 
depend on the position of the vertex (or point of greatest mo
ment), but on the horizontal rate of loading at each poi11t. 

When the horizontal. rate of loadin'g is constant, the second 
differential coefficient being also a constant, the curve of moments 

FIG. 82. 
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Md the carve of the chain must be parabolas; since integration 
twioe performed will give for either curve the equation of a para
bola. This will be the case, whether the ends A and B are on the 
aame level or not. 

We shall now endeavour to show how to apply these prin
ciples in practice, and lay down the curve of the chains of an 

ordinary suspension-brid~e under a given distribution of load; at 
the same time determimng the constant amount of Horizontal 
Strain and the different degrees of tension at the several points. 

In Fig. 32, AOB is the curve of the chains of a suspension
bridge ol 64 feet span, the intervals between the BUSpenaion rods 
being 8 feet. It is proposed to determine this curve, the hori
zontal tension, and the strains on the links, for a uniformly dis
tributed load of 10 cwt. per foot forward. The versed sine OM is 
7 feet. 

The points of suspension A and B being on a level, and the rate 
of loading being uniform, the point of greatest moment must ~ 
in the line MO, the ordinate drawn at the half span. From th!S 
line number the ends of the links 1, 2, 3, to 4 (at A); and l',2',3', 
to 4' at B. The tot.al load ou each of the 8 foot sections of the 
platform will be 8 times 10 cwt, or 4 tons. Then compute the 
ordinates for the curve of moments in the manner already shown 
in Section I. 

MullMler far 
No. Weight. Aggregate Weight. Total Jilomenl. 

0,1 4 4 64 
1, 2 4 12 60 
2,3 4 20 48 
3,4 4 28 28 

To get the figures in the Aggrega.te Weight column for either 
half of the chain, work from zero forwards; to find the values 
of the Multipliers for Total Moment, work back towards zero 
(or towards the centre of the chain). Then, the hall interval 
being 4 feet, 4 t.imes the multiplier will be the moment ex
pressed in tons at 1 foot leverage at any required point. Thus, 
at 3, or 3', the moment is4X28; at 2, or 2', the moment is 4X48; 
at O, the moment is 4X64. The ordinates of one-half of the 
curve of moments (which is in this case symmetrical), will there
fore be 4X64, 4X60, 4X48, 4X28, and 0. Choose a convenient 
scale for moments, and bl it plot the ordinates MO, di. and d'i.', 
eii. and e'ii.', /iii. and f1ii.' (the ordinates at 4 and 4' are each 
zero;) then 4 iii. ii. i. 0 i.' ii' iii' 4' is the curve of moments. 

The ordinates MO, dl,&c. of the curve of equilibrium of the chain 
must he proportional to those of the curve of momenta. It follows, 
that if the ordinates be shifted to such horizont.al intervals as to 
transform the curve of moments into a straight line, the curve of 
equilibrium will become a straight line too. 

Take the straight line 4M4', equal (or proportional) to twice 
MO; M4 and M4' being each equal to MO, set up the ordinate 
MO equal to the greatest ordinate of the curve of moments, and 
join the points 4, O and if by the straight lines 40 and 04'. On 
4M, measurin~ from 4, mark off 4d, equal (or proportional) to 
the ordinate d1. of the curve of moments, 4e equal to eii., and 4f, 
equal to/iii. In the same way, measuring from 4', get the points 
d', e', n.nd f'. Then tpe ordinates /iii., eii., &c. drawn through 
these points to the straight lines 40 or Oif, will be equal to the 
ordinates of the same names of the curve of moments. 404' is 
therefore the curve of moments straightened out, and the curve 
of the chain becomes reduced to two straight lines on this dia
gram. 

Now we have one ordinate of the curve of the chain, namely, 
ita versed sine MO, which is 7 feet. On the central ordinate mea
sure off this length MO, and draw the straight lines 40 and 04', 
cutting the other ordinates in the points 3, 2, 1, l', 2', and 3'. 
4 O 4 will then represent the curve of equilibrium of the chain 
straightened out; and the lengths /3, e2, dl, d' 1', e' 2', and/' 3', 
transferrtld to the equi-distant ordinates on the first diagram, will 
give the true curve 4, 3, 2, 1, O, l', 2', 3', 4'. 

In the preceding proceBB, the curve of moments in the first dia
gram, and the 118.Jlle line straightened in the second diagram, have 
been given, in order to make the reason of the whole thing clear. 
In actual practice, neither the one nor the other will be plotted, 
all that is necessary being to set the ordinates in the second dia
pm at such distances as will transform the curve of equilibrium 
rnto two straight lines. This is accomplished by making the dis
tances 4M, 4d, 4e, and 4/ proportional to the numbers 64, 60, 48, 
and 28, given by the table as Multipliers for Moments. C?r, more 
simply, by making the intervals Md, tk, ef, f 4 proportional to 
the several Aggregate Weights 4, 12, 20, and 28 found in the 
third column of the table. 

It remains to determine the horizontal 1train and the tension 
of the links. 

The greatest moment is 4 X 64, or 266 tons. This moment exists 

12 
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11.t the half-span, where the ordinate of the curve of the chain is 7 
feet. The horizontal strain must accordingly be such as when mul
tiplied by 7 feet will give a momf'nt of reaction eqoal to 2.56 tons. 

Therefore, the horizontal strain is 
2~6 = 36t tons. Thia has to 

be divided between the number of chain a supporting the platform. 
If, for instance, there are two chains, one on each side of the road
way, the horizontal strain on each chain will be 18f tons. 

To find the tension of any link, draw the triangle having n. 
vertical si<le W; a horizontal side T of a length representing the 
horizontal strain; and the other side t parallel to the link in 
question. The length t will represent the tension of the link. 

If, the amount and distribution of the load being given as be
fore, the length of the chain were given instead of the versed sine, 
one or two trials would become necessary in order to determine 

FIG, 83. 
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the curve of f'quilibrium. In Fig. 33 a bridge is talten as an ex
ample, in which the loa<l, and the manner of its distribution on 
the roadway RW is given, the position of the line MO of greatest 
moment found, and the length of chain from 4 to 0 required to 
be equal to a stated length al. _ 

Take the line 4M4', setting up ordinates at 4,f, e, d, M, d', e' f', 
4', at the distances derived from the table of moments, in the same 
way as in the preceding case; the plotting of the line of moments 
being dispensed with. This position of the ordinates will have the 
effect of straightening out all the curves of equilibrium for chains 

Fig. 8'. 
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of different lengtht<, which will thus be represented in this dia
gram Ly siraigLt lines converging frow 4 and 4' to various poiuts 
in MO, or in MO produced. 

Assume for the trial the point O', and having dmwn the straight 
lines 4 3" 2" I" O' I"' 2'" 3"' 4', transfer the orJiuatesf3", e2", &c. 
to the f'qUidistant ordinRtes on tht1 elevation of the bridge, giv· 
ing a trial curve of equilibrium 4 3" 2" I" O' l"' 2"' 3'" 4'. 

Ou measuring this curve from 4 to O', it is found to be equal to 
al', differing from the fixed length al by an errorfL 

Draw the triangle alO', ha'ling for one side al, and for anothe 
side aO', equal to toe chord line 4 O'. Then by drawing the line lO 
parallel to (O' (and producing aO' if necessary), form the similar 
triangle 1110. Take the length aO thus determined as a chord to be 
swept from 4 to intersect MO in O, which will give a corrected 
versed sine MO. Transfer this versed sine to the diagram for 
straightening, and draw to the point o thus found the st~ht 
lines 4 3 2 1 O I' 2' 3' 4'. The ordinates bein_g transferred will give 
on the elevation the curve 4 3 2 I 0 I' 2' 3' 4. If the previous trial 
curve was not very far from the right length, this curve will be a 
very close approximation. The _prooess can be repeated if 
neoessary. 

In the preceding cases, the distribution of the load bas been 
supposed to be known. But sometimes this distribution will be 
so dependent upon the curve taken by the chains, that we do not 
possesa an accurate knowledge of it at the outset. Thia will be 
the case with a suspension bridge RB far as the weights of the links 
C1f the chains (supposed to be included in the load) are cefnsidered. 
It is more appreciably shown in the cntenary, or curve in which 
a chain hangs by its own weight alone; or in such a system of linka 
of fixed lengths, weighted at their ends, as Fig. 28 exhibits. 

To take an instance. It is required to find the curve of equili
brium for a chain between the points A and B (Fig. 34) with a 
versed sine equal to MO; the chain being of uniform weight. 

The first step is to construct the diascram A1 _ Bb01 for a 
straightened line of equilibrium with a versed sine M.1 1 eqoal to 
MO, and working on the assumption that the horizontal distribu
tion of the weight is uniform. Transferring to the first figure the 
ordinates thus obtained, the dotted curve AOB is produced, 
(which is in this case n. parabola,) as a first approximation to the 
required catenary. 

Measuring on this curve tbe several lengths of the arcs from 
ordinate to ordinate (which will not n ucb differ from the lengths 
of the col'respon<ling portions of the true catenary), tRke the 
length•o found as the basis of a table of moments, from which 
construct the second triRngle A:iB,01 (the venied sine remaining 
the 81\me), the ordinates in whicb, being transferred as in the 
previous instance, give rise to the fnll lined curve AOB, which 
will be very near to the required catenary. 

Since this curve exhibits the real distribution of weight mbre 
accurately than the parabola, it is a guide to the construction of a 
more exact triangle for the line of equilibrium; anJ in this way 
the steps of approximation may be repeated as often as desirable. 
The limits of error will, however, rapidly narrow at every step. 
Thus in Fig. 34, the true catennry, if plotted, would probRbly not 
be ea.sibly distinguishable from the full lined curve AOB, which 
is but the second step in approximation. 

The ca.o::e would have been more difficult, or it may be more 
correct to sa.y, more tedious, hl\d the length of chain AOB been 
given, instead of the versed sine MO. The mode of approxima· 
tion just indicated would then have to be used alternaMily with 
that employed in the previous case, illustrated in Fig. 33. 

To recapitulate: a chain, or a cord, or an assemblage of links 
free to turn at the points of connection, suspended between two 
poiuts, and sustaining simply vertical pressures, seeks a position 
of stable equilibrium in which the moment of reaction gives rise 
to a constant horizontal strain. The tension will everywhere be 
in the direction of the tangent to the curve, and may be resolved 
into the weight supported and the horizontal strain. The ordi
nates of the curve of equilibrium will be proportional to the 
moments of the load; and the artifice of placing the ordinates at 
distances proportional to the partial moments reduces the deter
mination of this curve to the drawing of two straight lines: thus 
rendering it practiCRble to solve by construction (either Rt o~ce, 
or by a series of rapi<l approximatious) 1111 cases that can nr1se. 
The lowest poiut of the curve will be on the ordiuate of greatest 
moments, the position of which is governed both by the di8tribu
tion of the lonrl l\Ud by the relative level.ti of the points between 
which the chain is suspended. 

Notc.-ln a few impre•sions of the foregoing article, the following 
errors have escape<l correction:-

}lagr. 47, col. 2, lint.'! 38, 39, tor "movement;• reed u moment." 
,. ,, ,, hue !if, for •• movcmenLi," read "mOlD.eotti.'" 
,, 41', rol. l, line 31, for " 2, 3,'' read '":t, l." 
,. ,, col. 2, liue H: from bottom, for "BO+ tan," read "BO)(Lan.11 

., liue 4 from bottom, for "ihe inclinaiion,"' read "&.ho angle of iDcli· 
uation." 
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OPENING ADDRESS AT THE INSTITUTION OF 
CIVIL ENGINEERS. 

By JoHN HAWKBBAW, F.R.S., President. 
GKNTLEKEN,-1 beg to thank you for the honour you hn.ve 

done me in electin~ me to the office of President of this Iustitu
tion. In undertaking the important duties it involves, I cn.n snfely 
promise not to fail in their discharge from any want of interest 
m y•mr proceedings, nor from any lack of zeal for the advance
ment of the objects of the Institution. 

The profession of which we artJ members has frnm my earliest 
days been an object of attachment to me, and Wl're I actuated by 
no other motives, the love I bear to it would prevent me becoming 
lukewarm to its interests. For my deficiences I trust to your 
forbearance, and rely on the help of the many friends I see 
around me. 

It is important to notice at the outset, that the wide range of 
subjects which the profession of a civil engineer embraces ren
den it imperative on every member of it to avail himself of all 
the help he can obtain. He requires the assistance of mauy de
partmeut.1:1 of ecience and art, and must call into emjiloyment im
portant branches of manufacture. He can perform uo great 
work without the aid of a great variety of workmen, and it is on 
their strength and skill, as well as on their scientilic di reclion, that 
the perfection of his work will depend. The personal expet·ience 
of one individual cannot fit him for the exigencies of a profeBBion 
which is ever extending its range of subjects, and is const:mtly 
dealing with new aud complex phenomena; phenomena which 
are all the more difficult to deal with from the fact that they are 
generally surrounded by 1mch variable circum~tances as render 
them incapable of being submitted to precise measurement and 
calculation, or of being ma.de amenable to the deductions of 
exact science. Consequently, nothing is more certllin than that 
he who wishes to reach the perfection of hiR art must avail 
himself of the experience of others, as well as of his own, and 
that he will not unfrequently find the sum of the whole little 
enongh to guide him. Aud let no iuventive genius suppose that 
his own tendencies or capabilities relieve him from this necessity. 

There is, I believe, no such thiug as discovery n.nd invention, 
in the sense which is sometimes attached to the wor<ls. Men do 
not suddenly diecover new worlds, or invent new machines, or 
find new metals. &me indeed way be, and nre, better fitted 
than ot.hers for such purposes, but the process of discovery is, 
and always has been, much the same. There is nothing reall.v 
worth having that man has obtained, that has not been the 
result of a combined and gradual process of investigation. A 
gifted individual comes across some old footmark, Stumbles OD 

a chain of previous research aad inquiry. He meets, for in
stance, wiLh a machine, the result of much previous labour: 
he modifies it, pulls it to pieces, constructs and rec•mstructs 
it, and by further trial and experiment he arrives at the long
sought-for result. 

While, however, it is necessary, if our progress i11 to be safe, 
that we should proceed with due caution, it is exhilarating to 
notice, that in the matters to which our profession relates, pro
gress is more apparent than it is in most other pursuits. The 
great range of objects which it embraces, and which seems ever 
ex.tending, partly, no doubt, accounts for this. 

We are called upon to construct the great highways of nations, 
and to build the steamboats that bridge the seas. We make the 
machines by which man seeks to lighten labour and to accumulate 
force, or to give to that force new directions. We build duck11, 
harbours, and lighthouses, to receive, shelter, and warn the 
mariner; and, as if in contrast to works BO useful and so humane, 
aome of us are occupied in the warlike objects of defence and 
destruction. And at this day, young members can look back far 
enough to distinguish the rapid progress that h!IS beeu made in 
thoee matters to which the civil engineer bas to devote his 
attention. 

Thus, it is hardly thirty years since travelling began to be 
transferred from common roads to railways. Iu the comparatively 
1hort period that has since elapsed, in a less space of time than 
one generation of man, about seventy thousand miles of railway 
have been made in different countries, at an outlay of about 
eleven hundred millions of pounds sterling, 1md involving an 
amount of engioeerin~ works exceeding in magnitude and im
portance all the previous engineering works of the world put 
together. 

1u effecting this great change, English engineers have taken 

a prominent part, about one half of the vast outlay above re
ferred to having been expended under their direction, and they 
may, I think, feel a pardonable pride in the great works which 
they have helped to construct, and which are destined to pro
duce an amount of beneficial ch1mge aud advancement in the 
habits and culture of mankind, which the most sanguine man of 
the present day will probably fail fully to estimate. 

Simultaneously with this change, and tending to the same ends, 
there has been the improvement of steam navigation. I crosse.l 
the Atlantic in 1835, in what was then considered one of the 
swiftest packets; but in thoRe days the Atlantic packets depended 
wholly ou sails, and the voyage occupied twenty days. Many 
years have not elapsed since it was denied that steamers could 
cross the Atlantic at all. They do so now in nine dayFI. The 
progress that has been made in steam navigation in the last few 
years is truly remarkable. The steamboats plying between Holy
head and Dublin, which were then, as now, among the fastest 
afloat, had, ten years ago, attained a speed of seventeen miles an 
hour. Last yMr those boats were superseded by others, the 
Leinster, Munster, Connaught, and Ulster, which attainc!d on 
their trial trip a speed of twenty miles and a half per hour. 

Great pro"'ress has also been made in the application of the 
screw-propeller to steamships, which for vessels of war and other 
purposes possesses advantages over the paddle, though it has not 
hitherto accomplished an equal speed. 

In 1848, the fastest screw line-<>f-battle-ship in the navy could 
not steam more than about seven and half knots, or eight miles 
and two-thirds per hour, whereas the Warrior, though clothed 
with an outer coat of iron armour four inches aud a half thick, at 
her trial io October Inst over the measured mile in Stokes Bay, 
attaint:d an average speed of 14·356 knots, or 16"533 miles per 
hoar, beating the Howe, which previously ha.cl attained the 
highest trial speed of auy of Her Majesty's line-of-battle ships; 
the displacement, power, and speed of the two ships being as 
follows:- · 

Name. 

Warrior 
Howe 

Dia placement. 

8852 .. . 
4i7ll .. . 

lmlic.1.te1l 
Bore" Power. 

... 541i9 •.• 

..• 4523 ••• 

Speed per hour. 
Kuots. Mil.,.. 
H·356 ... ll:l":i3:J 
13•5ti5 ... 15"623 

Since 1848 the speed of this class of &hips has beeu nearly 
doubled. The build and construction of steamboats has also, 
during the same period, received much attention, and been greatly 
improved. 

The doubts which prevailed until very lately, whether iron was 
the best material for line-of-battle ships, seem now nearly dis
pelled, although the rapidity with which iron fouls will, unless 
some remedy can be devised, always be a source of trouble. The 
precise and best mode of constructing iron ships of war is still 
an interesting problem; and many improvementa ma.y still be 
expected in an art which is yet in its infancy. Hitherto a large 
l\ID.ount ofwuod has been combined with the iron. The Warrior 
has a thick lining of timber between the inner skiu and tire onter 
armour-plated. A material BO soft as wood can hardly increase 
the capability to resist shot; and there seems great difficulty in 
combining, to any good purpose, two materials differing BO much 
in strength and density. Besides which, wood rots, and is, in 
ships especially, a perishable material. The probability is that 
iron will supersede the use of wood iu a still greater degree, and 
that, by the adoption of improved modes of construction, the 
whole of the iron used in the structure of ships of war will be 
made to add to the strength of the dhip, as well as he useful for 
it.d defence. This is not the case in the present mode of construc
tion. The armour-plates of the Warrior add very little to the 
strength of that ship. There see11Js to be no good reason why 
the upper and lower decks, and every portion of the hull of 1mch 
vessels, should not be of iron. Greater strength would be thereby 
attained to resist diagonal and cross strains, and much greater 
longitudinal stiffness would be secured. Ships of war should be 
coustructed practically, as far as it is possible, as if welded out 
of one piece of iron; and if they are ever to be used as rams, this 
mode must be adopted, for it is evident that the present methods 
of construction would be quite unsui~d for such a purpose. 

That war-steamers and other steamships can be made stronger, 
and may be made to steam faster tliau they yet have been, there 
is no doubt. No one can have taken the trouble to examine 
the present methods of building without seeing that it is eaay 
to increase their strength without impairing their efficiency in 
other respects. 
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With regard to the speed we ooght to obtain, it is with steamers 
as with locomotive engines, a question just now of what velocity 
we can afford to pay for, rather than of what rapidity we can 
physically attain. There is no doubt that the speed of either 
could be accelerated beyond any point yet reached, and probably 
beyond any point that the nation at present could afford. The 
speed of steamboats and of railroads will have to be determined 
from time to time, and will vary with circumstances, with place 
and time, with the accumulation and distribution of wealth. 

For cost, aft.er all, greatly if not rigidly regulates progress; 
whether it relate to civil, to military, or to naval affairs. A hun
dred years ago no no.tion could have afforded railways of fifty 
miles an hour, nor steam-boats of twenty miles an hour. The 
reasons for this are obvious, though oft.en overlooked. Passengers, 
for instance, can afford a higher rate of speed than goods and 
minerals; and sotne descriptions of merchandise require to travel 
faster tho.n stone, coala, &c. Again, some passengers can better 
afford to pay for speed than others. Even now it ie only on certain 
lines that there are a sufficient number of passengers who are 
able to pay for express trains, and where consequently the ap
pointment of such trnins can alone be justified. We have not 
yet, as it respects steamers (except for short distances) secured an 
equal amount of passenger traffic; and until this be the case, they 
must be built and worked for passengers and cargo. Moreover, 
wherever time is an element of importance, the exigencies of trade 
and the convenience of the public require frequent opportunities 
or travelling and of transport from place to place. This circum
stance determines the number of pasetingers and weight of goods 
to be conveyed each journey from each place, and, combined with 
other circumstances, establishes a law which for the time being 
regulates the load on every railway, in every steam-boat, and 

• along each line of communication. Thus, large and powerful 11.11 
locomotive engines have become, they convey on the London and 
Nortb-We11tern and Great Northern Railways an average load of 
less than 70 tons ofmercbandise; and though the Lancashire and 
Yorkshire Railway bas a larger mileage of merchandise traffic 
than either, the average load, owing to the close proximity of 
towns, and the greater necessity for frequent trains, is only about 
45 tone. The same principle applies to steam-boat traffic. 
A~ain, however superior for naval warfare a steam line-of-battle 
ship may be to one with sails, yet England, rich as she is, could 
not at the present day undertake to 1111pport a navy which should 
wholly dispense with the nee of sails, which should move to and 
from and among her distant dependencies by the power of steam 
alone, and which consequently would always be dependent upon, 
&nd therefore would always require to be supplied with a suf
ficiency of fuel. 

With respect to the speed of railway!I, there is at present an 
anomaly, which before long will require more attention than at 
present bas been be:!towed upon it. Thus, to make way for pas
senger-trains, goods and mineral trains which might move more 
.slowly are in many cases hurried on, manifestly to the preven
tion of due economy. 

Besides, though I deem it po88ible that railways ultimately will 
be made for greater speeds than those at present adopted, I am 
of opinion that on some lines the companies have attained a rate 
of travelling which is in advance of their appointments in other 
reepects-uch as with the condition of their road, and with the 
state of their finances. Railway companies already feel that 
great speed demands larger expenditure upon their permanent 
way-their rolling stock-for telegraphic eignalling-ahd for othel" 
matters, without which the continuance of such speeds becomes 
positively unsafe: and if the whole of the expenditure which great 
speed thus entails upon companies were fairly met, it is question
able whether the p,resent speed of railways is not now, in many 
cases, fully gre1<ter than can be afforded. 

Goode aua minerals on busy lines are, the~ can be no doubt, 
carried at a speed which is neither demanded by the public 
nor is e0011omical to the company; but which is often rendered 
unavoidable from the necessity of keeping out of the way of swift 
passenger trains, aud by the difficulty of interpolating goods 
and mineral trains &mongthefreqnent trains of a large passenger 
traffic. 

But is there no remedy for this 1 The travelling public de
mand from railway companies the highest rate of speed they can 
exact; and that, as I have observed, is sometimes greater than 
the state of the road and other matters warrant. Would any 
good result. from the introduction of Government iuterference 
to regulate speed 1 I think uot. Such a meaaure might strike 

at the root of improvement, and the evil ill one which will work 
its own cure, and for which a remedy may be provided in different 
wa.ys. 

It has been urged that the time of tr&velling between two points 
may be shortened as well by diminishing stoppages as by an in
crease of speed. But this mode of dealing with it again becomes 
a question of cost; for if local traffic is not to be neglected, dimin
ishing the number of stoppnges involves more trains, more ex
pense therefore; and the 'difficulty of applying this remedy will 
mcreaee with the growth of traffic. It may have to be met, in 
certain cases, by constructing lines to carry goods and minerals 
onlv, at a slow spet>d; and ultimately perhaps in other cases, a.t 
some future day, by making railways to carry passengers mainly, 
if not solelv. 

In grouping engineering works we may class the electric tele
~aph with railways and steam-boats. All three are agents or 
mtercommunication, and tend to the same important ends. And 
while the vast importance of each cannot be overrated, the electric 
telegraph is perhaps, in the peculiarity of its operation, the most 
wonderful of all. It was about the same time that the Liverpool 
and Manchester Railway was started that the minds of a few 
individuals were first devoted to the subject of using electricity as 
a medium of commuuicntion for messages. 

Mes~rs. Cooke and Wbeatst.,ne'a patents were taken out in 
1837, but the first public telegraph was not established till 1839, 
when a communication was made by wire on the Great Western 
Ra.ilway b1otwe<!n London and Slough. Siuce that period, in this 
countr.v alone, telegraphic communication has been extended over 
about 1-1,500 miles; in the rest of Europe, over about 100,000 
miles; and in the Ameri<'an States, over about 48,000 miles; and 
the total extent of telegraph at this moment cannot be less than 
200,000 miles. On land this most useful discovery has been 
uniformly successful. Like railways, it baa grown (in England, 
by public support alone) into a great institution. 

OceA.n telegraphy has been lees fortunate in its results. Short 
lines across the narrow seas have been laid and maintained, but 
at a serious amount of cost. To some extent, no doubt, the failure 
of deep-sea telegraphs mny ht, attributed to ill-conceived arrange
ments, and to faulty designs and workmanship; but the very 
nature of such an undertaking as laying telegraph wires acl"OSll 
the Atlantic precludes the possibility of acting on previouely
acquired exp<!rience, and makes the requisite experiment.al \rial 
one of serious cost. 

The labours of the late CommiBBion appointed to inquire into 
this subject bo.ve made the necessary scientific conditions for form
ing a good ocean cable better, and perhaps sufficiently understood. 
But they leave the ultimate 0011t of maintaining a permanent and 
available communication across 3000 miles of ocean (as, in fact, 
the gre&t attendant contingencies compelled them to leave it) a 
question for the future to decide. 

A communication with America once well established would 
call for numerous wires. To meet contingencies, risk of accidents, 
and stoppages, a single cable would hardly be sufficient. With 
&mple provillion in these respects, a communication between the 
two countries could be maintained, but at a ('ost not at present 
admitting of calculation. There are some things physically 
practicable, but which in a commercial and monetary sense are 
for a while unattainable, and thf" accomplishment of this great 
object may therefore be delayed. It is to be hoped, however, 
that it will not be finally abandoned. 

Simultaneously with the rapid advance which bas been made 
in the works to which I have referred, there has also been great 
progress in another branch of engineering with which civil en
gineers have latterly become connected. 

That new bmncb i~ gunnery. In a very few years, mainly 
in consequence of the labours of Sir William Armstrong and of 
Mi·. Whitworth, the range of lll"tillery has been doubled. The 
weight of the gun in proportion to that of the projectile baa 
been reduced to one-half, and the capacity for powder of the 
elongated as compared with the round shell bas been more thlln 
doubled. Thia great advance in the destructive power of Cl\llnon 
bas rendered most of our oid fortifications useless. New fortifica
tions have therefore to be built, adapted to the longer range and 
greater destructive power of the new artillery. These fortifica
tions require to be placed more in advance of the places to be 
defended, 11.nd to be constructed with very superior powers of 
resii<tance to those which hitherto pt"oved sufticicnt. The old 
walled towus, which were formidable euougb in former days, 
would to-day, in case of a eiege, afford little secwity to t.he in-
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habituta who dwell within them; the old defences therefore 
have to be removed, and replaced, where neclllMl8.ry, with those 
IDOft 1111.itable to modern requirements. 

We are clothing our ships of war in iron mail, and it seems 
probable ihat iron in aome CB84l8 will be largely used in modern 
forlificat.ions. Not that earthwork and stonework will cease to 
be 119efuL Theae are valuable for the staple of most forts, but 
neither of them make good embrasures, and for that purpose irou 
ofl'er. great advantages. By its uae greater amngth can be 
18Clll'ed at thou point.a where power of resistance is specially 
waoted. By its use also the size, and consequently the exposure, 
oC the embrasures will be diminished, and much greater facility 
: ~ for working the guns and training them through larger 

'here are aome cues, however, in which forte may with ad
vantage be principally, if not wholly, built of iron. I hope to 
11ee that material adopted for the superstructure of the large 
-tort& at Spithead, the construction of the foundations for 
which has been intrusted to me. There can, I think, be no 
insuperable difficnlty in conatructin~ iron forts so as to be im
pregnable to a ship's battery, though Ill the absence of knowledge 
as to what may be the ultimate powers of guns, it is not easy at 
preeent to arrive at safe conclusions. The difficulty of doing the 
converse of this, vis. of building ships so as to be impregnable to the 
fire of auch artillery as may ·and ought to be placed in the new 
tort., will be a problem net so easily solved. 

No plated ship yet built conld keep atloat under the fire of 
gmae throwing sbotaof200 to 300 lb. weight; and it seems difficult, 
in the case of ships which require buoyancy, sufficiently to increase 
the thickness of their armour-plares to keep pace with the pro
bable advance in weight and size of the new cannon. 

Naval commanders re1y a good deal, and perhaps up to a eer
tain point correctly ao, on the mobility of their ships; but ships 
Cl&BJlOt be so efficient if, to prevent being muck, they be always 
kept moving about. If never bit, they will of course receive no 
damage; but if ships are to resort to such manreuvree to avoid 
the enemy's fire, they do not seem adapted to bring great actions 
to a apeedy conclusion. And how are 1111cb manreuvree to be 
managed with damaged rudders and disabled 11crewe 1 Naval en
gagement.a will, in my opinion, be settled hereafter much as they 
have been heretofore-the victory will be with the heaviest metal 
and the greatest darin~. And after the various discuBBione that 
have been raised on thlB point, fixed and floating batteries will be 
fbund eacll to have their uses; and it is, I think, a limited view of 
the question that lead11 to an undue exaltation of one over the 
other. If land batteries are, as some have urged, so innocuous to 
ships, why w11.11 Cronetadt not taken 1 

.A. very important question, viz., the use of iron for ships 1md 
forte, and war purpoeea generally, is now undergoing the investi
ption of a committee specially appointed for the purpose, and 
1t is k> be hoped that their labours will lead to some important 
concluilione. 

As it respects the question of armour-plates, or of iron to be 
used for similar purposes, it would not 11eem that the hardest iron 
will prove the most suitable, unleBB it be combined with the 
greatest toughness. The force of impact is in a sense infinite. 
A ball cannot be arrested instanter in its flight. The thing struck, 
or the ball that strikes, must, one or both, possess some elasticity 
or ductility; or, if uot, one or both must go to piece&. Of course 
the object to attain, aa it reirarde both ships and forte, will be to 
devise a structure that will l>est arrest the shot; but we have not 
yet arrived at the best mode of doing this. 

The use of iron ia exttlnding on every side. Its manufacture 
is also, I am glad to say, improving. There was great room for 
its improvement. Several processes for converting it largely into 
steel, or into a metal approaching steel in character, are also now 
in use, and promise to afford an article at a moderate price double 
die strength of ordinary iron. These discoveries will tend still 
further to extend the use of iron. 

Should it tura out that steel, or homogeneous iron as it is some
times termed, uniform in quality, and of double the strength of 
ordinary iron, can be manufactured in large quantities at a mode
rate price, and can be easily manipulated; then, many things 
that are now with difficulty accomplished will be greatly facili
tated, and some things which cannot be done at all will be ren
dered practicable. 

Bridgej! of greater span could be constructed. Screw ehafle, 
crank-axles, and other parts of steam-engines at present of un
wieldy size, would by its use be reduced to more moderate 

dimensions. There seems to be no limit to the size or guns, 
except that or the strength of the material, and the power of 
welding, forging, and hanilling them. Cannon, as we know, have 
already been greatly increase<I in power by adopting a superior 
material in their construction. Could we hit upon an inexpen
sive mode of doubling the strength of iron, the advantages to all 
sorts of machinery might be equal to those that would flow from 
the discovery of a new metal, more valuable than iron has hitherto 
been. 

We are, I believe, in the infancy only of discoveries in the im
provement of the manufacture of steel and iron. Until lately, 
the nature of the demand for iron retarded rather than en
cou~ed improvements in i'8 manufacture. Railways consumed 
iron Ill vast quantities, and railway companies cared nothing 
about quality. They were driven to seek a tolerably good mate
rial for engine and carriage tyres, but as it respected the vast 
consumption in the shape of rails, they were implicitly guided 
by the lowest prices. Aa long as this s1stem contmued it suited 
the ironmaeter to manufacture a cheap article in large quantities, 
and they therefore gave themselves no concern to establish a bet
ter state of things. But heavy engines, high speeds, and an 
enlarged traffic are gradually working a chan~e. We are begin
ning to find that iron of the very beat quality has hardly en
durance enough for rails or locomotive tires: that there is no 
economy in laying down rails which require taking up again in a 
year or two; and in short, that the increased strains arising from 
the accelerated motion of railways, steamboats, and machinery 
generally, are necessitating a better material. 

In marine steam engines, which have received much attention, 
and where great attempts have been made at perfection, paddle
ehaft.s, crank-axles, screws, and other portions have, as before in
timated, already attained an unwieldy size, and the vie inertia and 
wei~ht of such masses of metal are of themselves no slight im
pediment to the improvement of steam navigation, and would be 
greatly obviated by the use of a stronger material. 

Fortunately for this country, just at the time that the use of 
iron is extending, and improvements In its manufacture are de
veloping, fresh discoveries are made of the raw material, and men 
seem to stumble, as it were by accident, on new fields of iron ore, 
iD places where those mineral riches have laid dormant for cen
turies, to await a new era and another age, when ships like 
knights of old are to go forth to battle in complete armour, and 
when the civil engineer has assumed the duties which devolved 
on the smith and armourer of former times. 

Having noticed some of the advantages that may flow from a 
greatly improved quality of iron or a cheap manufacture of steel, 
or of a metal approaching steel in character, I may call attention 
to the great facilities that have arisen from the use of iron cylin
ders in sinking and securing foundations. 

Before this invention, masonry built under water bad to be per
formed by divers with helmets, or by means of diving-belle. That 
mode of construction does not admit of the best work. The stones 
are laid without mortar, and d11pend for their security on their 
large size, and on a good arrangement of bond. It is true that 
concrete work (which however is inferior to masonry) could 
be built under water without either divers or diving-bells; by 
passing the concrete though the wllter to its destination in boxes 
or by means of shoots, and giving it the requisite form by 
casings of timber or iron. This mode of building h11.11 long been 
a;dopted on the shores of the Mediterranean, and the docks and 
quay-wall1 at Genoa have beea built in this manner. 

But the use of iron cylinders not only admits of masonry or 
brickwork being built in mortar under water in Rny form, and 
with any bond, but enables the engineer to excavate under 
water and to examine the ground before he begins to build, 
and to proceed with his work with 1\8 much deliberation, method, 
and security, and almost with as little delay, when 70 or 80 feet 
below the water level, as he can do on dry land. 

Hitherto this method has been mainly confined to the use of 
circular cylinders, sometimes used (as was done by Mr. Brunel in 
the case of the Saltaeh Bridge) a11 a means of building the requisite 
pier of subaqueous masonry, the iron being afterwards taken 
away, and sometimes to enable the requisite piers of concrete, 
brickwork, and masonry to be executed, and by allowing the iron 
cylinders to remain afterwards to protect the interior work. In 
other cases, the cylinders themselves are used to 1111pport the 
incumbent weight, and they then act simply as piles. 

But it Rppears to me that thi11 methGd of building may be ex
tended with advantage much far~her than it has been. It is 
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adapted to almoat any form of pier, and might in certain cases be 
usefully applied in building continuous walls; and I know of no 
1ystem that is likely to afford greater help to the engineer. 

I have already said a few words on the progress of invention. 
This method of building is an illustration of the slow progress of 
really useful things. 

In 1841 a patent was taken out for "improvements in the 
means of and in the apparatus for building and working under 
water;" and soon after the construction of the Rochester Bridge, 
where cylinders were sunk under air-pressure, an action was 
brought against MessrR. Fox and Henderson, the contractors for 
the bridge, for an infringement of that patent. I happened to be 
engaged on that trial; and the fact was then brought to light, that 
many years before, the late Earl Dundonald (then Lord Coch
rane) had taken out a patent for a similar purpose, very perfect 
in most of its details, for the drawings attached to Lord Cocbrane'e 
patent showed an air-lock almost identical with that now in use, 
and contained all the requisite arrangements for succeBB. Lord 
Cochrane proposed to use it for overcoming difficulties similar 
to those encountered in the execution of such works as the 
Thames Tunnel; he propoaed in fact to excavate such works under 
air-pressure. . 

This is another instance of the fertility of mind of that extra
ordinary man, who, great as be was as a sailor, would probably 
have been equally eminent as an engineer; and I here offer as a 
tribute to Lord Dundonald's memory this recognition of bis early 
attempts to introduce the important syatem to which I have just 
been referring. 

But we live in an age when men's minds turn to mechanical 
inquiries, and when probably they were never more fruitful in 
mechanical resources. It is almost needless to give examples of 
this fact. The ll>COmotive engine ia a familiar instance, and 
railway machinery generally affords many illustrations. The 
beautiful cotton-combing iuacbine invented by Joshua Heilman, 
of Alsace, which was first used in the cotton manufactories to 
separate the fine from the coarse fibre, and bas since been ap
plied to wool, flax, and silk, and which acts almost with the 
delicacy of touch of the human fingers, is another illustration. 
Scbeutz's calculating-machine is another remarkable instan<:e, 
and mauy other cases might be named. 

There is one subject, however, connected with mechanics which 
bas hitherto been barren of result, about which men will occa
sionally occupy themselves, viz., the discovery of a new motive 
power. The steam-engine, however, remains the only tame giant 
that is usefully subject to the will of man. The litUe tl:.at bas 
been done in the way of its improvement, since it left the hands 
of Watt, speaks volumes to the sagacity, industry, and un
tiring persevel'l\llce of that great man. 

The late Mr. Kennedy, of Ard wick House, who was on intimate 
terms of personal friendship with Watt, on one of bia last visits 
to Soho, asked him if he bad discovered anything new in the 
steam-engine. "No," be replied, "I am devoting the remainder 
of my life to perfecting its details, and to ascertaining whether in 
any re11pect I am wrong." What the labours of that life pro
duced we all know, and the patient concentration of will on bis 
great object reminds one of Newton's similar labours in the per
fection of his theory of gravitation, and evinces in the one case 
as in the other the truly great and philosophical mind, which is 
capable not only of discerning the dawnings of a great truth, and 
of appreciating its magnitude, but also of patienUy pursuing its 
evidences until the whole is made clear as noon-<lliy. 

At present it set1ms improbable, so long as motive power is to 
be obtained. through the intervention of hMt, and until a cheaper 
fuel than coal can be found, that the steam-engine will be super
seded by any other machine. Electric-magnetic macbilles are 
perhaps the least likely of all inventions to supersede the steam
engine. The consumption of a grain of zinc, as Mr. Joule has 
shown, though much more costly than a grain of coal, does not 
produce more than about one-eighth of the same mechanical effect. 

It would not, however, be at all safe to predict that considerable 
improvements may not yet be made in the steam-engine, or in 
engines to be worked by coal. The consumption of fuel in the 
best steam-engines bas been reduced to 2~ pounds of coals per 
horse-power per hour ; but such an engine does not utilise one
fiftb part of the absolute ruecha.nical value of the coal consumed, 
and 1<0 long as this is the case it would be unwise to aeeume that 
we have attained the utmost limits of improvement. 

On another great branch of engineering, th11t of docks and 
harbours, I am not aware Uiat much that is novel can be noticeu. 

The progress of such works is generally too slow to admit of 
much change in short periods of time. An int.e?esting d.iacua
aion on the subject of harbours took place during a preceding 
session of this Institution. A considerable portion of that debate 
t.urned on the question of how far such works should be made 
permanent in the first instance, and bow far they should be con
etrncted so as to bring them into use with the greatest rapidity 
and at the smallest amount of cost, reckoning, of counie, oa 
rebuilding them at a future period. This is one of those questiollll 
which it would be vain to discuss with any hope of coming to 
general conclusions. In its naked form (apart from the question 
of harbours) it iB one of the most simple and elementary questions. 
For it would not be difficult to show that, if money alone be 
worthy of consideration, then, as it respects public buildings of 
all sorts, the cheapest system would be to discard solidity and 
ornament, and to adopt structures of a more temporary character; 

. the plan in fact which is always adopted in new countries. But 
wHlthy nations, like rich individuals, will spend more on them
selves and also more on their public works and buildings than the 
absolute wants of a nation demand, and the fact is that men are not 
governed by monetary considerations only, but also by a sense of 
what is or ia not appropriate. We have, however, some excep
tiona to this rule. There are, for instance, thetattered and~ 
margins of the Thames, where, in the greatest metropolis oftbe 
wodd, mud banks swelter, and crazy buildings reel and totter 
against each other, but which it is proposed at a somewhat late 
hour to remedy. 
Havin~ thus touched upon the several points that occur to me 

as deservmg of notice, I will conclude by remarking that no man 
can look back on the last twenty or thirty years without feeling 
that it has been the age of engineers and mechanicia.ns, The 
profeaeion to which we belong has in that period of time done 
much to change the aspect of human atfairs ; for what agency 
during that period, single or combined, can be compared in its 
effects, or in its tendency towards the amelioration of the condi
tion of mankind, with the establishment of railroads, of the 
electric telegraph, and to the improvement in eteam navigatioa t 
For in constructing railway11, telegraphs, and steam-boats, and 
their adjuncts, docks and harbours, and moulding and fa.shioning 
the face of the material universe to the wants of man, in over
coming its barriers, overleaping its· valleys, and spanning it.a seu, 
engineers annihilate both space and time, bring into juxtaposition 
nations and people, and accelerate beyond all human expectation 
personal communication, and that interchange of ideaa which is 
all important to the advancement of civilization and knowl~. 

Distance and separation have led and will always lead to 01111-

apprebension and prejudice -to ignorance and mistrust -to 
rebellion and war ; and engineers may feel, when labouring on 
the great public works that facilitate the intercourse of nations, 
that they are not merely conquering physical difficulties, but that 
they are also aiding in a great moral and social work. 

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL 
ACADEMY. 

The following, one of a series of lectures "On .Architecture," waa 
delivered by Profe"8or SYDNEY SMIRKE at the Royal .Academy, 
on Thursday, the 9th ult.-

LECTURE L 
EARLY in the seventeenth century an Italian writer, Teofilo 

Gallaccini, composed a treatise of some ingenuity and merit, "On 
the Errors of Architecture;" and certainly be succeeded in bring
ing together a maes of architectural crrol'll (horrors I might say) 
so shocking as to reflect no small discredit on the practitioners of 
bis day. That day, it is true, was one of great darkneas in his 
art. By an unfortunate accident it coincided with the date of the 
greatest activity, influence, and wealth of the followers of Ignatius 
Loyola; when churches and seminaries arose in great p1·ofusion 
over a large pan of Christendom; hence that era was then and st.ill 
reruains di11tingnished from all preceding and succeeding timei; by 
the prevalence of perhaps the worst arcbitect\lre that bas yet beeu 
devised by human ingenuity. Not that the Jesuit's s~le of 
architecture, as it bas been called, may not be admitted ,to be 
sometimes picturesque and bold-so much so, indeed, as \to be 
occasionallv ruost the.atrical in its effects; but so entirely we.re all 
the rules 0°f composition, I should almost say of common .-ense, 
ignored and outra~ed-so entirely was the sober truthfolnesa of 
o~ .rt w....,,.ro, -that I r.,1 '""''"" th" I = O>Dflnr my-
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1811 to atriet truth when I aay that to the society founded by 
Loyola our an owes indirect.ly more of ita degradation and decay 
ilaan to any other llCbool or individual whatever. Of course, I do 
not impute personally to himaelf any influence over the style 
which the baildings I refer to tended to propagate: I only regard 
him a.s the founder of a religious society, who became the uncon
acioua inatrumeuts of establishing a vicious school of architecture 
at a very unfortunate epoch of architectural activity. The author 
io whom I have above adverted had thegreatmeritofseeing more 
clearly than hie contemporaries the faults of contemporary art; 
and he deaerves to be recorded among our worthies for his bold
Dea in contending agaiuet the monetroue errors and absurdities 
thaL had sprung up with a luxurious ranknese and rapidity which 
are really remarkable. 

The very commencement of the sixteenth century, namely, the 
age of Bramante, of Ratfaelle, of Peruzzi, and Giulio Romano, 
wu, aa I have on a former oce&11ion shown, in many respects 
worthy of being ~ed as the culminating period of modem 
architecture; and t1ie end of that B&1I1e century eaw the art, if not 
at it.a lowest ebb, at all events in a state of deplorable impurity. 
It is an old remark that all evil ie but the corruption of what is 
good; and it eeeme to be in the nature of a law that no sooner has a 
point of excellence been reached than a procees of deterioration 
commences. Fortunately, there would appear to be a co-existent 
law of social adjustment; for no sooner have we reached aetateof 
apparently hopeless and helpless imbecility, than a glimpee of 
better things appears, to restore our hopes and to redreu the 
balance. The course, in short, of most human atfaint may be 
correctly represented in a diagram by a series of anticlinal lines, 
persistent in their ever-varying irregularity. 

Such, 11.t all events, appears to have been the coul'lle of our art. 
The great effort of the dietinguiehed artists whom I have named 
appears to have been-first, to make themeelvee thoroughly 
acquainted with the principles which guided the architects of the 
giut Claaeic period, and then to devise such departures from the 
style of that period (still, however, adhering to the principles on 
which that style was founded) aa would enable them to adapt 
dleir structntte to the greatly altered habits, and to the new 
oivili11ation, of their own daye. · 

There can be little tlitference of opinion among us as to the 
consummate genius and wonderfill dexterity with which. these 
modificatioue of the an!.'ient manner were effected. Perhapa one of 
the most prominent modem modifications was the introduction of a 
regular fenestration, by which that eesenti&l feature, the window, 
was so treated as to render it a fertile source of beauty and 
interest. It is true evidences are abundant to prove that, what
ever may have been the caee in still earlier times, windows with 
architraves and other somewhat ornamental adjuncts of like 
nature were a recognised feature in Roman architecture; but I 
am aware of no anciimt building having its various floors marked 
by uniform ranges of windows aa decorated features, euch as we 
find especially characterising the architecture of the Renaissance. 

Another source of beauty, wholly unknown to Classic art-
namely, the balustrade, is alsu due to the originality and inventive 
genius of the quatrocentiste; and it is curious to note the avidity 
with which artists learnt to avail themeelvee of this novel and 
ingenious mode of turning so prosaic and utilitarian an object as 
a parapet into an ornament of great ieethetic value. 

The eyetematic superposition of several regular orders was 
another practice particularly affected in renascent architecture. 
It had, indeed, been euggeeted by the magnificent amphitheatres 
of the Romans, as well as by a rare instance or two of still earlier 
d&te, but wu certainly not practised by that people generally, 
ei~her in temples or in their domestic buildin~ I have enume
rated eome of the more prominent charactenetics of Italian art, 
which stamped it with originality, and gave birth to a school ae 
widely differing from the primitive, strictly classical, school, 11e 
from the Mediieval school which it supplanted. 

Suchwaa architecturP. at the beginnmgofthe sixteenth century 
in Italy, then the inetructreSB of Europe iu the fine arts, as well 
11 in most other branches of intellectual culture. 

I have on a former occasion dwelt at sufficient length on the 
phuee of our art down to this period-a periQd wliich, sgain 
adop~ing the language of a kindred science, may be regarded as an 
anticlinal &Xie. A downward conrse here commences. It ie an 
ungrateful taek to record the "eakneeees of men and the errors of 
geniW1; but perhape it ie a useful one. Perhape there may be 
u much advantage derived from inquiring how and why art 
decayed, as in marking and admiring its growth and elevation. 

Bach, at all events, is the task which I have this evening imposed 
on myself. 

To inquire why art decayed after it had arrived at a point of 
grpat excellence is, perhaps, equivalent to inquiring why genius is 
erratic, why we are uustable in our judgment, and why huma.u 
fancy is like the fabled bird of paradise, that exists only when on 
the wing. · 

Had \he men who followed the bright period to which I have 
adverted been plodders Qn the highwav of art, without soul or 
invention, and content to follow with painful exactn01111 the foot
etepe of their predeceesore; we might, perhaps, have seen an age 
of good imitators, and of a level platitude; a race of tame 
transmittors of the excellence of others, productive of a perpetual 
repetition ofapproved forms and established models. 

But very far otherwise was the case. Art, in all its branches, 
throughout the sixteenth and even the seventeenth centuries, was 
in a state of excit.ement and activity. Vasari, writing in the 
middle of the sixteenth century, vaunted that auch wae the 
fecundity of art and facility of execution in his time, that eix pic
tures could then be painted within the time occupied by the 
previous generation of painters on a single picture. The eimple
miu<leu historian of art seems to have been hardly aware that hie 
vaunt implied rather reproach than praise; although it is true he 
has elsewhere amused hie readers by the anecdote of an eminent 
painter who, at his easel, when called to his meal, replied that he 
would come directly, "for he had but oue saint more to paint." 

The growth of public wealth and the progresa of civilisation 
brought into existence hoete of artiste and of patrons of art. 
Popes and potentates vied with each other in the patronage of it, 
and even kings would condescend to bid against each other for 
the CC?rparal poBBeSion and exclusive monopoly of some favourite 
practitioner. 

The collileqnencee of euch exceeeive 11timulue were obvious and 
inevitable. Prosperity begot reckless and carelP.Bll extravagance, 
and extravagance led to a rapid deterioration. 

The real lnborioWJ artiste of the fifteenth century wrought, no 
doubt, slowly anti painfully-urged onwards not so much by a 
thought of lucre or applause, as by a deeply-felt love of their art; 
whilat the flattering crowd of artiste who filled the scene in later 
times were the spoilt children of fortune; painting and carving 
and building with wonderful dexterity and readin688 of execution 
it is true, and with a wonderful facility of invention in deTi
eing new shapes and fashions and fantastical combinations; 
but without that earnest, ardent, painstaking, and simple 
severity of study which had conducted their forefathers to real 
excellence. 

By way of illustrating the vast change that had taken place 
during the sixteenth. century, let ue compare the works of Bra
mante, who flourished at the beginning of that century, with 
those of Borromini, who was born at the end of it. I have on a 
former occaeion dwelt on the peculiar merits of Bramante. Hie 
was a pure, honest architecture, perfectly free from affectation 
and couceite of any kind whatever. His style appears to me to 
be all the more captivating from the very absence of all ad cap
tandum contrivances, and all the more effective from its manifest 
freedom from all seeking after effect. 

If we turn from him to Borromini, we shall be shocked to see 
what devastation and corruption of taste had taken place during 
the one hundred intervening years. 

The one sought to charm by hie purely architectural feeling; 
aiming, for the most part, at those high qualities-order, sym
metry, and rythmical arrangement-which the great father of 
architecture, VitruTius, had long before pointed to as the dis
tinguishing charactel" of good architecture; whilst the other eet 
at defiance all order and moderation. The one never feared to 
draw a straight line, unless the requirements of his work seemed 
to render a curved or a broken line preferable for eome special 
purpose-and surely a straight line eeeme to be, of all others, the 
line of architectural fitness, and therefore of beauty; whereas, 
Borromini muet evidently havl' abhorred euch a line above all 
things. He it was who, of all men, contributed most to the in
troduction of that eyetem of architectural design (if it can 
worthily lay claim to the diguity of a eyetem) by which masonry 
lost its special character and its moet appropriate forms. Hie 
fai;adee curved inwards or bulged outwards on their plan, as if 
made not of hard stone, but of .some yielding and plastic eub
etance; and his pediments, totally forgetfitl of their -primitive 
form, offered every variety of intricete convdlution and d1Btortion. 

Bramante called in the aid of sculpture with that charineu 
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and r.aution which plainly indicated how highly he appreciated 
its noble attributes and fitting application; and u if he feared 
to vulgarise it by too frequent a use of it, or by exoeas of any 
kind. Yet, highly as he appreciated sculpture, he never per-
niitted it to encroach upon the proper limit.a of his own special 
art. Sculpture was used by him as an honoured acceBBory, well 
calculated to stamp a moral value on his work, and to give it a 
grace beyond the reach of mere architecture. 

Borromini, on the other hand, permitted sculpture to dominate 
over the main object of his art without restraint: his whole 
building was literally sculpturesque, and his masonry was left. to 
the humbler duty of formmg a mere vehicle for the consolidation 
of some fantastic piece of clay modelling. Such had been the 
downward progreBB of architecture during the period to which I 
have been adverting. 

It must not, however, be supposed that the transition was sud
den, or even rapid. The activity and energy of the sixteenth 
century were wonderful, and led to perpetual changes, and were 
constantly giving birth to novelties. New schools were founded, 
and eminent masters appeared in rapid sacceBSion, and of most 
opposite characters;-Sansovino, with his superabundant wealth 
of sculptural resources; Palladio, with a moderation and purity 
of feeling far beyond his fellows; Michael Angelo, whose length of 
life enabled him to see out most of the brightest lights of ltaly, 
although he was himself a fellow-labourer with some of the 
earllest and ablest masters of the great Italian RenaiBBance. Still, 
though the course of architecture was an onward course, yet it 
was also a descending course. The art lost its dignity, and be
came frivolous and trilling. Every part of a building seemed to 
be, as it were, in restless movement; curved lines were broken 
and inverted; straight lines were perpetually interrupted or di
verted; aud all breadth was frittered away by a maltltarle of 
light.a and shadows. 

It is worthy of note how great a sympathv has always seemed 
to exist between our art and that of the sculptor. Whether dig
nified and severe, noble or mean, national or conventional, grand 
or grotesque, those two sister arts seem ever to have proceeded 
hand in hand; for ever sharing the same fate; rising together into 
greatness and sublimity, and together sinking into painful imbe
cility. Without going too far back into the history of art 
(although in remotest times the sympathy between the two arts 
was eminently conspicuous), we shall find the observation hold 
good in Mediieval art. The culminating period of ecclesiastical 
architecture was precisely that which has bei>n eulogised by our 
Flaxman as distmguished by high sculptural excellence. The 
quat.rocentist introdacers of modern art in both these branches 
shared like feelings, and were remarkable for like excellences. 
The sculpture of Donatello, like the architecture of Alberti, was 
alike vigorous and origilml, and full of delicacy of feeling; these 
high qualities being in both art.a somewhat qualified, it is true, 
by a certain degree of hardne88 and rigidity. Jn Michael Angelo 
we find the same oolossal and masculine breadth, whAther we re
gard the examples he has left as of his sculpture or of his archi
tecture. 

Then, ooming down to the epoch that more particularly en
gages our attention this evening, we shall find the same debase
ment pervading the two arte. I have already said that one of 
the marked charactt>ristic& of the architecture of the seventeenth 
century was that of restleBS movement; so also the sculpture of 
the seventeenth oentary exhibits, in an especial manner, the ab
sence of that tranquil dignity which is particularly becoming in 
sculpture, especially when applied as an accessory to architecture. 
A want of repose is almost equally offensive in both the art.a. 
The eye is fatigued and the attention distracted by an excessive 
flutter in the details, whether we contemplate a building or a 
group of sculpture. Bernini set the example, but Borromini 
went far beyond him in this vicious treatment of the sculptural 
accessories of their respective buildings. Indeed, one of the most 
repulsive faults of sculpture at ~his degenerate period was it.a 
utter want of repose, and the inordinate love of representing 
agitated drapery. 

It is said of Bernini, by Milizia, that, although he wu himself 
far from a pattern of sobriety in this respect, he yet knew enough 
of his art to condemn the fault in others. Remarking on one 
occasion the extreme agitation of St. Veronica's clothing, under 
the dome of St. Peter's, he sarcastically inquired of the sculptor 
from whence the wind came that so seriously disturbed the vir-
gin saint's drapery, seeing that she stood protected within the 
walla of the edifice. The eculptor, fortunately for him, had an 

answer that eft'ectu&lly dileoncerted the critic :-11 The wind,• he 
replied, " obviously came through the aerioua flleuree in the m&
aonry of the dome, oocuioned by the eritie'a (Bernini'•) want oC 
skill, in destroying the 11tability of the pien of that dome;" Ber
nini having shortly before somewhat rashly interfered with 
Michael Angelo' a piers, by the insertion of coloBB&l niohea excavated 
out of the substance of those piers. Such were the mmual i-. 
criminations of these two moat eminent artists, who contributed 
so lar~ely to the degradation of their art. I am confident that I 
am U'amg no extravagant or inordinate expr.sione when I desig
nate the architectural sculpture of the seventeenth centnry, in its 
treatment and mode of introduction, as ridiculoua and absurd. 
Their sculpture may probJbly have been designed with boldn
and vigour, and executed often with a muterly de:.rlo:!ritT; cer
tainly we cannot jastly charge it with tameneea or inB1pidity. 
It.a fault.a were, indeed, exactly the reverse. There is a grotesque 
energy, a violence of gesticulation, which is perhaps very trne 
to nature, if we seek nature in the win-hope of the Campagna, 
or among the La.zzaroni of the Chiaja; but the united voices of 
all cultivated artist.a will ooncur in oondemning that style of na
ture as unfit for the study and imitation of sculptors. 

A painter may, with perfect propriety, impart whatever de
gree of violent action his subject may demand: his pencil under
takes to realise to the eye actual 11Cenes; and, if intense action is 
to be represented, he is most 1mooessful who beet realise11 on the 
canvas that intensity. The caee is, as it appears to me, far other-
wise with the sculptor's art; at least when it is applied as the 
~rial embellishment of architecture. Statues in nichea, or 
on balustrades, or otherwise frinWng the sky-line of a building, 
must, I should think, be subdued' both in attitude and in treat
meut. 

(To~~.) 

TO DETERMINE BY INSPECTION THE AMOUNT OF 
HEART-WOOD IN SLEEPER BLOCKS, BEA.MS, &c. 

By THOllA.ll CARGILL, C.E. 

IN every specification attached to a oontract for the delivery of 
sleeper-blockll, beams, or other timber inteuded for engineering 
or arclritectural purposes, one of \he most important clauses is 
that which specifies the amount of heart-wood which the block 
or hel\m must posseSB in order to insure its being paBBed by the 
engineer or other person deputed to examine it; for it is calcu
lated that a certain quantity <Jf perfectly sound and well-BeaSoned 
wood ought to be obtained out of every block, and it is evident 
this would not be the case should the timber oontain more than 
the allowable proportion of sap-wood. 

It is a matter then of some importance, and of oonsiderable 
convenience to the person in whose hands rests the respon
sibility of passing or rejecting timber, to be able to ascertain 
speedily and accurately whether the blocks under his examina
tion possess a sufficient amount of heart-wood to furnish good 
and sound material for the purposes for which they are in
tended; and I propose giving a short rule, by which anyone 
may calculate a table which will enable him to discover by simple 
inspection whether a piece of timber will give the quantity 
of heart-wood required by the specification. In any block of 
timber the heart wood is found disposed in a pretty uniformly 
circular figure around an imaginary line passing through the 
centre of the block, aud which may be regarded as its longitudi
nal axis. This is shown in the diagram, which represent.a, to a 
scale of one-sixth, a section of a block of timber 13 inches by 14; 
the inscribed circle is intended to show the heart-wood, while the 
rest of the figure exterior to the circle represents the amonnt of 
sap-wood which the block contains. Although my object at pi-. 
sent is not to define, yet it may be well to mention that the sap
wood is that por~ion which is of the newe1t or mORt receut gromh, 
and which, owing to the premature felling of the tree, not having 
had time (to use a common fhrase) to acquire the consistency 
and close-grained structure o the interior parts, is totally unfit 
for purposes of con~truction, but which would become heart-wood 
in the event of the tree remaining unfelled-in fact, were the 
tree permit.ted to attain to maturity there would be scarcely any 
sap-wood at all. 

r n the diagram let a, b, be the breadth and depth respectively 
of the block; d the diameter of the circnlar portion of heart-wood; 
and let n repre1ent the proportion of sap-wood allowed in the 
specification. Now the total amount of heart-~ will evidently 
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equal the di.ff'erence between the contents of the whole block and 
the proportion of sap-wood, =ab-nab=ab(l-n). Aaain, AB the 
heart-wood lies wholly within the circular portion of the figure, 

a 

the area of this circle must =ab(l-n), which gives us the follow
ing equation:-

rd' ) --=ab(l-n, 
4 

r of course being ratio of circle to diameter. .Reducing the equa
tion, and solving ford, we obtain 

- . /1-n (1) d = 2,v'abx'\I -;- ··· ··· 

Aa the length of the piece of timber would be common to both 
sides of the equation, it would be superfluous to introduce it into 
the calculation, more especially as it doe11 not affect the use of 
the rule. 

. In cases where a=b the equation becomes 

d= 2a,Vl:n ... (2) 

As a, b, and n are always known, it is clear that a table could be 
easily con_structed for the corresponding values of d; and all 
that remams for the inspector of the timber to do is to lay his 
rule across the centre of the block-, and ascertain whether the 
actual an~ calculated lengths of d coineide. Since n in the B&Ille 
C?ntract 1s generally constant, the calculations in the equa
t10ns become very much simplified, particularly in the equation (2) 
for square blocks, which are the most usual; for the value of 

V 1 
r n once determined, suffices for all the different values of 

a and b. 
Dublin, Ja.n. 17, 1862. 

ST. JAMF.S' CATHOLIC SCHOOLS, MARYLEBONE 
LANE, LONDON. 

(W"alh an Engraving.) 

Tu~-': &ehools OCCUPY. a central position amid a large number 
of fam1hes of the workmg classes, for whose nae the establish
ment is intended. Simple as are the main requirements of day 
achools, tber~ is on_ e~amination opportunity for much thought 
1111d .labour m des1gnmg the general arrangement and variollll 
details to make up the necessary sum of space, light, ventilation 
warm!n_g, easy access, due separation, convenience for wa11hing: 
deJlOl!ltmg caps and cloaks, &c., that constitute a serviceable build
ing. In this in~ce, in order ~ leave an open playground to 
eerve as well for hght and fresh air, the three schools for infants 
girls, and boys, are disposed on three floors; the height t.h~ 
necessitated is und~irable, but readily excused from the great 
acarcity of land. The staircases and offices, and two separate 
~trances, form one wing, all of fireproof construction. A con
nderable economy of space is gained by the compact arrangement 
of the two staircases winding over each other in the same space. 
The teachers' rooma,'cloak and cap rooms, lavatories and latrines 
all com1nunicate with the different atafrs; in the latter a careful 

construction of $lazed stoneware, with a flushing apparatus, baa 
been adopted to msure cleanliness. 

The style, in accordance with the every day material used, 
i.a aimple and structural, aa our illustration shows: in this 
inmnoe, it baa been an object that on entering the building no 
feeling of disappointment should be the consequence of a forced 
contrast with too ambitious features in the exterior. 

The foundation stone of this building waa laid on the first of 
November last, by the clergy of the church in S~sh-plaae. 
Canon Hunt officiated, asaisted by the Rev. Chaplains J. Rhing, 
Dr. Banns, and Edward Taylor, the manager of the schools. 

The accommodation is for six to seven hundred children. 
Mr. J. Ross is fitting the rooms with improved desks, &c. of 
American birch. The contractor, Mr. G. P. White, of Pimlico, 
has energetically carried on the works during the winter months, 
and with evident security. The architects are .Me8111'&. Willson 
and Nicholl, of Marylebone-road, London. 

ON PHOTOGRAPHIC DISTORTION. 
:By RoBBRT H. :Bow, C.E. 

"CHART DISTORTION." 

PLANS and charts become worse than valneleea when copied so 
as to have distorted scales; it is therefore a moat important mat
ter to free the copying as much aa pasaible from this defect. 

:Believing that this distortion exists to a& much greater degree 
than is generally thought, and that the usual oombinations for 
copying are not so perfect as they get credit for, I trust the so
ciety will excuse me for treating of the 11ubject at considerable 
lenith, although not so fully and completely as I could have de
sired; but the subject iii new to me, the calculations somewhat 
tedious, and the aid to be obtained from the ordinary treatiaea on 
o~tica very doubtful ind~d. The chief informntion and the 
higher researches on the action of lenses are confined to the pro
duction of the most perf11ct image of an object aeeu under a very 
small angle-of view, of which we may take the moon, or about 
half a degree, as the greatest; whereas what the photograpb11r 
desires is an angle of liO or 60 degrees, or more if be can get it. 
The questions are ao different that one of the first proceedings of 
the photographic optician is to turn the lens exactly the revene 
way of that du"ected by the astronomical mathematician, sacri
ficing tine definition at the centre of the picture for a more gene
rally distributed though far inferior excellence. 

TM Origin of t"8 Di8tortion.-If we were to take a copy of 
our chart by means of the rays pasaing through a pinhole, or by 
means of a very small lens of considerable focus, that copy would 
be free from the defect we are now considering: the various lines 
would be more or less hazy and indistinct, but their positions and 
distances would be everywhere correct, according to the scale of the 
centre. The want of sharpness, however, in the best of such copies 
thus obtained, except when the size is very small compared with 
the length of focus of the lens, ia ao great, that we are driven from 
tbi.a simple to more complex arrangements in search of "flatneaa 
of field," or of such a condensing of the oblique and st.might pencils 
of light as to bring them all to their foci in the same plane. 

The ~m, Fig. 1, exhibits the different foci for some pencils 
of light alT at the same very oblique angle, but.. passing through 
different parta of the lens, and at once points out the use of a stop 
at SS, to cut or stop off all the rays which come to the aborter 
foci; and this device of a stop is the principal step in all arrange
ments for obtaining flatness of field. 

Unfortnnat.ely the employment in this manner of a stop brings 
with it the evils of chart distortion; thus in Fig. 2; let AI =ID. 

The rays OA and 01, coming from an object beyond the stop, 
would give a correct projection on the plane of AD; aud therefore, 
in .order that. the image formed at PF may be correct, PR should 
bear the same proportion to RF which AI beart1 to ID, and it 
would do this approximately if the tangents of the angles of re
fraction were proportioned to the tangents of the angles of inci
deuce, i.e., if PP' to RP.' were AB AD to ID; but it is the sines of 
the angles and not the tangents which are proportionate, the con
sequence is that PF compared with RF is too small, or the ray 
O.A P ia too much refracted to give an undistorted image. 

In calculating the distortions produced by the different lenses, 
and in comparin~ the effects producible by combining two lenses 
one on either aide of the same stop, it will greaUy facilitate the 

• OanUnued from page 26. 
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operations if we assume certain rays passing the stop at definite 
angles; and perhaps the rays shown in Fig. 2 are the most conve
nient for onr purpose. The extreme ray is taken at thirty degrees 
with the axis of the lens, and the tangent to it, AD, is divided 
into four equal parts, so that the angles of the other rays are as 

Fro. 1. 

Non.-The mol'I' curved" field" Is given by 1Ulnlr the central 
part of the Iona alone: the !latter "field" la obtalneCl by placlDg 
a st-0p al t\S. 

marked in the figure. Taking AD as the unit of our dimensions, 
KDwill be=0·75, ID=0·5, and GD =0·25, also the distance of 
the stop or OD will be= l ·732. All the other dimensions, such as 
the radius of cnrvature, distance of object or image, &c., are to be 
referred to this same unit AD. All the lenses here considered are 
piano-con vex. 

The UnU of Non-Diatortion.-The amount of the distortion will 
diminish towards the centre of the picture, the tangents and sines 
becoming there more and more nearly equal, and at the centre the 
distortion will be zero. 

If we imagine a ray Om (Fig. 2) to be exceedingly near to the 
axis, then the ratio which tDF bears to mD gives us a standard by 
which to calculate the amount of distortion produced upon RDY of 
the radii, such as DG, DI, DK, or DA; and if we make the value 
which DA ahoultl posaeBB in the picture at PF (if it were undis-

TABLE !.-Of Rutdta of Caktd<Uioos. 

Radius of "' "' :ii 
' ... ~ 

Curvature of Lena No. of Line 0 0 0 
and it.I Dlalanoe 

n II n II 

"" "" ~ "" OD trom Slop. "' !>< :;;> 
- -------------

Rad.= 3. 
1 0·8846 0·6994 0·4850 0•2480 

OD= 1.732. 2 0•1154 0•0506 0•0150 0·0020 

3 11 •54 6·H 3·00 O•i8 
4 2·94- 2•96+ 2•937 say2·94 

5 88·90 19•97 8·80 2•30 
---.------

Rad.= 3. 
1 ·9259 •7172 •4903 ·2486 

OD= 0·866. 2 ·07'1 ·0328 ·0097 •0014 

3 7·41 4•38- 1'{J4- 0·57 
4 2•85- 2·83 2·76 say2•8 

5 21·12 12•89 5•35 1•60 
------------

Rad.= 4. 
1 •9045 ·7081 •48i8 •2484 

OD -1·732, 2 ·0955 •0419 ·0122 •0016 

3 9•55 5•59 2·43 0•64+ 
4 2·95 2•97 2•92 say2·94 

5 28•17 16·60 7·10 1•88 
----- --------

Rad. =6. 
1 ·9275 •7187 •4906 ·24S8 

OD= l·i32. 2 ·0725 •0318 •0094 ·0012+ 

8 7·25 4·17 1 •89 0·49+ 
4 2·94- 2·94+ 2·{J3 say2·93 

5 21 ·32 12·26 5·55 l•H 

tort.eel like the centre) eqaal' to unity, the actual values of PF, TF, 
RF, and QF, when compared with 1, 0'75, o·5, and 0-25 times this 
nndi1torted value, respectively, will indicate the amount of con
traction which each has undergone. The ratio which mD bears 
to tDD when the ray Om is infinitely near the axis is 

D+~T 
=l:l-2R-

where u=index of refraction, D= OD, T = DE,andR=radius 
p 

N 

... 
E 

Fu1. 2. 

of curvature of AE, and taking u = 1·5, and since AD= 1, the 

value of our unit of non-distortion is = 1-D t J T 

The courses of the four rays have been calculated for the various 
examples with considerable ca.re, the effect of the thickneu of the 
glass, &c. being taken into account. The index of refraction em; 
ployed has been taken as usual= 1·5 for the sake of convenience, 
althongh a higher value woulJ. have Leen better. 

The results are ~iven in Table 1. It will be observed, from the 
second and third Imes, that the absolute contractions of the radii 
vary nearly as the cubes of their lengths, and that the percent.ages 
of contraction are therefore nearly as the squares of the lengths. 

E:eplaMti<m of tlie Table. 
The first line gives the values to which the various radii &re reduced by 

distortive contraction when the distance DF is &88\IIDed to be infinite (and 
are then proportional to the tangent& of the &0gle11 of emisl!ion.) 

The 2nd lino of result& gives the absolute amount of diatortive oon
traction. 

The 3rd line gives the per-centage values of the diatortiona of the 
radii. 

The 3rd line also expresses the per-centage of lateral distortion of a 
body situated at the extremity of a radius. 

The 4th line gives the values of the index n calculated with reference 
to the my nearest the axis, so that r" varies ae the absolute distortion. 

The 5th line give1 the per-centage values of the radial contract.ions 
taken at the extremities of the radii. Tbeee are shown, by detailed calcn
lations in the original paper, to amount to n timee the value given in tbe 
3rd line for the total radial, or for the extreme lateral oontractiona. 

(To be continued.) 

BEvlEws. 

Specimens of Early Frencl1 .Architecture, aekcted chutftg frrma tAt 
Churchu of tl1e Ile de France, and Illustrated in Geometrical 
DratDinga and Perapective YietDG. By RoBKRT ;J, JOHNSON, 
M.RI.B.A., Architect. Parts L, II., and III. 
In giving a paBBing glance in our notice of Forei~n Publica

tions at the 'Monuments of Medi~val .Art in Austria, of Helder 
and Eitel berger, we remarked that the work would be per bapt1 more 
esteemed by the antiquarian than by the students of practical archi
tecture such as we find them in this country at the present day. 
The very reverse of this observation applies to the work now under 
notice. It is neither more nor leBS than a selection of the sketch• 
made by an architectural student during a continental tour, 
elaborated into good but not highly-finished drawings, and pub
li:ihe<l. Much the same thing has been done in the recent &Dd 
well-known works of Mr. Norman Shaw and Mr. Nesfie!J, and in 
some earlier instances: the present work, however, difl'era from 
the two just named in being confined to one country, and as a 
rule to one province of that country; and differs also in the 
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style of lithogr11phy adopted, being executed entirely in line 
lithography. 

Aboat one-thinl of the proposed series is now pablished, and 
Crom that we can judge of the selection of subjects and of the ex
ecution of the plates. The subjects are of the twelft.11 and thir
teenth centuries, and may be appropriately described by quoting a 
few lines fiom a letter from Mr. Gilbert Scott, recommending 
the work, which is incorporated in the prospectns. "The build
ings which you have sele<::t.ed for illustration," remarks Mr. Scott, 
"belong to that part of France which was tne very cradle of Pointed 
architecture, and where it assumed its purest and most perfect 
forms; and the subjects themselves, while they are of the highest 
excellence, are moatly on a scale which renders them more sug
gestive to the student of our own day than thoae of a more mag
ni.6.cent class." Abbey and parish churches, of dimensions and 
elaboration not exceeding th08e now built in this country, have 
aooordingly been chiefty selected, and are illustrated by external 
perspective sketches, measured sections and plan11 of portions to a 
11111all soale, occasionnl internal perspective views, and frequent 
det&ils of mouldings tn a sea.le sufficiently large for all practical 
purposes, with some few examples of carving. These are clearly 
drawn in line lithography, and the author shows very considerable 
akill in dranghtsmanship, which here and there, as for example 
in the exterior view of St. Framboise at Senlis, and the interior 
of St. Martin at Etampes, rises to high artistic power. 

In one respect, however, the work is deficient; the representa
tions of sculptural decoration are inferior to those of purely archi
tectural forms, a point the more to be regretted, because the 
sculp'ure of these early French works, at once characteristic, 
simple, and effective, forms one of their strong cl11.ims on our 
attention. Compared with the woodcuts of Viollet le Due, or the 
lithographs of Mr. Nesfield, Mr. Johnson's drawings of sculp
tare leave mnch to be desired, may we hope to be amended in 
fature portions of the issne. This excepted however, the work is 
a moat acceptable addition to our scanty and incomplete stock 
of architectural literature. It is prepared by an architect, and 
for architect.&, and will be fonnd to convey very much the in
forma.tion which every stndent of French churches would like 
to collect for himllelf; and, with perhaps here and there a little 
additional finisll, in very nearly the same form in which a well
kept sketch book woald preserve it. 

The views of towers and steeples, which, by the bye,' the author 
refers to in his prospectllB as a distinct featnre of his project, will 
be foand peculiarly valaable and suggestive, and the distinctness 
with which they are drawn renders them very usefal for study. 

This work, we may add, is now in course of publication in 
monthly parts, and is inteuded when complete to contain about 
100 hal.f-imperial plates, which at the price charged per part will 
oost under 9d. a plate. We hope to take another opportunity of 
noticing it, either during its publication or upon its complet.ion; 
and in l'9COmmending it heartily to our readers, we are induced to 
add one or two words as to the value of all such works. 

Addressed mainly to stndents and to practitioners actually 
engaged in architectural work, these books of sketches offer a 
lll&8ll of valnable but miscellaneous information, in a form in 
which it is of far greater use to the collector than to any other 
pel'IOn. No one conld m&ke for himself the series of sketches 
and measnrements which this or any similar book contains with
out acquiring in the process a mass of the most valuable infor
mation, which almost insensibly will arrange itself in the mind, 
and be of great vnlne. It is, however, possible not only to possess, 
but even to examine such a work as this without sensible benefit; 
nay, more, it is a matter of some difficulty to extract from it all 
the information which it can affonl; aud to those who possessing 
thi.e volume desire to master the subject of it, we recommend an 
attempt at classification of it.a contents by means of rough sketches 
made from the drawings themselves, as more likely to aid them 
in the study of French architectnre than repeated inspections, or 
even the occasional extraction of a feature or a detail, or a general 
outline. 

Far dift'erent is it with sueh a book as Sharpe's Parallel.a, a 
work probably at the head of it.a class in England. Here, not 
only has the information been collected, it has also been digested, 
•yatematised, and arrangeJ, and it is preseuted to the student in 
~uch a form that he = hardly turn over the plates without gain
ing luting inst.ruction. It is, however, idle to expect that every 
•tudent who undertakes the labour of preparing an illustrated 
book on an:hitectnre, whatever he may in part do for his own 
liene6t, or in hia own mind, should be able to devote the time and 

trouble reqnisite for the production of highly studied works of 
this class. Such a miscellaneouA collection as that before us, 
although not much more than a DIMS of materials, is of great 
value to students, and will prove to those about to proceed to 
France a very good example of what to study and how to study 
it, so far as "study" refers to actual investig11.tion, sketching, 
noting, and measuring on the spot, exclusive of future classifiC11.tion 
and generalisation of the materials so gathered. To architects 
this book will no doubt often furnish a 1mggestion, and sometimes 
a precedent; and to some futnre writer it may furnish some of 
the materials for part of a great work which has vet to be written, 
if written it ever will be, now that the most celebrated of English 
art critics is understood to have abandoned the attempt in despair, 
disheartened, and disgusted by the ruthless and wholeR&le destruc
tion of the genuineness of medireval monuments in France which 
recent "restorations" have occasioned. A work that should fully 
unfold the rise and growth of pointed architecture in France, the 
country of its greatest excellence if not of its birth, and which 
should systematize and comprehend much ascertained information 
that many labourers have collected, either for their own use or 
for publication; and giving a connected view of the whole, should 
also trace, step by step, alike the contemporaneous progress and 
the various devergencies which Gothic architecture in France 
exhibits in so marked a manner. 

The Meclumics of Conatruction. By STEPHEN FENWICK, F.R.A.S., 
of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich. London: Bell and 
Daldy, 1861. 
This work treats of the theories of the strength of materials, 

roofs, arches, suspension bridges, &c., and of the application of the 
results of theory to particular Cll.Ses. Wh11.t the author appears to 
have proposed to himselfseems to have been to enable the student 
not only to become familiar with the general scientific principles 
of construction, but to learn how to apply them readily. This object 
iR very satisfactorily sought by means of careful explanation and 
numerous well selected examples. There are also given several 
tables of the strength, weight, &c., of materials. The author has 
brought to his task a thorough acqaaintance with the mathema
tics of the subject, and some study of varions English and foreign 
works on constrnctive mechanics and kindred topics, which are 
enumerated in the preface. We may as well give Mr. Fenwick's 
acconnt of the scope and design of his book in his owu words:-

" I hn.ve divided my subject into two parts:-
The first part includes the theory and some of the applications of the 

strength and resistance of materi&ls. The second part contains the theory 
and the construction of roofs and arches. The •training forces which a.ct 
upon a structure having been determined by simple statical considerations, 
formulre of solution are thence deduced by the theory established in Part 
I., with tho ultim:i.te view of estimating the strength of ea.ch particular 
construction. These form Wai are the result of exact mathematical rellllon· 
ing. The various experimental data which have been adopted are placed 
in convenient juxtaposition with ea.ch corresponding theoretical section. 

Throughout the whole work the method of determining the dimension• 
of the different parts of a structure, in order to fulfil certa.in conditions, 
has been a.ttentively kept in view. This important feature constitutes a 
distinguishing characteristic of th!" present publication. In no other En
glish work is this method adopted with respect to torsion, solids of equal 
resistance, roofs and a.rches. • 

With the desire of rendering my labours more easily available, I have 
divided the work into llJlla.ll chapters, and in some cases ea.ch -0hapter is 
subdivided into sections. Chapter I., Part I., contains some necessary 
introductory remarks, and the firat principles of the resistance of ml\teriala. 
This part of the subject is developed at considerable length. In the pre· 
liminary observations the practical man is cautioned against trusting im· 
plicitly to the formWai established in Part I., when the straining forces 
which a.ct upon a body paas certain limits. It is a remarkable fa.ct, 
noticed by all experimentalists on the strength of maeria.ls, that after 
a certain point haa been reached, any addition of strain increasee the 
dilatation of a body in a much higher proportion than before this limit is 
passed. This, it is conjectured, arises from the diBuniom of the particle 
of the body whoee joint action contributed to the whole effect. Hence I 
have taken the utmost care to cite from the best authorities the neoeeaary 
constants for thoee limits, which are usually denominated c~Jficieflta of 
1afety. 

• "In the new edition of the • Encyclopmdla Br!Wnlca' Jim COD!pleted, in th• 
article on the Btnongth of Materials, wo are t.old lhAt the writer has not been able to 
deduce the fonnula for the reaistaooo to torsion or a cylindrical body when the lolllrth 
of the cylinder la taken into account. This formula ia giYen in the preaent Trea1!0e, 
and acrordlog to ldorlD. the truth of the !onnnla baa been Yer!Jled by the experlmcntl 
or JiLH. Dulean ud &van." 
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The W&D\ of a small and compendious volume fer the u1e of student.a of 
military and civil engineering baa 1-n of late greatly felt, especially 
aince the highest educational authorities have introduced these branchea of 
study into the programme of the examinations for engineer and artillery 
officers. To supply this want is the main motive that ha.a impelled the 
author to draw up the present treatise," 

The first part, which treats of the resistances to Extension.. 
Compression, Flexure, and Torsion; Moments of Lo!Ml; Sectional 
Form of Beams; Estimation of Deflection, &c., is very clear l\nd 
accurate. There is one clause indeed (the 25th, on pl\ge 34) in 
which we fail to find our author's usual transparency, although 
the course of proof is geometrically exact. In this clause the sum 
of the moments of inertia of a surface about two perpendicular 
axes in its plane is equated with the moment of inertia about an 
axis passing through the point of intersection, and perpendicular 
to the plane of the surface. Now the former are moments of 
inertia opposed to tramverae farure, while the latter is the polar 
moment of inertia measuring the resistance to torsion. The equa
tion would therefore be apt to puzzle a learnei:, since torsion is 
not tl'el\ted of until further on in the book. We think, however, 
that Mr. Fenwick's line of argument might be readily so modified 
as to prove the following general theorem:-" The sum of the 
moments of inertia of a surface about two axes in its plane and 
perpendicnlar to each other is constant, when the point of inter
section of the axes is fixed, but their directions variable." It is 
easily deduced fron this theorem that the moment of inertia of a 
squlU'e bar if the 81\me whatf!fJe1' the direction of flexure; i.e., 
whether the bending be parallel to a side, in the direction of a 
diagonal, or in any intermediate direction. A square bar there
fore resembles a cylindrical bar in being equally 1tijf all ways; 
though it differs from t.he cylindrical bar lll not being equally 
1trong all ways. 

The proposition to which we have demurred is however 
merely a subordinate one, and the subsequent proposition (to 
which it is in a certain sense a lemma) is capable of indepen
dent demonstration. 

As a specimen of the manner in which our author handles the 
l\nalytical part of his subject, we make the following extract 
from his chapter on Solids of Equal Resistance, under which 
title he treats of beams whose sectional strength is everywhE!re 
proportional to the strain. We may as well first explain that S 
denotes the extreme strain of compression or extension at the 
top or bottom of the section under consideration:-

" PRoBLJ:ll •· A body of length l rest.a in a horizontal position on 
two supports at its extremities, and is uniformly loaded along its whole 
length with p lbs. on every unit of length. The C1'088 sectiona of the body 
are rectangles, the middle one of which is of breadth band height h; deter· 
mine the form of the body in order that its resistance to fracture may be 
the same at every section, the breadth being constant throughout its 
whole length, but the height variable from the middle to each extremity. 

For the cross section of the body in the middle we have by Arts. 35, 40, 
Fro. 28. z2 

p - = jSbh", 
~lr"'----"11_ ..... 1..;;.h ___ .,..:::::511 8 pll 

• I orS=~ bh2 
... (1) 

and for a section of the body of breadth b and height y at a distance z 
from one end we have, by Art. 35, 

p 3pz(l-z) 
- z(l-z) = IJSby', or S = --- ... 
2 by• 

... (2) 

Wherefore, as the resistance is to be the same for every aection, the ten
sion S per unit of surface must be the same for all the section& of the 
body. Hence, ·by ( l) and ( 2 ), we get for the section of the aolid, the 
equation, 

~ pl' = 3pz(l-z) or y•= 4h' (Zz--et). 
bh• by• , l2 

This ia the equation of an ellipse, and hence the form of the body is de· 
termined. 

PaoBLEH 5. Find the form of the body in the last problem when the 
height is con~tant and the breadth variable. 

Let the body have at every section an equal height h, and at a distance 
z from one end let the breadth of the section be z. Then by the reasoning 
of the preceding problem, we get between z and z the relation. 

3pz(l-z) -= iP· l• or z = ~ (lz-z') (1) 
.rh• bh' , l1 

In order to determine the nature of this curve let us remove the origin 
of co-ordinates from one support to the middle poi.Ilt of the line which con

l 
JJecta the two supports. This will be effected by writing in (1), 2 -z for z, 

Hence the equation of the curve becomes, in reference to the new a-, 

O ( ~I - z•) = Z ••• .. . (2) 
. l2 • 

In order Btill further to simplify the equation ef the section of the eolid 
let us remove the new origin of co-ordinates to the extremity of the breadth 
b of the middle C1'088 section, by writing in (2), b - z for z. The equa
\ion (2) then becomes 

z•= ~ z ... . .. (3) 

Henoe it is obvious that the extremities of the variable breadth lie Oil a 
parabola which baa its vertex at the extreme point of the middle breadth b. 

The ground 11cdcA of the body is therefore a figure similar to a rhombus 
who.e sides, however, are formed by four rri.milar parabolas, every two of 
which coincide with their verticea at the extremitiea of the middle 
breadth b." 

The Deflection of Beams is treated in a very satisfactory man
ner. There are however two slips, which are soobviousl;r such that 
we should not care to mention them but for the possibility of their 
perplexing beginners, and the ease with which the corrections 
might be made. One occurs on page 84, where it is stated 
that "the deflection produced by a weight uniformly distributed 
along the length of a beam resting on two supports at its ex
tremities is equivalent to the deflection produced by ~ of this 
wei§ht condensed at the centre of the beam.'' It should read 
"t' ; for the deflection caused by a distributed load of (say) 
8 cwt. is equal to that caused by 5 cwt. collected at the centre. 
As the whole of the context is correct, this error simply lies in 
reversing the fraction. The other occurs on page 86, and is ex· 
actly similar, where we read-" When a beam is fixed e.t one ex
tremity, the deflection produced by a weight attached to it.s free 
extremity is equal to that which would be produced by i or this 
weight distributed along the whole length of the beam." Instead 
of " i" it should be "t.'' 3 cwt. at the extremity would cauae 
the same deflection as 8 cwi. distributed. 

The subject of torsion is diacussed in a remarkably lucid way. 
As particular attention is challenged in the preface to this portion 
of the work, we extract it. We hardly think any of our readers 
will need to be reminded that the "angle of torsion'' denoted by 
a in the formulre is measured, not in degrees or minutes, but in 
terms of the arc divided by the radius. 

"A prism experiences a nmple torlioo when a C1'0ll8 section of die 
prism turns, relatively to a section indefinitely near to it, round the &DA 
of the prism. The prism is consequently subjected to ext.erior foroe11 
which tend to twist it about its axis. 

The angle of torsion is that which two lines originally p:uallel and p&88-
ing respectively through the oent?es of the two croes 1!6Ctions of the prism 
indefinitely near to each other make between them after the distortion of 
the prism. 

To find tM remtwnce to tor.non of a homogeneoUI prim!. 
Let us consider two croflS sections of the prism near to each other, and 

the elementary fibres included between these sections. The exterior 
\wisting forces will cause one of theee sectiona to rotate, relatively to the 
other. abou\ the axis of the prism. Wherefore one of tht:se sections being 
regarded as fixed, a point in the other section will undergo an angular 
displacement by torsion, equal to the arc r' fJ r' being the distance of this 
point from the axis of the prism, and fiJ the circular measure of the angle 
of torsion. If we take the ratio of this displacement to the distance l 
between the two sections, or the length of the fibre of which the point 
under consideration may be considered as one extremitv, we ahall havt' 
for the displacement of this fibre referred to the dis\ance between the two 
sections, the expression 

r'f!J ••• (1) 

Now it is found by experiment (see Morin's 'IUsistance dea M.ateriaux,' 
p. •55, edition of 1857), that the resistance t of a fibre to torsion is pro
portional to the expreBSion (1 \ and the area of the fibre. Calling a then 
the area of a fibre at a distance r' from the axiB of the prism, and E' a 
conatant to be determined by experiment, we have as in Art. 29, 

t = E' t . ar' . . . (2) 

The distance l between the two sections of the prism being the same 
for all the fibres of the section in which a is the area of one, the ~ 
displacement, and consequentlv the greatest resistance, is the vn.lue of (2) 
for the fibre the most removed from the axis of the prism, or for the 
greatest value of r', which we shall denote by r. 
The moment of the resistance \2) abou~ the axis of the prism is, 

E' ~. ar' 1, 
l 

and the eum of all the similar momentl! for the whole section i.a 

E' ~l(ar1), 
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ThB expre!lllio11 ::E ( ar' I), which has been called the moment of pola,r 
inertia, ia evidently the moment of inertia of a croaa section of the prism 
ab<m\ an axill through it.a centre of gravity and perpendicular to it.a plane. 
.Denoting it by Ii. the sum of ell the momenta of the molecular resistances 
to torsion for the croea section of the solid ia 

E'. j. I 1 ••• • •• (3) 

Now in order that equilibrium may exist between Uie exterior forces which 
tend to produce torrion and the molecular resistances to torsion, the sum 
H of the moments of the exterior forces must be equal to the sum of the 
momenw (3l of the molecular resistanoes to torrion, so that we shall have 
the equation 

M:E'.t.I1 ••• (4) 

Such is the general !'elation which expresses the condition of equilibrium 
between the molecular resistances to torsion and the exterior foroee, for 
each eection of a homogeneous prism. -

The oorreeponding expreeeion for a cylindrical prism or shaft of length 
L ia deduced in the following manner. 

Torsiow of a cylitidrical beam or .Aaft. 
Let. ua consider a cylindrical beam or shaft AB (Fig. 33), acted upon 

by a force P which tenda to twist the Fui. 88 
beam about it.a axis. 

Then if all the croea eectiona of the 
beam between A and B be euppoeed 
to be equally fixed, the effecte or tor
.non will be tranamitted progressively 
to the cylindrical beam from the ex- n 

tremity A to the ertremity B, ao that -am------~· 
any one aection of the beam will ex- A 

perience theefi'ect.softorrion only when 
the immediately preoedmg aection to 
thia begins to rotate. Consequently the extreme section B will begin to 
move only when all the aectiona which preoede the eection at B have 
been pui in a atate of tonion. 

Let a cylinder in a state of torrion be 
projecled on two planes perpenclicular . u 
to one another, the circle ABC DEF (Fig. a 1----.----::::::0.,...... .... 
34) being the projection on one of these 
planes, and the figure GdfH the pro-
jection on the other plane. d f--+---~---..-1 f 

Then a particle A at one extremity of 
the cylinder has been transmitted by the 
ionion of the cylinder to a certain point 
at D, at the instant the corresponding 
point a at the other extremity of the 
cylinder begins to move. Hence the 
generat.ing line Aa of the cylinder has 
been cuned into the thread of a screw, 
of which the projectiona on the respec· 
tive11 planea are ABCD and abed. 

Likewise the point (A, 11) of this gene
rating line has been removed to (C, c), 
the point (A, v) to (B, b) ; and so on. 

c 

B 

Hence it follows that the section df has turned through the angle of 
tonion AOD: the aection czi through the angle AOC, &c. 

Le\ L be the lezigih of the cylinder; then by the property of the screw, 
arc BC arc AD arc AD being . ~., 
~=~=-L--'' m .. ,. 

.Applying this result to (4) of last article, we get 

M=E'. L. I 1 (1), 

or a :: M • L ..• (2); 
E' • lt 

a being the angle of torrion for the whole cylinder, and M the sum of the 
momenMI of the exterior forces. The quantities E' and 11, are the same 
.. in (4), Art. 66. 

Cor. It appears from (2) that the angle of torsion is directly propor
tional to .the eum M of the moment.a of the exterior forces, and to the dis
tance L between the extreme ends of the cylinder. 

Olia. According to General Morin, these reeulta have been verified by 
the experiment.a of MM. Duleau and Savart. (Morin's ~aiatance des 
Matmaux, p. 455.) 

The equation (1), Art. 67, may be put in a more convenient fonn for 
1111e in the following manner:-

Since 11 is the moment of inertia of a circular section of the cylinder 
about an axis perpendicular to it.a plane and p&lllling through it.a centre 
of gravity; if r be the radius of the cylinder, we have by Art. 45, 

I,= i•r'. 
Wherefore (1) of Art. 67 becomes 

E'a•r' 
M=2L··· •.. (1) 

For hollow axles or cylinders I 1 = l•(h,• - lr,,4), h1, h1, being 
respectively the exterior and interior radii ; and therefore for hollow 
cylinders 

M = E' Gii' (h,•-h,•) 
2L 

••• (2) 

Values E' in the formula ( l ), Art. 67, for different materials in 
pounds avoirdupois per &quare inch, from Morin's work on Resistance des 
M.artdiaux, lb. 

WrOtJght-iron E" = 8,533,700 
Iron in bars... E' = 9,481,000 
German steel E' = 8,534,000 
Cast-steel, very fine E' =14,223,000 
Cut-iron E' = 2,845,000 
Copper E' = 6,210,000 
Bronze E' = 1,516,100 
Oak... E' = 569,000 
Fir ... E' = 616,000 

The Second Part of the work deals with Constructions. 
On the subject of roofs we find much that is sound. We espe

cially notice the inv011tigation of the action of the collar or cross
beam in relieving rafters from transverse strain, but at the same 
time increa.ting the thruat. This is a fact well known to thORe 
who are familiar with the theory of roofs, but we are not certain 
bow far it is more generally recognised. We are, however, not 
quite able to follow Mr. Fenwick when he adds, that if the cross
beam were left out the rafters would bend so as to reduce the 
angle of inclination of their lower extremities, "and consequently 
the thrust would become greater;" if it be meant that this re

'duced inclination would increase the thrust in any appreciable 
degree. 

'.l,'he Theory of Arcbe11 is investigated geometrically, at con
siderable length and with much laboriousneBB: at~ention being 
principally given to semicircular and segmental arches, which are 
trigcnometrically treated. There is one point in this section.of 
the subject in which a little more explicitness might be desh~. 
We find it stated (page 143) that "the greatest horizontal thrust 
a circular arch is at the reina of the arch, the corresponding j t 
being inclined to the vertical at an angle Gf about 60°." (It is the 
circular arch without surcharge or loading that is spoken of here.) 
Again (page 150), "the thrust at the reins is considerably more 
than at the springing line." 

Nine readers out of ten would derive the notion from these and 
similar passages which occur elsewhere, that the amount of hori
zontal thrust in an arch was actually different at different points. 
Yet the equu.Jity of the horizontal thrust throughout the arch lies 
at the basis of all true theory. We do not imagine that Mr. 
Fenwick has any intention of abandoning this principle. It is 
therefore to be supposed that the statement that the thrust at the 
reins (or haunches) is greater than thatat the springing line is to 
be understood as a short way of sayiug that a Line of Pressure 
touching intrados at the haunches would involve a greater thrust 
than one touching intrados at the springing. But this matter 
should not be left to inference. 

An investigation (with the aid of the calculus) of the ordinary 
and other 1Jatenaries, concludes \be Second Part of the work. 
The reasoning is generally sound, and the concluions such as 
are universally accepted. We however think some explanation 
should be given where the "thickness" of a chain is spoken of, 
while what is meant is the sectional area. The curve of the Ca
tenary of Equal Strength is determined, and some other eqnally ' 
elegant problems are solved. A desirable addition would have 
been the general determination of the law of these curves by 
a formula in which the horizontal rate of loading replaces the 
tangential rate (or area of section of chain.) Such a formula ex
hibits more distinctly the close connection between the chain and 
the arch, and is directly applicable to the suspension-bridge. We 
observe that Mr. Fenwick mvestigates the case of a snspension
bridge carrying a loaded platform on the tacit assumption that 
the chains preserve the form of the common catenary; whereas 
when the load is heavy in proportion to the chains the curve is 
much nearer to the parabola. It is fair to state that elsewhere 
the author distinctly recognises the parabola as practically the 
curve for bridges of this description. This consideration enables 
the problem to be solved with much ease and without tablee, 
and at the same time wi\h a greater approximation to the truth. 
An appendix is added. 

The work as a whole possesses much merit, and will well re
ward the study of the careful and intelligent reader. 

15 
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Elementary Treatila on Phyric., by Professor A. GANOT. Trans
lated and edited from the Ninth Edition, by E. ATKINSON, 
Ph. D., F.C.S. Parts I., Il, and Ill London: Bailliere, 1861. 
This work, which treats of physics, experimental and applied, 

is being brought out in monthly shilling part.a, and is expected, 
when complete, to form a volume of some 800 pages 12mo. The 
fact of the original volume havin~ reached its ninth edition 
abroad speaks much for its scientific merit, as well as for its 
popular character; and the first three parts, now before us, 
impress ns very favourably. The information is condenaed, but 
most explicit, and there is a remarkable lucidity and transparency 
in the general treatment of the subjeet. This is doubtless mainly 
due to the ability of the author ; but it also refioots credit on the 
tranalator and editor. The illustrations are admirably executed 
on wood, and numerous; and the arrangement and style of letter
press clear and suitable. We feel confident that the volume, when 
oomplet.ed, will prove a valuable text-book. 

Tli.e Enginl8Ya, Architect'1, and. Contractor'1 Pocket Book for 
1862. Loudon: Lockwood and Co. 

The edition for 1862 of this very useful work contains the usual 
ample complement of data, together with some original articles 
and sundry additions. In turning over the pages we observe an 
interesting paper on sewers, with a plate showing a plan of the 
metropolitan main sewerage system. There are also tables of 
natural sines, cosines, &c., for every ten minutes in the quadrant, 
which, with the explanatory notes that accompany them, are likely 
to prove extremely serviceable to many who do not possess tables 
of loga.1ithms, or who do not care to use them. An obituary of 
eminent engineers and architects, and of some other p1'0minent or 
useful men, closes the work. 

FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS. 
lN another part of the present number will be found the fil.>t 

portion of a translation of the official programme to which we 
recently referred in noticing the Revue Generale. 

The recent numbers of Nouf'ellu .J.nnahll de la ComtMlction con
tain much interesting matter and some useful illustrations. 
From these we may select for notice an elevation and details of 
ihe lattice girder railway bridge over the river Meuse near 
Matrichl The descriptive account of this bridge, though con
dellled, ia very complete. Th.i bridge is one of six bays-the 
two widest having an opening of 30 metres (98 ft. 6 in.), and the 
four others being 27·50 metres (90. feet) each. The bridge is 
arranged for a single line of rails, and consists of two deep lattice 
girders carrying the roadway between them. The principal 
scantlinga and dimensions are given, also the weights IWd cost 
of varions portions and of the whole, together with the actual 
results or proof both by a rolling and a stationary load. Tlie 
notice of the bridge concludes in a manner too rarely attempted 
in this country, for the writer, pointing out that the weittht of 
iron employed as compared wiLh the duty to be performed 1s con
siderably in ~cess of the proportions to be found in recent 
French works, proceeds to give a theoretical explanation of how, 
in his opinion, that excess might have been dimin.ished. With
out transferring the whole investiggtion and the illustrations to 
our columns, for which we have nots~, it would not be fair to 
attempt any opinion of our own as to the extent to which this 
view 18 tenable, further than perhaps to remark that an en
jPneer having a proper desire for the stability of his work will 
in aome cases resort to scantlinga much in excess of what have 
at times been nsed, and will not be to blame for so doing; but 
we mention the circumstance as showing an admirable spirit of 
close and critical examinfttion, such as cannot always be 
attempted in this country without provoking expressions of sur
prise, IWd even of resentment. 

Contrary to general expectation, a further ·portion of two 
works published under the auspices of the French Government 
has recently appeared; one is the magnificent MMUJgrapAiB de la 
CatMdrala de Chartru, which has already heen noticed in our 
pAgea, and the other is the .ArcJiivu du Moru11nenta Publiquel, 
which we have also mentioned. In both instances, the plates 
fully equal those already given, 1U1d oontain subjects of beauty 
and interest. Among the churches choseu for illustration in the 
recently published part of the Archives, one of especial value, 
St. Saturnio at Toulouse, must be especially indicated. This 
exceptional church, peculiar in its style, ita material, and its 

grandeur, not to say in its reputed sanctity, is very well illus
trated in five plates, the execution of which is magnificent. 

ln a recent number we noticed a German work on the Archi
tectural Antiquities of Dalmatia and the adjacent provinces, by 
Professor von Eitelberger, and published in 1861. We propose 
now to ea:r a few words ·as to an earlier, but connected work, 
published m identically the same form and style, and size, both 
as to letterpress and illustrations. This work, entitled MitteJ
alterliche Kumtdenkmale dea Outerreicllilchen Kai1er1taatea ('The 
Monuments of Medireval Art of the Austrian Empire,') was com
mence.I iu 1856, and completed October 1859. It is by Dr. G. 
Helder, the before-named ProfeBBor R. l"on Eitelberger, and Herr 
Hitisner, architect, and is published at Stuttgardt. It is not, of 
oouree, to be expected that in two moderately thick volumeB of 
small folio size, with some eighty or hundred engravingii on steel, 
an account should be given, or attempted, of all the medireval 
monuments .in an empire which at that time included, alonz with 
a large portion of Germany and Hungary, the whole north or 
Italy, nor has this been attemi1ted. The authors express that 
their desire has been that their work "should present a picture 
of that activity in thl' arts which displAyed itself at the period 
selected throughout the entire compass of the Imperial States, 
and should bring more within the reACh of the frit!nds of art, 
both within Austria and beyond her limits, those monuments of 
which they possE"BBed either absolutely no representations, or very 
insufficient ones," and that in carrying it out they have in almost 
all instances contented themselves with selecting one work only 
as the repreeentative of a. large group of other works allied to it 
by local position, by chronological proximity, or by similarity of 
treatment. Milan, Venice, and Cremona afford exa.mplea of 
Italian Gothic,· that style which by the labours of Street and 
other English architect.a has not only been rendered familiar io 
us, but to a ~rtain extent has been introduced among us. The 
German examples, which are drawn from various parts of Austria 
Proper, include every variety of peiiod, although the most 
valuable and the most carefully illustrated examples are thC1118 of 
the greatest antiquity. It is hardly posaible to praise too highly 
the patience and care displayed in this work from beginning to 
end; the large illustrations, the smaller ones on wood profusely 
introduced into the letterpress, and the careful explanations both 
of architectural peculiarities and of archreological points, all con
tribute to give very complete information as to the di11erent 
buildings selected. This work is perhaps more directly of value 
to the arch8'0logical student than to one desiring, amid the hurry 
of modern modes of transacting blldiness, to familiarise himself 
with examples of such a character as could advantageously in11u
ence his practice in actual architectural works; but it hasa prac
tical value also, and will well repay perusal by all who read 
German, and follow the arts, and especially by all students of 
medlieval antiquities. 

THE HARTLEY COLLIERY ACCIDENT. 
THE terrible catastrophe which has carried desolation into BO 

many collier's houses differs in some essential respects from the 
generality of mining accidents. Lamentable as these casualtit'I 
are whenever ~hey occur (and they have been unhappily but too 
frequent), they at least seldom startle by the discovery of such 
unsuspected perils, or rivet the attention by so prolonged a sua
pense of hope and fear. 

The ordinary dangers of fire and choke-damp, irruptions of 
water, or falls of earth, we have long learnt to IUIBOCiats with 
mining; and fatalities from these causes, however they may shock 
the public, hardly excite surpriae. Inquiry may be made in each 
cases whether the proper precautions were obeerved; but it is felt 
after all that the best precautions can only in a measure abate the 
risk, and that safety must still remain a mere question of degree. 
But the destruction of two hundred and fifteen lives in the New 
Hartley Colliery creates a sensa.tion unusually painful, as having re
sulted from a disaster totally unexpected, preced~d by no warning, 
and coming from a quarter where absolute 11ecurity was reckoned 
on. 

We have no wish to prejudge a matter which will doubt!~ be 
made the subject of searching investigation, assisted by the Judg
ment or scientific and practic8.l men specially qualified to deliver 
opinion upon it. But we think that a calamity so deplorable 
ought not to be without its leS10n; and there are one or two 
primd /acie conclusions which we feel justified in preeenting to 
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our reader-, whatever further light mAybe looked for from official 
inquiry. 

The origin of the whole mischief was the snapping in two 
of the cut-iron beam of the steam engine, and the fall of 
the half of this beam, weighing 20 tons, down the shaft of 
the coal pit. The uncertainty of cast-iron when exposed to a 
transverse strain is too well known; and it is a strain of this nature 
tha.t engine beams have to sustain. The failure of the Dee Bridge 
in 1847, and the investigation to which that event gave rise, effec
tually checked the employment of cast-iron for longitudinal bridge 
girders; which are now almost universally made of wrought-iron. 
Had the engine beam been formed of rivetted boiler-plate instead 
of cut-iron, the failure might never have taken place, and would 
certainly not have occurred without warning. A boiler-plate 
beam would aleo h11ve been much lighter. The strength which 
bad been snpposed to exiMt in the 40 tons beam of cast-iron would 
probably have been ell'ectually secured in a plate beam of one
tbinl the weight. The risk of injury ensuing from the shock and 
jar of the weight of the beam itself, or the accidental dropping in 
the attempt to renew the b1'8811es, would have been incalculably 
less than in the massive and brittle casting. 

Bat if the cause of the original di11&Ster is traceable to putting too 
macb trust in " treacherous material, the great 10118 of life which 
reaulteJ demands some further explanation. Iteeems that the opera
tions of working, pumping, and nntilation were all carried on in 
one shaft, so that upon this single channel of access the existence 
of every soul in the miue depended. Thus it came to pass that at 
a aingle blow, eacApe, food, and air were simultaneously cut off. 
This surely is a risk that wight have been avoided. We trust 
there are not m11ny mines where there is so fearful a stake upon· 
a single chance. It is impoBBible to disguise the fact that harl 
there 1-n a separate air abaft those men might have been living 
now, ventilation could then have been rnaintaiued, and the miners 
extricated n1ore or less speedily. As it was, the wollden brattice, 
intended to secure an upcast and a downcast in the same shaft, 
filled the bottom with its wreck, ventilation ceased at once, and 
the rising water in the lower workings was but a secondary peril. 
Had there but been an "air staple" between the yard ileam and 
the high m&iu, moat if not all of the men might probably have 
been reeeued. 

It is t.o be hoped that points of such vital concern will not be 
left to the advocacy of colliery etrikes and "double shaft moTe· 
mente." We trust that the investigation of this melancholy case 
may be carried to a practical iBBue, and that there may be some 
better eecnrity for the future againet calamities so fatal and ap
parently so avoidable. 

NOTES OF THE MONTH. 

Bombay, Baroda, and Central India RailUJQy.-At the recent 
meeting of the proprietors of this Railway, the chairman re
marked that, owing to the excellence of their gradiente, they had 
conveyed large numbers of passengers over the portion of line 
completed, in trains of seventy-four carriages, forty-nine carriages, 
and forty carriages respectively, each drawn by one engine. The 
construction of the iron bridges on their line had been looked 
upon as experimental to some extent, but it now appeared that 
they were a perfect success. The great work of the line-·the 
Nerbudda Bridge-had been completed and opened in May last. 
It conaisted of sixty spans of 60 feet each, and was 70 feet above 
the bed of the river. During the ruonsoon the ftoods in the river 
roee 55 feet, and had a velocity of ten miles an hour. Owing to 
the alluvial nature of the soil it would have been scarcely possible 
to have built,iers of masonry in such a position, but the screw
pile aystem o forming them, adopted by their consulting engineer, 
Colonel Kennedy, bad answered admirably. They bad conveyed 
4000 persons in a train weighing 720 tons, drawn by only one 
engine, on the OCCMion of the Hindoo holidays. Colonel 
Kennedy said, when be first proposed his plan for overcoming 
the difficuties of cro11Sing the great rivers it was considered in the 
light of a hazardous experiment, but the plan was founded on the 
moat careful analysis he could make. Itwaa thought abeolutely im
poatible to construct a rail way iu that direction, and be believed it 
would have been impoesible by the ordinary means. The other ob
objeet be had in view wae to reduce the dead weight of their traine 
by getting the moet favourable gradients. The steeper the gradi: 
enta on a line the shorter would be the train to ascend them and 
t.he l• ttfectJ:re would be their engine power. He pointed to~ dia-

gram in the room showing that a p&11eoger train six times the aver
age length of paesenger trains on English lines bad been drawn a• 
twenty miles an hour over their line by one engine, which showed 
the advantage of their level line. He could have eaaily found 
gradients of l in 100 on their line, and bad some difficulty in 
avoiding them. The steep gradients on English lines not only 
limited the load, but materially added to· the working expenses. 
With regard to the train that bad paBBed over their line, they 
would perceive that instead of having six engines and tenders to 
convey it in separate trains, they on their line only required one 
engine and tender to propel it, weighing probably 45 tons, and 
thus saving the dead weight of the other live engines and tendere, 
making together 226 tons. Thia wae a moat important matter in 
the cost of engines and in working the traffic on the railway. 
They bad to provide chiefly for tbird~lass passengers in India. 
They had some third-class carriages constructed in two stories, so 
that every one of those double carriages would hold 100 third
class passengers instead of 50. They would thus get rid of a 
considerable amount of dead weight, and reduce the proportion of 
working expenses to receipte. 'fheir line was the moat difficult 
to construct of any railway in India, and be believed its cost would 
not exceed £10,000 per mile, or £3,130,000; but if it had been 
constructed in the usnal way they must. have arlded £3,000,000 
to its cost, and, with the usual gradients, 150 more locomotive 
engines and tenders would have to be provided, at a coat of 
£450,000. 

A.rt Derign at the International E.rhibition qf 1862.-The fl)l
lowing is a minute of the Art Designs Committee of the Interna
tional Exhibition of 1862. "Her Majesty's Commiesionere for 
the Exhibition, being desirous of exhibitiug the progresa of ar
designs for manufactures, would be glad to receive contributionst 
from poaseBSOrs of drawings and models by British artists executed 
within the century 1762-1862. Artists, designers, and manufac
turers in general are hereby invited to send works, suitably framed 
and glazed, or if of large size on strainers, properly prepared for 
banging. Designs in all departments of art industry capable of 
reproduction are admiasible in this claBS. Designs for glass and 
ceramic wares, precious and other metale, furniture and C11.rving, 
plastic decorations, :ind other objects in relief; also designs for 
textile fabrics, paper-hangings, mural deooration11, tiles, mosaics, 
inlays, stained, pamted, and decorated glaBS, &c. Assistance from 
the p088eBBOrR of drawings and models by such artist.J as Chambers, 
.Adams, Boane, Stothard, Flaxman, Pitts, Pugin, Wyon, and 
others is especially desired. All works ruust be delivered for the 
inspection of the committee, on or before the 31st of March, at 
the South Kensington Museum. 

Floating Dock Gate for Alloa, Scotland.-Mr. George Macfar
lane, of Dundee, ba.e nearly completed a ftoating dock gate for 
the new wet dock at Alloa. This gate is of a novel construc
tion, the usual description allowing only of the crossing of foot 
passengers, while this is to serve for the paesing of horses, carts, 
and carriages. It ia wholly composed of iron, and is 42 feet long 
and 10 feet wide; is divided into five compartments in the height, 
the lower two divisions to be filled with masonry for ballast, 
while the others are to be water-tight, and are to act a.8 air cham
bers to ftoat tbe mass when the tide rises to a depth of about 16 
feet; or it can be sunk to any depth required, by opening the 
chambers and allowing the water to flow into them. This gate 
was deS1gned by Mr. Charles Ower, harbour engineer Dundee. 

Competition Duigna for tile Homu of Parliament, Sydrwy.
Out of the twenty sets of designs submitted, it will be remem
bered that six were selected, beariutf the following mottoes:
" I bide," "Hora e Sempre," "Pallad10," "Firle et Virtut.e," "Sic 
fortis Etruria crevit," and "Follower of Wren." First premium 
(£600), dl'Bign marked " I bide." Second premium (£300), design 
marked "Hora e Sempre." The design marked "I bide," wae 
by Mr. William Henry Lynn, of64, Upper Sackville-atreet, Dub
lin. It is in the Gothic style, the cost of executing as estimated 
by the Colonial architect, would be £642,2011. The arohiteota of 
the design marked "Hora e Sempre," are MeBSre. Stent and 
Laver, ofl27, Greo.t Portland-street, Portland-place, London, and 
Ottawa, Canada West. There were two designs under the above 
motto,-the one Grecian, and the other Gothic. Both of the 
designs were considered by the commissioners, but they have 
given their award upon the Gothic design. The classic design of 
"Hora e Sempre" would cost to execute £656,641, and the Go
thic design .£505,J 13. or the twenty designs sent in for compe
tition, eleven came from Europe, and of the remainiDg nine only 
five are attributed to Sydney architeet1. 
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TM Stephtm80n Memorial.-Great progress has been made with 
the Stephenson memorial about to be erected in NewCMtle. Four 
of the st.atues are &!ready cast in bronze, and in the hands of the 
chaser; the fifth will shortly be out of the mould. The stones f<?r the 
pedestal have been for some time past in course of selection, but 
their large dimensions preclude their being collected other thnn 
gradually. 

CLA.SSDl'IED LIST OF PATENTS SEALED IN JAN. 1862. 

During the yea.r 1862 a ilamjkd atnalym 'IDill be giflen m lhia J~ 
of the Pa.lent• provi.aionally 1pecifed and ualed witkr the authority of 
lf. M. CommiaaioMra of Patenta. • 

I9T6 BoTiJI, G. H.-Shlpe of war and other veueJa, and manufadwe of armour and 
other/latea of wrougbt lnm-Augwot 8 

1814 Rogera, • W.-Shlpe and llO&tlnJl batteri......,aly I8 
2076 Muntz, G. F.-Sbeathing Iron lhfpe or veeeels-August 20 
1828 Brooma.n, R. A.-Propelling VMlels by •uperheated eteam (com.)-luly 19 
I882 Harield, W. H.-Propelling Bbipa and veeeela-July 2T 

1T58 Adams, J.-Revolving tlreanna and cartrldgee-Jnly 12 
I86S Sidebottom, J .-Firearms and ordnanoe-Jnly 24 
I88T Sturrock, G.-Breecbloading ~arms-July 29 
I964 Mennons, M.A. F.-Breechloadlng ftre-arma (com.)-Augua' T 
1824 Brooman, R. A.-Breocb!oading ordnance (com.)-July I9 
18Tl Robertaon, C.-Sigbta for llrearm&-July 26 
209S Ricbardoon, W. - Improvement In rlftea •nd projectll-Anguot. 21 
1983 Vavueenr, J.-Tranaportable machine for rl1!lng cannon-~ugust 8 

19T9 Klnaey, H.-Ste&m engines and boilera-August 8 
I932 O'Harlow, P.-lmprovementa In marine•- boilerJ--August 3 
I86I Hnghea, T.-Improved steam genrrator-July 24 

1T2T Handcock, E. R.-4pplylng motive power-July 6 
296S MAcintoeh, J.-Obtainlog and applying motive, steam, and liquid power-Nov. 26 
I 750 F&m1n, J.-Apparatn1 and ftttlnga for steam engines and boilera-Jllly 11 
IT64 MOMenger, T. G.-lmprovementa In n!Tee-Jnly ll 
2878 Newton, W. E.-Steam engine governen (com.)-NoTim1ber I5 
2818 Shaw, P.-Hot-&ir euglne-Jllly I9 
1919 Benton, R.-Obtalnlng rotary motion by the use of the gravitating power of eolld 

or lluid matter-August 2 
1669 MAIJlard, N. D. P.-Self-actlng aud lnexhanatible hydraulic and atmoepherlc 

motiv&-power engines-August 8 

I8U Grillln, G. F.-Permanent way-July 23 
Bllokborn, J.-Rail;way oign&l1-July l6 

1890 Riley, R.-Improvement In fog elgnal&-July 29 
I 880 Tha\cber, R.-lmprovementl In lubricatora-July 20 
I89I Melrooe, W.-Conotruction of railway wheels-July 29 
'002 Gedge, W. E.-Bre&ldng apparatDI for railway and other vehicles (com.)

Auguat 12 
18f5 Dmneonil, N. E -Lubrfcatlng machinery-July 28 
I90f Rylands, J . .R. T. G. and Ryl&nds, P.-Joining wire for telegraphic conductora-

July 8I 
2081 Bethell, J.-Manu!aotwe of journal axle bo:i:es, &c. from ateatite-August I6 
28'3 John"°11, J. H. Improvements In making=-~htjolntc-Novomber I2 
2686 Downs, J.-Improvement In hydr~ulic p ctober IO 

200I Ganend, A.-Appar&tDI for cutting up and reducing dye and other wood.-
August I2 

18i6 Thompson, R.-Woodcuttingmachinery-July 28 
I829 Price, W.-Tools for cutting obirreo or other conical blocks-July 20 
2243 While, R. 0.-Manu!actW'!l of brickil--8eptember T 

IT67 Smith, T., Tgylor, G.-Hone rakee and cultlvatoni-Julr 18 
2665 Newton, A. V.-llacbineo forcleaualng &nd dreMing gra111 (com.)-October I2 
I821 Savory, W, nnd Savory, P. H.-Wlnding machinery for ploughing, quarrying, 

&c.-Jnly I9 
2814 Samuelson, B.-Harvesting macbin-october IT 
2860 Boulfteld._ G. T.-lllanu!ACtnre of shoee for ho....,. (com.)-September 20 
I8~9 Creooey, ·1·. S.-Manutacture of caaks-July 80 
1968 Hngb8", E. T.-Improved wheel-barrow-August T 
I9ST Riehmore, F. and Cb&ndler, H.-Improved oack holder-August 6 
2026 8ylveater, T.-Wefjihlng macbinea-Augoat 14 
I89T Bradford, 1'.-Wa8hlng machine -Jilly SO 
191' Muggridge, E. J.-Waobing machine-August I 

I7T9 JohlllOn, J. H.-Apparatwi for cleaning rice (com.)-July I6 

1912 Sbaw, H.-Improvementl In wet 1!88 meten-Augu.ot I 
1789 Parldnsou, W. C.-Frlct.iouleBI bearing for g!l8 metera-Jniy 9 
I834 Henry, M.-Obtalnlng lncreued effect from lighto-Jnly 20 
2CII8 Evan•, F. J •. -CarbW'lltting guea for the purpoee of illumination (com.)-Oct. 19 

2635 Froet H.-Apparatul for m8MUrlng llquid&--October 22 
IT95 Butterworth, J. H.-Hot waterapparatna (com.l-Jllly IT 
1939 Merer, H. C.-Slide vaJvas to regulAte or Bl.op the ftow of water, steam, or other 

ftuid-Auguot 6 

2662 Heaton, J.C., Dean, J.-Improvements in taps or cockB-October 24 
I863 Lo11J111o.id, Y. .-Manufacture of iron-July 2'. 

266' Cbeeterm&11, J.-Hardening and temperinJ! llleel-October 21 
I817 ?diubet, R.-Manufactnre of Cl<Bt 1teel-July I9 
1774 Taylor, R. and Price, T.-Manuf&rtnre of tlu and t.erne platea-Jnly 16 

• Arrangemente a"' lu progr"'8 by whkh incre•scd fAcilltieo, in oonncctlon with the 
wauagewenl of thl• Journal, will be alforded to Inveulor11 for aec11ri11g v&lld Patents. 

I869 Haeffely, E.-E.tUilctlng copper from itl o.......,uly 25 
I983 Hemingway, J.-Machl.nery for working 00&1, iroulolle, or other mlnerala-

Auguot 9 

I889 Wood, W.-Mann!actwe of beama and girdera-July 22 
I865 Brown, B.-Splnnlng machlneo-July 2S 
I869 ThrelgaJJ, R.-Spionlng machlnee-Juiy 24 
I882 Platt, J.-Splnning macblnery-July 20 
I981 Henderaon, J,-Weaving machlnea-AugMt 8 

1T20 Schutt, H.-Spinn.ing frameo (com.)-July 6 
1T66 Tolba"""'!J. 11'.-Improvement In ribbon l.iomo (com.)-.Tuly ta 
2628 Bennett, T. P. - Self-acting mules-October IO 
I8IO Williamo, P.-Carding-enipne for cotton, &c.-July 18 
511'68 Brown. B.-lmprovement 111 scutehlng aud carding l'Dgines-NoTcmber ! 
I888 Wood, J. B. -Shuttle picir.era-July 22 
I827 Hugbea, E. T. --WoTen aeamleae giov.,. (com.)-July I9 
2828 Torner, A.-Knittlngmacblnery-November 9 
2482 Tongue, W. - Improvement in manufactwe of printed yarna-November 11 
2089 t:ombe, J.-Macbinery for hackling till and other ftbroua auhltance..-.t.ugua 16 
ITTT Browne, B.-Cleanng and smoothing opnn thread or yarna-Jul716 
2858 Bouallald, G. T.-lmproTement in combing cotton, &c. (com.)-September 20 
2826 Tongue. W.-PreparlDg and comblug fibroua maierlals-Nov. U 
I8d2 Coot, H.-lmprovementll in pattern cards for wea~, &c.-Jnly 24 
2T56 Wright, J.-UtiJWng the dropplngo of card!UJ machines-Nov. ll 
I8U Gray, T.-Preparing old m&terial for re-spinn10g-July 23 
I988 Lee, C., and Mace, T. K.-B.-.ctlng cut pile fabrica-Auguet 9 
2116 Cli8eold, W.-OiJIDg wool-Aoguat ~4 
I967 Violller, L. W.-Twisting y8J'Ild and wire rope -Anguot. T 
I992 Birkbeck, G. JL-Cooatructlon of teuta (com.)-Auguat IO 

1T96 Butterworth, J. H.-Improved mode of d..Uccatlng wet or mc!A sublltanoea (co111.) 
-July IT 

I893 Scott, W. L.-Mann'facture of red, purple and other dyes-Jnly 29 
30'6 Hartog, C. 8. H.-lmprovement In prep.;;:i,;; fibroua materials for dyeing-Dec. 4 

IT55 Ashwell, H.-Dyeing and cleaning apparatua-July 11 
ITS3 Fernier, K. -Fibre from broom for the mannfactW'll of paper and recoTery of 

dyeing prodnct.-.1 Illy 16 

IT32 Ccbley, T,-lfAnufactnre of aillcatea of lead and baryta- July 8 
IT84 Cobley, T.-Recovery of baa& from alag, acorla, &c.-July 9 
IT72 Ccbley, T.-ManllfactW'll of alkalWe ailicatea, acetateo and cauatic alkalis

July 16 
IT78 Cobley, T.-Preserving and rendering unlnllammable wood, timber, aud otber 

vegetable matter-July I6 
IT75 Coombe, J. C.-Manufncture of glua, porcelain, and plaatic ware-July 16 
17T6 C-Obley, 1'.-Flno-silicatea of tin, line, and barJta, and enamelling coli>arini: 

gl ... , &c.-July 16 
I8I9 Laing, R., Cooalos, G. IL-Improvement in manufactwe of sulphnrlc acid-

July I9 
1836 Koltui.a, C. N.-Improved manufacture of ... p-Jul7 22 
2831 WU.On, G. I'., and Payu, G.-lmprovement In treating Cady and oily mattera-
. November 11 
1956 Clark, W.-Kleaching saccharine matt.er (com.)-Aaguat e 
I892 Gulfroy, C. C. J.-Manufacturo of cod liver and other flah oils-July 2G 
I991 ~·a1gaa, A.. I'. B.-lmprovemont in trus- and bandaael!-Au~ 9 
1885 &bertoou, J.-Steam and hot nu· for the treatment ol liodlly pa111-July 27 
2385 Coombe, J. C., Wrigbt, J.-laduration of building waterlala-September 19 
I962 .Leaueur, N. A. -A new ayotem of covering for b011168 and other buildinga and 

coverlop-August T 
I9T8 llogg, w. S.-Ccnstrnction of doors, gates, and shutters, principally applicable 

for are-proof blllldinga-Augu1t 8 
IP2I Dronot, J. E.-lmprovoo method of kneading bread-August 2 
I868 Wood, A.-Brewiog and storing beer-July~' 
173~ McNeW, T. T.-Barometera-Jniy 8 
19U Johlll!On, E. D.-Con•truction of centre seconds -tcbea-August 6 
20T8 Botton, T.-Photograpbic cameras-August 20 

I80T Johnao11, B.-P!anofortea-Jul7 I8 
IT51 Ccttor, J. R.-Piallofortes-July 11 

I813 W&lter, B.-Packing ILDd ot.opplng bottlee-Jnly 19 
1T28 Rldadale, J.-Inkst.aod and stoppera of boUleo-Jllly 6 
IT28 Tutill, G. -Bannen and flags-July 6 
IHO Keats, J. and G.-Sewing machinery-July 9 
IT84 Clark, W.-Stage I08llery, &c. ccom.)-July I6 • 
1936 Lewis, J. -Producing printing, and transferring anrfaceo on lithograpb8-Augnot i 
2768 Horton, G.-Skat.eo-November 4 
I927 Jones, G. F.- Prevention of injury to pipes by frost-August 8 
I866 Klot.z, M.-Ornamentlng ti&Jne paper and like material-Jnly 26 
1875 Thurel, F. N.-F8.!!teninga for shoee, otays, and gloves-Jilly 26 
I926 Crols, J.-Faatenings for wearing apparel-August S 
2I80 Fox, W.-P:.raaola and umbrellaa (com.)-Anguat 8I 
I906 Flande111, J. T. -8plitting air.iua and other materials-Jnly SI 
2U4 Win1i.eld, R. W.-Ornameotatlon of metallic bedoteads and tnruitwe - October SO 
I8T7 Wigall, W.-Manufacture of brushes and broomo-July 26 
I902 Hart, J. M .-Locks and !Aatenlnga-Jnly 80 
I881 Herbert, J. R.- Improvement in fir&-guarda-Jnly 2T 
IT89 Jonoa, R.-Safety iampa-July 16 
1T98 Pnlmer, W.-Improvement in lampe-July I6 
I816 Galla&ent, D.-Re!rigerating machmee-Jllly 19 
I820 Newbury, R. C.-Manufacture of enamelled carda-July I9 
28f0 Newton, W. E.-Seif-feedi.Jg lnlr-at.aod&-N ovember 11 
I826 Newton, W. E.-Copyinaletten or writings (com.)-October I9 
2379 Wiley, W. E.-Pens ir.ncf penholden-September 24 
29U Bansum, S.-Penboldera-November 23 
I843 Grillln, G. F.-Appar&tDI for ventUatloo and extinguishing fireo-J.uly 22 . 
I929 V1-unt de Ponton d'Am6cow1, G. L. M.-Apparatna connected with al!roifAt.ion 

I880 o.;;.!d,~ i.-Mltre boxes and obootlng boards-July 27 
I9I3 Pratt, M,-Manufactore of candle moulca-August l 

ERRATA. 
The following typographical erroni oceurred ID our Jut number:-

Page 3, ari 10, In the two formuhe the radical aigaa should not enend ove~·- q., ar 

.. 6, ln-tCc'rormn'a In the firat column, for aign -':- read ~or "' -
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SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE, HARLOW, ESSEX 
(With an Engraving.) 

Tiu building illustrated in the accompanying plate has been 
erected for the accommodation of a private e<lucational establish
ment, founded aome years since by the present president, the Rev. 
J. C. Goulden, and which, from very humble beginnings, has so 
increased as to warrant the commencement of what will eventually 
become an important oollegiate building. • 1.1e object.a of the 
echool are to prepare the eons of gectle!P' for the universities, 
army and navy, and civil service, and' supply to this class of 
etudent• the want acknowledged to ~· ..c, of a higher standard of 
Pducation, and more in accordan· with the principles of the 
English church than has been 1• .. !ly adopted in schools. 

The part already erectedv .e principal portion of the north, 
and the whole of t~~ ~· . mg ; the west wing, cloisters and 
chapel being left unty .Are opportunity. The edifice is built 
of common yellow · ~S. with deep red bands in horizontal 
courses, interspen: "ith various forms of i;tone heads and 
parii-coloured bricc arches. The roofs are covered with blue 
Countess slate, with re<l tile ridge and cr&1t. All the gables and 
the numerous dormers have iron terminals. The window open
!n~ are filled with ordinary B&Shes, except those of the school and 
ball, which have wooden mullions and casements. The entrance 
to the buildings is through a double door under a deeply·receBSed 
arch, the tympanum of which will be filled with sculpture. All 
\be internal fittings are of deal, stained and varnished, and the 
whole of the ceilings are pannelled with chamfered wood fillets. 
The dormitories are 40 ft.. by 20 ft., subdivided into cubicals 5 ft. 
by 8 ft., thua giving each boy a separate sleeping room. 

The cost of the portion already erecteJ has been under £4000. 
The architect is Mr. Withers, of Doughty-atreet, London; and 
the builder Mr. John Perry, of Stratford. 

THE OFFICIAL PROGRAMME FOR THE DESIGN OF 
THE PARIS OPERA HOUSE.* 

StaircaBU. 
13. 0De or two public rooms are required out of the immediate 

course of the crowd, adjoining the etaircaeea, and communicating 
readily with the principal exits from the house, in which visitors 
can wait for their carriagllli, aafe from pernicious drafts and from 
injury to their dress. Theae waiting rooms ruudt serve, during the 
cold winter evenings, to shelter ladie.i thinly dressed, and leaving 
a very warm room ; consequently their doors must not open direct 
to the street, it will be better for them to open inw warm sheltered 
corridon, where footmen can be in attendance. 

These corridors must, as far as practicable, run parallel to the 
rank of carriagea, so that it will be po88ible for persons to leave 
through aevtral exits at once. Thie is neceeaary for reasons similar 
to those which have caused the waiting rooms of a well-arranged 
(FrmcA) railway terminus to be placed parallel to the rails. 

14. These waiting rooma, which will be occupied for only a very 
1hort time by some three or four hundred persons at the moment 
of leaving the house, do not require, we consider, to be lofty; we 
would take the veatihule of the Theatre Fran\)ais as an example. 
Thie being so, the vacant space under the amphitheatre and the 
first tier of boxea might be made use of for this purpose. 

Public Saloon. 
Hi. The public doea not crowd into the aaloon aa into a waiting 

room, but promenadea there. The saloons ought, therefore, to 
include-{l) One or two galleries, aa extensive aa po88ible in their 
length ; (2) an open gallery or box ; {3) and, near the extremities 
of the principal gallery, small rooma communicating with it by 
folding doors, where frequenters of the place, who do not care 
to promenade, can chat quietly. 

16. Contiguous to the saloon ought also to be found-(4) the 
refreshment room, and a suitable room for the preparation of 
ref'Nehments, and to which they can be brought without passing 
any part of the saloon or the house; (5) also, a suitable place for 
the stand of the dealer in bouquets, and for a book-stall. 

17. An arrangement which would provide, level with the third 
tier of boxea, a gallery or balcony for the use of the 11pectaton1 in 
the upper part of the house, could not fail to be approved. 

18. The corridors, the height of which is fixed by that of the 
boxes, and which ought to be far wider than those of the present 

• Contio.uod from Jllll" aa. 

house,-theae box-corridora, we repeat, will inevitably be too low. 
It is, therefore, to be wished that tbe expedient be adopted of 
causing them to open at the side, away from the boxes, upon wide 
and handsome galleriea embracing two stories. The floor of the 
corridors should not be boarded (parquet;'), on account of the 
noieineBS of wooden floors: it ought to be covtired with moaaics, 
ornamental enough to take the place of the dusty carpet.a which, 
in such a situation, it'ie extremely difficult to preserve clean and 
&ound. 

19. Near the house ought also to 'be found the following depen
dencies :-

(1) On each tier in the box-corridors, a variety of closet.a, where 
the atteudante can hang up the delicate articlea of dreu iutrusted 
to them, safe from injury. 

(2) Near the approaches to the stalls and the pit, cloak rooms, 
tolerably spacious, and above all easily reached. More than a 
hundred persons at e.ach side of the stalls are in the habit 
of leaving articles of dre88 in these rooms, and crowd all of them 
together to get them away at the moment of leaving. 

(3) If poBBible there ought t-0 be w.c.'e on each story, and 
arranged in the most advantageous way po88ible to secure venti
latiou and cleanliness. They ought to be so plaoed that females 
may be able to have access to them without hesitation, and may 
find along with them a dressing-room, in which they can examine 
and rearmnge their toilette. It is, therefore, requisite that these 
indiepend&hle conveniences should be approached through ante
rooms sufficient to insure that their use shall not be prohibited 
by their giving too transparent an indication of what they really 
are, and at the aame time they must not be too remote from the 
box-corridors. 

( 4) The medical arrangement.a must, if po88ible, be provided 
for on the first floor, and not too far from the boxes. Besides a 
room for the medical man in attendance, and separate w.C:e, two 
rooms of moderate size must be provided, in which would be 
collected every thing nece&1&ry for the relief of persons who may 
be taken suddenly ill. One of these rooms is intendf'd for men, 
the other for women. Tht!ee apartments need only be large 
enough to hold one or two other pel'llone besides the invalid 
and the physician ; but must be reached through an ante-room 
which isolates them. The physician's room, even, ill not absolutely 
indiepenaable ; this useful functionary has a stall appropriated to 
him, and could keep all the appli1\0cee which he requires to 
make use of in one of the rooms for invalids. 

(5) On .the ground floor, or mezzanine, will be situated the 
office of the commissary of police, not itself intended for more 
than five or six persons, but communicating easily with the 
police stations and the constables outside. 

(6) The accountant's offices may be more out of the way. They 
will compriee-(A) the inspector's room, lighted by day-light; 
(B) the cashier's office, in which ten or twelve persons will be 
employed daily, verifying ticket.a and receipts; (C) office for wo 
or three inspectors of the house, closets for tickets, for the ward· 
robe of the managers, &c. 

20. The house upholsterer (tapi1Bier de la aalle) ought to have a 
store placed on the most central tier, and of sufficient dimensionR 
to accommodate the entire furniture of the hou-namely, a 
thousand chairs, the portable seats of the pit and atalle; or, what 
would perhaps be better, one dt!pOt on each tier and a central store 
in the roof; where l\leo the store of the gas.fitter (lrutrier) must 
be placed, with a workshop for two or three men. 

77~ Bozu. 
21. The frequenters of the opera have l\D invincible repugnance 

to the boxes in the upper tiers. The number of boxes in the first 
tier is not equal to the demand for them, and yet it is often diffi
cult to fill those on the eeoond IUld third tier:!, even with gratuitous 
orders. 

22. Thia arises from two cauaea-First, the exceaaive height of 
the stories, due to the fact that the floor of the house is more than 
four metres above the level of the road, and that sixty steps must 
be mounted to reach the first tier of boxes (there are 11eventy-one 
between the level of the road and the ll.oor of the Emperor's box), 
seventy-six to reach the decond tier, and ninety-two to reach the 
third; and then thl\t the taste for luxury that baa followed the 
growth of public wealth caused persons to diddain inferior posi
tions, making every person wish to be placed in the first rank. 
Further, the ditrereuce of price between boxes on the first and 
second circlea c11Dnot be large enough to cause even the moat 
economical to hesitate. It is but oue item of their total expendi-

16 
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tnre, an unimportant one for the majority of the frequentera of 
the opera, and not of consequence for thoae among tbe viaitora 
who go but rarely to the opera, and who, on that very account, 
only choose to go to the best placH. Consequently, at the opera 
there need only to be two cla8aee of seats-the highest and the 
lowest; and as the larger part o( the receipt& ftow from the 
firat-class seats, it is eBSential to provide as mBlly of them as pos
sible. To secure this result, the second tier of boxes mu11t be 
so arranged that it shall be poBBible to rate them l\t the same 
prices as the fil"llt. This aim Cl\n be attained by a disposition of 
which the theatre at Bordeaux affords Rn example. 

The grand staircase communicatea with two tiers of boxes: the 
fil"St tier, not much raised above the house corresponds to the first 
landing at the half ftight; the second tier, which can be reached 
by ascending another half ftight, is on a level with the aaloon, and 
on the principal ftoor of the building. 

In this way, advantages are so evenly balanced that it is 
Rlmoet a matl.tlr of indifference whether to go to the first or the 
secoud tier, and thus two tiers of select boxee are obtained. A 
third tier CRn be obtained, as baa been done in the theatre at St. 
Petersburgh by forming a tier of uncovered boxes in front of the 
first tier of closed boxes on a substructure rising from t.he ftoor, 
Rnd not ou corbels. · 

These uncovered boxes would naturally be without ante-rooms, 
but on the other hand they would have the adVl\lltage of showing 
the toilettuofthe 11tdies in full brillillncy,andofbeing divisible into 
compartments of four p)Rces f!ach, which would certainly CRuse 
them to be very much sought after. The tier of uncovere<l boxes 
which we are proposing is not incompaLible with the amphitheatre 
which supplies" public want, and must be retained; it may be 
connect.id with the latter at the two sides, or be blended with the 
upper ranks of it. 

23. · 'l'o secure that the access to the boxe11 shall be by only a 
small number of steps, the orchestra must be on the same level 
as the lobbies, and the ftoor of the theatre very slightly raised 
above the ground ftoor level. The result of this will be that the 
spaces under the theatre must be all formed by exCRvation; a 
structnral difficulty far from insurmountable. It hRll not, how
ever, been proved that the vaults require to be so deep as is 
ordinarily thought necessary. We on the contrary believe that 
witb a rational 11ystem of machinery the motion of lu~e sceues 
would be lllmost always horizontal, which would diminish consi
derably that importance of the spaces below the stage. 

24. The internal arrangement of the house in the Rue Lepelle
tier is considered the finest known disposition. We may add 
that it will perfectly admit thRt arrangement of places which we 
consider,.for pecuniary reasons, it is indispensa.ble should be 
adopted. 

2S. The number of seats we would liruit to 2000; there are now 
1750, an<l were they better di11tribut.ed that number would 
suffice. The opera is not and cannot be appropriated to great 
popular gatherings. It i11 the theatre of good society, its public 
has habit<! of comfort and elegRnce which mu11t always render it 
difficult to 81\tis~v; and its sub11eribers, coming for plen.sul'e, ought 
not to fin<l them Rel VP.I! worse off than if thev bad stopped at home. 
All the seats should therefore be roomy and eomfortably appointed. 
At the samti time an injurionsly liberal distribution of space 
must be guar.led against. The boxes must be wide and high. 
The stalls must be wide ahm, with space for easy moving to and 
fro between their rows; but nt the same time, without being 
crowded, the spectators must be in couL&ct. ,lu a theatre sen81\
tions run throu~h the audience al1Do11t like an elect1·ic 11park, and 
by isolating the spect.>\tor11, RS for example would be done by 
doublinit the prt'senl allowance or spa<ltl to ench one, the result 
would simpl.v be to make the performances chilling in their elfect. 
Moder&Lion must therefore be ohst'rved, and the followiug dimen
sions artl the mosL approp1·inte iu our opinion. 

Width in metres. Depl.h in metres. Ft. In. Fl. in. Fl. in. 
BoxeeforeixpersoDB 1·50 ...... 2·50 = 5 Ox8 3 

., •• four ,. 1·50 .....• 1·71) = 5 Ox5 i 
Amphit.heatre stalls O·iu ... •. 1 ·00 = 2 3 x 3 3 
Orchestra ,, •fi5 .••... O·!l'l to 1 00 = 2 Ox3 2~ to 3 3 
Pit ,, ,, ·55 ...•.. O·i 5 to 0 80 = l 9 x 2 6 to 2 i ~ 

26. These dimensions ac!Dlit of the boxes being fornisheJ with 
chllini oft he most cornfortahle shapes, and allow gre1tt comfort in 
the st.alls. Each box would also be ntteude1I by a little ante-room, 
nece».'larily nnrrow, because its width mm~t be regulated by that 
of the box it belongs to, but which must be roomy enough to 

afford a pleuant place for eooial interconrae between the acts 
A depth of 3 metres (IO feet) would appear to ua ample. 

27. To recapitulate-it appears to ua neceasary to limit the 
number of seat.a in the new bouae to 2000, and to apportion 
them aa follows :-On the ftoor of the houae, the lowest part 
being on the eame level wit.h the lobbiea-(1) A tier of baignoif'U 
with !lllte-rooms; (2) The amphitheatre (130to150eeata); (3) The 
pit; (4) The orchestra stalls (200 to 250 seats). Raiaed--{5) Two 
tiers of boxes approached by the principal st.aircase : the fil"St 
tier including (A) a series of closed boxes wit.h ante-rooms; and 
in front of these last (B) a tier of open boxea with four seats in 
each. (6) Lastly, one or two upper tiera--the higheat being 
divided into seat.a rather than boxea. 

28. The acoustic condition& which the future houae must 
fulfi~ ud the systems of lighting aud warming which ought to be 
preferred, are subject.a for special investigation, the examination 
of these questions would not be appropriately included in this 
programme. We will simply say, that ca/qrijeru which circulate 
hot air ought to be proscribed: they are extremely injurious 
to 11ingers, whose breathing they oppress, a11d are a most active 
source of current.a of air, for as they do not afford a pouibility 
of equalising the temperature of the varions portions of the 
house, the1 continually occa.sion rapid movements in the m&1111 

of air which fills it. For lighting we believe the chandeliel"S 
and the rampe * to be indispensable, but the direction of the 
opera is far from thinking that these apparata cannot be 
improved, Md at the present time is appl1ing a system of 
rampe, the principle of which, without doubt, 1s capable of beiug 
worked out, and is calculated to obviate all the dia&dvantagee 
hitherto oonnected with this mode of illumination. 

Arrangement for the uae of the Emperor. 
29. The imperial box will be placed as now at the proscenium 

or the first tier of boxes; the staircase giving &Cce88 to it must 
be easy and with few steps. Ita dependencies will consist in
(1) an ante-room or guard room; (2) a room for aidee-d&-camp; 
(a) a large saloon; (4) the small private room of H. M. the 
Empress; (6) dressing room, wardrobe, closet.a, &c. 

30. This suite of rooms must be entirely disoounected from all 
other departments; means of at any ti we opening a communica
tion with the house, and another with a email box overlooking 
the stage ( mr le tM1Ure) must however be provided. 

31. The vestibule giving access to t.be staircase must be wide 
and easily approached, and ought to open upon a cloeed 
porch large enough to contain a\ one time the imperial carriage, 
two carriagf's of the suite, and the escort. 

32. In an inner court near this porch there should be-(1) a 
standing for three carriag&.1, with their horses pnt to them, and 
a stable for two or three outriders' horses; (2) a guard-house aud 
stable for the escorting picket (fifteen to twenty horsemen and &n 

officer); (3) a guard-house for an infantry picket (twenty-five to 
thirty men and an officer); ( 4) a station for the "cent guardee • 
(ten horsemen); ( li) a stable for their horses; (6) a room for livery 
servants (fift.een to twenty persons). 

33. On state occasions the inperial box occupies the centre of 
the first tier of boxes opposite the stage. As no permanent arrange
ment and solid box exists (as is the case in the great houses of 
Germany, Rull&iR, aud Itnly, an arrangement the nobleness of 
which cannot be denied), this box is improvised by meims of 
temporary scaffoldings and hangings, which 81ways recal too 
closely the arrangements for public fetea. It is certainly no\ 
suitable to run up an imperial box in the same way that the 
ordinary decorations of the theatre are done, and above all on 
state occasions, when imperiRl pomp is displayed in all its 
grandeur, the imperial box ought to present the most elevated 
aud magnificent appearance, and eve1·y ornament of a trifling. 
nRture ought to be excluded. The state box ought to be an 
integral part of the architecture of the house, and ought to be its 
leading feature. 

34. The chilling effect of this large box, commonly standing 
empty, is however dreaded, and it is calculated that it would 
ser1oui;ly injure the receipts, by dtltlt.roying several of the best 
boxes: these are serious objections. 

35. The following arrangement appeara to reconcile all diffical
tiea. According to it the state imperial box would be constructed 
with all suitable magnificence, Rnd of costly materials, bronze, 
aud marble, but in detached pieces easily movable, which would 
only be fixed when wanted; nothing is more easy than to accom-

• Side llghtl behind the ecenes. 
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plilh this by suitable adjuatmente properly incorporated with the 
atncture of the ho1198. 

36. The arrangement of this box would doubtl- be analagous 
to~ of the imperial tribune in the theatres of Vel'B&illea and 
Foatainbleau; but aa it would be put up on rare occuiona-not 
forming part of the ordinary 1nbecription nights-there ii no 
reason why it should not be carried out on a. moat magnificent 
seale. 

:fl. As rega.rde the box, then, what is proposed would came 
no alteration iu the cu11toma.ry practict", which con11iste iu repla.cing 
a few of th ti ordinary l\l'rangements of the house by a temporary 
structure; only thia would be done in a. monument.I\! fu.ehion, and 
one worthy of its destination, instead of pntting it up by the 
help of unaatiafa.ctory uphosterers' decorations. 

38. We should desire, however, that the imperial saloon-to 
which purpose the public saloon is a.t present converted on the11e 
occasions-should be distinct. Thia saloon ought to be oue of the 
moat brilliant appendages of the new house. Placed between 
the boxes and the public saloon, and entirely distinct from 
the waiting rooms attached to the emperor's pri"C"ate box, it 
might on ordinary occa.eions, be thrown open to some of the 
audience, for example, to the subscribers to the boxes, and 
would thus furnish to ladies something which the public saloon 
does not atford them, a delightful spot for promenading and social 
intercouree. 

THE ECONOMIC ANGLES IN PARALLEL OPENWORK 
GIRDERS. 

UtmER the term openwork-girders we include all properly 
braced girdeni, whether the bracing Qt> of the triangula.r charac
ter mftde uee of in warren and lattice bricijres, or of the diagonal 
description oommon in structures of older aaie, and in which the 
frame ii aubdivided into quadrilateral openings which have their 
diagonals aupplied with ties or ab'uta. 

We purpose first to point out what inftuence (if any) the upper 
and lower members of the structure, sometimes Cl\lled the booms, 
have upon the question, when the whole material required for 
tbeee, together with that for the braoea, ia to be rendered a 
minimum. 

In eatimating the quantity of material neoeasary for the diffe
rent parts, we require for our preaent object their proportiona.l 
values only. And where no great precision is demanded we may 
treat of the strength of atruts like ties, a.a independent of their 
lengths within moderate limit.a. In thia preparat.ory <liecuBBion 
we aball not draw any diatlnction between the amount:! of 
material required for struts and ties subjected to equa.l stresses, 
but represent the quantity or cost or weight of anv strut or tie as 
proportiona.l to its length multiplied by the streBB acting through 
1t: the moat convenient units of length, and of streee or weight, 
being choaen. 

In Figs. 1 to 12, let the depth D be the same in ea.ch, and let it 
be taken aa the unit for length; let alao the span S in ea.ch=l2 
time.J tbe depth. Further, let the loading be spread uniformly 
over the top at the rate of iw per unit of length; or 6w=W, over 
the whole span of twelve units in length; w repreeenta the unit of 
weight or streaa=loading spreftd over a. length of the span measur
ing 2D. Let N be taken generally tc> represent the number of baya 
or parts into which the span is divided by the points at which 
the roadway or top-boom is supported by the bmcingil; when 

there i1 but one series of braces N will be the number of triangles 
making up the span. Let I) represent the angle which a brace 
makl'S with the vertical, and a the angle which it makes with the 
horizimtal direction. In Figa. l and 2, in which N is reapectively 
equal t.o 6 and 2, let us first adopt the very usual supposition that 

each of the apioes of the ~lea receives the same share of the 
loading=6w+N. By the pnnciplee on which the 8treeBes on 
such structorea are calculated, we can readily a1lix to each braee, 
as ia done in these figures, a. number to denote in units the ver
tical OOll!ponent of the stress acting upon it, when all the loading 
ia on the structure (the stre&11e11 on the booms being then the 
greatest). Knowing the vertical component of the streea on a 
brace we obtain the horizonta.l stl'ellll which it induces in the 
booms, by multiplying the former by the tangent of 8. And 
since the depth of the structure ii taken equal to unity, ~he tan
gent of 8 ia simply the horizonta.l stretch of' the brace. Proceed
ing on these prinoi pies we obtain the stresses on the booms marked 
against the various parta in the figures;• and to obtain the pro
portional quantities of the materials for the booma we have merely 
to multiply these stresaes by the respective lengths thus: 

Fig.I. {Top =(.';x2+8x2+9Xl)2=70 l _ 146 N=6 Bottom=(3X2+7x2+9X2)2=76 5-
Fig.2. {Top boom =(9X3)2 = 64}_162 N=2 Bottom do.=(9X6)2 =108 -

Now we have here an increase in the material required for the 
booma accompanying the diminution in the value of N, and this 
deduction ia borne out by other similarly treated examples, and 
mittht "C"ery readily mislead us, a.a it ha.a already misled .one 
wnter, into thinking that there is an advantage to be gained by 
an increase in the number of the triangles above what would be 
the most economical were the material of the braces a.lone to be 
reduced t.o a. minimum, i~., that 8 should be diminished or a 
increased above 4li0

, the well-known economic angle for the 

F10. S. 

F10. 4. 

braces when these are arranged in iao10eles triangles. This 
erroneous view springs from the figures 1 and 2 not truly repre
senting the conditions under which a. uniform loading would be 
borne. The &88umption that every one of the a.picee of the tri
angles receives an amount equal t.o W+N ia incorrect. A little 
consideration of the mode in which the loading ia brought upon 
the points will convince us that the points immediately adjoining 
the piers rect"ive each only three quarters of the amount of the 
loading given up to each of the others, the other quarters being 
supported in a. direct manner by the piers. The true conditions 
are therefore those shown by Figs. 3 and 4; and calculating the 
proportiona.l 1uantities for the booms, a.a before, we have for 

Fig. 3. {Top =(4fx2+11x2+8f X1)2=67"6} _ 140.5 N=6 Bottom=(2f x2+6fxll+S:x2)2=73il -
Fig. 4. {Top boom (6fX3)2 =40·.5} _ 121.5 N=il Bottom do.=(6f X6)2 =81"0 -

Here then we l\l'e led to an opposite deduction, and a.11 similarly 
and correctly treated examples confirm it, viz., that a diminution 
in the material required for the booms to resist the longitudinal 
stresses accompanies a. diminution in N; and consequently, if the 
consideration of the booms be admitted into the question, and the 
value of N be optional, the economic value of 8 will be greater, 
or that of a leas thl\n 4.5°. 

When, as in the succeeding figures, the structure is BUSpended 
a.t the extremities of the upper member, and the loading spread 
uniformly over the top, then every apex will be loadeu exactly 
to the extent ofW+N; so that with this arrangement of the 
structure, the error we have diacuBBed above could never have 
been fallen into. The results for the figures 6 to 8 are as follow: 

Fig. 6. {Top =(2tX2+6lX2+stx2)2=70 }-140 
N=6 Bottom=(tsx2+8x2+0x1)2 =70 -

Fig. 6. {Top =(3~Xa+nX3)2 =67".5}-lM 
N=4 Bottom=(6lx3+9Xlt)2 =67"5 -

• Tb- numben ba•e bee11 omitted ID eomo of lhe 9guree, ba.I are all ght11 ID lbe 
dlt&lled calcalal.lom of Ille ~. 
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ij~~· {Top =(4X4+8X2)2 =64}=15!8 
6=63° 26' Bottom=(8X4)2 =64 

Fig. 8. {Top =(4i X 6)2 . -~44 } =108 
N=2 Bottom=(9X3)2 u 

So that we have here the aameresultas when the former figures 
3 and 4 were correct.ly dealt with-a diminution of the material 
in the booms accompanying a diminished value of N. It would, 
however, be proceeding too hastily to conclude that the degree of 
slope of the braces directly affect.ed the amount of mat.erial 

FIG. 6. 

F1o;. T. 

Fra. 8. 

required for the booms. The fact is, we have not .yet ~ed the 
analysis far enough : in the conversion of Fig. 5 rnto Fig. 7 two 
changes have been made: we have changed the value of the angle 
tJ, but we have also changed the arrangement .of the concentraf.e<i 
points of the loading, as well as the portion of the l~g 
( = W -7-N) which is in a direct manner imposed upon. the piers. 
It remains then to discover what effect these chang8!' will p~uce 
on the requisite material for the booms when each 1B constrained 
to act independently of the other. . 

First then let us make such a change on the 1~111g of ~g. 5 
as is exhibit.ed in Fig 7, but without being complicated with a 

FIG. 9. 

change in the angle 6; this we are enabled to do by adopting 
the arrangement shown in Fig. 9, for the booms of which we 
have: 

ij~~· {Top = (2X2+6X2+8X2)2 =64 l =128 
6=45° Bottom= (4X2+8X3)2 =64 ~ 

Which when compared with the calculations for Figs. 5 and 7 
ijhows that the simple change of the arrangement of the loading 

l'IG. 10. 

Fie. 11. 

FIG. 12. 

is sufficient to account for all the difference in the results. But 
to make it still more clear that it is the change in the loading 

nlone that causes the difference in the results, we add Figs. IO, 
11, and 12, in which the arrangement of the loading is retained 
exactly as in Fig. 5, but the angle 8 is very materially al~ 
The results for these are : 

Fi/~g· (Top =(2X2+6x2+8X2)2=64}=140 
8=63° 26' \Bottom=(3X2+7X2+9X2)2=76 

~~l· {Top =(5x2+8x2+9X2)2=88}=l40 
6=63° 26' & o Bottom= (5 x 2+8x 2)2 = 52 

Fig. 12. ( } 

6=63° 26', =140 
N=6 tTop =(9X6)2 =108 

75° 58', Bottom=(2X2+6X2)2 = 32 
& 800 32' 

All of which results agree with that for Fig. 5, so that we mlllt 
come to the conclusion that the value of 6 has no direct 
infiuence on the quantity of mat.erial required for the boomL 

The saving in the booms from a reduction in the value of N 
must be chiefiy Cl\Used by a larger portion of the load being 
deposited at once upon the pien. And this reduction of the 
load actually imposed upon the framing of the structure muu 
also, CtEterW parlbiu, have an infiuence in reducing the material 
required for the braceL So that the economic anitle for the 
braces considered alone would, if we might chOOBe any value for 
N, come out somewhat greater than 45°. In structures such 11 
Figs. 1-4 the loading actually thrown upon the bracing ill 
=W-{W+2N), and in those like Figs. 11-12, it is only=W
(W +N). In lattice bridges with many series, N (=the number 
of bays into which S is divided by the points of concentration of 
the loading) is very high, and then nearly the whole of W is sup
ported by the framing. 

When there is but one aeries of braces under the condition.a of 
Figs. fr--8, then D the depth being taken as the unit of length, and 
therefore S+D=S; and the unit of load or streae being taken 
equal to the loading lying on a length of the span=2D, W =(8+2) 
units of weight. For euch figuree, wlam Nu an even uliok number, 
we have no difficulty in arriving at the following general 
formul.e for the proportional quantities of material required for 
the booms and bracee, these quantities bemg repreeent.ed all along 
by the &trees multiplied by the length of each part. Let the pro
portional quantity for the booms be represented by B, that fort.he 
bracmg by R, and that for the whole girder by G=B+B. 

{ 
ws11 wss s• s• 

N odd or even B = 6D - 6DN' = 12 - l2N2 •.• (I) 
I 

W 81 
R = 2 ND sec2 8, but sec28= 4NJ + 1 

WSI WN S' NS 
Neven :.=8N+-2-=16N+4 (2) 

(3) 

Differentiating the value of G with N as the variable, we have, 
after clearing the coefficient, the following equation for G & 

minimum 
••• (4) 

Kow to satisfy the premises, N must be an even whole number, 
let us therefore assign to it succeSBively the values 4, 6, 8, IO, &c., 
the resulting values of S will show the proportions of span to 
depth which require e.raclly these values of N to produce the 
minima. The results, with the corresponding values of IJ, a.re 
given in Table I. 

TABLE I. 

N= 4 6 8 10 12 H 16 JOO 

S= 18•86 16•10 19•60 28'86 27•21 s1·12 86·06 202'i 

II= 60°0' 63°18' 60°'6' 49°26" 48°36' 48°1' 47"37' ~· 

We may now take a particular value of S, eay = I 6·10 times 
the depth, and calculate the values of G by formula 3 to ehow 
what amount of extra material is incurred by departing·~~~ 
most economical value of N (here =6); and it will be 01111c:nou 
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from the n.aulta aa given in Table IL that the variations in the 
T&!uea of Gare eurpriaingly 11D1all, and would be etill l- so were 
R of its full value, aa explained further on. 

TA.Bu II. 
3'7'77 260•83 

8:16·10, B:S,7·77- -W , and R = -W- +'·OUN. 

N = 21 ' 6 8 10 12 16 

B = 260•83 326•0' 338·11 342·34 344•30 3'5•36 8•6·41 

R = 138·46 81•31 67•62 64·80 66•33 10·04 80•70 

6 = 399·29 407·35 405·73 407• 14 410•68 415•40 427"11 

' = 76" 3' 63°35' 53° 18' 45° 10' 38° 50' 33° 51' 26" 35' 

The case of N =2 is exceptional, it does not satisfy, after the 
same manner as do the other values, the equation (4) by which 
Table I. iii calculated, and in Table II. it produces a secondary 
minimum, the proper minimum being at N =6. 

It should be borne in mind that the variations in the values of 
B are produced solely by the variation of N, the number of pointa 
at which the loading is caused to concentrate or is supported 
and that the value of 8 has no direct influence on the value of B. 
Now if N be previoualy determined upon to suit the requirement.a 
of the roadway, auppoee it to be = 16, then the corresponding 
nlue of B, =346"41, is fixed, and unaltered bv any value that may 
be &lllrigned to 8; and therefore in such a caiethe economic value 
of 8 for the whole girder will be that which under the particular 
conditions gives the minimum for the bracing taken alone. When 
the bracing is of the illOllceles character the minimum of the 
bracing will accompany the nearest practicable approach to the 
cue of 8=45°. So that for N=l6 and 8=16·10, Table II 
instead of using 8=26°36', with R=80·7, when one series of b~ 
only is admitted, we may adopt a form in which there would be 
two series having a prevailing angle 8=4~01', except at the ends 
where it may be nece1111&ry to combine the two series into one ~ 
satisfy the conditions. 

In the above calculations Ras compared with Bis undervalued 
in the finit place, because the material of the bracing as tber~ 
estimated is such as would be required for a uniformly distributed 
Ct>Mtanl loading. But when the loading is wholly or partially a 
moveable one the amount of material for the braces becomes 
increaaed, without however affecting the value of B in the least. 
Again, the allowance of material in proportion to stress would lll 
practice be greater for the braces than for the booms. But this 
part of the question is not of that importance that we need dwell 
at greater length upon it here. 

The conclusions that we have arrived at are : 
1. Wh~n the loading and the be!'rings on the piers are on one 

level (or, mother words, when there 1s a full-lengthed bay adjoining 
each pier), and only one isoscelea system of braces as in Figs. 5 to 
8, and when the number of points in the span to be supported by 
the bracing may be of any number,-the lightest structure will 
be produced by a certain low value ofN dependent upon the value 
or S~D, as shown in Table I. But on the other band as shown 
bl Table II., the variation produced in the total weight of the 
girder by varying the value of N is very slight, and therefore 
that value would be chosen which gave a sufficiently liberal num
ber of supports to the roadway. 
~ When N is fixed or P!'t!viously determined upon, but the 

points of aupport on the p1e111, the number of series, and the 
erraogement of the braces are jail left optional (as in Figs. 5, IO, 
11, and 12), the greatest economy will be secured by causing 8 
to epproximate to a certain economic value to be determined for 
th~ particular kind of ~racing and materials to be employed. The 
mm1mum for the bracmg taken alone having in this case to be 
CODlidered. 

In our next we shall discuss the economic values of 8 for 
varions forms of bracing, and draw compMisons to show their 
relatin costs. 

Edinburgh. R. H. B. 

VENTILATION OF DWELLINGS AND HOSPITALS. 
( OO'lllinutd from page 35.) 

. Ox leav~g the comparatively simple question of the ventila
tiob of ordmary dwell~ng .rooms for ~h~t of h?Spitala, we at once 
encounter a vaat complication of conll1cting op1mons and practice, 
and a really perplexing amount of contradiction in the views of 
\b01e who are considered authorities. The cau;ff'S of this compli-

· cation are twofold. Firat, the problem itself ia a leu simple one 
than thvt of bow to ventilate au ordinary dwelling room, 
because in hospitals other causes of vitiation are at work besides 
respiration; and the air which is rendered insalubrious by these 
agencies is leaa elevated in temperature, and consequently leaa 
readily diacharged than that vitiated by respiration. Secondly, 
the very fact of having a large building in which vacant 
11paeee can be found, iu which a system of pipes and ftues 
can be constructed, and in which attendance, fuel, and even 
steam-power can be procured if wanted, tempts those having the 
care of arranging the ventilation to venture upon some elaborate 
"system," for carrying out which the building will offer f&cilities 
impoeaible in a private house. Accordingly in hospitals, and 
we may add in other gi-eat institutions, above all in prisons, we 
find what is called "artificial" ventilation adopted in a majority 
of caaea, and frequently we aee an amount of scientific aki1l brought 
to bear UP_?D it which merits the highest tribute. 

An artificial method or system of ventilation may_be defined as 
a method or system where the motive power for removing the 
vitiated air and introducing fresh is something other than the 
natural rise of temperature due t.o the warming of the air of 
respiration while in the lungs. Writers on ventilation have 
eometimea reoogniaed two classes of artificial systems, calling thoee 
systems where artificial power is employed to force air into a 
room furnished with suit&ble outlet.a, so that it may pass through 
the room and out again, systems of plenum ventilation; while 
those syatems where the power is employed to draw vitiated air 
out of a room, without applying power to the inlet, are termed 
oocuum systems. This distinction of systems, designated how
ever by 'be more scientific appellations of ventilation by pro
pulaion, and ventilation by extraction, is found recogniaed in 
extract from Report of the Barracks and Hospital Commission 
which we have &!ready given ... 

The artificial ventilatiou of hospitals has been already treated 
of in our columns, and almost all that can be aaid in its favour 
will be found in the two articlee on the subject which we printed 
in 18.'18.t Argumenta for at least a partial use of artificial 
means will be there found of a cogency almost unanswerable, 
and the experience of certain foreign h06pitale bas been again 
and again appealed to by the aupporters of this plan, yet we find 
the barrack and hospital commission deciding against ita adop
tion; and it will not be difficult to show that in coming to that 
decision their views coincide with the published opinions of many 
of those who in this country are now considered competent 
autboritiea on the subject of hospital ventilation &lld C(?nstruction. 

The desirability of perfect ventilation in hospital wards would 
be partially recognised without our iosistin~on it at great length 
-but few who have not paid special attention to the subject are 
quite aware of its paramount importance. In one ward of an 
hospital the sick will linger, wounds will refuse to heal, gangrene 
will be frequent, and fever will from time to time occur, while in 
another ward of the same building, under the same regimen, 
nursing, and medical attendance, the sick will habitually recover, 
and hospital gangrene and fever will be unknown. This is a 
matter familiar to physicians, and the explanation is always to 
be found in the com1truction of the ward itaelf with regard to 
ventila,ion, the thoroughly airy wards being invariably those 
where the proce88 of reoovery goes on as the medical attendants 
would desire and expect, the close and badly ventilated ones 
being those where it L' checked and prevented by an unseen 
but not imperceptible enemy. 

Upon this point we may refer once more to the Barrack and 
Hospital Report. 

"The atmoephere of a sick ward, besides being deteriorated by the ordi
nary process of respiration, ie filled with wi&8Ill8 generated by the 1ick. 
These, if not sufficiently diluted and rapi<lly ca.rried away, give rise to 
what are called hoepital "contagions" and "infections," which, ea all 
experience bae proved. are far more prejudicial to the sick than ie the 
breath of healthy men to the healthy. 8ick men in hospital are much 
mOTe e~ to danger from auch e&llllell tha.n are healthy men in bar· 
racks, becawie not only are sick more susceptible to the influence of auch 
miasma, but the emanations themselves have often a special poisonous 
qUAlity, and generate diaeaae even among healthy attendants." 

We may also quote, from a pamphlet of great value on hospital 
arrangement by Mr. John Roberton, of Manchester, a few words 
very much to the point. 

"So wide ia the difference between the wants of a ward filled with the 
1ick and wounded with respect to ventilation, and the wants of every 
other kind of apartment injwhlch people in health congregate or lodge, 

• 4,.,. Yol. lliY., pacee SlU &11d ~0. t 4,.,. YOI. :ui., pacee 81S and U6. 
17 
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that the meal'll which &re found sufficient to maintain the purity of the 
one fa.il in maintaining the purity of the other; a.nd a.n archit.ect who has 
?ot submitted to make himself familiar with the state of the atmosphere 
m, for example, the crowded wards of a. bad!oy conHtructed hospita.I, at 
those hours of the day and night when the admission or the exclusion of 
air ia left to the uurse and patient.~, is ill qualified to form a.n opinion on 
ward ventila.tiou. Until the architect will consent to give his or.,a.n of 
slllell. a fe.w minutes' pra.ctica.1 training, about six or seven o'clock

0

in the 
mommg, m a. crowded surgical ward, he c:m never realise the importance 
of a truth which can hardly he enunciated with too great emphasis-that 
not. merely must a. wru-d, if it L• to be kept sweet, he ventilated in the 
ordlIU\ry sense of the term, but it must be so ventilated Bl! to secure 
for it tk constant renewal of the contained air-the displa.cement of 
the f<Ptid effiu via ever being emitted from the bodies of the sick a.nd 
wounded, and the substitution instead, of air, not drawn from cella.rs, 
corridors, and passages, but admitted direct from the store of the unpol
luted heavens." 

?aving thus poin~ed out the peculiar necessity of perfect venti
lation for hospitals, we propose to proceed very briefly to describe 
first, the views and plans of those who prefer ventilation on the 
natural method, and lastly to give some account of one or two 
of the most successful systems of artificial ventilation of hospital 
wards. 

(To be continued.) 

THE STATICS OF BRID<iES. 
The Su~penaion Chuin.* 

HAVING ascertaiue<I the mechanical conditions of equilibrium 
in a chain, and showu how to determine its curve by construction, 
we may now ventare to generalise a little further. This will be 
b~st accomplished by the aid of algebra; an instrument we have 
hitherto employed as little as po!!Sible.-our object having been 
to obtain practical results by a plai11 and tangible method, before 
proceeding to more abstract reasoning. 

The simplest case is that in which, the horizontal distribution 
of the load, and the rise or versed sine of the chains being given, 
it is required to determine their curve and find the amount of 
tension. This is generally speaking the proble'!l to be solved in 
any ordinary suspension bridge. The curve of the chains is calcu
lated wit.h reference to the load ou the platform, of which the 
distribution is known. Th!! tension is reckoned from the combined 
action of the weight of the chaiu and the weight of the load. [n 
this computation the weight of the chain may commonly be 
averaged as if its horizontal distributiou were equal, without 
introducing auy large trror into the conclusion. The curve of the 
chains thus found will be au approximation sufficiently near the 
truth for all practical purposes, so long as the proportion of the 
weight of the chains to the total load is not large. 

\Vhen tho towers are equal an•l the loading is symmetrical, 
the point of greatest mome11t will of course come at the ha.If span, 
aud it is there that the lowest point of the chain will accordingly 
be found. 

When the di11position of the load is no longer symmetrical, the 
ollowing rule gives the position of the point of greatest moment, 

or lowest point of the chain, the towel'!! being equal:-Find the 
centre of gravity. Divi,le the total a.mount of loiul bdween the 
two towers in the inverse ratio of the distances of its centre of 
gravity from either. The poiut where the load is thus divided 
is that of greatest moment. 

\Vhere the towers are of unequal heights (h1 on the left and h2 
on the right), the point where the load <livides, or the lowest 
point of the chain, will be so place•! that h1 : h~ : : moment of 
left section of loA.cl : moment of right section of load. 

If the horizontal rate of loading is uniform, the application of 
the preceiling rule is very simple, the distance of the lowest point 
of the chain from the half span beincr at once reducible to the 
following expression: 

0 

h +h -2"-~ I vh,.h 1 X~ -. - -·-·-- ~pan. 
l! (h~ -1•1) 

-Or thus :-Take the arithmetical mean of the heights less the 
geometrical meau; divi<le by the difference of the heights; and 
multiply by tht span. The result will Le the distance from the 
hiilf span at which the load divides. When the heights of the 
towers are uot ouly unequal, but the loading also irregular, the 
manner of clistribution uf the load hiis to be considered before 
the position oft.he lowest point of the chain can he prc•rlicted. To 
this end the readiest and 11u1'est means will be to plot tht Curve 
of Lol\l.liug. ln Fig. 35 the horizontal line AB represents the 

• Cunllo11ed from page 60. 

span, aud the line Am L the Curve of Loading; of which the 
ordinate at any point is equal to the aggregate load measured 
from A,-the last ordinate BL being equal to the total load on 
the platform between the piers. This curva if divided at the 
proper _point by a horizontal line, will give 'areas equal to the 
respect!ve moments of the l~s* depending from the two towers 
respectively. Thus, supposmg mM to be the line at which the 
load divides, draw the horizontal line amb cutting the Curve of 

~~~ ~~~ 

M 

, : 
: ~ .,. Q 

~ -o--~----4.......1.-v,.,..__~. 

" 
Loading in m. Aa will then be the load on the tower at A, and 
the area Ama will be the corresponding moment. Lb will be the 
load ou the towel' at B, and the area Lml> the corresponding mo
ment. But by the rule already given, the respective moments are 
tu each other in the ratio of h1 : h2• Therefore h1 : h~ : : area 
Arna : area Lml>. The poeitiou of m which gives areas satis
fying this equation is soon found by trial. The ordinate m M will 
theu give the true divi11iou of the load, or the position of the 
lowest point of the chain. Wheu the towers are equal, 

Area Ama=Art!a Lmb. 
Having found the position of .M, the curve of the chain can be 

determined by meaus of the moments, in the way already 
shown (a11te page 49.) The Horizontal Tension will be obb\iued 
by dividing the total moment on either side of M by the height 
of the tower 011 the same side. The heights of the towers have 
beeu takeu throughout the fol'egoing investigatiou as measured 
from the lowest level of the chain. 

The proportion between the ordinates of the Curve of the Chain 
aud those of the Curve of Moments being constant and 
measured by the amount of H<Jri7.ontal Tension (anta page 48), the 
following eqw~ti6ns will hold good. 

Let R be the rise of either t10gment of the chain taken from 
the lowest poiut; M the moment of the corresponding load; I 
the aggregate load up to a certain point, measured from tbe 
lowest point of the chain; m the moment of the same; T I.Le 
horizontal tension. 

Then RxT=-M, and T= ~ 

or, horizon ta! tension 
moment of segment of chain 

rise of same 
m 

yXT=m, and y= T (A) 

di 

dy_ l 
if.i.-T (B) 

d'y _ d.r _ horizontal rate of loading 
tf.;.2 -- '.f horizontal tE'nsiou (C) 

Hadius of curvature at lowest point of chain (wben there is no 
. tension 

concentrated load at that pomt)= fl d" ··· (D) rate o oa mg 

The equations (A), (B), and (C) are identical with those giveu 
(vol. xxiv., p. 348) in treating of the liue of pressure of the arch. 

ln considering the curve in which a chain would hang of itself, 
we have to set out without the knowledge of the horizontal ratt: 
of loading. What we know is merely the sectionnl weight of the 
chain, or what may be called the tangential rate of loading. 

Now, (tangential rate of loading) x ds = ((horizontal rate of 
loading) X d.t', and consequently, from equation (C), 

d2y == ~ X tangential rate of loading 
d.ci d..E horizouta.l teusion 

Or if we put w = sectional weight of chain (or tangential rate of 
loading) 

• Becan•o m=f.l.dz, or Momeol=lnlegral or Load with reepecl Mi H<>r!JOD\11 
Di•tiwte. ~"" Vol. uiv, p. 6~ 
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-=- X-= l+~ x-cf'y di IO v( d 12) to 
d.r'J d .r T d.z T 

... (E) 
The <"qa&tion (E) gives the general conditions of catenary curves, 

viz. :-the relations between the form of a curve, the horizontal 
strain, and the 11eetional weight, whether constant or variable. 

The equations (A), (B), (C), aud (D) of course bold good for all 
catenary curves. When the sectional weight of the chain is uni
form (or to a coustAnt) the curve of equilibrium will be that 
known as the Common Catenary. 

Jn this case, the load I and the arc a being alike measured from 
the lowest point of the curve, l = w Xa :. (from equation (B), 

~ =(~ = t;- ... . .. (I.) 

But~= ,./(1+ :~P 
• di - . /( u? 2) .. ~-v i+Ta •. (2.), 

T 
Let - = 11 (which of conl'!l6 is a constant); then (2) gives, 

ID 

&ft.er sabetitatiQn of !. for :::: 
42 .. - ' 

di . ;---;:;: 
d:i- = v i+ a' ... ... (3.) 

The definite solution of this differential equation (when the 
origin of /r is taken at the lowest point of the curve) will be 

a 
a= 2 (E=-E : r 

dy _ a ( I .! _., ) 
But, Crom (1), iiJ, - a, =

2 
Ela -E a 

:. Y=i(E;+E-~-2) 
(.J ~ing=O when --o.) 

. .• (4.) 

(5.) 

Let t = the amount of tension at the point (z, y) in the direc
tion of the tangent of the curve. Then, by resol~ing t into the 
horizontal tension T and the load l, we find that 

t8=T2+P = to2(a2+.fl) 
whence it is readily deduced that 

(6.) 

t=toX ~ (E ~ +E-~) (7.) 

Or, t=x(y+a) ... (8.) 
The simple relations between the Tension, the Arc, and the 

Ordinate, expressed in equations (6) and (8) can be visibly dis
plllyed in a diagram. In Fig. 36, AOB is the Common Catenary. 
COM. is the axis of g, and 0 is at once the lowest point of the 
curve and the origin. 

The horizontal line DR is drawn at the distance CO=a below 
the axis of .r, and is termed the Directrix. To find the tension 
(=t) at ILUY point P, let fall PV perpendicular to the Directrix. 
Then, (from Equation (8)) t="'X PV. From the centre C 
describe the circle of the radius CO=a. This might perhaps 
deserve the name of the Directing Circle, on accouut of proper
ties to be now explaiued. 

From P draw the horizontal line PN to meet the axis of y 
in N. From N draw the line NQ touching the circle in Q, and 
join the radius CQ. Then NQC is a right-angled triangle, of 

which we know the hypothenuse NC to be = !_, and the side 
w 

CQ to be= a. :. (from Equation (6), the other side NQ =a, 
=Arc OP. . 

It follows from this property of the Directing Circle that the 
line NQ is parallel to the t.angent PT. For PT : TV : : Tan
gential Tension : Horizontal Tension. : : NC : CQ. And 
since NCQ l\nd PTV are both right-angled triangles, and 
have the sides enclosing the angles at N &Ud P respectively pro
portional, the:1e angles muat be equal, and consequently NQ and 
PI' are parallel to one another. 

For a known amount of Horizontal Tension (in terms of the 
sectional weight of chain) we can therefore very readily find the 
direction of the truigent at any given elevation. From these data 
it is possible to construct the carve without reference to tables 
of lo;mrjtbme. 

• E being the baee of hyperbolic logarithma. 

THE ELEVATION OF 'l'HE EXTERIOR RAIL ON 
RAILROAD CURVES, &c. 

By OLIVER BTRNB, C.E. 
LET w be the weight of the moving body or train, V its velocity 

in feet a second, R the radius of the curve, and g=the force of 
grl\vity at the surface of the earth; and letfrepresent the centri
fugal force: theu by a well-known dynamical expression 

roV' 
f=gR 

If R=one quarter of a mile=l320 feet, V=velocity=381l feeta 
second, and g=32! feet, 

- w x (38•6)1 - 193 
Then f - 32! X 1320 - 5500 w. 

In this example the centrifugal force ie about h part of the 
weight. 

If R=a mile=5280 feet, g as before=32f feet, and V =60 milea 
an hour=88 feet a second, then 

wxBB1 I 
f= 32! X 5280 22'° nearly. 

In this last case the centrifugal force, that urges the moving body 
to leave the curve, is equal t-2 part of the weight of the moving 
body. This force is in a great measure counteracted by the 
conical tread of the wheels, each pair of which is firmly fixed to 
an axle AB, Fig. I. The raila C and D may be level, yet if the 
points of contact be at I and E, coned wheels will run round a 
circle whose centre is at Q. If the points of contact of the rails 
be I and F, then the centre will be at O; but if the wheels assume 
the position that tho equal ch·cles G and H come in contact with 
the rails C and D, the axle AB and KL would be parallel, and 
hiince do not meet. The conical tread, the lateral play of the 
fianges, about half an inch on each side, and the centrifugal force 
of the weight moved ou the curve, enlarge the diameter of the 
exterior wheel B, and diminish that of the interior A; hence 
there is a centripetal force directed towards the centres of the 
cones Q, O, &c., as the rails change their points of contact on the 
coned tires. Let d be the diameter of the wheels at the circles 
G and H, when they stand level, or rather when the line KL 
joining the points of contact is parallel to the axis AB. Let the 
outer diameter be increased by a variable small quantity z, as the 
rail touches nearer the flange; or let the outer diaruet~r become 
d + z, it is evident that the inner diameter will become z - z. 
The value of z, generally varies from 0 tot of an inch; so that 
the diameter of the wheels may be made to vary according to the 
circumstances of the motion from about 36 to 36·6 inches, some
times more and sometimes less. Let r be tho variable radius 
OT, answering to the increase z, and b = the gauge or breadth of 
the road CD; then r + i b and r - i b are the distances of the 
circles of contact from the centre 0. By similar triangles 

b b 
d+z: d-z:: r+ 2 : r- 2 

bd 
r= 2Z 

If the breadth of the road=4·7 feet, the diameter of the wheel 
:. d : z : : 2r : b 

=3 feet, and •=one-tenth of an inch, 

OT= r= 12
X

4·7x 3x 12 = 10152 inchea= 846 feet. 
·2 

Again, for the sake of example, let z equal irJ of an inch, the 
breadth of the road=7 feet=84 inches, the diameter of the wheel 
at the level tread=30 inches. Required OT=r. 

r = 
30 

X 
84 = 50400 inches = 4200 feet. 

. ·05 . . . wVa 
But the centnpetal force correspondmg to radius r 1s p =-

gr 
which acts in a contrary direction to the centrifugal force: they 
will hold each other in equilibrium when they become equal, and.II 
the train will have no inducement to fiy otr the track; 

wV11 wV1 
:. -- = -R or r=R. gr g , 

Consequently the vertex 0 of the imaginary cone must coincide 
with the centre of the curve of the railroad, to avoid slipping or 
dragging. But it was before ehown that 

bd bd bd 
r=~ :. R=~ ;. z= 2R 
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which is the increment and decrement that the e:r.t.erior and 
interior wheels respectively receive t.o produce equilibrium 
~ween the centripetal and centrifugal forces of the train. 

Let the gauge of the road = b = 64 inches, the diameter of the 
wbeela at the points where they rest level on the raila=36 inches; 
R, the radiaa = 600 feet, 2 R x 12 = 14,400 inchea; henoe in this 
case 

64X36 • • = 
14400 

= ·16 of an mch. 

The coning of the wheels will no\ compensate for much more than 

VI: - ~~ , V being the velocity. :. 1t = ~: 
Enmpk.-Let R=l910 feet, g=32·2, b=4·7 feet, V=44 feet 

a aeoond=30 miles an hour; 
4"7X441 

:. It= 32•2 x 1910 = ·224. 

Thia value of 11: involvea the elevation given by coning the 
wheels; the proper coning for a radius of 1910 feet=R, as before 
established, 18 

Pio. 1. 

~--=~=====-~-------..-~ .. -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-Iii .. 

this, as there ia only a play of about half an inch on each aide 
between the 1langee and the rails. 

Let Fig. 2 represent part of the tire of a railway car wheel; 
the rise from A to C half an inch in 3i inches, that is, 

AB: BC : : 7 : I. 
But in order that the statement may be general and applicable 
t.o all cases let AB : BC : : ft : 1. 

When the wheels stand level on level rails, let E be one of the 
points of contact, DB the spaoe given for the play of the wheel 
between the fiange and the rail; this for the sake of example I 
put= i an incb = ti. The rail and wheel may touch at any other 
point between C and A, yet the apace DB is unaltered, and 
tbe elevation will be as ft t.o 1. The diameter through E is put 
equal d. 

t7 • 2o 
ft = 1 : : " = ; .. -;; = •; 

giving t:<> t7 what I have jaat supposed t.o be ita greatest value, 
half an mch, sr = t, and 

ndb btl 
r= 4t7=i. 

It is clear that, as sr increasea, r decreases. Let d = 3 feet, 
b=4"1 feet, •=t of an inch=-h part of a foot; 

84 
:. r = 3 X 4·7 X 2 = ti92·2 feet 

the least poaai.ble radius of curvature on the auppoeitiona made, 
in which the two forces balance each other, auppoaing the two 
rails to be e:r.actly level I will aaaume another cue. 

Let t7 = i of an inch, and ! = t ; 
ft 

2o 1 f 'ch sr=n = f4 0 an lD 

bd 14 
r = 2sr =3X4·7x 2 X 12 = 1184'4 feet. 

Again, let t7 = t of an inch, z = !." = if n 
:. 2z =Th ofa foot 
:. r = 3 X 4·7 X 1f' = 2368•8 feet. 

Hence it may be inferred that the coning of the wheels, with
out a rise in the outer rail, cannot be depended upon in curvea of 
leas than 2000 feet radiaa. 

What I have said on this subject up to this is mere prelimi
nary matter. I will now find the elevation of the e:r.terior rail 
for any radius R of a railroad curve. Let ir=the required eleva-

tion; b, as before, the gauge of the road;, '7 will be the force 

drawing tho trnin to the interior rail on account of the eleva
tion :r. Thia force maat hold the centrifugal force in equilibrium, 
hence 

% = !!!... = 36 x ti6t = ·044 
2R 2 XH! Xl910 

OD the supposition that b=36, and d=4 n. Si in. 
·224 
'()44 

·ISO inches rise of outer rail. 
When the coning of the wheels is so defective that the proper 

circles on the wheels cannot be employed, then the outer rail is 
pressed and broken by the fiangea. It i1 in this particular that 
engineers have erred. Wheel-maken have no system of coning. 
ao that the wheels they make ma1 run on a curve with a given 
velocity without injuring the 1lange and outer rail. In my Pocket-

Fre. 'l. Book for Railroad and Civil Engi-
(\ neers, for the first time I laid down 
1 1 the means of effecting this object ; it 
I !. is simple, when the riae (.r) of the 
, , _ -::-:----~ _ outer rail is formed for any radius 

I
. 0 (R) and velocity (V); if the coning 

(z) cannot be eeti.biished more or 

I
, leu without constraint, the wheels 

will not run on the curve with free
dom. Jn fact, at all the speeds on 

l every curve, \he apices O, Q, &c. 
- , (Fig. 1) muat coincide with the cen-

------..._,...·--..-....__. tre of the railroad curve, or damage 
will be done to the running gear. 

Want of skill in this particular is, in America, made up by a 
range given 1.o the kingbolt, a lateral-motion beam, and other 
contrivances. 

E.ramplt.-Let t.he diameter of t.he wheels = d = 33t inches, 
at the points where they touch on the level rails ; say the coning 
allows the diameter of the outer wheel to be increased, while the 
diameter of the inner wheels are diminished ·13 inch; what is 
the least radius with this play, that these wheels will accommo
date themselves to 1 and what is the elevation of the outer rail for 
a velocity of tiO miles an hour on a track of 819 feet radius, the 
gauge = 4 feet B! inches 1 

R
- aa·~xsa·5 b'd _ 7280 . h _ 606 n. 8 . 
- 2x·13- = 2i - me ea- m. 

the least radius that these wheels will accunLtely accommodate. 
tiO miles = 264,000 feet; velocity V = 73! feet a second. 

_ bV1 _ 4·7x(73t)3 _ 

:r - gR - 32·2 X 819 - il5S, 

for a radius of 819 feet, 

u 2·sx4·7 
z= 2R = 2 X 819 ='005 

. . ·958 -'008 =ilti1 elevation of the outer rail. 
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OS THE PRESENT ASPECT 0 F THE FINE ARTS IN 
IT.ALY, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE 
.RECENT EXHIBITION JN FLORENCE. .. 

By M. D10BT WYATT, Architect. 
To proceE'd with some little method, it will be well to t.ake first 

of all the three generally received fine.nrts-~rchite~tu~e, Paint
ing, and Sculpture; nnd then the lea.Jill~ !'rt-rndm1tn~s m succes
sion, notiug briefly the apparent comht1on of each 1n Italy n.t 
the present dnte. 

With regard to Architecture it ma,v: ~ observed th~t .the per
nicious influence exercised by Bem1m aud Borrorulll1, whose 
trivialities obtained excessive vogue during the grenter pnrt of ~he 
lith cen\ury, tended to the production of that rococo style which 
cnuaed a grent deterioration in the flo1·id ornnment of the Roman, 
Venetian, and Northern Italian schools. llut extravagant n.s 
Bernini was, it would be unjust to deny that he frequent!Y re
deemed his exCC11Bes, as in the colonnade of St. Peter's, and in the 
Church of St. Agnese, iu the Piazza Navonn, at Home, by great 
facility of design 1mrl a certain not unuoble bravurn. of style. 
Borromini's grent follower, Guarini, out-Heroded Herod, and de
monstrated by nn a1'gumentum ad abaurdum, the ridiculous conse
quences of adopting the whimsi.cali~ies of Borro~ini: 

The brilliant talents of Vanv1telh, aud the maJe11t1c scnle upon 
which he worked out the irumen~e Palace at Caserta, teuded to 
maintain the Jignity of bis art during the greater part of the 18th 
century; and showed that magnificence ~nd grnn«;J conceptions of 
pictorial effect had not yet deserted lt.a11an arclntecture. Jfrom 
bis death in I ii3, architecturP. and ornament also greatly declmoo; 
l\Dd although monuments upon a large SC/lie have been freriueut!Y 
erected since that period in Italy, but few of them are wol"thy, m 
any quality excepting thnt of scale, to rank with the purer tnste of 
earlier times. 

The feeble classicisms of the style of the Empire were generally 
alavishly reproducl'd in Italy during the early part of the pt't't'ent 
century; and until comparatively recent dl\ys little of considerable 
merit has been executed. 

The works of Pirnnesi, Albertolli, Cicognarn, and Cani~n, nud 
the illnstration principally by foreiguers (such .as Perc1er ~nd 
Fontaine Mazois, Grandjean, F11min and Mont1guy, Gautlner, 
I:.etaroui!'ly Znhn Giitensohn aud Thiirmer, Gruner, Taylor and , , . f ... Cresy Willis, and Hessemer,) of their great monuments o m., 
have I~ to a return toa purer cll\ss of architecturnl ornn.ment thnu 
bad been previou1.<ly in vogue; while the earnest writings of the 
Count Selvatico Md the translation of Rio's Poesie Cbretienne, 
have introducc<l to the Italian :u·chitects those. mtionn.I principles 
of design, including the treatment of constructive fo_rm and of or-
nament, originnted amongst us ~y the .Younger Pugin. . 

The great &e11le of the existing eJ1fices, ~nd the. reparations 
which it ha11 been necessary to make from ~1m~ to time. to snv.e 
them from destruction, have constantly ma1ntnrned Itnh:iu nrt1-
Z!lns in the practice of rivalling the ancient work; so that m every 
department of building, hn.nds at. lenst abound perfectly capable 
of carrying out the most difficult designs. . 

No better illnstrntion of this nbnndn.ut matenal power could 
pMbnbly he given than the rapidity and dexterity with which the 
buildin~ for the Exhibition were adapted. to th~ir p~esent pur
pose, in a few weeks only, undel' the skilful d1~ct1ons of the 
architects Signori Presenti of Cor~ona, and ?t~artelh of Floren.ce. 

The feeble academic system which has u11t1l recently prevailed, 
and under which the professorial chairs were not nnf~eqnently 
occupied hy political parnsite:1, rnthe1· tlmn by duly qnah.lied pri.>
f!'l80rs of real ahilities-coupleJ with the lack of OC<'Upl\t1on-hns 
~rtainly enfeebled the powers of the last generation of nrchit~ts 
in Italy, although there 111-e, of course, some honourable exceptions 
to auch a repro11ch. . 

Aruong them I would J?lace conspicuously the Caval~ere Nicolo 
Matae, of Florence, who 1s now ou the eve of completmg a work 
which must for ever do honour to his country. I allude to the 
reiitoration of the fa~de of the Church of Santa Croce,_whicl1 is 
being conducted upon a scale of nobleness worthy 1n. every 
reapect of the building in which are deposited "ashes" which, as 
Byron aays, are in themselves "an immortality of dust.~ The 
whole of this work, which is of enormous extent, is earned out 
in ditrerent coloured marbles, wrought with an exactitude worthy 
of the celebrated ml\Bonry of the shrine of Orcagna in the Or Sau 

• Coulillued from page 3d. 

Michele, so highly praised by Varsari. The sculpture is being 
executed by the most distinguished sculptors of Florence, and the 
result of their combined abilities is such es could scarcely, I 
believe, be rivalled at the present time, by designers, artists, and 
work.men iu any of the capitals of Europe. 

Scarcely less praise should be awarded to the l\uthors of the 
noble restomtiou now making of the Bargello at Florence-the 
old palace of the Podesta&. 

Very recently a programme has been put forth, invi~ designs 
from Italirui and other artists, for completing the fi e of the 
cathedral at Florence. The greatest praise is due to t~e ltnlians 
for their earnest desire to remedy so great a blot 1\8 the rncomplete 
stn~ of this fn9A'le bas always been to that noble building, Santa 
Mnria del Fiore, the mnste1·-piece of Arnolfo di lapo and Bru-
neleschi. • 

In the Exhibition, undt1r the head of" Building Matenals and 
Contrivances" but little was worthy of remark, with the excep
tion of the terra-cotta, which was, generally speaking, very good, 
more especially in the article of s~v~ a!1d vases fo1· garden deco
ration. There are some successful 1m1tat1ons of the :works o~ Luca 
della Robbia, as well as of the glazed and coloured tiles attr1butt'd 
to Girolamo della Robbin. To these we shall however return, 
under the head of ceramics. There are some inte1-esting collec
tio1•s of marbles and building stones, and some very excellent 
scaglioln. No kss thnn four exhihitof! recei".ed prizes fo1· t~e 
production of hydraulic cemeuts-an ar~1cle until rece1:1tl!, d?sp1te 
their pozzolann, scarcely manufactured ID I.taly. Au mntat!on of 
marble made with cements of this description, and admirably 
coloured has been perfected by the Marchese Campana, of Naples, 
and sev~ral specimens of bis skill have been rurchaaed for the 
South Kenl!ington Museum. A manufactory o parquetry on the 
Swiss system nas been ln.tely established at Florence, and very 
fair specimens of flooring nre exhibited. 

Of decorative painting as applied to architecture I observed ~o 
specimens in the Exhibition, but in the streets and houses quite 
enough to assure me that very great dexterity was co~mon among 
men little raised nbove the clruis of ordinary house pamters .. 

For more elaborate decorations we know, from the skill of 
Signor Abbate, the decorator of the Pompeian house in the Crys
t:u Palace, m this country, how relU!ily competent decorator;i may 
be found; and it would, I think, require very acute obse~va.t1on on 
the part of anyone inspecting the old Rmbesques by P1ermo del 
Vaga, in the Villa Doria at Genoa, and the grot.P.sques e~ecuted 
in the same building by Annibale Angiolino, of Perugia, uow 
li\-ing to distinguish between the old and modern work. 

Of the architectural designs in the Exhibiti.on I all;1 sorry to be 
unable to speak in laudatory terns. The most mdustnous amo1:1gst 
the artists appear to be Niccole Bregalia anrl Paufilo Rosart1, of 
Naples, who produce many drawings of lll'Chitectm"nl fragmen!-8 
and restorations from Pompeii, executed in the French ncadem.1c 
style. Jn the remainder there is but little merit, although ID 
wn.ter colour drawings there is evidence of considerable command 
over the delineation of architectural form. 

The modern paintings of the Exhibit.ion have been so fully 
and ably commented on, in the pages of the Timu by fu\lenga's 
brilliant pen of the Athmaum by Mr. Trollope, Md of other 
journals, that I do uot propose to dwell at any length ~pun them; 
but would simply remark that the old schoo! ~f "DaVld and t~e 
classicists, as represented iu Italy by Cam~ccm1, ~nd to a certn!n 
extent by his rival, Benvenuti,,ap~rs rapidly dymg out; and ID 
pince of the well-drawn, but art16ciallygrouped and badly coloured 
gallery fictures, such as many of those of the late Professor Be~
zuoli, o Florence (one of which figures iu the place of bo~o1~r ID 

the great gallery oftbe Exhibition), gm1'e and land.!iel!-pe.pnrnt11:1gs, 
less carefully drawn, but embracing more romantic mc1dent, live
lier action, more natural effect, and far better colour, appear to 
predt•minate. • . 

There are, however, two large gnlleIT pictures which i;nent the 
highest pouible commendation. Oue 1s "The Expulsion fro~ 
Florence of the Duke of .Athene," by Professor Stefa!1o U11&1, 
which is a noble historical picture ; and the other a picture of 
great power, by Domenico Morel.Ii, ~f Naples, call~ "Th.e 
Iconoclasts "-the subjtcts o( both, 1t will be seen, rendenng tn
bute to the importance, the one of political, the other of spiritual, 
liberty. . 

Among the best of the pictures of less preten11on than these 
two m'!l Le noted "The Proceel'lion of the Burial of Buondel
monte, by Alt~ura, of Naples; two other pictures by Morelli; 
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"The Council of Ten in the Courtyard of the Palazzo Ducale, on 
their way to the Hall of Council," by Celintano, of Na pies; 
"Some Incidents of the War," painted by Carlo Ademmolo, of 
Florence; and "The Battle of Magenta," by Induuo, of Milan, 
a smart 80Uvenir of Vernet. or the Neapolitan school vDe hns to 
remark the specially improved character of the colouring and 
mode of painting. 

For the same reason that I have so summarily disposed of the 
paintings in the Florentine Exhibition, I would refrain from 
entering into detail upon the subject of Sculpture; but as, propor
tionately, the monuments in the latter art are of a superior quality 
to the evidences of ability presented by those of the fo1·mer, I 
think it but just to indicate a larger number of those works which 
appear to me to possess distinguished merit. 

To say that the spirit of Canova is yet dead in Italy would be 
incorrect: but one is happy to recognise that, while much of his 
effeminacy and artificial composition is disappearing, much of his 
beauty of form and delicate tinidh in marble working is satisfac
torily preserved. The care he bestowed in modelling the articula
tions of limbs, and the extremities generally, is rivalled in most 
of the best works now exhibited, !\!though some few, otherwise 
excellent, fail in those important details. 

The work which has attracted most attention, and with goo<l 
reaaon, is the well imagined and gracefully carried-out figure of 
"A Girl reading," by Pietro Magni, of Milan. That sculptor, 
with Strazza (the author of the "Ishmael,'' in the Exhibition of 
1851), and Vela, of Milan, an artist of great talent, may be looked 
upon as leading representatives of the Romantic school of sculp
ture in Italy, as opposed to the more Academic style, which finds its 
ablest representatives in Cambi, Santarelli, Costoli, and Fantac
chiotti. 

Dupre, of Florence, I\ sculptor of very great power, pllrtakes of 
the merits of both classes, but falls slightly, in some of his works, 
into that lMding defect of inattention to pure heauty of form, with 
which the Romanticists, in l\iming at expression rathe1· than the 
"bel\u ideal," ruay be occasionally reproached. 

The most absolutely Canovesque of scul p~ors is, appllrently, De 
Fabris (lately decel\Sed), whose "Love and Psyche" is one of 
the honied but feeble reminiscences of the subject so dearly loved 
by his master, the father of modern Italian sculpture. 

It is to be regretted that Tenernni, of Rome, Canova's favourite 
Italian pupil, has not contributed to this Exhibition, since his 
great powe1"8 would have gone far to vindicate the school of that 
really fine artist, under whose influence Tenerani's best works 
bave been produced. 

The principles upon which I believe the popularity of Magni's 
statue of the "Girl reading" is founded, appear to me so im por
tant, and indeed so novel, in their application to modern sculp
ture, that I think it my duty to dwell for a few minutes upon 
them. A mairlen, of no great pretensions to beauty, either of 
form or feature, and in the simplest dress, is represented seated 
on a common rustic chair, reading. There is no very great study 
evidenced in the arrangement of the linea either of the figure or of 
the draperies, and indeed, in one important pllrticul11.r, the model
ling of a portion of the bosom, a m1\Difest defect is to be observeJ. 
The head is very truthfully modelled, and the expression is one of 
quiet concentr11.tion on the theme of the volume, in the study of 
which the reader's whole attention seems to be absorbed; that 
theme being, ns may naturally be imagined at the present junc
ture, the development of Italian liberty under the sovereignty of 
Victor Emmanuel. Such elements m1iy not in description, 
perhaps, appe11.r likely to result in the production ofa strikingwork 
of art; 11.nd yet the power of this small statue is such as to arrest 
l\nd enchain the attention of everyone coming within sight of it. 
The potency of the spell I believe to mainly consist in the con
oentration of purpose manifested in the whole composition. There 
is no straining for effect-to borrow a theatrical phrase, "no 
playing to the foot-lights "--flnd none of that coquetry, half con
scious of nudity, and evident flirting of the damsel with the 
spectator, which disfigure so many ordinary representations of 
female form. Other charms are unquestionably the ease, nl\tnre, 
and simplicity of the whole l\rrangement. Nothing is allowed to 
inte1fere with the tranquility of the action, and such is the effect 
of this appearance of quiet, that l\lmost instinctively the spectator 
treads, as be pa&les, with lighter foot, and speaks in "bated 
breath," lest he may startle the ml\rble maiden, who aits wrapt in 
her brooding fancies, as it were. unconsciously before bin. A 
aecond of Magni's works, "An lodino Mc.th er," seated in a ahawl 

swung over the branches of some trees, in such a manneor aa to 
make the tigure appear entirely unsupported, is a tour de force in 
marble working the slight tendency to extravngance lo which is 
to be overlooked in the elegllllce of the action and the careful 
modelling of every portion. 

A third work by the S11me sculptor is of considerably less 
merit. It represents a statue of Socrati>s, and, whether intention
ally or not on the part of the artist, conveys an 11lmost instinctive 
reminiscence of what one cannot hut fancy the sovereign of 
Uniterl Italy himself might be with little else upon him than a 
rather scanty shirt. The compliment, if it be meant for one, is 
indeed 11omi>what clubious. 

Vela, anotht:r Milanese, contributes one figure only, and that of 
an almost too voluptnous cast of beauty and attitude-" Spl"ing," 
a nymph bonnding upwards, but, M it were, caught and entangled 
in the vemal flowers from which she seems to be rising. In 
delicacy of modelling, and that truthful rendering of flesh in mar
ble which the Italians term morbidezza, there is nothing, I think, 
in the whole Exhibition to equal it. It is to be regrettted that 
other works of Vela's are not to be found at Florence. 

The most ambitious fignre is certainly the "Daughter of Zion 
in her desolation,'' by Morelli, of Leghorn; but in aiming at 
granrlenr the scnlptor has neglected beauty, and thus fails to en
gage the sympathies of the spectator. 

Fantacchiotti, of Florence, who enjoys a great and deserved local 
reputation, exhibits several works of very considerable ruerit, the 
best being the monument to the late wife of Mr. Spence, an Eng
lish artist, long resident at Florence. The figure, which is that 
of a very beautiful matron, is represented as extended, after the 
manner of some of the finest of the ciuquecento monuments, on 
a bier, reCl\lling, in many particulars, the general form of the 
ancient s:\rcophagm•. In front are amorine, and beneatb are 
square tablets, inserted, as it Wt re, in a. plain and well-designed 
pedestal. The special merit of this work is two-fold. In the 
first place, all that may be called pure sculpture-that is the re
presentation of the human form, and the draperies and ornaments 
connected with it-is thoroughly goocl; and in the second, these 
elements are combined with such conventional lines, masses, and 
ornaments, as adapt the whole composition for alliance with what
ever may happen to be the architectural forms of the structure in 
which this beautiful work nmy be destined to be placed. What 
the consequences of the common want of skill in similar combina
tions may be, it is scarcely necessary to point out to au audience 
whose remembmuces of St. Paul's aud Westminster Abbey would, 
probably, be too poignant for me to do more now than hint at. 

Strazz.l, whose "Ishmad" in the Exhibition of 1851, and 
whose "Amlace" in the Cryst.al Palace, have made us well 
acquainted with his capabilities, fails to sustain them at Florence 
in his st.atue of the "Spoe:\ Novella," which has however received 
the compliment of purchase by the king. Neither strikingly 
beautiful no1· very expreHsive of its title, the modesty of the recent 
bride seems rather of that ntfected clnBS, the freedom from which 
I have already commende<l in Mngni's masterpiece. 

Santarelli, of Florence, n. well-known artist, exhibits a "Shep
herd Boy," which has merit; but his ".Magdalen" is too close a 
reruiuisct-nce of that of CanovR, and fails to sit up comfortably. 
The infant's "Prnyer of Innocence" is offered up rather by a 
little man than by a true bambino. 

The same reproach as to want of youthfulness in form may be 
applied to the "Amore MendiCl\nte" of Cambi, the general 
intention and action of which, however, ie clever and expressive. 
The same sculptoi.Js "Eve" reCl\lls far too much anrl too many of 
the leading di>fects of our English acadewician, Bailey. 

Pierrotti, of Milan, exhibits a ve1·y good anatomical study, in 
the shape of "A Hunter killed by a ::!nake.'' The subject is a 
difficult one, and has been well mastered by the skill and know
ledge of the artist. 

lo the true 11Cl\demic style, Costoli'a "Death of MeneCll'us" is 
tu be highly commended, ns being thoroughly well modelleJ, and 
well balanced in a difficult poBe. His "Charity," a large Las
relief, is by no means so good. 

Dupre showi. a "Mater Dolorosa," the charncter of which is 
sublime and devotional in 11. higb de~ree. He hM also a 
"Sappho," in ai1 attitude not altogether d1sMimilnr to, although in 
no way plagiariseJ from, that of the well-known work of Pradier; 
and a sculptured pedestal, for appnrently a large flower basio. 
The modelling and composition of the fi~ures in alto-relievo 
which decorate the latter it is no small praise to 'FY are, I con-
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Bider, f'111ly equal to those we so much admired in Professor 
Drake's pedeat.al in the Grt>at Exhibition of 1851, a somewhat 
1imilar work. The attitude and expression of the "Sappho" and 
the draperies are admirable, but some portions of the nude have 
been modelled from rather too low a type of femllle beauty to b.J 
altogether satisfactory in a work of ideal art. 

Admitted into the fellowship, if not the nationality, of Italian 
1culpton, are the wt>ll-wnown American and English artists, 
Power &nd Fuller. The " Greek Sla"e," and " Youth holding a 
Shell," the Proserpine, and many admirable busts by the former, 
are too well known in this country to net>d dwelling upon; but 
with bis "America" we are not so well acquainted. Unlike the 
hie and vivacity of that population, whose every breath it appears 
must be drawn in an atmosphe1·e of aenaation, and whose vital 
energies seem inexhaustible, the embodiment of the sublimated 
essence of modern republics is tame and dead; but, like at least 
the major section of that unhappy continent, she et.ands but feebly 
and totteringly, and one touch only seems wanting to overthrow 
the unstable goddess. 

By the latter artist (Captain Fuller) there is a remarkably 
good figure of a "Drowning Boy," admirably modelled, and full 
of energetic action. The tempeet-toseed sailor lad still struggles, 
though evidently unavailingly, with the t>lemente which over
power him. 

This scanty list by no means exhausts the excellencie111 or per
haps rightly points to the salient defects, of the rel\lly fine collec
tion of works of sculpture, which it is not too much to 81\Y formed 
the leading f'eature of' the Florentine Exhibition; but I feel it 
nece.Wlry to quit the field of pure sculpture for that application 
of the art which leurls its highest graces to industrial production. 
The two most distin~ished workers in this department of . 
industry, worthy ma111taiuers of the f'ame Brnetoloue acquired 
for Italian wood-carving in the laRt century, are well known in 
this country-BRrbetti and Pietro Cheloni, of Florence. The 
former exhibits a grand door, carved with no less than twenty 
alt.o-relievoe of biblical subjects, treated somewhat af'ter the 
manner of the celebrated gates of Ghiberti. Unlike them, 
however, the sculptures under notice have been executed in walnut 
wood, n.s a commission for Prince Dernidoff, for the entrance door 
to whose RuMian chapel at San Don11to, near Florence, they are 
intended. The general design i11, it appears to mt>, monotonous, 
from ite extreme rectangularity, and is ill arranged in the junc
tions of' the vertical and horizontal divisions with the11eruicircular 
head of' the door. The carving is, however, executed in so mas
terly a style as to constrain an admiration for the det.aile, which 
fails to be excited by the general aspect of the whole. 

The same artist contributes a large oak bench, the seat of 
which is hinged, in order tha.t the lower part may answer the 
purpose of the ca18apanca, which formed so leading a f'eature in 
the Italian interiors of the quatro and cinque-ceuto periods. In 
general deaign this work is better than the door just referred to, 
and leaves behind a. feeling of more entire satisfaction. 

The capability for the most important works shown by these 
productions is destined to be put to nn even loftier purpose, since 
Ba.rbetti and his llCIUS are now engaged in the execution of a mag
nificent case, 6 ft. 6 in. high, entirely wrought in ivory andebouv, 
to bold the National Crown of Italy. Of this grand work a full-
1ized water-colour drawing was exhibited, and I fully believe 
that the realisation of the design (which is exceedingly good) 
will be not unworthy of the ancient glories of Italian ornamental 
carving. 

Cheloui works in a Jlll\nner which very perft>ctly reproduces the 
delicate handling of Mino da. Fieeole, Civitale da Lucca., aurl 
Andrea Ferrucci, and proves that, with judicious encouragement, 
he may become a formidable rival to the moet dietiuguiebE'd 
amongst the Parisian magnates in the production of' luxurious 
furniture. His bookcase, and above all, a single little panel in 
wood, f'ully justify this assertion. It is to be hoped that this 
fine bookcase, as well as the case for containing the National 
Crown, by Barbetti, may form orn111uente in our Exhibition this 
year, where t.bey cannot fail, I think, to be greatly admired. 

The only rivals, although there are, of course, many approach
ing the excellence of Barbetti and Cheloui in ornamental carving, 
are Antonio Sur,erchi, of Parma, and Profei!80r Giuati, of Sienna. 
The f'ormer exb1bibl only a small panel, carved in sot\ wood, with 
arabesque ornament. It is, however, a masterpiece. The latter 
works in ivory, 1md appears to be well supported by English 
patrouage, since bis. milliature reproduction of the celebrated 

Fountain of Jacopo dt>lla Quercia at Siennn, and his exquisit..• 
little picture frame, have been produced, the former for the Earl 
of Nortbeek, and the latter for the Marquis of Northampton. 
For the Count Agostino da. Gori, Giusti has wrought a little 
coifer or box to con ta.in autographs of· men of science, artist!!, 
poets, &c. '£he shrine is by no weans unworthy of the relics. 

Time will not perwit of my dwelling at greater length upon 
individual epecirue1111, or even extending my catalogue of ingenious 
artists. It may suffice to say, briefly, that in ma.rble, stone, ivory, 
ebony, and plastic compositions, the application of sculpture to 
industry forms probably the most distingnisbed feature of the 
imln~trial portion of the Florentine Exhibition. 

It would be unfair to the Iti\liaue to p118>1 from the subject of 
applied sculpture without noticing one form of it in which, from 
classical times to the present, they have maintained a decitled 
pre-eminence over other nations. I allude to the art of working 
ill ~ems and precious stones. 

The names of Girometti and OJelli, of Roml', are celebrated, 
and their productions still command very high prices. in propor~ 
tion perhaps to the b.bonr, bnt too great for the art displayed; as 
for instance, the single cameo of Signor Girometti is valuerl at no 
less than 30,000 francs, or £1200, a price possibly, ns the Italians 
say," da combiuar>1i." Neither of these artists, in my judgment, 
sustn.ine his previously acquired reputation; while the intaglios of 
Berini of Mila.a, a Iese known man, are, if not so valuable, far 
more agreeahle, being both de•iguerl and wrought in better taste, 
and rather reproducing Grt>cinu than ancient Homan styles of 
execution. 

The old celebrityofV alerio Viceutini for the execution of'intaglios 
in crystn.I, resting not only on the warm tribute of admiration 
paid to his genius hy V1m;ari, hut on exquisite relics of his skill 
still preserved at Naples, Rome, and Florenct>, has t>xcited t.he noble 
emulation of Beltrami of Cremona, a ve1-y beautiful specimen of 
whose handicraft is exhibited by the Brothers Turiua. I bP.lieve 
Belt~mi to be no longer living. , 

The medallic art of Italy, so famons of old through the dies cut 
by Cellini, Bastiano Cenuini, and others, is well sustained in the 
present· day, and Hpecimeus furnished by the mints of Florence au,l 
Rome show that their ancient dexterity has not entirely deserted 
their descendants. 

Before altogether quitting the Fine Arts, there are some forms 
in which they appear so closely allied to Industrial Art, and in 
their alliance so little modified, as to demand notice before proceed
ing to a consideration of' those industries, the types and constitu
tion of which are aft'ected comparatively remotely by the three 
fine arts. I class in the former of these categories engraving, 
lithography, chromo-lithogrnphy, and photography. 

From the days of' Marc Antonio Raimondi, through those of 
Volpato and Raphael Morgheu, to modern times, rendered illus
trious by the names of Perfetti, J esi, and To~chi, the Italian 
school of' line engraving has ml\iutaiued an almost unquestioned 
pre-eminence over its contemporaries of the rest of' Europe. That 
great work, the engraving of the frescoes of Correggio at Parma, 
upon which all the later years of Toschi's life were employt>d, con
tributed to the education of a generation of engravers, many of 
whose works are fully worthy of their cultivated master. 
. The basis of all excellence in this art is, of course, the perfection 
of what is known as the engraver's drawing-in other words, his 
rendering in chiaroscuro (of the exact size of the plate proposed to 
be produced) of the picture selected for reproduction on steel or 
copper. In this art the Italians have gre11tly excelled, and do so slill, 
since h would be scarcely possible in this way to surpass such a 
drawing, for instance, as that by Calamatta of Raffaelle's "Madonna 
di Foligno." 

For perfection in sot\ and fleshy modelling the palm must, I 
think, unquestionably be given to Toschi, f'or his print of the Ma
donna della Scala, by Corregio; and TommMo Aloysio Juvara, the 
lt>ader of the Neapolitan school, several of whose minor specimens 
are of extraordinary excellence, must, I think, be placed next in 
order of' merit. 

Of Tosch i's old assistants on the Parme81\n Corregios, Perfetti 
of' Florence, Scotto of' Genoa, and Calamatta of Civita Vecchia, 
many agreeable specimens are exhibited; and the print of the l\Ia
douua della Seggiola, by the first named, is worthy of' high com
mendation. 

A work now in progress on the r'llery at Florence, &nd most 
creditable as a current Italian publication, appears to have given 
employment to many of the best contemporary engravers, and 
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beautiful plates M well M engravers' drawings for this work are 
cxhibite<l by Uli88e Forni, Frederico Calendi, and Agostino Tricca. 
I cannot leave the subject of Italian engraving without noticing 
the extraordinary pen-and-ink drawings by Professor Vincenzo 
Gazzoto of Padu11. On°three large sheets this artist has depicted 
in a most masterly manner the "Joys of Paradise," the "Sufferings 
of Pnrgatory," and the "Despair of Hell." Not only are these 
compositions highly imaginative-in this re11pect rivalling the 
anal .. gous works of our own Martin- but they are drawn with 
a masterly knowledge of light and shade, fo1-eshortening, and 
of the human figure. The drawing of Paradise is exceedingly 
beautiful. 

In chalk and ink lithography a fair average is maintained by 
the houses of Richter, of Naples; Carpentier, of Florence; and 
Borzino, of Milan; while in chromo-lithography they may safely 
be put in comparison in quality if not in quantity of production, 
with the larger establishments of Paris, Vienna, Berlin, and 
London. 

By the fi~t named house two works are exhibited, the execution 
of which is eminently honourable to Italy at the present time. 
One of these is a perfect se1·ies of illustrations of the painted deco
rations of Pompeii, published by Niccolini, being for the most part 
fac-similes of the beautiful drawinl(S of Abbate. The other is Rn 
equally fine series of illustrations of the Abbey of Monreale, near 
Palermo. The latter work has been produced mainly through the 
energies of the Benedictine Fathers of the Abbey, under the able 
leadership of the Padre Gravina. For those who would seek to 
revive the manufacture of pictorial mosaics in this country-and 
happily they are now many-no more usefnl work can be rPcom
mended than this, in which the glories of the celebrated Norman 
cathedral are adruimbly reproduced in all their details. Bor
zino's imitations of oil pictures are all but deceptive; while 
Carpentier produces at very reasonable prices excellent coloured 
souvenirs of the most beautiful pictures of Fra Angelico and 
oth!!l masters. 

The illuminator's art is so nearly allied to the art of chromo
lithography, that I may consider thi.R to be the fittest place to 
notice the evidence given by Napoleone Verga of Perugil\, that the 
traditional skill of the Italians in "quell'arte che alluminare echia
mata a Parisi,' from the days of Dante to the end of lllSt century, 
LnR not bet.n lost. In his illuminnted addre88es from the munici
p:11ity to the Mnrchese Pepoli, Verga shows himself, if somewhat 
inferior to Giulio Clovio, Buonfratelli, and Girolamo dai Libri, 
superior to almost all otbe1· ancient magnates in the art of illu
mination on vellum. 

As connected also with chromo-lithogrnphy may be noticed the 
art of colour-printing by means of typography, that is, from type 
or brass ntle. Of this some gooJ. specimens were shown by 
Frederico L'\o. 

Rafaello Sl\lari, of Florence, contributed fac-similes, executed 
with the pen, of nncient block aud other early printing and wood
cut illustrations, fully sufficienL to deceive any eyes but tho!re of 
the most accomplished bibliomnniacs, their perfection equnlling, 
if not exceeding, that of our justly-celebral.f'd lillrris, whose works 
cre:ited so much sensation among the learned in ra1'8 editions and 
tall copi88 in 18;'>1. 

In photography the names of Ponte of Venice, Alinari of Flo
rence, and Dovizielli of Rome, are well known in thi.ll country as 
cnnnected with very perfect reproductions of tho most striking 
nrobitectural monuments of those cities. It may be enough to 
say that they ably sustain their reputation amidst rivals wh088 
excellence brings them within a few paces of the foremost in the 
r.ice. Duroni of Milan exhibits a full-length life-size figure of 
the king, in its w11y a triumph over very great difficulties. A less 
favourable subject, however, for such an experiment could hardly 
have heen selected. Caldesi's reproductions of the Hl\mpton 
t'•m1't cartoons a1'8 too well known to need commendl\tion from 
rue. 

My respected colleague, Mr. Le Neve Foster, will no doubt fur
nish you with such comments on the relative excellence from an 
economical point of view of the decorative arts, as may justify my 
noticing now only very briefly those refinements of design or exe
cution which raise certain branches of production from the posi
tion of crudely supplying natural wants to that of ministering to 
that craving for beauty, which becomes more or less lar~ly 
oeveloped in each branch of manufacture in proportion to the 
fluctuating conditions of highly-civilised nations. 

In metallic art there was not much to notice, since none of the 

bmnches of that class of industry were very largely represented• 
In the precious metals much more design and ingenuity were 
displayed than-with one or two exceptions, to be presently 
mentioned-appear in productions in the baser metals. I am un
able to pmiae the silversmiths' work generally, since the Halians 
as yet do not appear to have fully appreciated the ancient styles 
of tinish of their own forefathers, or even those of the W agners, 
Froment-Meurices, Morels, and Vechtes, of the past and present 
generations in other countries. The best works of this kind, 
where little was really good, Rppeared to be the vase designed and 
executed by Tomaso Rinaldi of Modena, and the sword of honou 
presented to the King by the citizens of Modena, and executM. 
by Rinzi of Milan. The steel blade of the latter, which was 
cleverly inlaid with gold and silver, showed that the old art of 
working all'azzimi11a, or damascening, in which Cellini so greatly 
excelled, is not lost in Italy. 

A still nobler sword than this, 11.B far as material is concerned, 
was exhibited, the work of Castellani of Rome. Tbe hilt was 
somewhat too severe in style for one wrought in gold, and did not 
appear to me equal in workmanship to much that I have seen 
eliiewhere, and indeed in London last season, by the same distin
guidbed jeweller. It is to be regretted that he did not contribute 
any other specimen of his skill on the present occasion. I must 
confess that I have seen in shops at Rome, Genoa, Florence, Rnd 
Naples, far better jewellery than was displayed in this the first 
grant Italian Industril\l Exhibition, where so important o. branch 
of industry should have been better represented. 

In ca11t-iron there was little worthy of remark, with the excep
tion of a very clever gas lantern, cast at the foundry at Pignone, 
near Florence. 

In bronze and brass founding and chasing I have never seen in 
any country better work produced than that for which Clemente 
Papi, of Florence, is so justly renowned; and I believe th11.t it 
bas puzzlP.d those most lea.rued in the proceu of metal Cl\Sting 
to understand by what means his t!xtraordinary reproduc
tions of groups of natural flowers have been made out of molten 
metal. 

In wrought-iron, for which I need scarcely remind you that 
Florence and Sienna were formerly most celebrated, PRsqnale 
Franchi, and Benedetto Zalaffi (both of the latter city), exhibit 
themselves as truly cunning Rmiths. The former hns produced a 
small pair of gates, in which the vine, the olive, Rnd groups of 
corn, become admirable ornaments to a well-arranged aeries of 
conventional lines and forms; while the latter sendt< some iron 
rings and brackets, similar to those formerly attached to the old 
palaces of Italy. These are all wrought with hRmmers and 
punches, with such freedom and spirit as to be likely enough to 
deceive enthasiastic purchasers, who may be unable to refrnin 
from attempting to carry off trophies of the former glories of 
those nobles, in whoae fRmilies the right was alone hereditary 
to attach such marks of nobility to the head-quarters of their 
race. 

In pierced steel-work the cutlers of Campo Ba880, the only 
place in Italy iu which much cutlery is manufactured, exhibit 
considerable deJ.terity; and the pierced scissors of Vinditte 
Terzano are elegant. both in design and execution. Oue Ringulnr 
pair of desk sci11110rs, hi~hly Rnd pleasingly ornamented, bore the 
singular inscription, in mcised characters, "Scipione SRnt1mgelo, 
al municipio di Firence;" the gift i·ecalling the good old dnys of 
Florence, when nothing was deemed too pl"flCious to be offered 
oat of the tradesman's abundance to his well-loved home and 
city. 

For embroidery the Italians have long been celebrated, and 
many specimens were di1<played, better both in design 11nd execu
tion than any of those French and Belginn examples which hnve 
been so largely manufRctured during the last century, for the 
glorification of the rites and ceremonies of the Romish Church. 
One of the mo11t splendid specimens of such work, althoagh 
det<tined for regal rather than ecclesiastiCRl use, was to be obsert"ed 
in the hangings for the royal throne, embroidered in the publio 
Female School at Florence; the design for which, being by no 
le88 clever an artist than Pietro Cheloni, was of a highly satis
factory description, and tho work reflected credit more p!U"ticu· 
larly upon the widow Basei, the teacher of the artofembroidery 
in that school, nuder whose special superintendence the whole 
has been executed. 

(To lie colllin-1.) 
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ON SOME RECENTLY EXECUTED DEEP WELLS 
.AND BORINGS.* 

By GEORGE R. BURNELL, CE., F.G.S., F.S.A. 
THE remarkable success of the operations carried on at Passy, 

for the supply of the artificial w11ters of the Bois de Boulogne by 
mesns of au artesian boring of unusually large di~eter, has 
lately revived the public interest in that class of operation.s, both 
on the continent and in England. It has been proposed, mdeed, 

· to apply that system, on even a larger scale than. w~ tried .at 
Pana, to our own metropolis; and the scheme for s10k1ng .a senee 
of deep wells in the various parts of London hns bt'en revived. by 
some enthusiastic admirers of the results obtained by our neigh
bours. Experience has already decided the problem of the pos
sible Ruccess of such attempts here, and it may, therefore, be 
deairable at the present day to review briefly the history of 
artesian wells at home and abroad, in order to prevent the wnste 
of money and the disappointment which may arise fi;>m ill-advised 
imitation of the measures proved to be successful ID some cases, 
but by no means univeraally applicable. 

The term "artesian well " means, strictly speakin~, only a well 
sunk to a considerable depth, through a dry and impermeable 
upper stratum, to a lower stratum charged with water, under 
such conditions of prl'BSnre as to cause the water to flow over the 
surface of the ground. The first wells of this description men
tioned in modern works on hydraulics were executed. in the pro
vince of the Artoia, in FranCl', where they were sunk 111 the chalk 
formation, and were supplied by the streams running ~tween the 
fissures of that deposit, which were fed by the infiltration from the 
higher ground of the great north-eastern chalk.plateau of France. 
It is 1111.id that some of these wells in the Artois have been used 
for nearly a thousand years, without any perceptible ~iminution 
in their supply; but it must also be added that the an.c1e~t Egyp
tians and the Chinese had, from the remotest ant1qmty, been 
&cquainted with this method of obtaining water, and that the 
inhabitants of the plains of Lombardy have long used the waters 
rising from the deep-seated strata of the vll.lley of the Po ~or t~e 
irrigation of their "marcite,'' or winter meadows. B~ this as. it 
may, and without dwelling upon the locality where ~his. descnp
tion of well was first made, it seems that about the beg1nn1Dgof the 
present centurv great attention was drawn to them by the success 
of a number of l>urings through the London clay into the sands 
of the basement beds of that formation, made in the valleys of 
the Lea, near Broxbourne, Waltham, and Tottenham, and of the 
Wandie, near Mitcham, Garratt, Wandsworth, &c. In the low
lying alluvial islands at the mouth of the Thames, some very 
deep wells were also sunk through the London clay, and a copious 
supply of fresh soft. water was obtained; and, in fact, so m.any 
wells have been sunk into the water-bearing strata of the tertiary 
aand11, that they have been nearly exhausted. Whilst .these 
operations were being carried on in England, the French engmeers 
had energetically adopted the system upon which thev .were 
founded, and numerous artesian wells had been sunk a~ Ep1Day, 
Stana, and St. Denis, with similar results to those obtamed near 
and in London, that is to say, that in the earlie~ we!ls the water, 
generally speaking, overflowed the surface, whilst ID the lal~er 
ones it rarely attained the level of the ground; and the water-hue 
sank in the older wells in proportion as new ones were OJ>eDed. 

In 1833 M. Arago induced the Co.nseil. Municipal of Paris. to 
undertake the execution of a deep bormg, ID the hope of ob~n
in~ a supply of water from the lower green sand formations, 
which he supposed to form a continuous bed under the c~alk 
ha.sin, underlying, in its turn, the tertiary strata of the neigh
bourhood of Paris. This lower green sand, in fact, outcrops 
Crom under the chalk on the whole of 1111 irregular oval, passing 
from the north-east throngh the south, nearly to the north-w~t 
of Paris, and it approaches that city the most nearly a~ the point 
where the Seine forces its way through the ~ver!y1Dg rece.nt 
formations near Troyes, in Champ11gne. At Lus1gny, the precise 
point of outcrop, the surface of the green sand is about 300 or 300 
feet above the level of the plain of Grenelle, where it had been 
l"t'IOlval to make the first attempt to traverse the tertiaries and 
the eln.lk. From this fact, MM. Arago and Walferdin inferred 
tha\!Je water from the green sand would flow over the surface 
at O.enelle, and they were encouraged i.n that opinion by the 
et~nce of numerous artesian wells earned through the chalk 
in~bat 1tratum, from which they expected to obtain their sup-
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ply at Elbaluf and Rouen. The depth it would ~ . necesaary ~ 
sink the new well constituted the unknown conditions of their 
undertaking; but not only MM. Arago and Walferdin, but also 
M. Mulot, calculated from the first that they would find the 
chalk extend to at least 1300 to 1400 feet from the surface. So 
little however waa known of the probable oost, or of the dangers 
and risks of these deep borings, at the time the well of Grenelle 
was commenoed that the m1wicipality of Paris only voted a sum 
of 18 000 fraud (£720) for bori11g three such wells. 

On' the 29th of Nov11mber, 1833, the works of the Grenelle 
well were commenced by M. Mulot, and after encountering many 
serious difficulties from the nature of the ground, and from the 
fracture of the tools made to work at so great a distance from the 
surface, the able and scientific men who had supported M. Mulot 
through evil report and bad report, were rewarded by finally 
obtaining a copious jet of water from the lower green 1111.ud on ~he 
26th February, 1841. The depth then reached was 1806 ft. 9 ID., 
of which 1378 feet were in the chalk; the water rose at first at 
the rate of 800,000 gallo~s ~r day, to t~e height of about 1.22 
feet (the level of the distnbntmg reservoir of Grenelle), and 1ta 
temperature was about82° Fahrenheit. When it first roeetothe 
surface it contained large quantities of sand, clay, and other 
matte~ in mechanical suspension, and it was nearly twelve 
months before the water passages of the subterranean atrata were 
sufficiently cleared to allow the water to ~ise in a state fit for 
distribution. On several subsequent occas1ons also, tbs sand has 
accumulated in such quantities, in the pipes lining the bore, as 
to render it neceSS&ry to draw and clean them. 

This boring operation had !>ee~ watched v~ry. carefully by 
English engineers, and even dunng its progress B!Dlilar works had 
been attempted iu our own country. As might naturally. have 
been expected, the succeaa of the Grenelle well, under these circum
stances induoed our countrymen to continue their work with 
redoubied ardour, but unfortunately they have displayed less 
perseverance and it is to be feared less skill, than our ueighbours; 
for hitherto 'none of the dt'ep borings undert&ken avowedly for 
the purpose of obtaining a supply of water fro~ the ~ubcreta
ceous beds in either the London or the Hampshire basins, have 
completely succeeded. In the case of the Kentish Town w.e~l, it 
is true that some very extraordinary and anomalous cond1t1011s 
of the strata have been found to exist, which have totally derauged 
all the scientific calculations of the able geologists and well-bon;rs 
consulted during its execution; but it has too often ~appeued ID 
England that works of the kind we are now cons1denng have 
been undertaken 11olely on the recommendation of amateur geolo
gists, or of "practical men," as it is .tbe faahion to call those who 
are totally ignorant of recorded science; and the consequence 
bas been that several very costly wells have been .undertake_n, 
carried on at great expense, and subsequently abandone? ~u 
despair, perhaps just at the moment when succesa was w1th111 

grasp. · E 1 - d . k" One of the earliest of the attempts made ID ngmn at em mg 
an artesian well to the lower green sand, was the one made, 
almost unintentionally, by the town of Southnmpton. It was 
commenced by a preliminary boring through the London clay 
to the chalk, which was reached at a depth of 480 feet from the 
surface, the upper strata traversed consist~ng of t~e sands! clays, 
and plastic mottled clays of the Hampshire tertiary senes. It 
seems that the well-borer employed ~rried the boring to a depth 
of liO feet beyond the surface of the chalk already mentioned,.and 
be then reported thatan ample supply of water.was to~ obtained 
from that formation. A ~haft ~~ sunk on faith ?f this re~rt, 
commencing with a cast-iron hnmg of 13 feet diameter, which 
it was proposed to carry to a dep~h of l~ feet, a~d .th.en. to 
commence boring with a hole of 30 mches d1am.eter, d1mm1shmg 
irradually to 20 inches in the chalk. The cylmders used were, 
liowever found to be too weak for the purpose they were 
intended to fulfil; they collapst'd in places, and, in d~iving, 
they assumed a direction seriously out of the perpendicular. 
The contractor failed when the cylinders had been thus bacUy 
lowered to the depth of about 60 feet, and the works were then 
taken out of his hands, and placed in those of Mr. Docwra, one 
of the 4I!ost able well-sinkers and waterworks contractors of 
our country and of our day. With great trouble he drove the 
abaft completely down to· the chalk, fin!shing i~ with. a clear 
external diameter of 9 ft. 4 in. ; part of 1t was hued with ~st
iron plates, and part of it with bric~work in cement. The br1c~
work linwg was carried three feet mto the chalk, and below 1t 
the shaft wu continued to the total depth of 56i?i feet from the 
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surface, in the solid chalk, without any lining, and with a clear 
diameter of about 7 feet; a boring w.o.a then commenced of 7t 
inches diameter, and was carried down eventually to a total 
depth of 1317 feet from the surface. The chalk formation was 
found here to have a thickness of 851 feet, and the works were 
suspended when the boring had traversed only 12 f'eet of the 
chalk marl. Now at Chichester, where Mr. Gatehouse had also 
sunk a deep well to the upper green sand about the same period, 
the thickness of the chalk marl was found to be 61 feet; the upper 
green sand and gault are of variable thicknesses, but the greatest 
depth recorded for them wa.s that of the new well at Pasey, where 
they were about 274 feet deep. It is, therefore, very probable, 
that if the Southampton well had been carried down 330 feet 
further, or to a total depth of 1650 feet in round numbers, the 
problem as to the possibility of finding water from the lower 
green sand, in the Hampshire basin, might have been solv~d. 
In the well at Chichester this solution could be even more easily 
attained, for the boring had actually been carried about 180 
feet nearer to the probable surface of the lower green sand, 
leaving only 200 feet still to be traversed. 

It would be impossible to record all the important works under
taken of late years for obtaining water by means of artesian wells, 
but the circumstances connected with the history of thoRe at
tempted at Calais, Kentish Town, and Harwich, are so singular, 
that it behoves us to dwell upon them. At Calais the well was 
sunk through the chalk, and the whole series of the subcretaceous 
strata, to a total depth of 1047 feet from the surface, but no water 
was obtained from it, and the boring passed, at the depth above
uamed, into the transition rocks, in which it was carried for a 
further depth of 103 feet. At Kentish Town, the Hampstead 
\Vater Works Company endeavoured to secure an artesian sup
ply, in order to comply with the provisions of the Metropolis 
Water Works Act of 1851. They had very wisely consulted Mr. 
Prestwich upon the geological questions involved in the prelimi
nary inquiries, and they employed Messrs. Degousge and Laurent, 
the best known and most successful well-borers up to that period, 
on the Continent. Geologists and prMtical men alike in this In
stance reasoned that, because the lower green sand outcropped 
around the edges of the chalk basin containing the Paris tertfaries, 
therefore, there was every a priori reason to believe that the sub
cretaceous formations would continue under London, and furnish, 
as had been the case at Paris, the water for a well carried down to 
them. Acting upon this belief, the company commenced boring iu 
the chalk, at the bottom of a shaft previously sunk to the depth of 
539 feet from the surface. The boring was commenced with a 
diameter of 12 inches, reduced to 10 inches iu the intermediate 
part, and finishing with adiameter of 8 inches. The work began 
on the 10th of June, 1853, and was carried on with every appear
ance of success for a considerable time. The strata traversed were 
found tu occur in their regular order, and of the anticipated thick
nesses, until the boring had trave1'8P.d the gault formation at the 
1lepth of 1113 ft. 6 in. from the surface; but when, as l\Ir. Prest
'l\'ich said, evervbody believed that "a very few rnore turns of 
the anger would tap the water-bearing snndi1 of the lower green 
sand formation," it was found that the borings passed at once into 
:\ series of beds cousistiug of alternate layers of red sandstones, 
red clays, conglomerates, red sands, and rounded pebbles, which 
gE>ologistt1 are now disposed to class among11t the uew red 1<and
>1toue series. It is very difficult to form any decided opmwn as 
to the real nature of a deposit which has only been explored by 
the boring tool, especially when the diameter of tue bore was 
only eight inches, as at Kentish Town; and I confess that for my 
owu part, as J sai1l beforti in this room, and shall have occasion 
again to repeat, J am disposed to regard the beds of red clays 
and sandstones rather as being members of the Wealden series 
than of the uew red sandstone. But in either case it was evident 
that the water-bearing strata were interrupted under London, 
and that there was uo probability of obtaining a supply of any 
descript~n from them iu that distril)t. In fact, the Hampstead 
Water Works Compan.v, after the failure" of this attempt, were 
compelled to sell their interests to the New River Company, and 
the well was stopped at the depth above quoted, added to the 
depth traversed in red sandstones and clays, or at a total depth 
from the surface of 1302 feet. 

About the same time that this unexpected result was obtained 
at Kentish Town, 1\Ir. P. Bruff, C.E., W!l!I employed upon an 
attempt to obtain water for the tow::i of Harwich, either by 
a deep well in the chalk, or by traversing, if necessary, the strata 
below the chalk. Seve1·al attempts appear to have been previously 

made at Harwich to obtain a supply from the chalk, but they 
had failed, in consequence of the infiltration of' l&!t water ioio 
the wells sunk close to the 11ea shore. Mr. Lankaster Webb, of 
Stowmarket, a town situated upon the high lands of the valley o{ 
the Gipping, the main affluent of the Orwell, had executed a well 
895 feet deep, through the drift clays and gravels over the chalk, 
the cretaceous formations, and the upper green sands and gault. 
1 do not know the level of the ground at Mr. W ebb'a factory, 
but I\& a rough guess I should say that it was about 240 feet above 
the high tide level at Harwich; and I am not, therefore, surprised 
that the persons connected with the well at the latter town should 
have expected, that upon traversing the chalk they would meet 
with a supply of water under the true artesian conditions. Jt 
happened, however, that after the Harwich boring had passed 
through the drift, the tertiary strata, the chalk, the upper 
green sand, and the gault, to the depth of 1026! feet from the 
surface, it passed, not into t.he lower green sand, but into a 
black slaty rock, which Mr. Prestwich pronounced to be a com
mon grey slate of the palreozoic fjenes, whose precise position in 
the series could, however, hardly be defined, on account of the 
absence of fossils. Thus at Calais, and I believe also at Ostend, 
the lower green sand is wanting, and is replaced by a member of 
the carboniferous series; at Kentish Town the lower green sand 
is absent, and it is replaced perhaps by the new red sandstone 
beds, whilst at Harwich the lower green sand is replaced by the 
very enrliest clay slate rocks. 

Now there may be drawn, from these unexpected results of the 
deep borings in the tertiaries of what may be specially named the 
London basin, some valuable scientilic aud practical conclusions, 
These may be briefly stated as follows :-lat. That at present, 
geology is only so far advanced as to enable us to state, with 
tolerable certainty, what we shall not find under the surface, but 
by no rueans to justify any positive assertion as to what we shall 
find: thus, knowing that the London clay is on the surface, we 
may be certain that the crag will not be found beuea.th it, but it 
by no means follows that necessarily the chalk, the lower green 
sands, the oolites, or the usually subordinate strata, should be 
there. 2ud. That the first attempt to sink an artesian well 
throujl'h a previously untried stratum, is at all times a hazar
dous experiment, and that it is, therefore, one which shonhl never 
be tried by those who only work with the money raised by fon-ed 
taxation. It was upon the lattf!r ground that Mr. Ranger very 
properly recommended the town of Southampton to stop the 
philosophical experiment upon which they had nlready incurred 
so large an outlay; aud it is certainly wiser to leave the solution 
of these problems to municipalities poseSt1ed of private resources, 
or to private enterprise, than to expeD<l upon them tue money 
wrung from the ratepayers. 3rd. And possibly this may be the 
most important couclusion of all-it would appear to be proved 
by the occurrence of the earlier strata iu the geological series at 
Calais, Keutish Town, Harwich, and, if I be not mistaken, at Os
tend also, that Mr. Goodwin Austin's theory of nu upheaval of the 
carboniferous series existing between its extremity on the French 
coast, and its reappearance in the Bristol and the South \Yales 
coal field, is correct. _A full discussion of this important inquiry 
would be mispll\Ced in this paper, but I cannot refrain from re
peating what I myself have said before, viz., that from all which 
is at p1·esent known, it would be more rational to seek for coal 
under London, than for soft water. At the same time, I would 
gual'1#-myself against any appearance of enc<mrnging an attempt 
of the former description, unless it were distinctly undertaken as 
a speculation, with great, nay, almost infallible chances of loss. 

The next important artesian borings executed of late ye~rs in 
chronological order, were those undertaken under the superinten
dence of the French military authorities iu the Desert of Sa.ham, 
avowedly for the purpose of forming staiions for the caravans 
trading between Algeria and Central Africa. They were exe
cuted by means of tools made by Messrs. Degousr.e and Laurent, 
who seem also to have occasionally acted as consulting engineers, 
but the works were actually performed by the soldiers, or the 
labourers employed by the "Corps du Genie Milit.'lire." It 
appears that up to the month of June 1860, no less th-\11 50 of 
these wells have been sunk in the desert, and that they pot-{ UPl•n 
its thirsty surface no less than 7,920,000 gallons of water pf day. 
Similar works were, according to Aime Bey, execute(l i\ the 
deserts of Ancient Egypt, as was before alluded to, aud the.) are 
good reasons for believing that the system of artesian bc:.ings 
mi~ht advantageously be applied in the deser~ of north-wf&tern 
ID<.tia, and of Anstrnlia. • 

( 
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Some interesting artesian wells and borings have also been 
execut.ed in various part.a of England and of the continent, to a 
few of which I propoee to return hereafter, but in the meantime 
I pus to the deecription of the great work lately completed at 
Paay, aa being the one which bas attracted the moat univeraal 
at.tent.ion. When the great works of the Bois de Boulogne were 
commenced, it was soon discovered that the pumps of Chaillot 
woold not be able to furnish the quantity of water required for 
the lakes and waterfalls of the new pitrk ; and the municipal 
oowacil oC Paris, encouraged no doubt by the commercial results 
of the previous oper&tion at Grenelle (which bad eventually cost 
the sum of .£14,000, and repaid its cost several timeg over), re
aolved to execute a aecond boring to the lower green sand, in order 
to seenre an independent supply. It was originally proposed to 
execute thia well of the samt1 dimensions as that at Grent1lle, that 
is to aay, to fini.lh with an eight inch bore; but before it was 
commenced, M. Kind, a German engineer (who hAd already 
arried ont some very important works upon a system, and by 
the aid of tools patented by himself) offered to contract for the 
new well, to finish with a bore of 2 ft. in diameter, and to deliver 
the water at 92 ft. above the level of the ground, at the rate of 
nearly 3 million gallons per day. He undertook to complete the 
work for the sum of .£14,000 within the space of two years. 
After aome opposition, based principally on the doubts expressed 
by engineera who had been consulted on the subject, with respect 
to the increased delivery over that of the well of Grenelle, this 
oft'er of M. KinJ's was accepted, and on the 23rd December, 1854, 
the vote of the municip.U council in favour of the contract with 
him wu passed. The work was commenced shortly afterwards, 
and by the 31st of May, 1867, the boring had already reached the 
depth of 1732 feet from the surface, when suddenly the upper 
portion of the tube lining collapsed, at a distance of about 100 
feet from the surface, and choked up the bore holt1. This l\CCi
deut delayed the completion of the work for three years, and led 
to the rescinding of the contract with M. Kind; but the engineers 
ofihe city of Paiis were so satisfied with hie zeal and ability, that 
they intrusted to him the conduct of the remaining works. A 
new well was sunk to a depth of 1711 ft. 4 in., and the boring was 
then cleaned ont and resumed. Much trouble was encountered 
in traversing the strata below the dist.'\nce of 1732 feet above 
quoted, and at length, at the distance of about 1894 feet from 
the surface, the first water-bearing stratum was met with, 
but the water, aft.er several oscillations did not rise to the level of 
the greund. The boring was continued below this level, uutil, 
011 the 24th Septen ber, 1861, at midday, at the depth of 1923 ft. 
8 io., the true artesian spring was tapped. When this spring 
rose to the surface it discharged at the rate of 5,582,000 gallons 
per day. The yield has since then oscinated, but so long as the 
column bad not been raised above the level of the ground, the 
total quantity does not seem to hav6 fallen short of 4,4(\5,600 gal
lons. The well of Grenelle, (which by the way had been falliug 
oil' in its yield for some time before the completion of the Pnssy 
boring, no doubt on account of some obstruction in its ascensionnl 
tube, but which for several days before the 24th September dis
charged regularly 200,000 gallons per dav), fell in about 30 houm 
after the Passy spring had been tapped, t.O a yield ofabout 173,000 
gallons, at which rate it remained stationary, until the tube of 
the Passy boring was raised so as to allow the water to stand at 
the eame height in the two wells, when the origin.U rate of de
livery of the Grenelle well WM resumed, but the rate of delivery 
or the PMBy well fell to 2,000,000 gallons per day. It is iutende<l 
eveotnally to cause the column of water of Passy to rise to a 
height of 1277 feet above the bottom of the boring, or about 
64 feet above the surface of the ground. The horizontal distance 
of the Passy well from the one at Grenelle i.I about 3830 yards 
yards; and it will be observed that the water-bearing stratum is 
nearly 100 feet nearer the mean level of the sea at Greuelle than 
it. is at Passy, whilst the surface of the ground is about 35 feet 
higher at the latter locali\y than it is at the fol'Tl)er one. 

Un<iuestiouably the effect produced upon the respective sources 
or supply, by the alteration in the heights of the columns of 
water, proves that the wells of Passy and of Grenelle are fed from 
thea:\me stratum; and there can be no reason, therefore, to sup
pose :.hat when the Passy spring shall have cleared its water 
J>MSages there should be any difference in the qualities of the 
waten ut the two places. M. Peligot has carefully analysed the 
Gl't'llelle watera, and be found that they contained 0·000142 of 
8:'1ine matters, composed principally of the carbonittes of potash, 
lime, and magnesia, associated with a compound of sulphur and 

of soda of variable proportions and condition a, and with tbe car
bonate of the protoxide of iron &nd silica. The salts of the sul
phate of lime, or of the more permRnently insoluble description, 
are absent, &nd it would appear that the gases diffu1ed lhrough 
the Wl\ter are of considerable volume, the carbonic acid gas being 
one of the most so. There is a sensible evolution of sulphuretted 
hydrogen from both the wells of Passy and of Grenelle, and it is 
worthy of remark that the same gas is given oft' from the water 
in Mr. Gatehouse's well at Chichester, though in the latter 
instance the smell is sufficiently strong to render the water posi
tively repulsive. At the present day the water at Passy is still 
foul, on account of the mattera it brings up in 1mspension; but M 
in the C&Se of the Grenelle well, this inconvenience will no doubt 
soon disappear. The temperature at which it reaches the surface 
ia identical in the two wells, and i.I about 82° l!'ahrenhei~. 

(To be concliukcl in our next.) 

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROY AL 
ACADEMY. 

By SYD~EY Sll:IRKE, R.A. 
LEcTURE I. 

(Continiud frwi. page 56.) 
STATUES fringing the sky line, I said, should I think be sub<lueJ 

in attitude and treatment. Such however, as I have remarked, 
wa11 most certainly not the opinion or the practice of the sculptors 
of the seventeenth century. Michelangelo had in the palmy <lays 
of art made his Moses look like no common piece of humanity, but 
rather like a sculptured fragment r..f rock, in solemn repose, and 
instinct with supernatural <liguity; whilst the patriarch, when 
treated in the naturalesque school of the degenerate period I now 
refer to, never failed to be represented as a remarkably active, 
impetuous old man, admirable chiefly for the violent development 
of the muscles, throwing himself into very unseemly attitudes, 
and striking the rock with his rod more like an excavator than a 
patriarch. Such, also, is the general character of their architec
tural sculpture. 

The apostles lllld fathers of the church were men upon whom we 
should be taught to look with reverence by the quiet dignity of 
their mien, and by that deep and intellectual abstraction which jg 
best represeuted by a steady composure of manner and general 
absence of erergetic action. But where a1-e we to seek for such 
examples of architectural sculpture from the chisels of the emi
nent m~ters of the fantastic schools of this period 1 Ou the 
contrary, the holy fathers are made to look like posture-masters 
performing for the public diversion, and are seen on their pede
stals, throwing their limbs about and ruffling their drapery in a. 
way utterly subversive of that personal dignity which, as I hnv~ 
remarked, seems to appertain to their character. 

It is not to be wondered at that when taste in sculpture bad 
reached this bathos, our own art should have been dragged clown 
with it to the Mme level. Indeed, there is, I think, good reason 
to apprehend thRt far too intimate a union had unhappily sub
sisted between those sister arts. 

So long as a fine taste and a high resthetic feeling prevailed, nu 
danger came nor could come from the cultivH.tion of both these arts 
by one mir.d; indeed, it was the glory of our art to be intimately 
allied to the sister arts. But wheu that truth of feeling auJ 
nicety of judgment had passed away which taught those who 
practised both arts to discriminate well between the special re
quirements of each, a fusiou will! the result, mischievous to both, 
but which was more particularly injurious to our art; for a sculp
turesque treatment of architecture is likely to lead to far graver 
errors than an architectural treatment of sculpture. The latter 
may be liable to become cold, rigid, formal, and even unnatural; 
but the fo1·mer is sure to become, as indeed it did become, insuf
ferably lax and vicious, violating all the proprieties of <mr staid 
and sober art-an art which can never inrlnlge in caprices without 
great risk to character And certain loss of dignity. 

To say the truth, without however meaning the slightest dis· 
paragement of the sister art, I would express my belief that most 
of the errors of architecture in its decadence may be traced to the 
injurious intlueoce that sculpture exercised over our art. The 
habit of a sculptor's mind would naturally lead him to exercise his 
inventive faculties in designing and modelling, out or the plastic 
material with which he is most familiar, forms and combination~ 
of forms that would produce picturesque groups, and au ornamen-
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tal or nt least pleasing arrangement of lines, and of chiaroacnro; 
11nd, when be comes to execute his conceptions in stone or marble 
he would of course seek to construct his work, if not out of a 
single block, at all even ta in as few as possible; because join ta, and 
especially bed-joints, be is of cour11e always anxious to avoid or 
conceal. All the proprieties therefore of ma1anio comtruction, the 
sound bonding together and trut.bful bedding of stones, the' avoid
ance of false bearings, and all such-like considl'rations,are entittly 
foreign to bis art, and are in fact subject.a which never, or rarely, 
demand bis study, nor even need his attention, tu a ICtdptOf'. 
Hence it is, probably, that we find that the sculptor oft.be seven
teenth century, when he produced worlr.e of architecture, was very 
prone to treat bis buildinf, however large, rather like magnified 
copies of small sculptura models, than as purely architectural 
works, that is to say, worlr.e built up on the true principles, and 
according to the known rull'S, of good architect.oral construction. 

When we call tomind the practice so preTalent and so popular, 
at the period of which !treat, of erecting in churches huge archi
tectural pageants of a most ostentatious character, but of very 
slight and temporary materials and construction, as chapelles ar
dentes and catafalcos, when the funeral obsequies of some high 
ecclesiastical 01· political dignitary Wl're performed, it seems not 
unlikely that this prevalent fashion, on which, as it is well known, 
llrtists of highest eminence were often engaged, conduced to, or at 
least accelerated{ that degraded character of architecture which 
we so much dep ore, and which so injuriously influenced our art 
in eubsequent times. 

Those vast architecluralAhams, the catafalcos, were put together 
by the flimsiest contrivances: there was, of course, a laviAh super-
ffuity of statuary; for it was o( ml're lath and plaster, and the 
d1·apery was often-I believe usually-real linen steeped in glue 
and whiting, to give it a fictitious rigidity and something of the 
superficial aspect of stonework. . 

By such-like llrtifices it became easy to" body forth" for a day's 
ceremony some " baseless fabric of a vision," highly picturesque 
and imposing perhaps; indeed, whl'n treated by men of genius 
and ability, very striking and eveu magnificent; for na I have said, 
wen of the highest rank in art were not in those days avenie to 
lend themselves to these ephemeral productions. 

In presenting such unreal mockeries to the view, masonic pro
prietil's were neither required nor regarded. The boldest and 
lea11t fastidiou11 practitioners would probably indulge and amuse 
their fancies in rel\lising the semblance of impossible structures; 
and as it was just as easy and inexpensive out of the lath and 
plaster or clay and stucco in which they worked to present to 
the devout and admiring congregation a galaxy of clouds and 
glories, and to group together all the cardinal Tirtnes and the 
whole hierarchy of 81\ints, as it was to exhibit the most gorgeous 
domes nnd the richest colonnades, it is not to be wondered at 
that the productions of the two artll got irretrievably inter
mingled and confounded, as well as corrupted. 

That such a practice or fMhion, prevailing among a people of 
strong resthetic feeling, but of lax principles of taste-and such 
were the Italian people of the seventeenth century-hould lead to 
a similar style of designing in works of a more permanent charac
ter, seems natural and almost inevitable. 

First, in interior architectural deRign we should expect to find, 
what in truth we do find, that altar-pieces, baldachinos, and monu
ments, became strange medleys of the two arts, although worked 
out, perhaps, in real marble and brass; and then the vicious ten
dency would necessarily spread itself to exterior architecture. 

I think that it may be said with strict truth, that exactly in 
proportion as this sc11lptuttsq11e Rpirit pervaded architecture, so 
that art became deteriorated. It bl\8 Leen truly said by a high 
authority from this place, that painting and sculpture each excite 
our admiration the most when their special characters are kept 
most clearly defined, 11nd wheu each 11rt limits itself to the doing 
that which it is by its nature best qualified to do. Sculpture can 
very impe1fectly represent distance; and should, therefore, avoid 
as wuch as possible attempting backgrounds. Painting, on the 
ot.her hand, 1s peculfarly competent. to produce such effects, by its 
power to represent space and distance; and therefore the painter 
who places all his figures on the 81\me plane does not avail himself 
fully of the cupabiliti~s of his art. So also the puinter abandons 
one of his highest privileges when be neglects t.o use colour; 
whilst the sculptor who uses colour (unless be does so with infi
nite can ti oil, and exercises great moderat.ion and abatinence) runs 
sel"ious i·isk of turning his statues into dolls. 

Our own art is amenable to the same law. It is always most 

triumphant when it attempts to do that only which it ia it.a 1pecial 
province to do. Tht11 then, to apply our remarlr.e to the subject 
in hand, I should say with great confidence that the architect who 
so designs his building as to render it doubtful whether sculpture 
may not legitimately lay claim to the work as it.a own, is a traitor 
to his art, and despoils it ofita birthright. 

Many instances of such self-debasement pNSent themaelves 
among the works of the degenerate days of which I treat. It 
seems an ignoble task to bunt up for criticiam and condemnation 
such examples of the abuse of genius; but such is the task I have 
imposed upon myaelf. Italy well earned the honour of having 
been the garden in the soil of which were nurtured all the moet 
beautiful productions of modern art; but it was unfortunately in 
that same too fertile aoil that with greatest exuberance sprung up 
those wild extravagances which ultimately brought so great dis
credit on the art.a, anq on none more so-perhaps on none so much 
-as on architecture. 

I believe that it is to that fatal facility which characterised 
the practice of all the three arts 11.t this period that we must 
mainly attribute their common decline. Wholly wanting in the 
thoughtfulness and deep feeling of Raft'aelle, and of some who pre
ceded, as well as of some who immediately followed him, the 
painters sought for the most part ~rgeous and showy etfects, 
at the expense of all the higher qualities of their art: ao, as I have 
already remarked, the sculptors of this declining age designed 
impetuously and executed dexteroualy, but the sentiment of their 
art bad evaporated, and it.a greatness had gone; and so, to retum 
to our own art, the architect.a of the happier and earlier period 
were enthusiastic without wild extravagance, refined without 
pedantry, and alwaye knowing well when to refrain from and 
when to indulge in the graces of decoration : none knew more 
thoroughly than the latter more advanced quatro-centists lwlD 
and t11hm to give a zest to their work by the m<>1t charming orna
mentation; whilst none appear to have known better than they 
the value of breadth, simplicity, and even of perfect plainneBB, 
when their good taste and judgment prompted an abetinence from 
ornamentation. But I have on former occasions dwelt sufficiently 
on the merits of the mast.el'll of that great period, and have already 
endeavoured to urge on you the careful study of I.heir works. I 
name them now, that you may feel more sensibly the contra.at 
presented by the architecture of the degenerate age which fol
lowed. It is my aim to deter you from the evil examples set us 
by the licent.ious throng of the seventeenth century, by holding 
up their errors for your reprobation and rejection. Through the 
ignoram•e of some, the contumely of ot.hers, and the loose habit 
of speaking common enough to moat of us, the term "Italia.n 
architecture" is apt to be applied to buildings of the most divene 
and opposite character. It is an instance of the same laxity of 
speech by which styles of the utmost contrariety, from the simple, 
austere, and honest architecture of the early Rhenish huildings, 
down to the florid extravagances of Adam Kraft, have all been 
indiscriminately claaaed under the one iara'e, unmeaning, and 
inllppropriate term "Gothic." It is througn the same thought
less and perhaps ignorant way in which the general term 
" Italian" architecture has been customarily applied, that gross 
injustice has been done to works of the highest quality. 

The vague and superficial knowledge, both of some of those 
who have writtt!n and of those who have spoken on our art, baa 
too oft~n led them to place under the same category the beautiful 
works of Bramante, &tfaelle, and Giulio Romano with the truly 
barbarous architecture of Bonomini, Fischl'rs, and too many 
others. The Italians were, as I have already said, tbemaelves 
the first corrupters of the Italian style; and among those corrup
ters Borromini stands out in atrong relief, 1\8 a proruinept delin
quent; for, a11 he was one of the moat reckleBS practitior~ IUld 
one of the moat sinful contaminators of style, so was bu ooe of 
the moat active and prosperous. Prosperous he tn1ly "(Ila; for, 
with that fatal facility on·whicb I have been animadver!, he 
occupi(d a long course of practice in spreading over y a 
numerous and conspicuous progeny of ugliness. Proal Uil, 

however, he was not to the end. By a Ir.ind of poetical jftice 
which does not always attend upon the guilt of offending a1"1ita. 
he died mill'rably, the victim of jealousy and envy. Be,..ro 
Fischers waa snotlier instance whom T have adduced as rJte of 
the false lights of thil vicious period. Vienna, to this y, is, 
in its public buildings especially, diat.iuguished by the 1 wte 
of Fischers; and I know no city ao sadly disfigured by t acbool 
to which be belonged. 

Milizia is a cantankerous critic, it ia true; but he 
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jmtified when lie condemns Fischera' triumphal arch at Vienna 
u '' un capo d'oper& di atr&vaganza.'' The wildest disciple of 
Bonomini, he says, c.>uld not have invented a more capricious 
aod irrational design. 

I revert now to the question, What WM the cause of this 
great and general degradation of art in Italy 1 It may be that 
Uie political aud social condition of that country had for some 
time been degenerating; whilst other more northern countries 
were rising into wealth, and advancing iu the political scale of 
Europe. Yet it cannot be said that political preponderance will 
lllnya be found on the same side of the balance as lellthetic ex
cellenos. We might readily point, in the history of Europe, to 
notable iDBtanoes of the contrary. For example, I am aware of 
no wonderful development of artistic taste having accompanied 
the brilliani epoch of Frederick the Great, or the extraordinary 
political ascend&ncy of Charles V. Going back to an earlier 
period, we shall find that in Medireval times, when the social and 
palitical condition of Europe was nry d!U"k; and when, in the 
lADgtlage of an old contemporary ch1-onicler, "nobles and bishops 
built castles, and filled them with devilish and wicked men, and 
oppttsaed the people;" at that very period, foul as it certainly 
wu witli moat of the vices which disgrace Christianity, a school 
of art existed which has been adV1U1tageously compared by many 
with that. of the Greeks. 

It is clear, therefore, that there are more aubtile influences, 
which will, at least sometimt>S, operate favourably for the develop
ment of art, besides the accumulation of mere material wealth 
a.nd political power. , 

Neither will peace !\lone, of neceaaity, bring 11eSthetic excel
lenceamong other blesaings in its train, as we are very apt to say, 
aad very willing to believe, when we would paint the horrors of 
war. The Greek states, for example, brought the fine IU"ts to a 
climn of excellence ne,·er since fully attained, although they 
were for ever engajted either in warring 011 each other, or in pre
paring and defeoaiog themselves against extermination from 
barbarian hordes. So the Italian st.A.tee, among whom art received 
its aeoond birth, were constantly plunged in internecine wars. 
How often were the great masters of our art called away to super
intend the erection of gloomy fortifications, and ponderous, un
aeemly, loop-holed walls, for the protection of those very cities 
which they were engaged in beautifying ! How often were great 
and gloriona works of art arrested in mid progreBB by the incur
aiona of neighbouring rivals, or by the threatened devastations 
of foreign hosts, or by the exhaustion of the public purse constt
qaent on these deadly strifes ! 

These instances, which might be greatly multiplied, are suffi
cient \o show that a stormy political atmosphere is by no means 
of necessity inconsistent with the existence of a highly excited 
at.ate af .irtiatic ardour. 

I would not, however, f'or a moment be supposed to pledge 
myaelfto t.he paradox that war is favourable to the cultivation of 
an. Very far, indeed, from that is the fact. All that I would 
wiab you to iufer from the remarks which I have just been 
~ing is that the arts have been found to prosper notwithstaod-
1ng war. But thel"e is one condition which I oolieve to be clearly 
and positively essential to the permanent well-being of the arts, 
a~d that is public prosperity. I suppose it to be impossible to 
cite an instance of the general decay of the material interests of a 
country not being accompanied by a corresponding d~gradation of 
the tine arts in that country; whilst, on the other hand, the sound 
eocial proeperity of a people will generally be found to be accom
panied by an elevation of their standard of taste, as well as by a 
widely spnwi appreciation of the fine arts. 

The proudest works of Medi1Bml France date about the period 
when St. Louis, by his wise government, raised the character anu 
consolidated the strength of his country. In England, the rule of 
Edward IIL marks the periods of the highest point of excellence 
to which M~val art reached in our country; and precisely 
that warlike &nd heroic period was the moet brilliant in the 
political annals of our middle agt'B. 

I need not do more than poiut to the age of the :Medici, in Flo
rence, u the period moat embellished by the fine arts, and as the 
period when the Italian Peninsula stood foremost as the most 
politically emine~t among all civilised nations; and we have 
already aeen, from the retrospect I have been taking of the archi-

' teet.ore or the Italian Renaissance, that the debasement of the 
three lister arta was simultaneously with the decay ofltalian politi
cal greatn-. It is not for me to attempt to explain these coioci
tlenees. It needs a larger and far clearer view of the philosophy of 

history tha.n that to which I ca.a pretend before I can presume to 
lay open the llll.Uses of these phenomena, the existence of which is 
all I can venture to assert. 

Perhaps, too, the inquiry into those causes would hardly pro
fit us here, for it belongs rather to the domain of the political 
economist than to that of \he artist. No doubt every ingenious 
mind must feel an interest in these general views, but they can 
scarcely be expected to bear us much fruit, nor to afford us prac
tical rules of conduct in our search after resthetic excellence, a 
BeArch which should ever be uppermost in the artist's mind, be 
he student or professor. To trace the progrese-not the occult 
canae&--<>f decay iu our art has been my chief object in the few 
desultory rema1·ks which I have this evening addressed to you. 
It is but a sorry theme; and I may be blamed, perch&nce, by 
some, for having lingered so long among these ruins of a fine art, 
and for having sauntered so long upon the banks of that stream 
of polluted art which deposited its slime over so wide a portion of 
Europe, and during so lung a period; whilst I might, with so 
much more pleasurable a feeling, have been leading you on to 
admire beauty amidst the charms of a hapvier age. But it is my 
conviction that much benefit is to be derived from the bold and 
uohesitatiogdenuociatioo of whatever we must recognise as faulty. 
There are sermons in stones, whether they be fashioned by the 
hand of a master, or rudely hewn by the chisel and mallet of a 
'preotice hand. The diagnosis of disease is iu truth best studied, 
not in the healthy, but in the disordered subject. I have laid bare 
before you some sad cases of such disordered subjects this evening. 
It was, as you well know, the Spartan philosophy to deter the 
youthful mind from vice by exhibiting openly to the public gaze 
the unhappy and repulsive results of vice. 

All that I ask of you is that you will note and heedfully observe 
these errors of our art, even whilst you pass them contumelioosly 
by; and that you will study them well, for the mere purpose of 
propounding them as objects which neither love of novelty, nor 
the aUractions of singular ingenuity or of great technical skill, 
should ever tempt you to imitate or to repeat. 

LECTURE IL 
DR. MOORE tells us somewhere, of his having met on his conti

nental travels with a Scotch tourist, who was delighted with the 
mountain scenery of Italy, and was expressing his admiration of 
one of the sub-Alpine lakes, when he was rebuked by the doctor, 
who assured him that there were some scenes of similar character 
in Scotland of not inferior beauty and sublimity; and specified 
one as particularly worthy of his admiration, which turned out to 
be part of the Scotch laird's own paternal estate. He had in fact, 
been born in the midst of natural beauties, so familiar, or so lightly 
regarded by him, that they had escaped his recoll~ctioo, or, per
haps, even his notice. A similar indifference is apt to be felt by 
us towards all objeets that are too easily accessible. In such caRes 
familiarity breeds contempt, whilst we are wont to show and feel 
unusual zeal and animation when the object of our research is re
mote, or accompanied in its attainment by the stimulus of diffi
culty. 

Taos it is that we live surrounded by store11 of knowledge of 
which we rarely avail ourselves; museums which we seldom visit 
and libraries which we never consult. M&ny such neglected 
mines of knowledge exist iu London: many a rich vein is daily 
trodden as it were under our very feet, without tempting us to 
extract from it the treasure it contains. 

I purpose on this occasion to invite your attention to one of the 
greatest of these depositories of intellectual wealth,-the Library 
of the British Museum. 

Without al tempting to bring before yon even the shortest or most 
meagre enumeration of all the objects of ioter!'.st to the architec
tural student which that vast repository may contain (such an 
enumeration would, indeed, be as much beyond my powers as it 
would certainly be beyond the narrow limits of a lecture)
without attempting any such task, I propose now to indicate to 
you a few of the more striking specimens of the literary and artis
tic wealth which are in so great abundance in the library of the 
British Museum at our disposal; accompanying them with 11uch 
remarks as may be naturally suggested by the consideration of the 
objects themselves, as I enumerate them, I do not design here to 
touch upon the antiquities at the British Museum: a .!ritical ex
amination of these, or even a correct appreciatiot1 of them, would 
be beside my purposes as well as beyond my power. To ente.r 
that department would assuredly lead us into antiquarian disqul-

20 
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si tiona, whioh I am anxious to avoid, aa being foreign to my dutiea 
within theae wall•. 

The first book I shall advert to is a very large folio volume, 
descriptive of the great Flavian Amphitheatre in Rome; and ap
peal'& to have been the result of long ud careful examinations, 
made chietly dnring the excavations by the French whilst in mili
tary occupation of Rome in 1811, 1812, and 1813. The author 
was a French architect, Mona. Paris, who had long bllen a resident 
in that city, having quitted his native country at the outbreak of 
the great Revolution. He seem& to have been a painstaking and 
intelligent observer; and the delicately executed drawings of 
which this volume consist.a, with the minute noteaexplanatory of 
them, bear testimony to his great carefulneea as &n architectural 
draughtsman. He appears to have quitt.ed the practice of his 
profeaaion aa an architect early, and to have been engaged for some 
years in the decorations of the royal theatres and of the opera, at 
Paris. During his subsequent exile in Italy those studies were 
made, one of the fruit.a of which was the magnificent volume I 
have alluded to. 

Probably there never was exl!'Outed so complete a monogram of 
any one building. The only subject of regret is thatthe drawings 
generally do not distinguish so clearly as one would wish between 
those parts which are the repreaentatfons of the actually surviving 
portions of the building and thoae parts which are the conjectural 
restorations of the ingenious antiquary himself. l:lome of the 
drawings; however, are not open to this critici11m, but are beauti
and fully executed delineations of the edifice in i!.B revived state; 
I can aafely affirm that all the drawings bear very etrong marks of 
having been the work of a painstaking and aorupuloua artiet. 
The work was intended and fully prepared for publication: it bJ& 
remained however in MS., and ultimately beca01e by purchase 
the property of the trustees of the British Museum in 1847. 

In many rea~te the Coloeaeum at Rome ie one of the mORt 
remarkable buildi11g11 of antiquity. It has all the attributes of 
grandeur. In it& actual dimensions I believe it to be the largeet 
single building ever erected; unless we except the Pyramirle of 
Egypt, which are, perhaps, hardly to be claeaed as works of regular 
architecture. Ite simplicity of character and unity of design are 
aouroea of grandeur, There is a breadth of manner, and a noble 
abstinence from trivial ornamentation in it& external architecture, 
which greatly elevate the character of the building. There ie a 
majesty, even, in its stupendoue etrength. It stand& a monument 
of consummate constructive talent; a talent not parllding iteelf, 
like a Medii.eval cathedr&l, by the perpetual manifeetation of great 
efforta,-lateral thrusts and counterbalancing weights, huge pic
tureeque maaaea of masonry piled up solely to resist the tendency 
to self-destruction conetantly operating on the etructure. Thie 
immense building, on the cont.rary, st.Ands, and baa stood for 
eighteen cenluriee, not by any &training exerl.ion, but &imply 
becauae all the law& of 11tatic science have been 8Cl'Upulouely 
regarded. I am jue•ified in eayin~ that it bas etood for eighteen 
centuriee; because, notwithetand1ng the concussions of earth
quakes and tempest&, and the erosive agency of natural causes, it 
still standa, with few markM of sub<ltantial injury, except thoee 
which it has received from the destructive hande of man. 

It baa been for ages the quarry whence ready-worked &tones 
have been continually abstracted, and whole palaces have been 
the result oi such spoliation. ·Yet it survives, next after the 
Pyn.mids, the greatest architectural monument in the world-

" A ruin, :ret what a ruin ! :rtom lw mMI 
Walla, i-J-. bait cl\i .. ban bee11 reared; 

Yet oft \ho enormou U:eleton :re pua, 
Alld ma"el where I.he 1poll could ha Yo appeared." 

I must not dwell on the structural merit.a of the building; but 
I cannot refrain from expreaaing my persuasion that the very 
ablest practical mason of the present day might stud.v with great 
profit the jointing, bonding, and bedding of this ma&B of masonry, 
while the brickwork ia equally admirable;-the dexterous eco
nomy of labour by which rubble-work, consisting of broken frag
ments of atone embedded in Pozzolana cement, is strengthened 
by an artful introduction of bonding courses of brick: these 
bricks being oft.en of very considerable size, an.d al ways of excea
si ve hardness. All thia union of economy c.f labonr with the 
utmost strength is indeed well calculated to excite the admira
tion of every practical eye; yet this wiae economy of labour and 
materials, which ia apP.!':"'nt thro.ughout, was never allowed to 
interfere with that stability of workman11hip which was evidently 
a paramount consideration with the builders. The th~uarter 
columns, for example, of which there are on 'he exterior eo great 

a multitude, are not built aR inlula.ted blocb of stou applied to 
the surface of the wall for the mere eake of ornament, but are buih 
in and bonded with the general masonry of the walla; OOlltribo
ting therefore to their strength quite as much u to their embe\. 
liahment; in fact, the very reverae of what wu very oom1110nly 
the case with the slender shafts of Medieval architecture, which 
were often i11811rted to give lightness and richneu of elfect to the 
pier againet which they etand; se1-ving, it is true, to convey to the 
mind'e eye the idea of eupport to the corresponding memben of 
the archivolts, and continue down their linee, but not practically 
forming any real integrl\l part of the pier or jamb ag&lll8t which 
they stand. That this wae, at all event&, often the cue, ii 
obvious from the fact that there are few Medii.eval buildings that 
have not been more or leu deprived, either by natural decay or 
by violence, of their 1Jender nook-shafts ; the arch mouldilll! 
which was made apparently to reat oo them re1oaining neverthe
le&11 perfectly unat'ected by the removal of them. 

It muet be remembered that in their working the colomn aa 
an integral part of the wall behind it, as ia, I believe, invariably 
done at the Voloaaeum, a considerable amount of extra labour 
and some loBB of materi~l were incurred by th us einking the cir
culiu- ehaft out of the solid block,- a labour and 'lll'&Bte, however, 
wbinh appl'ar never to have been heeded when the ~ 
stability of the work was in question. Th- columns, thoe 0011-

structed, act strictly and effectively as butt~ giving great 
lateral support, while they so largely cont.ribute to lbe oroameir 
tation of the structure. 

In like manner we see the vaet blocks of etooe forming the en
tablatuPeB \ailed into and bonding with the rest of the mll800ry; 
-not merely laid upon the pillars to conve7 the idea of construc
tion, but really forming an t11111enwu part o the wall masonry. 

It is, indeed, nry manifest that extreme durability was evers 
foremoet consideration in the mind of those able Roman muollL 
A curioue inetance of thia feeling occur& in the construction o( 
the steps of the numeroue public etail'Ol\8e8. Being open, and 
therefore cons~ntly exposed to the weather, it is obvions tbal 
had the steps been simply laid on each other iu the usual way now
a-daye, the wet would have been liable to penetrate or be driven 
through the joint&; and so, in the course of ye.'\1"11 the gradual bol 
constant penetration of wet would have injurioualy atrected the 
vaults and archeR beneath on which these etepa were laid. To 
prevent thia a very ingenioue and, I ihould imagine, a very 
effectual contrivance WAii devised, consisting of a sinking cut into 
the face of the tread, where the riser of the etep bede upon the 
tread of the step beneath it; which sinking, as Mr. Parle very 
81\tisfactorily shows, waa made to receive a covering, or wbal 
workmen call a lieting, of mMtic or cement of some kind, nil 
calculated elfectually to exclude wet. 

I must, however, no longer dwell on these practical subjects, 
which might be multiplied to almost any extent; all tending to 
prove that there were muter-minds among the builders of Rome 
as well as amon~ it.a military and political chiefs. Althongh UiiJ 
wonderful buildmg now preeents to our view litUe more than a 
vast ma&B of bare masonry and brickwork, deformed by time and 
barbaric depredationa, it ia no\ to be doubted that its internal em
bellishment was as gorgeous 1\8 might be expected from Rollllll 
bnildera, who were so Mldicte<l to 1111\gnificence, and who might 
be auppoeed to be eepecially lavish in the adornmen\ of this tlut 
moat highly favoured cent.re of attraction to the pleuure-lovwg 
citizeua of Rome. Mr. Paris furnishes us with careful drawinr 
of fragments of ornamental detaila which fully confirm thii 
eupp<>11ition; minutely enriched stucco linin~ appear to have 
decorated the interior of the halle and comdors; and not.wilh· 
standing the ravages that these ruin& have for ages been aob
jected to in. the search for precioue marblee, fragments of !luted 
column& yet surviv4l, of richly coloured marblee, carved mOlt 
elabo1'!ltely. The extent to which tbia elalxi:ration wu carrie<l 
may be in eome meuure inferred from the immenae amount of 
labour bestowed upon so subordinate a detail as the 4utiug of 
the ehafts of the marble pillars. 

It should however be observed, in justice to the architect& of 
the Co!OBBeum, that the somewhat exceeaive extent of minule 
decoration, as indicated by \hti few surviving apecimeDll, is 
confined to the interior; whereas the exteriqr, both io the oon· 
atructive features and in the details, ia remarkable for general 
simplicity. 

In this building, as in moat of the Roman monamente of the 
beat period, a greatness of manner eminently diaUngui8btl ibl 
exterior architecture; a circumstance well worthy of ygur DOM ill 
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lhe pronen .. to crowded ornament.ation at the preaent day IO 
prenleal Without going back to remoter and simpler times, 
we ahall, iadeed, find that iu Roman art, iu it.a beat and purest 
dal'i and in Medileval art at the justly-applauded epoch of the 
thmeenth century, and in Renuet'nt art at it.a period of freehnl'IB 
alld beaaty, wheo Bramante and Ratraelle deeigned,--t all these 
epochs ofart we aha!! find no vulgiLr overloaded decoration, but 
•bwldant evidenCll of that j uat appreciation of the value of orna
ment which kn<>wa how t.o UM it with due eft'ect, and when it 
may be uaeflllly diapenaed with. 

l will not dismile thia remarkable volume from your notice 
without noting the extraordin11.ry dimensions of the building 
which it illua~rat.ea. I find the leugth of the major axis to be 
~feet, and of ita minor axis, 480 feet; whib1t the height from 
the groaad line out.aide the building to the summit of the exterior 
wall is 160 feet. Mr. Paris makes an elaborate calculation of the 
aetual number of sittings afforded by it.a .marble benches: the 
retnlt is 44,090 peraoue. The stories, therefore, of thoee (like 
Fontan.A and other11) who represent the number of persona accom
modated to have been 80,000, or eveu more, were either wilJ 
eugiren.tioDB, or it may be that thia high number might have 
been obtained by ·counting the multitudee who could have been 
crowded into the unmeroua corridors, on the broad platform at 
the hi~beet part of the amphitheatre, and po88ibly, too, on the 
arena 1t.ae:C. 

I will now invitf your attention to two splendid folio volumes 
rl. drawinga preserved in the Royal Library, of which they form 
•part. The drawinga are executed very carernlly 11.nd cleverly in 
lll!tline, slightly shadowed and tinted, upon vellum. The 11tniea 
compriaea plaoa and viewa of the chief royal palacee of France, 
together with aome original designs, by Ja.cquea Androuet du 
Cercean, one of the most eminent among the originators of the 
RfzW.ance in France, born 11.bout 111111. Theae valuable and 
inttresting drawinga were made for Catherine de Medicis, and 
certainly formed part or. the royal collection of France. How 
they 1ui-tuently became transferred to their preeent place on the 
ahelvea of uur great public library is not recorded. 

h is not my intention to particulariae all the buildinga repre
sented in these volumes; indeed, ao rich wu the French crown 
in Chiteanx and Maiaona de Plailance in the sixteenth and seven
teenth centurie., that it would extend my notice far beyond its 
proper limits were I to do so. All the earlitir examples are 
cbaract.eriatic of the transitional period when they were er6Cted. 
lo plan they retain much uf the type of a Medireval fortification, 
and&his may have been probably occaaioned in aome caaa. by the 
erection of the palacea on the foundations of aome more ancient 
CMtlee of a strictly milit.ary character. But there are few that 
retain any provisions whatever for active defence; the bastions 
beeome clustera of embowed windowa, enriched with many archi
lilctQral embellishment.a; and the intervening curtains are oc
ll!pied entirely by wide windows, lofty chimneys, Md other 
~ of domestic architecture, to the exclusion of the loop
holes and frowning machicolations of the preceding ages. 
Thole highly-pietureaque buildings, the ChAteau de Chambourg 
llld that of St. Germain au Laye, for example, are buildings of 
this mixed character. They are deacribed as BAtiments de 
Plaiance, and preaent throughout the flvidence of their having 
been built for agreeable residences; whilst, on the contrary, the 
plaa alone of these buildinga would convey the idea of a strictly 
forti&ed place, with moat and drawbridge, and like appendages. 

The Cltiieaux of Blois and of Amboise are interesting examples 
of this pi~ue transitional style; one of the prominent fea
tllr81 of whieh 18 the very strep and conical roof, enriched by 
moat elaborate creating and finials; the latter rising of'len to a 
coaaiderable height, aometimea of metal, and sometimes executed 
in glazed &Dd coloured terra-cotta. The variety impArted by 
thele means to the aky-linea of the roofs is one of the chief sources 
of the pietureeque in the buildings of this date in the north of 
Europe. It is worthy of note that at the ChAteau Amboise, the 
chapel, which ia conspicuous in the group of domestic buildings 
'l1rbich compose the chAteau, ia strictly Gothic, in general outline 
u well as in its det.aila; haring lofty and slender pinnacles and. 
'bu"'-8, and traceried windowa; whilst, aa I have stated, every 
other pan of the palaoe ia in that particuar phase of the Renai&
lllDCI which prevailed in Franoe after the general diaoontinuance 
of the Gothic manner. Thia distinction would seem to indicate 
that a aenee was felt of the propriety of adopting for eccleaiastical 
~ a charaeter of architecture di1l'ering frOm that employed 
ID deliping doJDMtio building&. · 

I have on a former occasion expreaaed my opinion that auch a 
distinction aeema not unfounded in reason and good. aenae. To 
adopt a strictly Medimval style of design in all it.a purity and 
completeneaa in the erection of a domestic building-- private 
residence, for ex11.mple, where all the luxurious requirements and 
refinements of modern social life are necessarily to be expected
is a task full of embarrassment and difficulty to the architect; 
neceaeitating frequent departure from ancient types: whilst, 011 
the other hand, the Medireval style lends itself with great facility 
to the construction of a church or chapel in itll familiar form, ancl 
with its necessary adjuncts. 

There seems, indeed, a moral as well as resthetic propriety lb 
thus setting apart a special style to buildings of I\ sacred charac
ter; visibly distinguishing it from a building erected for domestic 
and, as it were, vulgar uses;-- distinction analagoua to that 
which led the Egyptians to preserve a hieratic character in their 
sacred writings, as well as in their sacred architecture, long after 
cll\89ic forms and demotic alphabets had become familiar to them. 
I may add, with reference to this example at Amboiae, that there 
are no indications whatever to justify a supposition that thiR 
Gothic chnpel is not coeval with the surrounding buildings of the 
chAteau, which are, as I have ea.id, of a perfectly Renascent aspect. 

Tbe ChAteau Valeri, which is iu the same early French style, 
is particularly notable for the boldness 1rnd vigour with which it is 
designed-a. manner so broad and forcible as to well merit the 
character of grandeur. · 

The ChAteau de Montargis is an example of great interest, 
hRviug leas of the Renaissance element in its style of architecture .. 
The sectional views convey an excellent idea of the interior of 
the chAteau as it appeared at the time of Catherine de Medicis. 
The capacious chimney·breast in the great hall is especially ob
eerv~ble, aa characteristic of the style of the period. On the 
front of this chimney-breast is represented, in aculptural relief, 
the romantic story, which tradition hM handed down, of the 
faithful "Dog of Montargis," who avenged the death of his mas
ter. To quote the somewhat quaint old French phraaeology in 
which the volume adverts to the legend, it describes the subject 
of the sculpture as " L'hiatoire digne de rue moire d'un combat d'un 
gentilhomme contre un chien, lequel gentilhomme, et.ant vaincre 
par le chien, coufeu aavoir tu~ aon compagnon, mAitre du celluy 
chien." 

This practice of sculpturing or painting 110me family legend, or 
other interesting historical incident, over the chimneypiece round 
which the members and retainers of a family were habitually 
aaeem bled, 1eeme agreeably oharacteristic of the habits of the time; 
and presents a oont.rnst very unfavourable to the manners, and 
even to the tut.e, of the present dAy, when we compare these 
simple, l\Ud perhaps somewhat rude, yet vigorouely-expreBl!e<l 
illustrations of our social state, with the paltry ornamentation of 
a modem parlour, the shabby unmeaning looking-glaaa and putty 
frame which usually naurp this place of honour in the beat living
room of our modern dwelling-houses. The chimueypieces or fire
places themselves suggest similar obeervationa. In the case be
fore us of the great hill! of the ChAteau Montargia, the chimney
piece, aa represented in this book, is typical of tbat feature in all 
the great halls of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries 
throughout Europe. A great canopy or hood advaucea forward, 
overhanging a hearth capaciou11 enough for the combu\tion of fuel 
sufficient to warm the whole household collectively. Thia over
hanging chimney-breast is not usually co.rried by the projecting 
piers of solid masonry or brickwork which now-a-days generally 
limit greatly the radiation of heat, and send it up the chimney 
rather than into the room. The breMt, on the contrary, is 
usually carried by pil!Rrs, or other carved supports, attached to 
the wall, and ornamenting as well as aupportin~ the hood which 
is to oarry off the smoke; at the Mme time frojecting ao mode
rately, and occupying comparatively ao smal a apace, as to cause 
very little obetrnction to the radiation of warmth. 

No doubt these rude contrivances may not be always very 
effectual in carrying off the smoke; but it may well be 
quP.Stioned whether a little smoke was not more than com
pensated for by the ~nial embrace which these old fireplaces 
off'ered to the old social circle. Beeides, let us candidly Admit, 
with all the unsociable contractions which modern science has 
engendered, are we not still occasionally a little troubled by 
smoke 1-amoke, without any compenaating beauty, and for 
which we get nothing in retum but damaged furniture, and. per-
chance a ruffied temper. 

(1'o6'~) 
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ON A NEW MODE OF COKING IN OVENS APPLIED 
TO THE STAFFORDSHIRE SLACK..• 

By ALEXANDER B. COCHRANE. 

(With an Engraving.) 
MANY varieties of coke ovens have from time to time been 

invented with a view to economise the cost of coking, which have 
met with variable succllllS; and attempts have recently been made 
to perfect the adoption of fines underneath the floor _of the ovens, 
which were tried so long ago as 1863 by :Mr. J. Dnunm~, and have 
since been attempted frequently, but with only partial an~. 
The subject of coking ha.a a most important bearing upon ra1.l
waye especially; and if' coke could be obtained at a cost appt'?x1-
mating more nearly to the price of large coals. than can poss_1bly 
be the case under the ordinary system of coking whereby httle 
more than a yield o( 00 per cent. is obtained, the advisability.of 
a.,"'!Lin reverting to coke in locomotives insteaJ of coal would be 
considered, and would probably be judged expedient. 

lu the ordinary plan of coking, the oven in :which tht>. process 
is performed is a round chamber about 10 feet mterual diameter, 
as shown in Fig. 7, Plate V., the floor of which slopes gently from 
the back to the front; the oven is covered iu by a dome springing 
at about 4 n. from the floor and rising to about 8 ft. at the highest 
point. Ai the centre of the dome the charging orifice is situated, 
which eerve11 as a chimney in the simplest form of oven, and aa the 
entrance into th11 general flue of a series of ovens where a sep&ra!-6 
chimney is employed; the coke is dmwn out through the door 1n 
front of the oven, and in some instances the coals are also charged 
through the door. In such an oven, whether it be open-topped, or 
whether the gases and smoke instead of being allowed to escape 
immediately into the atmosphere are conveyed along a genera.I 
fine to a suitable chimney, the p1-oceBB of coking is carried on from 
the top of the coals only, travelling downwards until it reaches 
the floor of the ovens. But the coking could not be carried on 
wi~hout a considerable quantity of air being admitte? during a 
certain period at le:ist of tht> proceBll; and th~ fact 1e that t~e 
coking is effected at the expense of the combustion of a certam 
percentage of the coke which the charge of coals ought to yield. 
We91 not air admitte1!, the proceBS would stop; and as it is, t~e 
ovens are subject to great irregularities from ~h? n~certa1n 
draught in variable states of the atmosphere. Thie is evidenced 
hy the fact that if the draught of an oven is interfered with the 
o~en does not get "burnt off" as it ought to be, requiring 
perhaps a day longer to be completed or even more: and w~en 
the oven is drawn it will be found that the coke is accompamed 
with the objectionable appearance dn~ to what a.re called " h~ack 
ends," or partially coked coals. Tins great ~VJ! has been. in 11. 

measure corrected by the adoption of a tall chimney to a senes. of 
ovens, but iu that case arisE"s another objection: in a long series 
of ovens it is difficult to make the influence of the chimney felt 
throughout; and consequently of the two systems the original 
one is still preferred iu some instances.• 

In conuectiug a chimney to a series of ovens the armngement 
found best is to place, ea.v 48 ovens in a double row of 24 each, 
back to back, with a central flue pMSing between t.he two rows 
into a chimney occupyiug a central position in the block of oven~. 
But even in such an arrangement, where the fartheRt oven 1s 
sep!lrated by only 11 intermediate ovens from the ce~tral chimney, 
it is found impossible· to prevent the Hpet>dy burnmg otf of the 
o,·en nearest the chimney and the tardy burning otf of the farthest, 
the intermediate oven>! varying in their regularity according to 
their distance. Jt is said the oven nearest the chimney is capable 
of beiug burnt off without intentional admission ofair, whic.h iu 
the other oveus is equally allowed to enter by only partially 
closing the dour; but the real fact is that the draught of the 
chimney exercising its greatest force on the nearest oven d~ws 
in a quantity of air, imperceptibly though not the le.~ ~ertA111ly, 
through the iniperfect joint.a of the temporl\ry door and of the 
external and internal masonry: and each oven only apparently 
requires more air as it recedes from the chimney. At the Glou
cellter railway station the writer believes it was attempted se.veral 
years ago to correct this evil by arranging a series of ord111ary 
ovens iu a circlE' around a central chimney, and no doubt the 
difficulty as regarded the draught was removed; but from some 
cause or other the whole system is now swept away. Such au 
11rrangement however as thnt of a central chimney with the ovens 
arranged in a circle round it would evidently conz1titute a marked 

• &ad al 1he l!u!litution of litchanlcal EDglllrora. 

improvement so far as regularity of draught for each oven is 
concerned; but it is equally clear that with the ordinary con
atruction of ovens as above described much ground would ~ 
aacrificed by such a plan. 

The lield of ordinary coke ovens rarely exceeds 50 to 62 per 
cent. o the coal supplied. The experiments which have been 
made to bring about the adoption of fluid ovens have pointed to 
the importance of making use of the waate heat from the ordinary 
coke ovens to &Bzlist in the pl"OOl:!88 of coking. Indeed all fluid 
ovens have one common object: to make the waste gasea circulate 
in flues either beneath the floor of the oven, where they are 
ignited by suitable admiBBion of air; or, aa in one instance, around 
the top, sides, and floor of the oven. As may be suppased, the 
mpidity with which the coking is performed is greatly increased, 
and the non-admission of air to the contents of the oven is a 
source of great increase in the yield: but the wear and tear on 
this claBS of ovens is excessive. In one instance, where the wute 
gaacs are made completely to envelope the oven, the wear and tear 
amounts to no leBS than 6d. per ton of coke produced; and in a 
reoent plan the writer understands the flues underneath the floors 
of the ovens are \n a very short time so destroyed that the oven 
must be laid off for repairs, far too frequently to make the plan 
commercially succeBSfnL 

The plan of coke oven forming the subject of the preeent paper, 
the invention of Mr. Henry Eaton of Bordeaux, 18 believed to 
fulfil the requirements of a good coke oven more completely 
than ovena on the ordinary plan, or thoee having flues underneath 
the floor. About the middle of last year the writer, having to 
decide on the class of oven to be adopted &this Turadale Colliery, 
in the county of Durham, af\er a careful investigation into the 
merits of various plt.ns determined to build an experiment.al 
block of 12 oven1 on Mr. Eaton's plan, at the Woodside Iron 
Works, Dudley, with the intention not only of testing the value 
of the ovens for coking North-country coal, but also of trying 
what could be done in coking the intractable slack of the Stafford
shire thick coal, the "fine" of which has hitherto been thrown 
away as waste iu very large quantities. The aucceas was ao far 
complete that it was both decided to adopt this system at the 
Tursdale Colliery, where two blocks of 12 ovens each are now in 
opemtion on this plan l\nd a third in progresB: and a aecond block 
has also been erected at Woodside, which ha.a been at work for 
two montha. 

The new ovens are shown in Plate V. Figs. l and 2 IU'e a 
general elevation and plan of a single block of the ovens; Fig. 
3 is a part sectional plan to a larger BC&le, and Figs. 4 and 5 ue 
longitudinal and transvel'lle sections of the ovens. 

The ovens, twelve in number, are arranged in the form of a 
circular block, as shown iu Figs. l and 2, of 44 feet diameter, 
round a high chimney in the. centre, which causea the draught 
to be equal upon all the ovens, so that the coking proceeds in 
all alike with ~ual regulll.rity. Each oven A, Figs. 3 and 4, 
opens at the back bv a flue into the regulator B, from which ia a 
smaller flue leading into the chimnfty C. At its junction with 
the oven the size of the flue is about 18 inches aquare, reduced 
at the regulator B to 8 inches square, and at the foot of the chim
nt-y it is only 6 inches square. The regulator B is a rectangular 
chamber covered by a moveable plate perforated with holes for 
the admission of air to th" gases disengaged in the procea of 
coking. The square chimney C is divided at the base by diago
nal partitions D, Fig. 3, rising a little above the flue levels, the 
effect of which is to distribute the drought of the chimney 
uniformly over the twelve ovens in four sets of three each. The 
flues do not enter the chimney at the same level, but the middle 
oue in each set of three rises above the two ou either side, and 
thus space is economised in the size of the chimney at the base. 
The top of the chimney is 3 feet square inside, but thia is larger 
than necessary, aucl it need not exceed 2 ft. 7 in. aquare. The 
chimney ie lined with firebrick for 12 or 16 feet of its height 
from the base, to protect the red brickwork from the intensity 
of the combustion which there takes place. It will thus be aeen 
that the arrangement of a central chimney and its division at 
bottom by four partitions creates a most uniform draught in each 
oven of the block, aud this uniformity is one of the most im
portant elements to be secured in coking. 

The chimney and ovens i:est on a foundation E, ~· 4, .made 
up of cinders and dry. rubbish free fro!D. any combns~'ble. m~ 
dieuts, well rammed m to secure solidity, over which 18 laid 
about 9 inches of concrete. The whole block of ovens is con
tained by brick walls bound together by bolts and straps, the 
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latter being wrought to the form of the door frames, which are 
thereby held in their places. Each oven ia coverfd in by an 
arch, ahown in the transverse section Fig. IS, every portion of 
which is an arc of the same circle. The turning of the arch bu 
been foond to be a matter of eome difficulty, to ensure perma
nency; but baa been sati11factorily accomplished in the following 
manner. To make a perfect skewback for tbia arch, the angle 
at which the arch beds on the partition walls of the ovens 
should vary at every point of the walls, on account of their 
diverging from one another, aa they all radiate from the oentre 
of the block. But it has been found beat to adopt a medium 
angle throughout, and cut the last arch bricks on each side of 
the oven to bed properly to their place. The rest of the arch 
bricks are all bedded in planes parallel to a centre line through 
the middle of each oven; eo that after starting from the skew
bacb, as the lines of bedding planes lengthen and approach 
the centre, they leave a paiallel strip the whole length of the 
oven and the arch is easily keyed in. Thia done, the cen~ring 
being conat.ructed in three convenient parts, can be easily taken 
to pieces, and removed through the mouth of the oven. 

The charging of the ovens, where one kind of coal a.lone is 
ueed, ia done by w~gons holding about 10 cwt. of coal each, 
which run upon " circular railway F, Fig. 4, on the top of the 
ovens. When the charging is completed, the moveable hopper 
G ia removed, and the bole in the roof of the oven closed by a 
large slab, and luted all round to make it air-tight. Where a 
mixture of coal ia needed it ia usually more convenient. to fill 
at the mouth of the ovens. The plau, Fig. 2, shows half the 
block of ovens, with the railway for charging through the roof 
of the ovens, and half without the charging orifices in the roof. 
The progreBB of the coking can at all times be inspected through 
a sight hole in the top of the door of each oven, which is closed 
by a small fireclay plug. When completed the coke ia with
drawn very easil7 fron the ovens, as the partition walls are 
radial and diverging from each other. For waterio~ the coke 
previous to drawing, a water main H, shown in aectioo in Fig. 
4, eocirdea the block of ovens, having suitable standards fitted 
with iodia-rubber hose pipes; at the end of the hose ia attached 
a long gas tube, which ia put in through the mouth of the oven 
and moved about to direct the water over the surface of the 
coke. For facility of handling the tube and working the tools 
U8ed in drawing the coke, a small portable crane I, Fig 1, ia 
provided, easily shifted by a couple of men, having a double 
hook roller1 shown in Fig. 6, over whioh the tools move easily. 

The moJe of workiug these ovens is in the first place to dry 
them off in the usual way, which takes four to six days from 
the first lighting of the .fires. When sufficiently heated, the 
ovens Noe. 1-4-7-10 are cleared of ashes and charged on the first 
day, the heat being purposely kept op in the rest of the ovens 
till they are in their turn charged. On the second day the ovens 
Noe. 2-IS-8-11 are charged, and on the third, Nos. 3-6-9-12. By this 
plan of charging the beat of Nos. 12 and 2 is assisting to impart 
heat through the ~titian walls to No. I between them; the 
ll&llle takes place with Nos. 4-7-10, each between a pair of warm 
ovt>os. For 24 hours therefore Nos. 1-4-7-10 have the advantage 
of adjacent neat, by which time they have acquired sufficient 
temperature to permit of the drawing and charging of the one set 
of adjacent ovens Nos. 2-G-8-11 on the second day without injury. 
Indeed the first. ovens have acquired a sufficient de~ of tem
perature to assist in starting the operation of coking in the ovens 
charged on the second day. The same remarks apply to the charg
ing of ovens on the third day, those of the first and second day both 
now &SBiatiogto start the coking proceSB in Noa. 3-6-9-12 charged 
on the third day. For 24 hours the ovens charged on the first 
and second day are now reacting upon one another, whilst those 
charsred on the third day are being urged forward to a degree 
which will enable them on the foarth day to permit of · the 
drawing and recharging of Nos 1-4-7-10. 

In applying the new plan of ovens to the coking of the fine 
alack of the Statrordsh1re Thick coal, it is mixed either with 
bituminous slack from South Wales or with a smaller portion of 
pitch, in onler to impart the necessary caking quality, the want 
of which has rendered the Staffordshire alack incapable of coo
vmdoo into coke by any plaoa previously tried. Io either case 
the requisite binding property ia now obtained, and the coke ia 
produced in lumps of l&r~ size and excellent quality, and is 
found of particalar value in the blast furnace. With a mixture 
of 46 per cent. of Staffordshire alack and 66 per cent. of bitumi
nous Wei.ah l1ack, the yield regularl1 obtained in the first block 

of ovens at Woodside, which ia only 42 feet diameter, bas amounted 
io from Gii to 60 per. cent of coke. With a mixture of 711 per 
cent. of Staffordshire slack and 2lS per cent. of pitch, the yield 
has been from a<> to 63 per cent. of coke. The tluctuat.ioos in the 
yield arise from the variations in the quality of alack obtained 
from different places, some requiring more bitumen to bind it 
tojf8ther. Where the binding is not perfect, considerable waste 
enBUea in drawing the coke. To correct this has been the object 
of some recent experiments, in which a mixture of 44 per cent. 
of Staffordshire alack with 44 per cent. of Welch slack and 12 per 
cent. of pitch has been used, reault:og in a regular yield of from 60 
to 6lS per cent. of coke. The best P.elds however, as may be aup
posed, are obtained from coals which contain a sufficient propor
tion of bitumen to secure binding without admixture: such u 
the bituminoos or caking coals of Durham, Newcastle, and South 
Wales, from which result.a ef 67t to 70 per cent. yield of coke 
are uniformly obtained in these ovens. These results have 
been obtained from coals supplied from t.he Brithdir Colliery ia 
Sooth Wales, Pease'a West Colliery in Durham, and the Turs
dale Colliery in Durham. 

( To be concluded in Olll" ttezt.) 

RESISTANCE OF SQUARE BARS TO TORSION. 
!'() 'flD SDl!'O& or 'fB• ()IYI~ HOl•D• ilD .lllCBIHO'f'I IOUUU, 

Snt,-lt ia very desirable that the attention of writers on the 
strength of materials should be called to the theoretical investiga
tions of M. de St. Veoant, especially those on torsion, which were 
pablished in the 'Memoires des Savans Etrangers,' voL xiv., 
about six yean RgO, but appear to have been almost wholly over
looked, although some of their result.a are of much practical im
portance. 

According to the ordinary theory of the torsion of a straight uni
form bar, each originally plane section perpendicular to theaxis con
tinues to be plane and perpendicular to the axis when the bar is 
twisted. It ia easy to see that this supposition is rijorously 
exact for a cylindrical bar only; but it seems to have been gene
rally taken for granted that the errors to which it leads when 
applied to bars of other forms are unimportant in practice. M. de 
St. Venant shows that they are of importance; and by a very 
skilful and laborious mathematical investigation he obtains ap
proximate formuhe in which allowance is made for the effect of 
what he calls the "gaachisaemeot" (which may be translated 
the tDarping) of the originally plane crosa-sectioos of bars that are 
not cylindrical. He arrives at the result, that the whole of the 
ordinary formulai relating to torsion are erroneous, except those 
for cylindrical bars. . 

The most important case in practice to which the method ·of 
M.. de St. Veoaot baa been applied ia that of a square bar, wrenched 
asunder by torsion. 

Let h denote the side of the bar; /, the modulus of rupture by 
wrenching, or greatest intensity of the stress when the bar gives 
way; then the moment M of the force required io wrench asunder 
the bar ia, 

According to the erdinary formula, M.=·2367//,1; 

.According to the improved formula, M.=·281 fh'. 
1'i tl:.e reduction of experiment.a on wrenching equal ban 

asunder, the following are the va.luea of the modulus/: 
M. 

.According to the ordinary formula, f .2357 h' 

M. 
According to the improved formula, I .281 A• 

To these may be .added the corresponding formula for cy!indri
cal bars, in which alone M. de St. Veoant makes no alteration, 

M 
/=.196h1 

Ao easy test of the accuracy of the formube for IMJ.D&r8 ban is 
to try whether, when applied to experiments, they give va.luea <?f 
f agreeing, or nearly &gl'e8ing, with those deduced Crom expen
meots on round bars. I have lately applied ihat test to them by 
the &id of the experiments of Mr. GeOrge Rennie and Mears. 
Bramah on square bars of cast-iron, and Mr. Dunlop on round bars 
of the same metal, as quoted by Mr. Hod~k.iullOD in hia work on 
Cut-iron (articles 201 to 204 incl naive), wiLh the following reaulta. 

21 
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(Bee alao, u to Mr. Dunlop'• experiments, Tredgoldon Cast Iron, 
page 98.) 

HoDULva or Wauca111c;, /. 
OrdJDary tormala. Ji[. de St. V eD&D~'atormala. 

Sqtiare Br.m. 
lb. on \Jae tq. ID. lb. Oii I.be "l• ill. 

Mean of Mr. Rennie's experiment.a 32,227 
Mean of Meeers. Brama.h'a experi-

27,070 

28,640 

27,855 

27,534 

ment.ts .............. . 37,747 

General me&n ••. 34, 987 
<JglindtN. 

Me&n of Mr. Dun!op's experiment.a 27,534 

Difference . . . . . . 7, •53 321 
It is obvious that the difference between the results of experi

ments on square and round bars, according to M. de St. Venant's 
formula, falls within the limits of the ordinary variations of ex
periments on the strength of materials; which limits it greatly 
exceeds when the ordinary formula is applied.-! am, &c. 

w. J. M.6.0QUORN RANKINE. 
Gla.sgow, 4th February, 1862. 

ON PHOTOGRAPHIC DISTORTION. 
By R H. Bow, C.E., Edinburgh. 

(<Joncludt!d from page 58.) 
IN the case of a small body at the extremity of any radius, the 

per-centages of distortion of that body in the two directions
lst, of the radius, and 2nd, at right angles to the radius-will be 
in the proportion of n to 1, or nearly 118 3: 1. For instance, if a small 
circular body were situated at a distance from the centre of the 
subject, then in the photographic picture the image of that body 
would show a compression Ill the radial direction about three 
times greater than in the lateral direction. This will be observAd 
iu the case of the square anti circular objects, ABCD becoming 
abed, shown in Fig. 3; but these objects are too large to give the 
proportions very correctly. 

F10. a. 
Diagram of tJi.e di.ste1rtfon produced by a plano-cotwez km, wath a fOCUll 

equal to about Sf timea it~ diameter. 
Angle of incidence of extreme rays:::30°, index of refraction:::l ·5, n:::S. 

The undistorted image, drawn according to the scale of the centre, is 
Phown in broken lines: the distorted image is shown in continuous line!!. 
The radial distortion at extreme circle::: 30 per cent. Ditto measured 
over whole of longest radius::: 10 per cent. The lateral distortion at 
extreme circle= 10 per cent. 
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lt is evidentthat for every lens there is a range in the ratio of 
distortiou, dependent upon the value given to DF, and varying 
from that borne by the tangents down to uro. The intermediate 
ratios required for the comparisons in Table II. are obtained 
thus:-The length of any radius, FT, of the image (see Fig. 2) is 
equal toLV+LT' Xtan.ofTLT. AndwhenOA=2,1mdRthe 
r:idius of curvature of the lens= 3, the !\mount of refraction by the 
secoud surface is so trilling thl\t, though it is takt>n iuto account 
iu arriving at the inclination of LT, we may adopt this more con
venient formula for FT,-

FT =KD + DF (tan. of inclination of LT). 
The comparative results in Table II. are for the purpose of 

ahowiug the power which one lens poBBesses to counteract the 
tendency to produce distortion in another placed on the other 
aide of the same stop. And we see that when the amount of dis
tortion produced on the radius drawn to the extreme standard 

ray by one lene, at the diatance DFmeaeured--eayto the chart.
is equal to the amount produced by the other lens at the distance 
at wbich the plane of the copy is placed, then the combination ia 
almost pen,ect in it.a action upon the intermediate 1pace11 also, and 
ia suffi.Ciently so for all practioal purposes. 

Thus in Table IL, Example 2, we see that, iC we uae the two 
le111e1 with the radii=3 and 4, and the object is at an infinite 
or say at a great distance in front of the 4 rad. one, the image 
will be free from distortion ifmnde to fall on a acreen plaeed ISl·l~ 
behind the 3 rad. Jena. 

If only the Jens of radius = 3 were used, with the stop and fiat. 
side towards an object at any dutance, and the picture formed 
at 6 behind the Jens, the principal radios would su1f'er a contrac
tion amounting to 7•676 per cent.: if formed at 10 behind, the 
same would be distorted to an ext.ent of 9·213 per cent.; and if 
we eupposed it to be formed at a very great distance behind the 
lens, the distorting contraction would amount to 11·523 per cent. 
Of course the per-centage of radial oontraction at the extremity or 
the radios would be n, or nearly three ti.mes the above. 

These results and the diagram, Fig. 3, will serve to conYince us 
of the very great amount of distortion existing in photographs 
taken with piano-convex lenBeB; and I think it will be admitted 
that the amount of curvature in the lines gives us a very inade
quate idea of the exoessive amount of radial oontraction which ia 
produced in a body situated near the margin. 

We have shown that it is possible to correct the distorting 
tendency; but, to bring about the Vfll1 nice arrangements required 
when the ftatness of field is brought mto the. question, we conf
that there appears little hope of any universal instrument being 
constructed to suit for copying cbarte to any scale. The case No. 
1, in Table II, is given however to show that we are not called 
upon to change the value of R, the rad. of curvature, for every 
change of scale; for, by placing one Jena nearer to the stop, we 
oirtually lengthen its focus, or rather diminish its distorting power 
compared with the other lens, and a oonsiderable range of scale 
may thus be attempted. It is probable, however, that the various 
changes would become so troubleeome and complicated, that it 
would be better to oonstruct a separate instrument for each par
ticular scale; and, before concluding, I have anotht>r arrangement 
to propose suitable when a separate instrument is to be devoted 
to each particular s"8le-a combination in which the correction of 
diatortion is mathematically perfect, and the calculatio111 very 
simple. , 

One use to which the results in Table IL may be turned iB, to 
warn us of the imperfections of some arrangements put forth as 
producing pictures free from distortion. Thus, if we take two 
lenses, say each with R=3, with the stop and negative arrange
ment exactly midway between them-which I believe correctly 
represents Mr. Sutton's symmetrioal triplet-then, if the chart 
and the copy be on the same scale there will be no distortion, 
since the distances are equal; but if the chart be at a very great 
distance, and the image or oopy at, say Ii, then the distortion on 
the longest radius will be equivalent to an increase from 0'884014 
to 0·92324, or about 4.438 per cent. on the radius, or a marginal 

rad'aldisto . 76•97-65'20 100 t 180" • 
1 rtion = 65-

2
-
0

- X per cen . = · ., per cen .... 

Or, taking a less extreme case, let the respective distances of the 
oopy and chart be 10 and 00; the extrema radii will beaa0·907873 
to 0•890314 

Per-centages of contraction on the radii= 9'2127 and 10·9686. 
Per-centage of enlargement of radius of copy= 

0'907873-0•890314 100 = 1•97. 
0•890314 x 

Per-centages of radial contraction at margin= 27·638 and 
32·906; difference= 5·268. 

Radial scales for margin = 72•362 aud 67'094. 

P f 'nal radial large 5'268 x 100 7 84 er-eentage o margi en ment 
67

'094 = · 
In proposing such a combination Mr. Sutton (see 'Photographic 

Journal, 1860, p. 58) takes for granted that, when the emitted 
rays are made parallel to the oorreeponding incident rare, there 
is no distortion. But this ignores altogether the effect o the size 
of the Jens, and is only true in the caee of the lensea being ex
actly alike, when the scale of the copy is equal to the original, or 
when both chart and copy are at great distances from the lenaes 
in proportion to their common diamet.er. 
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., 
KR. BOw'S CBART COl'TUIG LENS. 

1°1G. '· 

The combination which I propose for copying charts, &c. is as 
followa:-

Suppoee that the copy is to be in me 2th of the original. Then 
m 

I make all the dimensions and distances of the parts on the chart 
F111. 6. 

... ..-'·······-··" ..... 

side of the stop equal to m times the corresponding dimensions 
and distances on the oopy aide of the stop. Th DB in Fig. 4 we have 

1 
pq = - PQ, Fo = m. of, AB= m . ab, Rad. of lens D = m • rad. 

m 
o( leus d, Do = m . od. 

The introduction of a negative lens at 0 will not affect these 

ratios; but I hope to arrive at a combination such as Fig. IS (tho 
lenses being still similar), which will give a fiat field without the 
use of a negative lens at the stop . 

In arranging for a given number of scales it will not be neces. 
ll&l'Y to use doubie that number of lenses, as one lens may in turn 
be employed in combination with several of the others, of similar 
forms but of di.ff'erent dimensions. 

TABLE II.-Of aerica of contracUd radii of tM image produced b!J 
difft:rtN kn.au. 

Arranged to show the degree of accuracy with which the diatortioDB-&t 
different dilJt&nces from the centre of the picture produced by one le1111 
-m&y be corrected by & second leDB p!&ced &t the other aide of the 
stod, when the diets.noes of the object s.nd picture, the foci of the lenses, 
&n their diatanca from the stop are all properly adjut1ted. 

The diameters of &!I the lenaee &re taken=2, &nd &!I &re piano-convex. 
The usual diets.nee of the atop from the flat aide of the leDB = l •732061, 
or such th&t the extreme rs.y passing through the atop ia inclined at 
so·. The index of refraction=l ·6. 

f 1··.~~·1 Flnt ra1 distance o Extreme Third ray Second ray 
Distance ohtop Radius ?f . objector ray at l. ato·t6trom at 0·6 !rom at ·u from 
from the lena. convex 8lde llllllg8 !rom•rrom centre centre. centre. centre. 

t lhe !em lftat aide o!l.f.Dlle _80• Angie= Angle= .lngle = 
nearest. - 23' 24''8, 16" 61·18. 8' 12'·?9. 

lena. 

00 l •0000 •7600 '6000 ·2sou• 

1~1'732 3 4•616 •9269 •7175 •4904 •2487 

0·866 3 00 •9259 '7172 •4903 •2486t 

2 p·732 3 12·15 •9045 ·7081 •4876 •248~ 

/ 1'732 4 00 ·9045 •7081 •4878 •2484 

3 p·732 s 7'34 •910 •71f3 ·~88 •2484 

/ 1'782 4 20· ·9Ul •7120 ·~88 •2484 

4 ~ l '732 3 4·25 '9276 •7182 •4906 •2488 

1'732 6 00 •9275 •7187 •4906 ·248B 

1'732 3 5·00 •9232 •7163 '4900 •2487 

1'732 s 00 •8846 •6994 •4860 •2480 

• No contraction. 
t The ra7a erou ilia lena at on17 halt Uie diatanoee (!rom !ta cenlre) of heada of col;. 

ON BENSON'S HIGH PRESSURE STEAM BOILER..,. 
By JOHlf J..ut:EB RUSSELL. 

(W-ath an Engmf!ing.) 
THE boiler forming the subject of this paper is the invention ing, and taking out the tubes. C, Fig. I, is the water and steam 

of Mr. M:irtin Benson, of Cincinnati, U.S., where it bas been receiver; D the circulating pump, which draws its supply of 
in operation from three to four years, and about fifty of them are water from the receiver C, and is worked by the 11mall donkey 
in use for various purposes. engine E, above. F ie the main supply pipe from the circulating 

A boiler of this colllltruction having since been erected at my pump, to which the lowest tubes of each section of the boiler are 
works at Wedneabury, and having now worked satisfactorily for connected. G is the main delivery pipe, to which the top tubes 
ten months, the further results are given in the present paper. of each section are joined, and into which the water and steam 
Thia boiler has been. in constant work during the whole of the together are delivered from the tubes, and thence discharged into 
time with entire success, driving an engine of 60 indicated horse the upper part of the receiver C. 
power; and the writer has been BO thoroughly satisfied with ~be The circulatin~ pump D is shown enlarged in Fig. 8, and is a. 
results and the correctness of the principle upon which the boiler simple direct-actmg pump, with a met&llic packed piston, con
ia constructed, that he has since erected a second and larger one structed with a single slide valve H, instead of suction and ' 
upon the same plan, but with some improvements in the details delivery valves, so that it is certain and const&nt in its action; 
ol cotl8truction, results of experience derived from the former the elide valve is made without any lap or lead, and thus agrees 
boiler. This boiler is now at work on the same premises, and is exacUywith the motion of the piston. The pump draws its supply 
Ibo~ in Figs. I,_ 2, and 3, ~late ~· Fig. 1 is~ fro~t elevat~on, of water from the receiver through. the ordinary exbaOBt po~ I, 
a~oWUlg the receiver and c1rcul~ting pump; Fig. 2 ~ a lon~tu- , running round the cylinder, and discharges it by the outlet pipe 
dinai section ofthe boiler, aud Fig. 3 a transverse section at nght K, forcing it into the tubes through the pipe F, Fig. 1. Tho 
lllglea to Fig. 2. • steam generated in tho tubes is driven up with the water through 

The boiler proper is composed entirely of tubes A, Fig. 2, the tubes and discharged through the pipe G into the receiverC, 
&mnged in a senee of horizontal rows over the lire. BB are where th~ stearu and water are separated; and the water is then 
doorways at the front and back of the boiler, for fixing, disconnect- again taken by the circulating pump and returned into the tubes. 

• Bead at Uie lD&lltlllion of HeclwLical Engineers. In starting the boiler the receiver is supplied with water until 

' 
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its level reaches the fifth or sixth row of tubes from the bottom, 
as shown by the dotted line in Fig. l; as the circulating pump is 
standing aiill at first, in consequence of having no steam lio work 
it, the elide valve H, Fig. 8, is allowed to be lifted off its face by 
the pressure of the water, and lets the water flow paet the pump 
direct through into the tubes. The fire is then lighted, and steam 
raised from the water in the tubes, which starts the oirculating 
pump to work. 

More water is forced through the tubes by the circulating 
pump than is evaporated in them. The circulating pump of the 
boiler, now used for ten months, is double-acting, 6 inches in 
diameter, with 9 inches stroke, and makes 40 revolutions per 
minute, against a rellietance of from 7 to 10 lb. pressure per square 
inch; the power required to work it is therefore about i-horee 
power, including the friction of the pump. At this speed it 
forces through the boiler from 9 to 11 times as much water as is 
evaporated, which hllB been found too much to get the greatest 
efficiency of the boiler; and from 6 to 8 times the quantity evapo
rated is considered about the proper proportion. In this instance, 
owing to the construction of the donkey engine, the pump cannot 
be worked 11.t lees than 40 revolutions per minute, at which speed 
it is fully capable of Rupplying a 100-horee-power boiler at ordi
nary working pressures, instead of one of only 60-horse power. 
With high-pressure steam superheated and worked expansively, 
the pump is large enough for a 150 horse-power boiler, in which 
case ird per cent., or "!"1n!th of the whole power produced, is all 
that is required for working the circulating pump; and with the 
improved circular bends that have now been adopted for uniting 
the ends of the tubes in the boiler, there is reason to expect the 
circulation can be maintained with much leRS power. No more 
power is required to work the pump with 80 and 100 lb. steam 
than with 20 lb., since the pressure is the same on both sides of 
the piston, and the only resistance to be overcome is the friction 
of the water in the tubes, which of course is increased in pro
portion to the speed; with the boiler now at work the resistance 
on the piston at the proper speed does not exceed 7 to 10 lb. per 
square inch. Originally the delivery pipe G, Fig. 2, into which 
the steam and water from the tube11 nre discharged, was only 
5 inches diameter inside, which was found too small ; in the 
present boiler it has been made 10 inches diameter. The receiver 
C is supplied with feed water by one of Giffard's injectors, L, 
Fif. 1, instead of an ordinary feed pump. 

t was ori~inally supposed 1.hat the mechanical circulation of 
the water, with 9 to 11 times more water forced through the 
tubes than is evaporated, would be sufficient to prevent deposit, 
by keeping them washed out clean; and this 1e the case to a 
certain extent, as all loose matter is washed by the circulation 
from the tuhee into the receiver. Some incrustation however 
does take place, but not sufficient to present any practical diffi
culty or cause any damage to the tubes. One ·of the tubes from 
the first boiler is exhibited as a specimen, showing the amount of 
deposit that bas been forwed durmg the ten months it has been 
in use. The deposit is greatest in the lower tubes of the boiler, 
and decreases in the upper rows: practically it is prevented from 
accumulating BO thick as to cause the tubes to be injured by the 
heat, since it becomes cracked and loosened from the tubes by 
their alternate expansion and contraction under the varying 
temperature of the tire. At times also nearly all the water is 
worked out of the tubes, so as to let them get quite hot, but not 
hot enough to cause injury by overheating; and when the depoait 
i11 thus loosened in the tubes, it is washed out into the receiver 
by the circulation of the water. The dirt and scale are cleared 
out of the receiver by a blow-off cock, which is opened for blowing 
off two or three tiruee a day. It takes about a quarter of a minute 
to free the blow-off cock from the deposit lodged in the receiver 
before a full body of water issues from it. Pieces of deposit are 
blown off which h11.ve a circular form, showing that they h1\Ve 
been formed in the tubes, aud then scaled off and washed into 
the receiver. The semicircular form of the bends uniting the 
ends of the tubea prevents any incrustation lodging in them, by 
giving an unobstructed passage. 

The ruode of uniting the tubes together in the former boilers 
of this construction was with right and left banded screws cut on 
the ends of the tubes and screwed into the bends: but this make 
requii-ed an entire section of the boiler to be taken out when a 
new tube had to be put in; and with large boilers this is too 
much trouble, owing to weight, difficulty of handling, and the 
impossibility of unscrewing many of the tubes in the bends after 
they have once been screwed up and put to work. To meet these 

difficulties a new form of bend has been made in the preeent 
boiler, which admits of any one of the tubes in any part of the 
boiler being taken out, without removing that section of the 
boiler or interfering with any other joints than thoae of the tube 
to be removed. Figs. 4, 5, and 7, show enlariled views of the 
improved bends as fixed in the boiler. Instead of 11crewing the 
ends of the tubes, they are made with collars of suitable size 
welded on, and the ends of the bends are recessed out to receive 
them: the bends are brought up tight against the collars on 
the tubes by the oentre screw bolt M, Fig. 7, which paaaea 
through a bole in the bend in line with the centres of the two 
tubes, and is screwed into the crosabar N, bearing againat the 
outside face of the collars. The passage through the bend is 
made on one side of the fixing bolt, to prevent it from obetn1cting 
the flow of steam and water. By this plan any of the bends 
can be taken off through the doorway• at the front and back or 
the boiler, and any tube can be taken ont and replaced. The 
ends of the tubes are paesed through the end bearing plates PP~ 
Figs. 4 and 6, which serve also as shield plates to protect the 
cast-iron bend11 from the heat of the fire; these plates rest on 
the walls of the furnace, or are suspended &t the top from the 
girders Q, as in Fig. 2. Fig. 6 shows the mode of joining the 
tubes to the main supply and delivery pipes, which is done in 
a similar manner by collars upon the ends of the tubes fitting 
into recesses in the main pipes, and held np tight by a croesbai
N and stud boll By having valves for cntting off the commn• 
uication between the receiver and tubes, the steam and water 
can be retained in the reoeiver during the time of removing & 
tube; and when distilled water from a surface condenser is used 
in the boiler, the water can by this means be saved, if a tube 
should burst, and shut off from the boiler while the repairs 
are done. 

The special advan~e of this boiler is that steam of high 
pressure is generated in it with greater aafety than steam o! 
low pressure in ordinary boilers. Its construction insures almost 
perfect safety; for the receiver C, Fig. 1, the only portion con
taining any quantity of steam and Wl\ter capable of causing 
damage by explosion, is of the strongest form for resisting pre&
eure, of simple construction, and removed from ihe action of 
the fire, BO that it is entirely free from the injurious effects of 
overheating and the alterations of expansion and contraction, 
which are considered to be the cause of BO many injuries and 
explosions of ordinary boilers. The only portion of the boiler 
exposed to the fire is the tubes, which are of such small capacity 
that their explosion is io'38pable of doing any damage, and can 
only Cit.Use the fire to be pot out by the water escaping from 
them. Thia bas been confirmed by the experience with the 
boiler at the writer's works, where a tube has burst on more than 
one occasion, whilst the boiler and engine were at work; and the 
etfect was so email, that the accident was not immediately per
ceived, until shown by the lou of steam preSRure, the steam and 
water blowing out upou the fire through the leak in the split tube 
and putting it out. The advantages of high-pressure steam are 
now generally recognised; but a much higher pressure than can 
be obtained in ordinary boilers aud superheating of the steam 
are required to develop these advantages fully, by cutting off the 
steam earlier with a higher degree of expansion. The economy 
of expansion is now limited by the weakness of boilers in gene
ral use; and a large increase of economy may be obtained iC 
much higher pressures can be aafely used. 

(To be conclwkd if& our nezt.) 

BE VIEWS. 

The Catliedrah of tM United King®m; and, TM Min1ter1 and 
A'bbey Rui111 of the United Kingdon. By MAcKK!!ZIB W ALCO'JT1 

M.A.-London: Stanford, Charing-cross. (Second notice.) 
We return to our notice of this book, which u therein stated 

want of space prevented completion at the time. 
Apart from the mutter of the heraldry, in which as previously 

stated there is occasionally confusion, as is shown in the reference 
to the arms of W orceete1·, mentioned on pnge 8 of the introduc
tion and page 271, whiC'.'h concludes the deHCription of Worcester 
Cathedral-where iu the first case the arms of the see are stated 
to be ten hosts, and in the latter ten torteauxes-the observa
tions and descriptions of Mr. W alcot are generally correct and 
very instructive. They embrace all the main points of interest 
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boUa historical and architectural, in relation to oar cathtldrala, 
and they are conYeyed in a terse yet sufficiently comprehensive 
11hape. Beyond this, they contain notices of m1my other object.I 
of attraction, both in the ~thedral cit.iesthemselves and in their 
rMpective neighbourhoods: so that his book is, to some extent, a 
~ne"'1 guide to the antiquities of their locality. 

&me of the introductory remarks of Mr. Walcott are worthy 
of part.icnlar attention. Speaking of Christian architecture, and 
ita expression M evidenced in cathedral structures, he says, " A 
cathedral 'i11 a mighty maze, yet not without a plan;' it is the 
embodied idea of the 'Spiritual house built of living stones'" 
(l Peter, ii. 6.); and further on he adds, "the visible expre&sion 
of abstract ideaa: in every part the ingenious builders contrived 
to embody a suggestive symbolism, with a high devotional 
aentiment and great poet.ic beauty, even as the Temple of J erusa
lem served as an enmple and shadow of heavenly things and a 
pattern of things in heaven" (Heb. viii. 6.; ix. I, 2:3.) 

In relation to thi11 symbolism he observe11, "The prominent 
principle is triplidty; thus a church contains in length-I, choir, 
2, transept, 3, nave; in breadth-I, mid alley, 2, north, and 3, south 
ai11les; And in hPight-1, base tier, 2, triforium, 3, clerestory." 
Agatln he continues, "The church poiuts to the eMt, as to the 
place of nativity, sacrifice, and the second coming of the Redeemer; 
the first and last object in the mind and heart of a ransomed 
world. It was placed on an elevated site, or removed from com
mon buildings and open tG the light, emblematically of ite destina· 
tion, a place consecrated to the Most High for interceseion 
between earth and heaven. The porch, nave, choir, and sanc
tuary, represented severally the penitent, christian, 11aintly, and 
heavenly life. The entrance door, with ite imagery of saints, 
11ignified Paradise; the stone screen before the choir, the portals 
of glory, thr~;mgh the power of the crose which was elevated upon 
it; the crypt, the moral death of man; the cruciform shape, 
the atonement. The apse indicated the place where the 
Redeemer's head was laid; the great transept, where his arms 
were laid; the choir transept, the scroll of the cross; the radiating 
eastern chapels, were the rays of the aureole about his head : 
hence we speak of the head, arms, anrl body of a church. By the 
cock upon the spire, the beholder was reminded of St. Peter; 
how, when apostles ceased to pray, they fell." 

Mr. Walcott is disposed, in common with others equally enthu
siaatic on the subject, to carry this reference to symbolic intention 
to the still grt>ater length of affecting every moulding ancl orna
ment. Referring to the cable, chain, saw-tooth, lion head, and 
the faces and beaks of monsters seen in early decoration, ae the 
memorials of the martyrs and their instruments of suffering, he 
1aya, "It wu only when the church hRd peace, that she ex
changed thoiae aytnbole for the tlowers, the foliage, and palm leaf 
of the succeeding styles." It is questiona'Jle, however, how far 
this dictum can be ao extensively admitted. 

Recurring to that which is less hypothetiCR!, we find an interest
ing notice of the peculiar characteristics of the cathedrals at 
page 4, which we quote in full. 

" There are three towe!'I and spirea at Lichfield ; three toweni at 
Canterbury, York, Lincoln, Durham, and Ripon. Salitbury, Norwich, 
Chichester, and Oxford have spirea. There ia no cloisM!r at York, 
Wincheater, Peterborough, Ripon, Rochester, Exeter, Ely, Lichfield, 
St. David's, Carlliile, Ripon, Manchester, or the Welsh cathedrals. 
Banicor, Manchester, and Ely, have each a single western tower. Ely 
and Peterborough have central lanterns. Exeter has transept.al toweni. 
lincoln, Ely, and Peterborough, have western trnnsepts. There are 
aialel- transepts at Ca.nterbury, Briatol, Norwich, St. A.saph, Bangor, 
Ca.rliale, Winch.ster,. Worcester, and Gloucester. Lla.ndaff and Man· 
cheeier are not crucilonn. Norwich a.nd Peterborough end in apBes. 
There are western ICl'eeos at Salisbury, Lincoln, Peterborough, and 
Exeter. There ie an eMtern llCl'een at Durham. York, Salisbury, 
Rocheater, Hereford, Wells, and Worcester have a choir tranBept. 
Lincoln, Ely, and Durham have galilees. The cloister is on the north 
lide at. Lincoln, Canterbury, Chester, a.nd Gloucester. Wells, Cheater, 
and Chichester ~· only three alleys; Hereford and Oxford two. 
Bangor, St AMph, and Carlisle have no Lady chapel; at Rochester it is 
on the south ride of the nave, on the north side of the choir at Ely and 
Ctlllterbury; at. the west end at Durham; at the east end at Peterborough. 
It ii equBI in height to the choir at Lichfield. At Bristol all the a.isles 
are of the ume height. Lla.ndaft' had only two west.em tower11. Chi
che.ter and Mancheeter have additional aisles to the nave; Oxford to the 
choir. Chicbener retaina a detached bell-tower. At Wells, Glooceeter, 
and York, the chapterhouae ie on the north aide. Canterbury baa a 
rirculK chapel at the eut end. There are crypts at. Canterbury, York, 
Wincheeter, Roobener, Wmoeater, Hereford, Glouoeater, and Ripon. n 

The classification of the cathedrals given at page 9 ia also 
worthy of particular observation, ae a catalogue distiuguiahing 
the cathedrals of the old foundations from the conveutual 
establishments of corresponding character, and th011e of the later 
institution by Henry VIII. 

Taking the English cathedrals first in order, Mr. Waloott next 
proct>eds to like notices of those of Ireland and Scotlancl, t111ch 
being preceded, as in the case of the English, by some very useful 
observations on the general architecture of each country in the 
way of introdur.tion. Those rel.a.tiug to the Irish churches are 
particularly interesting, and we therefore give them extenao. 
Commencing with the several periods of Irish architecture, Mr. 
W aloott divides the same as follows:-

"I. Native or Celtic Btyle, much anterior to the incunrions of the 
Danee or the Norman Conquel!t :-Churches of amall size, like a Roman 
basilica ahom of its ap!K!; rude IDllB8ive building& oblong in plan, with 
triangular-beaded small windowa: pyramidal-ehaped doon, and Cyclopean 
or Pelaagic m&11onry. Thia and the following lliyle occupied the interval 
between the fifth and sixth centuries, and the year 1176. The early 
Scottish, Anglo-Saxon, and French churchee of the sixth century were all 
parallelograms. It ie remarkable that the Greek oblong temple, com
posed of a nave and shrine, like the Temple of J eruealem, aleo COJlllistiug 
of oracle and nave, 116 ft. 3 in. by 37 ft. 6 in., and 58 ft. Ii in. in height, 
were both derived from nn Egyptian original, The architect of the tem· 
pie on Zion Wl\8 of Tyre, a Phoonician colony: and while the legend of 
Cadmus, a Phoonician and the civiliser of Greece, denotes a corr-es· 
pondence between those countries, the commerce of Tyre with the west.em 
isles ie boldly a.s!lerted by many writeni. Theee early churches, rather 
oratories than capable of holding a collgr"f'gation, range from 20 feet to 
60 feet in length; they are aieleleu, rectangular, have no apee, and are 
never found in a circular form; sometime they are provided with a small 
chancel, and occur in groups, OQ Mount Athoe, in other~ of Greece, 
and in Alia Minor, churchee were usually built in groups o[ seven, in 
remembranoe of the aeven churches of the .ApocalypBe. 1 he rOUfld l<nHr• 
are of this period, which lasted till the 11th century, but are continued 
until the I:;th century. Their form wa.s adopted in consequenoe of the 
difficulty of obtaining cut limestone for the corner11. Their purposes were 
various; they have been variously represented a.a aerving for a belfry, a 
beacon, a tre»ury, &nd a retreat for the priests. In the 14th and 15th 
centurieB, they were replaced by tall narrow square central tower11. In 
the earlier towe!'I the parapet is plain, with a range of holes instead of 
gurgoylee for letting oft' the water; in later buildings $here are nepped 
battlements reeting on. oorbela. 

The &mu' howel, the 1-hive houaee of Connemara, and the oratory 
of Ga.llerus, are of "Cyclopean masonry," built of ~of rock, and 
vaulted with stone root.; but the latter are of a later date, and are pro
vided with chambera. In St. Kevin's, Glenda.lough, the lower structure 
is of the ith century. The upper tunnel vault waa provided with ribs, 
on which were laid the horizontal courses of the outer roof, which waa 
built up straight to throw oft' the rain; this plan wa.s also adopted in 
Cormack's chapel, Ca.she), built 1127-34. The vault, upper chamber, 
and belfry are of the 12th century. 

The cathedral of Glenda.lough is full of interest u one of the earliest 
Irish stractnres. The east window and south door, however, are of the 
beginning of the 13th century. In the succeeding style of native archi
tecture, the roof became flattened, chevron moulding& were intn>duoed, 
the arches received 1emicircular heads in plaoe of triangular pediment.. 
or square lintels; windows became larger, and chamfered beadings ran 
round the inner arch, and the maaonry waa inferior. The peculiar cairn
like shaped door, formed of three stones, two jamb& sloping upward 
towards a horizontal lintel, laate<l throughout the various 1tylea, and took 
its origin, like the round tower and Cyclopean masonry, in the stu6born 
nature of the building material. Within the pale the English introduced 
the Early English, after the N onnan style. But the early architecture 
of the I alee, North um bria a.nd North Wales, ho re a great reeem blance to 
each other. Dublin appears to have been the architectural school of 
North Wales later. 

II. Norman and Oatmen's atyle:-remarkable for the abeenoe of 
enrichment, and frequently of aisles, and the preaenoe of continenU.l 
features, a11d lasting longer in Ireland than in a.ny other country. 8t. 
Bernard tella us, that when St. Malachy 10'M&g&ir, biehop of Connor, 
112-'l, in the 12th century, replaced a wooden structure in Ulster by a 
church of atone, the Iriah protested against it a.a a N onnan and ext.ran .. 
gant innovation, The bishnp, however, merely introduced the use o[ 
hewn, in place of rough stone, and of mortar instead of mud. The early 
Irish ch urchea were of timber. 

Ill. The Lanoet:-found m011tly on the esetem Bide of the island, 
haviug been introduced b;r the English, though on the west.em 1ide it 
aeems to have been a native dieC::d'• or a developed or Tranaitiona.1 
Norman style. At Ki!connel a cloister, 48 ft. square, reeembl"" 
cloieten in Spain and Sicily. 

IV. The Later Pointed-bu many oontinental featnree. 
The churches and monasteries were fortified, and rooms built abnv .. 

the vaulmig and in the roofa. .At Cuhel Cat.hedral, of the 18\h century, 

22 
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t.be Cut.le forms the weet end of t.be building, and i-agea communicate 
from it with tbe vaulting and the central tower. 1;~~l_;rou, on the 
road to Thurles, wu at once castle and minster. A 1· combination 
of a baronial and eccleaia&tical etructure ia found in St. Mary'• Abbey, 
Cl'Ollll"llgUel, in Scotland, where a rough equare tower immediately 
acljoina 10me Vffr! delicate architecture. The leaaer oat.bedrala commonly 
appear to be of the 12th or 13th century." 

The church architecture of Scotland, observing that the Mrlie11t 
churchtlll "were probably constructed of wicker work," Mr. Wal
cott divides into four great periods, which h4' 11ayewere distinctively 
marked. "The first has many reaturee in common with Ireland; 
for inetance, it.a rouud towers, sculptured croBBee and tombttones, 
with the email size, and the combination of buildings in one 
incloeure. Brechiu, Abernethy, and Iona, offer the most remark
able specimens. At Iona, there is a priest'11 cham8er over the 
aisle, a common feature in early Irish architecture." 

The a'lCOnd period, our author 11aya, " Has at an early age-the 
twelfth century-a Norwegian character." Later the influence of ' 
England continued to prevail (dating from 1070 to 1371), as it did 
"in ecclesiastical synod, constitution, and liturgy." Subsequently 
to tbe latter date here mentioned, a continental character appears. 
Mr. Walcott enumerates several examples of either phase, and 
enters with considerable ability iuto a brief notice of the prevailing 
characteristics exhibited in each-both as regards detail and 
general construction. 

A IJu-i;re amount of very useful information is thrown to~ether 
in Mr. Walcott's book, and in a m"nner by which the acqul8ition 
of it is attained without extraneeus trouble. It ie in this respect 
a very Mtiaf'actory addition to the architectural notices of our 
cathedrals. 

The 'Minsters and Abbey Ruini Mr. Walcott deals with after 
the same fashion as that adopted in the Cathedrals, the salient 
points in each case are embraced, and all unnecessary verbosity 
11voided. He indulges by way of adciition, occasionally, it ie trne, 
in the introduction of the legendary with the hietorical in some 
of these instances, but this is much to the advantage of his 
notices in a popular point ofview, for most of us yet feel interest 
in the tales and tradition• as well as the absolute facts of the 
past. It is to be regretted however that inaccuracies in respect 
to the heraldry, and a 11imilar hurried compilation, are exhibited 
here as in the Cathedrals: the former is in many cases incorrectly 
given. The arms of St. Alb&n's, for example, are blazoned 1U1 

Azure, a CTOll 1altire, Argent; inett>ad of Azure, a croea, Or. 
And as respects the latter the wording is eometimes very loose. 
For instance, epenlting of Malmesbury Abbey, our author says, 
the Norman south porch "has a door 19 feet eqnl\l"e." The outer 
porch Rgain he describes as " IS feet by 20 feet and 11 feet deep, 
and the inner porch, 17 feet bv 12 feet and 16 feet in depth." 
What is to be understood by a Norman door 19 feet equare1 and 
does the 18 feet and 17 feet, by 20 feet and 12 feet respectively, 
refer to width and height, seeing that the II feet and 16 feet 
respectively refer to depth 1 The horizonial euperficee on plan 
can only be architecturally described by reference to the latter 
in connection with breadth; to what·then does the intermediate 
dimension relate 1 Typographical and descriptive errors also 
occur: at page 42, Simon, Earl of IAU:um, intended to be re
ferred to, 11 called Earl of Lanca1m; at page 137, "the stone 
vaulting of St. George's vrindow,'" should be St. George's, Windsor. 
As to description, that of DonCl\llter Church, at page 172, is in 
many p~ticulare incorrect. In that of Malvern Abbey, again, 
it is said, "the refectory is now a b&rn." Thia has been removed 
now some years. These are matters which should be corrected as 
opportunity may occur, and which we have little doubt, from the 
greAt general interest and value of the work, will be given. 

..4. Manual of Civil Enginttring. By W. J. MACQUORN RANKINE, 
C.E., LL.D., F.R.S., &c. London: Griffin, Bohn and Co. 1862. 
Prof. Rankine's name is so well known in questions of engi

neering science, that this new production of his pen can hardly 
fuil of meetin~ with a fu.vourable reception. The volume consists 
of 780 pages, 18 illustrated with numerous diagrams, and contains 
1everal tables. "The work," to quote the author's preface, "is 
divided into three parts, theJirst relates to those branches of the 
operations of engineering which depend on geometriC11l principles 
alone, that is to say, Surveying, 1-lling, and the Sttting out of 
works, comprehencied under the general name of Engineering 
GeoUly, or Field Work. The second part relates to the properties 
of the Materiall used in engineering works, such as earth, atone, 

timber, and iron; and the art of forming them iDto &rvclunl of 
different kinds, such as excav&.tiona, embankments, bridges, &c. 
The third part, under the head of Combiw Structuru, sets forth 
the principles according to which the structures described in the 
second part are combined into extenaive works of engineering. 
such as Roacis, Railways, River Improvements, Water Works, 
Canals, Sea Defences, Harbours, &c. 

We have not space in ourrreeent number to do more than aim· 
ply record the appearance o the Manual, reaerving for an early 
occasion the more extended notice of its contents. Without a full 
and careful examination, it would be impoBBible to do justice to a 
work comprising so m11ch original research as well aa compr&
heneive study. In turning over the pages we find them to con
tain a large amount of inatructive matter, very clearl;r arranged, 
and put into a shape readily available both to SC1entific and 
practical students. 

Ezamplu of Building Comtruction. Noe. 118 to 66 (elephant 
sheets). London: J. R. Jobbine. 

The parts under notice fnlly sustain the reputation this work 
achieved during the i.!laue of the first two volumes; the third 
volume ts completed, and the fourth is progreBBing in a way that 
must greatly conduce to it.a value. The plates ani we~l cho.<ien 
and of praetical utility. They embrace among others construc
tional working drawings from many important buildings recently 
erected by Messrs. Prichanl and Seddon, R P. Pope, R Brandon, 
Messrs. Bnrnell, R. J. Withers, MeBBrs. Willson and Nicholl, &c., 
which m"y be considered as a guarantee that there is much in 
them that may be advantageously studied. The plates of the 
porches of Mnindee church, and Archbishop Holgate'e Hospital, 
will bear investigation, and the staircases and screens from the 
latU>r building by R P. Pope, in Noa. 62, 63, and 64, are designed 
with considerable chMteness and simplicity. Somtt effective 
~tea by the same architect, are given in No. 611,-and the iron 
gates in No. 66, by MeBBre Willson and Nicholl, to the New 
Cemetery at Low Leyton, are bold and appropriate, and evince 
great ingenuity in their design. The separate staircases in St. 
Jamee' Schools, Marylebone, by the same architects, are excel
lently arranged, and carry out admirably their avowed intention 
of giving separate entrances for the boys and girls, and with great 
economy of space. We heartily recommend the work as au ad
junct to the office of every architect and builder, who will find its 
contents very valuable as affording examples of every variety of 
detail connected with building construction. 

NOTES OF THE KONTH. 

NerD Sclwol Building• at Etoo Colkge.-Great inconvenience 
having arisen from the insufficiency of school accommodation at 
Eton, a plan has been prepared by Mr. Henry W oodyer, architect, 
for new schoolrooms m accordance with the style of the other 
college builciings, which, as they will occupy a central position, 
are calculated to present a very be!lutiful and imposing appear
ance. The building will consist of two wings, in the angle of 
which will rise. A tower, which will be seen throughout the main 
street of the college. The new building will euppl.v thirteen 
additional schoolrooms, for the use of the boys, at the cost of 
£10,000; the college having alsu undertaken to rebuild Mr. 
Waytea' house, at a further expense of £6000. The greater part 
c>f the sum required for the schools has already been subscribed. 
Her Majesty has subscribed £100, and hie \11te Royal HighneBS 
the Prince Consort £50. MeBBre. Lawrence, Brothers, of Wlll
tham St. Lawrence, Berke, are the builders. 

/mprouemenu in Rio Janeiro.-A prospectus hns been iBBned of 
the Rio de Janeiro City Improvements Company, with a capital 
of £8.50,000, in eh"ree of £25 each. The company have a con
cession from the Brazilian government for draining the city of 
Rio de Janeiro on plans of Mr. Gotto, approved on behalf of the 
Brazilian Government by the late Sir W. Cubitt, Mr. Robert 
Stephenson, M.P., and Mr. Rendel, and which stipulates an 
annual payment to be made direct by the imperial government 
to the compRny of £6 5e. per house. An absolute contract for 
the work And its subsequent maintenance has been entered into 
by Me88re. Br&BBey and Ch, on terms which, after providing for 
7 per cent. interest during construc~ion, will ltl&ve a permanent 
net divisible profit to the shareholders of Si per cent. 
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Solltl Kmrington Mtueum.-The plans of Capt. Fowke for the 
Great Mueeum at South Kensington are estimated at 214,0001.; 
put of which baa been already expended. Of the need of socb a 
buQding, it i11 only required to state that the Art-Museum is ob
taining objects, many of them inestimable treasures, at an average 
rakl, including prints and drawings, of 1,600 each year, and bas 
the loan of more than a thousand articles; amongst which have 
been, quite recently, the Devonshire gems and Magniftc enamele. 
Theo A.rchitfetoral Museum alone contains 6,000 cssts of the finest 
eumplea of the art, and is worth 3,0001. At Thames Bank there 
ia nowed away a magnificent collection of cast.~ from mediieval 
1CUlptnre and ornament, made by Sir C. Barry for tllle M models 
for the Hou~ of Parliament decorations; 600111. year rent is paid 
for stowage. The whole cost about 7,0001. More tbau one pri
vate collection of fine pictures is promised 11.11 aoon aa the nation 
makea decent provision for the gift. Some dll.y or other the 
Boane Mnaeum, 80 ludicrously managed now, that each visitor 
cot1ta from ts.. to 7s. for his entry-must come hither; some of the 
Trustees are it is &aid Mdenting to this matter. At present the 
schools of the department are of wood, expoaed to fire risks. 
The Female School is moat unsuitably housed; and ita officers 
loe&ted in tumble-down houses. The Male Schools are in constant 
danger from fire; and the iron " boiler'' buildin({ (although well 
enough adapted for the display of casts and architectural models, 
or coa.rae materials such aa could be replaced or would take little 
hurt from the drip through ita root') being supported on C&Rt-iron 
•bans, might, as the experience of the recent fire in Southwark 
proved, come down, as Braidwood described it, "like a dish-cover'' 
11Dmediately on W-.Lter being applied to the shafts heated by fi1-e. 

NN Wutminatno Bridge.-It is expected by Mr. Page, the 
engineer, that the whole roadway of the new bridge at West
minister will be finished in May next. The last vestiges of the 
old 1tructnre have now been dredged out, and all the arches of 
the remaining half, save the fifth and 1ixth, are completed. The 
two latter will have their crowns of wrought-iron girders bolted 
iu in a few daya, and as fast as each is placed the buckle platea 
for the roadway will go down. Over theee plates comes a packing 
o( blocks of pine wood and asphalte, and over all the stone pitch
ing pavement of the l'Oad. Up to the present the eastern half 
baa been entirely diaconnected from that which is finished. It 
ia now being joined by a number of short cro11S girdel'S or stay 
pieces of oaat iron, and over these, as 1oon as the timber scaffold
ing is removed, the plate1 and roadway will be laid, 80 as to form 
one complete strnatnre of the two halves. When the two are 
COllJleCted into one rigid m&SB, it is expected that the vibration 
now experienced on the western and 1maller half will entirely 
disappear. Before the bridge can be opened, however, the half 
that l& now finishing and closed must be entirely complete. A 
very broad foot pavement will be laid down with email hand11ome 
terra-cotta tiles, crouharred in contrary directions, to give firm 
foothold. and these are to be edged in with a kerb of red granite. 
These terra-ootta tiles are coming much into UBe. It is stated, 
u the reealt of experience, that they are better, drier, more easily 
repaired. and more durable for passeniter traffic than granite 
iteelt It hu been decided to place the tramway• for heavy 
traffic to and fro iu the centre of the bridge, leaving two road
waya of 20 feet wide on each aide for the lighter vehicles. The 
Bide next the Ho118e8 of Parliament i1 completely finished, except 
10me ornamental 1hielda, that cau be bolted into the Gothic 
quatrefoil 1pandrila of the arches at any moment. From this 
point, therefore, the effect of the whole structure can well be 
judged. The conventional street lamp-post will not intrude upon 
thia thoroughfare, 11.1 handaome lampa and posts of CBBt-iron have 
been deaigued, in keeping with the main architectural features 
of thereat of the work, and all the iron portion• of it are to be 
painted of a pale neut1·al tint, excepting only the ornamental 
1bield1be(ore1poken of, which will be emblazoned with the arma 
of England and Westmiu1ter, in gold and enduring colours. 
Since the western half has been opened for traffic not the slightest 
&inking of the piers has taken place. When the entire bridge is 
!ini.bed there will be two footways of 15 feet wide each, two 
tramways in tbe centre of 7 feet 6 inches wide, and two roadways 
for the light traffic of 20 (eet each. The extreme width o( Lon
don·hriclge is only 66 feet from parapet to parapet, or exactly theo 
lpactl of the roadway of the new bridge exclusive of footpaths. 
When all is complete, the bed of the river is to be dredged out of 
:rubbi11b, &e., some 10 or 12 feet below its present level beneath 
the new archea. In a month or two more, for the firat time 
withm the last twenty years, the tide will flow unimpeded up 
and down the Thames. 

Remaina from HalicarJMU•iu.-Among the remains brought 
from Halicarn&81us is an al&baater BOent-vase, eleven inches high, 
having upon it the name of Xerxes in two lauguagea-one E~ 
tian hieroglyphics. and the other the arrow-headed oharacten of 
.Al8yria. It would seem to have been buried by Queen Artemiaia 
in the celebrated maUBOleum, the tomb of her husband Mauaolua, 
as one of bis moat valued treasures. 

Rutoralion of St. Mar!/• Church, Yqug'llal, Cork.-This church 
bas been recently reatored. It is one of the largeat, moat ancient, 
and beautiful in Ireland, erected in the thirteenth century, moat 
probably by Lord Thomas De Clare, aon of the Earl of Hertford, 
on an eoclesiaatical foundation 1till more ancient. It W'.18 re
edified by Tbomaa FitzGemld, Earl of Desmond, in the latter 
part of the fi.ft.eenth century. It i1 perfectly cruciform, and of the 
Early Pointed style of architecture, consisting of a choir, two 
transepts, a nave, and aiales, having a lofty tower of Norman 
foundation adjoining. The choir, which had been a ruin for 
mauy centuries, is now very beautiful, and ita eutern window is 
pnd in ita dimenaions, admirable atone tracery, and rich decora
tions of coloured glaa&, exhibiting an unusual numbltr of armorial 
bearings. The monuments, also, are numerona and intereeting, 
aome very ancient. The roof of the nave is of m&111ive Irish oak, 
of at least five centuries' atanding, aud in the walla on each aide 
are six lofty pointed arches, the angles of which are faced with 
hewn 1Loue. A modern lath-and-plaster ceiling, in accordance 
with churchwarden taete in general, bad concealed this noble 
roof for a gniat number of ye&r1, and bideona galleries had occu
pied all the archea. The pulpit is richly carved in the 1tyle of 
the fourteenth c.-ntury, and the baptismal font and aedilia are 
beautiful 1pecimen1 of their eanly period. 

Safety HatJmfor Miner•.-Mr. George W.alcott, C.E., 1ugge1ts 
the following with reference to the late deplorable accident at 
Hartley Colliery. He say1 :-"Colliery proprietors are now im
·pressed with the neceB1ity of having two sbafis to every pit, or at 
least a staple (communication) between upper and lower 1eams of 
coal, the want of which caustld the fatality during the late 
tragedy. Permit me to anggeet another safety-valve, which would 
protect the live1 of miners. A brattice (divi1ion of a shaft) 
occa.eion1 generally sufficient ventilation in I\ pit to enable men 
to work in any part. When a bratt.ice i1 disarranged the upward 
current of gas and downward p&Bl&g8 of air cease, and probably 
at the same time the mode for pitmen leaving is nngeared. Im
prisoned miners should then have the facility of escaping to 
prepared place1 in all the seama, where they might safery IUlllem
ble and wait for relief. This object could be secured by imbed
ding under the casing that snrrounda the perpendicular sides of a 
abaft a diaphragmatic or a double concentric pipe, Wd from the 
outer air to the 1potl chosen as "havens of safety," which would 
thus ventilated perfectly distinct from and independent of the 
mode adopted for the reat of the nndergrouud workings. At each 
of the prepared placea facility should be afforded for closing the 
branch pipes in aeams where no men are staying. Particular 
rooms in buildings are often ventilated in a BOmething similar 
manner." 

New Roman Catholic Church, Riulaolme, Mancliuter.-Thi11 
edifice has j111t been erected in Tburloe-atreet, Ru1holme, one- of 
the suburbs of Manchester. The edifice is wholly built exter
nally with Yorkshire atone "parpointa" and dreasings of Hol
lington stone, and con1iats of a nave and side aisles, with 11.1pidal 
chancel, and a lady-chapel at the extremity of it.a south aisle. A 
tower at the south-western angle aerves aa a porch, and it i1 
intended to be crowued with an octangular spire about 130 feet 
high. The style of architecture is Geometnc Middle Pointed, 
the details being treated with considerable originality. Inter
nally the building is about 96 feet in length by 46 feet in width; 
the nave and aisle1 separated ou ea.eh side by six cylindrical piers 
of poli1hed Aberdeen granite, resting on octangullU' haaes of white 
Sicilian marble. Tbeae piers support the arches on which reat 
the clerestory and roof of the nave, the aisle roofs abutting 
againat them, autl divided into bays by internal 1lying huttrell808 
of brick, so designed aa to present a continued series of traJl&. 
verse arches, aeen fromeitber extremity of the aisles. The high 
alt.ar will be of Caen stone, having pillars of aerpentine, and a 
rich tabernacle and canopy. The church will 11e&t about 600 
worshippers, and its cost (exclnaive of fittinga, but incluaive of 
the 1p1re and architect'• commiaaion) will bo about £3200, 
.£1000 of which is the gift of two brothers, Measra. B. and P. 
O'Connor, of Rusbolme. Mr. Edward W. Pugin is the architect; 
and Mr. John Eaton, of Albton-under-Lyne1 the builder. 
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N(Jfl} ScJaooll at Long All&ton, near Brittol.-Tbe new parochial 
schools for Long Ashton were opened on the 22nd January. The 
new building comprises a boys' and girls' school, with two fine 
classrooms, cap and cloak rooms, and a master's house. It has 
suitable playgrounds, and the whole is surrounded with hand
some railings in front, and neat fences at the aides and back. 
The erection is in the Early Decorated style, of Nai11ea Pennant, 
with freestone dressings, and is ornamen~d with 2' handsome bell 
turret, supported with polished Purbeck marble columns, with 
carved capitals. The masonry is of the best description; ihe 
details have been carried out with much care and fidelity. The 
architect ia M.r. J. Wilson, F.S.A., of Bath. Each of the rooms is 
light, airy, and well ventilated. The boys' schoolroom has an 
open roof, and is 60 feet in the clear by 20 feet, and is lighted by 
seven triple-light windows and a stained rose window. The 
girls' schoolroom is 48 feet by 18 feet, and has three large triple
light windows. The builders are Messrs. E. and J. Tucker, of 
Ashton. 

• 
CLASSIFIED LIST OF PATENTS SEALED IN FEB. 1862. 

Arrangements are In pnign>88 by which increaaed tacilltiet, In connection with the 
maugome.o.t ol thia J olllDlll, wlJI be alforded IO lu1'enl0n for oecurlnc 1'alid Patent.a. 

1'9'3 Brooman, R. A.-Locks and keys (com.)-August 5 
1P98 Wlgzell, M.-Manufactlll9 of ocre .... and nailo-Augn•t 10 
1999 WigJell, M.-Hanufactlll9 of nailo, spiral throughouL or iu part-August 10 

1959 Silvester, r.-Irnprovement in watche•-Augt13t 6 
~118 l'-Oal.borpe, H. B.-lmprovements in timekoepers-A.ugust 26 

2182 Peltier, B.-Irnpro1'ernent in manufactore of mot<\Uic boxe•-Anguil 27 
1980 Chatwln, .11.--0mawonLing card, pin, and noodle c..• .. -AuguaL ~ 

2009 Jacob, J.-Impro1'ement in gilding porcelaiu and ceramic wares-August 18 

1957 Newton, A. V.-Renraihle seata [com.J-Auguat e 
2026 Wilds, W.-Improvemonts in vonti!atlng-Aogo•t U 
2120 Jones, R.-Heating and veotilation-•ugust 2d 

3124 Bell, W.-Cooking-ranges-December 13 
20:17 Billing, J.-lmpruvement in olOves-December U 
20~3 Bennetl, W.-Fuel tor lighting ll.res-A.ug11St b 

2015 H~l, H. C. -rircproof buildings-Aogo!l lT 

22U Birkbeclt, G.H.-Improvement in oaddlco (ooml September 7 
2~7~ Adams, J. J,-.Flexilil• bacl<ed hor .. brush•• -October 19 

2070 Elli., J.-App&ratn• for &980rting cork• inlO ai1"8-Augu•t 20 
80!1 Boustleld, G. T.-Stopper for bottle•, jars, o!<c.-Decetnber a 
2008 Em08, H.-Impro1'em011t ind.- ra.tening•-Angnat 20 
2109 Pla7er, W.D. -·Improvement In linen butlOns-August 23 
2558 Twtgg, G.-J'utenlnga for star hn•kB--OclOber 12 
2006 Salomons, A.-Improm bodice skirt (com.)-Angnst U 
2088 Desboroqll, 8. -Improvement in umbrellas and parasolo-August 16 

!22' Mennona, H. A. F.-Motin power in conneetion with the An:hlmedian llCl'l>W, 
(com.)-ISeptembor 8 

2061 Pedrick, T.-Applicatlo11 of water &11 a motive power-Angnst 19 
1962 Tolulluen, F.-lmprovement in increaaing Ille elfect of motive power-A.ugust 6 

2088 Ingram, G.-Trama in oonnealon with wheelalor common roada-Angnat 20 

199T Barclay, A.-Machlnery for ....Wag or '°""rln« heayY ... 1,t1ts-Aagnst 10 

1990 Godwin, R. A.-Improvement in pumps-August 9 

1953 McMorran, J'.-M11ehlne for mincing meat-August,& 
2~65 llcCall, J.-Improvement In preeerving artlclee of food--October 26 
2007 Brooman, R.A.-Preserviug articlee of food-August 20 
&006 L&h&um~J.A.-Refrigerat.ing machines-November !8 
2186 llfnller, w .-Routine colfee, cocoe, &c,-September S 

1981 Vott, A. J.-Improved 'n!nt for beer and other casb-1ugnvt 9 

19U Seller, J'.-A. method of 01'erleaping low I01'e18-A.ugnit 5 

llOt1 Graham, T.--Oonatrnction ol hoatl and other lloating ama°'Dl"lll-Aagnst !11 

2017 Rlpplngllle, B. A.-Impro1'ementa in steam engin01-Aagnst H 

19'8 Ga.Uwar, W., Gallwar, J.-lmprovementa in steam boilen-Angnat 6 
ll268 Barre, L. P.-Tllhnlar steam boiler-September 11 
2108 El.oon, !!.-Heating feed water of steoun boiler&-A.lllf!lst 21 
:1961 Newton1 .I.. V.-Preventiillr •team boilen from incru•tation [com.)-November 211 
2130 Attwoott, H.-Clean•ing and feeding boilen-A.ngn•t 26 
211! Bonalleld, G. T.-Improvementa In reeding bollen (com,)-A.agnst IS 

222!1 Menno111, !II. A.-Smoke conanming furnaces (com)-September 6 

2900 P&r17, G.-Impro1'0lllents in the 111&11ufactnre of iron and ateel-Nonmber 18 

2197 Btacllof, G.-Impl01'emODta In extracting copper and tdlver fl'OID oree-!lept. 8 
!102 B&inftl. W. -Improvemonta in the co111tructlon of clnlera &c.-4upst 2l 
2!180 RU!&ell, J. J.-lmprovements In atiaching welded tube& IO lb:ed plat...-Sept. 8 
8068 Rasaell, J. J.-lmprovement In mannfactnre of taper tnbeo-December 8 
2626 R..-JI, J. J .-Hand stocb and dlu-October 9 

2201 Bowna, J.-Railwar brakes (cnm.)--8eptember 6th 
1996 Clam, W. s. T.--Ballwar 'brak-AllgUllt 10 
2069 Whittaker, S.-Ballway lignala-Augnat 20 

2181 Clark, W.-RailwaT. aignale (com)-Sepfember 2 
21H PemberlOn, C.-Railway and other sigoal&-August 11 
2~3' Henry, M.-Railway telegraph signals (com)-lleptember 8 
272.S Cook, w .-Improvements in printing teleeraphl..:.october ao 
2810 Bel"ll'd A. B.-8eparatlng metala from their o,__Nonmber 8 
SOU Edward.; .K.-lmpro1'0menta in apparat111 for pwil)'ing mineral o.., &e.

Angnst U 

2106 Whitworth. J., Wilson W.-Impro1'ementaln Bightaforsmall anm andonbwieo-
Augnat 28 

20H Harcott, T., H&DtOOm, C.-Improvemonts in breech loading lire M1»-.lugual 16 
128f liewt.on, W. E.-lmprovementa in guna (com.)-September 18 
HU Wrley, A..-Fire arm.o-October 2 

2861 Bollllleld, G.T.-Mannfacture of &oap-November lS 
21112 Malthews, J.S.-Mana!aelnre ofatarch-Augnat 10 

2068 Smith W.H.-Mannfactlll9 at peat-Aagnst 19 

2029 Carey, S., llol'lf&n, W.-Impro1'0ment in rebnrnlng animal obarooal-Angml 15 
2082 Martin, J.C.-Improved method of treating bones and their prodadio-All(Dll 16 
207' Lambert, R.S. -Vlll&OI for rem01'ing bolling llqnid.o from palll &e,-AquA to 
ll012 Remy, J.G.-Utillzing the wut6 of the cedar tree-Auguat 18 
1D:l8 :'!china, C.-Impro1'ementa in glaM tnrnaoea-Angnat 8 
1966 Webb, T.G.-Improvement In the 111a11ufaoture at actlclea of gl--A~ ~ 

2088 Me11110111, lrl.A..F.-~ for l!Lbographlc printing (com)-AqnM llO 

!2118 Mennons, Iii. 4.Jl'.-Mana!acture of paper pnlp (com)-&pt.ember U 
!1108 Rlchard.ooJ, T.-lmpro1'ement In manufacture of papel"-Augnat 22 
2096 Johnaon, J.H.-:lilanu!acture of pulp for paper (com)-Aagnst 2S 

198f Prince, A.-lmpronmont In palate pla$ee for teeth (com)-Augnot 8 
!1066 Pitkin, W.-Improved apparatna for e1tracUng teetb-Angnat 20 

2086 Rostain.lt, A..-Impro1'em•nt in llpectaclee-Augnst 20 
2088 Clark, W.-Improvement in opUcal and Illuminating apparatna (com)-AagtlA 21 

!876 Schalkenbach combination of keJed and pel'C1llllion mllllcal lnatnunents -Oct. • 
2162 Jewell, P.-Improvement In 0011oerti11M -Angnst ti 

SU9 Jallla, A.-H&ua!actnre Of mannre-Aagnot 80 
20'3 Balmaln, W.H.-llan11facture ol ll&lta ol potash-November 28 
2123 Xre, E.-ImproT8meut in ene!llA! and aaell like l111trumonta-Angua 20 

1067 Cathels, .&.~.-Oo111penaating gaa meten-Anguat.19 
2607 Webater, J.-Manufactnre ofoxygen ~ber 19 
2076 Gye, l' . ....-Oaaomewn-Angnst SO 
2071 Som•ni le, J.-Tapping pa and water mai111-Angall 20 
2692 i;tevena, C.-Mode of detecting the leakage of plpea .!<c,--October 26 
2086 Salamon, N.-Sewing 111&1'hlllea (com)-Augnll !l 
2086 ~AlamOll&, N.-•ewing machines (com.)-Augnst 21 
2115 Driver. J.-Washing machinee-A.ugnot tf 
2163 Gulneu, w. S.-sewing machines-Aagnst 28 

809~ Newton. W.E.-Impro1'ed lr:napaacb (oom)-December 10 
211' Hr&1111, M.-Manufaatlll9 of amoking pipeo -AllllU' 26 
!213 Mennons, Ir[ A.F.-Rlbbon looms (coml-September 8 
2956 Lowry, G.-Cardlng and llackling machine-No1'ember 26 
1989 Gray, J. -Impro1'ements In mule• for spinnlug-Angnst 19 
2015 Cooper, B.--l!plnnlng machlnery-4ngnat 13 
SOOS Homer, J. C.-lmprovement In loome-Angust 18 
2267 Menno111, F.-LaoO machinu (com. I-September 12 

2126 Tollla1116D, J'.-Artlllci&l fnr worted in th• loom (o.im)-A.1l,llllst 26 
81~3 Davieo, E.-lmprovement In mannfactore of te1tUe materlaf (com)-December 16 
2166 Billhop, J.-lmpro1'emont in manufacture of 1'elvet &c,-Aagnst 10 
2038 Klll&Olmeyer, C. W.-Impro1'e•nODts in 111a11ufacinre of ""'11'ela, k. -Aognat 16 
20f8 Llveaer, J.-TenUo fahriCll for embroidery and trirnmh1ga-Augnat 18 
209f Kano, J.-Preparat1D11 of l!bret for ram or thread-Angnat Sl 
2011 •ndrew, S., Hornby, 8.--Cleanl~ and preparingco\too-Aagnst 18 
son 8ntl0n, E. -Cleanhig and prepanng cotton-' u"'181 lT 
1988 Eastwood, J. and J. C.-Con1'erting waste llbrona material into ram for spinlliag 

-Aagnst 8 

!1168 Corbett, 8.- Cruhlng and grinding machlnu-Aagnst t9 
2078 P'Wler, N.-Improved implements for cnltiYating land-AllJllll 20 
286' Perman, C.-Implements for c:nltivating hard aoll-September 20 
:U76 Newtou, A.V.--Orain and grau harveeter (com)-OclOber 14 
2060 Firth, W.-Improved Implements forculti1'&ting land-Aagnst 19 
2169 Henaman, W.-Steam plougba-August 81 

SOU <'arr, A. T.-Improvemont in hone ahoee -December a 
1993 8t<>cker, S.A. 810clr.er, R.A.-Improvements in hone lhoea II boot heel&-Aaa 10 

2107 Child.I, A.B.-Dreaalng of mill atotles (oom) -Augn8t 18 

UlT Cranston, J.-Impro1'emonts in constrnctlng conaervatorlee,. larp eheda--A111 lM 
1981 Moody, C. l'.-Impro1'oment In 111&11ufacture of g&lea-~ugult 9 

1950 Wappenatein, R. -Impl01'ement in oop tubda and roller co1'er.-Aagust G 
2089 Murat, J. M.-Mannfactnre of military bal tuft.a-Augnat 21 
2168 Clark, W.-lwprovemeuts in mauuf.cture of ohirlll (CODI) · Anplt 80 
21U LecMne, A.-lmitation of lace and ombroidery-Angnat 28 
2UO Grange, A.-Manufactnre of sbirt cl!An, cuir.. tronta, k. -August 28 
226!1 Birkbeck, G. H.-lwprovemeut In needleo (com.)-8eptemller lS 

2100 CaaeUa, L. M. -Men:urlal thermometer-August 22 

2136 Al&mar, J.C. C.-Instrumeot for facili!Atlllg the practice of the drum-ADlfUSI !f 

2296 Jenning, H. C.-Preparing hidu and llkl111-~eptember U 
2087 Menard. A. F.-Impronment.a in tannlng-.1.ugust 16 

2888 Sicard, J. L.-Machine for purifying •nd weighing graln--Octobor 2IS 
2788 Wllli•ms, W. J. -lmpro1'emonts In weighing machine11-No1'ember l 

2163 Newton, A,-:llachlnery for cleaning rice and other grain, (com.J-Aagust 19 
2220 Greenwood, T.-Wood 1&wing machinery-September 6 

ERRATA. 
....... pap 88, ool. S, line 86, -• allould be -•1• 
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SUBURBAN VILLA, WEETWOOD, NEAR LEEDS. 
(With an Engraving.) 

Tws Villa, of which we give a perspective view and ground 
plan, is now in cour&e of erection at W eetwood, near Leeds, for 
Henry Oxley, Esq., banker, of that town. ~he. plan shows ~he 
accommodation and arrangement of the principal floor, which 
compri- entrance-hall, staircase ~oon, 21 feet by 21 feet; 
dining-room, 28 feet by 18 feet; drawmg-room, 25 feet by 17 feet; 
breakfast-room, ·22 feet by 17 feet; waiting-room, store-room. 
butler's pantry, housemaid's closet, plate store, larder, kitchen, 
17 feet by 17 feet; scullery, 17 feet by 16 feet ; washhouse, stables, 
and other out-buildings. The staircase saloon is ligh~ b~ a 
central ceiling-light; the staircase is of stone; and commumca~ion 
is made to the principal bed-rooms on chamber floor by a spacious 
gallery. The chamber floor comprises six principal bed-rooms, 
dressing-rooms, closets, bath-room, water-closet, and housemaid's 
clllSet; attics are also provided for servants. At the entrance to 
the grounds it is intended to erect a lodge, and recessed can·iag&
gates and piers. The building is faced with Potternewton wa.11-
stone, and W eetwood sandstone dressings. It is from the designs 
of Mr. William Hill, architect, Leeds, and is being cariied out in 
a very satisfactory manner, under hie superintendence, by Messni. 
J. and B. Pounder, of Leeds. The estimated cost of the buildings, 
iucluding lodge, entrance-gates, stables, &c., is £3700. 

REFERENCES TO GROUND PLAN. 

A. Entrance hall and cloak-room. M. W ashhouae. 
B. Staircase saloon. N. CoalB. 
c. Breakfast-room. 0. Kitchen-court. 
D. Dining-room. P. Dust. 
E. Ante-room. Q. Hen-rooRt. 
F. Drawing-room. R. Watercloaet. 
G. St.ore. S. Stahl" court. 
H. Houeem&id's closet. T. Mistal. 
I. Kitchen. V. Stable. 
J. l<arder. U. Ho.meM. 
K. Safe. X. Coach-house. 
L. Seullery. Y. Loose box. 

'l'HE BUILDING FOR THE INTERNATIONAL 
EXHIBITION. 

TBIB great undertaking has advanced rapidly since our last 
notice of' it, and yet now, within a month of its opening, the 
amount of work still remainin~ to be done appears overwhelming 
-especially in the preparation of counters, fittinggs, and all 
other arrangements for the display of goods. 

The building however is far advanced, and it becomes possible 
to form a judgment upon its interior effect without much liability 
to error, while externally it is for all purposes of criticism com-

~
lete. The unfavourable opinion expressed by us from the firsi 
Journal for April 1861) is-we say it with regre. t-fully confirmed 
y the appearance of the building as seen from any adjacent 

1pot, and worst of all, as seen from the spot when ~e it would be 
desirable that it should show to greatest adv1<11tage, namely, the 
upper part of the Horticultural Gardens. The domes especially 
ahow singularly the desirableness of qualifications in the designer 
of large ornamental featureil, which aeem, naturally enough, not 
to have been possessed by the author of this design. We mean 
the faculty of judging beforehand of the efect of certain forms 
when seen at a height above the eye and in combination with 
adjoinintr features. Any real arcliitect would have both foreseen 
and avoided the distortions of outline to which these unhappy 
domea are au bject as the spectator ehailges his point of sight; distor
tions so remarkabloi, as in themselves to be worthy of some study 
and attention on the part of professional men, as examples of what 
to avoid. 

The felt covering of the exterior of the roofs, has now bad a 
covering of zinc superposed over it, which will we hope, secure 
the interior from serious leakage, although the building is not 
yet thoroughly water-tight. The scaffolds on which the domes 
were erected, and which were retaine9 to facilitate the painting 
of them, are now being struck; from their massive character, 
this is a very long process, and it will not be quite completed for 
aome little time; the preparations for laying the flooni nnder 
these domes are, however, fast advancing, and the raised floors, 
which it will be remembered were proposed to be formed there, 
promi.Be to form very effective features. El!cept in parts of the 
D..'\ve, where much heavy work is being done in the way of pre-

paration of foundations for trophil'tl, fountains, &c., the ftoora 
throughout are nearly all laid, and are covered iu all directions 
with unopened packages of goods. A wilderness of wooden 
partitions, to afford hanging room, is springing up in various 
directions, while in other spots the localities for such erec
tions are distingnishable, set out upon the ftoor in red lines. 

The most interesting novelty however to a visitor entering 
the building after an absence of a few weeks, would undoubtedly 
be the coloured decoration of the interior. This it was decided, 
aft.er numerous experiments and considerable consultation, to 
commit to the experienced hands of Mr. Crace. 

Without for a momenc aaserting, or supposing that this colour
ing will be pronounced so brilliant a success as that of the Exhi
bition of 1851, done by Mr. Owen Jones, we cannot but recognize 
Mr. Crace's work as in the main successful, and aa having to a 
very great extent done good to the internal effect of the building; 
though we cannot help expressing regret that the same cause 
which prevented recourse being had to the best sources for advice 
as to the design of the building, or a similar one, should have 
deprived us of the services in its decoration of Mr. Owen Jones, 
undoubtedly thefirst colouriet of this, perhape of any nation. 

The colouring of the nave-roof is of course one of the moat 
import.antfeatures of the work, and is the one which cau be best 
judged of at the present moment, as the domes are still partly 
filled by scatfoldmg, which interrupts the view both of them
selves and the transepts. 

The boardin~ of the roof is painted a light and delicate pearly 
grey, the purhne are white, slightly relieved by red patterns, 
and between each pair of trusses three bands of light red, with 
a little ornamental scroll-work, in the same colour, not occupying 
too much of the plane surfaces, are carried &ero1111 the ceiling. The 
polygonal ribs of the trusaes have a sort of billet moulding in 
black and white on their eoffits, forming a continuous line, while 
their sides are coloured with alternate lengths of red and blue-
upon which a rather too elaborate and busy pattern is executed 
iu lighter lines of colour. The columns from which these ribs 
spring are of a li;ht sage green with a tinge of bronze, and have 
vertical lines in yellow; a little gold is introduced in the capitals, 
and a little decided colour on the bases, bands, and at one or two 
other points, while the ornamental balustrade forming the fronts 
of the galleries is coloured of a tint to correspond with the 

· columns, heightened with gold on the prominent parts of the 
pattern. 

One principal aim of any colouriet would have been to attemp~ 
to give as great an air of height to the roof as possible, and here 
Mr. Crace has been decidedly successful, perhape as much so as 
po88ible. He has also adopted a very happy and simple expedient 
for producing a blending of colour, in painting his ribs so that 
when seen iu penipective, the red portions of one are seen Close 
to the blue portions of the next, and so on alternately; one of 
~hose methods the very obviousness of which might have 
made a less 1888 experienced hand overlook it. It seems a matter 
of doubt whether more positive colour ought not to have been 
put on to the columns, so as to carry the line of colour down to 
the ground, this however is a matter which could easily be done, 
if, as the building approaches completion, it appears to be 
needed. One unfortunate result has, however, followed the 
method of colouring in lengths adopted for the ribs, a result 
we much regret. These lengths coinciding as they do with the 
boards of which the ribs are formed, destroy them entirely as 
apparent semicircles. Before being coloured however, these ribs 
really had the effect of being curved, without the difficulty or ex
pense of being made so, and it is very unfortunate that the 
colouring has destroyed this illusion, which was one of the great 
merits of the roof. 

The domes and transepts internally bid fair to be more effec
tive than the nave; though, as we have said, they cannot yet be 
so well judged of. A broad band of blue, with an inl!Cription in 
letteni of noble height and 1ize, runs round the drum imme
diately below the springing of the dome. The 1pandrele below 
are mainly of a dull red, and have large circles painted in them, 
each occupied by a figure. These medallions have been executed 
by Mr. H. Burchett and his pupils, at the South Keusington 
School of Art, in tht> short space of a fortnight. 

The great arches are encircled by a broad band of sage ~en
a good deal broken however, as are the spandrels, by Imes of 
colour. The transepts present a considerablt> amount of wall
spaee, which is coloured a dull red, of a moec satisfactory shade, 
and one that throws up the colours above it extremely well. We 

23 
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have only to add, that the ribs of the glaas dome, and the aolid 
oeutre, are also painted; but, owing to the light which floods in 
put them, they are but dimly seen, and of course the brighter 
ibe day t.he lesa apparent ihey will be. 

The courta and annexes appear to have been deeignedly coloured 
aa unobtrusively as poaaible, pale aage green on the columns, and 
~ht aecondary and tertiary greys, with a very sparing int.er
muture of positive colour is here employed, and the result is a 
Very diffwied, quiet, but light neutral tone. The columns how
ever are decidedly too pale, and do not stand out enough from 
the grey shadows behind them, and the oblique lines of the roofs 
eeen across them, the coDMquence of which is that a very uneatis
factory appearance of crookednees, the result of optical illusion, is 
to be seen in BODie of the courts. Thia excepted, however, the 
oourts, airy, roomy, and light, seem to leave nothing to be desired. 
. In concluding these remarks, we most first observe, that the 

tonee, tints, JJ}d shades of colour throughout are chosen with 
KNat judgment, and wit.h a careful regard to the laws governing 
the harmony and contrast of colours; and, secondly, that the 
difficulty of the work, and the consequent merit of it, have been 
materially increased by three circumstances of unusual oocur
i:ence; the first, the vast magnitude of the surf'acee to be dee.It 
with ; the aeoond, the short space of time in which the whole had 
to be desiqned and arranged; and the third, the disadvantage 
that it has "been imposaible for the artist to form an opinion of the 
results of his work, by actual inspection of them, till a period 
when ii had become imposaible to introduce any modification, 
improvement, or correction. 

THE ALBERT MEMORIAL. 
THB natural manifestation of 11<>rrow for the public loss sus

tained by the decease of Prince Albert, and of sympathy for the 
private losa of the Queen, has we believe, no parallel for its 
unanimity in the history of England. It was natural and proper 
that this public sentiment should seek to record itself in a 
monument worthy of the Prince; and it was natural and proper 
that the Queen herself should be consulted as to the design of the 
memorial. The Royal wiah that the intended monument should 
be an obelisk may without presumption be attributed in some 
degree to a supposition, encouraged by the press, that such a 
suggestion would be aweeable to t>ublic feeling. 

We have no intention of criticJSing the suggestion. If it be 
11ot the best that could be made, it has yet considerable merits; 
and even if the merits were less than they are, the affecting cir
cumstances in which the selection was made would silence the 
voice of criticism. 

But it will not be inopportune to consider some of the princi
ples which ought to govern the designs of monuments ~nerally. 
What is a monument 1 If it be a monument and nothmg else
if it be not made to serve some secondary utilitarian purpoel'-it 
is a structural record of some past event. It is obvioas that the 
chief requisites of such a structure are expression, durability, 
conspiououaness, and artistic excellence ; expreseion, because the 
monument has to t.ell a story; durability, because it bas to tell 
the story to remote ages; conepicuousness, that the story may be 
proclaimed publicly; artistio excellence, because no permanent 
structure should be without that merit. 

Two of these requisitea an obelisk possesses in a high degree. 
It is usually very durable and very oonspicuoWI. To the quality 
of expression also an obelisk has some claim. Its form shows 
that it is a memorial of "°""' event, for it is obviously adapted 
to no other purpose. To designate the particular event intended 
to be recorded, this, like all other kinds of monuments, requires 
the &COe11SOries of sculpture or inscriptions. 

The quality of artistic excellence is made up of s6 many 
elements, that the judgment of mankind with respect to the 
artistic merit of any work of art varies accordingly as men give 
predominauce to this or that element. The least..educated judg
ment gives preferenoe to the moat costly and elaborate works. 
There is something ~tifying to every taste-and especial!J' to a 
vulgar taste-in seemg in a work of art evidences of great cost 
and labour. This merit is not to be under-estimated simply 
because it gratifies the uneducated as well as the educated taste. 
For the taste is reasonable; it is reasonable that a monumeut 
should be costly because it is a tribute of gratitude, and the 
gratitude is not earne&t which pays its tribute parsimoniousl.v. 

But the costlineBB of an obelisk is, though a merit-a merit 
of the lowest kind: that costline88 arises from the necessity of 

transporting a great stone Crom a distance, cutting it into a very 
simple form, and erecting it. In all these operations there ie very 
little of mental lab.lur-<>r at least of mental labour exclusive!' 
appropriated to the occasion. Almost all the labour bestowed 19 
phpical, and may be represented by so much st.eam p.>wen 
It lS true, there muat be some engineering skill employed, but it is 
of a kind not peculiarl,y required for this ono work and no other. 
The engineering oontnvancee wanted for erecting Rn obelisk are 
the same as those which would be required for moving other 
great weights of the same form; and it would clearly be as un
reasonable to reckon these contrivances aa special merits of the 
obelisk, as to pat to its credit the thought and science which 
invented the steam engines which will be wied to move it, shape 
it, or polish it. 

If we regard it historically, the obelisk is only a simple im
provement of the rudest of all monument.a-a single Dll8Ctllptured 
stone-such probably as the pillar which Jacob 11ei up at Bethel. 
The artistic merit of these and similar structures, such as the 
Druidic, simply depends on the amount of labour involved in 
their erection; and that merit is 1-and lesa as machinery becomee 
more and more efficient to save labour. 

It is true that the sculptural accessories of an obelisk may 
display any amount of mental labour and artistic design. But 
the merits due to this cauee are no part of the merits of the 
obelisk, for they might exist if the same accessories were com· 
bined with a different monument. There are no sculptural graces, 
as far as we are aware, that are specially appropriate to an obelisk. 
On the contrary, there are special difficulties in combining an 
obelisk with statues on acoount of the excessive disproportion of 
their respective heights. 

If, however, the artistic merit of an obelisk be not very great, 
it at least has this recommendation-that it doea not grossly 
violate the principles of good taste. Experience teaches us that 
in London such an advantage is of great value. A monumen~ 
which is not positivel,r offensive becomes, by oompariaon wit.h 
those which already exlSt, in London, positively meritorious. The 
metropolitan monuments are objectionable, not merely by faultl 
of execution, but also by inherent defects in their designs. They 
are principally uncanopied statues and isolated columns. The 
latt.er are architectural solecisms, for the form of oolumna ie so 
manifestly contrived for the suppor~ of superstructures, that a 
column without a superstructure reveals itself to be a thiDa out 
of place. Again, uncanopied statues are in our climate at least 
objectionable, not merely because of the absurdity of honouring 
a man by exposing his unshelt.ered effigies to every pitilese storm, 
but also because the statue must be impaired and ultimately 
destroyed by the exposure. The erection of nncanopied statues 
iru this country we believe to have been never practised until after· 
the decayofoor national architecture. The b-.ildereof our cath&
drals placed their statues under canopies or in recesses; their 
delicate sense of propriety would have been shocked by the 
barbarous and irreverent treatment of statues to which we are 
now accustomed. If we mistake not, there is not a single instance 
of a medialval uncanopied st.atue. 

There is not in this country any form of out-door monuments 
free from all the defects above referred to, except the ancient 
Gothic "crosses," such as those erected by Edward I. to the 
memory of his queen, one of which-a very beautiful example-
remains at Waltham. In these so-called " crosses" there is such 
a combination of architecture and sculpture aa satisfies most 
completely all the essential requisites of a memorial. The cross 
is susceptible of infinite variety of desi~, magnitude, coetlinea, 
and decoration; it is durable, as the eXlStiug examples prove; it 
tells its story quite as intelligibly as Rn obelisk; and, probably, in 
a futnre generation, when the affectation of pagan forms ia 
out of date, will be considered infinitely more beautiful 

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION 
IN this important year, when, on a second occasion the world's 

gathtiring is to be assembled in our metropolis to do honour to 
an International Exhibition, it is satisfactory to believe that the 
claims of others, which about this time are accustomed \o make 
their annual appearance, have not been forgotten, althongh for 
the nonce .they must ex~t ~ shine with diminished lustfe in the 
face of their more absorbingnval. Great efforts are being mllde, 
we are aware, in order that Architecture, among other fine arts, may 
be worthily represented at Kensington; but we are g!!d to see 
that the walls of the Conduit Street Galleries are no~ the less 
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bin on thahcooout, and that in some deeirable respects thia exbi
bll;ionbaamade a Btepiuadvancetowardebecomiugamoregeouine, 
11 well u a more uaefol, institution. In one department, however, 
ihere appears a deficiency which gives cause for regret. The 
apace uaually allotted to the display of materials, and of practical 
worb, patents, &c. baa been apparently tbie year leu in demand 
(pcuibly owing in a great measure to the cauee to which we have 
already adverted), while there ia al90 a decided lack of novelty in 
the general character of the articlea exhibited. Of course it ie 
no' to be presumed, or even wished, that this dtipartment should 
pnamt an entirely different upect on each eucceaiilve eeaeon; we 
are ()Illy too glad to welcome the continual revival of those old 
and well-tried objects which can11ot be placed too often or too pro
minently in view, eepecially the many economical and sanitary 
oonl.rivances which have been devised of late, and which are to 
ihe public at larae so inestimable a boon. Still, we cannot cloee 
our eyee to the f&ct, that thie porlioo of the .Architectural Exhi
bition doea not ket'lp pace with the march of improvement out of 
dooni; that either inYenton are not nfficientlyalive to the expe
diency of thua making their products known, or that visitors to 
the galleries have been tardy in recognizing and encouraging 
auch eft'orta 88 have from time to time been praieeworthily made. 
Now, whicheYer be the true cauae (and there may be a blending 
of both), thia ia a at.ate of thinga that ought to be remedied, for 
the well-beinf not merely of the exbibitioo itaell, but aleo of the 
partiee who it ia intended shall be mutuallv and more imm&
iliately benefited by the plan. That the scheme bae thus worked 
well no one can deny: that it ia capable of producing much 
greater result.a ia equally incontrovertible. Let, then, our men 
of acieoce and ekill'ul artificers not ao much overlook the oppo~ 
tunity in future. 

Beverting, however, totbe Exhibition generally, and glancing 
at the eatalogoe, it ia at once evident that our country friends 
han put !orth greater strength than heretofore, while that in 
point o( merit, ae well u numbers, not a few of their works 
prove moet valuable and acceptable "X>ntributiooe. In the matter 
of recent competitions, too, the drawings, which are liberally 
sprinkled over the walls, have been gleaned Crom vanoue parts of 
the kingdom, and the meana hereby afforded for duly comparing 
them one with another is one of the many evidences o( the 
utility of the exhibition we are now oommeoding. Amon~ such 
competition subjects, deeigns for which are more or leee elucidated 
in the preeent oollection, may be mentioned-the Town Halle (or 
Northampton, Hull, and Tiverton; the Conoty and Borough 
Halle, Gaild(ord; the Devon and Cornwall Bank; the Agri
cultural Hall, Ialingtoo; Bath Marketa, &c. Then again, the 
"Architectural Publication Society," and the "Architectural 
A.uociation," display, 88 uBUl\l, broadaheete of 1mbjecta, aelected 
from thoee i11ued during the put year, while numerous large 
cutoone for at&ined glua, and a few smaller ones, interspenied 
among the ordinary pictures, eerve to vary and enliven the 
general e11ect o( the whole. Decoration, u euch, would eeem to 
be 111111 represented than formerly, though on the opening night 
aome beautifal specimens, lent (or the occasion, and more par
iicnlarly one, in which colours of the moet vivid ae well aeeombre 
hu• had been successfully transferred to a ground of pure white 
satin, were the theme of general comment and admiration. 

Oae feature, in which the present exhibition differs from it.a 
predeceeeore, ie due to the now almost universal application of 
photography in reproducing drawings, and (a.e-eimilee o(tbe effect 
of 1ewptured and other work& in relie£ While fully sensible of 
ihe advantages which cannot but accrue to the cause of art by 
'be liberal u.ee of meaoe euch u these, when pursued in the right 
direct.ion, we muet take care that itll facile aesietance doee not 
induce a laxity or ca.releasuB88 among thORe to whom the practice 
of freehand drawing, and the power o( ready expre88ioo of 
ideas either by pea, pencil, or brueb, should be 10 constant 
exercise. There 11 an evident danger o( this, and, ae in some 
degree corroborating our apprebeoeione, we need onlv direct 
attention to the large ratio which the photographs on tbeee walls 
bear to the more old-fashioned, yet (we venture to aesert) wore 
legitimate modes of representation, which, spite o( all their short
comings, are alike of infinite 11ervice to the experienced prac
titioner D.nd to the comparative novice in art. 

Bat it ia time we should enter upon our task of examining the 
drawinga aeriatim, though we cannot but advert (or a moment to 
that which may well be deemed a supplementary exhibition, 
ee~te and .distinct, which occupies. the whole of th.e ante-gallery, 
beiiidee covenng numeroUI screens, 1n the room, viz., the aeries 
of architectural sketches and drawings, eome hundreds in 

number, made by the late A. Welby Pogin, and lent for the 
purpoee by bis Son, the present Mr. Edward W. Pagin. These 
constitute of themselves a pel"fect study, and are marvel• of 
industry and artistic skill. Pugio might be termed a man of 
intuitive discernment in all that regards the priociplee of ancient 
art, and he pursued their many-phased developments with an 
ardour o( devotion which never knew fatigue, but which btoagbt 
him to an early grave. Io the specimens ae here arranged we can 
almost read the character of their author. Be the7 sketchy or 
detailed, in outline or colour, there can be no question aa to the 
motif of each individual work, or ae to the amazing power of 
hand, acquired by that com1taot "practice" we bave been 
advocating, which could 90 readily and fiUtb!aU1 expreea the ideas 
be was anxiou.e to bear away. Thoe the infi01te variety o( sub
jects which are presented, and their mode of delineation, are alike 
evideooee of the workings of a master mind, to which, in its 
peculiar line, it would be difficult to point out an equal. On thie 
we eball, however, have more to eay when we come to notice thee# 
drawings more minutely. 

Among the first dmwiogs which attract attention are (7 and 8), 
by Mr. E.W. Godwin, which consist of the principal elevations 
for the " Town Halle at Hull, and N ortbampt.on," the latter now 
in course of erection. Theee drawings are advantageously placed 
eide by side, and present eome degree of similarity t.o each other 
-in idea at least,-botb being baaed upon the received interpre
tation of Italian Gothic, as now eo largely practised in this 
country, and both being composed of the eeme element.a o( detail, 
into which figure sculpture and inlay surface-work are conspicuous 
(Paturee. It appears to ue that in the (ormer of these designs 
the statues ranging along the front are too large, destroying in 
effect the real ecale of the building, which in other respects lookiJ 
more broken up, and not eo well balanced ae the simpler and nobler 
faQade at Northampton. Ae well dmwu and effective eepia 
elevations, without adventitious aid, they deserve an appovio~ 
mention, and the eame may be recorded of (31), Mr. Godwin s 
competition <leeign for the "Public Hall and Market, at Swan
sea," thongh the design itself appears leBB rsucceeeful than the 
others juet mentioned. No. 2, ehowe eome well photographed 
sculpture executed by Mr. Nicholls, for Gayhuret, from the design 
of Mr. Burges. It will be remembered that eome other portions 
of this building were ehown in laet year's exhibition; tboee before 
ue mark eimp11 the enrichment& of one of the firephLcee and 
dOC1ra. The eubJectB are in low relief, and illustrate respectively 
the Expltlsioo from Eden, and the Bringing in of the Boar's bead; 
the latter occupying the whole width of the door between the 
architrave and the ceiling. 4, 5, Sketches in water colour o( 
"Norwich Cathedral" and "St. Ereamua' Chapel, Westminster 
Abbey," by Mr. Warren, are unpretending, but cleverly touched in. 

Mr. C. F. HayWR.rd exhibits chiefly photographs, eome bP.iog of 
eubjecte which have before appeared in the ehape o( largt>r 
drawings. Two of the beet of tbeee are comprised in (9), Schools 
and a Shop erected at Halittead; (47) ia a photograph of the 
Lodge o( the Tailors' Benevolent Institution; and (35), ie another, 
o( the Chalet erected by Mr. Hayward, at Lexdoo, near Col
chester. Io these, M well IUI other contributions Crom the 
eame hand, there is evidence of an originality; which, if 
not always equally ><ncceeeful, ie t.o be commended, 90 long 
ae it oversteps not the bounds of correct taat.e. Mr. Which
cord, in the " Parade now erecting at Black heath" (6), pre
eeote what cooeiete mainly of a row of ehope, the boueee 
themaelves being eet back ; and, excepting it be the extent 
of the undertaking, there ie really little on the face of it to call 
(or eo pretentious a drawing. The "Offices and sale-roome" being 
erected Crom Mr. Wbichcord'e designs, in Water-lane, City, as 
ebewn in (20), though more characteristic, are yet deficient in 
effect, compared with the majority o(tbe noble etractures of thie 
claes, which have especially marked the metropolitan improve
ments of the laet ten years. It ie wanting in boldoeas and relief 
of parte; the main cornice being Badly at fault. Mr. Corson ie, 
ae ueual, an exhibitor of eome o( the numerous works he ie 
executing near Leeds, (10 and 11) being photographs o( a large 
mansion, in design, perhaps, not one of hie happiest efforts, but 
yet with eome very good points. The vignette additions to the 
drawing are tasteful. We ehonld be glad to omit reference to 
Messrs. Francie' "Redhill Market Hall and Aesemhly Room" 
(12), but ite very absurdities prese it into notice. What can be 
more incongruous than the mixture o( Italian in a portico, 
Elizabethan in windows and parapets, and Gothic diagonal 
buttre1111ee at the angles, each o( the most unmistakable kind 1 
Yet this is the composition which exists, not only on paper, but 
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was "erected 1860." This drawing reappeal'll, moreover, amonft a 
group of other photographed designs in ( 5i). In a" Competitlon 
design for Schoola at Cl\istor" (14), Me81!rs. Hooker and Wheeler 
have shown considerable taste. The arrangement and outline are 
unusually satiefactory,-the material chiefly red brick. Many 
of the oompetition designs for the "Goclolphin Schools, at Hani
rueremith," were contributed to last yMr'e exhibition; we have 
in the present one (15), a view of the building, as just completed, 
the architect bein~ Mr. C. H. Cooke. The central portion, 
including the oriel, 18 its most satisfactory part, and the least so 
is the tower immediately above, but the whole mass has a rather 
heavy and ungainly look, and some of the details would have 
been better if bolder. 

The beautiful photograph etching (19), of "Archbishop 
Holgate'& Hospital, York," by Mr.RP. Pope, will be recognised 
ne a reduction of the skilful drawing which lately enriched the 
Royal Academy walls, and which we then took occasion to 
notice. (22), another photograph-that of the "Tomb erected 
in Lichfield Cathedral to the Memory of Major Hodson," · 
and sculptured by Mr. Earp, from designs by Mr. Street,-will 
remind our readers of the lithograph of the same subject which 
accompanied our number of this Journal for Sept. 1860. In (48) 
also, Mr. Earp has photographed various groups of sculpture, 
mostly executed for Lord Calthorpe'e new mansion at Elvetharo. 
One of these photographs consists of portions of a reredoe erected 
at Wymering Church, Hants, a11d designed by Mr. Street. These 
subjects represent-Our Lord bearing hie Croee, the Crucifixion, 
and the Descent from the Cross. The "Torquay Gas Company's 
Labourers' Cottages" (23), by Mr. Appleton, are tolerably good
looking, and have the recommendation of being comfortably 
planned. Each cottage contains several rooms, with the usual 
out-building11; the cost of the six, including fittings, being 
£833 21. 8d. The materials uaed are local red sandstone, with 
white and red brick dressings, bat the doorways are of roanded 
fire-clay bricks. 

In (24) is shown an ingenious "slip roof" for building iron
caeed frigates, and now erecting at Millwall, for Messrs. C. J. Mare 
and Co. Though this is essentially a constructive work, and of a 
kind usually entrusted to engineers, in the present instance we 
are glad to find that it is under the direction of an architect, 
Mr. Edmeston, and the result is an evidence of no little thought 
and ingenuity well applied: There is no pretension to extraneous 
ornament, which, indeed, would be out of place; but it consists 
of a well-balanced system of iron construction. The length is 
410 feet, and the width 82 feet 6 inches. The roof is wholly of 
bar and angle i,ron, the standards being of cast-iron. These 
etnndarde are 4 feet wide at the base, and diminish towards the 
top. The total height is 70 feet. The roof is entirell glazed, the 
sides are cloRed, and to be covered with De Vauxe zinc. Mr. 
Edmeston also exhibits (50), "Meeers. King's Premises. No. 77, 
Thames-street," a lofty brick building of six stories; and (24SI, 244) 
"Homes for Poor Merchants' Clerks," erected at Muewell Hill, 
in memory of the late Matthew Uzielli, Esq. Noa. 25, 177, are 
in c;ontinuation of the series of continental sketches furnished 
from time to time by Mr. I' Anson, and are as ueuo.l interesting 
and cleverly aketched; hie two other pictures this year (30, 49), 
explain the designs of a "Villa. at Dulwich." A modern Classic 
Font is a mrity; but it would seem, from (26), that Mr. Knightly 
hns placed one in St. Matthew's Church, Bethnal Green. The bowl 
i8 circular-basket-work, in fact-and is supported by four figures 
of rather disproportionate size. Mr. C. F. Hayward's" Roofofthe 
Chapel of the Tailors' Benevolent Institution, Haverstock Hill" 
(27), is ceiled to a poI1gonal form, of low pitch, the trueees are on 
the ham mer-beam prmci pie, and have moulded ribs, and traceried 
apandrels. Altogether the design is a very eucceSRful one. (28), 
:Meeers. Green and De Ville's Competition Design for Hall Town 
Hall, shows an Italian composition, hardly equal to some we have 
seen before from the same qnarter. The intercolumuiatione of the 
Corinthian or<ler are far too great, this unwonted lightne81! of 
effect is not beiug compensated for by the coupled columns at the 
angles. The basement story is rusticated. We are sorry we 
cannot say a word in favour of their adjoining drawing (29), a 
" Design for a Chapel at Hampstead," a would-be-gothic eleva-
tion of the et1·angest kind. · 

No. 44 is a proof of the increasing use of eculptured decoration, 
and especially in figure subjects, for domeAtic RB well as eccle
aiaetical purposes; and consists of four photoicraphe of part of a 
series of sculptures of this description decorating ~he corridor of 
n. house at Sydney, and executed by Mr. Nicholle. Mr. Phene 

Spiers sends, aa he baa before done, some delicately-tinted draw
ings-viz., (45, 247, 248.) ln these the CIA.eeic feeling decidedly 
predominates. The " Cemetery Chari,'' &c., erected at Low 
Leyton, Essex, by Meeers. Willson an Nicholl, is well situated, 
and the design is happily adapted, indeed one of the beet of the 
numerous edifices of this kind which have been necessitated by 
the recent enactments. These several buildings are well shown 
by photographs in (46). Messrs. Dobson and Kyle's" New Build
ings at N ewcaetle-ou-Tyne" ( 51 ), will hardly sustain the character 
for good street architecture for which that town has long been 
faruoue. Thie design is an extensive pile, and erected on the site 
of the great fire which t.ook place in 1854. (64) is a frame con
taining three very good designs by Mr. M. P. Manning, the first 
of which, the New Chapel at Hampton, Middlesex, though very 
plain, poeeeesee great merit. 

'(To be continued.) 

In spite of adverse weather, the attendance of members and 
their friends, including not a few ladies, was considerable on 
the occasion of the inauguration of the Twelfth Exhibition, by 
the usual conueraazione, on the 25th ult., the eveniug preceding 
its being open to the public. Speech-making was wi:!ely a.a much 
aa poesihle curtailed, so aa to leave the greater part of the evening 
free for visitors to examine the works of art around, and to 
renew associations among friends who rarely, perhaps, meet but 
under these or similar circumstances. The principal speakers 
were the chairman, the Rev. Mr. Burgeee, who dl!8C&Ilted on the 
greater public spirit and liberality which, on the whole, charac
terise our continental neighbours in reference to national projects, 
aa compared with onreelvee,-a theme suggested by looking at 
aome of the drawings on the walle;-and Professor Kerr, who 
threw out some remarks on past exhibitions, and some excel
lent hints ns to future ones. A brief report of a satisfactory 
n 1turewaa also read by one of the hon. secretaries, Mr. Edmeston. 
Daring the time of the Exhibition, the following lectures will be 
given on Tuesday evenings, in ihe galleries:-
May 6. On the tmnsport and erection of Obeliab, a.nd t>ther large 

Monoliths, in ancient and modern times. By Prof. Donaldeon. 
May 18. The Character and Career of the late A. W. Pugin. By 

Prof. Kerr. 
May 20. Pagan Architecture. By W. Burges. 
May 27. Conventionality in Ornament. By J.P. Seddon. 
June 3. The Truthful in Art. By R. W. Edie. 

Though the Exhibition will remain open till the 30th of June, 
we recommend our readers to pay it an early visit, and they will 
probably repeat it once and again. To facilitate such intentions, 
season tickets admitting at all times to the Exhibition, the Pugin 
Collection, and the Lectures, are obtainable as heretofore at half
a-crown each; these tickets have invariably commanded, aa 
might be expected, an extensive circulation. 

NEW CHURCH, OVER-DARWEN, LANCASHIRE. 
(With cm Bwgrafliff{I.) 

THE Church forming the subject of onr illustration iB now in 
coarse of erection at Over-Darwen, and is intended to supply a 
want long felt-of additional church accommodation in that 
rapidly-increasing district. The entire expense of its erection, 
we understand, is to be borne by Mr. and Mrs. Graham, of Turn
croft, Over-Darwen. The edifice stands within their gronnds, on 
a beautifnl site at the south end of the town, where it forms an 
imposing feature. The structure will be entirely erected frem the 
stone found in the vicinity, a "strong-gritted" durable freestone 
being adopted for the dreABings and hewn work, and for the 
exterior walling "parpoints." These latter are procured from 
Mr. Grnham'e flag quarries, in close proximity to the new church; 
and, being set in narrow courses of from three to five inches, 
make a very pretty and durable wall The email plan aocoDP 
panying the view will be found to explain the genenJ arrange
ments. The columns and arches, and all internal window· jamb&, 
arches, &c.,' are worked in stone, relieYed by a few small detached 
ehaf\e of polished Aberdeen granit.e. All doors and the chancel 
seats will be executed in Dantzic oak; the seats in the body of 
the church of pitch-pine, varnished. The roofs, worked out of red 
deal or Baltic, are of maeeive construction. The chancel will be 
vaulted with hood ribs, filled in with narrow boards, with carved 
bosses at the intersection of the ribs; the whole being decorated 
in colours. The cost of the church will be about £6000. The 
architect is Mr. E. S. Paley, of Lancaster. 

/ 
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THE ECONOMIC ANGLES IN PARALLEL OPENWORK 
GIRDERS. 

(C~ from page 69.) 
Lwr N ?e the number of.bays into which the span Sis diVided 

by the polllts of concentration of the loa.ding. Let 8 represent in 
· a general manner the angle which a brace makes with the vertical 

rlirection, anJ V the vertical component of the stress npon the 
brace • 
. In our l~t paper we have shown that when N is of any pre-

v10Wlly assigned value, the eoouomic V11.iues of 8 as calculated for 
the bracing taken alone will also be the economic values of 8 for 
the whole ~rd~r, that is, for the bracing and booms taken together. 
The qu_est1on 1s therefore reduced to the <let.ermination of the 
e~uom1c angles for the bracing. This, however, i!Jnores the end 
pillars: but as these more pn_>perly belong to the piers, and may, 
m fact, have no separate existence, they may very properly be 
excluded from the ~ore ~eneral investigations; but in some of 
the e~amples to be given lll our next paper, their inB.uence will 
be pomted out. 

The tjfecl of th6 lkP_th of the gif'der upon the weight 01' cmt of the 
web.-Before proceedmg to the more immediate objects of this 
JXipe;, we .may here atat.e at somewhat greater length a fact fi.rst 
pnbhshed m 1855 (see vol xviii.~ page 236): we refer to the con
stancy of th.e amount of material required for the bracing of an 
openwork girder, when the values of S, 8, W, and 4 * are con
stant, .ait~ough the value of D, and with it the amount of the 
mate~! ~n the booms, may undergo any degree of change. 

Thia will be most convincingly shown by direct calculation of 
some extreme examples. 

Let WI RSBom~, then, as in some of the ca.ses in our last paper 
tba~ S -.12 units, 8= 45°, and W =6 units, lll!d that the bracei: 
are m pairs, or the numbers of struts and ties equal. 

1'10. L 

J'Io. 2. 

Now, the weight of any brace ia = V. D. aec2 8. 4; and since 
here we .have seC2 8 = 2, aud D = S + 2 N, and the portion of 
the load!ng at each supported point = W + N, the material in 
the bracings for the caee of a fixed loa.d, half only of each atruc
ta~ being taken, will be as follows:-
Fig. 1. 

~~ } Bracing=(i+1t+2t)D2(41+412)=9(41+41) 
Fig. 2. 

~~f.5 } Ditto =(f+2t)D2(a1 +"2)=9{41+41) 

N=21 D'tto ( )D D=J 1 = 1·5 2(a1+4J=9(41+4J 

~~~~ Ditto =(t+f+1t+1f+2!+2!)D2(41+"2)=9(41+aJ 
So that, in the case of a fixed loa.ding, there ia abeolutely no 

change produced on the amount of the material in the braces, 
estimated with fixed values of 4 and 42. 

On the other hand, when the loading is treated as wholly 
moveable, we find that on increasing N, the increase of the 
stresses on the braces resulting from the mobility of the load ia 
augmented. Tbe calculations are more complicated . than the 
~bOve; but the results given below will show the character of the 
mcrease. (See table next column.) 

If 'We exclude from these results the exceptional ca.se of N = 2 
we lee that; the variations produced in the amounts of material i~ 
the bracir.g, by changes in the value of D, are very moderntti 
even when all the loading is treated as moveable. When how: 
ever, the question is treated practically, the alight adv~ntage 
1ho1r11 on the side of a high value of D will be more than 
destroyed by the necessary increase of 41 for the struts on account 
of thsir increased lengths. · 

"For Ille me&lling o! ;he syui bola, - allk page 1. 

N= 2 • 6 8 10 

D= 3 l'i5 1 0•75 0•6 

Material in Bracing ~ 
• when loading a.11 = 9 9 9 9 9 
fixed. 

Material in Bracing ~ 
when loading a.11 = 
moveable. , 

9 10•125 10•333 10·400 10·00 

The economic 4ngle1 for the ~truu 400 tiu oj' tM IJf'acing.-In the 
following investigation we shall confine ourselvee to the conaider
!'tion of atructure11 made up of an even number of triangles, or, 
mother words, an equal number of ties and struts; further, we 
will &SBume, that the loading is all collected at the upper or lower 
boom of the girder. Under these circumstances the braces are ar· 
ranged in p11.irs, each of which p11irs consists, as in fig. 3, of a strut 
and a tie having the vertical components oft.heir stresses eqnal. 

Let 41 represent the coat, weight, or bulk of a tie con11tructed 
of the material of the ties (4-b, &c.), and capable of conveying 
one ton of etreBB through one foot of length. Similarly let a2 
represent the cost, or other quality to be considered, of a 1trut. 

Now, all that is required is to determine the two values of 8 for 
each pair, viz., 81 for the tie ab, and 82 for the atnit c b; and eo 
long M the values of 41 and 42 bear tlie same proportion to one 
another, the angles obtained for any one pair will be those also 
for all the others, since the question is not atrected by the abso
lute amount of the vertical component V of the stresses to be 
transmitted through the bracee. Should, however, the ratio of 41 
to 41 vary for the ditrerent pairs, the economic values of 8 must 
bA obtained by eo ml\Jly independent calculations. 

Let V be the accumulated portion of the loading on the P 11ide 
o! point c and ~t point c, which it is necessary to convey to the 
pier on the Q aide. The stresses on.the braces will consequently 
be = V sec 8. Let the depth ab = D, then the lengths of the 
braces wi:I be = D sec 8. Tbe work performed by tnese brnces 
is the conveyance of V towards Q, hence the amount of such 
work done by any brace, or its efficiency, is expressed by VD tan 8. 

1'10. 8. 

p Q 

. Now let it be the COit of a brace, in proportion to the work 
done by it, which is to be rendered a minimum; this is repre
sented by V ll9C 8. D sec 8. 4 +VD tan 8=4 eec:l 8 +tan 8, or we 
have for the pair-

t • ffi · 41sec281+¥ec281 41(Z'+l)+42(g2+1) ( ) 
cos -:-e ciency= .. _ 

8 
+ 

8 
= --~ -- ... 1 

. ...n I tan t .r-y 
Let.s+y=•· 

The cases, the aolntiona of which follow, are, 
1. When 1 is fixed, but z and y variable. 
2. When 1, .r, and y are all variable. 
3. When z+y is fixed. 
4. When z or y is fixed. 
6. When z or y=O. 

ClU6 1. In equation 1 by substituting 1 for z + y, and 1 - z 
for y, we get: 

Coat 1 

Effi • = - (a1r+41+¥-2aiU+ar2+aJ 
ciency 1 

Ditrerentiating this with .s as the variable, putting the co
efficient = 01 aud reducing, we get for a minimum, when 1 is 
constant, 

••. (2) 
and similarly we have 

Whence :r: y : : 4~ : a1; and .r=y ~,and y=z ~ 
41 Cls 

2• 
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So that, whatever value llll\Y be assigned to •, the tangents of 6 
will be to one another inversely as the values of a. 

Cue 2. We have now to determine what value of• will give 
the absolute minimum valae to equation 1. 

Substituting for z and g in equation 1, their values as given 
in equations 21 we get, 

Effi~~:!cy = ~ { a1r(a1~aJ'+a1+a~(lli ~ "2)1
+a,} •.. (3) 

The dift'ereutial of this ia 

-{2ai..r( a2 )2+2a ( al )'}~ -{11xr(-"2-r - a1 +a2 
1 a1 + a, 8 a1 + a2 

+a1+a,n( llx~i )'+a2} ~ 
Putting the differential co-efficient = O, for a minimum, and 

reducing, we get, 
_a1+a2 , __ _ 

,../"ai.a, 
Subatituting this value of' in equations 2, we have, 

a1 G1 

:r=,..;a
1
a

21 
and g= Ai/a1az 

Further, we have, zg = 1, :. 81 + 83 = 90°. 

• • (4) 

Table of Economic .Angla, «c., calculaUd by Equation (4). 

a, : a, y. z. 11, 11, .. 
1 : l l·ooo l·ooo 45° 45° 00' 2·000 
l : 1"5 0•816 1•225 89° 14' 50° 46' 2·041 
1 : 2· 0·101 1'414 85° 16' 54° 44' 2·121 
1 : 3 0·577 1•782 80° 60° 2"309 
1 : 4 0•500 2·000 26° 34' 63° 26' 2•500 
1 : 0•5 1"414 0.797 54° 44• 85° 16' 2·121 

Caae 3. When a definite value is assigned to the ratio of z : g. 
Let z = cy, then z : z + g : : c : c + 1, and 

11:=•-0- and g=•-
1 

-
c+l c+l 

Substituting these values of z and gin equation 11 we have, 

Cost+ efficiency=} { a1r(c~1 )'+11i+al(c!i)+Gi} ; 

dilferontiating .and puttin~ the co-efficient= O, arranging and 
reducing, we get for a minunum, 

11=(11i+11i·Jiandg=(a1+a1)t •• (5) 
G1c2+a1 G1c2+1Ji . 

When e = a1 + a1, we have the absolute minimu"m as by 
Case 2. 

Table of Ez:ampla. 
a1 : a, c. •· 111 
1 : 1 ... 2 ... l '897 ... 82° 19' 
l : 3 ..• 2 ... 2•268 ... 87° 5' 

11, 
51° 40' 
56° 31' 

Cue 4: When a given value z 1 or g1 is asaigned to one of the 
tangents, the other and • being va....jable. 

Let .r be the variable tangent, then equation 1 becomes, 

Cost..:-Efficiency= a1 r+11i+~i1+at 
. •+!11 

Whiea, \iy tbe calculus, we ascertain to be a minimum, when 

:r=v' (1+~) • (!J1
2
+1)-g1 ~ 

I (6) 
andsimiiariy, 1=v (1+~) .(.r12+l)-z1 ...... 

Taikof Ezaaplu 111hn a,=2Gi· 
When.x1 =0·5, y:0·8698. Wbeny1:0·5, z:l·4865 

,, ,, =l·O, y:0·7320. ,. ,, =l·O, z:l·4495 
,, ,, =1·5, y=0·7079. ,, ,, =1·5, z:l•622:i 
" " =2·0, y=0·7386. 
,, ,, =4·0, Y=l·202. 

<Aue 5. When one of the braces is pttpendicular, .ir1 or Vi= O, 
and equations 6 become, 

#::;· /1+~,.1= /1+~ ...... (7) V a1 V a, 

Table of E:mmplel. 
a1 a 1 112 111 

.% being = 0 y being = 0 
1 1 54° 44' 5•0 44' 
1 1'5 52° 14' 67° 41' 
1 2·0 50° 46' 60° O' 
1 S·O 49° 6' 68° 26' 

We now offer some applications of these fonnulse. 
T.uiLJ: I.-Of ,.-.zu f<YI' -WW uampla arNngecl to o:1Mbit Ike pn

cemage of Q:NU of cost Of" tffight °"" btiU, irtctwr.a by a depanure 
· from tlie economic 11alvu of the 1.m9lel. 

We here IWlllUDle ibat a1=a, .·. 
Cost • h bulk..:..effi • • z2+y•+ 2• or weig t or : ciency, va.nes at z+y 

111 11, 
Per 

:JC. y. otD\age b•.un 
ot a>st. 

--------
1 1 45° 45° lOO·OO Absolute minimum of cost. Pub· 

lished in Jenuary, 1851, by the 
writer, in bis "Treatise on 

o·577 0·577 30° 30° U5·H 
Bracing." 

Warren & Monzani'a Patent, 16th 

0•426 0•425 23° 28° 
August, lS-18. 

139'0 Nub's Patent, 21Bt Feb., 1839. 
See Newton's Journal, vol. 16, 

30° 
p. 355. 

0•557 1•056 46° 33' 105-59 Economic va.lue of 81 when 81 =30° 
1•732 1'732 60° 60° 115•47 
1·414 O·OOO 54° 44' 0 141'42 Economic value of 111JJwhen llt=0 1 
1·000 0 450 0 150•00 American "Rider" ridge a own 

at Exhibition of 1851. Cast· 
iron perpendicular struts, a.nd 

69° 27' 
wrought·iron ties. 

2•667 0 0 170•88 1851 Exhibition Building, 48·feet 

15° 
girders, (approximate~ 

0·268 0·268 15° 200·00 Chelsea Suspension Bri , prin· 
cipal girdel'8. 

TABLJ: II.-Gtntl"al Ezamplu to tzliibit tht additional cost incun'td by 
t1arioul deparluf"U from the economic roluu of II. 

a1 is here auumed to be equal to 2a1 • •• 

,.., __ • • -"" • • at z2+2y'+8 d f •L • 
""""":"'<'Wciency vanes ~-· an or w.ie percentages given 

in the table, this is divided by 2·8284. 

111 11. 
Per 

z. ,. otDtage :e.. .... ua. 
olcoR. 

1•414 0·101 5i 44 85 16 100 ~Absolute minimum of cost. 
1'061 1•061 46 41 46 41 106•20 In t.heee five examples the value 2·121 0 64 46 0 125• 
0·101 l '414 35 16 54 44 125• ~ of z+y or 1 is made OODlltant, 

0 2·121 0 64 46 200· and = 2·1218 or t.liai required 
for the above minimum. · 

1 1 45 45 106•1 
1°449 1 66 24 45 102•5 Minimum when y = 1 
2 1 63 26 45 106'1 ----,_ -- -
1 0 45 0 141•4 
1•5 0 56 19 0 123•7 

Minimum when y = 0 ./8 0 60 0 122•4 
2 0 63 26 0 123•7 ----- ----
1 0 45 0 141•4 

Minimum when :ic = 1 1 0•782 45 86 12 103•53 
1 2 45 63 26 141•4 
----- ----

2 0 63 26 0 123•7 
2 0•739 63 26 86 27 104-46 Minimum when :JC= 2 
2 2 63 26 63 26 132'58 
----·------

0 1 0 45 176•8 
0 ..lf5 0 50 46 173•2 Minimum when:ic= 0 
0 1•5 0 56 19 176•8 

---------- \ 
4 1·202 i5 58 50 15 148·7i l\linimum when Z= ~ 

2·605 0 69 0 14i·3o
1 

C. P. Sydenham, e&11t- n gilders 
(approx.) , 

In ou.r next paper we purpose treating of some of ~e more 
practical applications of the principles diseuased above. 

. Rili.B. 
Edinbargh. I 
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FOREIGN PUBLIC A TIO:NS. 

Em:yoloptdia ff .drchUecture.-Tbis journal has not of late con
tained in it.a letterpr6811 matter of a nature to interest our readers, 
although many of ita beautifully executed illustrations would 
have a1forded pleuure could we have reproduced them. They 
prieent a very miscellaneous &111ortment of objects, showing the 
great variety of styles practised in Frauce, and evincing the 
8'rollg hold which many of the details of the style called aft.er 
Louis XIV. still keep upon the public taste. Rococco work, and 
that purer style wh1oh some of the modem French architects 
have created for themselves, by a blending of RenailB&llce richness 
with Greek mouldings and forms, ~ executed to great perf~ 
tion in France; but there appears a striking fl\lliug off when we 
critically examine the Gothic works even of their greatest artists. 

.R"1ua • r ..trdriNcture.-In the columns of this journal a aeries 
oC essays on coverings for roofs with elaborate illustrations are 
now appearing, The subject of tiles has been very carefully 
analysed, and a large mass of v&lnable-and detailed information 
collected together. The improved tiles shown on some of the 
plates would be very desirable additions to the not too extensive 
lilt of materials available in England for the covering of roofa; 
and those of our readera who are interested in this subject will 
ti.ad it quite wort.h their while to consult the R~, where all the 
principal varieties in ase in France are carefully illustrated, and 
their size, price, weight, and other properties are to be found 
tabulated. Reference ia &!so made t.o a series of specimen tiles of 
each BOrt in the Couaervatoirt1 des Arts et Metiera, a collection 
an&logous to our Museum of Patents, only of a ma.~ificence iu 
accordance with the nat.ion&l character of the collection, instead 
oC being crowded into a limited space and seen under every dis
advantage. The use of enamelled rooting tiles (so little known 
in thw country) and the substitution of flashings, &c. in zinc or 
lead for 1illeta of plaster on tiled roofs, is strongly recommended. 

"The :niugher the sufaoe of a tile, and the more numerous the comera. 
projectioDll, and angles which it present&, and the larger the numberohhe 
joint.a in a given auperficies of roof-oovering, the more euily will duat 
eettle upon it, and the more will thoee mosaea flourish on it which result 
&om moiature. * • • We learn, from actual examples, this leeeon. 
8crong roof-timbers, inflexible battens (or laths), tiles of good quality and 
smooth aurface, a 1teeper pitch than that ordinarily found sufficient, 
no extenial moriar or cement work, euy ventilation of the inner face of 
'118 tiles and the battening (or lathing); such are the conditions neceaaary 
for a deairable covering, costing little to maintain. There is, perhape, 

' Oll8 objeclion which may be raised to all this-the high prioe of it.a first 
erection. The reply to this objootion is, that money expended upon the 
fundamental portions (partia mLra\ of a structure ia always well invested, 
lllld of t.heee the roof-oovering ia one. To stand in no danger of deatructin 
lllld defiling infiltrations of water is something. To be safe from the cost 
of consY!lt repairs, and the neoe811ity of at no distant date entirely renew
ing the covering, ia something more. These aubstantial advantagea soon 
defray the additional prime cost; and, from this point of view, the use of 
enamelled tilN is ezoellent. The art of enamelling tilea, bricks, and 
fllaing bloob goes back to the highest antiquity. It appears to have had 
ita origin in the Eui. N umero111 traces of it are diacovered at the foot of 
U. Caomman range, in Egypt, and in Babylonia. In thoae countries 
whoee primeval civilization baa now disappeared, the art of the potter had 
attained, t.en oenturiea and more before our era, a degree of perfection 
llllkuown at the pre118nt day to the same art among modern nations. In 
oar own day, the enamelling of tiles is most followed in Bavaria, and 
applied to flat tiles, either pointed or acaled on the portion exposed to 
light. The enamels are fine and the tint& subdued. In France their wie 

ill not yet common, but is extending. Already, subsequently to the 
Univenal Exhibition of 181i5, it baa developed itself in .Maconnais, 
Fn.ncbe Comte!, and Picardy; it hllll long been eu11tomary to employ in 
Uiie lut-11&111ed county, lead-enamelled ridge-tiles; that is to aay, pre
pared wUb an euamel principally oompoeed of lead ore, and approaching 
all tonea of yellow, and all tint.a of brown colour; these tiles an now also 
~there with ailicate of potash; they become waterproof, and retain 
\be1r natural colour. At Pw, the employment of enamelled tiles is 
commenring, thanka to the in~· t and active cxertiollll of a manufac
turer who baa taken up the s · 'ty, Mons. Richomme, already referred 
to. The 11DA1Delled tilt. of t · maker a.re similar in form to the Bavarian 
tile1, and, like them, variously coloured in white, yellow, brown, green, 
blue, tc.., delicate in their tint&, perfectly dtll'll.ble, and affording a mean• 
of forming rich moeaica. Theee tiles, which are only enamelled exter· 
nally M Iv u their unoovwed pan extends, meaaure 0·24x O·l8=96X 7 
inches, anrl are laid with an uncovered part (pureav, almoat tM t;{act 
l'tt'me of IA. EnglW& "lapj of 0·08=3! inches. The pointed ones 
weigh dry, 0"708 kil., and 0•7.50 aftez •quarter of an hour's immersion in 
wat.er; 611·U of them are required per square metre, and the correspond
ing welghte are 411 and li2 kilogrammes. A aquare metre of roof covering 

in theee enamelled tiles, pointed or aemi·circu!v at the lower end, and 
inc!uaive of battens and laying, oomea to 7 franca 7.5 centimes (approxi
mately equal to £2. 61. 6cl. per English square.") 

We may add, that the writer of this does not mention the 
fact that enamelled roofing tiles, especially ridge tiles, and also 
enamelled paviug tiles, were, during and since the Medireval 
period, much employed in other dis~ricts of France besides 
Picardy. On this point the curious will find some information in 
the intrduction to the abstracts of specifications relating to bricks 
and tiles recently issued by the Commiuioners of Patents. 

Moti~ .su Ornamentalm Zim1116nDerken (Designs for Orna
ment&! Carpentry, by Louis Degen, Engineer: Munioh.)-This 
work, published by the author in parts, consists of a large number 
of sheeta of quarto size, of designs for various ornament&! struc
tures in wood, sketchily, but effectively, executed in lithography . 
Thia sort of work is necessarily leBB employed in England than in 
countries where the mildness of the climate renders balconie", 
verandahs, summer-hoUBeB, and similar works, objects of daily 
use. Still these things are erected from time to time in England; 
and to thoae who have to design them this will be found an 
eminently suggestive book, especially in detail. Some will, 
perhaps, object to Herr Degen's designs, ta.ken as a whole; but 
1t would not be easy to surpaas the graceful fertility of design 
shown in sheet aft.er sheet of barge-boards, finials, brattishings or 
spandrils designed to be cut out of flat boards without any 
moulding, and in several sheets of cleverly designed 1:1toppings, 
corbels, endii of rafters, and other portions of framing. To thORe, 
too, who are aW'ILre of the value of flat ornamental gratings M 
accessories to street architecture, the motives and treatment of 
many of the pierced patterns here given will be interesting. 

Nouuellu Annalu de la Comt"'ctwn.-New Annals of Con~tru~ 
tiou for January and February of thi11 year are before us. Their 
contents include an account of the Suez Canal, and the methods 
of procedure adopted there, with a short resume of the history of 
the undertaking. The works were commenced in April JM9; 
and the methods of carrving them on are shown by illustrative 
woodcuts. It appears that mechanical contrivances have been, 
as far as possible, employed of a nature designed to facilitate the 
remov&l of the earth from the excavntions. Some of these are 
iutereating; but as the editor of the Annalu promises, at an early 
day, to give a more detailed accoout, not only of the machine!! 
themselves, but of the experience which the engineers have had 
of their working, we propose to defer our notice cf them. 

ON THE METHOD OF DETERMINING THE QUANTITY 
OF MATERIAL NECESSARY FOR THE SOILING 
OF THE SLOPES OF RAILWAY CUTTINGS AND 
EMBANKMENTS. 

BT TBoKA.s CARGILL, C.E. 

IT frequently happenR during the progress of the worke of a 
line of railwl\y in which the 011ttings and embankments are of 
considerable m~uitude, that due precaution is not taken to 
reserve in their Vicinity a sufficient amount of material for soiling 
or top-dre88ing the slopes, and the consequence is, that either 
they are not covered with the proper quantity, or the contractor 
is obliged to bring the soil from some disbulce along the line, or 
proc1tre it elwwhere at more than the ordinary expense. 

The quantity requisite for the different cuttinr-i and embank
ment.a depends principally on the depths and heights, and varies 
also as the ground is more or leu sidelong. 

The simplest case which can occur is when the height is con
stant for a given length of the longitudinal section of the line, 
and when the cl'088-sections &!so for that distance are level. This 
is shown in Fig. I, which repreaenta one of the slopes of either a 
cutting or embankment, the other being suppuse<l to be precisely 
similar. As the soil is always of a. uniform depth, its qnantity 
is t.aken out in superficial yards. In Fig. 1, let AB or CD=L= 
the length on the longitodiu&l section, leth=the height constant 
for the length L, and let S be the number of supertici&l yards of 
soil required for both slopes; all other dimensions being in feet: 
ihen 

2 area of A BCD 
S= 9 
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2ACXL 
but, from the figure, area of ABCD =ACX L, and S = --

9
-

AC is the length of the slope, and is unknown, but supposing b 
to be constant, as it always is in practice, AC depends on h. 

Fro. 1. 

A 

.... )-----------b·----··············-···-······ D 

_.._.----------·· 

c 

Now by construction AC!=h2+b2, and substituting for b its 
value RXh, R ~iug ratio ofslope, 

AC2=J.2+R2h2=/a1(l+R') and AC=hV(i+R2) 
Pntting this value of AC in the equation for S, we obtain 

S- 2hv(l+R') XL 
- 9 

R iB ~most universally= t and .V(l+R')=,..; la which gives 
2 

us by substitution in the above equation 

S = 2hXL X ,../13 
9 2 

Multiplying out and reducing we obtain 

S = h x L X 0·4 •.• •.• (1) 
which is a general formula applicable to any height and distance. 
If we make L=l chain=lOO feet, th,e formula becomes very 
simple, for 8=40/a ••• ••• (2) 
if L=the statute chain=66 feet, 8=26'4/t •. • (3) 

Another case which is more frequently met with, and the 
solution of which is of greater practical utility, is when the 
heights at the two ends of the given lenllth of the longitudinal 
section are unequal, ua is re.Presented in Fig. 2; hand h' are the 
two heights, and the rem&lnder of the notation is the same as 
thn.t employe<l above. 

As before S= 2 area o! ABCD; area of ABCD=Lx (ACtBD) 

Frol!!_above AC=hv'(l+R'), and by similar reasoning BD= 
h' llt/(l+R'); therefore area of ABCD= 

~ x { hllt/(l+R')+,h',../(l-R2)} 

which gives us S= ~ { (h+h')y'(l+R~} 

Substituting for the expreuion llt/(l+R') its equivalent iv'I3 
i 

and reducing we obtain finally 

8=L(h+h')xo·2 (4) 
if L=lOO feet, then S=(h+h') X2o ... (~) 
if L=66 feet, then S=(l1+h')l3·2 (6) 

h i11 evident that by making h=h', equations (4) (~)and (6) 
became identical with (1) (2) nnd (3), but I have given a eer.arate 
proof and demonstration, not only to preserve uniformity in 
the different examples under investigation, but because I think 
it may serve to render the subject cle!lrer to many persona, 
especially those perusing it for the finit time. 

Equations (5) and (6) will be found particularly useful to \hose 
engaged in making the estimates for "contl'llct work " of a line 
of railway, as the Fund may gpnerally be considered level 
between any two ordmatee on the longitudinal llection, which are 
at the distance of one chain from one another; unlNB it be ex
ceedingly rough and inegular, and even then any deficiency or 
exceu in so inexpensive an item as "trimming and eoilingalopes" 
is not of much _consequence. 

All the foregoing formule have been calculated on the suppo
sition that the cross sections of the ground are level, or, in other 
words, that the quantity of soil required for one slope is the same 
1\11 that which is required for the other. It iB manifest that, in 
siuelong ground, this would not "be the case, and in some instances, 
where the difference of the heights on the two sides of the line is 
great, it might be neceBll&ry to allow for it in taking out the 
quantity. Thie might be acoomplished in two W&Yfl, either by 
applying any of the above equations, which suit the particular 
case in question, to each respective side of the cutting 
or embankment, and dividing the result by 2; or by making uee 
of the following Cormula. Let H, H', h, h', be the four different 
heights, then from Fig. 2, and equation (4) the number of mper
fical yards of one elope=L (h+h')X0-1, and of the other=L 
(H+H') 0·1, and tot.al number 8=L (H+H' +h+h') 0-1, which 
can be simplified in a correepondin~ manner for the ditrerent 
values of L=lOO or 66 feet. In any mstance in which the side
long ground continued to slope uniformly in the same direction 
across the line for a considerable distance, it might be found quite 
as advantageous ifnot more so, to take out each side of the line 
separately, and so employ the former instead of the latter 
method. 

In the preliminary estimates of a line of railway for parlia
men tary purposes, " trimming and soiling elopes" is so insig· 
nificantan i~m, that it ie hardly ever taken into account; but in a 
case where the cuttings and embankments were excessive both in 
number and magnitude, and where a cloae and vigorous oppo-

h 

Rh 

Fre. I. 

,.//./ 

B 

h' \ 
//_.)---,fl\"'"···-- .. ·· . 0 

si~ion would render an equally <'lose and accurate estimate requi· 
site, it would be prudent to ascertain its amount either by direct 
calculation, or, allow a sum for it, suggested by experience. 

In such calc.'lllatione, it would be convenient to take out a whole 
cutting or embankment at one operation; and quite sufficiently 
accurate to consider the croee sections of the ground level, and 
ce>neequently the area of the two elopes equal to one another. 
The following formula is general for any length L and number of 
heights h h1 h! h3 ...... hr., which for simplicity's sake may be taken 
at equal distances; let .r=number of heights taken, then 

L 
B= 

8
_ 1 (h+21ai+2h1+2h3+ ••• +Aa)0'2 

If L be taken an even number of hundred feet, as it may be in 
such examplel', and let N=number of 100 feet lengths, and allow· 
ing one penn.Y per superficial yard, we obtain, by putting M for 
the amount m pouncfe, &c. , 

N 
M= 12(.zo-l) (h+2'\i+2h1+2Aa+···+h.) 

· It will be at once seen, that where the leng".h admits of it, ~is 
substitution can be applied to all the other formullle, and the pnce 
therefore obtained &t once from the values of the lengths and 
heights or depths. 
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ON A NEW MODE OF COKING IN OVENS, APPLIED 
TO THE STAFFORDSHIRE SLACK. 

BT ALEXANDER B. COCBR.Ufll:. 

(C<m<:lwd«l from page 85.) 
IN the first block of the new evens at Woodside, which g&'l"'e 

the yields of coke above stated from the Staffordshire slack, the 
partition walls between the ovens were built 9 inches thick. It 
18 evident, however, that the thinner the partition walls the 
more perfect is the communication of heat between the ovens ; 
and the writer found in the erection of the firat block of ovens 
that 9 inches m11ke too thick a wall. The consequence o! this 
ruistake was that the qu11utity of coke produced was not so great 
a.a expected, since it Wll8 absolu;;ely necess11ry to assist the pro
gress of the coking by a l11rge adruiBBion of air. In France, 
'lrbere ~Ir. Eaton made his first experiments, 11nd where the new 
ovens h:i.ve been in operation for several ye11rs, the partition 
walls were about 6~ inches thick. At the Briton Ferry Iron 
Works in South Wales, where it was decided to adopt this plan 
of ovens from the succ888 of those at Woodside, when they bad 
been at work only 11 few. weeks, the partition walls were built 
only half a brick or 4! inches thick, aud the reMults were more 
Mtisfactory than any tb11t Mr. Eaton h11d obtained in France. 
This was to be attribute1I solely to the diminished thicknel!S of 
the partition walls, 11nd led the writer to test the point practi
cally in the first block of ovens erected at Tursdale. 1u order to 
make a fair comparison, six ovens o! the block were built with 
4§ inch partition walls, 11nd six with 9 inch walls. The result 
w1111 that in the same time 12~ per cent. more 00111 could be 
coked in the ovens separated by only 4i inch walls than in those 
with 9 inch walls. The thickneM of 4t inches is as little as can 
be safely used for the partition walls, and it was at first feared 
they might prove a little weak, being Bi feet long, with an aver
age height of 4t feet; but, bound as they are on all edges, they 
ha.ve proved to he thoroughly substantial, and it is intended to 
adopt this thickness in future. It Las already been adopted 
with perfect safety in the two instances above mentioned, at 
Briton Ferry and at Tursdale. 

The economy secured in the new plan of oven arises from the 
circumstance that the heat requisite to start and urge the oven 
forward is supplied chiefly by radiation from the partition wlllls; 
and in a few cases only, owiug to peculiarity of coal, is it at all 
necessary to 11seist the progreBB of the oven by the adruiaaiou of 
air. The principle of the oven aimed at is the entire excl1111ion 
of air, in order to prev1mt entirely the wast.e that takes place by 
partial combustion of the coke in the ordinary proce1111 ; and this 
object is attained with certain rich gaseous or bituminous coals. 
But when dealing with intractable material, air is still needed; 
froui 2 to 3 square inches of air space given beneath the door are 
amply sufficient to meet the case of the mixture of 45 per cent. 
of Sta1fordshire slack nod M per cent. of Welsh bituminous 
Black. Whatever air is given to any oven, it is of the greatest 
importan<'.e to introduce it at the commen~ent of the coking 
process, and not at the end. When introduced during the first 
period of the operation, its effect is to mix with Rnd bum the 
glU!ell which are bPjng disen~aged in great abundance from the 
coals, doing the coke very little injury; whilst its introduction 
l.owards the end o! the operation is productive of se1ious mi11-
chie~ for when the gases are beginning to clear off, the air is free 
\o attack the surface of the coke, and does eo. To this fact there 
is a remarkable and curious exception in the case of the mauu
f&cture of coke from a mixture of Staffordshire slack and pitch, 
which seems to be accounted for by the formation of a sihcious 
film or crust over the entire eurface of the coke, which most 
effectoally ahields it from the action of the air. Iu all cases 
liowever, after the gases have ceased to be evolved in quantity 
sufficient to fill the oven, the further admission of air is preju
dicial to the finishing off of the charge, by cooling down both the 
coke and the oven which contains it. At this period of the 
operation, therefore, as is found the case in the first block of 
ovens erected at Woodside, it is necessary entirely to exclude 
the ingress of air, in order to prevent thci rapid loss of heat 
11-hich the oven otherwise sustams. When the air is thus ex
cluded, the oven has acquired a sufficient heat to complete the 
erpuliion o! all the gases that remain to be evolved, which are 
aeen to isaue, burning as small jeta of flame, from the cracks in 
the mus of the coke. The regulator B, Fig. 4, Plate V., allows 
~he admiuion of air beyona the oven through the perforated cast
llOll plate which covers it, forming a perfect smoke conaumer. 

The area o! the flue opening from the regulator into the chim
ney is a matter of considerable importance, and admits of an 
efficient adjustment by simply illaerting pieces of fireb1ick in the 
passage of the flue. This is a particular convenience, where from 
any exceptional cause the admission of a considerable quantity . 
of air is needed, aa already referred to in the case of the first 
block of ovens erected at Woodside. Here the simple reduction 
of the area of the flue from 49 to 30 sqnare inches at its passage 
out of the re;ulator occasioned an increased yield of li to 6 per 
cent. of coke. For with the flue full open, the draught of the 
chimney drew in more air than was required when the greater 
part of the gas had been driven off, and a surface combustion of 
the coke ensued, with an intense beat. while the yield WRB B&Cri· 
ficed. It was found impoBBible to adjust the supply of air so 
nicely as to prevent waste while the coking proceeded, except by 
means of reducing the area of the flue, which proved quite effi
cient. Since in all cl(\Sl!es of ovens perfectly air-tight work can 
scarcely be secured, the l'egulation of the area of the flue is a mat
ter ofimportance, even where the air is purposely excluded during 
the coking, in order to prevent its bein~ drawn into the oven 
through the innumerable small interstices in the brickwork. 
The P.reventiou of the undue admiBBion of air by this simple 
expedient was attended with a diminution of the quantity of 
coal which could be <'-Oked in the same time; but this was coun
terbalanced by the increased yield of coke from the smaller 
quantity of coal chnrged. It ruay be that the checking of the 
draught has a beneficial influence, by causing the ga.iJeB to lie 
back a little longer in the oven, and there expend a little more of 
their heat by being more completely consumed. On the other 
band it is po811ible to reduce the flue area too much ; for, when 
it was llttempted to work with the flue reduced at the passage 
from the regulator from 49 to about 23 square inches area, tbe 
effect ceased to be of any benefit, and on the contrary was 
slightly injurious, in retarding the rapidity of coking and per
ceptibly lowering the temperature of the oven. 

When the coking i11 compleLed, the communication between 
the oven and the chimney is cut off by a damper, consisting of a 
plain wrought iron plate, which prevent& air froru being drawn 
in through the brickwork, whilst the coke is lying, RS it should 
do from two to four hours after disengagement of gas has to all 
appearance ceased. The fact is, however, that a l'light disen
giigement is still, though imperceptibly, going on, which is made 
manifest by opening the door of the oven, when immediately the 
gas is seen burning at the surface of the coke. It thus gives an 
improved appearance to the coke to let it lie a little, by getting 
rid of a tinge of dark colour which exists at the bottom of the 
coke if drawn too soon after being done. 

As regards the general size of the new oYens, it is thought at 
present that 44 feet external diameter will prove the most con
venient, as shown in Figs. I and 2, Plate V.; though llt the Turs
dale Colliery the first and seoond blocks are constructed 48 feet 
<lillmeter. The objection to the large size is the neceBBity of pro
viding for a greatly increased expansion of the structure. 

As regal'ds the quantity of coke V(hich can be produced from a 
block of ovens, the second block at Woodside, 44 feet diameter, 
has turned out about 60 tons of coke per week during the two 
months that it has been in work. The first block at Woodside, 
42 feet diameter, has BC&rcely turned out ISli tons per week, for 
the reason already given of too great thickneBS of the partition 
walls; whilst the first block at Tursdale, 48 feet diameter, where 
half the walls 11r0 4! inches thick, and half 9 inches, is capable 
of turning out &CJ tons per week. The block of ovens Rt Briton 
Ferry, 44 feet diameter with 4t inch partition walls, is turning 
out from 65 to 70 tons of coke per week; and so satisfied are the 
proprietors that a second block has been erected. 

As regards the time occupied in coking, &II ordinary oven of 
11 feet inside diameter with 95 square feet of floor area will bum 
off a charge of 5i to 6 tons of Newcastle or Durham CMls in 72 
hours. One of the new ovens with 97 square feet of floor area, 
in the first block at Tursdale, 48 feet diameter, with 9 inch parti
tion walls, burns of! 4i tons in 72 hours with only a trifling 
difference in the gross amount of coke produced. But no ac
count is here taken of the irregularities to which ordinary ovens 
are subject, and of which some idea may be formed from an in
cident that took place with Uie first block o! the new ovens at 
Tursdale. Red bricks having succeeded perfectly in the chimney 
at W oodaide, were employed without hesitation in that at Turs
dale; but owing to the' increased size of the block of oVP.na, 48 
fee\ diameter instead of 42 feet, and the more intense character 

26 
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of the combustion of the bituminous coals as compared with the 
mixture of Stafi'ordshire and W elsb slack, the beat was too great, 
and caused the red brickwork to melt, and ended by closing up 
every flue. The chimney was then lined with firebricks; but 
during the time occupied in lining it, the ovens, which were then 
working in effect as ordinary open-topped ovens, worked most 
irregularly, never came up to their proper time, and in one 
instance a three days' charge occupied six days to burn 
otf. It is not meant that ordinary ovens would be frequently 
subject to such an extreme irr~gularity as tli.at j11St mentioned; 
for, in the absence of the central chimney an oven of the 
new form is ill calculated •to create a sufficient draught; whereas, 
in an ordinary dome oven with chimney at top, everything i11 
pretty favourable fvr the admission of the requisite air. Irregu
larities of one or even two days in ordinary ovens are, however, 
of not unfrequent occurrence; and coupled with ths accident 
which led to the necessity of working the new ovens at Tursdale 
Colliery, without the assistance of the central chimney, they 
show of how great importance the chimney is to secure good and 
reliable results. 

The cost of erection of a block of ovens on the new construc
tion has been as follows at the Woodside Iron Works, the block 
being 44 feet diameter:-

85,000 Firebricks and clay ... 
27,000 Red bricks and mortar 
Cast and wrought ironwork ... 
Toole... ... ... ... 

. .. £112 0 0 
SS 0 0 
91 10 0 
8 10 0 

Labour in excavation, bricklaying, and con· 
crete, kc. ... ... .!. ... ... ... ... 70 0 0 

£315 0 0 
This gives £26 5s. as the cost per oven, complete with water 

fittings, coke benches and tools, but exclusive of any attendant 
conveniences for keeping the coke in stock. The cost is of course 
subject to the addition of carriage of materials for erection at any 
other site, and minor modifications for the variation of circum
stances. Where a mixture of coal is not wanted, the ovens can 
be made with a circular railway so as to be filled from the top, as at 
Tursdale, the additional expense of which is about £6 per oven. 

The cost of working the new ovens where a uniform quality of 
coal ia used is slightly in excet11 of the working of ordinary ovens 
in one particular only, that of loading up the coke from the 
benches into the wagons. In a straight row of ovens nothing is 
simpler than to run a train of wagons alongside the benches, off 
which the coke is conveniently filled at one lift. Against this 
there is the advantage that the labour of cleansing and charging 
the coal in the case of the new ovens is divided over a large quan
tity of coke proouced from the same quantity of coal; so that 
really the dilference, if any, is but slight. The working cost per 
ton of coke made bas been as follows, in the ovens already at 
work at Tursdale, 48 feet diameter. 

2 men drawillg ovens, level.l.llw coala, manufac
turing, and keeping coke benches clean, at 
&. each per day (cojte made per day 12 
tons) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6d. per ton. 

2 boys cleansing coals and charging with tubs 
at 2'. 8d. ea.ch per day, to feed 3 blocka of 
ovens ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... lf 

Wheeling and loading coke into waggons ... 2f 
Interest on outlay, say £!50 to cover inciden-

tala, at 5 per cent. . . . I! 
Redemption in, say 7 ye&n1 84 
Wear and tear, say ... ... i 
Royalty ... ... ... ... 3 

Total C08t of coke exclusive of coals... ... ta. 7d. per ton 

In Staffordshire, with the mixture of slack and the char~ng 
done at the mouth of the oven instead of from tbe top, as might 
be expected, the labour is somewhat greater, while the outlay is 
about £75 leas per block. The cost per ton of coke made in this 
case is as follows:-

4 men drawing and charging ovens, mixing 
alack, &c., &t 3a. 4d. each per day, 
(coke ma.de per day 9 torui) ... ... ... 

Interest on outlay, say £3i5, at 5 per cent 
Redemption in, say i yean . . . ... . .. • .. 
Wear and tear, say ... ... ... ... . .. 
Roy&!ty... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Total oOlt of coke e:xclusi ve of slack, &c .... 

11. 6d. per ton. 
l! 
4 
f 

3 

21. 3d. per ton. 

To the above particulars of coat it is aimtly neceaary to add 
that of material to arrive at the total cost o the coke manufac:. 
tured. Taking the value of a North country bituminous slack at 
31. 6d. per ton, and a yield of 68 per cent. of coke, the cost of coala 
would be 58. 2d. per ton of coke produced. Adding this to 11. 7d. 
the cost of working, the total oost of the coke into wagons would 
be 61. 9d. per ton. It is of courae imposaible to th: on any uni
form price at which to charge the slack : some collieries produce 
" duff," as the small of the coal ia called, in such abundance as to 
make them glad to have a means of getting rid of it; others set a 
higher value upon it. Hence it is for each in bis particular cir
cumstances to determine bow far the adoption of the new system 
is economical · 

It is easier to arrive at the real cost of the coke manufactured 
in the Staffordshire didtrict, where slack suitable for the purpoae 
can be bought in any quantity at 2a. 6d. per ton. Assuming this 
price the miitture of 4D per ceut. of Staffordshire slack at 2'. 6d. 
per ton, with 55 per cent. of Welsh slack at 121. per ton, will cost 
'11. 9d. per ton; and a yield of 57i per cent. ruakes the cost of the 
ooke 131. 6d. per ton. Adding this to 21. 3d., the cost of working, 
the total cost ohhe coke amouutai to 1.51. 9d. per ton. 

The mixture of 44 per cent. of Staffordshire slack at 21. 6d. per 
ton with 44 per cent. of Welsh slack at 121. per ton, and 12 per 
cent. of pitch at 20.. per ton, costs 81. 9d. per ton; which with a 
yield of 62! per cent. makes the coke cost 141. per ton. Adding 
this to 2a. 3d. the cost of working, the total cost of the coke from 
this mixture amounts to 161. 3d. ~er ton. 

The mixture of 72! per cent. of Staffordshire slack at 21. 6d. per 
ton with 27i per cent. of pitch at 201. per ton costs 71. 4d. per ton, 
but the yield in this case, ia only about 52t per cent of coke, owing 
to the very volatile character of the pitch, and the ooke therefore 
costs 141. per ton. Adding this to 21. 3d., the cost of working, the 
total cost of the coke made from Staffordshire slack with pitch 
alone amounts to 161. 3d. per ton. 

As regards the wear and tear on the brickwork of the new 
ovens, there seems every likelihood that tbia ia very small and 
unimportant. A small allowance has however been made in each 
of the above estimates of the working cost. The first blockofovens 
erected at Woodside has been in operation since June last year, a 
period of nearly a year, and does not show the slightest indica
tion of requiring repairs to the brickwork. A little repair baa 
been needed at the door fmme castings, owing to the irregular 
expansion of the casting by beat and its weak form; but the lia
bility to fracture in the faulty plan first adopted has been in a 
great measure corrected by an amended form of frame. 

Among the advan~s which attach to the new form of ovens 
is its compactneu, which is of importance, and is a reason why 
the oven should be much cheaper in its construction than ordi
nary round ovens. Taking the case of a double row of ordinary 
ovens placed back to back, J 1 feet internal diameter, the floor area 
of which would be 95 square feet, with a tlue between them com
mon to both leading to a chimney, such a series of 6 ovens in 
length or 12 ovens 0 iu the doublt1 row would cover a space of 
ground 84 X 28 = 2352 square feet; wberel\8 the topace covered 
by the largest block of the new ovens yet erected, 48 feet external 
diameter, is only 1810 square feet, while the floor area of each 
oven is 100 square feet, the partition walls in this case being 5f 
inches thick. Including the coke benches 9 feet wide, in the caso 
of the double row of ordinary ovens, the ground occupied would 
be 84 X 46 = 3864 square feet; whilst in the case of the 48 feet 
block of the new ovens a greater area of ground is covered, taking 
a square larger by 18 feet than the diameter of the oven, giving 
66 X 66 = 4356 square feet; with the advantage however of larger 
stacking room for the coke, for whilst the benchroom in the first 
case cited of 12 ovens in a double row is 84 X 18 = 1512 square 
feet, that of the 48 feet block is 2546 square feet. 

In connexion with the subject of rapid coking, a few intere&
ting laboratory experiments have been made at the writer's works. 
The material operated upon w11s the coal from the Tursdale Col
liery, the composition of which was as follows:-

Carbon 
Hydrogen .. . 
Nitrogen .. . 
Sulphur 
Ash ...... 
Difl'erence (oxygen) ... 

81•46 
7•89 
2·91 
l·S4 
8·26 
s·U 

lOO·OO 
The yield of coke which any coal is capable of producing depend& 
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in a certain meaaare npon its oonstitnenta. In general the gaseons 
products c.annot be expelled withont carrying oft' with them a 
eerlain proportion of ORrbon. Could all the hydrogen, nitrogen, 
sulphur, Md oxygen be expelled withont carbon, the coal of which 
the ahove ia an analysis Jhould yield nearly 85 per cent. of coke: 
but the highest result obtained iu the laboratory was only 69! per 
cent. The yield of coke however is dependent also to a certain 
eitent upvn the rapidity with which the coal is raised to the 
coking temperatnre, as the following five experiments will show. 

In the tint experiment two crucibles carefully covered, con
taining Turadale coal, were introduced into a close mnffie, so that 
access of air to the contents of the crucible was rendered impos
sible. The muffle was at a very bright red heat, Md the crucible 
having been put into it the mouth of the muffie was temporarily 
ltopped. In one hour afterwards the crucible was removed, and 
the percentage of coke in one crucible was 62·18, and in the other 
61"28. 

In the eecond experiment a crucible was introduced into the 
mnlBe when cold, and the temperature gradually raised during 
one boar to cherry red, and then maintained for balf an hour at 
a bright red heat. The yield in this case was 66·12 per cent. of 
coke. 

In the third experiment two crucibles were introduced into the 
muftle when at a bright red heat, bot not so hot as in the first 
l'Xperiment, and the temperatnre was maintained f .. r an hour. 
One crncible gave 64•77 per cent. of coke, and the other 64'20 per 
cent. 

In the fonrth experiment a crucible as in the second experi
ment was introduced into the cold muffle, and the temperature 
raised in an hour and a half to cherry red, instead of occnpying 
only one hour as in the former case. The resulting yield w11.11 
67"50 per cent. of coke. 

In the fifth experiment, a cn1cible introduced into the mufHe 
ai a dull cherry red heat, and kept at that temperature for one 
boar, yielded 69·40 per cent. of coke. A second crucible raised in 
one boar to a dull cherry red heat, and kept at that for one hoar, 
also yielded 69"40 per cent. of coke. 1 

It appears from these experiments that the more rapidly the 
coal is coked or the higher the temperature of the oven into which 
it is introduced, the less the yield; and this is no donbt due to 
tbs greater readiness with which componnds of carbon and 
hydrogen containing an increasing proportion of carbon are 
formed, the more sudden or the greater the intensity of tbe heat. 
o~ the other hand, it was noticed in the above experiments that 
the coke more slowly made wa.11 more bulky, that is less dense, 
than that made more rapidly. This result fully accords with that 
obtained in some flued ovens in the north, the invention of 
Messrs. Breckon and Dixon; the coke produced by the flued 
ovens being much denser in character than that made in ordinary 
ovens. How far yield is interfered with by the use of flues is a 
question which admits of further inquiry; and at some future 
time the writer may be in a position to make a comparison 
between Tnrsdale coke produced in flued and non-flued ovens in 
order to determine this point. Taking an average however of 
aeveral specimens of coke produced in ordinary ovens from North 
country coal, the specific gravity is only 1-00, whilst the specitic 
gravity of Tui-sdale coke made in the new ovens is l •47. How
ever much therefore this high specific gravity of the coke may be 
~ne \o some favourable pecnliarity of the coal, it is evident that 
10 I.be new ·mode of coking both yield and density are secured. 
There is a farther objection to coking from the bottOm of an oven 
upwards, as in ovens having flues underneath the floor, from the 
!'act that the two procesReB meet in an irregular plane about one 
third of 1.he way np from the floor of the oven, and there result 
two measures, so to speak, of coke. This is perhaps a trivial ob
jection, inasmuch as it interferes only with the commercial ap
~ce of the coke, and is no real detriment to its quality· still 
1t is one which is obviated in the new ovens. ' 

Mr. rane exhibited specimens of the coke made in the 
ovens, µJ rating the respective binding propertied of the diffe
J"?Dt m1xtur of sla.ck emploved, and in tt.e course of the discus-
110~ upon ti. e paper observed that the main object of the plan of 
coking now escribed was to effect economy of material in irou
workl, by king nee of the great quantity of fine slack that was 
at P~\ rown away as waste; which was of particnlar impor
!':f.ce m ~e uth Staffordshire district, where they were gradn
-v 8'\ting short of material by the rapid consnmption of the 

thick coal within the limit.a at present worked. Attempt.a had 
previously been made to coke the fine slack by itself, but bad · 
quite failed; and be had then tried it mixed with Welsh bitumi
nons slack, to impart the requisite binding property, and with 
pitch. By this means the refuse ordinarily thrown away was 
ronverted into a coke even snperior to the best coke marle from tho 
large thick coal, the proportion of pitch mixed with the slack being 
about 27i per cent. of pitch to 72i of slack. The coke obtained 
bad all the excellent qualities of the thick coal coke, and the 
same freedom from injurions ingredients, since the pitch imparted 
110 noxious elements. In bringing the subject forward for dis
cussion his object was to show the practicability of the plan by 
the results already obtained; and also to ascertain how far the 
same process was capable of being extended to other non-caking 
coals, and whether the new form of ovens was suitable for 
other districts, as had already been found to be the case in 
the trials of the ovens at Tursdale with North conntrv coals 
anJ at Briton Ferry with South Wales small coals. He was 
indebted to his son for carrying out the several experiments 
that bad been made with different mixtnres of slack. If a 
smaller proportion of pitch were used with the slack the mix
ture was not sufficiently binding, so that the coke produced would 
not hold together, but came out of' the oven all in small pieces. 
There was not the leai:t accumnlation of dust in the fluea, the 
draught on the ovens being so strong as to carry off any fine 
particles of slack. 

Mr. SAMuin. LLOYD suggested that a saving might be made by 
placin~ a vertical ooiler in the centre of the block of ovens, where 
the clumney at present stood, so as to economise the heat passing 
off from the ovens. He thought the heat would be found con
siderable from so many ovens, as four moderate sized coke ovens 
at their works at Wednesbury gave beat enough to raise the 
steam of a boiler 28 feet long and 8 feet diameter. The chimney 
might be placed in any convenient position near, with an under
ground flue to it from the ovens. 

Mr. CocuRA.NE replied that in this instance the boilers were too 
far off from the ovens to make that practicable; and it would be 
11. question whether it was really advisable to encumber the ovens 
with a boiler, as there did not appear to be gWI enough escaping 
from the chimney to be worth the trouble of saving. He further 
remarked that the new ovens had an important advantage in the 
greatly increased density of the coke prodnceti, which bad a great 
deal to do with its quality as fuel and its value in the blast 
furnace: with the mixture of fine slack and pitch, the specific 
gravity of the coke produced was as much as l "25 or l "30; and 
the Tursdale coke made in the new ovens had a specific gravity of 
1•47, while that of the best North country coke scarcely reached 
l "00 in the regular make. This showed clearly the importance of 
prevwnting the waste of so much valuable material out of the 
coke, which at present took place with ordinary ovens. The 
specific gravity was ascertained by weighing the coke solid in air 
and in water. 

In reply to a question as 'lo what was the value in the blast 
furnace of the coke make by the new method, as compared with 
the best North of England coke, Mr. Cochrane said that there 
was no question as to the superiority of the Staffordshire slack; 
it made a better and parer coke th:m the North country coals, 
whether coked with pitch alone or with a mixture of Welsh slack 
and pitch. With Dur:ham coke they were not able to make a good 
open-faced grey forge pig, but with this coke good grey pig was 
regularly made. It also gave a better yield in the furnace than 
either the Durham coke or that made from the thick coal. The 
slack was not picked or cleaned in any way before coking, but 
was put in the ovens just as it was thrown over the bank; the 
fine slack that he was uAing was the refuse left aft.er the 
coarse slack had been scrt.'ened for making what was called breeze, 
to be used under boilers and for other purposes. In this way 60 
tons of 2000 coke per week were now being produced from refus~ 
coal slack, previously of no value whatever. 

In answer to an inquiry whether the mixtnre of Welsh slack 
or pitch alone produoed the cheapest cok<!, Mr. Cochrane said 
that the coke made with pitch alone was the cheapest at their 
works at Dudley, about 11. per ton cheaper than with Welsh 
slack, on aooonn t of the price of the Welsh slack and the cost of 
conveyance from snch a distance. The cost of the two modes of 
coking in any locality depended of coarse on the relative cost of 
the materials for mixing; and the estimated cost given in the 
paper was of a general eharacter, based upon the full market 
value of t.he pitch and Staffordshire slack, which however had 

25• 
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been obt&ined at a lower rate in this particular instance at their 
works at Dudley. The mixture with pitch alone gave the coke 
that llll\de the best iron; with this coke grey forge pig iron could 
be produced with great fRCility, as the sulphur contained in the 
coke wa.1 not more than o·s per cent., whilst that quality of iron 
could not be made with Durham cokes at all. 

Mr. J. PADDBli observed that the economy and advantage of 
nny mode of coking would vary much in different localities, 
according to the quality and cost of materials in the district. In 
Staffordshire it was a great tJbject to economise the waste slack 
now thrown away as useless; and the plan of coking just described 
converted into a valuable fuel what was otherwise worthleBB. In 
some parts of South Wales also there was material which had 
never before been conv(!rted into coke, such as the Aberdare slack 
and other small coals, and this wa.s now coked in the new ovens 
by mixi~ with it a portion of bituminous sl11.ck. In other pA.rts 
of South Wales however the case was not the same, the oost of 
slack being not more than 28. or 3.B. per ton less than that of the 
whole coal : where the slack wa.s bituminous it ma.de good coke 
by itself without any mixture, and anthracite slack was mixed 
with half as much of the bituminous slack, producing one of the 
best bin.st-furnace cokes in South Wales, which cost only 88. 6d. 
or 9a. per ton. The value of the new ovens he thought had been 
rather understated in the pnper than the contrary, the r.oke having 
being weighed dry immediately on being drawn; but if stacked 
and left exposed to the atmosphere some time, as was usually the 
case, it ab~orbed a considerable proportion of moisture, which 
incre.'\lled th!' apparent weight; and in estimating the commercial 
value of the coke as compared with that made in the ordinary 
ovens, both should be weighed under the same conditions. Even 
without this precaution however, the new ovens appeared decidedly 
superior in yield; he was satisfied they would yield in regular 
work 11.8 much as 70 to 75 per cent. of the coal used, and knew of 
one instance in which the yield reached 78 per ceut., when the 
coke would have weighed still more ifit had been left stacked after 
drawing. As regarded the duty of the coke in the blast furnace, 
he had seen the new ovens working at the Briton Ferry Iron 
Works, and was informed by the furnace manager that the coke 
from the new ovens did fully 7 per cent. more duty, and wll.8 a finer 
coke than any made from the same coal in ordinary oYens. The 
new ovens had therefore a superiority not only in the greater 
yield and density of the coke produced, but also in giving the means 
of making a commercially valuable coke from a material never 
before successfully employed for any useful purpose; and be was 
sure the economical using up of the vast quantities of waste slack 
at present thrown away was a most important problem for the 
future prosperit1 of the South Staffordshire district. 

O~ THE PRESE~T ASPECT OF THE FINE ARTS IN 
ITALY, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE 
RECENT EXHIBITION IN FLORENCE. 

By i\L DIGBY WYATI', Architect. 
( CQ11clu.d~ fr!Y111 pag~ 76.) 

b dealing with the subject of oruawental carving in wood, we 
have alre11.<.ly taken cogniz.'lnce of one of the most important ele
ments essential to the production of beautiful furniture. There 
remain, however, two or three special processes, which have been 
classed by the Florentine Commisiouers under the head of Furni
ture, and which mtJrit particular att!'ntion. 

The moRt important of these is unquestionably mosaic in pietre 
dnre, glllllt!, &c.; nnd the second, tb11.t form of mosaic which con
sists in the inlaying of ditferent coloured wood~, and which we 
generally understand by the name of marquetry. 

The former of these proceases embrnces two distinct varieties, 
the one suited for internal use only, and the other for both external 
and internal use. 

In the first named class, the now royal, but formerly grand 
ducal manufactory, for the execution of what we know as Flo
rentine mosaic, naturally occupied the most eminent position. 

Having, in a rPport I Wll.8 employtJd to write for the Board of 
Trade c>n a class in which the productions of the grand ducal 
manufactory were included, in the year 1855, gone at some length 
into the subject, I need not recapitulate the details I then col
lected concerning the history a1l.d character of that establishment. 
I may, however, state that the 81\me technical perfection which I 

had then occasion to pra.ise, and the same t'aults, as it appeared to 
me, of judgment in the general design of the principal objects 
which I then pointed out, may still be considered to characteriae 
the productions forwarded to the exhibition under notice. 

Thus the principal object, upon which. it is said that vast 8lllll& 

of money and very many years of labour have been lavished, the 
altar frontal for the Chapel of the Medici, in San Lorenzo, is, it 
appears to me, altogether a mistake. With extraordinary patience 
and skill, materials of the most precious kinrls have been selected 
and fitted to one another with microscopical precision, in order to 
reproduce a picture of the "Supper at Emmaus;" and, after all, 
wonderfully, but not successfully. In other objects, such as a mag
nificent table top, in which fiowers, fruit, and binl.e are introduced 
in combination with conventional ornament, a very much happier 
result is obtained. The best understood, however, of any of the 
productions of t.be royal ma.nufactory, appeared to me to be the 
fine wardrobe in walnut wood, inlaid with panels of pietre dare, 
limited in design to almost entirely conventional ornament. 

Private manufacturers have during the last twenty years been 
creeping up in excellence, as the grand ducal school bas been some
what losing its old monopoly of excellence; and we now recogniee 
specimens forwarded from private studios of almost equal merit 
to those wrought at the government tlBtablishment; thus, in point 
of pictorial mosaic, the centre and medallic>ns of the great table 
executed by Bianchini, are more effective than the touf' de force of 
the royal fabric, the " Supper at Emmaus," although perhaps not 
quite so perfect in execution. In the centre of this table is a pic
ture of the adoption of Giotto by Cimabue, executed with extra
ordinal'y delicac1and dexterity. Among the highly commendable 
specimens of thi11 class of mosaic are also the table tops executed 
by Francesco Betti, and the Brothers· Lattici, of Florence. 

For those whose pockets are unprep11.red for such drafts as the 
purchase of any of these 11plendid works would necessarily make 
upon them, similar objects, made in scagliola, and producing an 
equally brilliant effect, may be obtained at greatly reduced prices. 
One slab, executed by Piccbianti and Son, of Florence, none but 
the most experienced eye could detect as being an imitation 
instead of an original. 

Of the various materials in which pietre dure slabs are inserted, 
none appear to me to blend with it more successfully than ebony, 
and this happy union could not be better exemplified than in the 
beautiful little casket executed by Barza.nti of Florence, which, 
both in the excellence of the mosaic and the taste with which the 
object is made up, could sea.rely be exceeded. 

In addition to mosaics formed with natural stones and mar bl~ 
some specimens of an agreeable, though rather too brilliant effect, 
formed by the insertion of artificial aventurine (made in glass) 
into marble and metal work, were exhibited by Signori Bigaglin. 
of Venice, and, being a novelty, appMred to be highly appre
ciated by the Italians. 

The other branch of mosaic based upon ancient Roman and By
zantine processes, is an art which has been steadily kept up in 
Italy, partly through the maintenance of the great Papal manufac
toryatRome,and partly through the necessity of constantly supply
ing workmen and materials suited for restoring the great monu
ments scattere.i throughout Italy and Sicily, embellished both 
within and without with this luxurious decoration. '.But it is only 
recently that an attempt has been made to organise ~ch facilities 
of production as may enable private manufacturers t!'iffer their 
works in this department of industr,Y for public sale. .r ere seems 
every reason to anticipate that this industry will as rue large 
proportions, from the demand existing for such arcliitectural 
accessories, not in Italy only, but in all the highl,1 civilised 
countries of Europe. The best specimens were those\ sent by 
Salviati and Vincenzo Redi, of Venice, one a representatlon of St. 
Nicholas, fr'Jm St. Sophia at Constantinople, evidencing a power 
to reproduce the ancient Byzantine processes, and th!t other a 
figu1·e of Christ, from St. MA.rk'11 at Venice, exhibiting:an equal 
mastery over the Grreco-Italinn processes employed in at cathe
dral. Another competitor for patronage in this depi tment of 
industry was Antonio Gazetta, of Venict>. In all of t ese works 
the difficulty of producing good fiesh-tints and prope ly vitrified 
gold-ground mosaic, nppeared to be successfully over me. 

In glass, I am sorry to say, there waa but little to praise, with 
the exception, perhaps, of the ruby glass of Piezaro, ear Orvieto, 
the stained glass generally being inferior to conte l?°rary pro
ductions in France, Germany, and England; whil m cut and 
cast glaSB the form and ornaments were -poor and nworth,v of 
notice. How much of the reproach of msignific ce in tbis 
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department might have been removed had the establishments of 
?dlll'&Do freely contribnt.ed the results of their beat exertions it is 
di11icult to say. Let us hope that whenevt1r the next Exhibition 
of the prodncta of Unit.ed Italy may take place, the descendanta 
oC thoee who in the old time thought it no degradation to their 
nobility to be masters in the craft and mystery of glaae making, 
may succeaafnlly vindicate their forefathers' reputation. In 
ceramics, however, there waa much to interest. 

At t.b11 head of this branch of industry stood, without a rival, 
the Marquis Ginori, who now sustains, to his own credit no lees 
than profit, the old factory at Doccia, founded in 1735 by one of 
his ancest.ors. In fine porcelain the productions of the establish
ment leave little to be desired aa to the quality of the paste, but 

• the painting is as yet unequal to the excellence of the mat.e
rial. The most remarkable and characteristic ofGinori'e produc
tions are the imitations of ancient majolica, for hie improvements 
in the manufacture of which the marquis gracefully acknowledges 
himself indebted to the talents in chemistry of one of hie protegu 
and aeaistants, Signor Giusto Giusti, whose death in 1858, while 
acarcely in the summer of his intellectual powere, may be a 
1ource of regret, not to the marquis only, but to all Italy. 

Many of these imitations of ancient majolica, and more particu
larly of the Fontana and Zncche1i types of it, are so ably executed 
as to imperil inexperienced collectors, who are too apt to believe 
that it is p<>11Rible to obtain by chance objects for ten pounds 
eagerly sought after by many really well informed in such matters, 
who would not hesitate to give ten tim<l9 the sum for undoubted 
specimens of the works imitated. Let one and all discard such 
vain illusions, and beware of either too cheap or too dear articlea 
de oertu, in Italy. T was happy to notice that some of the most 
graceful of the Doccia productions were purchased by English
men, and among others, one of the smallest but prettiest, by our 
friend Mr. Crace. 

In one of the great difficulties of the potter's a.rt, that of burn
i.i:g large groups in biscuit, and allowing them to cool without 
cracking, the Marquis Ginori has not proved altogether euc
cesaful, yet the design and modelling of hie principal specimen 
deserved a more successful treatment in firing. 

Although he may be considered as without any serious rival in 
the production of porcelain, in some of the appliances of earthen· 
ware with enamelled ~lazes he meets with competitors of almost 
equal ability. Thus, m the revival of pavements similar to those 
which floor the celebrated loggie of the Vatican, made it is believed 
by Girolamo della Robbia, Bernardino Papi, of Sienna, proves 
himself a thoroughly capable manufacturer. As also in Ginori'e 
revival of the Luca della Robbia wlU"e, others of the Lombard 
potteries prove that he hie not alone in hie knowledge of the pro
cesses by which such objects were anciently wrought. 

In ordinary terracotta, such as those suited for stoves, large 
garden flower pots, and architectural ornaments, Bacci of Flo
tence, Carlo Vanni of lmpruents, near Florence, Filippo Martinez 
of Palermo, and Rafaelle Piegaia of Lucca, exhibit very excellent 
productions, thereby demon!ltrating how widely a knowledge of 
theee processes of old repute in Italy is spread. 

Nor is it alone in quality that the specimens forwarded by 
these manufacturers excel, since in price it would be difficult in 
any other country, I think, to match them. F<>r example, really a 
graceful stove in terracotta, burnt by Furla.ni, and such as in 
this country, I believe, would not probahly l>e procurable under 
£3, I had the pleasure of buying for 25 francs, or £1; a much 
more ambitious and larger stove, of the same kind, by Gino1i, 
was priced 80 francs, or about £3 41. It is much to be desired 
that the Committee of Fine Arte for the decoration of the Horti
cultural Society's grounds at Kensington may find English manu
fa.ctnrers equal to the productions of vases and other features for 
the embellishment of gardens at similarly reasonable rates, since 
not a few proprietors of ruore modest gardens throughout the 
country are craving for such objects at prices a little less extrava
pnt than those they cannot avoid paying now· if they would 
ml.roduce any einillar ornaments amidst their shrubs and flowers. 
In ordinary tiles of inlaid clays suitable for mosaic, the Cavaliere 
Avila Altoviti, of the Val d'Arno, reigns supreme. 

Marquetry-mosaic in woods-is an art of oriental origin, 
communicated to nnd almost entirely monopolised by the Italians 
for aeveral centuries of the middle ages. In the North of Italy 
it ia &till highly popular, and both at .Parle, in 18.')5, anrl the pre
llellt ~hibition, numeroua apecimene were t.o be seen-not in all 
caeee lllfficiently quiet in colour, or well understood in application, 
but almost invariably well and boldly executed. The absence of 

Gatti, of Rome, whose ivory and other inlay was. so highly 
admired at P&rie, is greatly to be regretted, as nothing in this 
Exhibition is equal to the small cabinet he there exhibited in 1855. 

The beilt specimen of inlay, and probably one of the beat of 
furniture in the whole Exhibition, is preeent.ed to us in the table 
for a grand saloon, made by Guieeppe Fontana, of Pisa. This 
piece of furniture is in fine old Sienneae style (that which shortly 
preceded the year 1500), and leaves little to be desired. The 
remaining furniture in the Exhibition is of good average quality, 
requiring no particular remark, if we except the good lai>-work, 
in imitation of Chinese, of Luigi Zampini of Florence. 

Some buhl-work was sent from Genoa, by Jacinto G1"0880. In a 
carved picture-frame, by Lorenzo Papi, of Florence, I observed a 
particularly pleasing effect produced byplacingwalnut wood carved 
in open work over a gold ground. I need scarcely note how good 
and cheap, and how well gilt and burnished the ordinary carved 
picture-frames of Florence now are. 

The class of silk fabrics will no doubt, be so ably noticed by my 
friend, your vice-president, Mr. Winkworth, that I need do no 
more with respect to it and other textile fabrics than remark that 
as far as my powers of observation extend, in none, with the ex· 
ceptione of the embrioderer'e art, wu there any great evidence of 
able design in connection with their production. 

In carpets the Italians are altogether behind-hand; but some of 
their 1ilks and velvets for upholstery, particularly the latter, are 
by no means bad. I did not notice any good lace in the Exhibi· 

· tion, but both at Venice and Genoa I have seen modern nearly 
equal to the old. &me of the fine thread needlework on cambric 
was exquisite. 

In book production and decoration, although the glories of the 
claaeic printers of Italy-the Aldi, Giuntus, Giolitos, and Bo<lonie 
-were not perhaps fully sustained, there were many evidences of 
excellent capability. In bookbinding, particularly, the houses of 
V ezzosi of Turin, and Binda of Milan, took very high places, both 
for excellence of wo1·k and taste in the application of ornamental 
design to the requirements of their special branch of industry. 

We have alreaJy noticed the perfection attained by the Italian11 
in engraving and chromo-lithography, arts now all but indispen· 
sable to the perfection of luxurious typography. It remains only 
to say a word or two in vindicatioll of the national powers in the 
art of engraving on wood. I observed scarcely any specimens in 
the Exhibition, but in contemporary publications, and more par
ticularly in the Giornale dell! Elp08izione ltaliana, I noticed many 
examples of fair average excellence. 

Such are a few observations which occur to me in respect to 
the present Italian industry, as exemplified by the products dis
played in the Exhibition at Florence, and with your permission 
I will now proceed to add a few remarks touching the even more 
important question of the possible Italian Art-Industrial future, 
as now foreshadowed. 

Aa there can be no fire without fnel, so there can be no fruitful 
production without education; and it is from the withdrawal of 
the restrictions which have hitherto tended to discourage every 
class of practical instruction, throughout most of the States into 
which Italy has been divided, that the probably most prolific 
source of future benefit iis to be anticipated. Thus in the fine 
arts, although many costly literary work~uch as the "History 
of Painting," by the late Proiesgor Rossini, of Pisa; the "Illus
trations of the Certosa of Pavia," by Durelli; of Milan by 
Caseina; of Venice by Cicognara; of Ancient Art by Canina; of 
the Mueeo Borbonico, by the Neapolitan Government; and of 
the Florentine and other academies-have been produced, mainly 
in answer to a foreign demand, there is an almost entire blank in 
iPe contemporaneou11 supply of what may be understood as school 
books of art fit to place in the hands (If workmen and students. 
Since the days of Menge, Algarotti, and Visconti, but few Italian 
writers have followed closely those theories of lllllthetice which 
have largely engaged public attention in Germany, France, and 
England, and still fewer have endeavoured to methodiee aud 
popularise thoae texts for the practical instruction of the student. 
Gioberb'e eloquent and learned essays, "Del Buono," and 
"Del Bello," are fa.r too ethereal to be palatable to the general 
reader; while the master mind of Nicolini, Ole early bent of which 
inclined strongly towardB the solution of art questions-as 
evidenced in his excellent discourses on Orcagna, Michael Angelo, 
Leon Battista Alberti, on "The Connection between Poe~ and 
Painting," and on "The Influence of the arts on Social L1fe''
became subsequently engrossed b;r political, literary, and educa
tional questions, of even more senoua import to Italy. 
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Among modem writers on the subject of the fine arts, the 
Count Salvatico, the Marchese Ricci, and the :Marchese Roberto 
])'Azeglio, may be considered as having effected the largest 
amount of good; but there is still much to be hoped for, now that 
it is poBSible for the books published in one part of Italy to. be 
rea.d in others, besides those in which, having eluded the Scylla of 
state censure, they were imperilled and imprisoned by the Cha
rybdis of heavy and &!moat impassable barriers of state duea and 
inquisitori,U police. 

To the workman, however, there are practical sources of instruc
tiou even more valuable than the text books of hi1t1 art. These 
are to be recognised in the works of his contemporaries. What 
can be imagined more instructive for an apprentice than to have 
placed under hie eyes the best performances of hie master con
trasted with those of other manufacturers 1 What more beneficial 
than to be able to examine the production& of those who in any 
special branch of industry are superior even to the master he has 
been accustomed to recognise as to him its practical head1 Such 
instruction is to be derived from Exhibitions such as that under 
11otice; and it is to be hoped that the present may be but the first 
of a long series in which from year to year, and in different locali
ties, the Italians may take stock of their own adv11Ucement, and 
from time to time enjoy opportunities of comparing their own 
productions with those of other, and perhaps in a commercial 
sense more advanced, nations of Europe. The tendency and 
ultimate result of such comparisons and such stimulants will no 
doubt be in lt.aly, as their action has already frequently pro¥ed in 
other countries, to convert exceptional into staple productions; 
and to lead to the confirmation of a manufacturer, treading with 
hesitating steps the path of uovelty, in branches of industry ulti
ma.tely destined to confer riches and honour on the land in which 
they may be originated. There i1<, too, in these Exhibitions a 
speciea of combination and subordination of means to a common 
end, the moral etfect of which, for the Italians especially, cannot 
but be most excellent; and may tend strongly to correct, by a 
system of aggregation, the tendency to isolation so largely deve
loped, even among the working cla.sses, by antecedent aocial a.ud 
political restrictions. 

It is difficult for l\llY traveller in Italy now, who may be at all 
acquainted with the great founts of Della Cruscan literature, not 
to recognise the d!'terioration which has befallen the noble lt.alian 
language, a. deterioration commencing, pe1·hap1<, with the redun
dant epithet& of Marini, and continued through the iuanities of 
the "Compagnia famosissima della. lesina," and of the still more 
celebrated Arcadian academy, to the present comparative decrepi
tude of once vigorous speech. Owing to a want of unrestrained 
communication, and of freedom of discuBSion, oral or written, on 
any but the most trivial subjects, there have been developed of 
late years tendencies-to cling to defective patoil by way of con
cealing convictions on the one band, and to verbosity, as a means 
of diRguising ignorance, on the other hand-which have 
nourished the weeds of both Italian thought and Italian language, 
to t.he choking up of the fiowers which were wont to spring so 
spont.aneoualy from that ancient hod-bed of civilisation. This 
will, no doubt, be speedily rectified by a. free preBB, and that 
facility of intercommunication by means of railways, which. will 
ultimately obliterate the provincialisms complained of. 

The same general principles of repreuion that checked the 
development of thought, that enfeebled the language, and barred 
the practical usefulness of the middle classes in Italy, condemned 
almost as conspiracy ani attempts in the lower classes to remedy 
by corubil!ation the evils incident to their being left, as it were, 
without those natural leaders in art and industry which the 
middle cla.aaes in free countries invariably supply to the artizan. • 

Another unquestionable source of probable benefit to ihe arts 
in Italy must be recognised in the development of principles ap
proaching to thoee of free trade, as opposed to old obnoxious ta.ritfs, 
and in the increase of commerce and the profits a.rising from trade 
and manufactures to be thereby induced; for we Cl\Ilnot forget 
that it waa out of the fulness of bUJ1iness profits, rather thl\ll any 
other source, that the funds were supplied in old times which 
led to the creation of those noble monuments which gave to the 
Italy of the fitteentb century its pre-eminent position in the 
history of art and art industry. 

While it is true that a high development of industrial art is not 
all inevitable attendant on the existence in any state of a high 
degree of aocial and political liberty, in C0868 where the genius of 
the people ia not bent in that direction, it is certain that where 
the tendency of a population ia so strongly set as to have main-

tained during ages of repression, and under circtllDlltancea of the 
most antagoni1t1tic description, such an amount of capability u ia 
now manifested by the It.alians, those germs-dormant, or nearly 
so, during periods such aa thoee referred to-will fructify a hun
dredfold under institutions calculated to develope personal inde
pendence and free action in that direction towarda which the 
sympathies and aspirations of an enthwiiastio people congenitally 
tend. 

A comparison of the put with the present, and a correct&ppre
ciation of the phenomena. of ea.ch, may certainly justify what hu 
been predicted of the future of Italian art industry; but there 
exists yet another source from which as much fruit may be pro
bably anticipated as from any of the reliable conducing caul!ell to 
which allusion has been ma.de. Such a. source is to be found iD 
what is commonly called "the chapter of accident.e." Aa perh&pa 
the brightest, though most sadly tarnii'hed, American geni111, 
Edgar Poe, acutely rema.r~" The history of human knowledge 
has so uninterruptedly shown that to collateral, or incident.a~ or 
accidental events, we are indebted for the moet numeroua and 
most valuable discoveries, that it has at length become necesary, 
in any prORpective views of improvement, to make not only large, 
but the largest allowances for inventions that aba.ll ariae by chance, 
and quite out of the range of ordinary expectation. It is DO 
longer philosophical to base upon what has been, a. vision of what 
is to be. Accident is admitted as a portion of the snbetructure. 
We make chance a. matter of a.beolute calculation." Without 
going so far as this writer, we may yet carry a. large sum to the 
credit side of our account from what mathematicians have 
designated "the doctrine of probabilities." 

Thus, then, it is with a. hope almost approaching to certain 
anticipation, and in &erious though rather than glowing sympathy, 
that I venture to augur, from the combination of the excellence 
already attained, with the facilities for progress opened by its nt'w 
political constitution, a. future for the arts and industries oflt&ly 
snch as may place them on a level with, if not in advance o~ the 
most succeesful worshippers at the shrine of beauty in any other 
country of Europe. 

It remains fol' us now, iu the la.st aection of thi11 eaaa.y, only to 
endeavour to derive practically the largest amount of benefit we 
can from the pa.st experiences of the Italians, and from the 
leSBOns which their productions pa.st and present may teach us 
in the present day. The most important of theae, it appears to 
me, is to recognise how, under all circumstance11, the Italian d&o 
ma.ads art, not a.<1 a luxury, but as I\ neceBBity. If he cannot have 
it in good material he will have iL in bad; but in some shape or 
other his eyes must be gratified with ihat without which vision 
would be to him but comparative blindness. If, for instance, the 
view from one of his BILloons is terminated by a bll\llk wa.11, as 
is tl1e fate of many of thoee who dwell in our London boll.8e8, 
rather than let that wall remain a blank he will employ an artist 
to make him a design of an architectural or pictorial character. 
That desigu, if his means permit him to execute in marble, no 
material will be too costly for him to employ; if he cannot bA.ve 
it in marble he will have it in stone; if he cannot afford it in stone 
it will be in stucco; if be cannot afford it in stucco he will have it 
painted; if he cannot afford to pay anybody to paint it be will 
endeavour to do it himself; if he cannot paint it himeel~ or 
afford to pay for ita being done, be will cover it witb creepers 
-but supply his craving he moat 1188uredly will. If we could feel 
the same active want, it is unquestionable that our greater 
amount of vital enel'gy and greater wealth would lee.d us eTen 
better to eupply our cravings than the Italian is enabled to gratify 
his. What then is moet wanting in us is an ardent desire for the 
beautiful. I am far from saying that thia desire does not exist in 
a large and rapidly increasing percentage of the English people, 
but with us it is so interjectional a sensation aa to lead to oom· 
paratively little practical result. The rich man who sees a 
picture or statue which pleases him, will buy one or other, or 
both, but how seldom with the leaat consideration of special fit.
neBB for supplying any particular want-much thought o~ long 
cherished, and carefully det.ermint>d. upon. The nature of such a 
want, and the best mode of supplying it, will occupy the earnest 
thoughts of the Italian, but with an Englishman, in a. general 
way, the inclination will be but desultory, and if not supplied a\ 
a moment when strongly felt it will pa1111 away, and perbape never 
meet with realisation at all. 

Another leaaon of great importance to us may be derived from 
the fa.ct that, both in the pa.st and in the present the Italiana have 
never been in the babi' of looking at any one art u perfect ill a 
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CODdition of isolation fro~ othel'll. To produce for them the effect 
o( beauty or nobleness all must contribute. Colour is just as 
eantial aa 11CUlptureaque form, and both must be held in subor
dination by the symmetrieal conditions of arcbitect.onic diaposition 
o( lines and spaces. 

We, unfortunately, now see too many of the great monuments 
of Italian an. stripped of half their furniture; but if, from the 
relia1 of perishable objects preserved in museums, such as that 
at South Kensington, we attempt to restore to those denuded 
mon111Dent.a, to thoee ransacked palaces, "those banquet balls 
deserted," the embellishments we recognise as having formerly 
belonged to them, we shall at once see that the attainment of a 
really perfect et'ect in monuments, the beauty of which was do
pendent upon the combination of the fine arts, oould only, in 
Italian eyes, be properly effected by superadding with profusion 
all that the industry Md ingenuity of the most skilful workman 
could produce in the industrial arts. 

To this union of all the fine arts among themselves, with the 
industrial arte attending as their handmaids, we must look as 
t.he most important element in all magnificence; and if we would 
emulate the Italians, we must not rest until we have learned to 
blend all oognate arl8 and industries iu harmony. 

The third great merit in the best Italian production, whether 
in a small article of industry or in the most magnificent monu
ment, is nobility of inclinntion. 

The mistake, for instance, of building the front of a palace in 
stone, and suddf.'nly dropping off, tiie insta11t the corner is turned, 
into hrick, might occur to even a millionaire in this economical 
age, but would scarcely have presented itself to a Medici, or a 
Fameae, in the old days of Italian magnificence. Not that the 
wealth, or the inclination to do what is handsome, might be less 
in the one case than in the other, but that public opinion Md sy&
t.em would keep the patrons of old straight, and allow those of 
t<Hlay to fall into what cannot but be regarded as an architectural 
meannees. 

It would be, of course,. too bard to point to any particular 
cases where hundreds nre almost daily guilty of committing 
limilar solecisms in taste, but unless wa are to look for the exem
plification of nobility of structure to those who$e means place it 
within their power, how can we expect it from those to whom an 
increased expenditure might be a really important consideration 1 

Nobility of material lavishly used, ample space, solidity of 
structure, and the gia to the eye of something obviously designed 
rather to please than to pay, together with the effect that such 
departures from rigid utilitarianism produce instinctively on the 
Bpeetator-souroes of effect lavishly indulged in in Italy at every 
period of her history-re only beginning to be appreciated 
amongst us in the present day. 

At the times when architects, such as Inigo Jones, Wren, 
Gibbs, and Chambers, endeavoured to maintain in this country 
Uie principles of grand Italian architecture, founded upon the 
universal practice during the best classical and medialval periods, 
marble, oak, and stone were freely used. Cortiles and loggias, 
colonnades and arcades, were not banished as profligate waste of 
ground and money. Carving, and the elaborate working out of 
ornament.al features in true Md ju&t proportions, were considered 
to be e111ential to fine effects. Paintings were not to be hung as 
by accident against walls-here a Madonna, Md there a set of 
boors drinking-but allotted places were provided for them, in 
Uie vault.a and on the walls of the principal apartments. Sculp
ture, too, found its niches, and when English talent failed to supply 
it, the services of foreigners, in despite of strong insulnr pr&
judices, were freely enlisted. And it was precisely when the 
public taste adopted a meaner class of building materials, a grudg
ag spirit in the distribution of space, and a lower kind of internal 
decoration, that the arts of design in this oountry, with some few 
lionourable exceptions, fell to zero. From that pitch (if I may 
uae the expression) of degradation and disintegration, they are 
now happily rising into a concrete and perfect form, with a reaction 
ihe vigour of which is scarcely to be paralleled in the world's 
hiltory. We are beginning to do better in each separate depart
~t of production, we are beginning to recognise that excellence 
ID one must neoesaarily be combined with excellence in others, 
&lid we are beginning, in fact, to learn and practice the very sys
tem &till lingering in the hearts and habits of the Italians. May 
.w_e advance with them, and they with us-for it is onf.' of the bap
pmtconditions of all true art, that if it be worthily carried to per
Cect.ion, its universality must breed honourable emulation, but 
never envy or jealousy. 

ON SOME RECENTLY EXECUTED DEEP WELLS 
AND BORINGS. 

By GKOBGl!l R. BURNELL, c E., F.G.S., F.S.A. 
(Ocmcluded /rotn pagt 78.) 

IT may be worth while to call attention to the mechanical 
means adopted by M. Kind in sinking a boring of the large 
diameter of 2 ft. 4 in. to the enormous depth of nearly 2000 feet 
from the surface. The work was commenced by a shaft, as 
usually is the case, and after it bad been sunk to a depth of about 
50 feet the boring comaenced, and was continued with as nMrly 
as possible the same diameter to the bottom. M. Kind employed 
for this purpose what may be c&led rods with releasing joints, 
very closely resembling the joints introduced by <Euyenbausen, 
which allowed the cutting portion of the tool to be raised a certain 
height and then to be released automatically; this arrangement 
was adopted in order to avoid the lashing of the sides of the bore 
by the long rods, and to regulate the force of the blow. The 
cutting tool used by M. Kind aleo differed from ibe tools gen&
rally employed, for it con11isted of a single or a double trepan, 
according to the nature of the ground, instead of the ordinary 
chisels and augurs. A patf.'nt was taken out for these tools by 
M. Kind, No 13,478 of the year 18li4, the specification of which 
contains a series of engravings of the various modifications pt"O
posed for the various kinds of rock; in the ..4nnuare Soientifaiue 
for 1861 illustrations will also be found of the ordinary trepans 
and of the elide joints. M. Kind is able, by these combinntiona, 
to strike as many as twenty blows in a minute with the grea~est 
regularity at a depth of 2000 feet. 'fhe patent of 1864 epec1fi~ 
also certain methods of lining the aides of the borings; but 1t 
must be confessed that they do not seem to me to possess any 
grf.'at merit, aud indeed M. Kind had more difficulties to encounter 
at PAtJSy from the collapsing of his tubes than from any other 
cause. It is a common error of well-borers to undf.'rvalue the 
effort exerted by clays swelling when charwid with water; and 
the great delays encountered in sinking the 'Passy well were pre
cisely caused by the false economy introduced in the execution of 
the tube linings. The time actually employed in sinking t~e 
Passy well was nearly the same ns that employed at Grenelle; m 
the former instance it was 6 years 276 days, in the latter it was 
7 years 90 days. The cost of the Grenelle well, as above staleJ, 
was £14,000; that of the well at Pasay was £40,000, but it must 
be observed that the quantity of water, delivered at tb11 same 
height in the two cases, is ten times ~ater at Pasay than it is at 
Greuelle; the rates of delivery are, m fact, nearly in the direct 
ratios of the diameters. 

I have not been able to learn whether the artesian wells of 
Elbreuf and of Rouen have been effected by the completion of 
the uew well at Passy, and at present I am inclined to believe 
that they may escape this action, on account of their proximity 
to the entering ground of the lower green sands, on the western 
margin of the cretaceous basin. At Tours, however, so mauy 
wells have lately been sunk (in an early edition of M. Degousse's 
excellent 'Guide du Sondeur,' that gentlemM mentions that he 
himself had executed no less than sixteen of them), that the sub
terranean supply is becoming exhausted, and, as in the case of the 
wells supplied by the basement beds of the London clay, the lower 
green sand wells are gradually losing their artesian character. In 
two wells aleo, at Evres and Ferrieres, the eubcretaceous forma
tions yielded uo water; and in the latter the bore was even carried 
to a depth of 30 feet in the great oolitic, or Jura limestone series, 
without obtaining a supply. I call especial attention to this fact, 
b&:ause it illustrates again the uncertainty at all times overshadow
ing the exticution of the first deep wells in a particular district, and 
that the stratum which yields water in one locality is likely to be 
unable to do so in another. The enterprising gentlemen who are 
engaged at the Hastings well should bear this fact in mind; and 
though I believe that after they shall have traversed the lower 
members of the Wealden series, they are more than likely to find 
the upper or Portland oolite, which is of sufficient water-bearing 
power to insure them a good supply of water, they mnat aleo be 
prepared for disappointment. The Hastings well is already 653 
feet deep, still in the Hastinga beds, and as these have never yet 
been traversed, it is imposaible to say whether they will be found 
to be seven or seventeen hundred feet thick. Most probably the 
former guess will be found to be the more correct, because the 
town of Hastings is situated at a low horizon in the series of 
Weald beds; but all operations of this description at Hastings 
must for the present be conducted in doubt as to the ultimate 
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result, however strong may be the hopes of success. The character 
or the strata already travereed, and of those likely to be met with 
at Hastings, lead!! me to believe that M. Kind's processes wo11ld 
be particularly applicable there, hut the success of such an opera
tion would still boa mere matter of speculation, such as ought to be 
left to private enterprise. 

I dwell a little on this point, because the Board of Guardians 
of Brighton are engaged upon a similar experiment, at a place 
cnlled the Warren Farm, near that town. It is not my pla.ce to 
criticise the mode of execution adopted in carrying on this work, 
but I cannot refrain from llllying that thee are many things about 
it which seem to rue to be in opposition to the opinions now 
entertained by scientific engineel"I'; and I gravely suspect that, 
even if water from the au hcretaceoua fonnations should be obtained 
at this well, it cannot by any poBBible chance rise near the sur
face, which, at the Warren Farm, is not leas than 410feet above 
the mean tide level. It is inexplicable to me also, that this well 
should be continne<l by means of a shaft at the great depth 
already reached, instead of by means of boriDg; and I regret 
bitterly to see an experiment, which has been carried on hitherto 
with so much spirit, compromised by what I consider the mistaken 
course latterly adopted. At Brighton, nevertheless, the only 
chance of securing a supply in the parts of the chalk basin lying 
beyond the influence of the faults or "cross throws," which have, 
for instance, enabled the Water Works Company to obtain, as is 
said, one million gallons per day, is to penetrate the chalk to the 
lower green sand. Notwitbstandin~ the cost of the previous ex
perimental borings iu the surroundmg .::ounties, I am convinced 
that the cheapest manuer of effecting this object would have been 
to have bored, rather than to have sunk a shaft, and even now the 
Guardians would do wisely to adopt this course, especially as 
theirs is really the first experimentl\I shaft or boring on the east 
bank of the Arun. It is, however, a sad peculiarity of the 
municipal bodies of England, that they are always disposed to 
listen to those whom it is the fashion to call "practical," in con
tradistinction to "scientific" men, as though the mere fact of 
working "by rule of thumb" gave men truer insights into the 
laws of nature than long stuciy and careful observation. At 
Brighton this seems emphatically to have been the case, and in a 
report addressed to, 11.nd received by, the Board of Guardians, 
the opinions of three practical well-borers are quoted as to the 
probable cost of continuing the well at Warren Farm, but no 
opinion seems to have been asked from such meu as Mr. Hawksley, 
Mr. Mylne, or Mr. Homerl'ham, who have brought great expe
rience and deep study to bear on the bydrografhical conditions 
of this district on other occasions. It is one u the fashionable 
theories of the day that a scientific education incapacitate& a man 
for the exercise of a profession, and that the most able men in 
anv branch of art or science are those who have not been broul(ht 
up to pursue it. Under these circumstances it may not be sur
prising, however unfortunate lt may be, to tind empiricism pre
ferred to science, or that the Brighton Guardians should avoid 
taking the opinions of really eminent engineers. 

In stating, in the previous part of this paper that I should 
return to the question of the abnormal beds met with at High
gate, I had especially before my mind's eye the cases of the well 
sunk under my own orders at Warnham Court, near Horsham; 
and at Red Hill, b1: my friend Mr. Docwra. In the former C8.ll61 

the boring, after it had been carried through the sandstones, 
clays, and shales of the upper W ealden deposits, pB88ed at a depth 
of 142 feet from the surface into a bed of red clay and sandstone 
intermixed. At first, I believed, from the external characters of 
the mate1ials, that they were of the same nature M the beds 
found at the bottom of the Kentish Town well, and 1 was sup
ported in this opinion by several distinguished geologists to whom 
I showed the samples. As the Kentish Town beds were, at the 
time I refer to (about five years since), universally considered to 
be members of the new red eandstone series, of course I regarded 
the Warnham bed as one of the same range. But Mr. Docwra, 
at Red Hill, after he had traversed the sands and loams of the 
subcretaceous aeries to a depth of 438 feet, passed into a. bed 
composed of red clays Md particles of red sandstone, which were 
identical with the Warnham beds, and with some members of the 
Wealden series. It seems therefore to me to be very probable 
that the Kentisb Town beds may be members of the Wealden 
aeries, but the solution of this question has simply a geological 
interest, for alike, the Weald clays and the new red sandstone 
clays, are without water; and, under these circumatancea, the 
wisest course to be adopted was to stop the further progresa of 

the works in all such cases as Warnham and Red Hill, unleu 
they were carried on distinctly as philo8ophical experiments. 

The well at Rugby, though it has proved to be, no donbt, a 
source of annoyance and disappointment, may eventually turn 
out to be of importance to the commercial interest.~ of the locality. 
It was commenced with the hope of findin~ in the new red sand
stone series under the liaa, some water-bearing strata which might 
be able to furnish a supply to compensate for the deficiency under 
which the town of Rugby was suffering, after it bad been put to 
the expense of carrying out the absurd crotchet of the ao.called 
"gathering grounds" system. A boring bas here been carried 
down to a great depth in the new red sandstones of the triassic 
group, which, at Liverpool and Birkenhead for instance, frequently 
supply large quantities or water. At Rugby, however, the boring 
at present has only yielded a brackish water, and I suspect that 
now all hopes of securing the result desired by the Local Board 
of Health by this well must he ab."Uldoned, unleSll the Board 
determine apon tubing the bore-hole throughout itA length, and 
upon continuing to sink to a much greater depth. It ill possible 
that, within a moderate distance from t.be bottom of the present 
well, stronger brine springs than those now brought to the surface 
may be found, which it would be possible to evaporate economi
cally for the purpose of salt making; but a very careful compariaon 
between the strati\ of this locality, and of those 1181\r Derby or 
Droitwich, would be required before any decided opinions could 
be formed as to the probability of finding soft. water within a 
reasonable distance from the eurface at Rugby. 

The well at Great Yarmouth, executed by Sir E. Lacon and Co, 
is of interest, on account of its showing the great depth attained 
by the tertiary strata on the east of England ; but, unfortun11tely 
for the spirited proprietors, the results, so far as water supply is 
concerned, ban been "negative." The depth of the tertiaries 
here was found to be 527 feet, and the first 170 feet of this tbick
ne88 were composed of recent estuarine and blown sand, deposits 
of very recent formation. At Norwich, Me88ra. Colman are 
steadily pursuing an experimental bo1ing, which has already 
pMSed through the chalk to a depth of 1158 feet, the upper green 
sand to a depth of 8 feet, and the gault to a depth of 30 feet; the 
works have been suspended in this formation on account of some 
accident to the machinery, but when this shall have been repaired 
they will, no doubt, be resumed. It may be necessary to descend 
150 feet lower before reaching the water-bearin~ stratum, but the 
comparative success of Mr. Lankest.er Webb a well, at Stow
market, affords good reason to hope that MeBBra. Colman's per
severance will ultimately be rewarded. I do not anticipate, how
ever, that the water will overflow the surface, because the lower 
green sand is-traversed by one of the affluents of the Ouae, near 
Downham Market, at a comparatively low level. 

Tn a paper which I had the honour of reading in this room lsst 
year, I alluded to the very successful borings made by the Kent 
·water Works Company, in the Ravensbourne Valley, and thia 
evening I am enabled to lay before you a section showing the 
strata they traversed. One reason for my doing so is, because I 
have hear<l that some parties propose, as I said in the opening 
paragraph of this paper, to sink artesillll wells near London for 
the supply of the metropolis; nnd I think it desirable to stat.e 
for their guidance, that unle~R they meet with the peculiar con
ditions of the faults of the Ravensbourne Valley, they are not 
likely to obtain a large supply of water from the chalk on the 
north side of the Thames, whilst there is no chance whatt>ver of 
their finding water below t.be chalk. There are, no doubt, copioue 
and bsautiful springs given off from the head valley of the Lea 
and the Coln, both of which rise in; and are fed by, the chalk; 
but those springs may, in almost all cases, be shown to be con
nected with some geological disturbance of the strata: and the 
only locality near London where there seems to rue to be any 
chance of obtaining a large qu11.11tity of water from the chalk, 
would be on the left bank (or the west) of the river Lea, some
what to the north-east of !:.'tratford, because there is about that 
district a line of disturbance in the chalk J>&l'&.llel to the great 
fault which brings to the surface the springs lately tapped near 
New Cross, and those of Grays in Essex. 

Finally, it must be evident to 11.11yone who reads attentively the 
records of the success and of the failure of the attempts above
mentioned, that the execution of artesian wells ill an openLtion 
which should only be entrusted to skilful and well-tried men, 
acquainted with the theory and practice of their art. No such 
work should be commenced without a careful preliminary survey 
of the geological and hydrograpbical couditions of the con.airy 
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'.ltending ever a very wide range. Thia ia seldom done, because 
public bodies, in Englaad at leut, do not seem to oQieot to pay 
for engineers' blundera and miacalculationa, but they cfo object to 
i-Y for their atudy; and it ia at once UBUmed that because art.eaian 
wells have aucceeded in one cue they mU11t sucoeed in all Bu' 
even when lhe great.eat amount of skill and science have been 
brought to bear on the preliminary inveatigatiom for the eetab
lilhment of an arteeian well, ir. ia impouible to predict with any 
certainty what the result of ainking a ahaf\ or a boring may be 
ill a atratum hit.herto untried. Moreover, every artesian aource 
o( supply is limited in amount, and even in the cue of the Paris 
buin it would be desirable to watch the etfects of the increaeed 
draught upon the lower green sand during a dry summer, espe
cially before commencing, as has been proposed, the execution of 
a large number of wells like those of Paaay and of Grenelle. 

The student who may desire to obtain a complete view of the 
111bject. thne briefly referred to, would do well to consult the 
YC>rks of Meul'L Prestwich, Mylne, Clutterbuck, Homersham, 
Degouutie, Burat, IIericart de Thury, Garnier, &c., the Tranaac
tio11.11 of the luetitution of Civil Engineers, the Comptee Rendu1 
of the Academie dee Sciences, and of Lea lngen1eurs Civils 
of France. I am myself under great obligations to Meears. 
Hawksley, Lockwood, Wells, Chamberlain, Docwra, Prestwich, 
Morris, Snider, and others, for the sections and information 80 
liberally supplied to me. 

I may here add that in the number of La Prun Scimtijique, 
for the 16th January of thiR year, I find a notice of a well lately 
sunk at Columbus. Ohio, U.S., which is not leu than 2575 feet 
deep. The thermometer (on thesystf>m invented by Mr. Walferdin) 
registered a temperature of 88°; this would seem to show that 
the law of the increase of temperature is rather slower in Ohio 
than it i11 near Paris. No particulars are, however, given of this 
important boring. 

THE OFFICIAL PROGRAMME FOR THE DESIGN OF 
THE PARIS OPERA ROUS&* 

Second Divi1ion.-Tht Stage. 
39. It is not necessary for the staise (la 1eent1) to be deep-it ia 

by the illusions of perspective that dl8tant horizoUB are produced. 
A depth of 30 metres (98 feet) between the proscenium and the 
back of the eta.ge suffices for all scenic requirements. A greater 
depth would present more disadvantages than advantages. The 
stage ought not, hf)wever, to be too widl'. The opening of the 
Beene would be aa.tisfactorily fixed at 15 metres (49 feet), as at La. 
Scaia. At the (present) opera house it is 13·20 metres (42 ft. 6 in.) 

40. The space occupied by the wings 1coulia,t1) on either aide of 
the stage ought to be extended as far as po&1ibll'; first, with the 
liew o{ being able, whElre neceaaary, to open obliqut1 vistas, and 
aecond, iu order to prolong the curtains and front framing auffi· 
ciently to intercept the visual lines from the nearest aide boxes, 
without the help of those oblique screens (bri4uru) which gene· 
rally have to be added to most flat scenes, in order to screen the 
openings (deoouvertu),-unsightly additions, which encumber the 
entrances, to the detriment of the miae en 1cem, and interrupt the 
perspectives of the front scenes. To get rid of this disadvantage 
entirely, it would be requisite to widen the stage disproportion· 
ately, but the wider the wings are made the more will it be 
diminished. 

41. The preaent width of the wings between the side .boun· 
dariea of the stage and the mar~ne of t.he opening of the 
acene is equal to one-half that openmg : at lea.st two-thirds are 
~uisite, which, for an opening of 15 metres, would give a total 
width of 35 metres. 

42. There are also required on each side of the et.age, betwt>en 
the Beene, properly so called, and the acenery stores (C"'8u d decor1) 
which will be described further on, galleries three or four metres 
wide, in which the chorne can be grouped, and the evolutions of 
large bodies l)f persons can be pre~ed for, things which are now 
extremely difficnlt, if not impract.1cable, for lack of room. 

43. These galleries will be connected at their further end with 
another gallery of the same width running behind the back wall 
or the stage, and into which the doors for entrance on to the 
stage will open. 9Theae doors must be very wide opeuinge in the 
maaonry, but may, however, be reduced by moveable panels to 
such a size as is necessary for ordinary requirementa. 

• Collti.!lued Crom J>Gie Ci7. 

Scmwg Dlpartmmt. 
44. A. gay and good-humoured ~ritic lately ~d of the ~

chines at the opera, that "they have m \wo centunea lost nothing 
of their charm and their force." Thia is quite tru-the ma
chinery at the opera still remains what it was at the time of the 
Marquis of Sonrdeac. Since 1672 it has, indeed, !oat little or 
nothing, but it has not made the slitfhtellt advance. As matters 
now are, it is neceaaary to aeek out m the scene room, move, set, 
and fi1 by manual labour the whole of the scenery required for 
each performance, and their repeated handling damages the 
scenes 80 rapidly, t.hat they are almost always tarnished before 
the first performance, and 10metimea are worn out before the 
piece for which they were prepared baa run through its sneceaa. 
At each act difficult and dangerous manceuvree have to be afresh 
commenced, with the object of fixing the framed scenes (ch8rril) 
which during the day have been laboriously accumulated, in what 
is termed the "groups" (lu tu.) The whole thing is one perpetual 
demolition and reconetrnction, and in spite of the exertioue of 
a hundred aoene-ehiften it is no uncommon thing for half an 
hour, sometimes even more, to pa.ea between the acts, to the great 
detriment of the works performed, the eucceu of which is en
dan~red by the impatience which these delays arouse in the 
audience. 

45. It will be understood that such a system renders it impoaai
ble, if some unfor&e11n accident interferes with the l\l'ra!lgementa of 
the manager, to change ou the day of representation r.he play 
announced and prepared the previous day; and often there is no 
resource than to close the theal.re, and have uo performance. 

46. With the present machinery of the opera many scenic 
effects have to be given up, becatllle the shifting the scenes would 
require whole hours of work. 

47. At the same time, nothing woulu be more easy than to per
form within a few minutes the most complicated changes of 
scenery by the aid of a few mechanical contrivances of a nature 
more simple than those daily in use in the smallest workahoP8: 

48. The whole problell! consists in causing the framed . s1ue 
scenes, which, together with the scene at the back, constitute 
a complete scene, to advau..:e or recede by a to-and-fro 
motion of the simplest nature. These framed scenes-and we 
include under the t.erm set scenes (fermu) which are only framed 
scenes which fill the entire wiuth of the stage-are very difficult 
to move under the present system, but more on account of their 
flexibility than their weight; they could on the other hand be moved 
with the greatest ease if, iuetead of being moved by main force and 
from the bottom, they were suspended anu slid along a system of 
rails suitably fixed above, and continued on right into the scenery 
stores, which would be formed at the sides of the et.a1te. Th~ad· 
justed, the most simple motive power-such for example as a wmd· 
laaa-w'>uld suffice to set them in motion, and cause them to advance 
or recede at pleasure upon a signal from the stage manager! mean.a 
being also adopted, in cases when \hey have reacheu their posi
tion, but are not to be seen full in front, for causing thl'm to per
form a very simple rotary motion round the centre from which· 
they would be suspended, which motion might be <lone by hand 
labour, for we have no intention of depriving ourselves of a 
recourse to intelligent manual labour, but only of limiting it to 
the detail of the working. 

49. We require that these scenery stores should be each one of 
a width equal to half that of the scene. If this be the case, it 
would be possible to dispense with many stories in the basement; 
for the largest scenes, the set scenes, coulu be moved sideways in 
place of being extracted from aby8888 into which they have been 
with much difficulty introduced during the day, only to. draw 
them out at night by the nf)t unfrequently uangeroue action of 
the ill-restrained power of balance-weights. 

liO. If, however, the lack of room preveuteu such a width being 
given to them, the management of the scenery woulu be something 
more complicated aud a little slower, but would not be much more 
difficult. It would be only nereBSary to divide those framed or 
set scenes which when extended would exceeu the width of the 
store, into several folds. But this would require to be avoided as 
much as possible, for nothing wears out scenery more than the 
creases which such divisions render necessary. 

51. For the same reason it is requisite that the height between 
the top of the proscenium and the roof should be suffit'ient to 
permit drop scenes to be drawn up entire and without folds, ll8 is 
the case in the Dresden theatre. 

52. These scenery stores would be further equipped with move
able fronts, closely shut during the performance, aud only open in 

26 
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the interludes for a few moments to allow the passage of such 
scenes aa the scene shifters would have to prepAre during the 
progress of the piece. Such a thing is at the present day im
possible, for the whole is put together piecemeal on the st.age, with 
loud blows of the mallet, and noisy struggles. 

153. Nor would reforms be limited to scenery strictly so called; 
ihey would include those monstrous piles of timber by the aid of 
which staircases and mountains are made, and in fact everything 
designated so inappropriately aa "practicable." For the most 
part, the mountains of the opera, like those of the earth, might 
be formed by a mere elevation of the ground, if the boarding of 
th_e stage was formed of moveable portions lifted by st:i.ndarda 
with cogs (epoutillu a cremailln-e). 

154. The system of suspended scenes would be also of aBBistance 
in !"nother respect; by superseding the use of all the channels 
which under the present system furrow the stage, it would allow 
the substitution of a level and tongued tloor, for the openwork 
which now constitutes the tloor of the stage. And aa one im
pro\"ement leBds to another, this step would destroy the source of 

. the most injurious of the cold draughts to which the performers 
are exposed. 

55. By these means the most complicated alterations of scenery 
would be brought down to the limits of the simplest shifting of 
scenes; RB long as the piece stood upon the list, its scenery once 
prepared would be all ready to be brought forward at the signal 
of the head m11.rhiuist, who would not require more than two 
hours' notice. Consequently there would be an end to blank 
nights, so hostile to the treasury: the scenes might be preserved 
for an unlimited time; the pauses between the acts could be of 
just the length thought best; and a saving of labour and materials 
would Rccrue, for twenty men would suffice to perform the work 
which now employs one hundred. What advances might it not 
be pos'sible for the scene painter's art to accompli11b, if simple and 
ready methods existed of realising within a few minutes, effects 
such as now cannot be attempted, or which Rre practicable at the 
present day only by main force and at great expense, and with 
endless delays ! 

156. For the reason above given, we conaider that the scenery 
should necessarily be stored at the aides of the stage and not else
where, and that the following suggestions relative to the width of 
the scene and its lateral appendages ought to be adopted :-

The opening of the scene taken as the unit 
of mewmrement... .. . .. . ... . .. 

The dis,ance between the ~:des of this open· 
ing and the lateral boundruies of the 
stago, should be for each side 0•66, or 
for both ... •.. ... ... •.. . .• 

The scenery stores will each one have a 
. 1+1·32 

width equal to---, and together 
2 

Corridors of communication and ;.orking 
eM:b (at the least) 0·20, and together 

ft in. 
1 • or, in metres 15 = 49 0 

1·32 
" 

" " 35 =114 6 

" 
,, 6= 19 8 

Total in metres 76=248 8 

We are not increasing by much the space allotted to scenery 
sto1·es. At the present opera it is 11.bout five-sixths of the area 
of the stage, and is notoriously insufficient. 

Stage 24•00 x 25·00 = 600 metres. 

Scenery I ~~i"°0 I = 519 ,, 

What we require ia an area equal to that of the stage. 

l"arioiu ckpartmentl connected with the Scenery, Accul01"iu, and 
Propertiu. 

5i. Like the scenery, the acce880ries l\Ild properties ought to be 
readily and easily transported on to the stage. This requires an 
aJjoining depot, but it is not essential that this depot should be 
the general store of acceBBOries; all that is requisite is for it to be 
sufficient to contain th<>ll8 belonging to ten or twelve pieces out 
of the list. The store appropriated to this department in the 
opera house covers an area of 170 square metres, and is aufficien tly 
large. This area, like that of the stores and wa.re-rooms which 
will be mentioned below, is given with relation to an average 
height of story; but in many CH.Ses surface may be set ~inst 
height, and vice ver•d. These directions, moreover, are not in any 
sense invariable, they are merely average data, which may be 
:iltered to suit the a1TRngements of the plan. With this depot 
should be connectedHl) A small work-11hopfor the maintenance 

of properties, inclusive of minor carpentering works turning, 
smith's and tinman's work, painting, gilding, papering, netldle
work, &c., all however done by the property-man and his 
assistant, and by one aeamst.reas, three persons in all. (2) A 
dreBBing room, and the wardrobe of those attendants who will 
have to appear on the stage, about eight men. The general store 
of properties may be placed in the roof, provided that it bs 
reachable by a convenient staircase. An area of from 200 to 300 
metres is required for the minor properties, and another of equal 
or smaller size for the more bulky ones. Properties now occupy 
at the opera house 

One etore a.nd several appendages cover together 1'12 metre&. 
One store above the public aaloon about .•. ••• 200 ,, 
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And in Mldition, all the roof round the cupola, and a large 
number of closets or garrets in various parts of theo house and 
stage. This however is not enough : there is confusion, the work 
is badly done, things get worn out, and good order is out of the 
question; many articles moreover have been destroyed which it 
was found impossible to take care of for want of room. 

58. The store of the stage upholsterer ought to be similarly 
arranged, and to include-{l) A store near the stage, 50 to 60 
square metres. (2) A smal~ well ventilated shop, lighted by day
light, and if poBSible opening into a little court-yard, for two or 
three men and RB many workwomen, (15 to 20 metres). (3) A 
reserve, store which may be plll.C8d in the roof, but easily accessi
ble (about 100 to 150 square metres). 

159. The plumber's store, to contain also the hydraulic machinery 
belonging to the scenery, ought also to be contiguous to the 
stage, and preferably below thRn above it. It is probable 
that with a well contrived hydraulic system it will in the 
future theatre be possible to secure effects which it is impossible 
to produce at the present day, and the plumber's stores will be 
augmented. A moderately large 11tore however, which will be 
better long and narrow than sqnare, so as to allow pipes to be 
11towed there, (say 8 or 10 metres 1011g by 3 metres wide) ought to 
be under any circumstances sufficient for all requirements. 

60. Two compartmeutR, one at each side, for stowage of articles 
belonging to the lighting, bearers, side lights, chandeliers, pipes, 
&c. These stores 11hould have high ceilings, as most of these 
articles will require to be placed vertically; but a large areB id 
not required for them, 10 to 12 metres are enough for each, with 
the provision of a large store-room in an npper story or in the 
basement (but in either case secured from damp) for articles kept 
in stock. 

61. The workshop of the fire-W(lrk maker, and stowage for his 
tools, and stores (about 20 squ11.re metres). This shop should be 
near the stage, in order to red nee the danger attendant upon the 
transport or inflammable articles and of fireworks and their 
remains through passages. It should be as much as possible 
sheltered from fire, and so placed that, should an accident occur, 

. the effects of the explosion would expend themselves outllide the 
building. 

62. The laboratory of the phyricien--<}y. electrician 7-which 
mRy be placed in the roof, to facilitate the escape of noxious 
fumes from the acids, but aa far &11 practicable near the stRge, to 
shorten the length of the electric wires. Thi!! laboratory com
prises-(1) a main room of fifteen or twenty square metres for the 
battery, 11.nd the necessary work connected with it ; (2) a small 
room for the phyricien and for the stowage of bis instruments, 
containing about from ten to twelve square metres; (3) a small, 
easily Rccessible store for acids, metalR, charcoal, &c. 

6:3. The head machinist must have his office near the stage, but 
easily accessible from without. He ought to ha,·e near him-

64. The under machinist; 
65. The head gastitter (ch8/ de Nclairage); each of whom will 

have a small office. 
66. Among the adjuncts to the stage, and as far as possible at 

heights corresponding to their respective positions, ahould be the 
rooms of the foremen machinists aloft (du cintre) of the stage, and 
of the basement (ludu10iu); a rational division, and one that will 
always be preserved, whatever system be MlopW. ~'or the work· 
ing scene-shifters, about sixty in number, a common room will be 
required, with a locker for each mil.II; a sep&r\te room in the 
upper storie11 for the carpenters of the stage and aloft, and 
another in the lower stories for those belonging to the basement. 

67. The gas-fitters will hu.ve a place assigned to them near the 
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st.ore for their department, which we shall have occasion to men· 
lion further on (see No. 99). 

TM Departmsnu oj t"8 Staga and t"8 Management.-Manag11"'1 
Cw.rt. 

68. In the midst of the buildings intended for the management 
there must be a court, with a covered gallery in front or one of 
the fAQadl"ll, or, what would be preferable, round three or all 
foar of the sides, and forming a covered way leading to the street. 

69. A single entrance, divided, however, into .carriage gates 
and a gate for foot pn.eser.gers, will give access to this court-yard 
from the street. It ought not to be possible for any person to 
enter or lea'\"e this court withoue passing nuder the eye of the 
door-beper, whose lodge will adjoin this gate. 

70. Un<ler the corriuor of this court there will be three en
trances: one for the manager's department and the offices ; one 
admitting to the thel\tre for the chorus, scene-shinel'!I, and super
numeraries; and one for the principal performers (artiate11) in the 
opera and ballet. Before the latter there will be a porch to 
facilitate their entering and leaving their c.'lrriages in security 
from the weather. Too much precaution cnnnot be taken to pro· 
tect singers from the injurious effects of the outer air, when, 
weakened by the labours of a perforrunnce, they leave the building 
in the middle of a cold, damp, winter's night. 

71. N eiu the manager's court tl1ere must be a shed for carriages, 
to the numbe1· of five or six, in waiting for the principal per
formers, as thev leave. 

i2. A kw ba·n, or species of external gallery, mast be pro,1ded, 
opening directly on to the high road, near the porter's lodge, and ' 
communicating with the portions of the building appropriated to 
the stllge department, by a door not to be o;iened till the right mo
ment: here, an hour before the commencement, the extra snpernu· 
merariea an1l any additional workmen of all classes req1tired may 
assemble and wait till they are wanted by their superiorR. None 
of these men ought to be able to enter the theatre before he hns 
been called by name. This hall should be capable of containing 
one hundred person11, sometimes it receives more, but only under 
exceptional circumstances, which are not of frequent occurrence. 

Stage Manager. 
73. The stnge manager's department is the centre round which 

are grouped those other departments which are all more or l~ss 
dependent on the direction of the stage. It should be in easy 
communication with the 11cene and its adjuncts, with the green 
room, with the wardrobes (m11gaain1 du costumu), and within 
reach of the manager's office, with which it is frequently in com· 
munication, and whither the various superintendents require to 
proceed with despatch when they are called for. It must also 
have 11. ready communication with the exterior. The stage 
manager's department comprises-(!) an ante chamber, where 
the call-boys (aoertiueur1) wait; (2) the stage manager's room ; 
(3) the office of the superintendent of the chorus (two persons) ; 
(') the office of the superintendent of the ballet (two pel'!lons) ; 
(S) a station for the inspectors of the stn.ge (3 persons). 

Performer¥ Druaing-r<>Om8 (Logu du Artistea). 
74. The division of the dependencies of the stage into two 

sections, appropriated to the two kinds of performers, singers 
and dancers, which the nature of the case seems to point out, 
cannot be as rigidly carried out as might be thought. Many 
important departments are connected p.like with both sections; 
further, the opern and the ballet are not conducted under the same 
circul118tances; the individuals belonging to each section. have not 
the same requirements, and are differently grouped (orga11ile); con
Be<JUently the idea, natural enough upon the first blush, of appro
pnat:ng one of the sides of the scene to each division, is difficult 
to put in practice, and corresponds ill with working requirem~nts. 
The dressing-rooms of the vocal performers ought to be as near 
the at.age as possible, and at least those of the principal performers 
ought to be on the same level. There is, on the other band, no dis
advantage in placing the bl!llet department further from the stage, 
and on a different level. So thn.t, instend ora division into two 
departments on plan, a division into different stories appears to 
be the preferable one. But it is 11uitable, and corresponds with 
working requirements, that one side should be appropriated to 
men, and the other to women, on each story. 

75. Each principal performer's dressing-room (loge d'artia~) 
ought to include-(!) a lobby, to cut it off from the common 
corridor; (2) the dressing-room itself, of ten or twelve aquare 

metres, rather more for the principals (premiera aujeta), especially 
the principal dancers, who practice in their rooms; (3) a closet 
for dresses. The principal dressing-rooms should be large enough 
to allow a performer to see herself all over in a mirror fixed 
against one of the walls, so as to be able to judge of the effect of 
her dresses and her attitudes. It would be desirable for the 
dressing-rooms of the principals each one to have a separate 
closet ( w. c.) The means should be provided of readily warming 
each room to tl:.e very variable t.emperaturewhicb each artist pre· 
fers, either by a fire-place, or whichever heating apparatus (gas, 
hot water, steam, &c.) is admitted to be tht. best. . 

i6. The following, taken in connection with what hM JUSt ~n 
said, are the requirements of the various departments belonging 
to the stage. 

Section I.-Opera. 

PRINCIPAL MALE PERFORMERS. 
(1) Principals (premier1 aujlJU), twelve dressing rooms. . 
(2) Substitutes and seconds (remplacanla et doublu), t~elve ditto. 
(3) A store for dresses (about tweuty·five to ~h1i:y equ~rt1 

metres) in the midst of these rooms, and commun1cat1og easily 
with the central wardrobe. 

(4) A station for dressel'!I (four or five men) should alljoiu this 
store. 

(5) Accommodation for the hair-dresser, with a closet for his 
wigs. 

PRINCIPAL J'EMALE PER70RKERS. 
(6) The same arrangement as for the men. 

LE!DERS. 
(7) The room of the principal singing masters (chef de chant.) 
(8) One for the second singing-master and the rehearser 

(repetiteur). Each of these rooms will be of the size of a small 
dressing-room. An upright piano, a small bureau, and a fe,v 
chairs, form the sole fumiture. 

CHO RUB. 
(9) The room of the chorus-master. 
(9a) One for the second chorus-master and the rehearser, the 

same dimensions as those of the other singing-masters. 
MALE CllORUS SINGERS 

(10) One large dressing room, or two or three, for the accommo
dation of 60 regular (titulai~u) chori~U!. Each choris~ ou~bt to 
have for dressing and hangmg op his dresses a dressrng oox or 
stall of about one metre in depth by a nearly equal width. The 
best arrangement for working w~ul~ consist o~ two la~ge rooms 
adjoining one another, commun1cat1~g b)'. 8: wide open111~, each 
having a separate entrance, and bemg ~iv1d~ by low wooden 
partitions into dressing boxes of the required Blze. The passages 
between these boxes ought to be wide and roomy, and the clear 
space should oo sufficient to allow the chorists to feAl comfort
ably at ease between the acts. Thie requires for 60 chorists an 
area of about 200 metres. In the opera house, where the 
singers' dre.qsing boxes are much too narrow, 2·70 metres is allowed 
for each occupant. 

(11) Two dressing rooms for principal chorus singers (ch<>ry· 
pheu), each for two or three persons. 

(12) A room for ten choir boys. 
(13) A store for dreeses, as near as possible to the large chorists' 

room and communicating easily with the central wardrobe (of 
30 or' 40 square metres aCt:ording to its height). . 

(14) Alari;e dreesing room, or room for 30 additional singers, 
accommodation required on special OCC&Rionsaud conditionally,aud 
consequently admitting a position more removed fro~ the 
stage, and more limited arrangements than that for the ordinary 
working. 

FEMALI!: CIIORUB 8INGER8. 
(15) One two, or three dressing rooms for 50 chorists. 
(16) Twd rooms for leading chorus singers (clwryphee11), each for 

two or three ladies. 
(1 i) A store for dreesee (30 to 40 !'<luare metres) !'dj~ining t_he 

large dressing room, or very DEii\?' to it, and commumcatmg erunly 
with the central wardrobe. The rooms of the female chorus 
singel'!I should be arranged like those for the men, and similarly 
divi<led bv wooden partitions into stalls or separate compartment~, 
only it will be convenient that for the women these compariments 
should be wider than those of the men, say 1'20 metres in place of 
l metre. 

(To be continlltd.) 
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LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL 
ACADEMY. 

By SYDNEY 8JfIRKE, R.A. 

LECTURE II.* 
I HUST not pursue the subject of chimneys furlher than just 

again to remind you of the resthetic advantages afforded by the 
old mode of treating the chimney hearth. The contemptible 
little pinched-up compoB1tions of thin, fiat, marble slabs, which 
now usul\lly decorate this social centre of domestic hospitality, 
contrast most painfully with the large and generous treatment of 
the fireplace, and with the sculpture and painting which were 
lavished during the period to which I am adverting on this place 
of honour in the balls of former davs. 

Although time has left us but- few illustrative examples of 
these firepl11ces in England, we have but to visit Nuremberg, or 
any of the older cities of the Netherlands, to find noble examples 
still surviYing the wreck of time. Even the great hall in the 
Hotel de Ville, in Paris, probably familiar to you all, which is of 
the time probably of Francis I., atfords a remarkable example, 
sufficient to dwruf down into insignificance every similar object 
I have met with in England, l\lthough I am aware there are 
examples of the time of Henry VIII., of Elizabeth, and of Charle.i 
L, of no me1U1 character. 

At the magnificent Chateaux of Blois and Gaillon, the most 
remarkable features are their gardens. They are, of course, laid 
out in the formal artificial manner u11Ual in the garden11 of the 
early period to which these exnmples belong. In the centre of 
both these gardens is a fountain of much elegance of design, 
although the jets of water iBBue from sources not altogether un
objectionable. The pr:i.ctice of throwing the water from the mouths 
of hwuan masks cannot be defended, although it is a verv com
mon expedient. It was suggested probably by the gargoyles of 
Medialval times, when monsters, often of the most preposterous 
design, were made to emit water, both in fountains and at the 
eaves of roofs; but these, also, way claim a far more ancient 
origin. We know how commonlv the rainwater which fell on the 
roofs of Greek temples was made to isaue from the mouths of 
lions carved on the cyma of the cornice: they were, in fact, the 
true gargoyles of the Greeks. The practice may perhaps be 
partly due to resthetic causes; fQr there are few subjects ruore cap
tivating to the sculptor than the lion's head, so admirably sculp
tun:sque in the breadth and even in the grandeur of its details. 
But still another and remoter origin may be assigned to the 
practice. The overflowing of the Nile, which, as you know, 
annually reanimates that arid country, and gives occasion to so 
much periodical rejoicing, occurs when the sun~ in Leo,-a coin
cidence quite sufficient to lead the Egyptians to adopt the lion's 
mouth as the source from whence their liquid tren.eures were made 
to issue. At the fountains of tbe Chateau d'Anet jets of water 
are seen issuing frem Diana's bow, and from the horns of her 
accompanying stag. I am, indeed, bound to admit that the rude 
artists of this not highly-polished nor very fastidious age caused 
jets to flow from still more exceptional, although perhaps more 
natural sources. 

These devices are common enough at the period of which we 
are speaking, and can only be excused on the gronud of the ex
treme difficulty (which all must have felt who have tried their 
hands at designing fountains) of devising any perfectly unobjec
tionable and yet ornamental mode of emitting the water. But 
perhaps tbe most notable feature in these early French gardens 
lB the arcade, or covered way, which incloses the whole area. As 
a gallery offering a sheltered walk a.t all seasons of the year, whe
ther too hot or too wet for out-of-door exercise, these covered 
walks mu11t always have been a welcome refuge. The luxury was 
probably borrowed from the Italians, with whom these arcades 
or colonnades had already become a favourate adjnnct to the 
'\'ilia. They also, in their turn, ma) claim a classic origin. Those 
who have read Pliny's description of his Villa !Aurentina will 
remember how he dwells on the crypto-porticus as one of the 
luxuries of his favourite retrea~ luxury which, though pre
served in the cloisters of the Middle Ages, seems to have been, 
without good reason, overlooked and neglected in modern 
gardening. In these French gardens I also perceive indications 
of the pergola, or trellissed walk, which forms so elegant as well 
as so commc.dions a part of almost every well-appointed Italian 
garden. 

-<.:oocluded from Jl8S" 83. 

I will not farther detain yoa by dwelling on the other beautiful 
obateaux represented in these volumes, although they pl'818Dt t.o 
us most attractive objects, such as Chateau Chenonceau, one of 
the most theatrically-picturesque buildings that can be imagined, 
-Chateau Chantilli, perfectly Medireval in ite general deaign, 
although in its details savouring strongly of the more modern 
style that Catherine de Medicis encouraged, and had, in fact, 
introduced into France,-Chateau d'Anet, less Gothic, but equally 
varied, original, and picturesque. 

Such are the contents of these curious and valuable velumes. 
A careful and critical examination of them will 11atisfy any impar
tial mind, that they take a very narrow view of the 4ubject who 
fancy that all architecture necessarily divides itself into the Clasaio 
and the Gothic schools. and that therefore, if we reject the one, 
we must necessarily adopt the other. Such, happily, is by no 
means the case. I have on a former occaaion endeavoured to 
show that snch w11s not ihe case when the quatro centiste of Italy 
put away Mediievalism in art, with the casque and gauntlet 
which they had outgrown. They were too good artists an~ too 
sensible men not to perceive that modern civilisation required 
something more than a return to columns and pediments, and 
they accordingly struck out a style of design perfectly original, 
and in mnny respects more beautiful than anything that had 
preceded it. In the same way we find that when, a little lat.er, 
the artistic and inventive genius of France w&.11 directed to the 
production of designs in the Renaissant style, it never occurred 
to their fertile minds that it was incumbent on them to plunge 
into a purblind system of copying the works of fo1"1Der times. On 
the contrary, we see in these buildings of the time of Catherine 
that a style of great beauty and force WM possible, which yet was 
equally remote both from Greek and Gothic. True art is ever 
young and productive; it needs only adequate incentives and en
couragement to warm it into life. A well-stored portfolio of pho
tographs would turn any man, however uneducated in art, into 
an architect, if the carPful repetition of old forms be all that ia 
required of him. 

As I h11ve devoted this evening to looking into a few boob, I 
must be excu11e<l if, in closing one volume and opening another, I 
find myself following a somewhat desultory course. It does not, 
however, appear to rue to be necessary to observe any especial 
historical BllqUence. The book which next comes to hnnd is a 
splendid volume, of earlier date than that to which we last 
l\dverted, and is not ·without a certain amount of romance in its 
history, for it consists of Vl'nies composed by the Duke of Orleans 
after his capture at ·the battle of Agincourt, and with which 
composition be beguiled the tedium of his imprisonment in 
England. The illustrations are beautifully executed miniatures, 
and of great interest as explanatory of the buildings, habits, aDd 
costume of the period. One of these illuatrations is of special 
interest, as it presents a view of London in the fifteenth century. 
It is taken on the banks of the Thames, and represent.II the 
Tower in the foreground, and the bridge in the middle distance. 
The very rapid shoot of the current at the bridge is plainly 
indicated. At a short distance from the Tower is seen the creek 
of "Bellyne's gate," on the banks of which creek and below 
bridge is a considerable building, probably the Custom-house. 
The architecture of this building is portrayed with great minute
ness, and is manifestly drawn from the actual objects, not conven
tionally, but with considerable effort at correctne&11 of representa
tion. It is worthy of obeervation that the lowest story consists of an 
arcade of perfectly Benai11B&nce character, the arches being cir
cular or nearly so, springing from ordinary columns, apparently 
very much like Roman Doric. The superstructure, however, is 
of quite Med~val character, presenting a series of steep gables of 
di>illimilar designs, and with the windows apparently mullioned. 
The perfectly lt.alian aspect of the lower part of the building 
Reerns to we to he conclusive evidence of the existence of the 
style of the Benaiasauce in England very much earlier than is 
usually supposed. The Port.a Honori at Cambridge ia generally 
poiuted to as one of the earliest, if not the earliest, example in 
England of the quasi-Classic style. This gtiteway, however, 
must be nearly 150 years later than the building near Old 
London-bridge, so carefully delineated in this illumination 

Now that I aw touching on the subject of illustrated manu
scripts, I need uot omit allusion to the 1·emarkable book known 
as the 'Codex Aureus.' It forms part of the Royal Library 
collected by George III., and is certainly one of the gems of that 
col111Ction. It has mnny claims 011 our attention, inaamuch aa it 
appears to be beyond a doubt that it was executed for Charle-
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magne. It ia enriched with ma~ificent illuetrations, which may 
be fairly presumed to be specimens of the highest art which 
Europe in the beginning of the ninth century wa.e c.1 pable of pro
ducing, and is moreover, considering its great age, in excellent 
preeervat.ion. The prevailin~ character of the architecturnl 
leatures is manifestly what it 18 usual to designate as Romaneaqne. 
Each page represents one arch divided into three subordinate 
compartments by slender pillars carrying three arches. This 
arrangement of arches eeema to have taken its rise somewhere 
aboui the period in the history of architecture with which this 
Yolume is contemporaneous; perhaps, indeed, even earlier. 

The practice of building email arches in a continuous series, 
springing from the capitals of email pillars, beaMI a far earlier 
date. We find them in abundance at the Palace of Diocletian. 
Such 1111all arcades occur, too, at the building near Ravenna 
called Theodoric's Palace, and a continuons n111ge of them origi
mi.lly encircled the multangular tomb of that monarch. These 
lllllall arcades, arranged iu successive superimposed orderB, came 
to be u&ed to exceee, as you, no doubt, w._.ll know, and covered 
the towera and gable.i of the Lombardic and subsequent ages. 
I may add that in paintinga and mOll!lics of so early a date as the 
fourth century, represented in Seroux d' Agincourt'e great work, 
Uieee arcades abonnd. 

But in the illnstrations of a manu11cript preserved in the 
Laurentian Libmry, at Florence, to which the date of the fourth 
century is &88igued, a more distinct foreshadowing occuMI of the 
Gothic mullioned winciow. Tt represents a large semicircular 
arch, comprising within its sp1m four minor arches, thus dividing 
it into four narrow openings. It is true the head of the large 
comprising arch is blanked : there is shown on it a cirele, pro
bably decorative only, and not perforated; but the transition from 
t.his to au ordinary four-light Gothic window is eMy and natuni.l. 
In the 'Codex Aureue,' to which I have been referring, we 
have very plainly this germ of the Gothic window, and we have 
it even more distinctly developed in MSS. of the ninth century, 
of which representations are given by D'Agiucourt. But not 
only were these small arcsdee the putative parents of mullioned 
windowa; to them also, it can hardly be doubted, we owe the 
triforium of our ecclesiastical architecture. I cannot refrain frvru 
here reminding you of the analagous use of these subordinate 
arcades in the Westminster H"ll, as built by our William Rufus. 
In the twenty-sixth volume of the 'Archieologia' you will find 
the repreeentation of that triforiam story forming an open arcaded 
put111.ge way, obtained in the thickness o! the wall. Thie curious 
feature in the domestic architecture of the twelfth century I had 
the plea.sure of being the first to explore and delineate, when the 
interior of the walls of Westminster Hall was opened out and 
e1po9ed to view, under my brother, Sir Robert's directions, with a 
view to the n.>face of the masonry of those walls in 1837. 

I have, perhaps, detained you too long in thus tracing the 
pedigree of these mural arcades, bat they are of some importance 
in the hi.story of architecture. It may be difficult to point to any 
feature more strongly characteristic of Mediieval architectul'e, 
or more definitely distinguishing h from strictly ClMsic art. 

In the singnlar works of early Christian architecture to which 
I have been adverting it is impoasible not at once to recognise a 
strong savour of Byzantine art. There is, for example, in the 
Codex Aureu11 an almost infinite variety of frets and friezes in· 
truduced of a quasi-Classic character, all most carefully and 
elaborately executed, and with a manual dexterity and preicsion 
which seem to imply great practice in auch works. The Greek 
labyrinth fret occuMI in utmost variety, and thoae interlacing 
patterns, that stamp a peculiar character on the art of ornamental 
design in this Byzantine style, occur in these illnminatioue in ut
most pro!W1ion. Whether accompanying Runic inscriptions in 
Ireland, in Norway, or elsewhere, or whether seen cnrved in stone 
!n the ~lieat Christian buildings of Lom hardy, or worked 
in m011a1c on the walls of Greek churches, or depicted upon 
vellum in these beantifnl manu11cripts now under our consi
deration, there Is a similarity of design and a general agreement 
in the manner of treatment which is certainly wPll worthy of 
obaervation. What adds especial interest to this curious kind of 
ornament is that it was not, apparently, derived from or eugge11ted 
Ly any eimilar ornament in the preceding Cl&88ic school. Could 
it have been traced back toancient Rome, we should not have been 
earprieed at its occurrence in localities so widely apart, and in 
atylee of de&ign so widely differing; but nothing, as far as I know, 
oecun in Roman art from whence these intricate interlacinga 
coald haore been derived-unle881 indeed, we may suppose that 

the guilloche was the parent o! this ornament, which would, in 
that case, take back the idea to Athene itself, and to how much 
remoter a period I know not. Even Aasyrian art is not without 
tmces of it. Whether so derived, or whether it was the original 
product of a Teutonic or a By7.alltine mind, certainly its wide 
prevalence is remarkable. It seems not unlikely that the facilities 
which thetie interlaced ornaments alforded of producing the 
device of a knot having no ends, would recommend it to the favour 
of the early Christian artists as an emblem of eternity, as well as 
of brotherhood. But whatever its ori~n, the idea was certainly 
most prolific. Besides being productive of a variety of mere 
ornaments, such as we see on this MS. of the time o! Charle
mllglle, it suggested no doubt the monat.ers devourin~ their own 
tails, which we see so commonly portrayed in Medu.,val sculp
ture; and the true loveM1' knots depicted in a thousand familiar 
although unmeaning shapes, on our walls and ceilinga, down to 
the time of Elizabeth, and, for aught I know, to the present 
day. 

Thl\t warns me that I must not now introduce to your notice 
any more of the literary and artistic treasures stored up in our 
magnificent national collection. I am well aware of the super
ficial nature of these few slight noticea: they present to yon but 
the faintest glimpse of the almost endleee stores that the libel'a.lity 
of the country has been euabled to accumulate un9er the gui
dance and with the l\88istance of her best scholars. In calling 
your attention to the few books which I named, lam, I !ear, sub
jecting myself to the sarcasm of the old Greek author, who tells 
us of a. certain " Scholastic," who, being desirous of recommend
in~ a honse to the favour <of hie friends, carried about with him a 
brick or two by way of specimen of the entire mansion. Yet.' 
scanty and very inadequate as the eamples may be which I have 
this evening laid before you, I feel sanguine iu the belief that my 
!ew remarks and criticisms will not have been made in vain if 
they have produced in your mind a desire to seek for further 
satisfaction at. the fountain-heads; to consult them for you!'llelves, 
and to liberalise and enl.arge your etndiee by a wider field of in· 
vestigetion. 

A can.>ful contemplativo study of the C11.uees of the almost 
11.wful sublimity of the Coliseum, for example, is calcul1Ltt1d per
haps to encourage and even to generate a greatneBB of mannel', 
and to elevate the artistic tendencies of the mind; 11.nd to teRch 
us that the grandest effects, in our art, are far more rel\dily 
attainable by Himple general forms than by resorting to that ex
cessive elaboration and subdivision of details which (perhaps I 
may be permitted to say) is one of the least commendable ten
dencies of the present day, and against which it would be well 
that you should be on your guard. 

Then, again, 11. critical examination of the interesting production 
of the age of the Renai888nce in France-an examination so 
greatly facilitated by the two beautiful volumes of Catherine de 
Medicis which I have been adverting to, is well calculated to 
fertilise the mind of a young architect, and to show to him how 
the combination of two very different kinds of beauty is capable, 
in the alembic o! genius, of being made to produce still another 
bl>.11.uty- tn-tium quid-differing very materially from its two 
compont1nts, yet partaking of the merits of both. 

Such an examination would, furthermore, satisfy him that it 
wo.s no mere love of innovation, no mere freak of fashion, that 
led our forefathers to lay a.side in their architecture the stern and 
rigid air of Medirevalism. They abandoned mullions and tracery 
in their windows, and made them wide, 11.nd square, and open, 
not in sport and for the sake of a frivolous change, bat because 
they were beginning to learn to appreciate more !ully the value of 
light and air, and becaWle they began to perceive that there were 
other means of excluding an enemy, and securing their personal 
aafety and an inviolate hearth, besides loopholing and crennela
tin~ their dwellingii. An inquiry into these great changes in 
t.he1r habits of building is a curious and not unprofitable inquiry. 
It is common enough to henr it 81\id that the revival of a taste for 
classical litemture led to the study and eubseqnent adoption of 
classical architecture. Whereas the two rivals were, in truth, 
strictly contemporaneous; and it is by no mf'ane improbable that 
they may be regarded, not as one being consequent on the other, 
but that both were neeesaary result.II ofa common cauee--namely, 
the advance of civiliMtion, involving the acquirement of 11ew 
habits and new wants. 

The other volumes of which I hnve this evening made men
tion have au antiquarian rather than a pr:1.ctical value, and to 
that extent are, 110 doubt, leas suitabl11 aubjecta for me to urge on 
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your aUention here. Yet those manuscripts are samples of a 
ttreat store of similar works which our national Museum may be 
Jnstly proud to possees, and which, whilst they are of the highe1Jt 
literary and historical value, roust ever be precious also in the 
eyes of Artists, inasmuch as the illuminations which adorn their 
pages represent faithfully the condition of the fine art.a during 
the Mediieval period, and are, as it were, the golden link that 
connected the ancient with the modern schools of paiuting and 
design. 

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. 
JOHN fuWKSHAW, Esq., President, in the chair. 

Jan. 28.-The paiJer read wa.a "On the Form and Materi«la /Of' lr<m
PlateJ.l Shipa, at1cl the Poi.nu requiri11g attention fa tkir OOMtrtldion." 
By JOSEPH d' A. SA.MUD.&. 

The author 1tated that, iron-p!&ted ships having now become a neces
sity, it was important to aacertain, fiTst, ~he 1-i desaription of construc
tion of ship and and armour, and secondly, the best fonn and dimensions 
of vessel To effect thtllle objects, there were four indispensable condi· 
tions: fint, theae Ve&l!els mus~ be of such dimensions and power, and be 
built on such lines, that they should always collUilAnd a superiority in 
speed over tht1 best timber-built friga~ &float; secondly, they must be 
protected wit4 armour over theirentire length; thirdly, the armour must 
be so applied as to be capable of rapid replacement or repair ; and 
fourthly, the armour should enter into the construction of the ship, and 
thus give strength to the whole fabric, as well ae protect it from an 
enemy's fire. Theae conditions had only been partially attained in the 
''eseels already constructed, or propoeed to be constructed; for the War
rior'' claes obtained speed alon ... , the " Defenoe" cla.ss failed in all, the 
"Valiant" class ooly approached the aecond condition, and the three new 
ships of 6700 tons burthen, recently contracted for, at a oost with their 
engines of £400,000 each, would probably po81e88 the first and second, 
but not the third and fourth conditions. 

Although the "Warrior" was highly creditable as a first effort and was 
not defective in strength, yet it wu a complicated and costly construc
tion, and its character should not, therefore, become stereotyped, as 
incapable of further improvement, or as if it were not desirable to seek 
for it. 

The author proposed that the fmmework of the hull should be built 
BS in an ordinary first.class steamer of the same size; and that outside 
the frame-work. and rivetted to it, there should be five longitudinal ribs, 
at intervals of 5 feet, reaching 20 foot below the gunwale. These longi
tudinal ribs should be of bars of rolled iron, 24 inches in thickness and 16 
inches wide, the outer 4 inches on each side being recessed 1 inch. The 
ordinary skin plates, 1 inch thick, were then to be rivetted in the11e 
receeses, 80 DB to form a flat surface for the reoeption of the armour, 
each strake of which was to be made to correspond 11ith the dis
t!\nce from centre to oentre of the longitudinal ribs. The edges of 
the armour plates, 6 inches in thickness, were then to be bolted or 
rivetted through the ribs longitudinally, the vertical butt joint@ of each 
plate, made to break joint with the skin plates, being rivetted to corre
Fponding ribs 26 inches in thicknese, plaoed between the longitudinal ribs, 
and attached to them with fish plates. It had been determined by experi
ment that this thickneea of rib would be sufficient to render the edges 
of ~e armour plates, when weakened by the rivet holes, equal in strength 
to the oentral body of the plates. Dy this arrangement, a perfect ship 
without armour wa.a first made; then a complete armour case was 
attached through the longitudinal ribs, without interfering with the joints 
or fastenings of the ordinnry skin of the vessel. Indeed the akin would 
be so distinct from the armour that, in time of peace, the armour could 
be removed, and the vePsel be used as a transport if desired. Dy these 
rnelUlll the armour could be rapidly repaired at any point, and there would 
be no necessity for tongueing and grooving the plates, adopted as an ex
pedient by the Admiralty to remedy the bending up of the edges, which 
the present imperfect mode of fastening rendered them liable to. 

Thus protection would be obtained over the entire length of the vessel, 
by the armour admitting of rapid replacement, and entering into the 
construction of the ship. It remained only to show what dimensions and 
power were necessary to secure speed. For a 32·gun frigate constructed 
ns described the best dimensione wonld be 382 feet long, 55 feet beam, 
and 31 ~ deep to the main deck; 5600 tons burthen, and fitted with 
engines of 1200 H.P., bv which a SJ>eed of 15 knot@ an hour could be 
obtained, with the arina.ment, ammunition, and coal on board, and \\ith 
the port sills 9 feet above the water line. Such a vessel would have even 
greater speed than the " W anior," and be wholly protected over the entire 
length of the sides. 

All the importance of complete protection had now been recognised 
by the Admiralty, it was desirable to compare this armour-skin vessel of 
li600 tons burthen with those now building. The Admiralty vessels 
were to be 6700 tons burthen and 1251) H.P., but they would not be 
able to carry a heavier armrunent, or posBetis a higher speed than the pro
posed vcMel. They would be less Jllllnagea.Lle, fonn larger objects to fire 

at, and coat £'00,000 each instead of .£8,0,000, or in a fleet; of twenty" 
four such frigates, one million and a half pounds lterling more. 

For coast defenoes vessels might be built protected from &Wm to Btenl, 
having a length of 200 feet, beam of 484 feet, depth of 25 feet., burthen of 
2,200 tons, a.nd engines of 350 H.P., pierced for thirty-two 68-pounder 
guns but carrying only sixteen, with a draft of water of 16 feet when the 
guns, ammwtltion, and coal were on board, and capable of atWning , 
speed of 11 knots an hour. 

In conclusion, the author thought that the time had arrived when the 
Admiralty should see the propriety and the advantage to the public 
servioe of abandoning the monopoly of restricting all advaooe in the 
construction of mail-clad vessels to plans and ayateme tnnaDating from 
themselves; and that it would be far better to trust to the engineering 
al.ill of this country, leaving it fr:le to take the initiative in improving this 
branch of National Defence, and the Admiralty only exerciaing a veto 
within such limits wi experience fitted them to form a judgment upon. 

March 4.-The first paper read was "Ducription of tM Loch K«i 
Viaduct, Portpatrick RailllXly." Dy E. L. J. BLYTH, M. Inst. C.E. 

Thia viaduct was situated on a curve of half a mile radius, and carried 
a single line of railway over the loch at an oblique angle, so that the 
width of the waterway was increased from 265 feet to 360 feet, the depth 
of the water at the point of crossing being 29 feet in summer. It con
sisted of seven openingii,-three of 130 feet each in the centre, spanned by 
wrought iron girders of the bow-and-string form; two semicircular 
arches of masonry, of 20 feet span, in the abutment@ ; and two opening& 
of 20 feet each at the ends, provided with Bat caet-iron girden. 011ing 
to there being 8Ca?'cely any current, it was not deemed necessary to set 
the piers in the line of the loch, but they were placed at right angles to 
the viaduct, and each pair of girders wa.a at a alight angle to the adjacent 
ones. 

The foundations consillted of strong gravel, except in the oue of the 
eaet abutment of the main openings, where a running eaud wu met with, 
and in this instance the lower courses of the masonry were laid on a bed 
of hydraulic lime concrete 2 feet in thickness. The two deep-water piers 
were each formed of two towers, 8 feet in diameter, placed 8 feet apart, 
and connectod above the water level by semicircular arches of masonry. 
For each tower of the piers a cast-iron tube 8 feet in diameter, in six pieces, 
was sunk, the tubes being 36 feet and 42 feet in length for the eaat and 
west piers respectively. When the masonry was brought up to the surface, 
the upper caetin,,'"11 of the tubes were removed. Around the piers 4000 
cubic yards of loose rubble stones were deposited, 80 a.a to produce an arti
ficially deeper foundation. The tubes, when placed in position, aank from 
1 foot to 2 feet by their own weight, until they reached the gravel and sand, 
where they remained quite firm. This formed a good t.eet of the 1ufficiency 
of the founda~on, as the weight of the tubes on their narrow edges waa 
equal to from 8 to 9~ tons per square foot, while the total weight on the 
foundatioDS of the finished structure, including the moving load, was only 
about 6! tons per square foot. 

The method adopted in sinking the tubes was that of ordinary well 
sinking. Two plate.iron screw pans, of an inverted cone shape were em· 
ployed; one 2 feet in diameter at the top and 1 foot deep, and the other, 
which was only used for the harder portions of the excavation, 1 foot in 
diameter at the top and 1 feot deep. There were openings in the Bides, 
oovered with leather llape, to prevent the material from escaping when 
the pans were filled. Three arms of round iron projected through the Bides 
of the pans, and, being connected to a long rod with a cross handle at the 
upper end, the screw pans were worked by four men, and when fall 
were raised by tackle. The larger pan raised about 1 cu hie foot of mate
rial each time, and the smaller one about one-fourth of that quantity. 
By these rueans the tubes were sunk in some instanoes as much as 18 
inches in one day, the minimum being 2 inches per day in the case of the 
north tube of the west pier, where large boulder stones were encountered 
rendering necessary the use of a screw pick. When the tubes had ~ 
lowered the desired depth, concrete was deposited within them, varymg 
from 12 feet to 18 feet in depth in each tube. On this concrete, ashlar 
masonry wa.a laid, the cordon couree being of granite in large blocks, for 
receiving the ends of the girders, which rested on wrought-iron plates, 
laid on thick sheets of vulcanised india-rubber to lessen the· effect of 
vibration. 

The bow-and-string girders were each 186 feet 8 inches in length, and 
were segmental in fonn, the riee being 17 feet 6 inches, 80 that the seg
ment was almost identical with a catenary curve, or the true curve of 
equal pressure. The sections of the upper and the under booms were 
identical. They consisted of a main plate, 24 inchee broad and i of. :w 
inch thick, and of two channel irons, each 8 inches by 4 inches in sectwn 
and 4 an inch thick, placed at a distance of B inches apart, between and 
to which the ~truts a.nd ties, of the erune section of channel iron! were 
rivetted. The trans\'erse girders for carrying the roadway ,.-ere 6 mchee 
in depth at the ends where they rested on the channel irons of the uDl.er 
booms, and 16 inches deep in the oentre. The middle web of the~e gir· 
ders was ! of an inch in thickness, and there were angle irons, S inches 
by 3 inches by 4 an inch in section, at the top and the bottom of the :web 
on each side. E\'ery alt.ernate girder projected 2 feet, from which T ll'OD 
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lkllta were eanied up to the CT'Olleings of the diagonal bracing. The 
weight of ~ girden and roadway between the points of support was 88 
\ons, and of the ballast (2 inches in depth) 14 toll8, ma.king a tote.I dead 
load of 102 tone; and taking the rolling load at 1 ton per lineal foot, the 
total load on one span would be 232 tons. The area of the upper boom 
wu 83 inches, and of the under boom, exclasive of rivets, 27 ·O 4 inches. 

• 'I1le dinanoe between the centres of gravity of the upper and the uuder 
boo11111 wu 17·0• inches. The tensile strain on the under boom 
&ml)Ullted to 4•04 tons per inch, and the compressive strain on the 
upper boom to 3•85 toos per inch. When the whole of the load was upon 
the girders Ulere WM no compreBBive strain on any of the diagonals, but 
there were tensile strains varying from 3·4 toll8 to 7•5 tons, or equal 
respectively to 9 cwt. aod 1 ton per square inch of BeCtion. 

'l'he author considered that the bow-aod-etring girder posessed advan· 
iage. over the W e.rrcn or other lattice girders, with p&ra.llel top and 
bottom members ; as in the latter c!Ma it was not possible to ma.ke the 
top· and bottom members theoretica.lly correct, without great labour and 
waate of material, a.nd as owing to the great variation in the strains on 
the diagonala, it W&B neceiw.ry that they should be of varying dimensione, 
invol tln!? in BOme cases even difl'erent sections of iron. 

The ginlen were built in position on staging, and the greatest a.mount 
of deflection of aoy one girder from its own weight was dtha of an inch. 
Suhl!equentll, when a locomotive engine, weighing 34 tons, waa pl&ced in 
the oeutre o each SpA!l, and afterwards was run over, first at 10 miles a.n 
hour, imd then at 25 miles, the defte..;tion r.mounted to from 1\ to 
i of an inch in each girder, there being no perceptible difference in either 
CMe. Finally, when four engines were coupled together, so u to give a 
lo&<l equal to 1 ton per lineal foot, the deflection only a.mounted to from 
I to i tbs of :m inch. 

It was 11t.a.ted, that the total coat of this viaduct had a.mounted to a.bout 
£13,000. 

The aeoond paper read Wllll " Ducription of tM Centre Pier of tlie 
Bridgt aCf'O# W Ril1n" Tamar at Saltruh, OA IM Cornwall lla.ilway, and 
of ~ meau eaploytd for itl coutructi<m.~ By R. P. BRERETON, 
M.~C.E. 

Thia commuuica.tiun embraced, in a narrative form a det&iled account 
•Of the preliminaries connected with the Albert Bridge, which crossed 
the river Tamar where it was only 1100 feet wide, with precipitous ba.nka 
and a depth of water to the surface of the mud of 70 feet. A dyke of 
greenstone trap intersected the clay slate formation at this point, and 
cropped out to the surface above the water on the western bank of the 
rinr. It was ascertained by borings ma.de in the bed of the river that 
rock extended from the eastern aide to beyond the middle of the stream, 
covered with mud or silt to a depth of from S feet to 16 feet. Subse
quently, a thorough examination of the bed of the river where & centre 
pier would probably be built, by me&nB of 17 5 borings made within a 
cylinder at thirty-fh·e different places, over an area of 50 feet square, 
enabled :m exact model of the surface of the rock to be prepared showing 
the irrq,rularitiea and fissure• that might be expected. Eventuallv it wae 
decided, from the information thus obtained, to erect one pier only in the 
do5ep water, instead of three, a.a would have been neceas!U')' for the •paos 
reqcired by the Admiralty; a.nd when it we.s detennined to proceed with 
the conetruction of the bridge, in 1852, it was decide<l that there should 
be two spAll8 of 455 feet, two of 93 feet, two of 83 feet 6 inche•, two of 
'i8 feet, two of 72 feet 6 inches, and nine of 69 feet 6 inches ; the total 
letlllth, including the adjoining land openings, being 2200 feet. 

The. centre, or deep water pier, intended to cvry the weight of one
half of each of the two main epaos, consisted of a. column, or circulllr 
pillar, of solid maaonry, 35 feet diameter and 96 feet high, carried up 
from the rock foundation to above high-water mark. Vpon this were 
placed four octagonal columns of CMt iron, 10 feet diameter, carried up 
to the level of the roadway, which was 100 feet a.hove high water mark. 
Upon the tops of the columns, C:M!t iron standards were fixed to recei,·e 
the enda of the tubes and chains which constituted the tn1BSes of the 
bridge. The weight at the the bottom of the m&aonry foumlations WM 

about 96 tons per square foot, increased, when the bridge was loo.ded by 
pr.11ing trains, to a.bout 10 tone per square foot. 

In the coneb'uction of the masonry pier, & wrought iron cylinder, of 
· boiler plates, 87 feet in diameter and !10 feet in length, n.nd open at the 

top and th.! bottom, "'II.II suok through the mud of the bed of the river to 
the rock. The water we.e then pumped out, and the mud excavated, 
the m&&0nry being built up inside, and the cylinder alxl\'e the ground 
afterwards removed. It w1111 expected that, by forming a bank round the 
cylinder after being sunk to the rock, sufficient wa.ter-tightneBS would 
be en1ured for getting in the m&aonry. To provide, however, for the 
contingency of cxcc••ive leakage, the cylinder was so coneb'ucted as to 
admit of the application of a.ir preeaure. As the surface of the rock, 
althollgh very irregular and ragged, had a general dip to the aouth·\\'e8t, 
the bottom of the cylinder was formed with & corresponding bevel, one 
aide being 6 feet longer than the other. A dome, or lower deck, was 
comtructe.! ineide, at the level of the mud, and an internal cylinder, 10 
fttt in diameter, open at the top and the bottom, connected the lower 
with the upper deck of the cylinder. The 6 feet cylinder, previoa1ly 
uBed for the borings, wae fixed eccentrically inside the other, and an a.ir 

jacket or gallery, making a.u inner akin round the bottom edge below the 
dome, waa formed, about 4 feet in width, divided into eleven compart
ments, and connected with the bottom of the 6 feet cylinder by an a.ir 
pa88llgtl below the dome. 

Det&ils were then given of the Construction of the larger cylinder, and 
of the mode of launching and floating it to ite position. When accu
rately &djuted over the intended lite, water wu gradually let in until 
the cylinder penetrated through the mud about 13 feet, and reated on some 
irregula.rities upon the rock, which caused it to heel over towards the eaat 
about 7 feet 6 inchea. By letting water in upon the dome or lower deck, and 
loading the higher side with iron ballllllt, the cylinder forced !ta way through 
the obetructione at the bottom edge, and took a nearly vertical position. 
The air and water pumps were then set to work, and the greater part of 
the mud and oyster shells, which filled the compartment. of the air-jacket 
at the bottom, was cleared out, and the irregular surface of the rock 
excavated; the bottom of the cylinder being now 82 feet below high-water. 
Subsequently, a leak having broken out through a fissure in the rock on 
the north-east, or higher edge, considerable difficulty Wll8 experienced in 
maintaining &efficient preuure with the a.ir pumps to keep the water down 
and the bottom dry. The leak Wll8 at length reduced, by driving clOl!e 
sheet piling into the fissure. When at ite full depth, the cylinder waa 
87 feet 6 inches below high-water at the lowest place, and then a hemp 
gasket Wll8 worked under the ed~e of the cylinder, all round the outaide1 
to &1111ist ite water. tightnees. A nng of gnmite uhlar, 4 feet in width an<1 
about 7 feet in height, waa then built in the a.ir jacket; and a bank of 
cl1Ly and B&Ild wa.e deposited round the outeide of the cylinder to compreee 
the mud. When the water was pumped out of the body '!1 the cylinder 
below the dome, and the excavation of the mud waa being proceeded 
with, a lea.It broke out, aod the water overpowered the pumps. Addi
tional engines and pumps were provided, and eftorta were made to di
minish the leakage, with varying suooe1111; but as it required four pumps 
to keep the water down to 54 feet, recourse to air pressure in the body of 
the cylinder below the dome became iruminent, and preparations for ita 
application were me.de. To provide against the buoyancy, or ufward 
pressure ag&inBt dome and cover, the 87 feet cylinder was Joe.de< with 
7 50 tons of ballast, in addition to ita own weight of 290 tone. The pumps 
were th~n got into good order, and, by continued pumping, succeeded in 
keeping the water down, The mud was excavated, the cylinder below 
the dome securely shored acro&t!, aod the rock le,·elled, when the masonry 
in thin coursea of granite aah!&r in cement, in the body of the cylinder was 
commenced. As soon as the masonry reache1l the level of the air jacket 
ring, it was thoroughly bonded, the plates of the air-jacket being cut out 
&sit proceeded. Upon the top of the bonding course, two courses of 
hard brick-work in cement were laid, making & perfectly water-tight Boor 
over the whole diameter of the column. Meanwhile, the IIIA80nry of the 
air jacket, where the leak occurred, WM tnken down, and the leak w:ui 
diminished by addition&! sheet piling. The leftk was disco\'ered to ha,·e 
broken out at the same fissure as before, and had tom awa.y the rock un
demea.th the muonry of the air jacket and bottom tldge of the cylind.,r, 
but the masonry itself was 1mdisturbed. 

The next operation was to draw off th~ water above the dome a.nd re
move the ballBBt, to a.llow the masonry to be proceeded with, which it 
e\•entually did at the rate of from 5 feet to 7 feet in height per weelc. 
When it was 46 feet in height the influx of water was entirely stopped. 
After the muonry had been completed tQ the level of the plinth, the 
upper part of the cylinder was unbolted at the separate joints, and floated 
to the shore. 

March 11.-The paver read was "Dm:ription of the DdtrJ of the 
Danube, and of th.e Workl rectntly c;i:ccu.ted a: tlui Sulina :Jlou.th." Dy 
C. A. HABTLl!:Y, Assoc. Insc.C.E. 

In the autumn of 11'.'56, by \irtue of the Treaty of Paris, the European 
Commission of the Danube, cowiisting of represent.at.free from each of 
the seven contra.cting powers, was charged to execute the works nccesaa.ry 
below Isakcha, to clear the mouths of the ri\•er a.a well as the adjacent 
parts of the sea, of the impedimenta which obstruct..>J na\'igation. This 
Commis8ion, to which the author had e.cttld M chief engineer, was authQ· 
riaed to levy rates to cover the expense of such works, on the expre•s 
condition that the flags of &II nations should be on a footing of perfect 
equality. 

In the preliminary studies of the three principal branches ruid mouths 
of the Da..'lube, advantage was taken of the charts made Ly CnpU.in 
Spratt, R.N., C.B.; and aided by these, and by the a.uthor·s own surveys 
a.nd personal investigatioll8, a brief descri!Jtion w&11 i,oiveu of the chief 
cb&racteristica of the progress of the ri,·er through its cldt&. The Danube, 
after & CQUl'l!e of 1700 miles, <luring which it receh·._..J m('re than four 
hundred tributaries, and drained upwa.rtla of 300,000 square miles, p&l!Bcd 
in a. wingle channel 1700 feet widt: a.nd 60 foet deep, the Buli,<arian town 
of Isak.cha, situated on the right bank, at 30 and 40 Euglish mil<'s 
respt"cti\·ely below the large com-exporting ports of Gnlatz and Ibra.ila. 
Isnkch& was il3, iS, and 110 miles from the sea, following the courses of 
the Kille., the Sulim,, and the St. George branches, aml 51' mil~• in a. 
straight line. The hea.d of the delta was reache<l, a.t I.mail Chat&!, or 
Fork, 15 miles lower down, and here the fre~h waters divide<l, never to re
unite; &e\'Cntetn twenty-se,·enths of their volume pal!eing in an ell.llterly 
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tlirection by the Kilia branch, and the remaining ten twenty-aevenths in 
a south-easterly direction by thu Toultcha branch. At 11 miles below 
Ismail Chatal, this latter branch separated into two channels, the St. 
George and the Sulina, discharging respectively eight twenty-sevenths a.nd 
two twenty-sevenths of the whole volume of the main river. 

A short account was then given of the three ch=nels, from which it 
appeared that the waters of the Kilia were delivered to the 8ea by twelve 
d111tinct mouthll, only navigable for liahing Ve88els; that the river portion 
of the St. George offered no real obstaclee, having an average width of 
1200 feet, and a minimum depth of navigable channel of 16 feet, at sea
eons of extreme low water; and that in the upper reachea of the Sulin&, 
disuter of every kind was imminent, from the many intricate windinga 
nnd numerous shoals-the navigable width being rarely more than 300 
feet, and the depth over the shallowa during aeaaons of low water vary
ing from 10 to 14 feet. 

The delta proper was described as being bounded on the north by the 
Kilia branch, on the south by the Toultcha 1U1d St. George branches, and on 
the ea.st by the Bia.ck Sea; the enclosed space compriain~ a.n area of 1000 
equare miles and forming a triangle of which the Ismail Chatal was the 
Wtllltern apex, and the sea coast, from the mouths of the St. George to 
those of the Kilia, the base. During extraordinary high floods, the 
delta, being unprovided with artificial banks to contain the swollen waters, 
was almost entirely submerged; whilat at 8e&BOllB of drought, ita banks 
were elevated from lOto 12 feet above the level of the river at the Upper 
ChataJ.. and from 8 to 10 feet at the Chatal of St. George. In the lower 
reaches of the three branchea, the level vf the river was but little affected 
by variations in the upland waters. Adjacent to the mouths it never 
varied more than 1 foot, except when influenced by the wind. During 
hi~h Hoods the inclina.tion of the surface water of the Sulina branch was 
3 mches per mile, whilst during extreme low water it did not exceed 1 
inch per mile. At times of ordinm-y high water, when the curre.it had 
attained a velocity of from 2& to 3 miles an hour, the D&nube before it 
divided at Ismail Chatal delivered a volume of water equal to nineteen 
and a-half millions cubic feet per minute; while in the dry season, when 
the current was reduced to 1 mile per hour, the flow did not exceed seven 
and a-half millions cubic feet. per minute. At times of extraordinary 
floods, such as that which occurred in March 11"61, the velocity was 
increased to 5 milea per hour, and the volume cf water then delivered 
amounted to 60 millions cubic feet per minute, or eight times the quan· 
tity discharged at ordinary low water. It waa stated, as the reault of 
careCul observations, that when the waters were m011t surcharged, they 
carried to sea at the rate of l cubic inch cf sedimentary matter, supposing 
it to be solidified into coherent earth, per cu hie foot of water, and that 
not more than one-fortieth part of thia proportion was transported when 
the floods had subsided. thus, at the former period, upwards cf 600,000 
cubic yards cf diluvial detritus paued into the aea by the several mouths 
cf the river in twenty-four hours, and at the latter not more than 15,000 
cubic yards. The reaultl! of these investigations accounted in a great 
degree, for the change• which tock place from time to time, in the pcai
tion and extent of the sand banks forming the bars acroaa the several 
mouths. At times cf high floo<ls, theee bars ware further from the shore, 
their magnitude was considerably increased, and the depth over them was 
diminiohed; their distance from the shore, and their height, being much 
influenced by the direction of the prevailing winds. The depth of the 
aea opposite the delta decreased to the north; thus at 3 miles from the 
land the depth was 16 fathoms opposite the St. George's mouth, and only 
10 fathoms opposite the 8ulina. and Kilia mouths. 

During the interval from 1830 to 1857, the shallows of the Kilia 
advanced fully one mile in the direction cf the Sulina mouth. This, 
combined with tmcertain and changeable nature of the many branches 
issuing from the Wilkov basin to the sea, and the distance cf the bars 
from the shore, were the chief ccn~iderationa which induced the author 
to form an unfavourable opinion of the K.ilia-in spite cf ite po811888ing 
the best river channel-and to recommend, in preference, the improve
ment either of the St. George or of the Sulina, where the sea depths were 
greater, and the advance of the sand banks waa Iese remarkable. In 
comparing the meritl! cf the two latter branches, the author arri~ed 
at the conclusion, that in nearly every reepect the St. George offered 
decided adv&ntages over the Sulina. It ia true, th~t in order to reach 
the Kedrillea bar of the St. George, double the length of works would be 
necessary; but when once the sand-b&nka were pa88ed, the greater sea 
depths opposite the St. George would insure for a longer period a con
stant good navigable depth at the aea entrance. The St. George's mouth 
was situated at the moat salient angle of the delta, wu nearer to the' 
Bosphorus, by 18 nautical miles, than the Sulina, and wae more 
favourably placed with regard to the eafe man<lluvring cf veaaels during 
N.N.E. winds. 

Although there was a great difference of opinion as to the merit& cf 
e:\Ch of the three principal branches, or mouths, all the technical 
authorities, who had studied the question on the ground, agree:! in recom
mending that, whichever mouth was chosen, the sy~tem of improvement 
should be that of guiding the river water across the bar by means cf 
piers projected from the most 11.1.h-anced dry angles of the mouth; eo aa 
to concentrate the strength of the river current on the bottom of the 
proposed improved clunnel, by an artificial prolongation of the river 

banb into deP.p water. After considerable di&cuaaion, the Commillaion 
resolved to improve the bar channel of the Sulina, by guiding piers of a 
temporary character, in 01der to give the apeedieat relief to the navigation 
in the cheapest lll&nner; but it was diatinct.ly guaranteed that '1iia ahcald 
not prejudice the choioe of the mouth to be ee1ected for perma.neM 
treatment. The author then received instruct.ions to provide worb 
which, for the expenditure uf a sum limited to £80,000, should have ~ 
effect of giving a.n inoreaeed depth of at least 2 feet onr a period of 
from six to eight years. Thia duration of time wu baaed Oil the llllWDJ>
tion that during such an interval, either the St. George would be opened, 
or 1t might be oonaidered expedient to limit the improvement of the 
Danube to rendering permanant the provisional worka. 

The designs for the provisional works were then matured; and &8 n .... 
found in practice, that the coat cf 1trong timber crib&, to be loaded wit.b 
stone, and aunk at intervals of 20 feet along the line cf the wcrb, would 
exceed the original estimate, choice was finally made cf a aWuciure com
posed of timber piling and pierre purdue, surmounted by a timber pl&t
fonn 14 feet wide, atrengthened occasionally by aolidly-conatruc$ed cribs 
of the ll&llle width. The wcrka were commenced on the 21Bt April, J 858, 
a temporary at.aging fixed on pilee, beini{ al ways rm cui from 200 to 
300 feet in advance of the permanent piling. Thia staging sup~ 
nine crab engines, by which three roWB of three piles, eacli 13 !Delia 
square, and i feet apart, were frequently drivan in one day to a depth of 
16 feet into the hard fine sand of which the bottom was eompoaed. The 
piles were immediately secured by double longitudinal walinga and double 
Cl'Ol!ll-tiea, the whole being surmounted by two thick trampiecee &nd 
planking, at 4 feet above the level of the sea. From thia permanent plat
form the cl.- piling on the side next to the sea waa driven. The daily 
rate o( progreae during fine weather was 20 lineal feet; and &II BOOD 

as thia length of sheet pilee was completed, atones were Lhrown down to 
protect the footing in the aand, which waa liable to be washed away by 
the action of the sea. Thia acouring action of the sea waa so aeriou., 
when the skirt cf the bar was reached, that it threatened at one time to 
demand, for the completion of the works, double t.ba quantity of stone 
originally eatimated. Several pla118 were tried to reduce itl! pernici-01111 
eff'ectl!. That eventually adopted, and which was perfectly suooeeaful, 
was to advanoe the O.J>6n pile work with all poeeible expedit.ion, and t.hen 
to pave the propoeed eeat of the pier with 8'cllea delivered from be.rgea. 
Thia pavement wit.hstocd the attacks of t.be -, and offered DO gr-eM 
obstruction to thp penetrationa of the sheet pilea, which, without being 
1hod, had frequently been driven 10 feet. into the ground, aher having 
been forced through 8 feet cf rubble atone. The section of the finiahed 
stone work was deacribed as being a solid masa of cloaely packed third
cla88 rubble, resting on a broad base, and narrowing upwards at slopes 
varying from 2 to 1, near the pier heads, to l to 1 and 1 i to 1 ne&r t.he 
shore, until slightly below the level of the water it became a mer!l ridge 
against the cloee piling. The time occupied in the actual construction of the 
piers was thirty-one months, exclusive of three winter months each yea.r, 
during which the Danube was fro111en over, and o.11 work was SUBpeDded, 
but incluaiYe of two hundred and eeven days when it was impollllible to 
work on account of stormy weather. The length cf t.be north pier w• 
4631 feet, that of the eouth pier was 3000 feet, and the depth cf water in 
which they were built varied from 6 to 20 feet. In their oouatructioD 
200,000 tollB of stone and 12,500 piles had been employed, and the cost 
had net exceeded ten guineas per lineal foot. The stone was brought 
from a distance of 60 miles, and ita price deliYered in place varied from 
four shillings to five shillinf per ton; thu oak used for the longitudinal 
and transverse timbers an for the planking and fender pilea, coet two 
shillings and threepence per cubic foot, while the fir timber piles were 
delivered ready for driving for fourpence per cubic foot. The workmen, 
cf whom there were generally three hundred, were composed cf men 
belonging to more than ten difFw-eni natioDB. LaboUNrB were paid 
two shilling11 and sixpence and carpen&ers four ahillinga and sixpence per 
day. 

The change. which had taken place at tlae Sulina mouth, coneequent 
on the projection cf the piers, were then not.iced. The depth en the bar 
aince the year 1829 had varied between the extremes of 7 1111d 12 feet, 
the least depth occurring during the aub;lldenoe of high-water flooda, and 
the greatest when the depoaitl! lodged by those flooda had been dia(ieraed 
by autumnal and winter gales. In April 1858, when the wcrka were 
commenced, there was a navigahle channel only 9 feet deep over the centre 
of the long shoal forming the Sulin& bar. In November 1859, wheD the 
works had been brought to a close for the Wlllter, the north pier bad 
advanced 3000 feet, aud the BOnth pier 500 feet, and then the depth on 
the bar was l 0 feet, which was increased to 14 feet by the following 
April, although the worka had remained stationary. Hopea were oon
aequently entertained that the action of the north pier would, in it.Belf, be 
sutlicient to maintain an improvement; but theae expec:Wiom were dia
appointed, as in August, when the north pier had reached a length of 4600 
feet, the depth on the bar had diminished to 9 ! feet. EVOI")' exertion 
was then made to hring the opposite pier into play. Accordingly, during 
the next three months, the south pier wu ad v1111ced 1500 feet, and a.a i.' 
was new within 600 feet of the north pier, the i;io<>d effecl of concenVa
ting the whole force of the river current directly on the bar became at. 
once apparen,. Thus on the 30th of November, 1860, there ~-- a 
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pawipWo c:lwmel of 12 feet, and on the 28th February, 1881, of 16 fM. 
Then came the breaking up of the ice in the river, And the furioua descent 
of t.he extraordinary high floods, which cauaed so much damage r.t Gal r.tr., 
and submerged the whole delta; but this time imter.d of the depth on 
tlle bar being diminlahed, t.he swollen waters confined between the two 
pion and directed in a proper line, fairly swopt r.wr.y the remains of the 
bar on Ml tee 801lth bank and into deep water. From $at time to the 
preeent. the depth had never been llll!l than 166 feet, and frequently it 
,,_ M mnala M 176 lee$, oTitr a navigable width of 500 feet. Thia reeult 
bad been aoeompliahed by woru the cost of which had not exceeded the 
lllDI t.hat bad been pr.Ml in one yer.ronly for lightening ve.els over the bar; 
and wit.bout taking into account the excellent shelter which had been 
all'ordecl, and the great riaka which vesBela formerly ran of being wreckeU. 
olf the entrance. 

In conelnaion, the author expressed his gratitude to the members of 
the Emopean Commission of the Dann be, for the generous support he 
liad always received; a.nd especially to Mr.j<>r Stoke~, R.E., the repre--
1entr.tive of Great Britain, whose enlightened policy, if a.l!owed to preva.il, 
could not fail eventually to insure to the C'lmmerce of a.II nations, the 
beet pouible mea.ns of water communication with the rich com-growing 
co-trial bordering the shore1 of the Lower Da.nube. 

ON PICTORIAL MOSAIC AS AN ARCHITECTURAL 
EMBELLISHMENT. 

By M. DIGllY WYAn, Architect. 
IT ia now fifteen years since I had the honour of bringing 

under the notice of this Institute a branch of the art upon 
another department of which I purpoRe making a few observa
tions this evening. I was induced for some time prior to that 
date to pay attention to the subject of geometrical mosaic for two 
reasons-the one general, the other special The general, becauRG 
I Iooke<l upon any possible addition to the technical pharmaco
pceia (if I may so express it) of the architect as conducive to the 
wtroduction of the moEt le itimate novelty in his art: and the 
special, because I reco · in the contemporary efforts making 
:by enterprising man torers, and in a rapidly-growing demand 
on the part of the cultivated public, every probability that an im
portant branch of industry was incubating by the one, and likely 
to be hailed with welcome by the other. 

A parallel conjuncture of demand and supply one cannot fail to 
perceive to be approximating Rt the present date in relation to 
pictorial mosaic; and in the hope that my humble exertions may 
contribute in some degree to the development amongst 118 of that 
branch of the art, as to a certain extent. they may have done iu 
past yea.rs with respect to geometrical moeaic, l ventu1-e to 
addresa to the meetin~ this evening a few remarks, mainly 
limited to the practical mterest of the subject. 

It would however be an act of dereliction to the real grandanr 
or my theme if I failed to notice what impartant subjects of 
inquiry for the Mt-student any such limitation necell88rily pre
cl udes our taking cognisance of this evening. 

Thus, firstly, there is the invaluable illustration which the 
aeries of still existing pictorial moll&ics, dating from the earliest 
to the most recent Christian epochs, might be made to afford of 
the changeful spirit in which, at various periods, fervid faith has 
as it were assiu.ilated to itself now one, and now another, cycle 
of religions personificatious of a more or less simple or compli
cated Christian mythology; sometimes veiling its aspirations iu 
symbolism, and at others setting forth dramatically the leading 
event.a upon which its hopes and fears were based. 

Next perhaps to this, which may be designated the liturgic.'\l 
interest of the art, is that which is, more strictly speaking, icouo
graphical, including the .much-vexed question of the degree iu 
which many of those generally rude but nearly imperishable pic
tures-which survive while almo.st every cotemporary graphic 
recor1l has perished-reflect the usual aspect, the costume. and 
true physical characteristics of the clergy and laity, the rulers 
and the ruled, in the early ages of Christianity. 

Von Rilmhor, in the "ltalienisohe Forschilugen," thus ably 
hint.a at ~he suggestive value of such primitive records:-" There 
iJt, indeed, much in the representations of the early Christian 
mosaics which carries us back into extnime antiquity, perhaps 
into the very first century of the l't'ign of Christianity. In these 
our Saviour, the Apostles, and Prophets, invariably appear in 
complete classical co11tume, in long tunics, with the pallium11 
superposed, and with naked feet, protected only by the sandals 
commonly wom in imperial times. When recent saints are in
tro<luced the habit.a of antiquity are exchanged for rich and more 
ba.rbaric dresses; and the feet are usually completely covered." 

The value or these ancient types we find acknowledged by subse
quent artists, 1111 celebrated and modem as RAphael himself; for 
as the same writer justly remarks, in the cartoons and in some of 
the most remarkable of the Vatican frescoes we cannot fail to 
recognise an approach to the primitive forms of early Chri~~i
anity, in the guise of a return to claasical models, subordinate<l 
to the conventions handed dowu from the Church of the Early 
Fathers by tradition, from artist to artist, and from priest to priest. 

Thus, thirdly, ia ther~ a pnrely IU'ChR!Ological interest attaching 
to pictorial mOB&ias, oonnecting thoae decorations with the indi
viduals by whom, or fo1· whom, they were executed, with the 
specific periods at which they were wrought, and with the·struc
tural peculiarities of the monuments they adoru. On this bnmch 
of the subject, Cia.mpini, }'urietti, and Sp1-eti, have left but little 
virgiu soil for tne nineteenth century literary labourers to dig into. 

Thus, fourthly and lastly, is there also an interest which affects 
us as 11.rchitoots more nearly, probably, thl\n either the litnrgkal, 
iconographic, or archioological. I allnde to the illuat.ration 
afforded to the general history of graphic art by the numerous 
relics of pict.orial moaa.ic, which supply, for 11early every century 
from the Christian em downwards, an nubroken saries of docu
mentary evidence t>fthOlle fluctuations of progress in design which, 
bridging over a Medimval chasm, connect ancient Classical art 
with its revival under the great masters of the fifteenth century 
in Italy and their disciples to the present day. Having in two ad
dresses delivered before this Institute, one in 1847, and the other ill 
1855, dwelt at some length, although incideutally, on the positiou 
of pict.orial moeaic in art history, I may trust to your indulgence 
for ll-eatiug, in general terms only, this really most interesting 
aspect of our evenin~s theme. 

Having thus not.ea wh&t I desire to eliminate, let me briefly 
define the point of view from which I would f'ain engage you to 
look with me at the whole matter this 11vening. That point of 
view i1 simply the one from which we may best realiae what archi
tects have to learn and to do iu order to effect" practical revival 
of t.he art in the present dl\y. Jn describing, in one of the 
addresses already alluded to, some of the mechanical operations 
of the moeaic worker, I repeated in the year 1865 whl\t I had 
first advarlced in 1847, viz.-that I saw no reason wha'8ver why 
we shoul<l not carry out in the vl\rious prooosses of mosaic 
"exactly what the Greeks and La.tins practiae<l of old." If I was 
justified in that remark then, I am more than justified now, for 
as I shall hope to presently convince you, many practical diffi
culties formerly existing h&ve been removed, and convictions as to 
the eligibility of the rnival entertained by a few then, are now 
heart.ily aympathilled with by many, able not to dream and desire 
only, but to work and to do. S;<> strongly, indeed, is the current 
now eettiug in, that I feel convinced it will be ere long incumbent 
on every architect praciising in the higher walks of the profession 
to make himself acquainted with the best mode of dealing with 
what when once adopted, will, I do not doubt, become the most popu
lar means of adding the graces of colour to the refiuements of form 
and proportion. Mural painting must in our climate ever have 
to contend with element.a certain to shorten its ephemeral beauty. 
If attempted in real fresco, damp, fog, aad frost speedily fastes 
upon its very vitals, tending to set the lime against the oxiden 
and other pigments, which in time are eaten away, as even in 
Italy we frequently see them, into nothingness. Fresco secco is 
still less permanent. Tempera, or dis~mper, I need not waste a 
word upon. Oil or encanstic painting involves the use of vehicles 
darkening, turning yellow, shrinking irregull\rly, aud ultirul\tely 
often detaching themselves from the ground to which they are 
applied. What, then, is left to us, if we would have our deco
rations live after we have cease<l to live, but thoee pro~sses 
the most delicate and the boldest pictures produced by which, 
experience has proved that a ~housand years may pasa over, 
"and steal no grace away." 

l purpose now, iu the first place, putting before you in a sum
mary form the nature of such experience derived from the past; 
and in the eecond glancing at the various 11copes and difficulties 
of the art, in its production and application. The main historical 
phases of pictorial mosaic were .ihe following seven :-

1st. Classical. 
2nd. La.tin. 
3rd. Byzantine. 
4th. GJ"8CO-I ta.lir.n. 
6th. Italian monumental. 
6th. It.a!ian ponable. 
7th. Mouic in p~tre d»rt. 

2S 
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The firat, or ClauiCtll, ill no doubt well known to all present in 
ita geoeral-upect; but, as t.he fo110dat.ioo of all the other aiyles, it 
demands a somewhat closer view: tbe more especially, I think, 
because this clo&er view may enable the architect to realise some 
distinctive features in ancient deouratioo; revealed to ua through 
110 branch of Art more distinctly thau through mosaic. These 
features I 111111&yed to produce from ancient illuminated manU11Cripta, 
lo a paper read iu thid .room in June 1860; but they may be 
better recognised iu t.he varioWI reJUAi.Ds of Cluaical mosaic. In 
the Roman deooratioo of imperial timee, two dill1iioct schools 
may be traced; the one moat ancieot--founded on Egyptian, 
Dorian, aud EtruBC&D modela-cbiefty affecting monochrome com
binations of black aud red or buff, or delicately coloured subjects 
aud oroameota on uoiformlv ftat gruuoda; aud the other rejoicing 
in the glowing tints aud golden aud spangled grounds of the East, 
popularised after tbe spoils of Ionian, Corinthian, Pbamiciao, 
and Syrian magui6ceoce had given that taate for gorgeous costume 
which led to the substitution of the Babylonian ewb1·oidery and 
figured t.isaues in cosLume and wall-hangings, for the simpler 
stuffs indulged in during the republican ages. Whether the art 
of fabricating gold ground mosaic was of Oriental diacovery, or 
whether, as ia more likely, it was derived from the north of 
Africa-the nursery of the glaaa and enamel trade-are as yet 
unsettled pointa; but that it was freely adopted in imperial times 
ia proved by the various specimens still existing at Pompeii and 
Naples. It is certainly curious to remark how devoted theaocit>uta 
were to teaselatiooas a system, wht>ther in their fiul'llt or coa~t 
exam plea. Large surfaces of uniform colour are invariably made 
up of small cubes, little varying in size in any pol'tioo of the 
"·ork. No special labour is bestowed on fine joint.a, and uo effort 
is made to dis~uise their etfect by uaiog coloured cement stop
pinga. The J' oiotiog was evidently aocepted as an artistic 
mveotioo, an with good taste and judgment it was kept regular, 
110 as to prevent distracting the eye from the pictured forma. Ita 
lines were invariably made to aubee"e by contrast the effect of 
the flowing l)(lotoure wrought upon it; and no effort was made by 
the use of large alaha, combi.Ded with teaeene, to save the labour 
or expense consequent on J'llduciog the whole to one uniform 
gauge of .size or rectangularity. Thia reduction of all to a com
IDon modulus i1 oue of the souroea of that appearance of ftatoeu 
and repose which ~uliarl:y m11rks all well-designed pictorial 
mosaic. Such regularity is mfioitely more important than fioe
ueu of work. The beat apecimeoa of the value of this adherence 
to gauge over large plain aurfacea with which I am aoquaioted, 
are thoae uoble black and white pavements, and wall and vault 
linings, which abounded in the bat.ha of Caracella, at Rome. 

To those of my hearers familiar with such moaaica as those of 
the "Battle of Iaaus," ai Pompeii; of Pliny's "Doves," in the 
Museum of the Capitol at Rome; of the fine pavement found 
amidst the ruins of Hadrian's Villa at TiYoli, now in the Hall of 
the Ma.aka in the VatiORo; of the splendid arabeeques and head 
of Minerva, brought from tlae aite of Cicero's Villa at Tusculum, 
nod uow in the Hall of the Greek Crou; it is oeedleu to state 
that, in all that constitutes perfeot.ioo in graphic imitation, the 
fine optu wrmiculalvm of the aocieuta left uotliing to be dB11ired. 
Not only was form represented by light aud aha.Je, and loCAl 
colour expreated by positive oolour, but the utmost refinement of 
graduation in shadow-tints and refteoted lighta was accurately 
copied from nature. Even in that curious moaaio removed from 
the Temple of Fortune to the Barberioi Palace, at the ancient 
Pneoeate, now Pa.Jestl'ina, in which the learned have recogoiaed 
the identical primitive specimen referred to by Pliny in the words, 
"I..ithoatrata ca!ptavere aubSyllaextat quod in Fortuoiedelubro 
Pneoeste fecit," a great variety of colouring and muoh minute 
execution in the aoim&!s, figoree, and landscape are to be observed. 
For the production of such vivid and varied tint.a, natural self
coloured materials, 11uch as marbles, stoDes, &c., could not suffice; 
and the skill of the glass-worker was the1-efore presaed into the 
service, to enrich the mOl&ic-wOl'ker'a palette. For him not only 
were vitreous pastes prepared, glowing with every colour of t.he 
rainbow, but chemical prooeases for staining and tinting natural 
materials we1-e brought into use; and finally the vitreoua pastes 
were overlaid with gold, oovered in ita turn by a thin film of pure 
white glaae, which effectually secured the metal aurfll.Oe from con
tact with no1ioua ga.eea or damp vapours. Not content with ap
plying hia incrustation to plane au1faces, the IUOBl\ic-worker learnt 
also to adapt it to the varied forms of bftdlQ relievo. In this 
country, among the Pembroke marbles at Wilton, we p08Bl'll8 one 
of the few apecimeua known of this ourioua mosaie, which waa 

atooce aoulpture and pLlntiog. Nor ill it in anch exceptional 
produoti1101 only that we are rich, since in the more ordinary 
kinda of pictorial mosaic, in which figure aubjecta are combined 
with tlowiug and conventional ornament, the soil of this country 
has teemed with valuable reliquea of the Roman occapatioo of 
our illland. or these, from my own portfoli~ and through the 
kindness of many friends (Mr. George Maw being the one to 
whom I e.m moai indebted), I am enabled to preeeDt to :your 
notice this evening a very fair assemblage of repreiieotatio111. 
Among them let me direct your apeoial attention to the follow
ing:-The magnificent head of Ceres, from Corinium (Cireo!B
ter); the 1ubjt1Ct of Orpheus, from Winterton, near Lincoln; the 
Bacchus, at Thruxtoo, Han ta; the scenes of the Circus, from 
Horkatow-on-Humber, Liocolnahire; the head full•ize, sh.owing 
the tesaelatioo, from Biguor, Suuex; t.he fine Bacchus, from 
Stouesfield, near Warwick; the grand pavement, from Littlecoat, 
Wilta; and the Bacchus found on the site of the Ea.st Ind.ii. 
House, Leadenhall-street, now in t.he Indian Mu18111D. The moat 
remarkable specimens of Boman work brought to thia oouat.ry 
from other lauds are a few small piecea in the Temple oollectioo, 
and the noble frattmenta of an extensive pavement found at Cal'
thage by Mr. DaVJs, and now in the British :Museum In additiou 
to t.he Italian examples, moat of which ha'"e been engram, llllUIY 
apecimeoa exist in other countries. Among the beat of these, I 
would note the great pavement at Cooataotioe, in Algeria; ihoae 
found near Lyon1 (published by M. Artaud); apd the Spanish 
varieties ai ItAlica and Rielvea. I have dweltoo"Claasioal mosaic 
at greater length tbn I purpose doing upon any other species, 
beoause the careful 1tudent will dud, I think, that evidence exists 
that every kind of technical proceaa °"artistic convention applied 
at any subsequent period tot.he art was known to and pt11Cti.aed 
by the aucienta. 

The second variety of pioiorial mosaic may be deaignated u 
Latin, since it long retained the marked peculiarities of etyl4 
which distinguish Lat.in from Byzantine art. Thua, uot in t.he 
choice of subjticta only, but in the retention of the ruddy tleah
tiota, the deep brown shadows, and t.he 1tumpyfiguree and simple 
costumes of the decline of Roman painting, do such mosaics 111 
those of the fifth century at Santa Sabina, ·Santa Maria Mag· 
giol'e, and Sao Paolo Fuori delle Mura, at Rome, differ from later 
apecimeoa executed in the 11ame city; if not by Greeks alone, at 
leMt by a preponderance of Greeks over the direct descendants 
of the origiDAI clauical moaaicista. M. Barbet de J ouy, of the 
Louvre, who has profoundly studied the subject, remarks that 
" the moaaica executed from the time of Constantine to the 
Pontificate of Nicholae L (A.D. 868) do not poueu the Byzantine 
character." This, though partially correct, ill far too sweeping an 
&UE'rtiou : it suffiolla, however, to show that the separation in 
chL88ificat.iou of Latin from Bymntine style in mosaics is 818e11-
tial to preserve a correct idea of real, not fanciful, distinctioo1. 
The earliest Christian Latin mosaic known is that which lines 
the vaulting of the little baptistory of Santa Costanza, adjoining 
the basilica of St. Agnese, and date& from the age of Constan
tine. It would be e:r.1.remely difficult to say which was the 
late at. 

The more closely the matter ill studied, the more e'f'ideot it 
becomes that a disti.Dct Latin influence in the history of art is io 
be traced, running beside, mingling with, but never altogether 
losing ita identity in, t.he great tide ofprognlllll which swept from a 
thousand springs and aourcee over the whc.le cont10eot of 
Medieval Europe. Thus, amongst existing remaioa of the :Middle 
Agee, we may point to three in particular in which many 
of thti Latin peculiarities of moaaic wOl'kinJC have been faithfully 
preeerved to a comparatively late date; one in the north of Italy, 
and the other two in that district over which we may frequently 
recognise traces of the iu1luence exercised by the !ong-tlouriahing 
LRtio schools of Aix la Chapelle and Cologne. In the pavement 
of the cathedral at Novara--a work executed at intervals probably 
between the hegioulng of the twelft.h and t.he middle of the thir
teenth centuries-we meet with a vel'y fair reproduction of a 
black and white clasaical pavement. Io "Various medallions are 
birds ancl allegorical figures, of one of which I produce a f'ac-
1imile traced by Mr. George Maw from the original. From this 
may be readily obse"ed the coincidence which occurs between 
the tesselatiou of t.he Novara pavement and that of the ancient 
paveweota of Pompeii, such ae I have sought to reprodnce in the 
Crystal Pal&ce at Sydenbam. It is probable that a somewhat 
similar moeaio pavement, with figures representing Rhetoric, 
Logic, Prudence, &c., &lld a zodiao, was formerly in the church of 
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5L Inme, at Lyona,-e. city in the neighbourhood of which many 
fine alaeaieal mosaics existed, which might bl\ve well eerv6d aa 
modela for tbia medieval specimen of teaselation. 

In the yf!lar 1831, extensiYe excava1iona, fully deecribetl in 
the work of M. Wallet, were commenced, to uncover the 
crypt and choir of one of the ancient churches of St. Bertin, 
&t St. Omer. These laid bare one of the most interest
log monument.II of art ever exhumed in Fmnce. A reference 
1o &he BDgTavings taken from M. WRllet's learned work, 
will show at once the nature of the pavement, which repre
•ted-by a regular claesical tesaelation of black, red, yellow, 
and blaiah gray, executed in ten.ootta, atone, granite and 
mar~the zodiac 1urrounding a equare, divided diagona1ly 
by conventional ornament, and containing three medallions 'IJ!d a 
monumental alab in the several triangles so spaced out. Of these 
t.he most inl.eresting is the monumental slab, which ls covered by 
a figure of William, eon of Robert, Count of_ Flandt!rs. Time does 
not permit of my dwelling in detail upon the workmanship of the 
msdalliona, which show a curio'08 transition from the mosaic to 
the purely-incieed slab pavements; but I may be permitted to 
congratulate France and its arcbieologista upon the th.ct th"t the 
date of 1108 wrought round the supine tignre of Prince William 
leans no doubt as to the retention at that period of workmen 
perfectly capable of imitating in mosaic the important fragments 
of cluaical moe&ic which served, BO far as proceS11e1J of manu
facture and ornament are concerned, 1\8 model& for the execution 
of this preciou1 work. The third rare specimen of mediaival 
.l.&tiu moeaic is the monumental slab of Frumualdua, Bishop of 
An-as, found in the cathedral of St. W Miit, at Arras, in 1835, and 
now preaerved in the museum of that city. Frumualdus, who 
died in 1183, ii represented standing and in full episcopal costume. 
The details are worked out, as you llll\Y observe by an inspection 
of the elaborate coloured plate given in Gailhabaud's 'Arcbi
iec:ture et lee Art.a qui en dependent,' in tessene, among which 
are many obviously gilt. One peculiarly classical feature, the 
retention of which would go far to prove a Latiu rather than a 
ByT.aDtine tradition for this work, is to be not.iced in the strong 
black outlining of the figure. I am not l\W&re of the existence 
of any later Latin tesselation than is shown in these three 
examples. 

We come now to our third speci-Bymntins mo1aio-which 
includes "II that was done in Greece and Asia Minor, and much 
that wu done in Italy, from the transfer of the seat of empire in 
the year 329, until the Italians began to learn from the Greeke to 
practise the art for themselves. History tells us that Constantine 
took artificers to Constantinople with him skilled in all the arts 
of Rome; and hence we natm-ally find that the earliest Byzantine 
monument. can scarcely be distingnishl\d from the claseical; but 
the new soil and the old 11<>il soon caused the 81\rue parent stock to 
bear very dilferent fruits. Byzantium rose as Rome sank. No 
doubt a f're.ir intercoune with the nations of \he east, and more 
especially with Persia, 800n led the Greeks to engraft enhanced 
brilliancy on their fading recollections of classical art; and 
gorgeousness in costume, in textile fabrics, in illuminated manu
scripts, and in pictorial mosaic, 800n u.surped the foremost place, 
once assigned to severer sources of beautiful ei'ect. To the page11 
of Hope, Lord Lindsay, Gally Knight, Von Quast, Salzenberg, 
and Ciampini, I must refer my hearers for detailed information 
upon the productions_ of the Byzantine mosaic workers, content.
ing myeelf with noting that it Ill iu their earliest labours at Santa 
Sofia. at Constantinople, and in the churches of San Nazareo e 
Celso (the tomb of Galla Placidia), San Vitale, and the two 
ehurcbe11 of Sant Apollinare di-fuori, and di-dentro, at Ravenna, 
that the tinest models for our imitation are to be met with. 
Bymntine pictorial mosaic is exclusively upon gold ground; and 
there ii ample evidence that from the date of the commencement 
of the iconoclastic troubles in 742, when multitudes of Greek 
artiatll and monks we!'e driven out by persecution to seek a pre
carious living iu foreign countries, the staple of such work wu 
invariably executed, and the necessary materials probably manu
factured by these itinerant mosaicists. What are to be peculiarly 
admired in the Byzantine interiors are the breadth of decorative 
effect invariably aimed at; the good proportioning of the scale of 
the pictures and ornaments to the distance from which they 
requ11e to be viewed ; the judicious use of bands, margiDll, and 
&tring-oomsea, to keep their compositions diatinct, and make 
them 1Ubservient to an architectural dlBpOBition ; and the judg
ment with which they invariably accentuate or emphasise leading 
arcbitectur&l features. For instance, nothing can be happier than 

the mode in which they l\lmOllt always treated the somts and faces 
of arches, l\Dd the l\rretes or aalient angles of vaults. Many of 
these may be seen in the sketches now submitted, the whole of 
which were executed by me from the original models. No 
arrau~menta of decorative form can be bl\ppier than such as 
exist ID some of the copolas of St. Mark's, at Venice, of which I 
olfer t.o your notioe after the oonclusion of my paper 11<>me careful 
sections taken from Kreutz'1 elaborate work. 

Next to Constantinople and Ravenna, Rome certainly offers the 
noblest specimens of Greek work; done probably, to a great ex
tent, through the "Souola Greca" established by Pope Adrian I., 
in the year 782, and attached to the church of Santa Maria, in 
Cosmedino. As if to reward the patronage of the pontiff, the 
great moaaio or Santa Pudenziana, done iu his days, is b,r mr the 
best in which the Greeks appear to hl\ve played the leachng part. 
The moaaics executett l\t Rome for the next three centuries, 
although numeroue, l\nd on a grand scale, exhibit-with the ex
ception, perbl\ps, of those of Santa Prasaede-a marked falling 
off. In those of the apse of San Clemente, carried out early in 
the thirteenth century, a decided revival is manifested, but des
tined to buro brightly for a short time only; being as it were 
almost the last buminJS up of the alrendy waning 6.ame, which 
bad for so many centunes shed a brilliant light from the ~pita! 
of the Eastern Empire far and wide over the continent of Europe. 

We now come to the fourth, or Greeo- ltalian serioa, which are 
important on two acoounts-firstly, because they illustrate a 
gradual emancipation from tradltfon in the limitation of subjects 
and "ction; ancl secondly, because they constitute the transition, 
which ended iu the transfer of the art, from one nationality 
peculil\rl,Y: fitted to maintain technical efficiency, t.> another not 
leBB q uaht!ed to gt'!'t\ pictorial excellence on mecbanillll! precision 
aud perfection. The first mosaics executed in Sicily-those of 
the Church of the Admiml and of the Capella Palatina-bear 
Greek inscriptions, aud were wrought by cJreeks,-ln the first 
exclusively, aud in the second probably under the guidance, as 
to deRign, of Saracenio artists. 

For the later l\nd far more extensive works nt Monreale and 
Cef1uu, the mixed races, protected under the Norman dominion, 
each contributed their quota of skill. The Duca di Serradifalco, 
and ()icognara, agree in recognising the inftuence exerted on Pisa 
by the advance made in Sicily, l\nd, through Pisa, Sienna nnd 
Florence, were ultimAtely unquestionably stimulated to rapid 
advance in art. The cathedral at Monreale--a beautiful drawmg 
of the interior of which, by the lllte Herr Zunth, was bequentbe<l 
by him to this In11titute-ofl'ers I believe, next to Santa Solil\ at 
Constantinople, and St. Mark's at Venice, the noblest and 
grandest instance of a church deoomted throughout with mosaic. 
Having worked hard in it for ml\ny a day from dawn to sunset, I 
can bear a bumble testimony toilll invariable beauty under every 
changing condition of light and shade. Wbethtr bathed in sun
shine and all alive with glowing oolour, or almost dark l\t closing 
day, retaining to the last some lingering gleam upon its gilded 
wllll-facea, its ~t is one, not of gnudiness nor gloom, but of 
Bl:lrene and dig111fied magnificence. As in Sicily, so in Venice, 
the art was at first kept entirely in the hands of Greeks, who 
not only worked at St. Mark's, but at Torcello and Murano as 
well. In the latter isll\nd they no doubt laid the foundation of 
the glaBB trade, previously a Constantinopolitan monopoly, so fur 
as the more difficult brunches of the manuf"cture were concerned. 
From the Murano glaae-bouses, from \be Scuola Greca at Rome, 
and from a 'manuf'Actory established at Palermo, as well as by 
direct importation frow Greece, the materials were 11upplied with 
which the Greco-Italian mosaics were executed. The profits made 
by the itinerant Greeks in Italy, coupled with an increased 
demand for works of decoration consequent on the wealth 
accumulated by the northern republics, through trade gains, soon 
caused an attempt to be made by the Italians to break up the 
Byzantine monopoly. 

The suoce&11 of this attempt led to the development of the fifth 
1pecies of pictorial mosaic, which I bl\ve designated Italian 
monumental. It was in Florence, early in the thirteenth century, 
that the transfer of the monopoly was conaummated. Andrea 
Tafl, a Florentine, having insinuated himself into the confiden.ce 
of certl\in Greeks working on St. Mark's at Venice, prevailed at 
lut-as Vaaari says, "con pregbi cou dauari, e conpromesse"
on a certain A_pollonius to go to Florence, and work with him 
upon the mosaics which still line the vault of the Baptistel'y in 
that city. A rival of Andrea's was the efen more celebrated 
Mino da TIU'rita, who, having gained an earlier although pro-
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bably leas accurate knowledge of the Greek processes, preceded 
Andrea in working on the Baptistery. Subsequently Ga.duo Gaddi 
was employed as an assi11tant on these works; and by these ru-tists, 
and by their pupils, and pupils' pupils, almost all the pictorial 
mosaics subsequently executed in Italy were carried out. Among 
such may be specially noticed, as combining fine execution and 
decorative colour with really good art, the splendid apse lining of 
San Giovanni Laterano, and Sautn Maria Maggiore, at Rome; 
executed by Mino da Turrita and Gaddo Gaddi, by the latter of 
whom Giotto's celebrated "Navicella," at St. Peter's, was also 
wrought. 

So highly did the Italians eateem the products of Andrea's 
combined talent and cunning, that after his death they honoured 
him with the following epitaph:-

" Qui gi11Ce Andrea, eh' opre legglad:e e belle 
Feee in tuttA Toscana, ed ora e Ito 
A far vago lo regno delle stelle." 

Pietro Cavi!lini and the Cosmati subsequently obtained re
putation by their mosaic, principally at Rome; the latter work
ing in the Gothic manner altogether. I have every reason to 
believe that the Greeks continued to labour at Venice long after 
their service11 were dispensed with in other cities of Italy; al
though, after 1400, I think the work at St. Mark's to have been 
altogether Italian. With the uprising of the great school of 
fresco painting, the employment of mosaic, a far more costly 
decoration, WM to a great extent dispensed with; although at 
Pisa, Orvieto, Sienna, and Rome, both &Lyles of mural embellish
ment are constantly to be seen together. Their union is not, 
however, t-0 be admirecl, owing to their unequal durability-the 
permanence of the colour of the Cine frequently making need
lessly conspicuous the fading or staining of the other- The best 
early RenaiBSl\nce monumental mosaics with which I am ac
quainted are those from the designs of Raffael!e in the Capella 
Chigiana, in Santa Maria de! Popolo (illustrated in colour by 
Mr. Gruner), and the vault of a subterranean chapel in Santa 
Croce in Gierusalemme, at Rome; the design of which is attri
buted to Baldassare Peruzzi. The best late RenaiRBaDce mosaics 
on a grand scale are unque~tionably the magnificent decorations 
of the \"Mt cupola and pendentives of St. Peter's-models which 
one would fain see rivalled, not slavishly imitated, in our great 
metropalitan cathedral. For the production of the Papal mosaics, 
a fabnca, llr goYernment establishment, was founded, w'?ich has 
not failed, up to the present time, in providing materials and 
labourers equal to the repair of old and the initiation of new 
work; equal in all respects to, and surpassing in some, the peen· 
liarities of each style we have hitherto noticed. 

(To be conti~.) 

ON BENSON'S HIGH PRESSURE STEAM BOILER. 
By JOHN JAMES RUSSELL. 

( Conclud«l from pGge 88.) 
THE leading feature of this boiler is the use of the circulating 

pump, to maintain a constant and regular circulation of the water 
through the entire set of tubes forming the heating surface of the 
boiler. This principle of mechanical circulation is found essential 
in order to carry out completely the idea of a tubular boiler, in 
which the heating surface consists entirely of the tubes having 
the pressure internal, and thereby attaining a maximum of 
strength and safety with a minimum of material. The rapid 
generation of steam in the lower portion of such a boiler would 
so far choke the passage of the tubes as to check the natural cir
culation of the water, and cause the tubes to be rapidly burnt out. 
The objection arising at first against the adoption of artificial or 
forced circulation instead of natural,-that it is not self-acting 
and may therefore be liable to cau>1e inten-uption to the working of 
the boiler,-has been satisfactorily proved by the results of the 
continued working of this boiler to be practically met by the 
simplicity of construction of the circulating pump, as shown in 
Fig. 10, Plate VI., previously described. During the ten months 
that the boiler has been in continual work the circulating pump 
hns always worked well, and never given any trouble except from 
causes foreign to its principle of working; such as the water 
freezing in it and breaking it, which occurred once during the 
late severe frost. In first raising steam in the boiler no difficulty 
is experienced from the circul11ting pump not being at work, since 
the tubes do not require circulation of the watei: until steam is 

raised, and the pump then starts with a small preuure of steam, 
so little power being ~uired to work it. 

The portability of thlB boile1· is an important practical adv1U1-
tage for several cases of application. The largest piece, the 
receiver, is only one-tenth the size of an ordinary boiler of the 
same power; and the tubes can be packed in bundles, giving 
gi-eat advantage for shipping over other boilers both in the ?'eauc
tion of total weight and in the increased facility for stowage. The 
economy of space is very great, and an important advantage in 
many situations where space is limited and valuable; the 
space occupied being only one-sixth to one-fourth of that 
required for ordinary Cornish or cylindrical boilers of the same 
power. . 

Owing to the duplication of p&rts in its construction, the 
cost of the boiler is but little more than that of ordinary boilers 
above 25 honie power, including the circulating pump and all the 
mountings. A small boiler of the kind costs more in proportion 
than a large one; for in nil cases it is best to have an independent 
ch·culating pump, and a small pump costs nearly as much as a 
large one. In this comparison it is supposed that. the steam is 
worked at the ordinary pressures in both cases, say from 25 to 50 lb. 
per square inch; but the suitable working pressure for the new 
boiler is 100 to rno lb. per square inch, with the steam super
heated and worked e:!.pansively; when thus worked and compared 
with other boilers in firat cost per horse power, the new boiler is 
much cheaper, and in all cas~s far cheaper for transporting and 
setting in masonry. The average thickness of the boiler tubes is 
11ot more than ! inch, and their whole surface is effective heating 
surface; this results in a great saving of weight compared with 
ordinary boilers with plates i to i inch thick. Jn comparison 
with marine boilers the new boiler can be made much cheaper 
than those on the ordinary mode of construction, while the facility 
for repair gives a decided advantage. 

Though the steam and water irom the tubes are discharged 
together into the receiver, th~re is a complete separation of them, 
and there has uot been the least trouble from priming. More 
fully to prove the fact of their separation, cocks have been placed 
on the upper and lower sides of the delivery pipe G, Fig. 1, leading 
from the tubes to the receiver: from the upper cock nothing but 
ate.am was found to issue, and Crom the lower nothing but water; 
and supposing priming to be c.aused by taking steam from boilers 
exposed to the direct action of the fire, it is effectually prevented 
in this boiler for the reason that no fire acts upon the receiver 
containing the water, from which the steam is taken off, and con
sequently the water ~mains in a quiet state. Superheatin~ of 
the steam is effected by returning the steam from the receiver 
back by the pipe R, Fig. 2, to the upper part of the furnace and 
passing it through a sufficient nuruber of superheating tubes S, 
whence it is taken off by the steam pipe T to the engine. The 
superheating tubes Sare arranged and united together in the 
same manner as the boiler tubes, and are consequently as simple 
and convenient to get at for erecting and repairing. 

The evaporative duty of the boiler with Staffordshire slack h:is 
been 61 lb. of water per lb. of fuel, without covering the receiver 
and steam pipes to prevent condensation. Steam has been raised 
from the time the first shovel of fire was placed in the furnace 
when cold, without wood or forced draught, to 10 lb. pressure in 
25 minutes, when the steam was sufficient tt> ~tart the cii·culating 
pump; in 10 minute:i more there was 35 lb. pressure of steam, 
when the engine was started; and in JO ruinutes more, being 45 
minutes from the time the first the shovel of fire was put in the 
furnace, all the machinery driven by the engine was in op.!ration 
and there was sufficient steam to produce all the power reci,uired. 
This was with only i7Qths of the boiler or 460 square feet ot heat
ing surface, -hths of the boiler being then not at work. The 
practice at dinner hours and other times when the engine is 
stopped has been to close the damper, Clpen the firedoors, and 
cover the fire with ashes and slack, and work the circulating 
pump as slow as its construction will permit; this entirely prevents 
generation of steam, and in the meantime saves the tubes from 
overheating. For starting the engine again, the fire is stirred up 
and supplied with coals ti or 10 minutes before steam is wanted, 
which is ample time to generate a regular and sufficient quantity 
of steam to commence working all the machinery driven by an 
engine of 60 horse power. Steam can be regularly maintained 
in the boiler that has now been in use for ten months, with a 
variation of from 10 to 15 lb. pressure when all the work is on the 
engine with 40 to 55 lb. steam in the boiler. The pressure cannot 
be maintained with quite the same regularity in this boiler as in 
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ordinary boilers, on account of the comparatively small amount 
of steam room; at the same time it is found that a sufficient 
quantity of steam is made with regnlarity enongh for all practical 

~e purpose of ensuring that the prell8llre of steam supplied 
to the engine shall never exceed the intended limit, and of pre
venting any risk of injury to the engine by over pressure arising 
from the comparatively small steam room in the boiler, the regu
lating valve shown in Fijt. 9, has been designed by the writer, and 
is found to fulfil this object with complete snccess. It consist.a of 
a donble-beat valve U, having a piston V below it fixed upon the 
aame spindle and of the same area as the lower valve, and au pported 
by a spiral spring which pre88811 the valves open. The steam from 
the ooiler, passing through both the valve seats, is delivered to 
the engine by the pipe W; at the same time it acts npon the top 
of the piston V, compressing the spiral spring below to a greater 
or less extent accordmg to the pressure of the steam, and thna 
partially cloeing the valve and withdrawing the steam whenever its 
~ure at entrance approaches the intended limit. The spiral 
spring is adjusted so as to hold the valve fnll open until this 
limit of pressure is nearly reached; bnt whenever that takes place, 
the partial closing of the valve checks the anpply or .steam and 
prevents the preaanre of the steam supplied to the engine from 
rising above the intended amount. The bottom of the spiral 
apring is carried by a cylindrical cap X, sliding vertically and 
aupporteJ by the end of the weighted lever Y, which is adjusted 
to balance the preesure on the piston at the limit of ateAm pres
sure. As eoon aa the intended presaure is exceeded, this lever 
is depre&lled immediately, closing the valve entirely and shutting 
otf the supply of steam, thus preventin~ any increase of pressure 
in the st.eam pipe W when the engine is standing, which wonld 
otherwise be occaHioned by the accumulation of steam gradually 
puaing through the contracted opening of the valve that aervea 
to anpply the engine when working, A aaf'ety valve Z is added on 
the top of the caaing to make the precaution complete. This 
regulating valve ia in constant work, and maintains the steam 
1Upplied to the engine at a uniform pressure. It may also be 
applied with advantage to low pressure and high preuure engines 
working in connection, serving completely to regulate the limit 
of pr81i8nre of the steam supplied to the low pressure engine. 

THE SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE 
FINE ARTS. 

SnmE our last record of the proceedings of this society, it would 
seem to have gained a firm hold upon public favour. Nor is this to 
be wondered at, oonsiderin~ the inducements it otfere to its mem
ber& at so nominal a subecnption. An institution such as this, 
where those engaged in the higher branches of art could regularly 
aasociate one with another, and each in its turn lend its aid towards 
the furtherance of the common good purpose, had long been a 
desid.,ratum; and when the scheme was broached, now scarcely 
three years ago, it waa based on so liberal a plim, and was eo 
cheerfully seconded by influential men in Lhe several departments, 
as at once to inspire oonlidence of an ultimate auccea. The 
aociety has now rACOmmenced its series of conver1azioni for toe 
season. At the first, held at the "Winter Exhibition," 120, Pall
mall, by the permiuion of Mr. Wallis, the proceedings of the 
evening were unusually attractive, since in addition to the musical 
entertainment, which forms so agreeableafeatureattheae gather
ings, the prize medals awarded last aesaion were presented as 
follows :-for " Historical Painting," to Mr. Marcus Stone ; for 
"Landscape," to Mr. McCall um; for "Genre," to Mr. Calderon; 
for "Water Colours" (two prizes), to Mr. S. Read and Mr. 
E. H. Warren; for "Sculpture," to Mr. G. Halse; and for 
"Architecture," to Mr. A. W. Blomfield, in consideration of the 
"Miuion House," just completed In Bedfordbnry, Westminster, 
from the designs of the latter gentleman. The second oontier1a
•ioM wa.a held last week in tbe j(&.!leries of tbe " Architectural 
Exhibition," Conduit-street, and the next, which is arranged 
for the 17th of the preRent month, will take place in the Exhibi
tion rooms of the Society of British Artists, in Suffolk-street, 
Pall-mall. During the remainder of the season, aucceseive monthly 
etmctrM.rioni have been organised for different localities, in addi
tion to the nanal Thursday evening lectures, which for the present 
month stand thus :-April 3rd, "On Common Things in reference 
to Art," by Mr. Jamee Fahey; 10th, "On the Street Architec
ture of London," by Mr. Jamee Edmeston; 24th, "On Painting 
and Painter& in England from 1760 to the preaent time," by 
Mr. H. Ottley, the Hon. Secretary to the Society. 

muv IE w s. 

T4e .Dictionary of A.rchiUcture, from FEL to FYN. 
The Architectur&.t Publication Society. 

We have already had occasion to speak in the highest terms 
of the Dictionary of tbe Architectnral Publication &ciety, and 
to urge the importance of supporting that Society upon our 
reader& who, we may add, will find the volumes iBBued by it 
fully to repay the very moderate au~ription in return for which 
they are furnished. The part before na quite keeps up the cb!'-rac
ter of the Dictionl\ry, both for comprebeneivenl88, for. mmute 
inve&tilf&tion, and for trustworthy accnracy. As specimens of 
the vaned natnre of its contents and of their excellenee, whether 
tbe matter nnder discnssion be theoretical and athetic, practieal, 
or historical, we cannot do better than mention the articles 
occnrrin~ nnder tbe words FLilraoYANT, FOOTING, and FONTANA: 
we snbjom an extract from one of them :-

"FOOTING OP A w ALL. The projecting first or lowest counea of 
none or brick, at the bottom of a wall, which are intended, by providing 
a auh&tantial bue, to prevent the wall from cutting into the foun~on, 
and from slipping or sliding upon i,. When stone ia uaed for the footing, 
it should be la.id in large sizes of even thickness in level beds throughout 
each coul'lle. When brick work ia ~. the intention of the footing ia 
often fruat.r&ted by the introduction of inferior bricks, and even of bats, 
drowned in mortar. Pasley, Lima, etc., 8vo., London, 1836, 266, and 
App. 32 speaking of some presumed failure& in government works, 
observes' that care must be taken, in commencing the brick footing& 
of a building on a concrete foundation, not only to use ~ment, mortu, 
and hoop-iron bond, in order to do away with the neoess1ty of th~ more 
expensive expedient& of Y cn-kshire landing &tones and chain ~bera, 
but also to consiruct inverted arches under all the pro~ operunge for 
dool'll and windows, in order to equalize the preesure. It may be men
tioned that the footing courses of the pillars of Lincoln cath~ have 
so much projection that they extend laterally until they meet thoee of _the 
side aisles; Penroee, in Memoirs, etc., reaci at meeting of Arohioolo~1cal 
Institute held at Lincoln 1848, 8vo., London, 1850, p. 133. The footings 
of the cathedral at Amiens are given by Viollet le Due, l>ict., s. v. 
Construction, 176. Footings should never be lea, it ia said, than 5 feet 
below the surface in clay lands. and no drain should be laid below thti 
level of them; consequently the necessary precaution§ must be taken 
to prevent, above a certain height in the wallll, the rise of damp from 
land springs or other e&UBell." 

Hand-Book of tM Slid8 Ruk. By W. H. BAILEY, H.M. East 
India Civil Service. London: Bell and Daldy, 1861. 

Thia book is a good instance of the value of ll work thoroughly 
well done. Long practice haa evidently mRde Mr. &iley a ~r
fect expert in the use of thP. slide rule, which he makes applica
ble (to quote the words of hie friend in tbe opening dialogue) 
"to all aorta of caaea· and tosses otf his answers aa if it gave 
him no trouble at all.;, Being thus a master of his subject, and 
as a natural consequence h11Ving hie heart in it, he proceeds with 
great ability, clearness, and in a most readable wRy, to otfer all 
who care to learn the benefit of his knowledge and skill. This be 
effects by giving, not only a. lucid explanation of the slides nnd 
the way of handling them, but also some very serviceable tables, 
and short and ready !Uithmetical rnlee. A third point, and the 
moat valuable of all is the host of examples (showing the mode 
of working in evecy instance) with which the book is tilled, and 
which certainly seem to show our author's wooden rule of three, 
well handled, to be indeed a divining rod. The principle adopre<l 
throughout ia, that what is worth learning at all is worth learning 
well : and we believe that any one who has an ordinary head 
for figure11, nnd reads Lhe book with h!a ali~e rule in liis. hand,
carefully noting the expll\llations, atorlllg his memory with a few 
useful numbers, and faithfully going through each example srep 
by step,-will find at the end of ~ie study th!'-t he hae acquired 
something veey like a new faculty ID computation. 

We extract a few examples to show the wide field open to ihe 
application of the slide rnle in ·Mr. Bailey's practised hand&. 
Those who wish to acquire equal facility we must refer to the 
volume itael£ 

"Ex. 823.-Let Fig. 3 represent a field of • 
trapezoidal shape, in which AB=320 feet, CD= 
720 feet, and the perpendicular Ae:360 feet. 
Required the area in llCJ'el!. 

A t·a acres. 
B 360 87120 

F10. 8 

)-:l 
C D 

29 
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E:t. 414.-Let the following figure repreeent the section of a railway 
cutting, of which the roadway is 640 feet long, and baa its wid\h 30 feet 
throughout. 

F10. 2. 

At the mnaJler end the width at top is 90 feet, and the perpendicnlar 
dep\h 12 feet; at the other end the width at top is 230 feet, and the 
perpendicular depth 40 feet. Required \he content in cubic feet. (The 
two parallel ends being trapezoids, \heir area is found by multiplying \he 
mean wid\h by \he height.) 

60X12= 720= area of end~ 
130 X 40=6200= area of end 

15800x640 
190x52=9!l80:4m Then 8 = - -6--

, 
15800 

A 1686383 cub. ft. 
B 161100 

640 
6 

Ez. 454.-Required the weight in !be. of a bar of wrought-iron 2! ina· 
aquare and 108 inches long. 

5 A 3·551 "Divisor., 
z= 108x 2·25• "'B,.--"""1o"'s=--------------

3·651 j CD=--------------16-'""lbo.= l 2·25 
or 

x-l08x2·25• C 108 m1i.. 
18851 D-----:1-;·8:;;875---------..,;.2c:c.2'='5= 

. Ex. 478.--Suppose a field measured with an imperial chain of 66 feet 
gwes a content of 8·6 acres; and doubts being expre88ed BB to the correct
ness of the chain, it is measured again with a standard chain, and found 
to be 8·95 acres;-how many feet WBB \he first chain too long 1 

Here ..18·6 : ..18·95 : : 66 : z. 
c 8•6 8·95 
C 66 87"8; or 1 ·s ft. too long. 

&:. 478 •. --SnpJ>OIMl a field measured with a ohain said to be 50 feet 
long, and entered BB 3 acres, is again meuure<l wi\h a cha.in known to be 
con-ect, and found to be 2'9 acres;-how many inches waa the first chain 
too short I 

Here ..13 : .,/2·9 : : 50 : z. 
c 3 
D 60 

Ez. 519.-If a 8haft making 68 revolutions a minute baa six drnma 
upon it, whose diameters are respectively 24, 16, 18, 32, 14, 30 inches, 
each of which drives a separate machine, what will be the diameters of 
six others to replace them, when the speed of the shaft cannot be kept 
up above 62 revolutions per minute ! (Here a reduction of speed is equi
valent to wheels of 1.a.rger diameter.) 

A 14 16 18 24 32 30 68 
B 16·8 17"6 19·7 2N sa·1 12·7 62 

DIBCHARGll THROUGH ORIFICES. 

(Jircula.,. orifice. Velocity in feet per eecond = ..ldep\hx8·1. 
Ex. 527.-Required the velocity in feet per second, of water issuing 

from an orifice whose centre is 11 feet below the surface of the water. 
c 1 11 
D 8·1 2"89 

Rutangular O'l"ifi« open to turf ace. Discharge in cubic feet per second 
_area in square feet X .,/depth in feet 

,,/•864 

Ez. 530.-\Vhat is the hone power of a double-acting low-prelll!ure 
engine, working at full stroke, the diameter of whose cylinder is 30 in., 
the stroke 5 feet. \he number of strokes 22, and effective preBSure on the 
piston 9 ·3 lb. per square inch 1 The " velocity"= 5 x 2 X 22 = 220. The 
pressure per aircular inch = i·3 lb. 

Then H.P.= 30'x7·3x 220 _ 30'xl600 
33000 - 3avvo 

r 33000 
B 1600=px,, 
c '3·8 H.P. 
D 30 

or 
c 1600=px,, 48•811.P. 
D 181 •66 30 

&:. 531.-What will be the horse power of the above engine If worked 
expansively, with a mean pressure of 6·1 lb. per aquare inch, or 4·8 per 
eircular inch t 

{~ 
33000 
1066-px,, 

211 H.P. 
30 

or 
c 1056=pXt' 29 H.P. 
D 181•66 so 

DEPBEl!SION OF THll HORIZON. 

The curvature of \he earth in feet, when D = diatance in statute miles, 
is I D•; which at the distance of 1 mile, wonld make a difference of levtl 
of 8 inches. But BB \he effect of' refraction' is to raise a distant object, 
\he difference to \he eye, is t D9, or 6§ inches in 1 mile. So that if I.he 
horizontal wire of a levelling instrument duly adjusted, is in a line with 
\he window sill of a house 1 mile off, \he sill 18 really 6§ inches below t.be 
wire of the telescope. On the surface of the ooean, and at long distances, 
\he effect of \he Clll'Vature of \he earth mUBt be taken into consideration, 
and the formula I& = t D', is set ae follows on the alide rule, eo ~ 
either the " differenoe in feet," or \he " distance In miles," can be fomid 
for a whole series, at one setting of ~ slide. 

Ez. 538.-If my 4'..re is 22 feet above the-. and I can jUBt see on the 
horuon a light (of a 11ghtho118e) known to be 125 feet above the eea, wba\ 

is my diatanoe in mil111! (z= v9x6125 . 

c 5 22 125 
D 3 6~ u 

The answer is 6·3+15=21 ·3 statute, or 18l nautical miles. 

We need hardly add that we warmly recommend the Hand
Book of the Slide Rule to all whose duties lead them to coun' 
and measure. 

Modem Architecture: Illustrated by Views and Plana of Gothic 
and ClMBic Buildings which have been erected since 1850, 
from the deaigna of JAKES MURRAY, Architect. Part I. 
Coventry: 1862. 
The first part of this work, just iBBued, ia before ua. When 

completed it will consist of about sixty plates, twenty-five of 
which will be vieWll executed in lithography by the author, and 
printed in tints; the remaining plates are to be plans and sketches 
of the various works. Part I. contains five plates, and illull
trn.tea the Church of St. James, n.t Stratford-on-Avon, n. pair of 
Villas at Coventry, and a Drinking Fountain at Stoke-cpon· 
Trent. These buildings are all good in their several ways, and 
present examples of novel treatment of familiar subject.a. The 
drinking fountain in pn.rticnlar forms a most striking exception 
to the great majority of such fountains. The material ia Man11-
fieldatone; thtl shafts of columns being of red granite, and the 
back of recess of terra-cotta, representing water-plants, ferns, 
&c., in low relief, and from this springs a jet of water. The 
fountain is one of the beat designed we have seen, and fully bespeaks 
its purpose. The ornamentation is judiciously confined to the 
upper pnrt, beyond the reach of accident and wenr. The idea 
of the jet springing from the wn.ter-plants ia pleasing aud appro
priate, and one which might with gren.t n.dvantage be applied to 
some of our metropolitan fountains, many of wliich are so very 
inconsistent in character and choice of materials. The subject ia 
moreover engraved in a way which leaves nothing to he desired. 
Mr. Murray's name hllS for a considerable time been favourably 
known to the public; we do not doubt that this aeries of plates, 
which we shall hope to notice again when the publication shall 
have advanced further, will add to his already well-earned 
repul.ation aa a skilful and original designer. 
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Conriderationr rupecting the Figure of the Earth ln relation to the 
aetilm qf Centrifugal Force, 1md to the attempt• to determine the 
EUipticity of the GWbe by Pendulum E.rperimenu. By F. C. 
B.utEWELL. London: Longman & Co. 

The articles by Mr. Bakewell on "A New Theory of the Fignre 
of the Earth," which appeared in the August and No\•ember 
numbers of our Journal, have been published in a aepamte form 
conaiderl\bly enlarged. The argument as now presented may be 
thus summed up:-In a rotating solid spheroid the centrifugal 
force is completely absorbed by the large masR of matter collected 
at the equator, and the attraction of particles on the surface is 
therefore towards the poles; that assuming the attl'l\Ction on a 
solid rotating spheroid to be in those directions, it follows, that 
the earth could only have received ita present spheroidal shape, by 
the action of et>ntrifugnl force, when it was in a fluid state; that 
during the snblK'quent process of solidification the mass must 
have contracted, and the velocitf of rotation have been thereby 
increased, after the formation o a solid crust prevented the ad
justment of form to the increased velocity; that Ullder such cir
camatan~ the equilibrium would be disturbed, and that the 
difl'er!llce now observed in the attraction of bodies at the equator 
and at the poles is due only to the excess of velocity, above the 
velocity of equilibrium which WIL8 established when the mllllll was 
in a fluid state. From the foregoing premises it is inferred, that 
vsiations in the vibmtions of the pendulum in different latitudes 
indicate only the effect of the excess of velocity above the rate of 
Ntation whfln iu a fluid state, and that calculations of the figure 
of the earth founded on those variations, or on the estimates of 
the effects of centrifugal force, must be erroneous, because they 
rest on fallacious bases. It would appear, therefore, that the only 
reliable means we po118e88 of estiruating the figure of the earth are 
by actual measurements of al'Cll of the meridian. It will be 
observed that the latter position depends on proving that the 
earth must necessarily have been originally in a fluid condition, 
and that proof rests on the arguments adduced to show that the 
attraction of pArticles on the surface of a solid rotating spheroid 
is towards the poles and not towards the equator. Tn endea
vouring to establish that fundamental part of his theory, Mr. 
&kewell has adduced several additional arguments and illus
trations, but the following is the one on which be seems princi
pally to rely:-

" The admitted fact, that a particle free to move on the eurfa.ce of a 
1111lid spheroid at rest would be attracMld to the shortest diameter, a.!fords, 
indeed, a conclusive argument in support of my view, that such particles 
would be <lrawn there a.liio when the spheroid was in rotation. It being 
admitted, for example, that particles would be drawn to one of the poles 
of a 1pheroi<l at rest, it is evident that they wonld remain there until the 
1pheroid had attained a velocity of rotation sufficient to overcome the 
polar attraction. Not only so, but they would, if pl:wed on any part of 
the apheroid, be attracted to the poles, notwithstanding the action of cen
trifugal force. Thus, then, we perceive that, in accorJance with the law 
established by the moat eminent mathematicians, water on the surface of 
a llOlid rotating spheroid would be attracted to the axis until the velocity 
of rotation were 1ufficiently rapid to counteract the attraction to the polos. 
ls there any evidence to prove that one re 10lution of the globe in twenty
four honra is sufficient to counteract that attrn.ction1 Observed facts 
aeem, on the contrary, to cont.raclict such a sup_position, for we know 
that the attraction of nmtter increases on proceeding from the equator to 
the poles. I might, indeed, be content to rest my hypothesis on this ad
mitted law, that moveable particles on a solid spheroid would be drawn 
towards the axis unless ' they were prevented from being so by a 1uffi
rintll !1 counteracting centrifngal force." 

Gothic .llemorlak. By W. C. BRANownr, Architect. Part I. 
London: 1862. 

This publication contains n. series of designs for head-stones, 
Cl'Oll8e8, roural monuments, and similar objects, apparently drawn 
by the author, and printed by the anastatic process. They 11re, 
as the title implies, all of them of Gothic character, and of 
varied and on the whole clever design, and many, especially 
of the mural tablets, 11.re somewhat elaborate. These drawings 
are perhaps more sucCt'ssful than the pin.mer ones, which 
~I err more or less, by 11. want of that sobriety nod simpli
city which ought to characterise the design of all small objects 
the destination of which is of so solemn a nature as that of these 
"memorials." The mouldings, splays, stop pings, &c. too, as 
shown, are put in with a heavy hand, and seem to betoken th11.t 
the anthor has studied more closely the pro<luctions of bis con
temporaries than the works of the medireval masters, whose 

monumml• are C<'nspicuous among all their works for delicacy of 
detail and simplicity of conception. 

We do not make tbeee observations with any desire to deny the 
originality and power of design of which these plates afford evidence, 
but because we feel that when, by engraving and publication, an 
artist puts bis designs before hia professional brethren ~nd the 
world, as things from which they may learn, and which they would 
do well to make themselves possessed of by purch&se, we have a 
right to expect marks of study and care beyond what it M!llms 
to as have been bestowed on these sketches, and more analagous 
to the trouble their author would no doubt bestow upon works 
actually intended for execution. 

Hint• on Yentilation, By JoBN Louou, Architect, Surveyor, 
and Valuator. Maidstone: 1860. 

Thie pamphlet, the substance of which originally appeared in 
the 'Dublin Medical Press,' shows a pl'l\ctical acquaintance 
with the subject. The author has procur1d data especially with 
regard to hospital ventilation, which are of considemble interest 
and value; although he has not perhaps arranged them so syste
matically, or made quite as great 11. use of them as be n1ight have 
done. Still the publication only pretends to contain "hints," and 
not to be a complete treatise, and as such deserves attention. 
There is a list of works executed by the author appended, which 
it would have been in better taste to have disper>,e<l with. 

The Royal Inatitute of Brililh .4rchitect1.-Subject8 for Medal• 
and Prizu, 1862.-Tbe council will proceed, in January 1863, to 
tRke Into consideration the appropriation of the Royal Medal. 
Tho Silver Medal of the Institute will be awarded to the author 
of the best essay on either of the following subjects :-(1) The 
application of ooloured hricks and terra-cotta to modern architec
ture; (2) The application of timber work in England, construc
tively and artistically, from the year 1400 to the present time; 
(3) On the stained glass of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries; 
(4) On the nee of concrete for VRults and roofing purposes. The 
Silver Medal of tbe Institute, with five guine11S, will he awarded 
for the best illustrations, geometrically drawn from actual mea
surement (with dimensions figured, both on the drawings showing 
the general arrangements, and on the details), together with 
descriptive pArticulars, of an abbey gateway, a •bridge, or other 
Medireval building in tbe Unit.al Kingdom, hitherto unpublished 
in that manner. The council suggest certain subjects.--Soom 
Medallion : The Boane Medallion will be awarded for the best 
design, well illustrated by 11. sufficient number of drawings, for
A parochial church to contain 1500 persons, and arranged for the 
Protestant worship, without auy detached columns or piers, and 
so 118 to leave the sight and view clear and unobstructed thl'ougb
out. The style may be either ItRlian or Medireval. The success
ful competitor, if he go abroad within three years after receiving 
the medallion, will be entitled to the sum of .£50 at the end of one 
year' absence, on sending satisfactory evidence of bis progress and 
his studies.--The Prize qjfered by the Pruident, Mr. Tile, 
M.P., F.R.S.: Ten guineas, will be awarded to the author of the 
best set of architectnral drawings, executed in the best manner, 
and in the Italian style of architecture, 'for public buildings 
adapted to modern wants, e.g. churches, town-hallR, railway
stations, public officea, &c., in England.--Si7 li'ranci.t E. &ott't 
Prize: Ten guineas will be given to the author of the best set 
of drawings for a buildin~ of moderate dimensions, devoted to 
civic or domestic purposes, m accordance, throughout, with modem 
requirements, and designed in harmony with the style of archi
tectnre of the thirteenth or of \he fourteent.b century. The sub
j.ict of the desi~ for the Students' Prize in Books for the year 
1862 is "A Drinking-Fountain." 

Improved Omnibu•.-An improvement in these vehicles baa 
Ion~ been needed, but those constructed to give more comfortable 
sittrng room and other conveniences have been of sncb increased 
size as to prevent their general adoption. Want of room-as 
most of our readers no doubt know by experience-is very often, 
to a great extent, occasioned by the immoveable selfishneas of one 
pArticular rider, who will secure ample sitting room for himself, 
regardless of thl' comfort of his fellow pa888ngel'll. And where 
all are equally accommodl\ting, it will be found that, while there 
is a great deal of squeezing and crowding about the shoulder 
region, the room on the aeat itself is sufficient. Our attention 
has been called to a very ingenious arnmgement recently regis-
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t.erec;l, and which is shown in the acco.mpanyin~ diagram, e::r:~ibit;. 
ing a plan of the seats by which these mco,nvemen~ are obvJ.a~. 
It will be seen at once that ea.ch persons Beat 18 defined, with
out any division being used, while the tJaBBengers in sitting, as it 
were, overlap each other, thus securmg -perfect freeu.om and 
abundance of room to each. Our readers can ti'! the effect of the 
improvement, by placing chairs at first side by side, and then 

Pus or Sun o• 0.llBlBtJB. 

obliquely against ea.ch other. The spaces behind the seats 
are for umbrella&-intolerable nuisances in an omnibus in wet 
weather. The increase of size is only eight inches in the length 
of the omnibus. 

CLASSIFIED LIST OF PATENTS SEALED IN MARCH 1862. 

Arraugementa are In progresa by wblch increaaed facllltleo, in ooanectiou wtth the 
lll&Uiement of thla J ounial, will be alrorded to lnentora for lleOW'ing valid P&telltl. 

281' Wrigley, Jl'. -MD1011r plateo for llhlpa-SepMlmber 1T 

1236 Fonder, J. B.-lmpnrremenla in lire grates of steam boilera-Auguat !7 
!60T Riwan, J. M., Horton, T. R.-Jmpronmen& in steam boilora-September 6 
225~ An&hony. J.-8team boilora-September 10 
2258 llcN&b, W. -Marine a\eam boilera-Oct.ober 14 

~T Creamer, W. J.-Railny br&kN-!'eptember 20 
2366 Stableford. W.-Railway wheela-September Ill 
2369 Dully, J. H.-Railw&y &lie b.>:<es-8eptember 28 
2'lU Holland, J. -Railway aigD&ia-8eptember T • 
!!192 B&r:neU, F. -Railway sigDW-Sep\ember 14 
23T6 Prioo, J.-lmproYementa in permanen& way-September 23 
2416 Hugbeo, C. T.-ImproYemen&a in permanen& way (& oom.)--October ' 

!~3 Dlcldnaon, J. C.-lmprovemenla in ste&m enginN--October a 
!~21 Lee, J .• Taplin, B. D.-Tmctlon Engine-Sep&ember 17 
'682 Jobll90ll, J. H.-Tractlon Engine (a com)-October lll 
l!5'3 Newton, W. E.-lmpn>Yementa in oond8D1181'11 (a oom.)-Oetober H 
2M9 Newton, W. E.-Improvementa in oondell88ra (a oom.)--October 16 
2536 Newton, W. E.-Heating feed w»er {& oom.)-Ociober 10 
~ Brooman, R. A.-Lubr!<a"11g 1M1am cyilndera (a oom.)-8eptember 26 

2589 Merri&l, T. E.-Improvemenl In obtalnlni mol!Te power-October lT 
80 Clark, W.-Applying steam 1111 a moUve power (a com.)-.Tllnuary 10. 1882 

2'89 M111grue, J .-lmproYemeu.tl in &be appllca&iou of ateam power-8eptember Iii 

!211 mens, P .-Brick machines-September 6 
U9T !lqulre, W. -l'llwlng and shaping macbin-october 6 
2-116 Kimberley, J.-Mortloo!ng macbine->ep&ember 2T 
240~ ll<>baon, G. ~.-Appara&11s for lifting h?ary bodlee-September 18 
266~ Chamben, E.-Cnahlng 11.acblnee-October 26 

2t20 ~t.ath&m..l J.-Mowing machlnea-!leptember lT 
8201 Green, T.-Mowlng m&chloee-Deoember 20 
2302 l!edgee, W. K-App&rat11a for drying grain {a com.) · Sep&ember 18 
2214 Del..more, W. H.-Gr&ln cleaning machinery~"'eptemb·r 18 
!358 Devidaon, J C.-Grain &hraabing m&chlnea-Sep1ember 20 
8188 SmUh, J .-Grinding and "1ruhing macblnea-September !O 
ll3U Tu•ford, W.-Tbraohing machlnee-Sep&ember 16 
2279 Brooman, R. A.-Weigblng machinee (a oom.1-September 13 
2664 Steerens, W.-S&eaw cul&i•a&ion-Sep'8mber IS 
2UI Jl<>waeUJ.. S.-Horse r•lr.-~eptember 2T 
280i Darby, T. C.-Horse hoee-No•ember 8 
23T3 Brinomead, H.-Appara&ua for s&acking straw-September 21 
2520 Davies, G.-Hone oboes · October 9 
2319 Dniee, 0.-Ho.,,, shoe nalla-September lT 

23'1 Dagron, R. P. 1'.-lllcroecope for exhibiting pbotcgraphic Tien, &c.-SCpi. 19 
2368 Cockey, H., Cockey, C. Jl'.-JdanuCacrnre of gaa-September tl 

2238 Maillard N. D. P.-Manllfacture of aoda and potaah-Septembor T 
:!HO Morris,_ G.-MAnufac-&ure of llO&p-~ep&ember '1 
11914 lren", 11.-Manufactureof aoap-November 26 
Z.186 Knigh&, J. A.-Jl.enderiog fauy m&tlen (oom.)-September U 
2288 Waller, R. -sugu reft.n.iog-p&ember U 
2'10 Let&, V. C.-&ating wlnoa-~eptember S6 
ll69T Abel, C. D.-1'11U>ufac&ure of wblteload and Yinegar (oom.)-October18 
2888 \\au, C. Bleaching palm oU-.•eptember 2~ 
2920 JohudOll, J H.-Tre&t.wenl of aine ores 1ooru.)-No•e'llber 20 
8108 Williams. W. M. -Dia&illatloo of bitumluous aubs&anc:ea-:iep&ember 21 

. 2839 llie!rer, E.-Improved fuel-i;eptember 19 
2288 Dixon, H -C .rboniling uwdual, &-0.-:!eptember 18 
2'12 Clark, W.-Mannfacture of peat (cow.)-· cptember 28 
2m Kirkman, C. F.-UUlialng aewall" prodn~.-september6 
UU Boboeuf, I', A, F.-Preparatlon and 1.ppllcation uf anli·eep&ic agem&- ~ep&. BO 

1988 M:Mrillg, H.-llanuf&ctnre ofluclfer malcbN-N oYember H 
1096 Higgin, T.-Hanufac&ureof luclfer matchea-December 10 
2800 Shepard W. A.-T?Mtmen& of JU&l.a perclla and ladla rnbber-NOTe111berf 
1361 OliYer, l-UUl.ising W&aie product ftom &he manufacture ot Yeget.abie tlbrel-

Septem ber 20 
llf81 Laah, J.-Improvemen& in apparatua for brewing-September SO 

2298 We&re!...T. M. R., Monckton, E. H. C.-Electric bet&erle&-SepM!mba' U 
299T WU11, H.. -Alagn•tlc Electric Telegraphe-NoYember !8 
H29 Theiler, IC.-ImproYemenu In elect.ric '8legrapba-"eptember S8 
:11110 BroomanJ R. A.-lmprovemenla in tlxing '81eiiraph wirea {a com.) Seplember 11 
2308 ReeYea, .-Electro magnetic engine&--tleptember 16 

26'2 Qilllngwood, T. B.-Spinnlng )faehinee--October 11 
2402 Opensh&w, J.-Spinoing Machint>l---September 26 
l'.?91 King, J.-·pinnlng Macblnee-Sep&ember U 
2808 Dobson, B.-8plnril.a~ MacbioN-1\'onmber 8 
2466 Tweedale, J.-!<plnntug Macblnea--October' 
11231 Brown, J.-We&ving Machln-:<eptember 6 
ll21T Alooworth, W.-WeaYing MacbiDee-September T 
nu Suckow, E., Habel, E.- .iachine1 for cle&11ing ootton-September 19. 
288' Clonah, J.-ImproYemen& In preparln11 cotton .and other llbrona 1abetaneee-

0cto"ber' 
HT6 KnowlN, P.-ImproYemenl in prep&r!Jig cotton and other tlbrwl Ill~ 

Oct.ober' 
:11245 1'lAloolm, G.-Improvemenla In preparing jute, &c. &c. - Septembet 9 
tan Plan&rou, H.-Cleanmg wool-&ptember :la 
218• J'a woeu, J .-Cleaning woollen cloth&-Septem ber 2• 
ma Brooman, R. A.-lmprovements in 1188 of oolo11ted and other threads (& oom;-

'eptember 9 
t2T5 Dabnile, P.-Impronmtnla lo ...,.Ying onwnented ela&-Septernber U 
8260 Tongue, W.-Improvemen&a In bobbin ne~ f&brle&-Deoember il 
1269 Clay, W. W.-KnlUlng Machin-·eptember 12 
n~ Dixon, G.-:Mannfactare of Uphola'8rera' t.rim'llinga-&eplmlber 14 
sa~ Brigh&, 1'.-Prin&ing y&r1111 for carpeta-September 26 

!226 Spence, W.-Pulplug Apparalua (& oom.l-l'eptember 8 
1128 1'....UOgtoo, E.-MLlufactnre of Paper-Sep&ember 18 

2S08 )fcConnell, M.-ImproYemenla In loeb-September I 
:1129• Green. A.-Vioe bo1ee-September H 
22'8 O'Neill, P. B. - ~crew apannera-Sep&ember 9 
119T Redfern, J.-Warming Apparalns-Deceniber !O 
2391 Purnell, H.-Warmlng Appara&uo-September 26 
S316 BanleU, F.-Improvementa In lampe-September 1T 
2398 Ruseell, 0.-Carnp bedsteads-September 25 
2213 l'arlar, W.-Saab tas&enlnga-September 18 
1832 S11rman, J.-Haoging window 11111h-8eptember 18 

2236 Minenger, T. G.-Ol&&lng lerge roofs-September 6 
2'76 SmUh, R.-Iwpronmen&a in oone&ructlng roofB-Sep&ember 11 
ll716 Johnaon, J. H.-Mannfaclnre of picture fr&mea <&com.) - Oct.ober 29 
2"!80 Murray, T. L. -)lica letten (& oom.;-Sep&ember 13 
S356 Burnand, J.-Knife bandies-September 28 
2362 Board, C.-Veneering p..--Beptember 21 
23'~ Hawuworth, S.-P'loor clo&h-September 19 
2740 Mallnr, E. A.-Wardean .,.__NoYember 1 
2209 Ri~ J. E.-lmproYementl In funera• c:aniage&-&ptember I 
2212 D&Vl8, W.-Apparat11a preveullng. acddenla to yebJclea from &lfnghted hora.-

Sep&ember 18 
HIT McCallum, D.-BoUle 61Ung machine-September tT 
2•00 Bell&ley, T.-Apparans for bea&ing 61111"-~eptember 28 
ll300 Horsley, S., JODea, E. H.,-<'hoe cl&&DJDg machln&-!'ep&ember 16 
2«9 Hogg, W. i.-Jl'lreproodng bnlldlng ma&e~ber 1 

!383 Condroy, L. 0. A.-Waahlug MRChinee-Sep&ember 19 
'611 Bremne, S.-Prlntlfll Machinee-October 8 
t26T llmith, J.-Sewing Machlnea-Sep&ember 10 

24l2 Knight, J. A.-Pumplng Englnee -September 28 
llH2 Wilaon, J. H.-Improvemen& lu pumpe-:<eptember 19 
28'4 Graham, J.-Improve111en& In pumpe-•eptember l~ 
ll841 Tongue, W. T.-Wa&er and lire enginee-September 19 
'426 Lane, D.-gu and water &ape-September 28 
2166 Greareo. C.-Wa&er tape and eenlc&-September 12 
2112 ll&Deome, Jl'. "'·•and Rarnaome, E. L.-til&en-&!ptember 16 
ll828 Wbl&e, 0.-Fil&era (a oom. :-Sep&ember 18 
2282 Sutton, C.-lodlcator ohowing pooi&ion of sunken Yemela-!leptemb.r 18 
2840 Clark, W.-ImproYemen&a In macbinery for manufacture of ftahlnc net.-Sep&. 10 
2308 Stewart, W .-Life preeer'l'llr&-:!eptember 18 

2289 Wbealatone, W .-Vibrators for maalcal inatrnmenla-September U 

2«0 Wo.Jtou, Jl'., Beard R.-Mannfaotnre of varnish for fabrico, A:c.-Sep&ember 80 
:11208 Edlr.lns, C.-Lad!N' drNe 1uspendera -September 6 · 
SH~ Myers M. and Myera M.-Ladlee' drNe 1a1pendera-Nonmber 1 
U'8 Carrington, S. R.-H&ta and cape-October 12 
2168 Deeboroagh, !!.-Pina for hair, dreea, and jewollery-September 21 
8262 Tongue, W.-Umbrellaa and paraaola-December ~l 
2~6 Warwick, T.- Umbrellaa and P&r&aola-October 3 

:1!49 Fryor, A.-ImproYementl In propell•ra-Sep&ember 9 
2U8 Payne, w. H.-AppAr .. &ua for preven&lng &he 1- nf ablpi' moorinp (a com.) 

Oct.oberl 
22•6 Simons, W.-Improvemen&a In Bhip OOilding-~eptember 9 
2804 Meriton, T.-8teoring appara&us-:<eptea1ber 16 
1252 Dormay, J. P.-Salllng or rowiug boa&a-Deoember ao 
2881 Gladstone 0. J. -Appar.&aa for dleenpgiog boatl -llep&ember H 
S859 Wymer, F. W.-Appara&11a for aoundlng &he holdo of ahipe-:>eptemher 20 

2a80 Sedler, A. J.-Improvemen& ill oonatructioD of Bridgee and Viadncta-Sept. U 
2218 Bennoll, F.-Tinning in&erior of lead pipea-ptember 6 

l!8T7 Jaoob, J.-Manufaotnre of Iron aud •&eel (oom.)-September 21 
1298 Newton, W. K.-Manufaclure of Iron and a""'1-Febrnary 4, 1862 

132 Newton. T.- lmprovemon&e In aigh&a for rlft~anaary 18, 186¥ 
24 Nngen&, E. -Improvemen& in fire-arms-January a, 1861 

2260 Thomae, W. L.-lmpronmen& in project.ileo-Seplember 11 
2882 Dney, T.-Sa!el7 !~-September H 
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THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862. 
Buou the present uumber of our Journal is in the hands of 

many of oar readere, the Second exhibition in this country of 
the industry and products of all nations will have been opened. 
Writing, neoeuarily, a few days before that event, and when 
tbOU1J&Dds of workmen are busily occupied in unpacking goods, 
in fitting-up and decorating courts and caaea, and JD erecting and 
completing "trophies" in all parls of the building, it is impos
sible to form a correct idea of what the effect will be when they 
haTil finiahed their labours, and the packing-boxes and rubbish 
haTil 1-o cleared away; and it would be in vain to attempt to 
consider, under such circumatanoes, the merits of even the most 
prominent objects that will form attractive features of tbe Exhi
bition. Of the external appearance of the strueture we have 
already expreued no favourable opinion, and since the removal 
of the aeaft'olding from the interior of the domes, the multiplicity 
of ribe ~ in transparency add to the confusion and apparent 
irregularity which was previously too conspicuous in its duode
cimal shape. The interior contrasts strongly with that of the 
Cryaial Palace of 18.'il. On looking along the nave, from under 
the eastern dome, the lenltth seems so much shorter that the 
lint impression is, that t.lie building must be much Iese, the 
large area that it really occupies being so divided that it is only 
after Uaveraiog its various compartments that the visitor be
comes aware of its vut extent. The covered roof of the nave, 
with it.a gaily decorated ceiling, the gilded columns and gallery 
railings, and the painted windoWB at each end, preeent a far 
more hifhly-finiahed appearance than the ridged-glass covering 
and plain colomiog of the former building; but we miss the 
aeriaf lightufJ88 tha.t gave a fa.iry-like characl.er to that structure. 

The iDjudicious manner in which the nave is crowded with 
what are called "trophies" tends to ma.ke it look shorter than it 
is, and cannot fail to impair the general effect. Some of these 
llO-Cailed trophies are far from ornamental. One of the most 
con,pic:uous l8 a large globnlar red danger-eignal mounted on the 
top of a red maat; and other obstructions, almost more objection
able, conaiat of glass cues piled on the top of one another, and 
filled with samples of manufactured fancy articles. These should 
not have been allowed to obstruct the view and stop the way; 
and some of them will no doubt be cleared away before all the 
arrangements for the opening are completed. 

The following will convey an idea how the general masses of 
t.be material exhibited have been arranged in the building,
bt-irinoing with the W eetero Annexe. that rune along Prince 
Albert's-road, the greater portion has been appropriated to 
machinery in motion and at rest, the work of British m.anufac
turel'9. Austria, Italy, Belgium, France, America (with a small 
comparative amount), PruBBia, and the Zollverein States, have 
each a share at the north end of this, France taking the extreme 
eastern aide of t.be northern t.bird, Austria a square plot abut.
ting upon this on the southern end of the central apace. Severtl 
foreign countries hold place iogether at the north end of Austria's 
share, and fill up the central division of the foreign machinery 
lleCtion towards the north. Belgium, well represented by many 
t.bio~ worthy of an engineer's coneidera.tion, lies in a long strip 
parallel to this; the Zollverein holding a similar strip at the 
western aide of the Eaatern Anne:i:e. The Eastern Annexe has 
an open oourt in its centre. On the west side of this court lies 
Claait 9-agricultural implements; on the west will be found 
machinery; at the north end, C1aaa 4, animal and vegetable 
1ubataocee; to the north of this, Classes 2 and 3, food. An 
open court containing articlea of Class 1, a large section de
YOted to mining implements and producte, liee on the east of 
this, from whence we pass under the wooden-bridge, which 
givea &Cl08Bll (the only. acceaa on this side) to the Horticultural 
8oaiety'1 Garden. C1aaa 1 reappears on the south end of this 
Weatern Annexe. 

The North-east Transept contains chiefly colonial product.a 
&om Canada; some fine timber and wonderful grain. New 
Brmiswiok and Prince Edward's Island come next; with New
foundland, followed by Ceylon; goin~ south, Malta, Dominica, 
Jamaica, Trinidad. On the opposite side lie Nova Scotist 
Taamania, South Auatralia, New South Wales, and Queensland. 
Guiana and t.be last but one bring us upon the dome at the east 
end of the entire building, and fill up the whole North-eastern 
Transept. The South-9Ult Transept, articles of Claaa 10, at its 
DOrtb-eutern angle, continued down the same side with the 
productio11 of t.be Skidmore Ari Company, M.esare. Hardman, 

Meaars. Hart and Son, Mesmi. Naylor, Vickan & Co., as befor. 
rt>ferred to. The United Stat.ea' department is isolated under 
the south-east tower, at the eastern end of the enormous carriage 
department. The carriage department extends from this south
east or Uuited Statel a~eot, to the central tower or main 
south entrance to the building from the Cromwell-road. On the 
western side of the lower ftoor, under the picture galleries 
alloted to \be forei~ achoole (as the carriage apartment lies 
under thl' English galleries), lies a huge apace given to France; 
and more still to the west, a larger space appropriated to the 
Zollverein. This brings us to the west end of the building, 
\lllder the south-west tower. 

The Hanse Towns and Zollverein hold the western side of the 
south-western transept. Austria mainlv fills the north-western 
transept, her space beneath tbe dome 'holding some pieces of 
sculpture, and a large collecti<?n of walking-sticks and umbrellas 
from Vienna. In this locality will be found an elaborately carved 
oak pulpit from Lou vain, the ancient seat of such work, and other 
ecclesia.etical furniture. Passing unde1· the western dome to the 
north side of the nave, the glazed courts, roofed like those at the 
former Exhibition, are occupied by Belgium, Switzerland, Den
mark, Sweden, and Norway, which with Russia, Turkey, Brazil, 
and Greeoe, bring us.to the central tra.osept again, as it is called, 
from facing with a wider than usual opening the great southern 
entrance of the huilding, and that which gives access to the 
Horticultural Gardens. Here lie the Ionian Islands, with China 
and Japan; more to the eastward two vast glazed courts contain 
an enormous collection of furniture, which brings us again to the 
space allotted to the British Colonies, abutting on the eastern 
dome. The south-eastern quarter of the edifice, oppotiite to the 
furniture bazaar, is appropriated to C1aaa 10, civil engineering; 
Class 11, militaryengmeering; nextthiecomesClasa 12, Sheffield 
JlOode; furs and feather, hardware and processes of manufacture 
Be to the W&Bt, with potiery, precious metals, cloae upon the 
central transept; with glass and naval architecture close to military 
engineering on the other side. On the western side of the central 
transept, south of the nave, France claimed and received a.n 
immense allotment three weeks before any other country moved 
into the building. This is to be fitted up elaborately, if not beau
tifully, at an enormous ooat: and like the share of the nava 
given to the same country is anything but complete. Rome, Italy, 
Portugal, and Spain hold eecuone in this quarter. 

We hl\Ve thus generally surveyed the entire arrangement of the 
structure on the ground ftoor so as to give an idea of the dis
position of its contents. From official sources we will now 
append the following summary. Eight thousand persons 
applied for space for eihibition of industrial products, the great· 
est number in connection with iron and general hardware. Those 
in ateel and cutlery were fewer. Glau and pottery very sparse. 
Agricultural implements came forward boldly with 289 applica
tions, of ·which 160 only were accept.ed. Three hundred and 
sixty exhibitors contributed in mining and metallurgic mntten. 
Five thousand tive hundred exhibitors of British induBtrial cha
racter have been chosen to occupy about 386,700 square feet of 
superficial space, horizontal, including passages. Of these the 
following approximate estimates may interest our readers. In 
raw materials, mining quarrying, metallurgy and mineral pro
ducts, 260 exhibitors occupy 8400 square feet. Chemical 
substances, .202 exhibitors, take IUOO square feet. Substances 
used as food1 including winPS, 163 exhibitor&:-4600 square feet. 
Animal and vegetable substances used in manufactures, 247 
exhibit.ors hold 7500 square feet. In the machinery sections, 
the exhibitora hold 113,632 square feet, which is divided between 
83 exhibitora of railway plant, including locomotive en¢nes and 
carriages, 83 exhibitora. Carriages, not connected with rail or 
tram roads, 1116. Manufacturing machines and tools, 241. 
)lachinery in general, 242. Agricultural and horticultural ma
chines and implements, 160 exhibitors, 33,800 feet space. Civil 
engineering, architectural and building contrivances, 164 eihibi
tors, 13,962 square feet. Military engineering, armour, accoutre
ments, ordnance and small arms, 130 exhibitors, and naval 
architecture, ships' tackle, 180 e:i:hibit.ors, hold 12,610 feet spaoe. 
Philosophical instruments and pl'OCelllles dependent on their use, 
149 exhibitors, 7626 feet. Photography and apparatus, 165 
e:i:hibitors, 2966 ft!t't spaoe. Horological instruments, 130 ex
hibitors bold 2700 feet. Musical instruments, by 91 exhibitors, 
fill 5870 feet.. Surgical instruments 134 exhibitors, 2475 feet 
space. or section 3, Manufactures,-cotton has 4684 feet. 
Hemp and dax, 6483. Silk and velvet, 4722. Woolle11 and 
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'Wont.eel, 21,093. Carpets,-vertical space filled by 44 e:s:hibiton. 
Woven, apun, felted, and laid product&, ahown u epecimene of 
printing and dyeing, 31!46. Skins, feathers, and hair, 1316. 
:J.eather, including eaddlery and harne1111, 4683. Articles of cloth
ing, 7402. Paper, stationery. printing, an<! book-binding, 62ll0. 
Educational works and appliancea, 4344. Furniture and up
holstery, including paper hanginp and papier macM, iron and 
general hardware, 21!,272. Steel and cutlery, 13,316. Works in 
precious metals and their imitations, and jewellery, 7968. Glass, 
lll,1!80. Pottery, M75. Manufactures not included in the above, 
2800. 

In the Western Annexe, appropriated to machinery in motion, 
it will be eome time before the machines can be eet in action. In 
the boiler-house, which ie a short distance from the building, 
there are eix large boilers for the supply of steam, and three 
steam-pipes twelve inches in diameter have been laid from one 
end to the other in trenches under the ftoor, with aooompanying 
exhaust pipes for carrying away the waste steam. The 1team will 
aupply engines in various parts of the annexe; and 11han& have 
been erected from which power will be taken to aupply the work
ing machinery, of which there will be a much larger quantity 
than in 1851. The greater portion of the heavy machinery ie 
•f course of English manufscture, though there are some huge 
maeeee contributed by fcreign exhibitors, among which may 
be mentioned a pumping-engine that oooupiee a large apace. 
Among the conspicuous objects in this department are locomotive 
euginee of various eizee, many of which are beautifully finished, 
and exhibit the moet recent improvements AS applied to railways 
of different gauges and for different countries. Mr. Ramsbottom'e 
invention for watering tanks while at full speed will be shown in 
action in a model on a railway 80 feet long; and a full-sized 
engine, with the new contrivance applied, ie placed near the 
model. Marine engines, by Mandalay, Penn1 Tennant, and other 
eminent makers, ebow the perfection to wnicb that branch of 
mechanism bas been brought. A trunk engine of 600-hol'Be' 
power ie among the contributione by Mr. Penn. Examples of 
rail way construction and rail way applianoee are shown in innu
merable quantities; and among the curiosities connected with 
tbie department may be named a railway waggon, which was 
constructed and finished in twelve hours from the raw materials 
of wood, iron, tin, lead, &o., epecimeue of which are placed beside it. 

Cotton machinery ie amply repreeented, Meura. Platt alone 
occupying 6000 square feet of apace, with machinery illustrating 
All the proceeeea of manufacture. Messrs. Harrison of Black
burn, and Mr. Hodgson of Bradford, exhibit weaving machines 
for cotton and alp&<'&, and several loo me for silks and lace will aleo 
he in operation. Messrs. Gwynn have aent a centrifugal pump tbl\t 
ie to raise a volume of water to a height of 21! feet, which will 
fall in a oascade 10 feet wide and 6 incbl'!S thick. On thie oooa
eion, 80 farae we perceive, they will be unrivalled in their hydraulic 
display by centrifugal aotion; Mr. Appold having been satisfied 
with the laurele he gained in 1851. There are, however, other 
kinda of pumps that are much larger and more powerful, one of 
which ie of F1-encb construction. A quartz crushing-machine 
will be exhibited, a ehip load of auriferous quartz having been 
aent from Australia to feed it. Specimens of Mr. Condie'e 
improved steam hammer are aleo placed among the machinery 
iD action. This department, when finished, will be far more com
plete thl\n the similar one in the former Exhibition; the total 
apace occupied by the machinery claeees, being apwarde of 110,000 
equare feet. 

The south end of the eaet transept ie occupied by "trophies" 
of ml\nufscturee in iron and steel, among which, et.eel ml\de by 
Mr. Beeeemer'e proce&B figures oonepicuouely. In hie collection 
there is a crank-ehan of a 60-horee engine in one piece, with pis
ton rod1 for engines of from 60 to 250 horse-power. A circular 
eaw l'.DAde from one disk of steel upwai-da of 7 feet in diameter, 
and epecimene of eteel ordnance, and of steel railway hara, con
tribute to the formation of the trophy illustrative of the results 
of the new process of making &Wei. 

Meeers. Hardman and Co. oocnpv a court on the eastern aide 
of the buildiDg with numerous admirable examples of the ecc.le-
1iastical, domestic, and decorative arte, from the 12th to the 
15th centuries, comprising eoulpture in alabaster and atone, 
enamels, chalices, ftagona, &c., in gold and silver, with monumen
tal bl'&Bllea and memorial tablets. In the eaet transept there 
ia the cast-iron rood eoreen for Hereford Cathedral, manufactured 
by the Skidmore Art Company, of Coventry, from a deBign by 
Mr. G. G. Scott, A trophy of Meditaval iron aud bl'IUll work, to 

which Messrs. Hart and Bone, Meeers. Benham and Sona, and 
Meeera. Fulham and Co. contributed, ie placed in the same por
tion of the building. 

Birmingham baa a large and handsome court appropriated to its 
manufactures, midway between the central avenue and the 
eastern transept; and Sheffield has a separate court nearly ad
joining, for the e:r;hibition of steel goods and cutlery of all deecri~ 
tiona, from 1teel grates and railway springs to scalping knives. 
Meaars, Naylor and Vickara of that town have a ''trophy" of 
a peal of caat-eteel hells, the largest of wh;ch weitthe Bix tone. 

In the Eastern Annexe, which i1 devoted principally to mining 
and minerals, chemistry, articles of food, and raw materiala, 
there are placed many objecte that have no direct bearing on 
those ol&Bee8, among which ie a monster double crank, made at 
a single forging at the Mersey Steel works, weighing upwards of 
24 tone. In tllis department are placed numerou11 epecimene of 
railway iron, one of which ie 117 feet long, made without joint 
or welding, at a 1inttle rolling. Immense armour plates for ships, 
abeeta of wroDght-1ron, ani,\ epeoimena of manufactured iron1 
showing the excellence of the quality that can now be produl.lell 
from English iron ore, have been contributed by the Blaenarvon 
and Butterley Companies, by Lor<l Dudley and others. 

Meesre. Schneider of Ulveretone, display a very large and 
highly-finished model of their iron works, to illustrate recent im
improvements in the blast furnace; and modele to exhibit the bee~ 
me th ode of ventilating coal mines, and of the moat l\pproved work
ing appliances in collieries, have beek eent by the Northumberland 
and Durham Coal Trade Auoeiation. These modele are accom
panied by epecimeneoftbe mineral products of each district. Many 
of the owners of collieries have eent specimens of coal, and eome of 
the single blooke weigh ae much ae three tone. Specimens of 
mineral products have been forwarded from various Partll of the 
kingdom, from our colonies, and from foreign countries, wbick 
when arranged will form an interesting feature of the Exhibi
tion. Belgium bu set a good example, the numerous specimen• 
from that metalliferous 1-egion having been all claeeified according 
to their geological poeitione. Among the mineral products 'of 
England and W ale11 are epeoimene of "auriferous quartz'' from 
Merionethehire, and of "auriferoue g<>B11&n " from Devonshire. 
Western Australia aende abundance of auriferoue quartz, and of 
copper, iron, and lead oree; and ,from the Zollvereiu a trophy 
consisting of a block of red granite, carved and poliehed, weigh~ 
ing Ill tone, hae been contributed. · 

The claee of military engineering and ordnance occupies a very 
prominent position compared with the corresponding class in the 
Exhibition of 1851; anil it ie a curious fact that the contrivance& 
for destroying life have made greater rrogreae einoe that fancied 
inauguration of perpetual and univerea peace than any of the arta 
forim proving the condition of mankind. Sir WilliamArmetroug and 
Mr. Whitworth have made more rapid advances in the construction 
of engines of war than in the improvement of engines of any other 
kind ; and whilst they have succeeded in propelling m&1111ive bola 
of tlestruction to distances of four and five miles with compara
tively email charges of powder, the attention of other engineen 
hae been directed to the construction of armour that would 
resist the concentrated momentum of euch mieeilea. There ia 
accordingly an immense "t1·ophy:• repreeentiug the conetructiou 
of an Arm1trong gun, from the formation of the coils to the 
finished ordnance: a court ie appropriated to the exhibition of 
weapons of all kinds, includin~ a gun that will propel a bolt of 
600 !be.; and in the front of I.his court there are to be placed two 
of the large gune of the rival military engineers-Armstrong and 
Whitworth. Specimell8 of the armour-plates made to whhetand 
the effecte of 1ucb powerful ordnance, and a complet.e model of 
the Warrior in lll'Ction, are also exhibited. 

The present perfection in the manufacture of philosophical 
instruments, aud the most recent applicatioDe of eoieulitic prin
ciples, are well represented. There are electric telegraphs of 
every form, including those that transmit audible meeaagt'll and 
those that transmit copies of the original writing. Electric 
clocks, air-pumps on a large eoale, micrometer gauges for abot 
and shell, a eelf-adjueting elect1ic lamp, binocular microac<>P,t"I 
of improved construction, lighthouse lenaee, and, in abort, ph~o
eophical inetrumente of every kind; moet of the eminent Engliah 
maker& having contributed to make the Exhibition in their de
partment ae complete ae possible. 

Mr D. K. Clark, C.E., has had charge of Clasaee 5, 7, 8, IO, 
which represent railway plant, locomotive engines and carriages, 
JD&Dufacturing machinee aud tuola, machiner1 in geuenl; aud 
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ei'ril engineering, architectural, and building contriTIU1ceB. A 
lingle line of railway mns from end to end on each aide of the 
weatern anneze, where most of these articles are accommodated, 
11 before stated. Six double-ftue boileni, 30 feet long by 6i feet 
diameter, are built in the north end, communicating by a chim
ney 75 feet high. The driving shafting, which is 2000 feet in 
ntent, 2! inches in diameter, bas been raised above the ftoor, 
and 2000 feet of &team-pipes sunk in a pipe culvert in the ftoor, 
graduated from 16 to 8 inches diameter, lying side by side with 
the aame quantity of eibaust pipe, 18 inches in diameter. Two 
iraTil!ling st.eam-cranes, lifting 6 tons each, anloaded the heavy 
goods in this department; ateam-power is supplied equal to that 
of (oar or five hundred hones. Here are the pumps to work the 
great fountains, placed in the Horticultural Gardena by the 
French; and a travelling crane to lit\ 24 tons, in two twelves. 
The French send the largest steam-engines, of 60 horse-power 
et.eh. Pile carpet, and worated looms, new ateam-hammeni, and 
a "radial" hammer, by Messra. Neilaon, of Glasgow; and Meaara. 
Penn's engines (parts) for the Achilles, Bister to the Warrior, 
with a 17 ton crank abaft, and many traction engines for common 
roads, are here. The actual prooeuM of needle-making, med.U
ltriking, gold chain-making, type-casting, type-printing by band, 
lithographic-preaaing, c.,pper-plate printing, a potter's wheel, 
brick and drain tile-making, and wood-carving, are to be carried 
on before the public by illustrative process. Models of die 
Boyne viaduct, the Saltaab viaduct, and Rennie's docks at 
Saltaah, are to be found in this department. Agricaltural im
plement.a are in the Ea.stem Annexe, and form a collection more 
probably than any othera illustrating the material improvement 
of the Empire. Near thiawill be seen the straw thatch woaving
machine, for working straw into a portable covering. In the 
ll!Ct.ion of military engineering and manufactures will be found 
Uie Armstrong and Whitworth guns, 100-poundera; Blakely 
~pounder, and the Meniey Steel Company's 600-pounder. 
There is a trophy of great guns, made by Mr • .A:nderaon, for the 
Royal Carriage Department, being a development of the Arm
strong proceBB of manufacture of great guns, with a microscopic 
lens arrrangement. 

Here is Col. S. Adair's model of London, with ita projected 
lines of defence, and the model of Fort Pitt, by Col. Harness, 
with Capt. Ducane'a details of the same. A aeries of models 
illuatrating the progreBB of naval arcbit.ecture, from Henry 
the Eighth's times to the present, comes from the Admiralty, 
from the Great Harry to the Warrior, which is placed in the 
nave, and a second model of the same. Here ia also modelled 
'he Queen and the Northumberland, displaying what may be 
looked for on the seas, by way of excelling the Warrior herself, a 
work now in baud. Here are also all the improved' steering 
machines for the use of these vaat ships; models, and one actual 
life-boat; beacons; the American system of boat-building by 
machinery, by which a boat comes out of a log of timber in a 
few boUJ'8. Models of submarine steam vessels, gun-boats and 
!oating batteries, penetrable and impenetrable. Amongst philo
sophical instruments, Mr. Caaelli'a rnt.agraph, for transmitting 
aatographic meaagea; numeroua an valuable electrical applica-
tiona are aeen, as well as microeoopea, balances for &BB&yista, 
roagnificent aeries of photographic views of the recent solar 
eclipee as lt'en in Spain; teleaoopes, light-house lanterns, magneto
memcal improvements. The photographic section ia of groat 
interest, amongst which will be admired M. Joubert'& proceea 
for burning in art-designs and other works in oeramic 1uaterials, 
or glass, by which perfect reproduction of originals may be 
obtained on imperishable grounds, or transparent glass. In some 
~ these are united with colour. Mr. Fox Talbot's photogra
phic engraving ; Sir. H. Jamea's pboto-zincography ; photo
lithography, by Mr. Field; and Mr. Powney'a carbon pnnting, 
which produces protographa as permanent aa engravings. Full
leogtb portraits enlarszed to the size of life will startle the specta
tor.; and Meara. Tliompaon's and Caldesi's magnificent aeries 
from Raphael's cartoons will find admirerahere. Horology is rich 
with electro-magnetic clocks and mercurial time-pi-, steam 
and speed clocks, geographical clocks showing the time for any 
part of the world, an astronomical clock impelled by gravitation, 
requiring no oil to the escapement, magnificent watches, and 
De"' compensation balances. 

Paper manufacturt!B of various kinds, ahowing immense im
provements and novel applications, as for water pipes, &c., 
«>me next, with the Bank of England precautions against forgery 
of U. Dotea, and the Great Seal of Englan.d, by Mr. Wyon. 

Printing and type founding, nature-printing, by Meura. Bradbury 
and Evana; the new art of auto-typography, innnted by Mr. 
George Wallis, by which drawings can be engraved in a few 
seconds on a metal plate, for printing from. an ordinary presa.. 
The Electnr-Block Company's proceaa for enlarging or reducing 
the size of drawings. Various improvements in chromo-litho
graphy, and steam printing, and wood blocks, and wonderful 
bindings, come here. In the Music Court an historical aeries of 
instmmenta, from an oak /iano of the time Charles I., a aelr
blowin~ harmonium worke by clockwork, and.a double baas for 
producing, by ingenious apparatus, enharmonic scales of harmo
nica; an oblique fiano, with a new action; metal bAg-pipes 
snit.able for tropica climates; a new music time-keeper, an 
omnitonic ftute, adjustable to any key, anJ. a novel machine, 
called the Orchestrion, or self-acting organ, " which fairly 
imitates the melody of a full orcbeata," will be found in the 
centre of this department. We need do no more ibau name 
a magnificent aelection of surgical inatmmenta, or a perfect world 
o( textile fabrie& in silk, from pocket-handkerchiefs by Kevmer of 
Dartfonl, to huge tapestries and carpeta from Huddersfield and 
Kidderminster. Thia general division only comes abort in cotton 
manufactures . and calico printing. The educational aectJon 
is not BO perfect as was hoped for at starting, but still of 
the moat remarkable interest. Considerations of apace have 
intervened. 

The Medireval Court, which has been under the excellent 
hands of Messrs. Burges and Slater, shows a reredos by Mr. 
Street, executed by Mr. Earp, and a part of that for Waltham 
Abbey, with the cartoona of the rest; a cast of the sculpture of 
the Bedminster reredos; Mr. Redfern'• caata from bis sculptures 
of the Abcension; the Digby mortuary chapel at Sherborne, the 
W estrupp monument in Limerick Cathedral, and many fonts, 
particularly the RenaiBSance font at Witley, carved by Mr. For
syth; a cast from Dr. Mill's monument and effigy at Ely, by Mr. 
G. G. Scott. Mr. Nichol aends an effigy under a high tomb, the 
latter to Lord Cawdor, and one of the circular panels, with a cut 
subject, tor the Lichfield pavement. The new stalls for Chiches
ter Cathedral, a rich bureau, and a decorated organ, are in wood. 
In metal is a rich font cover. The frontal for St. Paul's, to be 
preaenterl by the Eocleaiological Society, designed according to· 
the Cologne method, and the new Peterborough frontal, are 
embroideries. Some beautifully designed furniture, by Me11ars 
Morrie, Marshall and Faulkener, of Bed Lion-11quare; with 
paintings by Mr. D. Roaaetti, show happy union of hRndicraf't, 
antiquarian knowledge, and art of the beat kind. The gold
smiths' work both here and in the nave is admirable. The 
ceramic collection is mainly supported by the worke of M8!1111Y, 
Marochetti, Foley, Durham, Maraball, and Gibson, sculptors. 
There is a auperb china trophy in the nave, and in the propel' 
court we find magnificent Della Robbia friezes, encaustic tilea, 
and PalliBBY ware. The stained glass gallery, which is approxi
mated to that for the pictures, contains many very fine works of 
art, and some very bad ones, especially the transparencies or 
mere pictures on glaaa, which is but a misapplication of labour, 
showing perfect ignorance of the nature of art. Amongst the 
hardware, the Hereford BCreen baa got placed in oon.rideratiou 
for display. In the nave are the (really almost perfect of their 
kind) wrought-iron park-gates, manufactured by MeBBra. Ber· 
nard Bishop and Co., o( Norwich. The Birmingham Court ia 
in auperb strength; those of Sheffield, Wolverhampton, and 
Rotherham are almost equally fine. 

To speak of the foreign division of the building is to speak of 
that which does not exist in any other state than chaos. .At 
present it will be better to say nothing, than to lead our readers 
1Dto a wilderneaa of packing-cases and sea of abavingw. 

From the English or eastern dome a view may be obtained of 
the whole length of the nave, to such an extent at least aa the 
trophies will permit. About this BJ>?t the ~t m&BBeB of Eng
lish work are grouped. Let us consider which are ruoat remark
able in the objecta before us, standing with our backa to the 
temporary orchestra, to which a day's existence only is given, 
and by Minton's beautiful majolica foantain, which 1tanda on 
the centre of the raised platform under this dome. To the right 
anJ. left; are trophhla of furniture, modern and medireval, on each 
hand, behind which appeani, on the right a drinking fountain, 
designed by Mr. Earp, and very elaborately carved in the Gothic 
croea form, enriched with coloured marble shaft.a, and studs of 
spar of dark tint. Opposed to this is a granite obelisk, twenty
five feet high, monolithic, on a hue of the aame. Bevington'• 
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leather trophy, a somewhat inartistio produetion, stands behind 
the fountains, while behind the obelisk comes the Bradford 
woollen trofby, a mere ahow-case of bad design. Between these 
ia the mode of the' Warrior,' before referred to. Behind ia the 
Birmingham small arms trophy, pretty enough, but not very 
good; on one aide thereof, the Whitworth gun, on the other the 
Armatrong gun, admirable arcimens of ruanufacture. Nicho
lay'a fur trophy. The Hui organ, by MellB!'I. Forster and 
Andrews, comes next, with ita 46 registers, 247li pipes, 6 comp<>
aition pedala, 6 aforzendo pedals, and one pneumatic combination 
p-,<lal. The pneumatic power ia applied to the great and pedal 
organ, and there are four different prea1urea of wind. The 
bellows ia blown by two of Jay's hydraulic engines, having a 
water pressure of 35 lba to the square inch. Tbeae are succeeded 
by a four horse-drag ; W alker'a organ ; the beautiful N orwicb 
gateR, of wrought-iron; food trophies, animal and vegetable sub
stances of the same; philosophical instruments; Chance's first
c:lasa revolving light; dressing caaes; Copeland'R china trophy, 
and splendid telescope; Messrs. Kerr and Binn'a china; the 
second granite obelisk; Cremer' a tova; Elkington'a plate; H. 
Emmanuel's plate and jewellery; and Hunt and Roskell'a plate, 
succeed each other to fill up the English end of the nave. In 
the foreign aide there ia little to be seen, except a magnificent 
sheet of glass, some very ugly ironwork in the form of park
gates, and some magnificent sculpture, particularly a Norwegian 
group, Btyled the Duel, represented according to the ancient 
Scandinavian custom of buckling duellists together round the 
waist, arming them with knives, and setting them naked to 
deatroy each other, or one only, aa happened. On the steps 
leading up to the western dome is some fine sculpture, the work 
of Pruasian artists. 

The south-eastern transept, from the dome, contains, firstly, 
the gas chandelier work of Mr. Forester, next Skidmore's corona 
for gas, the Hereford screen, by the eame; Me81r8.Naylor and 
Vickar'a pretty and very artistically coloured trophy of be~ of 
cast ateel, the London hardware trophy, Beasemers steel, W arners 
bells, Dent's clock, and a maas of work from Coalbrookdale, filla 
up this end of the transept, abutting on to the United States' 
allotment, which seems to contain a few agricultural implements 
and apple--slicers only. 

In ev11ry department it is evident that there will be a 
much more romplete display of the industry and products of all 
nations, with the exception of the American States, than in the 
Exhibition of 18lil, and that no efforts and no expense have been 
spared by the exhibitors to illustrate the improvements that have. 
been made in their respective branches of industry during the 
laat eleven years. 

THE ARCHITECTURAL TREATMENT OF ENGINEER
ING WORKS. 

NOTHING more atrongly marks the present age than the 
universal application of the "division of labour" to both head 
and hand work, and to this rather than to any real diversity of 
calling do we owe the subdivision of scientific building into 
two distinctll recognised profeasiona, th088 of civil architecture 
and civil engmeering. Without attempting too nicelv to define 
the exact nature of either of these two branches of art, we may 
take it aa admitted, that buildings which are to serve as works 
of art, an<l in which beauty forme the prominent chaT&cteriatic, 
are among the undoubted objects of architecture; while works 
which are to serve purely material end&-and can from their very 
nature afford no scope for artistic design-are equally the un
challenged property of the engineer. Thus, no one would dream of 
calling the New Palace of W eatminster or York Minster works of 
engineering, or of considering the Main Drainage Works, or Plv-
mouth Breakwater, as pieces of architecture. • 

Midway between most extremes lies a debatable ground, 
and between the extreme instances which we have cited a vaat 
number of works mi¥ht be pointed out which from their utilita
rian character, or their structural pecnliaritie11, might be claimed 
as engineering works, while on the other band their capacity for 
artilltic treatment gives them a claim to be considered as among 
the legitimate object& of architecture. As a rnle it may be con
sidered that where the objects forming this uncertain claas are 
of the nature of buildings, with roofs and walls, they have with 
10me exception1 remained matt.en which it haa been ou1tomary 

for an architect to superintend; while if they have beeD of a 
different nature, ench as for instance viaducts or aqueducts, 
they have been considered aa coming within the proviDoe of 
engineering. 

Now it often happens that engineering work.a, and eepeeially. 
bridges, retaininl{ walla, aqueducts, and other works of masonry, 
are erected in situations where they beoome very prominent 
features in the aspect of great cities or of atriking scenery, and 
thnt there is a sufficient margin of funds to allow of their receiving 
some decoT&tive treatment, if it be thought ~ht to add it; and h 
occasionally occurs that the auccess of auch obJecta aa works of an 
jg of as much importance to their promoters as their suitability to 
perform the material duty required of them; and this being IOt 
it becomes very important that the engineer, when anch works 
are placed under his care, should be prepared to treat them with 
the good taate of an artist, as well as the skill of an artisan, and 
the science of a mathematician. This taste ie not BO invariably 
displayed as to lead us to think that a litt.le more constant and 
careful direction of attention t.o the architectural treatment of 
engineering work is entirely uncalled for. 

Architecture-as a fine art-conaistll mainly in 11t1ch deooration 
of scientific construction as shall at least make it satisfactory, 
and, where carried far enough, render it beautiful to the eye; by 
decoration being here meant, not merely the addition of orna
ments, but any treatment calcnlated to produce the desired eft'eot 
on the eye. Sometimes the simplest means will suffice to produce 
beauty, at other times the moat elaborate are brought into play, 
but they ought never to overstep the limit jnst assigned to them, 
that of being an amplification of good construction. 

A familiar illustration will ahow what is here meant, and for 
this purpose, perhaps, the case of a simple column in a portioo 
will be as good as any other. So far as carrying superpoaed 
weight goes, square poete of stone with an architrave over 
them, well bedded and trul1 set, will perform the work quite u 
well as circular columns with caps and hues, but nothing can be 
less effective or 1- appanntl11 satisfactory to the eye. To remedy 
this defect, and make the stone poets architectural objects, the 
first step is to add a cap and a base, which have theetfeot of aatia
fying the eye, though they do not really improve the structural 
fitneas of the post. A aeoond and further improvement will be 
to work the stone post and the cap and base added to it into a 
circular column, and now the eye will be far more thoroughly 
satisfied than it was with the square shaft, and although eome 
structural superiority exists in a circular column over a aqnare 
one, this superiority ia not at all equal in degree to the oplioal 
advantage gained by anbstituting the curved form for the 
square. 

If we go to the other extreme, and take some archit.ectnral 
featnre of the moat purely ornamental character, we fiud it still 
only a highly developed feature of structure. A epire, for ex· 
ample, is not a thing invented solely as an ornament,-it is a 
stone or a slate roof, greatly modified it is true by being rendered 
lofty, and enriched with various subsidiary features, but still it ii 
never other than a roof; and llimilarly, any feature of a building, 
M long u it remains an object of arohitecture, never can be other 
than a structural feature, or some appropriate addition to or deve
lopment of one. 

Let us apply these considerations to engineering worka. One 
of the peculiarities of theae works is, that ordinarily speaking, 
they show a great deal of their construction from their very 
nature; and a aeoond ia, that in the majority of cases the amount 
of material required to bear the vanous strains an<l weights ii 
in excess of that requisite merely to ensure equilibrium and 
stability. W orka requiring Iarii:e IIlll8lle8 of material, and dit
playing the methods in which tnat material is made to do its 
work, seem to poBll888 in themselves the element.eof that which 
is satisfactory to the eye, and conaequently to require little or no 
external aid. It is to the faota that in ordinary buildings IO much 
of the constrnotion is necessarily concealed, in order to its ~ 
tection from weather, and that the amount of material neceuary 
for stability and keeping out cold and wet is ao greatly in exoell 
of that requisite merely to take the strains and loads, that the 
architect owes moat of his difficulties. Where he can show struo
tnre, and where he hall really to meet a atrong thrust, we~ht, 
or strain, he aeldom does more than provide in the readiest 
and simplest way for the requirement.a of the cue; and, after 
perhaps the addition of a few mouldings or subsidiary featllJ'811, 
or a little colour, he leavea the Btrncture to tell its own tale. 
It i!I the neceaaity for creating featurea from the mereet atnc· 
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lunJ hi.ata or rudiments, or from none at all, whioh alone 
emburueee him. The engineer, however, too often behaves 88 
if be were unaware of his advantage, and in cases where bis beet 
policy would have been to "let well alone," i.atroducea features 
and adda oniamenta which anything but improve the etfect of 
hla work. , 

The leading principle then to be obRerve<l ia, when structure 
ia shown, and when the maaaee, features, &c., are Gpparently as 
well aa really aafficient for the work they appear to the eye to 
have to perform, ao to arrange all decoration as to fall i.a with 
and give expreeaion to the structure, and not to hide it. 

Perhaps the existing bridgea acrosa the Thames in London 
and W eatminater, will give aa good a aeries of illustrations of 
ibe8lt Tiewa u any aet of eumplea we could aelect. ' 

In London Bridge and Waterloo Bridge, we have admirable 
examples of the artistic treatment of works of maaonry. Very 
little baa been done at LondoD Bridge beyond aelecting fine stone 
for the exterior, and marking the joint.II of the ml\Sonry, bv making 
them plain rustic work; and very little more than tbis haa been 
accompliahed in Waterloo Bridge, as the columns and the open 
balust.radee there added are of the simpleat poasible design; and 
yM it would be hard to find anywhere two more thoroughly 
appropriate atone bridges than theae. In Soutbwark Bridge we 
have an admirable e.umple (from the eame engineer, Mr. Rennie) 
of the proper treatment of a caat-iron bridge. Here the con
atrucdon ia even more fmnkly shown than in the atone bridges 
above mentioned, and the requisite form having been given to 
the iron-work, and the neoeeaary bulk to the m&110nry, both 
are left to show themaelvea as exactly what they are, with 
bardly a stroke upon the one, or a moulding upon the other 
for effect. To tbeae examplea we may add the Hungerford 
Supenaion Bridge, of Mr. Brunel, in which design the point.II 
aelected to receive ornament, the piers, are certainly somewhat 
decorated, bnt ODJy appropriately and judiciously so, yet not an 
aUempt has been made to interfere witb, or add to, the mecha
nical features of the chainR, the roadway, or the mode of suspel!.• 
lion, and the reauh must be admitted to be a happy one. 

In contrast with tbese, the method which it baa been thought 
rigbt to pursue with regard to the New Westminater Bridge is 
1o be regretted. Its very maaterly construction is not left to be 
lllen oy those who view it from the water Or the banks, but is 
covered by plates of open tracery, which are not very appro
priate in deaign to the material in which tbey are worked, and 
which are in no aense decorated struatnre, but additions placed to 
act u screens or blinds to mask the real working part& Other 
illustrations of this mistake might be obtained from ve17 recent 
engineering works, and it is simply becauae this error 11 more 
Tisible in modern than in early works that we have thought 
right to draw attention to it. 

One other point must be noted in oonnection with this subject. 
We have referred to mouldings aa appropriate means for giviug 
upr.aion or ornament to strnctural forma, and having done this, 
we muat. remind our engineering readers that the art of designing 
mouldings is one that can only be aoquired by long study, and the 
repeated application of a gt-nerally cultivated taate. to the study 
of mouldings in euating works, and to the attempt to compose 
profiles suitable for variona positions. Few engineers have given 
much attention to this study, or have much time to give to it; 
and 1et it would be much better for them to acquire somti 
familiarity with the subject thM to delegate the work to au 
architect., or, aa is more often the case, a mere architectural 
dranghtaman called in for that duty solely. The engineer of a 
bridge or otber structure is much more likely to feel accurately 
the value of the effect which he desirea his work to oonvey to the 
beholder than anyone not concerned in the designing of tbe whole. 
IC, however, &BBiatance is called in, the person consulted ought to 
be a man of great skill and experience. This haa not always 
been the case, and tbe difference between the results of employ· 
ing a master or a tyro baa more than once been rendered evident, 
in a manner more permanent than eatisfactory. 

To oonclude, then, we would urge solid simplicity, aud & 
•\raight.forward exhibition of structure, aa the method most con
IOllant with gooJ taate i.a the treatment of all engineering 
~orb; and we desire to point out the desirability of auch & cul
Qvation of taste combined with akill i.a all acientific buildel'll, 
whether they call tbe~lves engineers or arohiteotll, aa shall 
l'ellder each of them competent to deaign and carry out every 
portion of every structure wiUi which 'his name is aaeooiated. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING MATERIALS, 
INVENTIONS, AND PATENTS, AT THE ARCHI
TECTURAL EXHIBITION. 
IN the preliminary remarks in our April number on the aspect 

of this year's Exhibition generally, we stated that practical art 
is not represented so liberally as it bas bitherto been done, and 
by no means adequatt-ly to the importance or the intereat (as it 
abould be) of tbe subject. From tbe first decision of the com
mittee in favour of establishing a department of this kind, we 
hailed it aa a special boon-<>ne that had long been needed, and 
which would bere find an appropriate locale, the annual cb1Wgea 
necessitated by the periodical exhibitions giving opportunities for 
the rearraugment ofsnch articles of this claas aa are of permanent 
value in the way of display from year to year, and also admitting 
of such extra contributions aa may be desirable oooaaionall,Y to 
illnatrate new iuventiona, or tbe improvements that are contmu
ally taking place in old ones. All the available wall-apace which 
the galleries can afford bas beeu conceded to the furtherance of 
this object, and one apartment appropriated almost exclusively to 
tha fitting up of such articles aa required intricate or extensive 
apparatus, ancl it i11 this kind of subject in which the exhibition 
is most lacking. Some exoellent devices fol' window fastenings 
and shutters, al110 ventilation, may be taken, however, as excep
tious to the mnuy varieti4ls of contrivauces for domeatic pnrposes 
which are now, unfortunately, conspicuous by their absence. If 
it be urged that tbis department appears' to be deemed of second
ary importance only, it is entirely a mistaken idea. The mana
gers of the exhibition will, we are persuaded, give every facility, 
and with the strictest impartiality to all intending exhibitors, eveu 
if it abould involve an extension of their suite of rooms, a propo
sition to this effect having been broached, we believe, aomti 
time since, when tbere waa a prospect of a favourable treaty with 
regard to adjoining premises. 

Metal-work, aa heretofore, is well repre!lented, thongh Hard
mlln, Skidmore, and some others of our well-known artists iu 
this material, are wanting. Messrs, Johnston, Brothe~ have as 
usual a goodly show of admirably designe..l objects (70); and 
Messrs. Peal'd and Jackson, who are in full force, (in No. 2 in 
the North Gallery) exhibit an unusual varie~y of ar~iale:i, 
de.:idedly far superior in point of taste and finish to any we have 
previonaly eeen from that eatablishmeut. We may point a~ten
tion in particular to a beautiful collection of bell handles, and 
some other domestic furniture of the kind, also to a large gu 
standard, in which bo~h the Rkill which prompted the deaigu aud 
the workmanlike way in which it has been cai·ried out are alike 
deserving of mention. Beaidea these there are specimeus of 
grilles, hinges, croasea, fini&la, and brackets, wbich among abuu
dance of other things arrest the attention. 

Tbe specimens of Medileval Brass work, &c., by Mesara. John
ston, Brothers, are above the average, showing, aa we have before 
had occasion to remark, the especial <let(ree of emulation which 
has been aroused among the various art11ts in metal work. Some 
of theae brackets and font covers are particularly deserving of 
attention. Anotber branch of practical art which various manu
facturers are now bringing to a high degree of perfectioo, is the 
" tile" and "tesall'll8" manufactUtt, of which some very choice 
specimens come under our notice in (74); theae are by Mr. W. 
Godwin, of Lngwardine, near Hereford. We have, on formea· 
OOC&Bions, expressed ourselves in terms of high commendation of 
these productions, and we need only observe bere tbat those 
before us appear in some respects even superior to specimeus 
previously exhibited. Mr. Godwin's machinery enables him 
to produce surfaces of various degrees of finish, from tbe rugged 
and irregular effect of Mediieval examples, to perfectly smooth 
tiles, of an even colour, and an almoat imperceptible joint, tbeae 
being oft.en a desideratum in modern req11ire1nents. Adjoiuing 
tbeee latter is Me1111r11. Maw and Co's. sbow of similar materials 
(75), which we described at length in noticing the previous ex
hibition. We are glad to see tbat Messrs. Maw, in common with 
some other manufacturers, have wisely sought aid from archi
tects in the production and amwgement of their artiole11. It 
is by such means aa these that artists and mauufacturers are 
reciprocally benefitted, though, after all, the public at large are 
the greatest gainers. 

In the lobby t.1 the north gallery may be seen specimeDs of 
Martin's CemeDt, au exoellent material, and one which is capable 
of being suoceaafully applied in various ways, as it will atand 
the teat of time better than moat. We have before ua ditferea~ 

Sl 
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pl'OCe81188 of' it.a application, vis. : when the 1urfaoe ill to be 
papered over; when in imitation of' ashlar (ltood as showing ita 
imitative qualities, but on that account it cfoee not receive our 
sanction); and a panel inlaid with coloun which baa been exposed 
to great heat, it ii stated, f'or several yeal'll, and it has aertainly 
lltood ihe test W8ll, The same firm al80 show a 11pecimeu of' 
Part's "Improved Cement," reoommended where paint or paper
ing ia not desired, and this, it wonld appear, is an eligible mode 
of' using it. The brackei cut in Martin's Cement ii le11& to our 
taate. 

Brown's Patent Cloth·padded Wood Strips, f'or rendering 
window &&11bee, caaementl, dOOl'll, show cases, &c., air, duet, and 
water-tight, appear likely to fulfil their intention, although the 
models illustrating the method of' applying them are not on a 
sufficient scale to prove this. Another system of' " Waterproof' 
Cuementa" is exhibitlld in the adjoining gallery (149), and la 
by Me•rs. Rattray and Tickell. Theee casements, which poaaeae 
the aame imperviowmees to water, dust, and air, are based on a sys
tem of' over-lapping and double rebating, which ia Mid to prove 
eflicacioue, although I.he casements open into the room. A work
in~ model explains the scheme very completely. Ransome'a arti
ficial stone ii displayed in its variona applications in the north 
pllery (3), adjoining to which (4) ii a very superior collection of' 
liricke, pantiles, and kiln-tiles, sent by Mr. E. Fison, of' Stow
market, Suffolk. These red and white pantiles con11titute a "new 
waterproof' pattern," an!l are warranted to stand the sharpest 
f'l'OBt. The white ones are serviceable where protection from heat ia 
im rtant. 

I{easrB. Devaux and Co. have increased their number of' speci
Diena of' zinc-work as recently applied, 11I1der the direction 
of' Mr. Edmeston, to the manufacture of' stamped omamenta 
and other architectural features. Among these the finials and 
erestinga are particnlarly 81100ell8f'ul; nor must the ru.in-water 
pipe-heads be overlooked. Mr. E. P. North, too, ahoWB in (148) 
some preaaed zinc mttal-work as applied to architectural panel
!il!jl and other decorative purpoaes. In (6) we observe a model of' 
Tyfer's Patent Octagon "Chimney-head f'or the cure of' 1moky 
chimneys," of' which we know nothing practically; but inaamuch 
as there is ecaroely a greater nuisance in a house than smoke, it ill 
unqueBtionably worth a trial, f'or certainly in the model some of' 
the usual diflicllltiea would seem to be aucceaaf'ully combated. 
Wright's "Self-acting Water-closet" (7) 1r&11 described at length 
by us this year, as also those by M8BBJ'll. Tylor and Son, which with 
other apparatus ii shown in (8). The lavatoril'B produced by this 
firm are of' a very complete kind, and ~ every improvement 
needed under the present system of' water-supply. In these the 
"regulator valve" allows of' the water being adjusted at pleasure 
by simply turning the small tap, and the valve f'or the hot-water 
ia of' metal, of the ru0&t approTed construction. (74) contaim 
eeveral kinda of' "PRn-cloaeta" eent. by the makera and patentees, 
the North Devon Pottery Companr., of' Annery, near Bidef'ord. 
Like in othel'll, the claims of' simplicity and economy are put forth 
aa recommendations, but especial streaa ii laid upon the ~iver 
and capsizing-cup or spoon being made of' vitrified stoneware, or 
glazed earthenware, so thRt it is not liable to corrode, as is the 
C&Be wi~ metal. Meaers. Sharpe, Brothers, and Co. are alllO can
didates f'or public patronage in a similar way,'kDd exhibit aome 
excellent specimens in (13.) 

Several cleanly-executed "Modela or Patterns in Wood, Wax, 
&c.,'' for the use of' f'ounden, in reproducing in iron, bl'IUIB, aud 
other met.ala, deserve examination ID (11.) Some of' the designs 
themselves are ecarcely in keeping with the ideas of' the present 
day, but there is a beautiful yet simple pa"8nl f'or a grating 
which cannot f'ail to be efJective. Measre. Moore and Sona retain 
(12) their show of' "Church and Turret Clocks, and Pl"l!l8ed Glasa 
Clock Dials" for illuminating by night, 11.nd having a solid opaque 
appearance by day. · 

· The show~ of' "Locks and Lock-furniture" by Mears. 
Bond and Scammell (18), and of' M888!'8. Hobbs, Ashley, and Co. 
(19), are replete with excellent contrivances and beautifnl work
manlhip. Besides the ullllal mortice locks, spedmens of' which 
are on view sufficiently thin f'or the smalle&t cottage or bed-room 
dOol'll, Meur11. Hobbs and Co. have perfected their machinery f'or 
\be I11AUufacture of aimilar locks, suited f'or doon made on the 
continental plan, without the lock-vail. 

The use of' coloured cement f'or the purpose of' forming inlaT 
pattens as a epecies of' aurf'ace decoration, has of' late come much 
into To~e; and it po-. Uie de&irable requisites of' Bimplicity, 
aarability; and cheapneu. One me•hod of its applicatioD ia 

ahown by Hr. Georgi., and stated to be after the manner of' the 
Italian Graftitto work, and to be an imperishable mode of orna.
menting any given surface by meana of' two different ooloared 
aemente, one of' which se"es f'or the gr'Ollild, and the other f'or 
the ornament, and alike snitable f'or inside or outaide works. 
The price would be from a shilling a foot, according to the rich
n8111 of' the dearign. 

(15) Again introducea ua to bricks and brickwo-1k, being an 
&1111ortment of'" Patent Btooe Brielm," manafaemred by Bodmer, 
Brothers, of' Newport, Monmouthshire. Their I.ontlon olice ill 
at 2, Thavie&-inn, Holbom. In the printed statement appe11ded 
W'8 find them thua described:-" The&e brick& collllin ohiefty of 
aand and lime, intimately mixed in certain proportiou, and ob
jected to great preBBure in moalda. Upon being remond from 
the preaa, the bricks are piled in heape in the open air, aDd a 
chemical. proceea of' induration almost immediately eommencee on 
the surface, and gradually penetrates k>warda the eentre of the 
brick until it is nltimately converted into 1k>ne. Innead of' 
deteriorating on exposure k> the atmosphere, the patent 8*oDe 
bricks improve, and become more durable; nor are they a!'ected 
by frost., however aenre, after having once become indura&ed k> a 
certain extent, a property which many clay bricks do Dot J>OE819• 
Hydranlic bricks, moet particularly adapted f'or pita, eewen, and 
other similar works, are made to order; but even the otdinary 
patent atone brick remains uninjured on being immenied in water. 

M8B81'11. G. Jackson 11.Dd Son'11 Carton Pierre and Pa.pier Macb9 
is again displayed (147) in varione Dew and elegant deeigne, chidy 
of' Renaiaaance character. Thus several of' the 1pecimens have 
been executed from the designs of' Mr. B. Angell, architect, 
11pecially f'ol" enriching the beautif'nl hall he bu lately erected f'or 
the Clothworkers' Company, Mincing Lane. The moat effective 
of' these ia unqueationably a group of' Chimene, e:xecut.ed in carton 
pierre; but we may alao note some festoons of' f'l"llit, a capital f'or 
a pilMter, and a pattern panel f'or a ceiling iu papier mache. 
M.l'BBr&. White and Parlby, in (162), show fresh apecimena al 
relievo wall ooTeringa and internal decorationa in papier mache, 
carton pieJTe, and compoeition, which well mRintain their cha
racter for excellence of' material and finish. The nry perfect 
"Encaustie and Mosaic Tiles," exhibited by Mr. W. Eligland 
(llllA), are equally meritorious in colour and workmanst.ip, the 
patterns selected f'or their dilplay being of' the most intricate 
kind, yet the arrangement and fitting of' all the parts are com
pletely eatiaf'A.ctory. In one of' these particularly ii this obae"· 
able-the Hoeaic, imitated f'rom early Italian examplee; while ihe 
"arrangements" f'or wall-tiling are f'<?r the most part also aucoeBlf'uL 

In the centre of' the end gallery may be - a large model of' 
"Gurman's Patent Saab Poeket and Fittings f'or Weight Saahee," 
eo as to admit of' the cleaning, repairing, and painting of' 111U1het1 
without endangering lif'e. Also his " Patent Suh Pocket and 
Fittings f'or BalRnce SuheB." These MBhes move euii,, and 
give proper ventilation ; they have eolid frames, requue no 
weights, 11.Dd exact 1- labour in their manufacture, u well ae 
leBB 1paterial. Another advantage 11 the readineas with which 
t.hey can be taken out 11.nd replaced when wanted; the priCl'B are 
very t'61\BOnable. Wild'11 Patent "British" Ventilator is shown 
by two large models in (lllO), and ia very Bimple in ite applica
tion. These ventilators are fixed in the ceiling of an apartment, 
being opened and cloaed by means of' a balance.weight. suspended 
either f'rom the centre or over the ceiling by a weight lodged 
against the wall, by means of a cord and pulley. Mesera. Bell
mRn and Ivey'1 Scagliola appean to advantage in imitation of' 
various marbles (151), some of' which, if' we miltake not, are 
renewed from lMt year. 

A very large model of Sedley's Patent Iron Bridge f'or crosaing 
rivers an<l valleys "t oae span, "at II.DY height or any width up 
to 1600 feet," without the Rid of' intermediate piers or support of' 
any kind, is one of' the moat novel and attractive things in the 
Exhibition. Without pronouncing on this occasiMJ M to whe
ther or not it wonld be likely to fulfil it.a conditions, we gin fro~ 
the author's deecription an epitome of' what it con1pri81'1!. "Th11 
bridge combines in its structure the uses and advantages of 
the tubular, girder, and suspension principlt'B. The manner of 
railing and tixing the bridge in ita proper poBition when ccm· 
pleted is entirely new; f'or it matters but little whether the 
bridge to be constructed be 6 f'eet or llOO f'eet above the level of' 
the river or valley intended to be crossed. This deecription of 
bridge is available f'or many pnrpoeee, e&pecially f'or croulog r!nrs 
where it ii desirable to ha~ the navigation of' 'he riveropeo. The 
model is conetruoted on a llC&le oi l foot to 60 f'eeL The bri.i!l"o 
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wiUl a meua width and depth or 4l inehee, bu a span of 17 ft. 
e iD. witlaom any lntermediate eupport, and repreeenta a bridge 
al lOIO ftlft in lensrth. It la oompoeed of deal, in no pan 
more than 3-16ths of an inch thick, bradded and glued toge1.ber, 
weigla only i4 lb., and baa been severely umed by mean• of 
heavy weighta, placed on it at 1hort interval& or space, alao by 
tnina ol atiot being drawn over it at a quick pace while weighted. 
The detlection bu not exoeded more than I-16th of an inch at 
molt, which la hAJ'dly more than that cauaed hy the difference in 
die tempentme of a wet or dry week. In building bridges on 
•- priaciplae, iron and steel would be used in combination 
where praotioahle, ao as to get lightn .. with ~ strength. 
The leading featuree of this invedtion are, aimpli01ty of colllltruc
tmn in die mechanical port.ion&, and method of elevation to the 
delired height; eeonomy of finit ooat; the toiaI absence of in
tannediate pieni for aupport, and the heavy expe11888 and great 
dli&aaltiee attending all subaqueoua undertakings. In devising 
and constructing this bridge, Mr. Sedley has relied much ou 
...._, bu been done previously by M-1"1. Fairbaim, of Man
obeaer, and the late Mr. Robert Stephenaoo, C.E., and he believeB 
da&i bridg91 built on this plan will be found tho~~f l:v practi· 
caWa, and that ~fore many year& have 'PUied we find wide 
.,..._and YalleYB Cl'Ollled without difficulty at one span. Up 
to die pNIN!lllt time the ttuee bridg. moat remarkable for wide 
lfml• are, the Mena.i Bridge, and the Bridf!! over t.be St. Law
reaoe, both built by Mr. R. BtepheoBOo, C.i!i.1 and the Balt&Bh 
Bridge, lMlilt by Mr. Brunel; io neither of which atrµctureB there 
ia any apn exoeediog 466 feet without intermediate piers.'' 

In the rt aallery, one of the large reC8ll8I ls oooupied b, 
goods exh1biiecfby Cox and Boo, of Somhamptoo-atreet, Strand, 
principally ooneistiog of Church Famiture and Carved Oak
work, iD \he preparation of which amch aid ia obtained through 
n. being roughed out by machinery. This prooeaa is now well 
Down. and bu been extensively applied. On the table io the 
room ia an ingenioue and weU-executed model of "MUea'aPateot 
Bub•" (368), p~nting either aide of the giuB to be cleaned 
from the interior of the chamber; and over the door of the west 
pllery are eome specimens of mural and ceiling deoorationa (367) 
m Y&rioua 1tylea, io which Mr. W. Hol!Wlo baB employed 
"Tempera" u the medium of embellilhment, the COit but little 
exceeding that oC firat-elUB paper-haogioga. Thia mode of deoo
n.tion ii one which ia capable of applioa.tion in 11everal W&YBt 
inumuch u it can be need either io placea wheJe papering would 
DOt eo -ll anawer, or in oombiutlon ..tith other methods of 
nricbment, thaa producing variety u well u harmony of effect. 
Kr. Homann ia al80 a eontributor of nameroua deaigna for deoo
rative purposes, whi.:h are interspersed among the more grave
lookiag architectural pictureB no the walla, and to aome of 
which we aalled attention in our notice of the other pan of thia 
exhibition. 

NEW !BON LIGHTHOUSE, AT CA.PE CANAVERAL, 
FLORIDA, U.S. AMERTCA. 

( WitA Bngraffittg1.) 
The accompanying Ptatee, Noa. 9, 10, and 11, illustrate a new 

Iron LighthoUl81 wliich it was intended by the United States 
!Aghthouae &ard to erect io 1861, at C.pe Canaveral, Florida. 
The deaigna were prepared Wider the auperioteodeoce of Capt. 
Wm. F. Smith, Engineer Secretary to the Lighthouse Board, 
W uhillgtoo; the drawioga being made by Mr. J. K. Whilldio, C.E. 
The structure exhibit.a many features of interest. It i11 tho 
largest iron tower oo the whole coast of the United States, and 
may be taken as a fair sample of the present state of lighthou.se 
easioeering in that country. 

The mode of lining the tower with brickwork, arranged as 
exhibited io the platea, is considered to be preferable to cooceo
tnting a great weight at the bale of the tower (as ia not WllMIU
ally done to gain stability), as, when the latter arrangement is 
adopW, the strains arising from hurriCaDea are to a large extent 
traoamitted through the coooectioos; and the oecillatioos from 
the aame 801).rce must also prove more serious. 

The following copiona extract from the specification conveya a 
foll deacript:oo or the <letaila:-

~ dNcrip&n.-The tower baB a curved outline generated 
by the revolution of a rectangular hyperbola aroUDd one of ita 
uymtot.ea u an axis. The diameter of the ahell at the bue, 

(not Including the project~ Sangee) is 28 feet; ani a\ Uie top, 
immediately under the conuoe ii ls 12 feet. The main~ of 
the t.ower, exclusive or lantern, ia compoeed o( cut-iron panela 
arranged in horizontal aec:Uooa, breBking joint with those above 
and below ~em ; th81'e are 115 auch aectiona, each 8 feet high, 
making HIO feet in height for the body of the tower. There are 
12 paoela in each eeotion, firmly aecured together and to tbe 
adjoining sections by wrought-iron bolts. The thickn811 of the 
aectioo at the bue oC tower is It inch, and the thiakneaa of each 
suooeeding aection decreuea u it approach• the top ; that under· 
the lantern being t of an inch t.hicL 

Bridl liniftg qflo!Olr.-The lower ftange of each section rrojecta 
inward sufllcient.J.y far to au.stain ~ of the brick wal which 
lioea the interior of the iron t.ower. The whole wall being thu1 
aubdirided in similar sections to the iron work, the contraction 
and expansion oC the two materiala (iron and P1!:{, from chanael 
o( the temperature, become inappreciable for sect.ion ol 8 
feet . 

Ktltlf*"1 dllHllling.-Tbe tint four lower aeotiona of the tower are 
int.ended to be used aa the keeper's dwelling; and the stairway 
through these is eoclneed with a boile~plate cylinder, 6 ft. diam. 
The stairways beyond section Fig. 6, Plate IO, are open, and 
each flight is formed of out-iron ateJ:B, whiah are atruog on a 
wrought-iron abaft which paaaea through their huba from doort.o 
door. Immediately under the watch-room deck the &teJll are 
again enoloaed, and a plate-iron door is provided to prevent 
draught reaching the lantern. The general elevation and venioal 
section of tower ie shown oo Plate 9, Figs. 1 and 2, and varioua 
details on Plates 10 and 11. 

Sltlll qf '°""1'.-Tbe panela forming Uie ahell of tower t.o be of 
cut-iron, made in d27 aand. The iron used muat be remelted 
iron of the beet Amencan branda, and ohuch a mixture u aball 
insure the great.eat at.reogth and t.oughD881. The weight necemary 
t.o tear UWlder one &quare inch must not be 1811 than 20,000 
poanda. 

Joi#IU to 6' planed.-The top, bottom, and aide Sanges of the 
panels forming aurfaoea of cont.act., must be planed. The only 
exoeptioo being the lower fiange of eeotiou F'ig. 3, Plate IO, which 
rest.a on the muoory. For the/urpoae of veotilating the apace 
between the ahell of t.ower an the brickwork, there muat be 
drilled through the top and botk>m Saogee forming each joint 
between the ~ooa, 12 holes, equally distributed, and one inch 
diameter. The panels and aectiona to be firmly aeaured together 
bywrouaht-iroo bolts. The holes in the fiangeaJll.Qllt be reamed, 
and the 'bolt.a turned t.o neatly fit them. 

&I.ti for oonnecnng 11¥ leetionl qf lotler.-Eaeh of the panels for 
all the aectiooa will have aix bolta for each top iaoge, aix for 
each bottom ttange, and five for each aide Sange. 

Foundation bolt.1....-The foundation bolta to be of wrought-iron. 
They will be fi.rmly bedded in the maaonry, and will ~through 
and be secured to the outer lower tlange of section Fi.It. 3. There 
muat be attached t.o the lower part of two foUDdatiun 'bolt.a, oppo
site each other, copper rods l" diameter, t.o pass through the 
JDIUIOllry horizontally, and penetrate moist ground at about 20 
feet from the eentre of bolt, and deeaeod vertically S feet. Pro
jeotinne for the window-frames, with their cable-mouldioga on the 
out.aide, must be formed on pauela; and in sections Figs. 4, 15, and 
6, opeoinga muat be made for the am.oke-pipe. 

Pkm ironjloor1.-The llool'll of the int.erior or t.ower must be 
of boiler plate i of an inch thick. auataiDed by rolled iron girdera 
and 1' iron. 

Boll«J Gi1'tUr1.-The 6, 9, and 12 ineb rolled girdeni, with 
their chairs, aocketa, &c., are to be similar t.o &hose made by the 
" Phmnix Iron Company," Philadelphia, &. The 6" girdera for 
doora io aeotiona Fiaa 3, 4, and 15 of tower radiate from the plate 
iron cylinder, to which they are aeeured by means of cut-iron 
socket.a and wrooght-iroo bolts, with hexagonal heatt. aDd nuts. 
The outer eoda rest oo the lower panel 11anf1ea. 

Fltxw1 in HClionl Figl. 4, 15, 6.-The dooni muat be secured t.o 
each 6" girder with two seta of wrought-iron eonnectiooe. Tbe 
T iron for stiffening the under aide of door. in aectiona Figs 4, 15, 
and 6 to be 3i" X3" xi", and t.o be secured byrivete with coooteP. 
BUnk heads, not exoeeding 4 inches apart from centre i;o centre. 
The &oni are supported mainly by rolled iron girdera, whoee 
enda are secured to the lower dang. of the panels. The wader 
1ideB oC the Boor are further aapported by T iron, e:deodiog from 
Did girders to the brick work. .As all the ftoora must be duah 
Oil their upper aide&, t.he riYeta for OOlllleatiog the T iron to 
ihe hol'll muat ban 1D81Uemmk beads; and t.bey mun "-
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plaoed not exceeding 4" apArt from · centre to centre. The 
trap dool'9 of boiler plate, i" thick, must be furnished with 
strong wrought-iron hinges, and handles for opening them. 
Each one must have two pieces of angle iron, ~r X 91' X t•, 
secured to the under Bide by rivet.a, 1• diam., not exceeding 4n 
apart. The frames for the dool'9 where not formed of the girdel'9 
or 4" T iron, must be of angle iron 3" X 3" X j", secured by rivets 
not exceeding 3" apart from centre to centre. 

Diam«w of ftoor1.-The outlines of all the plate iron ftool'9 are 
circular, and are all to be built in the brick work a few inches. 
Their extreme diametel'9 are as follows: 

For the ftoor of section Fig. 4 •....•.••.•••.•••.••..•. 23' 6" 
Do. do. do. Fig. 6 ..•..•.•••••••...•••••.. 21' 10" 
Do. do. do. Fig. 6 ..•••..••.••••••..••.... 20' 'it' 
Do. do. do. Fig. 7 .••.........•...•....••• 11' 3" . 

Cl&air1f01" l>Mm1.-The chail'9 for the ends of the 9-inch and 
12-inch rolled beams to be of east-iron. Wrought-iron bolts, i• 
diameter, and provided with suitable nut.a and washers, must be 
furnished to secure 'he beams to the chairs, and the chairs to the 
flanges of the panels of tower. The sockets at the middle of the 
9-inoh and 12-1nch beams, and at the wat.ch-room floor, must be 
of cast-iron, neatly fitt6d and secured to the beams. They must 
be bored to fit the ends of the wrou~ht-iron abaft which passes 
through the open stairway; and their surfaces of contact with 
the atepa of the open stairway must be faced. Around each 
opening in the ftoors, for the stairway, angle iron 3• x3" xr. 
must be neatly fitted and eecured. 

Railinguround opming.t in jloor1.-Wrought-iron railings, seen 
in the vertical section, Plate 9, surround these openings; the 
standards of which, at their lower ends, secure the ftoor-plates 
and angle iron together. 

Cglinrkr around lowr 1tainoag.-A plate.iron cylinder sur
rounds the stairway in the lower part of the tower, Fig. 2. The 
exterior diameter of which, exclusive of battens, ia to be 6 feet. 
The plating and battens to be i-inch in thickness, secured by 
rivets t• diameter, not exceeding 3" apart from centre to oentre, 
llDd driven hot. Where the steps would come iu contact with the 
rivet-heads, the rivet.a must be driven with countersunk heads. 
The cylinder must be secured to the cast-iron base-plate by a 
single row of rivets, of the same diameter and the 11&111e distance 
apart aa above. Each door-frame in the cylinder must be formed 
of 3 strips of bar-iron lt" square, secured with rivets not over4• 
apart. Recesses for the (gun-metal, 3• X 3") hinges of doors 
mnat be cut in the frames, and the hinges secured to them by 
iron-metal screws. The top of cylinder must fit up cloeely to the 
floor, and the plating cut to suit the T iron and beams on the 
under aide of the ftoor. That part of the ftoor which baa in it 
the opening for the stail'9, must be secured to the cylinder with 
angle-iron 3" X 3" X j". A pieoe of the same sized angle-iron, 
and two feet in length, must be rivetted to the cylinder on each 
side, immediately under the rolled girders. 

Baftl-plate of cylindu.-The base-plate of cylinder must be of 
cast-iron. The rebate on the periphery, for the attachment of 
the cylinder, must be turned; and the upper part of the centre 
hub, on which the atepa rest, must be faced. 

St,,,,- i~ of cylindw.-The stepe for the encloaed stairway 
to he of OMt-iron. The upper and under surfaces of the hubs 
must be accurately faced. The outer end of each step to be 
plaoed irJ of a circle in advance of the one beneath it; and must 
be secured to the cylinder with 2 wrought-iron bolts t• diameter, 
the heads and nuts to be hexagonal, and tool-finished. 

Landing-platu in cylindw.-The cut-iron landing-plates to be 
faced on the upper a.nd lower surfaces. The periphery of each 
plate must be secured to the cylinder with 4 bolts like thoee for 
the sl.eJ>ll. A casting must be inserted in the top step of the 
encloaed stairway. The upper part of which casting will 
penetrate the socket whioh ia between the rolled girders. 
S~ of open .ttai1Vay.-Tbe steps of the open stairway to be 

of cast-iron. The position only of these steps is shown in 
Fig. 1, aa they are the same throughout. The huba must be 
made 10 aa to allow a rolled iron abaft, 3 inches in diameter, 
to pass through them. For each ftight of stepa there must 
be a apace of half an inch between the upper end of the 
wrought-iron shaft and the under aide of the division piece in 
the eocket. And the total height of the stepe in each flight 
must be about h" less than the clear space between the sockets. 
F.ach step i1 made in three parts; the tread must be secured to 
the riser with 3 wrought-iron bolt.a, ·with countel'9unk head.a. 
The upper and lower surfaces of main hubs, and the eockets 

through which the railing-standards pass, must be f'aced. The 
lower pl\rt of each standard puae1 through two steps, thereby 
securing the parts together, and det.ermining the position of one 
step relative to the other. 

Tr«Jd of ltep.-The tread of each step, thus determined, is 
nearly one-twentieth of a circle. The sum of treads for each 
flight of iO steps, mtaaured on a circle drawn with a radi111 of 
2' lij", lacks about 2l" of being a complete circle. 

StainJ>a!J railing.-~he part of each railing standard above 
the stepe must be smooth-forged; below that point it must be 
tool-finished. The rail must be made of l" round iron, and 
acarfed at intervals of five &teJ>ll. Each standard must be riveted 
to the rail at the upper part. · 
S~ at tM head of main 1tainJ>ag.-Nine atepa, similar to 

those for the enclosed stairway, will terminate the main stair
way immediately under the watch room. They must be encloeed 
with, and be secured to, plate iron, one-eighth of an inch iD 
thickneea. 

Door under toatcA-room.-A door of plate iron !" thick, etif
ened with bar iron I~" X 1" on the inside, must be attached to 
the plating with atrong wrought-iron hinges, and furnished with 
suitable fixtures for opening and closing. Bebatee, not 1888 than 
i inch wide, must be formed around the top and sides of door 
with bar iron 21" X 1"· The plating must be eecured to the 
ftoor of the watch-room by angle irou 3" X 3" X j", and to the 
stepa by bolts t• diameter, aa for the other encloaed stairway. In 
orderfurther to exclude anydraught from the lantern, there moat 
be fitted to each of these steps a sheet iron riser n· thick, 
secured with wrought-ii-on screws t" diameter, and not over 4• 
apart. The railing of the main stairway terminates at, and muat 
be secured to, the frame of door. 

Stainoa!I" in toatcla-room and lantem.-Tbe atringel'9 of the 
lantern and watch-room stairways are to be of wrought-iron 
secured at both ends to the ftoors and galleries with wrought. 
iron boltljr, I" diameter. Thoee bolts at the upper ends to have 
countersdnft heads. The brackets whioh form the rise of the 
stepa to be cut-iron, each one secured to the stringer by two i" 
bolts with countersunk heads. All the brackets must be in con
tact-the joints to be neatly fitted. The treads of the stepa to 
be of caat,..iron; each one muat be secured, at each end, to the 
ftange of the bracket with wrought-iron bolts i" diameter. The 
railings for these stairways, and ar<>und the openings in the 
watch-room and lant.t>rn ftoors, to be of wrought-iron. The rail 
to be of one inch ro11nd-iron; the standards for all the atepe, 
and for the lantern deck, to be t" diameter at the lower part; 
and standarda at the watch-room ftoor to be lt" diameter at the 
lower part. 

LaTIUm Mck.-Tbe lantern deck to be of cast-iron, made in 
dry sand. It will be made in four parts, one of which is to con
tain the opening for stairway. Tht joints must be planed, and 
well fitted. The segments must be secured together with it• 
"ream" bolt.a of wrought iron. Tbenuts, heads, and washers to be 
for lt" bolts. The circular seat in the centre of the deck, for the 
lens pedestal, must be faced. The periphery of the deck must 
be secured to the hngea of the panels with wrought-iron bolt.I 
f" diameter. 

Refwencu to Platu 9, 10, and 11. 
(Similar lett.eni throughout refer to the same part.a.) 

Plate 9, Fig. 1, ie a general elevation, and Fig. 2 a vemoal. aection, 
showing the interior construction. (The stairway being the .ame 
throughout, pa.rte of it only are shown). 

Plate& l 0 and 11 show aections at various p&rta of the tower, taken 011 
the lines indicated by the letters on Fig. 1, and other details. 

Fig. 8 is a aection at A B, which showa the internal arrangement at bue 
of tower, a, a, o, is the brickwork; b, spaoe for fuel; c, c, oe1larage; 
d, d, d, water-tanks. 

Fig. 4 ahowa a aection on the line C, D; t, is the kitchen; f, /, bed· 
roolill! ; g, the central stairway; h, the l.a.nding-pl.&oe ; i, trap door; 
Ii:, smoke-pipe. · 

Fig. 6, section &t E, F; l, l, 6-inch rolled beams or girdon; M, T il'Ollll 
lor stiffening ond11Nide ~f floors; and " living room. ·. 

Fig. 6, aection at G, H; o, pauage; p, p, cloeeta. ', 
Fig. 7, aection at I, J; q, q, watch·room; r, stairs to la.ntttm.. 
Fig. 8, aection at K, L. st.&irs; 1, gallery roU11d J.a.ntern ; t, iaJWt supp<m

ing J.a.ntern. 
Figil. 9, 10, ll, and 12, details of tie-roda about the &XJJ of lantern; 

'" '" rods ; 1&, wrought-iron rim ; ,,,, brua ataplee ecn!Weid down on rim 
which reoeive the arma, z, :e, :e, of circular rim. < 

( To be COM!uded in OIW "'id.) . 
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LECTU.BE:I ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL 
ACADEMY.* 

By Bn>NBY 8JURKB, R.A. 
LBanru IlL 

b my laat lecture I touched upon a few of the more intereat
ing object.a on the ahelvee of the Bril.iah Museum that have 
special reference to architecture. The subject is well-nigh inter
miDable; for I doubt whether any library in the world equala 
tll&& in the Britiah M11111um, either in extent or value; and I 
purpoee on a future occasion to punue the subject, and continue, 
lD a CUI'IOry way, to direot your attention to auoh other works u 
89em to me beat calculated to impart inst.ruction or to excite in
tereet in the minds of those en~ in the pursuit of archi
~ural knowledge. But I will ibiS evening call your attention 
to another library, which may be in some sense regarded as a 
publio library, but which is very different, no doubt both in re
apect to extent and value, from that to which I have already 
adverted. I refer to the library which forms an important part 
of the Boane Museum. Being a library formed by an architect, 
and bequeathed by him in trust for the expreaa uae of architects, 
it Hema to have special claims un my attention here; and thoee 
claims are enhanced by.the long coDDexiun that existed between 
this Academy and Sir John Boane. 

It ia by no m81D8 my intention or desire to coDBtitute myself 
the apo!ogiat or the critio of that in aome respects remarkable 
maD. Wi~h his ~n&I. peculiarities, with his temper and dis
position, ..0th his foibles and eccentricities, we have nothing 
whatever to do here. Let thoee who have no defects of temper 
or of character throw the firat atone. I certainly will not 
veiitme to do so. 

As an architect he was, undoubtedly, in some respects re
markable. He sought for novelty and o~ty in whatever he 
did; and not unfrequently he 11uooeeded w attaining the object 
of his search. He was very deficient in greatneaa of atyle, delight
ing rather in amall ooROdti and whimsical contrivance& to pro
duce effect. Though he can hardly be aaid to poueu ~niua in 
the higher sen.ae of that word, he had much ingenuity. He 
moreovl:lr had some aapiratioDB after the attractive but ha.zanioWI 
quality of the pictuneque in architecture. 

UI had declined, on the present occasion, to be the cenaor of 
his penonal peculiarities; ao I would equally refrain from inves
tigating his motives, which may or may not have in1luenoed him 
to devote his museum and library to its present aemi-public pur
J>Ofle. Let WI take the fact as we find it, and admit at once that 
t.he bequest waa a. liberal oontribution towards the education of 
Jaia pror-ional poeterity. It pleased Bir John to apply for and 
obtain the 1&Dction of Parliament for the formation of a truat, 
im~lling on the truat- certain very clearly defined dutiea; 
which duties the trustee&, by acoepting . their office, become 
morally and legally bound t.rulJ and faithfully tu perform,-at all 
ew-enta until the aame authonty that impoeed them &hall have 
thought Jit to modify or annul them. 

I have ventured to aay thua much publicly to yout because the 
truteee have not unfrequently been made the auDject of con
aiderabl.e misrepreaentation. Sir John evidently desired to limit 
the uamination of his collection to thoae only who studied archi
Vdure, either aa profeaeon or amateun; certainly not intending 
to throw it open to indiacriminate view. That auch was hia in
tention ia concluaively shown by the particular conditioDB whioh 
he 110 carefully imposed; and a truatee, like an executor, can by 
no meana depart from, or even vary, a aingle condition laid down 
by the ieatator, without incurring the very serioua charge of 
n9'llecting or exceeding the powera of his truat. 

'l'he museum, properly ao called, will not engage our attention 
thia evening. Thoee who have made themaelveeacqnainted with 
ita con ten ta know that they are of a very miacellaneoue character, 
compriaing aome objects of great value and interest, and aome of 
a moat trivial and insignificant nature. 

It ia to t.he library only that I am now about to advert, 
aToiding aa far as may be pouible such objects u excluaively 
concern the mere antiquary, inasmuch as the time at our disposal 
ia very limited; and u the apecial purpoee of these lectures ie by 
the very conatitution of the Academy confined to auch objects aa 
are calculated to further the prof8111ional education of the 
1tude11ta. Thia aame conaideration excludes ua &I.so from advert
ing here to the rich at.ores of mechanical knowledge which are to 
be found on the shelves of this library. 

• CalltiJlaed from PlllCI 11 t. 

That Bir John wu perfectly aware of the high importance to 
every architect uf a thoroughly practical knowledge of building i11 
auffioiently apparent from the contents of his library, and waa re
peatedly dwelt on by him in the la.-tures which he delivered 
from this place. But it is to hi11 books on architecture aa a fine 
art that I am bound here to confine my attention, and it is cer
tainl'{ to the works of this character that the library owes it.a 
ohie attraction, and from them it derives its chief value. It 
compriees nearly every architectural publication of value that 
appeared during his own prof8111ional career, down to the period 
of his death in 1837, aa well as a large atore of books of early 
date. 

Among the earliest iu the catalogue you will find Alberti'• 
' Libri deoem de re Edificatoril.' Of this well known book 
there are here aix editiona, but among thoee I do not find the 
ori~ and earliest Latin edition of 1612. A folio edition, in 
Italian and Engliah, apJ>l!&l'I to be that which its owner read with 
greatest eaae, as it containa many marginal notes by him, and 
other evidencea of his having carefully read it. 

On a former occasion I have from this place expressed my 
admiration of Alberti'e works at Riwini and elaewhere. Hie 
church of San Franceaco is in the beat atyle of the early Renais
aance, before it had degenerated into the commonplace maaner of 
the following century. It is worthy of note, that Vuari touches 
but slightly and with aome apparent indifference upon the work, 
although he must have been especially familiar with it, seeing that 
Vasari dwelt aome time in Rimini. In truth, Vasari, excellent 
though he may be aa a biographer, had as an artiat but litle genius; 
and he was unable to appreciate the somewhat dry, antiquated 
manner of Alberti. That artiat not only poaaessed undoubted 
talent aa a practical architect, but remarkable merit alao 1111 a 
writer. His book ie full of valuable remarka, aud attests at once 
hia good aense and his erudition. What is &I.so specially worthy 
of our obaervation ia that he appeara in an emment degree to 
have united a minute and accurate technical knowledge with a 
fine eathetic feeling. The distinction which he drawa between 
beauty and ornament is, I think, moat Juat and true. "Beauty," 
he aaya, "ia something lovely whic~ 18 proper an~ innat.e, ~nd 
difi'uaed over the whole body; whilst omament 18 something 
auperadded, or adventitious rather than innate." 

Alberti, and I might eay Alberti'e achool,-tbe achuol of the 
early Renai11B&Dce,-well underatood the diatinction between 
beauty and ornament. The vulgar of all ages, countries, and 
ranks, are apt to think that umament means beauty; and that in 
order to be beautiful we mn11t needs be lavish in ornamentation. 
This great error leada directly to that exoeaa which degrades art, 
whether it be architecture or her sister art.a. It was exce11s 
which marked the decadence of Roman and of Mediieval art; and 
it waa the disfigurement of exoeaa which atained the purity of the 
early Renaiaaance. 

I speak, aa it ia fitting and becoming that I ahould speak, with 
great reaerve, and in the moat general terms, when touching on 
~e state of onr art in the preaent day; but I think I am only 
fulfilling a plain duty in denouncing the tendency to a m~re
tricioua use of ornament, which may perhaps be diacemed amidst 
the conftict and riv&l.ry of prevailing tutea. . 

No doubt, in this country, the greateat diveraity of feeling 
exists in matt.era of art. Bo impatient of all restraint is our coun
trym1U1, that there is no privilege that he more freely exercises 
than that of dilt'ering from hia neighbour in opinion;-and in 
taate, eapecially, we all proverbially and mos~ widel~ dilt'.ir. 

Some will teach ua that ornament alone ie architecture, and 
that a building without ornament is but handicraft work, necea
aarily devoid of art, and beneath an artist's attention ; whilst 
others will look with equal contempt upon all mere ornament 
as a frivolous and puerile inutility, altogether unworthy of R.DY 
aerious regard. I believ11 that in this caae, aa in moat othel'll, 
each of theae extreme opinions is equally remote from the truth. 
At all events, I am confident that, however we may be led away by 
our imitative habits into oocaaional extravngancea and unseemly 
exC811188, the natural bent of the Engliah mind is towards mode
ration in the use of ornament. 

FJ.a.grantly aa we msy sometimes err, and wild aa may be 
the caprices we sometimes indulge in; still, in the main, the 
tendency of publio taate ill or a plain, grave, and practical cha. 
racter; and I am greatly mistaken if, when we regard-;either oa 
this aide of the Atlantia or the other-the overloaded piles of en
richment which conatitute the pretentious ~ea occasio11all1 
preaented tO WI for our admiration, by far. the majority of WI fall 
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iuto the uoimrusiooed and calculating inquiry of "ctri boMf" 
Not only does this exoess offend, as it appears to me, the natu
rally simple taste of this country, but it is plainly at variance with 
the lessons daily taught us by our English climate. Moistness 
is the normal condition of our air, and clouds are the normal 
clothing of our sky. For at least two-thirds of the year our 
buildings are constantly liable to be drenched in rain, whilst for 
the remaining third they are subjected to the still severer trials 
of frost. And thus, in this matter, the dictates of common aenae 
are io perfect harmony with the suggestions of our natural taste. 

I perceive that the short and pointed sentence which I have 
quoted from Alberti has led me into a somewhat verbose diver
sion. In this respect I am failiog to profit by the example of my 
author, whoee style of writing ie as free from verbiage and pro
lixity as bis style of architecture ie exempt from frivolous and 
intrusive ornament. 

The next book which comes to hand ie of a very different cha
racter. Indeed, one is sometimes almost led to feel snpriee how 
books so widely asunder in their character and quality can sub
mit to the close and constant juxta-position that they are sub
jected to on our bookshelves. The book, I say, which I now 
take up is that of Dietterlin's 'Architectura de Constitutione, 
SymmetriA, ac Proportioue quinque Columnarum,' published at 
Nuremburg, in 1598. It bears and testimony to the rapid de
teriomtion of art, aud to a special proueneea to a corrupt exoees 
among our German neighbours. , 

In ~he extravagant and grotesque scrolls and oartouches which 
abound in this volume, we eee at onoe from whence were derived 
the strange ornaments of our Elizabethan and Jacobite styles; 
althou~h those styles, as displayed in our own country, ~ht 
lay clwm to the character of simplicity and sobriety by the aide 
of these wild enormities of Dietterlin. 

In a former lecture I expreeaed my belief that much of the 
degradation of architecture in the seventeenth century might be 
due to the practice at that period of the same individual pursuing 
all the three sister arts. Whilst auy remnant of the purity of 
e.\rly art and of the good sense of the early artists survived, this 
combined cultivation of the fine arts was not attended by any evil 
consequences. Ou the contrary, the arts lent to each other 
that miitual aid from which they derived mutual advantage; but 
it was when the torch of genius bad died out, and our art {ell into 
decay, that the dangers conaequent on this union began to 
develop themselves. When meu ceased to understand the true 
scope of each art, and to recognise their respective limits, they 
lost the power of designing well in any art. The sculptor and 
the architect becamo merged in one artist, who was fain to build 
up his clouds and to construct celestial glories as if he was erec
ting a stone wall, whilst, on the other hand, be designed buildings 
wanting many of the essential attributes of real arcbitectnre,
buildings, indeed, that could only be made to stand by dint of 
ties and other hidden mechanical contrivances. The physical 
impossibility of executing in solid materials the architectural va
garies of Dietterlin, ae exhibited in the designs before us, is 
sufficient evidence of his unfitness to design architecture. He 
aeeme to have been utterly regardie1111 of the great fact that archi
'8cture is a constructive art, subject to static and dlnamic laWL 
Far different Wllll it in the good times of the prenous century. 
I believe we may defy the most scrupulous criti.i to point out in 
any one picture of &ft'aelle'd, of Giulio Roml\no's, or of Michael 
Angelo's, a single building or fragment ofarcbitecturewhich might 
n.ot with perfect facility be executed, line for line, in atone or 
timber. 

I touch with great reeerve on the confines of my neighbours, 
and should regard it as presumptuous on my part to affect the 
critic in the Bister arts; but still I would venture to urge on the 
11tudenta of the painting school, that, in the architecture which 
they may deem 1t proper to introduce in their pictures, they should 
never be unmindful of the practicability of the st.ructures they 
represent. It appear11 to me that it ie just as incumbent oo the 
paiuter or sculptor to give to hie building a suitable and suffi
cient bas.,, as it is to place his figures properly and naturally 
on their feet: the error of representing an impouible structure is, 
in its degree, just as great as that of representing a man in an 
impossible attitude. 

I must, however, at oooe revert to the Boane Mueeum. 
I find on the shelves a volume of drawings, chiefty executed 
on vellum, described in it.a manuscript title as "Disegni di 
Architettum del Anno 1400." It ie a aarioua volume, the his
tory of which I know nothing, although of it.a authenticity, for 

various reaaon1 there can be, I thhlk, DO reuonable doubt. Tbe 
execution of the drawings ill very ind.itferent, and, there ill little 
attempt at correct delioeation; and yet there is not wanting 
freedom and a certain amount of manual and almost artistic dex
terity. The volume seems t.o do for the fifteenth century what 
WillArs de Hooicourt's book of drawings, 1'8Cl'ntly snbmiited 
to the Institute of Brillish Architeets, doea for the thirteenth 
century. 

There are between sixty and aeYeDo/ drawings, but none bear 
any titles, and they are probably original studies or exercisea in 
architectural and ornament.al design. A very little correctio~ and 
modification would make aome of these designs elegant compo
sitions. I have upon a former occasion obeerTed upon the 
-absence of the regular ordere of architecture in the early works , 
of the Ren•iuance. This volume remarkably corroborate& my 
atat.ement. There ie not, l believe, a single instance in the book 
of a dominant order determining the proportions or a building. 
Columns there are in abundance, and of a great variety of wbim-
1ical forms; but in all oasea, I believe, each tier of columns and 
arches represents a separate ftoor. A constant 1188 of arches and 
niches; a prevailing habit of panelliog and enriching the panels 
with arabesques, ae on the aides of aqnare columns and 
pilastere; anu a habit of covering all vacant spaces with square 
and circular panels and medalliona, filled in either with alabs of 
coloured marble, or with foliage generally in somewhat flat re
lief;-these appear to be the prevailing distinctiooa of the quarto. 
oento style, which stands out with very marked di1f'erenoe from 
the style immediatel1 preceding and succeeding it. 

Another book which I must not pass by is a fine «lfY of the 
earlieet edition, "Philiberte de l'Orm~ Architecture, bearing 
date 1567. Under the auspices of Catherine di Medicis, he may 
be regarded as the introducer of the Renaissance into Northern 
Europe. She came of a raoe emine11t11 distinguished in the h• 
tory of art; and the author in hie dedication eulogistically refers 
to her as delighting in architecture, and as sketching with her 
own hand the noble palaces which she caused to be erected. 

It ie curious to find at this early period the author groaning 
over the degeneracy of his profession, and complaining how few 
true architects there tMn were. Some aelf-etyled architects were, 
he says, but mere " master masons 't' whilst otbere were but 
geometrician&, or meo addicted to the literature, but n8ttlectini 
the practice, of their profeeaion. His imaginary portraiture of 
the beau-ideal of an architect savours of the quaint, allegorical 
taste of bis time. 

He would represent an architect, he says (and there ii an llna
trative diagram of such a man), with three ey~ ;~ne, for Uie 
observation or divine things and the works of God ; the eecond, 
for the careful observation of things present and around him ; 
and the third, for looking into the future, foreseeing, and so pro
viding against, coming evils. He should also have four ean, 
indicating that it more behoves him to listen than to speak. Four 
hands should be given to him, that be might be the better able t.o 
do all that is required and expect.ed that he should do; whilst bis 
feet are to be winged, pointmg out that be must be of quick 
inteUigence' and rapid in action. There are many other tbinga 
worthy of observation in this curiona volume, bat I muat hasten 
on to others. 

I find a volume of original drawings by Carlo Fontana, formerly 
in the library of Paine, au eminent architect of the last century. 
It represent.a the state at that period of the Coliseum at Rome, 
and Fontana's supposed relltoration of it, with his 1u~1(81tion, 
certainly not a happy one, for the erection of a church wiibin the 
area of the amphitheatre, to be dedicated to the Chriatian 
martyre who suffered there. I need aoaroely say that this mono
gram on the Coliseum is greatly inferior to that unpublished 
work on the same subject existing in the British Museum, '° 
which I directed your attention last week. These drawing& of 
the seventeenth century, by Fontana, are very neatly and ably 
executed, quite free from the dry, hard manner prevalent among 
architects at a later date. The lines are in brown, and the 
shadows delicately indicated with a cool, neutral wash, probably 
Indian ink, or some colour equivalent to it. This mode of execn· 
tion was retained throughout the last oenturr1 for I find here a 
large folio volume, containing original drawmgs by Wren ~d 
otbere of his time, which are all similarly treated. Some also Ill 
the volume attributed to Inigo Jones are so executed. . 

The ue of a brown out.line with cool shadows was, I believe, 
pretty general among English as well as foreign arlista, up to 
quite recent times ; and it is perhaps doubtful whether ihe 
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moden. nbatitutien of brown sepia shadows, with Indian ink 
outfuaes, cau be regarded in any respect as an improvement. 

Among the treasures which Sir John considered to be worthy 
of a place in the strong room of his museum, I find a Roman 
mi-1 of the early part of the sixteenth century, illuatrl\ted with 
miniatures t>f the greatest delicacy by Lucas von Leyden and his 
scholars. It. is worthy of remark that all the architecture and 
ornamentation with which these miniatures are elaborately en
riched are throughout very distinctly Gothic in style; late, it is 
true, but without any admixture of Claasic t.aste; and yet this 
artist died in 1633, and was therefore contemporary with 
Bl.6.elle and Giulio Romano. The ~xistence of two schools 
ao remote in character and spirit, yet geographically so near, as 
Flanders and Italy, shows how little social intercourse could 
have existed in Europe at that period. Whilst admitting his 
merit.a and nperiority to others of his school, Lucas von Leyden 
ia dl'lllCribed by Fuaeli as " ignorant of light and shade in 
maaaes;" and his forma are condemned as "lank, meagre. and 
ignoble;" and yet this artist was studying and painting within 
what ia now a day or two's journey from the easels of Leonardo 
da Vinci, Michael Angelo, and RafFaelle. 

There a.re, I trust, few here present who are not aware of the 
beautifal work preeerved in this same strong closet, known as 
tbe ' Commentaries on St. Paul's Go.pel,' by Marino Grimani, 
illWltrated by the beautiful illuminations of Giulio Clovio. Thia 
work, certainly the gem of the collection, presents a curious 
oootrut in it.a architectural accessories with that to which I have 
ju.at adverted. The style is strictly Raffaellesque, with medal
lions and arabesques such as we see in the loggia of the Vatican. 
I cannot i-a from this magnifioent and almost priceleH manu
ecript volume without adverting to the elegant character of the 
handwriting, Wben we look upon the beautifully uniform, 
dear, well-proportioned, deliberately shaped, and, I wonld al
ma.t u.y, dignified style of the lettering, and compare it with 
tbe caligraphy of the nineteenth century, in which the words 
look often more like the hasty unmeaning scratches of a bad pen 
than the expressions of a man'• thought and sense, it must be 
Mimitted that the lapse of three hundred years has brought, in 
this respect at all events, no improvementa whatever. Nor 
Jlerhapa can this be wondered at, when we find, as that eminent 
scholar Mr. Panizzi bas lately proved, the great Bolognese 
painter, Francia himself, did not think it beneath him to unite 
the study and practice of typography with the highest elforts of 
a moat gifted pencil. 

Deeeending now 100 years, we come to the sketch-book of 
Inigo Jones; not the original book, it is true, bat an admirable 
fiu>.tiimile of it, presented to Sir John by the late Duke of Devon
ehire, the owner of Inigo's own handiwork. It is not for me to 
d•ell on this sketch-book, as it consists exclusively of studies of 
tiguree and drapery. The book bears date at Rome in 1614, when 
the great architect was about forty years old. I cannot refrain 
here from adding that the motto. which graces the first page of 
thia sketch-book is "Altro diletto et 'imperar' non trooo" (I have 
no pleasure but in acquiring knowledge), a sentiment which 
dl>l!s h~~onour to Inigo Jones, and one which should never be 
abeent the mind of an artist, be he young or old. When a 
man baa reached the period at which he imagines that he has 
learut his art, and needs no more teaching, he may rest assured 
that he has fallen fully into the sear and yellow leaf. 

In an evening devoted to the literary bequest of Sir John 
Boane, it seems natural that I should not altogether ahlltain 
from t.ouching, for at least a few minutes, upon that eminent 
profNSOr's own peculiarities of architectnral design. Although 
within 1.bl!IK' walls we very wisely abstain from the remotest 
criticism on the works of contemporary artiste, that salutary 
limitation has long ceased to exempt Sir John's works from the 
free comment of the critic. Upwards of a quarter of a century 
bu paased away sinoe his death. I have, however, no inclina
tion nor intention here to use the lash. I would but remark, 
generally, that & constant endeavour to seek out picturesque 
eft'ecta, especially in the design of interior architecture, seems to 
haft led to much of that eccentricity of m&llller which most 
critics are inclined to condemn in his works; although it may be 
round to have resulted in some ingenious combinations, and 
perhapa oocasionally in some original conceptions. 

We are apt to attach too great value to that quality, "the 
piciureaque." The application of the word is somewhat vague. 
It is a word of no very remote origin; for there exists, I believe, 
AO word al equivalent value in auy classic tongne; and, certainly, 

there is no trace of ~1=ord caloulated to convey the idea in. the 
written records of m · val tin-,- fact whiob is perhaps the 
more remarkable, as the quality which, probably more than any 
other, charact.erises medieval art is tbia same picturesque. To 
the best of my belief, this word was the invention of the writers 
on art of the period of the Renaissance. It.a p;imary meaning is 
clear, although it.a application is, as I have aa1d, vague and inde
finite. Whatever ia especially well adapted for representation 
in a picture is said to be "picturesque." In that sense its special 
applicability to natural acenery is obvious; but it is also very 
properly applicable to thoee objects of art which, either from 
their form or colour, or from the combination of forms or colours 
that they ma7 present, are parti ... 'Ularly capable of being agreeably 
represented m a picture. Thue, an old or ruined building is 
usually more picturesque than a perfect and new one; for there 
is a hard dryness in straight lines and sharp angles, and a crude
ness, and almost harahn-, in bright colouring, which cannot 
by the exercise of any amount of ingenuity be made so pleasing 
to the picture-loving eye as those more undefined lines and 
blended tints which almoet n~y characterise a rain. It is 
finely said by Byron-

" There II a power 
A ad magic in the ruined b&ttlemBDt 
For which the palace or the preoent hoar 
Mual yield ill pomp, anll. wait tlll 111e9 are 1111 dower." 

And a somewhat similar idea is expressed by another poet-
"Time 

Hu mODlded lnlo beaaty mADY a tower, 
Whlcla, when It trowaod with all Ila baltlemate, 
Wu only &enible." 

There is Rlso a fruitful source of the pictureaque in those com
binations or compositions of lines of which the resnlt is an 
ensemble or group of forms pleasing, though we know not why 
they please. ~o dwell on the pictoresqueneaa of medieeval art 
wonld be auper11.uous, and, indeed, trite; for picturesqueness is, 
as I have said, the special and appropriate quality of that style 
of art ; the groupa of towers and pinnacles, and gables and 
chimney-shafts, which characterise if!, are the very embodiment 
of the picturesque. 

I think it may be more uaefal to you to point out {or your 
observation how that far simpler and less pretending forms are 
susceptible of this attractive quality when treated by the hands 
of an artist. It is impossible to su-ay over that land of art-
Italy-without meeting at every turn with plain farm-buildings, 
ordinary lodges-nay, sheds and gateways, of high llellthe,ic 
interest. Not that t':[;,J:ave been purposely so designed to 
please, but the old I · mind seems to have been so th<r 
roughly imbued with artistic feeling, that they could not help 
imparting it to every common object they touched. Vague and 
difficult of precit1e definition as this word "picturesque" is in the 
painter's art, when applied to architecture it is oertainly still 
more vague. We may readily enough say that monotony, uni
formity, and severity of outline are opposed to the picturesque; 
and that freedom and absence from reetraint and variety of out-
line are circumstances favourable to, and consonant with, the 
picturesque. Yet to say that these latter circumstances are 
eesential to it.a existence, or that the former are unreservedly 
incompatible with it, would be going a great deal t.oo far. 

Oan we, for example, venture to .,.y that the Doric temple of 
Minerva at Athens is not picturesque 7 Yet symmetry and 
severity of outline are its special characteristics. 

So in an ordinary modern London street we may find entire 
absence from restraint, and a superabundant variety of outline; 
for every man builds as he likes, and so variety is carried even 
to excess; yet no one will quote Oxford-street or Fleet-street, on 
that account, as furnishing examples of picturesque architecture. 
In truth, I apprehend that this very favourite but somewhat 
unintelligible word must be classed with the adjectives, "~d," 
"beautiful," and such like; words which address themselves 
rather t.o the feelings than to the judgment. Hence it ariees 
that in architecture picturesqueness is a very dangerona object. 
of ambition; for, if it be sought for by those who cannot feel it, 
there wonld be imminent risk of their ruuning into ridicnloUB 
conceita. Their abortive att.empts at the picturesqne seem to 
have the same relation to really and truly picturesque composi
tions that nonaenae-verses bear to real poetry. Each may pre
sent the requisite combination of long and short syllables, and 
the legitimate number of them; but t.he one is empty and un
meaning, whilst tbe other may perchance be fni.ught with 
sense and genius. 
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EYeD among men who may really have 80me true feeling for 
:':J;~ue, there are thOIMI to be found who have a 80rt of 

n love or it; leading them to an extravagant and ml)rbid 
craving for it, to such an extent, I believe, ae sometimes to affect 
even the religious f'aith or tboee who abandon themeelves to it. 
There are thoae who can scarcely eay their prayers with warm\h 
and sincerity, unleee 1U11isted by euch helps to devotion ae the 
architect or decorator may be able to afford; " the dim religion• 
light," the "storied window richly dight," and the hierarchy or 
gilt and painted saints. It may be uncharitable to doubt the 
reality of feeling o( BUCh devotione; and We are here all o( UB too 
well acquainted with, and too much alive to the influence or the 
fine art.a upon the mind and heart or men, to doubt th11ir power 
or Coetering a genuine religious sentiment; such an iduence is, 
indeed, one or their moet legitimate and ealutary effect&. But 
every virtue hae its eham,-there is the courage which needs a 
dram to call it into existence; there ie the chArity which owes 
its birth to oetentation; and there is, ae I have already inti
mated, the religious sentiment which nt>ede these external 
melodramatic appliances to stimulate it into active existence: 
ite votaries need a picturesque architecture, and even a pictur
esque coetume, for their 11uetenance; otherwise there is reaeon to 
rear that their pioue zeal might wane and wax faint. 

Theae, however, are but examplee of a false and counterfeit 
feeling. Men's minds are curiouely and variously affected. 
There are 80me more deeply affected by contemplating the lowly, 
unambitioue village church, wholly wanting the attractions of 
sculptureeque art, than by gazing up at those vaet petrif"actione 
or religion which have awed 80 many generations or worshippers. 

Still, I repeat it, there is DO denying the wide prevalence or 
that infiuence which arcliitecture exerciaes, be it evidence or 
hWD&D frailty, or or the potency or art; and it eeeme a very 
legitimate exercise or the witchery or art to practise those cun
ning devicee by which ehe can be made to elevate the mind or 
touch the imagination. It ie in truth the special province or the 
fine arta to do 80. The kindred &rte or po~try, or music, and or 
painting, have in all ages &BBerted their dominion over the mind 
or man; and have claimed to bring even his enlightened intellect 
within the sphere or their potent epelle. Surely then, arcbiteo
ture neither abdicatee its proper fonctiona, nor forfeits ite cha
racter for utility, when it aims at exercising over the mind the 
like mysterious influence. 

But if it be true that such power belongs to our art, it behoves 
all who practise it to regard that \l°wer ae a eacred tnet, and 
no\ to risk ite character by exercieing its influences improperly. 
After all, I believe that the moet legitimate and the moet whole
eome exercise or tho power or art is that which is inepired by 
truthfulneu or cha.racter. I do not mean that the brewhouee or 
the laundry, when unavoidably forming part or the landecape, 
may noi moat legitimately have their homely domeetic ueee 
veiled under some more pleasing Corm• thM those .afforded by 
the undisguised emoke-ftae or the ventilator; but in buildings 
demandi.nf architectural character I am confident in the opinion 
that, by giving to each the expression that moet befits it, we 
aeoure for it at leaet the one great merit or truthCulneee or cha
racter. The tale that is moat truthfully told is ueually that 
which moat affects ue; and although ii is not to be deeired that 
the conventional Corme and structural neceuhi111, which an 
arobiteot hu alwaya 80 largely to contend with, render it vain 
and futile to attempt to give a building all the expreeeion or 
which the painter's or the eculptor'a work is eWJceptible; yet our 
art would little merit the poe1tion whioh it ill admitted by all to 
hold u a fine art, were it unable to affeot the imagination, and, 
to a certain extent, the pueione. It is, I apprehend, more thau 
a mere figure or speech to eay that a building (l'owne on ue or 
emilee on ue, or that it appears to attract or repel ue. There is 
in one building a majesty that subdues us, in another a levity 
that even amuaes ue. There are eome buildings or 80 Ceetive a 
character, that in their very aepect they appear to sympathise 
with ua in our joy; whilst others, on the cont.rary, are or an 
aepect oougenial with an oppoaite tone or mind. 

These are the qualities which constitute character in archi
tecture; and therefore, ae I have said before, eo do I repeat now, 
the character or hie work should ever be one or the chiilf etudiee 
oC an architect. But I peroeive that Sir John's aepiratione after 
th~ picturesque have led me into too long a digre.seion. 

There are other peculiarities in hie works on whioh I need not 
especially dwell; for whatever may have been his f'aulta, they 
have not been imitated by others, and have not therefore in-

ftuenced his BUcoeBllOra either for good or evil. There were ., 
many or th111e peculiarities or eocentricitiee in his Dl&lll18f or 
deeigning, that I am inclined to believe that he waa ambitious to 
round a 8'yle or his own. Without perhaps venturing to go IO 

Car ae to condemn altogether any auch attempt, I would at all 
events eay1 that to round an original style or design in architec
ture would be a taek demandin~ a very high rank or geniua; and 
it ie an enterprise which I certainly couneel no man to undertake. 
I believe it wne eome vague and weak ambition of thia nature 
which led Mr. Dance to conceive Md execute 80 unfortunate a 
desir. ae the front or the Guildhall or London. There ia a 
tradition that such wae his aim. He sought to produce a kiJid 
or CJ'Oll8 between Gothic and Claasic art; and the result 'Wiii 

certainly not such ae to tempt imitation, or to enhance bis fame. 
I am convinced that no novel manner or deeigniug which hu 

deserved to be dignified with the designation or a .ty'f.. wae ever 
the production of any one artist. It hae ever been Crom the 
force of circumetancee that atylee, in one art at leaetl have gndu· 
ally taker. their rise. I need ecarcely J>?int out to you bow 
greatly collateral circumetanoee and aocndental and lOCll pecu
liarities have, at all timee and in all countri111, inftueneed t.he 
changes or style that have taken place in architecture. Of thil, 
however, I took oocaeion in a former lecture to point ou\ t.o 7ou 
varioue notable instances, and many others might readily be 
adduced. 

One or the ablest, ftS well &8 one or the moat reoent writ.en Oil 
the subject of. the ao-called Gothic architecture, .M. Viollet le 
Due, points to the uee or amall-aized etonee ae one or the epeci&1 
characteristics or that style; and nearly 200 years previoUlly our 
own Sir Christopher Wren had made exactly the ea.me observa
tion. Both these writers point out how materially the atyle wu 
modified and ~uenced by that practice. In the middle &lllll 
there were few good roads, and this rendered the con of \he 
transport or atone proportionatt>ly high; a coat still more Beri
ously angmented by the inordinate tolls, private and public, then 
eo oft.en amd 80 exteneively, on 80me pretence or other, levied b7 
ibe landowners, whether lay or eccleeiutical, through whOlt 
demesnes or territorial limits the etonee had to be conveyed to 
their deetination. Tbeee causes or expenee operated to ao great 
an extent ae to render the materiale 1ieed in a building uaiially 
much more expensive than the labour required in working and 
eettinff them. Moreover, the want or regular ::_toymel!t Car 
men ID thoee times, and the coneequent low o( ~ 
rendered labour a comparatively unimportant pan of the coat oC 
a building. From hence a state or things &J'08e exactly the con
verse or that which exists at present, when the maeon is ot\ea 
better pt.id than the clergyman; and when canale, railroadl, and 
machinery have reduced the coet of geUing and carrying heavy 
building materials to a amall fraction only or that which pre
vailed in Medilleval times. The former state or thinge naturally 
led to, perhaps, nearly all the peculiarities or the prevalen\ style 
of buildin~. There waa a lavish expenditure or labour in deep 
undercuttmgs and perforations, and the intricaciea or every kind 
which above all things distinguish Gothic work, and which 
are, in truth, essential to the Cull and complete development of 
it. At the same time, the coet and difficulties or the t.ranait of 
freest.one naturally caused the uae or it in email blocks, &8 c»
eerved by Wren and Viollet le Duc,--e. result which or coanie 
tended to encourage those very i11tricaciea and delicacies which 
characterise Gothio carved work in general. Each boas and 
badge and crocket wae usually a distinct atone; the capitals oC 
the very largest pillars and piers were built up in counee or very 
moderate depth; each course or et.one composing a distinct and 
independent band or tier of foliage or other ornamentatiou, 
whilst the shaft.a or columns, even in the I.ancest structures, were 
for the re&SODB I have adduced usually or <liametera meaauriDg 
but a rew inchee. 

In making these remarks I am very anxious not to be mis· 
taken ae making them with any view, in the slight.eat. degree, to 
the disparagement or any special style. My aim ie to show that, 
&8 the manner O( building baa always greatly depended OD the 
particular circumstances or the time or the place, and u every 
phase or art hae varied with the variati<>n or circumataDoee, it 
aeeme ae ueeleBS as, I think, it. would be irrational to eipeci 
permanently to bring back architecture identically to any ou 
paet phaee of the art, uuleee we can resuscitate and bring about 
again all the concomitant circumetawces to whose influeucea that 
phaee wae due, aud r911tore to it its epecialcharacter,--e. reauaci
ation which, I think, we may l't'gard ae or neceasity impouibla. 

I 
I 
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.At all past periods or our art every style has, in short, been the 
type ot its own age, the result of that part.icular period which 
gave birth to it. The Byzantine style, for example, was the 
result of the graft.in~ of an Orienb\l element on the Classic stock 
at a pnrticular period of its existence. Had Byzantium suc
cumbed to the West at an earlier stage of Classic art, the re
sultant style would probably have assumed a very different 
~pect. Again, had not Peter the Hermit preached the Crusades 
at the particular period when a great resthetic energy was 
developing itself in some parts of Europe, the aspect ultimately 
uiwned by Mediaival architecture might, perhaps, have been 
very different from that which in fact prevailed. It is the stage 
of civilisation which a people may have reached, and the condi
tion they may happen to be in, that determine ihe effect upon 
the art.s of any great historical event. To expect, therefore, to 
revive successfully in its integrity any style of oflrt, under circum
atancea wholly different from those which gave birth to that 
style, would be to entertain an expectation inconsistent with the 
experience of all past time. 

We may very easily repeat to any extent the examples of any 
period we may fancy: but such repetitions, althou$.h it is occa
sionally,-indeed, far to oft.en,-the fate of an architect to be 
called upon to produce them, are mere travesties, artistic whims, 
so to speak, the relish for which on the part of the public taste is 
by no means indicative of a well-founded or sincere love of art; but 
suggestive, rather, of the caprices of an unformed, puerile taste, 
which takes up or tosses away a style as a child would its toys, 
jast as the fancy of the moment or the caprices of fashion may 
dictate. I have thought it well to say so much, even at the risk 
of being reminded, perchance, that I am but repeating what I 
may already in another form, and on some former occasion, have 
ventured to say. 

I am anxious to urge upon you, with all the emphasis I can 
commaEd, that the modern tendency to repeat and perpetuate 
old forIDs, and thus to live, as it were, upon the wits of our pre
decessors; or, I might say, to feed upon the r~chaujfiu of the 
put; is a mischievous tendency when carried to excess, destruc
tive of progress, and leading inevitably to debasement. I would 
not, then, have you to look with indiscriminating reverence on 
the architectural productions of past times: let those productions 
be ever judged with reference to their age, and to the contingent 
circumstances of their existence. 

In many respects the present age with justice may lay claim 
to the merit of having advanced as time has advanced. It has 
with truth been said, that such has been the moral advancement 
of education and intelligence, that a poor child in a Sunday
school is in some respects better informed than the sages and 
philosophers of antiquity; and certainly much of what was called 
•cience by our forefathers has proved to be but foolishneBB. 
Nevertheless, we must admit that no such progrPBB appears to 
have been made in iesthetical culture. Excellence in that branch 
of moral cultivation would seem to be independent of those cir
cumstances on which excellence of most other kinds depends, and 
to follow some different law. On a former evening I adverted to 
the apparent anomaly, that in the twelfth century, at a time when 
all Christendom was wrapped in the grossest atate of moral and so
cial tyranny, at that very period there existed in France a school of 
art which was then commencing to rroduce works which may at 
the present day be regarded as equa to those of the best days of 
antiquity. 

Again, sculptors, as well as architects, are now in the nine
teenth century, endeavouring to rediscover the oldest principles 
of art; and to emulate, although l<>ngo inter<Jallo, the works of 
artists who lived twenty-four centuries ago. We may seek illus
tration, too, in still another guarter. In Arabia a. faith sprung 
up in the Bf\Venth century which deluged Europe with blood, and 
tended to inculcate a groBB sensual system,-a faith which has 
raised the moat formidable barriers against the moral improve
ment and civilisation of mankind; yet it was to the followers of 
that very faith of Mahomet that we owe some of the most grace
fal works that architecture has yet produced, as well as one of the 
most beautiful styles of ornamentation that human taste or 
ingenuity has yet devised. In short, we get bewildered in a 
labyrinth of contrareties when we seek to assign the sources 
from whence baa arisen that perception of beauty which consti
tutes fine taste. 

However charmed, therefore, we may be by those manifesta
tions of genius which past times afford us, onr reverence for them 
Deed not be indiscriminate. We should endeavour to search. out 

what is beautiful and worthy of our admiration and atudy; un
influenced, as far as as our weak nature will permit, by local, 
national, or sectarian prejudices. . 

It is from the high vantage ground of modern civilisation that 
we should pass in review before us the work of all preceding 
time, and of every creed and clime; not, however, by any means 
with a. feeling of self-satisfaction or assumed superiority-for he 
must be, indeed, iu a hopeless state who is not fully sensible of 
the inferiority of the present to the past in very many respects
so far, at leaiit, as art is concerned ; but rather let a due reve
rence for the works of past times be mingled with a sense of 
gratitude that so rich a storehouse of experience. has been laid 
up by them for our use and benefit; and let us demonstrate our 
thankfulneBB by devotin~ all our energies, not to a dry, anti
quarian, pedantic imitation, but to a painstaking endeavour to 
improve ourselves by searching out and studying those principles 
which may appear to have led artists of past times to so great ex
cellence. Principles, remember, never change. To adopt, in 
conclusion, the language of a former eminent president of this 
Academy-language which, applied as it was to his own par
ticular branch of art, seems, nevertheleas, equally applicable to 
all art-" There may," he says. " be new combinations, new 
excellences, new paths, new powers, but there can be no new 
principles in art." It ie to the exact understanding of these, 
therefore, that our beat energies should be directed. 

INSTITUTION OF CI VIL ENGINEERS. 
March 18 and 25.-Th11 paper read wu "DucriptW,. of the Work,, 

at tlu Perm of Swauea, Silloth, and Blyth." By JA.11118 ABEBnTHt, 
M. Inst. C.E. 

The author stated that he propoeed to give an aocount of the past. &nd 
present history of thelle ports, eo far 88 it poe8lll!8ed engineering interest, 
and to deecribe the works connected with •hem, rather with a view to 
the elucidation of general principles, than of entering into matt.era of 
detail. 

The port of Sw~ wu situated in the centre of an extensive bay, at 
the embouchure of the river Tawe, up which the tide flowed for a dis
tance of three miles; but BB the ordinary flow of the river waa trifling, 
the maintenance of the channel waa chiefly dependent upon the ebb and
flow of a large body of tidal water between the pien1. Previous to tho 
year 1791, there were only a few insignificant wharves near the mouth 
of the river, and there was a b&r at the entmnoe over which the depth cif 
water did noi ex-i from 16 to 17 feet at sJJrinlz tides. The effect 
of the conatruction of the piers, which still remamed B8 they were com
pleted in the year 1800, from the designs of Captain Huddart, F.R.S., 
had been to lower the bar and to drive it further ou• to sea; so that in 
1831 the depth of wa'8r had been inareaaed to 20 feet. The 8alltern 
pier W88 1340 feet, and the western W88 580 feet, in length. The author 
then &lluded to the report submitted to the Harbour Trustees by Mr. 
Telford on the 5th of February, 1827, in which he reoommended that 
the old and a pi'opoeed new channel of the river should be converted into 
float.II ;-u well BB to tbe opiniona of several other engineers, including 
Mr. J- H&rt.ley, who, in 1831, suggested th&i a new cut should be 
made for the river, which waa to be "canalised'• by the conatruction of a 
weir &Cl'088 the mouth, and that the town rea.oh should be appropriated 
to a dock and half-tide baain. In the following year Mr. Hartley, in a 
further report, adhered generally to his former plan, bui &dvMecl, in 
addition, the deepening of &he harbour by dredging. Fortunately, in the 
author's opinion, the works for the "can&lilation" of. ihe river were not 
carried out. A new channel waa, however, commenoed in 1840, and 
completed in 1844, a; an expenae of £23,000. It.a effect had been to 
1-n the risk to shipping, and, by giving a better direction and greater 
force to the outgoing curreni, to improve the navigation. In 1845, Mr. 
Rendel W88 conaulted 88 to floating dock accommodation; and under his 
direction the construction of an entrance with a double cill waa pro· 
cee<led with, &a a preliminary atep to the conversion either of the river 
or of the town reach into a float; hut of thia work the maaonry alone 
W88 executed. 

In his first report to the trustees, in February 1849, the author pro
posed the formation of a dock on the site of the town reach, or old bed cif 
the river. It wu subsequently determined to construct a dock and half. 
tide basin, of the reepective &re&8 of 11 acres and 2t acrea; with a 
lock entrance to the dock, 160 feet long and 66 feet wide, and an en
tranoe to the half-tide basin, 60 feet in width, haring a depth of water 
over the cilia of 22 ft. 6 in. and 25 ft. 6 in. at high-water of ordinary 
epring tides. A small lock connected the s~ canal with the float, 
and another, at the head of the float, communicated with the various 
works on the banlui of the river above. A smalJ dock leading from the 
float, with an extenai ve range of wa.rehomea round it.II margin, waa nh!o 
conatructed at the B&IIle time, for the Duke of Beaufort. The works for 
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the lock and float were oommenced in Nonmber 1849, and completed 
in December 1851; thoee for the half-tide basin were begun in 1856 and 
were finiahed early in 1861. The total cost of these works, exclUBin of 
the quay walls, had amounted to £95,688. In addition, the lower por· 
\ion of the river to the pier beads wu straigbtt-ned, and both it and the 
new cot were deepened by dredging. By theae means the depth of the 
entrance channel had been increased 4 feet since 1850. There wu no
thing peculiar in the conatroction of the works, but their execution was 
attended with some difficulty, u a large portion had to be performed by 
\ide work, with aa little interruption aa powaihle to the trade of the port. 
The foundations varied from bard concreted gravel to soft sandy clay, 
extending to a conaiderahle depth. 

The moet imponant work connected with the port of Swansea wu the 
range of floating dock acoommodation called the South Dock, which wu 
formed on the fon11hore of t.be - beyond high-water mark. An act 
wu obtained, in 1847, for the construction of this dock, acoording to a 
deaign furnished by Mr. T. Page, M. Inst. C.E. In 1850, the author 
wu reqoeeted to make the neceeaary plans for a trumpet-mouth entrance 
buin, having an area of 3 acree; for a half-tide or outer dock entrance, 70 
feet in width, with a Bingle pair of gates, having a depth of water over 
the cill of 2' feet; for a half-tide baain, or outer dock, containing an area 
of ' acres, with a depth over the cill of 25 ft. 6 in.; for an entranoe lock, 
300 feet long and 60 feet wide, divided by in'8rmedi&te gates so u to 
form a greater or smaller lock, with an average depth over the inner cill 
of 22 ft. 6 in.; and for a dock having an area of 13 acree, with a depth of 
2' feet. Considerable progreu bad been made with these works, when 
they were BDBpended, in 1855, for want of funds. They wt.re resumed 
in 1857, and were completed in 1859, at a total cost of £169,073. One 
of the first operations W&B the formMion of an embankment to exclude 
the -· Careful obeervations showed, t.hat the main action of the -
and the set of the tides were to the eastward, towards the Mumbles 
headland. It wu therefore decided to construct a series of timber 
groynee, at intervals of 1500 feet, enending from the shore to the line of 
the propoeed embankment. Rough boulder gravel. found immediately 
under the 1&nd and the made ground, wu tipped between the 11e&ward-enda 
of the groynea, until a shingle beach of great depth was gradually formed 
which served u a faoe to the embankment, and proved an effective har
rier to the encrmcbmentll of t.be -. The centre of the embankment 
waa compoaed of t.be clay and ~ found in the excavations, llO that 
something like a puddle dyke waa formed, and very orJin&ry meana 
were auffioieot to keep down the acoumul&tion of water within the works. 
When the - embankment had 11.d.vanoed 110me distance, the masonry 
of the dock walla wu prooeeded wit.b. These walla conaiated of 
rubble, with coursed rubble facework to a height of 2 feet below 
tbe general level of the aurfaoe of the water in the dock. They were 
faoed in t.be upper ~ with aablai-, projecting 3 incbaJ beyond the 
rubble faoework. They were backed with t.be lightest and drieat 
material "1&t could be procured, in la yera forming an angle from 
the wall; and rubble drama, with pipea for carrying off any spring or 
upland waters, were plaoed at intervals in the walls. In no instanoe 
bad any failure taken place, although the walls were 1uhjected to a severe 
teat;; in&amuch M they were nearly completed when the works were 1u1· 
pended, and on their resumption, the dock and outer 1-in were found to 
have beoome 61led with water. DI-tail& were then given of the lock and 
entrance, from which it appeared that they were constructed generally 
with elliptical inverted arches of rubble, the quoins and fioora or plat· 
fonna being of aandatooe aablai-, obtained from the coal measures in the 
neighbourhood. The pointed cill atone& and the hollow quoins were of 
greenstone and syenite, from the Carling N oee and Barnton Mount 
Q~ near Edinburgh. The cill atones were carefully toot.bed and 
bonded mto the floor 1tonea, llO u to avoid a long straight joint. The 
~ .&n_d aide walla were of rubble, with aabJaio faoework in the upper por· 
ti~n similar to the dook wal1I, but the wing walla were faoed throughout 
with aablai-. The filling and discharging culverts were of brickwork. 
The aluioe frame& and paddles were of cut iron, faoed with brau. 
In the lock and entranoe etes. the heel mitre poets and the lower rib 
~ere of. the beat teak -t &iglisb oak, and the rihe and planking were of 
pitch pme. Acroaa the lock there wu a swivel bridge in one leaf con
~inini[ of two wrought iron tubular girdera, with a superstructure'fitt.ed 
for railway or road traffic. There being no backwater, t.be waate from 
lockap wu supplied by a steam centrifugal pumping engine of 24 u. P. 

The llUCOellllful application of hydraulic power for working the usual 
hand gear at the fio&t lock, and at the lock at Newport dock, with much 
heavier gate., determined the author to adopt the 11&111e plan at the new 
rlock entrance, M in case of any accident happening to the hydraulic 
machinery the ullU&l me&1111 were then always available. A.a it WM of 
the utmost importanoe in the shipping of Welsh coal, that M little 
breakage aa poeeihle 1bould take place, the hydraulic drops, or hoists, 
were ·~ cons~cted u to deliver the coal into th~ bold of any claas of 
v?-1 ~tely at the hatchway; allowanoo bemg also mllde forthe 
d1lf?"nce m size of the broad-gauge. coal wagirona, t.be weight of which 
vaned from 14 to 19 ,tons. The vanous macbmee employed for opening 
and abutting the gate&, bridges and sluices, for working the capstana, for 
tl~scharging ballaat, and for loading ooal, M well M for the shipping and 
discharging of general cargoes, were upon Sir William Armstrong's 

hydraulic eyftem, having acou.mu!Mon equivalent to an elfeoan pra1o 
1ure of 7 50 lb. per square inch. High p..-ure direcw.cting ateam 
enginee of 80, 30 and 12 horse power were used a& the Sw--. 
Docks; the distribution of power being regulated by self-acting ar
rangement. in connection with the aocumul&tora, apportio-1 iD each 
case to the powers of the machinea at preaent erected. At the float; 
lock, each line of 1bafting wu driven by a small wa&er ~ 
engine placed near the middle, hut owing to the length of the lock 
at the new dock, and other minor circumstances, t.be line of ~ was 
broken, and waa driven by two eeparate hydraulic engineii on each aide of 
the lock. The time employed in opening or in cloeing the gat.ee was 
about two minute& and a half, which wu 1111 great a 1peed u could be 
adopted with safety to the gate&. The sluioee were worked direct by a 
piston and plunger placed immedia'8ly &hon them. The wroagh\ iron 
awing bridge wu turned in and out by means ol two hydraulic cylinders 
acting in opposite directions, and attached to a drum beneath the bridge 
by meana of a chain. The bridge could be opened or abut in one 
minute and a half. The ballaat cmnes were each capable of discharging 
from 350 to 400 tons per day. Coal waa brought up for abipping on two 

·distinct systems. In one it waa carried in end-tipping waggons, and in 
the other in wrought iron boxee wit.b falee bottoms, each holding 2~ tom, 
and four being placed upon one truck. About 1000 tons per day could be 
shipped by each machine; and both could dllliver the coal on board at• 
faster rate than the 'trimming' in the bold of the veeeel could he accom· 
plisbed. The machine for delivering the coal from boxee wu placed 
above that for diacb&rging the end-tipping waggons, and both were OOID• 

manded by one man. By this oombination, a cone of ooal could be 
formed in the bold of the veuel, by lowering the boxee through the
hatcbway, and then, upon this cone, the remainder could be delivered 
from the shoot in connection wit.b t.be waggon-tipping arrangement. 
Details were then given of the mechaniam by which the hoista were 
worked, from which it appeared that when a loaded waggon WM run on 
to the rails of the tipping frame, the cradle on which it rested WM 

either raised or lbwered to the level of the shoot, as might be ~. 
having a range of 21 feet for that purpose. The catches oft.be waggon 
door were then knocked out, and t.be p~ applied \o the tippiDg 
frame. The empty waggon W&8 brought back to the point wnere the 
rails of t.be traverser on the cradle and the st&it.b met. The catch llllCU· 

ring t.be traverser to the cradle waa then liberated, and the waggon 11'1111 

allowed to run down to the return line, on to which it wu pushed. The 
traverser wu next hauled back to t.be cradle by a ram, and lowered to 
the point defined by self.acting stops, where the full W&ggOllll wer& 

taken on. The Bya'8m pursued in discharging from the boxee waa then 
minutely described. 

With respect to the work performed by the hydraulic machinery, and 
its cost, it seemed that, during the year ending October 1800, the actual 
expenditure for engine power had been £22 161. ld. per week, or at the 
rate of 0•26 of a penny per cubic foot of water used for p~. The 
coat of working was, by the cranes 9-lOthe,-by the combined drop 
5-lOths,-and by the waggon drops 4-lOtha of a penny per ton. But inas
much u the engine power was never fully employed, this statement must 
not be received u conclusive, aa regarded the capabilities of the machinery. 
With the 80 B. P. 8te&m engine, it waa believed that 100,900 cubie 
feet of w&ter could be pumped per week, at a eo11t of £30, or at the rate 
of 0·072 of a penny per cufiic foot of water; and that of thia quantity 
80,000 cubic feet would be available for working t.be cranes and the coal 
drope, at • oost for the hydraulic power alone of about one farthing and 
one-seventh of a penny per ton respectively. 

The commercial effect of the construction ol the dook works and of 
the general improvement of the harbour waa shown by the great mme
in the tonnage of veaaela frequenting the port. In 1!!51, on the com· 
pletion of the first, or north dock, this amounted to 269,'54 ton& only. 
ln 1860 it waa 582,355 tons, and during the year 1861 the foreign M>n· 
nage had increased 10 per oont., and t.be trade WM likely to extend, owing 
to improved oommunications wit.b the steam ooal and the iron-producing 
district.a, aa well M with the heart of t.be kingdom. 

Aa a detailed description of the works constructed at the entrance of 
the port of Blyth had already been communicated to the Inatitut.ion by 
Mr. M. Scott, M. Inst. C.E., the author ouly alluded tot.be change which 
bad taken plaoe in the condit.ion of t.be channel sinoe the year 185'. It 
wu then e:i:ceedingly tortuona, in many place.i dry at spring tidee, and 
the entr&noe wu obstructed by a spit ol B&Dd. As t.be channel ran for 
its entire length parallel with a lee shore, exposed to the direot act.ion of 
north-eaaterly seaa, scarcely a winter Jlll88ed without veaaela being 
wrecked on the beaoh on t.he southem aide. To remedy these evils, an 
eaatem breakwater, 4500 feet in length, and a weet.ern half-tide tnining 
.a-all, •ooo feet in length, had been constructed, and t.be channel bad been 
straightened and deepened by dredging, at a total cost of £67,320. 1o 
deaigning these works, the author WM guided by experience obtained at 
Aberdeen harbour, t.be entrance to which waa l!Jimil&rly aitunted. The 
result of the conairoction of the work& at Blyth was, that the outgoing 
current had been increued to a velocity of 5 knots per hour at its greatest 
strength, wbereaa formerly it Wiii loet immediately on passing the line of 
t.be foreshore. The bar, or spit of sand r.croaa the entranoe, had 1-1 
en\irely removed, and there wu now a depth of 8 f~ or 9 feet at low 
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nter immediately oppoeite the breakwater. The depth throughout the 
ehanDel had been increued • feet, and 'Ve9ela, after pusing the break· 
wa&er, were eft'ectually protected from the action of north-euterly, or 
Olllhore gala 

In the year 1854 an a.ct Wll8 obtained, after considerable oppoeition in 
P~li&ment, for the construction of workll at Billoth, on the Solwa.y Frith, 
\be general dsign of which wu eta.ted to be due to Mr. John B. Hartley, 
M. IDBt. C.E., although the dil'ection of their e:ii:ecution Wll8 entrast.ed 
&o the author. The worka comprised a pier or jetty, 1000 feet in length, 
ca the -want aide of the dock entranoe;-an entrance channel parallel 
with the jetty, 100 feet in width at the bottom, which wu generally 16 
~ below the level of the adjoining bee.ch, with aide alopea of 6 to 1, 
and a fall of 2 ft. 6 in. in ita entire length;-an embankment on the fore
llhore, projecting 400 feet beyond high-water ma.rk, and incloaing the 
entrance to the dock, which wu 60 feet in width, with a. depth of wa.ter 
over the oill of 24 feet at high-wa.ter ordina.ry spring tidea;--a.nd a. dock 
containing an area of 4 acrea, with a depth of 26. ft. 6 in. A general 
deecriptoion wu then given of the principal. ~ties of the tida.l and 
oilier feMme& of the estua.ry. The navigation at Silloth Ba.y ha.d 
remained uncha.nged for a. long time, and the anchorage within it a.lforded 

. good holding grolllld, and Wll8 aheltered by 11&Ddbanka from the action of 
hea.vy weeterly 18118. 

The objectiona which were urged agaimt the acheme were then atated, 
a.nd contruted with the reaulta which had followed the completion of the 
worb. It wu conaidered t.ba.t the flowing carrent might be deflected to 
the Engli8h side, and would there form the principal na.viga.ble cha.nnel; 
and it wu believed t.ba.t, if a training work Wll8 constructed below Annan 
Point, accretion would ta.ke place on the upper pa.rt of Powfoot Sand, 
and a conatant navigable channel would be maintained from Annan to 
Sillot.h. The worb indica.ted that grea.t care muat be exerciaed in pro
jecnng aolid moles from the fonlllhore of an estua.ry on any 11&Ddy COll8t, 
u an entrance to port.a. The - ch.a.nnel formed inside the jetty had . 
proved 11aOCEmfal, and its maintenance wu no longer a matter of doubt, 
u the depth and the aectional a.rea. remained the same 118 on it& fim 
forma&ion two yer.n back. With l'ellpeot to the construction of the docks, 
by the a.id of wella aunk on the Bite of the works, and a modera.te degree 
of pumping power, the sand and gra.vel of which the excavation con
sisted were drained, and by the &id of sheet piling and concrete no 
diflioulty waa found in making good fo11J1da.tio111. 

The entranoe gates, err.nee, and coal hoiata were worked by hydra.alic 
machinery, llimilar to that a.t Swansea and at Newport, exoept tha.t the 
coal hoilRe were exceptional, and deeerved 1peciBJ notioe, 118 involving the 
qaeetion of the relative ca.pr.bilitiee and advant&gell of a. high or low level 
syatem for loading coal The a.uthor believed, that although there might 
be aituationa where the former &yBtem muat be carried out, yet t.ba.t at 
1111ch pla.cea 118 Silloth and Newport the low level syatem was superior, 
both for convenienoe and economy; as the coat of high level erectiona Wll8 

avoided, aiding a.ccommoda.tion oould be a.lforded with grea.ter fa.cility and 
~ leu COit, while the qua.ya were 11J1encumbered, except by the Bp&COB 
reqoired for t&e hoiata. The quantity of coal t.ba.t conld be put on board 
was only limited by the a.mount t.ba.t could be trimmed in the hold of the 
veeeel The cost bad been fo11J1d to a.pproximate to t.ba.t a.t Swanaea, 
oue farthinit per ton. The hoist&, which were constructed to receive both 
lipping and hopper waggom, were then minutely described, and it Wll8 

•lated that; the tota.J. cost of the works which ha.d been e:ii:ecuted a.t Silloth 
from 1856 to 18.59, had a.mounted to £122,000. 

April 1.-The fim paper read wu on "Railtaay Accickntl,-tMir 
ca-. G.G - of~ aAOtOitsg ~ b«wing tDh.ich e.riating kgia
lano. la.I~ lllem." By JA.I08 BBUNLllll, M. lnllt. C.E. 

The author propoeed to trea.t the subject by dea.ling with the fa.eta 118 

they were, the ca~ of aocidenta being in nearly a.11 caaee aufficientJy 
apparent; he would not therefore attempt by theory to eetablish rules 
for their prevention. From the report.a of the oflicera of the Board of 
Trade it appeared t.ba.t, during the seven yer.n from 1854 to 1860, the 
11umber of a.ccidenta a.mounted to 540, u the reeult of 127 4 distinct e&W!e8. 

Of Uieee aociden111 11 per oent. were a.ttributed to the permanent wa.y, 7 
~;ier cent. to the rolling lliock, and 76 per cent. to the mana.gement, inclu· 
'1ing imuffiolent means for securing aa.fety, leaving only 6 per oent. 118 

tJOt ucert.a.ined. 
\ .'!he acoidente dne to the permanent way were then referred to in de-
1&1.1. and it appeared that; the general defects were mOl!t evident in the 

~
tem of ballMting, of joint-fishing, of turning the rails, and of fastening 

chain to the aleepera. With regard to the ballaat, it Wll8 argued 
hat it would be found economica.f to have a.t leut 6 inches, or 9 

hes of rough gra.vel, or broken lltone, 118 a. free dra.ining bed to the 
ee and to the "top dreaaing;" and that, during the monilis of Sep
m\:: and October, an extra number of men should be employed to 

dra.in the ballaat and beat up the road, in order that it might become 

1 conaolidMed before the winter'• rain.a and froet set in, and thna avoid the 
r evil efFecte of froet on wet ba.llaat. It WU urged that the pl'an now in 
. general uae, oI placing the fish-joint between two aleepera Wll8 object ~ooable, M the enda of the ra.ila were unsupport.ed exoept by the fish-plates, \whioh ....... - ...... , oo!y oqwol to,_......,. of tho""'® of 

the rail. It waa submitted that all the join ta abould be fished directly over 
a Bleeper, or that; a bracket chair should be used. The practice of turnin~ 
the ra.ils Wll8 condemned, becawie when a. ra.il wu llO mnch wom 118 to re
quire turning, it& Btrength wu generally ao reduced 118 to render it unfit 
for ma.in line traffic. With regs.rd to the faateninga of the cha.ira to the 
Bleepers, it waa urged that it Wll8 desirable t.ba.t iron spikes only shoulJ 
be employed on the out.er side of curvee, or else that the chair llbould he 
pa.rt.ially aunk into the Bleeper, to lessen the strain on the t.reenail. The 
superior economy of steeled, or pa.rtially steeled rails, point.II, a.nd 
crossings, W118 a.lso incidenta.lly notioed. 

In referenoe to the aooidenta which ha.d a.risen from defective, or ne· 
glected rolling stock, it wu found t.ba.t many of the fractul'ell had occureJ 
during the winter months, owing, possibly in aome degree, to the rigid 
ata.te of the " way" in frosty weather; whilat others were due to the use 
of bad iron, and aome to defect& either in the welding of, or in the modti 
of a.tta.ching the tyres of the wheelll. Steel, or the partially steeled, tyres 
were now, to a. certa.in extent, in use, and tyres formed of a continuous 
ring, or unwelded piece of metal, were also sucoesllfully employed. 
Severa.I new methods of futening the tyres had proved 118 fruitful of 
mischief 118 the ordina.ry plan of aimpl.)( shrinking them on, though others 
ha.d been found to be efficient; and it wa.s said that on some lineti the 
tyres ha.d not failed to any grea.t extent. The a.uthol' hoped, that the im
poria.noe both of the tyre& and of the axles of wheela would lead t<> a 
useful disCUlllrion on this branch of the mbject. The umal want of uni
formity in the ma.in fea.turee of the· carriage J>?riion of the rolling 
atock wu then commented upon: and it Wll8 considered that this variety 
not only increased the OOBi of manufacture a.nd of maintenance, but wa11 
often the cause of a.ccidenta, and frequently contributed to render them 
diautroua. The author thought that the carriages should be nearly uni
form in me, and tha.t the baft'en should, in all caaee, be the aame height 
above the rails. The longitudina.l beams should be in the aame line 
throughout, be Biron~ in themselves, a.nd the framing securely braced. 
The preaent coupling m the centre should be increased in strength, and 
the whole atta.chment between the carriages should be such 118 to render 
a train in effect, 118 fa.r 1111 practica.ble, 1111 one carriage, with a certain 
amount of flexibility; ao t.ba.t in the event of colliaion, the carriage~ 
should reta.in their position, instead of rising upon one another ; and 
if an a.xle or a. wheel broke, the crippled ca.rriage should be partially 
bome up by the neighbouring carriagea until the train could be Btopped. 

On the question of management, a.her aome remarks upon the speed 
of trainll, it was shown that by punctuality both in the time of B~ 
and in the ra.t.e of running, aa.fety, so fa.r 118 haman foreaight 'Wll8 con
cemed, Wll8 ensured. The system of working the tra.ffic of a. ra.ilway by 
a.llowing an inierva.l of time between the tra.ina Wll8 deemed nnaatillfAc
tory, and fa.r inferior to the syst.em of an interval of space. The acci· 
dent& a.rising from the irregularity of exconrion t.ra.ins were then a.Duded 
to, and it Wll8 remarked that if during the aummer and a.utumn the 
ordinary trains were ran at lower rates of fares, the traflic would be 
increa.sed, 118 the public would feel greater aecurity in travelling. The 
difficulty in running coal or mineral trains to a. fixed time-ta.ble might be 
met by a. more general uae of the electric telegra.ph, and by a. better 
ayat.em of Bignalling arra.ngementa. During the seven yean from 185-i 
to 1860 incluaive, eighty-eight aooident.B happened from inefficien& sig· 
nals, of which fonrteen occurred in 1860. In aome ca.sea, especially at 
sidings, there were no signals; in others they were defective in form, or 
were improperly pla.ced. It w1111 desira.ble that junction aignala and point.a 
should be worked aimult.a.neoualy by one man, and a.t junctiona separate 
ma.in and dist.a.nee aignala should be provided for ea.ch line. If the 
system of working the traflic by the electric telegraph W118 generally 
a.dopted, and the line Wll8 divided into sectiom, llO that a. R'&in 1hould be 
prevented from entering any section until the preceding one had pa.ued 
to the section in a.dvance, colliaions would be impollllible, excep& thoi1e 
lia.ble to a.rise from disregard of the signala, and a. proper interval would 
be secured between the trains, in spite of unpunctuality. Aa the want of 
a. means of communica.tion between the engille-driver and the gua.rd or 
conductor had frequently been experienced, and 118 plana were in daily 
use on several linee, there wu no reaM>D why it should not be adopted on 
all. To render it fully effective, the guard or conductor ought to eta.rt 
the train from ea.ch Bta.tion by mea.ns of tha.t ma.chinery, llO 1111 to prove 
that it wu in working order. Owing to the genera.I high speeds and 
hea.vy trains, it wu of the utmost importanoe that ample brea.k powel', 
ca.pa.hie of being a.pplied in the le&Bi time, should be provided with ea.ch 
train. It wae a. question how fa.r a regularly diatribnted rew.rding force 
a.ct.ing at the aa.me moment on a.11 the wh..els, might not be preferable to 
a. con.:entra.ted foroe a.pplitd a.t pa.rticula.r point&. By the •yatem of 
"continuoua breaks," the employment of several men with ea.ch train 
Wll8 UDDOCEf!8&rY. It had alao another advanta.ge, that; a. train wu more 
under control, and could be stopped in a aborter diata.noe. The negli
gence of servant.a, a.riaing from their ignora.noe or inefficiency, wu nest 
a.dverted to, and it w1111 thought to be due to the pa.y being too low io 
command the service. of men of intelligence, ateadiness, and aelf·reliance. 
Frequently they were inanflicient in number, leading to overwork, an.I 
inllta.ncea were on record in which engine-drivers had been employed for 
seventeen ho\11'11 daily, and in BOme caaee for twenty-lix Mid thirty hoUJ11. 
oontinuoualy. 
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The author propoeed: leaving the bearing of existing legislation upon 
railways to be dealt with by Captain Douglas Galton. He would, how· 
ever, obee"e that Government interference was not likely to render rail
ways aafer, or more available to the traveller; and that it would be 
better to rely on the consideration and calm reflection of those imme
diately interested in theee enterprises, espeoially as, from the heavy 
expe118e8 attendant on·accidents, directol'll and ahareholden would natu
rally desire to render this mode of ~ravelling as aafe as poesible. 

The second paper read was on "Railway .Accidenu." By Captain 
DouGLAB G.uroN, R.E., F.R.S., Assoc. Inst. C.E. 

It waa stated that the length of railway communication opened in the 
British Isles at the end of 1860was10,433 miles, upon which 163,435,678 
passengel'll were conveyed in that year. From official returns it appeared 
that during the seven years ending the 31st December, ltl60 there were 
116 passengel'll killed, and 28 32 injured from calllle& beyond their own 
control. From the sums paid by railway companies for compenaation it 
wae oalculat.ed that an insurance of one twenty-fourth part of a farthing 
per passenger per mile would, on the averaJ?El of all lines, cover the cost 
of railway accidents. It had been found llilpoesible to obtain reliable 
informa ion ae to the number of coach accidents in this country. But 
the retunl8 of the 'M81!88g8ries Im periales ' showed that in a aerie11 of 
yean tbe number of paesengel'll killed and injured, Crom causes beyond 
their own control, W88 1 in 28,000. From the latest comparative returns 
the number of~ killed and injured W88, on British railways 1 in 
334,000; on &Jgian railways, 1 in 1,600,000; on Prussian railways, 
1 in 3,000,000; and on French railways, l in 4,000,000. The greater 
comparative safety of foreign railways W88 traced to differences in the 
conditions of the traffic and of the management, ae well 88 in the habits 
of the people. 

In endeavouring to elucidate the question whether any of the aocidents 
which had occurred could have been prevented by reasonable precautions, 
the fil'llt point which arose waa, the extent to which the amo1P1t of traffic 
on the several lines influenced the number of accidents. The general 
aver&ge11 thus obtained showed that lines of small traffic were compara. 
ti vely aafe. But as traffic alone did not determine the number of accidents, 
it was neoessary to analyse the causes in detail ; taking fil'llt thoee which 
could not be guarded against; and secondly, those which were within the 
control of the managing or working staff. During the seven years before 
referred to, 534 accidents to trains had been reported upon by the inspect
ing offioel'll of the Board of Trade, in which 2912 passengel'll were killed 
or injured. In many of theae casee there had been more than one con
tributing cause, but the majority might be thus tabulated:-

Cues In wblcb the Accl· 
.l!l 

~ 
.,.8 denl8 were due to Catl888 

" -sg~ within the control ol the 

~~ ii h·i Management. 
..,,, 

"' s ... S-s 
"S~ "Cl .. 8 

.! :1 81:1 • 
.. 8. .8 .:!~~ ~t"' ~j1 ~3 ~f A1a ·- 9 :i 8 ,8i!df ..6 =. .. ti· I: 
" " :s ·- "5 =~ .,..,., 
z z < ~l~ :;-s zooo ... ~ 
---- -- ------

Accidents from Engines } 
and Carriages leaving 135 313 59 98 15 17 the Raile, or Fractures 
of Machinery ......... 

Co~~:n~~--~~~? .. ~~: l 319 2532 16 222 219 183 

These figures showed that a large proportion of the so-called accidents 
were due to preventible e&U8Ell. Thoee uising from the fradure of axles 
and tyres, and from engines and carriages leaving the rails, were lees than 
une-half of the number which oould no' have been guarded against. But 
out of the 319 collisions only 16 were attributable to purely accidental 
cause11, whilst 183 were 8811igned to the negligence of inferior servants, 
.. ud 120 to the manner in which the traffic was conducted, and which 
ought not therefore to have occurred. 

With regard to the fi.M class of caeee, accidente which could not have 
been guarded againet, the author remarked that the OOIR form of tyre for 
a railway wheel had not yet been definitely aeitled. The wheels and 
axles oould ecaroely be said to be mechanicall,r satiafactory; the form of 
break in use was ..i.o imperfect. Al~ugh llllllple negligence could not 
be entirely prevented, yet in eeveral CUeB the negligence had been attri· 
butable to the defective arrangement of the company in permitting points
men and engine-drivel1! to be habitually over-worked. Those accident& 
which arose from trains passing on to a wrong line through facing-points, 
might not have occurred if an indicator had been attached to the points 
to show in which direction they were set. The comparatively small 
number of acciJents from negligence alone afforded strong evidence of 

the efficacy of the direct reaponaibility of the inferior eervants. A few 
instances were then CUl'BOrily alluded to in illustration of those accident. 
which were wholly or partially attributed to defect. in the condition of 
the railway or the vehicles, or to the abeence of the requisite auxiliaries 
to aafety, auch aa signals, brska, &c. It was o~ed, that it wu not 
for want of gwd rules that accidents occurred, but for want of a oon
tinued enforcement of thoee rules, and a clOle eumination into ~ detaila 
of the manner in which the traffic waa worlted. 

The discuBBions which had taken plaoe on this subject in Parliament, 
both in 1853 and again in 1857, were then considered, and the conclusion 
was arrived at that freedom from railway accidants W88 not to be obtained 
by Government interference, but by an eft'eciive and reaponsible internal 
management, which would enforce the greatest punctuality and care in 
working the traffic, and maintain the strictest diacipline amongat the 
11erVan&e employed. 

The existing law a.ft'eoting railway oompaniea as oarriera W88 then 
alluded to ; and attention wae next called to the prinoiple of oompenaatiou 
for injuries BUStained, Lord Campbell's Act being speoially cited aa the 
pariiamenWy recognition of that principle. It W88 said that this aci 
removed a technical difficulty in the way of recovering oompeDBIWon, 
rather than gave a new right to compensation. The money payment 
thus provided operated as a punishment, and tended to prevent the com· 
miseion of careless acts. Compensation might, therefore, be looked upon 
partly 88 a penalty upon the company for ita corporate careleeanesa, and 
partly 88 a remedy to the sufferer for the injury reoeived. If viewed aa 
a remedy it should be such 88 to tend to prevent a recurrence of the ac\ 
for which punishment wae aW&rded. H should, therefore, depend on the 
degree of blame which attached to the management for the aocident, and 
it should be equally oertain and jOBt in its operation. In its aspect aa a 
remedy it should be easily recoverable by the sufferer. .A.e at p?Men• 
levied it did not properly fulfil either of theee conditions, for reaeons 
which were lltat.ed. A.aauming that such a maximum amount waa fixed 
upon ae would fairly oompenaate the generality of paesengera, according 
to the class in which they were travelling; and aaauming •hat it were 
made payable in the caae of every accident which occurred beyond the 
control of the pauengel'll, without there being any obligation to prove 
negligence, the author wu inclined to think that the fine would be 
rendered more oertain in its operation, but that as a preventive the effect 
of the alteration would not be appreciable. The true remedy against 
railway accidente lay, in the author'1 opinion, with the railway companiel 
thelill!eives. Improved lll8llll8t'lllent would be greatJ.y aaaisted by placing 
at the head of each railway a director of adequate capacity, respoD.Rible 
to the board for the management of the OOl)oern, who should be required 
to devote thewhole of his time to its iniereeta, and be paid ::~rtion; 
by giving the chief officel'll of the railway control of, and · t.hem 
responsible for, the several departments, so that they might be held 
aneweralJle for the results; and by providing a gradation of responsibility 
thro1.1ghout all the employea. Improvements in the machinery and eyatem 
of working might be promoted b,Y the formation of an aesociation 
amongst railway companies, embracing the objecte of the lll80ciaiion be: 
tween the German railway companies, and of the ~tion be•ween 
manufaoturel'll near Manchester, for the prevention of boiler explosions. 
It wae doubtful however, whether auch an aasociation oould beoome of 
any practical utility in this country, unlesa it aesumed the form of an 
aasociation for the purpoee of mutual insurance against accident., 
managed by a board of railway officiala, chosen from the lllBOCiated 
companies. 

THE OFFICIAL PROGRAMME FOR THE DESIGN OF 
THE PARIS OPERA HOUSE.* 

Section II.-Balkt. 
77.-(1) The room of the first ballet master. 
(2) That of the second ballet master, and of the inspector. 

PRINCIPAL KALE PERFORMERS (Sujet1 Aommu). 
(3) Actors (mimea) and dancers of \he first claaa; six dressing 

rooms. 
(4) Substitutes (doob/u) and second-claas dancers; six or eigh~ 

dressing rooms. 
(5) A store for dresses (about Ill to 20 metres); and, perv.iuin~ 

to this store, 
(6) A place for the dressers ( 4 men). 
Cl) That of the hairdresser, oa large as a small dressing room •. 

PRlNCIP AL FBKALB PERFO!lll[BRS. <. 

(8) Principal female dancers (premiiru danmuu) four rooms+ 
(9) Second danmuu of the firs\ class, eight rooms. \ 
(10) Second dannmu of the IM'CC>Dd class, twelve rooms. 
(11) A store for dressea (about 25 to 30 square metres); and,· 

pertaining to it, · 
(12) Accommodation for the dressers (6 women). 

• Coocluded from pace 111. I 

j 
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(13) Accommodation for the hairdresser, of the size of a. small 
dressing room. 

(14) Accommodation for the sb~~aker, which ou~bt to be 
provided near the rooms of the pnnc1pals and the la.dies of the 
t:tn'J>6 ~ balld, and to be large enough to allow three or four per
aons to try on their shoes there. 

CORPS DE BALLET.-MEN. 
(HJ} A dressing room for eight leading daucers and actors 

(danaeur1 clwryphee1 et mimes), or two rooms for four in each. 
(16) A room for the eight dancers of the first quadrille. 
(17) A room for the eight dancers of the second quadrille. 
(18) A room for the sixteen pupil dan~rs comprising .the 

third quadrille. The first and ~econd qua<lrille may be united 
in one single room. The dres111ng rooms of the ballet dancers 
ahould have proportionate!Y the same dimensio~s.as t~ose of the 
male chorus singers, and hke them should be divided mto boxes 
bv partitions. Thi.se compartrnenta shoulrl be a little more 
r00my in the case of the leading dancers, and should form e. 
ipE'Cies of sme.11 room for each one. 

( 19) A dressing room for twelve pupil children, only cas~ally and 
occasionally occupied, and consequently capable of being mo!"6 
removed from the stage, and more contracted than those Ill 

regular use. 
{20) A store for dresses, placed as far as ~si~le in th~ cen:re 

of the group of dressing rooms, and commun1catmg readily with 
the central wardrobe: 20 to 25 metres. 

WOMEN. 
(21) A dressing room for 16 lee.ding female dancers, or pre-

ferably two rooms for eight each. 
(22) A room for 16 dancers forming the first quadrille. 
(23) A room for 16 dancers forming the second quadrille. 
(24) A room for 16 pupil dancers forming the third quadrille. 
Like the chorus singers, the ballet dancers ought each to have 

a separate compartment, and for the leading ones this compart
ment should oo large enough to form a kinrl of dressing room 
cloeed by a curtain. For this about I ·50 by J ·50 metres would 
be required. We only insist upon this arrangement for the 
leaders, so as to save space; but it woulrl be highly desirable if 
possible to adopt it generally, should the public dressing rooms 
nf the women, and even of the men, be large enough to e.llow it. 
We regard. the habit which all these young girls are obliged 
to contract, of undressing and going through their whole toilette 
severe.I times a day, in a common room, as an unfortunate cause 
of demoralisation. The mothers of most of the young female 
dancers accompany them to the theatre, and remain in their 
dressing rooms. These rooms will consequently require to be 
larger for a given number of persons than those of the female 
chorus singers, who come alone. 

(25) A room for from 15 to 20 young pupils, children employed 
only occasionally, and who consequently may be accommodated 
further from the stage, and with Jess space than the regular 
dancers require. · 

(26) A store for dresses placed as near as possible to the group 
of dressing rooms appropriated to the female ballet dancers: of 
from 26 to 30 square metres. 

FIOURAYTES. 
78. The we.lkingfigurtmtea(non-speaking)socalled because they 

neither dance nor sing, will have their dressing rooms better 
placed in. contiguit>: with the ballet departme1:1t, with which 
their duties more d1rectlv connect them, than with the chorus. 
Their ordinary number i8 eighteen, inclusive of two directresses; 
but it onen rises to twenty or twenty-four, and may amount 
to thirty; the dimensions of the apartments devoted to their 
use must be calculated for this last number. A large room for 
thirty women is therefore required; or, better, one for twenty, 
and an adjoining one for ten; also, a special store for dresses, 15 
to 20 square metres: the whole in one of the upper stories, if 
there be no room nearer the stnge. w· e do not require for the 
figurantu such roomy compartments as for the dancers, but at 
the least a dressing box of from ·so to 1 ·00 metre would be 
required for each. 

79. In the ballet department, as in that of the chorus, the 
male and female dressers of 1.he rorp1 remain in the common 
rooms, and coasequently increue the number of persons to be 
accommodated in them; they do not however require; like the 
dresaers of the principals, to have a special pl:lce allotted to them. 

80. The dreuing room corridors must be straight (an indis
pell8&ble condition of rapidity of working a11d efficiency of super-

intendence) withour projections or corners, well ventilated, and 
lighted by daylight. 

81. At severe.I points urinals and well ventilated clo.seta 
ought to be contrived, in numbers proportionate to the various 
divisions of the establishment to whose use they are appro
priated. We have already said that the principals ought to have 
private closets adjoining their dre88ing rooms. 

SUPERNUXERARIES (compar1u). 
82. The supernumeraries ordinarily number from forty to 

fifty· for many works the number is from eighty to one hundred, 
and for some, aa for example La Juive, it reaches a hundre~ ~nd 
fifty. As the future stage will be more ample than the ex1st1ng 
one the number of performers will necessarily increase propor
tio~ately to the enlargement. The same thing will be true of 
the bodies of chorus singers and dancers; for the latter, however, 
we have based ··our calculation of the requirements upon the 
numbers at present employed. There will therefore ~e needed
(1) A common room for from 50 to 60 supernumeraries, near the 
stage, so that this numerous and undisciplined troup may come 
on without introducing disorder into the other departments. 
(2) A similar room, which may be further removed from the 
stage orate. higher level, as it will only be made use of w~en 
more than 60 supernumeraries are employed. (3) Lastly, ~ third 
room of the same size, to be made use of only when works mclud
ing great spectacles, such as La Juive, are played. Each super
numerary should have for himself and his dresses a. box 0·70 or 
o·so met. wide by 0·1>0 or 0·60 met. deep. 

83. In the arrangements for supernumeraries, and so far as 
po88ible in immediate communication with the principal room, 
should be included-(1) a room for the superintendent of the 
supernumeraries and bis under-superintend~nt, f~m whence tb~y 
can easily overlook the room and ~ransm1t their .orders to 1t. 
(2) Accommodation (a stall or standing) for the hairdresser and 
bis store of wigs, beards, &c. (3 or 4 square metres). (3) A long 
narrow store a sort of ge.llery for arms and armour (10 to 12 
metres by 2 or 2"50 metres). (4) A wardrobe, either single 
(and of from ioo to 200 square metres) or in three compartments, 
annexed to the dreaaing rooms; but in this latter case the first 
must be larger than the second, and that larger than the third, 
for the first dressing room will be used at all performances, the 
second for those where the number of supernumeraries is larger 
than usual and the third for the rare occasions on which it 
reaches its ~&test height. t5) Lastly, if possible, a small court
yard, with urinals and latrines for the . use usually of from 50 to 
60 men, often increased to 100 and at times to 150. 

84. An excellent arrangement, and one very desi~~le wit~ I\ 

view to the promotion of good order and of that superv~s10n which 
becomes requisite in the employment of sopernumerar1es who are 
e.lmost all strangers, and for the most part unknown, would consist 
in such an arrangment of this department that it sboul~ only have 
one communication with the stage, wide and direct mdt!ed, but 
single, and that it should have none at all with any of the ot~er 
departments. A separate st.airce.se would afford access-startmg 
from the vicinity of the room already referred to (No. 72), where, 
with the exception of the twenty-four regulars, the supernu
meraries are enrolled each evening, and from whence they ":o~ld 
go direct to their dressing rooms without any means of arr1vmg 
at the stage except in costume. Their work done, .they would 
get their pay as they left,-in exchange for a check given by the 
superintendent of supernumeraries,-from the hRnds of a doo~
keeper stationed in a little office in the lobby at the foot of this 
ste.ircase. 

SALOONS FOR THE PERFORllERS (GREEN ROOKS.) 
86. The green rooms (different from the rehearsal saloons, 

which will be described further on) ought to be as near the stage 
aa po88ible, and on the same level. The following details a~ply 
to the principal performers' saloons:-( 1} The saloon for vooahsts. 
This is an elegant but quiet sitting room, where ten or tv.:elve 
persons assemble to chat, and where the performers sometimes 
try over or rehearse a paaaage out of their part. The. existing 
saloon measures about 6 metres by 8 metres: that space 18 ali;xiosc 
enough. (2) At each side of .the theatre, n~r the .proscen~um, 
and as far as possible level with the er.age, 11 required a httle 
saloon, so to speak a box (of 10 to 12 square metres), to admit of 
hasty changes of dress, and to &helter performers. ~ho are 
awaiting the moment for their going on to the stage (this 1s some
times termed foyer u rfplique}. (3) Near the scene and the 
saloon, but a little higher or lower, a small r°'"!m for the manager 
is necessary. (4) The side ecenes would be rehe~ed by the appro-

3• 
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priation to the chorus singers of a saloon, much more simple than 
that of the principal singers, but of about the same dimensions, 
30 to 40 square metres. This saloon however is not indispensable; 
the chorus can wait in their rehearsal saloon if not too far from 
the stage, or in their dressing rooms. (5) The dancers' green 
room (foytr de da111e), the ftoor of which slopes like that of the 
stage, and which is surrounded by resting bars to assist in prac
tising dancing (for want of space, rehearsals take place here, 
which should he carried on elsewhere), is not only inte.nded for 
the use of the claoregraplaic performers, it is an ele~nt saloon 
into which the director introduces all strangers of distmction who 
come to visit the opera. It is a place of meeting and entertain
ment for such of the subscribers as have the privilege of entry 
behind the scenes. It should be of large size, for all the members 
of the ballet meet there (a hundred persons and more); and it 
ought to be decorated in a style to correspond with its distinction 
as the opera reception room. It would be desirable for this 
saloon to be reserved for the ladies and the principal male per
formers, and that the male dancers of the CQrf>8 d8 ballet should 
have a separate 111\loon similar to that of the chorus singers, and 
of the same size. That would be the small dancers' saloon. 
The dancers' saloon in the present Opera-house is 8 metres by 
11 •7 metres; it is a little too small. (6) Among the dependencies 
a saloon for strange musicians, who are sometimes employed to the 
number of 20 or 30 on the stage. But this room must not be 
near the scene, on the contrary, it must be so far removed that 
rehearsals of ftourishes of trumpets, which ordinarily occur during 
the course of the piece, should not interfere with the performance 
(see No. 89).J 

THE ORCHESTRAL DEPARTKENT. 
86. In all probability the orchestra will occupy the same 

position in front of the scene as now, since, notwithstanding the 
disadvantages of this arrangement, a better has not yet been 
found. The present orchestra contains eighty performers, it "·ill 
reqnire to be a little larger for the new house, and it will be 
advisable to lower its level to o·ao or o·so metres below the pre
sent level, In the neighbourhood of the orchestra will be placed 
(1) A saloon for the performers to the number of ninety; around 
it closets for preservmg tho instruments. (2) The room for the 
conductor. (3) That of the deputy conductor. (4) A store for 
music, harps, double baases, &c., level with the orchestra, and if 
possible adjoining. The accommodation for the orchestra ought 
to be situated beyond the immediate dependencies of the scene, 
with which it ought to have no communication, except through a 
door which ordinarily remains closed. 

ARRANOEMllTI! FOR HORSEMEN ON THE STAGE. 
87.-{l) A stable for from twelve to fifteen horses. (2) A 

harness room, with a store for caparisons and the various acces
sories of harness. (3) A station for grooms and stablemen (12 to 
15 men). The hortlell all caparisoned should ascend to the stage 
and descend from it by a gentle incline, upon which they'can go 
under cover to the very stable. 

INSTRUCTION AND REHEARSALS. 
88. The saloons intended for instruction and rehearsals may be 

remote from the stage, but must be n1:ar the mAnBger and the 
superintendents. There are required-{!) a small saloon for 
singing lessons. (2) Two saloons for study and rehearsal of parts 
(suitable dimensions from 30 to 40 square metres. (3) A great 
saloon or rehearsal room. The dimensions of this room should 
be such that rehearsals of grouping, and effects either of dancing 
or singing can be made there as well as on the stage. For this 
it must have a width at least equal to the opening of the scene
say about 15 metres. 

89. The dancing school, now conducted partly in the rue Richter 
and partly at the Opera-house, must be established entirely 
among the dependencies of tlie new Opera-house. It may be 
situated in an rnternal court-yard, if passible on the ground ftoor, 
so that the pupils may come for their lessons without passing 
through any of the dependencies of the stage. This school will 
include-(!) Two dancing rooms, each for from twenty-five to 
thirty pupils, one for girls, one for boys. (i!) A waiting room for 
the mothi:rs of yountt pupils. (3) One or two drfssing boxes or 
dressing rooms f(lr gtrls. (4) One or two dressing boxes for boys. 
(.~)Two or three private rooms f<•r the professors. The instruction 
of the two sPxes ought to be separate1 if however space fails, it 
might be sufficient to have a single dancing room (a square of 
from 8 to IO metres on each side) where lfssons should be given 
at different hours. These dancing rooms may also b~ turned 
\o account in various ways. For examrle, they might be U&eful 

for musical rehearsals, and particularly-if they were far enough 
from the stage for rehearsals not to '!reate disturb&ue&-they 
would serve for those of strange musicians; in thi11 caae they 
would render unnecessary the room specified (No.&) for thOM 
musicians. 

WA.RDROBB. 
90. The work rooma and general warehouae for COlltumea may 

occupy the upper stories of the buildings appropriated to the 
management. At the same time, they ought to be u · near 11 
possible to the dreBBing rooms of the performers, and to oom
municate by "' wide and e1111y staircase with the appendages to 
the stage. The complete establishment should include the 
following :-

lllAN AOEMBNT OF THE DEPARTMK!IT. 
Three rooms opening out of one another. (1) Room for the 
superintendent of dresses (chef d8 l'laabillmient.) (2) Office !or 
the deputy superintendent and servant. (3) Room for the designer, 
usually only one person, sometimes two or three; to be large 
enough and well enough lighted to permit of a large figure beillg 
dressed there, or, if necessary, a model being set. 

SHOPS.-lllEN. 
91.-{l) Tailors' shop, for from 20 to 24 men ordinarily; 40or 

more when work pre11ges, that is to say as often as a great piece 
is got up: an are.'\ of 140 to 150 metres is desirable, well lighted, 
as much as possible sheltered from the rays of the son, and with 
a ceiling lofty enough to prevent the atmosphere from becoming 
too much vitiated, when working at night, by the breath of the 
workmen, aud by the 30 gas burners which light them. (2) The 
room of the foreman of tailors, small, and united to the two follow
ing. (3) The cutters' shop, to cont.a.in two or three persons and a 
great tailoni' board (i!-0 to 21'; square metres), separated as much 
as poesible from the large tailors' shop by a glazed partition. 
(4) A small store for new dresses in course of manufacture, and 
such as are not yet taken into use. 

WOMEN. 
92.-{l) Shop for seamstresses and embroiderers, from 30 to 40 

women-the counterpart of the tailors' shop. (2) The room of 
the head se."\mstress, small, and united to the two following onee. 
(3) The work room of the chief seamstress and of the IU!Bistant 
seamstress and assistant milliner, separated from the large ahop 
by glazing. (4) A small store for dressea in hand. (/';) A small 
room, easily reached from without, for receiving, counting, gi'ring 
out, and repairing linen and hosiery, 

93. Easy communication and access between the two work
shops, placed under the general direction of the superintendent 
of dresses, and the inspection of his deputy. The office of the 
latter should be so placed as to render superintendence easy and 
efficacious. No one ought to be able to enter or leave without 
passing under his eye. The superintendent of dl"e88ell, the fore
man of tailors, aud the chief seamstress, ought to he accessible 
without entering the workshops, which should be closed againlt 
all pert1ons not employed there. Within reach of these Bhop1, 
private closets for men and for women ought to be provided; and 
it would be very useful for a sort of refectory. to be provided, 
with a cooking range, where the workmen and workwomen 
who are detained for ur~ent work, or are to work through t.he 
night, may warm-up their food, and take their meals without 
leaving. 

STORES. 
94. The central wardrobe includes two principal sections, 

themselves subdivided into several groups, namely:-

~ l 
Principals. 

Opera... Chol"Ull. 

Men . . . Ball t Princip&la. 
e · · · Corpe de Ballet. 

Supernumeraries. 

~ Opera... I 
Women l Ballet ... 

Figurantes. 

Princip&la. 
Chorus. 
Principals. 
Corps de Ballet. 

and there are required--{!) Two room11ofahont equal area (each 
about IllO metres), communicating by one or several opelllllgl, 
and subdivided by closets and partitions of wood, to suit the 
requirements of each department. (2) A little atore adjoining 
for the most valuable dresses, head dresses, feathers, dowera, 
iewels, &c. (3) An armoury, for from 50 to 60 complete suitao( 
&rmour, a certain number of helmets, ouiraases, and other Po"" 
tions of armour, several hundreds of halberts, spears, m--
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aword., &c. (4) A litUe work-room adjoining this armoury, for 
cleanWg and polishing. (5) A small store for fire-arms, with a 
beach for the gun·amith. (6) A small store, weU ventilated and in 
the abade, for fllra. (7) A store, from 20 to 2fJ square metres, for 
the hatter, with a furnace, and a bench for the repairs and brush
ing up .of hats. Lastly, in an upper story, if need be in the 
roof, but near the general wardrobe department-(8) A well 
'VUtila&ed light room for beating and cleansing d.reaaea. (9) A 
at.ore for old diauaed dresaea. 

96. Fart.her-on the same atory aa the shops, and in easy com
munication with the· office of the superintendent of dresses and 
workshops, must be provided-(!) The store for materials, a room 
of from 30 to 40 square metres, fitted up with closets; with (2) 
An office for the warehouseman and his servant. (3) A dark room 
for eumining the effect of materials when lighted up. 

llllBCBLLANBOUS WOBXSHOPS. 
96. It hu Men considered that it would be well to have, in 

the buildings of the opera, painting rooms for the scenery. These 
painUng rooms, which could be formed nowhere but in the roof, 
would be of but partial use. The difficulty of accesa l\Ild of 
workinf, the impossibility of setting up stages of scaffolding for 
want o sufficient height, would of necessity limit the use of them 
to repaira and touchings op. Now since there is litUe probability 
that the run of a piece would be stopped to allow its scenery to 
be touched up, and since there will hardly be room enough to 

• allow of the acenery for all the works on the list being kept in 
the opera house, there would be no reason for transporting 
thither, merely for repairs, acenery which could be much more 
conveniently mended in the painting room, which ought to be 
annexed to the general store. These painting rooms cannot be 
counted upon for the preparation of new BCenery. Space and 
height will always be wanting for that; besides there would be 
great disadvantage in muin~ op the departments of the theatre, 
already so extensive, with pamtmg rooms, which would bring in-a 
number of peraone, UBUally far from orderly. 

97. The fr8Deral acenery store, which cannot be dispensed with, 
and the painting rooms (for of these two or three at the least a."8 
needed), require ten times as great a space u can be spared for them 
at tbe opera-house. They must be transported into a remote dis
trict where, land being cheap, it will be easy to afford them that 
apace which is wanting in the rue Richter. If the system of 
mounting scenes, which we have described (No. 48 and following 
eections) be adopted, they will only seldom have to be trans
ported, and there will be no disadvantage in the store being 
remote from the theatre. Thia farther advantage will accrue-in 
place of a warehouse representin~ a rent of a hundred thousand 
francs or more, a better one will be provided which will not 
cost a third of this sum. 

98. The roofs of the house will be turned to very good account, 
it stores for cumbrous acce11110ries, chandeliers, tackle, the prepara
tioua for balle, the general store of the house-upholsterer, and 
his workshop, the brushing room for dreaaes, &c., are placed 
there. A carpenters' shop for repairs can be also very suitably 
provided there. 

99. O&her workshops yet are essential, but the roof is not 
the locality in which they should be situated. In a court
yard near the stage should be found-(1) A smithery, and a 
forge. (2) The general store and 11hop belon~g to the lighting 
department, and a station for those engaged in this department, 
(eee Nos. 60 and 67). (3) The store and shop of the chimney 
sweeper. (4) The house carpenter. (5) The store for brooms, 
brushea &c. (6) Stores for fuel, goods, &c. (7) A cart-house, 
and even a stable for a cart.horse. 

PRECA'OTJONS. 
100. The construction of the new house of incombustible 

materials, will very much 181180n the danger of fire, and will 
render a general conflagration impossible. But wood and com
bustible materials must inevitably be aufficienUy made use of 
in the formation of the stage, the scenery, and the internal 
fittings for these to remain in considerable danger, and for it to be 
indispensable that precautions should be taken against the 
pouibility of accideut. The existing movable iron grating, the 
object of which is to secure the retreat of the audience in case 
a fire breaks oat in the direction of the 11tage, will therefore be 
retained. As at present, charged water mains would be provided 
in various parts of the theatre, supplied from enormous cisterns 
in the roof. A powerful hydraulic system, acting by compreutid 
air, or under the force of ordinary fire engines, will alford the 
me&111 of rapidly and auCC88llfully encountering such accidents 

as may arise. But the engines 'or any other motive power 
selected, must be established on the ground level in th11 DP.igh
bourhood of a court-yard, easily reached from without and from 
all parts of the eetablishment, so that in case of anything serious, 
the action of the engines should not be interrupted. The 
architect will avoid placing his fire engines as they are placed in 
the present opera house-in a cellar, which would in a short. 
time have to be abandoned for want of air to breathe, should any 
fire of magnitude break out. 

101. The station of the firemen (1aptur1 pompiera), about 
fifteen men, and their store for appliances to aid eacape, will 
naturally be established near the engines, and so that these 
firemen can quickly reach all parts of the stage and the house. 

lllABAGEKENT. 
102. The offices of the management and' adminstration will be 

SQ placed as to 11t1Cure prompt and easy communication with the 
stage and with all departments. They must be easily reached 
from without, and foot passengers must as far as possible be 
sheltered up to the very door, which will opt>n out of the 
principal court-yard (No. 68), and iu such a way that carriagea 
can approach it easily. The manager's department will include 
-{I) An ante-chamber. (2) A small waiting room. (3) The 
manager's private room. (4) A small room adjoining. (5) The 
room of the managl'r's private secretary. (6) The room of the 
general secretary. (7) A small room adjoining. (8) The strong 
room (depOt du archivea), which requires two other rooms of 
together a boot 50 square metres of area. These rooms ought to 
have exit doors, allowiug the officials who occupy them to leave 
them, and reach the stage and all portions of the eatablishmeni, 
without passing through the ante-chamber. 

Tbe administrative office11 will comprise the following :-(9) 
The office of the princiral cashier. (IO) Officea for 3 or 4 
MSistants. (11) A room for the office clerks. (12) An inspector's 
office. (13) A clerk of works' office (bureau du batfmenta et du 
material). 

103. The cashier's office ought to be readily accesaible to the 
whole staff on pay days, and daily to the public. It will con
sequenUy be better placed on the ground floor than on an upper 
Boor. It is desirable, in order to gul\rantee the safety of this 
office, that it should he so situated as to be always under the eye 
of the door-keepers and inspectors, and should have no opening 
into the public way. The cashier's department will consist of 
(1) An ante-chamber into which the pay window opens. (2) The 
cashier's room. (3)' An office adjoining it for a clerk. 

104. The library of the opera-house oontains one of the ~ost 
important musical collections extant. It poaseasea autograph 
and unpublished works by the greatest masters, the 1088 of which 
would be irreparable. All the separate parts of the choral and 
orche'stral scores of the operas and ballets played at the opera 
house, are there in full, and in case of their disappearance could 
not be replaced without heavy expences and a very long delay, 
during which the performances at the opera would be of n1ceuity 
interrupted. It will Uierefore be impossible to be too ~ful in 
preserving this valuable deposit. The leader of the orchestra 
daily sends for and returns to this library the scores necessary 
for the performance of the day. For the convenience of working 
it might be therefore desirable for this library not to be 
established too far from the stage, but it is above all things 
requisite for it to be placed in a dry spot secure from any danger 
in case of fire. 

105. The library, and the store for soores attached to it, at 
present occupy five rooms, having a total area of 200 n1etres. 
More space muat be allowed for the new house, inasmuch as 
the store receives some increase every year, and is already too 
small. 

106. To the library should be annexed a collying room (for 6 or 8 
copyists), and the room of the librarian, who IS also superintendent 
of copyists. 

RESIDENCES. 
107. The drincipal officials employed at the opera are on 

duty day an night.. None of them can leave the theatre before 
the end of the performance, and some Qf them remain for long 
after, notwithstanding which their functions recommence on the 
morrow at a very early hour : for example, the general secretary 
-who has the administration and superintendence under his care 
-and the principal machinist. The presence of the heads of 
departments is daily and at all hours essential. To prevent 
casualties, they must to a certain extent be permanently at the 
theatre. Even without any regard to the convenience of the 
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officials, it can be easily understood that, reaching their homes 
far from the opera houiie at an advanced hour of the night, 
exhausted by the fatigue of a long and laborious day, it ia 
difficult for them to recommence their work early the following 
day, and that consequently a great relaxation of the preparations 
and the general work of management must ensue. The general 
secretary and the cashier are at the present day the only 
officials residing at the opera house. We consider, notwith
standing the silence maintained in the programme which served 
as a basis for the first competition, that the new opera house 
ought to include residences for the following officials and 
assistants: (1) The manager. The manager of the opera is at 
onoo 11. ~eneral who ought t.o be always at his headquarters, 
and the head of a vast establishment who cannot safely remain 
out of reach of his ateliers. (2) The general secretary, upon 
whom devolves the administration, the care of the property, and 
the permanent superintendence of all the different departments 
and of the buildmg itself. (3) The stage manager, who is 
re3ponsible for the scenic effects and the rehearsals (ma,.clie du 
etudes). ( 4) The superintendent (reguuur), his principal assistant, 
upon whom devolve all the details of the stage, notices, &c. 
(5) The cashier, accountable for heavy sums of money, and who 
ought neither t.o lea.ve the charge entrusted to him, nor to can-y it 
awn.v with him. (6) The head machinist, who has the immediate 
command of all the workmen. 

ON PICTORIAL MOSAIC AS AN ARCHITECTURAL 
EMBELLISHMENT. 

By M. DIGBY WYA'IT, Architect. 
( Conclud«l fr<>m page 120.) 

A FEW words will suffice to dismiBB the sixth species of mosaic, 
which I h:n-e called " Italian Portable." By this term I would 
convey that the basis of the variety is not so much making por
table mosaics, as, from the great weight of the materials, they 
can never be made easily portable; but rather making reproduc
tions, in mosaic, of pictures in oil or other media, which may be 
really and readily transferable from place to place. This species 
is, in fact, little else than a revival of the fine op!U tJermiculnlum 
of the ancients. It would be incorrect to say that the Greeks 
did not ever manufacture miniature mosaic pictures; because two 
note<l specimens exist to ruy knowledge,--one at Florence, and 
the other, of extraordinary perfection and curiosity, in the Ken
sington Museum; but it may be safely averred, from the great 
rarity of such relics, that tile practice was altogether exceptional. 
This, indeed, is not to be wondered at; since, with the quick 
drying cement ordinarily used for mOl!IUc work, it must have 
been extremely difficult to execute these almost microscopic pic
tures, which bring within the compass of a few square inches 
subjcct.i usually worked out in as many square feet. 

Thi!\ leads us to the conclusion that the l\Dcients for their finest 
mose.ic pictures must have used some retarding agent, such as 
honey or beer would prove, to keep their cement plastic longer 
than it would rem11.in if mixed with water only. When, however, 
Giovanni Baptista. Callandra applied, early in the seventeenth 
century, a mastic in lieu of an ordinary hydrate of lime, to unite 
the tesserre, it became comparatively ea.RY to copy the most elabo
rate pictures iu mosaic. By this artist was executed the beau
tiful reproduction of Guido's St. Michael; which, with Raffaelle's 
"Transfiguration," and Domt1nichino's "St. Jerome," is about 
the best of all the celebrated mosaic pictures in St. Peter's. 

In the marble incrustation which forms our seventh species, 
and which is best known as Florentine Mosaic, the tints and 
shades are given by the natural colours of the jasper, agates, and 
other precious materials of which the work is composed. The 
hardest minerals only are used; and as each small piece must be 
cut and ground to a pattern, and each thin veneer backed by a 
thicker one of slate, or some such material, in order to give it 
strength; so much labour and timeare involved in its production 
that its high prioe has necessarily limited its use. Zobi, the 
principal writer on the art of pietra dura mosaic, tells us that he 
knows of" no existing example in Italy of marble pictorial mo
saic executed during the first periods of the revival of the arts, 
excepting the specimen to be seen in the central nave of Siena 
Cathedral, said to be the work of Duccio di Buoninsegua, who 
lived in the fourteenth century." There can be no doubt, how
ever, that the art was founded ou the opus aectil~ of the 

ancients, and that it descended by regular tradJtion from claaaical 
times. J need scarcely recall to your recollect.ion the extraor. 
dinary advance made in the pavement of the same cathedral 
upon the work of Buoninaegua, by that great master of the six· 
teenth century, Beocafumi. The art was greatly patroniaed by 
the Medici. The celebrated "Fabrica Ducale," of Flore11ce YU 
fonnded by Ferdinand I., Grand Duke of Tuscany, in 1688; and 
its reputation during the 11eventeenth century was kept up by 
the exertions of those artists to whom Florence owes the fineat 
specimens of mosaic which enrich her palaces and galleries, and 
whose names are for the moat part given to us by BaldinuecL 

Before taking leave of this subject, we must not omit to notice 
the exquisite specimens produced in India of pictorial mosaics, 
representing the finest Arabesque and oonventional ornament i11 
pietra dura. That the Indians were early in posaesaion of all the 
technical ability necessary for such a work is proved by the an· 
tiqnity of some of their gem-cuttings, inl11.ying, polishing, and 
carving<J in hard stones; but it is probable that their sovereignt 
owed much to Italy for assistance in that beautiful marquetry 
which ornaments the great monuments at Delhi and Agra; for 
in 1688 a passport was obtained from the King of Spa.in, by the 
Grand Duke of Tuscany, for four workmen, skilled in mosaic 
working in precious stones, whom he was about to dispatch t~ 
the Great MoguL 

This art is retained 11.t the present day both in India and to 
even greater perfection in Italy; for the specimens contributed to 
the recent Exhibition at Florence, some of which may be even 
now on their way to this country, were quite equal to anything 
produced in the palmy days of the Medici. 

It would take too long now to describe the practical processes 
adopted in this and other modes of mosaic working, and 
having already given them in a work I published in 1848 on tbe 
subject, and in a report to t.he Board of Trade made in 1856, it is 
better to refer you to those 11<>urces of information than to further 
detain you from entering upon what ia, indeed, the moat practically 
interesting section of our inquiry this evening. Before commen· 
cing, however, upon the second part of our subject, the theo
retical basis upon which we should as architects aid in the 
revival of pictorial mosaic, it behoves us to take 1tock of the pre
sent state of the material conditions likely to affect auy such r&

vival. In Italy, as I have already said, the art hM lingered on; 
maintained in its monumental form by the necessities of repair
ing old works, rather than by the desire to create new; and in 
its portable form by the incessant demands of foreigners to carry 
off with them, as pilgrims' marks, in the nineteenth century, 
slabs of what is generally known as "Roman moea.ic." In Frallce, 
under the first Republic, an effort was made to introduce this 
manufacture into Paris; and a "fabrica" was opened by the au· 
thoritiea, under the charge of a Signor Belloni, in the old College 
of Navarre, in the Rue de la Montaigne Ste. Genevieve. At the 
" Exposition" of the year X., some .products were contributed 
from this establishment; but as it altogether disappears from the 
catalogue of subsequent expositions, there is every reason to be
lieve that the experiment was abandoned. With this exception 
I am aware of no attempt made by France hitherto to revire 
pictorial mosaic. I have not beard of any other efforts, making 
or made, in any of the other countries of Europe, excepting our 
own. 

Before noting what we are doing in this direction, it may be 
well to record the progress making in Italy. There are now 
three establishments in "Italia" (supposing it to be "Unita"), at 
all of which I believe the 1malti, or coloured vitreous pastes re
quisite for moaaic working, are made, and from which they may 
be procured. These are each attached to great structures, the 
moaaics of which require occasional repairs; viz., St. Peter's d 
Rome, St. Mark's at Venice, and the Benedictine establishmen' 
at Monreale, near Palermo. Of the products of these establish· 
ments, the Roman and Venetian are the best, and the Sicilian 
the cheapest. Through the kindness of Mr. Penrose, of whoee 
exertions in connexion with the revival of mosaic I shall pr&
sently have occasion to speak, I am enabled to bring to your 
notice the following particulars of the relat:.ve cost of the 
products of these establishments. At the Roman Fa.brica he 
was furnished with an estimate for the execution of mosaic 
(of course, in nry fine work) for " opm-t1 di dflC01'aziom, ~ at 
the following rates, reduced to English feet and Engli'lh 
money:-For figure subjects or landscape11, at from 231. to 38l. 
per foot superficial; for flowers or animals, at from 231. to 311. 
per foot; for Grecian, RomaD, or ciDque-cento ornamentl, at. 
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from 19L to 271. per foot; and for Byzantine ornament.a, at from 
31.171. to lll. 10.. I cannot help thinking that there must have 
beell 10me iniaunderstanding with respect to the above estimate; 
for 111ch prices mitrht justify the very minute work requisite for 
copying highly-dniahed picturee, but are altogether unreasonably 
high {or ordinary deoorative work. I am led to this conclusion 
became Ciampini tells us that, when Clement VIIL, in the be
ginning o{ the aeventeenth century, commenced the embellishment 
with mosaic of the dome of St. Peter's, the price o11'ered for the 
laboar was about 11. 10.. per English foot. This was so profit-
able to the workmen, aa to attract the labourers from all parts of 
llaly, '!!'- tMll immodlci pntfi." The consequence was that 
very apeedily the price fell to ahout 71. 3d. per English foot. 
Thia would be, of COIJl'lle1 exclusive of the value of the material 
employed, which latter would be worth, then, probably about 
1.51. an English foot. Allowinl{ for a great increase of value 
lillce Clement VIIL's time, it ia bard to suppose that similar 
work oould be worth more than about 31. sterling P.4!r foot at the 
preeent time. This would agree pretty well with what the 
director of the mosaic establishment at St. Mark's-Signor Moro 
-told Mr. Penrose; viz., that the coat of finished work, similar 
to the ordinary Byzantine, would be about 31. 21. per English 
Coo&. 

With ~t to the coat of the Venetian mat.erial, I have 
m:ytel{ obtained from the Count Conaro the prices at which 
Signor Salviati, the practical manufacturer who makes for St. 
Mark's, will supply the smalti, viz., for gold and silver, 121. per 
pound, cut into tesaene; 61. fur the same quantity uncut. For 
mied oolours, a.. per pound uncut. Count Conaro stat.es that it 
will take about 33 English pounds weight of gold and silver, or 
60 poUllds of coloured smalto, to do a French metre superficial of 
moeaic; the French square metre being rather more than an 
English aaperticial yard. Mr. Penrose remarks that, at Palermo 
the price is much the sane as at Murano for the smalto, but that 
the price for cutting it into emall pieces is very much lower in 
the former than the latter place: thus the prices for cutting only, 
a& Marano, are, for coloured smalti, 61. 8d. ; and for gold, no 1-
Uian 151. 6d. per English foot; while at Palermo, for 4r. 7d. per 
foot the manufacturers will cut up into teBlllU'al ~olden and co
loured amalti indiscriminately. Mr. Penrose's object in making 
th• inquiries was to ascertain how far it was practicable to en
lilt foreign assistance in carrying out some of his proposed deco
rations in St. Paul's in mosaic, of a more pictorial nature than 
wt had at the date of his last visit to Italy auooeeded in 
prod acing. 

The notes he made beoome now, happily, of lea importance 
Ulan they then were; owing to the fact that with the exception 
oC the gold ground mosaic, which our manufacturers have not 
ye&, 10 far aa I am at present informed, been very successful with, 
all the foreign pastes may be with advantage replaoed by home 
prodace, and the work done by English workmen. The actual 
purchaaes made by Mr. Penrose for the _purpose of experimenting 
upon were aa followa:-1200 cakes of gilt smalto, sufficient when 
cut up and wrought to cover about 80 feet English, 63L ; 33i 
lhl. avoirdupois of coloured smalto, sufficient to do about 128 
fed, 3U 

In the recent Italian Exhibition the Florentine and Venetian 
mOl&io workers alone were well represented. Sal'riati, the manu
facturer, and Vincenzo Redi, the moeaicist, both of Venice, 
combined in contributing a fine figure of St. Nicholas, taken from 
Sta. Sofia, at Constantinople; and an equally good one of our 
Sarioar, copied from an oriRinal in St. Mark's. Both of these 
left not.hllig to be desired in the way of material or workmanship. 
Antonio Gar.etta, also of Venice, exhibited a very good head. I 
aw nothing, however, at Florence in these works which, with 
the exception, perhaps, of the good 9uality of the gold ground 
lllll&lt.o, we could not I believe now nval in this country. It re
maina for us to see by what steps this newly-acquired faculty baa 
hem obtained. 

The revival of mosaic in this conn try aa an architectural adjunct 
may be conaidered to have begun in 1839-40; about which time 
Mr. Blaahfield endeavoured to produce decorative pavements 
by meana of inlaid asphalte, coloured cement, and Venetian pise 
1r0rka, usisted by the clever inventions of Mr. Singer, of Vaux
!Wl, by hil ingenioua aaeistant Mr. Pether, and also by Mr. 
Pl'OIBer's mode of .Producing a tile of great density and cloeen818 
at: texture, by &ubJecting powdered Cliina clay to strong mecha
Dlcal p?ellure in iron moulds, and in this wa7 obviating the 

shrinking caused by evaporation, which is unavoidable when the 
clay ia used in a ·moist state. Mr. Prosser'& invention was first 
applied to the manufacture of buttons, in which for some time a 
large trade was carried on. Recently the M..n. Maw have in
vented a prooess by which they obtain te.ena with the close 
texture and consequent hard surface, only to be attained by 
aqueous shrinkage, and hitherto only approached by subjecting 
the materials to extraordinary pressure. 

Mr. Minton, I believe, at the s~on of Mr.• Blaahfield, 
turned his attention to the application of Mr. Prosser'& pl\tents 
to the production of teuenB swtable for the formation of pave
ments similar to those of the ancients. Many beautiful geo
metrical combinations for thia _purpose were auggested by Mr. 
Owen Jones; and the result of lrlr. Minton'& spirited e11'orts was 
the speedy introduction to the market of excellent tessene in all 
colonrs. 

In 1844, when I went abroad to study my profession, Mr. 
Blashfield gave me a commi88ion to obtain for him anything 
which I considered likely to render these tessene (the manu
factuni of which Mr. Minton had then jaat entered on) of 
more general utility. In Italy and Sicily I found much material, 
of which I believed little notice had at that time been taken; and 
this induced me to make a aeries of drawings, which I afterwards 
published in the 'Geometrical Mosaics of the Middle Ages.' 
These drawings were shown to Mr. Minton by Mr. Blashfield; 
and, on my return to England in 1847, Mr. Minton applied to 
me to 8.llllist him in his views with respect to encaustio t.iles, and 
their combination with t.esaelated work in general. For some 
time I rendered him what aid I could; and, but for other and 
more pressing prof-ioual engagement.a, I should probably have 
continued to do so. On Mr. Hinton's retirement from active • 
business, Mesars. Maw and Co., determining to add the execution 
of mosaic to their encaustio tile manufacture, sought my co
operation, which bas been given, at such intervals as have suited 
our mutual convenience, up to the pre11ent time. Feeling their 
strength quite equal to the production of pictorial u well u geo· 
metrical mosaic, Me88J'll. Maw requested me, on the announcement 
of the intended Exhibition of 1862, to desigu a pavement of that 
character for them. Some of the workiiig drawings for that 
commission I now exhibit; and do not doubt that, on seeing the 
work done from them in the Exhibition, you will admit that 
Me811rs. Maw and Co. have fully proved their capability to rival 
any antique mosaic yet exhumed in this conn~. To have 
attemptecf succeaafully such an experiment, involVU1g the pro
d uction of an indefinite number of tessene of about one hundred 
di11'erent tint.a-many never previously got up in England~d 
the application of skilled labour as it had never before, I believe, 
been employed in this conn~ since the last Roman quitted it,
is, I do not hesitate to say, hiahly honourable to them as manu
facturers; and it is a source of gratification to me to have been 
associated with them in thia the first practical endeavour to 
revive the pictorial mosaic amongst us. That we shall soon have 
many rivals is not to be doubted; since already, through the 
energetic and most laudable prompting of Mr. Cole, a scheme 
has been set on foot to which no one amongst us can, I think, 
fail to give hearty sympathy and support. Some prospectuses, 
one or two of which I have laid upon the table, give the detail of 
a scheme, which, if carried out successfully-a I have every 
reason to think and believe it may-will give a rare impetua 
to the development of pictorial mOllll.ic. Thoae details I do not 
dwell on; for the double reason that time will not now permit of 
my doiug so, and that they will, I believe, Corm the subject of a 
paper hereafter at the Society of Arts. I may, however, point 
to two most hopeful features of progress certainly made :-let, 
that already the practical co-operation of many of the most 
celebrated artist.a in this country has been secured; and 2nd, 
both Messrs. Minton and Messrs Simpson (Messrs. Maw and 
Co's London agents) have proved, that if artists will only make 
irood designs, they poasees all the requisite power to realise their 
Clesigus successfully. To prove this, I need only point to a spe
cimen produced by Messrs. Simpson, which has been kindly lent 
me by Mr. Cole. 

Such being the actual conditions of the manufacture at the 
preaent moment, I think it will be admitted that it is really 
incumbent on the studious architect to endeavour to grasp the 
theory of the right application of pictorial moaaic; and it ia iu 
the endeavour to either aid hun by my advice, or to aid 
myaelf by eliciting a rectification of my views, that I put before 
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you, as the second and concluding part of this pAper, a few con
victions on the subject, with respect to which I see my way at 
present pretty clearly. 

The combined action of the moisture and severe frost of our 
climate is such 1111 must always, I fear, render but little durable 
any extensive application of mosaic in small teeaenie as external 
decorations; to a great extent, therefore, architects will have to 
look upon it as an internlll. embellishment. It ia, of course, a 
coloured incl'Ustation, applicable to any structural surfaces which 
it may be desirable to enrich; and ita appropriate design must 
be strictly determined by very nearly the same laws which should 
govern the distribution of polychromatic decoration, executed 
through any other medium upon similar surfacea. The rationale 
of these laws has been by no one better illustrated than by Sir 
Charles Eastlake, in his invaluable reports to the Fine Art Com
mission; and it is better that I should refer you to what he has 
so well written in those documents, than attempt to give you 
now any paraphrase of my own. The chief exceptional condi
tiollll are, firstly, its expense, which entRils simplicity; secondly, 
the extremely vivid way in which it reflects light, and exhibits 
local colour partinlly, demanding judgment to adapt the design 
to the mode of lighting; and, thirdly, its limitations, under 
ordinary circumstances, as a means of artistic expression, which 
lead to the p1'1ldent avoidance of many ofthose pictorial elements, 
such as perspective, foreshortening, lively action, or complicated 
chiaroscuro, which are proper and agreeable sources of effect in 
mural paintings executed with more tractable vehicles. That 
which the designer will probably at first feel to be his greatest 
difficulty, the arrangement of the cement joints which attach the 
tesserre to one another, will, when once he bas mastered the prin
ciples upon which they should be disposed, prove a ready and 
moat eS&ential means of heightening his effect.a. The jointing is, 
to a m08&ic designer, exactly what the lines and reticulations of 
an engraving or etching are to an engraver; and the rules of 
taste which apply to the one apply equally to the other. For 
instance, as the engraver's lines by convexity or concavity expre88 
the undulations ot drape~, and the modelling of surfaces advan
cing to or retreating from the spectator's eye, so precisely should 
the directions of the jointing of a piece of pictorial mosaic. Again, 
as the regular ruling or cro88-latcbing of an engraved half-tint ia 
made to give value to the broken lights and shades of the leading 
figures, to which by their vivid contrasts attention has to be 
attracted; so precisely should the uniformity of the jointing with 
even-sized tessenie diminish the brilliancy of a mosaic back
ground; breaking up the light which would otherwise be so 
stronttlY reflected from, sav a white or golden background, as 
to quite kill the effect of the figures or ornaments to be relieved 
upon it. 

Another point which should be carefully attended to in 
arranging the jointing, is to allow a row of teBSene of the same 
colour 88 the ground to always follow every leading contour pro
filed upon the background. The use of this rule, which was 
invariably followed by all good moaaicists, is to prevent the 
directions of the generally horizontal and vertical jointing lines 
of the background froru cutting awkwardly against the profiles, 
which the eye should be allowed to follow without being led oft' 
into other channels, or distracted by the occurrence of irregularl,r 
shaped tesserre next to leading formL This reduplication, as 1t 
were, of mosaic outline has almost the effect of the lead line in 
stained glass, and is not much less essential to good effect. It ie 
highly gratifying to ob1.1erve the degree of judgment with which 
the mosaicist bas emphuized the designer's intention, by a 
judicious treatment of the jointing in Messrs. Simpson's Rpecimen 
head now exhibited. It is always to be remembered that, at the 
distance from the eye at which mosaics are ueuall,r likely to be 
placed, mecbauioal defects disappear, but that artistic mistakes 
betray themselves, despite the most perfect mechanical execution. 
Hence it is far better to spend time, thought, and money, in 
getting really first-rate cartoons, than in endeavouring to bring 
the te88f'l'lle to fine joints or microscopic minutentl88. In mounting 
to the summit of the great dome of St. Peter's, glimpses are 
caught from time to time of the nature of the moeaic work; and 
the observer who from below may have fancied the whole to 
have been wrought with great exactness, will find that the work 
is of the coarsest description, with jointa in which often a good
sized pencil might be laid. From its judicious design, how
ever, the etfect of the whole is eminently satisfactory, when 
viewed from the tloor of the cathedral. 

It may be well to remember al80 that although moeaic is, aa it 
were, painting, it is something more in its relation to the 1true
ture it decorates; it has become "bone of its bone,~ and in 
virtue of its intimate and permanent union is especially bound to 
live in peace and bai'IDony. As a good wife ahould make oou
spicuous the virtues of the ha&band she adorns, should bide bia 
faults, aud screen his defects; so should a well-deviled eyatem of 
mosaic give, by predominant vertical lines, height to a atructure 
in which height is wanting, and, by predominant horizontal lines, 
length where length is needed. Brilliancy may be wrought out of 
darkness by allowing gold grounds and luminous ccloUI'I to pr&
vail; while the eye in another building, "faint with exce1111 of light,• 
may be refreshed by a preponderance of cool and quiet t.cnea. 
String-co1ll'lle& and borders, arcbivolt and impost bandaandfriaes, 
should be treated as permanent frames to permanent pictune; 
essential, by their rectangularity or other simple geometrical cbt.
racter, to afford the eye a ready means of testing all adjoining 
and more complex forms by contrast. Need I say that whm 
the skeleton of the picture's composition is tolllled about in linly 
action, a stronger boUDdary of more vivid and contruted h11111 
must encloae it as a corrective, than when the motiYe power of 
the picture is of a quieter and simpler structure 1 That is the 
reason why the great Venetian pictures demand such massive 
framing; while the more serene compositio111 of the early ~1onn
tine and Siennese schools look best when separated one from 
another by little else than narrow bands of flat and softly-tinted 
ornament. In the same way, in mosaic, the rigid sainta of the 
early Byzantine school, with their evenly-balanced limbe and 
perpendicular draperies, need little else than vertical palm-tmll 
or inscriptions, or even upright staves placed between them, to 
keep them architectonic; while the later oorreaponding figures 
of the It.'\lian school, with their swaying lines, require ofte!I 
actual insertion into niches to keep them even reasonably 
quiet. 

Such are a few of the most impartant theoretical points which 
have occurred to me; but had time permitted I would willingly 
have entered this evening upon-what I have indeed partly pre
pared-&n analytical sketch of the different artistic oonventiou 
which form irraduated stages between the crudest mode of, as n 
were, symboTising nature, and the most highly perfected form of 
imitative art, While an intimate acqualntanoe with the specific 
conditions of each of these stages-which are to the deeigner 
what keys are to the musical composer-will be a greai aaia\
ance to the mosaitjst; an ignorance of or an indifference to them 
will lead hlm into great trouble and confusion. 

In bringing this paper to a close, I may be permitted to ay a 
few words with respect to specific style, as affecting pictorial 
mosaic. We have seen that, as a decorative art npplicable to 
monumental structures, it bas survived every 6.uctuation and 
vicissitude which have affected architecture from the Christian 
e~b to our own time : M certainly will it outlive the little 
d1fferenoee which split us into Gothe and Greeks-" big and liUle 
endians" of the prof888ional golden eggs. We are now probably 
on the eve of introducing a new element into our national an; 
and happily one which may, with precedent, and therefore with 
a good conscience by those who lean heavily on precedent, be 
used alike in buildings of whatever historic style we may any of 
us peculiarly affect. I.et me then express a hope that it may not 
be considered necessary to retain the defecta and mannerism 
either of too much or too little academic knowledge, peculiar to 
ancient, mediaival, or modern times; but that we may niO!er 
concur in doing the very beet we any of us can with this arl, 
without pedantry or a slavish deference to the past. The whole 
history of monumental and industrial art bas shown 01, that 
never is perfection attained in any pn>duct in which the material 
conditions, and the proceases by which those conditions may be 
best enhanced and developed, have not formed the basis of the 
theory of construction, manufacture, or application of any aucb 
prod act. This bas held good of glass, stone, wood, marble, and of 
all the metals; and &88Ured am I that, if we are to make thiii art 
of pictorial mosaic a credit to the nineteenth century, a similarly 
"objective" spirit must also direct and determine the specific 
mode in which, under every varying condition 0£ atyle and hit
torical &88ociation of ideas, we would endeavour to rival tbe 
great masters of old in their use of this time-honoured em belliah
ment. 
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THE ECONOMIC ANGLES IN PARALLEL OPENWORK 
GIRDERS. 

(CO!lti,..,d from pafJf 98.•) 
Ws have hitherto spoken of each pair of braoea as having to 

couny a certain vertical component= V, towards 0011 only of the 
piers, aay to pier Q, ao that the firat individual of the pair is 
always a strut or tie, while the other is always a tie or a strut. 
Bnt there are some cases in which a pair of braces may be 
reqnired to transmit a vertical component at one time in the 
direcUon of pier Q, and at another (from changes in the distri
bution of the loading) in the opposite directioQ, ur toward& pier 
P. Thia OCCU?B in the central pairs of long ltirden when a la~e 
portion of the loading is moveable, and atilf more strikingly m 
ihe eaae of the longitudinal stiffening girders applied to &Ullpen
aion bridgee, the duty of which is to distribute as uniformly as 
may be oYer the span the eJfect of a concentrated or irregular 
loading. 

When the amount of action of the pair, or the value of V, is 
11 great when directed toward& one pier as when towards the 
other, the economic angles will evidently be each equal to 45°, 
whatever the ratio of a1 to ~ And many of the pairs in the 
atiil'ening girders of a suspension bridge will approximate more 
or lea nearly to this condition. On the other hand when the 

aeccm'ilary value or vis leas than~ times tbe first value (aup-
a, 

posing ties to be the moet economical braces, and ~ times 
a, 

when struts are the moat economical) then the secondary action 
may beueglected, since the angles~ and 82 being calculated with 
re!ereoce to the greater value of Y, there will nevertheless be 
1n11icient material in the parts to carry the leaa value of V in the 
oppolite direction; care must however be to.ken to ipve a suitable 
form of section to that brace which is iu the first instance a tie, 
to lit it for acting as a strut under the less value of V. 

TM .Application to ..4ctUGl StruclurM, 
The general conclusion arrived at in a previous paper, that, 

when one uniform value of a is adopted for both booms the euru 
of all the numbers representing the weights of every bay of both 
booma, is unaltered by changes in tbe inclinations of the braces 
-eo long as the distribution of the loading remains tbe same-is 
practically applicable, with an approximation to accuracy, to 
very few structures. The most important are the longitudinal 
•tiil'ening girders of suspension bridges, whose booms act alter
nately as struts and ties. There are some other structures that 
m1.y be mentioned, the loadings or preeeureti on which may at 
difl'erent times act in opposite directions, but to which the iu
'81tigation is acarcely applicable; such are the pieni of viaducts, 
the longitudinal stengthening girders in some ships, horizontal. 
girden to resist the wind, &c. 

When a for the upper boom is taken greater or less than a for 
the lower one, the above conclusion would no lou~er hold good. 
And.we might therefore very properly go on to investigate the 
economic angles for various girders having one uniform value of 
fl for the top boom, amd another uniform value of a for the bottom 
boom, this would lead ne somewhat nearer to the truth, particu
larly in the cue of structures having long spans in proportion to 
&heir depths; we will not however, at least at present, enter upon 
\hil part of the subject, but proceed at once to the practical con
lider&tiou or the general and mueh more interesting questions 
CIOllnect.ed with the conatwction of complete girders in an 
economical manner. 

THE ECONOMIC CONSTRUCTION OF GIRDERS . 
. At the above title is a very comprehensive one (and indeed 
inclndee tbe subject we have just left) it is necessary to state 
tbl.t we do not intend at present to treat on the general subject 
of the economic construction of girders, but only employ the 
heading &11 an appropriate one under which to claeeify what fol
loft in this, and also, it may be, in some future papers. 

We purpose diecuBSing certain girders iu a thoroughly prac
tical manner, taking no uniform value of the factor a for a boom, 
or for the 11truta of the bracing, or other parts, but adopting such 
a value or it for each particular bay of the boolllB, and for each 
~icular brace, as ahall be derived from ei:ecuted structures, or 
dictated by constructive as well as theoretir.al considerations. It 

• 'Ille OQtlinlellt ol • 11 pyq IA eqaa&lou (6) CIU lliollld be muWplled bJ o, 

must be apparent that such a treatment of the aubject removes 
it at ouce from the grasp of the higher forms of mathematical 
analysis; and our course of procedure will therefore be to 
tabulate the results of' the separate calculations, bued upon 
actual working data, of all thoee forms or varieties of any given 
structure which have any chance of being adopted; so that their 
respective merit.a and peculiarities may become obvious at a 
glance. Of course such a mode of investigation is both tedions 
and cumbrous, b11t it will be appreciated by a muoh wider circle 
of readers, and have a more direct bearing upon practir.al con
struction. than any other mode; BDd we think it right to give 
tbe oalculatione in considerable detail, since the values of the 
factor a are taken somewhat arbitrarily, and as the forms of gir
der that will be made the subjects of di.acuaeion are such as will 
probably be employed in bridge construction to a very great 
eitent indeed. 

So long as the queRtion of the economic angles is confined to 
caeea in which the depth is leBB than or only one-sixteenth of the 
span (like the Newark Dyke Bridge, and many others which fol

Fte. 1. 

low in this respect the proportions of the Britannia Tube) as 
well as to BUBpensiou bridge stiffening girders, it ia of very con
siderable importance; and the economic angles for the whole 
structure will approximate pretty nearly to the values given in 
Tables I. or II., on page 98. But when we accept the option 
which openwork construction. offers us, of making the propor
tional depth twice 11.B great as that of the Britannia Tube, with 
the highly economic advantage of a diminution of the etreBBea 
in the top and bottom of the girder by more than one half, we 
shall find that the etfect of variations iu the value of 8 is very 
much complicated with and overborne by the inftuence of other 
elements that enter into the question. 

Thie point of depth of structure in proportion to span, is that 
on which must chiefty rest the comparison of plate with open
work girders; yet in a discussion, which extended over two 

F10. 2. 

·~ 
evenings, at the Institution of Civil Engineers, London, on tbe 
relative merits of tl~ese different modes of construction, it was 
altorither overlooked. In the letter already referred to (Vol. 
xviii. p. 236) the writer had the honour of being the first to draw 
attention to the matter, and further of advising the aduption for 
openwork girders of a depth equal to at least one-eighth of the 
apau; and to this proportion he has verl. uniformly adhered in 
hie practice as a consulting engineer, With the most gratifying 
economical results. Fig. 1 shows the girder of a viaduct con
structed according to hie drawings and calculations, two girders 
being employed to support two lines of railway; these girdei'8 
have a defth equal to on~ighth of the span; and two series of 
braces, al placed at an angle of 45°, so that the span is divided 
into eight equal bays or 11ub-epane. We purpose now giving the 

F10. 8. 

calculations of the quantities of material required for the con
struction of all the marked varieties of such a girder, under 
various conditions of loading and attachment to the piers, so 
that by tabling the results, their respective coats can at once be 
aacertained, and hence the most economical form for the purpose 
in view made choice ot: 

The varieties of the pattern of the girder itself which we shall 
consider are four, viz. :-lat. The ~ form shown by Fig. I, 
in which all the braces are inclined at 46°. 2nd. A modifica
tion of Fig. 1, in which all the bracea, the inclinationa or which 
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can be altered without aft'ecting the distribution of the loading, 
will be placed at the economic angles calculated by formula i, 
p. 97, for tbe case of the bracing alone being oonaidered. 3rd. The 
form shown by Fig. 2, in which all the struts are placed perpen
dicularly, and the ties at 4<5°, the number of aeries being reduced 
to one; and 4th. The analogous form shown by Fig. 3, in which 
all the ties of the bracing are vertical, and the strut.a at 4<5°. The 
loading will be considered as applied in 1111() different ways, let, 
as concentrated at the level ot the upper boom; and 2nd, aa 
wholly at the level of the lower boom. The modes of attaching 
the girder to the piers will be three; viz. :-let. By the extre
mities of both booms, so that no end pillar is required. 2nd, by 
suspension, the attachment being at the extremities of the upper 
boom, and therefore the end piece acting as a tie; and 3rd, by direct 
support at tbe extremities of the lower boom, the end pillar being 
then a strut. There will therefore be results for twenty-four 
different arrangements or combinations, in all of which the sp&n 
B, the depth D, the bays of the roadway, and the amount of 
the loadings, are the same; the only changes being in the values 
of 8. The loadings we will suppoae to consist of a moveable 
loading equal to one ton per foot run of the girder, and a fixed 
loading or dead weight, equal to half a ton per foot run. Were 
other values of the dead weight assumed, the number of combina.
tions would be so many-fold increased, but the estimate we have 
adopted is pretty. well suited for ordinary railway bridges of 
certain spans. 

The values of a employed in the calculations are as far as found 
suitable drawn from the completed viaduct already referred to, 
the whole being of wrought-iron. The values of 11 are taken BO 

great as to make e. liberal allowance for joint.-plates, for excess of 
material rendered advisable or unavoide.ble; for excess of length 
of pa.rt& above the calculated length between the points of inter
section of the central lines; for rivets in the case of struts, re
quired to build them up; and for loa of strength in the case of ties, 
from rivet holes, supposing these to be judiciously placed; these 
extras have been taken BO liberally, that in some structures u 
much as 10 to Hi per cent. might be se.fely abstracted from the 
values of a. No general rule can be given for the value to be 
assigned to the factor a for struts : regard must be chiefiy had to 
the unsupported len~h compared with the a.mount of streu to 
be conveyed, as this in a great meaanre determines the proportions 
of lenj[th to least width. Again, in girders, the form of section 
of the 'bracing struts will very properly be chosen with reapect to 
the first or strongest, marked A in the figures; e.nd as all the 
strut.a must, for constructive reasons, be of somewhat the ea.me 
pattern, the shape determined upon will necessarily be very ill
suited for the central struts, e.nd consequently the values of 11 for 
these should on this account as well as from their diminished 
stresses in proportion to their length.&i be greatly increaaed. 

The depth D will be assumed as the unit of length, and one
twenty-fourth of the whole load on the girder will be taken aa 
the unit of weight or streu; one-half only of the length of each 
girder will be calculated, and the weight of each part made 
= Streu X length X 11 = V se<s'8 a. 

The details of the caloulations for the case of the girdera being 
of wrought.-iron are so fully given, that little trouble will attend 
the calculation of results for other materie.ls or circnmstancea, 
since the requisite substitution of the aP.propriatevnluesof a are 
rendered by such detail as clear as poslllble. 

CalculatioM q/ Ul8 Fright q/ Iron in tM Bf"fJdnp and End Pillar•. 
1. In Te.ble Lare given the· elements and results of the cal

culations for the firat or regular form, Fig. 1, when \he roadway 
is situated at the level of the upper boom. 

:Brace. a. 
A 0•00060 
B 0•00067 
c ()•00077 
D 0•00090 
E 0·00120 
F 0•0004.15 
G 0·00046 
H ...... · o·ooo.s 

I M a tie 0•00046 
I .. a 8'nd ... ... 0·00060 

TABLB I. 
v. 

6 
•·6 
8'26 ..... 
2 
1 
2 
8•26 ..•••• 
•·11 ...... 

&elf. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

1 
l 

Weight. 
0·00120 
0•00608 
0•00501 
0•00860 
0•00240 
0•00180 

....... 0•00292 
0•004.015 

O·OSSOl 

0•00270 
0•00860 

Table II. is for the girder as above, but with the roldn1 at 
the level of the lower bOom. 

TABLB II. 
Brace. a. v. Seclf. Wegbt. 

A 0•00065 •·60 ...... 2 0·00685 
B 0•00076 8'26 ...... 2 0•00'9' c 0•00090 ...... 2·00 ...... 2 0-00830 
D 0·00120 l·OO ...... 2 o·ooz.o 
E 0•000415 2·00 ...... 2 01)()180 
F 0·0004.6 8·26 ····- 2 01)()29t 
G 0•0004.6 4.'60 ...... 2 O·~ 
H 0·000415 6•00 ...... 2 0'00640 --

0'08096 

IM a tie ...... 0•00046 . ..... 6·00 ...... 1 0·00210 
I .. a atrut ...... 0•00060 . ..... 6•00 ...... 1 0'003&0 

In the first of the e.bove tables, the values of a are takm in 
excess o~ but as nearlr. as possible in proportion to thoae for the 
actual viaduct. It will be obaerved that strut A in the second 
te.ble has the se.me value of Vas strut Bin the firat; bn' a betts 
form, of section may be chosen for the former, a, for it is therefore 
ta.ken somewhat leas than for B : the other valuea of a are Ulligned 
from similar considerations. 

2. The elements and resulta of the caloulations for the aecond 
form, or that with the economic angles as already explained, are 
given in Tables !II. and IV.; the first being for the cue ot the 
loading being at the level of the upper boom, the second for the 
loading ooncentrakld at the lower level. 

TABLB m. 
Braoe. a. 6. V. Elec96. Weight. 

A 0·00060 ... 4.159 0 ... 6·00 ... 2·0000 0-00720 
B 0·00067 ••• 88°47 ••. •·60 ... l ·64.157 .. o·00,96 
c 0·00077 ... 36"26 •.• 8•ll6 ... l '15442 0'00586 
D 0·00090 •• • 33°4.1 ... S·OO ... 1'4442 •• 0·00250 
E 0·00120 ... 4.ll" o ... l ·OO ... 2·0000 o·omo 
F 0·0004.15 ... 153" 8 ... 2·00 •.• 2·7782 0'00250 
G 0·000415 ... 111°37 ... 8·26 ... 2·1>937 o-oom 
H 0·00046 ... 110· 7 ... 4.·1>0 ... 2·.a21 o·oo~a 

I Ma tie 
I .. a atrut; 

Brace. 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

0•000415 ••• 0 •• • 6·00 .. l •0000 
0•00060 ... 0 •• • 6·00 ... l "()()00 

TABLB IV. 
a. '· v. Beo9f. 

0•000615 ... 89°17 ... 4.•60 ... 1•6691 
0·00076 ... 36°39 ... 3•215 ••• l •151536 
0·00090 ... a3•n ••• 2·00 ... l ·U4.2 
0'00120 ... 4.6° 0 .•• l ·OO ... 2·0000 
0•0004.6 .. . 153° 8 ... 2·00 •. . 2•7782 
0·00045 ... 151°29 ... 8•26 •.. 2•6786 
0·0004.15 .•. 4.9°4.6 ... •·110 .•• 2•3970 
0•00046 ... ~ 0 . .. 6•00 •• . 2'()()00 

OilS~ 

0·00210 
o·ooaao 

We!pl 
O·~ 
o·ooasf 
0•00280 
0'002.0 
0·00250 
o·OOS71 
o·oous 
0-005'° 

o-osou 

I .. a tie ... 0'00046 ... 0 • .• 6·00 .. • l '0000 • .. 0'00270 
I M a lllzut ... 0·00060 ... 0 ... 6·00 ... l '0000 ... O'OOMO 

3. Te.bles V. and VI. are for the third form of the 2irder, or 
that in which the struts of the bracipg are vertical, ma the ii• 
at an incline.tion of 4<5° (Fig. 2). The first of theae te.blea ia for the 
case of the load being at the upper, the second for the lOlld beiag 
at the lower level. 

Brace. a. 
A 0•00060 
B 0•00067 
c 0·00077 

i of D 0•00090 
E 0•00045 
F 0•000415 
G 0·00045 
H 0'00046 

l M. tie CID 

1 .. • .aut ... ... o·oooeo 

T.uLB V. 
v. 

10150 
7•76 
6•26 
1•50 
3·00 
6·26 
7'76 

10'60 

o·oo 
u·oo 

Seclf. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 

1 
1 

Weigld. 
O·~ 
0'()()61t 
O'{l0404 
0-001S5 
0·00270 
0·00473 
O'ooee7 
01JOH6 

0-00i1 

0'00016 
0'001fi 
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Bnce. 
A 
B 
c 

l of D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

II. 
0·00065 
0·00076 
0·000110 

00 

0•00045 
0•00046 
0•000'5 
0·000'1> 

T.un.• VI. 
v. Seolf. Weight. 

7•75 1 0·001>0' 
5•25 1 0•00899 
8·00 1 0·00210 
o·oo 1 0·00075 
8·00 2 0·00270 
5•25 2 0·00472 
7-16 2 0•00698 

10•60 2 0-009'5 

0•08638 

I .. a t.U! ...... 0·00060 ...... l ·50 :..... 1 .... • 0·00030 
I .. a mut. ...... 0·00060 ...... lo·so · ...... 1 ... •• 0·006110 

4. The calculations o( the weights o( the various parts oC the 
fourth Corm, Fig. 3, having vertical bracing ties, the strut& being 
inclined at angles o( ~0 therewith, are given, (or the two cases or 
the load being concentrated at the top and the bottom booms, in 
Tables VIL and VIIL respectively. 

Brace. 
A. 
B 
c 
D 

l of E 
F 
G 
H 

IM a t.ie 
I .. a a1;rut. 

Brace. 
A 
B 
c 
D 

lof E 
F 
G 
H 

T.un .. VII. 

"· ·00060 
'00067 
•00077 
•00090 

on 
·000'5 
•00045 
·000,6 

V. 
10•60 

7"75 
5·25 
3•00 
0 00 
3·00 
6•26 
7•76 

•00045 ...... 10-50 
·00120 •..... l •50 

TABL• VIII. 

"· •00060 
•00067 
·00077 
•00090 
·00045 
•000'5 
•00045 
•00046 

v. 
10•50 

7·75 
6•26 
8·00 
1·50 
6•26 
7·75 

10•50 

Seolf. Weight. 
2 •01260 
2 '01088 
2 '00809 
2 •006'0 
1 ·oooso 
1 •00185 
1 •00288 
1 •00849 

•04897 

1 •00473 
1 •00180 

Seclf. Weight. 
2 •01260 
2 ·01080 
2 •00809 
2 •00640 
1 ·00088 
1 •00236 
1 '00849 
1 ·00472 

·0,76, 

stood diat to meet it a small portion or the valuea o( a may be 
abstracted Crom the one boom and tlanarerred to the other, the 
latter being the.one at the level or the roadway. 

TABt.m X. 
lat Form of Girder. Estimate of the Weight of the Boomm when the 

load ill all al; the upper level. 
Upper Boom. ca. SU-. WelghL 

lat Bay •00180 ,.5 •00810 
2 •00070 18•5 ·009,5 
8 •00060 19•5 •01170 
' '00055 22'5 •01288 

LowerBoom. 
lnBay 
2 
8 

' 

•00067 
•00046 
•000'5 
·ooo,5 

T.1.11u XL 

6·0 
15•0 
21·0 
24•0 

lat Form, with the load at the lower level. 
Upper Boom. ca. Su-. 

lat Bay •00140 6·0 
2 •00070 15•0 
8 •00060 . 21·0 
' •00055 2411 

Lower Boom. 
lat Bay 
2 
3 

' 
TABLB XII. 

2nd Form of Girder, with the 1-1 at the apper lenl. 

•0068 

•00402 
·00675 
•00945 
•01080 

•08102 

Weight. 
•00840 
•01050 
•01260 
-01820 

-0070 

-00360 
•00608 
•00871 
·01012 

·02857 

Upper Boom. ca. SU-. Lllls'h- Weight. 
lat Bay •00170 6•8888 ... 1 ·00916 
2 ·00010 15•1707 ..• 1 ·01062 
s •00060. 20·7889 ... 1 •012,7 
4 •00065 28•0000 ... 1 •01375 

Lower Boom. 
ln Bay. 
2 

•04699 

l Ma tie 
I ae a llltrut 

•00046 ... ... 12·00 1 
1 

·00540 a 

•00067 
•00045 
•000'5 
·oooo 

6·o 
15•0 
21·0 
24•0 

1•1964 
1•0669 
1•0710 
0·8H7 

•00481 
•00720 
·01012 
•00720 oo ·oo ·00200 4 

TABL:I IX. 
Reeul.te for the Webl complete. 

1 
,..___ Load ,.. Wltbo11t L With IM n ..-: at .. op. • tie. 

la Form of Girder ·08801 ·08571 
2 ditto •08224 •08494 
8 ditto •04078 •04148 
4 ditt.o ...... ·04397 •04870 

2nd Case: Load at Bottom. 
lat. Form of Girder. •08096 ·08366 
2 ditto •08024 •0829, 
8 diUo •08638 •08728 
4 ditto •04764 •05304 

Calculaliom qf tM Weight of Iron in tM Boom1. 

Wttbiu 
a atnit. 
•03661 
•0858' 
•04798 
•04671 

•03456 
•08884 
•04263 
•04964 

The lengths of the baya, ei:cept in the aecond Corm, are all 
equal to unity. In Figs. 2 and 3 it may be obeerved that in certain 
CU8I the first bay of one o( the booma may be omitted along with 
the end pillar: two additional combinations thus produced will 
be noted in the table or final result.a. 

It ia impo1111ible to make the estimate. .,r the booms with 
minute aocuraey, aa for thia purpose the nature of every detail of 
conatrnction would have to be specified. All we can attempt ia 
to give values to the factor a jn1t eo great aa to cover liberally all 
exLraa to which judiciously-designed girden may be liable. Thna, 
(or instance, the boom at the level or which the roadway is 
situated, will generally demand an exoeea or material to counter-· 
balanoe an1 croA strains brought upon it, or a~entatione or 
ita longitudinal atreaea from the action or the principal horizontal 
bracing : but no apeciaJ ohanae in the values of a for the boom on 
ICOOUJlt of t.hia will be made in the calonlationa; it will be nuder-

TABI& XIII. 
2nd Form, with the 1-1 at the lowv lenl. 

Upper Boom. a. sa-. Length. 
lat Bay •00140 6·0 ... •8182 
2 •00070 15•0 ... •9266 
a ·00060 21 ·o . . . ·Htll 
4 . ·oooH 2'·0 •.. 1·8aas 

Lower Boom. 
lnBay. 
2 
3 
4 

•00096 
•00045 
•000'5 
•000'5 

• 

8•6819 ... 1 
11•9183 ... 1 . 
18•2814 ... 1 
22·0000 ... 1 

·02933 

Weight. 
•00887 
•00972 
•01168 
-01760 

-04582 

"(1()850 
•00536 
•00820 
•00990 

•02698 

Had the above two W.hl• been calculated with one uniform 
value of a Cur both booms, the total reenlta would have been the 
same aa tor the nigular Corm similarly calculated. 

T.ut:m XIV. 
3rd Form. Tbe eetimatel of the Boom. for the two - of a 1-1 M 

the upper Md at. the lower levels, may be made alike for thil girder. 
Upper Boom. a. SU-. Weight. 

lat Bay •00081 10•5 •00850 
2 •00065 18•0 -01170 
3 •00058 22•5 -01805 
• ·ooou u-o ·01no 
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Lowerlloam. 
la :&y 
2 
8 
4 

.. 
00 

'()()OU 
•00045 
·0001.1 

TABLB XV. 

.__ 'WeiPL 
o·o '()()860 

10·5 -00478 
18•0 •00810 
22·5 ·01012 

•02656 

' FOl'ID. EAima&e el t.be Booma for both C8llll of t.be 1'*1 be5ng at 
t.be upper and at the lower levela. . 

Upper Boom. ca. atr-. Weight. 
lit Bay oo o·o ·00800 
2 -00080 10•6 •00840 
8 •00060 18•0 •01080 
4 ·00055 22•5 .•. ..• -01288 

Lower Boom. 
lit Bay 

: 
4 

·O~lli 
•00045 
•00045 
•00046 

TABU XVI. 
Summary of Reeultll for t.be Booma. 

lit Caae: Load at Top. Top. Bottom. 
lit Form of Girder ·04168 •08102 
2 ditto •04699 •02983 
8 ditto •04645 •02655 
4 . ditto •08958 •08875 

hd Cue: Load at Bottom. 
1st Porm of Girder 
2 ditto 
3 di~ 
4 ditto 

•04(76 
•04589 
'()4645 
"08958 

T.uu:.a XVII. 

•02857 
•92696 
•92865 
·08875 

•08958 

•00478 
•00810 
·01012 
•01080 

•03876 

Total. 
•07265 
•07632 
•07800 
•07888 

•07827 
•07t71 
•07800 
•07888 

Gsna.u. Bmnr.ilY 01' RuVL1'8 l'Oll 'ID 8DlDD8 OOKl'I.l:Tli 
(.,..pMed &om Tablee IX. and XVI., &c.) 

bt Cue: Load at Top. 
IA Form, Fig. 1. ... 
2nd " ••• 
8rd " Pig. 2. . .. 
4th " Fig. 8. • .• 

Wlttaou ad Wiiia end pllJan With end 
plllara. M t.i& plllanM atna 
•10566 "10836 •10926 
•10756 •11026 "11116 
"11378 •11448 •12098 
•11780 "12208 '11910 

ind Caae: Load at Bottom. 
lit Form, Fig. 1. •.• ·10423 "10698 ·10788 
2Dd " •.• •10802 •10572 •10662 
3rd " Fig. 2. ••• •10988 ... •11028 ... •11568 
4th " Fig. 8. ..• •12097 ... •12687 ... ·12297 

3rd Form, wUh 1'*1 at top, and wUh end pillar and ln bay of bottom 
boom omitied = 0•11018. 

4th Form, wit.Ii load at bottom, and wDh end pillar and In bay of top 
boom omit'9d = 0•10297. 
~ able of :reaulta ~ many intereating and instructive 

pomta worthy of attention, but we will only say a few words 
th81"80ll. The moat remarkable general ooncluaion is, that the 
weighta vary in • much lea degree than oould have been ex
pected; this arilel from the ratios of Table IX. being in a great 
measure overborne by the reverse action or those in Table XVL 
Yfe m1111t not however be mialed by this into undervaluing the 
unportance of a oonaideration or the inclinations or. the braces 
for 'li"el"e the spans in proportion ·to the depths much increued' 
We shonld get other result& ' 

The moat important arrangement is that wherein the end pillar 
&eta aa a strut; and for this, when theJoad is at the lower level 
the reaulta are, as regards economy, in the order in which w~ 
would have expected; when however the load is at th., upper 
l~el, which will generally form the cheapest arrangement for 11. 
bridge, it appears that the regular form1 Fig. 1, ranks first in 
order or economy. With the end pillars u atruta both the 
heaviest and lightest con1tructions 00011r when the l~ is at the 
~.., .. , level, the heaviest or that for Fig. 4 being 10"33 per cent. 
m e~ or the !nd form; when the load is at the upper level 
the heaviest, No. 3, axoeeda the lightest, No 1, by 10"7 per cent. 

.It should be no.ted, however, that the abeolutely moat econo
mical structure a not included in the table· but it ia obvious 
that the reeulta for it wonld dift'er very slightly indeed from the 
l~t or I.hose for the two firat fol'llll. and from this and oonatruo
tive reaaona the fim or regular form, Fig. 1, should always be 
preferred. 

TIW modification of the .foorih form, in which the end bays 
of the top boom and the end pillan are done away with, appsn 
at fint id,rht to poeeeee eoonomio merits, but it weald demand a 
oonaiderable addition of material to be devoted to steadying the 
top boom in a lateral direction. 

We will now show the use of the tablea in oalculating the 
aotnal weights, in tone, of any girder, suited to bear a working 
load oonaiatiug of one ton moveable and half a ton fixed per foo' 
run of the span. 

The llllit or length ia=S+a feet, and the unit of weiaht or 
atreas ia=lt 8+24 tone; and as the quantitiee in the abfee are 
calculated for the halves or the lengths or the girders, we have 
for the wb.ole weight-

Weight of girder=abular number Xi x 1!!1 Xi= 

Tabular number • (~)'or= Tabular number • 1)1. 

Let us take examples of the regular form Fig. 1, with end 
struts and the load at top. The tabular number for these will be 
=0"10926, and we have 

Span for Calculation. Weight of Girder eomplew. 
120 ;Fee$ 24•68 Tona. 
180 " 28 •85 " 
140 " 88•46 " 
160 " 38·41 " 
160 " 48•70 ,, ' 

Theee weights will appear to many engineers to be very light 
for such apana (the girders being "'1ublt onu, or each nited to 
carry a whole line or railway); this lightneea ariaes from the 
depth of structure. To ehow that there is really an ex08Bll of 
strength, we may calculate the streaa per inch of section in 
the varioua part& The weight or. a prism of good rolled iron, 
one foot long and one inch iD eectional area, weighs very nearly 
0"()(116 tone, and as a in the tables represents the weight or 
that fraction or such a bar required to 0011.vey one ton or streea, 
the number of tone or atreaa per aeotional inch or the part will 
be=O"()()lti+a. Now applying this formula, we get the follow
ing streaaea per aectional inch, on the supposition that all the 
material of any bay or brace is. available as though spread over 
the calculated length. 
Upper Boom. &rma in Tona. Brace. 

Bay 1 ..• 0·888 Comp. A 
2 2·148 ,, B 
a 2·1>00 ,, c 
4 2·727 ,, D 

Lower Boom. E 
Bay 1 2·289 Tenaive. F 

2 3·388 ,, G 
8 8·838 ,, H 
4 3•888 " 

Bir-in Tom. 
2·5 Comp. 

2•289 " 
1"948 " 
1•667 ,. 
1•260 " 
8·883 TeDSive. 
8·388 " 
8•333 ,, 

To arrive at the actually efficient aectiona, and the correspond
ing stresses per aectional inch or metal, certain percentages 
would have to be deducted from the valuee or ., given in 
Tables I and X. These deductions would be much leas in '1ie 
C&Be Of struts than for the ties, OD &COOllDt of h• weakening 
from rivets, and leaa material required for joint-platee. And ic 
will hsnce be seen t.hat the strength given to the struts is very 
oonaiderably in exceaa of that very frequently, but the writer 
thinks, with danger, allotted to them. 

The ~ we~ht or the ties in proportion to the weight of 
the efficient portion depends BO much upon the lengths of the 
plates ueed, that DO sati.afaotory role oan be given for eetimating 
the extras; the two principal iteme are-lat, the part or the 
aec'ion cut through or away by the rivet holes; Md !ilnd, the 
joint-plates. Now we may readily diminieh one or these, but 
by increaai.ng the other, so that, for plates of a given length, 
there is some degree of uniformity in the SWll of theee CWO 

additions of, in a oertain aenae, 11881811 material. AB an approxi· 
mation we may estimate the various portions or Cl thus:-

Solid metal ID eection of Tie = 100 or 69·0 

Me~~~:1 .. ~~ .. ~!. f = 25 ,, 11·~ 
~V:..~!!r~:.· l = 90 .. u·s 

UIS 100'<> 
In the cue or the bar. or the lower boom, there will be no 

extra length, but long Joint-platee; in that of the- diagon&l ties 
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tllll'I may be no ,tomt-platee, bat the length may noeed that 
med in the calcalationa. Aocording to the above eetimate we 
lhould iake only 89 per oant. of a, in calculating the troe at1'8118 
pw llOlid inch rif aection: th• whea a=0'()()()41J, ihe atrMa IO 
ooanted will be=O'OOUl+01J911=4•83 t.<IDL 

For a doable girder with a span for calculation equal to 1'4 
feet, the weight is 3iJ"4 tom, or in detail aa folloWll :-

Tvp of Girder 
:BotMJm of di'1o 

= 
= 

Web ud Pillan = 

Tma. Pllr 0..L of whole. Approx.Batlol 
13•'89 or 38·10 ·-······ 'I 2 
10•050 " 28•39 ·•••·· •.. 3 ~ 
11 ·se2 ,, 33·51 ......... a·i; 1 

Here we find that when the depth of our openwork girder ia 
made one-eighth of the span, the weight of the web complete is 
juat one-half of that of the booms takeu together, or one-third of 
the whole. If the depth be made only half of this, or one
.Uteentb of the span, the weight of the booms may be roughly 
eltimated at double, or eay = 4; whereas, aa explained in a 
former paper, the weiaht of the web would not be materially 
altered-that ia, it wID atill remain nearly equal to 1, and the 
weight of the whole girder will be represented by 11. Now in the 
beet examples of plate girders constructed with a depth eqw\l to 
one-sixteenth of the span, the booms may be eet down at the 
11111e aa for an openwork girder of eqll&l depth,-that iR, their 
weight will be repreeented by 4, while the web ia generally one
third of the whole, or=2. So that, were we limited to B11ch a 
depth of etructure for both descriptions of girder, the openwork 
one should posa.a an advantage in point of economy of weight 
in the proportion of ti : 6. When however the depth of the 
~work girder is made one-eighth, and that of the plate one
uteenth of the span, the ratios will be aa 3 : 6; each part of 
the openwork girder, viz., top boom, bottom boom, and web, 
being then about half the weight of the corresponding pllrt in 
the plAte iPrder. This ia a very rough comparison to make on 
aucb an unportant point, and may therefore be allowably ob
jected to by the advocstea of the plate form of web; it is, how
eYer, offered by the way, and we shall probably treat on the 
aubject more fully at some other time. 

Edinburgh. R.H. :B. 

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION 

( Ootannued /rOfl& pa.ge 96.) 
Mr. E. B. Iamb, in his "Proposed .Beatoration of the Churoh 

at Hellia, Suffolk (37), does not employ tlint-work in those che
qaered patterns BO common in that part of England. The tower, 
too, appeana unduly heightened for its width, and we remark upon 
'4is point under $he impreaaion that ita upper part is to be 
entirely new, the pre.ut tower having long been a ruin. Mr. 
lamb baa a whole auoceaaion of pictures arranged together, to 
which we can acaroely do more than direct attention. Moet of 
them are amall, and sketchily done; but one and all, whether 
hued on Italian or Go$hic principles, are treated in that free and 
artiatic m&Dner in which their architect ao much excels, and 
which causea one almoet to overlook the venturesome anomalies 
whiob are ooauionally introduoad. Thus, " Hodnet Hall" ( 33), 
ii a capital specimen of a plain half-$imbered residence, with 
limpJe overhanging gabl&-r&ftera and eaves ; in (34) we have a 
prettr "Villa to be erected at Kingston-on-Thames," and a clever 
"&ui:ly for Schools at Bhobdon;" (36) is a frame containing aix 
nbjecta, all happily conceived and expreaaed ; (38) contains a 
" Lodge, n with stepped gables, effective in the extreme ; also an 
"Interior of a Privat.e Cliapel, erected atUarnsallooh, N.B.," which 
is noticea.ble for ita atone roof, and curious scheme of partite 
groining, by which the main ribs diverge, BO aa to come down 
Oil eaob side of a window--an idea which Mr. Lamb haa re
prodaoed io bis wood ceiling to the "Interior of a proposed 
Church" (18), in the next frame. In (40), among other exCt'llent 
conoeita, Mr. Lamb gives two oharacteriatio drawi~ of "Ware
ho- for the Consignment and Store Company; (41), in hie 
"Sketch for a Public Library," eaaentially pure Claaaic in ita 
&reatment, and ably handled, there is a fiat eegmeutal dome 
emir t.he centre, which conduoea much to the completeness of the 
design. Kr. Rushforth, in his" House now bnilding in the Weet 
o( EDg.laud" (16, 17), haa not ventured beyond a careflll and cor
rect reprodoction of Medieval forms and details, and this is 
hardly to be commended. 

Mean. Willlon ud Nicholl, in (1>9), e&hibi$ aome excellent 

"Studies" of Gothic det.ail, u applied to aubject.a which, to be 
treated properly, require the nicest discrimination and taste, 
viz., the "High Altars" of Boman Catholic churches. The two 
herewith given are models of their kind. Vrn-y little can be said 
in praise of Mr. North's "Competition design for the Oswestry 
Cllmetery" (56), which appears baaed on thoroughly mistaken 
notions of Gothic principles. Nor will Meaara. F. and H. Francie's 
att.ractive frame of photographs (57) bear a cloee acrutiny, 
for a similar reason. But if there be occaaion to object to these, 
what ahall be said to the next.picture (58), in which Mr. F. G. 
Lee aeema to have endeavoured to heap a maaa of abaurditit11 
without a single redeeming feature. It ia called "Meophain 
Court, Kent," and ita crudeneaa of forms ia only equalled by 
the poverty of ita details. A plinth is considered an all but india
venaable, as well aa useful, feature in Gothic architecture, but Mr. 
Lee apparently thinks otherwise. The entrance porch ia of wood, 
bot of BO odd a shape, and ao pinched and feeble, that it looks 
more like the skeleton of a aummer-hooae than anything else. 

It ia refreshing to turn to (63) in which Mr. Truefitt gives one 
of his characteristic modern residences-that erected at Hornaey 
~bowing what may be done with economical materials when 
rightly handled. The ouly other contribution by this gentleman 
is (M) a slight bot cleverly tinted sketch of a homely village 
church-Blakemere, in Herefordshire. Mr. R. W. F.dia'a two 
"Chimneypiecea," in (64), display correct feeling, and are boldly 
conceived. That for Mr. Woolner'a 11t11dio is of the plainest 
Po91ible design, in red and black bricks, while that for the draw
ing-room of the Poet Laureate ia proportionably elegant, in atone 
and marble, with inacriptions along the eloping top. (65a, 656, 
66c) we ·may mention in passing, aa containing a selection of 
$he "Illustrations" which have been recently given in this 
Journal. Mr. G. Baxter's sketches from Arbroath Abbey, and 
Glaagow Cathedral (68), may be instanced aa rough but effective 
renderings of their respective subjects, without that painflll labour 
which is generally bestowed upon pencil drawings. 

Among the deaigna for "Drinking Fountaine," that by Mr. 
J. Johnson (77) presents a few good features, while there ia an 
over-ornateneaa aa well aa loftineaa which appear to be un
neceaaary. In the "Family Memorial" about to he erected in 
Brighton Cemetery, and aeaigned by Mr. Burnet, the arrange
ment of the parts is aa novel aa it is pleasing, and the several 
parts are made subservient (as they should be) to the general 
outlino, which is gracefully pyramidal. The style ia the Early 
Gothic, and it would be unexceptionable, but that some of the 
811pporting piers /,ook scarcely eqll&l to bearing the auperincum
bent IUll88. The "Piazza del Popolo," at Florence, is well shown 
(80) in an oil painting, by Mr. Bhoubridge. The building i1 a 
grand and simple study of Northern Italian art. Mr. C. N. Beaz
ley'a "Sketches in Fra11ce and Italy" (81), are ten in number, 
and among the beat of their claaa,-clear, sharp, and correct. No 
effort haa been made to indicate the shaded effect, but joat ao 
much only is jotted down aa to denote the architectural propor
tions and details-in fact, they appear to be transferred from the 
author's sketch book, 1>reciaely as finished on the spot. 

In (86) Mr. C. H. Smith exhibits what he calla a "Design for 
an Octagonal Vestibule, with four porticoes to the principal 
Government Offices," a 11Cheme unquestionably destined to re
main fn nubibtu, for anything BO extravagantly absurd it has 
seldom been oar lot to encounter. The enormous scale on which 
such a building would have to be erected ia, of itself, a sufficient 
barrier to ita ever being c.rried out, nor do we see the slightest 
counter-advantage proposed to be secured. The site is probAbly 
intended to be not far from the spot where the MedUieval gatewu.y 
at Whitehall formerly stood, bot this latter, beautiflll as it was, 
would shrink into insignificance, were the present idea to be ever 
realiled. Mr. Goldie aenda, aa usual, several clever drawings, 
including (90), " Studies for portions of new buildings, Arundel 
Caatle," and a "Design (166) for the Hull Town Hall" In the 
former of these, especially, (for the frame inoludea 11everal 
sketches) the author's appreciation of Gothic principles ia un
mistakeable, and tba$ knowledge baa been judiciously exercieed. 

Paaaing by the viaion.tryacbeme (91) designed tocommeaorate 
the exhibition of 1851, and whose "Internal. relievoa, freacoea, 
and stained glMB, illuat.rating thl' objects for which great medals 
were awarded, surrounding the central stair, would (IOIDehow or 
other) oarry the datum line of the world's acience and art at this 
period into future time," we come to a matter-of-fact "design 
for the Birkenhead Workhouse," by Mr. R. Griffiths (92), which 
at once levels our thoughts again to Item realities; while \he 
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adjoining aelection of admirable lithographs, by Mr. J.B. Waring 
(93), consiating of "Sculptural and Architectural Studies from 
Miraflores, Castile," it is truly delightful to contemplate. The 
infinite resources of theae designs are no 18118 remarkable than 
the skill with . which they are here delineated, as every one 
must know who hll8 looked over the sumptuous work from which 
they have been called. The caat-iron and at.eel goods designed 
for .M81181'11. Longden and Co., of Sheffield, as ahown in (94), are a 
marked improvement upon the majority of such articles, the 
manufaciurera having had reoouree to the profeaaional aaeiatance 
of M-re. Walton and Bobson in preparing the designs. The 
drawing before us embraces an elaborate Gothic grate, fender, 
nud fire-irona, another of a plainer kind, and aome 1taircaae 
rn.iling and metal work. The principal grate ill made in caat
iron, and ao designed that it can be ground upon a grindstone, 
and all its outer aurfacea brought to a Sheffie4l polish; burnished 
brasa mouldings surround it, and brau ornaments, as finial• and 
angle·coveringa, are added. The electro-bronzed architrave ia 
studded with amall couvex mirrors and leaser enrichment.a, while 
a considerable portion of the front aurf'acee ia covered with 
diaper work. The grate pro~r ia supported on atandarda, being 
an adaptation of the "doga' of Media-val times. The fender ia 
simply an electro-bronzed plinth, on which are standards carry
ing a at.eel rod. An aahpan is fitted under the bani of the grate 
and it follows the ahape of the fender; the alopea of the internJ 
b&ra in the aahpan are so arranged that the apacea are wider at 
bottom than at top, and thereby aahea do not so readily lodge. 
The fire-irona comprise aeveral novelties, all devised ao aa to be 
practically useful. Notwithstanding these improvement.a, we 
learn that. thia grate can be procured at the ordinary price for 
articles of thia claaa. Several photographs from drawings of 
works executed by Mr. E. Hadfield will be obaerved with interest 
in (W), particularly his additions to a Convent at Leeds. 

(To be OO'llClad«I Ml atw n&a.) 

THE BELL ROCK LIGHTHOUSE. 
'° 'l'lll al>ITO& o• rllll CIYll. uanrm ilD .t.llCSJnor'I IOl1U.t.J.. 

Sn1,-Sir John Rennie, in his' Account of Plymouth Break
water,' published in 1848, aya that the late Mr. Rennie 'designed 
aud built the Bell Rock Lighthouse,' while he withholds even the 
name of Robert Stevenson, the engineer of the work. Thia ground
leee statement, made for the first time thirty-seven yean after the 
completion or the lighthouse, and twenty-four years after the pub
lication of Mr. Stevenson's 'Account' of the work, waa fully 
refated in the correspondence of 1849 between Sir John Rennie 
and Mr. Alan Stevenson, which is to be found in the thirteenth 
volume of the Civil Enginarand ..4rclliUct'1 Journal. Mr. Smilea 
in hia 'Lives of Engineers,' juat published, took his notice of the 
Bell Rock from Sir John Rennie; and I am happy in having this 
opportunity of acknowledging the oourteay with which Mr. Smilee 
at once agreed to delete certain paaaagea and alter others in the 
llecond edition of his book. Aa it still, however, contains much 
that ia erroneous regarding the Bell Rock, I shall feel obliged if 
you will pe!rmit me through your oolum111 to it.ate the following 
brief ,.;,um; of the facts of the case:-

let. In 1800 Mr. Stevenaon, in his capacity of engineer to the 
Commiaaionere of Northern Lighthouaea, reported (23rd Dec.) 
his opinion that the erection of a atone tower on the Bell Bock 
waa not only practicable, but tha.t it waa the only suitable atrno
ture for that situation. 

2nd. In 1800 Mr. Stevenaon made drawings and a model of a 
atone tower, and in tha.t design he introduced the peculiarities of 
constl'llction which constitute the dilJ'erence between the Bell 
Rock and the Eddystone,-in particular, the im,!br,:i

1

:ed form of 
11.oor io obviate outward thrnat', and render the · bare Ul8d 
a.t the Eddystone unnecessary. 

3rd. Acting solely on Mr. Stevenaon'• advice and on his deaign 
and estimate, the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouaea applied 
for a bill in 1803, which pa.aaed the Comqione, but waa thrown 
uut in the Lords, on mercantile and not on engineering grounds. 

4th. Subsequent to this Mr. Telford reported; and afterwarda, 
in 1805, Mr. &nnie, a.t Mr. Stevenson'• own request, waa called 
in to confirm Mr. Stevenaon'1 upinion. 

ot.h. In 1806 the Commissioners applied for another bill to 
carry out Mr. Stevenson's plan of 1800, which waa the only 
Jeaign bef'ore the Parliamentaiy Committee. Mr. Stevenaon, 11 
engfueer for &he work, waa first examined before the committee, 

and ea:plained hia plan and estimate, and Mr. Rennie was nu• 
called in, and "oon.fiNMd" his viewa. Thia bill p&Blled. 

6th. The Commiaaionera thereafter proceeded with the work, 
appointing Mr. Rennie as chief, or, aa now termed, consulting 
engiueer, as fully stated in Mr. Stevenaon'1 book; and it would 
appear that founding on this circumstance, &Dd utterly ignoring 
the fact.a of the caae, Sir John Rennie aaaumea that hil father 
designed and built the Bell Rock Lighthouse. 

7th. The only drawing furnished b;r Mr . .Rennie wu &pictorial 
sketch of a tower, with clouds and 1h1pping in the distance, which 
sketch waa not adhered to in the execution of 'he work. He nmw 
f urnilMd any 1ection, nor ung tDOrking-plan1 or qiecification of tA• 
B&J Rock Lightl&OlUe. The only working-plane were thoae made 
by Mr. Stevenaon. 

8th. Mr. Rennie, in hia correspondence with Mr. Stevenson, 
and in his reports and eketch, named for consideration alteratione 
on only five of the dimenaions of Mr. Stevenson'• original design; 
which alterations Mr. Steveuaon did not apJ>rove of, and did not 
adopt. Tbeae were : that the diameU!r of the baae should be Iii 
feet, and afterwards 46 feet, instead of 42 fet!t; that the height of 
the aolid part of the building should be 60 feet instead of 30 feet; 
that the hollow or habit.11.ble part of the tower should be divided 
into four instead of five compartments; and that the height of 
the tower should be 85 feet 1Datead of 92 feet. In determining 
the Jirat three of th8118 important dimeneiona, Mr. Stevenson 
adhered to and executed the work in e:r.act accordance with hia 
original design; in the fourth-viz., the heigM of the tower
inatead of reducing it to 85 feet, aa Rennie proposed, he increased 
it beyond hia original height of 92 feet to 100 feet. The fifth 
•~at.ion of Mr. Rennie was, that the part with the ceutral 
atair should bll 30 feet, and the solid masonry only 20 feet; but 
aa this would have made the solid only 4 feet above high water, 
Mr. Stevenaon rejected it, and wisely adhered to his uwn design; 
and, from what I know of the building, I can with positive cer
tainty affirm, that had Mr. R nnie'• suggestion been adopted ii 
wuuld have proved fat.al to the structure. 

9th. Mr. Rennie, in hia correapundence and in his reports, dis
approved of the deviations from the construction of the Edd11tone 
which Mr. Stevenson, in hia original design, suggested 1n the 
format.ion of the 11.001'8, and the means of tieing the wa.lla together; 
but Mr. Steveuaon in this also adhered to hia own design, and 
dispensed with the use of chains for binding the building even ai 
the upper 11.oor, where Mr. Renuie regarded them aa indiapenaeble. 

10th. Mr. Steveuson therefore acted independently and on hie 
own reaponalbility aa an engineer, in determining the diameter 
of baae, height of aolid, internal arrangements, and dispensing 
entirely with the safety chains; and executed the work, 1n theae 
vital and all important respects, in accordance with his original 
design of 1800. This he did in direct variance with the vit1wa of 
Mr Rennie, wh011e real reaponeibility in oonnection with the 
work waa his confirmation of Mr Stevenaon'a opinion aa to the 
practicability of a tower of masonry. The Bell Rock Lightho1181 
haa now withstood the winter atorma of half a ceniury. Had it 
failed, or were it to fail now, no responsibility could have rested 
with Mr Rennie, whoae auggeations aa to the important mauere 
refered to were not adopted. -

11th. The amouut of reepouaibility m"y be judl[e<i of from the 
fact, that while Mr. Telford was paid for hia Mlvice £77-lfr. 
Rennie, for his advice, including supporting the bill in Parl~ 
ment, £420-Mr. Stevenson was paid £4052 H11., of which .£316 
Wiii for preliminary work, includh1g his original designs, which 
were made out before either Mr. Telford or Mr. Rewiie had been 
consulted. 

12th. Mr. Rennie never arrogated to himaelfthe credit of the 
Bell Rock. On the contrary, iu writing to Mr. Stevenson on 7t.h 
Sept. 1807, he designa.tes it aa "a tcork IDAic4 toill, if l'UCCUlful, 
immortalin you in tM annall of fa~." Stronger language could 
not have beeu naed had he been speaking or Smeaton and the 
Eddystone; and, comiug 111 it did from Mr. Rennie'• own pen 
while the operatious were in progresR, it convincingly diaprovee 
the statement made thirty-seven yeara after by Sir John, who, in 
bis 'Accouut of the Plymouth Breakwater,' not only -.ya thai 
hia father "designed and built the Bell Rock Lighthouse," but, aa 
alrea1ly stated, actually auppresaea Mr. Stevenson'• name-a sig
nificant ta.ct, which, l submit, ia fitted to diaqwilify Sir John ae 
an authority, and to render utterly valueleaa hill aaauranoe given 
to Mr. Smiles that his account waa "perfectly comict.." 

13th. The late Mr. Charles Cunninj[ham, who wu eecretary to 
the Commisaionera of the NorLharn Light.I while the Bell Rock 
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wu being erecteJ, and who at the aame time held the office al 
clerk M> toe Leith Docks, writes to Mr. Alan Btevenaon on 29th 
May 1849, in the Mlowing terms: "I had frequent opportunities 
oC being with Mr. Rennie during hls periodical visits to Scotland. 
The wet docks he planned and executed under the superinten
dence of a reaident engineer, appointed by himself. The Bell 
Rock wu planned by your father, and after having beeJl sanc
&ioned by Mr. Rennie, was executed entirely under your father's 
peraonal superintendence; and in all my communications with 
Mr. Rennie, which were not unfrequent, I never heard him lay 
claim to that work." 

14th. The Commiaaioneraof Northern Lighthonaee. underwhoee 
anspioel! the work was initiated and carried out-who visited it 
n!>91tedlyduring its progreu-to whom Mr. StevenliOn reported 
directly on every point, from the selection of the foundation to 
the manufacture of the lantern-oompleted their part of the busi
neu by acts the moat significant anrl uumiatakable. They 
instrnoted Mr. Stevenson, at thP conclusion of the work, to write 
an acooont of the Lighthouse; they appointed a committee of 
their number to superintend the publication, the expense of which 
w111 defrayed by the board; they placed Mr. Stevenson's bust in 
marble in the Lighthouse; nnd, at his death, they recorded in 
their minutes that to" Mr. Stevenson it doe the honour of con
ceivi~ aud executing the great work of the Bell Rock Light.
houae.' 

Thna we have opposed to the recent unsupported atatemt>nt of 
Sir John Rennie, the delibel'!lte opinions of the only peraon1 tDM '°"' oj/iciallg conn«t«l v1ilh the tDork-viz., the late Mr. Rennie 
hiruaeff; the late Mr. Charles Cunningham, who was secretary 
ti> the Lighthouse Board at the time; and the Commiaaionera of 
Northern LighthollBN. 

In conclnaion it may be asked, ainoe the example shown by 
Smeaton, who himself aaw every atone of the Eddystone laid, 
what credit can be due to any engineer in connection with the 
Bell Rock Lighthouse which ia not included under one or more 
or the three following heada 1-viz. . 

EUMr, The original proposal to erect a tower of masonry in an 
expoaed situation 16feet under high WRter; 

Or, The proposal of any impmvements on Smeaton'11 design 
and mode of carrying on the work: 

Or, The personal execution of the work, involvin~ ao much for
titude, zeal, self-denial, and knowledge of engineering. 

Which of theae eonrces of credit does not belong to Mr. Ste
veDIOn al<ma, in connection with the Bell Rock Lighthouse 1 

I am, &c. 
84, George Street, Edinburgh, DAVID STEvuso•, 

April 1862. 

THE ALBERT MEMORIAL. 
TBB ~number of thi' Journal contained an investigation of 

llOllle of the general principle& which on~ht to regulate the 
deaigr. and character of the monument which it is proposed to 
erect to the memory of the late Prince Consort; and we endea
'l'OllJ'ed to show briefly, that the monuments known 11B "cro&11e11" 
in medieval architecture satisfactorily embodied those principle&. 
At the time when these remRrka were written it was fenerally 
aoderatood that a very different kind of monument would be 
adopted; but it has been found impractiCRble to carry out the 
cc.ntemplated design; and at present tht1 form of the monument 
&ppean to be altogether undetermined. 

In resuming the anbject, it ma1 be well to advert to the eir:ceed
i.ngly great diveraity or forma which have been chosen by di!fereni 
nations in different ages for their memorials of the dead. Almost 
every nation which has attained to wealth and power has left 
examples of auch memorials. The firat and most elementary type 
is the monolith, of which the obelisk ia only one of many varieties. 
Next in aimplicity of design1 although in many inatancea far more 
remakable lor their atnpen<lona magnitude, were the ppamida, 
which, according to gt'Derally-accepted conjectures, were immense 
monuments of the dead. 

A.a architecture advanced the form of monuments became more 
eotnpleir: and very different in dift'erent countries of Europe and 

, Aaia. Oriental m•mnmenta we may at once diamiss from our con-

l 
11iderationl for notwithatandlng the grace and magni6cence of 
many of them, they are obvioualy unfit to be adopted as models 
in thia conutry. Of the rejection o( Claaaic models we are by DO 

111ean1 IO aecnre. There ia a powerful class iD this country who 

have personal intereata in advocating the meriMI of Clusic archi
tecture, or rather the debased styles which adopt ita forma with
out its principles and who would doubtlesa be dissatisfied with any 
building which did not illnatrate one or more of Uieir favourite 
Five Orders. Without, however, entering into a general diacnaaion 
of the reasonableness of Uiia taste, we may advert to one reuon 
which, as it seems to us, is conclusive against the adoption of 
Classic forms in the Albert Monument. The monumen$ ought to 
be lofty, in order that it may be visible from a great di.stance. lt 
ought at least twe aup~) to be higher than the surrounding 
trees of the Park in which it is to be placed. Now this requisite 
is not attainable with Claaaic forms without resort to contrinnoea 
which violate the principles upon which those forma were origi
nally designed. The mOBt oommon of these contrivances have been 
the piling of columns one upon another, as in the western faqade 
of St. Paul'a-the outrageous exaggeration of the original lize of 
columns, aa in the Nelson Monument at ChariJlg-cross--or by an 
incongruous aoperatrnctnre or aubetructnre above or below the 
columns. Are we premature in exp~iog a hope tha\ the day 
for repeating these abeurditie5 ia gone by 1 

The only definite auggeationa for the Albert Memorial which 
have been made since the deaign of an obelitk was abandoned, 
are memorial windows, and buildings to be dedicated to aome 
charitable pnrpoee in the name of Prince Albert. Both theae 
plans appear to na very objectionable. Glass it not a aufliciently 
durable material for a monument which ought to be designed to 
endure many ct'ntnriea. How much remain& of $be ancient 
atained glaaa o( our cathedrRla and chnrchea 1 Abundance of 
fragments, no doubt; but ecaroely a complet.P window more ancient 
than the! Tndor period. Betiides, memorial windowa are not 
enfficiently conapicuoua; for inatelld of being visible from a great 
diatanoe, as we have said the intended monument ought. to be, 
their effect is not viaible except from the inaide of the building 
which thev decorate. 

Moreover, the propoMl of a memorial window ie liable to thia 
objection, in common with the other proposal, just mentioned, 
for a charitable iuatitntion, viz.: that in either caae the memorial 
would not be excluaively commemorative. It would be made to 
aerve two purpoeea; anrl the purpose of commemoration, eveu if 
alwaya regarded as the primary object, would lose much of ita 
importance and dignity by aaaociRtion with a eecon~ object. 
For inatance, in the case of tlie charitable institution-either the 
institution is not really wanted, in which caae the erection of it 
is a poaitive evil; or it ia really wanted, in which caae the feeling 
of charity ought alone to auffice to secure its c.rection. The con
trivance of combining the two objects which hRve no neoeaaary 
connection-a work of chuity and a memorial-savours too 
much of ihrift; looka too much as if there were not auffioient 
.zeal for either object alone. Of course it may be objec:Mld tha$ a 
mere monument it of no use, and that therefore its erection iii ~ 
waate of money. The objection ia-Wh1 was all thit money 
wasted and not given to the poor1 Thit objection it not, however, 
likely to proceed from those who refleci that memorials of public 
benefactora are natural benefits, becanae they encourage effort.a to 
promo~ the welfare of the community. 

If we reject the propoSRls just mentioned, what are thealteraa
tivea 1 Surely we are not to repeat the frequent blunder oC 
erecting isolated columna or uncanopied atatuea. The objeotiona 
to monuments of thia kind' are 80 manifest that their adoption 
ought to be regarded only RB so many proofs of utter debasement 
of architectural taate in the times which tolerated them. 

In advocating the adoption c.f "monumental "croea," we are 
not advocating the revivRl of an obsolete idea. If our method 
of reasoning on this eubject has been correct, we simply wi1h to 
revert to a natural and reasonable mode of deaigning monuments, 
which has never become obsolete in the aense of becoming nn
enited to our times, but which fell into disuse when architecture 
became debased. The merita of these CfOlllle& are of many dia
tinct kinds. They are aoaoeptible of great variey of design, 
aize, and magnificence; they may be so conatructed as to be very 
durable; anrl they are in a peculiar degree characteristic ol Eog
liah art. There have been, it ia true, some croasea of great 
beauty erected in Northern Franoe during the Medieval period, 
but they were never 80 abundant there as iu England. In this 
country, as Britton well ehows in hie elllll\)" on "Ancient Stone 
Cro88e&," in the firat volume of his ' Architfctural Antiquitiee; 
they abounded in every county, and acarccly any great town 
was without its market cfOllll, preaching croaa, or memorial crose. 
Why the name of croeaea was given tu Uieee 1truoturea ia by no 
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meADB clear, for the aymbol of the C1'088 doea not appear on the 
ml\jority of them; and it is not a principal object in any of the 
be&utifnl, and interesting illustrations of the volume cited. 

THE SAFETY CONCENTRIC BALLOON. 
'° TB• Ul'fO& o• TIU CITfL •?Set•U• .&.KD .&.aolUTK'T'I IOtr&!UL. 

SlR,-The nctual state of l\eroetation at the present time ie far 
from be!ing perfected; as an art it is incomplete. The supposed 
impoBBibility of guiding the balloon Recording to a given direc
tion, oblique to the wind, has been the long-contested question 
of aerial navigation, and the want of thia important mechanical 
desideratum hu hitherto obstructed its advancement as an art 
l\pplicable to useful purposes. Another impediment exist.a which 
has continued to oppose it.a adoption as an adl\ptation to the 
wants and occssions of human life, namely, the dangers con
sidered inseparable from the practice of the art. The mechanical 
guidanC6 of the balloon can be effected to'a serviceable extent by 
my invention, which I have named the Safety Concentric Balloon, 
and which it ie the object of this communication to describe. 
Ae a source of recreation, aerial navigation stands unrivalled; 
in this sense it is that I consider it.a present merit entirely to 
consist; but our exertions must be limited, and our pleasure 
curtailed, wh~n we do not consider ourselves moderately safe, 
whether we travel over the water, through the air, or upon the 
land. By my method of constructing a balloon I remove all dan
ger while in the air, and extend the relationR of the art by a new 
guiding principle. Aeronante have dangers quite inseparable 
from the present practice of constructing a balloon; all attempts 
to give direction to a balloon have failed hitherto, and great 
difficulties have been experienced in remaining in the aerial 
regions a sufficient time to insure the attainment of a given 
distance. My invention overcomes many existing difficulties. I 
'propoae to form a balloon of a series of concentric interior bal
loons-viz., one balloon inside another, tM centre one to be made 
of sheet steel, iron, copper, or other strong material, permanently 
charged with gas, and aolidly, b)lt not ltijftg connected to the car, 
to support and give effect to the steering and propellin~ apparatos. 
When gas ie discharged Crom the upper valve of a balloon, the 
oover is (in the present mode of construction) often rent, not Crom 
bursting, but by collaptt, caused by the J>re&1Ure of the atmo
sphere on the partil\l vacuum created. In the balloon that I 
propose, any portion of the gas between the first and eecond 
covers may be discharged without chance of accident. When 
ueceesary, the gas inside the second cover can be discha~ in the 
same way, and when all the gas between the consecutive covers 
is discharged, the central metallic or permanent balloon, and 
IM balloon that contain1 or immediaWg 1Hrrot.1ndl U, will descend '° the earth gently and safely, delivering up the voyagers with
out 'damage or shock. It will easily be seen that the metallic 
bl\lloon being filled, and surrounded outside with gas, sustains 
very little pl'e88Ure. 
' It may be argued that the material employed in all the covers 
would make a balloon stronger and safer with a single cover, than 
my balloon of balloons; this ie not the caee; for a cover compoeed 
of i boiler-plate, which would be twenty times stronger than all 
my covers put together, would give way if only a partial vacuum 
were created illllide b1 suddenly discharging the gas. All that 
is required of a cover 1e the power to sustain t.he difference of the 
p1'91111ures of the atmosphere and of the ~ inside. In my 
balloon no mistake can be made in discharging the gas between 
the first and second covers, for the gas between the seoond and 
tlhird oovere maintains the required equilibrium, when the space 
benreen the Bret nnd second covers are empty, or partially eo; 
besides, the e:rit of the gas from between the first two covers is 
not accelerated by the great body of gas coIJtained in the other 
oovere, which do not require the strength of the outer cover. 
Mr. Charles Green's ingenious discovery of the guide-rope should 
not be dispen.aed with-viz., a rope varying in length from 2000 
ff'et upwarda, accord in~ to the exigencioe of the caee, the connec
tion with the earth by 1ta means need never be entirely diBBolved. 
It might be long enough to allow for any necessary-increase of 
the altitude of the balloon in the higher currents of a.ir which 
exist in the atmosphere ; this guide-rope should also be of a m&BB 
proportioned to the weight against which it ie iutended to pro
vide, and lowered from the car by meana of a windla1111, and pae&
ing through a pulley aitaohed to the hoop above, allowed to remain 
freely snspended in ihe air. As soon as any alteration ta.kes 

plaoe whereby the specifto gravity of the balloon ie increued, and 
1t in consequence begins to descend, the lower extremity of thh 
rope beoomes graJually depoeit.ed on the ground, and acting in 
thlB case like the diacha~ of so much ballast, keeps oonatantlv 
abstracting from her weittht below in the direct proportion or 
the augmentation which 1t is receiving above; until, the latter 
having reached it.a maximum, and· an adequate compensation 
having been effected by means of the former, her further deaoeut 
is eventually ohecked, and she either continues to advance upon 
the level to which these TI.carious alternations have reduced her, 
or rising again under the influence of the first change that occura 
sufficient to produce such a tendency, and reversing in her 
ascent all the proceedings that attended her depreseion, she 
gradually beoomes charged with all her former weight, and ulti
mately quit.a the earth in the same oonditiou with regard to her 
resonroae in gas and ballaet, as she was before circnmatanoea had 
interfered to disturb the equilibnum of her previous coU1'88.* 

My concentric balloon may be conetruot.ed of almost any ai7.e 
with perfect safety, as the wej;rhte of the envelopes of similar 
•haP.ed balloons increase as the squares of the diameten, or of 
similar dimensions, while the solidity increaeee u the oubea; 
hence the quantity of gas between two consecutive covers may 
be made to assume any fixed relation to the area or weight of 
the outer cover. SQppoae \he inner balloon A E B to have a 
diameter AB=20 feet, a eurface=l260 square feet, and a solidity 

s 

F 

\ ·, 

=5000 cubic feet; and let CD=29 feet be a diameter in t.he 
balloon C T D, then the surface of the balloon CT D = 2628 
square feet nearly, and the solidity=l5,243 cubic feet nearly; 
therefore, 10,243=the cnbio feet of gas between the covers, and 
the ratio between the solidity and the surface is maintained. 
That is, 6000 ie 4 times 1260; and 10,243 ie not far from being f 
4 times 2628. G represents the guide rope, invented by Mr. I 
Charles Green, and may be paid out of or taken into the car by. 
means of machinery attached to the hollow aha.~ QZ. FSU 

• See :MoDcl< Muon's 'A•ronaulica,' 11111" IT. 
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is the outer cover, provided with a stuffing-box at O, so that tbe 
P-' when it expands may be discharged through apertures in 
Ol.l, ihrough the hollow shafl; JK. VIN represents the second 
cover inside OHSF; CTDM the third balloon cover inside 
VIN, aud so on. As many balloons as we please mAy be intro
duced inside the other, fitted to OQ by loose bands LMN. The 
~as it expands may escape tbrougb the hollow shat\s OQ, and 
JK, b:y means of apertures in OQ. 

PQ 18 the inner balloon, and may be made of copper, steel, 
iudia-rubber, or gutta-percha, and may be easily moved up and 
down iDSide the balloon AEBL, so that JK connected to OQ by 
a crank inside tbe car gives a forward motion to the whole 
machine, by mean• of screw sails X, X, and Y, Y. P is a valve 
io allow tbe air to escape from PQ, while itself and the inner 
cover AEB immediately next are being inftated; it may then be 
cloaed during the voyage. Tbe upper valves of tbe rest of the 
concentric balloons may be operated upon in tbe us111Ll manner; 
the balloon A E B enclosing PQ is not furnished with an upper 
valve, so that when the ballast and the guide rope are all out, 
and the gas ol all the balloons outside of A E B is discbar,ged, 
the machine may descend quietly to the earth. 

I have other methods of applying my system to practice with
out altering tbe combinations that constitute tbe invention. 

ELEAN'oa Ruoo BYRNE. 
Ill, TollinP>n Road, Holloway, N. 

l'O 'l'D unoa or l'IDI cn!L uarnn •n .tacarnor'a 1ouuu. 
Sm,-N otwithstandiug all t~t bas been written on hydraulics, 

I t.hink a simple formula is needed for cases which frequently 
occur in practice; for instance, it is often necessary to determine 
ACfllll'&tely the velocity with which water will flow from a given 
pipe, say at D, after having passed through several other pipes 
of different dimensions, lengths, and inclinations from the reser
voir or main; and the case becomes more complicated when side 
branches are flowing from aowe of these pipes, aa at B and C at 
the same time. Take the following example:-

1--1--···-r 
! I 

• M, Perm_, leTel of water. AB, Pipe 500 ~long, 114 !Debee diameter. 
BC, Pipe 600 ~ loag, 18 IDa. diameter. CD, Pipe 800 fee\ long, ij illchea dl.uue\er. 

Aca=ll6 fee&. 11&=80 fee&. Co=iO f""'. Dd='O tee,. 
And suppose moreover that a very short side branch pipe 6 ins. 
diameter was flowing from B and C at the same time. Then 
required the velocity of the water through each of the pipes AB, 
BC, and CD, and especially the velocity of discharge at point D. 
It any of your correspondents would elucidate this example by a 
simple formula, I think they would confer a general favour. 

Beferring to the letter of"Observer," page 375 in your Journal 
for Dec. 1861, there is some mistake, as the formula quoted is not 
so be found in your Journal, vol. xv., p. 353. Allow me also to 
suggest the great convenience of always giving the value of the 
letters when quoting formulle, rather than of referring to the 
works in which they appear at length; for many persons cannot 
without great trouble consult these works, and in con1111quence of 
t.he various signs and numerous authors it is impoesible to carry 
formullB in the head. Your valuable assistance in solving this 
problem will much oblige. 

ENQUIRER. 

lrtm and Conerete Pautmml an tl1t Citg.-The roadway oC the 
Poultry, commencing at the corner of Charlotte-row, Mansion 
Houae, and extending about 100 yards westward from that point, 
is bei»¥ laid with Knapp's patent pavement, which consists of 
hollow iron block.a, divided into small compartments, the latter 
being filled up with concrete level with the surface. Four of 
theee blocks will make a square yard. Ou each side of the road, 
cloae to the edge of the footway, are being laid hollow cut-iron 
tramplat.ee, 6 feet in length and 18 inches broad, which are first 
filled with couorete, and then turned over, leaving the indented 
iron l'aoe upwards, thus forming solid tramways. To keep the 
paving level at each end, iron girders, 18 rt.. 9 iu. in length, will 
cross the roadway. The blocks loclt into each other, and form a 
aolid llWlll of iron and concrete. . 

AUSTIN'S BILATERAL DOUBLE OFFSET PLOTTING 
SCALES. 

WE have on our table specimene of Mr. Austin's llC&les. The 
principle is simple, and the arremgement ingeuipus and remark
ably convenient. The ends of the scale have brass croes-pieces, 
with "Station Pointers." By placing tbe llC&le ~ that the Sta
tion Pointers are upon the Base Line, the zero ofl.he offset llC&le 
is made to coincide with this line. The offset scale being gradu
ated right and left from zero, the offsets on either hand can be 
plotted with facility as fast aa they are read oft' from the field 
book. The trouble and delay of either shifting the scale or going 
over the survey twice (once for right offsetai and once for left off
sets) is thus done away with. 

In each cross-piece are two steel spring points, which are 
worked bv a screw with a milled h11ad. By these the ends of the 
scale are fixed down to the paper and drawing board, so that the 
draughtaman has only the care of moving the set square forward 
as the plotting proceeds; the right hand is thus left at entire 
liberty for the 1,1se of the pricker, or the pencil or pen, so that 
the delineation can be carried forward at the same time as the 
plotting. 

The 11cales and offset sea.IAS can of course be graduated as 
desired, the essential principle being the graduation of the off
set scW.e right and left from a zero point at a fixed distance 
from the guiding edge. Each of the patterns before us h11.11 two 
scales upon it. In pattern No. 1, the the two llC&lee are separated 
by a clear interval of at least 6 chains, and connected at the top 
and bottom by the brass croes-pieces, the "Station Pointers " 
being placed in the central line. The middle space is just wide 
enough for the offset scale to be set in it so as to slide along 
between the llC&les, the left-hand sea.le being read from. By this 
arrangement at least 3 chains on either side of the base line can 
be plotted. lu pattern No. 2, one llC&le is given, graduated ou 
either edge. The brass cross-pieces form T heads, so as to give 
a pair of " Station Pointen" for each side of the scale. This 
arrangement is stated to be less costly, and capable of being 
more readily fitted to existing llC&les. 

In a third pat~rn, the" Station Pointers" can be set at a con
siderable distance from the edge of the llC&le, aa they are on a 
brass bar, which slides either WILY by a rack and pinion move
ment. This is intended to fit the instrument not only for surveys, 
bat for plotting sections, for which, no doubt, it affords some 
advai.tages. The racks must of course be marked so that they 
can be set to suit the length of off-set scale, for which they ru-e 
iut~uded. They ought to work true and rather stiff; and if not 
furnished with steel points to pin their ends down to .the board, 
should be clumped by the same movement that pins down the 
scale. Attention to these details will, we doubt not, rende.r 
pattern No. 3 extensively useful. The other patterns are perfect. 

Mr. Austin's method affords marked facilities for plotting in 
all cases where the off-sets do not exceed a certain limit; and it 
will not fail to commend itself to many, aa it effects a considerable 
saving of time, both in plotting from a field book, and in plotting 
to a reduced scale. 

The instruments are sold (by the inventor) at 'Blackwell'•, 
9, Cranbourne-street, Leicester-square, W.C. 

Trial of Steam Fire Engirw.-A trial of the steam fire euginea 
belonging to the Loudon Fire Establishment was made on the 
16th ult. at the distillery of Mr. Hodgea, Lambeth, in the pre
sence of a numerous company of visitors. The new steam fire-
engine recently made for the London Fire Engine Establishment 
is of nearly the same dimensions RS the one so Ion~ locatt!d at 
Watling-street, 11ow removed to ChaudoB-Btreet station, to give 
pl1LCe to the new one. Steam was got up in 15 minutes from the 
time the fuel was lighted, with lOOlb. preeeure of water and 
120lb. pressure of steam. Though a brisk wind was blowing, a 
jet of water from a lf-inch nozzle was throwu perpendicularly 
160 fe11t high, aud upwards of 200 feet horizontally. A tank of 
water holding 4.59 gallons was emptied in one minute and a 
quarter, thus doing aa much work as four hand brigade-engines 
at their ordinarr rate of working. Mr. Hodges then manned 011e 
of his hand enginl"B (weighing, when mounted• with complement 
of men, &c., two tons), and threw a Ii-inch stl'eam a horizontal 
distance of 190 feet. The lar~e hand-engine made by MN8r8. 
Merryweather and Son for the London and North-Western Rail
way Company was next tried. It reqnired fift.y men to work it. 
The playing of ~his engine fell ehort of Mr. Hodgea'. It ii 8tted 
with quick pumps, with a 91-inoh etrolte. 
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Wl Pel'- C. W.-lmprcn'8d machine for aettlug up and dlfiribuililg prlulen' lfpe-
October 10 

te98 Ryder, W.-lmprcn'8d machine for llotinsr rolleni--October ta 
2611 :V""1111e7, J.¥1:\:~ .ieam bammen-Ock>ber 19 
MH Nelloo H.- for pDru:blng waaben-Oe*ober 11 
ill8 Clark, W.-~ for bending lrou ralll (oom.)-October 18 
!1886 Eugland, G.-lluJ>lO'fed pluillg ~r 22 
18TT Loom.., B.-Impt'OY'ed macblue for mouldlug brlcb--No'l'ember 16 
1101 Meuncu, H. A. H.-lmp?oved Jack macblne for moTln& be&'l'f bodlel (com.)-

Deeember 11 
18T8 Glboon, H.-Improt'ed elate ~g macb bie--Ootober U 
1161 Wonbam, S. W.-Jmpro'l'ed machine for catllng wood 
S912 Jobnaon. J. H.-lmpro'l'ed wood carving machine (com.)-Nonmber to 
ff80 Kno:r, G.-lmpro'l'ed paper macbille-NO'l'ember to 
S699 Strealbar, W.-Impl'O'l'ed wind engine October 18 
td68 Dicta, W.-Jmpro'flld waler melen-Oetober 24 

231 De Jloolte'l'!lle, J. D.-Impl'O'l'ed machine for oplnnlug-.January Ill', 1862 
26~4 Hold6eld, E.-Impro•ed eelf-actlng mul09 for splnnlDg-October tl 
lol84 RobeNDD, W.-Impnmd mulee for 1plonlng and donb1>111--0c:lober 18 
9686 SmUb, Jt.-lmpl'O'l'ed appara&ua for winding 7arn--October 1 T 
'686 814ebo•t.om, J.-Impro'l'ed macbloe for 1.ualdng splodlee of sp1nnlDg and other 

macbloee-October t8 
690 Tongue, W.-lmpro'flld -lobing mac:hlne-Fellrllar)' 18, 1861 
6118 TonKUe. W.-Jmpro'l'ed macbln8 for preparlnji al1t, lla:r, and other llbl'OUI 

•malerlala-Marcb8,11M52 
H90 Rowan, W.-Improv•menll In 1CDtcbing lll&Chln--october 6 
2&0 Morel, •· -Hacblne for oomblollli ail lllameDlolll mMeriala-Odober n 
9610 Slmpeon. W.-Improved lwlll lace macblne-Oc\ober 28 
I~ Job1180D, J. H.-!!n1>n>Ved braiding maeldne--Ook>ber 18 
S680 flloul~.l and 11&11, J.-Impl'O'l'ed maablne for manatacmrlna healda--Oot. 10 
11649 Ram J. c.-Jmpro'l'ed heoJda for wea'l'lug-Ock>ber 19 
'628 lrent.on, .-Improved mean• f~rtreaililg and obtalnlngftbroaa ma&erlala-~. n 
UllT Lanlley, J.-Impro'l'ed ploaglu!, drill. k-Oc1eber 6 
9606 WlllachOr, J. C.-Jmpl'O'l'ed combined lbruhtng and drealng madilo~ T 
'6H Goucber, J.-Imprc:rred beaien and drnml 'lll!8d hi dJ~ .. ber 18 

11198 Ho!'- C. H.-lmpnmd ateam qlnee llld boilera--Oc&ober 18 
IUl ll'e'll1oll, A. V.-Jmpro'l'ed m""°' for rednclng the fricUon a•1tl wear of llide 

...i,... ofllteam'engin09 (com.)-December 2' 
1811 Calven, J. A..-Impro'l'ed enginee-Ook>ber 21 
~ Dariee, J.-Improved "'8anl enginea-Oclober I 
STD H8111'J', ll.-lwproved llteam enghlee (oom.)-NoTember 1 
86' Macnab, W.-Jmpro'l'ed 1team engln-February 11. 1811! 

2'180 J'aaabawe, J. A.-Jmpro•ed ll&e&m pnera&on---Odober 81 
9498 lmpro'l'ed tap for regala\lng \he llow of ateam-October 6 
2601 Improved conta apparalu8 October T 
sen Go:to~ a;: K.- pl'<Wed lpparMUI for generating and oond~nlling ---

1118 lohnlan, J. H.-JtemO'I'&! of illcrtiaia'1oa from 111.e&m pnerat.on (oom.)-Oot. IA 
166T lloM, W.-Improved taps or nl,.ee-October 16 
26118 GU~ J.-Bndlem railwaya-October 16 
2888 Wharton, W .-8prlllaa for ralhra7 and ""1er vehlclel-Oe*'>ber 16 
9680 Campbell, I'. A.-BallwaJB 
1616 De Berpe, C.-flleepen and cllalrw for permaneu\ railway-October 19 
I009 lCllll, T.-llalla for permanent wa71-No.ember Ill 
t880 Lamothe, B. J. -B.allro•d car and other Tehlclea--Ock>ber 96 

'808 Cb8J118, c.-Il.alln7 llgnal apparatm-October 18 
MM Henle7, T. W.-~ric l~legrapb appara\u--October I 
l'lto Lelah, E -ImprO'l'omenle In aalllng Bhlpo--Ootober 80 
1492 OoJ.llno, J. 11.-Apparawa for reefing and fnrlllli ..U. or aldpo-Oct.ober 6 
1888 Toward, J.-4rmonrpl·• for aldpo. and _.m,g\he- M>ihe lido ofa T-1 

-October Sl • 
illJ.81 Tate, W.-Armour pla"38-Deeember 19 
1679 Llaler, 1.-Holaliog appara1m-October 18 
8088 Dnchemln, W.-Impro'l'ed bloob for ho!Aing-Decamber I 
18T6 :Moore, T.-lmpro'l'ed w1~ M 
168& Welch, W.-Xartue ICl'n' propelltlr- Ock>ber 1 T 

118 lloaalleld, G. T.-Jmpro,.emonta lo proP<'lllog water cnft-J'an. 4, 1881 
Mn Cartla, F.-Fire-arma -October 9 
261' Blerier, Jt. W.-BaMeria for war 
1619 Blo:ram, H.-81ghl for rill'"' &ud ordnanoe-Ock>ber 19 
1'108 :e.l.1::. 0.-Double nil• gun. Oc!M>ber S9 

118 W W. L- ImprO'l'ed u1&nner of monut!ng, and appara&u.I h manCllll'l"liDg 
cannon or ordD&Doe on l!blpo or ~anD&l'J' 18, 1861 

1601 Jtcbertaon, P.-HanllfactuM or cartriclaee (oom.)-October 18 
tTl6 Thomaa, L.-JIJl!e ordnance and pro,Jectllee 

HTS Brooman.l lL .l.-Mannfactnre of colon red fabrlcl Ccom.)--October I 
2481 Hill, C. u.-Mainifacture of cap fronkl and \rlmmlup-~ 2 
2608 J'onl, •.-Method of formlug waterproof fabrics-October 8 
26T8 Bak«, F. B--Improvemenll In Blifrening lace-October 16 
'718 Topham, •. 1. and B.-Manufactare of lac&-October 80 
SSI McKean.-~yame or lexlile ma&erlala-J111111&1'J' 29, 11181 

2'4T &:ott, J. W.-.Lealber waaberw and lacea-October 1 
1469 Thampeon, W., Stathn J.-Hydrau le p~-Or1ober I 
'688 Ward, F. O.-H7dranllc preeaee-October H 
1191 Wswood, J.-H1t1rimlic preuH-0.cember IO 
IOU Ne'll'\oD,W. E.-Pmnpo ·com.j-Dece1nber 4 

1:16 Newt.on, W. K.-Pumping-engln• '<:om.)-JADD&l'J' 28, 1862 
ftlT Norton,)'. L.-ApparRlU• for raising W&ler-Qc:M>ber ao 
2TOO GDberl, G. M.-Preperlng Uqnid blne-Oct.ober !8 
2866 Blllmlo, W. H.-Hanu!Adare of ilowera or sulphnr-Notember 11 
32$6 Laurenl and Cu&ehi&l.-Colouri11g m"li.-ra -Deeember 24 
2626 Tldmlll'llh, J.-AnUlci&l maoure-Octoher 9 
rno Gibbon, Jt.-P!e~g grain for bl't'W•,..-Odober !9 
MU ~f :. .-lmpro•ed m9'1wd of e:rlrac:Uug allttr from lead (-.)-

SHJ. Hackmelkan, H.-Smelthg gold or otber oreo-Oelober 18 
167' Fonl<lr.-Jtewarllu waate nlcant-i l.ncll1 rubber-October 18 
2AT M'u:hd, R.-lllanulacto:e of a corWn n1etalllo &1107-0ctober H 
1809 HDIChe\, B..-llannfac\11re of pig met.al- Ocl-Ober 19 
tllH llml\h, W.-Prepuing nooe, &.:.-October t6 
!M'rl l(alam, W.-llanllfactve ol gu-Oclober I 
•11 11m1t11, w.-JleplMtac t11e ,._ o1 pa--Octa11w 9 

18:11 Smllb, J. r .-Collecting .... BTOITed from blaR ~ 21 
1181 Newt.on, W. E.-Appara\ua for containing paeoDll l.iqulda-.NO'l'ember 9 
t!'f Hunl, J.-Gas and ot.her cb&DdeJIOTB - J11o11""ry !18, 188~ 

9680 :c<mltb, W.-ApparaWI for lncreuing lb• WwnluaUng pcnnir of Pl (oam.)-
October lT 

llT95 Wigham, J. Jt.-4pparal111 for manufaetn'9 orgu-November T 

261' Flinn, J.-Wa~ber 15 
2644 Slram, N.-Walcb-Octoberll 
2569 Distin, H. J.-Melal mnalcal wind lnolrumeut&-October 1' 
26T I Ale:randra, R.-Pedal-box for amall orgaua-()olober S6 

2618 Palmer, W, -Lampo and lamp-'ll'lcD---Oct.o 9 
1491 Croome, W.-Lemi;.-oct.ober 18 
2610 L&mplong, H.-He&111 for lgnl&g lbe wlclll of lamps-October Sl 
2696 Peytoif.n K.-Frameo of metal beclatead...-ocM>ber 18 
26'0 Fo:r, . B.-Met.alllc beclatead1-0ctober 2ll 
llT88 Norm&11, G.-Houn&g cradla-Oct.ober 81 

9181 Howell, J. B.-Chaln cablee-SepM!mber 18 
268' Browne, B.-lmproved 1prlug (oom.)-Oc\ober 10 
2T60 Lockie, T.-Wrought-lron wheel&-NoTeruber I 
t'r4& fllllchell, B.-8clalora and l!beara-Nonmber l 
261' Browne, J .-Metal hbelt-OoM>ber 19 
1488 Criirt<>phe, L.- &lit-steel and other met.al lnbee-October 10 
9688 West.on W. J.-hcrew wrench-October lT 
tno Evan1, I.-\lanufacture ofbooll and 1hOOll-October 8 
8201 Bo...aeld, G.-Hacblne for ~g llOlee lo Ille 11pper leaUier (oam.)-Deo. • 
1786 Bradl, H D.-Hachlne for pealna aboeo (oom.)-No'l'lmbor S . 
WOT Godfry, B. D.-lmpro"ed boofor 1Iioe wllb a wooden abank-November 19 
l!e89 Hay, H.-Go~ber 12 
1642 .lroher, G.-llewing booll and al>oee-Oolober II 
162 TOl81', w .-Jlool.a and 1boee-JanD&l'J' 2l, 1~62 

16411 Dellry, J. r. V.-An lmpro'l'ed kneading trough-October u 
81 R.am1&7, J.-Impro'l'ed manllfac\ure of ooli:e-J&nD&l'J' 11, 1811! 

2T8 Hibbl. J.-Jmpro'l'ed portable cbaln, Ao-Febra&rJ l, 1861 
181 Ebbull, A. C.-lmproved....., and other chatn-Felmlary 18, 1881 
128 Horgan, G. H. and K.-Impro'l'ed carri&gea-Jannary 28, 1862 

2621 HcDongball, C.-Improved me&DB for oounecthlglheendaof oooeredlMel oro!Mr 
materlala for cr!nol1Dee-Oolob8l! Ul 

2610 Lepelnienr. - Improved fulenlop for glo'l'ee, belt&, &c.-<>clober 19 
2'88 Edwarda. J.-MAnoraclure of bulloDl-Ock>ber 6 
2664 Taylor, JI. -Jmpro'l'ed dreea iraspendeu-Ootober U 
2481 Srullb. -Impro'l'ed ombrell»-·eptembeT llO 
18'1 Newton, W. E. -lmpro'l'ed llk&lee \CODI.)· December 11 
26'6 Bruon, C. and Chavame A.-O'l'ena, &c.-October 18 
96T8 Clark, W.-Securlog mall 1-lla, eke. (oom.>--October 16 
1808 JoblUIOU, J. H.-Tttaunen\ ol Carpet• (oom.J-Nonmbor 8 
2666 Wyoan\a, C.-Chue for p.,,.__..october 16 
!666 Bo7de, Jt. A.-l!'lre-place for olngelog plp-Oolober H 
1sn Loyael, K.-Malch-bo1-NO'l'ember 9 
ti66 WUl!a, 4. W.-Pencll holden-NO'l'ember 28 
WT Lord, W. B.-Pl"I or eocltet forclooing and opening~ for llow of llqUl-

Oct.ober S8 
801t Perry, Jt. C.-Jnfant'1 feedlog-boUl&-N0'1'8111ber !9 
1491 Aylolln, Jt.-lmpro'l'ed apparatal for cblmn8)'1-0c1-0ber 1T 
2H83 ltennona, H. A. l'.-Impro'l'ed apparMDll for .-rlalD!ng Ille depee of. 'l'Bllill' 

Ll lbe human bod7 (oom.J-Ocloher 26 
!TU Aabiey, J.-lmproved apparatua for &U&cblng b<>nM"' oarriape-Nonmber 4 
11169 JolmMm, J. H.-Jmpro'l'ed apparMDll for preparing O'l'al piol.m'e framm (ODIL) 

Nonmber26 
ll4TT HnMOD C.-ImprD'l'ed ~or all'l'erhlg looklDJ g1--0clober 4 
HTS David A.-JmprD'l'emenll In ft:r5etten on meWllc pla'811-0ctober 4 
H94 Karee G.-Improved. method of oommoulca&icm bJ - of a tlAe u4 

an apparato1 oonuected lherewllb- ber 6 
1421 Coalhorpe H. B.-Impl'O'l'ed meau of ob\alnlllg and appl:rlog emi.-d melal-

October 9 
UT Thompson N.-Improved apparahs for m~botU-.Tannary lT, l&eJ 
2688 De Groole, C.-Impro•ed ln.trnmen\ for botileo.-October lT 
21 Bechwege H. - Impro'l'emente hi Vea&lng wool- anuary 18, 1861 
l661 Morrill, J., Ware, Jt., Mouoltt.on, E. H. C.-Jmpro""'1 eleclro-lllllfll8t.--Od. M 
1666 Pulvermacher, T. L.-Impro'l'ed elect.ro-magnetlc apperataa-October 28 
1784 BoDldleld, G. T.-Jmpro'l'ed eleotro-pialiD8-No-.-bel' 6 

ERRATUM. 
"PHOTOGJt,pmc DI~TORTION.n-Tbe wood.cal, emu "919 88, lJeiDf -

what fAulty, we here reproduce a pan of It lip a t.rger IQ]e, whldl will Riff acleanr 
Idea of Ille marginal conlraC\1.-. 
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ANCIENT moN WORK. 
( WitA an E""""*"'1.) 

hox the Church or St. Lawrence and all Sainte, Eastwood, 
Eaex (a sood apecimen or Early Engliah work), we obtain the 
accompanying Bpecimen or ancient ironwork, which still uilte, 
ia a ICm&Wbat dilapidat.ed state, OD the inner door O( the porch. 
The church ia said to have belonaed to the priory or Prittlewell, 
in t.he time or Henry IL, at wbioli period it WU called a chapel, 
bat in 1390 it became a rectory, preaentat!ve by the prior and 
brethren or the before-named monastery, this being done through 
t.he power or the pope, without the king'• CODlfnt or the knowledge 
or t.he bishop or the Bee. The 1uperior and brethren or the 
moDUtery in consequence were compdlfd to obtain a liceDllll 
from Richard II. in 1394 to appropriate thia church with that or 
.North Shoebury to their own use. On the middle Cl'Ollll-bar upon 
t.be door are the remains. or tbl' following inscription :-"Pax 
Begat Intran&ee eadem Regat." Upon the 1&1De plate we also 
exhibit a fine old h~ Crom the inner door or the Church Porch 
ol Great Sutton, a TilJaie about lt miles llOUth eut or Rochford. 
The acred edifice ia amall, and ia or the Early English period, it 
bu a tower at the we&t end, in which are a sood peal ofbella. 

ARCHITECTURE AT THE BOY AL ACADEMY. 
IT may, with reason, be asked, what ia to become or archi

tecture in connection with the intended p~ or the Royal 
Academy' The latter part or thia aentence, it la true, might be 
conetraed u referring to either the put or the pre1ent, and thia 
preciaely accords with the idea in our mind when penning it. 
nie inlltitution or the Royal Academy, DOW nearly a century ago, 
contemplated the patronage and encouragement or architecture 
llO ku than t.hat or painting and sculpture, aud (or a time, when 
Chambers, Boane, aDd Cockerell were the great rulers or the art, 
itl annuai dilplaya at Somenet Hou11e and in Traralgar Square, 
were 1Uch aa to entitle and aecure for it a due share or attent.ion 
&11d respect. But thia atate or things has, oomparatively, long 
puaed away, to the diagrace and blame or all parties concerned, 
while the two other art.-painting especially-have Dot oul7 
maintainfd their ground, but actually profited, as it would eeem, 
by the neglect 11xhibit.ed towards their leas favoured aiater. In 
d&11 gone by, yet many 1.ears after the location or the Academy 
in ita prwent abode, architecture poaeeaed a room within its walla 
apecifically and excluaively devoted to the exhibition or itl own 
and kindred worb; by degreea the thin wedge wu introduced, 
and the space became encroached upon, next reduced to half, 
afterwards to 1till 1818, and laat year when the alterations in the 
plAn or the building involved a re-arrangement or its rooms, the 
architectural drawings were notorioualy overpowel"fd by their 
more numerous and show;r rivals in the ll&Ule apartment. Thia 
MUOD, however, matters look Btill wone, ao that what may be 
their future lot, bow much longer they are to be suffered thus to 
dwindle, or whether they are destined to a speedy and utter 
extinction, is a problem which we cannot pretend to solve, but 
which unquestionably depends (or its aolution on the energy or 
the oontinufd apathy or the profession it.eel! 

The number or drawinga is thia year, we believe, much (ewer 
than usual, and theee are unoeremouiouRl:Y grouped in the ante
room immediately opening upon the entrance 9taira, 1baring the 
wall apace with IUDdry crayon and other drawinga or a general 
kind. or very attractive. architectural subject.a, Ulere is cer
Wnly a lack, in spite o( tht very fine picture, among one or two 
°"1el'I (876), or Mr. T. Page's "Design for the New Bridge at 
BlackCriant, u approTed by the Bridge Committee." With the 
J>l'm.cipal featune or this design our readers are familiar; ltlffice 
it therefore to say, that the1e Joee none or their importance or 
beauty by the way in which the artist has treated them, which 
renden this drawing at ouoe the largest and one or the molt 
perfect in the room. Below this is perhaps the eeoond molt im
portant drawh1g (882), "The New Town Hall, Halifu," one or 
the late Sir Charles BanT• laat profeaaional works, and by DO 
me&ns ODe O( the lea.at important, though, in point or design, it 
ii macb below the standard or many builcfings designed in theaame 
nyle by that acoomplilhed architect. In carrying out the work 
IOIDe modifiCAtions have been introduced by Kr. E. M. Barry, on 
:whom the nperint.end811C1e involved, but he bu not, it appeani, 
interfered with the atraDp looking tower which Bir Claarlea had 
planned aa ita orowning feature, but which, besides being appa. 

rently quite unnecesaary, fa decidedly, u part of the oompoaition, 
inharmonioutand unaatiaCactory. • 

ID (823) Mr. T. Vaughan gives a tinted view or the interior or the 
celebrated cathedral at Pisa. The point aalected (or delineation 
is a happy one, as it enables the draughtsman to show the oombina-
tlon or bold arches, and their banded and radiatinJ enrichments; 
these being, (or the most part, in Btructural material. The view 
ia taken acroaa the tramept looking north. Malinea and Ant
werp Cathedrals rurni'ah Mr. E. S. Cole with subjects ror two 
olmlming pictures (827, 828), the former being an interior, power
fully treated, eapeclally in the grouping or the crowds or people, 
and the truthfully aubatantiAl effect or the buildina iteelf. The 
latter ia an exterior, as seen down a narrow atreet, wnioh display• 
the towel'I and a portion or the lower ~ or the west front to 
couaiderable advantage, 80 that its partial obaoaration i• or little 
moment. In spite or.Mr. Spiers' delicate and pretty drawing, we 
cannot bring ourselves to admire the "Chimney-piece fur the 
cbatea.u or Bloia, Touraioe" (Sao), which besides being in the moat 
extravagant style or Renaissance, bas not even t.be merit or good 
outline to recommend it. 

We miu .Mr.E. Falkener this year, but hia p~ ia worthily~ 
b1 .Mr. F. P. Cockerell, who in (831) gives a delightral restoration 
o the "Street or the Tom be, at Pompeii." In this drawing every 
detail bu been well Btudied and expreaed, even to the arrange
ment and drea or the mournel'I aud othel'I attendant on the 
funeral proceaaion, which is seen in the foreground approaching 
through the city gate. The colouring is excellent. From dreams 
in (.,'IUaio ltel7 we next come to the stern realities or England, 
and obeerve in (83i) a very . plain but aatiat'actory dwelling 
house, or red brick, erected in Berkshire Crom the desifn or Mr. 
J. Brooka. (833) ia a step in advance, in 90 Car that it 111 a man
lion rather than an ordinary house, but though evident17 Counded 
on one or the molt charaoterilltic of oar anoient EliubMhan 
residences, Charleoote, there is a dtogree or tamen-, resulting 
Crom over-uniformity, which would have been better avoided. 
The architect ia Mr. Gibeon. We pus b;r Mr. Smith'•" Kem~ 
rial Church, Hereford" (836), 80 greatly overlaid with euspinp and 
prettyenrichmente, to notice a little" New ChurchatButton, Kent," 
by M:r. Alhpitel (847), which ia in the now almoet exploded 
Norman atyle, and withal eo truly simple and faithful to acae 
IOOre& or old onea, that it might (with the exoep\ion o( a "fe'l"! 
paltry bell turret) pa.as muster for an ancient on11 itaelf. The 
plan, it will be not.iOed, ia unusual, except in 90me early ex.ample 
or thia period: it consists or a semicircular apee attached to, but 
not oonsinoua with, what appears to be the oldinar:r reotangca)ar 
chanceL " Christ Church, Pentonville," by Mr. Brock, ia un
mistakeably founded upon Mr. Street's new church in Guden-
11treet, W eatminater. 'l'he tower ia all but a co;Ir W.. 1nU itl 
eJfeat ia diagaiaed, yet by no means improved, the addition of 
a lofty apire with dwarf' pinnacles at itl hue. e )lien at Ule 
lower angles do not look equal to the nppori of tlie 111perin
oumbent 111&118. 

The Thames Embankment queetion, which i' la to be hoped is 
at laat OD the eve o( being praoticall7 aettJed, la revived in draw
ings b:r one or two exhibitors. (834) abowa the acheme u pro
poeed b7 Mr. Henman, jun., and "highly oommended" b;r Ber 
?rlajelltf'a Commiaaionera. However clever and ingenious this 
plan may be, the elevational appearance ia far rrom being ~ 
J>0818118ing. The CODtinUOUI repetition or iJl-ebaped, poorly
deaigned blocks or building is monotonous in Ule utreme, and 
would oontrut moat diladvantageonaly wi\h the varied outline. 
or the existing buildings, which, laowever irregular and absurd in 
many rea~ta, ha've at least the charm or unceasing piotareaque
neu. Mr. Henman'a plan may be practically a well-digested one. 
He oontemplatea aecuriug a clear water-way, averaging M leut 
700 feet wiae, a quay along the banks or the river, with lhallow 
ftoating-docb (or wharfingani, a roadway 80 feet wide (or water
side traffic, and a continuous range or fire.proof warehouses 
adjoining. There would alllO be an upper roadway 60 feet wide 
OD each aide or the river, at the level o( and OODDect.ing each al 
the bridges, Crom Westminmr to Southwark, with a glued 
promenade. In the construction of the houaea it ia propaaeti 
that each story ahould be provided with its aaparate staireaee 
and a lift, and that each dwelling should be ieolated Crom the 
one adjoining by vertieal and horizontal ftre-proor and BOund
prooC construction. (889, 890) is another verlion or the aame 
ilobeme lly Mr. H.B. Newton, who, it will be remembered, ex
hibited another drawing or the same lft'iea 1aat ;rear. Tiie 
primary intent.ion or their auUior la to urge that the higheet metiro-

88 
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poHtan requimnente, and particularly thoee relating to etreet 
traffic, demand medium level embankment.a of an uniform height., 
and comequently hie drawings have been studied more with a 
view to the elucidation of this feature than the display of any 
special arohit.ectural compositions in the erection of new buildings. 

A "Suggested De11ign for a National Memorial to the late 
Prince Consort" (842), by Mr. Bellhouee, is shown to a rather 
miall -1e, with plan, and a lengthy deBCription complete; but 
the drawing ia hung ao absurdly above the eye, that nothing 
what.ever can be made out beyond the general form, which ia 
that of an obelisk. Mr. F. Mew, who sends a similar "memorial," 
for Newport Church, Isle of W~ht (853), has been more fortu
nate, and the drawing he exhibits is iu many respect.a as meri
toriom 88 it is original. It may be brielly deecribed as showing 
a mural tablet, between two windows filled with painted glaae, 
the whole being incloeed by a border of inciaed and inlaid work, 
enriched with monograma, scroll-work, figure outlinea, inacrip
tiona, &c., bearing reference to the general subject. The comp<>-
1ition is on the whole a pleasing one, much of this effect bemg 
due to the well-lected materials and coloura of which it ia com
poeed. In another different clue of works (Cemetery Chapels), 
the aelect.ed deaigna for thoH at Rugby, by Mr. Bidlake, are 
unuswilly good, and are well ahown in the four perapectivea, and 
a plan compriled in (846). The beat portion is the lodge, which, 
if it has a fault, is that rather too much hu been attempted. 
(848 and 868) are two viewa, interior and exterior, of the "New 
Garrison Chapel at W oolwiuh," u being erected from the designs 
of Me881'8. T. H. andlll. D. Wyatt. It is in the Byzantine 1tyle, 
but without any particularly 1trikin1J feature& externally. The 
interior is more original ; it has galleries, and Blender iron 
columns are employed to carry the roof, which to our mind :ii 
the pooreBt aad leu~ aucceuf'ul portion of the design. A little 
man appueut mmgt;b, in the -*ruction generally, would 
have improved the penpective effect. In Mr. Bid.lab's "n.ip 
for the New Market., Chester," he has taken a step in advauoe 
of the majority of his mually clever productions. It ia a very 
simple composition, relying more upon its outline and materials 
(red and blue brick) than aculpture or carved 811richmenta. The 
tower in the oentre may especially be cited aa presenting aome 
admirable point&. We regret that we cannot speak IO favourably 
of Mr. M. D. Wyatt'• "Monument," erected to the memory of 
the late Mr. J. M. Rendel, the celebrated engineer. It ia of 
granite, and from the nature of this material ihe chief thing to 
be aimed at in the design ahould have been a 1uitable exprea
aion in forms and proportion only ; in both which respects, 
aocording to our judgment, the author has aadly failed,-nor is 
there throughout a display of anything beyond mere common
Jllaoe ideas, and th- are awkwardly arranged. Mr. Goldie ha1 
bnt one drawing (866), which is a better apecimen of hil bold 
pen-and-ink drawing than of hie powers of deaign. It is an ex
krior view of "8*. Wilford'& Boman Catholic Church at York," 
and among many very good features are interspersed several 
doubtful onea, at least auch 88 to tend greatly to m&I' the effect 
aa a whole. The next drawing (866), a "Cemetery Chapel," 
erecting by Mr. J.P. Jones, is a shade atill lower in merit. The 
design has, if we milWte not, been exhibited before. The single 
picture exhibited by Mr. Truefitt (857), is a chanieteriatic one, 
and ahowa an exterior of one of the numerous villa residences 
which he is now erecting. Mr. Truefitt's eapecial forte in adapt
ing his desi~s to his materials is in this instance happily evi
denced; while ihat over-quaintness, which is nonoeable in some 
cf his deeigna, appean only in a subdued d~ 

(To ~ COtlCluded in °"" flat.) ' 

MACHINERY IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXffiBITION, 
1862. 

Tha Wutem Annu. 
b our time, that nation which applies the sciences to the arts 

to ~e best advantage l\Dd moet eoonomical effect obtaina the 
kighes_t poaiiion, and the greatest amount of inlluence and wealth, 
aud will keep the lead in the march of civili.ttation. The develop
rnens of steam-power has much to do in the application of the 
a.rte. Boilers, the geueratore of ateam-power, are little improved 
s1~ce they _were firet invented. We have an infinite variety of 
boilers of d1ffe~nt arrangements, the aubjects of paten ta, utiliaing 
but a comparatively email amount of the developed heat. lt is 

to be regretted that 1team-enginea in the International Exhibitior. 
are not accompanied by either a model or working drawings ol 
the boiler adopted. The engines in the annexe are put in motion 
by ateam-power obtained from a neat of boilere con1tracted by 
M.ell?L Hick, of Bolton, and placed in the rear of the coDBerva
tory of the Horticultural Gardens. Boiler-makera and th.oee 
interested in the generation of ateam ahonld read Charle1 Wye 
Williams' work 'On He&t in it.a relationa to Water and Steam; 
embracing new Viewa on Vaporiaation, Condensation, and Explo
aions.'* The clasaificatiou of the machinery ia good ; and the 
collection containa many admirable specimens of mechanical 
skill. For workmanahip, and, if we may use the term, meclaanical 
cvnning, the examplea exhibited by John Penn and Son, of 
Greenwich, certain11. atand firet. In the British end of the annex 
Meaara. Penn exhibit a pair of marine enginea (No.1966), excellent 
exponents of their akilL They are on the direct-action principle, 
and are intended for a aorew 1team-1hip. The engines are of 600 
horse-power, manufactured for the SJllUliah Government. The 
cylindera 78 inchea diameter, and 3 feet 6 inchea atroke. The 
connecting roda are 9 feet long. Each condenser is provided 
with a double acting air-pump 23 inches diameter and 3 ft. 6 in. 
stroke, being the same a1 that of the piston. Messrs. Penn are 
masters of the science of balancing their machinery at all apeeda, 
IO that the motion of the crank is nearly uniform at hi~h as well 
ae at low velocitiea. Theae engines are of the same kind as the 
enginea being conatructed by them of 1250 hone-power for 
H.M.S. Achillea, one of the cylindere of which ia also exhibited 
in this department; it is a clean caating, well bored out, weighing 
18 tone; diameter, 42 inchea; atroke, 4 feet. Near the cylinder 
is a maaaive wronght-iron crank-shaft and connecting-rod, fitted 
complete, with brassea for the same engines. The Warrior and 
Black Prince were furnished with engines of which thoae of the 
Achillea will be duplicatai. Meaare. Penn are alao engaged in 
making two pair of enginea for the new iron-aided 1hi pa Minotaur 
and Non.humberluad.. The marine angin• (1891), exhibited by 
Humphry• and Tennant are very compact and neat. This firm, 
by whom enginea were aupplied to the British, Brazilian, and 
other governments, have auccell8fully atudied two of the most 
imartant pointa in connection with enginea for war purpoaell 
an for screw propulsion in general, namely, the compreaaion 
of the greatest amount of power into the leaat pouible com
pass, and have contrived that the engine should be, plaoed u 
much out of harm'a way al polllible. The pair of 400 horae
power enginea (1926) by the firm of Maudslay, Son, and Field, 
for H.M..S. Valiant, is well calculated t.o maintain the high 
reputation which thia firm has ao long deservedly enjoyed. 
Tod and McGregor hold a high position as engine builders, 
yet their direct-acting inverted cylinder marine engines (2009) 
show a very poor arrangement for aea-going ve111ela. However, 
the workmanship and finish of these engines are excellent. 

George Rennie and Sona, of London and Greenwich, exhibit A 
pair of marine aorew enginee (1964) for H.M.S. Reindeer, of llOO 
horae-power, and aimila.r to thoae of H.M.S. Pereem. These en
ginea poasesa great atrength, and are well calculated for effective 
hard work and long voyagea. TbeMeaara. Rennie are.represented 
in other cla88es to be referred to hereafter. Meure. Fairbairn and 
Sons, of Mancheater, exhibit a locomotive constructed for the 
Midland Railway Company. The boiler is compoaed of thick 
edged J?latea, double rivetted; no angle iron ia uaed, the barrel of 
the boiler being llanged where attached to the tube plate. This 
engine was deaigned by Mr. Kirtley, Eugineer of the Midland 
Railway Company. The Lilleshall Company, Shiffnal, Shropshire; 
the London aiid North-wntern Railway Company, together with 
a locomotive engine and tender, bring forward an ingenious appa
ratus, invented by Mr. Rallllbottom, for supplying water to mn
dere whilat in motion. The plan h88 been in daily opemtion on 
the Chester and Holyhead Railway aince it was tint adopted in 
the winter of 185~60. V arioua quantitin of water, from lllOO 
gallons down wards, can be fished up at speeds ranging from 22 to 
50 mi.lea per hour; the arrangement has the effect of riidncing the 
dead weight of the tender about 6 tone, equal to the weight of a 
loaded carriage. We mmt not Jl&88 the littJe locomotive engine 
of Manning, Wardle, aud Co., of Leeds ; it is designed for 
mineral traffic at iron works, collieriea, &c., and will go ronnd any 
curve where an ordinary railway waggon will pus. It is alao 
well adapted for contractora' purposea; the wheels beiDfc amall, it 
will ascend steep gradient&. The. wrought en!Jine ancl carriage 

· •See renew• or this work In the TolWDe of !be J011nlAI fw 1860, page ars, ud 
\'Olam~ for i861, pape llll 111>4 81. 
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wbeell, stamped, of William Owen, of the Phc:eui.z Works, 
Roiherham. we purpoee noticing 1~ly hereafter. Although 
the locomotivea placed in the Exhibition are admirable 1pecimen1 
of the progreaa and improvements that have been made in 
railway economy during the last 10 or 12 years, and reftect 
credit on the companies and firms who have mannfactured and 
1ent them to the Exhibition, yet the lug principle ii not fully 
carried out in any or the locomotive engines exhibited. The 
proper disposition of permanent Inga or stops to relieve the strains 
and shocb on the bolts, and to auatain the action and reaction of 
die working parts, should be attended to with greatcue by loco
motive contractors. In the boilers exhibited there ia scarcely an 
improvement worth mentio!ling. The modela of Harvey and Oo.'a 
single acting condensing engine (1880) on the Cornish principle, 
and or a safety-balance valve invented by W. Husband, altbongh 
not new, deserve attention; the engine was erected by Harvey 
and Co., Rayle, Cornwall, and the Haymarket, London, for the 
Fat London W ater-worka Company, at Lea Bridge. The 
cylinder is 100 inches in diameter; working stroke, 11 feet. 
The pump ia a plunger, liO inches diameter and 11 feet atroke. 
Thia engine, when working full power, pumps 9000 gallona or 
water a minnte, Ulllllllly 140 feet high. In 1868 Harvey and Co. 
erected for the Southwark and Vanxhall Water Company at 
Batteraea a pumping-engine, the cylinder or which ia 112 inches 
diameter, weiiihing 36 tona. It ia aaid that the total quantity of 
water pumped for the supply or London daily amonnta to 116 
million gallons. or this large amount it ia stated that 79 million 
gallons are pumped by aingle-Mting engines. Harvey and Co. 
have bad great experience in the manufacture of machinery for 
stamping and crushing_ orea. Among the hydranlic machines, 
the ate&m fire-enginee in the western annexe bold a high place, 
Theae machines are unfortunately placed in corners where it ia 
dilBcaJt to obaerve their merita. The American steam fire-engine, 
fl)rwarded by Mr. Hodges of Lambeth Distillery, is very complete. 
Messra. Shand and Mason, Meesrs. Robert.a, l\Dd Mears. Merry
weather, stand well in this department. The experience of the 
mauageN of the fire-brigade of the metropolie for the past. year 
or two, and the recent report of a select committee, clearly show 
tliat the en~nee, Btationa, and ataft' of the London Fire Brigade 
are totally inadequate to the efficient protection of life and pro
perly from fire. 
- Mr. Martin's patent rocking furnace-bars, for land and marine 
purpoaes, are exhibited in No. 1926. A furnace fitted with theae 
t:.n iB eaaily managed; the bars are easily moved by a le-ver, 
a.nd clinkers and impurities are removed. We cannot aee what 
object W. and A. McOnie, of Glaagow, ha-ve in view in exhibiting 
one of their 30-hone power high·preasure ateam-enginea. We 
are unable to find anything novel in either their 111ugar-cane mill 
or steam-engine. Mr. Macord exhibite (in No. 1922) machinea, 
tools, and utensils used for bottling wine, epirite, and beer. 
Maoord'1 apparatna for bottling wine ia the beat in Ulle: the 
syphou are fitted to the cistern with binge-joints, one pin forma 
the centre of all, they may be removed and replaced without un
acrewlng or acrewing; they aTe alao made ao that one aet will 
answer both for pint and quart-bottlee. We cannot pasa without 
remarking C. A. Preller'a machine driTing-belta (No. 1959), for 
transmitting ~wer, made or leather prepared in " peculiar 
lll&Dner, combining strength with aopplenl'll8. By experiments 
made in Woolwich Dockyard, it has been ascertllined that 
Preller'a leather belt is at least 60 per cent. stronger than tanned 
leather; and hence superior to all substitutes for leather. 

Ravenhill, Salkeld and Co., of Rat.eliff' and Blackwall, exhibit 
aome very fine modela of enginee. The first (1962) ia a model of 
the ergines of the Holyhead mail packets, Leinster and Cou
na.ngl1t, each of 720 nominal hon.power. Thia model ahowa an 
a.pplication of the oscillating cylinder to the largest cl&!IR of marine 
lltea'Jl·enginea; each cylinder 98 inchea internal diameter, weigh
ing. when finished upwarda of twenty tons; the condenaer 22 
!()11&, Th~ engines were fitted with 8 tubular boilers, having 40 
furnaces and 4176 tubes, giving" total length of four and three
qauter miles of tubing; and the vesael.s attained an average 
speed at the official trial in Stokea Bay of 18 knots, or 21 miles 
an hour; the engines exerting an indicated power of 471H horaea. 
The aecond ia a model of engines of 500 nominal horse-power, with 
horizontal cylindera and double piston-rods, for screw propellers, 
11ucb u are fitted by Meura. Havenhill, Salkeld and Co., for 
Her Majesty's 90-gnn line-<>f-battle ahipt1. The third ia" model 
o( engines of the aame power as the second model, bot arnlDited 
for llU'{ace 90ndeuation. The fourth model ahows a marine 

ateam-engine, with inclined oaoillating cylinders, deaigned for 
veaaela having a amall section with coDlliderable rise or ftoor. 
Engines on thia plan have been conatructed by the exhibitors 
up to 240 nominal horse-power. No. 1964 ia a workintr model 
or a marine coudenaing engine· for eorew propeller, high and 
low-p~ure, with aurfaoe coudemer, by Measrs. George Rennie 
and Sous. We have no doubt that theae eoginea will work 
well; they are itted with improved centrifugal pumps for 
circulating the water in the condensers. Meaars. Rennie 1tate 
that enginea on thia principle, fitted with boilers in propor
tion, apparatus for auperheating the steam, and feed wat.er 
beatera, can be made to consume not more than 2 lllll. of ooal per 
indicated hon.power; however, the mode of obtaining thiaresult 
does not appear. Mr. J. Scott R11811ell gives (1976) a three cylinder 
marine steam-engine, or 100 hon.power, working e.xpanaively, 
with variable cut off' surface condenaera, with .india-rubber pack
ing; diameter or cylinder 30 inches, leDJPob of stroke 3 feet. 
Captain Fowke'a patent military fire-engme, made by Shand 
and Mason, for Her Majeaty'a War Department, ia au nnpromia
ing affair. B. D. Taplin and Co., of Lincoln, mannfacturers of 
steam fire.engines, and of traction engines in general, would do 
well to employ Fiiiher'a elongated springs now applied to the 
New York steam fire-engines of Melllll'll. l.ee and Larned. We 
step aside to notice the feed-water 1'8j{nlator, indicator, and alarm 
for steam boilers (2028) of Francia Wiae, of Bockiugham-etreet, 
Adelphi. If foaming and scale did not interfere, this simple 
arrangement, with a lioat wit.bin the boiler, and without the nae 
of atufling-boxea, cocka, or other complexities, would regulate 
the action. of the feed pump, indicate the water level, and, should 
the latter fall below a certain line, aonud an alarm. We cannot 
aee bow Mr. E. T. Wright (No. 2032), gains forty per oent. 
addit.ional strength by conatracting a boiler with diagonal 
atam8. 

The iron semaphore railway aignala and compensating signal 
wire apparatus of Mft181'1l. Stevena and Son, Darlington W orka, 
Southwark, answer every purpoae for which they are designed. 
They are complete, and may take their place in the front rank 
of modern improvemenl.a iu railway appliancea. One of these 
alllD&la aota for both 'up' and 'down' linee by day and night. 
They are the moat durable and effective aillD&la in uae; aod, 
although invented recently, are now adopte<l on many of the 
linee in the United Kingdom, India, and Australia. Being 
made of open ironwork, they are not affected by violent gales, 
while the atrong east-iron. bale renders these signals secure, and 
not aubjeot to decay, unlike timber 1igna1'. The patent wrought
iron distant aipal of M68Sl'll. Stevena and Sou, fitted with 
Rrydone'a candfe signal lamp, are fixed in many instances 1800 
yards from the railway stations, and worked at that distance 
with ease t.nd certainty. The oompenaatilig pullover level, with 
ratchet weight and chain, are employed to work the auxiliary 
aigDala at a distance from the station, the lever being fixed on 
the junction platform. The advantage of theae over ordinary 
levers is, that by mean• of the ratohet balance-weight and rack 
fitted to the lever, '1ie expansion or contraction of the wire 
through the variations of temperature ia compensated for. h 
ia deeirable to have an efficient apparatna to show when the 
abifting--rail or point is open or abut; the indicators of Msara. 
Stevena show moat distinctly by day or night the state of the 
point& By day the diak divides, and by night the lamp placed 
at the back or or between the disk or diaka, ahowa a red, green, 
or white light. · 

At preaent we are compelled to pua, in the western anne.xe, 
many effective machines, which we ahall take an early oppor
tnni ty of deacribing. CoW>n machinery ia extensively repre
sented by MM11'11. Dobaon and Barlow of Bolton, and by Platt 
Brothers and Co. of Oldham. The coUon working machinery 
of these firms reftecta great credit upon the proprietora, who 
must. have gone to great e.xpenae to aet their machines to work 
iu London, and to support a numeroua atalf' to work and attend 
to them. The cotton machinery of Meaars. Hetherington, of the 
VnlCl\Il Worka, Manchester, ia not inferior to that juat men
tioned. There are al8o exhibited a large number of f'ngineerin~ 
t.oola, drills, planera, slotting, sparing, chipping, trimminjl, and 
turning machines, nut and bolt machines, wheel CQtting machiueti, 
lathes, file and rasp machines, &c. 

(To b. CMtin~d.) 
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ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS AND OBJECTS AT 
THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 186!. 

TD objeota and drawings of intereet to an architect are or 
neceuity widely diapenied in variout part.I or the bttildin~. or 
the raw materials which be employs, eome are to be round in the 
"Mining and Q111UTYlllg product.a" of C1- 1, other1 among the 
"Vegetable Bubet.anoee uaed in Ma.nuf'acturee" or Clue 4, and 
others again among the g1- and p<>tterv or rn .... 34 and 35. 
The building and engineering contn'f'lllloea form a clua or them-
811lvea, the architectural Jrawin;ra and modela are again aeparate; 
and lutly, when these various objects have been hunted up 
and examined on the British aide, tlie visitor will find through
out the foreign aide aimilar objects acattered about in various 
localitiea and among the contributions or YIU'ioua countries. 

we propoee in the present notice to refer to eome or the 
more prominent articles on the British aide showing architectural 
deai?i leaving out for the present the specimens or tiles and 
atained glua, the building materials and oontrivanoee, and the 
f'oreign contribution& or these articles some are situat.ed in the 
nave and east tranaept, aome in a "Medi111val court" on the 
north aide or the nave, mixed up with and catalogued among 
articles of furniture in Clua 30, and the remainder fn a aeries or 
baya e&Bt Of the IOUth·PUt tranilept. They include apecimena of 
upholatery work, hangings, atone carving, anJ metal-work, and 
taken togetb8" exhibit a remarkable degree or productive skill 
iu theae depArtmenta. The place or honour muat undoubtedly 
be ¢ven to Mr Bkidmore'a SCTeen for Hereford Cathedral, thia 
which ia entirely or metal-work, Gothic in obaraeter, and e:recut;l 
from Mr. Boott's deaign, ia fixed in the centre nr the tralllept, and 
ronne alm08t, if i.ot quite, the mOlt artistic single object in the 
whole Exhibition. The skeleton or ground-work of the screen 
ia aimple and bold enough, an arcade or five pointed arches, the 
centre one widn and loft.ier than the otheni, and surmounted by 
a pediment finished by a cr08B, having a horizontal cornice nm
nin~ over the aide archea which ia brolten tbroUf.h by the central 
pediment. The linea of the featuree here deacnbed are atrongly 
and firmly defined, and the eye grupa them in a moment-not
witbatanding the almoat endleaa elaboration or the ornamental 
detaila au~ded; and in the good proportion and Bimplicity or 
tbeae leading forms, and the vigour with which they are maried, 
liea the eouroe or a great portion or the beauty or the work. The 
lAl'K9 arches are subdivided each into two amaller onea by inter
meaiate ahafta carrylDI( a cusped filling-in o( open-work. The 
lower parte or the openings are filled up with an elaborate grille; 
the capitals, oornioe, traceries, finiala, and orocketa, are elabOrated 
with the moet perfect workmanabi_p and deaign, and aa a crown
ing finlab there atand, aupported on corbela above the m&in 
mpitala, n:quiaite figuree or anrla, while the central gable ia 
enriched by a figure or our Saviour occupying an open ~el 
or the veeica piaoia form. The material• emeloyed are prinmpally 
iTOn, bright braaa enriched hy coloured inlaid work, and beaten 
copper; and the beauty or the work is enhanced by the judicioua 
colouring given to the parta which are painted, in which a refined 
nriety and contrut ia carried out to a very great e1.tent without 
deatroyiog the harmonious effect or the aoreen aa a whole, but OD 
the oootra17 contributing to it. This ia justly a work to be proud 
of, aa showing a capability for production or worb of metal work 
auch aa baa 6een loet Binoe the middle ages. There ia, however, 
one cause for regret, in the fact that the endlesa variety found in 
ancient work or the aame eort ia not tu the aame extent preaent 
here; true, the repetition or the same flower, or the aame panel, time 
aft.er time, in a work of this aort enables ita expenae to be brought 
within the oompaaa of comparatively ordinary outlay; aod to 
carry out to the full the utm09t amount or variety and novelty 
or deaign in amall parts as might have been poaaible, would have 
added greatly to the coat of th11 work, and doubled or trebled 
the time or producing it, without increuing the effeotivenesa or 
the aoreen taken aa a whole; atill, thia wu wanted to make the 
Hereford Screen u perfect aa moat examples or the aame aature 
executed in Medillval times. 

Near the aoreen are a very !ue gaa ooroDa and two gu 
ataodarda, executed to accompany it. The corona ia bung ao 
high Al to defy aorutiny, in fact almoat to eaoare observation, ite 
general form ia very go.id, and ita enriobm~tl aeem equally 
suoce•ful with thoee or the ecreeo. The atandarda are noble 
and simple, but rich. 

The ueitt ~ lJPport.an' piece or ornamental met.al work ex
hibited COll.li!lt. ota Ant pair or park gatea, fixed in the nave; 

they are manufactured by MU8r1. Bernard, Bilhop, azxf Co~ of 
Norwich, but the name or the deaigner ia not siat.ed. Ti.e 
gates are not Medimval in charaeter, but are almoet, if not qaite, 
aa perfect in worlr.manabip aa the acreen just referred to; they are 
however 11xhibited at every p08aible dieadvantage u regarda 
!»lour, ror not ouly ia there no va~ety i~ material, . or ftliation 
m tone or colour, but that colour it.eel! 11 a very inappropriate 
ink, tint, aingularly ill-eboaen to show off a work or an. The 
d1181gn Of thia work ia Dot IO masterly U in the laa~ iDataDce, bat. 
ltill it abowa an intimate acquaintance with the p~ea and 
capabilities or iron, and it.a carrving out abon the e:riatence of a 
remarkable body or akilled worlcmen. The t.hiatlea in the upper 
part or the work may be instanced aa apecimena or beaten work 
or the higheat clua. 

Near Mr. Skidmore'1 work stands a eort or trophy, occupied 
by the contributions of M--. Benham, Hart, Feetham, aDd 
Bailey. In the varied diaplaya by these rour eminent manu» 
turera a larire amount or taste and executive akill may be traced, 
and eapecially ia tbia the cue in the Medieval work 118Dt by 
Mlllllt'I. Benham and Meaar1. Hart. Altogether this part of the 
diapla:r or metal-work ia moat admirable, and belonging .. it doe11 
to vaned styles, and especially to thoae beat perioda or Gothic 
art which can never fail to retain their bold upon all refined 
minds, theae apecimena will probably l'9Cllive, aa they in fact 
119t!m to deaerve, more obserTation than many or thoae which 
yet remain for'ua tu notice. 

Puaing now to worka executed in otlier materials, we find 
unqueationable indications or great akill in the artificen, and 
originality OD the part of the deeignen. The WOFU in the 
MedUieval Court Already nferred to, and which waa under the 
eapecial care or the .EcclesiologiCAI. Society, preaent llJl ~ 
which at.rikes a viaitor aa contru\ing atrangely with bla recollec
tiona or the medi111val court of 1861. The object.I exhibited are 
to a great extent cabinet.a, buifeta, book or organ-cuM in wood, 
and portion• or the carving or aoulpture or auch feat11191 in 
churches aa a reredoe, pulpit, or font in atone or alabuter. The 
art aeema in the eleven years 'that have elapeed to have (IOD9 
back almost halt' that number or centuries, not in e:recution but 
in atyle, IO that the forma here exhibited are many of t.bem 
really archaic, while the inapiration or nearly all or them bu 
been drawn rat.her from conhuental than English aouroee.. That 
thia bu ror eome time l*t been the tendency or English Gothic 
baa been obviona enough, but the atranaely uncommon, we bad 
almoat Mid uncouth, aapect or much liere impremN the fact 
very forcibly on the beholder. Whether all our Gothic work 
will turn to Romanesque or the moet primitiYe t.f1'9 might be 
alm01t a 1ubjeot for speculation to a apeatat.or or thia court, were 
it not for bia 1"800lleotion or auch objeoa u the Hereford Screen, 
and of aucb drawings aa thoae, tor eump}E", or Mr. Soott'a 
Foreign Oflioe. or Mr. WaterhOU11'a AlaUse dourta. 

It will intereat lovel'I of art to examine the painted cabine'9 
or Mr. Burgea, and the inlaid ones or Mr. Shaw, MeBlrl. 
Prichard and Seddon, and other limilar worka; but it may be 
fairly regretted that all the worb in thia court are eo aimilar to 
one anoiher in type, and that that type ia neither the nobleat 
nor, we venture to think, the m01t commonly employed ud 
appreciated by thoae who love and follow pointed art. 

· Leaving for the preaent theae articles, which are not bo"'"81' 
by any meana exhat11ted, the Britiab archhect.ural drawings 
aeem to claim a moment'• attention. or theae there ia a noble 
collectioll, very few architects or diatinotion being unrepniaented, 
while the collection gaina very much in importance from the fAei 
that the majority or the drawings repreaent executed worb. 

We have here the drawing by Bir Charles Barry, aho'WiJ'V im
provementa in conneciinn with the Government Offioea, ~lakh 
attracted 110 much attention at the time or the great competi"'1. 
Thia drawing ia under1tood to have been executed entirely b~ 
own hand, and it and a aeries or aketcbea in the Eaat, aleo e~ 
bited, will abow bow well deserved wu the reputation tor co 
aummate draugbtamanabip that. be poueaaed. A modest aelectio 
from hi1 executed works, including the Palace or w estmiDater 
and Bridgwater Houae, ia alao exhibited. 

Bir Cbarlea11 eona are larJre exhibitora. Mr. Edward Barry 
aenda hia fine Bchoola in Enoell Sb'eet, and hia Leed1 Granunar 
School and other drawings. Meaan1. Bank.is and Barry exhib:t, 
with other works, their ftne but unauooeaaful deaign for the 
Manobeater .A.ize Courta, and their deeign for the Government 
OtBoea, to which the aeoond premium wu awarded. Mr. Boott 
ubibita hia deaigna for the ame work, which, unhappily, he baa 
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been obliied oomltlet.ely to modify. Tbeae are, perbapa, the 
h8li arcliiteetural drawings ahown, though they are pOlllibl,y 
iiot the beet deaigna among the aeriee aent by Mr. Scott, a 
llriea which inaludee hla Hamhurgh Church and Hotel de Ville, 
hil Doncuter Church, a reetoratioo of the Chapter Houae, W eet-
Jlliaater, and several other works. · 

A.nother aeriee, remarkable for beauty of drawing and for fine 
coloari.ng, ia ~t exhibit.ed by Mr. Owen Jones. Hia Palace of 
&M People, designed for MU1Well Hill, his St. Jamtwt's Hall, and 
Ills deelan for the Manchester Edllbition, are all worka that show 
a powerflll and. fertile imagination and a profound knowledge of 
coloar, while aa specimens of masterly drawing they are worthy 
of' all attention. Special interest att.ohee to the "Deaign for the 
Decoration of the Great Exhibition Building, 1861," as a record 
of what had been his intentions had they been fully carried out, 
and 11 a contrast to the dull commonplace e1fec:t of the buildiug 
in which the drawing itaelf' ia hung. 

Mr. Digby Wyatt, who haa been auociated in many works 
with Mr. Owen Jones, aenda a somewhat similar contribution. 
Hie drawings are more numerom, but BJDaller for the moat part. 
They mostly represent execat.ed works, and aome of the best are 
the Fine Arl Coana, and the Screen from the Crystal Palace. 
The studies, sketchee, and designs for decoration here given are 
mOli nl11&ble. 

Proia.or Smirke sends but one drawin~, it ii, however, 
i work of great beauty, showing the application of various 
deaoriptions of coloured materials to polyonromatic deooration; 
ud with it deaervea to be ol-1 two exquisite drawings 
contributed by Mr. Penrose, to illustrate the polychromatio deccr 
ntion of St. Paul's Cathedral. 

Mr. Newton exhibits a very tine drawing of London from the 
VlCtori& Tower, illust.ratingapropoaition for the Embankment of 
t.be Thames; and the same subject, though not from the same 
point of.view, is taken by Mr. C. F. Hayward, who alao contri
bai. a aerie& of deaigne aind execut.ed worka. 

Mr. Street iii an exhibitor of aeveral drawings; and, we need 
hardly add, that both original deaign and exoellent draaghtaman
lhip are to be found abundantly diaplayed in his contribution. 
U.; however, daairable to direct attention tu this aeries of draw
juga, beca~ from their quiet style they may some of them escape 
nouca among the more brilliantly-ooloured works that hang near 
~~. . 

~ attention should also be given $o the designs, by .Anni
lteed, of aculptare to deoorate a mansion recently erected by 
Me.rs. Prichard and Seddon. For a happy combination of 
mediaival art1with modera details and forms, and f1>r adaptation 
to decorative parpoaea, as well as for spirit and power, thue are 
IOIDe of the mo.t remarkable works exhibited, and we hope to 
bd t.he lllUJle . pencil and ohiael engaged on other worka of a. 
limilar character. 

Some of oar beat oountry architects sends drawings of great 
beaut7; thm, !(r. Waterhouae, beaidee other works, exhibits an 
exterior and an interior of bis Mancheeter Aaize Courts; and 
llr. Cut.hben Brodrick bia Leeds Town Hall and the Town Hall 
at Hull ; bat any one aoqaaint.ed with the works now in hand or 
oompleM!d wi~hin the last few years in the North of England 
cannot help regretting that a large number of the leading pro
'Yincial architect.a are not exhibitors; •till it is a somewhat proud 
reftection after all, that t.he fine ~lery of which we have only 
mentioned a few of the very prominent ornaments, does not. con
tain anything like all or even a fair proportion of the greateet 
worb executed within t.he last twenty or thirty years, or even 
eucuted since 18/H, in Great Britain. Notwithstanding this we 
haw, however, we hope. ll&id enough to justify us in claiming 
ateDtion to the collection of drawings aa one 'reftect.ing credit on 
oar architects in general, and exhibiting also great talent in 
draughtsmanship. 

We cannot leave the architectural gallery without remarking 
that many of the moat accomplished exhibiton will have caase 
as long as they live to recollect the skill, or the want of it, ex
JuDit.ed in the oonsU-Uction of a building about wllicb no one of 
their profeaion waa oonaulted; for a large number of the fineat 
drawings are swollen, creased and mildewed, owing to the damp
JU!IB of the wall apinst wbicli. they hang; and should there be a 
we\ aeaaon, will in all probability be marned to their owners 
c:omple'8ly spoiled. 

THE ECONOMIC CONSTRUCTION OF GIRDERS. 
((Jontin-1 from page ] 61.) 

S1NCB writing the last article on this subject we have calculated 
the pra.otical weights of aeveral other forms of openwork girden 
of similar proportion11 to those already given, and as several of 
these new forms poaeeaa oonsiderable economic merit, and the 
whole will form a pretty complet.e investigation of thia partiealar 
group of girders-having a depth equal to one-eighth oft.he span, 
the roadway divided into eight bays, the fi.s.ed loading equal to 
half a ton, and the m1>vable loading equal to one ton per foot run 
-it ia desirable that $he calculations of theae new forms 1hould 
alao be given in detail, ud the reealta for all the forms eolleeted 
together in one table. 

We group the results under the two dist.inot C&BN of the road
way platform being placed-let, at or above the level of the 
upper boom of the girder; and, 2nd, at or below the level of the 
lower boom. We advi.aedly omit the case of the roadway beillg 
placed at the level llfthe neutralaxia,saoh a poaitionmuetgenerally 
entail the employment of much extra material, and baa noshing 
$o recommend it, at leut when openwork ~en are employed. 

Although the table of results ahoWI tiiat the girden· taken 
alone may be made decidedly lighter for the aecond ca&e than for 
the first, yet for various eoonomic reuona, the first arrangement, 
or that in which the roadway reets on the tops of the girders, itt 
to be preferred, when the the choice can be made. Of tbeee 
reasons for the preference we may mention the following:-Finc, 
lightne1111 of the transverse ~rdera; when single principal .uden 
are used in a railway bndge, one beiug placed immediawly 
beneath eaob rail, tranaverae lrirders may be got rid of altoge
ther, wit.bout the use of unduly thick planking; a.nd when the 
when the girden are doable onee, or each capable of aapporling 
one oomplete line of railway, the distance between them, or the 
length of bearing for the transverae girders, may be ooly 11 or 
16 feet; whe1'6&1, in the caae of the platform beiug at the lower 
boom level, the lengths of hearing for the transveree girders 
m1111t be respectively about 14 and 26 feet, acoording as Biugle or 
double principal girders are employed. The &e00nd reason is 
that free scope is allowed fort.he introduction in the bes\ manner 
of the neceasary horizontal and transverse bracings; with the 
co~uen' ligbhleaa and perfection of action of theee elemen'8 of 
the structure. The third reason is, that with the roadway at 
tbe top rather than at the bottom level of the airden. the to'81 
height of the structure is leas by a length equal to $he depth 0£ 
I.he girder. 

There should. then, when eoonomy and excelleDCe of oonirtnc
tion are considered, be no heaitat.ion in adoptinJ the fintarranp
ment, whenever the circnmatanoea admit of it. Bat very fre
quently this cannot be, as tl1e arrangement would not allow of 
eufficient headway beneath the girdera far the requirement.a or 
the road or river bridged over. 

When oonstrained to place the roadway platform at the lower 
level of. oar girders, it will be a eouroe of great adY&Dage if we 
can h&ve thele so deep that the upper booms may be ooanecMd 
together overhead by a horizontal bracing; for in the absence of 
each a connection, & considerable addit.ion of material in tbe 
upper booms to prevent lateral warpinfl and oomequent failue, 
would be demanded. Bat with the girders we are COD8idering, 
or others of great proportioute depth, it wi.lf oaly be for triffiag 
spans that this knitting together 0£ Uie two booms eaDDo& be 
managed. By attachmg the tranaverae girden so ~t their 
tops come in contact with the under sarfaoee of the tie-booms, 
a clear height &hove the rails and below the upper horizontal 
bracing, equal to the depth of girder for calcnlat.ion, may be 
readily eeoared; so that with girders eight depth& in 1paa, we 
m&y use the oonnected arrangement, although the 'F.D be eveu 
aomew hU leaa than HIO feet. .And far spaDB ooDBiderably 111& 
than this it may still be advisable to adopt. this tabular arranp
~t, by retaining the neceaaary depth of girder; for inatanee, 
for a span· of about 90 feet, we could have the depth of girder 
equal to one-sixth of the span. 

When the spans and oonaequently the dept.he are peat, Utl 
the road at the lowel'-boom level, a light line 0£ horizontal 
. bracing may be run along the neutral plane, or near to it-&hia 
will add greatly to the stiffneee of the smite of the .web, so 'bat 
the allowance of mew (a) given to \hem may be. conaiduahl7 
reduced. In fact, with each a aapport spiu.\ .lateral bendinr, 
.and the auppon in the plane of the girder d'Olldt!d }l;y .ihe aroa.-

88 
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ing tiea in the firat form of girder, the lengths of the mu~ of 
the bracing would be virtnally reduced to one half. 

For either position of the roadway, it will generally be b.t to 
adopt one of those forms the reaults for which are given in the 
/tut column of Table XXXII. For with such the piers need 
not be carried up beyond the lowest member of the girder. 

It may here be proper to give some further particulars of the 
principlee on which the values of the factor a for the various 
parts are amrigned; particularly as these may not be thoqht 
Yery correct by some readers. And it is for this reuon tliat 
the calculations are given in such detail, that the results with 
other values of a (either more correct or in accordance with. the 
practioe of other constructors) may be readily comput.ed. 

The general dimeneion.e and character of the aections of the 
booms will be chosen wi~h reference to the greateet etre&ll to be 
home, which is here at the midspan; and this must lead to a large 
ex:cess of metal being given to the 1888 strained bays, ao much 80 
that in the girders we are considering the extreme bays may be 
taken as not l'\!;Clucible below the following percentages of the 
strongest or cent'ral bays when a proper regard is paia to firm 
and durable construct.ion :-for the sectional area of the extreme 
bay of the strut-boom we give about 66 per cent. of the seotion 
at the midspan, and for that of the extreme bay of the tie-boom, 
about 3.5 per cent. of it& central section. 

Then with regard to the struts of the bracing-the • sections 
of these have in a general sense been taken from aotu&1 fabrics. 
It may be noticed in the first plaoe, that whea the vertical oom
ponenti V, of the stress is the same for a perpendicular' as for an 
oblique brace, the value of a has been chosen the eame for each; 
the reason for this being that the actual streseea ( = V aec ~ in 
proportion to the lengths are the eame. Such a rule would not 
be correct were the struts all of solid section, or all of exactly 
similar sections, bnt when thestru ts are built up of plates and angle 
irons, the rule is, within reasonable limits, practically very near to 
the truth. Again, if we take the case of a struti say strut A of 
Table L, which receives support in 07k! direction only, from the 
tie H, croasing and belllg attached to it at its middle, we find a= 
'00060; then turning to the similar atrut A of Table XV., which 
receives no such supporti we yet find the value of a still ='00060, 
the reason for this is that the IRtter strut has to carry a atreM 
whose vertical component is equal to I~ unite, whereas the 
former strut has a value of V equal to only 6 unit.a; the sectional 
areas will therefore be in these proportions, and it is &llBUJJled 
that the excess of eection in the latter will be sufficient to make 
up for the lOBB of assistance from a crossing tie. 

If the depths of the girders were reduced from one-eighth to 
ooe-sixteenth of the span, the lengths of the · braoea and of the 
1*ys would be reduced by one half, and the 1tresaes in the booms 
would be doubled. Such changes would indicate a reduction In 
the Talues of a for all the strut.a (although the allowance for 
extra length in the braces might require to be mcreued), and 
from the stouter section that could be uaed for the upper boom 
its end bays might be reduced in sectional area, to eay 60 per 
cent. of the central ones, and the end-bays of the tiea to one
third. We have run out the calculations for nch girde~but 
neither the details nor results are of sufficient interest to call for 
their being given here. The result.a are, indeed, only what might 
have been predicted-Tiz., the weights of the booms rather leBB 
than the double of those for girders of·double the depth, and the 
weights of the weba rather lesa than those for the deeper ~era. 
Further, the inftuenoe of the ftlue of tJ, the angle of incllnation 
of t.he braces, is augmented in affecting the weight of the web 
in each example, but as the web constitutee only about one-fifth 
of the whole weight of the girder, instead of one-third aa in the 
deeper forms the importance of an apparently considerable eaving 
on it is greatly reduced when estimat.ed aa a percentage over the 
whole structure; thus, in the examplea having a depth of on~ 
eighth of the span, a saving on the web amounting to HI per 
cent. would repreeent a aaving of ti per cent. on tlie complete 
girder, but when the depth is only one-sixteenth of the span, to 
produce this saving on the whole girderwouldrequirethesaving 
on the web to amonnt to 26 per oent. 
· When the ~era are single, t.1., only calonlat.ed to carry a 
moveable loaOing eqnal to half a ton per foot run, and at the 
saine time the apan is moderate, a marked addition must be 
made to the values of ·a for the struta, particularly in those of 
the web. From this it will be BeeD that Bingle girders when of 
moderate span must weigh considerably more than half the oor-
respo'tding double ones; it is therefore adviaable where prao-

ticable, u in the case of the roadway being at the upper lnel, 
to employ two double ~en iD preference to four er more 
single ones. For very long spans, the preferen_~ for 'Variou 
reasons may, on the contrary, he given to Binjtle girders. 

We may now prooeed to deBCribe the vanoua fol'lllll of girder 
the results for which are contained in Table XXXU. and to 
give the details of the remaining calcnlati0118. 

The first, eecond, third, and fourth fol'Dlll have already been 
described in the former paper. 

The fifth form is a frame with a Bingle aeries of braoes, Or wha~ 
is known as a warren-girder, commencing with a iie-braoe, and 
with tJ = 26" 34' throughout. 

The aixth form ia also a warren;rlrder, with the same value of 
IJ, but commencing with a strut. ft should be observed that for 
these two forms, when the roadwa1. is at the lower and at the 
higher levels respectively, the distribution of the loaded pointa 
along the span becomes different from th.at in the other examples, 
and the amount of luading due to each of the extreme points is 
only three-quarters of that due to eaoh of the othen; this, aa ha8 
been shown in a former paper, gives rise in itaelf k> IODle change 
in the general result.a. • 

The seventh form is identical with the third, except that the 
tie H of the third is replaced by a Btrut A introduced in the 
other diagonal of the end quadrilateral compartment, and the 
vertical strut A of the third form is oonverted into the vertical 
tie H of the 118Venth. 

The remaining forms ue moditioaticma ol t.he preceding llVellf 
made in order to suit them better for the puQoalar __. 

The eighth form ia the fint modified, to carry the road at t.lae 
upper level, and also to deliver the load at that level to the pieni. 

The ninth form is the first modi11ed, to carry the load at the 
lower level, and t.o deliver it at that level to the pieni; this gives 
the most economical of all the arrangement&, althouirh not much 
more 80 than the fourteenth form, which further, bom having 
the struts of the web at right anglea to the booms, may offer 
some constructive facilities. 

The tenth form is the third modified, for an upper load, and an 
upper bearing on the piers. 

The eleventh form is the fourth modified, to carry the roadway 
at the lower level, and to have it& bearing& on the pien at thH 
level. 

The twelfth form is the fifth or warren form, hung at the upper 
angles, and with the end pillan and exb'eme half bays of the tie
boom omitt.ed. 

The thirt.eenth form is the sixth, bearing on the piera at the 
lower angles, and with the end pillars and extreme half bays or 
the top boom omitted. 

The fourteenth form is the lleftllth, modified for a load at the 
lower level, and a bearing on the piers at that level. This form 
pouesaes great economic merits, and may be looked upon u oo~ 
peting with the ninth for the first pla.oe, for the case of the road
way being plaoed at the level of the lower boom, and when there 
is to be but one span, or no oonneotion with other •pans over the 
piers. For the case of the roadway being placed at the level of 
the upper boom, the tint form mnat atill lie regarded as holding 
the first plaoe, whether for bridgea with 11parate or CODDe¢eci 
spans. 

FirBt Form. 

·~XJ 
'fbird ~·orm. 

Fovtb l'onn. 

·= A II C D 
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CalcvlatioM of tAe Felglt oJ Inm in tM Bracing1 and end Pillar1, 
and iA tM Boortl8 qf tAe M1erGl jbrml of Girdllr. 

The unit of len~ is taken equal to the depth of the girder, or 
to one-eighth oft.lie span. . 

The unit of a~ or load is taken equal to o~th of the 
total dead weight, or to on&-ilixteentli of the whole movable 
loading that may be brou~ht upon the girder. 

The measure of the weight r6. iron in any part, as given in the 
tablea, is equal to the greatest stress that may act upon it multi
plied by ita theoretical length in the above unit.a, and by the 
factor a; and this in the case of a brace will be = V eeo•S, 
where V repreaents the vertical component of the stress, and 8 
the angle which the brace forms with a vertical line. 

The actual we~ht of iron in any brace or bay in tons will be 
obtained by multiplying th& repreaentative number in the table 
by the product in feet-tons of the unit.a of leJijlth and stress. For 
die whole weight of the web or booms of a girder we must 
further double the results in the tables, since these are given 
for only half the len~ of the ldrder; or as explained before, we 
must multiply the ta"bular numl>er by the square of the depth of 
the ldrder in feet, to obtain the weight in ton& 

Tlie calculations for the first four forms have already been 
given. 

TR& F:I1"1'H Fon, tD&th tM loadiflg m IM upper Z-Z. 

Bnioe. 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
y 
G 
H 

TABLJ: xvm. The Web. 
CL 

•00060 
•00067 
•00077 
'00090 
•000'5 
·000•5 
•00°'6 
·ooo•5 

V. Beol6. Weight. 
10•50 l •25 ... •00787 
1'75 l-25 •.• •006'9 
5•25 l '25 ... •00605 
3•00 l •25 .. . •00388 
3·00 l ·25 ••. ·00169 
5'25 1°25 ... •00295 
7-75 l ·25 ... ·00•86 

10•60 l •25 ... •00591 

luatie ... 00 

'08770 

o·oo . .• i ·oo ... ·00015 
I M a 11\rni ... ·00060 u l ·oo . .• ·00120 +--......:~ 

TABLX XIX. The Boom.a. 
(N .B.-Eaoh ordinary bay ia ODe unit long). 

Upper Boom. CL Stz-, 
lat Bay '00160 5·25 
2 ~70 U-25 
3 •00060 20·25 
' •00055 28•25 

Lower Boom. 
ln Bay CU ao o·oo 
2 ·ooo 10•50 
8 ·ooo 18·00 

' ·ooo 22•50 
ti <i> ·ooo 2'·00 

Weight. 
·008•0 
•00997 
·01215 
'01279 

•04381 

'001119 
•00•7B 
•00810 
·01012 
·oouo 
•0302' 

Tu F1PT11 Foo, "1i4h tM loadi'll{I at tk Zowr kwl. 

Brace. 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

I u a tie 
I ae a atrut ...... 

Upper Boom. 
lit Bay 
2 
s 
• 

TABLB XX. The Web. 
CL V, 

•00062 9•09• 
·00010 6·•69 
·oooso •·09• 
·00110 1'969 
·000•5 •·098 
·000•5 6·469 
•000'5. 9•098 
•000'5 ...... ll •250 

Beol6. 
....... 1·25 

1•25 
1•25 
1'25 
1•25 
1'25 
1•25 
1·25 

...... 0·750 ...... l·OO 
·00060 ... .•. 11 ·250 .. .... l ·oo 

T ABL11 XXI. The Boom.. 
o. sa-. 

•00152 ...... 5•625 
·00070 U·625 
•00060 29•625 
•00055 23•625 

The Buoma 11 before = •07300 

Weight. 
...... ·00705 

'00566 
·oono 
·00271 
•00280 
•0036' 

...... •00511 
•00683 

'03690 

·00080 
•00675 

Weight. 
"00855 
•01024 
'01238 
•01299 

·OU16 

LowerBoom. CL 
ln Bay (i) ao 
2 ·000•5 
8 ·000•5 

' '000•5 
5 (i) •()0045 

Btreiit. 
0'()()() 

10°125 
17•625 
H·l25 

·23·625 

Weight. 
·0018G 
·00•5G 
'00793 
·0099G 
•00581 

•02962 • 
TB• SIXTH Foo, wi.tJi. t4e loadiflg at IM tlJPI' Znel. 

Brace. 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

TABLJI XXIl. The Web. 
a. V. Bec'6. Weight. 

•00060 ... ll •250 ... l ·25 ·OOdU 
•00063 ~· 9•098 ... 1•25 •00717 
·00010 ... 6·•69 ... l '25 •00566 
·00080 ... 4·094 ... l ·25 ·oo•o9 
·00110 .. . l •969 ... l •25 •00271 
•00045 ••• 4•093 ••• 1.25 ·00230 
·ooo•5 ... 6·•69 ... l ·25 ·0036• 
•00045 ... 9•093 ... l '25 •00511 

•03912 

I u utrat... 0•760 •. . l ·OO ... •00200 
I u a tie ... ·000'5 .•• 11·250 .•• 1·00 ... ·00506 

Upper Boom. 
'lat Bay (4) 

2 
8 • 6 (I) 

Lower Boom. 
lnBay 
2 
3 

' 

TABLB x,xm. The Booma. 
CL Streu. 
OI> . 0 

•00086 10•125 
•00065 l 7'625 
•00058 22·125 
·00055 28"625 

•00066 
·000•5 
·000•5 
·000•5 

5'625 
U•625 
20•625 
23•625 

Tu SIXTH Foo, toUA tM loading at tM lowr lnel. 
TABLB XXIV. The Web. 

Weight. 
•00420 
•00871 
•OlatJ 
•01268 
•00660 

·0.870 

871 
658 
9~ 

1068 

·03020 

Brace. a. v. Sec•e. Weight. 
A to H Bame aa in Table XVIIl. = ·08770 

Iuatie •00045 
I u a strut ao 

TABLB XXV. 
Upper Boom. G, 

let Bay m ao 
2 ·ooe8• 
3 •00065 

' •00058 
6 m ·00055 

Lower Boom. 
lat Bay '00068 
2 ·000•5 
8 '00045 

' ······ ·ooo•5 

12•00 
0 

The Booma. 
SRms. 

o·o 
10•5 
18•0 
22•5. 
2''0 

5•25 
U·25 
20•25 
23•25 

l·O 
l·O 

5•0 
2oe 

Weight. 
•00f20 
•00882 
•01170 
•01805 
·00660 

·0 .. 37 

·003ti7 
•00641 
·00911 
•01046 

•02955 
TB• SrvD'I'B Foo, WA tM load at tM apper kwl. 

TABLB XXVl. The Web. 
Brace. a. V. Sec'6. 

A •00060 10·5 2 
B to Gu In Table V. 
H 0 1 

IM&tie 
I as a strut 

·000•5 ...... 10•5 ... ... 1 
·00120 ...... ]•5 ...... 1 

Tbe Booma 

= 

Weight. 
•01260 
•02•98 
•00060 

·ossus 
•00479 
•00180 

= •07800 

The weight of the booms in this and the next arrangement 
may be ta](en the same BS for t.he third form (Table XIV.) The 
first bay of the upper boom is relie~ed from all longitudinal 
stress, and the first bay of the lower boom bears a stress of 10·5; 
any alight change in the sections of these parts which such diB'er
encea could warrant, would neutralile one another; and the 
other baya are all exactly u before. · 
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TllJI SnmrTB P'oax, sit.\ IAe load al IAe lotoer kllel. 

TABLlll XXVII. The Web. 

Brace. 11. V. 8ec'9. Weight. 
A •.. ·00060 ... 10·60 2 ..• •01260 
B to G u in Table VI. = ·0218' 
H ... ·00045... 3·0 •.• 1 .•• ·00135 

·08579 

Iuatie 
I u aetrut 

1 
1 

•00540 I'--~ 
•00200 

TBB EIGHTH Fou. 
TABLB XXVIII. The Web. 

Brace. a. V. Sec99. Weight. 
A ·00067 6·0 ... 1 ... ·00402 
B to G u in Table I. = ·02176 
H ·00045 10·5 ..• 2 •.• ·00945 

•08528 
TABLB XXIX. The Booms. 

Upper Boom. a. Streaa. Weight. 
let Bay •00080 10·5 ...... •00840 
2nd to 4th u in Table X.. ... ..• = ·03853 

·04198 

Lower Boom Same u in Table X., l 
.••... without ln Bay ..• S = ·02100 

TB111 Nnrm Fou. 

TABLB XXX. The Web. 
:!race. a. V. Seo'6. Weight. 

A ·00060 10·5 2 
B to G u in Table IL 
H ·00046 6•0 ....•• 1 

•01260 
•01971 
·00210 

·08601 

'l'ABLB XXXI. The Booml. 
Upper Boom 11&11111 u in Table XI., l 

wanting ln Bay ... S 
Lower Booom. 

In Bay . .. ••• .•. - ·000'6 x 10·6 
2nd to 'th ume u in Ta.bJe XI. 

Tu 'l'DTll Foo. 

= 

= = 

"1:..-~ 

·03eao 

-00'78 
1497 

·02970 

The reaults for thill are obtained from the d&t& in Tahlee V. and XIV. 

Tu ELBvuTB Fou. 

Farm. -~-&VVt 
The reaults f'or thill are obtained from the cWa in Tables VIII. &Dd XV. 

Tu Twm.ll"l'B Foo. 
The reaultl for thill are derived from the data in Tablel XVIII. and 

XIX., &Dd Tahlee XX. &Dd XXI. 

Tu TllmTBBllTll Fou. 
The result.I f'or thil are derived from the data in Tablee Xx.IV. and XXV. 

Tu l!'oUBTBUTB Foax. 

The Web is the llllDl8 &1 in Table XX.VII. The Upper Boom may 
be taken from Table XIV., with the ln Bay omitted. The Lower 
Boom may &ilo be tMm from Table XIV., after m&king the ln Bay 
equal to the aeoond. 

TABLB XXXII.-Gnu..u. SlJx:luBy OJ' RlllsuLTB J'OB '1'BB GIBJ>BBB. 

ll.llvLtll IPO& !'D W.U. b17Ltll IO& ID BooD. Balli.ft IO& !'D Gr- Collftoftll. 

Dac&lnto• or TBJ; WUboui end WWl ad pll- Wlib eud pl!- Wlt.baai end~; 
Wlib end plllan u Willa IDd. plilln • 
=:~ibe Anlt.;ar~ Gnmu.. =-or u Ian uU:!l or Ian .. atruY, Upper Lower c.... atiacb '° t.be W~lllp- I.be girder ftall7 

bed In .. dllllCri ln or u de- boom. boom. To&al. plen bJ all t.be =--- ox-
appoliied a& the a-

oollllllll 8. col11111119. llCl'lbed ln Ill>- ua-itlee of $be ol $be tremltlM ol &be lllJllll 10. booml.. upper boom. lower boom. 

ln Cue-Load at Top 
let Form •0830 •0357 •0866 ·0,16 •0310 •0726 •1057 •108, ·1098 
2 ,, •0822 •0849 •0858 ·0,60 •0293 •0758 •1076 •1108 •1112 
8 .. •0401 ·0,15 •0479 ·0'65 ·0265 •0780 •1187 •11411 •1209 
4 ., •0'40 •0487 •0458 ·0396 •0337 ·0788 •1178 •1220 •1191 
5 

" 
•0877 •0384 •0'49 ·0433 •0302 ·0735 •1112 ·1120 •1184 

6 
" '0391 •0'42 '0'11 •0487 ·0802 •0739 ·U80 •1180 •1160 

1 ,, •0382 •0429 •0400 ....... ....... ·0780 •llli •1169 •1180 
8 ,, ....... •0362 ...... ·0,19 •0270 ·0689 .. ..... •1042 

10 
" ...... ·0,07 ······ ·0465 •0229 ·0694 . ...... •1101 

12 
hclC-~atBot-

...... •0877 ...... ·0483 •0284 •0717 . ...... •109, 

wm 
ln Fann •0810 •0887 ·08,6 ·0447 ·0286 ·0788 •10'2 ·1069 ·1078 
2 .. ·030~ •0829 •0838 ·0458 ·0270 ·0727 •1080 • 10177 •lOK 
3 " 

•0368 •0372 •0426 ·0464 •0266 •0780 •1098 •1102 •11511 
4 ,, •0476 •0530 •0496 •0396 •0837 ·0738 •1210 •1!111, •1280 
6 ,, ·0869 •0377 •0486 ·0442 ·0296 •0738 ·1107 •1116 •1174 
6 H •0871 •0431 •0897 •0444 •0295 ·0739 •1116 •1170 •1186 
1 .. •0358 •0412 •0378 . ..... ...... ·0730 •1088 •114! •1108 
I> ,, ...... ...... •0350 •0863 •0297 •0660 ...... ...... •1010 

11 ,, ...... ...... '0476 •0816 ·0387 ·0653 . ..... ...... ·11so• 
12 

" 
...... '0869 ...... ·0442 •0227 •0719 ...... •1088 

18 
" ...... ...... •0811 ·0402 ·0295 ·0697 ...... ······ •1074 

14 . ,, ······ ······ •0358 •0879 ·0277 •0656 ...... ....... •1015 

• The result given for thill form at emd of Table XVII., page 150, wu ~. 
Edinburgh. R.H.B. 

' 

/ 
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WENLOCK PRIORY, SALOP. 
(On a former occasion an account of Buildwaa Abbey was given 

ill the pages of this Journal, from the tirst portion of an excellent 
volume entitled • Collectanea Archreologica,' issued by the British 
Archeological ABBociation, as a medium for giving their length
ened papers, which the limited apace of their 'Journal' does not 
admit of being satisfactorily done. The first volume of the 
'Collectanea Archaeologica,' now completed by the publication of 
the second part, contains articles from the pens of many of our 
beat antiquaries on subjects of great historical, architectural, and 
archeological interest. ~·rom these we select the following able 
paper upon the aucient Clugniac Monastery at Wenlock, by Mr. 
EDWARD Roexars, F.S.A., F.I.B.A.] 

NOTWITBBTANDt!l'G tbe differences which occnr in the several 
bistoriea oC thid priory, brief as they are, the authors seem yet to 
&grt'e in accepting as accurate, and as the groundwork of their 
descriptions, William of Malmesbury's1 account of it, together 
with the assumftion that it was originA!ly founded by St. Mil
burga A..D. 680. In a diligent ~h into the writings on the 
subject, I have, however, failed to discover that it has been so 
aasnmed and stated earlier than the fourteenth century: Bede, a 
contemporary, does not refer to it; William of Malmesbury, who 
wrote nearly four hundred and fifty years after the supposed 
foundation, and must h11.ve taken his information from manu
scripts now lost to us, or have aoquired it by tradition, does not 
name any year, nor further than that St. Milburg lived and died 
there; Duj¢a.lesays she erected a nunnery there,1 giving Malmes
bury a.a his authority, who in fact 81\YB nothing of the kind:• 
and another account is that she procured the foundation.• She 
appears to have become its abbess,6 and to have been such at the 
time of her death, which happened on or about February 20th, T 

(or 23rd,• according to some later writers), A.D. 722,9 and she wu 
buried there. 

The place is said to have been anciently called Wimnicas,IO 
that being the Saxon name, but it became known only as" Moche 
Wenlocke"; the LR.tin names being Wenlochium, Winlocium, or 
Ventolochium;11 the British, Lian Meilin, or St. Milburg's 
Church; and undoubtedly there was in very early times some kind 
of religous house here, and the probability is that St. Milburga in 
110me way added to ite wealth, or &BBisted iu the rebuilding1• or 
increasing some portion of the structure; and this together with 
her royal descent wonld hl\ve induced her election to the office 
o( abbess. It is worth remem berin~ that at the time when she 
lived there were few places of the kind, and the noble daughtel'8 
of our land were sent abroad for their education. The references 
to the position and acts of Milburga would incline me to think 
that 1he really added the nun's department to the already exis
ting monastery. 

Connected with these subject.I is the interesting inquiry into 
the motives of benefacto1'8; for in the majority, if not in all cases, 
o( retirement to the cloister a.nd grants to the church, the occur
rence of a crime, then too frequent, or an event having influence 
on the passions, was the immediate cause. I think I have suffi
cient grounds for stating that murder was the OCCMion of the 
taking of the first. BtepB towards the advancement of that church 
and abbey which eventually became the most beautiful, most 
powerful, and the wealthieRt in ShropBhire. 

Except by comparing writers, it would be difficult to ascertain 
even l\pproximately the degrees of relationship of the several 
personages (not historically of much importance) named as being 
connected with Milburga, and this arises as much from the ha
bitual carelessness of the medireval scribes, aa from ignorance or 
the exact consanguinity, and the indiscriminate use of similar 
terms for various degrees. It is however necessary, in orde1· to 
11111ign a motive for Milburga's pious acts, that I should en
deavour to state eome of her family ties, and the deeds antecedent 

• De flltla Begum, Uh. II, cap. 18. De piU1 l'onWlown, ro. lG• 
I Dugdale'1 }{OllalticoD, Y, 72. 
I lb, 
• )lalmeabal'J'• wonla are, "Milburp apad Wenloek requl-U, oUm ab acco11a 

DOI& Md peat adrODtom Nol'ID&llllOl'lll dum 11eecUW' IOClll 8epalclui," 8'C.. l'azmer 
repeats Dugdale'• error. 

' Bri,, S.ncla, I, 129. 
• T&llll8t'• NotlUa MoDUtlca, p. U. (q~IDg CaP11Rn). 
' Brit. Sanct., ~ 1 .12f. 
I Ad.a Salle\., U1, 188, M eeq. 
• lb. 

" .MoaMUcon, Y. 73. Tanner's NoUUa llona.Uca, p. U4. 
11 'eta SAnct., Toi. Ill, 188. On the aea!J U la wrltt611 Wenlolt. 
" "Ber !&'her (MMewald) 1111d ber uncle ( Wolpbere) libel'lllly contribolecl" Brit, 

!laiicl, I, p. I~. Lel&Dd. Collect., Toi. ill, p. 170, edil. 177'. 

to her retirement from the world. Her parent.I were Merewald 
(brother of Wulphere King of Mercia, who commenoed his reign 
about 6..D. 667), and Ermenburga1 (daughter of Ermeorod and 
niece of Earconbert King of Kent, who began his reign A.O. 
640~ Her sisters were Mildritha and Milgitha.2 

Egbert was eon of Earconbert, and succeeded him ae King of 
Kent A..D. 664. Within a year' after the commencement of bis 
reign he WRS acce11110ry (o the murder of bis two infant nephews, 
Elbert and Egelbright,4 uncles to Milburga. Egbert is said to 
have repented of the murder; and aa the only modes of exhi
biting contrition were by gifts for holv purposes or by entering 
the church, he acted in accordance with the custom of the age, 
and granted as compensation a part of the Isle of Thanet at Min
ster, for the purpose of building a mDDastery, and Milburga's 
mother founded a mo11&11terv there. Mildred dedicated herself to 
celibacy, and became abbeSs of that nunnery•-for the name or 
monastery was applied to houses for both sexes; and although 
we get no direct statement, nothing is more likely than that 
the same circumstance, so fruitful to the church, should in
fluence Milburga. and that she should perform some devotional 
act; whilst her relationship to the royal family of Mercia would 
lead her to do so st her adopted abode at Wen lock, and also en
able her to procure some endowment. The foundation was at 
that time probably the usual secular college of Saxon times, then 
converted partly to a nunnery; and to those who have seen the 
ruins it is needless to say that nothing wbatev;er of the buildings of 
that date is now in e.r.istence. It may be considered as having been 
of timber, as was almost universal prior to that time, and was by 
no. means unusual both here and on the continent for centuries 
after,and it is not surprising that, as a consequence, we read of their 
being frequently destroyed by fire. Monastic buildings, even at 
that earlv period of Christianity in this island, were of enormous 
magnitude, and more particularly in this part of Eni;:land. Bede 
refers to one at Banchorium (Bangor), which at the beginning of 
the seventh oentury was inhabited bi upwards of two thousand 
monks at the same time,8 and we aha! find that this of Wenlook, 
though then comparatively insignificant, became the largest in 
the county of Shropabire. 

We are not informed of the time during which Saint Milburga 
presided c:>ver the nunnery, nor the exact time of her death, 
which was not earlier than A..D. 694.1 We learn simply that she 
became beatified, and that on her death she wu buried at 
Wenlock. 

It does not seem to have escaped from repeated calamities, 
mostly arising from warfare, of which, from it great richness of 
soil and general wealth, 88 well aa from its large population and 
other circumstances, this part of England was the constant 
theatre; but the period of four centuries from the time or ite 
eArliest foundation to that of its being surrendered to King 
William the First by the Earls Morcar and Edwin, the grand
sons of Leofric Earl of Mercia, in 1071, is one which as regards 
this priory is a period of almost utter darkness,-a darknel!ll 
which even the Bearcbing eye of the Rev. Mr. Eyton has not 
penetrated. It is vaguely stated that it was twice destroyed by 
the Dante; and if BO it must have been restored in the interim 
and have become again a place of defence or worthy of plunder. 
The entire obliteration of the previous buildings leaves us no 
means of judging either of the probable dates or extent of the 
work& It is further stated, with somewhat more precision, that 
Leofric Earl of Mercia, and Godiva bis wife, shortly after 1017, 
and in the reign of Edward the ConfeBBOr, refounded the abbey. 
There ia nothing singular, as bas been supposed, in the selection 
of the spot for the re-establisbinit of the church and monastery; 
it was a constant practice to retain sacred sites for like purposes. 
It was again deserted after t.bia re-founding, and surrendered to 
the crown 1071, u before stated. 

We now come to a period when a little more certainty prevails, 
and when abbeys sprung up in the land with marvellous rapidity 
and vigour. Whether of Saxon or Norman origin, they equally 

1 Alao CAiled Downen, or Dompne•a. Boillllldoa !all• Into an error W. oaytnr, 
"MAier ejua non~. Xrwenburp ..ct Domnon." ACW. Bllllct., lli, 888. 

1 Bril. Bllll"._t:1 i. pp. 12', I~. De 0..tla Bepm, lib. I, cap. 4. 
1 R<lger de Wendover. Flor. Biat. p. 160. 
• Probably prior to 669, When Egbert" gan Reeulnr to Baas the mua-prieat, 

&bat be might build a minster t.bere.'' Bede, Anil<>->&&. CbroL Almon all lbe medi
eral wrilera ment.ioll Utill murder, wlt.b more or r- ml.lluten-. 

1 Brit. &net. i, 12~-
• "In qao tantua rertur rui- oumenia mooacborum, u' cum In oeptem portion.,. 

_.cum praeJ;Qltla lib! rectoribua moouterlum dlflaom, 11ulla barum ponlo m.inus 
Ve<lentoa hominea babem." Bede. Eccles. Hlat. Jib. II. c. 2. 

' Bolla11do1 ... ,. .i..D. T:l2. AC$. Sana&. See aale, p. ua. Lelaad •19 .i..D. ne. 
<Jail. w. 188. 
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partook of the benefits of property, seriously interfered with in 
our own day by the Statute of Mortmain, which followed the 8Up
pressione, and waa a neceuary step in addition to those act.a of 
tpoliation. 

With refel't'nce to the hitherto reputed Su.on architecture in 
this Luilding, and to Suon and Norman architecture generally, it 
ml\y be proper to expla\n that after the 1088 of the arts py the 
overrunning of the Roman provinces by the GOthe, there arose in 
the coul'Be of time an architecture more or Iese beautiful according 
to the greater or less rudeneaa of the country in which it was 
practised, and which may be considered as one great achoo! pre
valent for six or seven centuries-the longest period of existence 
in any style without material alteration in so many conutlies 
subject to different rulers. Originating either in the indiscrimi
nate application of materials taken from Roman temples and 
hol1888,1 or in a rude imitation of them, we obtain varioue speci
mens of one uniV"eraal type. Familiar as the English must have 
been with pure Roman works, and a high state of civilisation in 
common with all countries where Romana domiciled, it ia re
markable that, so far as we are able to judge from Saxon remains, 
the wont type appeared here-not very different from the Nor
man in its elements, but differing moat materially in the magni
tude and the taste of the works. There was, besides, on the part of 
t,Jie Normans an unaccountable jealousy of or dislike towards the 
Saxon buildings; anrl although we can point to a 8001'9 or two of 
worka either in part or wholly ante-Norman, yet they are very 
few aa compared with the vast number of remains comparatively 
perfect to this day of what ia confessedly ouly a century or ao of 
later date; And yet, except some of the sacred edifices of the thir
~nth and fourteenth centuries, the majority are of Suon origin. 
Thia we have seen wu the Cl\Be with Wenlock Priory. 

At the time of the compilation of Domesday-book, the whole ol 
the lands of this church were in the hands of Roger de Mont
gomery, the first Earl of Arundel and Shrewsbury, to whom they 
had been granted by the king. From him they passed again 
l\lmott entire, in the reigu of King William II., who consented to 
the Earl's charter, to the new order of Benedictine monks of 
Cluguy M a dependency to that ord11r, and from that act the for
t.ones of the house of W enlock may be said to date, Thus were 
the revenues and the establishment alienated, M it will appear to 
our eyes, but attached and secured, as it will have seemed from 
the Norman's view. 

This affiliation continued for three centuries, not however 
directly to Clugny, for the actual ownership wM in the priory 
of La Carite aur Loire, which was again subject to Clugny. The 
tribute payable to La Ca.rite was fixed by Earl Roger at 100 
ahillings per annum; but the occupant.a and priors were chiefty 
~ormana, ao that .in fact they poaae&Bed the whole of the 
mcome. The magnitude of the power of the chief hou11e may be 
gathered from the fact that at oue time the Abbot of Clugny 
received £2000 a yt'B.r from the affiliatlld monasteries in Eng
land.1 

The priory now wae fairly started in ita career of acquisitions 
and it.a magnificence of construction. The few remains of Nor
man or early transitional works which there are here, are of 
Earl Roger's commencing, but not finishing, for he died in 1094.i 

It ia stated in Domesday-book, that the Earl had made the 
Church of Saint Milburg an abbey, by which it must be under-
1tood, if it means more than a general term, that it was entitled 
by ita affiliation to be ao considered; for it never wM really an 
abbey, being preeided over by a prior who was himself subject 
to the Abbot of Clugny, and after it.a naturalisation, alLhough it 
"'311 looked upon aa an abbey, it was never legally made one. 
It ia certain, from the entry in Domesday-book, that the Suon 
church was actually in existence, though, as before stated, now 
quite obliterated. William of Malmeabury, writing about A.D. 
1126 or 1130, says, "lately, however, a convent of Cluguiac 
monks were eetabliabed there while a new church was erecting." 
In the COUl'IMI of the re-erection it could not have happened 
oLherwiBe than that St. Milburgh'a body should be dieoovered.4 

Whether really ao, or only a monkish deception, it wM treated 
thenceforth as a miracle; and baa been gravely handed down to 
UB M such, with the additional information that the body wM 
not only fonnd in a perfect state, but emitted the moat balaamio 
of odours, which pervaded the building. The reputation 11.11d the 

• Tllil i. 'f'lllble '° w. dar ID ulltlq edia-111 ~ouUleni and Cenml Ilalr, 
1 &,loo, Aatlq. ol 8hrop.. Ill, 230. 
1 ._ f'lucM"1!1-.aBari.aof81amrabuty, p. 1', uate. 
'la UOl. Wa. vi lblm•bvJ. 

profits of the monastery were enhanced by this diacovery for 
several centuries. Her body was re-interred in front of the high 
altar, on May 26th, 1101. 

The priory, as an alien, in common with others of that clUI, 
waa treated with much severity in after time11, and su&red 
exactions and confiecatione repeatedly, until it.a nl\tnralisation 
in the 18th of Richard II. During the ware with France its 
revenues and patronage were 11.81umed by the Engli11h kings, and 
we find its right.a exercised by them repeatedly. It nevertheleea 
grew in wealth and importance; it.a precinct& extended onr 
thirty acres; other priories were affiliated to it, and l\lthongh it 
did not t"Bcape the imposition of taxes (sometimes levied in t.he 
name of gifui, although there was nothing voluntary in the 
tran1111ctiona, unle88 it might. be in obtaining some quid /WO qttO, 
in the shape of immunities from feudal services aud payments), 
yet it.a wealth increased in greater proportion, and enabled ii to 
bold it.a way above all others. The benefactors were numeroue, 
and some of them were exceedingly liberal. Of these, Isabel de 
Say, Lady of Clun, was after Eal'! Roger the greatest; she in her 
own right 11s BAroneaa of Clun, at the end of the twelfth century, 
endowed the priory with large and valuable patronage. 

We have also some evidence of actD:Jl erections in progrea in 
one of the11e donations, namely, a bequest of two merke by Dame 
Agnes, wife of the second Walter de Clifford, in 1221,1 towards 
"the fabric of the Chur<;h of Wenloo.'' The mo11ka began to live 
better too. In 1262 it ia found that the prior owes £6 for the 
king's wine, which he had purchased-probably t.he remainder of 
that which the king had sent there for hie own use. We find 
that King Henry UL repeatedly took up bis ahode at Wenlock 
Priory in the course of hie journeys, and employed it.a prion in 
diplomatic services. These are evidences of the favour in which 
it was held by roy!Uty; but it, nevertherleaa, did not free it Crom 
pecuniary exactions. Its history i11 a aeries of atrugglea with 
neighbouring owners for right.a and immunities, and of paymeJ1te, 
bequest.a, grauts, and charters. 

fu 1333 it.a wealth was ao increued, that in a contribution on 
the marriage of Edward UL'a Bister, it stood tenth in importaDoe 
in the kingdom. 

In 1337 the fil'llt blow was struck at its liberty, and attacks 
were repeated until they reached their climax two centuries after. 
Tu January in that year, Edward Ill. prohibited this and all RlieR 
priories from tranemitting tribute to France; and although thit 
was simply intercepting the supplies of the enemy, a oourae atill 
followed in cue of W!PJ", the appropriation of the revl'nnea of pri· 
vate estates can hardly be looked upon otherwise than u an 
arbitrary act of spoliation: the annual hundred shillings payable 
to La Carite being shortly converted into two hundred for the 
king's use. In 1361 however, on the conclusion of peace, it W» 
restored to La CaritC, to be again eacheated on the re11umption of 
the war : this time the commutation being taken at £(]() per 
annum. Nine years later the total value of the temporalitiea waa 
given at £237 41. 2id. In 12111 it had been £144. 

These repeated exactions eventually led to the naturalia.tion 
of the priory, which happened on February 20th, 13961 for which 
six hundred merka were paid to the king, who ooniinued alao to 
receive the one hundred shillings per annum. Thia arrangement 
seems to have been made by the prior without refert'nce to hia 
superiors, who were oppoeed to this deprivation, and did not 
acknowledge it for upwards of a century, when a Ball of 
Alexander VI. annnlled the nominal state of depend~ce BO 

long in fact abandoned. 
The priory was never exalted into an abbey;2 but remained 

after it.a separation a priory, which really differed but in name. 
The surrender occurred January 26th, 1642, when the value 

had been much reduce<l, and was returned groBB at £481 16'. 3d., 
or about .£449 net, and the prior, John Baylie, received a pen
sion of £80; the sub-prior £6 13'. 4d.; aeven priest.a £6 each; 
aud four others £5 61. 8d. each. Thna, in lieu of their Iara• 
revenues, these thirteen men received £100 amongst them.• 'We 
have no iuformation·of the manner of the reduction of the num
bers of monks from about forty to these thirteen; but. it may be 
safely aaaumed that it spread over some years. These inatitu
tiona had served their purpose, and we should be ungratefnl did 
we not acknowledge our luting obligations to them for the 
preaarvation of whatever there was of art, ecience, and literature 
in the ruediaival ages; their destruction was now to be-the 
instrument waa at hand, and this wM long before felt to he ao. 

• Eyton Ill, 238. 
• M011Utloon, '" 80. 

1 E,ioa IU, 148. 
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Probably u the vacancies occurred they were left unfilled, and 
there waa I- violence in the revolution than may now to us 
llleDl t.o have been the case. The state of luxury \lid laxity into 
which they ba&d fiillen constituted but one of the causes, The 
l.imes d_muded the revolution, ud it came, as it sooner or later 
will come in other countries, when like circumstances shall 
prevail. 

It ill necesaary only to add, as J"eglU'Cls the Clugniac order, that 
it waa a reformed branch of the Benedictines, whose black robes 
were retained, whose rules were more rigid, and their food and 
clothing more scant. They were not precluded, at all events, at 
a later period from the enjoyment of luxurious abodes, as were 
the Cistercians; and we see in this priory a display of construc
tive and decorative works of the highest order. The reform was 
complete in A.D. 912, when the branch was called after Abbot 
Odo of Cluni,1 who perfected it; soon after which numbers of 
priories were attached to it, the parent abbey select.ing the priors, 
ud even sending the monks, who were consequently, in the case 
of our priory~ almost all from France. There were stringent and 
peculiar regulation11 in regard to silence, which was one of the 
most di1tingui1bing mark1 of the order. Most of the branches 
in England were naturalised early in the reign of Edward Ill. 
W enlock wu not so until upward1 of 1ixty yean later. 

In deecribing the buildings, it will be convenient for clearness 
to conillder that we are now perambulating the ruins, commen· 
cing with the church; continumg with the conventual buildings 
of the earlier period; and finishing with those of the later date; 
premi1ing that the buildings And courtll 1'1one must have covered 
upwards of an acre. We will therefore begin at the west end. 

Entering the place where formerly was the great west door, we 
come upon one of the grandest architectural etfect.B in the county. 
We at once see that the church is cruciform, with aisles to the 
nave and choir, but only one aisle to the transepts, except u here
after mentioned. The Lady Chapel has no aisle. Theentire length 
in~rnally is 332 feet,1 and the breadth, including the aisles, 
varies from 61 ft. 3 in. in the nave to 62 ft. 4 in. at the east end 
of the choir. On the left. there are the ruined bases of seven large 
pillars (forming eight bays) between the west wall with its re
~ and the great tower pier, one only rising some few feet 
higher than the others. These partake very much of the cha
racter of the great abbeys of Yorkshire, particularly of Roche 
Jervaulx and Guisborough. On the right we have, out of the 
aeven corresponding piers, three in a state of nearly perfect pre
aervation; these carry archea and tiers of other pillan and arches 
to nearly the full height of the former structure, and we can form 
a correct notion of the porfection and richneBS to which the bnild
iag was brought. This portion, which is of massive Early 
English architecture, is of the age of Kin~ John or the early 
part of Henry III., and probably in the priorship of Joybertus, 
who was a Norman abbot, presiding from about 1198 to 1216. 
The fil'llt three bays on the right band are arcaded iu a different 
manner from the other parY, having inner arches, so as to 
give apace for a room over the aisle and beneath the roof of the 
Vif'orium. 

These shaftr are short, and the aisle is vaulted, and constitute 
ibe only part of the vaulting remaining, except a small piece in 
the cloisters. The room above is one of exceeding beauty. The 
entrance was at the south-east corner, and there was a way 
out on the opposite side by a few steps into the gallery along 
the nave walls. The use of this room is doubtful.' There 
are indications of places where presses were fixed, and of the 
)>Ollition of stone bencbe11; and I can arrive at no other conclu
eion than that it was a vestry, of which there were frequently 
•veral, this one being acceeaible from the dormitories, and that 
thia wu in uae for the early morning servicee, the processions for 
which were to enter the south aisle. It may, however, have been 
the monk's parlour, as there was a distinct stair from the cloister, 
and atone aeats. 

The 1trength of the construction of this part bas secured ita 
pre1ervation to our day, while nearly all the other portione have 
been swept away. On the left band, that is, the north side of 
the nave, there is just enough visi hie of the foundation of a north 

1 Tanoer'a'Notltla. Preface, xiv. 
1 Dqdale and bla ronoweni oay 401 reet, which, allowing tor walla IDcluded, la loo 

... by fony feet. 
1 Mt. Blahny and Mr. Owen, who WroM! the acooao' for Brillon, erron-.ly 

ltate th!& to have been ftlled ID aubeequeotly. Britwn'• Archlt.ed, ADt.lq. hL.6U. 
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porch to make us sure that there wu such a featare at the 
fourth bay, beyond which the old aisle wall is in exi1tence 
for a few teet above the preeent 1urface, which it may be proper 
to remark is not by any mean1 110 much raised above the former 
level as we are in the habit of finding.1 In several places the 
turf has been turned back for me, and at a depth of about one foot 
in almOBt every part plain tile paving, tolerably perfect, is found; 
the tiles are very much burnt in the pl&ee11 which I saw, namely, 
in the nav.,, the choir, the north transept, and in the greater and 
small cloister; in the last of which, however, the accumulation 
is much the greateat, and baa evidently been filled in with 
rubbish from other parts now to 110me extent lowered. We muas 
not take it for granted tbst the level of the surface was always aa 
it now is; for, on reference to a view in the' Monasticon' (v., 73), 
and Philipa's 'Select Views,' as well as Grose's 'Antiquipes' (vol. 
iii.), we find the plates show the ruins buried several feet deeper 
than they are at present. The nave and aisles were 61 ft. 3 ia. 
wide, but the nave proper was 117 feet long in the clear, 28 feet 
wide and about 60 feet to tbe apex of the vaulting which encloeed 
it. Duf.Iale, Britton, Philips, and indeed all who have written, 
have evidently copied from one original. and given wrong dimen
sions. The error bas apparently arisen from the tower apace 
having been added to instead of being deducted from the separate 
lenatha. 

Those now given are taken from actual measurement& ou the 
spot. The central tower, which is not exactly equal sided, is the 
ne:st point whence we obtain an entirely fresh view: we will tint 
however remark, that of this tower but a few feet of one- pier 
remain, and thn>e rough mounds to show the poeition of the 
others. It was, including its walls, about 48 feet by 46 feet. I 
have cal'f!fully examined the pien and obtained drawings of the 
plinths and mouldings. I cannot find any evidence of any other 
towers, so that the usual position of St. Michael's chapel in a 
western tower of Clugniac monasteries wu wanting in this 
priory. It is just within the range ofpoBBibility that the chamber 
over the aisle was a chapel of St. Michael, but the marks of 
benches and presses, and the nature of the construction, are 
against that supposition. The transept& in the clear are together 
144 feet from north to south. The north traneept has part of two 
walls remaining and the foun ations of other parts. It is wort.by 
of attention from its having two aisles (few abbeys having more 
than one), one of which at least, that on the west side, wu 
entirely closed in. 

The lowest part wu a vaulted crypt, now merely bare walls not 
rising above the 111rface. The arch would bring the floor several 
1tepe above the floor of the transept, from which 1.here was a 
doorway into the room over the crypt. The window sills belong
ing to the crypt show that it was dimly lighted. There isa false 
baCk to the end of the vault, which would incline one to BDppose 
it might have been intended u a place for the concealment of trea
sure in time of danger, as well aa for the temporary deposit of 
the dead. In the north west angle of the transept wu a doorway 
to a staircase. 

(To be c~ in 0tw wezt.) 

NEW IBON LIGHTHOUSE, AT CAPE CANAVERAL, 
FLORIDA, U.S. AMERICA. 

( Oimclv.ckd .{roM page 182.) 
Com~ of towr.-Tbe arrangement and details of cornice of 

tower to be as shown on Plate IX. 
Brac'caU.-The brackets, 16 in number, to be of cast-iron. The 

centre line of each bracket must coincide with the joint of the 
panel plates of the wall of lantern; and the upper part of the 
bracket must be secured to them with four wrought-iron bolta 
l" diameter ; 2 bol ta being on each side of the vertical ftangee of 
panel plates. The lower part of bracket must be secured to the 
tower by a wrought.iron tap-bolt l" diameter. The u~r part of 
each bracket forming surfaces of contact with the gallery plates 
must be planed. A cast-iron neck moulding must be inserted 
between the brackets, and aecured to \be tower by wrought-iron 
tap-bolt&. 

Main galkry plalu.-The gallery plates to be of cast-iron. The 
rebates for the brackets mu1t be planed. Each plate must be 
aecnred to the bracket by wrought-iron tap-BCrews f" diameter . 
The cornice to be of Cll8t·iron, secured together, and to the gallery 

1 The •lew of U.e weot end, drawn ID lTTl, and given bT Oroee, ahowe U.e BJ'OIWll 
oovertq tbe un plera u high "' U.e caplala of "1e luer arcade. 
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plates, by wrought-iron bolts, with oounM!raunk head., aa shown. 
There must be 5 half-inch bolts for connecting each segment of 
cornice to each gallery plAte. 

Main gallM71 railing.-The standards of the wrought-iron rail
ing around the main gallery are to pass through and connf'Ct the 
gallery plates and brackets. The cast-iron drop on the bracket is 
to form the nut for the lower end of the standard. The upper 
rails pass over, and are secured to the standards by cast-iron balls, 
having suitable screws cut in them. The lower rails must be 
11ecured to the standard with wrought-iron bolts r diameter. 

Wall of lantem.-The wall of lantern is cylindrical, and is formed 
t>f cast-iron panels, each n of a circle. The top, bottom, and side 
flanges, forming surfaoee of contact, must be planed. The lower 
part of the panels must be IM'Cured to section Fig. 7 of the tower 
wl~h wrought-iron bolts l" diameter, arranged as shown. Each 
joint of the upright flanges to be 11ecured with 6 bolts r diameter, 
with suitable nuts and washers. 

Lantern door.-Tbe door in lantern to be formed of a single 
sheet of boiler plate f,/' thick, provided with strong wrought-iron 
binges, and with strong fastenings to retain it open or closed, and 
with strong handles and latches for opening it on either side. The 
jambs, top, and sill to be of cast-iron, with rebates for both inner 
and outer doors. Four pairs of braBB hinges, similar to those on 
the cylinder doors, must be provided and fitted on the rebates for 
inside wooden doors. The hinges for the iron doors must he 
neatly fitted, and the vertical rebates must be p!llned. The sill 
plate to be secured to the lantern aeck with 3 wrought-iron 
countersunk ecre"'9 !" diameter. The top of the door-frame will 
be mitred with the jamb11, and secured to the underside of lantern 
gallery in the same manner as the upper flanges of the panels 
forming the WAIL Each jamb must be secured to the side flange 
of panel with four i inch bolts. 

Lantern gal/wy.-The segmentR forming the lantern gallery to 
be of cast-iron, of the form and dimensions shown in Fig. 8. The 
joints and reoeuee for the lantern JIOl!ts or aatragals must be 
planed And well fitted. The holes for the railing standards must 
be reamed. The surface of contact with the gun-metal mullion 
sill of lantern must be planed. The segments to be modified for 
st.airway ladder and air registers, as noted on the drawing. Each 
IM!gment must be secured to the upper flange of lantern wall with 
two wrought-iron bolts i" diameter. Theunmber and size of the 
bolts for connecting the segments together and securing the 
lantern posts must be as indicated on the drawings. 

Railing around glaring.-The wrought-iron railing around the 
upper part of the lantern to be as shown in Fig. 2. The rail to he 
made in 4 part&, with laJ>-jointa, and secured to the standards 
with brass nuts. 

..41tragall.-Tbe lantern poata, 16 in number, t.o be of wrougbt
iron. Each post must be lined on the outside with gun-metal 
rebates, and st.ops for the-glass. This lining to be made in three 
pieces, and secured to the posts with gun-metal screws. Two gun
metal h1mdlea must be secured t.o each post with three gun-metal 
screws to each. All the rebates fol"'the glaBS and the sufaoes of 
contact must be planed. 

Mutliom.-Four sets of horizontal gun-metal mullions connect 
the posts together at intervals. The rebates for the gl&BB, and all 
surfaces of contact, must be J>laned. 

Air regi8ter1.-0ne half of the lower set of mullion must be 
modified so as t.o contain the air registers. The sliding surfaces 
must all be planed and well fitted. A stop must be inserted at 
each eed of the slide t.o regulate the stroke. .All the screws for 
the glaas stops must be of gun-metal. Each mullion is united 
with post by wrought-iron bolts with ,hexagonal beads and 
nuts. 

Compolition of tlae gun metal Of' bronze.-All castings herein
before specified to be of gun metal, must consirst of 9 parts of 
copper with I part of tin, and have a specific gravity of not 
1888 than 8·7. The t.ops of the lantern poets are united by a 
wrought-iron regular polygon of Bi:r.teen sides, which is fastened 
t.o them by si:r.teen wrought-iron tap bolts j" diameter. The 
polygon is made in four parts, with half fap joints, secured 
togtitber with tap screws with countersunk heads. 

Framing of dome.-Tbe ribs and tie-bars forming the frame of 
dome, t.o be of wrought-iron, of the form and dimensions as 
shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11, and 12, Plate XI. The lower ends to 
be sec11red to the lantern posts, and the upper ends t.o the cast
iron crown piece, with wrought-iron tap bolts. The tie-bars t.o 
be secured to the ribs with wrought-iron bolts ~· diameter. 

Spi<hr frame.-The spider frame supporting the adjustable 

bearing for the UJ>per part of Jena apparatua t.o be of wroaltht
iron. Each tie-rod has a jaw formed OD the outer end, ana is 
eecured to thp rib with one!" bolt. The inner ends of all the 
tie-rods have screw-ends, and are secured t.o a wrought-iron ring, 
with nuts inside and out for adjustment. Every alternate tio
rod is further supported by a wrought-iron rod attached near the 
crown of dome, and provided with a east-iron turn-buckle. The 
adjustable bearing for lens apparatus to be of brass, and must be 
finished bright all over, and well fitted and securt'd, with gun 
metal sorews, to the wrought-iron ring. The set screws to be of 
steel. 

SAeeting of dome.-Tbe dome must he covered with sheet cop
per one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness; to have lock joi11ta 
except below the eaves, where it is only tinned for soldering. 
The copper is laid on in 16 segmentll, and each fastened by three 
brass screws to ribs. The eaves are curved by an arc of 9 inch 
radiu11, and the cornice Rupported by 16 cast-iron brackets, which 
are set upon and secured by two f-inch screws each, to the seg
ments on top of J>09ts, their upper ends being secured by a 
wrought-iron bar, l!-inch by f-inch, extending round the lantern, 
pnt together in 4 segments, by means of half-l11J> joints, and two 
i-inch screws (bends countersunk) at every joint. Thia 1egme11\ 
is secured to each bracket by one !-inch screw (head counter-
1unk.) The copper roofing extending down along the bracket is 
fastened to the gl&BB stops of upper horizontal mullions by the 
screws which hold said glass stops to said mullions. At each 
alternate bracket one water spout is placed for conducting the 
water from the roof. 

Laddn- /wld.-There is a I-inch copper rod running aroU11d 
the lautem for giving a hold to ladder, and is held t-0 each 
bracket by means of a stand. This stand (made of gun
metal) has ·a strap fitted on and secured t.o it by one f-incb 
bolt, and is fastened t.o bracket by one #-inch iron aerew. 

Yenti/.ator.-The globe and other parts of ventilator -OD the Cop 
-0f dome t.o be of sheet copper -(15 thick. To the top of the 
globe is attached a brass nut and a copper pinnacle 4 fee\ in 
length, with a platinum point worth 4 dollars. One l!'-incb bolt 
tappped into this nut, aud eecured by oollar and nut in fixed 
position t.o centre piece of ribs, unites pinnacle and globe firmly 
t.o the top of the dome. 

Zinc lining.-The dome is further provided with a zinc lining, 
n" in thiokness, inside of the ribs, put on in sixteen segments, 
and fastenAd t.o each rib by nine iron screws. 

Tin OOt11l.-To prevent all drip or leakage falling upon the 
apparatus, a tin cone with a tin cowl is placed -0ver it, uid 
fastened by screws to the horizontal tie-rods. 

IAntern lttddn-a.-There must he provided two wron2bt-iron 
ladders, one for the lower and one for the upper part of lantern. 
The lower ladder will be secured t.o the lantern gallery with two 
wrought-iron bolts !" diameter, with oounteraunk beads. The 
upper ladder is moveable. 

Main doonDoy.-The space oocupied by the door and jam be to 
be equal to that of an adjoining pantil in tbe same 11eCtion. Each 
jamb t.o be in one piece, of cast-iron, made in dry 11&nd. The 
rebates for the doors, and the upper, lower, and side flanges must 
be planed. · The jamb must be strongly OODnected with ihe ad
joining panels, the sill-pl~te, and the inside CRp-plale, by wrougbt
iron bolts. The sill-plate, is t.o be of cast-iron, m11.de in dry 
sand. Surfaces of contact with tbe door-jambs and adjoining 
panels must be planed and well fitted. It must be thoroughly 
connected with the parts of door and t.ower with w1-onght-iron 
bolts. The door-esp and brackets t.o be of cast-iron, secured \o 
the tower with wrought-iron bolt.a. 

Iron door.-The outer door to be of wrought-iron, made in 
two parts. The frame t.o be of bar iron, I!" X f"• and sbeftthed 
with boiler-plate ! of an inch thick, secured with rivetJI a· dia
mewr, not exceeding 4" apart from centre t.o centre, and anven 
hot. Each leaf of door must be hung with three paini of strong 
binges (only two pairs are shown on the drawing), made of gun 
metal, and secured in a thorough manner with tap-screW'I! of the 
same mate1ial. Suitable fastenings for securing the door open 
and shut must be provided. A lock of RJ>proved oonatruction, 
with suitable knobs, must be provided and fix.id. 

Balcony.-The brackets sustaining the balcony at. the main 
doorway to be of boiler-plate t• thick, stiffened with angl~iron 
2" X 2" X i", which must be secured with rivets t" diameter, 11o\ 
exceeding 3" apart from CAntre t.o centre. Ea.ch bracket must be se
cured to the shell of t.ower by 18 wrought-iron bolt.a i" diameter. 
The said bolts maybe oft.he ordinary kind, with nuts,aud peneU'aw 
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the abell, or t.bey may be tap-holts, at the diacretiou of the con
tractor. The greater part of the bolts should be attached at the 
upper part of the brackets. The 1loor of balcouy will consist of 
:r.siugle plate of. boiler iron T."p" thick, and must be secured to the 
T iron and the brackets unoerneath by rivets i" diameter, with 
countersunk beads, and placed not exceeding 4" apart from centre 
to centre. The moulding extending around the balcony to be of 
cast-iron, and made in three parts, mitred at the angles, and 
secured in the manner shown. The terminations to be ueatly 
fitted to the tower. 

Railing around balcony, ~c.-The railing for the balcony, and 
for the steps leading to it, must be of wrought-iron. The lower 
ends of the standards must be tool-finished, and provided with 
nuts and washers. The rail to be made in convenient lengths, 
with scarf-joiuts; each joint secured with 2 rivets g" diameter. 

StaiNDay outlritk of toicer.-'fhe outside steps of tower to be of 
cast-iron; and each step must be secured to the shell of tower 
with three wrought-iron bolts, one inch in diameter. The said 
bolts to have hexagonal heads and nuts where they do not come 
in contact with the pauel ll:tnges; but at such places tap-bolts 
mast be used, penetrating the panels lf'. Each step must be 
attached to the tower, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, Plate IX. The 
upper surface of each step must be horizontal; the chipping 
pieces on the inner end must be neatly fitted to the shape and 
inclination of tower. The boles for the railing staudards must be 
bol't'I.!, and the railing standards turned to fit them. 

To!Dt'I' toindowa.-Tbe inner part of window-frarue remains the 
same for all parts of tower; but the outer part varies in dirueu
aion for each section, as shown in Fig. 2. Around the exterior of 
each window a cable moulding must be cast on tho panel. (In 
section Fig. 7, the cornice brackets cut into the side moulding a 
little.) The inner part of frame of each window to be of cast
iron, secured to its panel with six wrought-it·on tap-bolts !" 
diameter. The rebates for the sash and the 11Urface of contact 
with the panel must be turned. 

Gun-metal .mBhu.-The sash to be of gun-metal, finished all 
over. Its hinge and catch must be neatly titted. The pin for the 
binge to be of gun-metal, with a hexagoual head. The joint 
formed by the window-frame and panel must be entirely water-
tight. . 

Windowa.-In the tower twenty-seven windows are required. 
Crane.-The bar-iron frarue of the crane at the side of main 

doorway to be in one piece, and shenthed on both sides with 
boiler-plate f' thick, secured by rivets f' diaweter,.in the wanner 
shown; the rivets to be driven hot. 

Journa/R to be caa11-harckned.-Tbe upper and lower journal11 to 
be "finished" and case-hardened. The upper aud lower bearings 
to be of the materials marked. They must be neatly fitted, and 
must be secured to the tower by wrought-iron bolts I" diameter, 
having hexagonal hcad:i an1! nuts, and provi<led with suitable 
washers. 

Staying the crane.-For the purpose of guying the crane, two 
eye-bolts of wruugbt-iron, l" diameter, must be insert..! in sectiun 
Fig. 5 of tower, within b" of the top of the panel. One eye-bolt 
to be placed at a convenient distance on each side of the crane. 

Smoke·pipe.-Tbe smoke-pipe, which is to be of copper, passes 
through the floors in sections r'igs. 4, 5, and 6. The upper pM·t 
JlUllell out of the tower at Fig. l, and is terminate<! with au 
Emerson ventilator. The elbow at the upper part, when unbolted, 
may be drawn inwardly, and the pipe then be cleaned; the pipea 
and veotilat<>r being one-sixteenth of an inch in thickne:!S. The 
lfanges at the elbow to be connected by 6 gun-metal bolts ~" 
diameter. 

FlYI' a •love pipe.-In the living-room, section Fig. 5, there must 
be fitted to the main pipe, at a distauce of 4 feet above the floor, 
a tube 5j" diameter and 6" long, provided with a close-fitting cover. 
A cover must l>e fitted to the lower end of the main pipe, with a 
central opening for a stove pipe 5f' diameter. The said central 
opening to have a flange l! inch wide, turning downwards, so 
that it may be hanimered to fit closely to the stove pipe. 

Ca6t-iron gutter.-The gutter for collecting the rain-water to be 
of ca.st-iron. The terminations of the end segments, and the 
ende of those segments on the side of tower opposite the main 
doorway, must be closed. Each segment must be secured to the 
upper aide of a panel of section Fig. 2 with 8 wrought.-iron tap
bolte i" diameter. The joints of the segments mu.st be quite 
water-tight. 

rater-pipe11.-The water-pipes leading from the gutter to the 
\.allka to l>e of galvuuized wrouc;ht-iruu, Lure 2", aud lO be of sutli-

cient length to pass through the 1loor in section Fig. 4, and enter 
the tanks 6 inches. There must be four such water-pipes; one a~ 
each end of the two rows of tanks. 

Water-t11nka.-The water-tanks to be ma.de of good plate-iron. 
A rim of half-round iron to be rivetted around the npper·edge of 
each. One copper over-flow pipe must be provided and fitted, 
but not permanently secured to each end tauk. A bra.as cock of 
one inch bore to be secured to the lower part of each tank in the 
manner shown. All the tanks must be well rivstted and caulked, 
and made quite water-tight. They must be tested by filling them 
with water. The tanks in each row are to be connected together 
by short cast-iron tu bee, the centres of which must be 6" below 
the top of the tanks, fastened with wrought-iron bolts. The 
joints thus formed to be made water-tight with gum packing. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEHB. 

Tower to b6 painted.-All parts of iron work that have been 
"finished," or form sU1faces of contact, must be well smeared 
with white !earl a.s a protection against rnst; and all the remain
ing parts of iron work must be pain~d with two coats of white 
lead in oil, at the workshop (after inspection), for the same 
purpose. The iron work inside of the tower, when erected "' 
Cape Canaveral, must again be thoroughly coated with green 
paint; and the shell of the tower, inside and out, with two addi
tional coats of white lead. 

The amount of rivetting the contractor wiU be required to P"
form.-The contractor will be required to perform about one
half of the total amount of rivetting herein before specifilld, aud 
all of the drilling, punching, and fitting. He moist also furnish 
all the rivets requirer!, and the temporary bolts necea&'l.ry to be 
used during the erection. The rivetting will be performed at 
such places as will not preveut shipment; or at such places as 
may be designated by the agent of the department. 

Drawinga only allow fini1hi11g aizea.-Tbe contractor will please 
observe that on all the drawings the dimensious shown or marked 
are finishing sizes. that is, the exact measurements when the 
work shall have been completed; consequently, for whatever 
parts are to be planed, turned, &c., such extra allowance of ma
terial must be ma.de as he may deem necessary, and no reductions 
from the dimensions shown will be allowed. 

Iron tDOrk to be erected at workahop.-All of the metal work 
must be fitted together and erectro at the workshop, and in
spected and approved by the agent of the Light-house Board, 
before it will be received. All castings which are honey-combed, 
or otherwise imperfect, will be rejected. 

Mnrking.-All parts of the ironwork must be chisel-marked 
according to an uniform system, and a set of drawiugs also 
marked to correspond. 

Bo.ring.-The crane and bearings, the window-frames and 
sashes, all the parts of lantern above the up)Jer gallery, all the 
bolts and nuts, the railing standards, and generally such small 
pa1·ts as are liable to be lost, mislaid, or injured, must all be 
1mbstantially hoxed aud strapped with iron. Boxes to be marked, 
and a list of contents of each box furnished the Lighthouse 
Boarrl. 

Contractor ruponaible for the ~{Bly of the atructure.-Tbe COD• 
tractor will be held responsible for the safety of the structure 
while in his care, nnd he must take such precautions, as to suit
able foundations, &c., as will prevent injury to the work. 

Wooden doora.-The contractor for the metal work must furnish 
a.II the wooden doors required, which must be of the best 888h 
stuff, primed, and painted with two coats of white lead. He 
must provide and fit all the necessary hinges, locks, and fasteu
ingii; all of which must be of guu metal, and of suitable 
strength. 

Wuodrn aheathing for fioora.-Tbe floors in sections Figs. 4, 5, 
and 6, must be sheathed wi~b well-seasoned heart-pine flooring 
boards, 1 inch in thickness, laid on with the joints radiating 
from the axis of tower, tongued and grooved, and dressed ou the 
upper side. These floors must be furnished and titted by the 
contractor for the metal work; and they must be secured t.1 the 
plating by gimlet pointed screws, l" long, and not exceeding If>" 
apart. The holes for them must be drilled iu the plate iron, and 
countersunk on the under side. 

Brick work.-The brick work for the tower will be executed 
by the Lighthouse department at Cnpe Canaveral. The wall iu 
section Fig. 3 will be oue-aud-a-hnlf brick iu thickness, or about 
12~ inches; aud in 11ections Figs. 4, 5, and G, it will be the 
length of one brick iu thicknellll, or about 8~ inches. In section 
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F~. 7, and in the lantern, i' will be the width of a brick in 
tlnolrneaa, or about 4! inchee. 

Briclu and mortar.-All to b8 of good, sound, bard bricka, 
laid in mortar composed of two parts of clean sharp aand to one 
part of hydraulic cement. The sand must not be impregnated 
with aalt. The brick work on the interior of tower must be 
pAinted with three coats of white lead. The floor in section 
Fig. 3 will be paved with bricks laid on their edges. 

ESSAY ON ARCHITECTURE BY MR. PALGRAVE. 
THE catalogue of the Fine Al't department of the Internationl\l 

Exhibition of 1862 contains several essays the merits of which 
are in risk of being overlooked. The author-Mr. Palgrave
bas in another publication printed for the Commieaioners of 
the Exhibition, "the Handbook or the Fine Arts," ventured 
upon a series of bold criticisms of the works of living artista, 
which have evoked severe and wrathful denunciations by his 
antagonists, whose cause 11<.•me of the new11papers have es
poused with no little zeal. Upon the questions, whether Mr. 
Palgrave baa done wisely in provokin~ a storm of indigna
tion which he might have certainly anticipated, orwhetber his 
estimate of individual artists be justly Revere or indiscrimi
nately acrimonious, we abstain from expreBSing any opinion. 
But of one thin~ connected with his papers we are quite sure, 
-that those which are contained in the Fine Art Catalogue 
deserve careful perusal from all who take interest in the modem 
progress of art. Of the essays on painting, sculptnre, and en
graving, as thole subjects are not strictly within the l'COpe of this 
Journal, we offer no opinion beyond this-that they are mani
festly the results of much careful observation and intelligent 
appreciation of the purposes to which each art should be limited. 
The eBBl\y on architecture is more immediately within our pr~ 
vince, and we have no hesitation in t!xpressing an "1most un
qualified admiration or it. Among the multitude of dissertations 
on the comparative merits of different st.vies of architecture, we 
know of none more perspicuous than Mr. Palgrave's concise 
essay, from which the following extract is taken. The extract is 
confined to the portion of bis paper which relates to Gothic 
nnd modern architecture, 1md is here given not mer.ely for its 
own merits, but also for the purpose of inviting the attention of 
our readers to the rest of the eBB&y. 

" Now came that mighty ch&nge for which the work of Rome had 
been the preparation. She ha.d taught the world how nations might be 
ruleli by the ~pirit of Law: the tribes of the North now showed how 
they might be animated by the spirit of Liberty. The long struggle to 
unite tbe1e frequently antagonist l"orces is the history of modern Europe. 
We have here to note the ma.nner in which Architecture was affected by 
it. The characteristic of this art is, that 1 one other comes so directly 
home to a man; and every phase of the human mind, as it developed 
itself through ten centuries, is written on the buildings of the middle 
ages. It is in this capacity (it has been well observed) that 'Architec· 
ture is to be regarded by us w.th tie most serious thought. We ml\y 
live without her, and wor•hip without her, but we cannot remember 
10ithout her. How cold is all history, how Iifelees all imagery oom· 
pared to that which the living nation writes, and the uncorrupted 
marble be .. n: how many pages of doubtful record might we not often 
1pare, for a few stones left one upon another! The ambition of the old 
B&bel builders was well directed for this world; there are but two strong 
oonquerors of the forgetfulness of man, Poetry and Architecture, and 
the latter in some sort includes the former, and is mightier in its reality.' 
-How, then, did the nature of the great Teutonic invading race11 expreaa 
itself in the art we are here concerned with ! 

A few words will sum up this: they created the only genuine style of 
modem Europe. Hitherto, it should be noted, we have found but one 
such-the Greek. The Roman, Romanesque, and Byzantine styles are 
transitional from this; the principal Alements in all, blending with the 
vigour and freedom of the north, took life again in the Uothic. Under 
this name, in accordl\nce with the suggestion of Ml'. Fergusson's admir· 
able history, the whole architecture framed in Western Europe by the 
immigrant conquerors between 800 and 1500 will be here included, 
although from about 1150 onwards that Pointed form, to which the 
name has been restricted, begll.D almost everywhere to supersede the 
Round-arched. As, however, the Pointed architecture, though the most 
important and original development made in any style, is essentially 
only a development of the circular Gothic, it seems most correct 
to clas~ them under the one name which points to the Teutonic 
origin of both; although the long centuries of ruin Rnd renovation 
have rendered it impossible to ascertain what portion the race of Theo-

Jorie itself held in revitaliaing the d-yed civiliMtJon of Spain lllld 
Italy. 

The first clear existing specimens, in fact, of the Gothic, appear due 
to the BUCcetlllOl'I of the Goths in the valley of the Po. In the -Ut!it 
Lombard buildings we find the plan and the detail• based on the 
Romanesque: but from the beginning, vault.a are an essential feature. 
As that rich supply of single shaft columns which Roman buildings 
gave had been chiefly exhauated during the Romaneaque period, and aa 
the weight of vault required additional supports, columns were coupled 
together or united with piers of ml\80nry: and preaently, by a change 
recommended alili.e by it.a etfect and its oonstruotive advantage, tbe&a 
shaft.a, in place ot breaking off at the first story-as iu the Bui'iarr
were prolonged to the base of the roof-line. Thia point 0'1ce reached, 
ribs were carried from them over the intersections of the vault; &11d the 
Gothic system of internal construction was complete in its maiD feature&. 
Externally, the weight of the roof was relieved by an invention for which 
the Roman plan of maasive walls (as exem1•lified in the Pautht:en) waa a 
clumey substitute: the invention of the Buttress. Thia in the rou11d 
Gothic, is always k.~pt fla.t, and thus in some degl'ee repeat.a the 
form of the merely ornamental Roman pilaster. Where the inner 
arche11 (as in Italy) were ordinarily of wide span, domes were often 
mtployed as a form of vault: and thill style was widely diffused thence 
through Central and South-western France and the Rhine valley. 
In the doors, the plain lintel entrance which had almoat exclu· 
sively prevailed from the Greek to the Romanesque etylea, wu a'ben· 
doned, and they were treated as mMy·pillared recessea, on which the 
beat efforts of the sculptor were more and more concentrated. Al the 
Gothic thus advanced, through a thousand attempts, to harmony and 
vital union of features, a new and most attractive feature was, for the 
first time in architecture, added to the design. Hitherto, speaking in a 
broad sense, mass in length, not mass in licigl.t, had characterised the art 
from the Rhine to the Euphrates. But Towers were now incorporated 
in all the larger public buildings: and soon, under the general im· 
pulee to build higher, the lofty angular roof already placed (in part for 
protection against northern winters) over the tower or the church, ahol 
itself upwards into the flame-like aspiration of the spire. How much do 
we owe to an invention apparently so aimple I Let the reader think 
what he would lose, not only of charm in effect and of pictureaquenea in 
outline, but even of high 11.Dd peaceful thought, were th4'ICI featu!'f'a want· 
ing from the view, when at tha cloae of the day's jouroey our road tum;'> 
and before us, over the levt:I line of blue waters, a hundred towel'll bum ID 

the I.a.st light of eum1et, a.nd we fool it is Venice:-or where over the 
massy orbs of forest, and the quiet roofs gathered round it as if for 
familiar protection, some solitary spire goes darkly up, painted in purple 
haze upon the amethyst and sapphire sky, and announces the unknown 
village which is to be our resting ~lace.-And when the hour11 of happy 
rel!l'~rch return, the Gothic charm which so allured us in the general 
aspect of twilight does not fail on nearer examination. What looked 
so fair in outline, will be found oomplete and lavish of lovelin- in 
detail. For the wild northern intensity which acquiesced at tint in 
the Romaneaqne plan, baa thrown all its life into the ornament, and 
covered doorways and C3pitala with the beasts and birda of chue, 
huntamt'n and warriors, labourers and knight.a, or inwrea.thed them 
with stranger fancies-the dragons and wolves of the old mythology, 
the Runic knots of Fate, a.nd the Serpent by which the world ia to be 
devoured. 

Whilst the round Gothic worked onward thus in the great aontbero 
river valley 'bf Charlemagne'R empire, to the perfection consploaously 
exhibited in Verona, the style, carried northwards, took other forms in 
the great cities that edge the Rhine. Here, between 1000 and 1200, the 
magnificent groups of domes and minaret-like toweni were built which 
still adorn Cologne : churches which in grand arrangement and balance 
of the part&, and in the admirable contrast kept between ligM and 
shade by the plain and the recessed portions, show that this form of 
architecture, if fully developed, would diRplay qualities inferior to DOU 
Avtr practised. Other modifications of the 11&1De mr.t1ner api-r in 
Switzerland, Spain, and }'ranee; each varied with a life and freedom of 
which the very idel\ appears to have vanished from the modern world: 
the late!lt phase being that worked out by th., Normans in their duchy. 
and which followed their conquests to Sicily and England. 

Then followed the last great change in liviug architrcture; prepa.red, 
indeed, in all eBSential poiuta by the work of the preceding centuriN, and 
in many details known long btlfore; yet, by ite own intrinsic beauty, 
seeming like a new Cl'eation. It is certain that no style baa ever excNled 
the pointe<l Gothic in pietureaque and la.VUJh beauty of plan and of orn
ment in the poetry of its lines, in the rornr.noe with which our 0"'11 
associations invest it. Yet the Gothic builders themaelvee-Suwer af 
S. Denis, William of Canterbury, or Marc d'Argent ,,f S. Ouen-would 
ha.ve been unconsc.0111 of that ha.lo which Time, the beautifier, has cast 
over their ma.ster·pieces. Every es3ential feature of the pointed style, 
except the tracery of the windows, the glass that filled I.hem, and the 
arched flying butt.res.~es that sustained them, ha.d been before practiaed; 
the same exquisite architecture which so moves us in the cathedral wu 
familiar to tliem in the street; the only wonder of lhoae inuntive 
centuries, could they haYe foreseen it, would have been that their des«n· 
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dantl lhould aubmit ti> tbe long unlovelinet111 of Wimpole Street, or 
admire t.be confectionary-pettiuess of the Rue Rivoli. It must not, 
however, be imagined that the pointed Gothic, on the whole,-though 
with large allowance for the sublimity of Egypt, the variety of India., the 
grace of Athens, and the vitality of it.a own immediate predecessor, -the 
m09t consummate architecture which the world has seen, rose from the 
ground •like an exhalation.' Both in construction and in decoration it 
obeyed the spirit of the time. In the ornament we may trace the 
graclaal 1oftening and purification of the rugged northern mind which, 
graclaally turning from thoac subjects of violt>nce or fantasy already 
no~iced-war and wild creaturc1, and visions of Rpectral sup~rstition, 
now sought its pleasure in the 6culpture of sweet human forms, or 
enwreathed arch and capital, base and niche, with the herb of the field, 
or the leafage of the forest; festooning the level length of cornice with 
the hawthorn or thE> lily, and budding forth from tho Hpire in crowns of 
flortJ loveliness. Whilst these are the essential characteristics of the 
detail, the con1truction is based on the passion for loftier and slenderer 
form• than the circular style appeared able to provide. And as the 
previous s~ylea from their mode of covering spaces might be cla.eaed 
under the Lint<:! and the Arch, so the pointed Gothic might be named 
the a:chit,ecture of the Gable, whether angular or cur\·ed. The latter 
form, commonly called the pointed arch, is obviously capable of greater 
height than the aemi circle; it had been long known in many countries, 
Frv.nce included, as an ocoasional expedient; it now quickly became the 
law for all larger apertures. Two external causes aided the rapid growth 
of the style; the first, that the eleventh and twelfth centuries were the 
great. age of mediieval bniHing and monastic institution: the other, the 
discovery of that stained glaas which clothed the churche~ of the time 
with a glory 1urpasaing any internal decoration hitherto practised. To 
cont&in this, the windowe were enlarged; to frame it, the ba.ra of 
wreathed masonry, known as tracery, were invented. Soon the am
bition of skilful ma.sons, revelling in the radi!lllce of embh.zoned 11aints 
and gem-like arabesques, raised the ribbed roof to a dizzy height, and 
placed it on piers di vidoo by walls of coloured crystal. The real wall 
wu plant.ed without the building i'l forests of detached buttresses,-the 
aculptor peopled with Soripture Histories every vacant space and 'coign 
of vantage',-Md the Cathedral of the middle ages was created; an 
embodiment in stone and glas~ and woodwork o! all that Wl\11 most 
lovely and most daring in the minds of men; a concentration of all they 
admired here or hoped for hereafter. 

To the 1¥iildera of Central Northern France the clearest evidence 
proves that this invention is due; nor, except in France and in England, 
whither it was carried 10 eoou that the style there went through a living 
and original development, was it truly understood during the Middle 
Ages. Space, however, fails to trace a. ~-ourae, which after 'wo 
centuries, through many caused, though none inevitably inherent in the 
pointed style itself, led to a. gradual decline, even in !<'ranee and England; 
whilet in Spain, Italy, Md Oermimy, the style W&8 never really under
stood, or exhibited in it.a force and purity. In Venice, indeed, 
Gothic fon1111, uniting wit.h the Romanesque of Constantinople, produced 
a maruier of extra.ordinary grace and individuality, ancl one so directly 
adapted t.o modern city requirement.a, that only the modern indifftrencc 
lo archit.ecture can have prevented its introduction. But we must pnss 
to its later phaees. That mighty change in the human mind, which gave 
birth to the Reformation and to the re vi val of ancient literature, fell 
precisely at the time when the perfection of the Italian art in painting 
and &culpture, with other causes, rendered Italy omnipot.ent over 
European tnste. And there a pedantry, which to us eeems incredible in 
ita puerile absurdity, le<i men to the conviction that the a.rt of the R-0mans 
- race at no 'ime capable of any spontaneoua or real Fme Art-was the 
one rule and law for the Christendom of 1500 years later. Incredible to 
1211, we have said ..• in all matters but in Architecture. For in Archi
~ure that imit&tion of Roman work, best known through the name of 
Palla<lio, reigwi in every capital and city of Europe. No one would deuy 
tba1 great geniWI and inordinate expense have given us a few buildings in 
which the Italian style has beeu led to graceful or noble result.a when 
in the exceptionally-gifted bands of San Michaeli or &a.mozzi, Wren or 
Chambers, of the architects of the original Louvre or the original 
Whitehall. But no one can poPsibly IM!Bert, that the style which hllll 
filled London with the dead monotony of Gower or Harley Streets, or the 
pale commonplace of Belgravia, Tyburnia, and KeMington-whicb has 
pie?OOO Paris and Madrid with the feeble frivolities of the Rue Rivoli and 
\be 8\ra.da. de Toledo-which has in ten thousand towns eubetituted 
baldneu a.nd barenees and blackness for the colour and chann and life of 
Gothic, the aquare hole for the traceried window or eluate red doorway, the 
aquare out.line for the pinnacled a.brine,-unable to employ the commonest 
material, and costly, beyond the reach of all but the very rich, when 
employing the finer--In a practical country, aod an age which has 
renewed t.he popular Jove for art, it is needful to waste words on the 
CODcluirion I 

To at.ate the plain facts should be sufficient: we have seen that the 
Roma.n "tyle is a heterogeneous and mechanical formation, put together 
from foreign styles by a taeteleaa race, by whom they were misunderstood, 
and arre11t...d by political ca.uses before it had reached that stage of unity 
which alone gives a. soul to art. 'flus style, restored in par~ from ruine, 

in part from the ~ of Roman t.heorimra, wu applied in later 
times, when society wu altered, to the palaoM and churchee of Italy and 
1''raooe, during a century of the deepest aocia.l degradation,-to minister 
to the luxury of Francia or Borgia, or supply temples for the infidel 
aupentitions of Leo aud J uliue. It was never treated as suit&ble for 
ordinary life: it cannot be rendered suitable for it. Unable to conde· 
scend to & cottage, it triumphs as the decoration !Jf the st&ge. Palla.dian, 
Renaissance, Italian, Louis Quatorze, Louis Quin:r.e--whatever name it 
bears, it is still but the copy of a copied a.rchit.ecture--a g&lvanizl'd 
pedantry. 

Architecture such as this can have oo hold on men's heart&; vulgar 
pride or learned connoisseurship are the only tastea it appeala to. And 
from its fatal domination has e.rieen an evil worse than the frozen formaltiy 
it foatera; wherever this Pa.llidianism haa spread, with it spreads like a 
canker that dead indifference to the art, which will never be cured whilst 
men live in houses anrl meet in buildings that can give them no real 
pleasure, But when once a practical, intelligible, and beautiful style 
arise.., the natural delight in architecture our race baa alwaye taken in 
healthy days of taste, will arise with it, and the cold arrogant spectres of 
the bastar<l Roman pass beyond the reach of contempt iteelf. Nor should 
it be fancitid, that to return to former excellence involves that copied a.rt 
which will ne\·er be other than lifeless. Gothic, fair &a it was, never 
reached its full development; we have bu\ to t.ake up the thread which the 
dilettante dropped, and can-y out, with far greater mean11, the style 
invented for us by our neighbours and our countrymen. 

The examples here quoted have been mostly selected from c_hurches
buildings which both invited the greatest skill and ha\•e survived most 
frequently to modern day•. But the peculiar giory of 6othic in a.11 
its phases is, that it is equally adapted to every architectural requirement 
of human life. No other style is a' once eo high, and so humble; eo 
rigid in obedience to its purpose, or so free in arrangement and detail 
What was done of old in th11 mimt.er, wu done in the street; tJie atyle 
of the Country Wall the style of the Town. This wu not an architecture, 
as those of Egypt &lid of Greece, reeervtid in it.a purity for religion; not 
as that of Rome, incapable of descending wit.bout loss of essential 
character to private dwellings; but like the •common @un, the air, the 
skies,' •uitable at once t<> the church and the pa.Ince, the factory and th'O 
town hall, cottage and castle; ti.king each Wl\IA!ria.l nnd carrying to tm 
utmost its capabilities, from the marble in its &nowy slab or p111•ple-veined 
tablet, to the earth of the field, or the rubble of the quarry; a~ home no 
Iese in shop!! and a.lleys,1.lum where the ma.nor·house light.a op the land· 
eoape with its gray or rueset gables, or the valleyaide chapel st&nda, like a 
cbnscd tabernacle of precious workmanship, amongst rude rocks and the 
frowning mountain walls of natlll'8. And it shonld specially be noted, 
that Gothic alone has been able to beautify the dwellings of the poor. 
These are no idle phrMea; they a.re strictly exemplified during a.11 the 
centuries of the round and pointed Got.hie; nor, 111> far a11 we know, ha8 
any ot.her style been equal to the 11&1De nniversa.lity of service. It is not 
on remote or elaborate or antiquarian reasons that its excellence rests : 
Gothic is Himply the one style which, by the circumstances of it.a develop· 
ment, has united in it.self all the beet comtructive and the best ornamental 
fonns of the world's inventiom in Architecture. From the lowliest 
offic"" of use to the loftiest maje!'ty of lo\·eline"", this noble a.rt hai; 
shown he1eelf equal to the occ:1.Sion; unrestricted by varieties of climate, 
nay, finding in them only additional. or~rtunitiee for beauty a~d f~r 
convenience: o.t once the most economtca m means, the most vaned m 
adaptabiliti~s, the ruoet intelligible o.nd exquillite in reeulte. It is no fin•• 
figure to say, that by ton thousand proofs Gothic has stamped itself on 
the fair face of Europe as the Architecture of Heaven, and the Archi
tecture of Home. Man"e requirement.a in' the province of building do 
not substantially vary; they a.re amongst the things 'that have been, an1l 
will be again.' In this matter, then, on which side is Common Sense! 
Why seek impo&l!ible new forma, er repeat Htylee which a.re bastard, or 
lifelel!I!, or unpractical,-whilst men of like pno;sions and blood with ov
selves have solved the problem once, perfectly, and for ever." 

THE STATICS OF BRYDGES. 
The Su1pen1ion Chai11.* 

To construct the Catennry Cu1·ve when the Horizontal Tension 
is k11owu becomes a simple matter; since the direction of the 
Tangent at auy given elevation cau be ren<lily found (as shown 
in the Inst paper), au<l this enaules the equiJist.ant urJinate11 tu 
ue snccessively determined. 

Fig. 37 shows the process of descrihiug the Catennry after 
this method. The Horizuutal Tensiou T is giveu, auJ also V", 

the sectional weight of the chain, w that T~ =a, (or horizontal 
fC 

teusiou iu terms of weight of chain), is known. The DirNtrix 
MN i~ first l11i1l dowu, 11111! the Directing Circle MUN described 

• Contiuucd from pqe 71. 
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with radioa = a. The axia OY ia subdivided at the pointa 
1, 2, 3, 4, &c. (the intervals being equal or increasing, aa may be 
found convenient). The lengths of the successive tangent.a to the 
circle drawn from tbe!le point.a will, as already explained (anlB 
p. 71), be equal to the successive lengths of the arcs 01(=11), 02 
(= 1-J, 03 (= 1,J, OA (= 14), &c. To find the horizontal distance 
01, a rigbt-angfed triaugle is drawn ou the base MN= 2 a, and 
with the vertical side N1=11 ( = 1'!'), then lg being equal to the 
first subdivision of the axis OY, .M.l is equal to the first hori-
7.0ntal subdivision 0 1. 

To find the next distance, l 2 horizontal, follow the same con
atruction, only makiug Nt = 11 + 12• To find 2 3, make 
N1 = 11 + 13• To find 3 4, make Na = 1 3 + 14• Care must be 

F1a. 87. 

taken, when the subdivisions on the vertical axis are not rul 
made at equal intervals, to make lg in the triangle equal to the 
vertical interval (0 1, 1 2, &c.) corresponding in each instance to 
the point to be determined. The horizonh1l distances O l, I 2, 
&c. h1wing been soccessively found, and plotted off on the base 
line on either side of the axis OY, the poiut.s 1, 2, 3, &c. in the 
curve are obtained by the intersection of the ordinates in the 
uanal way. If the tril\Dgle becomes too large, proportionate 
lengths may of course be substituted for 2a and 1. 

The radius of curvatu!'e of the Common CRtenary at the vertex 
0 is = a, which accords with equati<>n (D), ante p. 70. The 
l'&dius of curvature at any point haviug the vertical ordinate 11 

ia =(a+ g)
1
• And since, from equation (8), ante p. 71, t =to 

a 
X (g + a), it follows that the radius of curvature (with a given 
horizontal tension) V&lies as the square of the tension in the 
direction of the tangent, the tension being taken in terms, of the 
aectional weight of the chain. 

For Catenaries generally, the following equatious exhibit the 
relation that holds between Curvature, Tension, Rnd Sectional 
Weight. Tis the horizontal tension (as before), t the tension in 
the direction of the tangent, and a the angle of inclination with 
the horizon:-

Radius of Curvature -

-

Sec'a X T 
Sectional weight 

Sec a X t 
Sectional weight 

t• 
T X (Sectional weight) 

When the chain carries a lond, the rate of loading me!ll!ured in 
the direction of the tllngent (i, e., per foot run of chain) bas to be 
added to the sectional weight of the chaiu it.self. 

It has appeared necessary to say thus much about Catenariea, 
M" the corves in which chaius hang aa determined by their seo
tional weight, as the au bject forms part of the theory of suspen
eion bridges. But the determiuation of the curve due to the 
auapeucled load is far more generally required in practice than 
~hat ~ .whi~h t~e _!lnloaded chains would adjust themselves; and 
m this mqu1ry 1t 1s of course most cunvement to take the hori
r:ontal rate of londin~ (per foot run of platform) rather than thA 
rate of loading per foot run of chain (ante p. 70, col. 1). 

From equation (C) (ante p. 70), 

"!JI = horizontal mte of loading 
d.rl horizon ta! tension 

It therefore follows, that when the rate of loading is uniform 
d'g 

tbrougl1out, (JZJ ia constant, showing that the curve of the 

chains is in such caae a parabola. Calling P tbe parameter, 

2 = -; from which it is readily found that 

p _ 
2 

horizontal tension 
- X horizontal l'llte of loading (I) 

Since the ordinary and the greatest loads on suspension 
bridges are generally uniformly distributed, the parabola is the 
curve of must common application, and its extreme simplicity 
renders the stody of the question comparatively easy. 

The following equation gives the parameter (P) in terms of the 
span (S) and rise (H):-

81 
P= 4H ... (2) 

From equntiona (1) and (2) is deduced the following equation 
for determining the Horizontal Tension (T), when the Span and 
Rise are given:-

S2 T 
SH = ~h-o-ri~zo-n-ta~l-r-ate-o""'f~l~oad~iu~g (3) 

When the parameter p is ascertained, the ordinatea are readily 
calculated from the usual equation of the parabola, viz.-

z2 
11=p (4) 

The radiu11 of curvature at the vertex or lowest point= ~ 
The parabola may be described without calculating the ordi

nRtes, by the construction shown in Fig. 38. OY is the axis of 
the curve, and CD the span. The rise CA, DB, is either given, 
or (if the parameter only is given) found from equation (2). 
Divide the half-span OC and the rise CA into the same number 
of equal parts. Number the points of subdivision 11 2, 31 &c., 

Fie. as. 

" 
A 

from the vertex (which is zero) on OC, and 1, 2, 3, &c., from C 
(which is zero) on C.A. From these last pointa dmw lines con
verging to the point 0, and upon the points in OC set up ordi
nates. The intersection of each converging line with 11n 
ordinate of the same number is a p<>int in the pambolR. 

If thP. rise CA i11 not equal to DB, the vertex will not come in 
the middle, but its di11tance from the half-span may be deter
mined by the formula given ante page 70, col. I. 

In calculating the actual teusion of the chains it is of course 
essential t<> take in their own weight, which 1U1 already observed 
(ante p. 70) may usually be dealt with as if it formed a part of 
the uniformly distributftd load on the platform. When the ex
tent of the span is so considerable that the chains become very 
massive, more especially if they are of increased section towards 
the towers, it may be perhaps found advisable to take the respec
tive weights of chain for each hori?.Ontal subdivi11ion of the 
platform, so as to find the exact distribution of the total weight 
of chain and load. The true Curve of Moments could then be 
coustructed, so as to enable the actual line of the auspen
sion chains to be drawn or calculated with any degree of 
nicety. But in ordinary cases the departure of the line of 
the chains from the parabola is too minute to be of any 
account. Take as an instance a bridge of a hundred feet 
span and ten feet rise of chain. The distributed load on the 
platform teuds to bring the line of chain to a parabola, of 

which the equation is g= ~. For the aame rise and span the 

equation of the Common Catenary ia 

g=i(E :+E-! 
a being (approximately)= 126·61. 
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If we call the departure (as meaamoed plumb) of this catenary 
from the parabola z, we shall find that se becomes greate11t at a 
Jiatance of 35 feet from the half-epan, or 15 feet from either 
tower. At these points z=0·032 feet, or the catenary droops 
below the parabola. by a little less than one-thirtieth of a foot, or 
a little more than 0'38 inch. 

This drooping of the catenary indic.'\tes a difference at either 
point in the moment due to the weight of the chain, compared 
with what it would be if the weight were equally distributed, of 
about 0'0063: 1, or ffith part. 

The effect of the cha.ins being drawn up at these points, so as 
to coincide with \he parabola, wou)J be to throw upon the plat
form the task of converting the unequally distributed weight of 
the chains into an equally distributed load; or of rendering 
an equivalent service by modifying the bearing of the suspsnded 
load upon the rod11, so as to throw more load upou the middle of 
the chtiins, and less upon the sides. 

If we suppose that the roadway by its stitfness thus rectifies 
the tendency of the cha.ins to lapse into a slightly fuller curve 
than the parabola, and calculate the consequent strllin on the plat
form, we shall find it to be extremely small. y}oth part of the 
entire weight of the chains placeJ at ea.ch of the points of greatest 
difference (or 15 feet from 1Jither tower), would, if the platform 
were not suspended, produce an equivalent strain. 

The lengths of the parabola and catenary supposed would 
only differ by -.\~th part of an inch, or by about ~lfllth part 
of the entire lenizth of either; a difference which a variation of 
temperature of 3° Fabr. woulJ neutralise. 

When it is further taken into account that the roadway of any 
suspension bridge mnst po11.sess at least a moderate degree of stiff
ness, in order to withstand the force of wind, as well &.'I to cor
rect to a greater or Jess extent the effects of partial loading, good 
reason will be seen for regarding the para.bola as the real prac
tical Clll'Ve for suspension chains. 

(To be continual.) 

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION 
(Oonclvded from paoe 151.J 

Tuz "Malvern Wells Railway Station"-in reality n very 
pretty and clever work-is scarcely pictured to advantage in 
(101), though its chief merits are to be realised in its subordinatf! 
details, and covered shelter, in which various effects of colour 
are successfully grouped, these being the more distinguishable 
owing to the method of lighting from above which has been 
adopted. (101A) shows thEl'drawing which obtained the Students' 
Prize at the Institute of British Architects, and is by Mr. R. H. 
Carpenter, a son, we believe, of the late eminent architect of that 
name. Like the majority of its clnss, it is in the prevailing type 
of Italian Gothic, treated however as one bolrl mass, with seem
ingly well-studied details. In the "Design for Count._v and 
Borough Halls, Guildford" (110), by Messl'l!. Hooker and Wheeler, 
we are at a loss to discover its claims to be " selected by the 
committee of taste, and recommi>oded to the shareholders for 
adoption," the whole conception being of the most meagre kind, 
weak in nppearanet>, and stinted in every way. A "Sketch for 
arrangement of Schools" (112), may be explained as in plan con
sisting of the three chief divisions of the rooms radiating each 
from n common centre, RT! arrangement open however to some 
objections. (l 13A) "Oaklands" is a mansion in Northnmberland, 
erected by Messrs. Walton and Robson, who also coutribnte in 
(216-221) n seriet1 of really excellent d&iigns, chiefly fryr schools 
and parsonages. It is perhaps unnecessary to remark that these 
are all bnl!E!d on medii;eval principles, and they have the merit of 
expressing their several purposes by the special characteristics 
which each part is made to ll88ume, am) this without any undue 
expenditure of funds, if we may jnrlge from the delineations 
before us. We commend to especial attention the "Belmont 
Parsounge" (217). A "House" near Durham, by the same arcbi
tecta, shown in (254), is deserving of a like mention. 

.A. in former years, Mr. J.P. Jones is a liberal exhibitor. The 
large frame (114) sent by him, illustrating "Buildings to be 
erected,-now erecting,-ancl, not to be carried out at present," 
oft'ers, on the whole, an excellent and somewhat formidable look
ing array. Mr. Jones possesses a ready skill in making the best 
aae of the means at bis command, whether \\'e regard the adapta
tion to a given site, or the practical working out of his ideas. 

Tb is is fully botne out by an examination of thl' various drawings 
just referred to, and which nnruber about a dozen. With some 
of them we had previou~ly become familiar in another guise. 

In (115) Mr. J. Drayton Wyatt exhibits five pe!'llpective views, 
the most noticeable being No. l, the Interior of King's College 
Chapel, London, as now in progress from the designs of Mr. 
Scott, at who!ltl hands the old oblong Classic room of Sir Robert 
Sruirke is undergoing a complete transformation. The new 
scheme is founded on the ancient ba.silican arrangements, the length 
being divided into nave and aisles by slender iron columnP, 
coupled, and of twisted form. The east end is a semicirculnr 
apse, on the domed ceiling of which is indicated painted decora
tion. The roof over the nave is open, of rather low pitch, the 
principals consisting of semicircular arches springing from corbel 
shafts, anJ having the panel-spaces formed between the inter
sections of the truB11es and purlins filled with inlay-patterns, to 
be constructed out of various coloured woods. Mr. Drayton 
Wyatt also exhibits (224) a view of the "New Libmry" now 
being erected at Hnrrow, in remembrance of Dr. Vaughan, 
till recently the bead master of the school. 

Beulah House, near Durham (120), by Mr. Gibson Kyle, is one 
of the very few wodern Italian mansions of which it may be 11aid 
that the requirements of the· style are preserved without any 
apparent sacrifice of more essential fe .. tures. It is altogether a 
most satisfactory production. Very little ornamentation is in
troduced. the chief effect in this respect being gained by rusti
cated quoins judiciou~ly managed. Mr. Appleton's two designs 
for the Devon and Cornwall Bank, Totnes (122, 128), are, by a 
strange oveI'l!ijlht of the hanging committee, separat.ed. This i11 
the more absurd, since they are both hMed on precisely the sam~ 
plan: not that we hnve any especial idea of the merits of either, 
though to one of them (128) the first premium was awarded. 
One of the beat studies in accordance with Medii;eval precedents 
is Rhown in (131), the south porch now erecting at St. John's 
Church, Yeovil, from the designs of Mr. R.H. Shout. In thi~ 
the curious localiRms observable in old West of E!igland archi
tecture are well ideutitiet1, more particularly the mode of treating 
the square label and the low curved gable over it. The wbofo 
of the drawing is very cureful. 

An importnnt and promisin;:: drawing (133), is described as a 
Competi~ion Design for Improvements at Bath, and is hy Mr. W. 
J. Green. The scheme embrMe!! a new street, provision mar
kets, abattoirs, &c.; the view before us representing the interior 
of the central market. In the con11trnction of this building 
metalwork forms, as mBy be expected, the prominent feature. 
The roof, too, is of iron construction, and of low pitch. The 
general idea is a happy one, and has been well worked out. 
Mr. K.nightley's five sketches (134) are unfortunately bunis 10 
high up at1 to preclude their being examined in detail. This is 
the more to be regrettt-d ae they appear to be quite deserving of 
a place "on the line." They comprise different views of the 
stables and riding school at Chnntilly. Mr. C. N. Beazley'11 
design for a church at Pentonville (136), shows that its author 
bas yet much to learn in mnsteriog Gothic principles. We haft 
nlready adverted to the cll'ver Gothic sketches by this gentlemu. 
(81), as exemplifying the kind of studv likely to be most service
able in acquiring this knowledge. Of Mr. J. Johnson's design 
for Stockport Observatory (138), we would just remark that 
among other absurdities it shows a main pier so cut through and 
weakened that it would unqnestionably be dangerous. No. 142, 
"Design for a Cemetery Chapel," by Mr. Wimble, bu some 
very good features, but is withal too smart for its object. In 
(144) Mr. W. Homa.on exhibits a beautiful arrangement of colour 
in decorating a "Renaissance C!iling." Several other works by 
this artist demand a like praise; such as (119, 127, 291);,also the 
beautiful design for wall decoration, shown in (306). 

We hnve already referred to the competition for the Hull 
Town Hall as well illustrated iu the present Exhibition; (156) 
is Mr. Goldie's design for the same, which bears the 11tamp of 
that boldnellB and originality which most of his works evince, 
though all may be traced to that peculiar type of Nortbel'l). 
Italian ex"mples, which now run so high in public faYour, 
Another good desi~ of a similar kind, that for the "Corn Ex
change and Pubhc Offices, Newbury," by Mr. C. J. Phippe, 
would have been still better bad the details been le88 coarse; 
but in (172) Mr. Salvin treats us to a bit of genuine Old English 
Gothic revived, of domestic character, such as that clevl'I' archi
tect bas so closel1 and profitabl1 studied. It repre&enta ihe 
"Master's Court" at Trinity College, Cambridge; the drawiDI 
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before us (which by the way hardly seems to do jnstice to its 
merit.a) being by Mr. J. S. Statter. Mr. Milchnm has two per
spective views (175, 176) of the desigu which obtained the Boane 
medallion from the Institute of British Architects, but which we 
cannot bring onrselves entirely to approve. There is an affected 
aeverity of handling which seems quite out of place, although in 
a "Musenm for· sculpture and pRinting'' it is doubtleBS correct 
that the contents of the building, rather thau the edifice itaelf, 
should be the attractive featnre. We observe a little faulty 
pel'llpective in some portions of the drawing too, for which we were 
hardly prepared. The "Croydon Cemetery Cl111peh1," by Mr. 
Robins, have, if we rightly remember, been exhibite<i before as 
drawings; however, in the shape uf photographs, of which Revera! 
are grouped in (186), they may again be notiC01! as rather Rbove 
the average. A pair of Iron Gates (19i!), designed by Mr. Fow
ler, jun., for Don Escandon, Mexico, and which have been manu· 
facturi:d by Mti88rs. D. and E. Bailey, of Holborn, cannot be 
classed under any particu!Rr style of art, but partake chiefly of 
the Renaill8Snce element. They are well arranged as regards the 
disposition of the ornaments, which, in the upper part especially, 
are freely and tastefully mauaged. 

Some charming gems of colour arrangement are noticeable in 
the sketches, by Mr. J. P. Seddon, of some ancient continental 
stainetl gl&BS; the subjects Leing the Crucifixion, from the 
Church of St. Remi, at Rheims, and (199) a study of three figures 
from the west front of Rheims Cathec.h'lll. Ou looking at these 
specimens, and comparing them with modern work in general, 
one cannot but be struck with the di~parity of the !alter; we have 
yet much to learn from the old masters aa to the due relationship 
which should prevail between forms, as expressed by individual 
outlines, and such as depend chiefly on a ce1tain arrangement 
of colours, more or le98 vivid, yet in faithful subserviency to the 
general tone of the whole. Several well-designed "Villas, 
Lodges, &c.," are shown photographed (in Hl4) by Mr. J. Giles. 
Thoae of Italilln character 11re, however, to our mind, prefemble 
to the Gothic. We. particularly admire the gate entrance and 
lodge, and not the less so on account of ita common-Mense sim
plicity. The materials are white and red brick, with Bath stone 
dressings, and Italinn tiles on the roof. -

Mr. G. E. Street is a contributor of but one drawing (195), 
which is the exterior of a very unpretending church about to be 
erected at B1·ightw11lton, Berkshire. A well-proportioned tower 
rises at the west encl of the south aisle, and is finished by a pin in 
shingle broach spire. There is apparently a stun~ roof to the 
porch. The "New Presbyterian Church," now being erected in 
Islington, by Mr. T. C. Clarke, and of which an interior and 
exterior are given (201, 206), is decidedly a very commonplace 
affair; thongh there is an evident attempt nt originality, which 
unfortunately here takes a wrong direction. The advisability, 
too, of trusting :i henvy roof so feebly constructed and supported 
as that of the nave, appears questionable. Jn a pretty little 
drawing (203), MPssrs. Hooker aud Wheeler exhibit a "Compe
tition Design for Schools at West Bromwich." These are of red 
brick, rather plain iu detail, but well grouped; a very good 
feRture being made of an octagon towE'r, or staircase. "Un.ion 
Chapel, Highbury," as recently altered (209), is transformed 
from a well-proportioned and consistent Classic building into one 
of a decidedly nondescript kind. It has undergone repeated 
changes during the last twenty years, and it is to be regretted 
that in these alterations so much has been conceded to providing 
accommodation, at the sacrifice of corufcrt and good tnste in other 
respect.a. "Shnekburgh Church, Warwickshire" (211), appears 
to be the remodelling of 11n old edifice, and this in the most florid 
Perpendicular Rtyle. If there be a fault, it is that of over rich
ness, and a degree of elaboration in the roof, which the building 
itaelf scarcely seems to call for; while it is possibly questionable 
how far such a thoroughly eastern-county type of re-construction 
throughout should have been transferred into a district where 
hammer-beam roofs and other features are almost, if not alto
gether, unknown. 

Miss E. Travers again sends a welcome drawing, boldly mani
pulatt!d indeed for a female hnnd, and withal more truthfully 
thnn many would-he architects care to produce. It shews (213) 
th" curious Norman chancel arch in Yaverl.md Chmch, Isle of 
Wight. Ia (21ii) Mr. T. M. Rickmnn exhibits some spacious 
11chools he is now erecting in Kentish Town. They are plain in 
character, hut redeemably satisfactory in general arrangement 
nnd treatment: the w111ling in chiefly of red brick. Several 
importani competition drawinga, b1 Mtllllll'B. Green and De Vi.lie, 

illustrate their design for the proposed Palais de Jaatice, Bro11els, 
. and are shown in (206, 210, and 225) These 11re quite specime111 

of their claaa, and models of 1tudy as regard& the plans, which 
have evidently been prepared At the ooat of no little time l.lld 
labour, 10 that it is gratifying to find that they were rewarded 
b.v a third premiuru. Me89rs. Green and De Ville &re amouit 
the mcst liberal contributors to the Exhibition in the •hape of 
competition drawings; and Mr. Green individually coatributet 
hi11 design (a very clever one) for "Improvements at &th," 
(228, 237, 240), comprising new street, provision market.a, abat.. 
toira, &c., which obtained the aecond premium. Mr. T. Vaughan 
maintains his position 1\8 a pains-taking and industrious student.. 
His "Sketches from the C',ontinent'' (22fl-236), &re aa carefully 
detailed as thoee of forme1· years, but are more indicative u yet 
of patient labour than rapidly expressive skill. One of the moat 
attractive competition designs exhibited is that by Mr. W. Wil
kinson, of which the front elevation and an interior view an 
given in (238, 239). Boldly conceived, and well. carried out, 011 

the light iron and glaBS principle of semicircular roofing, it bore 
away the Recond premium. In some respects it widely dilfen 
from the select.ed design, as now being executed, an•l drawinga of 
which we look iu vain for ou this or any other Exhibition wall. 

"Coloured decoration," as shown by Mr. Lightl.v in a eerit>S of 
Italian mosKics (241), is of a very useful kind, the patterns being 
well r.hosen, and by no means intricate. Mr. W. White llt'Dds 
several drawings, of which" Stanhope Rectory, Norfolk." (245~ 
appears to be the least whimsical, all being more or le111 open to 
this charge. In Messrs Hooker and Wheeler's restoration of a. 
mansion in Kent (253), there are eome very good pointa, a.q well 
a11 in the Manor-house at Brymplou, D'Evercy, Soruerset (2.W), 
exhibited hv Mr.RH. Shont. Some "Warehou~' (262, 263), 
by Mr. T. c: Clerke, will add to the alrel\dy attractive lDRllllts of 
new buildinj!'s of that class eastward of St. Paul's. 'fwo or time 
large and well-drawn pictures are devoted to a "Design for 11 

College," by Mr. Ernest George. Of these, the Interior of H&ll 
(268), and a portion of the Elevation, showing the principal 
group between the quadrangle (271), strike us as the ruost ori
ginal and effective, though the whole betokens considerable apti
tude in design, and a due ar~uaintance with Gothic details. Mr. 
.Joseph Clarke's only contribution is the Interior of a Church At 
Poiut-de·Gal}e, Ceylon (277), in which the neceMities ari~ing 
from the climate of the place appear to have bePn successfnlly 
met. A large cartoon of stained gll\88 (278), by Heaton and B11t~ 
!er, which is placed over the door, is a very clever cowposition. 
The subject is "the Entombment." 

On the screens in the room are several drawings which onr 
space will not permit us to particularise as their merits deserve; 
we must therefore be content with noticing a few: (29:~) showa to 
a large scale some of the beautiful details which Mr. Wi!kin110n 
hM embodied in the large building he hns erected in Bishopsgat~ 
street; (298) is an attractive sheet of selections from the Arehi
tectural Publication l:lociety's •Dictionary of ArchitectnrP,' which 
we are glad to find is progressing rapidly as well as Blltisfactorily. 
A recent visit to Worcester has served to couti.rm the rumour 
that the exquisite Guesten Hall in that city Wklt doorued to be 
swept away. The walls are by this time probably le\·elled to the 
ground. And this in spite of the most urgent protestntion1, and 
without any sufficiently justifiable cause. Thanks lo Mr. 
Dollman, its details have been fully aa w11ll as carefully RnalyHd, 
and published ir. his 'Examples of Antient Domestick A rehiteo
ture.' Mr. H. Curzon, also, in ~300) of the present E:shibi1ion, 
gives the roof with equal accuracy and to a la1·ge sC11le. A not her 
very excellent drawing of the 81\lDe clnas, is (302) by Mr. T. J. 
Willson, in which the "Stalls of Lincoln Minster," as mea1mrf'd 
and drawn by him, Rre illustrated even to the ruiuutest detail, 
and accompanied, mo1·eover, by I\ small plan showing thll original 
arrangement.a, which in son1e respect<! differ from the exisciog 
ones. Nearly the whole of the second screen is devotetl to "' 
"Selection from the sketches of the Clallll of Design of the Archi
tectural ABSOciation" during the past session. These tiketches 
embrace designs for roofs, staircases, stables, coach-huuseF, 
windows, lodges, pavement.a, sculpture, metal work, &c .. l\Ud are 
of various degrees of merit, bot we are disposed to single out. 11.i 

among the be11t, Mr. E.J. Tarver's "Ornamental Hiuge" (:H5), ih 
which is introduoed the subject of the "Temptation of E~l';"
" National Schools,'' by the same gentletuan, albeit th~y are 
rather fanciful;-" A Hinge" by Mr. M. H. Thomaoo;-fttUU \he 
R .. nJ d.; ... '°' "E ...... ~ , ..... """ ..... " I 
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T11B Puo1K CoLLJWJ'lON or DRAWI1'88 AXD SJtll'l'CBB8. 
The distinctive feat.ore of the present. Exhibit.ion-ilne indeed 

amply aofficient in importance to coDBtit.ute an exhibition by 
it.aelf-is t.he vast. collect.iou of sketches, drawings, and water
colour effects, from the hand of the late Welby Pngin, and now 
the property of his ouly son, Mr. E. W. Pugin, to whom the 
public at. large--but the architf'ctural profe88ion especially-are 
mdebted for the privilege of thus beholding t.he results in part 
of that. amazing energy and aptitude in handiwork which could 
thus condense far mol'e thau the usual labour of a lifetime into 
thAt. of a very, very few years. Pugin died when he had ecarcely 
~ed hie fortieth year, but he left behiud him memorials of 
mdomitable perseverance, in tracing oat and pursuing a t.hen 
almoat untrodden path, one beset with difficulties, which to an 
ordinary explorer would seem insuperable, but. which that 
mast.er-mind was enabled successfully to combat. While there
fore we l\re called upon to make allowances for those peculiarities 
which marked the individuality of the man, and which undoubt
edly ocCMionally led him beyond due bounds, it ils impossible to 
contemplate, even for a moment, the chain of circumstances which 
guided his actions from time to time, without the il'reaistible 
conviction that those actions were based on the purest love of 
his art, at whose shrine he was prepal'ed to sacrifice worldly 
distinction, wealth, comfort, and, as the event proved, even life 
itself. Nor must it be forgotten, in scanning t.he host of draw
ings of all kinds, of which those before us are after all but a 
mere sample, that nearly every line and touch was 11uggested by 
his own mind, and produced by hi11 hand alone. Pugin WllS 

emphatically his own draughtsman: he scorned to Jive on the 
brains of otheriJ, and l\llowed no one to interpret his own ideas; 
he waa his own designer, delineator, and coloariat; the sole 
author of all that by pen, pencil, or brash was endorsed by his 
well-known initials, to which w&11 not uncommonly "ppended 
his significant motto and constant watchword, "En Avant." 
Th~ illustrations which, under the term of the "Pugin Col

lection," are now hung on the walls at Conduit-street, completely 
fill those of the west gallery, besides several large screens in the 
centre of the room itself. To these DlU:Jt agaiu be added the 
portfolios of working drawings, which, though less pictorially 
attmctive than the subject.~ which are framed, will be examined 
by the profeBSional eye with certainly not less interest. The 
east side of the room is occupied by a series of "Designs of 
Works" executed by Mr. E. W. Pugin, who is praiaeworthily 
travelling in the 11ame path which his fllther rendered so famous. 

It would be quite superfluous to attempt auythiug like a cri
tical description of this unrivalled collection, while anything short 
of this would merge into a kind of catalogue merely. Leaving, 
therefore, the general mass, we must be content to state that the 
sketches from Chartres, Evreux, and Caen, on the north wall; 
those from Avignon, Milan, England, &c., on the south; l\Dd 
the 370 foreign sketches on screens Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, will be 
found eminently valuable, both as models of expression, and 
rtptrloiru of design, while t.he more elaborated drawings of 
Bilton Grange, near Rugby-perhaps the most euooeasful of 
Pugin's domestic atractnres-od thoee fur his own house at St. 
Anguetin's, Riunsgate, will be regarded with equal cul'iosity and 
delight. Nor must the marvellous achievement which suggested 
and perf~ted the hundred and seventeen '' Dl!lligus and Plana 
for the reetoration of Baliol College, Oxford," be pused over 
without comment, and a word of passing regret that their accom
plished author was not permitted to realise his well-digested 
scheme. In the "Scarisbrick Hall " he was more fortuol\te, 
and has displayed a portion of the results of his labour in the 
eleven drawings which grace the north wall. Theo, al110, the 
acreen No. 1 contains a vast. store of thought, as indicated in 
the 160 original designs which are there arranged; and some of 
the ideas for the completion of the Roman CAtholic Cathedral, 
Southw11.rk, more especially a rough but highly elfective elevation 
of the west end, showing the tower and spire as proposed to be 
completed, t.eatify to that versatility of genius and power of 
delineRtion in which Pugio then had l\S ftiw rivals as he has now 
genuine successors. 

Some interesting lea,·es from his diary, at a comparatively 
eal"ly l\ge, which are displayed on one of the walls, show the 
impulsive otLtul'e of his mind, and the picture of the distinguished 
architect intended to be reali11ed by those who were not person· 
ally acquainted with him, is rendered still more complete, by 
the family ruemento!ll with which the spectator is made familiar; 
aJao by Lhe portrait (life-like no doubt) of Pugin's father, the 

authorofthewell-known "Specimens" and "Examples" of Gothic 
architecture; and by the highly-finished portrait of himself, 
by Herbert, R.A., which has been engraved; also by the e:x.amina
tiou of the original manuscripts and illustrations of several of 
hia -published works, and which, though kept under lock and 
key, are left in charge of the curator expreeely for the purpose 
of examination. 

We may remind our readers that the Exhibition will close OD 

the 30th of this month. 

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. 

April 29, and May 6.-The first paper read was" On tk &a l>ym 
of Skn!ig and Holllt.ein, and &clam.alton of Land from tAe &a. By JOUN 
PATON, M. Inst. C.E. I 

After referring to the vast extent of land incloeed by these dykee, u 
being probably greater than in any other part of the world, the author 
pointed oat the cha.ngeB to which the west coa.&t of Denmark had been aub· 
jected, and the influence which such variation& had had on the dyke 
works. In il1W1trating this part of the subject, the line of demarcation 
between the elevation and deprest1ion of tbe Scandinavian Peninsula wu 
alluded to, and it w&.~ shown that south of thi!I line there had been no 
general depreuion of the land for many centuries, an old Viking harbour 
on_ the Ial&nd of Romoe being instanced aa having undergone no change, 
although local variations had taken place. An account waa then given 
of the principal storm floods which had occurred on the Danish coasts 
during a period of two' thousand years. The traditional state of the 
coast before the Christian era was then described, and its condition in 
A.D. 1240 and in 1860 was shown by diagrams, from which it appeared 
that the old boundary of the main land WM outside the preeent islands, 
the collective area of which originally amounted to 1500 equare miles. 
The author believed that these variations were owing to a general sub
sidence of the land (and not as unde111tood by the tenn encroachment of 
the .ea), and fads were adduced of the existence of vast submarine 
forests, and even submarine tumuli, in which atone and ftint weapons had 
been found, 8811igned to an age nearly four thousand yean ago. Thei<e 
forests, and also eu bma.rine peat bogs, in which were distinguished the 
fen plants of fresh water, together with trunks of trees, were met with 
almost everywhere on the coast, under the preeent surface of the aea, 
sometimes being covered with a depth of 12 feet of water. It waa con· 
sidered, for varioW! reasons, that the sudden and general depre88ion of the 
land probably occurred about two thousand yean ago; while, at the same 
time, it waa pointed out that loCal subsidence and other variations hat! 
taken place. A great part of the marsh land rested on peat m088, and 
on water containing peat, which continued t.o sink until far below the 
level of the &ea. The Wileter and the Kremper manbes in Holstein, 
oovering an area of about twenty square miles, were il!UBt.rat.ions of the11e 
changes. It wu stated that when a boring Wiiii ma.de for the purpose of 
testing the UAture of the ground, the rod suddenly dropped aixteen feot, 
and a stream of gaa rushed upwards, and burned for several days. When 
a high rise of tide occurred in the North Sea, eal~water springs had bunt 
forth from the ma111hes; and, had the pre88ure continued, the utter de
struction of these marshes would no doubt ha.ve been the result. Immense 
exertions had been made to remeciy the evils arising from theae peculiari
ties. The phenomena noticed in these marahea, together with the sal~ 
water eruptions and curious stonn Hoods, were considered as highly 
important in the design and construction of engineering works, and u 
affording the means of satisfactorily accounting for· some of the moet 
tremendoW! disaste111 on record, hitherto attributed to the burat.ing through 
of the protecting lands. It wa.s believed that thiB view was confirmed by 
that remarkable case the formation of the Zuyder Zee, originally a fertile 
land of nearly two millions of acres, although a manb resting on peat 
bogs. The author wnsiJered tha.t the destruction of the iethmW! between 
Steveren and Medemblik was the effect, and not the e&Wle, of that great 
eruption, and tha.t the di!trict was destroyed by the pressure and eruption 
of water from below, conBequent on the sudden and great elevation of the 
water in the North Sea; and instances were 00.duced showing a com· 
munication between the welh! of that district and the North Sea. Other 
local peculiarities were pointed out; and the Island of Amrum Wiiii stated 
to h3ve risen twenty feet since the time of the earliest recorded ftood. 
Similar occurrencea had taken place in other countriea, but there were no 
positive traces of such opheaving on other parta of the west coan, or on 
the islands. Heligoland had lost seven pariabea in lflBll than two hundred 
years. 

Althongh in many places the sea had washed away the lliore. and cliffii, 
yet thiB waa comparatively of limited extent, and a greater area of manh 
land bad been relltored since the emb!Ulkments were made; the inner 
marshu being alway• lower than the outer, while the forelands continually 
increased. The Lyster Deep, drainage of the country to the westwanl, 
and deep fiords on the eastern side of the Duchies were then noticed, aa 
well u the formation of the Aggar Chruinel, which occurred during the 
greatest storm ftood on record, that of 1825. This stonn flood lll'Ok 

from the 10uth-weet, and 10me curio1111 phe1Jomena were o'-rved dllring 
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its continuance, the water rising to an eJCtmor<linary height and with 
•ingular rapidity, while it fell as suddenly. The !luthor coD11idered that 
this flood, a8 well aa others, could not have arisen simply from the effects 
of violent galee in the North 8ea, and he attributed them to volcanic 
movements of the bottom of the sea; alluding to the phenomena observ
able during the earthquake in J utl&nd in 1841. In further corroboration 
it waa remarked that from the twelfth to the nineteenth century two 
hundred and fifty-two earth<juakcs had occurred in the Scandinavian 
Peninsula and Iceland; thti movements in the former being usually from 
S.W. to N.E., or almost invariably the direction in which the wost 
1li•astrous stonn floods affooted the Danish coMts. It had bctn stated l>y 
lllr. Mallet that during the great earthquake at Lisbon the sea WW! much 
agitated along the eo&11ts of H·illaud and Friesland, and vessels were 
<lashed agaiDllt each other; shocks of earthquakes and tremblings being 
folt at several places in H ol•tein, the water in the wells rising so high as 
nearly to inundate the land in some places, while the River Eider was 
p>lrticularly agitated. The effect of these stonns upon the island•, and 
the protection afforded by the •dunes' were then colllDlented ou. The 
disappearance of the dune,s between the Island of Amrum ancl the 
Eiderstedt was attributed to the washing away of the la.nil on the eastern 
•ide; while at the same time it was pointed out that, at particular pl.aces 
where the sandy dunes were levelled by occal'iona.l floods, they were 
singularly productive of grasses, a rental of £3 per acre having been 
realised, and under certain conditions good crops of grain had ah!o been 
obtained. 
. The construction of the dykes waa then deacribed in detail; historical 

records being given of the earliest fonns, including the ' halligs,' rem
nants of large tracts of land, which were shown to be of great antiquity. 
It was considered that the preservation of the halligs and of the ialands 
waa of vital importance to tho whole of the marshes, the full force of the 
•ca being broken on them before reaching the main i&nd. It w"" noticed 
&11 a curious fact, that while th<' forclands were fonuing rapidly, the 
hruligs were as rapidly decreasing; and that, consequently, the beneficial 
influence they exercised would probably cea8e with time. The Island of 
Pellwonn was specially instance1l, as po88essing a va><t influence on the 
maintenance of the marsh district; although owing to its isolated and 
exposed situation, the peculiar nature of the soil, and the gradual depres
Hion of the l&nd, it was •oruewhat questionable if the strong and perfect 
•tone dykes, or indeed any other works, except the inclo1mre of the inter
vening space between tlie main land, would ah@olutcly frtltl the island 
from danger. The dykes were classified 118 sumrut:r dykes, inside, and 
outside or sea dykes. The former were the most ancient, having been 
construct.ed by the early settlers on the 'warfths' 118 a protection against 
occMional tcmpe1<ts. Detai!. of the varioUB forms of dykes were then 
given. Generally, in Slesvig. a slope of 3 to 1 was llBed on the seaward 

1•ide to a height of 10 to 12 fet>t above the ordinary l"vel of the water. 
There was then a cc•s or bench of l 0, 12, or 1.'i tu 1, according to cir
cumstanct'll, the •ection being entirely dependent on the position, the 
t·xtent of the foreland, its height above the or<linary flood level, and its 
expnsure to the 1lirect action of the waves and wind. The variations in 
t.he rise of the water on different p&rts of the coast had a considerable 
influence on the height of the dykes; and it was shown that a high level 
of the crown was not always desirable, the bankt; on the Island of Pell
worm being instanced as illustrl\tions. The application of the curved 
•tone facing for defending the 1lyk"" appeared only to be justified undu 
peculiar circumstanct·•, and by the want tlf straw and the scarcity of 
111.hour in the time of danger; as it Wall thought to pre,·ent the natural 
rising of the ground, and to cau><e a deprCl'llion at the foot of the facing, 
hesides being \'ery expPlll!ive. The m11.tt rials for and the mode of forma
tion of the dykes, •and the various plans of protection adopted, were 
then treated of. A hove the ordinary flood level, grsss plots, covered or 
uncovered with straw matting, were shown to be of much importance; 
while in exposed plac.:s, wheru every ordinary tide reached the dykes, the 
o<ea slopes were sometimes covered with straw mattiu~ stitched down in a 
1iuculiar manner, or they were pit.ched with stone, or protected with fasciue 
or hurdle works. These and other methods had all been adopted with 
uniform advantage under the circumstances in which they had been 
employed, particuliLrly that of protectin~ the slopes with twisted straw
hands. It WM stated that there WIMI no feature in connection with the 
clykes of greater importance tha!I the projecting works or groynes, and 
1li..grams were exhibited illu.•trative of the ext~nt to which they were 
now being carried out, ~ome being constructed of great length, nearly 
f<OOO feet, with the object of connecting one of tho snuJI islands with the 
main land. Numcrou•examples were given of their advantage in eJCpoaed 
loc,a,litie>i. M at t;chlenkulen, in Ho!.tein, where there WRB a depth of 
water of from !JO to l 00 feet. The author thought the •kilful manner in 
which the Dyke Inspect.ors. both in ~lesvig and in Holstein, hl\d over
eorne the dillicultiea. entitled tLem to the highest collllllendation. He 
then alluded to t.hc precautionary means aJopted in tilDe of danger, 
pointing out that b:; the laws reg'Ulating the dyke lands, the inhabitants 
wf the • kon:;•' eoutributed to the maintenance of the dyktll!, according to 
the pnHition of their land, its exposure to danger, and the intrinsic value 
uf the •oil. 

In conch1>i«n the author reviewed the general t.dvantages of these 
works in En;;lanJ, Holland, and Denmark, and the result.II which had 

been accomplished, as well as thORe which still rem&ined to he achieved· 
He considered the true test of succeuful engineering enterprise& to be 
not 80 much the perfection of the gigantic work& which had been raised 
up as monuments of skill, but rather the benefits they conferred upon the 
world. Judged by this standard it was contended that no other engineer
ing works were of more paramount importance than reci&ruations from 
the sea. It was observed that the country, which was originally a track
less waBte, now consisted of some of the richest land in Europe, furnish
ing, together with the kingdom of Denmark, corn to England to an 
extent only surpassed by two other great states of the world, besides vaat 
numbers of cattle, sheep, and horses. These results were then compared 
with what had been accomplished In the Lincolnshire Fens and in 
Holland, and it WM remarked that the three marsh countriea were 
capable of affording e. larger supply of grain than was now imported from 
America. Russia, and Pru88ia. combined. Indeed, independently of other 
great inclosure works, it was estimated that the annual revenue of thoee 
countries was at least eight millions sterling, a sum equivalent to more 
than the net passenger receipts of all the railways in the United Kingdom. 
There were still upwards of G00,000 acres of land in England and Ireland 
worth from £20 to £6ll per acre, which might yet be rechW:ned, and if 
similar districts in other countries were added to this calcni&tion the 
magnitude of the results could scarcely be overrated. It was remarkable 
that, notwith~tauding the many ad vantages attending reclamation worluo, 
which could now be effected at a less expenditure than formerly by th.
judiciou.• applice.tion of steam power, such ent.erprises were still regarded 
with su•picion and distrust, although th<'y afforded the means of the 
HOundest and most profitable application of capital. 

The second paper read was "On &claiming La'tl<i from &GI and 
E1tuarie1." By JAMES OLDHAM, M. Inst. C.E. 

It was rem.vked that, considering the chamotel' of the river Humber 
and its tributaries, and the nature of the soil and the geological formation 
of the district, it was not eurprising that the foreshores, except where 
efficiently protected by artificial works, should be ell8i.ly waahed away• 
and the water bec-0me loa<lcd with a vast mass of evthy matter, to be 
again depol!ited in 1688 disturbed situatioUB. In addition to theee natural 
deposits the surface of the low l&nds was frequently raised, and rendered 
available for cultivation by a system of 'warping,' the common proce8t1 of 
which was described, such as had been practised on the Trant, the 0Ul!6, 
and the Don. 

The degradation of the land on the whole of the sea-coast of Holder
ness from Bridlington to the Spurn was then pointed out. 1 t was foun1l 
by observations extending over a considerable perio<l, thnt on 40 rnile11 of 
coast the loss amounted on an average to 2l yards per annum; but the 
progress was far from uniform, in some placet< no change being P"rceJ>
tible, and in others as much as 10 or 15 yarda disappearing in twelv" 
months. As beiLring on this branch of the subject, All extract was given 
frow a paper which wu read at the mpeting of the British ABSociation in 
1853, "On the Character and Measurements of Degradation of the York· 
shire Coast," by Dr. J.P. Hell. 

The phenomena of tid .. l deposits and accretions in the fonnation of 
new land having been explained, it was shown that the greater p11.rt of 
Sunk Island, and of the immediate locality, had accumal .. ted during the 
last seventy or eighty years. This iela11d was situated at from i to 11 
milea from the Spurn, on the north bank of the estuary of the Humber, 
having a line of coast of about 66 miles. It contained iOOO acl'el!I of 
inclosed l&nd under cultive.tion, the property of the Crown; and 14dj...x·nt 
to it, and forming an addition to the mainland of Yorkshire, there were 
about 3000 acres of rich alluvial soil. The accretions in the Humber and 
on Sunk Island were found to rise until the surface of the land was coin
cid,,nt with the average level of all tides. When this point was attl\ined, 
marine plants appeared; and as •oon as the surface of salt.watn accrt
tions was covered with vegetable life they were coMidel'!'d suitable to l.., 
embanked. V ruioll8 opinions were entertained as to the source of th., 
miLterial forming these accretions. The author believed that it proceed.,.) 
from the sea face of the coast of Holderne88, as it could only come i11 
with the tide, and be deposited at the time of high water. In support of 
this view a quotation WM mnde from "The Geology of the Yurk~hirc 
Coast," by Prof1ssor PhilliP"; and a paper "On the Chemic.11 C'on•titu. 
tion of the Humber Deposit.a," by Mr. J. D. Sollitt, read before th .. 
British Association in l 85:J, was also referred to. 

In practical operations on the Humber, endeavoun were in the fi"'t 
in•tance ma<ie to l!ecure a thoroughly uniform surface to the land to i,.. 
iucl1"""1. Thus, a year or two before embanking the ground was clraint'd 
by •gripping',' so as to let oft tl1e whole of the standiug pools, and allow 
the depresRions to silt up. The pennanent drainage of the land was 
provided for hy a sluice, the •i:r.e and the level of the cill of which wne 
determined by the rise and fall of the tide, and by the extent of land to 
Le drained. With rel{Md to the sectional form 1md an.a of .the hank 
itacll, where the outer face was exposed to a heuvily rolling sea, tho "1op" 
should be gra<lual: and if the eoil to be med in its construction wa.• 
light, then the bank must have a wide baPc, and there ahould be II pudd:e 
wall in the centre, to prevent leake.ge. If a alip took place in a tidal ew-
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blnkmen~ fUCJins or &,mote llhould ncn be employed, .. they were liable '° Id u oonductora for the water, 
In illustration of the. remarks, the worlm of the 1ut embankment for 

inc!Oling 700 acrea of new accretion r.t Sunk Island were deecribed. 
They were commenced in April 1860, and were completed in the 
December following, the tide baring been excluded by the fi1'llt of July; 
and they were executed under the direction of the author 118 engineer, 
Mr. G. C. Pauling beinir the contractor. The total length of embank
ment wu 6067 yards. That portion which had to encounter the atorma 
of lhe Humber Wll8 39•3 yards in length, its greatest height being 8 feet 
10 inches, width at the baaa 61 feet, and r.t the top• feet. The outer face 
hAd ulope of 6 to 1, and the inner of l t to 1. The remaining portion of 
lbe embankment was 21 ~yards in length, had an average height of 6 feet 
3 inchea, though in one part it W118 7 feet '6 inches high, Wllll 32 feet wide 
at the base, and 3 feet at the top. The outer fa.ce had a elope of 3 to 1, 
and the inner of l to 1. In making the embankments, the material 
removed in forming the drain1 roUBd the inside of the incloeure Wllll em· 
ployed ; where thiB Wllll not 8Ufticient, the contractor Wllll permitted to 
excavate from the foreehore, provided the cutting did not exoeed • feet 
6 inches in depth, and did not approach within 6 feet of the bottom of the 
outer elope. Channels were cut to allow the wat.er whioh accumulated in 
lheee pita to run off after every tide; and within four yean these pita 
were lilted up by tidal deposit alone. The banka were railed at once to 
\he lleight of ordinary spring tides, the natural creeks being left open. 
Tlae were then filled up lrimultaneously, and the whole of the banks 
brought to a uniform level to the full height required. The fi1'llt bank ooet 
ten 1hillings and sixpence, and the second four ahillinga and aixpenoe per 
lineal yard ; or at the rate of fivepenoe farthing and fourpence farthing 
per cubic yard on the average reapectively. The banks were perfectly 
wat.ertight from the first, and the greatest aettlement in any part was not 
more than 16 inche11. 

Detaila were then given of the eelf·acting draining eluice, or clough, 
which was provided with tidal doors, and had been erected at a ooet of 
£380. It appeared that the foundation conaieted of timber pilee, and 
!hat the auperatmcture Wll8 oompoaed of brickwork with atone oopinga. 
The hollow quoine, the framing of the gatea, and the top cilia were of 
F.ogliah oak ; the bottom cills being of elm timber. A door, capable of 
being ni.1-i or lowered by machinery, Wll8 provided to admit of the out
lall, which wu liable to be silted up in dry se&llODll, being oocaaionally 
IOOUred ; and this door could be used, in very dry &eallOl1B, for admitting 
a quantity of tidal water to fill the fence ditohee. 

Soon after the exclusion of the tidal wa.ter the marine gruaes decayed, 
and fresh water gruaes gradually appeared. In about three yeara a 
llllerably good surface of puture waa naturally formed, and on Sunk 
Uland there arose a spontaneous growth of white clover. Some remarks 
were then made on the valae of this land for tillage, and it waa stated 
~ the tenants on Sunk Island admitted that they frequently obtained 
aix imperial quart.en of grain per acre. Flax wae also produced in large 
quantitiee and of fine quality ; and root aropa, aa potatoee, turnipa, 
mangold wurtsel, &o. 

The third paper read was "On Rulaimiftg LAM fr- &tu aftd 
.tm.a.ria." By J. H. MoLLD (of the Hague). 

The author stated, thAt be undernood works of thiB c1- to compriee 
an area either of l&!t marsh, aamphire ground, slake, mud, or sand, lying 
more or 1888 above the level of low wa.ter, and being reclaimed from the 
- by means of embankments, and drained by natural meane through 
the eea banks. Reclaiming land waa frequently looked upon aa a hazardous 
speculation, owing to the probable oontingenciee where water had to be 
dealt wit.li, and to the benefits being generally prospective. It Wll8 often 
condemned on account of the state of the ground, which Wll8 pronounced 
to be UIISWtable for the purpoee. But the queation llhould not be deter. 
mined in th~ way; for the value of the ground before being reclaimed 
wu no measure of the merit of the proposal, which could only be decided 
by comparing the coat of the necesaary works with the improved value 
t.hat would be given to the land when that operation had been aocompliehed. 

After con tending that the effect of reclaiming or draining land waa to 
remove t.he cause of malaria or ague, and not aa had been erroneoualy 
auerled to produce it, the author proceeded to point out, that in deeigning 
auch works the object should be to iooloee the ia.rg.iei area with the least 
length of bank, and the smalleet average croaa section. Theae points 
were regulated by the direction of the - bank, to which attention was 
Bext called. It Wall aometime11 recozpmended that the' eea bank ahould be 
118 neariy - poeaible parallel with the current, and at an angle to the pre
vailing winda. But experience eeemed to llhow that where creeks did not 
interfere a difl'erent ayatem was preferable; and that one aide llhould be 
boldly expoeed to the full force of the gales, and that the current llhould 
be allowed to act upon it almOlt at right angles, if at the same time that 
one Ude would shelter or protect the two other llide11. Bl thiB arrange.. 
1DeDt a 1- extent of bank required supervision during galeB, and it also 
pmiented ad vantages during construction. The line of the embankment 
lbould, if practicable, croB11 creeks at right angles, and at the ume level; 
ad in all caaea care must be taken to aecure the bottolDI of the creeka by 
atrom to prevent them from becoming deeper. 

The extent of land to be reolaimed at; my one time was then oomidered, 
and it waa argued that large are&11 were the leut expemive in the end; 
for if a small area Wllll eelecW at lint, BOme portion of the original -
banks would be uael888 when an increaee became deairable. If the banb 
could not be constructed entirely on the l&!t marah, it wu preferable to 
go to half-tide level. The difficulty in the construction did not inere&M 
with the aize of the area reciAimed, but depended upon the openings left 
in the banks. AB instances,-in reclaiming ll piece of land of l 000 acrea 
by a bank three quarter& of a mile in length, the seat of which waa 6 fecn 
below the level of high water, only one opening 7 chaina in width waa left. 

. In another C&Be, in reclaiming 1700 acrea by a bank four miles in length, 
the seat of whioh wu 8 feet below high water, three openings of 6, 7, and 
12 oha.iDB in width were left: In neither cue waa the apeed of the out
going current materially increued during the progreaa of the worka, nor 
indetod until the cro&11 eection of the openinga waa diminished. In com· 
pletiug the latter work the aprons were raised 18 inche11, or 2 feet at a 
time, bl wood-work, atone, and clay. It was expected that the currenL 
would mcreaae in the third opening, when the two othe111 were raised; 
but thiB did not occur, as the water within the incloaure did not reach BO 
high a level as that without; in fact it never attained to high· water 
mark. When the aprons were above the level of the reclaimed land, tha 
current on leaving became violent. This could not, however, be avoided 
in finally closing a bank. 

Between the old sea-bank and the edge of loW·wa.ter, the aoil might be 
divided into four distinct clasaee :-the l&!t marah, of clay, about the level 
of summer spring tides ; then aamphire ground, slake or mud, or rich 
alluvial matter, to half tide; next, hard eea sand; and laatly, near low. 
water mark, quicksand. Banks entirely on the l&!t marllh were the 
euieat and the strongest that could be made. Thoae on aamphire ground 
and mud were the most difficult; slipa were of constant occurrence, the 
uee of waggons and porset! was impoasible, and a large proportion of the 
material was waahed away as it was deposited, before the bank waa OOD· 
BOlidated and raised above high.water mark. In fact, for waate, settling, 
and contingencies, from 60 to 100 per cent. of the original quantity muat 
be calculated upon aa neoeen.ry. If a atorm aroae during the prognu of 
the worka the elope!! could not be protected ; and indeed a bank con· 
structed on auoh a bottom Wllll alwaye UDB&fe. When the line of the em· 
bankment W1111 laid at the half-tide level, or about the limit of vegetation. 
and on hard sand, it waa poaaible to make the whole of the reclaimed 
land fiL for cultivation, and this plan need not cost more, anJ Wll8 eater, 
than by adopting the higher but aofter bottom. Banka on a lower level 
ware not advisable. 

Haring stated the conditiona to be obaerved in the direction and aitu· 
atioo of the ~. the next question requiring attention Wll8 the crou 
eeotion. This naturally divided iteelf into two parte :-the main body to 
reeist the dead weight of the water when at rest, and the mode of pro
tecting the elope to enable it to reeiet the action of the water when in 
motion. With regard to the first point, the beat cro1111 aection waa that 
where the centre of gravity came neareat to the bottom and to the toe of 
the bank. For thiB reason steep elope!!, with a 008ll or bench abouL the 
level of high-water, were preferable to flat elope11 without a 008ll or bench, 
Sand atanding at its natural elope Wllll sufficient to reaiBt still water. 

Breachea in banka were attributable either to a small percolation of 
water underneath the aeat, or to the defence or protection of the elope 
being insufficient. Frequently it Wll8 not poaaible to obtain clay in auffi. 
cient quantitie11 to form a puddle wall in the centre of the bank; and if 
the foroe of the wave W118 strong enough to break. through atone and 
wood, clay would not be able to resist it. Sometimes, at extraoa· 
high tides, a breach would oocur above the '*8, but thiB rarely ba , 
and the time during which danger could a.nae waa BO short, that e evil 
might be remedied before the next returning high tide. When the water 
roae above the top of the bank, the back unprotected alope Wll8 liable to 
be damaged, and thus to lead to a breach. This might be averted b1 
driving atake11 into the top of the bank, and placing planks, supported by 
olay or other materials behind them. 

With reapect to the protection of the elope, there Wllll a difBculty in 
aacertaining oorrectly the force of sea-water wben violently agitated. 
Mr. Storm Buysing had stated, in hia work on hydraulic engineering, 
that the shock of the water and floating object.a agaiDBt elope11 increaeed 
in the same ratio 118 the aine of the angle formed by the elope with the 
horison. De la Coudraye and Bremontier contended, in their theory of 
the motion of waves, that the water only moved vertically up and down, 
without any horiwntal displacement. It Wllll well known that the eea 
had the power to de11troy banks and to displace atonetl of conaiderable 
weight; and the engineer must be guided by experience in dealing with 
thet!e matters rather than by speculative opiniona. 

The materials employed for the defence of elope!! were of three different 
kinda, clay and gr&BB flags, wood and atone. When banks were constructed 
on l&!t marshes, the body consisted of clay taken from the adjoining 
excavationa In thiB C&Be it waa advisable, after trimming the alopes, t() 

BOW coarse and meadow graaa and clover lleeda, and to protect the whole 
with a crammat. The crammat, which cost threepence or fourpence per 
aqua.re yard, waa oon,ipoeed of a layer of clean barley atr&w about two inobea 
tbiok, evenly laid, and futened to the clay by straw banda or atnlnda1 
lixty to ninety atikh:l' being made per auperficial yard. In two or three 
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:revs the bank wu BO OOll80!idated that the mat did not require renewal. 
When theee banks were on a lower level than the salt manb, a protection 
of clay and graM wu insuftlcimt. In euch caaea a layer of clay, pro
f.ected by stone at a dope of 4 or 6 to 1, wu employed in England, but 
without a oese or bench. This af!'orded the requisite ~ bnt it Wiii 
ezpemive, and 1111 usually comtruct.ed it needed much repair. 'The author 
thouj!bt that, when the bank was comtructed on samphire ground (1111 

within a comparatively abort period a new aalt marsh or foreshore would 
be formed) it would be snfficient to protect the elope of the bank with 
wood, and that the dopes above the ce1111 need not be protected, nor be 
Satter than 8 to 1. 

A description waa then given of the protection by faaoine work. Thil 
conaillted of layers of faggots 5 or 6 inchee in thickneea, placed in a dfreo. 
tion up and down thp elope of the bank, the thick ends overlapping the 
thin ends of the lower rows. Theae were faatened down by 1takee, which 
were left 8 inches above the faggote, and were connected together by 
meane of willow binders, or 'wattles,' something like hurdle work. When 
the propet" aort of wood wae obtained, thie protection would endure from 
five to eeven years, and WBll quite able to resist the action of the tide. 
The strength of thie kind of protection m~ht be incre&Red by ina 
the number of the stakes and binders, or by • in with stone, 
wedged between the rowe of stakes. The st!~iefence, 1111 oommo y 
conetructed by the Dutch on islands erposed to the ocean, waa formed 
thue: when the elope was trimmed, a layer of clay 12 inchee to 18 inchee 
in thickneea waa epread over it, covered sometimes with a crammat. Over 
thiir, bricks in one or two coureee were laid, and then from 6 incbel to 
12 incbee of brickbat., on which lltonee from 12 inchee to 18 inohee in 
depth were set. Thie work, though very durable, waa ooetly, and hence 
1hould only be adopted where eecurity rendered it neceaiary; u, for 
inetance, for banks near to low-water mark. Details were then given of 
four different cro11 -mom, and it waa obeerved that, with a stone 
defence, the elopes were recommended to be flatter and the m.nb to be 
higher than where wood protection Wllll employed; for it 'WU expected 
$hat the former would be built in more eipoeed llitnations. In some 
e&eeB it had been found advantageous to introduce roWB of oak stakes at 
intervals above the 11\l?'faoe of the stone, to break the force 6f the wavee. 

In the comtruction of - walla or banks, the most difficult operation 
Wiii that connected with the oroaing of creeks before alluded to, especially 
when the bottom wu 10 feet, 20 feet, or more under low-#ater mark. In 
England the DIUal plan Wiii! to fill in large quantitiee Of material from the 
sidee; but thie wu a coetly method. In Holland, on the contrary, the 
custom wu to raise the bottom uniformly to the level of low-water by 
meam of cradles. The cradle was formed of brushwood, bound together 
by ropee and osiers, and wu usually from 2 feet to 8 feet thick. It ehould 
be inade on a flat eand, or lilty ground, about 3 feel below high-water, of 
the full length of the opening, and of proportionate width ; being per
fectly flexible, it adapted iteelf to the inequalities of the ground. It wM 
stated that particn!M attention muat be paid to the etakee or futeninga 
by which it waa held down, as the safety of the cradle der.mded entirely 
upon them. After being BO eeoured it wu Weighted with clay, briok
biita, and stonee. The mode of oomtructing a cradle, of floating it to its 
place, and of linking it in the centre line i1t. the intended embankment, 
were then minutely described. The aidee Of the openin~ were next pro
tected with aimilar oradlee, the lower end of each resting on that fint 
laid. Subeeqnent!y other cradles were eunk over theee, until the work 
reached low-water mark, when the width of the embankment Wllll gradu
ally increued by throwing in eode on the flood aide, protected by fuoine 
work weighted with stone. The eatne proceu waa then pnreued on the 
ebb aide. When the mrface of the creek W1111 level with, or above low
water, cradl• were not required. In such oasea the gronnd waa covered 
with a thin layer of clay, protected by an apron of fuoine work. 

In conclusion, the mode of constructing the banks themeelvee, by aide 
cuttingl at leaat 20 feet from the foot of the dopea, wu described ; and 
it waa urged that each part undertaken should be raised to its fnl1 height 
in one tide, the exposed aide being co rered with a thin layer of clay. In 
the· next tide this ebould be provisionally protected by a crammat, and 
before the eDllling epring tide the worlr. ehould be finally ~ with 
lltone or wood. 

Jfap 18 Md 20.-'The first paper read wu " 1'11. Jfalta -Z AZ-• 
Mia Stlbtnaritu Ttktpaph. Oable." By H. C. FoBDB, M. Inst. C.E. 

It appeared that in May 1859, Her Majeety'e Government determined 
that a telegraph cable should be laid between Falmouth and Gibraltar, 
and the late Mr. Lionel Gillborne and the author were appointed joint 
engineer11. Subeequent.ly, and after aome progress had been made with 
the oomtruction of the core and the outer coverin~, it wu proposed to 
me. the cable to join Rangoon and Singapore. Thie idea waa however 
abandoned, and in January 1861 it waa decided that it abould be laid 
be ween Malta and Alexandria, an operation which wu carried out in 
the 1ummer of that yeM, the communication having been BUooellllfully 
completed on the 28th October 1861. 

The recommendatiom of the late Mr. R. Btephen10D and Sir Cbarlet 
Bright, u to the form and me of the cable to be ueed between Falmouth 
and Gibralt.ar, wen then referred to; and it wM lltal.ed that iron oovered 

oablea, of three Ii-, ware dcmg-1 for the vvying deptm up w 800 
fMhoDlll, and for the greater depthl llCl'Ollll the Bay of Biiiaay, a aMile 
covered with twelve steel wil'llll, eiich enveloped in a hempen *-d, laid 
in a llp!nil form. The latter wu abandoned when the deltina&ion of the 
cable wu changed; but the other fOl'IDll of outer co'Vel'ing 1"11'1! reUlined, 
M coDBiderable progrea had ~ made with t.heir manufacture. If it 
had 1-n known at 6nit. that the cable would be laid in computl&ively 
aballow water, a dift'erent deeign would have been adop&ed. Tbe outer 
wirel 1"11'1! much larger than thoae of the Atlantic, tbe Red Sea, and the 
other M«liteminsan oab1ee containing a Bingle conductor; and the aan
dnctor waa nearly four time1 the me of the Atlantic cable, and t.ioe 
tht.t of the Red Sea cable. 

The contract for the manufacture of the core wa1 intrusted to the 
Gutta Percha Company; the cxntraote for the outer covering, and for 
laying and maintaining the cable for thirty daya after compleQon, ware 
let to Mtar11. Glam, Elliott and Co. The conditions of the contncta 
were then gi'ven in detail, the main featuree being tlW the oore and the 
cable were t.o be kept continually nuder water during the manofaature 
and the laying, and tlW the electrical teltll were to extend from the 
oommenoement of the manufacture until thirty day1 after submersion of 
the whole line. The different ~ involved were next deecribed, 
and it wu lt.at.ed, that under a preuure of from 600 lbe. to 800 Iba., the 
eleotrical condition of the core improved about 10 per cent. '11le reJa. 
~ve relistanae per knot, both M to conduction and insulation, of tlie 
At.lazrtic, the· Red Sea, and the Malta.Alexandria cablee, wu repe
lll!llted by the numbers 1, (and 37. It wu requisite that great Olll'9 

llhould be obeerved in ma1cing the joints of the core, of which there were 
four thoneand two hundred in the Malta.Aleiandria line, M the lligbt.en 
imperfection in any one would be att.ended with danger. 

A difficulty having arisen in keeping the cable permanent.ly 1DMler 
water, one portion became exix-J. to the air, and Wiii allowed to dry. 
When t.elted, a loee of inlnlation with in~ reeistanoe in the con
ductor wM obeerved. An inveetigation by Dr. W. A. Miller, F.R.S., 
ahowed that thie deterioration wu due to heating, from the e!"eot.I of 
oxidation. It was comeqnent.ly reaolved, that the original idea of fti&iDg 
the two abip1 with water-tight tanks ahould be c:uried out. The -y in 
which thie WM aacompliahed, and the manner of coiling the cable oa 
board, were then alluded to. Tbe eye of each coil waa fitted with 1111 

open framework of timber, by which arrangement a fault wu cut oat cf 
the centre of a large coil, without its being neoeBllll'J to ltllllOil the whole 
ceble, u would have been the oaae with a BOlid eye. 

Previoue to commencing the operation of laying, the route wu men 
oarefnlly aurveyed by abip1 of the Royal Navy, when it wu 1110ertained 
that the Admiralty cll&lta were in pa.rte incorrect in latitude, and weni 

~ve M to the IODDdinga, the general depth and the conformation of 
the - bottom being very difrerent to what Uiey wtm1 rei-ted to be 
OD the ofticial cbarte. 

:Each abil' waa fitted in the following manner: A laig9 V ebeave, 
furni.ehed with a amall friction band, ,,.. 8118petlded above tbe Olllltre ~ 
the bold, and over tbia the cable WBll led. Tbe paying-au\ appuMDI, 
placed on one aide of the Item, consisted of three V abeavee in one 
vertical plane, and parallel to the centre line of the v-1, ellCb llbeave 
being provided with a friotion..trap. The cable w:u ~ OYer tl.e 
abelvee under three weighted jockey pulliee to the brake drnm, roond 
which it took three or four turns; then over a fixed eheave, and 11Dder 
a ll'ovable weighted pulley into the - over a bed Item-wheel a& the 
level of the laat sheave. Tbe dynamometer employed wu llimilar to 
that DBed on the oocuion of the BU~ul laying of tlie A~ mble. 

The first portion of thie line waa laid between Malta and Tripoli, tlie 
greatest depth being '20 fatholDB. The cable wu paid out at an aver
age rate of 4·94 knote per hour. The maximum strain to which the 
heavy aho~nd Wllll subjected waa 20 cwt., but with the main cable' 
thie did not exceed 12 cwt. The estimated slack paid out in the deep 
water wu not quite 5 per cent. No difficulties of any kind ooouned 
nntil attempts were made to eplice the main oable to the Tripoli lhore
end, which had been laid by another ahip. Nine unsucoessful attempta 
were made, owing to bubbfes forming under the fresh gutta-percha, 6ut 
by cutting off a length of 25 fathoma of the abore-end a perfectJ·onction 
wu effected. The remaining cable on board thie ship wu 1ai ln the 
direction of Bengh&Zi, the lll&llimum depth attained being l!iO fathom1, 
the average speed of peying out 5•8 knots per hour, and the greatest 
ltrain 9 cwt. The cable next laid waa pert of the third IMlCtion, com
mencing at Alexandria, and extending nearly SOO miles to the westward, 
towarda Bengb&Zi. 'The ronghnese and irregularity of the bottom ren
dered this operation very critical; bu& by carefully aelecting and laying 
out the route to be pUl'llued, after accurate aoundinge had 1-n made. 
and by only paying out in daylight, it waa suooeaefully completed. Six 
daya were occupied in laying 128·8 knots of heavy cable and 168·5~ 
knots of main cable, or a total length of :!H2·12 knots. Thirty-two 
buoya were laid down to mark the route, and upwards of 1ixty different 
ooureea were nm. The maximum depth of water wu 102 fathoms, the 
mUoimum, for a short length, wu 13 fatboma, and the average 3~ 
fathoma. Bubeeqnent.ly, the eeoond pert of the third 11eCtion betwee11 
Alexandria and ~. and the IOOODd part of the 118CODd aec&io*' 
between Bengbui. and Tripoli were laid, and the commonication w'f' 
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lllabliahed. No acmrrate eetimate oould be made of the actual alack 
paid ou'- bu' u a genan1 rule in deptha wid« 100 fatbuma, from 2 to 
26 per CllllL 1'118 tbe utmoet t.hai oould be got out of tbe ahip when the 
eahie WM nmning «JWte free, The MljfW at which the cable WU paid 
oul ranged from '° to ,5°. The muJmum speed WU 7"16 knoU, tbe 
minimum '"6 lmote, and the mean 6·26 knot. per hour. 

BeepectiDg the *ti during and after the laying, it wu obeerved that 
11 Ille cable wu paid out, ita elacirical oondition invariably improved; 
Ille bigbe8* resl8*aDoe being found in the deepest and coldeet water, and 
ibelowmt in tbe aballoweat and wlll'!Deat water. Experimanta u to the 
reee of workiDg abowed, t.hai the speed attained agrt'Od very nearly 
.nth ~ which had been anticipMed, namely, live worda per minute 
tmougb a 18Di'h of 1100 knot., except t.hrough the ahort eoctiona, where 
Ille limit of tbe speed depended simply upon the skill of t.be clerk. 

The communication wu acoompanied by a map, &bowing the general 
coune of the cable, by a longitudinal eection of the - bottom, and by 
dilgraDll of the electrical test&. Specimens of different cabiel were also 
ahibited. 

The -d paper read WU " Ola IJw Bl«lrieal 7'ut.I -ployrd cltfll'ing 
tie ~ of tM Malta -0 ..tlcrollMia 7'ekgmp4, oncl °" 
1"""4Mg _. Pro4«Jrifl(J ~ Cabla." By C. W. Swrua, 
K. IDA. O.E. 

Having been employed by Har Maje11tv'1 Government u the Elec
trician to 1Uperintend t.be manufacture and lhipment of the Malta and 
AleUDdria Telegnph Cable, the author wu in a poaition to apea.k u to 
i!jl actual state of insulation, at different atagel of it.a progreu, and u 
t.<l ita genen.l superiority compared with former lines. The methods of 
teeting differed eeaeutially from th<11e previously reAOrted to. This wu 
tlll! lint line that had been teated ayatematically t.hroughout; and the 
lmponaoce of a uniform and well-devilled aystem of e1ectrical teate being 
Cliried on during the manufacture, shipment, laying, and 1Ubaequent 
wortiug of 1ubmariDe cable&, bad been fully proved. 

Tbe covered mand of conducting wire, in leugtha of one nautical 
mile, waa plaoed for twen~-four houn in tanks filled with water main
Yizied at 76° Fahrenheit. It wu afterwarda removed into a pre11Ure 
tallk, oon&aining water at the 11&1118 ~perature, and when uniformly 
heated, ii wu •ted for conductivity and insulation, and \be result, 
apreillMld in unite of reaiiitance, noted. A presaure of 600 lb. per square 
inch wu then applied, and the electrical teat. were repeated. Before 
Illy ooil wu approved, it wu required that the copper resistance should 
llM exceed 3·6 (Siemens) units, or poueas 80 per cent. of the conductivity 
of chemically pure copper; that the gutta-percha reaiatance per knot at 
75° llhould amount, at leut, to 90 million unita, corresponding to about 
80 per omt. of the highest insulation thM oould be obtained with the 
belt gutta.percha of oommerce; and further, that \be inaulation should 
improve wheu the premure wu applied, which wu invariably the cue 
wJiea. \be conring "aa aound. The ooila were then transferred to M-. 
GIMI, Ellio&, and Co. '1 works at Greenwich, where they were auhme!1led 
in v.nb un\il required for the &heat.bing machine. The sheathed cable 
.,.. coiled into large tanb, and waa alwaya intended to be oovered with 
water, but owing to a defect in the oolllltruction of the tanks, thia 
regulation could only be partially carried into effect. It wu also 
intended, in the lint inst.anoe, that the lhipe should be provideii with 
water-tight tanks to receive the cable during the outward voyage; but 
O'lring to the pMBive resistance with which every deviation from previous 
routine - usually met, t.hia plan was not carried out, until the hea~ 
of the cabid on board the S. 8. Queen Victoria had proved, at grea' 
oo.t., ~ ~ were eaaentially neceasary. There were other im
partut adn.ntagea obtained t.hrough the adoption of the water tanks by 
wliich the ~ of failure in paying out were avoided, 1111d the opera
iion waa rendered oompanthely u.fe and e91J. 

In conducting tbe electrical teats of the Malta and Alexandria cable 
in the coune of ite manufacture, the chief object was to obtain throughout 
IVicily oomparative results. For thia purpose it was necessary to adopt 
a atandanl meaaure of resistance, by which to expreaa both the con
ductivity of the copper condµctor and of the insulating covering. This 
at&udard tnea&Ure had been supplied by Dr. Werner Siemens. The unit 
of retistance wu that of a oolumn of pure mercury, contained in a glaaa 
tube, one metre in length between the contact cupe, and of one square 
millimetre eectional area, taken at the temperature of me!~ ice. Aa 
t1111 t.emng apparatus had been r.lniady deacribed in the blue l>ook •On 
the Conatraotion of Submarine Cabiel,' it wu not neoeaaaryto repeat it. 
In the Appendix to thia paper, tablea were given of the reBU!ta of 
~111 on two eerlions of the cable, at vario111 atagea of their 
~ between Malta and Tripoli, and between Tripoli and Benghazi; 
ed.~ ware exhibited repreaeuting graphically these results. On 
~ the inlU!ation of the cabiel after being laid down, with the 
inaulatioo obiwrved shortly before on board, there was a decided improve
ment after aubmenion. This waa partly due to the presaure upon the 
ct.bid, the insulation improving 2 ~ cent on an average for every 
100 lb. of preuure npon the square mch, and partly to the 16war ~
Jl'll"*ure at the bottom of the -· 

Yor worlWig tbe'liDe, Meean. SieiDem, Halake ud 0.. had auppliecl · 

illk-reoording inatrumenta, fi"°'1 with peculiar ananpmBDla far di&
cbarging the reaiduary charge of tbe cable, and capable of being worked by 
exceedingly feeble battery power. Although \be line wu divided into 
three electrical circuita, meBllllf!tll were transmitted mechamoally and 
instantaneously, at the intermediate station, by a IJBtelll of double relay, 
or tranalation. By thia plan meaaaget\ oould be 11ent instantaneously 
from London to Omak, in Siberia, and \here would be no electrical difli. 
oulty in eatablillhing t.lie same direct intercommunication between London 
and Calcutta. 

Respecting the construction of a cable of a more permanent character 
than any hitherto made, to which the author had given much cowridera
tion for mauy years, it wu obeerved that with regard to the insulatiDg 
covering, nature aeemed to have provided only two 1Uitable 1ubstanoel. 
india..rubber and gutta-gercba, combining permanent pliability a' r.11 
ordinary temperatures wit.Ii high insulating property. Jndia..rubber bad 
a higher inaulating power, a lower apecilic induction, and wu capable of 
reaiating higher temperatures than gutta-percha; but \be latter could 
be put upon the wire in a plastic state by a dye prooeaa, and !plve 
greater l!leCUrity againlt fault.a than the lapped india-rubber covering. 
It waa also le111 liable to receive accidental injuriea, to beoome aticky or 
aemifiuid when uposed to the atmOBpbere, and ~ the aoliion of water 
more perfectly. 

The absorption of water by gutta-percha. india-rubber, and oompounde 
of india-rubber, auch aa vulcaniaed india-rubber, Wray'1 mixture, and a 
oompound with mica, under varil>ua preuures and temperaturea, and from 
water containing different degrees of aalt in aolution, had been fully 
investigated. These experiment. served to &how that 1to11 ·in~ of 
presaure up to 50 lb. per square inch did no' increaae the rate of abaarp
tion, which was found to be more rapid from pure water than from -
water, aud from aea water than from brine. Raw an unvulcaru-1 
india-rubberabaorW water ingreaterquantitiea than the other m»eriala; 
while, next to gutta-percha, vulcanised india-rubber &bowed, both in 
freah and aalt wa.Mlr, the ~t insensibility to abaorption. 

The re&ulte of experiment.a on the insulating and inductive capacities 
of wirea coated with india-rubber in oombination with gutta-percha, 
oompared with tboae of 8peoial gutta-percha and pure india-rubber at 
different temperaturea, were then ¢ven. The lengths experimented upon 
v.ried from 600 to 2500 yards. The BpOOific reai&tance of apecial gutta. 
percha decreased from 9·11 at 50° Fahrenheit to l ·50 at 80° Fahrenheit, 
or to about one-sixth of it.a original value; while the oombination of 
india-rubber and gutta-P11rcha bad, under the 11&11111 circumatanoea, only 
gone down to about one-third of it.a insulation at. 50° Fahrenheit. The 
inductive capacity of the oombined india-rubber and gutlirpercba wire, 
and of pure india-rubber oovered wire, wu 0·7 to I. Notwithatanding 
the oomparatively high insulating properiy of india-rubber, ite low in
ductive capacity, and ita power to reaiat beat, ite gradual diuolution in 
- water wu a circumatance which alone rendered i\ inadmiM&hle for 
1Ubmarine wUea, unleae it was leCUl'eiy incl~ in anot.ber waterproof 
medium, and gutta-percha appeared in every ~ well suited for auch 
outer covering. It wu desirable that the india-rubber should be b~ht 
upon the wire without t.be application of beat, or aolventa, both of which 
often entailed a gradual decompoaition of that material, particularly 
when expoeed to atmoapberic influence in contact with oopper. Dr. W. A. 
Miller had 1tated, that the liquefaction wu the re.Wt of a prooeBI of 
oxidation, from which it might be inferred that the efl'ect oould not take 
plaoe where oxygen wu excluded. It., moreover, wu important to pro
duce a perfectly cylindrical oovering, and taking advantage of a 
peculiar property of india-rubber ooharing perfectly where two freah out 
BUrfaces were brought together under CODSiderable preaure, t.be author 
had constructed a oovering machine which fulfilled the meTeral p~. 
Such combined india-rubber and gutta-percha oovered wi?e1 had been Wied 
undervarioua circumatan<-ee, expoeed to \be atmoaphere, to water, or the 
moisture of the ground, for nearly two years without betraying any aigDa 
of gradual deterioration of the india-rubber, or the appearance of fautta. 
A circumatance greatly in favour of t.be bi-covered wire, was that the 
gutta.percha ahrank upon $he indirrrubber oovered wire, and when any 
mechanical injury to the covering occurred, the yielding india-rubbar wu 
forced into \be gap, by the elastic preaure exerciaed by the gutta-percha, 
and prevented the appearance of a fault. 

The outer oovering of cables, u hitherto OODBtructed, wu oerlaillly 
the 1eut perf~ pa.rt. An iron aheathinir 'wM Vf17 ~ to protect 
the inaulated oore in &hallow watera, bu$ forcablea m mare than 80 or 40 
fathoma of water, the iron sheathing wu an element rather of weakneu 
than of llU'ength. It rendered tbe cable ponderoua, it1 lhipment ex
penaive, the paying out risky, and repajrs impouible, owiDff to the difl!. 
oulty of raising a heavy cable from a great depib under any cireum
atanoes, and the abaolute impouibility of doing BO after corroaion of t.be 
iron wire had made eome progreaa. 

When the Falmouth and Gibraltar gable was lint contemplated, the 
author, in conjunction with Mr. Forde, proposed to oover each iron wire 
with gutta.percha, with a view to prevent oxidation; but the ayatem wu 
not acted upon, except by way of experiment. Mere protection of the 
wire wu however n°' 1Ufficient, in the author'• opinion. It wu capable 
of mathematical demomtration, that in paJing out a wire-aheathed cable 
wbh a oonsidenble strain upon t.be breakwheel, it would' untwist while 
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in 1U1p9Dliou in the water, to a 001111iderable extent, causing elongation 
of the oore to the amount of, uy one per cent., or even more. On reach· 
ing t.he bottom, the strain and con.aequent twist wonld be released. 
Copr'.r wire conld not be elongated wore than 2 per cent. without 
receiving a permanent set; and it was also a well aeoertained fa.ct, that 
when telegraph core had been l!tretched at any time beyond the limit& of 
elasticity of the copper, the latter being henoeforih too long for the more 
elutic covering, wonld tend to uaume a aerpentine form, and to pmih ita 
way through the inaulating material by slow degreN. particnlarly in 
pla.oee where ahort bends or kinb occurred. 

Baaed upon theee vieWll the author designed a aheathing of the follow
ing description :-The inanlat.ed conductor, or core, was p-1 in the 
sheathing works through a seriea of three machines in close aucceuion. 
In puaing through t.he hollow 1pindle of the first machine, a clu11e spiral 
covering of hemp, previously saturated in Stockholm tar, was applied in 
such a way, that each 1tring was and remained under a given strain. The 
aecond machine was in llimilar construction to the fim, but BUpplied a 
eecond covering of hemp wound in the opposite direction to the finlt. 
The rope thUI formed paased next through a stationary clip, with longi
tudinal grooves to prevent it from turning round in the operation imme
di&tely following, which oonaiated in the application, under the intluence 
of greM ~ of from t.hree to aix stripe of copper, or other metal 
which might beat resist the action of - water. Theae stripe were 
llCC1ll'ately guided into the revolving covering tool, eo u to overlap mch 
other equally for nearly half their breadth, the preasure applied being 
llllffioient to cruah, or eocket the one metal down where it was covered by 
the other. Thia cable had no tendency to untwist; ita extenaion with 
half the breaking strain upon it did not exoeed one-half per cent., and 
being very strong, and of only double the weight of water, it wonld 
support about 8 mi1ea of ita own weight in the eea. 

Considering that good ship's sheathing luted about 10 ye&n1 when the 
ship wu at rest, and that the cable had two layen of metal, with 
hardened tar between, it appeared not unreuonable to BUPJKM8, that this 
sheathing wonld last at the tranquil bottom of the ocean from 20 to 30 
yean at least. SeTeral short lengtha of this cable were now bein' tried 
under variOUB circmnatanoes, and the reeulta eo flu- were promiamg of 
BUccea upon a larger -ie. 

After the meeting, Mr. F. C. Webb (A.aeoc. Inn. C.E.) explained a 
modification of the ordinary sextant, by which larger anglea conld be 
measured than wit.h the inatrumenta now in use. Two sextant& (by 
Me&11re. Fletcher, of Leadenhall-street) were exhibited, one on the 
common arrangement and the other on the modified principle. 

It wu stated, that when the a.rm of the common sextant wu at Bero, 

the line11 of incidence and of re1'eotion of an object seen in the horir.on 
glaaa formed a certain angle with one another, both at the object and 
boriaon ~lua; and that this angle, termed the coD&tant angle, deduoted 
from 180 , gave the extreme theoretical angle which could be meuured. 
Practiaally this meuU?ement W88 still further reduced, by the limits 
within which it wu po!llible to reflect an object from a plane BUrface 
with accuracy, and which, if &IBUllled 88 170° inatead of..180°, would 
give the angle from which the conatant angle muat be deducted to obtain 
the extreme angle capable of being meuured. The mnaller the constant 
therefore, the nearer wonld this angle approach 170", with a given 
amount of accuracy. It wu obeerved that t.hia coD&tant angle WM 

dependent on the relative position of the object glaaa, the eye piece, and 
the horizon glaaa; and wu in fact the angle formed by a line drawn 
from the eye pieoe to the centre of the horimn glus, with a line drawn 
from the centre of the horir.on g1ua to the centre of the object glaN. 
.· The reduotion of this conat&nt angle to a minimum wu effected in the 
modification alluded to, by plaoing the eye piece very ne&r to the object 
glue, and the horizon glue u far 88 pouible both from the object gla. 
and the eye piece. The extreme angle capable of being measured wu 
thua oonaiderabl1. increaaed, and with oonditiona more favourable to 
accuracy; for w hilat the anglea of incidenoe and reflection in the object 
glaN were not amaller than in an ordinary sextant, those in the honmn 
glaaa were conatantly larger. With a given angle to be measured the 
conditions were more favourable to accuracy, since the lines of incidence 
and reflection formed larger angles with the reflecting BUrfaoea, both in 
the object and the horimn g1-. 

Tn marine and land aurv~. and in talting altitudes of celeati:i.l 
object.a with an anifioial horimn (where the angle to be lll8ll8Ul'tld wu 
double the altitude), this increue in the capabilliiea of the inatrument 
wa11, it wu belieftd, a manifest advantage. 

The following candidates were ballotted for and dnly elected:-J. G. 
Fraeer, H. Hayter. R. Johnaon, A.. M. Rendel, J. D'A. Samuda, I. E. 
Tanner, C. F. White, u Memben; and Major A. C. Cooke, R.E., 
Ci.pi. W. B. Mackesy, C. E. W. Ogilvie, W. Bugg, D. Thwaites, 
J. R. Warham, and J. Weihl, Aaeociates. 

THE ALBERT MEMOBIAL. 
TO 'l'D XlllNa o• TB• CIYlt. ••&ISDJI illl ••CBIT9CT'I 101l'U&L. 

Sni.,-1 have seen in your Journal several valuable BUggestiona 
as to the proper nature of the monument to be erected to the 
late Prince Consort. The injudicious proposal of the obeliak 
having been overthrown through the objectiona raiaed by DIAll1 
respectin~ that moat inappropriate description uf monument, 
the queat1on is now again before the world. Regretting that the 
ch1uacter of the movement baa been weakened through the 
failure referred to, all pereons must see that this oonaequence aC 
an attempt to force a question against the sense of the public bu 
its satisfactory aspect in offering a warning to thoee who migh• 
attempt "jobe" of the like nature in future. What object. could 
an obelisk answer 1 The mere monument of brute power con
fided to one hand, and by that hand directed to achieve a single 
object, which WIUI only great because it WM difficult and aston
ishingly costly; such a memorial hM few charms for the modern 
mind, which fails to see so much in thoae vulgar elements of 
greatn~ize, force, and ooet, aa an Egyptian of Rameeea' time 
naturally did. Prince Albert ,.as a patron of art; let him be 
commemorated by a statue. To the qnestion,-A statue for 
the Prince 1 most men answer,-undoubtedly a statue for the 
Prince. There is no other method of commemoration which 
presents so many and auch lasting claims for employment 
as that of sculpture. Carved in marble, or cast in. bronze, 
a monument insures almoat an immortality for the penionage 
the nation delights to honour to that extent. Much haa 
been said, and Cl\D be said, in favour of the public patitude 
taking the form of some kind of benevolent 10atitut1on; but 
if we are to have a national monument of gratitude, given 
by the nation in it.a curporate and collective capacity, it mu1t 
be 1uch a one as all the world may see and remember; a 
high-plaoed statue, in marble or bronze, paid for out or the 
national treasury, by vote of the national representatives, and 
wrought by an English sculptor, to the memory of the fnend 
of England. 

A statue placed before all men's eyes fixes the memory and en
courages the hopes of others; the wing of an hospital, save to the 
immediate numbers receiving direct benefit from its use, IOOll 

loses the name of its founder. The edifice must be enormous in
deed which wholly embalms a man's n1emory,-t1Uch a man aa the 
Prince WM; and people are convinced that no public building will 
wholly satisf'y the newly awakened feeling of the world, which 
rushes with the more fulneu in the channel of gratitude, from 
the. oonciousness that it has been a little negligent and dull of 
hearing when the voice was alive that spoke BO kindly and well. 
Hospitals and great institutions are monuments rather than me
morials, as has been well said, and t'amiliar use makes them to be 
forgotten except by those benefited. How many amongst us know 
the name of the founder of St. Tbomaa's or St. Bartholomew's 1 
Guy'1 hlUI preserved the name of its founder, because of its romantic 
tale, and in no small degree from its own oddity of title; but even 
Guy'• does not do what it was meant to do. It fonn111 almoat a 
solitary example of a turning from an original purpose to on.e no\ 
leas, but even more, benevolent. The house for " incurables" of 
Dr. Guy hlUI beoome one of the moat magnificent, if n.ot the moat 
magnificent and fully blea1ing centre of medioa.1 help in Europe. 
The chances that any change of destination, such as the courae of 
time muat be expected to bring upon a similar institution erected 
to the memory of Prince Albert, should take a similar rigM di
rection, are too small-as innumerable examples sadly prove, 
wherein the fatherless and 1ick have been plundered-for u1 to 
deaire that his memory 1hould be oommitted solely to the chug1 
of any such fortuity. 

I have said that no public building will w"holly satisfy the 
feeling of the people of England in this matter, and believe 
they will look to the national representativee to vote a BUID for 
the erection uf a statue on a grand scale, to commemorate him 
who served them so well. Let this be the national expreuion or 
Parliament; and IUI the tbnie or four thouB&Dds of' pound• nch a 
purpose will demand are not of much moment, the general public 
form or gratitude may take any larger 800pll the ftood or subllcrip
tions may allow. It might well be the plan proposed by Mr. Cole, 
of' oompleting an idea said to be much entertained by the Prince,
that. oHounding an Industrial University, the apeoial object of 
which should be to grant dP.grees and honours in thoae particular 
llOiencea and arta which directly in1lumce worb of indaatry. 
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The tchoola of the Department of Scienee and Art, by grant.
iug certilicatea or competency to thoae trained therein, alread' 
uemplify a portion of thia acLeme; hence, I aay, the propoai
tion 11 to complete a noble project already commenced and in 
action, much attended to by the Prince, and in the working or 
wbicla hie Joa will be 1181111ibly felt for some time to come. With 
lhe detaila of the plan aa propoaed by Mr. Cole in bis letter to Lord 
Granville I do not entirely agree ; believing that the idea of 
granting degrees for the fine arts of painting, sculpture, architeo
ture, and music, must be watched with great heedfulness, !eat 
Uie whole plan be brought into contempt thereby. The "when 
oombined with industrial application," the limit propoeed for the 
pr:aetioe of this portion of the scheme, is so vague that many will 
JOili me in fearing its futility. Consider huw it could be defined. 
Grant a certificate for figure-drawing as the accomplishment 
lllOlt needful for an artiai, and is it to be expected any body of 
examiners would give the same to a Turner1 Unquestionably 
not; and so men of that sort would fly from the body, and their 
aample would license a thousand empirics, and weaken the 
nlue of i.he scheme. The world baa always a suspicion of such 
things. Yon can grant a degree in dentistry, because you can 
examine the claimant, and teat him practically; but can yon 
e.ramine a painter upon the soul of his art1 can you define its 
limita1 or are you at once to say that painting pn- tt is not an in
dustrial oocupation1 The idea of the proposed University is a 
noble one, and was preaeDt in men's minds long Wore Prince 
Albert or Mr. Cole came into the world. Yet it may be well 
carried out to the Prince's honour if confined strictly in applica
Lion to art manufacturee, where definable and definite technical 
akill ia required for the mere life of the thing to be produced; 
butin Art, which flies for its means or expreseion to form, to 
expression, to chiaroecnro, t.o ineffable colour or composition, one 
and all by turns, no teat can be aeplied. The more successful 
the acheme might be in that partohta application, the more mis
chief' it would do. 

Either this or any other great scheme for education or for teat.
mg education would serve the purpose in-view as well u or better 
than an hospital or an asylum. If an asylum Wl\8 to be adopted 
a heedful thooght might be given to that end for which Turner 
devoted ao moch of bis savings. A little sign of gratitude for 
hiagreat gift might be found under the greater payment to hie 
royal contemporary, and the nation might so relieve itself of the 
1bame ot having taken the unhappy Jetter rather than the spirit 
of a great man's words. The Prince served the ca1111e of the arts 
to the best of his ability, and some portions of the teeming grati
tude of the country might fitly find ei:preseion, if an asylum. be 
founded, in the realiMtiou of an even grander scheme than 
"Torner' a Gift" comprised. 

We may take it for granted that the national gratitude will 
find expression in some ~ind of public monument, and it may be 
expedient to consider what kirid is fittest to the occasion. We 
cannot boast of rocks like those SeBOBtria carved bis own figure 
apon, and which the Chaldean king used again. " The Pyramids 
have forgotten the names of their founders~' and if we, following 
Uie ancient ei:ample of Britain, were to pile a mound of earth as 
large as CiBSbury Hill, people might a few ages hence dispute 
about it.1 meaning. The obelisk which lies in the mud of 
the Nile has been prop<>Red for removal, as it inevitably is 
on any public occasion, but the public fails to see its appro
priateneBB to commemorate an Anglo-German prince; and how
ever beautiful the obeliscal fllrm is, we believe our architects have 
not devoted sufficient attention to the study of the obelisk to 
enable t.hem to produce, in 11. eatisfact.~ry manner, anything 
but a copy of the forms already known; and this, I believe, no 
one will desire, if the monument is to be characteristic and 
national Neither can the obelisk be said to be popular amongst 
DI. Even 18118 popular are the monumental columns which have 
been employed, for such opposed reasons, in commemoration of 
Neleon and H.RH. the Duke of York. A third will not be 
tolerated. Then comes the Greek or Roman temple form of 
lll&Difeatation, or which one or two examples have been but nega
tivell fortunate. The Gothic Memorial Cross might ht! worth 
con•1dering; and if Her Majesty determine upon a special and 
penonal expreseion or her own feelings, the site at Charing 
CIOll has a name aud everlasting 11ympatbiee connected with the 
ino.t apt ud bea.utifol aeries of works dedicated by household 
loft: and Victoria of England might repeat upon the ~me site, 
!i>r .Ubert of Sa~ony, what Edward of England did for Eleanor 
of ':aatile. Thia form of monument seems almoat Mered to 

rellgoua or marital memories. The Boott monument at Edb,a
bnrgb Corms the only example, in our memoriea, or a divel'M 
employment. 

Putting aaide works or utility, auch 1\8 bridges, of which we 
can have enough as required, there aeema DO doubt but thai a 
statue constitutea by far the beat Corm or monument open to us. 
Few will hesitate to vote for an equestrian statue, for not only ia 
that the noblest form, but, oddly enough, we have had fewer 
downright failures in equestrian statues than in statues on foot. 
The moat Jncklesa of theae, Wyatt's "Duke," owes much or it.a 
~er to the poeition fate and some "board" have beatowed upon 
it. London offers many sites for the nationl\l atatue. A most 
appropriate one is already filled, by the desire of the Queen that 
tht1 apace above the arcade in the Royl\l Horticnltnral Gardena, 
which was to have held her own statue, should hold that or the 
Prince himself. Moreover, fine as this site is, it were not public 
enough, if unappropriated. To a certain extent the placing this 
memorial at South Kensington supplies a want many mnat haYe 
recognised, i.4., that aomethinp; of the sort ahould appear in that 
suburb with which His Royal Highneaa was Ill). much identified. 
Otherwise, the Kensington Road, immediately above the Gar
dena, would offer 11. nobfe site, visible in three direction• as far as 
the eye can reach, close upon the site of the International Exhi
bition, and more open than any apace could be found in front of 
the latter. By widening the road on either aide, which readily 
could be done, any interruption of traffic by the erection or the sta
tue on this site would be avoided. Thia would also be more public 
than the site suggested in Hyde Park where the great transept 
of the Exhibition Building stood, and near enough to commemo
rate that also. No sculptor would like to see his work-e. work 
upon which so much time will needfully be ~nt.--placed anywhere 
within hearing of the monlltrona "Duke. otherwise Hyde Park 
Comer is a grand site for a grand work. It is quite certain that 
statues are never more tu be buried in rr?ena, so we may diemiu 
the idea of any "square" giving a habitation to the one contem
plated. There is a noble apace right in front of Buckingham 
Palace, at the head of the Mall, which, altboogh dominated by 
the ridge of Piccadilly, is yet open enough, and has the sanction 
or the continental custom of placing royal statues in front of 
royal palacea. If this site be thought more royal than national, 
it is at any rate preferable to the summit of the Marble Arch, 
unless, indeed, the memorial takes the form or I\ chariot and 
horeea, or a r.t group of many figurea,-which, as portraiture 
seems essential under the circumstances, appeara out of keeping 
with the occaaion. The sommits of triumphal arches are only 
fitting to the display of such groups Crom their very forms; and 
any attempt to repeat the monstrons folly at Hyde Park Corner 
will only constitute a second instance of barbaroua ignorance and 
stupidity. Regent Circus seems unfit, and Waterloo Place has 
hardly room for a large work without interfering with the works 
already there, or which on a smaller scale might find standing 
room between the Guards' Monument and the York Column. 

Anyone who has seen the effect of placing an equestrian atatne 
within a quadrangle, of which Mr. Foley's Lord Hardinge, when 
exhibited at Burlington Honse, afforded a noble example, will 
agree that such is a favourable locality. I may name, amongat 
other sites, the very appropriate one or the front or the new 
buildings now in course or erection at South Kensington for 
the use of the Department of Science and Art. There was 
presented to Parliament along with the report OD the South 
Kensington Museum, made the year before last, a perspec
tive view and ground plan of certain works proposed by 
Captain Fowke for the use of this department. These em
braced a crescent-shaped court.-yard, bounded by a screen of 
columns ou the north aide, and thence optining into a quad
rangle. It is understood tha.t some such work as this is decided 
upon: at any rate, the departmental buildings now iu courae of 
erection are part of this plan. However the f&C(ade may be 
carried out, there must be a f'a9ade, and in front thereof ample 
room for the equeatriau statue of the Prince, backed by buildings 
he himself contemplated, in a locality he may be aaid to have 
erected, amongst living interests and actions to whose fur
therance be dedicated much of hie life. Almost every other part 
of London has some aaeociatione not peculiar to the Prince's life 
and labours. Palace Yard, rather unfortunate in its present 
predicament, inclosing Baron Marocbetti'e bad statue, hns 
legal or historical memories not to be disturbed. The Hol'lle 
Gaarde is military; Charing C1"088 might do well,-and there 
ia" vacant pedestal at the comer of Trafalgar Square; but the1.& 

•3 
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no one would like to see Prince Albert pendant to George IV. 
-that would. be too hard upon hie late majesty. I therefore 
oft'er three suggestions-the front of Buckingham Palace; Charing 
Croea; and the front of the new MU8eum at South Kenaington
and advocate the last. 

With reepect to the nature of the statue, let ua enter an earneat 
protest against anything in a Roman toga. Probably aculptora 
exist who would dare to put a man wearing such a garment 
upon a hol'l!e. Let ne aleo exclude-feeling the world has got 
beyond the boyiehnees which loves these things only-the chlamya 
and the peplum, together with the military cloak, the cocked hat, 
the aword, and even the eternal scroll itaelf. Put the Prince on 
ho1'118baok, in the dress he wore amongst ne, honestly and not 
conventionally treated. To do this the sculptor has a difficulty 
to overcome, and in overcoming it he will show his knowledge of 
hie art. It may be done and hae been done, and ou~ht to be 
done again. To shirk the question of armour by indenting 
it upon a man's skin, aooording to the fashion of poor Richard 
CCBur de Lion, shows the weaknees of an artist. To meet 
it boldly, like Veroechio did with the magnificent Bartolomeo 
Colleonni, shows the art :ind wine the victory. To shirk the 
qu8lltion of modern costume, and show the musclea through a 
garment such ae no hullll\n being ever showed or could show, 
may be a sad temptation to the sculptor bred upon the antique, 
and whose knowledge of art ie limited to its classical develop-

. mente; but the world aaye that the time hae come when no 
further toleration shall be given to such trifting. The monu
ment should be bronze, because thRt bears London air incom
parably better th1m marble, and eannot be fractured.-! Rm, &c. 

Lo!ldon, May 20th. 1862. F.G.S. 

REVIEWS. 

.t Manual qf Civil Engineering. By W. J. MACQUORN RANKINE, 
C.E., LL.D., F.R.S., &c.-London: Griffin, Bohn, & Co. 1862. 
[Second notice.] 
We have already (ante p. 90) briefty noticed this work, and 

mentioned the general eoope of each of the three part.I into which 
it ie divided, reserving for the preaent occasion the dillCU88ion of 
ite detaila. 

The Firat Part, treating of Field Work, ie full and explicit. 
Inatructiona are given ae to surveying with the chain and offset.a, 
plotting surveys and measuring areas. The formule used in 
trigonometrical eurvey11 are next set forth, including ae mueh 
spherical trigonometry ae ie needed for great eurveye, wiLh ,eome 
eervicieable approximations for practice. The theodolite with ite 
use and all the Rdjuatmenta, the aextant, and other instrument.a, 
are clearly explained ; ae also all the details of triangulation, 
including the method followed in surveying mines. · 

A chapter is given to the spirit level, with its adjustments; 
the ordinary method of levelling; levelling by the theodolite, 
by Lhe plane table, by the water level; and oompuiing heights by 
the barometer, or by observing the boiling point. Besides the 
common direcLions, correctiona for the curvature of the earth and 
atmospheric refraction are introduced, with inetrnctione ae to 
the distances at which such corrections become necessary or 
appreciable. Prof. Rankine's method of keeping the field-book 
i• very precise, and in aceordance with what is, we beliH·e, 
usually taught in works on the euqject; intermediate eights 
being entered twice, first ae foreeightt, and then ae backeighte. 
Experience does not however lead us to recognise any practical 
advantage in this doable entry, which, when the intermediate 
aighte are numerone, gives a much greater maes of fi~ree to 
out up on completing the page. A good deal of ciphering 
ie saved by entering nothing in the backsight column but 
actual backsights, except in the case of the last eight at the 
foot of a page being an intermediate aight, waen it must of 
course be repeated ae a backsight at the top of the following page. 
The foresights on "pivots'' (ae well ae the last foresight in the page 
whet.her on a pivot or not), ahould be distin~ished by incloeing 
them in cartouches. By adding these foresights only, and adding 
the figures in the backait{ht column, and subtracting one BtJm 
from the other, the reduction of the levels may be completely and 
easily checked. 

In treating of Setting Out, our author gives, in addition to Lhe 
more ordinary directions, inatroctiona how to deal with the diffi
cult caaea Uiat frequently ariae. Ii is right to ataie that the 

elegant and, ready method of setting out ourvee by the angle at 
the circumference, now 80 generally praotiaed, aeema to have 
been first published b.Y Pro£. Rankine, in 1843. Chapters 011 
Marine Surveying, and on Copying and Reducing Plana, COil• 
elude the First Part of the volume. 

The Second Part of the work is devoted to Materials and 
Structures, and in it the strength of materialll and the prillCliplea 
and details of conatrnction are explained very folly, and in a 
lucid and satisfactory manner. Reeolution of forces, Uie theory 
of couples, the finding of centree of gravity in various caaee, 
friction, and angles of repose, are in tbe first place diacuaeed. 
Triangular and other framework, auepenaion ch&ine, and arches 
of various forms, are next examined. After giving the general 
formulai for the Parabola and for the Common Catenary, a oom
pari'iOn is made between the two curves by eubetituting an 
infinite converging aeries for the de.finite eqwr.tion of the catenary. 
The following are the results:-

" The ordinate ia 1111ppoeed Lo be meMured from a poini ai t.be dmance 
m below Lbe vert6x. 

Ordinate l Ca.tenary; r=m { 
1 + 2:• + 2:4 + 72~• + &c. ) 

ofLhe { ~ 
Pan.bola.; r=m 1 + -) 

2m• 

ICatenary; dy = ~ ( 1 + :zl + ~4 +kc.) 
Sl'J: of dx m 6m• 120m 

Parabola; ~y-= ~ dz m 

( Catenary · /,,dz=m:r:( 1 + x• +~ + kc.) 
Area of ' 'J 11

' 6m• 120m4 

Lile l Parabolafiaz=mx( 1 + 6~1 ) 

~
Catenary; •=x( 1 +xi +~ + &c.) 

Length 6m• 120.• 

of the ( .-i:• z4 ) Parabola; 1 =x 1 +--. __ +.to. 
6m• 40m• 

It ia to be borne in mind that Lile quantity denoted by m in theee 
formula! ia doubk of ihai denoted by m in Article 125. 

The following table exemplifies Lheir results for Lile caae z=m + 8: 

Ordinate Area Length Slope. 

C&tenary •·•··• 
Parabola .....• 

=mx 
1"0561 
1 •0556 

Difference .•• 0"0005 

0·3395 
0·3333 

0·0062 

=mxx 
1 ·0186 
l •0185 

0·0001 

=xx 
1 ·0186 
1•0182 

O·ooo. 
In the foregoing extract, m represents the modulus of the 

catenary or half the parameter of the parabola, representing in 
each curve the proporLion between the horizontal tension and 
the horizontal rate of loading at the lowest point. The curves 
compared have therefore at the vertex the same ratio of tension 
to loading, and consequently the same curvature; and from this 
point of departure they begin ~ diverge very slowly, ae is seen 
above. It may be interesting to compare these results with 
those where the span and rise ie fixed, and the parabola and 
catenary determined acconlingly. In each a case the curvatures 
at the vertex dift'er, and the two curves have three points in 
common. In another part of our present number an instance is 
given where the common rise ie one-tenth of the common span, 
and Lhe 11mount of the maximum difference ie ascertained. Thia 
will be found very much smaller than that which separates the· 
two curves, starting (ae in the preceding extract) with a common 
curvature.* 

The " Catenary of Uniform Strength" is also very close to the 
parabola, though not eo close ae the oommon catenary, which 
occupies an intermediate position between the two former curves. 

The very useful principle of the Transformation of thll figures 
of equilibrium of Frames or Chains by means of Parallel Projec
tion ie explained and applied. The transformation of the Cate-/ 
nary by proportionate reduction of ordinates, 80 ae to obtai~ If" 
curve for an arch, ie an elegant instance, and also that of ~e 
distorted elliptic rib. .lf 

• In Um lnTeltig&Uon refUTed to \Jae IRler a la med, M I&-, by l'rof. ~ 
deDoMI tlle mod11l111 af &be 11Uena17. 
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The hydroetatic aroh Hi IUJ&ly~call1 eamiued, a.nd the fellow~ 
iDg mechanical met.hod of deecribiug it ia alao given:-
. "A meahaniiJal mode of drawing a hydrostatic arch ill baaed on the 
laci, Uaat it.a figure ill identioal with one of the " elaatio curvea" or forms 
lllllllllled by an uniformly lltift' spring when bent. 
· The aoouraay of figure and uniformity of stilfne1111 of a spring are to 
lie U08riained by the two following tests:-

Pird, the spring when llJl8trained should be euctly straigh\. 
&otmdl1, when bent into a hoop by pinchiJlg the two ends together, 

it ahould form an e~ circle. 
A llpriilg A. (Fig. 118), fulfillinl{ tbeee conditions, ill to have its ends 

hed to two ban at. B and D, and the other ends of thoee bars, C and 
B, are to be pulled direoily llBUllder. Then the 1traight line CE, in 

J'Ili, 118, 

B J> 
which the foroee 1<> pulling the bans are exerted, will represent the upper 
surface of *he loading material, and the spring A will &111nme the figure 
of the com.ponding hydrost.atic a.rob. Any proportion of rile to span 
can be obtained by varying the tenaion on the ends of the ban, and the 
proportion whioh their le~ bear to the length of the spring." 

The mathematical principlee of arches generally are fully dis· 
~not omittin~ the usual laborious tentative method.a for 
determining the Points and Anglea of Rupture. 

On the Strength of Materials, the Transverse and ShP.aring 
Strains, Section, and Deflection of Beams, the process of design· 
llig them, and kindred topics, our author treat.a Cally, and with 
his usual clearneu and method. 

The complex question of the Arched Rib (or Arch Girder) ia 
mirly encountered, and treated in a manner that shows a full 
appreciation of the nature of this delicate problem. The cognate 
problems of the Suspended Girder and the Tension Rib having 
been di8Cllll8ed at some length in this Journal, and the results of 
a rigorous analysis (though not all the steps) presented to our 
readers, we quote with interest the pl'OC81!8 which Prof. Rankine 
has followed in his independent investigation. 

"180. St"4(/t4 ancl Stiff- of cm .d rcMil Rib tmckr ~ loadl. 
Fig. 162 represents an arched rib, springing from a pair of abutment.II, 

and BU~ to be under a vertical load. Let B A C D B' be a curve 
traversing the centree of gravity of all the croe&-aectiona of the rib; tbia 
'llll41 he called the neutral curve; and it repreeents the figure of a" linear 
arch," or indefinitely thin rib, wh0&0 oonditiona of equilibrium are· the 
l&Dle with those of the actual arch. 

When a vertical load ill distribut.ed over the arch, agreeably to the 
oonditiona of equilibrium of the neutral curve, each particle of the arch 

Fu1. 162. 

ii oompressed, in a direction parallel to & taugent at the n~ point 
of the ueatral curve; and but for the circumstance to be state<l pre· 
11eDtly, t.hat compression would be uniform throughout each oroBB·sec!ltion 
af the n'b, BO that the neutral curve would be the " line of resistance."· 

Bui the compression depresses the whole arch, 80 that the neutral 
curve amu:mea some new figure, such as B a c d B', in which it.a cnrva
tme a& _,h point dift'el'I! from the origin&! curvature; and hence, even · 
llllder a load dietributtd as for an eq uilibraW or linear arch, there is a 
bending action combined with the direct compression. When the di&
lribaam ol ihe !Giid differs from that suited to the neutral C1Il"V8 u a 
Ia-- arch. ~ bending action varies in it.a amount and distribution. 

ln ei&ber CMO the arch acte in the double capacity of a rib under direct 
~on. and a beam under a transverse load; and it.a strain and 
Crea M each point are the resultants of the strains and stresses arising 
from the directly compreeaive action of the load, and from it.a bending 
action. 

PBoBr..nr Fmlrr, General Caee.-In solving problem.a which relate 
to UUe aubjeet, it is in general moet convenient to measure co-ordinatea 
from a point mch ae 0, in the same vertical line with one end B, of the 
DeUtral curve. 

C being aDY point iii tbe CUl'Te, 1ft 

:i: = 0 Ebe its horizontal diatADce from O; 
y::: EC its vertical dapth below O; 

Let l = B B' be the span of the neutral ourve, and I: DI rile. 
Let to be the whole int.enaity of the vertiml load, whet.her 00111ta.nt or 

variable, in lbe. per inch of horisontal distance, 80 that 

;; ~ ill the whole load on the arch. 

'Ibe load to d :i: on eaoh lllllAll porliion of the arch may be conceived to 
conaist of two parts, to1 d :i:, producing direct oompreaion alone, being distribut.ed &eeord· 
ing to the la'IVll of the eq11ilibrium of a linear arch,-that. is, 

in such a m&nDer that w1 = H 2 (H being the still undetermined hori· 

90ntal thruA of the arch), and 

(-,~= (to - HZ,) d:i: (1) 

producing bending. 

Having formed the pl'8CllldiJig expreasion, by. putting for to and 2 
their proper values, prooeed u followa:-The vertical oomponent of the 
ahearing force at any point such 1111 C ill 

F=F0:1o• Vfk+ H (:k-~) ... ... (2) 

F 0 being the still undetermined vertical component of the shearing force 
dy. 

at B, and d:i; the slope of the neutral curve at that point. 
0 

The bending moment at C ill 

M = Moifo• Fd:i:=Mo+F .z-;;fo• todz8-~- (S) 

H (y.-y+:i:dyo ) 
- d:i:o 

M bein.it the Btill undetermined bending moment at B. 
Tb; afteration of curvature produced in the neutral curve at C by the 

bending action is - M + E I; the negative aign being prefixed to 
denot.e t.bM downward curvature la to be oolllidezed 1111 politive; and the 
alteration of slope ia expNMed u follows:-

. dt1 . _ f .. M . /--c;;ya 
I = ii:i: = '•-:; 0 EI v 1+ d:i;fl • d:i; ... (4) 

i
0 

being the Btill undetermined alteration of the slope at B. 
The vertical dt:ftection at C is expremed thWI,-

" = f'o.i d :i; (6.) 

The bending action of the load ia th1111 exiu-ed by the four equat;iona, 
2, 8, 4, 6, containing four indeterminate coDStant.11, H, F., 114 ir II, 
in eaoh of thoee equations, :i: be made = l, expreaaiona are obtained 
applicable to the further end of the 11pan, B'. Theee expl'Ulliona may 
be denoted by Fu M 1, i 1, "1· 

Let d 1 =CD = 't.1-d-~-+-d-y' deno&e the length of an indefinitely 
abort arc of the neutral curve. That. arc ill not altered in length by the 
bending action of the load; but it is altered by the direct oompreesion in 
the proportion given by the following equation:-

da 
!!!:-Hu 
"' 

(6) 
EA 

in which A denotel the sectional area of the rib "* C, and the negative 
sign indloatee oompreuion. 

To find the oombined efi'ect Qf the bending action and the compreuive 
action on the figure of the neutral curve, proceed as folloWB:-

Let u denote the poeitive horizontal displacement of a point in it, auch 
r.a C. For eDmple, C D being the original poeition of an indefinitely 
short arc, and c d it.a altered position, let 

OE=~ OF=:i:+d~ 
EC=~ FD=1+d~ 

0 e = :i: + u; 
e c = y + t1; 

CD= d 1; 

o I = x + " + d :i: + d t1; 
Id = y + " + d y + d v; 

cd = d 1 + d t. 
TheD from the two equations, 

d~ = d~ +dJ'; 
(d 1 + d t)• = (dz + ch)• + (cl y + ch)1; 
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The following ia deduoed:-
2 cl'. cl t +cl,.= 2 d :e. d" +cl •• + 2 d y. d" + d .,•; 

and from this the terms de•, cl v•, d ~·.may be rejected, u inappre
ciably lllllloll compared with the other terms, niducing it to the following:-

d •• d ' = cl :e • cl " + d y • d ti; 
whence is obtained the following expression for the horizontal displace
ment of D relatively to C:-

d a dy 
du= dJ; dt- clz dfl ... (7) 

a.• dy• 
For dt put it.a value a.coording to equation 6, and make dz• =1+ (ki 

and IR=idz; then 
H ( dy')u~·dy .3-dtl=-EA. i+-cG1 ir--'dz""" (7A) 

which, being integrated, gives for the horizontal displacement of C rela
tively to B and in a direction away from it, 

u=-J:'• { ~ (1 + :: )1+ i ~}dz ... (8) 

an e~ containing the same four indeterminate conrtants that 
have already been mentioned; and if z be made = l, there is obtained 
the alteration of the span B B', which may be denoted by u,. 

If the abutment.a are absolutely immovable, u, = 0. If they yield, 
•,may be found by experiment. Hence, u a first equation of condition 
for finding the indeterminate conrtante, we have · 

u 1 = 0, or a given quantity ... (9) 

A llflCOnd ~uation of condition exprel!llell the immobility in a vertical 
direction of B, the further end of the rib, and is u follows;-

"•= 0 •.. (10) 
The ends of the arched rib are either fixed or not fixed in direction. 

In t.lae former cue, i 0 = O; and in the latter, M0 = O; so that in either 
cue, the number of indeterminate conrtant.e is reduced to three. One 
more equation of condition is therefore required; and it is one or other 
of the following:-

lf the ends are fixed in direction, i 1 = 0 • • • (11) 
If they are not fixed in direction, M, = 0 ••• (11 A) 

The valuea of the three conrtant.e being found by elimiJiation from the 
three equationr of condition, are to be introduced into the e:r:prelllionr 
for the moment of flexure (8) and the deflection (Ii), which will now 
become formulm for calculation. 

If thrust be treated u positr've, and tenrion u negative, the greatest 
intenrity of streee at any given Cl'Ollll-eection is to .be computed by the 
f11rmula, 

da 
_ Hc'iZ+Mm'h 

Pi--- ---A - I 
(12) 

the positive or negative sign being UBed according aa the moment M 
acts towards or from the edge of the rib under conrideration, whoee 
distance from the neutral curve ism' la. 

From the ~ression 12 may be deduced the position of the point 
where the streBB is greateet for a given arrangement of load, the arrange
ment of load which makea that stre&B an absolute maximum, and the 
corre1ponding value of the streee. 

The vertical deviation of the line of resistance from the neutral curve 
at any point is given by the expreasion 

M+H; (18) 
and i'8 perpendicular or normal deviation by the expression 

M...:..Hcl_i 
· dz (U) 

and these deviationr take place in the direction towards which M acts. 
When the deflection is found by direct experiment, the following 

formula mAY he UBed to compute the greatest stress from it:-

da 
_H dz 4Em'lav 

p,- __ + n•za (Iii) 
A -

The preceding is a general method, applicable to all caaea in which 
the load is vertical." 

In the preceding extract we are ~lad to recognise the same 
principles that guided our own investigation-the only principles 
on which an accurate solution of either problem is poeeible. 

If space permit we may be tempted to return to this volume, 
which contains a large mllllB of information well ananged, and 
bears the marks of digested study and original thought. 

CHEMISTRY AS REPRF8ENTED IN THE INTER
NATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862. 

The great importance of this branch of science, viewed u 1111 
auxiliary to every other, beside its immense value when taken iu 
the abstract, cannot but claim for it the notice of every joumaliat. 
We need not retrace our progress to a very far distant date in 
order to arrive at the period when our continental neighboun, 
more especially the French, produced unquestionably the finest 
chemical, as well as the purest pharmaceutical preparationa of 
the day. Hot and strong bas been the contest for the pr.Im 
during each succeeding year since the Exhibition of 1861, and in 
fairness it must be admitted on all sides that we cannot yield 
our laurels to any other country, and may indeed say, without 
overtaxing our national modesty, that we carry the palm our
selves. 

No legislative fiat can so thoroughly remove a nuilanoe 
arising from the exhalation of noxious vapoun as the dil
covery of the fact, that such exhalations consist of product. 
that may be collected to the advantage and profit of the par
ties in whose premiaes they are eliminated ; and again, no BOODel' 
does a legislative interference compel our manufacturers to 
collect any deleterious product that has usually found ita way 
into our streamlets and brooks, than the question is aerioualy 
discussed, how shall an utiliu.tion of these miacbievoua product.I 
lessen the expense to the manufacturers of the removal of the 
incubus; and often has chemistry found a use at a tempting prioe 
for such a debris, which debris has at last grown to be a commercial 
neceeeity, and taken its place in the important category of demand 
and suP.ply. Indeed, the marvels that chemistry has wrought in 
the utihi.ation of these objectionable and poisonous substancee 
prove11 at every step of their development that nothing uaelea 
exists in creation, and that it largely rests with man to subdue 
and appropriate all elements to his service and the universal aood 
of mankind. Architecture is, and will yet be more, largely indebted 
to the science of chemistry for the removal from the atmosphere 
of towns those destructive elements that are eo fatal to architec> 
ttiral beauty. Certainly it might with an apparent show of justice 
be said that chemistry began the mischief, but we thiuk the more 
correct judgment on the matter would be tt.at the imperfect 
knowledge of that science, and the halting in the pathway of 
utilizing chemistry has caused this perversion of the facts of the 
cruw. The trophy in Claes 2 is at once a support to our argument, 
the ammonia alum forming the principle mass in this trophy bu 
for its alkaline constitnent the ammoniacal products of the gaa
works; and is it not a matter for deep regret that for eo long a 
period this valuable alkali was set free to combine in noxious 
forms with other substances in our atmosphere, whilst we were 
collecting camels' dung iu foreign climes for the manufacture of 
our chloride of ammonium and other forms of this highly volatile 
and useful substance. Not onl7 is the science of chemistry proving 
itself in a high degree beneficial in removing cauaea of destruction 
to our buildings, but every age finds it rendering e1111ential aervice 
in the improvement of the materials of building construction. 
Our wood is now preserved most effectually,~ur iron bu 
reached an almost incredible degree of perfection in its manu
facture, in its tensile strength, and indeed in all its other 
characteristics. Our cements are obtainable of extraordinary 
fineness and durability. Our lime is more cnrefully chOlell in 
ita material, and more skilfully prepared. Our bricks, whether 
containing more or Iese eilica or alumina, are compounded, 
manufactured and burned eo as to insure a much greater crush
ing resistance, compactness, and durability, than ever they 
before attained. And stone, that paradox, being at one a11d 
the same time the emblem of strength and durability, whiht 
before our eyes it displays the greatest amount of perieh
ability,-may now be impregnated with a material nothing more 
or Iese than glass, (techn1cally termed silicate of alumina); which, 
from sound reasoning, may have been, the mean1 Adopted of 
hardening many of those almost imperishable records of the 
ancients; and nothing is more likely than that the discovery of 
this extraordinary su1>11.tance, and its peculiar manipulative ad
vantages, will lead to the BUcceeeful adoption of an extern&! 
decoration in stereochromy, so long deemed a desideratum. 

Having thus introduced the br&Uch of B<..-ience so completel! 
represented in Class 2, we hastily note a few of the object.a and 
prOductions most worthy of attention, though it cannot be U• 
pected but that we must from our limited space omit mentioll 
of many objects exceedingly worthy of a moat careful inveatip-
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tioD. We laave iDtroduoed the trophy, hut much finer specimen• are to be IMD iD the claat, of the moat of its coulltitueutll; we 
mention, therefore, only the latest arrival, that of the new sub
aiuce Thallium, belonging, we 1uppoee, to the c1aas forming a link 
betweeD the metallic and mineral kingdomL Thia substance 
bu been dilcovered by the aid of the spectrum analysis of 
llr. Crookes. The llOda alkalies are auperbly repreaented in all 
the beauty of their cryatalline forms by our manufacturers, and 
certainly are unmatched for their great purity and lownesa of 
price. The 111lphates of copper and iron are also exceedingly 
fine; and our valuable and beautiful product, ferro llnd ferrid 
?,ide of potuaium, which give birth to ao many useful, beau
tiful, and even deadly poisonous productions, are to be seen iu 
all their magnificeuce as the production of t.he Hurlet and Cam
pin Alum Compan1; and the bi-chomate of potash, parent of all 
oar chromes, and sister of our brilliant magenta, is shown in very 
fine crystals. 

All the before-mentioned strike the visitor at once from their 
mu; but of course the acetate of rosal.ine, the queen of the coal 
tar products, ia one of the most novel, aa well as one of the most 
charming, product.ions in t.he clau: in fact, we have in it a 
ahamelion crystal, whi.lh in solution forms the magenta colour. 
If we dip a feather therein we have all the gorgeous effect 
aeen in the plumage of birds of tropical climee. The crowns 
exhibited by Meurs. Simpson, Maule and Co. we are informed, 
were crystaliaed in a bath of material no leBB than .ll600 in 
n.lue. We must not forget however that Mr. Perkins was 
the firat to discover the application of aniline to the process 
of dyeing. Under that able chemist, Dr. Hoffmann, he learned 
the properties of the aniline, and from him also the fact of its 
bein~ obtainable from coal tar. A valuable m888 of aniline, as 
also ita product, are to be aeen in Mr. Perkins' case in the Exhi
bition, whose mauve and purple have suggested the substitution 
of other ~enta for bi-chromate of pota.Bh; bi-chloride of mer
cury, producmg magenta; bi-bromide of tin, fuschiacine; nitric. 
acid, ozaleine; anenic acid, purple and reds; bi-oxide of lead, 
1'088ine; manganeae aalts, pinks and redL Such results, then, 
baa chemistry produced from oil of tar, and we must not forget 
that analine is but one of eleven bases obtained from that 
no.dona substance, 

Aluminium ia exhibited in bulk by Bell Brothers, of New
cutle, who also exhibit fine specimens of sodium, the novelty of 
which colllliata in its introduction into the market at an extra
ordinarily low price, placing it in the category of available 
metals. We have also a new production (of which we have 
before spoken), by Bartlett Brothers, of Camden-town, consisting 
of 1pecimen1 of silicate of alumina, produced from the union of 
ailica and alumina in an alkaline menatruum. Here we have 
10lved the grand question, with regard to the ailicatea, how shall 
they be rendered insoluble and yet applied in a liquid state. Tbi11 
discovery reveals the fact that such combination of silica with 
alumina remains in a liquid form for a certain and controllable 
length of time, and then the re-agent alumina, combines with 
tJie ailica, forming a gl88By product insoluble in hot or cold 
water, or even in dilute acids. Tbeae results are all exhibited, 
with the application of the aolotion to stone for the purposes of its 
pre1ervation, aa alao to powdered waste Rtooe, showing its power 
ol combining those materials without heat; theee manufacturers 
alao exhibit fine specimens of the ailicates and aluminatea of 
IOda and potaah. 

Oxalic acid from eawdW1t is exhibiW by Robert Dale and Co. 
Rumney has liberally prepared apecimena of the new dyea, and 
tJieir application to fabrics since 1851. All the dyes-indigo, 
lichen, madder, garancine, meurexide, are well represented b,r 
both acientific men and manufacture.n. The fine and rare chellll
cala are of course most iutereating to the profeuional man, but 
tJiere is much to admire in the collection of iodides and iodine 
])l'oducta, lithia and nickel salts. Meaars. Hopkin and Williams 
liave some exceedingly fine preparations in both chemical and 
pharmaceutical J!rodocta. Starch i1 exhibited of exceedingly fine 
quality, by the large firms so well known aa producers of thia 
article. The PharmaceutiClll Society have a splendid collection 
of druga (in a case displaying moat excellent taste); Haubury, 
Dickinson, Watts, Uaher, Holland, and Brastick are not behind
hand in the same products. Artists' colourmen of long atanding 
and renown have ahown a 1pirit of l'mulation worthy of the 
object to which they have devoted their energiea, and their com
plete 111cceaa ii apparent in the content• of their aeveral cuee, 

and the unique arrangement of their dazzling products. lrl'Far
lane and Co. exhibit a fine maaa of aryat&ll of codeine, Aid to be 
worth £200. Mr. F. 0. Ward 1howa in hie cue exp<>nenta of hia 
propoaed mode of extracting pot.uh from the mineral felapar, 
which contains a large percentage of pure alkali. Thia producl 
will never revolutioniae the aliali manufacture ao long aa the 
pre1ent sourcea hold srood, but when they fail it ii by no means a 
bad idea that the roci.a and hilla 1hall 1upply the desiderata. A 
mode of aeparatinjf woollen from vegetable fibre is alao illustrate& 
by the eame exhibitor; wool suCC11JDbing to heat aooner than cot
ton; the one is destroyed by superheated steam, whilat the other 
is manufactured into paper. The preparationa from opium are 
exceedingly fine, with other preparation• and products, revealing 
an amount of progrea of au almoat incalculable extent iD the 
interval between 1861 and the preaent time. 

Nor should we leave this claas, with its important exponmta 
of thi1 invaluable acience, without a word on the enerp and 
care displayed by the superintendent, Mr. Charles Quill, and 
hia 88Biata,nt, Mr. Thomas, who, under f{fe&t diaadvant~ 
attendant on the annexe in a structural point of view, and its 
having been a gangway for heavy good• until the latest moment, 
have reduced what at at one time appeared to be a perf.:~fi 
unmanageable m&BB, to a court of older, displaying no 
amount of taste in it.a arragement. 

LENDAL BRIDGE, YORK. 
(WitA Etlgnmfl(l1.) 

In this Journal for June last descriptions and drawinga were 
given of the bridge then being erected at York. The diluter 
which attended the placing of the larite road·girdera, and which 
caused the wh'ole of the ironwork of tlie bridge to fall into the 
river, will be in the recollectiou of our readers. The e&Ule of 
that aQCident ia even now a disputed point; the engineer waa not 
in any way responsible in the matter, as it devolved upon the 
contractors to place the girders in position. 

The complete wreck caused by this disaster; leaving only the 
abutment.a uninjured, afforded lln opportunity for the reconaide
ration of the general design of the bridf.'; and i.t waa eventually 
determined, by the Corporation of Yor , to adopt at more onia
mental dllllign. 

Under these circumatancea, Mr •. Page, C.E., wu asked to 
forniah drawings, and the reault ia the erection of the bridge 
now in progreu; illuatrationa of which accompany thil notice. 

The design conaista of a Tudor arch of cast-iron, 17 6 feet span, 
25 feet rise, shown in Plates 13 anEl where Fig. 1 repreaentl 
a half olention of the bridge: Fig. · · erae section at the 
centre: Fi . 3 a transverse section ge at O, O, on internal 
rib: and ~g. 4 a half longitudinal on of bridge, showing one 
of the internal riba, with details. The ~andrila ~filled witll 
open Gothic tracery, the principal opening!! being charged with 
1hielda bearing the arms of the aee of York. TU interior spandril1 
are filled with an iron-plate pierced to correspond in pattern with 
the external Gothic apandrilL The parapet conaiate of quatrefoil 
openings. The sprin~g-line of the new bridJze is at the ordinary 
aummer level of the nver. The 1ix longitudinal ribs are eatirely of 
cast-iron, and are 3 feet deep at the crown, increasing towarda the 
abutment& These ribs are atift'ened by croaa-be&ma varying in 
depth from 2 ft. 10 in. at the crown to 3 ft. 9 in. aa they apprOaoh 
the abutments. A bed has been cut in the brickwork for the 
reception of the skew-backs agai111t which the ribs abut; the 
akew-backs resting upon granite slabs 18 inches thick. 

A covering of corrugated plates reata upon the bottom 11.ange 
of iron-joints, placed fongitudinally upon the transverse girden; 
the corrugated J>late& for the carriage-way are f-inch thick, and 
for the footway i-inch thick. 

The carriage-way ia formed of a layer of concrete 3 inchee 
thick, conaiating of cork and bitumen, plaoed immediately upon 
the corrugated plates; upon thia ia a layer of concrete, formed of 
Portland cement and gravel; and u~u, the latter ia placed the 
pit:nite paving. The footpaths consist of a layer of concrete 6 
JDchea thick, covered with 3 inch York pavin~. 

The uninjured abutments are retained, Wlth the addition ot 
concrete backing to provide for the thrust brought upon th1111. ))y 
ihe 1ubstitution of·an arch for a girder. 

Tha estimated quantitiea for the new bridge are-
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~iron 
Wrought-iron ... 

Roadway 

. .. 
'-· °"'" Qr. 
2811 0 0 

69 1 1 

308 1 
224 15 

1 
0 

6S2 16 1 
The contract for the provilion and erection of the ~iron i~ 

£3426. The bridge is being erected under the supenntendence 
of Mr. P11ge, C.E. Meears. Hawks, Crawshaw, and Sons, of 
Gateshead, are the contractors. 

THE MIDDLE LEVEL SLUICE. 
TWUT'f years have elapsed since the low·lyillg fiat.II of the 

Middle Level have been exposed to so formidab~e an invuion 
oi their old enemy as was heralded by the bloWlllg up of. the 
great eluice on the 4th 0£ last month. Won by the slow and 
persistent effort.a of many generations from the ancient dominion 
of the watel'll, the meres and fewi, which were once the debateable 
district of the tides of the German Ocean and the rivers carrying 
the water-shed of six counties, have gradually been converted 
into some of the finest arable and grazing lands of England.• 

The partial and isolated works of the churchmen holding the 
higher lands had prior to the Reformation reclaimed cousiderable 
district& But it was reserved to the skill and enterprise of a 
Dutch engineer (Sir Cornelius Vermuyden) to devise and carry 
out, under the auspices of th~ Earls of Bed~ord, a comprehe!1sive 
1eheme for draining the entll'8 level Thl8 work, successively 
e11oourapl by James I. and Charles l, and interrupted by local 
prejudice and diacontent (fomented at the outbreak of the G~t 
Civil War) was completed under the Commonwealth. The IIll\lU 

featu.re of the plan w~ the cutting a strai~ht drain (the Old Bed
ford River) from Ear1th to Denver, carry1J1g the waters of both 
Ouzes the Cam, and three other rivers, towards Lynn Harbour, 
and di~ng them at Denver through a eelf-actiug sluice con
structed to e.xclude the flood tide. Much however yet remained, 
to be done before the whole of the district could be effectually 
reclaimed Md secured from the occasional floods of the inland 
wat.era foi: which I.he outfall provided was inadequate, and which 
had tp' be in great measure kept under by pmnpmg by -:vind!DilL 

Subsequently it was found that Lynn Harbour w~ bemgsiltec\ 
up which was attributed to the stoppage of the tidal water by 
ne'nver .Slui~; 'and in the midst of oout.entions on this subject 
Denvu sluice blew up in 1713, and was not again constructed 
until 1748-50. 

The couflict of local interests appeara to have afterwards so in
terfered with the proper conduct and maintenance of the drainage, 
that when the ll\te Mr. Rennie was called in, about fifty yeara ago, 
some districts of the Fens were fast relapsing into their old condi
tion. Mr. Rennie's plan was a grand nnd simple one. He devised 
a eyatem ofwtercepting catch-11·at.er drains to carry off the upland 
waters, and straight cuts for the outfall or those of the bottom 
level. But only one part of the scheme wu then ~opted, viz., 
the Construction (commenced in 1817) of the Eau Brink Cut, by 
which the outfall of the Ouze near 1'Ynn was shortened by two 
miles and an e.1.tra fall of not le88 than five and a half feet during 
the ~b':> con!leCJuently obtained at St. German's. Thus the dis
chl\rge of the inland waters of \be Middle and South levels wu 
(or the first time effected with anything like adequacy. Notihing 
further WM done for twenty yeal'll, when the diB&Btrous 1loods of 
1841 again oompelled immediate action. Mr. Walker was con
sulted and a portion of his scheme carried out. This consisted 
in the' construction of the Middle LeYel Drain (or W"1ker's Cut), 
by which the watera llowing successively through the channel o( 
the Old Nene above Ramsey Mere, the Forty Foot Cut to Chat
teris ·and 'the Sixteen Foot Cut towards Well Creek, were carried 
direcl i!Uo .the Ouze. They were discharged into this stream at 
St. German's (about three miles above Lynn) by the Mid?le 
Leve) Sluice, which has so raoently been destroyed, and which 
WU CODStrncted in 1847. 

Ttiis sluice was built in three arches, ~h of 20 feet span, with 
self-acting tiJal valves of oak. • The masonry wu sube;tantial, 
and .the wing walls of ample size. The whole was u!Um&tely 

• Tb- who wloh to .iudy \be lotereo\lng hletory of the Oren LeYel may refO!' to' 
Well'• • Biolory of 'be lledlord Left!.'. Elalobb'• 'BWmtcal .leooaD\ of tJae 6rea& 
Lent of the l'e~· llllderladd1 • ijlaloq of Kilti'• LJ'Dll'; ud Slllilel' 'LIYll 111 \lie 
.IDglllffl"I.. 

supported OU piling driYen deep, the oil! O( the a}uioe being ftxed 
at 6 (eet below ibe low-water mark at "Free Bridge," toallowfor 
the ll!'adual deepening of the bed of the Ourie. 

B'.Ow far the preeent miafortune i11 attribGtable to the tm.cherout1 
natnre of the bottom, how far to the lowering of the bed of the 
Ouze, or whether it ma;,: lo any dtigree ~ave ~n accelerated 1?Y 
the deepening or the Middle !Alvel Dram, which was etf'ected Ill 

1867, it would be perhaps premature to inqnire. Several leading 
engineers hl\ve visited the 1pot, BOme of whom have been con~ 
suited· and it cannot be doubted that a matter BO lull of interest 
and i~struction in this important department of prof-ional 
ecienoe will be fully and competently discuased. A gap, at firs\ 
1ight trifling, inside the eaBtern bank oC the drain, which waa 
soon made good with clay, was (ollowed in .a few weeks by a 
settlement of the whole bank. Great Hert.ions were made to 
atop \he leak which ensued; but, notwithst.Anding alt that could 
be doue, the backing of the aouth-eastern wing was 11&pped ; and 
at about 10 P.M. on Sunday, 4th of May, the eastern wings and 
the two adjacent archee suddenly (ell over, allowing the tide in 
the Ouze (which bad then from 10 to 15 feet head) to rush OYer 
the ruins into the Middle Level Drain. Fortunately this occurred 
at neap tides, or the flood might have overflowed the banks of 
the drain and laid the levels under water witbont the inhabitant.a 
havint{ any warning or time to aave their propei:t>:. The danger 
more immediately to be apprehended was the giTing way of th& 
banks of the drain under the great preesure of the tidal stream 
rushing in through a gap, which had increued on the Monday to 
a width of 120 feet, with a depth of 20 feet, and meeting the 
inland waters. 

An attempt was made to dam the outCall &t a point higher 
up the stream by means of bags of clay, BOme clay being even 
used without bags, and of course wsehed away immediately, aud 
aome sunk in lighters, of which the fate may be readily guessed. 
This work, after going on for l\bout a week, was abandoned, and 
all vestigee of the dam went to sea. • • • 

On the morning of Monday the 12th of May, the runng tide 
effeoted a breach iu the west bank of the drain. Thia wa11 promptly 
made good by piling sacks of earth, with clay between. 

At the same time a second breach occurred, also in the west 
Lank and about a mile higher up. It is deeply to be regretted 
that 'this was neglected, and nothing attempted in the way of 
stemming the tide, which flowed in" torrent down the bank, and· 
laid the adj!\Cent country under water. The breach incre&lled 
with each returniD" tide; l\Dd on Wednesday, the 14th, measured 
upwards of 70 ya;:J's in len~th ; and Marshland Fen, Broad Fen, 
and parts of the neighbourmg fens, comprising eeveral thoDll&Ild 
acres were already drowned by the·aalt water. 
Th~ at.tempt to form an earth dam hl\vlng been (or the time 

abandoned it was decided to pile on both aides of St. Mary's 
Bridge (a~ut half a mile above the junction with the Ouae); 
takin" advantl\g8 of the bridge as a platform for placing the P.ile 
engin~ an<l tilling in the SJ>"ce between the two rows of piles, 
so as to' form a dam as thick as the bridge was broad. 

This very feasible plan appears to have failed mainly through the 
want of a sufficient numbttr of pile engines to carry forward the 
work with the necessary deepatch. Mr. James W alker'a remarks on 
this matter at the Court of Sewera at Lynn (reported in a well
informed local paper•) were so practical, and so fully borne out by 
the event, that we quote them. 

"Mr.JAB. W ALKKB said that haviDg had a little e:r:perienoe at that eort 
of work he sa.w that they had been working from laat Sunday week (4th 
May) ~til now (14th id.) at one dam. They had now abandoned t.hat 
dam and i£ had all gone to -; and being down at the work yeeterday, 
he sa.w they had four pile e~ee to drive Uieae pilee. Instead of thoee 
four they wanted twenty or tbir\y. If pile enginee had been eet 1111 dlick 
1111 they could be upon that bridge, each engine driving a pile an how,' 
would not have mare than five pilea to drive to eomplete $bU dam. 
~ would have done llOUl;8'1iing· But everybody ~ \bat • you 
began to ourta.il the water 1t went ~ llharply; and waih $beee f~ 
enginee (and if doubled to eight or ten at would have the ame eil'ect.,) n 
would scour down; and before ~morrow night that ~ wonld be .ia 
the river with the other. Nothing on earth could atop i\ Out ~- J! 
they wished to stop it they had better leave theee engines standing al.ill 
(becauae every pile they drove would do damage), and get twenty or 
~ enginet1 before they etruck one blow. In five ho1lnl then the dam 

Mr.1H:~ed w~ that bridge would dlmd the thumping ol 
twelve of th<Me enginN M die ll&ID8 time. 

• 'The L:ma Ad..nller.' 
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Hr. W ALUll aai.d it would. 
Mr. J4CJt80N was afraid they oould hardly work together. The •pace 

WM llO confined. . 
Mr. W .u.&EB a&id he had gone on it, and meMured it with hia eye. 

He would put the engine8 aa tliick aa they could •t&Dd. r.nd have \be 
whole working together, and the bridge underneath filled with bagB of 
clay. He wuuld be bound it would then et.and • 16 feet tide on one side. 
There might be llOme BO&kage, but that would be trifilng. 'l'h617 waa no 
o\her way than that in which it could possibly be done. Throwmgearth 
in and sinking boatll was like nothing. Piling waii the only thing, and 
&be bridge waa the platform for it." · 

On the folllfwing morning (15th May) the piling at St. Mary's 
Briel~ waa carried away as predicted, aud with it the pile
engiuea, and the platform of the bridge iteelf. Northerly winds 
had camed a high 6ood-tide (although some tides piuit the springs); 
and the drifting of a barge which had broken loose against the 
outer (or down-stream) row of piles uccaaioned the complete 
destruction of the whole. 

The efforts to form a barrier a.ginat the tide were, however, 
not relaxed. The Commiaaiouers of the Middle Level Drainage 
gave Mr. Hawkshaw full authority for carrying out the necessary 
work>1. And although at first some time appears to have been 
unavoidably consumed in collecting a proper staff' and suitable 
ruaterials, that gentleman reported to the Commissioners on the 
20th May that everything that human agency could do in the 
matt.er waa being doue. The original earth-dam was being pushed 
forward a.s fast as possible, having due regard to its security; and 
to guard against the coutingencr. of its failure a cofferdam was 
being conatructe<l below St. M.ary a Brid~. It is to be hoped that 
these preparations will prove effectual m stemming the coming 
spring tides, so as to avert the danger of a more extensive inun
dation from the -, and enable the making up of the great gap 
in the west bank of the drain to be undertaken with a reasonable 
prospect of succeSll. 

At the same time it is impOB1ible to forget that when the tide 
ahall have beeu successfully excluded, the principal work will yet 
remain to be undertaken. Such an emergency as the present 
allows barely time for the construction of a "dead" dam, which 
will of course keep in the inland waters as effectually as it keeps 
out the flood tide. There will oonsequeutly be a stoppage 0£ the 
drainage of 150,000 acres in the Middle Level until the recon
struction ofa tidal sluice for the outfall, or the provision ofanffi
cient engine-power to throw out the water. At such a juncture, 
the benefit of a catch-water system would have proved incal
culable; as the upland drainage, being intercepted, might 
bave been discharged by a separate out.let, instead of swelling 
the Wl\88 of waters behind the dam. There can be little doubt 
thAt Mr. Rennie'11 plan, if carried out in its integrity, would 
have afforded the best safeguard against the dangers that now 
threaten the district. The construction of the Middle Level 
Drain effected a· marked improvement in the drainage, and 
most of the pumping en~nea were accordingly removed. But 
the security since entertained baa after all proved deceptive, on 
account of the mair.. drainage of the entire district depen<liug 
on I\ single or1tlet. 

Prot«:tion of Inventio118 al the International Ezhibition 1862.
An act of Parliament has been recently pai!llOO for the protectioq 
of inventiirns and designs exhibited at the International Exhibition 
1862, to be k11own as" The Protection of Inventiom and Duign& 
Amem/m.mt Act, 1862," by which it is enacted that "the exhibi
tion of any new invention at the said International Exhibition 
shall not, nor shall the publication, during the period of the 
holding of sncb exhibition, of any description of such invention, 
nor aha:! the user of such invention, under the direction of the 
ea.id coi.nmissionere, prejudice the ~t of any penon to register 
provisionally such invention, or invalidate any letters patent that 
may be granted for such invention." It i11 further provided for 
the protecti'on of designs that " the exhibition at the International 
Exhibition of any new design capable of being registered provi
aionall;y nnder the Designs Act, l 850, or of any article to which 
nch design is applied, shall not, nor r.hall the pnblica.tion during 
tbe P'Jiod of the holding of auch Exhibition of any description of 
such design, prejudice the right of any person to regiister provi
aioD&llv or otherwise such design, or invalidate any provisional 
or oth~r registration that may be granted for such design." . 

7'/tl Cltapt• HflfUI, Wuemin.rter.Abbeg.-We ar.e glML~ be a?le 
to state that effort is about to be made for the purpoae of ~stor10g 
the ancient Chapter Honse at Weetminater. An influen~al. mee~ 
ing, couvened by the Dean and Chapter, was held within the 
building on the 24th ult., Lord A.sbbnrton pre11iding. Mr. ~· 
G. Scott pointed out the features of the building. He 11111d 
that he fouiid the building had been finiahed in the year 
1263. At that period this was the finest 1P'Cime11 of octagonal 
chapter-houses. That of Lincoln was as large, but not so good ; 
that of Saliabnry built twenty yean later. Its eize was the ~e 
as thoae of Lincoln and Salisbury. The windows were of stained 
glaaa, and the roof vaulted, with a central column of. Pur~k 
marble still remaining. He bad occupied &everal ~ontb~ m ~g 
out the whole of the building, and from that innat~on he 
thought it p088ible to restore every portion of the design with the 
mostperfectcertainty. The only window which bad been thoroughly 
destroyed was that over the doorway, which must have been of a 
different design. The decorations with which the walls h~d '?een 
covered were in the moat beautiful style of art. The pal~tinge 
were not quite coeval with the builJing, being painted 1D the 
beginning of the fourteenth century-half n century later than 
the building itself. There waa nothing in this country equal to 
those that remained, and they were nearly, if not fully, aa fine as 
the Italian paintings of the same period. The first represented 
Our Lord, as if after the crncifixion, surrounded by angels. The 
side compartments were entirely composed of groups Of angels, 
there being one large figure in each group, on the feathers. of 
whose wings were inscribed the principal virtues. Thoae happily 
remained perfect. The fl<Jor presented the very finest specimen 
of encaustic tiles. The exact sectione 0£ the ribs of the vaulte 
were diacoverable, so that the whole of the structure and the.size 
of the windows were a matter of certainty, and, though ?1 a 
mutilated form, there were all the paintings and deoorati~na. 
The following resolutions were paBBed :-"That this mi:et~g 
views with regret the ruinous condition of a building so nob in 
historical interest and in architectural beauty as the Chap~r
house at Westminster." "That this meeting is impresaec! with 
the desirableness of bringing the question of the restorat!oo of 
the Chapter-house under the consideration of Her Majesty's 
Government." A c<Jmmittee consisting of the Duke of Bnccleuch, 
Lord Ashburton, Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, Bishop of Oxford, 
Lord Taunton, Lord Stanhope, Mr. Monckton Milnee, M.P., 
Mr. Akroyd, Mr. Dasent, Mr. Tite, M.P., Mr. Reeve, Mr. Beres
ford Hope, Mr. Cochrane, M.P., Mr. Sala, and the Dean oC 
Westminster, was then appointed "to wait upon t.he Chuioellor 
of the Exchequer, and otherwise to promote the object of the 
meeting." 

Drainage and PatJing of Oduaa.-Mr. George Furness, the 
contractor for the great outfall work.a at Plai.itow in connection 
with the Metropolitan Railway, has contracted to pave and 
drain Odessa. The cost ia estimated at .£800,000. The contract 
was negotiated by Mr . .Bayliss, C.E. 

Single Shaft Collitriu.-A return to the House 0£ Common• 
recently published contains copies of the rephes of the inspectors 
of mines to a circular letter, add~ to them by the Home 
SecrAt.ary, on the subject of shafts. The reply of Mr. Dickinson, 
dRted from Manchester, on the 28th of Fe\roary last, embraces 
information respecting the 11ingle or bratticed shafts at sev~teen 
collieries and mines in the Manchester district. In point of 
numbers, the single-ahaf't collieries form a small percentage of 
the whole. There are at work in this district 348 pumping and 
winding shafts, 6 entrances by engine planes, 66 entranoea by 
levels, 198 air and ladder pits, and 46 shafts which are being 
sank, making a total of 664 openings from the suriaca •' preeeot 
in use. Deducting from these the 16 single or brattice<i >1hat\e, 
and the 46 sinking abaft.a, making 62 ~ether, there remain 602 
entrances which are not aiugle or bratt1ced. The production of 
coal in the district is at the rate of 6,379,600 tons per annum, of 
which 6,280,500 tons are steam and house coal, a11d 99,000 tons 
cannel coal. Of this total quantity about 240,000 tone per ann11m. 
are raised from the single or bratticed shaft& Mr. Dickinson 
stated his opinion that it must be enacted, first, that every coal 
and iron-stone working should in future be provided with proper 
means of egresa for persona, by two distinct ahafts or outlets, 
separated from each other by a aecnre division of natural strata; 
aeoondly, that in caae of any working previoualy in operat.lotl. 
which was not ao provided with two diftinct outlets, the work
ing might be continued, provided the meana were being oanied 
on with dne ~ to make the JleCODd ou~; thirdly, tbat 
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for the purpoee of exploring or proving ground, or connecting 
two or more diatinct means or egreas, or working a small tract of 
coal or ironstone, a single or bratticed entrance might. be ueed, 
provided that not more than ten persona should be allowed to be 
below grouud at the same time; and, fourthly, that after the 
31at December, 1862, every winding pit. or shaft, worked by 
steam or water-power, should be provided with a proper aelf
acting fenee at the top. 

CLA88lFDl1D LIST OJ' PA.TlllNTS SlllA.LED IN KAY 1882. 

1918 Tlllmlu, L-ImproYed wrvaabt-lroa onhlanoo-Ncmnnber !lO 
'908 Brooman, :a. .l.-l'lre-anm, l>reech load.Ina (oom.)-No•ember 9 
STIO I.ave, J. B.-Al'lllOIU' platee for •-la-lfonmber 6 
S88' Bay, W. J'.-Improreme11t 111 ooaUng ahlpo, acc.-NOTI!lllber lll 
tT98 Jlaml8ll, W.-Ilispronm811t la ooa1lnlct.laa of boa-Nonmber 8 
11896 Bopn. H.D.-Improved cable nopper-Nonmber 18 

tTT8 BaJeo, C. J'.-lmpro•ed appara&u for paeratllli-.n-No•ember 6 
llTT8 Broom&11, R.&.-lmpl'l>Ted appara&u for p11erauag a&e11111-(oom.)-Nonmber 6 
tT9' WWW..-, A. W.-liuproYemeat 111 ~am bollen-N11nmber T 
U09 A&blll, W. L. and W.-lmpronmeak lll 111perbeatlna-.n-»-mber 21 
ING B8111J, IV.-lmproTelll8llt lll iReam-eujZlllea-(oom.)-.Nonmber 12 
*979 Studteld, J.-8team pemon-Nonmber tT 
t'IT1 wu ... :a.-steam baalmem-NOTember 6 
t888 8'81ran, D.-HydraaJlc-.n ooUo11 p--Nonmber H 
llHI :Newton, W. E.-Bo&ary eqtne-(oom.)-NOTember II 
ST97 Schwan., T. -&Ir eagiilea-November T 
HTO Nntoa, W. B.- Obtt.iJlln& power from uplmin oompo1111dl-(oom.)-Dec. 81 

216 Bidder, 0. J. N, D.-Ballny caniaaee-January 28, 1881 
1817 l'llller, J.-Balln7 lign&i-NOTember V 
am Vlcbn, I. E.-Balln1 encllle whe la-Deoetaber 24 
ll8l8 DITldloa, J'.-Ballny 0>111malllcUor1-Nonmber Ill 
mT Blrkbeok, O. B.-Ball-y bralr:-, &a. (oom.)-Deoember lf 
8000 Bawu, J. N.-Ball ... y wbeela-NOTember 28 

MO Nn1oa, W. B.-Ballny uJe boxee (oom.)-January llll, 188ll 

111 ED!Pt. J. A.-Perma11111t ny (oom.)-J'anuary 11, lllft 

tsn Jamsw, A. Jl'.-Looomotlvea for oommon road&-Nonmber llll 
21111 Oona, D.-l'lleamallc railway or tubel-:Nonmber 8 
Ula De Clleroq, B..-~ for aupplylllg Waler loo bollen-!liOTember 22 
.S 1'rodall, II. 0.- nmaJ.-.SoTember 18 

t888 Ooodall, J'. C.-Hachlllery for foldlllg eaHlopea-Nonmber 16 
29'6 Jobuoa, J. B.-Toothed wheela (oom.)-NOTember U 
80211 Bamnro, J.-Drum1 and PaW-December I 
aUt lfn1oa, A. v.-HoWIDQ: apparatus (oom.)-Deoember n 
689 :taw.m, w. B. ud JI'. C. W:-Paper culUDg machllle-March 12, 1862 
88' La&ham, W. H. and JI' C. W. -Ticket namberlll& machllle-March IS, 1862 

281' :McNalr, :B..-C&alllp for ditching machlll-Nooember 8 
2868 Wllloas, J.-Sewlng machlnol (oora.)-.No•ember ll6 
llSITO Bellen, W.-8ewlug machlllea (oom.)-No•ember 26 
8159 Balle1J W. B.-8eirlq lll&clilllee (oom.)-December 81 
9888 Eae, .-W~g machlll-NOTember 18 
8t9 Loft, J. T.-Mac.lllue?y for conrllla wire .tc.-:March 211, 188ll 

2981 Dumatchay, JI'. Jl'.-Craahlng machille--NOTember :I'/ 

18Ia Slmpocm, 0.-Boriag~parataa for mlDIDa .tc.-NOTember 9 
2902 Hemingway, J.-W ooal mllleo-Nonmber 19 
29TT Dmml.thorp,_9. E.-W ooel mlllea-.No•ember 28 
2976 Jl'tnll, w. -working ooal mla-l'io•ember se 
18T6 NII.OD, J'.-Veat.llaWlg mlllea-NOTember 16 
llT8T Prinoe, .A.-J'al'll&Ce for line Orea (com)-No•ember 8 
ST6 Dlelme, JI'. W .-ManufMture of 11Dc, and fnrnaoe for dlUo-Jl'ebrnary 1, 1862 
BOii Smllh, E. P.-Jolanafadure of co•e-,ebru&r)' 6. 1862 

28'6 Bmry, M.-CompotlUoa for mallng Iron and oleel (oom.)-No•ember l:l. 
28llT 81e1rart, D. 0.-Wanufac:lure of cut-iron plpea-November 11 
nn Jlewtoa, W, B.-Boring appara&ua (oom.)-Deoember at 
ST68 J'amnr, A. Jl'.-Steam culUnton-November 2 
ll884 Olboon, H.-Mowlllg Machla-No•ember 16 
S86' Procl.er T.-8traw otacke,.._No• mber 18 
fT6 Boaafletd, O. T.-Bay eleuloor -(oom.)-l'ebruary ti!, 1862 

989 Nn1oa, A.V.-Howlllgmaohlneo ·November 2T 
2891 Brooman, B.. A. -B.eaplDg machln-(com.)-lllo•ember 18 
6H Be1151DaD, W.-Steam ploagh1-March 6 

tN8 Bray, W.-&lfl'lcuUural looomotlvea-Nonmber 28 
BT llurpm, w.-B.eaplaa machlll-NOTember 26 

!198 Olbloa, B. O.-&pparat111 for dt,""~:-1"· hope, l:c.-'.com.)-No•ember Ii 
2980 Jolwoa, J. H.-.lppara&u far cl grain, bo"po, k.-(oom.)-No•embt-r ~S 

ll818 Jlagae, 8.-Manufacture of hoea. ad-, .. c.-No•ember 8 
687 Keadall, J. B.-Bone lhoea-llarch I, 1882 

!!788 8peDCeT, T.-Bll1hellware plpea-November 2 

28IO Sbedlocltil J. J.-Ou m.ten-NOTember 11 
671 Bowen, .-Ou met.en-March I, 186! 
TIT Clarlr, W.-Water-met.ero-March IT, 1882 

284T Kemp, E. C.-G.,..ft"1Dp, gl-, .tc.-Nooember 18 

aGT8 Varley, C. J'.-Bledrlc telegrapho-December 9 
7991 Clark, W .-Electric leleir&pbs-(oom.)-Nonmber 2T 

:mi lllalnt. J.-PreJ>&rinl ooUoa-NOTember 1 
~TBT Jl're~1-~.--Splnllillg machlllea-1\ovember I 
2T92 W&llllSl9J, J.-Loome fOI' we&Tlag-NOTember T 

n ~anball, J. 0.-Prepantloa of hx &lid bemP-J&111WJ' 11. 18e2 
mT F<\Chney, B..-Splulng macblllee-No .. 1111ber 6 
~8 Hodgtllloon, J.-Prepaiing ooUoD for 1pbmiDg-NOTember 13 
~ LJ'&D W.-lUcblllery ftJr prepuinr lla.r-J'ebf1W"1 II, l86t 

2809 B:rnie. J' • ..J!oiWil111 maabl--lf-i.r 8 · 
t8U COIJIDpood. T. B..i.d Bau..ranb, A.-8'Phminlr lllACblD.-lCOT-ber IS 
288t Chamlien, J.B. L W. &lid Cbamhen, J'.-JAomo &-TIDc-Nonmber 11 
ll89f l'anoa, I'. C.-Appara&aa for blllliDt l'abrlm-(oom.)-NOT. 18 

T6I Toagae, w .-l'lepuiaa fill and olher ma&eriale-Maldl 18, 18Q 
2980 Ca!Tm, • • ..l.- Cardllla maclibi&-:NOTember IT 
IOIT S&ead, L-11pillllillg ~»-ber ' 
886 !rm~ .. 0.---0oUoli ~~ucll 18, 1881 

2966 .........., J .-spbmiDg • NOTember 16 
ll996 Bo ... n, W.--8cutcb.lna macblllea-NoTember H 
1181 JlourDe, L-Cotlooll pa-(oom.)-Dec. 19 

111 HanbalJ, J'. o.-ProdllClllc lbre ma - fabric:a-J'uuary u 
m1 Bait, w.-Huatadure of Jaoe-NOTember 6 
1779 .Bowra, E.-Huufacture of eJ..ic l'abrb-Ncmmaber 6 
IT~ Hancock, 1.-llanafacture of looped l'abrlm-Nonmber 7 
i899 .N1mdella, A. J.-Manutacture of looped l'abrt,.-.No•ember 18 
WI Crosby, C. 0.-Manafac&ve of poiDted trimmlllp-!lonmber 11 
882 WU.., J.-H~ plaldl, .tc.-.llarcll ll6, IHI 

ST28 Baaano, E. D., Bnidenne, A.-Hmmfactare of~ 80 
~TH WU.., J. C.-Manufacture ofnpr-.SoTelllber ll 
ll8« DllVal, I. I'. and Beaudlt, L. A.-Ne• p~ oftann1111-:KOTember 12 
8HT Beaalleu, E. C.-DlaUIUDa oplrlla &c.-Deoember 11 
8lfll Beaallell, E. C. B. D.-:B.nradla& &Gld dlll\ fnllll aurtreroa. l&lldl-Dec. U 
!1801 Burow, l.-aJanlll'IMMre of Beuole, aapUia, napUiallDe, .tc.-:->OTemlier T 
ll819 Brooawi, R. .A.-OblaiDID& albllne phoopba&ea \ODm.)-Ncnember 9 
68T scaadea, B.-mlllallllr man....._March &, 188ll 

llBH Richard, J. P.-A.1'1fclal fnel-NOTelllber 16 
8116 Valeatlll, w. 0.--0>k!Dt ooal-l'ebnw)" IS. 1881 

llllOl Bmllh, I. and H.-Brewlllc-November 19 
2901 Bed wood, I.-Huufacture of ltal'cb-Ncmmaber 19 
ll881 Bird, H.-BoWee for bold.Inc poiloua-NOTember 18 
·68S Banulag. B.-,atl·friotloo 11'1U9-March 8, 1881 
2719 8cbrod6f, I'. B.-Impronmeaw 111 naporat1na-111cm1111ber 8 
IT88 Ort.II, B.-.AD lm:rrond -.p--N-ber 6 

66 Tatum.z. J. H. an Williama; w. J'. -Manafaclure of caadlll-Juuary 9, 1882 
ll91T Pala, 1'.-Tr.t1111 tauy &lid oily ma"41rs-~o•ember :io 

86 Pochlll, B. D.-JIOeln, IOllp, and .i.-January f. lllft 
ll9St Conn, P.-Huafadare of &lllmal cbai:ooal-Nonmber :II 
299~ B111rJ, H.-llhllul'actureoflOllp (oom.)-Nonmber IT 
81 Ill MeDllOlll, M. A. Jl'.-Huul'acture of t111pr (oom.)-»-ber 12 
ll9ff Weema, J.-Platlng meala-NOTember ll8 
Tn A•erJ, J.-PartfJilll ooal (oom.)-lllarch 16, lllft 

IOOt llpenoe P.-l'reakn111t or- 'llilh llllpburic acld-NOTember 28 
HIT NewWD, W. E.-Huafamlre oft111pr (oom.)-»-lllber 80 

2TTO Wealoa, W. T.-8Prllla or door fadeaer-NOTember f 
1882 Cuter, A. E. - Screw Oocb-No•ember 18 
8000 Pitt, B.-roeb or Tal•-:Konmber t9 
ll8a9 W~H.-1'aill and llOl'9n-Nonmber 1' 

UT J J. B~moothlng lrona (oom.)-February ll, lllft 
40ll ATV)', .-Manufacture of...U., 1cnnn, and rinla-February 16, 1!62 
609 Imray, J.-Hlllgea-J'ebruary ll6, 1881 

2968 Barcoart. B..-K.11obo &lid door haadl-Ncmnnber 18 
UT Jl'aaae, J.-Bydraallc l.lftlllg Jacb-l!'ebnw)" tT, 116t 

lllll6 Croxford, J. C.- Door tanealnp-NOTember 20 
&« 01'9811ny, W.-Door ~March ST, 1862 

808 :NewWD, W. B.-Imprvvem111t 111 llll&llafaclure of pulp for paper (cem.)-
llarch 6, 1882. 

llll60 De W7lde, Jl'.-Impnmmeat 111 paper maklDc machlllet'J'-Nonmber 21 

618 Bnmad, :&. o.-l'luofol1ell-Jl'ebruar)' 28, 188ll 
ll88T Wanoa, a. T.-Planofortee--NOTemher 18 
8026 Aadenau, R.-Pluolone -

2762 Broob, J. 8.-'Brao9-NOTember 2 
2769 O.bonte, 8.-Booped llrlrW-No•ember 2 
t08 Carpenter, 11.A.--Crinollne-J'anuary n, 1862 

'l86T WU.OU, C. E.-u article of wearing apparel for ladlea-Nonmber 13 
29S6 Cole, 8., Da•enport, T. W.-Campoa!Uoo for batlOll1, .,c-No .. mber 27 
29U Jell, J. H.-CoD.an1.cuffa, troau, lto.-.Nonmber SI 
28TO Beath, R.-UmlftllM and paruola-NOTember lf 

2990 Clarb, W.-FaAenlDCI of paneo, baas. .tc.-(oom.)-NoT1mber 21' 
S909 Bchloto, J.-Poucbea-lfo•ember 19 

3008 Carle, I. H. C. J.-llllllanl llOOl'e-Nonmber llll 
297! ~leTella, C.-Manutaciure of lnlr-(oom.)-N.ivember 26 

2880 Brooman, R. A.-PhoWcraphlc albamo-(com.)-Nonmber 18 
8080 MeaDODo, M . .&. l'.-llllcroeooptc photographl-(oom.)-»-'llbf'l 9 
mt Polybll.Dlr, 0. H.-New method for p,_,mng pbolccraphlc prlnt5, &:e~-No•. !1 

2962 Hulord, J. B.-Bardealng plaaer • .tc.-No•ember 26 · 
l!llD Pe)'looll, E.-ManutMMre of bedoteadl-l'o•ember liO 

8»6 WhlUleld, S. B.-Manafactare of be •neada-Jl'ebnlarJ 1', 188:1 
2918 Peytou, E.-lluufacture ofbed11eada-No•ember :tl 
28211O'llellly.11'.-T.Uon' work-benchea-No•. 9 

29i8 BayllM, w. P.-Apparatlll for enlllglllahing llreo.-No•ember 20 
8186 Ne•lon, A. V.-Ji'fre eocape-(com.)-December 18 
2961 Clam, 0.-Jl'lre eocape-Ho•ember 26 
2886 Be1lia, R.-lmprOTed mMbod of laylng wood ftooro-NOTember l~ 
2859 Colley, Jl'.-81ock for broom&-November 18 

2891 Rawld1111J.-B~' blle-NOTember 18 
180 Hewitt, w. Relu boldero-Jl'ebraary 11 

2886 D'Bltan911e, E.-Dental lllltrumeat-~o•ember 16 
80214 Newton, W. B.-lmprOTement lu artificial teeth-December S 
28T8 JobDIOD, J. H.-8urgical baa<l..-(oom.)-November 28 
2866 Friclrer, H. B..-Impl'l>Temeul 111 cleaallng oewen, &c. - No•ember IS 
28T6 llpratl, J.-l1apronm111t 111 preparation of food for &Di1Dalo-No•e1nber JJ 
810 Beary, M.-Farnace for Iron ore-(oom.)-Aprtl I, 188i 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Pir Joa• Jl.asin.-1 letter did DOl reacll ua 111 lime for JHI~ in t lie prtmat 

.umher; bu\ will apptar Dex\ lllODUI. · 
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CARVING FROM THE NEW MUSEUM, OXFORD. 
(With Engrat1ing1.) 

Tax accompanying illustrations exhibit several capitals and 
corbels selected from those which support the arches of the 
cloisters inclosing the glazed central court of the New Museum 
at Oxford. A want ha.cl been long felt in the University of 
Oxford for a buildini;( to contain science schools, laboratories, 
theatres, and accommodation for the Ashmoleiin mu~eum, the 
geological and minera.logical collections, the apparatus of the 
Reader in Experimental Philosophy, and other objects which 
had been very inadequately housed. The result of the effort 
made to meet this want was the erection of the New Oxford 
Museum, 1mder the superintendence of the late Benjamin Wood
ward, of the firm of Sir J. Deane and Woodward, of Dublin, 
architects of the Dublin Museum. The opportunity was taken 
advantage of to attempt the introduction of a then novel style of 
architecture-the Lombardo-Gothic-into this country. The 
attempt was nobly carried out and highly succeS>1fol, and not 
only has the style become popular, but the example has been 
largely copied in one at least of our grea.t provincial builc.lings. 
The carvings before us are interesting not only ou account of 
their beauty, but from the fact that in them we have the native 
production of the highly-skilled artisan, who, working almost 
rndependently of the architect, has produced from hiR own love 
of nature, works which in some respects will bea.1· comparidon 
with the fiuest medireval carvings similarly derived, and in no 
way l\re inferior, except in the couventioualisiug character which 
results from a severely restrained course of study bound to 
the development of architectonic sculpture, rather than what we 
are accustomed to style sculpture ptr se. It is imperative in nil 
perftlCt work, as we see not alone in the Gothic, but the Grecian 
and even the coarser Roman schools, that decoratiou should not 
be imitative, but, having a functional purpose as connected with 
the architecture, that it should partake of the character of that 
art which is abstr1J,ctec.l from and represeutative of principles, 
rather than direct ancl positive in the reproduction of forms. A 
large number of these carvings are now completed. They are 
the work of a family of lrish descent named O'Shea, and of 
Edward Whelan, their relative. lf modern buildings are to 
be decorntec.l on sound principles and with perfect beauty, the 
carvers must be obtained from among such able artisans as love 
their work well enough to c.levote their mental energies to it, 
and who scorn copying the template or the pattern of the 
decorator. 

FRENCH ENGINEERING AND BUILDING IN THE 
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862. 

To an engineer or an architect the collection in Class 10, exhi
bited in the French Court, will be one of the most icteresting 
portions of the International collection: it comprises a certain 
amount of building materials aud contrivances, though in this 
department i' is perhaps inferior to what might have been 
expected, but it makes up for any deficiency in this respect by a 
superb collection of models, plans, and photographs of the most 
interesting engineering works in France, C<'llected by the efforts 
of the Minister of Agriculture, Commerce, and Public Works, 
and iudeed for the most part exhibited by the ~o,·ernruent. 

A descriptive catalogue has been prepared for this collection, 
and contliins admirable condensed accounts of the works illus
trated by the objects in the Exhibition. Some of these accounts 
we may lay before our readers on a future occasion; and inc.leed 
\hey are all so well drawn up, and the subjects of them are all so 
worthy of notice, that in selecting one or two for mention we 
moat do 80 almost at random, preferring, perhaps, some of the 
1818 prominent objects, as being those which a visitor might be 
more likely to overlook. 

w a compartment looking on to the nave the models in question 
are arranged, the most conspicuous objects being two models
one of large size-of catadioptric apparatus for lighthouses, which 
may serve to indicate the locality of the collection. There are 
ten sections in the catalogue, and appropriated as follows :-roads 
and bridges, hydraulic works (irrigation), river works, canals, 
marine works (breakwaters, ·docks, &c.), lighthouses, railway 
works, mines, works connected with the city of Paris, and miscel
laneous articles. Under the last head, miscellaneous, we may 
notice easing the centres of bridges by weans of sand, which has 

the merit of extreme simplicity and certainty, and of doing the 
work at much less expende than where large screwd are employed, 
and much more steadily and evenly than when wedges are used. 
The sand is placed in small open wrought-iron cylinders-the 
putting together of which is, by the bye, worth looking at, on 
account of itd simplicity--of about a foot diameter and the same 
hei~ht. Each of these cylinc.lers has four lateral openings, each 
of t of an iuch iu diameter, 1 inch from its base, which are 
secured by wooden plugs. The cyliudt!rs, being tilled about l of 
their height with sand, are placed on solid timber bearings, and 
cylindrical uprights of wood, which fit loosely into them, carry 
the whole supertilructure of the centre. 

Shoulc.l it be anticipated that the centres thus supported will 
have to remain up a long time, the joint between each cylinder 
and the upright timber resting on the sand within it, is protected 
by a rendering of cement to keep the sand dry. 

Whenever the centres have to be eased the stoppers are with
drawn, and the sand is allowed to flow out through the orifices, 
or, if caked, it1 releasec.l by a hook auc.l by tapping the side of the 
cylintler; the flow (the orifice being kept clear) is uniform, and 
the descent of the centres is equally uniform and gradual, and 
perfectly under control. The first bridge where this contrivance 
w11s employec.l was the Pont d' Austerlitz, in 1854, by M. Bouziat. 
Since that period it has been repeatedly used, and wiLh uniform 
success. 

Another object exhibited is the published 11ccount'of the general 
levelling of France, contained in a large folio volume. This consists 
of a very detailed and ex11ct survey of the whole of France for 
the purpose of ascertaining the levels, and of estabHshing per
manent bench-marks, which can be referred to at any time. As 
this system was intendetl to be available for public use in drain
age, irrigation, and other public workd, very great accuracy and 
very great detail was necessary; and the volume before us con
t.ams accounts of the precautions taken, specimens of the mode 
of entering, verifying, and comparing the observations, repre
sentations of the instruments, and tho bench-marks used, and a 
map of the main base lines, as well as a table of results. 

The metallic bench-marks were fixed at distances of one kilo
metre apart along all the b11.Se lines, and the differences of level 
were determined by measurements executed along these lines. 
Each of these differences of level was determined at least six 
times, three operations being taken in one direction and three in 
the opposite-there being two surveyors at each level, one to 
take the readings, and another to enter them. Should any dis
crepancy appear between these Rix operations, the line is gone 
over again by independent surveyors till the error is detected. 

It is believed that the levels thus taken, aud which have 
already been carried over upwards of 5000 miles, are exact within 
t/;ree ce11timetrt!8 (or 1·18 inches). The precautions by which this 
extraordinary amount of precision has been secured are worth 
observing. The most important, in ad<lition to the repeated 
measurements already referred to, were the following:-

Any line of whatever length in which a discrepancy of more 
than two inches appeared was measured afresh by a different 
staff of surveyors. · 

Nd surveyor was allowed to take the levels of any line which 
is connected at either extremity to another line already levelled 
by him. 

The readings as entered are transmitted daily by post to the 
central office, and the levels are there calculated and entered. 
The results of the calculations are in no instance transmitted to 
the surveyors. 

The method of keeping and tabulating the entries and work
ing out the results is most complete: it is shown in detail, and 
must have contributed not a little to insure accuracy. Lastly, 
the work being paid for by the different communes, payment is 
only made after the portions of work in each commune have been 
so far completed that their exact accuracy can be tested. 

It only remains to add that the whole scheme, down to the 
construction of the instruments and bench-marks, is arranged by 
M. Bourdelone, and superintended by M. Breton. 

To refer only to one other portfolio, we may draw attention to 
the one showing by drawings and photographs the Bois de 
Boulogne n~r Paris; the beautiful scenery of the place being 
well given in the photographs; while the picturesque lodges, 
gates, and other architecturnl works are illustrated partly by the 
same weans, 11nd partly by numerous drawings of that exquisite 
finish in which the French 80 much excel. 

In the same folio may be found two photographic views of a 
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paving-atone quarry at MarcoU88i&, belonging to the city of 
Paris. The working of this quarry bas been altogether re
modelled since it came into the bands of the municipality; and 
one photograph represents the confusion and waste incident to 
working entirely by band; while the second shows the regularity 
introduced by the employment of a large 11.11d very peculiar iron
traveller, with a steam ram for splitting the rock, and every 
appliance for the removal of the drbri11 and the quarried stone. 
There is a model of the traveller exhibited; and while it atrike11 
an EnJt[isb eye as unnecessarily complicated and too highly 
tinishecT, it also reminds us of the great probability that in an 
English qW1.rry of the same size no such appliance at all would 
have been introduced. When however we state that, notwith
standing all the extra espense inseparable from a fiJ'llt attempt, 
the saving can be shown to be nearly 20 per cent. upon the coet 
of working 011 the old method, we have said enough to induce 
th~ interested in quarrie11 to look for themselves at the model, 
and read the description of it. 

These specimens are all, as we before ohserved, among the 
lea11t prominent out of more than fifty models or objects included 
in the deacriptive catalogue. The more f.rominent include the 
famous Cberbourg breakwater; the Keh , Bordeaux, Fribourg, 
and other viaducts; the port of Marseilles, basins, gravini docks; 
geological and other maps; a section of the Artesian well at Passy; 
a map of the water supply of Paris (and a collection of articles con
nected with that supply); and a survey of the whole of the vast 
labyrinth of excavations under Paris, which includes the cele
brated catacombs. Some of these objects will be described in a 
future notice. 

Turning now to the exhibited building materials and con
trivances, the most important are nnquestio!lably objects of 
metal work. Monduit and Becbet exhibit photographs of the 
Flecbe of Notre Dame-a work the progresa and completion of 
which we have already referred to in our notices of Foreign 
Works and Publications-and send several specimens ofitsoma
mental features, including two colO!ISl\l statues, one in beaten 
copper and a second in beatf!n lead, These are extr ... mely good, 
and as illustrating perhaps the ruost important modern work in 
metal executed or proposed, are interesting. The same firm also 
exhibits crestings, finials, and other ornaments, and the facility 
with which lead can be wrought into the forms desirable for such 
purpoees is aoundantly illustrated by these object.a. It is to be 
regretted that our own metal-workers do not more frequ1;ntly 
re!IOrt to leadwork. 

Ornamental work in zinc and other similar metals is exhibited 
abundantly; some of the specimens are very good, especially 
those of Michelet. Iron-castings intended for external orna
mentation are also shown iu considerable numbers by Barbe
dienne, and some others. They are not however what would be 
considered here in uniform good taste, although some of them 
are ornamental enough. 

Of fire-proof construction little or nothing seems to be exhi
bited, although the French now make constant use of various 
forms of wrought-iron joist, with tile filling-in, a construction 
which we should have desired to see fully illustrated here; some 
specimens may, however, be seen by the curioqs in the adjoining 
South Kensington Museum. A few excellent tire-bricks are 
exhibited; but the perforated bricks, flooring and roofing tiles 
and drain tiles are far inferior to the specimens sent by the beat 
English makers. 

Here are also a few apecimen11 of stone and marble, one of the 
mORt remarkable being a species of marble from a quarry in the 
Jura, employed in Paris for the balustrade of one or two new 
bridges; and p088ibly available for some such purposes iu this 
country. Some, but not all or nearly all, of the fine marble of 
the Pyrenneea are exhibited, and a few specimens of artiticial 
stones and marbles, objects which the French manufacture well, 
can be contrasted with them. A specimen or two of I.eton, some 
applications of aspbalte to pipes, sheet-lead and 'lead in pipes, 
stoves, caloriferes, and a 111rge close cooking-range, are among the 
miscellaneous objects of this part of the collection. 

It may not be passing altogether out of the province of this 
notice to draw attention to the magnificent exhibition of photo
graphy in the gallery over the French court. As belonging to 
an Rrt auxiliary in many ways to architecture, sculpture, and 
~ven engineering, the objects ex.hibited here would deserve 
notice, both for their size and their beauty; and among the port
folios and on the walls will be found so many buildings, both 
anci1<nt and modern, th11t the visitor will find himself well repaid 
or his trouble in seeking out and examining this collection. 

FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS. 
The Encyclopedie d' ..4rclaitscture for the early months of this 

"!.ear contains au interesting and beautifull1-executed aeries o{ 
illustrations of the Meclireval buildings at Pisa, accompanied by 
an easay, in which the history and the peculiarities of those 
buildings is treated at some length. This series is still in band, 
and will render the volume of the Encyclopedie for the preeent 
year an attractive one. From the May number of this journal 
we learn that a new system of teaching drawing-that of Madame 
Cave-is being experimentally adopted in some of the French 
schools. The peculiarities of the system is that the student, 
whether working from the ronnd or the flat, is made to draw 
three copies of each object. In the first instance be is allowed 
the use of a tracing from the original, which he may from time 
to time lay over his drawing so as to see the errors he has made, 
and correct them. A very accurate copy having been by this 
time made, the student is next required to make a copy from 
memory only; and lastly, the original is again placed before him, 
the tracing being however withheld, and be is required for the 
third time to make a copy. The systew acema thorough, and 
would deserve a trial from those enga~ed in teaching drawing in 
this conntry; though great care must l>e necessary to prevent its 
becoming wearisome to the students. 

Palau, Chdteaus, Hotel#, et Maiao1U1 de France (Sauvageot).
Thia book, now in course of publication in parts, treats of an archi
tecture for which Franoe is particularly famous-the domestic 
architecture of the 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, the choice 
of examples being limited to the period embraced by them. To 
some in this country the work would be of little interest or 
value; but there are many who admire, and some who practice, 
the styles of French Renaissance. To such persons a collection of 
good examples will be welcome; and the specimens, so far as the 
work baa proceeded, seem well selected, and drawn and engraved 
with all the accuracy, delicacy, and completeneBB which are BO 

characteristic of French architectural publications. This book, 
which has been now going on for some months, is not unreason
able in price; and the illustrations and descriptive text belonging 
to each building will be made complete in themselves and sold 
separately. 

From Nouvellu Annale8 de la Conatruction we learn tbat the 
Emperor of the French has sanctioned 1' project for the introduc
tion into Paris of water from the springs of the Dbuis. Thia 
)lroposal baa been much canvlJ!ISed, and it is only after a long 
inquiry that it has been adopted. The estimated expense is 
18 millions of francs, or about £720,000 sterling; and the time 
allowed for the completion of the works is five years. The May 
number o! this very practical journal contains a long and com
prehensive account of the manufacture of paper, together with 
plans of a paper-mill, and a statement of the cost of the building. 

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROY AL ACADEMY. 
( C011Clvckd from page 168.J 

NOTWITBSTANDING the prevalent revival of Gothic fea\nres, as 
applied to modern domestic architf'cture, it baa not gained aa ye\ 
such a bold as to thoroughly displace a predilection for tha\ old
faabioned though not so ancient a phase of art, which, founded on 
classic principles, flourished in the days of Elizabeth and Jamee I. 
A large proportion of the mansions which are dotted about the 
country were either built or enlarged about \his period, and it ia 
consequently not to be wondered at that a lingering prutige should 
attach to edifices of this class, and that, even in the present day, 
new ones abonld arise more or leBB faithful to such precedents, and, 
it must in the general way be confessed, more or le&11 auccesisful in 
proportion to such adherence, or the contrary. There is however 
one kind of Jacobrean Classic to which we can never reconcile our 
idell8 of correct taste, although it was much in favour a century or 
more ago, when that skilful architect, the Earl of Burlington, led 
the public to admire fanciful rustications in place of genuine 
ornament, and absurdly rusticated columns (as they are called) 11 
a substitute for the noble simplicity of orthodox examples. 
There is such a real perversion of true principles in all this, t.hat 
we are persuaded that it can only be a desire to produce a com
parative nov~lty that nowadays prompts the ocoasional resuscita
tion of such anomalies. Several of the exhibited designs for 
buildings, important in size at least, are inoculated with t.hie 
fancy, and will be readily perceived without further allusion on 
our part; others, contented with pursuing the more legitimate 
path, are deaerviug of individual mention. 
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We may apecify, fur instance, (871) "Pinn ington Hall, Cheebire," 
by Mr. E. A. He!Ter, which appears to be of the strictly Palladiau 
schoo~ bot is bung too high up for critical examination. (849) 
"Stowlangton H~ Suffolk," is another building, of a plainer 
kind, and more in the modern Italian style. It depends for ite 
good effect mainly on the cleverly-dispoaed outline of it.a plan, 
and the well-studied arrangement of its windows, which in them
aelves •re of the most unpretending character. In Profe1111or 
Kerr'e "Design for the Palaia dti J ostice at Bruaaels" (876), pre
pared for last year's competition, there is a lavish profusion ol 
columnar d!splay, for the most part coupled, aml in orders above 
orders;-very simill\r in idea, if we miRtake not, to his design for 
the Government Offices in 1857. In the centre of the f119&de 
rises the verisimilitude of the tambour and dome of St. Paul's 
CaLhedral, into the subsidiary details of which are engraned 
1ttndry gleaning11 from St. Peter's. Probably in this category, 
Loo, may be included Captain Fowkes' "Industrial Museum of 
Scotland" (892), which, if not so large as the now notorious build
ing from the Mme hands at South Kenaington, appears neverthe-
18111 to be of gigantic proportions; and if not so uncompromisingly 
ugly as its sister, has little to recommend it on the score of either 
well-developed proportions, or sound archittietunJ skill. 

While refernn~ to this subject we may also call attention to 
the 11Cheme submitted by Mr. Godfrey Sykes, and shown in (902) 
111 a sketch for decorating the panels of the permanent buildings 
for the International Exhibition with wall mosaics. It is proposed 
to fill these panels with figure-groups in this material, the subject& 
of course to be varied, and to bearallusion to the purposes of the 
'building. Thus, in the portion shown in the drawing we have 
illustrations of iron-forging, agriculture, and sugar-planting; 
while in each of the spam.lrils between the architraves of the 
large arches is a circular panel, enriched wiLh shields containing 
the arms of various countries, cities, and corporations. In point 
o( colour these sketches show a pre<lominance of blue, which 
though au excellent decorative medium internally, should be used 
more sparingly for outside work. The cost of such a mode of 
enrichment would necesaarily be enormous, and far beyond what 
the intrinsic merit.a of the building could claim; but even this 
doea not appear to be all that is contemplated, lor we observe 
that "the completion of other part.a of the exterior, according to 
the Italian practice, is left until sufficient funds are provided." 
The "City and County Bank, Worcester" (911), now nearly com
pletf>d from the designs of Mr. E. W. El!D8lie, is shown only by 
an interior view of the principal apartment, whose chief architec
tural feature is the arcade all round, springing from Roman 
Doric columns, and which is treated in the ordinary manner, 
without any n.ttempt at design or novelty, so far as we can perceive. 
This observation would not apply to the exterior, which really 
proves n.n acquisition to the street architecture of Worcester. The 
"Interior of the Hall at High Clere CaBtle," shown by Mr. T. 
Allom in (916), is an artistic composition, if we regard only the 
general effect. A closer scrutiny betmys manifold questionable 
details, although the style of the leading features-that of the 
llorid Gothic-sdmita of considerable latitude, 1\8 we are nware. 

The " Memorial to William Tyndale" (859), proposed to be 
erected at Nibley, Gloucestershire, though unassuming in design, 
baa common sense to recommend it. It consist& simply of a square 
tower, battering in its height, and banded at frequent intervals 
with a different coloured stone. It is finished with a low roof, 
hipped on all sides. The design for the " Banstead Schools," eu b
m1tted by Mr. G. Somers Clarke, is a very poor specimen of 
domestic Gothic, and, such as it is, is nut made the most of in the 
drawing. There is a straining at originality in the groupings of 
Lhe windows, which happens to turn out unfortunately, and ex
ception may be taken to many similar things interspersed through
out the elevation. Mr. J. L. Pearson has two charming little draw
ings. One (864), the interior of a new church which be has erected 
at Scarborough, near Beverley, is quite a gem in its way. Though 
by no mean11 ornate, there is enough enrichment to render it as a 
whole highly effective. Much of this is due to a dog-tooth orna
ment which i11 introduced on each side of the curved principals 
oC the roof, 811 well as by the perforated wing-braces which nre 
carried from the wall-plate to the underside of the lower purlin. 
Nor must we omit to refer to the elegant she.natl corbels of marble 
which support these roof principals, and to the nicely-proportioned 
triplet nt the east end of the chancel, with a sexfoil window over. 
The other (880) present.II an exterior view of another church near 
Beverley-Dalton-Holme-which is in the Decorated style, and 
particularly noticeable for its well-studied tower and spire. 

Mr. G. Godwin shows a bird's-eye view of a bailiff's house, 

with atabliilg, &c., Bl erected by him at Stanley Farm, Bomerset
shire (865). In a subject like this, any attempt at architectural 
pretension would have been out of place, and there is consequently 
little for the eye to rest on, especially in the absence of any key
plan to the arrangements. The question of covering the merchants' 
area of the Royal Exchange, which Wl\B mooted some time since, 
would seem to be, for the present at least, in abeyance. Several 
of the competitors' designs have been previously exhibited, and 
now Mr. Sang, in (866), displays his "first prize design," which it 
must be coufeesed makes the best of a thankless scheme. The 
covering is entirely of glMs, fixed in a light framework adapted 
to architectural forms, and transversely in Bection consisting of a 
lower and a higher or secondary curve, with a fiat surface con
tined extending over the centre, the monotony of which is relieved 
by devices at intervals in coloured glass-an ingenious application 
under such circumstances, but onti which might be expected to 
produce a satisfactory result. 

The menLion of Mr. S. S. Teulon's name is quite sufficient to 
prepare one for seeing some cnrious achievement, in the way of 
novelty at any mte. But novelty is not to be sought at any risk; 
and redundance of ornamentation, however good in itself, iR not 
conducive to beauty,-far from it. How much less worthy then 
is that fertilitv of mere whim which can claim little else than 
this facility! · Yet under this ban we are forced to include 
many of Mr. Teulon's productions. Not but that there has been 
occasionally, of late, a more pruning hand exercised, by which 
such designs are proportionately benefited. We are, therefore, 
inclined to look more favourably on his "Water-tower, and en
gineer's residence at Elvetham Park" (867), which is decidedly a 
picturesque as well as original composition; almost wholly ol 
red brick, but deteriorated in effect by the over-elaborateneBB of 
the patterns which cover the lofty slated roofs. "St. Katherine'a 
Church," lately b11ilt for the Marchione:IS of Ailesbury, by Mr. 
T. H. Wyatt (868), is s memorial church to her moLher, and is 
modelled on the same architect's well-known church at Wilton, 
lkl far as the Byzantine style and a few features are concerned; 
but the mass, all a whole, looks cumbrous and ill-proportioned, 
and sadly needs a tower, to impart some amount of character. 
Mr. H. E. Kendall, in his "Mansion in the old English style," 
now erecting (869), presents such an extensive range of buihling, 
and so richly elaborated, that one cannot but regret that the 
locality which iii to boast such a pile, aud its owner's name, have 
not been mentioned; but, while giving every credit for good 
intentions where so much ingenuity has been exercised, we can
not think the result is satisfactory, or that the plan looks a con
venient one, apart from thefquestion of the desirableness of 
reviving the half-timber work system of construction in so lavish 
a manner. 

There' is cause for regret that more than oue promising looking 
drawing is bung so much above the eye that it cannot be properly 
examined. Such is the Cl\Se with (870), a simple and well pro
portioned "Swimming Bath," to be built at Fiuchley, the archi
tect beiug Mr. E. Roberts. The over-crowded state of metropolitan 
traffic has induced Mr. Naden to put forth a suggestion-one of 
the many-for its relief. This consists of a second rol\dway 
above the ordinary one, carried by three arches spanning the 
whole width between the houses. The general outline above is 
a fiat aegmenta.I arch, the materials being iron, with granite pieni 
and abutments, crowned with groups of sculpture. The design 
by Mr. ~r.ott, RA., for the" New East WinJow and Reredos for 
St. George's Chapel" (877), is intended 1\8 a memorial of the late 
Prince Consort, and is a commiBBion Crow Her Mlljesty. The 
window is an unusually lllrge one, embracing the full width of 
the chapel, to the style of architecture of which it is assimilated. 
Its noble size, and the marked forms of ita subdivisions, render 
it an excellent field for stained glass, which it is contemplated to 
insert. The reredos continues downwards the leading lines of 
the window mullions, the spnces between being filleJ with richly
crocketted perpendicular niches, having elaborate canopiewand 
sculpture. Mr. Scott also exhibits (883), an exterior and interior 
view of his proposed new covered mllrket for Preston,-a large 
structure of the iron and glass kind, and which, though eBBentially 
constructional, is nevertheless not devoid of ornament judiciously 
introduced. Adjoining the e drawings is a skilful interior view, 
by Mr. Street (8i8), of his new church in Garden-street, West
minster, the merits of which it is needless here t.o recapitulate: 
while (879) shows us another cleverly-executed pen-ancl·ink 
drawmg of the "New Dietl'ict Church of St. Cuthbert, Durham," 
by MeBBrs. Walton ond Robson. This design is chiefly noticeable 
for it.a bold simplicity, an important feature being made of a large 
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rOlle window in the west gable, the dignity of which is enhanced 
by the diminutive scale of the three lancets below. There is a 
plain B')Uare tower flush with this end northwards, and crowned 
by a pack..'Wldle-roof; it ha11 moreover, on its outer angle, a 
~uare staircase-turret, the upper half of which is terminated 
c1rcularly, its capping being pyramidal, and dying against the 
angle of the tower. Within the same frame are also two small 
vignette views, one of which illustrates the interior of this 
church, with its rich arcading round the east wall; and the other 
the exterior, as seen from the north-e8.ljt, and showing the com
position of the apsidal end of the building. 

A" Garden Seat" (891), by Mr. C. J. Richardson, is in his 
favorite Elizabethan style, and is certainly a happy version of 
some of its eccentl'ic anomalies. It is designed for Castle Combe, 
Wilts. A portion of the detail of the never-tiring Westminster 
Abbey, showing part of the triforium of the south transept, 
proves an excellent subject for the clever pen-aori-ink sketching 
of Mr. Johnson: who also shows (908) a view of the choir of the 
111\me edifice, as seen from the chapel of St. Paul. (898), "St. 
Bartholomew's Hospital at Chatham," by Mr. R. P. Pope, is a 
thoro.ughly characteristic work, handsome yet plain, because it at 
once identifies itself with its purpose, and so satislies the eye. 
The new offices lately built in Bishopsgate-street, by Mr. Wil
kinson of Oxford, may be quoted as among the best specimens of 
the re\·ived pointed [talian sty!A in London. The design has 
become tolerably familiar through various illustrations of it, and 
its detail ill clearly shown in the large drawing now io the 
Academy (899). In the "F8.9Mle of Nos. 24 and 25, Graftoo
street, Dublin" (900), Mr. Digby Wyatt displays what he terms 
a "first attempt" at a revival of some of the characteristics of 
ancient Irish architecture, not that we can perceive any such 
marked features; certainly none more peculiar than some of the 
fancies which have heretofore proceeded from the same hand. 
The "New Library, University College, Oxford" (901), is care
fully detailed by Mr. J. H. Le Keax; as is another drawing of a 
totally diffe1-ent class (905), being an outline view of St. Paul's 
Cathedral, by Mr. Tait. As a specimen of weir-considered and 
su~cessful decoration, we may point to an organ, by Messrs. 
Prichard anJ Seddon, executed for the International Exhibition, 
and of which a clever drawing is contributed to these walls in 
(910}. 

The extensive restorations at Lichfield Cathedral have frequently 
been adverted to in these pages, and we have given several illus
trations in connection with the subject. The large view of the 
choir, however, by Mr. J. Drayton Wyatt, which is before Utl 

(904), carries these alterations down to the present time, and even 
beyond, inasmuch as the reredos and side gr.lies behind the stalls 
are as yet unfixed, though we believe they are in preparation. 
The ruinutire of every par~ being carefully defined, drawings such 
as these, besides the proofs of their authenticity, are especially 
val~able .. Messrs. Sal~r and Perron may be congratulated on 
their satlBfactory version of a rather hackneyed subject-a 
"monumental tower." H appears that a structure of this kind 
was contemplated to be erected at Penzance 1\8 a memorial to the 
late Sir Humphrey Davy, and that ia the competition a column 
designed by these gentlemen had been at first chosen, but that 
1ubsequently the tower to which we refer was resolved on for 
adoptiou by the committee, and iutheir preference we decidedly 
concur. Both designs are shown side by side io (912). Nos. (917) 
and (918), which are the concluding numbers in the architectural 
portiou of this exhibi~ioo, are attached respectively to the south
west aud south-east views of the New Godolphiu Schooli; at 
Hammersmith, a building of no great pretensions, unless it be on 
account of its size. but of which the most has been made here as 
'Veil as elsewhere. 

The Academy Exhibition will terminate in the course of the 
present mouth. 

THE ECONOMIC CONSTRUCTION OF GIUDERS.* 

GIRDERS OF GREAT SPANS. 

IT WIUI our intention to have given in the present papel' some 
general account of the principles to be employed in inve11tigating 
the economic merits of girders of spans so great, that mo11t of 
their ·strength is absorbed in supporting their own weiahts; and 
we naturally chose the Conway Tubular Girder Bridge as an 
existing example with which to compl\re the results for other 

• Cooltuued from page lti,. 

methods of construction; for as that bndge has only one lnfge 
span, the calculations were free from the complications which 
continuity over the piers would introduce, and Mr. Edwin Clark's 
descriptive work afforded us that complete insight into it.a con
struction so necessary for our purpose. 

Bat a c:ueful examinatiou of the stresses acting on the mate
rial of the Conway tubes has led us to the conclusion, that these 
stresses are far in excess of what has on every band been con
sidered judicious. Io no case has it ever been thought prudent 
to place the material of a bridge under a greater stress than oue
third of that which would b1-eak it, but the result we have 
arrived at in the case of the Conway tube is, that were it loaded 
at the rate of one ton per foot run, in addition to the bare weight 
of the tube itself. and at the same time subjected to the effects of 
a wind-storm equivalent to a force of 30 pounds on the super
ficial foot; then, ta.king the most favourdble view of the action 
of the parts, the stress per inch we>uld be fully one-half of that 
which would cause rupture. 

Impressed with the importance of the subject, and with a view 
also to urging the adoption of a means of partially re1Uedying 
thi11 unsatisfactory proportion of the stresses, we make the 
strength of the Conway tubes the subject of our preSt'nt paper; 
pastponiug to our next the more general treatment of the sab
Ject of girders of great spnns. 

THE STRESSES ON THE CONWAY BRIDGE TUBER 

We take the standard work of Mr. Edwin Clark as our text
book in treatiug on this subject; and although the results of our 
own calculRtions ditfer widely from his, lllld we are constrained 
to point out some errors into which be has unaccountably fallen 
-uuless it be from the difficulties io the way of re\·ision of such 
investigations and hurry for the press-we beg to record our high 
appreciation of his work generally, and our admiration for the 
spirit in which it for the wost part is written, and for the great 
amount of valuable pmctical information, and the important 
origiual views and investigations which it contains. 

We shall, in the first place, poiut out what we consider the 
sources of error in Mr. Clark's two priucipal calculations of the 
strength of the Conway tubes. Next, we will give our own in
vestigations of the stresses thereon, exclusive of the effects of 
wind-pressure. Third, we shall point out what amount of light 
the large experimental girder is capable of throwing upon the 
subject. Fourth, we shall treat of the additional stresMell resuh
iog from the lateral action of the wind-omitted in all the pre
vious calculations ; and, fifth, conclude with suggestions for 
strengtheniug the tubes. 

1.--MR. CLARK'S CALCULATIONS OF THE STRENGTH OF TllJI: 
CONWAY TUBES, 

As both the calculations which Mr. Clark gives (see pages 
748 and 754 of his work) employ a constant derived from the 
experiments made upon the large model girder of 75 feet span, 
it will be best in the first place to inquire into the 11Jature of 
this constant. The. description of the experiments is given at 
pages 158-189, and the constant, which we represent by the 
letter Q, is thus derived-

WS 
Q =sDA (I) 

where W is the total distributed, or twice the central break
ing weight in tons, S= the span, D = the depth for cnlculation, 
and A = the sectional area of the bottom in inches; and by this 
formula in another dress, Mr. Clark (187) obtains the values for 
Q in the following table, from the experiments numbered L, IU., 
and IV., or those in which the failure took place by the rending 
of the bottom :-

T .IBLE I.-E.rpmmental Gird", i5 feet span. 
Sec f T Se f S\l &><:. of Bot- V a.lue elf . o op. c. o 1 es. tom, or A. Q. 

Experiment I. 23·4 9 or 9·6 8·8 111-0 
III. 23·4 !l or 9·6 ··· 12·8 ::io·3 

,, IV. 23·4 9 or 9·6 . 18·31 i6·6 

This average v~1::~~6 to~~· of th~ co~~~nt Q0 

is a~·~~;~ 
denominated . the " ultimate tensile strain of rivetted p ti''; 
and from havmg been looked upon in thid light it has v' 1d 
both calculations; it is, in fact, an expression for the wh rltl 
aive action of the &ection refe1Ted to the same leverag 'r. ( j 
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which the bottoms acts, compared with the sectional area A or 
the bottom; aod by heaping on m11terial to the sides aod top, 
without altering A, any value may be obtained for Q; in ~ct, 
this is virtul\lly dooe io the experiments I. and III., in which 
the aides and top l\re in exce88 compRred with the bottom. The 
4th experiment, for which Q = 16·6, is the only ooe with 11n 
approach to the proportio~s of th.e Conway tobe. But wh~o the 
sides are made unduly thick, 1\8 10 I. and III., the proportionate 
aid derived from their resistance to rupture is increased; aod 
wheu the top is ma.de unduly heavy 1\8 io the same tixperiments, 
the position of the neutral axis is mised higher, so as to afford a 
longer leverage to the tensive streaees in the sides and bottom; 
in fact, as we shall have oocasioo to show, the actual stresa on 
the material of the bottom in experiment No I. was, when it 
pve way, lu1 per inch than in experiment No. IV. 

There could be oo strong objection to P.mployio~ a constant of 
the nature of Q in the comparison of structures of drffereot dimen
aillnS, if their cr088 sections were exactly simil11r; but even here 
the last experiment fails to be altogether appliCRble to the case 
of the Clloway bridge, since the constructions of the bottom 
differ oon~iderably. 

Mr. Clark's first calculation of the Conway is analogous to that 
employed in deriving the values of Q in the table; there is 
therefore no material objection, except that just referred to, to 
be taken to it so far as it goes, if the value of Q as derived from 
experiment No. IV. be employed-that is 16'6 instead of 18·6 
toos. It is to be regretted, however, when a near approach Vi 
the best proportion of section was attained in the large girder, 
that then more experiments were not made upon it. 

Mr. Clark's second investigation is of a more el11borate charac
ter, tllking into account tho inlluenco of the sides, ~nd IJ?l\de 
with a view to calculating the actulli stresses per sect10n11l mch 
brought upon the extreme top and bottom plates by given lo11d
ings. .Passing over minor objections, we are at once arrested by 
the mannp,r in which the first results arrived at are applied-not 
with I\ reference to the actual strengths of plates as given by the 
direct experiments recorded at page 3i6, after a proper deduction 
being mllde from these for rivet holes-but by employing the 
unfortunate constant Q, derived in such an objectionable manner 
from the girder experiments, aod by a mode of treatment that 
ignores the sides. Had a constant been deduced from these 
experiments by a treatment in accordance with the principles. of 
the second investigation, and that constl\nt been employed m
atead of Q, little woulJ have remained to object to, except that 
the difference in the constructions of the bottoms would-as we 
shall afterwards explain-have told unfavourably upon the con
staut so obtaiued. If, on the other hand, we take the average 
resuit given for 11bsolute strength at page 376-viz., 19·6 toos on 
the solid inch, and t'Stirnate the metal lost by rivet holes at ooly 
15 per cent. of the total section, this leaves ·85 of solid pla.te out 
uf every inch of section, and (supposing the plates to rece1.ve oo 
injury except in the rivet holes, and to act all harmomously 
together) the absolute strength estimated over the whole plate 
will be = 0·85X 19·6 = 16·66 tons; the correct constant, accord
ing to the11e views, to be U8ed with the primary results of Mr. 
Clark's second and more complete investigation, instead of the 
incompatible so-called constant 18·6. 

2.-0UR CALCULATION OF THE STRESSES ON THE CONWAY TUBES. 

The IK'ctiooal areas at the midspan of the tube as given by 
Mr. Clark at page 589, are, for the top= 645"30, for the sides 
= 257, for the bottom = 535·65; total= 1437"95. 

No details of the calculations of these areas are given, but the 
plans and descriptions afford sufficient ioCormation for making .an 
iodepeodent estimate, and since the sectional a1·eas we so arrive 
at differ somewhat from those given by Mr. Clark, we lldd the 
particulars: 

Estimate of the sectional area of the top of the Conway, including all 
the attached angle irons. Square inches. 

A and B plates = H' 9" x 1'" . . . = 265·5 
X plates= No. 9X2l"Xf" ... = 141•7/i 
Stripe= No. 16X9'x•· = 12·0 
Angle irons, No. 40, 44 in. sec. = H!O·O 

Total = 659·25 

Estimate of the sectional area of I.he Sides. 
Two Sides, each 21' 7'x4" = 2611'5 

Estimate of the sectional area of the bottom, including all the 
Square inches. 
= 352•0 

attached angle irons. 
D and E plates= 14' 8"X2" 
V plates= No. 7x2lx ,. 
Angl&-irons, No. 28, 2·7 in sec .... 

,, No. 4, 4·5 ,, 
Two packings P, not continuous 

= 78•5 = Ur6 = 18•0 = o·o 
1il9•1 

Let us suppose the horizontal pll\tes A, B, D and E, t:ogether 
with their attached angle-irons, to beco~e ~ncentrated 11!to t~e 
lines passing through the centres of their th1ckoesaes, as m dia
gram 2; let also all the X and V plates be brought toget.her, as 
also the side plates, as in the diagrl\m. Furth?r, let the sides be 
completed by material taken from the aogle-1rons that connect 

Daoa..• 1, showing the plate., &c. in 
hall oClhe mid-apau eectioo ot the Conway Tube. 01 .. or.1.M 2. 
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them with the B and D plates, so as to makt1 up the length to 
BD without affecting their combined thickness, which is equal to 
one inch. Let c be the centre of the depth XV between the 
centres of the cells, and let n be the position of the neutral axis, 

The measurements carefully obtained from the plates are. 
AE=25·343 feet, BD=21·698, AB=l·813, DE=l·833, CV or 
CX=ll ·760. The sectional areas, after making the adjustments, 
indicated above are, A plates, &c.=254·25; B plates, 267,375; 
X plates=l41'750; whole of top=663·375; D plates=230·80; 
E plates=213"80; V plates=73"50; whole of bottom=518·10; 
whole of sides, 260"38. Theo by a sufficiently accurate calcula
tion we find the centre of gravity n of the section* to be 1·185 
feet above the centre c, hence we have h1=13·862, h11=11·482; 
i 1=12-029, i 11=9·669; 

. ~ i 2 

!.!. = 10'4384, and .!.L = 8"1423. 
hi ~I 

We may now deduce a general formula for the moments o~the 
various stresses on the parts me11sured round the neutral nus n. 
Let us deal, in the first instance, with the moments of. the parts 
in a state of tension that is those below the neutral axis. Let T 
be used to rerrese~t the greatest tension per sectional inch on 
the solid meta of the weakest section; or in other words on the 
sections of the extreme plates E as above given, but having a 
deduction made from that section on account of the loss by rivet 
holes. Let the proportion of solid me!& to the total are~ at the 
weakest section be 8JI el, so that l!T will express the tens10n per 
square inch as mel\llured over the total section without deduction 
of rivet holes· eT is the tension we have to do with in relation to 
the position of the neutral axis, when the slight in~ueoce of the 
rivet holes thereon is neglected. The correspondmg co~pres
sions per sectional inch at the extreme layers of the mater1al on 
the other side of the axis will be expresaed by the letter C, and 

this will be equal to ~.!.1 eT. 
I 

• An int,eresting question here pl'e80nts itself 118 ~ the effect the rivet 
holes in the bottom and sides will have upon the height of the neutral 
axis. In the text, we follow with regard to the position of I.he neutral 
surface, the ordinary rule of taking it ~t the ~ei!!'ht of the centre of 
gravity of the section; and though we belieye this 18 by t_he above c:ause 
ren<!ered not quit,e exact, it 111U11t be suffiCJently BO for thia aod ordinary 
calculations. 

46 
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For the moments of the parts in tension we have then the 
following formula!:-

For plates E, area= E, degree of tensiou = eT, le,·eragc = h1; 

:. moment= eT. Eh1• 

For platesD,area=D, degree oftension=er{, leverage=i1; 

i3 
:. moment = eT. D -,; 

For Side Plates.-For any horizontal !Ryer of these distant z 
from the neutral axis, and d.c thick, the breadth being 1 inch, 

the area = d.rb, degree of tension = eT 1 , leverage = .r; there-

.r 2 
fore the moment= eTbh d.r. Integrating this between the 

limits .r=o and .r=i, we have (noting that the i which arises 
from the summation of the thicknesses of the layers must be 

"l ·2 

taken in inches) moment=eTb~ 12i=4eTbi ~ 
For Plates V.-Without altering the sectional area of these 

plll.tes we wm suppose them to become stretched out to the fnll 
extent of DE, the united thicknesses becoming = t. The mo
ment of any layer d.r thick, and distant :r from the neutral axis, 
• x'l • • 
1s = eTt h d.J:; mtegratmg this between the limits .r = i, and 

.r=hv we have moment=eTt~(h3 -i'3)=eT12t(h-i)~h (h2+hi+i-) 

and putting V=the sectional area, moment= eTV!(h+i+ ~) 
So that the sum of the moments of the plates, &c. below the 

neutral axis is= 

J i' r ( f)} eT l Eh1+D;;; +4bi1h +!V h1+i1+ 1,; ... (2) 

Aud similarly, the moments of the parts above the neutral axis 
are= 

c{Alin+B£
1
+4bi11 r +&x(h11+i11+ ;~) } ... (3) 

Applying these formula! to the Conway bridge, with th1> values 
given above for the various factors, and noting that b=i11 , we 
h:\\'e 
Moments of parts}= eT(213·8Xl3·862 + 230·8 X 10·4384 +4X 

under tension 12·029X10·438·1+73·5X12•11) = eT 676.3"3 

Moments of parts}= C (254"25X 11·482+267·3i5X8·1423+4X 
unde1· compression 9·669X8'1423+141·75X9·764) = C6790·3 

But C = h11 eT = 0·8283eT :. 
hi 

ToW moment of section= eT(676.n+o·8283X 6790·3) = l 2390eT. 
Now the resulting moments of the loading on half of the span, 

and the reaction of the pier must be made equal to this; this 

moment is equal to ~ WS, W ~eing the total distributed weight 

over the span S, and if we take 8=400 feet, th is becomes=50W; 

:. W=247"8eT, 50W=l2390eT, eT= w7s} (4)* 24 . • .. 
and C = 0·8283eT 

We may remark upon the above calculation, that it is made 
favourable to the strength of the brirlge; 1st, on account of the 
full sectioul\) area of the angl"-iron" being taken instead of thnt 
of their coverR, which would be the more correct course; 2nd, 
the spl\n S ns above is the clea7 spl\11, but the span for calcull\ting 
--------- - ----- ------------ --

.. We do not put much strel!ll upon the difference in the values we 
have employed for the sectional nre81\ of the parta from those given by 
Mr. Clark, for the results when hi• v&!ue• are u~ed arc &!most the same. 
Thus, taking the sections in the table at pa.ge 589, we find h1 = 13•577, 
h 1I = 11·777, i, = 11·7U, and i 11 = 9·944; and proceeding with the 
Cl\ culation &8 in the text, with the following values of the parts A= 250, 
R=264, X=UO, Sidee=:-260 or 1 inch thick, D=23i, V=75, and 
};:222, we get these resultll:-

W 
W=248·42eT, if= 

248
.
42

, and C:O·S2653 eT, 

only differing from the results in the text by about on4H1u.vter per cent. 

the moment of the reaction of the pier, &c. should be the distance 
from the centre of pressure on one pier or :ibutment to the centre· 
of pressure on the other, or probably here about 405 feet; 3rd, 
the wei~ht of structure and loadinf is, of course, equally under
rated with S; and 4th, the materia composing the sides has beeu 
estimated at the same standard as the bottom, to withstand 
tension; the sides should however be considered inferior, both 
on account of being single riveted, and from the plates composing 
them being placed with the fibre vertically, or at right angles to 
the tensive longitudinal 11t1ess. The experiments given at page 
377 of Mr. Clark's work show the absolute strength, when the 
streBB is parallel to the fibre of the plate, to be about three tons 
greater thfln when at right angles thereto; but when the sides 
proper do not descend to the lowest part of the girder, their 
absolute strength is not called forth, and it may be that they 
therefore contribute as much to the support of the structure as 
though of better mflterifll and workmanship.* When however, 
as in the large experimental girder of 75 feet clear span, the 
sides des('tlnd to the bottom, and have therefore their lowest 
layers subjected to the fllame extremes of tension with the bottom 
plates, their absolute strength and ultimate extensibility become 
important points. If, with the same ultimate extensibilities, the 
net strength of the side plates is inferior to that of the bottom, a 
deduction should be miLde from the moment expressing their 
efficiency; and if the ultimate extensibility of the side plates be 
inferior to that c,f the bottom, rupture will begin in the sidt's 
before the bottom plates give out their full strength. In accord
ance with these views, we do not think it necessary to ruflke any 
deduction from the moments of the Couway section; but when 
we come to treat of the experimental tube, it will appear that 
some such deduction is required iu its case, the effect of which 
will be to slightly augment the ultimate values of eT, T, and C, 
deduced from the experiments. 

TABLE U.-Slrt.W".• pei· ttctional inch produced in t'M atreme top °''"/ 
bottom pkr.t~ of tlte Conway aectW.., from the action of t'M load al®" 
(tlte additional atren from IM actim of the wind not being htre in· 
clu<kcf). Cakukt.ud by formula (4), e being taken = O·Sti. 

Total distributed load eT T C 
in Tons. in Tone. in Tone. in Toru;. 

Tube alone = 1112 4·488 5·280 3·717 
'l'ube + 200 = 1312 6·295 6·229 4·38o 
Tube+ 400 = 1512 6·102 7·179 5·05! 
Tube+ 600 = 1712 6·909 8"128 5 ;23 
Tube+ 800 = 1912 Vil6 9·078 6·3!!1 

We will suppose that the ll 12 tons in the above table repre
sent the total dead weight of the Conway tube (although it 
appears to be th11t of the bare girder alone, without allowances 
for permanent way, planking, roof, &c). Then the added weights 
will represent the movable loading: 200 tons may be taken as an 
actual daily test, 400 tons is the ordinary estimate of the heaviest 
poRSible load, 600 tous the same when the factor of safely for the 
movable load is 1.1\ken equal to l~ times that for the dead weight; 
800 tons represents the same loading when the fnctor of safety 
for a movable lOl\d i11 taken double that for the fixed load-as at 
page 584 of Professor Rankine's Civil Engineering. 

3.-CALCULAnoN OF THE STRESSES ON THE LARGE ExPERlllENTAL 
G1RDER,'* in Experiment• numbered I., III., and IY., in v:/1ich 
the Girdet" jailed by the rending of the bottom. 
We have noted that Mr. Clark derives from the results of 

these experiments a measure of strength which we have 

• TI1is euppoaes the elasticity to be the 11&111e ae for the bottom plateo. 
If we once open up the question of using iron of different elastichie8, 
numerous interesting, but complicated, probleme present themeelveo. 
Good results would, for inetance, be obtained by choosing and placing 
the plates so t.hat those with th" great.est powere of ultimate extension 
would be situated further from the neutral axis, and thoee with leas~ 
elasticity nearest to it . 

t 1 t is too much the custom to represent a load at the centre of a 
girder as equivalent to t"'icc that load !!pread unifonnly over the span. h 
is so only as regards the longitudinal etreseee at the mid-span, in so far u 
thel!e are not affected by the stre88e8 induced in the web. But in all other 
directions the effects of these loadings differ very materially : and there· 
fore the one cannot be correctly substituted B8 a test in place of the other. 
But let us confine olll'8elvcs to the question as regards the model tube 1we 
may leave out of consideration the weight of the tube itself). When a 
test-load is placed on the midspan, the whole length of the web is near!~· 
equally subjected to certain oblique compreB11ions and tensions occupied 
in tran&ferring from the midspan to each pier half of the oentral load. 
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denote!! by the letter Q, and which approximately gives the 
total tensive moment in terms of the sectional area of the 
bottom, and its depth below tht1 neutral axis; and is therefore 
only applicable to girders having sides, top, and bottom all 
exactly in the same proportion one to another; so that the !1U1t 
experiment, or No. IV., is the only one ha'l'ing the appearance 
of being at all useful in this form. We therefore propose 
calculating the actual stress per inch on the extreme fibres in 
each of the experiments, so aa to render them all to some extent 
valuable. 

When we come to the actual calculation, we are unfortunately 
met by some rliscri;pancies as to the dimensions of thtl part.s. 
Thus, on page 160, the information given iu the upper half does 
not tally with the measurements used in the estimates at the 
lower half; and the angle-irons, which are stated in pages 1.58-ll 
to have sectional areas of ·175 and ·325, are in the estimate made 
equal to the sum of the sides multiplied by these values, as mean 
the thicknesses; this ag-.\in cannot ~ accepted without doubt, 
since Fig. 2, on page 159, shows an average thickness of the 
atronger angle-iron e'}ual to 0·2 iu11tead 0·325. It is therefore 

DrAOU• 3. ohowlng r•laleo and 
angle-irons in half orlbe mid-1pan oeclion or the 

Jbperimenl&l Girder, 75 feel 1pan. 
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with very little confi1leace in the correctness of the followin" 
dimensions that we proceed to calculate the stres.~es. As, how"'.. 
ever, the total sectional area of the girder appearR to be not very 
far wrong, being checke<I by the test of weighing, we will correct 
the side areas at the expense of the top.* 

Let the various plates, with their attached angle-ironR, be sup
posed to become couCE'ntrated iu their CE>ntral lines on the same 
principles M described for diagram 2, of the Conwny tube; this 
is shown by diagram 4. · 

The dimensions arE' AD=4·li30, XD=4·275; BD or h 1 + i 
= 4·015: AB or h11 -i=C1"515. The sectional areas are as1111med 
to be, A plate11=8·7; B plates=8·7; X plates=6·0; side~, 4·015 
X2XO·I=!l·6'.36; D platE's=8·8 in Experiment J1, =12·8 iu 
Experiment III 1, and=I8·3I in Experiment IV. From these 
we 11re enableJ to calculate the positions of the neutral axis, and 
hE'nce the following values of/, and i. 
In Experiment!. h 1 =2·1!5~ ... h11 =1·6i7 ... i=l·l61 

III. h 1 =2·Go;'i h 11 =1·925 i=l·4t0 
IV. h1=:.l·3:.l5 ... h11 =2·2u5 ... i=I·690 

The formula for the moment.'! of the -compressions will be the 
same ns obtained fur the Conway, viz., 

=C ( Ahu+B f + 4bi !~ + Xl (h11 +i+ t)} 
l II 11 II 

nod for the parts under tensiou the moments are simply = eT 
(Dh1 +4 l>htJ. Substituting in these forruulre the values given 

D·y- a correct !e~~l~ing, o~~f do~bl;tbe former amount, epread 
uniformly over the girder, the stresseA in the web are very different, the 
part at I.he miJ-•pan is nearly free from stress; but the parts near tho 
i!Upport.11 are stresoed to double the deg-ree cnuse<l by the former load. 
The experiments cannot, therefore, be ace<!pted a.s a proper te•t of the 
•~engtb of the web, they over•tra.in it at the mi<l-spa.n, but only npply 
ha.If the proper stre811e8 to it.a extremities. 
. • In t.he estimate of the top, a.t page l 6fl, the attached arch of anglt>· 
ll'On is omitted, and 1werlap• are included which do not appe...- in the 
rletail drawings. (&e Dr. Fairbaim's 'Narrative.') Further, the thick· 
nesses of the plates A and B, which a.re given in I.he upper part of the 
page as ·179 and ·161, appear respectively a.s 0·161 and O·l!i3 in the 
estimate. As to the side pL?.tes, their depth is 4 feet, not 3' 9'' u in 
the estimate. Their BeCtional area is correctly given as =9·6 at page 163. 

above for the factors, we get in E:tperiment I. the t-0tal moment 
of the section=eT49'023; iu Experiment II[. the moment of the 
section =eT65·I07; and in Experiment IV. the moment of the 
section=eT87'278. In the three experiments the equivalent dis
tributed loading~, that is, the weights of the girder added to 
doable the central breaking weights, are respectively=i6·175 
tons, 118"053 tons, and 13i•!l48 tons. And the momenl8 of these 
loadings at the mid-span are respectively=714·I, 1106·74, and 
1293·26. Equating these moments with those obtained for the 
sections, we arrive at the values of the stresses, which are as iu 
Table III. 

TABLE III.-Strmu <m IM E:rr~rimmlal Girder. 

Experiment I. 
III. 

,, IV. 

eT Twhene=·85 
H·567 I7·13H 
10·999 20·000 
14•818 17·~33 

Average 15·461 18-190 

c 
8•559 

12•562 
H·053 

18"2 tons is then the absolute tensive 11trength of the plates 
calculated ou the suppositions embodied in the above principles. 
Why this is less than the ultimate strength obtained by direct 
experiment (see page 376, where this is given &11 varyiug from 
18 to 22 tons, with an average of about 19·6) may not be beyond 
explanation. The value assigned to e may be too high; if we 
take it=0·8, that is, suppose one-fifth of the whcle section to be 
dest1·oyed by the rivet-h0leR, T comC's out=l9·326. But there is 
a cam1e at work which we will endeavour to explain. The sides 
or webs of all such girJers and tubes must necessarily have an 
inferior ultimate tensive strength against a stress iu the direction 
of the length of the girder, ou account of the inferior character 
of the rivetteJ joints and the direction of the fibres of the plates; 
we may, however, assume them to be equally 1tijf with the 
bottom. The consequence will be that the sides and top will only 
work harmoniously together up to the point at which tbe etre$s 
in either of them attains the ultiruate value; ~o that iu caaes like 
this experimental girder, wherein the side plates descend to nearly 
as low a level as the bottom plates, rupture will begin at the 
lower edges of the side-plates considerably before the plates of 
the bottolll have given out their full strength. And if we suppose 
the lower edges of the side-plates to be exactly at the same level 
as the bottom of the girder, their failure will bi>giu when the 
bottom-plak:; are stretched to an extent correspou,!ing with the 
ultimate stretch and strength of the side-pla.te~; and-unlE'sS the 
bottom-plates be of such large sectional area, that the 3 or 4 tons 
per inch more of strength Lhat they may put forth after failure in 
the sides has begun, will more than make up for the loss of the 
strength previou~ly given out by the side-plates-complete rupture 
will ensue. If, as we have supposed, the elasticities be exactly 
the same for bottom and side-plates, let h be the extreme distance 
of the bottom froru the neutral axis, and m equal to the distance 
from that axis of the point to which the sides bE'come split up 
when tt,e bottom attains its greatest elongation ; then, if eT and 
e1T1 be the respective ultimate resistances to tension of the 
bottom and siJes, we have when the bottom is fully stretched 

m= e1T1 h, so that when the full value of eT is counted upon, 
eT 

the tensive momt>nt.~ will hE'=eT (section of bottom xi,+ thick-

ness of sides X 4 ~~), m and h being measured in feet, and the 

areas in inches. In ad1litiou to the above causes of weakness we 
have Lhe slight warpings and irregularities unavoidably produced 
in rivetting up such thin plates, which must tell agaiusi the 
general tensive strength. 

It will uow be obvious that no very direct use can be mnde of 
the experiments iu helping us to the value to bE' assigne1l to T 
for the Conway, but as some of the prejudicial causes noted above 
will also be present in some degree iu the case of the Conway 
tube, we nrny be allowed to assign a value to T slightly less than 
that obtained from the direct experiments upon the plates use<l 
in its construction. Let T, then, be taken= l!l tuus, instead of 
18·2 1\8 derived from the experimental tube, or of 19·6 from the 
direct experiments on the uninjured plates. 

So that, when the Conway is loaded at the rate of one ton per 
foot run, and the same factor of safety is employed for movable 
as for fixed loading, that common factor will be= 19 ~ 7•Ib 
(Table II.) = 2·65 only; and if the factor for movable load be 
taken equal to Ii times that for fixed, we have the respective 
factors equal to 3·506 and 2·337. 

These fuctors are very nu81\tislactory. But the correct facton, 
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which must be obtained aft.3r &!lowing for the effects of the wind, 
are still more so. We now proceed to calculate the additional 
stresses produced thereby. 

4.-THE STRESSES PRODUCED IN THE Tor AND Bo'l'l'O.M OF TllE 
TUBE, BY THE LATERAL PRESSURE OP THE WIND. 

By the lateral pressure of the wiud one side of the tube is 
thrown into a state of tension (compared with its norm&! con
dition), and the other into a state of compression. It does not 
appear to have occurred to those investigating the question that 
the edges of the top and bottom of the tube participate, to the 
full exteut at leMt, in these streaaes; and that the wind-induced 
stresses must therefore be added to the previously existing stresses 
produced by the action of gravitation. And the greatness of this 
addition can, we think, never have been calculated. M1·. Clark 
does not give any such calculation for the Conway tube, misled 
probably as to its importance by a serious error that occnrs in 
that for the Britannia tube, at page 787. The investigation there 
given is correct enough in principle, the e1Tor occurs in the final 

arithmetical operation; he gives the formulre 7 =0·621, wherein 

µ. :i expresses the total pressure of the wind on one side of the 
tube= 120 tons, when the force is taken at only 20 lbs. per 
superficial foot; f= the stress per square foot induced on the 

: .. ' f h .d 1 I ,. !IS 120 IDAterJJU o t e s1 es; we consequent y 1ave f =--=--
0·621 0'621 

=193·4 tons per foot=l·34 tons per inch. Mr. Clark makes this 
= 74·5 tons per foot, or about half a ton per inch. Now when 
we consider that the sides are not very well suited to withstand 
either tension or compre88ion in the direction of the span, it is 
apparent that the edges of the top and bottom will receive more 
than their just shares of the total stress, that is, there will be 
more than one-and-a-third ton per inch to be added to the pre
viously existing tension on· the leeward-edge of the bottom, and 
to the compre.ision on the windward-side of the tor. The fact of 
the wind ward-edge of the bottom being relieved o tension to the 
same extent does not affect the question as regards the leeward
edge, the stress from gravitation being brought upon it by that 
side of the tuhe to which it is attached, quite independently of 
the other. Furthermore, 20 lbs. must be looked upon as an 
under-estimate of the force of the wind, allowance should be made 
for the effects of suddenness of application, or even for the 
possibility of the gusts being isochronous with the lateral oscilla
tions of the tnhe. At page 470, indeed, we find the p1·ess11re 
estimated at 46 lbs. per superficial foot, and in Dr. Fairbairn'& 
'Narrative,' at page 120, 50 lbs. is the estimate: of course the 
Atress to be ad<led will be in proportion to the preBBure per foot, 
at 50 lbs. the stress would be=3·35 tons iu the Britannia tube, 
according to Mr. Clark's own formulre quoted above, which how
ever does not take into consideration the modifying effects of 
continuity past the piers. 

Let us now investigate the stresses OCClleioned in the Conway 
from the lateral action of the wind. Let F = the force of the 
wind in lbs. on each superficial foot. The tube being three fee~ 
deeper at the clmtre than at the ends, the pressure is more serious 
tb~n if uniformly spread over the length; to have the equivalent 
umform load we must somewhat increase the area. The actual 
area, omitting the roof, is= 400 feet X 24·5; let us take it equal 
to 10,000 feet, we have then for the moment of the wind-pressure, 

10,000 F X 400 
-~___,8,...--- = 50,000 F lbs. = 223·21 F tons ... (5) 

To resist this, we have, 

e T X 14·667 (area ofone side+!·areas of top and bottom) ... (6) 
And taking the areas from page 589, and equating the moments, 
we have, 

223·2F = eT (128·5+196·8) 14·667, whence eT=F + 21·34 ... (i) 
But from the inferior quality of the rivetting of the sides, a low 

value must be taken fore, say= 0·15, so that 
T= F+ 16 (8) 

When F=20 lb. per foot, T= l ·25 tons per sectional inch. 
., F=30 lb. ,, T=l·B75 ,, 
,, F=40 lb, T=2·50 ,, ,, 

F=50 lb. ,, T=3·125 ,, ,, 
By adding these results to those given in Table II. we arrive at 

a near approach to the actual st1-eas, to which the leeward-edge 

of the bottom of the tube is subjected under the given circum
stances of wind and load. Thu1, with a loading of one ton per 
foot run, and the effect of the wind taken ae equivalent to 30 lbs. 
per foot, we have the tensive stress on the solid inch of iron 
= n 78+1·875=91>53 tons, or half of what we have been led to 
consider tha ultimate strength of the plates.* And this result, it 
must be borne in mind, is obtained with an over-estimate of the 
efficiency of the angle-irons, and an under-estimate of the 11pan 
and loading. It does, then, appear that the atressee greRtly exceed 
what has been considered the limit of safety-viz., from 5 to 6 
tone of tension, and considerably less of compression: it is there
fore with some earnestness that we would press upon the con
sideration of those entrusted with the care of the structure the 
propriety of employing the means which the connecting of the 
pair of tubes together offers of alleviating in some degree this 
serious exceBll of stre88. 

5.-CONNECTINO THE TUBES TOGETHER AB A JIEANB or D111I
NJSll!NO THE STRESS&'! PROJI THE WIND. 

The connection of the tubes together may be carried out in two 
different ways. The least perfect of these is by the simple intro
duction of struts betweeu thetu to retain them strictly parallel, 
so that the leeward tnbe will aaanrue the same amount of lateral 
curvature as the other, and so take on itself half the duty of 
resisting the wind. Thie arrangement would reduce the foregoing 
tension from 9"053 to 8'116 tons, supposing that the wind takes 
no hold on the second tube. 

But the more perfect way of connecting the tubes is by intn>
ducing between them efficient systems of horizontal bracing, 
thus rendering the whole structure as it were one girder nearly 
38 feet deep, to resist the lateral pressure: by this means the 
streBR per inch produced by the wind, calculated approximately, 
will be lees than one-fifth of that on the windwarrl tube when 
unconnected; or the total etre88 above given as 9·053 in the uncon
nected tube is redul',ed to about 7•5ll tons-ii. reduction so evi
dently neces.-mry and important R!l not to need any further insist.ing 
upon on our part. 

Edinburgh. R. H. B. 

NEW GAS ENGINE. 
IT is stated that M. Lenoir and MM. Mays Brothers have 

succeeded in constructing engines from !-horse to 3 or 4-horse 
power actuated by weans of the expansion of ordinary coal gas, 
inflamed by electricity so as to act by its dilatation on each side 
of the piston alternately, without any steam. As this is not a.u 
experiment, but actually in practice with economy, the idea is 
neither "speculative" nor chimerical; so it deserves notice. A 
M. Revillon says, "I had four men to turn grindstones; they cost 
me 12 frnncs per day; I placed in their stead one of these auxiliary 
engines of I-horse power, which does all the work of the four 
men willingly and noiselessly for 6 or 7 francs a day." 

Another, M. Bourgerie, states the working of a larger engine 
than the latter. "I wanted," be says, "a motive power, and I was 
not authorised to put up a steam engine; I have placed in my factory 
an engine (of the above nature) of 3-borse power, which has relieved 
mo from the embarra8 in which I was placed. A machine like 
this can render the same service, in a thousand similar circum
stances, to the industry of our populous quarters." 

The following is a deecriptkn of the engine; it consists of a hori
zontal cylinder OD a bed of cast-iron, 1\8 in ordinary steam engines, 
the connecting rod driving a crank upon the shafting, with fly
wheel and the usual gearing for distributing the motive power. 
By the usual eccentric and slide valve the gas is admitted above 
and below the pist-0n. Two of Bunsen's batteries are put into 
communication with Ruhrukorff'e iuduction coil, whence the elec
tric current is condncted by two isolated wires to a distributor of 
electricity placed in front of the cylinder, so that the movement of 
the piston regulates the communication of the wires to the 
"intlawers" (injlammateurB) placed inside each disk of the cylinder, 
so that an alternate illnmination takes place above Rnd below the 
piston, and produces the requirtd horizontal movements. The 
conserved gases are driven oil' by 11 waste pipe from the valve 
box. The whole is kept cool by a stream of water, the cylinder in 
a jacket. To set it in motion all that is necelBBry is to tum on 
the gas and give a help to the flywheel. As M. Leon Foucault 
Kays, it Cl\D be set in motion or stopped "atJeC la mkne facilite 
qu'on allume ou qu'on Bou.ffte une bougie." 

• On Lile ww.iwud llide a! t.he "'P Lile addition w.Jllld tell 8'ill more WlfavOlll'&bl1. 
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LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL 
ACADEMY.* 

By SYDNEY SJURKK, R.A. 
LwruaE IV. 

'\YE have hitherto, this see.son, been engaged ia diacaBBiag 
vanous, "nd, truth to say, somewhat miscellaneous subjects cou-
1'.!ected with architecture, sag~ested by a reference to some of the 
h~rar,y treasures ~ntaiaed 10 two public libraries. I have bat 
dipped very c_ursor1ly and superficially into the11e collections. 
Mach profit might, ao doubt, be derived from the prosecution of 
11 deeper, closer, and more l'ystematic examination of them but 
I do Dot consider myself justified in pursuing the inquiry farther 
!'t least fo.r th~ present. So ~rief is my appoia ted coul'Bt', that it 
1s now q01te time I should qmt the mere literature of our subject, 
aud proceed 11.t once to the consideration of the principles th:i.t 
should regulate the practice of the art, 

We must rememi;>M that archi~cture is strictly a practical art; 
f':i.r more 80 than either of the sister arts of painting and sculp
ture. Reading and thinking are, no douht, proceSBes well adapted 
to cleAr up and makl.' straight the path before us; they enable us 
to eee oar way aad understand the coarse we should take· but it 
behoves us also to accustom our minds to the carrying out of the 
principles so acqn~red. W~ may l~m. much of a country by 
:itady1Dg geograph1cul treatises; but 1t 1s n.s a wayfarer ou its 
actwtl roads that we best become acquainted with it. 

Let us, thl'n, ent~r upon a detailed and practical consideration 
of the art of arclntectural design. Such a consideration seea1s 
naturally t~ divid~ itself into t~o ver~ distinct general heads; 
uamely! des~gn as it.affects exterior arclutectnre, and design as it 
aft'ecta .1nt~nor. arch1!ect~re; each being very different from the 
other m its aun aaa obJect. It would, however, be a serious 
error to suppose. that th_e ex~rior !"ad interior of a building 
should not _be des1ga01~ str1c~ly ID relation to each other. I hold it 
!o be a serious defect ID design to so shape the exterior of a build
ing as n?t to convey, to the mind of one viewing it, nt leMt some 
general idea of the form, and, when poSBil:ole, even of the general 
arrangement, of its interior. Still, the treatment and the nature 
of t~e effects and impreSBioas to be produced ruust necessarily be 
110 d1ft'ereat, that I tl:iak it will be very convenient and proper to 
l'l!gard these two !'abjects distinctly and separately. 
~~ us, then, .devote this evening to the consideration of the 

pnnc1ples of design as they affect the exterior form of a building· 
and next week we will de&! with the interior. I need not insist o~ 
the paramou~t iDlportaace to aa architectof a careful study of 
external architecture. There are few considerations that lead our 
mind 80 forcibly to a ~ense ?f the importance of a right cultivation 
of our 11.rt as t~e couB1derat10';1 of the permnneace and durability of 
her work.s. Fifteen generations of DJeu have paBBed away since 
the e.rect1on of those buildings which date from the decadence of 
Medueval art; and there are buildings still surviving the wreck 
of time since the erection of which a hundred generations have 
~ away. How ~ve a respon~ibility, then, it is which the 
arc_h1.tect takes upon himself. If his work be one of ordinary 
eohd1ty, he must count upon a succet1Sioa of c1itics, and be pre-

, pare~ to submit his handiwork to a varying standard of taete,
V!Uj~Dg to au extent that can scarcely fall to the lot of either of 
the slllter .arts .. The sculi;>tor's labour is bestowed on objects of 
oom?'!'rat1vely ht tie magnitude: and their defects as well as their 
beauties have to be searched out ia order to be appreciated or 
even o.bs~rved. Th.e painter's field of labour is, perhaps, ~till 
more limited and. 11t11l le01s conspicuous; and it is painful to con
template the perishable nature of the productions of bis genius. 
All the love and ~evere!1ce with which a picture may be regarded 
can but p~oloag.1ts .existence through a few centuries; and all 
the care with which 1t may be cherished may be thwarted and set 
at nought by an imperceptible worm, a careless spark or even a 
neglected window-blind! ' 

Again, if the band of a master have failed the painter in the 
extcutiou. of his task; o~ should he, b;v one of those cap1ices 
from which even the b1~best ~nius 1s not always exempt, 
have produced a work with which, on after reflection or on 
f~rther study, he feels himself dissatisfied, he can turn his 
pic~re to the wall, or even paint it oat. Not so the votaries of 
arch1tect?re. To them alone is it given to occupy the highways 
and public placea, and perpetuate their glory or their disgrace in 
monumeabt which are at once conspicuous and durablt. le there 

• OoDthiued from !*Ill 117. 

any conaideration better calculated than thia to make us eameiot 
diffident, and atudious1 Is there any consideration more power
ful ~ "!arn us f??m aa indulgence in f<;><>liilh exceBBes, or puerile 
~pr1ccw1; or to 1Dduce us to proceed with a measured and a cau
~ious step1 to aee that every hoe is founded oa aoaad reason and 
JO&t calcnlatious1 This is a duty which we owe alike to ounielves 
t.o oar patrons, and to our art. Let no seeking after preaent, but 
very evanescent, praise render us unmindful that our work how
ever crudely considered or hastil.Y conceived, stands, and will 
sta!1d, exposed to the unsparing Judgment of successive gene
rat10DB. 
. It is obvious, t~ea, that the composition of external architecture 
1s of the utmost importance to the character of the architect, and 
demands, therefore, his first and moat earnest attention. 

N?w, i';1 the mechanical construction of a building, what 
cons1derat1on may be regarded as the moat important of all1 
Un?oub!-ed~Y its foundations. Let your superstructure be ever 
so Just ID its proportions, or beautiful in its decoration11; if its 
foundations be faulty the architect can gather ao laurels; the 
struct!lre may drag on its unseemly existence for years, but it 
~ WID for him no applAuse. Nor is this regard to the founda
tion a mere consideration of mechanical construction: it is also a 
q nest ion of iesthetics. 
. If your ~asement be plainly adequate to the superstructure; if 
1t be of fitting character and of competent proportions; you will 
have g~ae far to s.ecure a s_uceessfnl result fur your whole design. 
. I beheve that 1n the kindred arts all masters agree in regard
~ug the pose of a figure, or of a statue, a subject of essential 
importance; aad I believe it to be a fundamental rule that the 
feet should be readily traceable; that there should be no doubt. 
ia the mind of a spectator as to how or upon what the human 
body is supported; and, of course, the eye demands that the 
footing shall be adequate to its task. 
. So also is it in .o!lr art. The eye must be satisfied that a build
mg has a firm, v1s1ble, and competent basis. 

Sir J. Reynolds compares the background of a pictnre to the 
base of a building: the comparison is certainly felicitous and 
conveys aa import.ant lesson both to the painter and to the ~rchi
~ct. Each should. be quiet and solid; not forcibly ohtrudiag 
! tself. upon t~e notice of the observer-in the one caae by any 
mord1Date br!g~tn~ and glitter, nor in ~he ot~er CR.Re by any 
needle8'! mult1phcat10C1 of parts or obtrusive enrichment. Like 
the settlDg of a gem, the bac~grouad of .a picture may greatly 
enhaoi:e the effect of the subject, or aenously detract from it, 
accord1Dg to the degree of judgment exercised ia its treatment. 
So may ~~t. valae be given to t~e superstructure of a building 
by th~ JUd1c~ous ~reatment of its b11.t1e. But, besides these 
1e11thet1c cous1derat1oaa, there appears to be a pecalia1· p1'&ctical 
pro~riety ia giving~ a bu.ildiag a b&86 obviously competent to 
receive a~d ~upport 1t. It 1s not enough to sarmise, or presume, 
that a build1ag has aa adequate foundation: it ia no~ euough to 
k_now "8 a practical man that a building bas an aJeqnate founda
tion: the eye needs to be satisfied as well as the mind-the fact 
should be patent and palpable; otherwise a sort of uaeasiaeSB is 
produced 011 the mind of the observer, which it is the duty of 
true art. to avoid; for it is one of the most legitimate ends of all 
art to yield pleasure, not pain, to the iatelligeat observer. 

~ need scarcely remind yoa of the elaborate attention paid to 
this especial subject by the accomplished architects of ancient 
Greece. Confined as the Greek temple ordinarily was within it.a 
'l'•1mor or sacred incloaure, and therefore having its fa9Jlde folly 
seen only from a point of view somewhat near, no very lofty sub
structure WR.B aece~ in order to give it dignity; but that the 
Greeks ~ere fully seus1b.le. of the value ot au adequate base, and 
o'. _the importance of givmg a due elevation and spread to the 
v181bl.e footing of a baildiDg, is manifest in all their works that 
remalD to us. 

The gradaated plinths are a peculiar ch"racteristic of moat-I 
belie~e ~f all-of their temples, and seem to give great propriety 
and s1gmficance to the term "Nasceatia templa," UBed by Martial. 
T?e spreading ~teps of a temple seem traly to link the atructure 
with the earth 1t rests upon; l\Dd thas the building may well be 
figaratively, said to grow oat of it. ' 

Iastaaces are not wanting of casual irregularities of site b11.ving 
been made subservient to the production of very noble 1ub
slructures. 

It is true our knowledge of Greek exterior architecture is 
mainly derived from Mered edifices; Lut so attached were they 
apparently, to the type preeented by the templea, that they we~ 

t7 
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AAtisfied to build their basilicas externally in conformity with it. 
The basilica at Prestum, for example, has its substructure 
perfectly similar to the temples adjacent to it. The tombs in 
Lycia, with which of late years we have become familiar, are 
remarkable for the character of et.ability and permanence given 
to them by their bases. 

Generally, we may with truth say that the remnants of Greek 
art which survive for our instruction are amply 11ufficient to 
prove that the relined eye of Greek artists failed not to recognise 
the 1e1thetic importance of a competent substructure. 

In Roman buildings the ~eneral use of a podium is an evident 
recognition of the same feeling. Vitt'uvius treats the J><?dium as 
an import.ant, if not e1111ential, feature in the composition of an 
order; and he gives us the proportions that were held in his day 
to be proper for this member. 

The interruption of the podium of a colonnade, and the forming 
a break in it under each column, naturally led to the suggestion 
of the pedestal, which eventually became an integral part of every 
order. This pedestal may be regarded as a strictly Roman fea
ture; nor am I aware of a single purely Greek example, the 
nearest approach to it being at the singular temple at Segesta, 
where breaking of the upper plinth or step on which the columns 
stood, forms under el\ch column a cubical block of masonry 
resembling a plinth; but even this there is reason to believe, is 
rather due to the unfinished st.ate of the building than to design. 

When once adopted in the architecture of Rome, the pedestal 
became well-nigh universal, and continued as loug as Ulaseic 
architecture retained any of its ancient purity. In the grand 
style of Roman art, that art which it has been too much the 
fashion, both of the ultra Greek on the one hand, and of the ultra 
Goth on the other, to contemn; but which was an art, in its heat 
days, most impreBBivt>ly marked by the greatness of mnnner 
which well became the masters of the civilised world;-in that 
arl nothing is more striking than the skill shown in the advnn
tageous placing of their buildings. The eye of the artist is evt>ry
where apparent when we examintl the topography of ancient 
Rome; whilst the Villa of Mcecenas, tho Temple at Tivoli, and 
many other familiar examp!E1s might be adduced as evidenc!'s 
of the judgment nnd taste which guided the Rcmans in deter
mining the sites of their more important buildings. 

The practice of Medimval art fully concurred with that of the 
ancients in attaching importance to the mode of placing their 
buildings, and in the due appreciation of the advantage of a bold 
11nd m8.88ive substructure. It would, indeed, be difficult to find 
au example, during the best period of Medimvnl art, where the 
basement has not been plainly made the object of especial study 
Rnd design ; although it is certainly obvious, from the great 
diversity of their practice, that our ancestors had no very fixed 
rule for their guidance in proportioning their podium to the 
superstructure. They evidently felt however, very strongly, the 
good effect produced by marking forcibly the base lines; indeed 
those lines are, perhaps, the only very strongly marked h·•ri
zontal lines in a building of the best age: the stringcourses were 
held of little account, and the cornices were often very mode
rately pronounced and constantly interrupted in various ways, 
but the base lines very rarely. Deeply shadowed and promi
nently marked, th~y never fail to arrest attention. 

When we carry down our survey to that period in the history 
of our art which immediately succeeded the prevalence of medi
llBV&I forms, we shall still find a full recognition of the importance of 
the base iu every architectural composition. In the Venetian build
ings of the quatro-cento period notable in~tances might be R<lduced; 
and there 1s no better evidence of the refined taste of the very 
early master Alberti, than the noble baRements which lie gave 
to his works. The new front he ,gave to the Church of St. Fran
cesoo, at Rimini, appears to me to exhibit a nry tine feeling in 
this respect. In the works of Bramante, of Ralfaelle, of Giulio 
Romano, and of Palladio, you will find the dignified po~e of their 
buildings well worthy of most careful study-a study which h is 
very certain those diRtinguished artists never fRiled to bestow on 
the subject themselves. 

Descending in our view from the period of the early Renais-
81\nce down to the less refined, though perhaps Rtill more 
picturesque, manner that succeeded, we still find the best artists 
never neglecting that impo1-taut part of their compositions, the 
bBlltl. Indeed, they amplified the idea; and we find terraces 
worked up with extreme ingenuity, eo as to combine with and 
PDhance the effect of their architecture; spreading out as it were 
the bue of a building so R8 to connect it with the ground it 

stands on; renderin~ it 110metimea ecarcely obvious wbt>re the 
domain of the architect ends and wLere that of I.he gardener 
begins. 

But I hope that enough now has been said to satisfy you of 
the attention that is due to the prelimiuary subJect of basements; 
and I feel confident you will concur with me m what I aaid at 
the outset; that in order to afford unmixed pleasure to the 
critical eye in viewing a building, the mind must feel satisfied 
of its at.ability; and that there are no means BO proper for that 
purpose &11 providing a good and sufficient visible foundation. 

The subject now leads us naturally upwards to the superstruc
ture; and, without 1mtering at present into any question of style, I 
think that our first business ii5 to consider architectural character 
in its broadest sense. When we propose to ourselves to design a 
building, the very first question that should present itself ought to 
be, what character will it be most fitting to impart to our work7 
For we may be well assured of thia,-thRt however exactly our 
building ruay be in acc.:>rdance with the ordinances of architecture; 
whatever may be its merits as a composition; however unexcep
tionable may be its details; if the general character of the build
ing be not in humony with its purpose, a fundamental defect 
exists, for which no Rmount of art will compenute. Whereas, if 
the character of the building be in accordance with its purpose nnJ 
destination, a favourable impression is produced which reconciles 
us to many blemishes of d!'tail. 

I would cite, for example, the principal front of the Imperial 
PAiace at ViennR,-- building which has all the worst vices of 
the most corrupt German school; yet poseesses in it.a well sup
ported character the great redeeming merit of appearing really 
like what it is,-a great imperiRl residence. 

I would cite, also, the garden front of Veraaille1,--s subject 
fRmiliar probably to most of you: as an architectural composi
tion it is, I think, sadly deficient in chRracter, with little claim 
to the attribute of grandeur beyond its pnormous lPngth, and bu~ 
feebly suggesting the idea of a greRt monarch's rt1Sidence. 

To seek for an illustration nearer home, I might point to 
Whitehall ChRpel, a building the architecture of which seem" 
remarkably expreBBive of the festive purposes for which it was 
originally designed: and this illustration is the more instructive 
when we hRve regard to the manifest unfitness of the building iu 
all its featu!'el!1 internal and external, to its present purpose. 
There never was a more grievous misapplication of a tine piece of 
architectural composition. 

I feel the extreme difficulty of defining this quality of character 
with thRt precision at which oue who assumes the office of a 
teacher ought ever to aim: but it appeara to me to be a conside
ration involving so much more of feeling and judgment than of 
abstract reason, or of what logicans term dialectics, thRt I fear it 
would be a hopel8811 attempt to hiy down definite rules for insu
ring propriety of architectural character. We have neither 
numbers nor figurM nor words bv which the relative merits or 
the essential attributes of art can be gauged or compared with 
mathemat.ical exactneBB. We want, and shall never find, a 
golclen mate-wnnd, which shall serve to reduce genius to a 
matter of calculation, or to supply an unfailing criterion of good 
taste. 

We may however safely say generally of a building, that its 
character is well conceinid, if the intelligent observer bent once 
impressed by the congruity of its Mpect with its destination. I 
do not mean that an hospital should look lugubrious; or that 
statues of mnniacs should decorate the portals o( a lunatic asylulll, 
as was the case at old Bedlam: that would be a gro8s misappli
cation of the principle; yet, in such structur!'ll as these there 1s a 
plain propriety which forbids the architect to admit an air of 
levity into his work, or to indulge in fanciful decor11tion. 

To give to a court of justice the riant air of a place of public 
amusement; or to give to a private gentleman's residence the 
aspect of an ecclesiastical structure, or of a crenellatttd fortrel!S 
in the days of catapults and cross-bows, would be to commit a 
solecism which no abstract in~enuity of design, nor 11.Dtiquariau 
correctness, could possibly justify. 

Quite irrespective of style, much of the character of a building 
depends on its general treatmE1nt. I apprehend that a painter 
who takes in haud some great historical picture would adopt a 
mode of treatmE1nt widely different from that which would guide 
him in painting some humble piece of gmre painting, or of slill 
life. So also the architect should certainly adopt his mode of 
treating his subjt>ct to the nature of the building. To de11ign a 
small village church like a miniature cathedral would be a vulgar 
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error, and t.he form.i, digni.fit'd simplicity of a Greek temple 
would be grolllly misplaoed in the suburban villa. 

To enforce 80 plain a truth seems almoet to demand of me an 
apology, and yet experience proves that this congruity of style is 
not eeldom loet sight of. 

At Potadam, for inetsnce, we Bee the elegant and 11tately shaft. 
ofa Mahommedlln minaret, decked wit.h all the graces of oriental 
architecture, degraded to the vulgt.r uses of a eteam engine 
chimney, built for the supply of water to the royal ILitchen
garden. 

So we find, nearer home, that t.hese freaks of genius are not 
wholly wanting. An admirably-designed Egyptian temple, wit.h 
with its richly.,.culptured decorations, illustrating the triumphs 
of Sesoatris, forms the fA9ade of a cotton-mill. 

ID all casee, I should say, let the purpose of a building deter
mine its external character; and although the forme of architec
tural composition may not be 80 eloquent as always to expre1111 
very distinctly the nature of tboee purpoaes for which a building 
was erected; yet let the architect have a care lest be invite 
ridicule by those tlagrant inconeistenciee which result from an 
indiecriminating adoption of an architectural etyle, in total 
fQrgetfulnesa or disregard of the future destination of his work. 

Besides the induence that t.he uaea and destination of a build
ing should exercise on the mind of a de11igner in determining 
its architectural character, there ie yet another consideration 
whioh should never be overlooked by him in making his design. 
It is with truth that Pope teachee ue to 

" Conoult Uie geoh21 of Uie place In all." 
Thia genitu loci--the local circumetancee of the epot-ebould not 
fail to have its due weight in the eelection of style and character. 
For e:tle, amidst picturesque a11d varied natural acenery, a 
dat, fo rectangular f&Qade appe:ua inharmonious and mis
placed_ On the other hand, in the streets of a city, some unifor
miiy of outline eeema preferable to that endlesa miecellany of 
houses of varied heights, ebaµea, and sizes, which make some of 
our large streflta 80 pre-eminently ugly. It is no uncomm<>n error 
to design a et1-eet faC(&de wholly regardless of this consideration. 
We too oft.en -, in the midst of the irregularity of ordinary 
street architecture, an elevation with its centre and win~, a 
pediment here and a projection there; the whole presentlllg a 
complex composition, all crowded into a email compass, produ
cing painful confusion instead of that repaee which, amid such 
diacrepancies of form aud fashion, the distracted eye 80 much 
desiree to dwell upon. And this is oft.en done to the serious 
disparagement of the building itself, by detracting from its 
individual importance. 

A eimple unbroken front might have claimed our attention at 
least, if not our admiration; whereas, with its front broken up 
into wings and centres, the builrling loses itil unity and indivi
duality; and each fragment of its composition adds but to t.h11 
general disorder of the scene. We shall find this distinction. 
steadily kept in view by the beet maate!"ll. 

I need but to remind you of the noble epecimene of civic 
architecture with which Florence, Vicenza, Verona, and other great 
citiee in the nort.h of Italy abound; where you will never find a 
filntastic variety of outline airued at; but rather that broad sim
plicity of treatment which is so well calculated to impart indi
vidual dignity to each structure. 

When we turn to the works of t.he very same maaters amidst 
the beautiful hills of the Brienza, or on the banka of the Po and 
the Brenta, we eee them there relaxing that severity of manner, 
giving to their plans a playful variety, and to t.heir outlines a 
picturesque freedom. 

Now with regard to exterior design, the most prominent and 
important principle of design is form. It is form that is mainly 
ioatrumental in giving expression to works of architecture. 
Colour, ornament, the elaboration of the smaller foatures of a 
building, such as doors, windows and the like,-all these are no 
doubt useful contributories to the great object of giving cha
racter and expression to a building, butt.hey are not alone and 
of themselves sufficient. It is the domt!, the spire, the portico, 
the arcade: theee, and such as these, are the forms on which a 
building mainly depends for its effect. 

When these main features affecting the outline of the building 
are right and trne in their proportion and collocation, the deeign 
is aure to be eucceseful in securing our respectat least, and fixing 
our attention; but if theee fail,-if these great and leading fea
turea be diBproportioned or out of keeping with the plan and 
purpoee of the buildings, or otherwise mismanaged; then all t.he 

enrichments of art are exhausted on it in vain, and the most 
laborious and ingenious details are but labour loet. 

In thie respect, as in many others, architecture and sculpture 
are kindred arts. The most beautiful details, the moat exquisite 
finish, the highest polish, would fail to invest a statue with the 
true character of high art, if it be wanting in fine form; whilst 
the rudest sketch, the simplest outline, from the hand of a 
Michael Angelo or a Flaxman, is stamped with immortality. 

I would by no means inculcate negligence of detail or of finish, 
nor would I have you in the least degree regardleSB of the charm11 
of ornamentation. Sir Joshua Reynolds says, with his wonted 
truth, "as life would be imperfect without its higheBt ornaments 
the arts; so these arts themselvee would be imperfect without 
their ornaments." I do not, I say, eeek to depreciate the value 
of ornamental details. They may most legitimatelf excite our 
admiration, by their individual benuty or by their happy adap
tion to their place; or by their rich abundance; or by t.he 
judicioue ~imony with which they are introduced; and they 
may act with the utmost effect in giving ecale to our work. On this 
latter ground, indeed, rests the main justification of that crowding 
together of minute details which characterise& t.he later achools of 
Medileval architecture. 

But ornament, like a highly tempered weapon, neede much 
caution in the handling. Not only must it be of a kind suited to 
the character and purpose of the building; but in quantity ru80 it 
must be carefully apportioned. 

These considerations should induce you to attach much impor
tance and value to the proper study of ornamental details; but 
do not forget that such details ehoold take a secondary place in 
your professional estimation. It is, I repeat it, t.he leading and 
prominent features of your d&1ign which are of paramount imJ;>?rt
ance. The experience of every one must be able to afford illus
tration of t.hie truth,-viz., that the moet impreeaive eft'ects of 
architecture are irrespective of mere ornamental detaile. After 
having imperfectly eeen a building for the first time at night, or 
in the shades of evening, and having been deeply impreased with a. 
sense ot its grandeur; howoften are we eurprieed (perhapa indeed 
disappointed) on the morrow by finding it of insignificant 
dimensions, or of mean conetruction! I have even found in the 
morning that I have been looking over-night with much interest, 
perhape with admiration, at what has turned out to be a tempo
rary scaffolding of poles and tarpaulins. It was its fine outlines, 
its broad claiaJWCUro, its deep sbadowe, which had produced this 
profound impreasion. Such ie the magic of form, and of an 
effective management of lights and ehadowe in our art. 

I have but little doubt t.hat the striking eft'ect of a Gothic 
cathedral is mainly due, not to its intricate enrichments, not to 
t.hat exquisite olaboration of its detail, upon which indiscrimina
ting admirers of middle age art are too apt to laviBh their exclu
sive praise (and to which students, allow me to say, are too apt to 
bestow their exclusive attention); but to the brearlth of its main 
features, t<> t.he variety ot its maBBeR, and to the grand and 
eurpl"ising effects produced by its lights and shl\dowe. 

I am the more led to dwell on thie point, becauae ornament 
exerci11ee an extremely lleductivc! power over the mind of younger 
students. Florid beauty in arcbit.ecture may be well compared to 
an over-ornate style in orator{. We are dazzled by the 11plendour 
of phl"ll8ea, by the flow o brilliant words : the flowers are 
strewed before ue in such charming abundance, that we are led 
away by our admiration of them, and forget to exercise a calm 
and rational judgment on the main merits of the production, as a 
work either of logic or of rhetoric; and we are in no mind to 
inquire into the fitness or propriety of the decorative adjuncts. 

So it is that the younger practitioner in our art (and, perhaps, 
in the sister arts) ie easily reduced, through an erroneous 

: estimate of the value of this eecondl\J")' object, or by a latent 
desire to display his dexterity in superficial embellishment, to 
impair the breadth and solidity of his essential design. 

I trnst that I have said enough to establish in your minds my 
poeition that the vital principle of architectural design is form. 

I think that there are three prinoipsl and very distinct eources 
of beauty in architectural composition:-

let. There ie a beauty in the aptitude of a form; that sense of 
satisfaction which the mind experiences when perceiving t.he nice 
adaptation of l\ny object to its purpose. . 

2nd. There is the beauty of symmetry; that pleasing impres
sion produced, I know not why, by regularity of arrangement, 
and hy exact correspondence of the several parta. Perhape this 
&elllle of the beauty of symmetry may be founded on the almoa~ 
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universal prevalence of unsymmetrical arraugement in the works 
of nature, whether in animate or inanimate creation. 

3rd. There is the beauty of the pictnresqne;-a pll'Ming 
impreeeion (differing very widl'ly from the last, and eometimee 
nlmoet opposed to it, and equally difficult to account for), which 
is made on the mind by irregular but not confused or diBCOrdant 
combinations of form. 

I do not pretend that under these three hl'adB all kinds of 
formative beauty can be claeeed; but they may be quite sufficient 
to engage our attention on the present occasion. 

It is not only good taste, but common sense, that teaches us 
that a form should be fitted to its purpose; and as I have said, 
the fulfilment of this first great condition is in itself an element 
of beauty. But I am afraid that the ml're dn unimpaesioued 
beauty resulting from the quality of fitneBS, however it may 
811.tisfy the engiueer, will hardly suffice to meet the aspirations of 
the architect. 

As sensible men, we cannot admit the beauty of any object 
thRt is irrntioual, or idle, or inapplicable to its purpose; yet, RS 

artists, or intelligent observers of art, we desire this, and some
thing more. I think that this kind of beauty, aud the distiuction 
which I am endeavouring to draw, may be illustrated by a very 
Rimple comparison between two familiar forms, thnt of the early 
Classic, and thnt of the early Mediaival arch. Both are so far 
beautiful, iuasmuch as both are perfectly adapted to their purp08e: 
both convey in the 11implest aud wost effective manner the ver
tical pressure of the superimposed weight down on to t.he circulnr 
shaft, whose office it is to bear that pre88ure. 

Beith are alike honest and simple; but an 1Lbsence of refine
ment, not to SRY a rudeness, characterises the Norman capital; 
while the more ancient type, although honest and simple enough, 
gives evidence of a more refined feeling, a more Rkilful working 
out of 1m idea, a quality which distinguishes the Greek artists 
from nil others. The parabolic curve of the echinus shows a 
nicety of execution which the mathematician only can fully 
appreciate, or eveu comprehend, but the higher merit of which 
all can feel. 

It is said by Cicero, "Venustas et pulchritudo corporis 
secerni nou potest a valetudine." We in like mnnner might 811.Y 
that it is rlifficult to distinguish clearly between the beauty of 
all architectural form and its strength or ability to fulfil it tnsk. 
This quality of suitability of form will ever be held in popular 
e11teem; for it can be understood and perceived by all; whilst it 
is the privilege of the fow only to estimate reethlltic beauty at its 
true value. In this country eBpl'cially, where the gl'neral mind 
loves to hoveriu the lower atmosphere of practical sc!euce,audsoars 
reluctnutly into the higher regions of restheeis, this utilitariRn 
qualitv hRs peculiar attractions. There are thousantl11 of other
wise hi~hly-educa.ted minds which distinguish no superiority iu 
a Greek vase over an ordinary garden-pot. Both, they will say, 
are alike adapted to their purpose: both fulfil their destinil's with 
equal efficiency; therefore both are alike worthy of our appn.val. 
I have known a critic of this school condemn to utte1· ridicule a 
colonnade of tinl'ly-proportioned stone columns, as being a clumsy 
contrivance, ina.~much as they are, perhaps, 4 or 5 feet in dil\me
ter; whereas plain iron posts, a few inches only in diameter, 
would hnve anRwered every purpose. To answer such criticism 
is bat labour 1011t; and the sorrowing artist baa but to sigh and 
pa88 on. 

" M18erecordia e JUBtwa gll lldegua, 
Non ragiOll&lll 'di lor, ma IJll&rda e puaa." 

I now proceed to the second source of beauty, Symmetry. 
Our grel\t mABter Vitruviue thus instrncts us: "Symmetry," he 

11aye, "results from proportion. Proportion is the comml'nsuratiou 
of the various constitneut fact!! with the whole, in the existence 
of which symmetry is fouud to consist; for no buildiug," he says, 
"can posse88 the attribute of composition in which symmetry 
and proportion are disregarded." 

Tt mRy be difficult iu few words to express all that is intended 
to be comprised in that word symmetry; but there can be no 
doubt that the great balnnce and correspondence of oomponent 
parts, and the regularity of their general arrangement, which 
constitute the P.88ence of symmetry, is a never-failing source of 
pleaaure to the critical eye; and hl're we perceive (what I have 
alrllRdy adverted to) an instance of the Rnalogy which our works 
bear to those of nature; who, in her grf!atest work-man, the 
human frame--haa set before us an elllinent example of perfect 
symmetry. 

Thia quality haa ever been eminently architectural. We 

reoogui11e the attribute of 11ymmetry in the avenue ol Sphinies 
at Memphis; in the fa.Qade of a Greek temple; in the long
dmwu aisles of a Gothic cathedral; in tl:.e stately colonnades 
which aurl'ound the cortile of St. Peter's. We find it in ita 
highest condition in the works of the best Italian maatel'll: pra
eminently, perhaps, in the works of Palladio. A want of sym
metry in parts, where its waut is patent, is a fundamental defec' 
which no art can hide, and for which no beauty of individn&[ 
parts can compensate. 

The want of due proportion between the dome of St.. Pete1's 
and thd body of the building has been of'ten remarked by critics. 
and n•lt without ground, u an instance of this defect; auJ I might 
cite nu example of a like defect, although ander very different cir
cumstnucea, at Munich. There the enormous statue of Bavaria 
cruNhee into Liliputian insignificance the otherwise pleasing 
colonnade which accompanies it. In this case, had it been the 
artist's purpose by this interchllllge to enhance the size of bis 
statue (whose bulk may be comprehended from the fact that 
tweuty personP can tind sitting room in the head) he might b&Ye 
been welcome to sacrifice a whole hecatomb of life-eiu statues 
around the feet of his coloeaal image, but it was treason to archi
tecture thus to reduce a fine Doric portico to the proportions ofa 
plaything, and to sacrifice the dignity of our art in order to magnify 
the vaetneBS of hie figure. 

I proceed now to the third source of architectural beauty; 
viz., that resulting from the Picturesque. 

If there is difficulty in defining symmetry in few words, a 
succinct definition, or rather description, of the word picturesque 
is far more difficult. As I have said last. week, t.here is 110 

quality which it is more dangerous to affect than this; for the 
spell is at once broken, and the author loses the rewanl of his Mt, 
as l!OOD as it is perceived that there has been a laboured etfort 
made to produce it ;-like the Spartan rogae, who only gaine<l a 
lawful exeruption from puni11hment for his theft by the dext.erity 
with which he contrived to commit it. 

The ecclesiastical and caslellated pilee of tbe Middle Ages are 
perhaps the moat striking as well as the most familiar illuatra
tions of this high quality of art,-if nrt it may called, where 
coucealmeut of a1·t is the beat proof of its iufluence. But I !:lat 
week sufficiently di11cu11Sed this subject of the pictul'f'.aque. 

But there is a principle which I should uotice here as being 
applicable to all large architectural oompositions, and to uone 
more so than to those of picturesque character. I refer to 11 cer
tain subordinalion of the various pa1:te of a compoeit.iou to one 
predomiuaut feature or groap. 

In every large composition, whether it be a building, or (n.s 
I believll) a picture, a kind of unity should be preserved by oou
centrating effect,-by giving, not indeed an unduly nbsorbiug 
interest to any onl' portion of the design, bat a decided &lid 
clearly marked prepondl'rance to one portion; for I thiuk it is a 
remark of very general application that where iuterest is scatLereJ 
it is 1mre to be weakened. · 

Our own St. Paul's is an instance especially iu poiut, and 
affords IL remarkable example of happy adjustrueut of its v:u·ious 
parts; giving to the dowe just importance enough to et>cure its 
preponderan·::e without overwhelming the subordinate parts of 
the dl'sign. 

The superiority of the effect of those cathedrals, such II.II Safa
bury, Lincolu, Lichfield, nnd others, which have wain cenl.l'll) 
spirea, over those where that main feature is wantiup;, such as 
Westminster, Winchester, and Peterborough, is also au obvious 
i11011tration. 

It w11.S, no doubt, to some resthetic coneidl'ration of this nnture 
that we owe the noble gate towt>re of our colleges, and some of 
our old baronial re:oiden~s, such as Burleigh, Kuowle, and the 
like. These central foatures, rendered forcible by their superior 
height aud enrichmeut., connect, 11.S it. were, the vnrious parts of 
the composition; giviug it. that uuity which, as I have said, 11Jds 
so much value. to IL design. I wight name Greenwich Hospital 
as a building which must be regurded as very deficient in this 
respect; au<l I cau hardly doubt that this building, as we now~ 
it, is but p1t.rt uf a larger and wore connected design, which its 
distingni8he<l author WW! unfortunately unable to realize. 

You will have ob11erve<I that in the somewhat dt!~ultory 
remarks I have addressed to you this evening, the subject uf 
styles has been but slightly touched upon. 

This hae arisen from uo waut of due appreciat.ion of the impur
tance of that subject. There is no doubt whatever: tbllt. a 
Oiorough, discl'iminating knowledge of ihe several re~ited 
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1tyles tbl\t hl\ve prevailed in the more highly civilized countries 
of ditfereut ages forms an essential part of the education of an 
architect. But I believe I shall be best fulfilling my duties here 
by drawing your special atteution to those broad principles of 
deiiign that seem alike applicable to all styles; to a right under
st&nding of which ptinciples the acquirement of a knowledge of 
details must, aa it seems to mfl, be always subordinnte. 

It would, doubt.less, be takiug a very narrow view of the study 
of the art to oonline our adwiration or to limit our attention i.o 
11ny one style: whether it be that which flourished under Pericles 
or that which reached its culminating point under St. Louis or oar 
&iwanl.1; or that which left in the great municipalities of North 
Italy enduring mouuments of originality and genius. 

The time may come when architecture, unencumbered by pre
judice or pedantry, may cease to feed on the paiit, and take a 
loftier and uobler flight. 

Two revivals have marked the history of modern art. There 
was a great revival in the fift.eenth oentury. Nothing could 
exceed the euthuaU.sm of the &rtistic world when Lorenzo l\88em
bled around him the scholars and artists who effected that great 
change; but with all their ardour there was no want of <lil'Crimi
nating judgment. They dug np, and measured and studied with 
minutest care the works of the Clas11ic l\ge&; but they wrought 
themselves in l\D unfettered spirit. 

The style of antiquity was by them so modified to suit the 
wants and habits of modern civilization, that their works bee11me 
&e much marked by originl\lity as by beauty. It may be indeed 
questioned whether the world has yet seen men altogether eriuaJ 
to some of the qul\trocentists. 

Let us have a care that the second revival-that of the nine
teenth century-is not marked by a narrow, sectarian spirit, and 
by the ignoble results inevitably attenc.la.nt on a blind, servile, 
superstitious adhereuce to prece<lent,-a foeling from which t.he 
grel\t movement of the fifteenth century was so entirely free. 

No doubt the arts have advanced much since painters habi
tnl\lly drew the hea1ls of men anrl women with their elongated 
eyes placed somewhere about their temples, and represented 
their horses stepping out with both legs together on the same 
side. But it is undeniable that in our art we have vet much to 
unlearn, many prejudices to dismiss, much rust to rub off, before 
architecture can take its true place. 

It may be long before a Giotto or a &con arises in our art, 
but we may look forward hopefully to the result of a l.'Ombiua
tiou of many minds acting in au earne11t spirit and guided by 
right principles. 

THE HARTLEY COLLIERY ACCIDENT. 
SHORTLY after the frightful occurrence at the Hl\rtley Colliery, 

in January last, by which 199 persons were stifled to death in 
consequence of the single shaft of the mine having been blocked 
up, the Home Secretary requested the insf)f!ctors of mine>1 to give 
information respecting the condition of the shl\fts of mir,es in 
their several districts. The points ou which information was 
required were,-the number of accidents caused by the falling in 
of insufficient shl\fts; the number of collieries having single 
shafts; whether communications could not be made with other 
ei:iHting modes of egress in the snrne proprietorship; and the 
practicability and co>1t of providing double-shafts. The replies 
of the inspectors to those inquiries were presented to Parliament 
on the 29th of April, and they have just been published, together 
with the report of Mr. Blackwell respectintt the calamitous event 
at Hartley, and were very b1·iefly noticed 1n the last number of 
the Journal. 

It appe1'rs from the replies of the inspectors, in Engll\Dd and 
Wales, that compl\ratively very few of the collieries are worked 
with sirri;le shafts, and in the majority of those cases preparations 
11re making for giving other inlets to the workings. In Scotland 
however the proportions are reversed, for single shafts, divided 
hy wooden brattices, l\re moro numerous thl\n doable-shafts, in 
the proportion of 5:30 to 446. It is a curious fact however, that; 
in Scotland there were, during the last three years, only two 
ac-ci<lents reported as having occurred by the falling-in or ob
struction of shafts; while in the West Lancashire and North 
Willes district, where the number of mines without two entnrncea 
iB very small, there were in the same period 52 accidents from 
those causes. Mr. Dickinson, the inspector for the Eut Lanca
shire district., in which the production of coal amounts to 
6,379,500 tons per anniim, states hie opinion, after conferring 

with eeven other inspectors, that the following provisions shoultl 
be introduced in any Act passed for the regulation of mines:
That they should be provided with proper means of egress by 
two distinct shllfts, separated from each other by a secure divi
sion of natural strata; that for the purpose of exploring or prov
ing ground, or for working a small tract of coal or ironstone, a 
single brattic<3d entrance may be used, provided that not more 
than 10 persons be allowArl to be below ground at the same time; 
and that after the 31st of December, 1862, every shaft worked by 
steam or water-power should be pro,•ided with a proper self
actiug fence l\t the top. ln the South Durham district, withiu 
which the Hartley colliery is situated, there are 26 mines worked 
with single-shafts, and 113 that have two means of egress. In 
South Staffordshire the proportion of single to double-shafts is 
only 20 to 460; and in South Lnncashire the proportion of single
shafts is only 3 per ceu t. .A 11 the inspectors agree that single
bratticed shafts l\re very dangerous, and stweral of them have 
been endeavouring for some years p:1st to induce the proprietors 
to make separate entrances to the workings. The cost of making 
a second shn.ft is very variously estimate1! by the inspectors, nnd 
it would depend, of course, on the depth of the mines, and the 
nature of the strata. The cost in the Son th Durham district is 
estimated, for a mine 50 yards deep, at £300; for the Adelaide's 
colliery, 344 yards deep, £8000; and for the Ryhope colliery, not 
100 yards deeper, the estimated cost is £25,000. It is not im
probable, that in some works of sml\ll value, to compel the sink
ing of & second shaft might put a stop to the working altogether, 
and throw ml\ny men out of work in that locality; but the danger 
of single-shafts has been so fatally proved, that it is neceBSary to 
adopt some measure to obtain a second means of egress, whether 
by a regularly constructed shaft, or, at least, by n. sinking of 
smaller diameter, which in the mining districts is called a 
"trumpet." How far it would be practicable to enforce such a 
regulation in Scotland it is difficult to foresee, though the danger 
seems to be greater there thl\D in England, for it is not only a 
general practice to work mines with a single sl1aft, but mineral 
tenants work their mines through neighbouring properties by 
pllying a right of way, to avoid the expense of sinking separate 
11hafts. The cost of sinking shafts in that district is however 
estimated by the inspector at a very small sum, not more on an 
average than £300 el\ch. 

The report of Mr. Blackwell on the Hartley colliery accident, 
gives a detailed description of the condition of the shaft. and of 
the pumps and engine, and traces its cause to the mal-construc
tion of the pomps, which were so arranged as to accumulate the 
entire resistanCil alternatelv iu opposite directions to the action 
of the steam, without any check OU the other side; 80 that when 
the engine lost its load by the breakage of the spenre in the shaft, 
the piston was rapidly forced down, and a concussion ensued 
which snapped the engine-beam. The beam, which weighed 
more than 40 tons, WllS broken through its centre, and the por
tion that fell down the shaft carried with it in its descent parts 
of the pump-spears, the buntons and collars that retained the 
pumps and the Rpears in their places, the brattice by which the 
shaft was dividecl, and portions of the timber lining of the Rhnft. 
The following description is given of the co1Jstruction of the 
shaft, and of the nature of the pit:-

" The Hanley pit was •unk about seventeen yean ago. The •haft ill 
12 ft. 8 in. diameter; it is 200 y&r<Li in depth, namely, 72 yards from 
the surface to the high-main seam; 66 yam• from tbe high-main to the 
yard seam; 49 yards from the yard to th" atone-drift leading to the 
workings in the low main seam; and 18 yards from the stone drift to the 
bottom of the sun1p. 

The high-main seam at this pit had been exhaullted by fonner workings: 
there are workings, but to a very limited extent, in the yard seam; the 
workings in progress at the time of this accident were almost exclusively 
in the low main seam. 

The shaft of the Hartley pit had not been walled except for a short 
distance below the surface; under this the strata, where conaidered liable 
to give way, were secured by a lining of planks, kept in their places by 
round timber cribe or curbs of from 4 to 5 inches scant.ling. These cribe 
were cleaded or sheeted toward I.lie interior of the shaft with deal battens. 

The shaft wu divided through its centre, from e&11t to west, by a 
timber brattice or partition formed of pla:1ks. The northern ha.If of the 
shaft was occupied by the bottom and mid,Ue sets of pump• which were 
connected with the outside end of the pumping cmgiuc hcam. Thie "ide 
of the abaft formed the upcai<t; the \'entill\ting furnn.cc drift, through 
which the return air from all the workings passed, entered the •haft on 
its north side in the yard seam. 'fbe l!Outhern half of the eh.aft WM 
occupied by the winding cages; it formed the downc&Bt. 

The top et of pumps occupied & •pie or small shaft si~uated UDder 
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the inside or steam end of the pumping-engine beam, to which this eet of 
pumps waa connected. 

The quantity of water &t the Ha.rt.ley pit waa very large; it found its way 
into the pit &imoct entirely through the workings in the low ma.in se&m. 

The quantity amounted to from UOO to 1500 gallons per minute. 
From the level at which this water entered the pit it waa necell&I')' to 

"raise it from the dtpth of 200 ya.rda; to effect this required the uee of 
great engine power." 

The pumping-engine, and the construction and arrangement of 
the pumps-to which principally the cause of the breakage is 
attributed-are then noticed as follows:-

"The pumping-engine &t this pit had a steam cylinder 'lf 86& inches in 
diameter; the preaeure of the steam used was 14 !be. per square inch; 
the steam waa condensed on both sides of the steam piston; the engine 
was of the estimated force of 300 honie-power. 

The length of the beam of the engine waa 3' ft. 6 in. from centre to 
centre of the outside gudgeons; the sectional dimensions of each of the 
two sides of which it waa compoaed, taken through the centre gudgeon
hole, were 8 feet in the vertical by 4i inches in the cross section, exclusive 
of the metal in the ribs &nd in the boss. 

The centre gudgeon, forming the centre of motion of the be&m, waa 
situated S inches nearer to the outside or pumping end tb&n the middle 
of the beam; its stroke wa11 thua 10 feet &t the inside or ateam end, and 
9 ft. 3 in. at the outside or pumping end, situated over the pit-sha.ft. 

The pumps connected with this engine were divided into three eets. 
The bottom set, lifting the water from the sump in the shaft below the 
low ma.in to the yard seam waa 52 ya.rda, and the middle set, lifting from 
the yard to the high main aeam, waa 66 ya.rda in height. These two sets of 
pumps &nd the Bpeal'll connecting them with the outside end of the pumping 
engine beam, were situated in the northern half of the shaft. They were 
both bucket eets. The buckets were 2 feet in diameter, working strokes 
of 9 ft. 3 in. The main dry spear, extending from the engine-beam 
to the top of the middle set of pumps, waa U inches square. Below this 
point, from the Y to the top of the bottom eet of pumps, it wa11 10 inches 
square. These spears were of Memel timber. The wood in the bottom 
dry spear, near the place where it had parted, waa found to he not per
fectly 110und. 

The bottom set of pumps s1ood on the bottom of the aump, that ia, that 
portion of the shaft below the atone drift leading to the workings in the 
liJw-WAin seam. The middle set stood upon oak buntons of great strength, 
which were plaoed aide by side, &nd in tiers over each other, extending 
nearly half-way acrosa the aha.ft of the pit. The top eet of pumps lifting 
from the high main seam to the surface, a height of 72 yards, waa situ
ated in the staple llUDlt to this ~ near the inside or steam end of the 
engine-beam. Thie set also, all the others, waa a set of bucket ~umps; 
the buckets were 2 ft. 6 in. diameter, W<)l'king a stroke of 6 ft. 3 m. 

The weight of the dry &nd wet ~· of the bucket.a, and of the 
columns of water in the bottom and I1Uddle sets of pumps lifted from the 
outside end of the pumping engine beam, when the engine made its inside 
atroke, appears from calculation to have been about 55 tons. The smaller 
weight of the top eet in the staple, which wa11 connected with the engine
beam on the opposite Bide of its centre of mouon to the bottom e.nd 
middle set.a, wu compensated by the difference in the length of the two 
ends of the engine-beam from the o.mtre of motion, the weight of the 
steam-piston, piston-rod Cl'Ol!B-head, and iron catch-pin &ttached to the 
beam. 

The steam in this pumping engine being condensed on both aides of the 
piston, the speed with which it would travel through its inside and out
side 1trokes would, so long 1111 the connexion of the beam with the pumpe 
at each end waa maintained, be equal; but this arrangement rendered 
this engine liable in the event of the breakage of its connexion with the 
outaide or inside aet of pumps, and more pamcularly with the outside, to 
serio1111 damage. 

All the eets of pumpa in connexion with this engine being bucket 
pumps, the entire resistance to its motion wu aocumulated alternately in 
opposite dire..-tions to the action of the •team. without any check to that 
:i.ction existing on the other side, and in the event of this resista.nce 
ceaaing by the breakage of the pump connexions, it was inevitable that 
the engine should destroy itself, as, in fact, occurred. 

Mr. Blackwell then points out the difference between the 
engine at the Hartley colliery and a Corniah enginl', in which he 
observes the same circometancee of danger do not exist, for the 
steam, being condensed on the under aide only of the piston, the 
total force brought into action in the inside stroke is confined to 
that which is required to Hrt the spears and plungers, without the 
additional weight of the column of water. Respecting the use of 
bncket-pomps, and the immediate cause o( the accident, he 
obie"es:-

" The wie of bucket putnpa of large dimensions, to form all the sets of 
pumpa in connexion with a powerful pumping engine, is evidently a 
llOUl'Cll of much danger. In auch cases, the engine having to lift at the 
aame time, not only I.be weight of the spears but that also of the water 
reeting upon the buck.eta, the tendency is to eoonomiae weight 1111 much 1111 

possible, and coneequently to reduce the dimemi01111 of ihe llJl8lll'll by 
which the connexion of this weight with the engine is maintained. 

There are special causes of breakage connected with the action of 
bucket pumps. The whole power of the engine must be &pplied to them 
a11 a direct atrain tending to sever their connexion with the engine. The 
buckets are liable to become fast in their working barrela from varioos 
e&Ulletl, such a11 the bursting of a bucket hoop, or the entrance into the 
pump of dirt along with the w&ter. The blast holes throngh which the 
water enters the pumpe may become choked up with dirt, &Dd this would 
throw an exCEMive str.in on the spears. 

It was proved that the aump at the botM>m of the abaft of I.be Hr.rtley 
pit had not been cleaneed out for a great length of time. The timber form
ing the spears wa.s probably rendered brittle by the elevated tempen.
ture of the pumping half of the shaft, which waa need aa I.be upcul. 
That liability to breakage existed at this engine waa proved by a former 
accident, whiC'h occured in 1858, when its speed waa only •l strokes per 
minute instead of 7 6 strokes, as at the period of this accident. On thia 
occasion the main spear in the pumping shaft broke, a.nd the connexion 
of the piston rod with the engine-beam appears in consequence to have 
been nearly severed. 

It waa neoeasary under thoae circumstancet1 which existed at Hmley 
pit, !ll>mely, the constant influx of la.rge volumes of water, with the pm
eibility of its increase, while there was only very limited standage room 
for it below the level of the pumpe, that the bottom aet should be bucket 
pumps, the buckets and clacks of which e&11 be drawn out and repl.&ced 
from above through the pumps, in cue of their being temporarily over
powered by water; but the upper eeta of pumps, namely, I.be middle aet 
in the shaft connected with the outside end of the engine-beam, and I.be 
top set in the staple connected with the inside end, should have been 
plunger pumps; these two last sets being situated above the level to 
which it waa probable that the water in the pit could rise. 

Thie arrangement of the pumps would in all probability have pre· 
vented such an aocident a11 that which occurred, since, under 1t, the entire 
resistance to the motion of the engine would not, as under that which 
was adopted, have been accumu!Ated alternately in one direction &nd on 
one side only of the oentre of motion of the engine-hmm, during each 
stroke of the engine; but a balanced re&iatanoe on each Bide would have 
been presented to the action of the Bte&m, in whiohever direciion the 
piston might travel 

It appeared from the evidence of men who were being wound up in 
the shaft &t the time of this accident, that a breakage of the spean in Uie 
shaft, by which the engine lost its load wholly or in part, did occur prior 
to the breakage of the be&m a.nd the fall of its broken half into the pit. 
It appeared that when this breakage of the spears occurred the engine 
was commencing its inside stroke. The resietanoe to the descent of the 
piston in the ete&m cylinder being thus removed, the piston would he 
carried downwards by the preeeure of the steam on ite upper 8lll'face 
augmented by the vacuum below, amounting to a foroe of about 62 tons, 
and would rapidly acquire momentum in its descent through • stroke of 
10 feet in length, until both the piston and that end of I.be beam OOD· 

neoted to it were suddenly arrested by the iron catch-pin fixed upon the 
beam at that point coming down upon the spring beams where they were 
rendered perfectly rigid in their resistance by vertical cut-iron columns 
which were firmly bolted to them beneath. 

The engine-beam, the breakage of which wa11 the immediate cause of 
the 1088 of life which resulted from this accident, was made of iron of fair 
quality. It wa.s of the full ordinary eeotional dimensions of be&mB 
used in engines of similar power to this. The over-wedging of the centre 
gudgeon of the beam and the occurrence of eevere frost at the time of the 
aocident, may have contributed to render it 1t0mewhat more liable Ml 
fracture than it would otherwise have been, but theee circumatuicea were 
not alone sufficient to account for this ooourrence. The beam had beru 
at work under the load it was carrying for about seven yeais. 

The breakage of the beam must be attributed to the violent conculllion 
to which it waa subjected when it, together with the &team piston COD· 
nected to it, were suddenly arrested after descending through a stl'Oke of 
l 0 feet with the velocity aoq uired under the preBBure of the steam, by 
coming in contact with the spring beams beneath, after the oounterbalan· 
cing load in the shaft waa partially or wholly lost." 

Notwithstanding the fracture of this cut-iron beam, Mr. 
Blackwell contends that it ought not to prevent the use of such 
material (or aimilar purposes, for, in his opinion, the defecta oC 
cast-iron may in almost all cases be guarded against by a judi
cious combination of wrought-iron in the conlltruction of be&ms. 
Had the engine-beam at Hartley, he observes, been truued with 
wrought-iron rode 2! or 3 inches in diameter, applied to the 
upper and under edges of each of the eidea, it would 1n all proba
bility have 1ustained the effect& of the violent concUBSion. Mr. 
Blackwell concludes hie report by animadverting on the danger 
oC working mines with a single shaft. He eetimatee the ooat of 
labour and material& req aired for sinking two ahaft& in place of 
one, the Motional area of the two together being equal to that of 
the Bingle 1haft, at from 10 to 26 per cent. With iegard to deep 
min• now in operation, where large quantities of waW' have 
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been atopped back, and where the strata present unusual diffi
cultie<J, Mr. Blackwell thinks that the sinking of a second shaft 
would involve so serious an outlay that the elfect of any legisla
tive enactment enforcing the formation of a second sh11ft, would 
cauee the atoppage of the work.a, and throw a large number flf 
minera out of wor&. 

There is, indeed, 1- danger in working in mines with a single 
abaft that nre free from fire-damp, than in doabl-hafted fiery 
mines; and it is only the atrong impre11Bion of the dreadful con
aequencm of the extraordinary accident at the Hartley colliery 
that haa directed attention to the neceSBity of having more than 
one means of e&eape. The question ia, not whether men ahould 
be allowed to risk their lives in procuring coal, but whether it is 
not the duty of the coal proprietora, and of the legislature, to take 
the known precaution& that will diminiah the danger to which 
miners muat always be exposed 1 It ma1 be a hardship to the 
proprietor of a coal-mine, to enforce conditiona that would render 
his property valueleae; but, as re~s the men, they would in 
all probability be able to find eniployment in other mines, where 
they might work with lesa danger. 

WENLOCK PRIORY, SALOP. 
( Colllinaed from page 167. ) 

TBB aoath transept. is in some respect.a peculiar; up to this 
put we may consider we bave been examining lhe works of, 
within a very short limit, one period, though there are indica
tions of alight variation of date here and there, just enough to 
ahow that the works which were betcun to the east were con
tinued westward, and, in accordance with the characteristic prin
ciples of the age, carried with it what was at the time, perhaps 
with justice, thought to be progreBB and improvement in art. We 
IDAY therefore justly reverence those who have shown their 
appreciation of the beautiful works of the preceding age, and 
who by their arrangements endel\voured to preserve thllt of 
the ornamental chapter house adjoining, and continued it in 
their works. The arcading of the transept encroached on the 
chapter house; and to preserve the uniformity of these archea, 
and at the same time not destroy the chapter house, they have 
recessed the old wall, the arch and pier of the new work being 
actually within the wall, neceasitating ingenious 11rrangements 
and mouldings. In like manner, the arcading at tt.e south end 
is carried on piers built into the old wall, and it will be found 
that the wall is really thicker iu the aisle than in the main tran
lleJ>l This transept has but one aisle on the east side, the other 
is oecupied by a triple vaulted recess open to the cloister, for 
what purpose is not absolutely known. We shall however revert 
to this presently. The only instance I am acquainted with of 
any arran~ement at all approaching this, is the south trantiept 
of Westminster Abbey, where the cloister runs under the lower 
part of the west uisle of the south transept. Returning to the 
tran11ept, we find, on the west side next the nave-aisle, a triple 
arcade, with the mouldings in the hearl of the centre arch cut 
away for the reoeption of the head of a former statue, and in the 
two outer compartments are smiill brackets, so that this formed 
a group about a shrine. There is a drain from the centre com
partment, by which we infer that there was a piscina. Adjoining 
this was " newel 11tairca.se, part of whi.:h now exists. 

Oa the opposite side, in the aisle, were some chapels to the 
eMJt., divided by wooden screens. 'l'he mortices for a parclose 
are still visible in the !!hafts; and a piscina of later construction 
is in fair preservation, in the lower part i11 built a Norman 
eapit.al. Here was at least one altar, probably two or three; the 
base of one is distinctly marked. 

Retracing our steps w the great central tower, we turn again 
eastward, and are merely able to point out the position of the 
pierB of the once choir. There were seven bays. It is curious, 
however, to obeerv" that the e11atern is within a few inchea the 
lllUUe leo~h aa the westeru limb; one is divided into seven bays 
by six pillars, the other, as already stated, is divided into eight 
1-ys by seven pillarB. 

In the choir, also, the few remnants of the bases are circular, 
while those in the 11ave are elaborately iudented into shaft&; and 
although those in the choir are slightly smaller in diameter, to 
the sight they are practically lRrger, and T feel no hesitlltion in 
attributing to an earlier age the construction of the choir than 
t.o the nave and tower. This indeed i11 the part which would be 
of Earl .Roger's constructing. The south wall has the evidence of 

a doorway, prohably the abbot's private door, and at the Milt end 
of the south aisle was a window correapondin~ appnrently with 
that at the extreme west encl of the same al8le, with AD l\ltar 
beneath it. The choir was a few inches wider than the nave, and 
with equally wide aisles; the arcading was of wider opening than 
in the nave, and was probably of semi-circular arches. 

The lady-chapel, still further to the east, is just indicated by 
the foundation; it was about 41 feet long by 25 feet wide* and 
without aisles. Of it.a character and height we can form no 
conjecture, except by comparison with the parts immediately 
adjoining; but the buttresses show that it could not have been 
earlier than the middle of the twelfth century. We ahall com
plete our examination of the church by taking notice of the 
exterior before proceeding to the domestic departments. 

The west end exhibiUi sufficient to enable ns to as clearly 
define it.a former appearance as the interior of the nave. There 
was a centraldoor with a large western window over it, and a 
small window lighting the south aisle; whether a similal" window 
was in the north aisle it is impoBBible now to say, but as there 
was nothing similar in the internal arrangements, with the 
common disregard for balanoing an elevation, a different window 
may have been placed in the north aisle. The aide of the great 
west window partly remains, with the blank arcading on the fACe 
of the wall beside it. The north front has nothing beyond a few 
portions of nearly bare wall, with the masonry of the aame age 
as the internal parts, that is, of Early English construction, and 
with the shallow projections which was the first form of but
tttsses, and supplied the place of the previously thicker walls to 
resist thll thrust of the groined vaulting or roof truRBeB. 

Of the eastern end nothing remains, nor indeed any thing to 
note, until we reach the south transept, upon which we must 
beetow our chief attention to arrive at any conclusion. Here it 
is made evident that the nave and transept.a were of equal height 
and form: the string--course under the clereatory windows still 
exists, under which commenced the roof over the triforium. 
These clereatory windows are single lights with A continuous 
label The south window of the transept i11 a triple window 
with a single narrow light over it in the gable, the latter lighting 
the space between the vaulting and the roof. The remaining 
square-headed openings below these rangea of windows communi
ca.te between the triforium and a gallery which ran all round 
the building, and was the place whence the draperies were hung 
on such festivals as required those decorations, and formed also 
the means of communication with other parts of the buildings. 

The oonventual buildings are on the south side of the church. 
Making our way to those of the earlier buildings, we begin with 
the beautiful chapter-house with its interlaced wall deoorationi< 
tier 11.bove tier. Until recently it has always been called a 
chapel, and had rubbish within it to the depth of several feet. 
This is the only portion remaining of the structures commenced 
by Roger de Montgomery but not completed by him, for the date 
of its erP.Ct.ion is certainly not within sixty years of his rebuilJ.
ing. It is a beautiful specimen of the semi-Norman or transi
tional period, which prevailed only during the reign of Heury 
the Second; before which time Earl Roger had long been dead.t 
There is no reoonl yet discovered by which we oan ascertain the 
designer of this or indeed of any other part of the priory. It 
moat have been in the abbacy of Humbald or that of Peter de 
Leja, the latter of whom w11.11 promoted to Saint David's in 11 i6. 
The walling is very elaborately ornamented with the interlaceJ 
arcading which has by some been supposed to hn.ve ~ven rise to 
the invention of the pointed arch. There are rnnumerable 
examples of interlacing, but none so elaborate and beautiful :is 
this. It is divided lengthwise into three bays by blocks of six 
shafts, theae bays agr&in being subdivided each into fi,·e spaces 
by columns, from which spring the arches in three tiers inter
seciing each other in every tier. Almost every shaft has a 
differently-carved capital. Each bay has been vaulted and 
groined with six roll-ribs, which may have been later than the 
walls. The diagonal masonry which fills the arch above the 
arcading i1 curious, and I should think of a date subsequent to 
the lower part. The clear siu is Sl feet by 28 ft. 6 in. Dugdale 
gives it as 66 feet by 31 fet>t, and Brit.ton 60 feet by 30 feet. 

The entrance from the cloister to the chn.pter house is through 
a receSBed circular-headed doorway, which may have been with
ont doors, perhaps with a metal work gate, as the capitals run 
through to the inside. There is no way of ascertaining if the two 

• For I)" foet wide. ?doauiicou, T, T6. 
t Vlde p. l~ ante. 
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aide arches, which are rather narrower, were glazed, because the 
inner portions are broken away; it may however be assumed 
that they were not glazed. In the spandrils were formerly the 
figures of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, to whom the church was 
dedicated when rebuilt. That of 8aiut Paul is entirely gone; 
bui Saint Peter can be identified by his key, which is still to be 
made out. It does uot appear to be so early as the chapter house 
by a century. 

The east end has been partly reconstructed, and there is part 
of a shaft remaining in the upper part, which would lead to the 
notion that a window had beeu there iu such a position as that 
it would light above the vaulting. In that case there may have 
been, as was ro011t probable, a dormitory or library above the 
chapter house, which was lighted by this window. There is a 
string-counie along the south end of the tr11nsept, from which a 
roof would lean, meeting the gutter of a roof over this cbl\mber, 
and to which acceBS would be obtained through the triforium 
gallery, where two openiu~s show that they were for ingress; on 
the south aide the lowest tier of arches have balls in the hollow 
of the archivolt, similar to the ballflower in application. In two 
of the bays also, as well as one on the north side, the columns 
instead of being of three shafts nre of one column, with reveals 
carved into lozenges, with a raised quatrefoil flower in each 
lozenge; these are continued round the head. 

There is likewise on the sonth side a fireplace inserted, and 
there has been a doorway, the shafts having been cut away for 
the purpose: the former would appear to have been doue not 
very long after the original construction. 

It may be well bt>re to allude to an error of importance fallen 
into by Mr. Britton* and others in reference to the string-courses 
from which the columns spring. This has been repeatedly de
scribed as a seat, for which purpose it is much too narrow, and 
being also seven or eight feet from the floor, it i8 obvious that it 
was nlt-0gether above the monks' stalls. There may have been hang
ings or coats of arms in the receBBes, as the mortices seem to show. 

The origin of the assertion seems to have been derived from 
the author of the letterpress of the 'Beauties of England and 
Wales,'t and repeated by Britton iu bis later works; he probably 
never saw it, or be would at ouce have discovered that five feet 
nf earth removed would alter the relative levels so much as to 
render impossible such a supposition. The view in the 'Beau
ties of England and Wale.!!,'~ shows the entrance buried to 
within a diameter of the level of the capitals of the shafts. 

The great cloister exhibits only bare walls. The string-courses 
show the position ot the former roof, by which we see that it 
was not vaulted; they further show the width of the ambulatory. 
The outer wall next the ~rth is entirely destroyed. There were 
the usual two doorways mto the nave, oue of which is no longer 
in existence; the other, which opens under the lower part of the 
i.isle at the west.em end, is tolerably perfect. The cloister curi
ously diminishes in width toward the west. It is remarkable, 
that in the abbey of Cluuy this part of the buildings bas a 
similar departure from the rectangular plan. 

We now proceed to the conventua) buildings of the Early 
English pt;riod. Northward of the chapter bou11e in the cloister 
is the tnple groined rece88 before noticed. It is 4 feet 8 inches 
in clear depth, with the three front openings about 8 feet 
3 inches wide, with corresponding recesses at the back. These 
last exactly match those in the chamber above the crypt of 
the north transept. I am disposed to regard the arrangement 
as purely accideutal, arising frow the increase of the size of the 
church, aud the desire to preserve the chapter house, the hne of 
which had to be continue<l to the former; aud with the usual 
ingenuity of the age to which it belongs, the accident was turned 
to account, and sometbin~ useful and beautiful at once produced. 
It was not the usual position for a lavatory, although, from the 
absence of any indication of it anywhere else, it may have been 
cne; but its most probable use was that of a cupboard where the 
everyday books were kept, thi11 being the exact position one 
would point to as complying with the descriptions of Dugdale§ and 
Viollet le Duc~I I therefore am inclined to consider it the "Petite 
Bibliotheque." It has, in almost all parts, what are technically 
termed straight-joints, which show that all but the main walls 
wa.s built subsequently to the other parts. 

• Archl"'ctaraJ A.Utlq., h", p. 63. 
t vol. xiii, p. 200. 
1 lb., p. 196. 
f Monutioon, T, p. Ti. of introductioa. 
Ii DictionW>lre RabollDEe de I' Architect. Fran~, I, 268. 

The masonry and the doorways which now partly fill up the 
original archways are modern, the dre88ed stones having been 
re-applied from some other part of the building. 

Facing the chapter-house was the dormitory, now altojiet.her 
swept away. The guest-house was further to the west; nothing 
remains of it. From the north end rose the stair which led to 
the upper floors containing the dormitories and the chamber 
over the aisle, as well as to the gallery in the triforium, which, 
as there was no upper floor to the ambulatory of thll cloilter, 
will have been used &11 passage rooms, aud the gallery aa a means 
of communication. Ou the aouth aide of the cloister was the 
refectory, two walls of which are yet tolerably perfect. It Wll8 a 
lofty room, too lofty apparently to have had any room over it, 
and it was groined in eight bay•; it was thirty-two feet wide by 
eighty-five feet long. A noble room it must have appeared, with 
its lightly moulded ribs springing from carved corbels, while it.a 
lower part was hung probably with tapestries, or its walls 
covered with frescoes. Among the more distant buildings ill 
one that can have been none other than the infirmary. It is at 
present used as a cow-house. There has been an entrance 
beside it. Of the other buildings there are several rooms adjoin
ing the ahbot's lodging, and on the north aide of the smaller 
cloiRter; these were for offices, and are of early date.* 

The tower at the present entrance has been always called a 
gate-tower; it is ne<!essary however first to prove that the t>n
trance was there. Of thi~ I am not at all certain. There are no 
evidences of any gateway adjoining it, aud it may just as likely 
have been a dove-cot. Some of the old walls of the grollnds to 
the south are curiously loopholed. At the eud of the wall in the 
rear of the abbot's lodging is an ancient garderobe. 

The abbot's house, allowing for alte1"1:1.tious, is the mo>1t perfect 
pnrt of these remains, and is still habitable; ita date however is 
more than two centuries later. It is Tudor-far froru being of 
the best kind-snd ia diminished iu extent. The upper tloor 
still shows the abbot's relectory or ball, aud the withdrawing 
room or pulour beyond. There are iudicatious of a gallery at 
oue end of the former. Both these rooms have large corbelled 
pedestals in all the window-jambs, which were intended for ser
vice, or side tables to fill ~he receBBe~; they do not t-0ucb the 8oor 
by upwards of an inch. The refectory has a water-drain and 
sink. There is also a double cupboard in the divisional wall, 
with ledges for shelves to be fitted in as mentioned for the 
windows. These rooms are acce81lible from a newel staircue, as 
well as from the open corridor. On the north side of the ball 
were the sleeping apartment& On the lower story are several 
rooms thorollghly modernised, and the antique appearance ob
literated. 

The chapel is in better preservation, and retains the st.one nlt:ir 
aud the worn steps, which have the marks of the former railing. 
A stone reading-desk was dug out of the ruins some few yean 
ago; it is ofWenlock marble, sculptured with late Norman sculp
ture; there is only one other known. Parker figures this altar 
and lectern in his glrnisary.t The1e is h.ire a small sitting statue 
of a saint, croea-legged, with a crown on her head, and holding 
either a cl011ed book or a bag. This may be meant to represent 
St. Milburg, but it is a carving made long after the church was 
dedicated to St. Peter and St. Paul, and is therefore bard.ly 
prohable. It may have been intended for lBabel de Sai, Lady of 
Clun. This carving, which is of the end of the thirteenth cen· 
tury, would be more consistent with that view than the other. 
Mr. Plauche, at our Congress at Newbury in 1860, informed us 
that, in his opinion, the representation of cross-legged figurE"s was 
indicative of the person represented having feudal jurisdiction, 
and th11.t this power, and this manner of representing it, were 
not restricted to men. There is a garderobe on the ground floor, 
which is covered by a atone slab of earlier date, with carved 
panelling on the underside. 
Parker~ gives a tolerably aocurate description of the abbot's 

lodging, though I cannot subscribe to all hia suggeations or con· 
clusions. His plans are not quite accurate. Several writ.en 
mention a former painting on the walls of the abbo~'a parlour; 
one is described to be a representation of St. George and the 
Dragon. 

The front of the lodging consist.a of a wide two-storied corridor, 

• 1'111oe Ille CollgrMa, aome of Ille facillg baa bffll removed. lllld "11'1 eari1 ~1' 
'haye been cilloovored. 

t Vol. II, plale I. Al page 1T It la deecr!bed u of Early BngUah nrtmuahlp, bat 
lie correcta W• In hill Dameltlc Ardll'9cWre. 

: Domeiitic An:hi~re, Ill, lad. 
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extfnding the whole length, with continuous ranges of windowa, 
which have been glaz.ed on both stories. They are divided into 
bays of four windows by buttTellSeil; the sub-divisions are made 
by amaller intermediate piers and buttresses. The roof, which 
oommenoes from the eaves of the corridor, is enormously high. 
From the lower corridor there are some unusnal and curiously 
splayed" squints" into the bowie; these are large enough to have 
been used for the p&1111ing of small parcels, but are more likely to 
have been used simply for looking from the inside to the outside.* 

Of ihe seals of the priory few have been noticed. One is said 
to have been founrl 11.t Cluu Church in 1 i60, of which no particu
lars are given. Willist mentions one of Arms az. 3 garbs, or, in 
pale a crozier, arg. Another mentioned by Dugdalet is a coarse 
representation of St. Milburga, sitting in a homely dress, with 
an instrument like a two-pronged fork on her right shoulder. 
A later one is a full length, with a book in the lea hand and a 
bunch of flowers in the right. A fourth is a seal to a deed in the 
Harleiiw Collection (83 D, 3) 30° Henry VIII. H is oval, 11. 
Virgin and Child. Beneath, in two niches, are an armed figure, 
probably St. George with the dragon below, and a female figure. 
The reverse is a female half figure with a crozier. The inscrip
tions are "SIGJLL' EOCL' ••••• VAL18. lllONACHORVlll. D'WOLOK" and 
"SAllCTA • lllLBVRGA."§ 

One not hitherto mentioned I have been favoured with bv the 
preent posse880r, the Rev. T. F. More, of Linley Hall. It "is as 
hr&88 matrix coated with gold, 11.ud was found at Hopton Castle 
by Colonel L. More, in whose family it has been since retained. 
It consist.a of a representation of 8t. George and the d1·agon, 
within a f/Uioo pUcia, two inches and a half long, and one inch 
aud a h11.lf broad. The figure is beneath a trefoiled canopy, 
which ia supported on two slender columns; the wings and head 
of St. George fill the trefoils. It appears to be of the thirteenth 
century. The legend round is "s' :&CCLIE: CONUENTOALIS: DB 
W&NLOK: AD CAVSAS: TANTUM." The connection of this seal with 
the alleged painting on the wall and the previously named seal 
ia obvious. 

In the late Mr. Caley's collection of Howlett'& drawings of 
ancient seals there were--

1. The common seal of Wenlock Priory, from a deed of the 
xii. uzc. 2. The seal of Prior Humbert, xii. aczc. 3. Seal and 
counterseal of the Priory, from co11veutual !ell.Se, 28th Henry 
VIIL, in the Augmentation office. 4. From an early charter B. d. 
in the Chapter-house, Westminster. 5. Seal of Prior John 
Stratton, from a charter of the date of 1468 in the Augmentation 
office.II 

The ruins have been subjected to very rode tre11.tment. Mr. 
Moore, writing in 1787, aays that many years before, great part 
of ihe abbey WAR pulled down to rebuild some houses, and only 
four years prior one of the clust:ered pillars of the church was 
nearly levelled, and a cart was waiting to take it away. To the 
credit of the late Sir Watkin Williams Wynn it should be 
observed that he, as well as tile subsequent owners, put a stop to 
further depredations. 

In the grounds on the east of t.he church I observed a heap of 
worked stones gathered from the ruins, and on looking over these 
I discove1·ed one which bad been part of a base; on the upper 
surface were some very beautifully incised lines of Early English 
mouldinga, which illustrate tile subject of ancient architectural 
drawing; tbe lines show th11.t they were cot as moulds, and not 
for the purpose of the stone itself; indeed they extend beyond 
tbe points where they could have been available, and there are 
ot.her mouldings neither connected nor applicable. I believe this 
to be the ouly instance of the kind yet discovered. 

There, also, I found a compi~rath·ely ra1·e example of paving 
tile, a small port.ion of simply incised pottery. There 11.re WR.DY 
pieces of tiles scattered about the ruins, bearing representations 
of 11hields, animals, aud varioua ewblems: one, two inches and 
thretHjuarters square, has a representation of the moon's face in 
inciled lines; the tile 1s red. 

There are no fish-ponds to be seen; indeed they seem to have 
been long destroyed, but there 11.re appearances of ROme to the 

• Parka, in his account, altogether avoid• men!ioning •heae, altbongh be ahon them 
in hio plan. The ocale "f my plan Is too email to show them. The front of the &b-
1'*e College1 Coventry, baa a very similar two-storied corridor, with a almilarly dls
prvportionea root Thia i1 ftgured in the si>:t.eenth part of Dollm&n and Jobbias's 
• ADalyais of Ancient Domestic Archllectnre.' 

f lli&red Abbeyo, Ii, 1 ~2. 
! 111-uoon, •, H. 
I lb. 
q The drawillgo, upon the death of Mr. Caley, were purehued by Mr. Thorpe, book· 

.U., lllPlocr.dlll7, ud by him dilpene~ lo •arioWI purebaaen. 

east of the abbot's lodging. Leland, in hia Itinera"1J, folio 182, 
relates that there was formerly a little brooklet running west 
from the hills through the town, and called RM, which ran into 
the Severn two miles distant. 

Of the Priors of W enlock, the following is a list compiled from 
the most perfect as given by the Rev. Mr. Eyton:-

Peter 

Rai.nauld 

Humbald,or 1 
Wynebald 1 ··· 
(Interregnum.) 

Peter de Leja ... 

Henry 

Robert 

Joybert 

Humbert, or 
Imbert 

Commenced. 

Aymo de Montibua 1261 
John d~ Tycford, ! 1272 or Thifford 
Henry de Banville 1285 

Henry 

Gwycard de C&ro 1320 Loco 
Humbert •.. 
HenrydeMyollllll, 1 _ 
or de Chay I 

Otto de Flori&eo 
William de Ponte- 1 

fract 1-
Roger Wyvil 
J obn Stafford 
William Brugge 

1397 

Roger Barry 1438 
Roger W enlock 1462 
John Stratton 1468 
John Shrewabury 1471 
Thomae Sutbury 1482 
Richard Synga.r, 1 1485 
.Jias W enloke I 

Roland Goa&enell 1521 

John Bayly 1527 

Evldencea of 
tenure occur 

ll20 

l II39 I 
ll48 \ 

l ll55 1 
n6o I 

I g~; I ll98 1 
1200 I 
1221 

1263 

l 12921 
1306 

1344 

1348 
s 1360 1 
l 1362 j 

1371 

1379 

1395 
1422 
1435 

1485 

1489 

1526 

Terminated. 

1169, seceded to 
Paisley* 

l 1176, promoted 
··· to St. David's. 

1216, died 

1260, died 

12i2, died 

1319-20 

1397 

1437, resigned 
1462, died 

1482, resigned. 

.. l 1521, super· 
eede<l 

l 1540, aumm-
••• dered 

Christmas Day, 1558, died. 

The site, says Mr. Blakeway, was granted to one Augustinis, 
whose name bespeaks him a foreigner. He was, perhaps, one of 
the king's physicians. Ht' sold it in 1545 to Thomas Lawley, 
whose descendants again disposed of it to the family of Gage, 
from whom it passed to Sir J. Wynn. It ia now owned by 
J.M. Gaskell, Esq., M.P. 

THE RAV AGF..S OF THE LIMNORIA TEREBRANS ON 
CREOSOTED TIMBER. 

By DAVID STEvENBON, F.R.S.E., M.LC.E. 
THE following is an 11.bstract of a very useful paper recently 

read before the Royal Society of London:-
The author stated that it would be difficalt to estimate the value 

of any chemical or mechanical process whereby timber might be 
rendered permanently impervious to the ravageR of Limn11ria tere
brana, that small but sure destroyer of timber structures exposed 
to the action of the sea. 

The ravages of that crustacean were first observed in 1810 by 
Mr. Robert Stevenson, the engineer of the Bell Rock Lighthouse, 
in the timber supports of the temporary beacon used by him in 
the erection of that work. Having forwarded specimens of the 
insect, and of the timber it had destroyed, to Dr. Le,ach, the emi
nent naturalist of the British Museum, Dr. Leach, in 1811, 
announced it as a" new and highly interesting species which hnd 
been sent to him by his friend Hobert Stevenson, civil entPneer, 
and assigned to it the name of Limnma terebrana (Linnean 
Trans., vol. xi. p. 370; R.Dd Edinb. Ency., vol. vii. p. 433). 

• Paiale7 waa one of tlie prior!ea alllli&ted lo Welllock, 

48 
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The Teredo naoolil, which wa.s a larger and even more de
structive enemy, was happily not so prevalent in northern aeaa as 
the Limuoria. 

Experiments made at the Bell Rock by Mr. Robert Stevenson 
extending over a period of nearly thirty years, the detailed 
account of which wa.s given in Mr. Thomas Stevenson's article on 
Harbours in the 'Encyclopa!dia Britauuica,' had clearly proved 
that teak, African oak, En~lish aud American oak, mahogany, 
beech, ash, r.lm, and the different varieties of pine, were found 
sooner or later to become a prey to the Limnoria. Greenheart 
oak was alone found to withstand their attacks; and !!Ven thiit 
timber was said in some instances to have failllti. 

Mr. Stevenson's experiments nlso included the testing of the 
artifidal processes of Kyau and Pain, the former being an injec
tion of corrosive sublimate, 1md the latter of proto-sulphate of 
iron. Timber prepared by Kyau's proceSit was attacked in two 
ye111'8 and four months, and in four yenrs and seven months was 
quite destroyed. Timber prepu.red by Payne's process was 
attacked in ten months, and destroyed in one year and ten 
months. 

The Justly approved creosote process, patented by Mr. Bethell, 
had been largely employed in railway works, with universally 
admitted success; and, in common with many of his profeBBional 
brethren, the author adopted it in several marine works, in the 
expectation that it would prove l\D antidote to the Limnoria; but 
having now ascertained beyond all doubt that creosote was not a 
universal or perm1ment preservative of timber used in marine 
works, the author propolled in the present notice to state briefly 
the facts on which this opinion was grounded. 

Before doing so, however, he wished it to be distiuctly under
stood that be did UQt undervalue Mr. Bethell'11 highly important 
invention as a preservative of timber against all ordiuary decay 
incident to railway sleepers, timber viaducts, and indeed all 
timber structures not exposed to sea-water infested with the 
Limnoria ttrebraiu. His remarks refe1Ttld exclusively to its 
application for marine works below half-tide level. For Rll other 
classes of works he believed it to be I\ most valuble preservative". 

In 1859, iu a discussion which followed a paper on the "Per
manent Way of the Madras Railway," at the Institutiou of Civil 
Engineers, the author first stnted that there were distiuct 
evi<leuces of the attack of the Limnoria tllrr.brana ou creosoted 
timber used at Scrabster Harbour, in Caithness; while Mr. 
Bethell the pateutee, nud others, expressoo their couviction that 
creosoted timber could not he perforateJ by any worm or insect. 

Subsequent experience and observ:\tion have satisfied the author 
that the statemeut which he then mncle was correct ; the fact, 
as now ascertained, being that thoroughly creosoted timber is, in 
certain situations, readily perforated by the Limnoria terebran8. 

The first iustauce to which he referred was the pier at Leith, 
which was executed about 1850, by the late Mr. Rendel. The 
whole of the timber employe•l was creosoted on the spot in the 
most careful manner. As the piers at Leith were wMhed by a 
cou11tant admixt.ure of fresh water from the Water of Leith, the 
author expected that the progress of devastation at that place 
would be so slow as to be hardly appreciu.ble on creosoted timber. 
But having carefully examined the West Pier, he corroborated 
the evidence given hy Mr. A. M. Rendel in 1860, before the 
Select Committee on Leith Docks Bill, that notwithstanding the 
roost careful applicatiou of creosote, the timber work has been 
attacked by the insect to a great extent. 

Tue seco1Jd case to which he reforred was Invergordon. Two 
steamboat jetties were constructed at that place from deaigus by 
MeBBrs. Stevenson. It was generally representod that there were 
little or no traces of marine iu'sects in the Cromarty Frith, and it 
was resolved that it was a situation peculiarly suitu.ble for 
employing timber pile-work protected by creosote. The timber 
used in the work was carefnll.v selected at Leith, and dreBBed to 
the uecellSlll')' scuutliugs aud leugth11, 110 a.s to avoid all cuttiug 
after it had undergone the prr>ce11S of creosoting, It was then 
creosoted by an agent sent by Mr. Bethell for the purpose, at the 
sight of a careful inspector employed by the engineers. Every 
piece of timber was weighed before being put into the tank, and 
the process of creosoting was continued until !'ach piece had 
received, as nearly as possible, the specified quantity of 10 lb. of 
oil per culiic foot. Some experiment.al piecet1 were from time to 
time cut longitudinally, when it was founrl that the creosote hlld 
entered the ends of the lngs 18 inches to :l feet, and that it had 
saturated the timber some two or more i11che11 all rouud. No 
greater precautions could possibly be nsed to insure perfection in 

carryinp: out the proceBS, which iuvolved An additional coet of 
about £450. The jetties were erected in 1868, and now the 
euperintendent's report was, " that the blackened or creoaoted 
portion of the timber ia very much eaten and perforated. The 
timber perforated is just a.s it came frum the creoaoting tauk, 
neYer having been cut. There is li inch wasted on some of the 
piles that have been perfl)l-ated." 

The third case to which he referred wa.s Serl\bster, which wu 
also con11tructed uuder Meears. Stevensou's directions. The tim
ber employed in this instance was selected Meruel of first-rate 
qnality; it was carefully creosoted at Glasg.nv. Ou cutting up a 
timber that had been attacked by the Limnoria, it waa found that 
the creosote had fully entered at the ends, 1md 111\turated the 
sides, and yet it was discovered to have been attacked after it 
hR.d only been exposed thirteen mouths,-the insect perforatiug 
the blackened tim her The whole of the creoll(lted portion of the 
timber work was now more or less worm-eiAten and destroyed. 
Mr. Leslie had also directed the author's attention to similar 
results at Granton aud Stranraer, at both of which plaees the 
creosoted timber had been perfoni.ted. 

The author held that these iustances were enough to prove that 
the failure was not peculiar to oue spot or one isolated case. !fit 
was said that the timber used at thtse places had not been properly 
creosoted, it might fairly be concluded, that if the proce1111, even 
when conducted in the pateutee's own works, to the 81\tiefaction 
of ca~ful inspectors, was so difficult and uncertain in its results, 
its general Rpplicability would be greatly iujured. All newly 
creosoted timber, whether it was well or ill done, presented the 
same appearance externally; and it was only by weight that 
the completeness of the B11turation could be judged of; aud if care
ful weighing before and after the timber had beeu creosoted was 
not to be held as au ample 11nd satisfactory test that the proceas 
had been propt'rly conducttd, it seemed hopeless to expect that 
perfect satisfaction could be attained. Bnt it was so far fortunate 
for Mr. Bethell's system, that it was not needful in the cases to 
which allusion had been made to call in q11e11tion the extent of 
saturatiou which his process secured wheu properly executed. 
The timber at Scrabater and luvergordon, and he believed .at the 
other phlces uameJ, was undoubtedly thoroughly aud properly 
saturated; and the author said that the explanatiou of the failure 
was to he found in the fact, thal the Limnoria P"/orated timber 
tDhich had~ tho'l'Oug/Uy crllf>60ttd and blat'kened-a fact which at 
once disproved the 1U111umption, hitherto so generally made, th11' 
the poisouous uature of the creo110te wonld preveut the insect 
from attacking it. As the Pholllll perforated stone to procure 
shelter, the Limnoria might excavate timber for the same purpose, 
and obtain its food from the minute auimalcuhe with which the 
water of the ocean was charged. Dr. Coldstream, in his elaborate 
paper on the Limnoria lu the 'Edinburgh New l'hilosophieal 
Journal' for April 1834, had concluded that the Lirunoria fed on 
the timber, and not on animal substances; hut even if this were 
so, there seemed no reasou to conclude that creosoted timber 
could uot be eaten by insects, on account of the poisonous nature 
of the preparation employed. 'l'he author stated, that it haJ been 
ascertained that there were iusects that lived and fattened ou food 
that was to man a de11.dly poison. In the 'British Medical 
Journal' for April 1862, there was au iuteresting uotice on the 
subject. Mr. Attfield had there shown that substances which are 
iuteusely poisonous to the higher animals do not affect Acari, 
which he found not only readily ate, but actually fattened on 
atrychuiue, morphine, and other deadly poisons. But the author 
stated that the speeimeua which he had laid before the Society 
proved conclusively that creosote does not act as a poison in 
preserving the timber, ~use it could be seen that the Limnoria 
were embedded iu wood still highly chllfged with creosote. 

After carefttlly considering the subject, the author had no 
doubt that the process of creosotiug preserved timber from the 
attack of marine insects only so loug as the oil existed u a film 
or coating on the outside of the timber. Whenever the attrition 
caused by the motion of the sea removed this outer film or 
coatin!l. and exposed the fibrous eurface of the timber, the insect 
would then attack and perforate it, whether it were creosoted or 
no~ its senrch being for a fibrous substance in which to burrow. 
The time that might elapse before the timber becarue assailable 
to these insects depended on the situation. Wh!'rever there was 
little abraiding action of the sea, the exterior film of creosote 
might be longer preserved; aud where there was a consideraWe 
admixture ot' fresh water to check the growth, or at least the 
avidity of the insect, the effect of their ravages might be more 
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gndaal, or, in aome aitnations, almost inappreciable. But the 
result of the author's observation and experience led him irresis
tibly to the conclusion, that on the northern sboree of the country, 
where worka are exposed to the open sea, creosoted timber WBB 

readily perforated by the Limnoria, and could not be safely 
employed in any important part of a marine structure at or 
below half-tide level, a fact of great importance to the civil 
engineer. 

ON THE FORMATION OF A NATIONAL MUSEUM 
OF ARCHITECTURE VIEWED IN CONNEXION 
WITH ITS BEARINGS UPON MED LEV AL ART.* 

By GEORGB GILBERT ScOTI'. RA. 
fuvnra been somewhat actively concerned in the first estab

lishment of the Architectural Museum; and the collec~ion ther11 
made having been, either temporarily or permanently, depo11ited 
in the hAnds of a Government department, who are supposed to 
have in contemplation the formation of p. National Museum of 
Architecture; I have thought it not oat of place to offer some 
1aggeetions as to what such I\ National Museum onght to be; but 
in doing so, to direct my attention more particularly to that part 
of it in which I feel most interest,-that which would illustrate 
the architecture n.nd the arts of the Middle Ages. 

A museum may be defined as a depository in which objects 
il1W1trative of science and 11.rt a1·e collected and exhibited for pur
~ of Uistruction and study. 

Ite great OBes are to facilitate the 11tndies of those who cultivate 
the arts and sciences which they illustrate. and to excite interest 
in them in the minds of others. They have also a secondary use, as 
being places where objects of interest, which would otherwise be 
likely to be lost or diBSipated, or to perish from decay or other 
canse11, may be cared for and permanently preserved. 

Wheo the museum is public or national, it performs, or should 
perform, these duties on a grand scale, and for the use aud 
benefit of the public. · 
Limitin~ oar consideration to a museum of art, I would say 

that its d1rectnrs ought to devote their energies primarily, to 
collecting such objects as are worthy of the study to the practical 
student of art, and as would tend to form the public ·tMte upon a 
true and healthful standanl. Secondarily, to the illustration of 
the history of art in its various schools and periods; aud, thirdly, 
to the conservation of Ruch movable specimen& as would other
wise be in danger of being lost or destroyed, provided 1mch works 
are of actual merit, or of value as bearing upon art-history. 

<Ancentrating, again, our attention upon architecture and its 
aubsidi1try arts, let us endeavour to apply to it the general rulee 
above stated. An architectnral museum should illustrate the 
history of architecture; and it is hard to conceive of anything 
more interesting than a collection which would really and hon
estly perform so noble a duty. 

The history of architecture is the history of the worhl; it is the 
history of the changing power and dominion of races and nations; 
it is the history of hDDlRn thought, and of the growth, the fluc
tuations, the decay and the revival of human civilisation; and 
worthily to illustrate such a subject would be indeed a noble 
undertaking! This should not, bowl'ver, be the primary aim. 
The great and vital object to be aimed at is the actual promotion 
of art amongst ourselves; and i~ is to this object that the best 
energies of thoee engaged in such a work should be directed. In 
the first plRCe, it is pretty obvions that while illustrating in their 
degree other classes of architecture, such a museum should be 
mainly devoted to the two great classes of architecture which are 
actually practised amoug11t ourselves, and which are familiarly, 
though somewhat unmeaningly, known as " Classic" and 
" Gothic.'' . 

It may be asked why these two classes of art should be selected 
from among the multitude which have prevailed in d:fferent ages 
and countries. Is it merely from the ncci<lent of their chancing 
to.be practi~ed by us at the present day 1 By no means. The 
n>aaona are founded both upon history and upon intrillBic merit. 
Claaaic arcbit1:cture founds its historie11.l claims, firstly, upon the 
f,fl"eat fact that it originated among those nations of antiquity 
whORe glorioua privilege it w119 to unite in one main channel the 
several streams of the civilisation of the ancient world, to collect 
a.nd concentrate all thl\t wns worthy of perpetuation in its pre
Yious course, and to bring it, with its arts, sciences, and litera-

• Bead ae the An:hllectural Maaeum WI ibe lTlb .it. 

tare, to the highest perf'ection which they attained; and, 
secondarily, upon the fact, not much less important, that. w~at 
remained of the civilisation of Uieee favoured nations of ant1qu1ty 
supplied the germ from which a second civilisation sprang-~hat 
of which we now enjoy the blessings. . . . 

Gothic architecture, un the other band, founds 1te h11toncal 
claims on the fact that it is the indigenous architecture of that 
family of nations to whose custody that new civilisation was 
committed, and that it belongs to onreelvee as a leading .member 
of thRt family; and that, though it bas for some centimes bee_n 
s11per11eded by the revived architecture of the ancient world, it 
is now, in its own turn, revived by those nations among whom 
it originated, anrl is fllmiliarly used by them side by side, and on 
eqnal terms, with that which had for a time supplanted it. 

I will not dwell upon the former of these branches of art, but 
will now concentrate my attention upon that in which I ~r
eonally feel the greatest interest; and the illustration of which 
through the medium of a national museum is the subject of my 
prt"~en t paper. . . 

I will first state what often seems to be lost sight of; that it 
Wl\8 not the historical claims of this style of architecture-strong 
though they are-which brought about its revival. Its oppo
nents often seem to suppose the converse of this, and to think that 
by directing their arguments agai?at those claims they s~a!l 
undermine a movement which, glonou.sly snpported thou~h 1t 1s 
by historical claims and &880ciations, originated wholly 10 an 
appreciation of the merits and beauties of the architecture, a~d 
its suitablene88 tu our wants. On this Rnbject, however, I will 
not dwell further than to say, that if you do not f~l the beanti~s 
Bnd perceive the intrinsic merits of this wonderful style of archi
tecture, I fear it would be hopeleBS for me to attempt to convince 
you of them. If you wish to know my views ou this point in de
tail, I will take the libe1·ty of referriug you t.o the first and the last 
of my lectures at the Royal Academy. They are repor~d in the 
Civil Enginev and Architect'• Journal, and elsewhere, 10 March 
and April, 1859. 

Now let as digress for a short time to consider what are the 
meaus by which a practical art-like architecture is to be moat suc
Cl'BSfully learned, and its advancement best promoted. 

Architecture, it should never be forgotten, differs from the 
sister arts of sculpture and painting in this grl!llt and most 
important quality: that its productions are nut the actual 
lumdiwork of the leading artist himself, but that it unitee under 
its banner not only its two noble sister arts themselves, but also 
an almost innumerable train of subsidiary arts, ench of which 
contributeft its quota towards the perfection of the architect's 
work, and vies with others in rendering it noble anJ magniticenr. 
When we speak, therefore, of architectural instruction we mean 
not ouly that of the architect him.self, but of all the artists who 
work under his hRnner. 

It is a geneml f"ult in England, at the present day, that those 
who follow a practical art take too low " view of ita artistic 
aa di11ting11ished from its practical element. Thoe, with ou1· 
mauufactures, the workmanship is often excellent, the taste very 
rarely so. Our artisans are often giants in mechanical skill, but 
pigmiell in art. 

The same has been the case with the arts subsidiary to archi
tecture; and, though a great revival bas taken place, those who 
have advanced the most best know how great is still the need ot' 
reformation. 

This reformation must however begin at the fountain-bead. The 
same precedenoe of the mechanical over the artibtic which has 
obtained amongst our manufacturing and our &l'chitectural work
men has existed also amon~t architects tbemsel ves, We du not 
wish to be less practical-far from it-bot to be more artistic; 
aud, if we aim at raising the architecture of our day aa an art, 
we must begin by giving a more distinctly artistio tone to the 
education of oar architects. The absence of any recognised and 
defined faoility for obtaining the c!lUl8 of instruction required to 
11upply this very general need is one of the greatest !'\indrance~ 
to the advancement of our art. The Institute of British .Archi
tects have been considering for a long time past the orgar.illing of 
a severe examination of young architects; but they have never, 
to my knowledge, tahn any step to ai<l their education. The 
junior institution (the Architectural ABSociation) have in some 
degree taken the matter up, and have established claesee for 
mutual improvement : a step worthy of all praise, and the fur
thtirance of which merits the serious attention of every lover of 
architeotnre. 
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If there are present any atudenta of architecture, let me 
earnestly nnd seriously press this subject upou their attention. 
In an architect's office you can learn the more mechanical and 
buaineiJS-like parts of your art, and you there-and there alone-
learn the application of Ruch artistic skill aa you may J>Oll8688 to 
actual and practical work; but that artistic skill itself must be 
acquired elsewhere, and hy your own individual ei:1:rtion11. I 
wiah it however to Le distinctly undel'8tood that the artistic skill 
I am speaking of relates to applied, not pictorial art; that which 
will make your buildings noble works of art, as distinguished 
from that which only enables you to make plel\llallt pictures of 
them. This last-named cJasa of art is not to be det>pised. It will 
further your intere8ts; if you are also an arti8t, in the higher and 
more practical sense, it will do good by commending your good 
designs to public favour; while if you fail in skill of this higher 
claae, it will do great harm, by obtaiuing favour for your bad 
designs. 

When real architectural art waa highest, this pictorial power 
was not much cultivated. It is not iufantnrchitectural ~kill, 'but 
only the means of promoting the adopLion or the approval of 
your designs, whether good or bad. Aa bad designers often 
poasess it, or can obtilin ita aid, do not by any means neglect it, 
or you will give them an advnntage over you; but always 
remember that, like eloquence, it is a mighty engine of good or 
evil, according 811 that which it commends to }JOpular favour is 
noble or vile. 

The artistic power, however, which I am urging you to culti
vate is the power of making noble designs, and of clothing them, 
when circumstances permit, with noble decoration, whethe1· in 
the form of architectural carving, sculpture, painting or other 
decorative art. The fiNt part, the parent of aetual architectural 
design, cannot be acquired without the most careful. determined, 
and continued study of existing works, accompanied by a con
stant, though not a self-confident, critidsm of th.,,ir me1·it11 and 
their faults. It is ridiculous to suppose that such au art aa 
architecture is to be learned without the most careful study of ita 
existing pl'oductione, or that originality is likely to be developed 
upon a basis of ignorance; and it is equally unlikely that excel
lence will be attained solely ~hrou~h the medium of knowledge, 
without the most jealous and cart>ful tminiog of the eye to the most 
tlelicate and scrupulous perception of the right and the wrong in 
form and proportion. The Wl\Dt of this is the moat crying sin in 
modern architecture, especially, I fear, in this country. Continu
ally i11 the more cultivated eye offended by discords which in 
music would set the very teeth on edge. I know not how to 
advise you on this point. This delicacy of perception is in some 
degree intuitive; but that it is not wholly so is proved by the fact 
that the works of some periods are nearly all harmonioUtl, while 
at other periods this harmony seems only occasionally to have been 
attained. The only rule I ran suggest is the jealous cultivation 
of the eye. Aa the greatest of moralista has said, "Ket'p thy· 
heart with all diligence, for out of it are the issues of life;" 80 

may one say to the architect. " Keep thine ey6 with all diligence, 
for out of it are the issues of art." Never allow your eye to get 
accustomed to, or to condone, errors of proportion even, in works 
which in other respecta you venerate for the noble art which 
clothes them; aud much lesa allow of any deliberate error in your 
own designs. To avoid these blemishes, sketch your deei~s 
over and over again, 110 matter how slightly and roughly, rejec
ting rigorously everything against which the eye rebels, and 
never permitting a proportion which it has once condemned to 
remain even for a minute before you; for ocular perception ii 
moat delicate, and its instincts may be blunted by dwelling even 
for a few seconda upon what its fil'11t itnpreBBion saw to be wrong. 
Nev!'r clothe a form with detllil or with pleasant drawing till its 
proportions have been thoroughly sifted and rigorously corrected; 
and it you fear that you have, by dwelling too long or too indul
gently upon what you have sketched, prejudiced your eye in its 
favour, put it away, aild attend to something else, or take the 
opinion of some unprejudiced person in whose correctness of eye 
you have contidence; for tirst impressions of' another will often 
correct your own. 

Aa to obtaining a knowledge of architecture, I cannot too often 
or too strongly urge cnreful sketching from first-rate examples. 
The BtudPnt ofCl11R11ic architecture is under a disadvantage, as its 
original and be8t exam plea are in other lands; but with those who 
pul'8ue the other great branch of architectural art, the cue ia very 
diff~reut ; for though, in moat parts of Europe, he will find con
stant and· ever-val'ying objects of study, he can never go far from 

home without finding among the monuments of' our own OOWllry 
productions equally deserving aud equl\lly instructive. To tbe 
student, then, of Gothic architecture I would conCl'11tnte my 
advice on this point in oue word-" SKETCH." A.ud if 1U1yone 
advises the neglect of this, I assure you that he atan<ls ipao facto 
self-condemned 118 a false teacher. 1 want you, however, lo add 
to thi:i a great deal more. I want you to obtain distinct and 
precise instruction in art in all its bearings upon architecture. I 
want to urge upon you to study figure-drawing, animal-drawing, 
the drawing of foliage whether natural or architectural, the com
bination of figures aud animals with foliage, the designing oC 
coloured decoration in all its branches, and of every other decora. 
tive art which bears upon architecture. I want to urge upon you 
the necessity for the systematic learning of all these kiudt of 
drawing, and the obtaining of a perfect mastery of them ; and not 
only this, but that you should learn, in some degree aL least, the 
actual practice of these arta. Human life is not long enough to 
do the latter thoroughly; but now, in the days of your youth, you 
can do it to a certain extent, even at the sacri6ceofa few friorolou 
amusements. You have embarked ou a noble art,-wake ita 
cultivation take the precedence of all inferior pursuits. To etrea 
this, I am disposed to think that combination is neceseary. A 
society of students might be formed, and aided by others, for ob
tllining the beat iuatructora in all these branches of art, which eacb 
:itndent sin~ly would find impossible. I earnestly oommend thi• 
to your u01ted consideration. And above all, do it at once, or 
your own individual share in the coming reformation will be lOlt. 

I will only add one piece of advice to young architects :-Do 
not mnke opinion a substitute for art. There is at all times an 
ever-varying set of opiniona aftoat as to matt.era of art ; and thOlle 
who ride on the wave of the last-received opinion of their party, 
be it good or bad, are apt to be viewed by themselves and their 
comp11nions as ol'acular, quite irrespective of their own attainmentll 
Ol' skill. What I would, th ... n, say is this :-Hold what opinions 
you like, BO long as you make yourselves artists, anJ you will 
come right in the end ; but hold what opinions you like, if yoa 
neglect to make yourselves artists, you will never be good for 
much. 

I will add another suggestion. Never let your appreciation of 
the demerits of the present age in matters of art lead you into a 
sueeriug, supercilious, and contemptuous way of 11peaking and 
thinking of what you see; but rather let it impel you onwards all 
the more vehemently in making youraelves exceptions to the cen· 
aure you pass upon others. We continually hear penona speak
ing in a discontented and hopele11& tone of contempt of wha' 
others are doin~, without exhibiting any very 1trong signs of 
exel'tiou to acquire real powers of art thetnselYes. I urge you to 
reverse this habit, and learn to think k.indly and favourably of 
the etforts of others, while you keep up a rigorous cenBOrahip oTtr 
yourselves. And make all you see in others, whether of success 
or of failtltt, act as only 80 many incentives to the determiDed 
preRBing forward of your own artistic training. 

What I have urged respecting the artMitic education of the 
architect himself, applies almost precisely to that of the arcbi· 
tectuml art-workman. He has an easier task, because hie elfortS 
are conet1ntrated upon a single art; while, on the other hand, he 
1utfers severely from his very limited facilities of obtaining in
structions and of seeing objects wortby of his study. The aim, 
however, is precisely the 1111me; and I would say to the art-work· 
man, as to the architectural student, make yourself really an 
artist; jealously cultivate a delicate accuracy of' eye; diligently 
study the finest productions of your art in ita beai days; and adJ 
to all this (or I would rather say, unite with i\, and thorougbly 
mix up with and knead into its very sub1tance) a con11wtl.. 
devoted, and loving study of the productions of nature, whet'ltl' 
animal or vegetable. 

I think, with art-workmen as with architectural student@, -lit 
greatest hope of obtaining a real arti11tic training would be in 
combination for self-improvement-a clubbing together to obfaiu 
instructions in drawing, &c. I would especially urge the eultift· 
tion of figure and animal drawing. In \his our carvers, &c. art 
the mostdeticieut,and tothistheyshoulddil"t'Ct their best attenti~ 
not BO much with the direct object of bec..,ming figure &eulpton; 
as to facilitate the free introduction of aniDlal life in oombioa· 
tion wiLh architectural carving, a power which our beat carve~ 
very rarely possess, but which is abeolutely neoeaaary to the 
perfecting of their art. 

Now with the actual student, as distinguished from t.hoee wh, 
ha•• m&d• • .,,..;,, d•""' ofp>0ficimy, than~ be Do doo'I 
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that the beat tmining is frequent and careful copying (whether by 
drawing, modelling, or carving) from models of undoubtM merit. 
Every art ie acquired iu the first instance bysnbmitting implicitly 
to routine: no one would believe that the mechanical drilliug 
which a soldier bu to go through would do much to teach him 
actual fighting, yet it is found practically that succeee abeolntely 
depeuds upon it; and so well dul the ancient Romans know this, 
that-as Gibbon, I think, remarks-they called their army by a 
name not derived from their ultimate duty of fighting, bnt from 
their preparatory duty of exercising. 

No one, again, would believe that the dumb-show called" posi
tion drill" would make a man a good rifte11hot; and a thousand 
parallel caaea could be instanced to show bow skill in any pur
aait is to be attained hy submittiug for a time to what may be 
accounted as drudgery. Art ie not an exception to this ntle, and 
I would recommend ite younger students (and perhaps others, if 
they have not already p&BBed through the ordeal) to put them
eelves throngh a diligent course of the moet careful drawing or 
modelling from the best examples they can find, before they 
venture upon a freer line of study. By this they will attain a 
correct appreciation of trnthfulness of line and of the importauce 
of precision of detail, and they will find that it will greatly facili
tate their fUtu1-e and less mechanical stndies, and in the end 
promote, rather than fetter, originality. 

It may appear that I have been departing widely from the 
•abject of my paper; the very contrary is the case. It ie useless 
to treat of what a museum of architecture should be without first 
considering its neces..qity, and the uses it is to serve. I think what 
I have said l't'.&pecting the art-education of architects and archi
tectural workmen will make this pretty clear. 

Architectural students may, it is true, visit the actual build
ings which conUl.in the objects of their study : they must do 80 
indeed, and they do it; but, even with them, it is impoeaible to 
do this so often and so systematically as to form the staple of 
their studies. They need, in addition to this; facilities for con
stant practice and self-tuition ; they want a place where they 
may continually refer to the finest exawples, where they may 
punue their atndiea and practise their hand aud eye coutinually, 
and on all occaaiona when a spare hour is at their command. 

And if this is so necessary for the student of architecture,-nay, 
for the architect himself,-how greatly more preaaing is its ne
oeasity to the art-workman! Instead of wondering and saying 
ill-natured things about the deficiencies of our carvers, &c., it 
seems to me half miraculous that they should be able to learn 
their arts at all. Those who have aimed at Cl&BBic art would 
never have seen its original productions at all, were it not 
for the specimens collectM in museums; and even those who 
follow the Gothic revival, though its original productions are 
around us, have usually neither time nor money for visiting any 
but those buildings immediately within their reach. This is still 
more emphatically the case with the yonng apprentice. His time 
is not at his own disposal, and the only opportnnitiea be has for 
1elf-improvement are his evenings. 

The formation of the Architectural Museum in 1862 was the 
first and has been the only step taken to aid him. Till we, the 
architects, who every day of our lives witneBBed aud experienced 
tbia pressing need, came forward ourselve11 to supply it, nothing 
waa done to aid the neglected architectural workman, and to this 
moment we, in the main, stand alone as his helpers. 

I do not wiah to boast of what we have effected, but it would 
be unjust to our great cause to abstain from asserting that the 
ltood done by the formation of the Architectural Museum is 
lieyond all calculation. From the t.ime it was first opened in 
Canon Row, the improvement in architectural carving became 
moat marked and indisputahle; and the same inftueuce for good 
waa visible among auch architectural students as availed them
aelves of it. Its intlnence has been somewhat reduced by the 
remoteness of its present habitation, but it still continuea; and I 
think I see means of meeting this unavoidable disadvantage. It 
was our limited fonds which led us to take up our quarters at 
South Kenainitton, and the same course has rendered us powerless 
to resist a senes of circumstances which have brought us more 
directly than at first under the regime of its autocratic govern
ment. If that governing body sbonld take up our work for us, 
and carry it out with a true appreciation of its importance aud ita 
necesirity, we need not feel OIU'llelves annoyed at the transference 
of our powers and our labours to a body so richly endowed with 
worldly goods. I warn them, however, with all serionsnesa, of 
I.be relpOmibility Uaey incur. They have done their u~~ to 

render practically powerleu a body of men who, at a great saori
fice of time and money, have come forward to a work of the moat 
urgent neceasity, which the Government had always refosed to 
do. They have the pecuniary means for carrying on this great 
work. If they neglect to do it, if they do it inefficiently, and if 
they refuse the aid and advice of those who have launched the 
Museum into existence, they are, in their own individual and 
personal reputation, answerable to the public and to posterity for 
the consequences. If, on the other band, they will take it up in 
all honesty aud heartinesa, I can only aay that we shall rejoice to 
aid their efforts in every pouible way; and that they wil~ person
ally as well as collectively, earn the lasting gratitude of all who 
care for our noble art. 

I cannot however omit here, respectfully, though in the moat 
emphatic and in the strongest manner, to protest against any 
attempt to dismember our collection, otherwise than with the full 
permi&iion and consent of thoee who have formed it. A collec
tion like this must of ueceuity require periodical revision. That 
revision, however, must be effectM by, or in full consent with, 
thoee who made the collection. I have persomillytaken an active 
part in doing this, and I will never conaeut to have it dismembered 
by parties who have taken no part in its formation. 

I farther euter my firm though respectful protest against any 
attempt to prevent us from iucreasing onr collection as heretofore. 
We as architects have continual opportunities of adding specimens 
to onr collection, and I protest against any attempt to deprive us 
of the power of doing eo. I have no objection in all these matters 
to mutual and friendly co-operation, but I will never consent to 
abdicate our powers of adding to onr store 80 long as we exist as 
a committee, and continue poaeeBBOrs of the collection. It is our 
best and our dearest p1ivilege, and it will be treason to our cause 
to relinquish it. 

In illuatmting architecture through the medium of a musenm, 
I should lay down, as a primary and fundamental rule, that it 
must mainly and on strict priuciple be effectM by representations, 
rather than by collecting the actual works of art themaelvee. 
There are exceptions to thie; bnt in case of each ofauch exceptions 
the onus hes upon the collect<ir of proving the propriety and law
fulneu of his departure from the rule, and of clearin~ himself of 
the charge of encouraging spoliation. Architectural objects belong 
to their own sites; and even where severed from their actual 
position in the building of wbieh they formed parts, they ought 
as a rule to be preserved either on its site or in it.Ii vicinity, that 
their local &88Clciations may not be lost. 

I call special attention to this, because I fear that a feeling exists 
\n the minds who direct our national collections that plaster C11Sta 
are worthless and contemptible objects, and are almoet unworthy 
of adruiuion; whereas, on the contrary, it ia the actual objects of 
art that demand apology; and I will boldly say that any actual 
architectural objects in our own museum I would gladly see 
returned to more local habitations, if anch can be shown to exist; 
and, at the risk of being pronounced a barbarian by the cnrators 
of the British Museum, I would al moat go so far as to say that I 
sbonld feel a satisfaction iu learning that the Elgin marbles were 
to be restored to their places in the Parthenon, and that our great 
Museum should Le content with casts of these ~lorious master
pieces of art, though perhapa made in some material more durable 
than plaster. 

I will roughly el&BBify the objects to be illustrated as follow& :-
1. Actual architectnre, by which I specially mean stonework, 

whether in the form of mouldings or other mechanically-formed 
details, or of architectural carving. 

.2. Sculpture forming a part of, or intended expressly as an 
accompaniment of, architecture. 

3. Woodwork forming a part of, or oonuected with architecture. 
4. Metal-work belonging to architectnre. 
5. Architectural decorations, whether inlaying, mosaic work, 

paiuting, or other cognate form of art. 
6. PaintM gl&BB. 
7. Pavements, whether of tile, moeaic work, or otherwise. 
8. Monumental slab&, whether as brasaes, incised eculpture, 

or inlaid atones. 
9. Miscellaneous objects. 

Each of these classes includes all ita chronological and national 
varieties. 

On the first class (actual architecture) I will first remark that 
it is not, u o. general rule, neceBBAry to go very f'ar in illustrating 
its more mechanical forms, inch as mouldings, &c., though a 
collecLion of them belonging to bllildin~ of different date& 

·~ 
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would be highly useful. Generally, however, the architect may 
1tudy these sufficiently from the aotnal buildings, and their 
eection1 can more accurately be represented on paper than in 
pluter. It is, however, of the ntmOl!t importancx. to obtain caat:B 
of them wherever they corue in contact with scnlptnre or foliage, 
and where they are enriched in any degree by carving. Thus, 
where· a cast is made of a capital, the abacus, a portion of the 
abaft, and perhaps a short length of the arch mouldings which it 
1nstains, should in many cases be cast with it, so as to illustrate 
it as a whole, and that the art-workman or student may see the 
carved work in connexion wilb its natural accompaniments. 
Again, where certain orders, or parts of arch mouldings, are 
enriched with carving or sculpture, those not so enriched should 
be represented with them, that tbe grouping of the whole should 
be represented, and the mutual influence of the plainer and more 
ornate parts one upon another may be illustrated. 

I have thought it neceBBary to premise with what is proP-8rly 
only a matter of detail, by way of limiting the vastneu of the 
field which is open to us; for, ao endless is the variety of oar 
style and the richne!llf of its resources, that a collection which 
would worthily illustrate it will occupy ·a somewhat incon
veniently large space. In forming however an Architectural 
Museum on a scale worthy of being called national, great space 
is an absolute necessity ; and it ia of little use to make the 
attempt without boldly facing this primary fact. 

It is known onll. to thoae who have for years been in the habit 
of visiting and d11igently studying and sketching from ancient 
buildings what an inexhaustible fund of exquisite and ever-vary
ing art we have to draw from; though it is not by any means 
easy to obtain the specimens most needed. It is, in fact, in many 
cases only through the intervention of the architects engaged in 
the repairs, and only when repairs are going on and scaffoldmgs 
erected, that the most valuable worke in our great buildinips 
can be reached; while in buildings of n humble class it 18 
architect.II alone who know where such works of art are to be met 
with. 

One great distinction between a national museum, for which 
considerable funds could be procured, and a private one like our 
own, is that much larger objects can be obtained. It is often 
most desirable to po88ess castt1 of entire doorways, or their sculp
tured tympana, tombs, reredoeee, &c., so as to show the work as 
a whole, instead of in a number of small and disjointed portions. 
A private society like our own can very rarely do this ; bat in a 
museum enpparted by public funds, it would readily become 
practicable ; 10deed, the largest of such objects would not, per
haps, cost more than is sometimes expended on a single specimen 
of majolica. 

It is not, however, our own architecture alone which must be 
illustrated. The contemporary art of other countries bas equal 
demands upon us; nay, in one sense greater, inasmuch as, if our 
art-workmen find it difficult to visit our own architectural monu
ments, they will find it impossible to visit those of foreign 
conn tries. 

The Gothic architecture of France is the elder aister of our 
own ; and, if not more beautiful, po11BeBsee beauties and varied 
expreuione of its own, which must ever secure to it the earnest 
love and devoted admiration of every student of .Mediieval art. 
Our own architecture can hardly be correctly understood without 
a knowledge of that of France. Their origin, development, and 
history are so linked and eµtwined together, that without the 
knowledge of both they cannot be fairly studied or appreciRted. 
France, too, took the first place in art-as in arms--amongst the 
nations of Mediaival Europe. Her art prodnctione may, there
fore, be viewed as the normal types of Gothic architecture ; and 
as such they claim a fall illustration in a museum of the archi
tecture of those periods ; and there is a boldneBB and nobility of 
treatment about them which t>specially commends them to the 
most diligent study of the architectural student and workman. 

French Rrchitecture must therefore, in encb a museum, be 
illustrated as fully and as voluminously as our own; nor can I 
conceive of any field of illustration so glorious or so eminently 
useful as this. 

The Mediieval architecture of Germany and of ItRly bRe claims 
only second to those of France. Indeed time would fail to enu
merate in the roughest manner the glorious works which should 
find place in each a museum. 

They must illustrate each element of architectural ornamenta
tion and detail throughout its chronological conrse, and through 
the 11neral countries where our architecture prevailed ; giving, 

however, a due preponderance to the best perioda, the bmt 
examples, and the countries where the art pol!Bell8ed the finen 
characteristics. 

The period elaiming the greatest Rmount of illnstration, at leut 
in Northern :t:urope, may be roughly said to embrace twe 
centuries,-viz., the great thirteenth, and a moiety of the prece
ding and encceeding centuries; that is to say, from A.D. 1160 to 
1350. Earlier and later periods must be fairly represented; but 
this interval contains the real vigonr--the pith and marrow of 
Mediaival art. 

Mediieval architecture demands however, for its elucidation, 
that certain styles which preceded it and from which it drew ita 
first inspiration should also be dnly illustrated. I refer to the 
Byzantine and the Italian Romanesque: each including the 
branches by which it was led through otnercountries, and especi
ally through Germany and France, with the changes it underwent 
by the way. 

I have taken some pains in my lectures, delivered at the Royal 
Academy in 1858, to show how direct was the influence of Byzan
tine art upon the architecture of France in the twelfth century. 
The foliage and the figure-carving, so well known in the Mrlieat 
French Pointed works of the latter half of that centnry, are fos 
the moat part directly derived from Byzantine carving and 
drawing, with a certain degree of inftnence from Italy, which 
WM ber11elf drawing freely upon Byzantine art. It is clear thenr 
fore, that to illm1trat.e Mediieval architecture properly we muat 
JlOlllless ample epecimenis of these itl parent styles. 

The clusification of specimens may be divirled into tbOlle which 
are elementary and those which are in a less and in a greater 
degree combined into complete and applied architectural features. 
Tbne Wfl must illnetrat.e in its more abstract form the history 
and progre811 of architectural foli11ted ornamentation; llhowing 
how it had taken, during the darker ages, that strange form 
which is sometimes designated as Runic (though whence derived 
it is difficult to say); how this was long used side by side with 
foliage derived from debased Cl&88ic remains ; how a distinctly 
Byzantine tone was imported into the art, during the twelfth 
century, both in France and Germany; how this in proceBB of 
timfl developed itaelfinto a new and original style of foliage, such 
as we find in France, England, and Germany, in the earlier years 
of the thirteenth century-the noblest and the most perfect con
ventional and architectonic ornamentation which bllll, perbapll, 
ever been gflnerated; bow by working this gradually up towards 
nature, the artists at length fell back implicitly upon Nature 
herself: first using natunll foliage of the most exquisite kind 
imaginable side by side with the architectonic, and at length to 
iteexcl ueion; and how at length a new and inferior co oven tionaliem 
supplanted it-a conventionalism of departure from, as the other 
had been one of approach to, nature. 

In the same manner we must illustrate the accompanying pro
greBll in animal and figure sculpture: bow the barbarism of the 
northern nations during tbe dark ages became QT&dually enlight
ened by an infusion of Byzantine art; how ibis art gradually 
softened down its rigid seve1ity and gave way to the noble sculp
tnre of the thirteenth century,-imperfect in academic correct
ness, but full of noble sentiment and of high aspirations after 
artistic perfection, unhappily not at that timfl fully realised, bat 
which it is our place-would that it may be our lot-to carry 
forward to its legitimate results. 

Then we must illustrate the history and use of these a& applied 
to archit~<.-tnral features; we must show the historical progress of 
foliBted capitale,-in itself a wide subject of historical and artistic 
inquiry, and of study for oar own actual use and instruction: we 
must, in the same way, show the history of foliated enrichments 
in mouldings, arches, cornices, and all architectural details to 
which it is applied : the development and changes in surface or
naments of all kinds, and of the union with all these of repre
eentatione of animal and human lift'. Then we must, in larger 
specimens, show these elementary details combined into greater 
architectural compositions, and united more dire:tly with figure
eculptnre. To do this we want, RB I have already stated, complete 
casts of entire doorways, or, where impracticably large, of por
tions of their arches, of perhaps their entire jambs, and their 
sculptured tympana; casts of celebrated tom be, of pulpits, of 
fonts, &c. Theu, again, we want the history of niches and taber
nacle work-itself a most fertile subject, and demanding CMtl 
often on a magnificent scale: we want the history of arockets, 
finials, foliated creetings, and a thoueand other architectural 
elementa which it ia impo11&ible in auoh a paper 81 this '<I ea1r 
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merate. The work before us is a truly glorious one, and it only 
reqoires to he taken up in a spirit worthy of its claims to make 
the result in tbe bigbeat degree noble and beneficial. I muat 
however add one word,-that casts alone wiU not do all wbich 
ii W&Dted: they mUBt be accompanied by photographs, and oft.en 
by meuured drawings. 

ON THE LAYING OUT OF RAILWAY CURVES. 
By THOlllAB CARGILL, C.E. 

.A. great deal bas been written from time to time, and much 
valuable information afforded by various scientific men, on this 
important subject, but as yet, I believe, no fair comparison of the 
relative merits and demerits of tbe different methods generally 
employed in laying out railwa.y curves bas ever &een placed 
before tbe prof888ional public. Tbis may partly arise from tbe 
fact tbat aulhors and inventors are naturally more inclined to 
mud the iufallibility of tbeir own productions than to award 
what is due to tbe claims of others. I propose in the following 
inv111tigation to give a 11bort description of the most useful 
methods for accompliabing tbe above purpose, and to point out, 
u tar as I am able, tbeir relative advantages and disadvantages, 
leaving tbe reader to form his own practical conclusions on tbe 
subject; it llt'ing oertainly a matter of some consideration to an 
engineer, engaged, perhaps for tbe first time, in staking out some 
ten OT twelve miles of a line, to be enabled to form a correct judg
ment reapecUng the bast means to acoomplieb bis object with 
accuracy and economy, without inconaidera.tely sacrificing one to 
the oiber. 

The ranging tbe straight portions of a line is ao simple an 
affair, tbat with ordinary care and attent.ion an error Ls scarcely 
poeaible; it is in tbe curves tha.t errors are liable to be made, 
which are often not perceived until balf the curve is laid out, and 
even eometimes are only discovered by the ourve not coming in 
at its proper springing point; thus neceesitatin~ a repetition of tbe 
procerta of putting in the curve, and, in addition to tbe loaa of 
time and labour incurred, tbe pereonal annoyance and vexation 
one experiences in being obliged to go over tbe lllllle ground 
twice. 

Of tbe numerous methods at present known, some bave been 
furnished by scientific persons laying no claims Mi professional 
pnu:tice, and consequently are of a purely theoretical nature; 
wbile others, though practically available, are only calculated to 
meet the requirements of sucb very exceptional ca.see that their 
utility is exceedingly questionable; there are a few methods, such 
aa Mr. Gravatt'e and Mr. Froude'e, wbich bave been uae<l at 
different times since their introduction in about 1840, but tbey 
have railed to come into any general UBe. Excluding all these 
as, for obvious reasons, uDBuitable to the present subject, the 
remainder may be claased under two beads: let, the methods by 
oftiie'8 which dispense witb tbe nae of an angular instrument; 
and 2nd, the methods which require the use of such iDBtrumenta, 
or the methods by angles as they bave been called. In laying 
out curves by the former methods, the neceseary instruments are, 
chain, ranging-rode, offset.-etaff, or tape wbere tbe offsets exceed 
10 feet in length. In the latter tbe offset-staff is replaced by a 
theodoliLe (plain or transit), or a portable altitude and arzimuth 
instrument might be used if a theodolite could not be obtained, 
though the preference should alwnys be given to the theodolite 
IUI tbe proper instrument par ~oe for laying out corves by the 
meibods of angles. 

In the following investigation, I shall take Rankine's method 
as tbe best example of putting in curves by means of angles, 
parLly because this elegant and genera.Uy useful method is be
coming more and more adopted every day; and partly because 
tbe other examples of a similar kind wbicb have come under my 
obtoervation are based upon the aseumption, that the epringings 
(that is the commencement and termination of the curve), or 
each springing, and the intersectin~ paint of their tangents, are 
visible from one another--a cond1uon which rarely occurs in 
practice. 

In the diagram Fig. 1, let S, S; be the terminations of two 
straight portione of a railway wbich are to be connected by the 
curve SPSi; S, 81 will thus be the two epringinge of the curve, 
P a point in tbe middle of tbe carve, commonly but erroneously 
called the secant point, and I tbe intersecting point of tbe 
tangents to the curve, or straight portions of the line. It may be 
obMrvod, that in. all the methods included under the fint head, 

where no angnlar instrument is employed, the 1pringinsa cannot 
be obtained witb any great preteDBione to accuracy, for they 
must of neceeaity be taken from the plan; and one cannot reason
ably expect to go nearer the truth tban 5 or 6 feet on the present 
scale of our parliamentary plans. 

I shall suppose tbe staking out of tbe line to have been P~ 
ceeded with as far as S, which will be tbe oommeooement gf the 
curve or first springing, and tbat the stakes are driven at regular 
int.ervale of 100 fet't apart, botb in the .straight and curved 
portioDB of the line; I sball also assume, for simplicity's 11&ke, 
the point S to be at one of these stakes, although it is right to 
mention that, when the apringinge are obtained by the ~ of a 
theodolit&-that is, generally, by observing tbe angle of mter
Beetion SISi (Fig. 1), calcnlating the length of the ~ent IS, 
and chaining to tbe point S-the chances are that it will never 
coincide with one of tbe 100 feet stakes; on tbe contrary, by the 
methoda bv offsets wbere S is assumed, it would be 1ufficiently 
accurate in tbe majority of cases, and far more convenient, t.o 
take one of tbe regular stakes as the springing, and thus save 
the calculation of an additional oiiiet. 

In Fig. 1, let Pv p,,. p3 be pointe in the curve 100 feet a.part; 
and let us now examine the manner in wbich tbeir positions are 
determined, confining our attention, for tbe moment, to the let\ 
hand half of tbe firre, whicb will serve to demonstrate the 
principles of Rankine's method and the common method by 
off.sets. In the latter method the measured diatancee Sd, P1ll1, 

Fro.1. 

S' 

Pt d27 and in the former SPi, p1p'ilt p2p3, are assumed equal to tbe 
arcs Sp11 p1p" p.,p3• Thie is practically correct within certain 
well-known limits, and when nece8118ry the error can be reduced, 
either by calculation, or by driving the stakes closer to one 
another-say 50 instead of a 100 feet; this however is not ~ 
quired except in very ebarp curves. 

By the method of offsets the point p1 is obtained by chaining 
the distance Sd = 100 feet, and laying off at rigbt angles the 
calculated offset dp1; similarly tbe point p9 is obtained by chain
ing p1"1_ and setting off diP'ilt and so on. By the other method, 
suppose tbe theodolite planted at S, the angle IS!li is laid off= 
angle tor one cbain, and the chain stretched from tbe point S; 
wbere it intersects the" line of direction" given by tbe inatru
ment will be the required point p ; tbe point p2 is obtained by 
setting off tbe angle IS p 2 = twice t~e former angle, and inter
aecting tbe " line of direction" by the chain, one end being firmly 
held at tbe last obtained point p1 ; and so on until the nature of 
tbe ground renders it neceseary to remove the instrument to one 
of the stakes wboae position bas been previously determined, 
when the same process is resumed and continued to the end of 
the curve. 

It is evident, at first eight, that, by the former method the 
position of any point in tbe curve depends absolutely and entirely 
on the position of the preceding ones; this however is not the 
case where the theodolite Is used; for, take the point p9 for in
stance, the" line of direction" of this p<?int as given by tbe angle 
IS p1 is 1.otally illdependent of the posit.ion of the poillt p1; and it 
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ahould be obeerved that the " lines of direction" as I have called 
them are obtained with a precision pecnliar to instnmental 
agency, and to which the most practised and dexterous manipu
lation of the chain and offiiet-11ta1f can never attain. It is true, 
notwithstanding this, that any error in the chaining would cer
tainly produce an error in the position of the point p,; but, in 
our present colDJ>&rlson, it is equally just to assume t.be errors 
incidental to chaining as common to both methods, or, what 
&mounts to the same, to consider the chaining accurately per
formed, we then have the accuracy of laying off the offiiets 
balanced against the accuracy of the theodolite; the difficulty of 
performing the former correctly increases with the length of the 
oft'sets employed; or supposing the measured distances constant, 
inversely as the radius; the reverse happens with the theodolite, 
for, as the angles to be laid off are thus increased, the "lines of 
direction" are, a fortiori, more likely to be accurate. 

Progressive errors are common to both these methods, but the 
points P and 81 act as certain and reliable checks in the latter, 
respecting both distance and direction; these checks are want.ing 
in the former method, and in fact, all that can be done is to lay out 
the curve as accurately as po88ible, and take the chance of it 
coming in at the point Si, which chance, especially if the curve 
be a long one, is very small indeed, as may be imagined, when 
the inventor admits that in many cases "the curve has frequently 
to be retraced several times before it can be got right."* 

There are certain exceptional cases however, in which this 
method, on account of its requiring 80 few preliminary calcula
tions and lines on the ground, is invaluable; for instance, where 
any intermediate stakes in a curve have been lost or destroyed, 
aa frequently occurs during the progre88 of the works of a line; 
by simply producing the chords joining any two stakes, and laying 
oil' the correct distances and offiieta, the mi88ing stakes can be 
restored with remarkable ease and facility; also in road ap
proaches, road diversions, &c., and all similar instances where 
the curve is short and great accuracy not required, this common 
method will be found very useful. 

In order to obviate the progresiiive errors arising from using 
1uch 1bort distances as one chain, greater lengths may be taken 
and the proper offsets measured from them, but, as the regular 
1takee would have to be put in afterwards, this modification of 
the preceding method, besides being liable to the S&me errors, 

Fla. 2. 
I 

0 

involves the absolute necessity of putting in the curve twice at 
least. The right-hand portion of Fig. I serves to show the demon
Btration of t.bis; the errors due to progre88ion being reduced by 
calculating t.be distance S1E, so.that the measured otfiiet Ep3 may 
serve as a check on the point PS> one of the regular stakes to be 
afterwards filled in. 

It may be ur~ as an objection to the method by angles, that 
a great deal of 1Dconvenience and delay is incurred, in chaining 
the tangents IS and 181 (Fig. I), in order to obtain the accurate 
position of the springinga of the curve S and Si; these points, 
however, may be accurately found in another manner whenever 
the middle point P in the curve is previously determined; for, 

• See. ""'- '° allap\er oo BA¥:J~""" lo Ball:er'1 'lilemeolal'J' Tnat.lle on I.and 
aoi1 ~rilll ISIUYOJioc.' : w...ie, 1~7. 

let the inltrument be set up over P and the &J1gles IPS and IPSi 
laid off, each being equal to ninety degrees ptru half the anil.e 
in the whole curve, which give us the " lines of direction" Ps 
and PS1, and all that rem.aine ia to produce them until they 
intersect the two straight portion& of the line in S and 81 : the 
nature of the ground will be the beat guide respecting which of 
these means should be employed for the above purpoee. 

Another example of the methods by offsets is shown in the 
diagram (Fig. 2), in which SPS1 ia the curve, and the remainder 
of the figure is self-explanatory; taking the lef\-haJ1d portion of 
the diagram first, it will be seen that the distances are measured 
along the tangent line Si, and the offsets measured perpen
dicularly, which, it is manifest, in long curves of small radius, 
would auume 1ucb lengthened proportions as to render it impos
sible to lay them off accurately : were our railways now con-
1tructed on the same principles respecting curves u the Great 
Western and a few other lines, there would be no fNI' of thi1 
result; but unfortnnately, iu the present system, curves of three
quarters and half-a-mile are of common occurrence, and sharper 
onee are occasionally employed; as a rule, to insure the proper 
degree of accuracy in t.he points of the curve in the example in 
(Fig. 2), the length of the onrve should not exceed one-fourth of 
its radius, 80 that this method becomes inapplicable to curvee 
possessing radii of the above dimensions, when their length ii 
greater than from on~ight.h to one-quarter of a mile, which 
last is even a very short curve. Thia example has an advantage 
over the first described in (Fig. I), inasmuch as the progreuive 
errors caunot go beyond half the curve, for the offiiets for the 
remaining half are obtained from an independent datum-viz., 
the other tangent line 811; the liability to error ia also further 
lessened, in consequence of the direction of the lines along which 
the distances are measured remaining constant, instead of re
quiring to be changed for every offset, as in the example given 
before: this adv&J1tage is partially lo&t. in long and 1barp cu"es, 
when, in order to keep the lengths of the offiieU. withm proper 
limits, it becomes necessary to run two or more tangent line& 11 
base lines, to mft&Sure the offiiets from, as shown on the right. 
band portion of Fig. 2; in fact, it amounts to this, that in order 
to reduce the chances of error in one direction we are compelled 
to incur the chances of making them in another. In the pla.ie of 
measuring the otfiiets perpendicularly to the tangents, they may 
be set off in a radial direction wbenevt1r the centre of the curve 
ia visible from the neceaaary portions of its circumference; bnt 
this is a case which very rarely occurs in practice. When tbe 
curve is short and the radius large, these two methods appron
mate very closely to one another, for the difference between the 
offsets measured perpendicularly and those measured rad.ially &o 
the tangents becomes very small. 

There is another example of la;ying out curves by the method 
of angles which is worthy of notice, though, in reality, a modifi
cation of the method mentioned above; the 111UD.e principles and 
preliminary calculations are available, but the posit.ion of tbe 
points are determined by the intersection of two "lines of direc
tion" given by two theodolite& working at the same time, tbe 
intermediate chaining being dispensed with. The diagram (Fig. 3) 
will serve to render this clear. J,et SPSi be the curve, and we 
will take a case in which, as often happens, the springinga, 
though not visible to one another, can be seen from P the middle 
point of the curve. Suppose it is required to put in the atake 
p1; let one theodolite be set up at S, and the other at P; by the 
former let the angle ISp1 be laid off, and the " line of direction" 
Sp1 obtained. The line Pp1 is similarly obtained by the latter 
instrument, and the point of their intersection is the poeitionof 
the stake P1• This method bas the advantage of all othen iD 
being perfectly independent of the irregularities of the growid, 
bnt it is very seldom uaed, as it requiree the services of two en
gineers, and one is generally considered sufficient for the staking 
out of each allotted portion of a lint1 of rail way; moreover, unlem 
a skilful a1111istant were employed capable of comprehending the 
method in lieu of au ordinary chainman, too much time would 
be wasted in 11hifting about before the pOint of intersect.ion oC 
the " lines of direction" of t.he two instruments could be deter
mined; it is clear however, that in certain caees where it wu 
required to obtain the position of a stake which could not be 
chained to in the ordinary manner, it might be well wonb the 
time of the engineer to first range the " lina of direction" by 
laying off the proper angle for that atake, and then shift bia 
instrument t.o some other p,reviously determined point iD the 
curve, and lay off another' line of direction," their in~ 
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giving the required point. For instance, let it be necessary to 
put in the stake p6 in the right han•l portion of (Fig. 3), which 
comes on the bank of a river through 11. part of which the line 
goes, suppose the instrument set up at P and the "line of direc
tion" Pp6 ranged, then remove<l to the point S1 and S1p0 obtained, 
and the position of p8 is determined. 

I have hitherto purposely abstained from giving nny formula 
or calculations required for the different met hods described, 1\8 

they are mo.~tly to be found in books on the subject; yet it may 
not be out of place to mention one general formula for the method 
ofangles, which I think will h~ found useful from its gre11.t sim
plicity and facility of calculation. Let a =any length of are, r 
the radius of the curve, and (J the required angle for that length 

ax28•648 
of arc; then IJ = r ; IJ being the angle between the chord 

and t11.11gent of the arc, and thus obtained in degrees and deci
mals; putting a = 100 feet we have in round numbers 

IJ ___ 2~~5__ .. 
- radius of curve· 

Having now investigRted the methods in ordinary use among 
practitioners for laying out railw11.y curves, it must be left to the 
reaJer to form his own conclusions respt.cting their different 
marits, aud of the method which is most worthy of general 
aJoptiou; although, at the same time, it should be borne in mind 
that they may all prove advantageous in exceptional cases-but, 

Fm. s. 
I 

in reality, the best provision against exceptional cases lies in the 
rl'B?urces of the engineers' own skill and ingennity i;1 the appli
cation of a few, rather than in the employment of a multiplicity 
o~ methods cal~ulate<l to meet a variety of contingencies. Those 
given above will be found to amply suffice for every case which 
could occur in practice. 

It is much to ~regretted that sharp curves are of such fre
quent occurrence 111 our present system of railway making, and 
that what Wl\8 formerly the exception has now almost become tha 
rule. Th!s. may be partly a~tributable to ~he desire to avoid any 
~t ad<l1t1onRl expense which would be mcurre<l in construct-
111g thsoe portions of thfl line with a curve of larger radius; or 
to esca~ the enormous outlay often necessary in parliamentary 
Pi;iceedings (the ~.test blot in our railway legislation) to 
withstand .the oppos1t1on of land proprietors hostile to the in
tend~d prOJl'Cts, and .throu~h whose land the line would pass. 
. It 11 the manner Ill which our railways are laid out which 

Y1rtu&lly puts a limit to the average speed which can be reached 
on t~em; th_e power necessary to produce a certain speed can be 
re8<hly ?btarned, but where would be the utility of constructing 
l~mot1ves capable of attaining with an ordinary passenger
~ram ~ 11peed of from 70 to 80 miles an hour, when it would be 
m~ns1ete11t with 11afety to run at a higher speed than 40 or 50 
ru1les au h.our 1 It is in vain to suppose that the twofold advan
~es o~ high speed and security can be obtained on any line 

' For proof and d•monotratioD oee my cowmWliraliou w r,. £. It A. Jt1t1rnal, 
X:u.bor Sor Ocloboor, 18dl, 

where the1-e is a fl"equent repetition of curves of less than one 
mile radius; yet there are doubtless, at the preaeut moment, 
trains running over curves of such radii at velocities which are 
highly dangerous, and which our late eminent engineers
Brunel aud Stephenson-would have disapproved of in the 
strongest terms. 

SUBTERRANEAN RAILWAY IN PARIS. 
IT appears that the French are about to construct a subter

ranean railway in their metropolis. We do not hesitate to 
express our doubts as to the success of the undertaking as a 
spP.culation. Paris is not like London. It does not lack room 
for circulation of all its vehicles in the busiest thoroughfares. It 
bas no trade, of any importance. The " Chemin-de-fer de cein
ture," which forms a belt round Paris, transports the goods 
which arrive from one side of France, to the railway which will 
convey th1>m to the opposite provinces. There ill no need of a 
"Pickford," 01· a "Chaplin and Horne," in Paris. 

The following is the scheme proposed by M. de Hir:-The 
"Paris Railway," as he terms it, is to be of a single line only, 
except in the stations &c., and is estimated at 850 francs (£34) per 
metre; it is to follow the line of boulevards, the quays, and the 
principal streets. Partly in open cutting, and partly in tunnel 
(as in London) from 50c. to lm. below the surface of the street, be 
says, that no sewer requires to be diverted, a few only mnst be 
lowered in the crown, in the higher portions of the town, where, 
inclination being vecy favourable, the water will always find its 
course; some drains must be diminished in height altogether 
from .50c. to 75c., and widened out to give the same waterway as 
before. This line is to cross over the two bmuches of the Seine 
aucl the St. Martin Canal by means of swing bridges. 

The fare for conveyance from one end of Paris to the other, such 
as from the Bois de Bologue to Vincennes, &c., is fixed at .5 cen
times (a halfpenny) per person for all clll88~s. Forty-seven sta
tions in the uncierground railway will communicate with the 
seven stations and goods sheds of the railways now entering Paris 
from the provinces. 

One advantage mlly accrue to the present SA.n&tory arrange
ments in Paris by this railway-viz., the transport of the con
tents of cesspools, &c., which are now carted through the streets; 
but the constructors must take every precaution against the 
danger of the whole train finding itself enforce, some day, in one 
of the catacombs. 

ARCHlTECTS' CHARGES. 
THE subject of professional practice-more particularly in rela

tion to architects' charges-has recently attracted the attention of 
the Institute of British Architects, and their Committee on Pro
fessionRI Practice has prepared a report on the subjl'!ct, which, 
after being considered and altered at three special meetings, has 
been adopted and circulated. 

The imporl.nnce of sowe standard for reference in the matter of 
fees, and some authoritative statement of what the practice of tho 
best members of the profession has usually been, renders such a 
report as the one now under consideration vecy valuable. We 
believe that it will be found to provide for most of the cases which 
ordinRrily occur in practice, and that the charges here named are 
such as will be admitted to be fair both to tile architect and the 
employer. 

The subject has been before some of the provincial societies, 
and tables of fees have been drawn up by at least two of them
tbese are less ample than the one furnished by the Institute, and 
of course must be admitted to be less authoritative. We hope, 
however, in our next number to furnish them; and it will be 
then seen that they agree pretty cloaely with the subjoined 
statement. 

"PROJl'BBBIONAL PRACTICB AND CHARGES OJI' ARCHITllCTS, 

B~ng thou "°"' v.aually and properly made, tU confi"1ltcl at the Special 
General Meeting• of the Royal lmtilule of Briti.ah .Archillctl, Mld 
13th and 27th JaAflM'Y, 1862. 
Nf:ID Bvilding1, &:c.-The usual remunera.tion for an archit.ect'a ser

vices, except aa hereinafter mentioned, is a commission of 6 per cent. 
on the total cost of the works executed from his deaigna ; beeidee which, 
all travelling and other incidental expell!les incurred by the architect are 
paid by the employer, who ia alao chargeabl& under certain conditiom, u 
hereafter mentioned, for time occupied in travelling. But for all works 

60 
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in which the art required is of a high kind, and the eJ:penditure mainly 
for skilled labour and not for materials, e.g. in designa for the furniture 
and fiilingB of buildings, for their decoration with painting or moaaic, for 
their eculpture, for stained glau, and other like works, the architect'& 
charge is not made by wav of commiaeion on the cost, nor does it depend 
upon the time employed in making the design. but ie regulated by special 
ciroumetancee, and varies acoording to the skill and artiatic power of the 
architect. 

A oommiseion of 2~ per cent. is to be charged upon auch works u 
aculpture, stained glass, and othera of a similar nature, for which the 
architect does not give the design, but arranges with the artiats or with 
tbe tradesmen, and directs the work gener&l.ly. 

In "".Orks under £500 in amount, 5 per oent. is not fairly to be con
lidered u remunerative, and in such ca8e8 it ie just to the employer u 
well u to the architect, to charge by time or by a scale, varying from 
10 per oent. for works under £100, to 5 per cent. on amounts above 
£600. 

The oommieion is reckoned upon the total coet of the works, valued u 
if eJ:ecuted entirely by labour and of new materials provided by the 
builder. The commission is to be charged upon the whole value of the 
work executed, with the addition of 24 per cent. upon any omimions: 
thia is eJ:clusive of the charge for measuring eJ:tras and omiasions. The 
arcbiiect is entitled during the progreae of the builcling to payment on 
account at the rate of 5 per cent. on the instalments paid to the builder; 
or otherwise, to half the commiasion on the signing of the contract, and 
tbe remainder by instalments u above. 

Trafflling.-All travelling eJ:penses are to be charged extra. These 
rules euppose the work to be executed within an easy distance of the 
arcbitect'a office; but if the work be executed at a considerable or incon· 
venient distance from it, an allowance beyond the 5 per oent. ought to 
be made for the ti- ocoupied in travelling, in addition to the actual 
expemee. 

Eztra &mca.-The per-centage does not cover professional services 
in connection with negociatioWI for site, arrangements respecting party 
wall.a, or right of light.a, nor services incidental to arrangements con
eequent upon the failure of builders whilst carrying out work; but all 
auoh aervicee are charged for in addition, the baais for charge being the 
time employed. 
.A~ iA Duign.-Suppoeing that the employer, after having 
~ to a design, and had the drawingi. prepared, should have material 
alterations made, an eJ:tra charge may be made according to the time 
oocupied. If the architect should have drawn ~ut the design complete, 
with plans, elevations, aections, and specification, ready for estimate, the 
charge ie half the usual commiaeion above named. If the architect 
ehould have, in addition, procured tendera in acoordanoe with the in-
1truction of hie employer, the charge ie one-half per cent. eJ:tra t.o tha 
above . 

.Alkratiou of Buildinga.-For works in the alteration of premises, the 
remuneration may be increased according to the time, skill, and trouble . 
involved. 

D'Mriu of tM Architect.-All of the following requirements for build
ings are included in the ordinary charge of 6 per cent. :-

Prel.im.inarv sketches. 
Working drawings and speoi.fications sufficient for an estimate and 

contract. 
Detailed drawingB and instructions for execution. 
General superintendence of works (exclusive of clerk of the works.) 
Eumining and passing the accounts (exclusive of meuuring and 

making out eJ:t.raa &nd omiaeions). 
No additional remuneration is due for making such a rough estimate u 

ma7 be obtained, for instance, by cubing out the content.I. If & detailed 
estimate be framed, additional remuneration is due from the employer. 
An arobiteot is bound, under the 5 per cent. charge, to provide one set of 
drawings and one eet of tracings, with duplicate specification ; it being 
undemood that t.he architect is paid for the use only of the dr.i.wings 
and apeoification, and that they remain the property of the architect. 

&tata.-The charge for ta.king a plan of an estate, laying it out, and 
arranging for building upon it, should he regulated by the time, skill, 
and &.rouble involved. For actually letting the several plots (in ordinary 
cues) a 1um not eJ:oeeding a whole year's ground rent may be charged. 

For inspecting the buildings during their progres1 (so far as may be 
~to enaure the conditions being fulfilled) and finally certifying 
for 1-, t.he charge should be a per-centage not exceeding one-half per 
oent. up to £5000, and above that by special arrangement. All the 
above f- to be eJ:clusive of travelling expenses, and time occupied in 
travelling, u before mentioned. The charge for the above does not 
include tbe oommi88ion for preparing specification, directing, superinten
ding, and oertifyinJ the proper fonMtion of roads, fences, &nd other 
worka eucukd at the cost of the ewployer, nor for putting the plans on 
the leues. 

ValllGlioiu.-The following definite charges are recog 1ise<l for vt.Iua
tion of property. The charge throughout ia 1 I < r c J 1t. on the first 
£1COO and one-half p:ir cent. on the remainder up to £10,000. Below 
.ClOOU and beyond .£10,000 by apec.al arrangement. 'l'heae charge• do 

not include firavelling eJ:penaes, nor attendanoe before juries, arbitratoH, 
&c. 

Per Doy.-The charge per day which may be made by architecta 
depends upon their profesaion&l poaition, but the minimum charge is three 
guineaa per day. , 

.DiJ.apidalion.1.-Tbe charge for estimating dilapidationa is 5 per cent. 
on the estimate, and in no caae less than £2. 2a. 

Quanlitiu.-It iB not deairable that an architect should supply to 
buildera quantities on which to form tendeni for eJ:ecuting his design; 
but in case of auch being done it should be with the concurrenoe of the em
ployer and the architect should be paid by him and not by &be bo.ilder." 

MACCORD'S DIFFERENTIAL PLANETARY GEARING. 
Communicated by OLIVER BYRNE, C.E. 

THE Differential Plauef.i\ry f'..earing to be described is the 
invention or Mr. C. W. MacConl, of Hackensack, New Jersey, 
U.S. The woodcuts represent one of its m011t simple and useful 
modifications as arranged for the multiplimtion of power. P is 
the driving pulley, on the shaft of which a, is keyed a transverse 
arm b, in which is the bearing of a journal c, on which are 
secured two spur-wheels d d', gearia~ respectively iuto other two 
spur-wheels D D', whose Rxes are comcident with that of 1. Of 
these two wheels, oae D', is fixed to the framing, being drilled 
for the pMSage through it of shaft a. The other D, is free to 
rotate, and its shaft o, is that to which the increased power is 
transmitted. It is evident that, 'hiugs being thus arranged, a 
rotation of P will produce a revolution of the wheels d d' around 
the wheels DD', Rnd that this revolution will, by the action of 
the fixed wheel D', caul'e the wheels d d' to rotate upon their axis; 
that, l\S the wheels gear internally, tht> direction of this rotation 
will correspourl to that of P, and thRt consequently the rotation 
of d will tend to canse D to rotate in the opposite direction. And 
since the velocity with which d' rotates is to that with which it 
revolves in the inverse ratio of the diameter or cl and D'; and 
since the directions and velocities or the motions of d are the 
ea.me as those of d', it follows that if this ratio be equal to that 
sub11isting between the diameters of d and D, the velocity of D 
will be the same as that of D', which is none Rt all; and that, if 
there be any difference between these ratios, then the ratio 
between the antecedent motion of P, and the consequent motiou 
of D, will be a function of that difference. 

The operation may be investigated rol\thematically thu11,-Let 
d d', D D', denote the diameters of the wheels mArked with these 
letters respectively; let " v' denote respec~ively the velocities of 
the rotation, Rud of the revolution of the wheels d d'; let V' V 
deuote respectively the entire velocity of D, and that which tht> 
rotation of d tend,;i to impart to it; and let u· u denote the entire 
velocity of D', aud that which is Jue t .. the rotation of d' only. 

We shall then hRve the geuernl equations,-
V d 

(1) + - = + - and (3) _+ V' = _+ V_+ ti' -v -D 
u d' 

(2) ± ;=±n· (4) ± U'= ± U ±ti' 

Now subtracting (4) from (3), (5) ±(V'-U')=±(V-U) 

00 
But from (1), (6) ± V = ± D ""' and from (2), (7) - ±U= ± D' 

' ("d ""') Substituting these values in (5), ±(V - U')= ± D - IY 

or, d d') (8) ±(V'-U')= ±v(0 -Ii' 

But by hypothesis, (9) U' =O; whence from ( 4 ), ± U = ±"' 
, - I vd' h - "D' 

Substitutiug this 10 (7), +" = ± D' , w ence (10) ±v = + -,j 

Combining (9) and (IO) with (8), ± V'=+ v~~(~ -'f,.) 
or, finally, ±V'= ±"'(~i-1) 

Since, when U'=O, we have ±(V'+U') = ±(V'-U'). 
This is the general expression for the operation of thoae arrange
ments in which the rotatory motion imparted by a fixed wheel 
to a free one revolving around it, is tran81Uitted to anoUier COD-
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eentric with the first, under the original limitation, that the 
wheel which imp11rts the resultaut motion shall correspond with 
that which receives the initial motion, in the directions 11ad 
velocities of its owa motions, and in it11 position with 1'elation to 
tM !Dheel to tDhich it impartll motion. 

This last couditfon is italicised, as being in the form illustrated 
the featare which distiuguishes the mechanism from the plane
tary hol'll&-power of Bogardus, which as constructed differs from 

under th11 direction• of John Rennie, Esq., civil engineer, whom 
they hereby appoint chief enginur f<rr conducting th11 work." 

Previona to the above resolution being pa&11ed, M.r. Rennie, 
who attended the meeting, entered iato the fullPSt details, de
scribing the particular kiad aad form of lighthouse, the materials 
of which it was to be built, aad everything connected with it. At 
this meeting it does aot appear that Mr. Stevenson was present, 
and no notice was taken of him. 

At 11 subsequent meeting, held by the Commis
sioners at Edinburgh, on December 26, 1806, Mr. 
Rennie recommended Mr. Stevenson to be ap
pointed aaaistaut engineer, to execute the work 
under his directions; and a resolution was passed, 
"that the Commissioners agree to the appointment 
of Mr. Stevenson, to be Aariatant Engineer under 
;Hr. Rennie, but they delay taking iuto considera
tion the recompense to be made to him, both as 
to the amount and manner of doiug it, until next 
meeting." Mr. Rennie also recommended that Mr. 
Logan 11hould have the direction of the masoury; 
and Mr. Francis Watts, a skilful mPchanic and 
millwright, bred under M1·. Rennie, should have the 
direction of the cranes and other mechanical de

---"\ tails: which was agreed to . 
._ _______________ _.i.L__ ____________ ~ The works were accordiaglycorumenced and carried 

oa, until their completion, under Mr. Reaaie's direction; Ill fact, 
Mr. Rennie had the ea tire respousihility,superintendence, manage
ment, 11ad direction of the whole of the works. He furnished 
the design, aad the details were worked out and completed under 
him; nothiug was done without hie aprrov111. He repeatedly 
visited the works, anJ made his reports to the Commissioners 
during their progress, until their final completion. All this is 
proved beyond doubt in Mr. Stevenson's book, together with the 
other documents ia my po88e88ioa. The design which has been 
carried into effect underwent certain alteratious, differing some· 
what fr.>m that oriziually furnished by Mr. Rennie, which 
generally happens duriug the progress of such works. These 
were chiefly coufined to raising the tower a little higher, and 
altering the mouldings round the top of the tower aad lantern, 
11ud some ruiuor details. These alterations however were made 
uuder Mr. R.inaie's direction. 

the drawing only in this,-that D' is ann11lar, or toothed inter
nally, which causes the ratio of the aatecedeat to the consequent 

velocity to be a function of the aum of the two ratios, iJ- ~~ 
Thoagh this feature does not prevent us from considering this 
horse-power to be the best that can be made, and though we 
would here acknowledge that the mode of balancing the me
chanism, 11ad equalising the motion, by using two pairs of the 
wheels d d', is borrowed from that unique and admirable inven
tion, yet it is nece>l811ry to make promiaeat the fact, that upon 
this distiuction depends the advantages ot the device we have 
dl'llCribed as & means of multipl,viag speed or power; for while a 
dfl'wential motion may be varied between the limits of zero uud 
i~nity, it is clear that oae dependent oa the •um of aay quanti
ties. h!lviat the same sigu i~ practically circumscribed in its 
v~1atlon1 y narrow boundaries. 

THE BELL ROCK LIGHTHOUSE. 
TO TB• P.DITO& or TB• CJTIL .l!fOUBS& All'O ABCHITBCT11 JOUB~AL. 

Snt,-Having been absent, and much occupied, I ouly acci
dentally opened the number of your Journal for thi~ mouth this 
day, and was ruuch surprised to fiad a letter from Mr. Alan 
Stevenson, claiming the whole merit of the design and construc
tion of the Bell Rock Lighthouse for his father, the late Mr. 
Robert Stevenson; and that a model of the Bell Rock Light.
house has been placed in the International Exhibition at South 
Keusiagton, stating that "it was designed and executed by the 
late Robert Stevenson." 

Having given a detailed history of the above work, in my 
letter addressed to you in February 1849, and inserted in vour 
valuable Journal of that month, and al110 ia my work ou Br"itish 
and Foreign Harboul'I\, published ia 1854;-and Mr. Smiles in 
hia excellent work, 'The Lives of the Engineers,' lately published 
having given a similar account of the Bell Rock Lighthouse,_: 
where, from the historical record" of the Commissioners of 
Northern Lighthouses, aad froru Mr. Robert Stevenson's own 
work on the Bell Rock Lighthouse, it is clearly established that 
the late Mr. Rennie designe1l and constructed the Bell Rock 
Lighthouse, and that Mr. Robert Stevenson was simply the 
"llllriltunt enginen-,'' appointed at Mr. Rennie's recommendation, 
to act under his (Mr. R's) direction, and to carry his instructions 
into effect,-it is unnecessary aow to repeat the whole of these 
statements: ~ therefor': beg lel\V~ to refer any of your readers 
who may be mteresLed 1n this subJeLt to those document& I will 
&imply however repeat the most important. 

At the first meeting of the Commissioners of Northern Light
hoa8t's (after the Act for Building the Bell Rock Lighthouse WllB 

obtain~d), held at Ediabnrgh ou Decemb~r 3, 1806, the following 
~lut1on was pa8114:d:-" .l\esolved unanimously, that the build
mg to be erected for the purpose of 11 lighthouse oa the Bell or 
Cape .Rock shall be of stone, and that the same shall be erected 

The lighthouse, as erected, differs materially from that origi
nally proposed by Mr. Stevenson, which was aot approved of by 
Mr. Reunie. The base of the tower is much wider, aud Jifft>rent 
iu form, ia order that it might be better adapted to suit the form 
!\ad character of the rock upon which it is placed, so as to 
dimiai11h the action of the waves upon it, aud to prevent them 
from uadermiaiug the bl\lle of the lighthouse. The cC1urses of 
stone are narrower ou the outside, and larger towards the centre, 
differing in this respect from the Eddystone system, by which 
they are reudered stronger. The construction of the floors is 
different also, Lhe pressure being rendered vertical in11ttad of 
lateral, which also was an improvement upon the Eddystone 
system. All this is clearly explained in Mr. Rennie's Reports to 
the Commissioners of Northern Lights, nearly the whole of 
which have been printed in Mr. Stevenson's book. 

As to Mr. Alim Stevenson's assertion, that Mr. Rennie never 
arrogated to hiru~elf the credit of Lhe Bell Rock Lighthouse,
this i11 totally contrary to thefflct. I have heard Mr. Reunie claim 
it over and over agl\in, and complain bitterly of Mr. Stevenson's 
preRnmptioi. in claiming it for himself; so much so that, accord
ing to Mr. Smiles' statement above referred to, 11ad which is 
perfectl.11 correct, "when he learnt that Mr. Stevenson was about 
to write 11 book on the subject, but without commuaicatiag with 
him thereon, 'I have no wish,' he says, iu a letter to a friend, 'to 
prevent his writing 11 book, if he details the truth fairly 11ad im
partiRlly. I am satisfied, I do not wish to arrogate to myself 
11uy more than is justly my due, aad I do not waut to degrade 
him.'" 

Mr. Stevenson, however, took care not to publish his book 
until after my fathPr's denth; so that he had no opportunity of 
answering it, which no doubt he would have done, and have placed 
the facts still more clearly before the public. But even Mr. 
Stevenson's book establishes sufficient to prove thRt the Bell 
Rock Li;:hthouse was designed, and carried into effect, under 
Mr. Heauie'11 superintendence. 

As to Mr. Ah111's statement, or rather guotation, from one of 
Mr. Rennie's letters to his father, "that 1t would immortalise 
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him in the annals of fame~'-this waa a mere joke, and which I 
have frequently heard Mr. Rennie apply to his llJISistauts, who 
were placed under his direction in a similar manner as Mr. 
Stevenson was. 

As to Mr. Alan Stevenson's statement, that the amount of 
responsibility may be judged from the great<.!r sum paid to 
~!r. Stevenson than to Mr. Renuie;-this goes for nothing, for 
it too frequently happens, that those who are least entitled to it 
get best paid. 

As to Mr. A. Stevenson's statement about Mr. Charles Cun
ningham ;-I knew him well, and have heard him give a very 
ditfereut version of the story of the lighthouse to that stated by 
Mr. Alan Stevenson. 

I also knew very well the late Mr. John Paterson, the resident 
engineer of the Leith Docks, as well as the late Mr. David Logan 
and Francis Watts, who were the executive foremen assi8tant..~, 
constantly employed either at the building on the rock or iu the 
workshops, or those attached to the lighthouse; and I have heard 
these gentlemen over and over again laugh at the very idea of 
the Bell Rock Lighthouse having been designed and executed by 
the late Mr. Stevenson; it is in vain, therefore, fo~ Mr. Alan 
Stevenson to set np such a claim for his father, f<Jr it is wholly 
unsupported by any written or verbal evidence; and it is esta
blished beyond all c:louLt that. with every respect to the late 
Mr. Robert Stevenson, be was neither more or less, as his 
appointment expresses, than asaiatant engineer, under Mr. Renni's 
1uperintendence, to carry into effect ~'lfr. Rennie's directiona; and 
that the Bell Rock Lighthouse was designed, and carried into 
effect, by the late Mr. Rennie.-! am, yours &c., 

JORN RENNIE. 
London, May 211, 1862. 

REVIEWS. 

Mitchelfs Screw Pilu and Moorings, with Johnaon's Patented Im
provements. By FREDERICK JOHNSON, C.E. London, 1862. 
This little pamphlet sets forth the various applications and 

advantages of screw-piles for lighthouses, piers, bridge, and other 
foundations, and more recently for moorings, and also explains the 
improvement introduced by Mr. Johnson, the present licensee of 
Mitchell's patents. Although many of our readers will be already 
acquainted with the original pattern, if not with the recent 
ingenious modification of it, we extract the following short 
description. 

"The original screw pile consisted of a round bar, or cylinder of iron, 
with a broad projecting screw at its lower extremity, serving the double 
purpose of forcing the pile into the ground, and of affording an extended · 
base for reaiating either downward pressure, or an upward strain, but the 
improvements upon this screw consist in making the periphery, or a 
portion of the periphery, of its flange similar t.o a circular eaw, ae shown 
in the figure. 

By a very simple arrangement of machinery, the screw works its way 
downwards, without materially disturbing the strata through which it 
p&MeB. Screw piles have been used in every description of ground, hard 

rock alone excepted. They have been applied with great advantage in 
ch1'lk, and even been made to penetrate to a depth of 12 feet in the coral 
rocks of the Florida Reefs, on the coaet of the United State& of America. 

The proper si7.e and form of the screw must, in every caee, be deter
mined by the nature of the ground and other attendant circumstances ; 

and it is obvions that great advantage results from its being in the power 
of the engineer to increase the area of the flange, or bearing surface, with
out altering the dimensions of the pile ; particularly in situations where it 
is desirable to interfere as little as poMible with the action of waves or 
currents. 

Such cases are very frequently met with, both in the erection of 
lighthouses, piers, &:c. at sea, and of bridges over rivers with rapid 
streams, or subject to sudden floods. In the former ins~ces the soil, or 
eaud, is often eo loose and unstable as to be incapable of supporting any 
massive structure; and in the latter the expense of coffer dams, or other 
contrivance.~ for building solid piers, would otten be so great as to pre
clude their erection, e\•en if otherwise desirable. 

The introduction of screw piles has enabled engineers to execute works 
in the most unprumieing and inconvenient situations. The open frame
work uitually adopted, whilst it opposes no serious resistance to the waves, 
is capable of being formed into 80 rigid a structure, that ecaroely any 
vibration is perct:ptible, even in the heaviest wtJ&ther. At the same time 
no scour is produced, nor is there any accumulation of sand, or ot.her 
debris,-the or1linary course of the currents remaining unchanged .. 

The difficulty of driving ordinary piles into sand ie well known, indeed 
when the sand is in a compact state it is almost itnpos.eible to force them, 
by any means, down beyond a very few feet; the recoil being 80 great, 
that the timber or iron ie shivered or snapped off under the blows of the 
monkey, and the attempt ie usually attended with annoyance and 1088. 

By the use of iron, the ravages of the Teredo 11a'O<dia and other sea. 
worms, eo much dreaded for timber structures on almost every coast, 
may be entirely disregarded ; and experience has shown that no appre
hension need be entertained of the prejudicial action of ealt water upon 
the screw piles ; neither the wrought nor the C&l!t-iron work of the Maplin 
Lighthouse, which wns fixed twenty-three years ago, at the mouth of the 
Thames, being in the slightest degree injured, and the Courtown Pier, 
Ireland (built fourteen years since), being in an equally good state of 
preservation. In 80me cnsee, however, as in the Portland Breakwater, 
wooden piles fitted with iron screw shoes may be advantageously em
ployed." 

Screw-piles have been so extensively need, and their serviceable 
qualities have bec<Jme so well knowu, that we need do no more 
than select from the numerous instances of their successful 
application adduced by Mr. Johnson, one or two of the more 
important. 

"The largeet and most importa.nt lighthouse yet erected on the Brit.iBh 
or Irish CO&l!ts is that of the Gun.fl'3et, off Harwich, conatructed and 
erected for the Honourable Corporation of the Trinity House, by Melll!!'B. 
Saunders and Mitchell, and the work was commenced in the year 1852, 
and completed in 1855, with the exception of the lantern and inte!'ior 
fittings. The Gunfleet Sand is one of the most dangerous on the e&11t 
coast of England, and ~e site of the lighthouse is covered with water at 
all times of the tide. It is at this point very much exposed, and ia BUb
ject to very heavy ee&11, which break upon it with tremendous violence 
during ensterly gales. 

The building is of wrought-iron, of great strength, and is perfectly rigid. 
The piles are hollow, seven in number, the lower length of each weighing 
about 7 tons, and being 45 feet long. Theee had to be taken more than 
fi[teen miles out to sea, and were all screwed down 40 feet into the b&nk, 
in positions and directions previously determined, with the greatest 
accuracy, as the rigid bracing and supentructure had been already 
prepared. 

The ground had been previously proved by boring to a depth of more 
than 50 feet, by means of an experimental screw pile, and was found to 
consist entirely of an extretnely hard and compact sand, with occasion
ally (in the upper stratum) a few fragment.a of coal, from the numerous 
wrecks which occur every season on this dangerous shoal. 

" The Madras Pier, designed by Messrs. Saunden and Mitchell, wu 
commenced in the lattter part of the year 1859 by Mr. F. Johnson, their 
eucceMor, and ie now nearly completed. This pier is 1080 feet in length, 
and its width 40 ft. 6 in. It terminates in a crose-head 160 feet long by 
40 ft. fl i,t wide. The piles are of solid wrought· iron, the screws of which 
are illllerted to a depth varying from 11 ft. to 19 Ct. 6 in. in the ground. 
This pier extends about 40 feet beyond the water line of surf. When it 
ia considered that several attempts have been made to erect pien at 
Madrns, all of which proved impracticable, it will be readily understood 
the situation is one of great exposure. The dangerous nature of the Burl 
on this coast is well known. During the monsoon ae-.n it rises to such 
a height above the sea level as to entirely prevent all communication 
between the shore and outlying ve8!1els even by native boats, and yet 
during the course of con.struction of this pier not the slightest vibration 
baa been perceptible, a convincing proof of the great advantages of ecrew
pile structures over u.ny other,-& great base or supporting surface being 
obtained without the neceBBity of exposing a large body to the action of 
either wind or wave. 

The Portland Breakwater, now being constructed in the English 
Channel, WM commenced under the direction of the late Mr. Rendel, and 
ia perhape the moet important in which screw piles have hitherto been 
employed. When completed it will conaist of two linea of breakwater, 
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6000 I• and 1500 feet long relpllCtively, approachina: each ot.ber M an 
obtme anirle, and having a paaage or entr&iioe 4'00 1eet wide between 
them; the whole being constructed in a depth of water averaging more 
than 54 feet at low-water •pring tide1, exoepting for a abort dilltanoe 
cl~ to tbe Rhore, and forming a harbour of refuge of about three square 
milm in extent. The breakwater ia oonstruoMld of stone, which ia quar
ried in t.he neighbouring hill, and carried out to - upon a temporary 
timber at.aging erected upon ecrew piles. Thia staging ia 120 feet wide, 
and UM. pilee are 30 feet apart; each being built up of double balks of 
creoeoted timber, nearly 90 feet long, truaBed with iron, and having a 
ICl'eW shoe at it.a lower extremity. When t.he cbaract.er of the work and 
itll exposed situation are considered, t.he value of t.he screw piles in tbia 
and aimilar 11t.ructure11 will at onoe be evident-in fact without t.hem the 
difficulties of the work would have been almost insurmountable." 

Mr. Johnson thus advocatea·tbe use of the screw for moorings. 
"The description already given oft.he principle of the acrew pile will 

have served llllfliciently to indicate that of the screw mooring. It ia 
evident, that if a broad plate or diak. can be deeply buried in the ground, 
it mun afford a firm attachment for the buoy-chain. Before thia screw 
can be withdrawn by any upward tension, a mass of earth mUBt be dis
iurbed having the form of an inverted frUBtrnm of a oone, upon thia 
again preaees the weight of the superincumbent column of water ; and 
when it ia comidered that screw moorings are frequently inserted to the 
depth of 15 or 20 feet into the ground, in from 30 to 60 feet water, it 
will be evident that enormous foroe must be required to dislodge them. 
Their holding power is indeed 80 great, that in several instances chains 
made of iron 3! inches diameter have been broken, without bringing up 
the earew. 

Besides their security, the advantages of acrew moorings in other 
reepecta over thOlle formerly in uae, are very considerable. They are 
Tery readily fixed in any depth of water. In moet C&BeB all ground chain 
ia diapenaed with, the booy chain going down direct to the screw. Thia 
not only saves a very heavy expelllltl, but does away with the inconveni
ence, always wing in narrow barboun, from anchors getting foul of 
theae chains, which are usually stretched &ero8ll t.he harbour, in a 
manner which greatly interferes with the operation of dredging. In con
fined situations the moorings are particularly valuable, from the miall 
llOOpe which may be given to the buoy-chain, on account of t.he great 
holding power of the screw, often a matter of very great importance." 

THE LOAN COLLECTION OF OBJECTS OF ART 
AT THE SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM. 

THE South Kensington Museum is just now temporarily 
enriched by an exhibition of the choicest objects of art, placed 
there by their proprietors, and gathered from all the beat collec
tions in Britain. 

This loan collection, as it is called, baa betin opened principally 
for th" benefit of visitors to the Exhibition, and is probably the 
richest and moat select exbiLition that baa ever been brought 
together under one roof, not excepting that portion of the 
Manchester Exhibition which was devoted to works of the sort. 

It would be impossible in any apace we can devote to describe 
in detail the contents of the Museum, and it is here mentioned 
principally for the benefit of those of our readers who may be able 
to visit it for themselves. 

A vast amount of ancient gold and silver plate is here col
lected, including all the superb pieces belonging to the different 
colleges in Oxford and Cambridge. The maces of Oxford, 
Glasgow, Bath, Maidstone, and a lioat of other pieces of/late 
belonging to city and other companies, corp<>rationa, an the 
like. Magnificent specimens of genuine antique Etruscan and 
Egyptian jewellery are to be seen here; also the beat of Her 
Majesty's collection of antique gems, togEjtber with still more 
val11able gems from private collections. Lord Palmerston and 
110me other exhibitors display a quantity of antique Irish jewel
lery; and Lord Londeaborough and others have sent arms and 
accoutrements of the choicest quality. 

All the varieties of porcelain and China, Raft'aelle, Wedgwood, 
sevres, and other costly wares are here displayed ; and of one 
l!Ort, tlie 'Faience' of Henry II. of France, which is all but 
pricele88 in the eyes of amateurs, all the specimens which 
England contains are here to be found. 

Bronzes, church vestments, enamels, embroidery, iron-work, 
and apecimet1a of all that is rich and rare, including Mr. Webb's 
1111perb collection of Mediieval ivory carvings, and many speci
mens of Flemish ivories, are also to be found; and in abort the 
lovers of art workmanship will find in this collection an oppor
tunity such as will probably not again occur. 

VOLUNTARY ARCHITECTURAL EXAMINATIONS AT 
THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS. 

WB are now in a position to lay before onr readers the leading 
features of the scheme for voluntary examinations which hlUI 
been adopted by the Royal Institute of British Architects, and 
circulated amon~ their members. We have from time to time 
reported the poB1tion of this undertaking and the progress that 
bas been made in it ; and although the scheme bu been a long 
while in preparation it will, we think, appear upon examination 
of it that the time consumed baa not been lost, and that the 
care(ul and thorough consideration which all its details have 
received has rendered it far fitter for adoption and far more 
likely to be aucceBBful than if it bad been hastily and imperfectly 
prepared. 

Three separate documents have been issued, of which the first 
contains a statement of the course of examination and the regu
lations to be observed, and contains copies of the forms of 
application and recommendation proposed to be employed. We 
give the larger and more important portion of this paper 
entire, as it will concisely and exactly inform those interested 
what it is intended shall be the subjects of examination, and 
what the regulations. The portion of this paper which is nut 
here given contains the regulations (apparently complicated, bat 
really practic.iJ, and analogous to what are followed elsewl1ere) 
intended to secure thorough impartiality by rendering it impossible 
that the names of the candidates should become known ; and 
contllina also the forms above referred to. 

The second paper consists of a sort of specimen examination 
paper, prepared with the intention of enabling intending candi
dates and otber!I to jndge of the character of the examination 
proposed; tbi11, with the exception of some observations appended 
to it, is too voluminous for our columns, but it will be read with 
interest by those who may poeaeBB themselves of it. 

The third paper is the list of books. Thia, na originally drawn 
up, baa alrMdy appeared in our columns, but it is now revised 
and somewhat augmented, and we propose in an early number to 
re-present it to our readers. 

It only remains to observe that, IUI we are given to understand, 
the first examination will take place in January of next year, and 
that those who desire to poBBeBB the papers may obtAin copies on 
application to the Honorary Secretaries of the Institute, at No. 9, 
Conduit Street, W. 

" The examination lhall be opento all British aubjecta. ud lhall be 
arranged in two cl-, 80 as to offer to a candidate the opportunity of 
acquiring an acknowledgment of proficiency, and further u acknow
ledgment of distinction. No candidate lplder thirty years of age lhall be 
permitted to present himself for an acknowledgment of diatinction with· 
out having previously p-1 t.he examination in the c1aas of proficiency. 

The examination shall in no reepect be conducted vi v& voce. It lhall 
take place in the last week of the month of January, u often u there 
shall be five candidates seeking an acknowledgment of proficiency; and 
it shall occupy not more than three days for the candidates in that claa, 
with not more than three additional days for the candidr.tea aeeking an 
acknowledgment of distinction. 

The first of such days' examination lhall be in drawing and dl!8ign; t.he 
second in mathematics, and physics, with profeMional practice; the third 
in materials, and construction, with history and literature~ while the 
fourth, fifth, ud sixth da.ys shall be &811igned to the same llubjecta in 
similar order; languages being included on t.he fifth day. If fewer than 
six days be devotea to any examination, the examiners are » liberty to 
vary the dist.ribotion of time prescribed. The hours of attendance lhall 
be from ten till five, except on the sixth day, when they shall he from ten 
till two: and on each day there lhall be an interval of one holll' during 
which no work lhall be allowed, and the Institute lhall provide 110me 
simple refreshment. 

Upon the days of exa.mination the candidates lhall have accae to 
such books of tables as may be provided by the honorary aeoreta.riee under 
the advice of the examiners. 

A candidate who bas J>8llll8<l in t.he claa of proficiency aball not be 
required to attend on the days appropriated to the clMe of proficiency in 
a.ny subsequent examination at which he may present himself for the 
c1aas of diatinction. 

The examiners lhall be not lea than three in number, ud they lhall 
he elected, u well as two moderators, by the Fellowa of the Institute at 
the first general meeting in January. The moderators a.lways, ud the 
examiners as far 1111 poesible, lhall be member& of the profeMion. No 
examiner or moderator lhall be concerned in the examina.tion of any C&D· 

di<late connected with him by any tie of relationship, tuition, or bumie.. 
No exa.miner lhall attend M t.he Institute during the home of ftamina. 
tion. 

After the tJiird examiDMion, Uie COW1Cil aball req1llR tbe namiDen ~ 
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report any change that they ma.y deem deeirable in the system, and shall 
take the aenee of the Institute theron. 

The papers of questions and requirement.a of work ahall be framed by 
ihe e:umineni as much aa poeaible with direct referenoe to architecture, 
and in oonformity with the applications of candidates, regulated by the 
1111bjects in the following programme. 

'The number of marks to be allotted by the examiners to their queaiiona 
shall be l 0,000; of which 6000 shall be in t.be claM of proficiency, and 
•ooo in the claas of distinction in the following programme, and also dwl 
be aa there noted,-Drawing and design, proficiency 1500, distinction 
600; MathematiCll, prof. 750, dist. tlOO; Physics, prof. 500, dist. 400; 
Languages, dist. 800; ProfeBSional Practice, prof. 500, dist. 500; Ma
terials, prof. 750, dist. 400; Construction, prof. 750, dist. 500; History 
and Literature, prof. 1250, dist. 700. 

Of t.heee marks 8000 in the ciaBS of proficiency shall entitle a candidate 
to i- in the said ciaBS; and 2000 in the claas of distinction shall entitle 
a candidate to p&88 in the Mid claas; being in each case one-half of the 
eotire number for the olaM; but the candidate shall not be held to d811e1've 
the acknowledgment of proficiency unless ho obtains at lea.st half of the 
number of marks allotted to diviaiona of Drawing and Design, Materials, 
and Construction respectively, in addition to at least a fifth of the num
ber of marks allotted to each of the other diviaiona in that claas. • 

CLA.118 or PBor1cIJUfcT. 

Preliminary Work. 
A me&8Ul'ed sketch of eome existing building or portion of a building; 

a perspective sketch of some existing building or portion of a building; a 
drawing of eome ornament from the round or relief; and a perspective 
view with working plan, eoction, and elevation, of a design by the candi
date for some building, together with illl whole specification and a por
tion of its working detail.a at full si7.e. 

Work to~ dotu m tk prueri« of the Moderatora. !l&rb. 

Drawing and design.-A design of eome building or portion of 
a building, in the style named by the candidate, the subject being 
given by the examiners 1500 

Mathematica.-Arithmetic, including the square root; algebra, 
including simple equations; Euclid, books 1 and 2; mensuration 750 

Phyaica.-The elements of mechanical philosophy; also heat, 
light and ventilation 500 

Profeaaional Practice.-the principles of estimating; the Jaws 
relating to accident, agency, contract.a and di!&pidationa 500 

Materials.-The general natures and properties of building ma-
terials, including their decay, preservation, quality, and strength 750 

Construction.-The detail drawings and specifici>tion for such 
branches of the work mggested in the above·named design (in· 
eluding drainaire) aa the examiners may indicate ... ... 750 

History and Literature.-An outline of the characteristics of the 
principal atylee of Architecture in Europe; the particular charac
ieristica and history of any one style named by the candidate . . . 1250 

6000 
CLA.118 or DISTINCTION. 

Preliminary Work. 
Besides a perspective sketch or a measured drawing of an exititing 

building, or portion of a building, or other subject of architectural design 
(this is indiJJpelll!&ble), one specimen in each of three at le&11t of the 
following 9ranches is necellSliry for the admittance of the candidate: 
I. Sketches or measured drawings of existing work in wood, plaater, 
stone, m&rble, mosaic, glaas, iron, bra88, precious metals, textile fabrics, 
or embroidery; 2. Detail drawing. at full size of i>ny design by the candi
rlate, for ornamental work in any of the materials jnst enumerated; 
3. Drawingii of the human figure from the round or from memory; 4. Sub
jects of landscape gardening; 5. Architectural subjects in colours; 
6. Subject.a o! decoration, in colour or otherwiae; 7. Specimens of work
In&DShip in modelling; 8. Specimellll of workml>Dlhip in carving. 

Work to be dam in tM pruence of tM M <Xkrator1. 
Drawing and Deaign.-Such desib'DI, drawings, and specimena 

of skill, in the style or styles named by the candidate, aa may be 
thought needful to test his skill with regard to such preliminary 
work aa may have been -attached to his declaration: the subjects 
to be given by the examiners 600 

MathematiCl!.-Algebra, including quadratic equatioDl!; Euclid, 
books 8, 4 and 6; plane trigonometry; conic sectiona and the 
higher m&thematioB. The candidate to name the extent of the 
examination that he thinks himself capable of puaing beyond 
plane trigonometry . . . 600 

Mathematics and Physics applied to Practical Purposes.-Me
cha.nice; statics; dynamics; hydrostatics; hydraulics; land-survey
ing; acoustics; chemistry; electricity; galvanism; ge<>logy; and 
theory of colour. The candidate to name the portions chosen by himt 400 

-;-Th• Council la empowenid lo Ax for the 1inlt Kxamin1;tion a orualler number r/ 
dayo and a leu propori.I011 than that above arrangt>d. or ma.rkB necesoar)' lo Jl&88; and 
to n.l8e for the ._oo eD111iDatlon the prol">rtlon or ouch markB to an •••rage between 
l.bal of the lint and that pnl'Jided ill I.be ....,..iat.1oa1, which 11hall be uoed for the third. 

t The ment '° wllldl &be CB11dlda~ ii expected '° be prepared in any aubject or 

Language&.-Tranalation from Greek or Latin, and lnnalation 
from or composition in one or more living foreign languages; archi
tectural nomenclature in any living foreign language. Tho C&D· 

didate to name the languages .. . . . • .•. ..• ... 
Professional Practice.-Lawa of property relating to buildings, 

including fi.xturee and right.a of adjoining owners; arbitration •.• 
Materials.-Detail of the nature and properties of building 

materials, including materials which are not in ordinary uee _ .. 
Conatruction.-Complex oonatroction in IC&ffolding, shoring, 

aecuring dangeroua atructuree, pulling down work, alteratiODll of 
buildingii, foundationa, walls, partitiona, floors, roofa, archel and 
vaults; formuhe for calculating the strength of materials 

History and Literature.-The atructures, architect.a, writers on 
practice 1>11d theory, and worka illustrating styU. or structures, in 
any style or atylea named by the candidate 
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500 

400 

500 

iOO 

4000 

It shall not be neceuary for a candidate, in order to ob!Ain the nwn
bor of 2000 marks required for pa.seing the examination in this ciaBS, to 
obtain marks in all these eubjects, or a partk'Ular number of marks in 
any one of them; and he therefore shall be at liberty to endeavvur to ol>
tain a high number of marks in those subject.a upon which he may think 
he can best ahow his competency. 

Fus. 
In the firat year each application for an acknowledgment of pro6ciency 

must be accompanied by a fee of one guinea; and each application for an 
acknowledgment of distinction must be &ocompanied by & further fee of 
one guinea. The fee ahall be raised one guinea in each cl1188, at each 
succe88ive examination, until the revision of thia acheme." 

The following observations accompany the "Sketch of Form of 
Examination Papers," prepared by the Institute, and will serve 
to show the iutentions of that body:-

" The Inatitute, aware that architects in practice cannot command t.he 
leisure sufficient to prepare for such an exa.mination aa is here contem
plated, will not consider such persona aa called upon in any way to 
present thelll8elvee as candidates; and the Institute, not intending that 
any compromise of the examination should be offered (exoept the modifi
cation aa to number of marks in the first two year11), announces that no 
architect above thirty years of age will be encoura.ge<l to offer himself M 

, a candidate. It also suggests that very young men, although they may 
have availed themaelvilll fully of the advantages of an academical educa.
tion, ought not to preeent themselves for ibis examination until they 
have acquired that amount of architectural knowledge which practical 
experience alone can &fl'ord. The Institute therefore will not encourage 
any person to offer hiinaelf ae a candidate in the ci&88 of proficiency 
under twenty-one years of age, or in the claas of distinction under twenty
five years of age. 

These papers are framed to indicate the standard to which the 
exl>mination shall ultimately rise, rat.her than to suggeiit the adoption of 
queationa so difficult &11 the most advanced herein conWned; and there
fore tho first paper11 must present lees difficulties. As candirlatell in 
order to pua in the claM of proficiency must obtain a certain proportion 
of marks in each division of that alaaa, the examiners shall provide a 
number of questiona in each division sufficient to allow each candidate 
the ad vantage of an opportunity of selection, and therefore shall indicate 
to the candidates what proportion of the number of each set of qutl8tions 
must be &DllWered. 

It is strongly recommended that a greater number of questions be !let 
on each paper than can fairly be expc-cted to be &ru!Wered in the time 
allotted. Thie should be done to give each candidate the advantage of 
selecting those on which he can best ahow his ability; but the candidate 
should be informed that he is expected to answer a certain portion only, 
or he may he deterred by the apparent weight of the paper. It has 
often happened (and nothing can be llO diaheartening to a candidate) 
when very few queationa are set, that the majority of them may relate to 
the only points of which he is not muter, and thus a candidi.te of great 
ability may obtain a low rank simply from the paucity of questions. 
Unusual questions, and eome of considerable difficulty, aa well a.a those of 
obvious and ordinary character, may bo aet, to give candidates of greater 
talent an opportunity of exhibiting their ability and industry. But theae 
questions should on no account be suffered to degenerate into wbt &l'e 

commonly called 'catch-<iuestions,' or be such a.a would rather exhibit the 
cunning of the examiner than manifest the ability of the examinerl. The 
marks should al8o he so set, tbt the omiBSion to answer any unuanal 
question should not tell against any candidate. These errors have call800 
more dissatisfaction, and throw11 more discredit on competitive examina
tiona, than any other ca~ whatever, and shoulrl most carefully be 
avoided. Answers to one or two questions in a language, or solving one 
or two equationa, can be no sufficient teet of a candidate's competency u 
a linguist or a mathematician, and would not coll8Cientiouely warrant a 
notice of distinction from any examiner. Every examination to be sat.i&
factory must not only bo abeolutely impartial and perfectly f&ir, but to 

abotract eclence shall be BO•erDed genetally by ~ appllcaUon to bllildiDg ope.... 
t.lona and matariala. 
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be of t.ny worth or to carry any weight with the world it must be 
complete. Too aevere an examination is tyrannous, while one too slight 
is obriouely worthleaa. 

Of oonne it ii difficult to steer evenly between theae errors. Few 
euminationa have been established v.itbout being charged with one or 
the other at the outaet. The subject is now, however, better understood 
than it wu, and the reports from the various professions where it ha!! 
been inatituted are IO favourable,-the system has been found to answer 
"°well with lee' and medical men; with the soldier, the sailer, and the 
diplomatist; with, in fact, every rank where the education of a gentfoman 
is expected, aa well u the ability of a profeBBional man,-that there 
~ llii1e doubt that this examination, If carried out with judgment 
and good feeling, must advance the British architect in popular respect, 
and in llOcial status.~ 

.MACHINERY IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 
1862. 

( O<mtinutd from page 159.) 
AMONG the manufacturing machines and tools, tl:ose exhibited 

by William Muir and Co. (1668), approach the st.audard of per-
fection; in this department they stand unrivalled in the Exhi
bition. The powerful self-actin~ radial drilling-machine of this 
firm, with vertical elevating shde radial-arm, movable through 
an arc of 190°, drills holes up to 10 inches diameter, it is particu
larly adapted for drilling ends of boiler plates, large cylinders, 
and all work of a massive character, as it will take in au object 
9 feet high; all holes within range of the machine can be drilled 
without removing the object; this tool notwithstanding its great 
range is steady and effective. Muir's small planing machine, 
worked by hand or power, with crank movement and ellipticsl 
wheels for producing uniform motion in cutting, and treble speed 
in returning, is very complete. M uiiJs ceu tre du pl ex lathe, centre 
double-geared lathes, 8-inch foot lathe, vertical double-geared 
drilling machine, self-acting unive1'8al shaping machine, self-
11eting slotting and shaping machine, grindstone apparatus, screw 
stock and tackle, now being exhibited, are the most effective and 
complete manufacturing machines and tools now in use. The 
type composing and distributing machines of W. H. Mitchel 
(1662), receive and deserve much attention; these machines have 
been 11ucceMfully used in America, as well as in some of the 
leading printing houses of England and Scotland. They may be 
applied to every description of book or newspaper work, and 
elfect. a large reduction in the cost of composition, in the wear 
and tear of type, and in the quantity of type required for a given 
amount of work. 

The boot and shoe making machine (1680), of Parker and Sons, 
saves much labour; this simple auci ingenious invention, from 
the facility 11nd ease with which it can be worked, cannot fail to 
recommend itself. Its con1truction renders it portable and easily 
DlADaged. P. Fairbairn and Co. (1594), present a numerous 
collection of manufacturing machines, which appear to us clumsy 
in their construction, geared inconveniently, and calculated to 
destroy much of the motive power. The spanners of Ferrabee 
and Co. (159i), are small tools, but worthy of a large share of 
attention. In the wood-working department, James Powis (1688) 
bolds a high place, his machine for cutting double aud single 
tenons is made expreBBly for doing the heavy framing of railway 
carriages 11nd waggons. It is self-acting, and bas a quiet return 
motiou to bring back the work after having passed through the 
cutters. It operates upon four waggon soles at ontl time, and 
requires only a minute or so to complete the operation. It is the 
only machine exhibited in t.he building suitable for this heavy 
clast1 of work. Mr. Powis exhibits eleven other machines-all 
excellent in their way-namely, a six-horse power horizontal 
engine, with most of the recent improvements, combining com
pactne88 and extreme portability in case of removal;-combined 
timber and deal framt for 24-inch logs, or two deals 24 inches by 
7 iDches, this machine is a small mill in itself;-contractor a.ud 
builder's combined machine, for planing, moulding and edging 
all four sides at one operation, any size under 12 inches wide by 
6 inches thick;-double deal frame to cut two deals 14 by4 inches, 
advantageous where the mills are by the side of tidal rivers, 
being so constructed that no expensive or deep foundations are 
required;-combined moulding, thickne88ing, and squarin.it up 
machine, for carriage fra01ing and Joor styles;-band sawing 
machine, with adjustment for regulating the tension of saws llnd 
prevent their breaking;-lf-acting circular saw bench, made 
with or without bogies, capable of breaking up logs 20 inches 
diameter, or cutting deala;~mbined mortising, tenoning, and 

boring machine, for hard or soft wood; this tool is capable of 
doing the work of eight men. Mr. Powi11 1tatt'tl that. 3000 of 
them are now in uae. Mr. Powi1' maehine, which he term11 
"Multum in parvo," will saw, plough, groove, rebate, thicknt'BB, 
bore. crOB11-cut, and strike mouldings. 

Althongh America compare• favourably with other nations 
with regard to manufactures and mechanical inventions, yet, on 
account of the war, the arts and manufactures of the Uuited 
States may be said to be unrepresented. It was through the 
enterprise and creditable ambition of a few private individuale, 
who were determined to show, at their own risk and on their 
own responsibility, that inventive skill is actively employed in 
America. The collection in the south-eMtern angle of the 
building contains many articles of utility and novelty, chiefly 
colle\,>ted by Mr. Holmes, and bis son-in-law, Mr. Tavlor, the 
engineer. One exoeption must be mad-wing machines are 
well represented, they are 1uccessfully exhibited, and form a. 
great attraction. The rapidity and neatness with which these 
machines execute a variety of needlework must astonish those 
who only know the use of the common needle. . 

Among the mechanical contrivances may be noticed, near the 
south east eutrance, the cork cutting machinery of Mr. Conroy of 
Boston; the cork is first cut into parnllelopipedons and then into 
smaller figures of the sao1e kind, according to the length of cork 
required. These smaller pieces are brought into contact with a 
knife 01ounted on a circular horizontal disc. The disc le put in 
motion by a large wheel similar to a cutler's wheel, and a band 
running over a drum in immediate connection with it; or the 
motion may be derived from steam power. This disc by means 
of gearing traverses a platform from right to left, thfln returning; 
by this means a cork is no sooner cut on one side than a cork is 
cut on the other. The square body to be rounded i11 flaced in a 
groove, the gearin~ seizes it in the manner of a piece o wood in a 
turning lathQ, by its extremities, advances it to the edge of the 
circular knife, and in an instant the rough block of cork becomes 
a shaped article. The ease with which this machine does its work 
is surprising. An active cork-cutter working by band can turn 
out on an average eight gro88 of corks a day: by this machine 
fourteen gro88 of corks can be made in an hour. The corks can 
be cut ~rfectly cylindrical, or bevilled to any required angle by 
slightly elevating the horizontal disc. We also noticed among 
the American 1Joutrivances in this court, a bolt which has all the 
excellence of a rivet, with this advantage over a rivet-that when 
required it may be moved from its place without much trouble. 
It is well adapted for the frame-work of locomotives and railway 
carriages. The bolt passes through an iron frame or through 
wood-work, and is secured behind by a nut. But as a nut is 
liable to be nnturned in the extremity of the thread of the screw
bolt by vibration, and as many railway accidents have happened 
from the fact of bolts having parted for the want of their retain
ing nuts, in the present case the nut is kept in its place by hav
ing a spring ineerted into it, which aciapta itself to the ratchet 
work of a hollow washer. Messrs. Lawrence and White, of 
Melrose, N. Y., are the inventors. 

The curious in pianoe should exftDline those in the American 
court. The internal arrangements of these instruments are 
novel; the strings are not all in parallel lines like those in the 
usual pianos-on the contrary, the baBll strings are placed at 
acute angles above the tenor and treble strings, and obtain the 
full advantage of the sounding-board. The ructions of the ham
mers are not impeded by this arrangement. These instruments 
vie in power, tone, and cabinet work with any in the Exhibition. 
The American life-boat of Scholl, ae shown by a rough model, 
developes a novel principle in its way. The internal fittings are 
below the centres of gravity and flotation, they are bung in the 
manner of a binnacle compa88; that is, the persons withi12 are 
always maintained in a horizontal position, while the hull, which 
has no outer deck, is turned round and round rapidly. The steering 
apparatus and arrangements for 11 screw propelll'lr are inside the 
boat, which when properly constructed would, we have little 
doubt, Pl\88 through a heavy surf with safety. We step aside to 
nntice a machine in the Sheffield court for testing the tensile, 
compre88ive, and torsional resistances of iron and stf>el. It was 
made by Greenwood and Batley, of Lee<ls, for the proprietors of 
the Cyclops works, Sheffield, and is by far the most complete 
instrument of the kind that has fallen under our notice. It tests 
beyond fifty tons, not upon aliquot parts of a square inch of cl'088 
sectional area, but upon the whole square inch. 
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Claemiatry an aid to ArcMology.-IAtely, under the walls of the 
ancient chat.tau of V flrteuil, two stone tom be have been discovered, 
each containing a human skeleton in a perfect state of preserva
tion. These tombs, of 111 rude style of workmanship, oontained no 
inscriptions whatever; thus the arehmologists were completely 
at a loss ae to the precise date of their origin. A distinguished 
chemist, M. Gouerbe, however, by the analysis of the bonee 
found therein, completely resolved the problem. The analysis of 
the humerus showed, among other results, that these bones con
tained 10·47 per cent. of orgsnic matter. But we know that living 
bones contain 33 per cent.; then, during the unknown period of 
sepulture 22·5 per cent. of organic matter had disappeared. If 
we kuew the quantity of organic matter decomposed each CP.ntury, 
by dividing the total loss 22·5 by the quantity lost each century, 
we could arrive at the period of inbumation. Now this centennil\l 
quantity is P.asy to be ascertained by the analysis of bones found 
in tombs of known date, and M. Gouerbe, from the fact that all 
azotic matter is destroyed Rot the end of 1100 years, as appears by 
analyses on various tombs, proves that in encloled 1epulchre1 3 fJIJ"' 
~nt. of organic mattn- is decomposed every 100 years. Dividing 
22·5 by 3, we have 7 centuries and a half for the period of inbu
mation of the bodies, giving A.D. 1112 as the date of sepulture. 
A curiouil instance of the accuracy of M. Gouerbe's theory is that 
M. Drouin, Member of the Bordeaux Academy, had independently 
fixed A.D. 1110 as the date of the tombs. 

BrMd and Lead.-Very lately a curious case, perhaps without 
parallel, occurred at Chartres and the environs, of poisoning 
with lead. Eight communes of the department of Eure-et-Loir 
were attacked with violent colics, which were attributed by the 
peasants to the wheat bR.ving been altered or decomposed by hail. 
It was not long before these coli\!8 became epidemic, and mauy 
fnhabitants perished thereby. Docteur Girouard the younger (of 
Chartres), persuaded in his own mind that lead Wl\8 the cause, 
examined all the food consumed by the people of that district, in 
conjunction with several other medical men to whom he had 
mentioned his ideas, and soon discovered lead in the bread. He 
at once went to the miller who ground the flour for the afllicted 
communes, and discovered that the miller had for some reasons 
of his own plugged the holes in the millstones with lead, a consi
derable portion of which was constantly being mixed with the 
flour. Docteur Girouard had the satisfaction of seeing bis opinion 
confirmed by the total cessation of the epidemic as soon as the 
lead was removed from the millstones. 

New Ducription of Tel&cope.-At a meeting of the Academy 
of Sciences in Paris, last month, M. Leverrier presented a notice 
of telescopes of a n11w description, on the part of M. Foucault. 
For the last few years M. Foucault has been endeavouring 
to construct reflecting telescopes with the specu)R. formed of 
silvered glass, but the invention will only be of decided im
portance from the time that he can produce a glass speculum 
superior in power to the largest achromatic lenses now in use. 
The. first partial success was obtained in constructing mirrors 
of 10, 20, R.Dd 40 centimetres diameter. Now, a lar~e one bas 
been constructed 80 centimetres (2·62 ft.) diameter, with " focal 
distance of 4m. l50c. (14·77 ft.); it bas been fitted into a Newto
niR.n telescope, and, for the last three months has given perfect 
Mtisfaction. M. Leverrier considers it a really valuable acqui
sition to the observatory. This enormous disc of glass of great 
thickness, and of convex form on the reverse side, was cast in the 
St. Gobain glass works, under the direction of M. Sautter, the 
director of the works for the lenticular lenses for lighthouses. After 
being cleaned up for polishing, it was taken to the workshops of M. 
Secretan, and put into the hands of the opticians, to work it into 
proper curve by hand-labour alone. It was apparent at first 
sight that for such exceptional dimensions extraordinR.ry methods 
should be resorted to. In eightdaya the polishing, first with emery, 
and then with crocus or red oxide of iron, brought it to the proper 
curve, all by hand; it was tested step by step with the spbero
meter; at the end of a week a surface was formed of an even 
grain as nearly spherical as possible, the back having been left 
slightly convex for the better rigidity of the reflector. The 
telescope, meanwhile, having been complettd, it was ttmporarily 
mounted on a wooden stanrl, which can be carried out from the 
observatory rooms and placed on any convenient spot. It can be 
placed on an ~ua.torial stand at any time, but M. Leverrier pre
fers transporting to the South of France some of these large 
instruments which, to use his own words, "fatmoqihere impure tk 
Pana mwl tre1-BOUvent inutilu." 

CLASSIFIED LIST OF PATENTS SEALED IN JUNE, 11182. 

3086 Hemingway, J.-Oniameatatlon oflextile f&brial-Decembdr 4 
30'-0 B&ek•r, H. G.-Manut&eture of cbenUle-December • 
80dT Lawea, T.-Manufacture or qnlllll and ooverlete-December T 

8110 Leemln1, J. -1.oomo for weaT1111-December 11 

22'9 Lord, E. -Preparing cotton and other ftbreo - December H 
3075 Mellowdew, T.-Dyeing and printing fabrlca-December T 
8199 Pereau, E. E.-Cleaning woollen fabrics (com.)-December 20 

90S Loft, J. T.-Macblnea for printing In ooloun-Aprll 2, 1862 
HOS Le Souett D. C.-Prlnting cyllndera (com.)-December 20 

766 Jaques, J. A.-ElaatU: aurface rollers-March ltl, 1862 

827 )l&Ckenzle A.-•ewing macblnee-February T, 1861 
868 Coltm&'!z. T.-Sewing machines-February U, 186ll 

8190 Evana, l'. C.- se'wing machines-December 20 
8048 Knowelden, J.-PomJl"-Dece.;ber 6 
8066 l!chramm, H. G.-Botary enginea and pumpo (com.)-December 6 

8088 BroomAD, R. A.-u- of ~ and elutlc ftulda t.o obtalll mo$1ve power (com.I 
-December9 

8167 !'heppard, S.-Coclm-December 18 
3 Jobnaon, J. H.-Hoae jointa (cow.)-J'anuary 1, 18G2 

8090 Ale:under, H.-Apparatua for malting gu·bamen-December 10 

U5 Sim, J.-Gas-metert-Marcb 1, 1862 
17 Gulknecbt, J. S. - Mutera-.January 1, 1862 

3062 Cochrane, J .-Wet gu-melerl-December 6 

8060 Napler~.J"· D.-BrakN-December 6 
8117 Longrlllll" W. S.-Wbeela-December 12 
81SS Qoantln, P.-Sleeper&-December 18 
182 Higgin, J.-Brakea-Jannary U, 1862 

8206 Morrll, T., and Weare, R. -Submarine lelegraphl-December 21 
3109 Potter, J.-J'oinlllg telegraph wlrea-December 11 

908 Pooley, H.-Weigbing·macbinee and bridl!""-Marcb 81, 1862 
8187 Appalby, H.-Macbinos !or boring broom beads, &c. -December 11 
3193 WaJkland. G.-Macbinea for winding l&ee on cards-December tO 
8212 Komp, W'.-Broabing mills-December Ill 
8268 Payne. J. B. - pinning macblnea-December 80 
9U Johnson, J. B.-spinlling ma.cblnea (com.)-.Aprll 1, 1862 

Bill Selby, F.-Bollera-Deoember 21 
823• Shepherd, J.-Apparat111 for clellDaing ateam-boilen-December 26 

1178 Scoville, G.-Piatons for lteam·onglnea-Aprll 22, 18G2 
3207 Grima.Id!, I'. - Rotary ateam -bollera-0-mber 21 

TO Do Normandy,~- R. M.-Fi1~ tubeo in pi.te1-January 10, 186! 
8268 Green, T., and Green, W.-Cbam wbeela-December 81 

102 Hugbee, E. W.-Malleable cyllndera-January U, 1862 
8239 Silver, T.-Steam governora-Deoember llT 

802• Ralston, G.-Coating for ablpe' bottom• (com.) December 2 
8129 l'rlend, J. W.-Apparatua !or m..aaurlng speed and dlstancee-December U 
819• 'npplo, W.-Paddl&-wbeell-December 20 

8068 Clark, G.-Iron armoor-platee for \'fllllOla-December T 

8~61 Henry, M.-Flre-arma (oom.J-December 28 
8072 Hutcbinaon, W. !\.-Ordnance &od projectil-December T 
82~ Vclnt7re, J.-Bomb-abeola-December 27 
809 Newt<>n, A. V.-Flre-arma 'com.)-Febroary 6, 1862 
SU Winans, W. L-Mountlug ordnance March 27, 1862 
183 Corngortb, J.-Gun-barrela-Jannary H, 18611 

3069 Jolley, B..-GllBfll, &<:.-December T 
8076 Gerland, B. W.-,olp!We of coppor-Deoember T 
32•1 Moreau, P.A. -Fatly aod reainouo oohslance. (oom.)-December !T 
163 Martin, L-Mlner&I oU...-J'annary 22, 1862 

3196 Clark, W.-Locl!er mr.tcbeo (com.)-Deoember 20 
8217 Rosindell, J.-Apparat111 for aeparallng aolid from liquid oohBWlco.-Dtt. 2• 

8082 Fordred, J.-Improvement In treating lirlleed oil-December 9 
3118 Toon&r, A.-Brewing-December 12 

3299 Jon.,., J.-Lead and other eon mo~December 2G 

129 Romaine, &.-Steam coltlvat.or-Jannary 17, 18G2 

s2•2 llrigbt, T .-Chall' machines-December 2T 

311S Lightfoot, W.-Brldle-DeoemberU 
794 M&rab, T.-Bamee for bo,_-Marcli 22, 18611 

SO« Brooman R. A.-Pbotograpblc albo1111 (com.)- December• 
8ll6 Wiley, W. E.-Pencil """""• &c.-Deeember 12 

39 Newton. 4. V.-lll.anutacture ofcigara [com.)-Jannary 5, 1862 

8200 Waileo, &.-Apparatus for cleaning windowa, &c.-December SO 
8280 St.anding, T.-Cinder·slftera- December 26 

810 Wblle, T.-Nut and Joboter-crac•en-Ma.rcb U, 18CI 

8186 Treullle, A., and Trailer, F.-Cards and llcketa (oom.J-r:i!ICember It 
3268 H...Jam, J.-Bllnd-racb.-December 31 

l.S Mappin, w. s.-Locb-Janur.ry 20, 1861 
26 Bellocbo, F. 8.-Paraaola-J'anur.ry 8, 1861 

3200 Harvey, J. F.-l::mbrellu and Paruola-December t4 
1087 Cl ork, W.-Glovoo rcom.) -December 9 
8099 V<>f1l, D.-Ganoenta-December 10 
8216 Sm11b, C.-St.aya-December H 
8218 Smllh, C.-St.ay&-December 2• 
S216 Rodmer, L R.-Kn&peacka (com.)-December 2• 

'-08 Renlaoo. T.-Water-clooeta-January 16, 1862 
809• Dagoam,V. L.-PaTin1roads-December10 

8098 Redler, J. A.. J.-Wa~Deoember 10 

1808 l)ler, J .-Cl&rionfia-llay 8, 188ll 
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LECTERN, INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION 1862. 
( WitA a1t Engrat'iAfJ.) 

THB lA!ctern we illustrate in the accompanying plate is the 
production of Measrs. Hatt and Son, of Cock1pur-11treet, London, 
designed and manufactured expre&llly for tbe International Ex
hibition. The workmanship does them great credit, and ia likely 
to add to the reputation of this alreadl. eminent firm. Their 
labours wett rewarded with a medal, ' for great bea.uty and 
'Vlll'iety of design, aud perfection of workmanship." 

The lectern is divided intx> three stages in height, terminating 
with an allegory-the Goepel overcoming Infidelity, represented 
by an eagle trampling on a dragon, which supports. the book rest; 
under this ia a foliated crown, t.he band of which 1a ornamented 
by twelve crystals set in patel.'11!1; then comes a quatrefoil 
column with cap, baae, and annulet; under this again are 
Bi:i small ehaf\a with caps and bases, 11urrounding the main or 
centre one, re11ting on a blocking. The base ia circular on plan, 
11nrronnded by six scroll straps, connecting it with the blocking 
on the eentre shaft. The whole rests on eagles' claws, one 
coming under each strep and fixed to the base b1 ~ive~ q11 
tbe book rest is a croaa, mrronnded by the evangelistic signs ID 
black incise, on the underside ia a foliated decoration. The 
whole was designed by Mr. Bentley, archite-:t, London. 

CONVENTIONALISM IN ORNAMENT. 
BY JOHN P. SEDDON, M.R.LB.A. 

"CoNvENTIONALISll" I take to mean, primarily, what ia artificial, 
in contmdiatinction to what is natural, and "conventionalism in 
ornament" the artificial treatment requisite to maintain con
sistency with regard to its material, purpose, and position. The 
word will, however, bea.r other meanings, for when applied to 
what is alrendy artificial, its object can ouly be to exprea that its 
artificiality is intensified: it ia so in relation to architecture; 
thus, in the Di~tionary or Architecture it is defined to be " that 
general acceptation of some arrangement or dispoaition in art, or 
objects of art, at varia.nce with the 1trict canons. of taste or la~ 
of propriety, but admitted by common aB&ent, either from habit 
or to suit some special purpose otherwise unattainable." Now this 
definition is correct doubtlRBS ao far as regards it.a application to 
architecture, because that art is altogether artificial it.self, and 
therefore the application of the term conventional to it would 
refer to some extreme mannerism, some exaggeration defiant of 
the laws of propriety,-anch aa the constant repetition of the 
forms of carpentry rendered in atone, which characterises the 
buildings of India, and even the whole of the Cl&B&ic styles. 
Almost all the so-called ornament.a of the modern Italian build
ings, broken and misplaced pedimentll and the like, are indeed 
c.>nvl!!ntionalities, "at variance with the strict canons of taste." 
Conventionalism, in the sense of mannerism, may also be fitty 
used as a term of reproach in reference to art.a which do not 
rightly admit of such artificial treatment at all, and which, when 
not drinking deeply of the spring of truth in nature, atagnate 
altogether. Such was the oaae with painting while under the 
Byzantine infiuence, before Cimabue, Giotto, and the early Chris
tian painters o.f Italy, in~used life into it.a veins;_ and. l?ng, even 
in spite of t~e1r efforts, d1_d many of the convent1onal1t1ea of t~at 
period oontmne, as .fpr mstance the elongated, sleepy-looking 
eyelids of their saint ' of which malicious report avern.J that 
one of our esteemed M:edimval revivalists was so enamoured, 
that he hong weights to his own children's eyelids in order to 
make them grow into the said approved form. And again, at a 
later period, when the art had thrown aaide all these clinging 
cerements of ita Byzantine sepulchre, it succumbed to the false 
conventionaliam introduced by the aohool of Raphael, when, to 
the dicta of the fancied rules of high art, priests and prophets 
1talked abont in blankets, "nd flayed the parts of thlllltre super
numeraries, to bolster up one o the absurdest of conventionalities 
-the theory of oompotrition. •· 

Conventionalism, however, in the meaning I have attributed to 
it in ornament, ia by no means to be disapproved of; it ia one of 
itll -ntial characteristics; and it.a absence, not its preseuce, 
therein, would be a violation o( the strict canon of taste and laws 
of propriety. 

Yet, u ornament stands aa it were midway between architeo
ture and its handmaids scnlptnre and painting-partaking of the 
character of each, being more decorative in its nature than archi-

tecture, more artificial than ac11lpture and pa.inting-tbe degree 
of this conventionality proper to it is hr less than that requisite 
in the former, &l!d far more than that which is dP.Birable in the 
latter. It is not indeed easy to defiue its exact bounds, as they 
vary under di.ff'erent circu1uatances; yet, its aberrations on either 
the ooe aide or the other are perfectly distinguishable, thongh 
with singular pertinacity almost all modern orname~ trans
greesea in either the one direction or the other, consistently 
refusing to remain within the right bounds; whereas the orwv 
ment of every age, period, and clime, up to the period I have 
elsewhere named the Dark Ages, fiowed on steadily, without 
any apparent wish to deviate from its proper oourse in this 
respect. 

My pl"l'llent object is to endeavour to point out the proper 
degree of conventionu.liam that ahould obtain in ornament; to 
mark out, u well aa it is in my power to do, its bouuqariea; to 
give warning of the rocks that, like Scylla and CharybdiR, lie on 
either aide, in the shape of too close an affinity to, and of too 
great a neglect of, the type takl:!n from nature. 

I shall assume then, fil'lltly, the axiom that the type of all 
ornament mwt be natural or imitatiVtJ of other work of man; 
for since, born in this world, man has no other ideas than those 
he has gleaned herein, some natural production, either animal, 
vegetable, or mineral, must be the type of that wherewith he, a,s 
an imitator without any pretensions to heing a creator, seeks to 
ornameot his work; and if ambitiously he would portray scenes 
1Jf heaven, hell, or localities 0£ pure imagination, his an~ela will 
·but prove to be a combination of humanity and wings; blB devils 
will differ only from those in being ugly and black, with possibly 
the addition of tail, with horns and hoofs; while his moat weird
.Jike monsters can be but a jumble of tish, flesh, and fowl, fiorea
cent it mA.y be of limb, and arboreacent in their extremities. In 
the highest, because the moat spiritual and purpose-Cul, art the 
.world has seen, that of Medireval Christianity, if we were to 
isolate some of the conventional-representations by which it was 
sought to signify maLtel'll and things beyond the power of art to 
imitate or conceive, from the context which justified the attempt, 
·they would seem puerile enough. The nimbus round the heads 
of the figures of our Lord may conventionally indicate, but it in no 
way actually represents, the glory of his holiness. The illua

. tration given in Didron'a 'Christian Ioonogra.phy' of our Lord 
in an auriole supported by angels (from a Cl\rving in wood of 

·the fourteenth century), sufficiently and legibly stands as a aign 
of the heaven to which He is ascending, and ia a fair conven
tional rendering of the firmament, with its ann, moon, and stars 
-unpretending, yet in no way ridiculous in its place; and it 
may be :compared with advantage t-0 the modern puerile and 
almost, blasphemous attempt.a to represent the actuality, by 
cloud,. resembling pancakes, and auna like exaggerated starfish, 
which irreverently provoke smiles in the chapels of Westminster 
.Abbey. 

Ornament may be classed aa either the repruentatioo of IOme 
type found in nature, or of the tDOrk of man; and these may both 
be treated with more or leas of conVt111tionalitg. 

As far as I have been able to examine, it would seem that in 
the rudest at.ate ofbar~rism, among human beings scarcely raised 
above the level of the brutes, before they even gain aeuae suffi
cient to cause them to build themselves hut.a to live in, they 
make clubs to bft.tter out each others' brains; and theee they 
delight to ornament ao that the deed may be done in a gentle
manlyand refined manner,acoording to their notions; and the type 
theyseleot toimitate ia the markings of the bark of the trees around 
them. The next step in civilisation is to build hots, and the 
next, in oruamenting them, ia to whittle the post.a in a similar 
manner. Again, if you look to the prevailing ornaments on the 
buildings of India and the East, a very alight analysis will show 
that the types are few, and derived by imitating in atone the 
features of previous wooden buildings; or, as Mr. Simpson re
cently pointed out, by carving as J'Ollettes and beads in atone the 
jewels and strings of P"arla which as offerings had been bedded 
in the plaster of earlier temples. So that ont of the work of men 
before them, these Indian builde!'ll elaborated a type of conven
tional ornament, and not directly from nature itself. 

So also did at a later date thoee authors of all architectmal 
evil, the Rom&Ila, who, dangling from a peg a conglomeration of 
military boots, helmets, cuirauea, and weapons, made such a type 
of oouventional ornament; which piles of absurdities being termed 
trophies, were the frecedents whence sprung all I.he abominatiooa 
of the qrnament o the Renaissance period, illl the very name of 
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a trophy baa in the never-failing course or justice been turned 
into ridicule by the far more sensible, if not more beautiful, 
pyramids of candles and kettles, pickles and toys, which encumber 
the avenues of the World's Fair-booth of to-day. 

But early at any rate, how early we need not pause to inquire, 
men MW also in the fair forms of the leaves and plants around 
them lovely shapes which it ple!U!ed them to reproduce, and in 
those of the birds, beasts, and fish which owned their supremacy, 
and in their own liken8888s, worthy themes to carve and paint 
from; and their common-sense, or instinct even, told them that if 
they would reproduce these as ornaments they must at the same 
time obey the requirements of the materials in which they had 
to work them; that it being hopeleBB, as well as useleBB and wrong 
to try to make their work to be. mistaken for the things them
selves which they were copying, it needed aome orderly arrange
ment, and in fact a conventional treatment, to adapt the types to 
their purpo&e; and it was left, not even to the Romane, though 
few were the artistic vice& in which they did not indulge; not 
even to the Italians of the RenaiBBance School, though they 
parodied all the merits, and intensified all the demerits of Roman 
art; but to Grinling Gibbons and hie crew, under Sir C. Wren, 
to tread roughshod over all the instincts of our nature in thia 
respect, to dispense with conventionality, and vainly strive to do 
in stone and wood that which nature only has attempted to do 
in gossnmer and guaze, forgetting the purpose and position their 
work should falfil and "\'as destined to occupy; and so around 
and within the massive structure of St.. Paul's hang their swags 
of fruit and flowers, mere tape-tied flimsy vanities, ignoring the 
fact that they are, and should appear to be, a part of its stone
work, and rendering painfully obvious the barrenneBB of any 
proper decoration, the r.Iaoe of which neither they nor the 
oheruba that seemed nailed up everywhere like bats on a barn
door, can worthily fill. Yet these, with all their faults, can boast 
or consummate execution and great freedom and grace, that, 
were they otherwise employed, might command our admiration 
and respect.. It is to the present day that thanks (if thanks be the 
due) we are indebted for the notion that the pellmell piling up of 
all the contents of the poulterers' and fishmongers' shop• strung up 
with neither order nor arrangement, and with conventionality 
defied, is ornament ! It is in the International Exhibition or 
1862 that, if we seek them we may find (nay, we must find, 
even though we would avoid them) huge butfets and sideboards, 
flanked by female giants in oak or w1<lnut, which are neither 
usefal nor ornamental, and down whose panels, despite dogs' 
heads and wha~not supposed to restrain them, slides a perfect 
cataract of ptarmigan and grouse, wild fowl and fish, lobatera 
and crabs, with other crustacm and mollusks, all done indeed, as 
it is said, to the life, but as ornament absolute monstroaities, out
done only by the Robinson Crusoe and ShakespPare sideboani;s 
in which this species of the ridiculoua nearly attains the sublime. 
Against the other elaborate carvings in wood, which nre placed 
under glass cases in the English and French furniture courts, there 
is no such objection to be madti: they are simply what they profeBB 
to be-mere repreaentationa of cocks fighting, groups of animal& 
dead or alive, wonderful in their way for elaborate execution, 
but not pretending to be ornament, for which they are totally 
unfitted. 

You see, therefore, that ornament, which I have broadly 
divided into the two classes-viz., (1) that founded upon natural 
types an•l (2) that founded upon the work of man-is liable to 
error, either by lack or by exceBB of conventional treatment, nod 
that ench class hM ita own peculiar vicea. Modern ornament is 
moatly of the first description; and I think I could not give you 
a better typal example of it than those gates in the nave of t.he 
Exhibition, whose thin metal foliage looks like the unpruned, 
ragged, well-smoked aide of a hedge in a London square, or like 
natur11.l Jeafage rubbed over with black lead; the unfitoeBB of which 
for the purpoae I am aure all will confess, if they will compare it 
for a moment with the far more rightly treated work on the 
acreen for Hereford Cathedral (in the transept) by Mr. Skidmore, 
of Coven~ry. 

Almost all Oriental art is of the latter class, the entirely con
ventional, and may be seen in very glorious perfection in the 
Courts of India, China, Japan, and Turkey. It is almost al ways 
right in principle, graceful in form, but it is difficult to discover 
auy specific type• for its foliage and flowera; its principal excel
lence seems to be its unerring harmony of oolour, which makes 
our beet European attempt& appear faulty experiment.a in com-

parison in this reapect.* It ii strange that these qualities ahonld 
.be found together with besotted 1uperstition, and cruel and 
bestial criminality, as recent event& that have paued into history 
have proved. But the art.a in those climes aeem to hue stag
nated at this point of perfection for centuries, and they &how 
neither progress nor healthy 1tud1 of and delight in nature, the 
foliage being altogether nondeacnpt, and the figures introduced 
rather being monstrou1 than grotesl)ne, and telling little or no 
story-at leaat such iB the cue With Indian work generally; 
whereas, in Japan, where manner& we are told are more genial 
and civilised, there seem& to be altogether a better or higher 
cl8118 of art practised, even if in lesa perfection of the same me
chanical sort. Among their bronzes in the exhibition are to be 
fonnd much grotesque work of a pleasant character, almoet 
resembling the Medilllval; and their japanned good& preaent some 
aplendidly treated birds and plants, in which the spirit and 
beauty or nature is preaerved, with a proper degree of conven
tionalism. Of the glorious Medilleval grotesque itself, the present 
Art Loan Collection, and also, I am glad to 11ay, that in the 
permanent collection in the South Kensington Museum, present 
many splendid specimens, which deserve tlie deepest study. 

The best Clasaic and Mediieval ornament seems to hold the 
proper middle course between over-conventionalism and over
naturalism; and to Greek art we may refer for, I think, perhaps 
the moat exoollent work of the class the world has prodooed. 
The Greeks seem to have had little invention, but the moat ex
quisite feeling for grace and propartion. Their types of orna
ment are few, and seem to be denved from the earlier Egyptian 
or Oriental styles, but their constant repetition and little variety 
is somewhat monotonous and lifeleu. The Romans, who stole 
all they had of art from the Greeks and tht!n vulgal'ised it, took 
op the type of the acanthus leaf and worked it to death; but its 
merits are yet so great, that we should acknowledge them more 
gratefully were we not absolutely wearied of it by its fulsome 
repetitiou in modern days. It waa in the Romanesque style 
that life and vigour was firat infused into it, and ita leaves 
bend under the bells of the capital, and intertwine and 
writhe as leaves should do, yet always like leaves of stone; 
whereas, in the Corinthian ca.pita!, they are so treated that 
they look as if they neither could nor dared to deviate one 
hair's breadth from the ordered arrangement and precise atti· 
tude in which they were first put; so that even that moet 
melancholy or modern makeahifta, the casting the separate 
leaves in cement, and sticking them around the amoothed bella 
or the capitals, hardly seems to do them violence (although of 
course no ca.pita! of any o~her reasonable style wonld aubmit to 
be so treated without the utter degradation of the whole); and 
we can bear to aee them in Belgravia, veiled in wire-baskets from 
the acceas of sparrow& and the inapection of men, without a 
pang. 

The Romaneaque and the Byzantine ornaments were both 
development& from the CiaBBic acanthus work; and I might 
dwell upon the boat of interesting examples we still poueBB of 
either ciaBB, bot to give an historical survey of all tha~ has been 
done in the way of ornament is not my present purpose; so I 
must leave the ever-varying capital& of St. Mark'• at Venice, and 
of the numerous Romanesque churches in Northern Italy and 
on the ban ka of the Rhine, and the very similar work11 in France, 
auch as that at Poictiers, and the cotemporary Anglo-Norman 
work; merely by the way calling attention to the vigour and 
grotesque fancy with which they all abound, and the auperior 
freedom from restraint in their foliage in comparison with that 
of their Cl888ic prototypes. But this freedom and vigour Wiii 

retained, while far greater preciaion and care in execution pre
vailed, as soon as the Gothic element began to modify the arts of 
Western Europe. Men were then no longer conten~ with the 
worn-out Cl8'18ic types of ornament, which gave bot little scope 
for their energy and love of variety, and they begiin to aee that 
nature teemed with forms quite 1\8 1uitable for their purpoee u 
the hackneyed acanthus. A complete Flora in stone SOOD atteated 
the succeBB of their studies. Upon this I desire to dwell IOlllB

what. 
( To be COflClt"1ed in ow nut.) 

• I wlah to call atten,lon partlcltlarly to 'he ahlence ot raw coloan In ll>eir wort, 
whereu the eye Lo eltewhere con,hltlall7 Injured. u n°' a ll"1e hi II>• d......si-ot 
ll>e balldlDg, b7 rude, crude, cheap ultramarine, upon which DU$7 pli!meo' 11 w .. 
much "' be 'lrillled a heaTY m mlgh' be laid, II no& 1111 al\op\ber prohibf""7 4a'J. 
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GAS ENGINEERING AT THE EXHIBITION. 
MANY important practical improvements have been made in 

the mann!acture and distribution of coal gas during the eleven 
yean that have elapeed aince the great Exhibition of 18/H. 
Theee improvements relate however more to the economical 
production of gas than to any actual improvement in the 
quality, though the public have to a considerable extent derived 
benefit, not only in a reduction of the price charged, but in being 
aupplied with gas of increased illuminating power. One import
ant effect of the experience gained durinjt the past eleven yean 
hu been the resolVlng of doubts respecting the substitution of 
aome other material than coal for the production of illumination. 
Many have been the plans proposed, some of which bid fair for a 
time to supplant coal gas, but they have one by one lost favour; 
and it is now more fully established than at any period within 
the last twenty years, that coal ~ affords the cheapest and the 
cleanliest mode of obtaining artificial light. Nor ought we to 
omit to mention, as an important event in the history of gas
lighting, the application of Boghea.d coal, whlch material had 
been discovered only a short time before 1851, and the import
ance of which, in the manufacture of gas, was then unknown. 
That substance-a richly bitumenised coal found near Edin
burgh-produces gas of three times higher illuminating power 
than Newcastle coal; and it has supplied the means of readily 
improving the quality of the poorer kinds of coal-gas. It is now 
largely used for that purpose in most gas works. 

The improved processes of manufacture consist in the appli
cation of more economical plans of distilling coal, by the use of 
earthenware retorts; in the use of oxide of iron for the purification 
of gas in towns; and in the Mlditional value that has been given 
to the waste products by new chemical discoveries. 

The advantage of employing earthenware retorts as a substi
tute for iron was discovered by Mr. Grafton as early as 1820, but 
it was a long t.ime before gas companies could be convinced of 
their superiority. These retorts require a peculiar mode of 
working to produce gas of an equal degree of illuminating power, 
and, as made and set when first introduced, they were attended 
with great leakage of gas. To prevent that loss it was found 
necel1811.ry to employ "exhausters," to reduce the pressure of gas 
in the retorts, and with that addition and improved modes of 
eonatruction and setting, the inconvenienC68 of clay retorts were 
removed, and their durable qualities were found to make an 
important difference in the cost of retorts. Of earthenware 
retorts, of fire bricks, and of different modes of settin~, to form 
"bed.a" of retorts in which the fuel for heating them 1s applied 
in the most economical manner, there are many illustrations in 
vario1J11 }>Arts of the Exhibition building. In the eastern annexe 
there is a model of a setting of seven double clay retorts (283), 
exhibited by Mr. A. Potter of Newcastle-on-Tyne, which presents 
aome peculiarities; and in an open court of the same annexe there 
ia a fnll-Bized setting of six of Mr. G. Walcott's clay retorts (387), 
in which the ordinary mode of setting is reversed; the spaces 
between the ftues, which are made of hollow bricks, forming the 
retort.a wherein the coal is distilled. In Class X. there are 
exhibited fine specimens of clay retorts and fire brick& by Messrs. 
J. Cllif and Son, of Wortley, near Leeds (2259); by Messrs. J. 
Cowen and Co. of NewcastlEH>n-Tyne (2265); by Messrs. Fishe 
Brothers and Co., of Stourbridge (2281), and by other manufac
turers: and Messrs. Ramsay and Sons of NewcasLle, and Mlme 
makers of clay retorts from Stourbridge, contribute largely in 
the eaatern annexe. 

The improved prpcess of purification by the oxide of iron has 
been the cause of much litigation, as there were several claimants 
to the invention of the process. Mr. Hills, who has succeeded in 
establishing his claim, has, it is understood, made as mucli as 
.£6000 per annum, by granting licenses to use the process, bot 
the term of his patent has now nearly expired. The principal 
advantage of that method of purifying gas consists in it.II avoid
ance of the strong disagreeable smell that is produced when lime 
ia employed to deprive fool coal gas of its sulphnretted hydro
gen. The aulphur is liberated by the oxide, or combines with it 
in the form of proto-aulphide, without any 11U1.el1," and one great 
advan~ of the process is that after expo11ure to the air the 
oxide of J.l"On becomes revivified, and may be used over and over 
again. The use of lime is still necessary to remove carbonic 
Mid, which is one of the greatest impuriti1111 of coal gu. The chief 
benefit therefore that is derived from the new method of purifi
caQcin ia the removal of a nniaanoe, which when lime alone ia 

used is very great, and renders the establishment "of gas works in 
a pop1Uous locality next to impoll&ible. The method of applying 
the oxide of iron process dUfers little from that of puri!yin~ gas 
by means of dry lime, and there is no exemplification of either 
plan of purification in the Exhibition; but there are aeveral 
specimens of improved valves and passages for rej;(U]ating the 
ftow of gas to and from the purifying chambers. The four-way 
valves of Messrs. Cockey and Son of Frome, that are among the 
best and cheapest oontrivances of the kind, are exhibited in Cius 
X. (2261), and near to them are the valves of Mesers. C. Walker 
and Sons (2357); whilst among the machinery in motion, in the 
western annexe, will be found valves for gas by Messrs. Donkin 
and Co. (1840), and by Mr. J. Beck (1796). 

It has long been an object of importance with the manufac
turers of coal gas to turn the various products to the moat valu
able account. The value of the coke alone is generally equal to 
three-fourth parts of the cost of the coal carboniaed, and could 
it be produced from the gas retorts in the dense metallic-looking 
condition titting it to be consumed in the furnaces of locomotive 
engines, its value would exceed that of the coal distilled. Many 
attempts have consequently been made to give increased solidity 
to gas cok.i, by employing larger retorts, and by oonducting the 
process more slowly. Such attempts have, however, generally 
failed, for the gas generated at a comparatively slow heat poa
sesses much 18118 illuminating J>?Wer. Among the many con
trivance11 propol!OO and tried during the last few years was one 
for making metallic coke in large ovens, the gas produced being 
considered merely as a product of the manufacture, to be sub
eeqaently rendered illuminating by impre~ation with llydro
carbons. The most successful plan of this kind is that of Met111rs. 
Pauwel's and Dubrochet, who have taken out several patenta 
for it, and it bas been successfully applied on an extenaive acale 
in Paris. In England, however, there has not been much im
provement in the quality of the coke, but there have been great 
advances made in the application of the other products of gas
making, especially of the tar. That material, which formerly 
accumulated in gas worka in quantities that were difficult to be 
got rid of on any terms, has, by improvements in the chemical 
arts been converted into a great variety of articles, and promises 
to become a valuable addition to the income of gas companies. 
In the Great Exhibition of 1851 there was a single paraffin 
candle shown as a curious product from peat; in the present Exhi
bition there are tons weight of that beautiful substance, in crys
tallised masses or manufactured into candles, all extracted from 
the "waste" tar of gas works. Some of the moat beautiful dyes 
are extracted from the same material, and among the chemical 
products in the e&11tern anneze will be found numerous sam
ples of dyes and colouring matters obtained from coal tar. In 
a recent lecture delivered by Dr. Lyon Playfair, at the Royal 
Institution, he displayed a great variety of ailka and woollen& 
dyed the most beauLifal colours with the products of coal tar, 
and for the pnrpoH of presenting iu a striking form the result 
of chemical pro ·eP&eA, he placed on the lecture-table a block of 
coal weighing 100 lb., aud ranged round it were the various 
coloaring matters produced from the distillation of a similar 
mass, and the quantities of wool died with equal quantities. The 
facility of obtaining dyes of almost every colour from coal tar is 
so great, that Dr. Playfair anticipates that this oountry will, in a 
few years, become the exporting country for dyes, even to thoae 
part.a of the world whence we have hitherto been accustomed to 
import them. 

To facilitate the introdaction of gas lighting in villages and !n 
private establishments, remote from gas mains, several forma of 
apparatus have been contrived for mannfactnring gas on a small 
llc&le, and of these there are three exhibited. Met111rs. Porter 
and Co. of Lincoln, and of J oho-street, Adelphi, exhibit in ClaasX . 
a complete apparatus of this kind, which, within a amall 0010-
JIMB, comprises all the things requisite for distilling the coal, for 
purifying the gas, and for distributing it to different parts of a 
building. The patentee& assert that the apparatus is cleanly and 
devoid of nuisance in its working, and that it produces gas at a 
price, varying with the size of the apparatus and the cost of 
coal, of from 11. 9d. to 41. per 1000 feet. The charge for a com
plete g&l'-Work, capuble of supplying fifteen lights a day, is only 
.£00, and the price for larger siz-a is let111 in proportion. Mr. 
Bower, of St. Neots, and Mr. Edmnndaon, of Dublin, also ex
hibit in the same class apparatus of a similar description, and 
the Irish invention profe1111e& to have the additional advantage of 
cooking a dinner with the fire employed in her.ting the retort. 
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Some of these diminutive gas works are port.able, and thPy might 
be placed on board ship to light the decks, or on a railway truck 
to supply gas for illuminating a train of CRrriages. 

The apparatus in the Exhibition connected with the distribu
tion of gas-particularly gas meters and gas fittings-is abun
dant. In a small court in the south-ea.st transept there are 
placed specimens of meters by nearly all the principal makers; 
and others are dispersed in various parts of the building. Mr. 
G. Glover, for example, bas a separate stall (2~91) in Class X., 
and in the same class the meters ma.de by Messrs. Laidlaw and 
Sons, of Glasgow, are exhibited; while in a far-distant corner of 
the northern gallery there is placed a specimen of the meters 
made by Mr. Sugg (6350). Wet and dry meters compete with 
each other in nearly equal numbers, and those who are interested 
in the construction of this ingenious kind of self-acting appara
tus will not fail to be gratified by an inspection of Mr. Richards's 
case (6342), containing a collection of many kinds ot meters in 
various stages of manufacture. In several instances the instru
ments of other makers are fitted with glass fronts, to show the 
action of the wheels or diaphragms. The lat1t invention by the 
late Mr. Cle~g, the originAl. inventor of the gas-meter, is exhibited 
by Messrs. B1SChoff, Brown and Co. (6283), and, like all the appara
tus of his invention, it displays great ingenuitl. Gaseliers, chan
deliers, and gas burners of every description o ornamentation, are 
amply represented in different parts of the building, particularly 
in the meter court already noticed, and among the hardware 
manufactures. Messrs. Hardman and Co. have a court of their 
own in the south-east transept, filled with MediBeval metal work, 
including a variety of gaseliers. MeBSrs. Hart and Son (6307), 
Mesan. Hulett and Co. (6317), Messn. Messenwirof Birmingham 
(6327), Meesrs. W. Winfield and Son, also of Birmingham (6257), 
and the Skidmore Art Manufactures Company of Coventry, are 
con&picuous in the display of numerous elegant and brilliant 
devices for the burning of gas. It is curiuna to observe the 
variety of ways in which one of the most important recent inven
tions is applied by modern artificers to the semblance of objects of 
past times, so as to adapt, if poBBible, the practical improvements 
of the present age to the imitation of devices of an age in 
which gas-lighting was undreamed of. We do not notice, 
however, that in any instance bas iunovation proceeded so far as 
to make a jt>t of gas iBBue from a fictitioua wax candle at an 
altar table; though the apparent miracle of an 11ver-burning 
non-consuming candle might have been turned to good account 
in monkish times. 

On taking a rapid retrospective glance at the improvements in 
gas ~hting since the last Exhibition, they appear to be rather of 
a solio practical character than to present auything brilliant or 
striking. They have tended hitherto rather to improve the 
position of gas companies than to benefit the consumers of gas, 
though the latter have partially experienced the advantage of a 
diminished price with improved quality of light. The business 
of $all lighting has been advanced from a speculative undP.r
taking to a well-regulated commercial en llerpn.se, and very high 
profits are no longer considered necessary to recompense share
holders for the risk of engaging in such works. In all recent gas 
Acts of Parliament, clauses have been introduced limiting the 
profits to 10 per cent. at the most, and the rapidly improviug 
circumstances of nearly all gas companies are bringing them near 
to the highest paying point, after which all further addition to 
profits must be devoted to reductions of charge. The increasing 
facility of manufacture, and the increaaing value of the ''waste 
products" of gas works, will thus tend in a few years to produce 
a still further reduction in the price; and, it is to be hoped, a 
further improvement in the quality of gas. 

PASSAGE, ON THE LEVEL, OF A TORRENT ACROSS 
THE CANAL DU MIDL 

AMONG the very interesting and instructive collection of 
model& and drawings of French engint>eriug works now in 
the International Exhibition, may be seen a model I-25th 
ful~ size. ~d two drawings, representing a work certainly 
unique in its character,-no other than the passage, on the 
level, of a torrent acroBS a canal. The torrent in question is 
the Libron, which cro88e8 the last level but one of the Canal du 
Midi (calll'd the level de l'Ecluse Ronde) at a distance of 1300 
metres from the Mediterranean. Often dry, and commonly con-

taining but a acanty supply of water, the Libron auddenly 
&BBumes in wet weather the charactl'r of a violent torrent, 
bringing with it masses of sand and ~vel detached from the 
friable mountainil and rocks among which it takes its riae. 

At the point where it crosses the canal the bottom of the bed of 
this torrent is even with the higher level of the water, which 
only exceeds the mean height of the sea by 90 centimetl'lll! or 
about 3 feet. This circumstance rendered it impossible to con" 
struct such a work as would in ordinary cases be employed to 
keep an artificial watercourse clear of the natural streams with 
which it meets. 

The inadequacy of the full made it impossible to take the 
Libron under the canal by a syphon aqueduct, which would have 
been liable to get constantly choked with 1111.nd. And the carry
ing the CRnal by an aqueduct above the highest floods of the 
Libron was also in a sense impracticable, since it would haVI! 
involved raising the canal many metres above the level of the 
plain for a distance of more than 20 kilometres (12 or 13 miles.) 

Daring the int years of the execution of the canal, the 
Libron had no determinate bed. After rains it& waters spread 
over the plain and discharged themselves at many points into 
the level de l'Ecluse Ronde, filling it with sand and gravel to 
such an extent as to render dredging necessary to restore the 
navigation interrupted by these deposits. 

The fil'Rt step taken was to confine the waters to a Bingle b@d, 
and carry the stream across the canal through a species of lock 
or basin having transverse and wing walls, the course of the 
canal through the lock being commonly open, but closed during 
the rains by strong dams; which were fixed by means of grooves 
in ihe masonry, and removed after the turbid watera bad spent 
themselves. This arrangement confined the silting up of the bed 
of the canal to one spot; but. the barges were stopped not only 
during the continuance of the floods, but also during the placing 
and removal of the dams, and the re-excavation of the bastn. 

Subsequently these interruptions of the navigation were short
ened by placing in the basin a pontoon having its deck level with 
the bed of the stream, and having at its sides wooden bulwarks 
of sufficient height to convert it into a species of aqueduct dpep 
enough to carry the ftood waters. ln ordinary weather this 
pontoon was moored on one side, out of the way. In seasons of 
ftood it was placed across the basin, so as to form a distinct 
channel for the torrent, and while in this position it of OOtU'lll! 

stopped the passage of the boats. . 
At length, after the stoppages of the year 1853 (which extended 

over 110 leBB than a hundred and five days), it was reaolved 
instead of replacing the pontoon, which had given way under the 
weight of gravel aud annd deposited on it, to try to deviBe an 
expedient for keeping the navigation uninterrupted. This end 
was attained by means of the present work, of which t.he folJO'IF
ing is a description. 

At the meeting of the Libron and the canal two new beds or 
branches symmetrically placed were dug for the stream, starting 
at 50 metres above the CRnal, and reunitin~ at the same distanee 
below it. These two branches, each of which is of equal section 
with the old bed, are separated by a basin exactly similar to A 

lock, and affording room for one boat. 
In tbeSP two branches are placed, on each aide of the canal, and 

in a direction parallel with it, an equal number of archways divi
ding each arm into bays, which can be closed against the stream 
by floodgatl's working in timber framing. By means of these 
floodgates the torrent can be stopped, and caused to fiow through 
whichever channel is desired. 

To keep the turbid waters from mingling with the wat.era of 
the canal, movable aqueducts or troughs of timber are provided, 
two in each bay, of the same width as the bays, and of a length 
equal to half the width of the canal. Tbeae troughs are sus
pended from trucks, which run on rails carried on vault& of 
masonry, which are built acro88 the canal. 

During floods the torrent passes alternately through each ol 
the two brancbe11, as they are opened and closed by the sluiea 
In the branch where the ftoodgates are open, the troughs are 
brought together, so as to cover the entire IJUl'face of t.he basin 
corresponding to each bay. Whi!P in this poaition they stop the 
passage of the boats. On the other hand, in the branch of whieh 
the floodgates are closed, the troughs are withdrawn into the 
receBBes contained between the abutment.a of the vaults thrown 
over the canal and the arches, leaving an open passage for the 
boats. Tbeae recesses are maJe deeper than the bed of the ~ 
rent in order to take the trougha, and are covered with mon"ble 
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Sooring to prevent the silting up which would otherwise impede 
the movement of the troughs. 

It will readily be underatood that from whichever side a boat 
approaches (during floods) the torrent is turned through the fur
ther channel, until the boat passes into the lock in the middle, 
where it is made fast. The troughs of the branch which the 
boat baa to J>&ll8 through are then run together, the flooring low
ered, the sluicee drawn up, and the torrent flow& for 110me 
momenta through both branches at once. .A.e aoon ae the strel\m 
baa set well on the side by which the boat entered, it is stopped 
in the other branch by closing first the up-stream and then the 
down-stream sluice. What water reruams ia run off into the 
ar.nal by a valve provided in the partition of the troughs. The 
iloori.n; in the recesses is then raised aWLin, and the troughs are 
run back, leaving the passage open for the boat to continue its 
journey. 

THE OXFORD NEW MUSEUM. 
b our last number we gave a series of sketches from beautiful 

capitals and corbels in the Ox.ford New Museum, intending them 
'°exhibit a peculiar development of art-handicraft in the present 
t.ime, which is well worthy the attention of architects on account 
of its novelty in modern times, its significant revival of an old 
power long lost in the mere mechanism of the common workmau 
who follows the template and the sketch with most stupid aud 
dreary persistency; or, amongst other advantages, ae presenting a 
new opening for the development of intelligence in a class of 
men which may be of infinite service to the cause of art. It is of 
the greater importance that this matter should be well under
stood, insomuch that we have, in the very astute class alluded 
to, numbers of men aud youths who would not be behindhand in 
forcing an opening for themselves to credit and competency if the 
n.lue of their work were distinctly put before them, and acknow
ledged to be one of the most important developments of the art
education now going on throughout the kingdom. 

That this has sprung up originally, of its own strength, only 
foatered by the encouragement given to it by a gifted architect, 
now deceased, and liberally employed by him in decorating the 
Oxford New Museum, is a fact of some importance. It is indeed 
lignificant that the men who wrought these things owe little or 
nothing to the costly Government scheme which eucourages 
"design," and is recognised in the "Department of Science and 
Art." It would appear as if here, where some educat.ion would 
-m most useful and desirable, and might be readily afforded 
through study of the innumerable models got together from all 
parts of Europe by the "Department" in question, noue has been 
given; eo that again, as ever before, the original spirit of the 
iling has brought forth an able and valuable school of artisans, 
unnuned, and, it may be, unspoiled, by the mechanical routine 
of a drill system that has forgotten uo small portion of its pur
pose in the extension of its means. 

Officially aided or not, there is evidence ample enough in the 
works in question to show the existence of a fine fPeling for art and 
deliCl\te love of nature, such as may not injudiciously be guided to 
a good result, or left to find its own way to some end such ae 
its healthy purpose may declare in time. If we cannot teach 
1uch men, we may at leaet advise those who might do much 
&o extend the movement it indicates, and direct it into a right 
path. At present these decorators and their cl&88 are evidently 
bent upon reproducing a sculptor's notion or architectural 
deooration, to the neglect of that held by all architects who have 
studied the history and characteristics of their art, and acknow
ledge its limitations and peculiarities. 

We wrote laet month that the carvings before us are inte
resting, not only on account of their beauty, but from the fact 
that in them we have the native productions of the highly-skilled 
artiZIUl, who, working almost independent of the architect, has 
produced fron his own love of nature, works which will, in some 
respects, bear comparison with the fineet Mediaival carvings 
similarly derived, and iD no way are inferior, escepting in the con
veutionalisi.Dg character, which results from a severely restrained 
coune of atudy, bound to the development of architectonic 
aaulpture, rather than that which we are accustoued to style 
eculpture per n. In order to trace how it is probable that this 
peculiar direction of the carver's ability has been derived, it may 
be well to relate something of the history, purposes, arrange
ments, and character of the remarkable 1juildi.Dg they have so 
admirably decorated. 

We must premise that to those acquaiuted with the history of 
sculptural art, so employed, this inquiry is the more significant, 
as they will recollect that the naturalistic character indicated by 
the drawin~ themselves, and our words above repeated, was a 
distinct marl!: of the decadence of the &rt, and four.d its most un
favourable climax in mere imitation by Grinli.Dg Gibbons, or the 
fripperiee of the school of carving in France at that and the near 
subsequent time. Students,.thus informed, know the finest periods 
of architectonic carving are those of the severest development, 
being in fact coeval with the bloom of the Early English style, 
culminating in the so-called Early Decorated. Examples of this 
perfect a~ in somewhat.archaic forms it is true, are or were to 
be found m·the now mutilated wall arcade at Worcester Cathl'l
d1-al; some exist iu Westminster Abbey, and, wherever the band 
of the " spoiler" has spared them, in moat of our glorious cathe
drals and abbevs, now, alas ! so thoroughly "restored.'' Ex
amples of the transition from the severely restricteJ chastity of 
this order of art are common enough. One of the best of these 
is. the far-famed Percy shrine at Beverley. We do not i.Dtend 
to compare the Oxford carviugs with such work as this, while 
we acknowledge the merits of the Percy shrine, seeing that they 
are infinitely more genuine in their honest elaboration. 

To return to the building. The ground plau of this edifir.e is 
quadrangular, three sides of an inner court are enclosed by 
buildings, comprising offices, lecture theatres, professors' rooms, 
and minor museums. The fourth side is atJreaent not so far 
carried out, but remains two corridors enclos by arcades on its 
inner face. At some future time, the building will be extended 
so as to receive upon the fourth side a similar range of 1'00ms 
to those now existing on the other three. The space incloaed by 
these chambers is a court; t.his, for economy and convenience, 
has been roofed over with gl&1111, and contains · the museum. 
In the original specification of what was desired for the building, 
this glazed central court wa.s decided upon, and therefore its 
adoption is neither to the credit nor discredit of the architect, 
whose difficulty was indeed how to give an architectural effect to 
it. In addition to the quadrangl11, there are maBBes of building 
placed on the north and south sides of the plan at their eastern and 
western extremities respectively. By this means much diversity 
of appearance has been obtained, and a number of favourable 
poiuta of view. TLese structures are respectively dedicated to 
the Anatomical and the Chemical Sciences. Both are furnished 
with open yards, where plenty of air is obtainable, each being 
iuclosed by the offices proper to the sections, which thus are 
separated from the main building-a needful precaution, and a 
considerable advantage. 

The laboratory, which occupies the southern angle of the 
chemical annexe, has been designed after the model of the 
Abbot's Kitchen at Glastonbury; it is connected with the main 
building by about 50 feet of a lower corridor, and, together with 
the beautiful pyramid of its high-pitched roof, and the four chim
ney shafts one at each corner of the square basement, is ingeniously 
designed to allow the roof to take an octagonal form, by the 
bretsummers of the furnace hoods cutting off the angles of the 
main four square walls. The Anatomical buildings at the 
obliquely opposite angle of the maiu body being set back give 
considerable variety to that side nlso. The front, which is on 
the west side, advances in plnn slightly beyond the corridur aoove 
referred to; the junction of the last is marked by an elegant 
turret and lofty pinnacle, which contl\ins one of the stairways 
giving access to the upper galleries of the main edifice. 

The m 1in front, thus described, is in two floors, with dormer 
windows in the roof. It extends, six windowa in either floor, on 
each side of a central entrance tower, where the wall-face, pro
jecting slightly in advance of the f&911de, is carried up to the level 
of the high-pitched roof-ridge covering the maBB of the front, and 
terminates in a pyramidal slate roof, surmounted by well-designed 
ironwork. At the base of this tower is the porch, in a bold 
receBB; over it are two broad lights, of distinctly pronounced 
character, having mullions, jambs, and h€ads carved most exqui
sitely. 

The general character of this building is Lombardo-Gothic, a 
character marked in the lofty pitch of the roof, thA coupled form 
of the lights, their diverse grouping, which last is effected 
with great ability, the character of the quaint dormer windows, 
and above all by the style of the tower. The whole of the window 
mullions, jambs, hood mouldings, and heads they inclose, have 
been admirably carved by the artisans whose work we have 
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alrel\dy introduced to onr readera Most of these carvings are 
beautiful and original. Each of the extremities of the front, 
where the return is, has a pair of lights in it, well combined with 
a circular wiudow above them. 

The disposition of the interior of this building was made in 
the most sensible manner. Each profe88or sent in an estimate of 
the space and nature of the accommodation required for his 
department. Under one roof, Astronomy, Geometry, Experi
mental Physics, Chemistry, Minera.logy, Geology, Zoology, Ana
tomy, Physiology, Medicine, have a home. These may be 
regarded as a model of couvenient arrangement, the Museum 
being even more successful in that respect than in the architec
tural character of the edifice itself. Surrounding the interior of 
the building, and looking upon the gll\88-roofed court, are two 
arcades, one a.hove another; these are corridora of communication 
with the different departments jnst referred to. The glass roof 
springs from above the upper arcade, so that lht arcades of both 
fioors are open to the covered court. The arcade on the ground
fioor is entered from the centre of ea.ch side of the court. In each 
of the arcades are seven piera, forming eight openings, and carry
ing eight dischnrging arches, within which are two lesser arches, 
resting their outer sides on the piers, and at their junction with 
each other on a shaft with a capital and base. The arrangement 
on the upper story is similar. excepting only that the piers and 
shafts are of less height, though the piers are of the same 
number. On this account, in the 81\rue horizontal space between 
each pier four arches are supported by three shafts in the upper 
at'Cllde, instead of, as below, two arches supported at their union 
by one shaft. There are, on the ground-floor, thirty-three piers 
and thirty shafts-on the upper floor thirty-three piers and 
ninety-five shafts. Thus one hundred and twenty-five shafts 
surround the court ; and, if we include the capitals and bases of 
the piers, there are one hundred and ninety-one capitals and 
bases. The shafts have been carefully selected, under the direc
tion of the Professor of Geology, from quarries which furnish 
examples of many of the most important works of the British 
islands. On the lower arcade are pla~d, on t.be west side, the 
granitic series; on the ea11t, the metamorphic; on the north, the 
calcareous rocks, cliiefiy from Ireland; on the south, the marbles 
of England. In the upper floor, as far as mrty be, a similar dis
position has been made. The capitals and bases represent various 
groups of plants and auimnls, illu~trating different climates and 
various epochs. They are mainly arranged according to their 
natural order.1. 

On massive corbels, projecting from the fronts of the piers, are 
placed stntnes. Aristotle and Bacon are in the portal. Iu the 
mathematical dep81"tment is placed Leihnitz; iu the aslronomical, 
Newton, Galileo; in that of physics, Oersted; in the chemical, 
Davy; in that of zoology and botany, Linnreus; in that of medi
cine, Hippocrates, Harvey; in that of applied mechaniCR, Watt. 
To these may be added, Descartes, Hipparchus, Kepler, Archi
medes, Roger Bacon, Ilohert Boyle, Fl'anklin, Yonng, Lavoisier, 
Stahl, Hutton, Werner, Ray, J ussieu, Huruboklt, Hunter, Haller, 
Syden ham, 1111d George Stephenson. 

The next step brings us to the disposition of the capitals hnd 
other earvings. Illustrative of natural facts a.nd characteristics, 
these works of art have quite other points ofvaluethan tho~e orcH
narily -expected from decorative carvings. In a building of the 
eharacter of that unclor consideration the imitative spirit was not 
undesirable, however much it is to be jealously watched in other 
and differently devotee) edifices. It will be understood that these 
carvini:S are illustrative as well as decorative, and have therefore 
a function apart from that of al'chitecture. 

Upon each shaft is clisposed carvings of its appropriate botanical 
accompauiments. Thm1, upou the grey granite of Aberdeen, 
Mr. Jl\mes O'Shea carved a cap of Ali1ma plantago (No. 1, 
Plate Hi), with corbels on each side of 8agittaria 110gitffolia and 
Aluma r11nunculoide1. Upou the porphyritic grey granite appear 
the palm3. The Aloe, shown in our engraving (No. 4), that so 
beautifully turns the chamfer of the pier-angle, comes over the 
red granite, in this instance got from the Isle of Mull. It was 
wrought by Mr. Edw11ru Whelan. The Harf1-tongue.fern (No. 6) 
was carved by Mr. James O'Shea: it surmounts Devon lime
stone. Io this way, and upon this system, we have the second
named carver't1 wot"k in the Typhace<Z above mountain limestone. 
Calla Ethfopiea comes wth the green serpentine. The GraminMJ 
accompany mountain limestone, and have amongst thtir slender 
stems sparrows, buntings, and quails. Then comp1·ise Bromu1; 
wheat, oats, Indian-corn, sugar-cane, rice, and canary-grass. The 

Zemina""'1, Mr. John O'Shea has wrought Vflry finely, <Xllllprit. 
ing Cyca1 revoluta, Diou eduJu, Zamia lwrrida, E~,@. 
These are above the elvan and trap rocks. By the aa111e ia Ta.nu 
baccat11 npon porphyry. Upon another example of aerpeat&e 
comes Stone pine and Ab~ti11lZ. The Orclilkir oome upon gyi>111m. 

The manner in which ~he original design for the 01ford 
Museum has been carried out does honour to all COGC81'11ed. 
Its energetic prosecution is due in no small degree to the Dean 
of Christ Church, and Dr. Aclan<l The architect was M.r. Wood. 
ward, whose recent death has left a vacaucy in art not aoo11 to 
be tilled up. Mr. Pollen baa had a hand in some of the decora
tions. Mr. Bramwell, clerk of the works, and since the compl• 
tion of the structure resident aasistant architect, baa bad ll'l\, 
little influence upon the general success. The carven we have 
namedare best named in conjunction with their works. Wic.htbem, 
and with other decorators, the work, architectually speaking. 
now rests. One fortunate element of success bu been vouch. 
safed to thi11 building, one of more importance than is generally 
conceived; this is, that uo part of it has been hurried. llaale, 
the brtne of our modern restorations-which is doing 110 much 
towards the art-<iestruction of many a noble anclen t cathednl ! 
wherein the workg are pushed on madly, partly beca1111e the 
wretched system of contracts compels the undertaker to do his 
task at all speed, in order to get anything like profit out of i\; 
partly because subscribers desire to see a whole edifice, whiclt 
took two hundred years to erect, scraped to the bone, and pro
duced to them "as good as new," in twelve months;-thia miler· 
able folly, we say-this haste, is not infiicted upon this one o( 
the best examples of modern Gothic work in the kingdom. 

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION 1862. 
CLASS 5.-Railway Locomotion. 

Tm: locomotive engines and other objects connected with looo· 
motion on railways are less numerous m the Exhibition of 186:1 
than they were in 1851, but they are generally better finished, 
and they are displayed to much greater advantage than in the 
gloomy space allotted to them on the previous occasion. At tba; 
time the "battle of the guages" was waging, and the Great 
Western and the London and North Western Rail way ComJlllDies 
compele<l with each other in exhibiting the most powerful loco
motive engines adapted to their respective lines. It was then 
shown that, notwithstanding the greater width of gunge, a greater 
amount of power was gained by the tlongated boiler on the 
London and North Western line than by the heavier engine on 
the Great Western, the driving-wheels in the competing engioea 
being each 8 feet in diameter; and there was one engine, lllso 
mnde by the London and North Western Company, the driving
wheels of which were 8 ft. 6 in. None of the engines now e1hi
bited exceed their predecessors in power, and there is no specimen 
of the broad guage locomotives. The engine built by .Mr. 
Ramsbottom, the locomotive superintendent at Crewe (No.1269~ 
is the first of its class, and a siruilar one to it has run the expresa 
train from Liverpool for a di11tance of 130 miles without stopping, 
at an average speed of 54 mile11 per hour. This actual work doot 
ruay be considered nearly equal to the tstim:ited perforn111oce by 
the Great Western engine iu 1851 of" taking a passenger train of 
120 tons at an average speed of 60 miles an hour upon euy 
gradients." In Mr. Ramsbottom's engine the driving-wheel! an 
8 feet diameter; it is fitted with duplex safety-valves and lubri
cators, and is adapted for burning coal. To have accompliebed a 
distance of 130 miles without stopping for water would ban 
required a greatly enlarged tender unless it had ~ fitted with 
Mr. Rams bottom's apparatus for taking up water whilst running, 
which is one of the most recent important improvemeutll b' 
fi<cilitating rapid locomotion on railways. The tendtr of die 
locomotive exhibited has this apparatus attached, and at the beck 
of it there is exhibited (1270) a working model, on a railway 
80 feet long, showing how the tank can be thns supplied. Be\wee11 
the rails a water-trough is laid, which in practice ia about tive 
inches deP.p, and the one laid on the Chester and Holyhead rail
way near Conway is 441 yards long on a level. At each end &lie 
trough is tapered off in depth. A tube rises through the t.roder 
rather higher than the surface of the water when fllJed, and it ii 
extended under the t&nk, and curved, having an open mootb lo 
serve as a scoop to take up the water as it is propelled npiilly 
through the trough. The principle of the action of thiaap~ 
as explained by Mr. Rallll!bottom, consists in taking ad•aaeace.C 
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the height to which water rises in a tube wheu a given Telocity 
i1 imparted to it on entering the bottom of the tube. The 
theoret.ical height ia that from which R heavy body must fall to 

cl.Ms of engines exhibited; one of them by Me881'1. Manning, 
Wardle and Co., of Hunelet, near Leeds (1274); the other by the 
Lilleshall Company, of Shiffnall, Shropshire, of both of which 
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acquire the velocity of the water, hence since a velocity of 32 feet 
per eeeond is acquired by falling 16 feet, the same velocity, or 22 
miles an hour, would raise the water 16 feet. In the working 
tender the water is lifted 7t feet from the levP.l in the trough to 
the top of the delivery tube. The width of the scoop is eighteen 
incheB, its depth in the water is two inches, and, in paeeing 
through the 441 yards of trough with a velocity of 33 miles an 
hour, the quantity of water delivered into the tender is 1200 
gallons. That is the maximum quantity, for at greater speeds 
the more rapid entrance of the water is counterbalanced by the 
reduction in the time of action, so that there is very little differ
ence in the quantities raised, whether the scoop passes through 
the water with a velocity of 22 miles or of 50 miles an hour. 
Thie self-acting plan of feeding the tender with water surpasses 
in ingenuity, though it is of less practical value, Mr. Dicker's 
automatic apparatus for trRnsferring mail bags when the trains 
are at full speed, which was the chief novelty in railway apparatus 
exhibited in 1851. The annexed engraving represents a tender 
fitted with Mr. Ramsbottom'e scoop, that portion of the tank 
being shown in section. It will be observed that the tube is 
jointed, so that the scoop may be rRieed a few inches above the 
ground when not in action, in which position it i.e retained by a 
balance weight. 

Paaaing from first-class paseecger engines, we come to that 
useful class of small locomotives intended for collieries, or 
for contractora' work, and may be designated railway traction 
engines. The requisites in such enginl'B are, power slowly 
exerted on email wheels, to obtain greater adhesiveness to the 
rails, and the capability of turning sharp curves and ascending 
steep gradient& There are two very good epecimelll of thia 

we give illustrations. The small tank engine of Messrs. Manning 
and Co. weighs, when in full trim, only IOf tone; it has four 
wheels, coupled together, 2 ft. 9 in. in diameter; and its cylinders, 
placed outside, are 9 inches diameter, with 14 inch stroke. The 
advantage of outside cylinders in a four-wheel engir.ie i.e, that 
they allow the driving axle to be placed farther back than could 
be done with inside cranks, and thus reduce the overhanging 
weight. The object of having only four wheels placed near 
together is to enable the engine to turn more readily round 
curves; and it is so constructed that it can go round any curve 
that an ordinary railway-waggon will pass. Experience has 
proved that these engines are of great use in collieries and in the 
construction of railways, and their light weight enables them 
to pass over temporary rails on which heavier epgines could not 
be safely used. 

The tank-engine of the Lilleehall Company is in its main 
features similar to that of Messrs. Manning and Co.; and in the 
subjoined engraving it seems somewhat simpler in construction, 
owicg to the omission of the break apparatus, and to the lower 
position of the springs. In the description which the Company 
give of their ecgine, it is stated that "the engine has outside 
cylinders, four wrought-iron wheels coupled, hardened, and steel 
link motion expressly arranged for keeping the boiler unusually 

low in the frame, steel piston-rod, slide bars, copper fire-box 
and steRm pipes, braes tubes, patent braes fittings. It is also 
fitted with the Lilleehall Company's patent compensating buffers, 
which adapt themselves to take an equal strain round sharp 
curves. The whole is built extra strong to resist the wear and 
tear of heavy gradients, sharp curves, and ihe tteqQellt ineqwili
tiea of colliery roads." 
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The contrivances exhibited for the prevention of accidents on 
railways, in the form of improved "breaks," buffers, or signals, 
are less numerous than they were in 1851. Notwithstanding the 
many plans there shown of stopping the motion of a train, the 
old method of blocking the wheels and of relying on the resist
ance caused by the frict.ion of the tires with the rails for retarding 
the impulse, has continued to be adopted. The inspecting officers 
of tbe railway department have often reported on the accidents 
produced by the breaking of the wheels, and they have directed 

attention to the importance of not wea.kening the tires by rivet
holes. This is the more eesential so long 1\11 the present system 
of retarding trains by the friction of the tires against the rails is 
continued; and it becomes important that the tires abould be 
made perfect, and be shrunk or otherwise fixed on without rivets. 
There are several exhibitors of wheels and tires of this kind, 
among llthers, Messrs. Dixon and Clayton, of Bradford (1270); 
Mr. Owen, of Rotherham (1285); and Me88l"B. Spencer and Soni, 
of Newcastl~n-Tyne (1301). 

Taa LILLMB.lLL Col<P41'T'• Loco110Tin Esorn, roa CoLL1n1u, ConuCTOaa, &c. 

IRON RAILWAY BRIDGE FOR INDIA. 
TIDUlE is now in course of construction at Manchester a large 

wrought-iron lattice-girder railway and carriage-way bridge com
bined, which is to cross the river J umna, near Delhi. The 
contractors, Mellllrs. Ormerod, Grierson & Co., of the St. George's 
Iron Works, Hulme, have just completed for it the first of a 
aeriee of twelve spans. The bridge is for the Ea.st India Railway 
Company, and is from the designs of Mr. A. M. Rendel, C.E. 
It is constructed to answer the double purpose of a railwRy and 
an ordinary road; a single line of railway being along the top, 
and the roadway beneath it. Each ~rder is 216 feet long; the 
clear span is 205 feet between the piers, of which there will be 
eleven. The twelve spans will therefore form a structure having 
a total length of over half-a-mile. Confining attention to one 
apan, as representing the main features of the whole bridge, it 
may be described as consisting of two lattice girders united to 
MOb other by means of strong transverse girders. Between 
th& upper side of the lower roadway and the under side of the 
railway there is a clear height of 16 ft., and the total depth of the 
bridge at its centre is 18 ft., and its breadth 18 ft. It has a slight 
rise towards the middle, being constructed with a camber of 
5 inchea. The top and bottom members of the girders resemble 
a sort of continuous trough, the upper pair being inverted. 
The bottoms of these troughs commence with one thickness 
of i-inch plates, but increase towards the centre to three 
thicknesses. The sides of the trough are l ft. 9 in. deep 
and 2 n. 3 in. apart, each side being composed of two balf
inch plates riveted together; and instead of being joined to the 
bottom plates in the usual way with angle-iron, they are ftancbed or 
bent to a curve of 4 inches radius, thus forming their own attach
ment. This method of construction bas added materially to the 
appearance of the bridge without detracting from its strength. 

The breadth of the upper so!Ction of the girder ia 3 ft. 5 in., 
while the lower increaae11 from 3 ft .. 5 in. at the ends to 4 feet at 
the centre. The transverse girders for supporting the metals of 
the railway are firmly fixed below the upper section of the main 
girders; they are 4 ft. 6 in. apart, and there are 46 in each span. 
Those for the roadway are 6 feet apart, and there are 35 in each 
apan. The lattices are placed at an angle of 45 degrees, and the 
tenaion bars are riveted tothe outside oftbe top and bottom troughs. 
.\t the ends of the girders the bars are fiat, 1 inch thick and 
IS inches broad, but they are substituted by channel iron of a 
lighter section as they approach the centre. The compreBBion
ban are formed of two angle-irons riveted to the inner sides of 
the trough, and crou-braced by light channel bars. The whole 

is surmounted by a light and eleg1mt hand-rail, formed with 
wrought-iron standards of a curvilinear outline, connected 
together by iron tubes. 

In a structure of such magnitude it was of course requisite to 
provide for the variation from expansion and contraction, lWd 
this object appears to be effectually secured. The extremity of 
each girder is firmly fixed to a casting, the under side of which 
is concave, and rests so as to move freely upon a corresponding 
casting, with a convex upper surface made to fit accuratelv the 
concavity above. This casting has a fiat planed under surface 
resting upon five iron rollers, arranged in a strong wrought-iron 
frame, which has perfect freedom of motion over a bed-plate se
cured to the masonry. By this arrangement the span is at liberty 
to undergo deflection, and yet to press with equal weight upon all 
tht> rollers. Tb.i rollers are placed at one end only of each span. 

A peculiarity in this structure is that none of the rivet-boles 
are punched. Multiple drilling-machinea, five in number, were 
constructed specfally; the largest receives upon its table a plate 
13 feet long and 4 feet broad, and in the course of seven minntee 
drills four rows of holes, making together 160. The prestlure 
upon the drills is maintained by two hydraulic ram.s acting upon 
the nuder side of the table. We are informed that the Me&11rs. 
Cochrane, of the Woodside Iron Works, Dudley, were the first 
who applied this machinery to bridge building; and to them 
Messrs. Ormerod, Grierson & Co. acknowledge themselves in
debted for much valuable information relating to it. The holes 
made in this manner are more accurate than when punched, and 
the fibre of the iron remain11 uninjured. 

The first span has been completely riveted up in the works, and 
loaded with 432 tons of pig-iron, or two tons to the line& foot. 
The girder deflected with its own weight l inch, and 3 incbee 
more under the load applied. The iron was supplied by the 
Shelton Bar Iron Company, near Stoke, and was required to 
bear a tensile strain of 21 tons to the inch of section. Th• 
breaking strain is estimated at from 2500 to 3000 tons equally 
distributed. The bridge, notwithstanding its great size and 
strength, bas a light and airy appearance. The open lattice
work relieves it from the dull and heavy aspect int>eparablr 
from tubular stn1ctures; and when a dozen such spans as tlult 
now completed stretch acroBB the Jumua, we can scarcely think 
otherwise than that the Railway Company will regard the bridJ!I 
sent from Mancbo?ster as highly creditable to the skill of their 
engineer aa its designer, and to the firm who were entruated 
with ita construct.ion. 
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ITALIAN ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS IN THE 
ROY AL LIBRARY AT WINDSOR.,. 

By ARTHUR AsnPITEL, M.R.I.B.A. 
A short time before the fatal illness which deprived the archi

tectural and artistic world of oue who had devoted the best part 
of his study and energy to cultivate and foster their pursuits, that 
great personage had occasion to direchome very important altera
tions in the Royal Library at Windsor. During his researches 
there he discovered some olrl Italian arcbitectnral MSS. having 
the name of Muzio Od<li, of Urbino. Ile was ruuch interested by 
the bold, original, and in some degree quaint nature of some of 
the drawings, and the extent of the knowledge aud pursuits of the 
author. There were rough designs for large churches and palaces 
mixed with sketches for details of the smallest matters· and 
with them were plans of battles and sieges, projects for fortifica
cations of vast extent, and with them minnte details, comprehend
ing even the method of raising a drawbridge. The writing is in 
old Italian, and very difficult both to decipher and to translate. 
As other volumes now from time to time came to light, evidently 
by v"rious architect.a, aud all inscribed in the same language· and 
as many long rlay8' reacling in the libraries of Italy, whiie in 
search of materials for the restoration of the remains of old Rome 
had made rue, in some degree, familiar both with the characte; 
and phrases of the MSS. of the time I was requested to examine 
them. I was able to identify and explain the greater part of the 
subjects. The research was of course suspended and delayed by 
the melauclioly death of His Royal Highness, but ultimately this 
WU the result;-No less .than thirty-t~o bo~md volumes, mostly 
of very large 111ze, were discovered, besides six large portfolios of 
drawinge., which probably were intended at one time to have been 
bound. The earliest date I could discover written in them was 
1563, and the latest 1773, but many of the drawin'1:s are probably 
older. Some of these volumes contain the arms of the Albani 
family, and as they are surmounted by the cardinal's hat., it is 
probable they came from the library of some ecclesiastical digni
tary of that family. Some have the arms of the celebrated Consul 
S~i.th (';ls he ~ gener~lly .callt;d), ';' gentleman who occupied a 
d1St.ingu18hed d1plomat1c s1tuat1on ID Italy for a long time and 
who is favourably known among artists as a. collector of' very 
refined taste, and better known among the lovers of old books as 
the editor of the curious fac-simile of a very early and celebrated 
edit.ion of Boccaccio. Some of them contain l'eports directed to 
Pope Clement XI., who was one of the Albani. Whether he 
bequeathed tbein to his family, or in what way they came to 
En~lanrl, is matter of conjecture. The tradition is that Consul 
Smith had an unlimited commission from George Ill. to purchase 
for .the royal library .. Suffice it to say, they commence before the 
penod of the completion of the chancel, as we should call it, but. 
~0!'8 strictly speaking, the lribune of St. Peter's, and proceed: 
g1vmg examples of some of the finest modern edifices in Rome to 
the decndence of the art of architecture in Italy, a range of idore 
than 200 years. 

Among the objects of which we have copious detail drawings 
are those of the completion of St. Peter's and bnildiu!f the sacristy· 
t~e alterations of the basilican churches of the Lateran, St. Seba&~ 
tian, and St. Maria in Trastevere, which were required by a 
change of ceremonies at the period of the papal benedictions of 
the pope; a great number of new churches, among which San 
Ignazio, Spirito Santo, San Pietro in Montorio, works connected 
with Santa Maria <lei Angeli, and many others; among the villas 
are the Giulia., Medici, Albani, Riarii, Madama., Panfili, and the 
banqueting-house of Cardinal Farnese; among the public builrl
!nga, the Curi~ ~nova, the Propaganda, and many of the build
mgs on the Qumnal; of the theatres, Alibert, Tordenone that 
at Pa~~ 110. well ~nown; the noble flight of stairs or saiita of 
the Trim ta a1 Monti, aud the fine f1l9Me of the fountain ofTrevi. 
Among the objects of antiquity are drawin~s of the oolumharia 
about Rome, and of all the temples and baiiihcas in the state they 
~ere in at the time. Valuable as those rors which represent ob
Jecta still in existence, thett are many which have a twofold value 
to the :noman antiquary, because they have since wholly or in 
~ disappeared. Among them are the temple of Minerva 
Medici, that in the Forum ofNerva, the Settizonmm ofSept.imius 
Severus, the villas of HRdrian and of Pliny, and a great number 
of relics formerly in the Apfian Way. There are also rich 
treasures in beautiful copies o friezes, arabesques, stuccos, and 

• .Read at the Bo1al lllltl&ule of Brlu.b ARhlleo&I. 

moS11ics, taken from the remains of antiquity, mnny of which have 
faded since e~poYed to the light, and some, perhaps. hnve perished. 
~ut the ar_ch1tects have not contiued themYelve11 simply to build
Ill~ operat10ns; they have condescen<led to design the minute 
adJU~cts to decorations requil'ed. Vve find among tho!16 volumes, 
d:awmgs fol' !L1tars, tents, tombs, funeral decorations, chimney
p1eces, fount.arn~, and even ~a~ps an~ thnribles. Nor have they 
been content with the art1st1c portion of their profession; we 
find among tho'!8 volumes evidences.of high scientific knowledge; 
we have drawrngs of harbours, with the method of repairing 
~~ches of the sea and construr.ting breakwaters-on a less scale, 
it la true, but ~ ably pla!1ned as that at Plymouth, and a more 
wonderf~l wo:k, 1f we cons1~el' they could not compel the servicea 
of tha~ gigantic helot steam 1n those days. There are also designs 
for pnson~ and h.ouses of correction, quite on the principle of our 
system of 1nspect1ou, plans for complete drainage of towns, and a. 
number of oth~rs, winch show that architecture and engineering 
we~ at ~hat t1ru.e .syn.onymous arts. Not unly so, but military 
engmeermg e~h1b1ts itself largely in the<e volumes. There are 
plans of the sieges of Tortosu, Monferrat, Fuentes, .Antibes· a 
!lumber of '!lil!tary pla~s for various parts of the country; p;o
Jects for fort1fymg the city of Lucca, which were carried out and 
now exist; i;urions deRigns for towers of defence, mounting one 
lnr~e gnn, hke our ;Mart~llo towe!'8; designs for large granaries; 
JlO" der ma~mfacto~1e11, with drawmgs of the machinery; designs 
for drawbndges; ID short, specimens of almost all the useful 
and ornamental arts of the day may be found in those volumes. 
The na~es attached to the drawings, which in most cases, and 
perhaps 1n all, are autographs, are iudeed deserving of deep re
~pect, ~econd only to those of the great men of the age which 
1mmed1ately preceded them, as D" Vinci, Ratfaelle, and Michael 
Angelo. We find the names or works of Julio Romano Domini
cbin?, Bramante, San Gallo, Pirro Ligoi·io, Bartoli, Borromiui, 
O~d.1, the Fontanl\s\ &c. And one precious volume is tilled with 
or1grnal sketches chiefly from Venice, by the fiunous Canaletti. 
~hen w~ consider the versatilit,r of talent displayed by the 

Italian architects, who did not disdam small things in art because 
they were capable of great things, nor the useful because they 
were ruast~rs of the ornamental, it is not to be wondered at they 
held the high rank in society they did. The pope, the emperor, 
the grand ~u.ke! all welcomed the architect as not only a lofty but 
a llll?ful SJ?1r1t m the state, and be trod in courts the equal of the 
leading minds of the d"y in other intellectual pursuits-the di
plomatist, the juriRt, or the great inquirers into the physical or 
metap~ysical worlds. Whether the system urged upon us by 
some, ID the preseut day, of despising science and learning ancl 
narrowing the mind to one brauch alone or rather to a 'sub
?rancb of a branch of. architecture, tends 'to raise the profession 
!D the eye~ o~ the. pubhc, or whether it has not already tended to 
~ts ~eprec1at1on m some degree, it is not ou1· purpose now to 
mqnll'8. 

By gracious permission of the Queen we have before us four 
volumes out of the collection at Windsor, on which I beg to ven
ture a few !"'marks. They are not specimens of the most tinished 
aud ~oat .h1g~y-col~u1"t1,1 drawings there, but exhibit rather the 
architect in hlB studio, dashing otf with a. common pen the rising 
ideas in his mind, and the greater part had probably never been 
m~ant to meet the public eye. The most of them, however, are 
evidently to scale, and t.be localities and the subjects, and the 
purpose-like manner in which they are executed will I am sure 
be worthy our attention. ' 

The first to which I shall direct vour attention bas a melan
choly inte~t attached to it, for it was the first discovered by 
the late Pnnce CoDBOrt. The D&Dle of its author is not one of 
thoae familiar to every ear, though in foreign biographies it holds 
a respected place. It may be convenient, however, to state a few 
facts as to b1a character before p1'0Ceediug to the examination of 
the contents of the two volumes, which I will endeavour to do as 
briefty as J>Ollllible. Muzio Oddi, whose name s1&nds conspicuous 
on the title-page, was born at Urbino, in 1569. His father was 
an officer in the troops of Francisco di Medici. At au early period 
he gave promise of spirit and talent, and was placed under the 
tui~ion ~f the celebrated Ba~ccio, from whom he learned drawiug. 
This piunter was also a native of U rhino, and one of the few that 
opposed the so-called eclectio school of the day, preferring rather 
that of Correggio, Raft'aelle, and their predeceuors. He soon <lia
covered in the lad a talent for mathematics and the constructive 
a!'ts. and advised him to ~ve them ~1s particular attention. His 
b1ographera say that Oddi made rapid progresa in theae atudiea, 
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when, like our )Ate lamented fellow-member, tht> celeb"'ted 
Cavaliere Canina, he entered the army and became ~f d'artil
leri11. He eeeme to have diet10guiehed himself eo much, 11ud to 
have woo the approb:ition Qftht\ grand duke to such a degree, aa 
to be adruittecl member of bi!I privy council; when suddenly a 
storm broke over his head. He waa charged by the grand dub 
with hAving betrayed the secrets of 'the privy council, and that 
to hie wife, the grand duchess, and he was immediately con
signed to the dungeons of Pesaro. The charge seems strange, 
and there are hint.a that, af\er all, Italian jealousy wa11 at the 
bottom of the accuMtion. However this may be, it eeeme clear 
tha' the unhappy young man was subjected to a' strict and cruel 
confinemeut for nine long years. He w11& deprived of the use of 
pen, ink, and paper; but his biognphers say he got over these 
defects by making pens out of piecee of reed, and ink from char
coal and the soot of the chimney, and that he fabrica~ a sort of 
size from the relios of hie food, with which he prepared the 
commonest sort.a of paper so that they could take the ink. Speci
mens of these draw10gs are still preserved at U rhino, and shown 
as curiosities; and I have very little doubt that some of the 
rougher sketches now on the table before ue we1·e done in t.he 
same manner. In these pursuits, and -in the study of mathe
mati<ii the time passed away, and he was at length liberated; 
but on oondition of his leaving bis uative place f'or ever. He 
proceeded at once to Milan, where he was elected to the pro
fessorial chair of mathematics, and probably practised also ae 
an architect; for we have in the volume before ue some designs 
whioh appear to haYe been carried out in the cathedt-al there. 
From thence we read that he was invited to Lucca, to fortify that 
city; it was in the year 1626, when a struggle was going on for 
the vacant dukedom of Mantua, and Itf.}y waa ravagecl alternately 
by the &rms of France and Spain. The drawings of those fortifi
cations are be~ore u11; and we are told that they gave such satisfac
tion to the authorities that he was presented with a medal of 
honour. From the drawings of sieges and other military opera
tions, it is probable he was prest>nt at eome of the battles which 
ended with the ea.ck of Mani.au. He seems, however, to have 
resided at Lucca; for his biogt-aphers etate he was invited from 
thence by Cardinal Trivulzio to return to Milan. This invitation 
he declined, preferring to proceed to Loretto, where he seems to 
have designed the eacristy for the famoos church there, and to 
have executed works at Ancona. Shortly af\erwards he appears 
to have had permiseion to return to his native town, Urbino, 
where be died 11t the age of seventy years. · 

His writings are still extant; and they artl purely mathe
matical. One is a description and the direction for use of 110 
instrument which he calls the polymetral compass, a delineation 
of which it is supposed is in one of the volumes before UR. On 
the title to the book is neatly written, " Original dmwings from 
the band of Muzio Oddi, of U rhino." It commences with a large 
number of sketches in a sort of ink and in red chalk. Some of 
these are very neatly finished, others nre of the roughest descrip
tion-in fact, nothing but scratches, and as if done by a very 
imperfect light. They are on mere scrape of paper, and the 
probability is, a good portion of them were done in the R<>litude 
of hie dungeon, and with thA imperfect materials I have described. 
Among them ie a dra.winl( of a ourioll8 instrument, composed of 
two limbs connected together with a graduated circular arc, 
which seems to be fixed, and carrying another one gradna~ in 
like manner, which seems to be movable. It ie fnrniehed with 
a plummet, and eeews intended for taking angles or levels, and 
may be the polymetral compass alluded to by hie biographers. 
We have no clue to the period, but might infer it wae made after 
bis liberation. A rough 11ketch (p. 21) ie given ofa tablet to the 
memory of hie father. The inscription is-" D.O.M. To Captain 
Lacta.ntiue Oddi, who, when alive, was strenwme and upright 
under every fortune. Mutine and Matteo placed this as an act of 
piety to their father." Many of the drawinge which now follow are 
more neatly executed; and many have dimensions figured on them 
which would lead one to suppose they bad actually been exe
cuted. They "re not only for churches, campanilt>s, and other 
large constructions, but even for organ-caaes, brackets, aud other 
ornnments; aud one seems a design for a picture-frame. A large 
number of them "re for doorways, entrance-gates, ancl large win
dows, and, I think we must agree, display much ingenuity and 
boldneas of handling. 

The eeoond volume commences with pl:uis which IHK'm to have 
been parts of oonventual buildings. Among these is a verv 
curious 1ke~h of the inside of a dome looking upwards, and 

showing a construction of scaffolding cords, &c., probably intended 
BB appears by a section at page 22, to enable t.be builders to 
fix the tambonr at the top.· At page 19 we have an elaborate 
plan of a la1e palaoe, fortified at each angle with a bastion, with 
embraeure11 or twelve guns each. It in some degree resembles 
Caprarola in arrangement; but the latter ie a polygon on plan, 
while this is square. This is followed by theplaneofthemceinte 
of a large town, strongly fortified by the sections, or, to use the 
expression of the old engineer, "profiles" of the rampart.a; un
fortunately there ie no description by which it may be identified. 
We have three plans, &c. for conventual buildings, one of which 
is indorsed "A monastery for the nuns of Ancona," and shows 
our author continued hie avocations as llll architect even while 
occupied in military pursuits. We then have the plan of a large 
amphitheatre, on· the back of which are some curious moral re
flections on beauty and love. One of tbe&t' ie beaded by a 
reflection, expressed, no doubt, many thousand times before and 
since his time--" .Amore tiranno." · Whether the remembrance of 
the grand duchess gave birth to this expression, we know n<Jt. 
We then have the design for a large window, which, from the in
scription, we may suppose to have been put up at Milan in the 
Duomo; under this it appears an altar was intended to stand, 
which, be BllYS, was to be conformable to the altar of St. Joseph. 
The whole is of marble, and seems of very large size. It would 
be tedione minutely to describe every item before us. Suffice it 
to say, we have clesigne for a chapel, on the back of one of which 
is written, "Plans of the Chapel of the Pope in the Church of 
Minerva," probably Santa Maria sopra Minerva at Rome; and 
others for the SAcristy at Loretto. 

We now get the designs for fortifying the town of Lucca. 
Some are marked the "Idea of George Settale of Milan"; while 
his own is modestly inscribed, "The idea of another without a 
name" (innominato.) With these are detail drawings of bast.ions, 
one with rounded, and the other with square orillons; there are 
also stairs apparently leading t.o casematea, or niagazines, or 
other places of SAfety. We then have a plan of the city 11.nd 
citadel of C888le, on which is sketched in red chalk the approaches 
of the enemy, anci some rough outworks, which seem to infer 
that he was present l\lld took part in the operations. The mix
ture of military and civil architecture which follows shows that 
Oddi still combined the pursuit of arts and arms. But it would 
weary you to describe them all. I would, however, call your at
tention to a very ingenious contrivance for raising and lowering a 
drawbridge, where the increased weight, due to the increased 
leverage 88 the bridge descends, ie compensated by a very clever 
contrivance, much on the principle of the fu!lf'e of a watch. To 
judge of his abilities in a military point of view by the knowledge 
of the present day would be a~urd. The increased powers o( 
ordnance, particularly of the mortar and shell, have entirely 
altered siege operations from the time of Muzio Oddi. He seems 
to have Ulled both the flat bastion (such ae those with which &n 
Michele fortified Verona), and tbt> bastion with a larger capital 
and sharper angles, of Vauban and Coehorn; but he seems to 
have taken especial pains with hie orillone. In bis time cli;es 
were often taken by storm 88 soon as any breach could be elfected, 
and very often merely by escalade, by COUtr'ti&-main. In this case 
it was very important to be able to get guns to sweep the face o( 
the curtain, and equally important those guns should not be expo
st:d to a cross-fire. Ssn MichelA put one under another in the oril
lons; but of course, like all CRSemated fr!lDB, they were llllnoyed 
by their own smoke. Oddi placed hie s11le by side. If, however, 
we judge of his abilities from the honours paid him, and the testi
mony of bis biographers, be must have been a gnmt military 
architect. 

The next volume to which I shall beg to call your attention ill 
one wholly devoted to the Churr.b of St. John Lateran, at Rome. 
Thie noble buHcliug bas a fa\?f\(le nearly 40 feet wider and 30 feel 
higher thllll our St. Paul's; and is nearly 80 feet wider betweeu 
the clear of the walls of the nave. The old Builica wu destroyed 
by fire about the year 1350; and was reston.d by a long succes
sion of popes, and completed, as to its interior, by Clement II., 
about the close of the seventeenth century. The volume contains 
a number of plan11 and sections of the building, boldly and al
most roughly executed in pen and ink. These show the present ' 
st.ate of the church. It formerly consisted of five a.isles, divided . 
simply by immense Corinthian columns, from the capitals of 
which arches sprung in the old &silican style. As modern re- 1 

quireruents demanded a great number of altars, large piers were ~ 
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many o( the old columns which bad escaped the fire are said to 
have been built into these piers. It has, therefore, entirely lost 
ita ancient Baailican character. The whole edifice is enriched 
with the finest marbles, mosaics, gildings: it is fall of noble 
statues and fine monuments; and is, in f&et, eecond in richneas 
only to that of St. Peter. The book befere us is well worthy of 
inspection, not only to those who have seen the building, but to 
thoae wh1J have not. The latter half of the volume is occupied 
by a moet curions subject, It contAin11 drawings for all the care-
monies of a council of the church. This, of course, would not be 
an <ECnmenical or general council; the laM. of which, as is well 
known, was that of Trent, nearly three centuries and a hlllf ago. 
It is, prolll\bly, a smaller couuci~ or conclave. The principal 
feature iu decoration is an immense tabernacle, called a ci\tafalco, 
which stands over the high altar1 and is very richly decorated. 
It seeme to have been surrounded by bae-reliefa showing the pro
ceaion and the other ceremonies, the bishops and other digni
taries: some are walking, some sitting at a table, some kne11ling 
at an altar; while behind a sort of screen stand 1keletone, which 
ll'l'm watching l\lld mocking their pomp and state. There are 
plans of the arrangements of the seats, and even of the hangings 
to adorn the church, and drawings of the &ee'3880riee down to the 
eh&!ices and candlesticks. The benches and chairs are also drawn. 
One is said to be "for the Pope made:" it tells "of red broe&de 
and damask velvet, with two footstools to match." Another 
more curioualy is markfld "Seat of straw with two cuehionat of 
silk!' All have figured dimeueiona. Thie volume is probably by 
Carlo Fontana, as the arma of Clement XJ. appear in several 
placee. Thie pn"late came to the papacy in 1700, both Borromini 
and Bernini then being dead. 

The last volnm'9 to which I venture to invite your attention 
(at least the greater part of it) is superior in artistic execution, 
and the subjects are of greater intereat than tho11e I have already 
alluded to; although there are others at Wiudsor poaaeesing 
still greater claims to your adm~ration. The volume commences 
with aome extremely well executed sketches of Roman remains, 
very carefully outlined and shaded with bistre. They consist of 
the arches of Constantine, Septimias Severus, the Golde01ithe, of 
Lacina Veras; the Porta Mairaiore, the Arch of Titus; the re
maius in the Roman Forum oftbat of Nerva; the bathe of Paulus 
Emiline, the Theatre of Marcellua; the temples of Fortuna Virilie, 
Antoninu11, &c.; the Septizonium, the Pyramid of Caius Ceetius, 
&c. They are very faithfully rendered, and poeseee the unusual 
interest. of giving some examples which are now destroyed or re
moved. Thua, the Temple of Pallas, in the Forum Traneitorium, 
was taken down by Paul V., and the oolnmne now form part of 
the magnificent fountain called the Aqua PaolL The Arch of 
Lucius Verue hae disappeared. The Septizonium of Septimillll 
Seve1'Q8 baa alao perished, and nothing is left of it but a heap of 
old bricks. At first, I thought the drawings were the originals 
of thoae given in Gamucci'e "Romef' but, though they resemble 
them somewhat in character, all differ more or leee; while the 
larger part differ in tolo. One curious circumstance arose during 
the research, and that led to the inference that they are older 
than this book, which was printed in 156.'>. The Arch ofSepti
rnius Severus, in the latter work, ebow1 an excavation round the 
lower part, by which the pedestals are 11xpoeed to view as they 
are at present; while in the Windsor MS. they are drawn as 
•till covered up with the earth. 

An examin11.tion of Rossi, Sadeler, Du Perac, Defrairiue, Ga
mucci,-in fact, of all t.be authors on the subject to which acoeee 
could be bad in the very limited time I had to prepare this 
paper,-proved these drawings were no part of their works. I 
therefore took the volume up to the British Museum, the kind
ness, attention, and courtesy of whose officers, on repeated occa
siona, I am proud to acknowledge. Mr. Carpenter, Mr. Rye, and 
Mr. Bond gave a very long and patient investigation of the sub
ject. The former gentleman said immediately that he thought 
they str<>ngly resembled the drawings of the Jaoopo Tatti, whom 
we know better 1111 the great Sansovino of Venice. Unfortunately 
the museum p<>ase.l88B but one drawing from this architect's 
hand& On comparing it with those before us, there certainly 
wu a very great similarity. The colouriug was hardly so warm 
as these, but that might have been quite au accidental circum
stanoe. The latter gentlelDIW, who I ventured to name, and who, 
in judgment of the identi~ and period of handwriting, may be 
considered "facile princep1, also thought the inscriptions on both 
extremt>ly like. With bat one drawing from which to judge, 
however, it would be much too hasty to pronounce a decided 

opinion. We all thought, however, we might go so far as to ay 
there is great probability that these drawings are the work of 
Saneovino; and, if that be correct, of courise they are of the 
greatest interest and value. 

The remaining drawings in the volnrue are by different hands, 
some being very well executed, 11.nd some evidently copies of good 
drawings by inferior hands. In one or two of them, the blunders 
in the perspective are such as none but an inexperienced person 
could make. On one drawing there is the name of Vignola; but 
it is not likely it is hie. On nuother is the more likely inscription, 
in La.tin, "From the books of Julian Giamberti, called San 
Gallo;" and the drawing m11.y thus be said either to be by th11.t 
celebrated architect, or to have been collected by him. The sub
jects are all Roman antiquities. No. 17 is the so-called Portico 
of Octavia, in the Peechiera, which is drawn as nearly entire, 
and the restoration of which differs very little from tb11.t of 
Canin~ It is now in a very dilapidated state. Several others 
may be recognized, as the Arch at Verona, and those of Titus 
11.nd Constantine, the Bathe of Paulus Emiline, &c.; but it is 
exceedingly tantalising to see several very curious buildin~ to 
which we have no clue, and which we suppose must have J1eap
peared. At the end of the volume are a number of plane which 
seem to suit some of the drawings; and if ao, the inscriptions 
"One mile out of Rome," "Two miles from Rome," &c., would 
lead us to think they are parts of the villas, tomb11, or temples 
which some time lined all the roads from Rome, and now are 
mere heaps of ruin; and, having aterved as quarries for ages to 
every one who wanted building materials, are now mere heaps of 
rubbish. The beautiful etatuea, the eculptnred friezes, the mar
ble columns, that adorned those buildings, have loug ago been 
burned into lime to fertilise the land; such of the other materials 
1\8 could be moved have formed wretched f11rmhouees or incloeures 
to keep the sheep and goats from the nightly incursions of the 
wolf. Nothing now remains but such m&B11ee of brickwork aeare 
too hard, too rock-like, to be worth the labour to plunder, and 
which stand up among the vast plains of the Campagna as 
ghostly relics of past grandeur. 

Thie paper was begun wjtb saddened feelings, R.Dd seems to 
conclude in the same spirit. It is natural it should be so. It 
might be thought fitting to make further allusion to the great 
personage who baa departed, I cannot but feel that such a course 
would ueceesarily revive painful feelinga, and that it would be out 
of place for me to attempt to pronounce anything like panegyric. 
One thing may be permitted, however, which offers in some 
degree a more cheering retrospect, and that is, that one of the last 
things the Prince asked for froru the library related to theae 
MSS.; and one of his latest wishes was that 11.n opportunity of 
exhibiting them should be affort!eJ to a body he always held in 
regard,-the Royal Institute of British Architects. 

THE ECONOMIC CONSTRUCTION OF GIBDERS. * 
(Continued from page 196.J 

GIRDERS OF GREAT SPANS. 
THE moat striking peculiarity of a girder of very great span is 

that a. large portion of its strength is absorbed in supporting its 
own weight: and were the span extendoo to a certain point 
(varying however according to the economic merit. of its par
ticular construction and the quality of the material made use of), 
the girder would just break down from its own weight, and 
when this point is reached, by no amount of additional material 
could this ultimate span be extended while the nature of the 
structure remained unimproved. 

Another peculillrity, the importance of which bas never, so far 
as we are aware, been sufficiently enforced on the attention of 
engineers, is the immense saving of material aud expense that ill 
secured in a great girder by adopting a mode of construction 
which on the email scale would show only a very moderate pe1~ 
cent.age of economic merit over another. This is one of the 
points we eh11ll endeavour, in our next paper, to place in a clear 

• llome erron in our l&et paper were WIATOiclab17 left WlOOrrecled. The more 
lmporl&Dt are, page 198, col. 2, line .0, for el read •: 1. Pap lH, col. 1, line 26, for 
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oome 8m; col, 2, line 28, for net read 11ltinu1u. 
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light before the reftder, and the results will justify onr high 
estimate of the importance of such inveeti~ations as those iu 
aome of our previous papers devoted to the discovery of the moat 
economic designs aud arrangements of girders. 

THE FACTORS OF SA.FETT. 
The first question that deu1auds our attention is the propor

tion which the absolute strength of the structure Rhould bear to 
the greatest pos11ible stress that may be brought upon it in actual 
work; or iu other words, the proportion that should exist be
tween the ultimate aud working strelldes. Great diversity of 
opinion has been shown upon this point by engineers, but we 
need not encumber our pages ll'ith criticisiu!!' the ill-judged 
extremes that have been by some adopted. With regard to the 
factor of safety for dead weight or still loading, we may almost 
assume it as a settled matter that iu wrought-iron structures the 
absolute strength should be about, but not less than, three times 
that which would just withstand the stresses; or in other words, 
that the factor of safety should be about 3, not less, and uot 
much more. 

It is as to the strength to be provide<l to withstand a moving 
load-such as a railway train-that such dive1·sit.y of opinion 
exists. The reasons for augmenting the factor for the movable 
loading aboYc that for the still loading are.-let, the direct 
shocks or blows from the wheels on passing over irregularities 
in the roadw:iy; 2nd, the suddenness with which the load is 
imposed; aud 3rd, the reaction when the etJgine rapidly mounts 
any sudden rise in the road uear the centre of the bridge. Now 
it will be at once perceived that each of these {>rejudicial actions 
becomes rapidly lt-ss significant 1111 the span 111creases, and for 
long spans UJay become in a primary form inappreciable, leaving 
only a vibration throughout the structure which will heighten 
to some degree the destructive power of the still as well as of the 
movable loading. The first of the above-mentioned prejudicial 
actions of a rapidly moving load-viz., that from direct blows of 
the wheels, may become somewhat serious in very short and light 
spa.us, since iu such the load on the falling wheel may constitute 
au imp0t·tant percentage of the whole mass of loading and struc
ture taken together; but in a long span with the lo:\d supported 
on a great nmuy wheels, and thP structure itself of great weight, 
the effect of only one or two wheels dealing their blows at the 
same instant becomes, when considered with regard to the whole 
stl"Ucture, almost inappreciable. The Bt1CQ11d pl'l'judicial acti m is 
likewise deserving of attention in very short spans, since iu these 
the engine may come ~o suddenly upon the centre of the bridge 
:i.s to act in so!lle degree the part of an iuetsntaneously imposed 
11ad, acquiring a certain downward momentum from the flexure 
of the bridge; as however the load is again removed with equal 
rapidity too ruuch importance should not be given to this eftect, 
and for the case of any span of importance it may be said to 
vanish. The tM1·d or last detriment.al action is also almost con
fined to very short spans; in loni! spans it is only a very small 
fraction of the load that could have its effect thus increased at 
the same iuetuut. * 

W f' will now examine the modes of apportioning the ultimate 
strength or breaking weight of a structure as proposed by 
Professor Rankine and Dr. Fairbairn. The latter .:entlemau, iu 
a paper read bt:fore the British Association in 1861 (see vol. for 
1861 of this Journal, page 329), speaks as follows:-" For the 
present I would ad \"i$e that in all beams aIJd girders, tubular or 
plain, the permanent loa<l, or wtight of the girder and its plat
form, i;)wuld not in auy case exceed one-fourth of the breaking 
wdght; aud that the reruaininl! three-fourths should be reserved 
to re6ist the rolling load, in the proportion of 6 to l." Now 
the results hy this rule are given in eolumns 3 aud 4 of Table I., 
oolumn -1 giving the genera/factor, or th11t estimated over the 
whole loa<liug W, fixed and ruovable without distinction; and it 
"!ill be percei\·ed that we have its values arranged in two series, 
the first a decrea.~iug one, giving a miuiruu!ll of security when 
the Jead weight becomes double the movable loading; and 11t 
this point a new n11J increasing series begins, which we appre
hend could never have been contemplated by Mr. Fairbairn. 
In the Conway bridge as executed the dead weight is about 
three times the greatest movable, aud by this table we find the 

• We must c.11! nttcution to the fact that the trnnsvero• ~rdcrt1 to •npp rt the 
rMdway are peruLinrly linblo to all the cvilo thnt niay nrise from the mobility of the 
lo:ut~ug. Jt come6 ~itb t'l.<:e~h·e su<ldcurte ... :a tP>OD them, and i!i n<"arly their whole 
loaJ!ug; 8 blow !row a pair of eugine di ivillg"•Wb~els Us A blow from nearly tlteir y.:bol9 
loo.dmg: at the /olD.mt> time tht>ir urn:.i:~ i.~ ::1wall, a high value ~hould therefore be gh'en 
w the fm.ctor ofll~··ty !or thc~t' girdrrs. 

general 'factor aocording to Mr. Fairbairn's rule to be = 3 for 
such a case; but had the structure been lighter, SRY equal to 
twice the movable loading, Mr. Fairbairn's rule would have 
given a factor = 2·75, being less instead of greater than for the 
heavier struct~this of course he could not have intended. 

Profesaor Rankine gives the following factors:-for the fixed 
load, factor of safety= 3; for the movable load, factor of safety 
= 4 to 6. In the table we have given the results for the general 
factor a1·ising from the adoption of values of the latter = 6 and 
4'5. It may be pointed out that these factors lead to the same 
results as though we increased the movable loading to 2 tons and 
1·5 tons per foot run respectively, and treated it along with the 
dead weight. 

0!1 oowparing the general factors obtained by these methods, 
particularly for the l:aRe of the fixed loading being double the 
movable, it will be perceived how widely they differ. 

TABLE I. 

Actual working I SU-Cngth required bJ. Pro£eaor IO&diilgo per fooi Strength requlttd Rautlne'• me od. nw of span for a 
b7 Dr. Jl'airbalni' • doable girder, rule. I Factou =Sand 6.11Factora=31111dn. 

the rno~able 
loading being = 
one loll per foot 
run. I General It 

Breaking O..nernl I Breaking •"&ctA>ror Breaking Factor 

]:i; ;:; WeighL Factor or 
J Weif.hL B_reak.· 1 We~hL Break· 

per loot Brealdng per OOL ID~ per oot Uig 
"~11:: ran. Weight 

I~~ ~e~~ -nlll~ """t ~~ "'!I:: ..,. w. 
------ --------

o·oo l·OO 6•00 6·00 6 00 6·00 4·50 4"50 
t•·25 1"25 6"25 5·00 6•75 5·40 6·25 4·20 
0•50 1•50 6•75 4•33 7·50 5•00 6·00 4·00 
0•75 l'i5 7·00 3•86 8"25 4·71 6·75 3"86 
l·OO 2·00 7·50 3•50 !i·OO 4·50 7·50 3-75 
1•50 2·50 7·75 3·00 10"50 4•20 9•00 s·60 
2·00 s·oo 8·00 2•67 12·00 4·00 10•50 3•50 

2·50 3·50 lo·oo 2•86 13•50 8·86 12•00 3·43 
3·00 4·00 12·00 s·oo 15"00 3-75 13•50 3"38 
3·50 4·50 u·oo 3•11 16•50 3•67 15•00 s·sa 
4•00 o·OO 16•00 3·20 18•00 3•60 16·50 s·so 
5·00 6·00 20·00 3·33 21·00 3•50 19•50 3·25 
6 00 7·00 24•00 3·43 

I 
24·00 3-43 22·50 3·21 

00 ao ao 4·00 ao 3•00 a; 3·00 

We must object to the results given by Professor Rankine's 
method, for the reason that the geueml factor does not diminish 
at first with sufficient rapidity to represent the rapid dirninutiou 
in the destructive effects of a train on chMgiug from the shortest 
and lightest spans to somewhat longer and heavier ones; and for 
the very long and heavy spans the factor diminishes too 
markedly. Thie is the opinion we would be led to on viewing 
the subject independently of the stresses induced in the booms 
by the transverse lateral action of the wind, which it has hitherto 
been the custom to ignore; but when these stresses 11re allowed 
for, we apprehend thnt the ~ueral factor may with eutticient 
accuracy for a general rnle be taken constant after renching a 
certain value, such as 3·u. Thie assumes that after a cerlllin 
point any reduction that might be made in the factor on account 
of the smaller proportion of the movable compared with the 
fixed loading in longer spa.us, will be connteracteu by the 
demand for aduitional strength on account of the detrimental 
action of the wind upon the Eiooms. We may assume the width 
of structure as constant, t.he stress on the booms from the winJ 
will therefore iucrel\lle so!llewhat more rapidly than the squa~ 
of the span; in loner spant1, furthermore, that increase iu the 
effect of a blast whic'ii arises from the suddenness of its applica· 
tion ruay become augmented, and there is also an iucreaseJ 
chance of the wind impulses corresponding with the oscillations 
of the structure. The destructive effects of the wind in extreme 
span11 may possibly therefore become so great as to delll:ind a 
higher aHowauce than the above RSSuruption affords.* As a 
general rule however, we feel some confidence in recommending 
a uniform general factor of safety to oo applied without di.st.inc· 

• The relAtlon of the ~lllaes of W, (the fixed) an-1 W 1 (the mov11ble loa~tng) Im of 
course oorue intluence upon the etre...,. in the braces, pnrticularly Uplll tbe oe11tnJ 
uues. but for coo~tructive rezuons tb61fe brucc.s IU"e at M1 rate ma.de with a ~ 
excese of strength, so Lbat practically 11n increase in W 2 compared with W1 would 
only uece .. itate tho •trengtheuing of the central uia,onnl ties IO tit Lbem to acl ~ 
forcibly as •trots under an Irregular loud in~; tho 1unount of oxtrn materi&I "'I"""' 
would be so otlnute that we caunot reg-Md it a.• :iffcctiug the o.bove general rule. 
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tion t.o fixed a.nd movable loading* for wrought-iron ra.ilwa.y
bridges of grea.t spans, according to column 4 in Table II. 

TABLB II. 

Find loading tJ:r toot Gnu.lL J!'ACToas or Surrr ACOOl.l>IBG TO 

ran (\he mon e lood· 
ing beiug = 1 tOll. Proteaaor Rankine. 

w, Dr.Fairbairn. (SpeciAI !actors 
= 8and4t). 

Mr. Bow. 

O·OO 6·00 4•50 6•00 
-0· 05 5·76 4·43 5"71 
O· IO 5·55 4•36 5•45 
0·15 5•35 4·30 5·22 
0·20 5•17 4•25 5·00 
0•25 5·00 • 4·20 4"80 
0·30 4•85 4"15 4"61 
0•40 4·57 4·01 4•29 
0·50 4·33 4·00 4·00 
0·60 4•12 3•94 3•75 
0·70 3·94 s·ss 3•53 
0·80 3·78 3'83 8•50 
0•90 3·64 8•79 3•50 
l •0() 3·50 3"75 3·50 
l •25 3•22 3·67 3•50 
l ·50 3•00 3•60 3'1i0 
1·75 2•82 8•55 3•50 
2·00 2•67 3•50 3·50 
2•25 2·77 3"46 3·50 
2•50 2·86 3"43 3·50 
3·00 3·oo 3•38 3·50 
3•50 3•27 3·33 3•50 
4•00 3•33 3•30 3·50 

00 4•00 3·00 3·50 

The geuernl factors for moderate spa.ns are estimated by l\S

suming 6 tons per foot run of spa.n as the minimum value to be 
put upon the breaking weight. The decreasing series of values 
resultiug from this is made to terminate at 3·5 as the lowest 
allowable factor, this term is reached when the fixed loading 
amounts to 0·714 tons per foot run, or 71•4 per cent. of the 
movable. 

For really grea.t spans then we have the uniform general 
factor of snfety = :3i, and for such Rpans we uow proceed to in
vestigate the weights of the girders. 

THE WEIGHT OF A GIRDER OF GREAT SPAN. 

Let S =the spa.n for calculation, being when correctly mea
sured the distance in feet between the centres of 
pressure on the supports. 

Let W 1=the gross weight of the length S of the complete 
structure due to one double girder; that is, tha total 
dead weight borne by the girder or girders which 
have to carry a movable load = S tons in railway 
bridges. W 1=W -W 2' 

Let W pthe movable load = S tons. 
Let W =the whole load supported byadoublegirder=W +W3 
Let G =weight of the girder suited to carry the load W, but 

G does uot include parts not directly required to fit it 
for supporting the load. G=W1-F. 

Let F =all the fixed loading exclusive of the girder G; that 
is, F=the weight of cross-girders, planking, horizontal 
and transverse bracing, band-railing, permanent way, 
&c. F=W1-G. 

Prop. I. In any particular form and construction of girder of 
given span and depth and value of the factor of safety, we may, 
within practical limits, assume that G varies as W. 

Prop. II. When W is constant but S variable, and the factor 
and the relation of the depth of girder to the span are constant, 
we may assume within limits which secure the struts against 
materia.J weakening, that G varies as S. Therefore 

Prop. III. In any special form and construction of girder in 
which S-:- the depth D is constant, and in which the factor and 
the allowances of metal to the corresponding struts may be made 
the same, G varies as W. S. 

Let therefore G = WSk ..• (I) 
. k =G-:-WS ... (2) 

k being a constant depending upon the value of the factor of 
• In""""" ncb ao the Conway-bridge, whore we have a IArge tlat nrfM:e expoaed. 

lo Ibo wind "'""R •itb extreme narrowneaa of structure to r .. ial it, adwtlollAI atrongth 
LllUSt .,., vrovi<lc"<I. 

safety directly, and inversely upon the economic merit of the 
structure; we may distinguish the value of k corresponding with 
a.uy particular value of the fact.or by writing that "alue against 
it thus, k3.~; on this principle k1 will indicate that the value is 
taken for the case of a breaking weight. 

In formula (1) for W substitute its equiva.lent Ws+G+F, and 
we have G = Sk (Ws+G+F), whence we obtain 

G = Sk(W 2+ F) (3) 
1-Sk 

Before we can make direct use of this important formula we 
must describe the principles ou which F is to be calculated or 
estimated for different structures; this however we must defer 
till our next papl'r. 

We at once see from the formula that G the weight of the 

girder becomes infinite when Sk=l, or S= i• and therefore 

points out the ultim11.te span for the particular construction cor
respondiug with k. Theu since k varies directly with the factor 
of safety, we see that the ultimate span for a breaking weight 

{ = k) will be 3i times larger tha.n that which can be reached 

without overstepping the stresses we have been Jed to consider 
judicious (that is, the ultimate span under proper stresses 
=17"a·J· 

In our pa.per for next month we purpose arriving at expres
sions for F, and thereafter deriving values of k from various 
structures, and will conclude with a t.11.ble of the weights of 
girders of various sp.'lns, and constructed on different systems· 
showing the immense saving that may and ought to be effected 
in large structures by attention to the principles we have de
veloped. In the meantime we append an article of some import
ance aud of general Rpplication, which we shall require to make 
use of on resuming the subject of the Economic Constructi.:in of 
Girders of Great Spans. 

Edinburgh. R H. B. 

ON THE VALUE TO BE TAKEN FOR THE DEPTH 
OF A GIRDER WHEN APPLYING THE COMMUN. 
FORMULA FOR ITS STRENGTH. 
IN any girder in which the moments of the web may bti 

neglected on account either of its thinness or openwork character 
~he .stress produced by a uniformly distributed_ load~g (= W) i~ 
ID e1~her of the booms equal to ws-:-sD, wherem D _is the depth 
or distance apart of the booms treated as mere honzontal line11 
and S the acting span. Now in applying this formula in prac~i~ 
it becomes necessary to assign a value to D lli81 than the extreme 
depth of the structure, since the booms are not simple liues but 
must have some vertical dimension; and it is ouly the exb-ellle 
layer which acts with the full force of C or eT,* and with the 
full leverage of the extreme distance above or below the neutral 
axis. 

Let M 1 be the sum of the moments of all the fibres of the 
bottom boom measured round the neutral axis; aud :Mi=the 
sum of the moments of the various parts of the top boom. :Now 
we require to find a point in the cross section of each boom so 
situated that were all the section of the boom acting Lhere wi~h 
the full force of C or eT, the moment (that is the full sectional 
area of the boom multiplied by the distance of the point from the 
neutral axis and by C or eT) will be equal to M2 or M 1. Let A t 
be the sectional area of the bottom boom, A 3 that of the ~l' 
boom, D1 the distance of this point in the lower boom below the 
neutral axis, and D2 the distance of the point in the upper boom 
above that a.:r.is. 

Then A1D1eT=Mu and A2D2C=M:io 

D- M1 - M2 
i- A111T and Dz- AzC (I) 

D=D1+Dll' 
The ordinary practice of assigning a value to D equal to the 

distance between the. centres of the sections of the booms is llO 

~~c:fu'::':r1{;~~rs~!,nplo)'ed are t.be &&1110 u ill t.be papers on "The F.conomlc 

t Tbe area• and momenl8 ot t.be portion.e o! t.be web o! a plate glrdor oould be 
roadUy Introduced int.a the di&eU!&ion, but •uch a mode ot treatment would annul 11111 
advautllge from ewploying tbe above alwple formula tort.bu atreugt.ll. 
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Vf!ry f'ar wrong, and liable to lead to such grave errors, that we 
f'eel it incumbent upon us to enter into some detail, in order to 
1how by examples the great difference between the correct results 
'&Ild those obtained by the usual modes of carrying out the calcu
lation. 

For this purpose we may restrict our attention to the parts 
and their moments on one aide of the neutral axis; let it be that 
of' the npper boom. 

let. When the upper boom consiats of' one or more rectangular 
cells. Let A be the area of the upper plates, 
B of' the lower, and X of' the vertical plates. 
Let h be the distance of the centre of' A' plates, 
and i = t.he distance of centre of' B plates, 
f'rom the neutral axis n in the diagram. 

Then by formula (3), page 194 ante, we have 
the moments 

C=(AA+B{ +Xi(A+i+ ~) 
and therefore to obtain D! we divide this by 
the area into C, i.e., by C(A+B+X), :. 

_ Ah+B f +X!(h+i+ ~) 
D1-~~~~__,,,,.--:..=-~~-

A+B+X 
..• (2) 

! 

t· 
n_l_ 

E.mmpk.-Let the areas of A, B, and X be taken all equal, 
and the formula becomes 

(J 
Ds=4h+i+4r 

9 
by which we get, on assuming different ratios between h and i, 
the result.a given in Table I. 

TABLE I. 

Proporiloll of l : I. 
Valneo of D1 • 

Percentages 
of Error. 

l : ' Correct. Uanal. 

2 : 1 1•222 1•5 22·7 
3 : ~ 2·148 2•5 16·4 
4 : 3 3•111 3•5 12·5 
5 : 4 4·089 4·5 10•5 

10 : 9 9·044 9•5 5·0 

It will be perceived from the table that whan i is not greatly 
le111 than h, the value of' Dt. should be very little greater than i. 

We have calculated by formula (2) the correct value of D for 
the Conway tubes, using the moments given in the foot-note at 
page 194 ante, and find it equal 2i!"C>67, the extreme depth out
side being 25' 5#1 and the ins1~e d.epth 21' 7•*; i, or depth between 
centt'el of plates B and C, =•1 +•2 = 21 "688. 

Now this 11mallneas of the value of D will account in a great 
measure f'or the extreme heaviness and weakness of the Conway 
(1\Dd Britannia) tubes, the proportion of' span to depth being so 

great u 2~~7 =18•31>:1, or if we follow the leas exact but 

s 
usual course or taking the clear apan, we have D = 18°13. 

The correct value of D f'or the large experimental tube in 
Experiment IV. is =41>7; the depth between the centres of' the 
extreme top and bottom plates is=4·63, and between the centres 
of the bottom and lower top-platea is =41>11>. And the value of' 

-~ is = ?!. = 18•43. 
D 4·07 

As many readers may f'eel surpriaed at the tnie value of' the 
depth D coinciding so nearly with the value of i, we may perhaps 
make it clearer by considering the plates A and B of the diagram 
alone; aud let us suppoee theae of equal areas and at distances 
from the neutral axis equal respectively to 10 and 9 feet. The 
true momenta are-

Plate A, area=A, leverage=lO, compresaion=C, .·.moment =lOAC 
Plate B, area=A, leverage=9. compreseion=/oC, .·.moment = 8·IAC 

Sum of moment.a 18·1AC 

l>irilliog bf the whole area =2A, multiplied by the f'ull com-

. D 18•1 AC ti j. l . •L-preaa1on C, we have 1 = 
2 

AC =91>1> ee., or on y 11U.-ten .... 

of' an inch above the centre of' the plate B. 
To make this still mere clear let ns compare the above arrange

ment of girder havin~ the plates at 9 and 10 feet from the neutral 
axis, with a girder 10 which both plates are only 9 f'eet from 
the axis. Plate A in the latter acts with the same f'oroe C as in 
the former, but hs leverage is reduced f'rom 10 to 9 feet, so that 
it.a moment is reduced from IOAC to •• • •• . ••• 9AC 

Plate B on the other hand acta in the latter with the 
same leverage of 9 f'eet as in the f'ormer, but the force of 
its actio~ ~s increased f'rom ,t,,C to C, and therefore ita 
moment is mcreased f'rom s·1.A.'C to ••• ••. ••• 9AC 

Or the total moment = 18 AC 

being only Th part less or weaker than the girder ao much 
greater in extreme depth. 

From these f'acta aome valuable hinta may be taken as to the 
judicioua designing of the booms of' girders. 

2nd. We shall conclude f'or the present with another general 
example. 

Let the top boom be auppoaed to be a solid rectangle as in 
some timber bridges and roofs. For this our formula D1=M,+ 
llreA. C becomes simply 

D1=~ {hti+~) (3) 

AB&igning to hand i dift"erent relative valuea, we get the result. 
in Table II. 

TABLB. II. 

Ra\lo of" lo"" Valueo of D1 
l'orceD~ :!-Bmr .-
Al uooal. _, 

l : ' Correct. Uooal. In eirceaa. OD a aide. 

2 : 1 1•167 1·5 28·6 H·S 
3 : 2 2·111 2·5 18•4 5•3 
4 : 3 3·083 3•5 13·5 2•7 
6 : 4 4·067 4·5 10•7 1·6( 
6 : 5 5·056 5•5 8•B l •3 
7 : 6 6•048 6·5 7•5 0•8 
8 : 7 7•042 7·5 6·5 0•65 
9 : 8 8•037 8•5 5·7 0•50 

10 : 9 9·038 9·5 5•2 0•4 

Edinburgh. R.H.B. 

ON THE FORMATION OF A NATIONAL MUSEUM 
OF ARCHITECTURE VIEWED IN CONNEXION 
WITH ITS BEARINGS UPON MEDL£V AL ART.• 

By G.KORGB GILBKRT ScoTr. R.A. 
UNDER the head of actual Architecture, I must mention one 

other clasa of' objectR which would demand houee-room within 
the museum. I refer to thoae melancholy but invaluable relics 
of ancient art which exist in our mined abbeys, and to those in 
other building& which are in danger of' being destroyed by 
inevitable decay. 

It is the abaolute duty of' an art department, whether or not 
they had contemplated an architectunU museum, to rescue these 
exquisite and invaluable worka from oblivion by obtainiog 
caBts, photographs, ~d measured dra"!'inga f!'om them while they 
yet exist. Every winter abrades their. ancient ca17ed aurfacee, 
and brings down, perhaps, large portions of t~eir aculp~ 
foliage. Thoee who have been for many years in the habit of 
sketching f'rom old building& see at every visit the progrea_ of 
deatrnction which is ever going on, and which is ever acceleraWlg 
its destructive inroads. A f'ew years more of delay, and th
precious worka of art will have perished. In t.he name then of 
art, of reason, and of p&triotism! let us delay no longer, hut at 
once obtain perfect representations of' what we have left, by 
meana of plaster, of photography, and of drawing; and enshrine 
them as the moat precious relics, to be f'or ever preserved in tbf 
archives of our national art I I will add here, however, one wo!'I 

• Conc:lnded from pap 207. 
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o( caution,-let a hardeniug J>l"OC8l8 be always applied to the 
ancient carved work before attempting to make caata of it, or we 
may Jeatroy the origiual while obtaining the copy. 

What I have said of architecture proper applies ~ually to the 
eecond head,-eculpture forming a pan. of arch1tect11re. I 
will, therefore, view this aa included 1n the foregoing remarks; 
ouly adding that a collection of the Medireval sculpture of the 
thirtt'enth 11.nd fourteenth centuries of France, Giirmany, and 
Italy, would be an invaluable acquisition to a national muaeum 
-indeed, would be an abeolutely neceaaary portion of it. 

ArclMUctural Woodt00rlt.-This, being much ecarcer than 11tone
work, especia!ly that of the best dates, must be collected with 
great care. Let me, however, be always understood to mean 
cuts, l"llther than the actWll work; though when this has, 
unhappily, been severed from ita proper pot1itiou, it will pro
mote its conservation to place it in such a museum. Of wood
work of the fifteenth century and later there is a large supply of 
caata iu the hands of the .Gover11ment, which were prep&red to 
asiriat the carvers employed in the Housea of Parliament. Thia 
liowever is by no meana the beat period. We waut woodwork 
of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. This is in Eng
land 8'1mewhat scarce; and, wherever it exists, caata should 
be nwie from it. Among foreign countries, Gtirmany, perhaps, 
oontaius the largest 1tore of ancient woodwork. The stalls at 
Cologne, not only in the cathedral, but in many of the churches; 
the wonderful doors of St. Mary's, of the Capitol, the stalls, &c., 
and at many churches throughout the length and breadth of the 
country, should find the representatives in auch a museum. The 
elemeutary claaaea of woodwork, and the progressive illustration 
of their history, wonld 11.1111ume a course quite parallel to what I 
have shadowed out in speaking of stonework; and it is needless to 
recapitulate them. The objects howeverthe11111elvea, and the art 
expended upon them, diJfer considerably from the previous cla1s; 
and the objects are comparatively ao scarce that there is much 
more difficulty in obtaining them; and it is only by the help of 
those who are iu the constant ·habit of searching out object.a of 
atudy in the most outrof-th11-way places that they can be found 
out. Every year, too, th11y are getting more and more SCl\J'Ce. 
Even the few early remains of woodwork in our old cathedrals 
are diminishing, from the careleasneae and waut of knowledge of 
their guRrJiana. Let no time, then, be lost in searching out and 
obtaining perfect repreaentation1 of those which remain, whether 
at home or ahroad. 

We nnw come to the fourth claas,-Architeeluml Metalirork. 
If woodwork of the best a.gee is BO scarce, how much more 110 
ii1 metalwork; and how indescribably import.ant is it that we 
should use our utmost exertions to collect and to preserve repre
aentatioua of it where it would be improper or impracticable to 
obtain the reality of what yet remains to us ! 

Here the Dep&rtment of Art, as regards the smaller and more 
movable classes or object.II, is doing very great things for us: 
indeed, we cannot be too grateful for the splendid collection of 
specimens of this and kindred branches of art which is bt.ing 
formed within these walls; nor can we be too assiduous in availing 
ourselves of the facilities for study which are thus afforded us. 
These however can scarcely, for the most part, be claaaed 
nnder the head of Architectural Metalwork, though they bear 
very direcdy upon it. What I refer to is chiefly of a larger 
description, such as acreeu-work, hinges, brass fonts and lecterns, 
retabulai, coronai, doors, gates, &c., and the other forms of metal
work Qrought more immediately into contact with architecture. 
These, like other architectural objects, are chiefly t.' be repre
sented by c.aata and drawingR; and these '!hould be from time to 
time mRde from all the best specimens which remain iu this 
country, and all which we can gain acoeBB to abroad. We loug 
ago coatemplated obtaining a ca.at from the truly magnificent 
bra.ea font and its cover at Hildesheim, but our funda Corbi.de it. 
There are a great number of such fonts nearly equally worthy of 
being repreeented in our museum, as well as innumerable other 
objects of all kinda and descriptions. Among others I will men
tion, though a late example, the exquisite brass genealogical tree 
which .clothes the tomb of Mary of Burgundy, at Bruges; aud 
this leads me to call 'attention to the numerous bl'l\88 effigies and 
entire monuments which exist, and many of which would be well 
worth1 to be represented in such a collection. I will also call 
11ttent1on to the most magnificent of all cl&88t'a of metalwork,
the gorgeous shrines of the twelfth and thirteenth cen~uries. 
There are some invaluable specimens of the same exquisite 
workmaubip ill the mlllewn of the Departmen" and it ia 

possible that a few more may by chance be obtained. The 
greatest and moet glorious specimens, however, of this wondrous 
art must ever remain where they now are, and where for the moat 
part they hi\ve Rlways been; and can there be only rarely visited 
and studied. What I wish to presa upon the attention of the 
Department of Art is the nooe1Rity of obtaining perfect full-eized 
representations of these most sumptuous work.a. Among many 
which exist, I will call especial attention to those of the Three 
Kings at Cologne; of Notre Dame at Aix-la-Chapelle; aud of St. 
Elizabeth at Marburg. These are abaolute miraclu of art; and 
I would earnestly press the neceasity of perfect, full-sized, and 
perfectly detailed drawings being made from them ; accom
panied by some more tangible repre.ienta~iona of some of their 
parts. 

But I must go on to my next head,-Colounld .4.rchitedural 
Decoratil>na. Here again we have heartily to thank the Depart
ment for much which they have done, ancl to entreat them to go 
on as the,t have begun. They have already collected many 
drawings of such decorations, with some of the criginals. Mr. 
Octavius Hudson, of whose zeal, knowledge, and skill I cannot 
speak too highly, haa adopted the excellent practice of having casts 
made for the Jetai111 of ancient buildings on which he is engaged, 
and making upon them fac-simile copies of the remains of colour
ing which he finds. Thia if followed out would supply invaluable 
illustrations of deoorative art; and I would urge the collection of 
full-size drawings of all other branchea of decoration, wherever 
t.hey can be procured. Such remnants of old 1trt are continually 
being destroyed: how easy would it be to perpetuate them by fac
simile drawings! Aud thus of all the other classes of art I have 
enumerated. Let us have coloured tracings of stained ~lass, not 
only of famous works, but of the fragmentary remains lll village 
churches. Let us have (as in fact, we already have to a conside
rable extent) rubbings of brasses and incised atones; coloured 
rubbings of ornamental pavements; and perfect representations 
of all other ,brauches of decorative art. I eihibit a fac-simile . 
copy of a part of the ancient retabulum in W eatminater Abbey, as 
an illustration of the kind of drawing I am reoommending. 
Time will not allow me to go further than to 81LY that a museum 
thus conati~uted would be worthy of being called "National;" 
and would not only be the greatest benefit which could be con
ferred upon our art, but would be no more ~han the carrying 
out to its natural results of what the department have already 
commenced 

It llll\Y be feared by aome that such a collection would 
encourage slavish oopying. My own experience has led to a 
contrary opiuion. I have ohset"Ved with pleasure that ao far from 
this being the caae, the increased study of ancient examples leads 
the ai-t-workman to a more enlarged and more resaoning appre
ciation of his art; gives him greater freedom in the exercise uf it; 
and, above all, leads him to a more zealous and intelligent study 
of nature. I will only add two more suggestions. lat. That-as 
such a collection would not be made for a mere spectacle, but for 
actual use, it should not be deposited io Yaat 11nd impoeing halls 
and galleries, but should be BO subdivided as to give the student 
every possible facility for quietly studying any one dep&rtment 
which he might be pursuing, witho11t the distraction which the 
enormous multiplicity of the objecte would o~herwise occaaion. 
In reading a book, we should be sadly annoyed if we were obliged 
to see a number of its p&ges or ita illuatrationa at once; and so it 
is with a museum; the atadent only wants to see the part to 
which his studies are directed. Slndly, I would suggest, as South 
Kensington is uot a place very aooesaible to the student or the 
art-workman, that a system be organited of lending out objects to 
particular districts, in which rooms for the studies of art-wo1k
meu shall be opened; and tliat the specimene BO lent ahall be 
changed periodically (perhaps every month), and thua a conatant 
aud ever-changing course of study facilitated. 

I will now conclude by suggesting some poillta for consideration, 
as to how our great work can be carried on with the greatest 
possible advantage to the great ca.use we have in view. There 
are two p&rtiea to this undertaking,-the representatives of the 
demand, and of the supply; and it can only be auoceesfully car
ried out by their hearty and continued co-operation. 

The repre11et1tatives of the demand are the architects. It is 
not their personal interest& in the least degne which are at stake; 
for buildings would be erected, and archit.ect8 employed and p&id, 
just the same, whether the arts subsidiary to architecture are 
cultivated or neglected; nor can the demand be said to come 
mainly from the art-worklDIW himaelf, \hough it does more 
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nearly affect hi~ personal interest.. Those among them whose 
apprehensions of art have been aroused to activity join heartily 
and earnestly in the demand; b11t as in the case ofreligion, those 
who most n~ instruction are the least alive to their necessities; 
so, among architect.A themselves, it is those who most keenly 
appreciate the nobleness of their art, and have best cultivated it 
M a fine art, who most strongly feel the necessity for aiding the 
art-workman, on whom depends the realisation of the more 
artistic portions of their designs. Not only, however, a!'e the 
architects, and the beet among them, the representatives of the 
demand, but they are aleo the parties who bet1t-I might almost 
BllY who alone-understand what is the nature of that demand; 
who know, from their daily experience, what are the objects 
neces&ary to meet it; and who, from their own travels, their own 
studies, and from the contact in which their practice places them 
with ancient buildings, know also whence and how those objects 
are to be supplied. It is, therefore, self-evident that the aid of 
the architects most conversant with the subject is essential to the 
success of the effort; and when we add to this that those Mchitects 
l1ave already, by their own individua.l exertions and of their own 
free motion and sense of the ne<'.essity, most efficiently launched 
the work, and founded an architectural museum which must be 
the nucleus or the model of whatever is effected, the case is 
rendered still more obvious. 

The repreeent"ltivee of the supply are the Government Depart· 
ment of Art. To them has been committed that great cause, the 
promotion of applied art in this country. 

The museum of objects of art which they are forming must of 
necessity be of the greatest benefit to this object. 1t. brings 
within the reach of the manufacturing art-workman the tinest 
objects for hie study, such M he could otherwise never have 
hoped to gain access to. What we ask of them, then, is to aid us 
and work with us in doing the same for the architectural art
workmau, who equally needs and equally deserves their aid 

If they will not do so, or if, in doing so, they refuse the aid and 
advice of tho11e who alone understand what is needed, the world 
and posterity will know on whose shoulders the onus will lie. 
If, on the other hand, they appreciate and frankly acknowledge 
this, perhaps, the highest of their duties, they will merit the 
eternal gratitude of every lover of art; and I am sure that I utter 
the feelings of my brothe1· architects when I eay that we are 
prepared Lo abdicate our self-imposed task in their favour, and to 
unite with them heart and soul, and without jealou~y or rivalry, 
in carrying out this most noble and most needful work. 

The exact regulation under which this united action will be 
be~t effected I will not here attempt to define: "where there is a 
will there is a way;" and I content myself with asserting that on 
our part at lenet there is a hearty good will; and that I see no 
difficulty whatever as to the way. 

THE STATICS OF BRIDGES .... 
The Chain.-DUturbancu. 

SUSPENSION bridges are liable to two classes of deflection or 
displacement under a change in the amount and disposition of 
the loading. The first, a alight symmetrical wave caused by the 
stretching or contraction of the chain. The second, a displace
ment of a more marked and vi11ible kind, which alters it.II form 
with every fresh arrangement of the load, and only disappears 
when the loading is uniformly distributed. 

A hel\vy load travelling over a suspension brid11:e will also pro
duce vibration, aud if the motion is rapid it will tend to create 
much greater disturbance than would be due to its presence as a. 
eimp!A question of statics. But as these pa~rs do 11ot deal with 
the dynnmics of the subject, any inquiry will here be confined to 
the change of form due to the wodified conditions of equilibrium, 
without going into the question of the agitatio11 and inertia of 
the chains and load. 

We have already (ante page 60) shown a method of determining 
(bv a dia~m) the curve proper to a chain sustllining a load dis
tributed many given manner, and the same means would serve 
for finding the position of the deflected cnain under a new diepo
Aition of loading. But for small displacements some approximate 
mode of calculation is to be desired, the point to be determined 
being not so much the form per H of the curve of equilibrium, 

• Coutlnued from page ITI. 

as the minute differences between the original and the di!tortAld 
curve. 

Thie deliellte and subtle investigation seems far from having 
shared in the general attention which bas been given to the 
simpler 11tudies of parabolic and catenary curves. We have seen 
no examination of tht! displacement of a free chain save a paper 
which appeared last July in this Journal (vol. 1xiv. p. 207.),* in 
which the matter has been ably treated on the broadl.'St !Jui~ 
under certain assumptions for the sake of generalisation, which 
are duly noted at the stages where they are made. 

It does not come within our present scope to attempt a general 
formula for the displacements of catenaries. But the extl't'me 
simplicity of the parabola, which has been seen to be practically 
the curve for suspension bridges, favours the hope that a law 
of email disturbances for these bridges may be determined with 
great exactneu. We therefore limit ourselves to the parabola as 
the basis for investigating the disturbanceii of ordinary suspen
sion bridges, narrowing our view of the subject in order to &pecial 
accuracy in that part of it that concerns our present purpose. 

While examining the statics of the question, the geometric 
consideration of the length of the curve of the chain before and after 
deflection must also be given heed to. Apart from any stretch
ing of the links (which ruust be reserved for separate enquiry), it 
is manifest that the actual curve of displacement must be exactly 
of o. length with the original curve. If the points from which the 
chain hangs at the toweril are to be taken as absolutely fixed, the 
constancy of the length of the chain will bring all small disp~ 
mente under the following law:-

J~ · tk = O. 

The integral being taken from tower to tower, and • being 
=y' -y, where y' is the ordinate of the curve after, and g before, 
displacement. Thie law (of which a demonstration will be found 
vol. xxiii., p. 355) is not peculiar to• the parabola, but applies 
universally. 

Under the guidance of this law it is now proposed to investi
~ate a small displacement as exhibited (on a magnified scale) in 
Fig. 39. . 

AOB is a cl1ain carrying a load (inclusive of its own weight) of 
which the horizontal distribution is assumed to be nniform, and 

FIG. 89. 

at the rate w per foot forward. The span = 1 and the rise = l, 
the pointai of suspension at A and B being on a level. The chain 
will hang in a parabola of which the vertex is at the half-span O, 
and OY the axis; and the following equations will give t.!Je 
general conditions:-

r 
· Parameter (p) = 4'h ... 

Load (L) = w 

Horizontal tension ('I')={~=) '; 
z' 

JI= -p 

• •• (1) 

... {i) 

... (3) 

... (4) 

A displacement is caused by suspending a weight W from the 
point P in the right-hand section of the chain. W = qL = "'91, 
and the horizontal dietAnce of P from the half-11pan 0 ia = n. 
Thus r is the fraction obtained by dividing the die\anoe of the 
di11turbing weight from the half-apan by the entirtl span, and ClllD 
never numerically exceed t· While q expreeeee the ratio of the 
disturbing weight to the distributed load, and will commonly be 
not very considerable. !he following equationa show Uie altered 
conditione:-

Pe.rameter = P+Ps 
Load= L+W=to(I+q)I 

H ' tal te . T+T w(p+p,) onzon ns10n= 2 = --
2
-- ... 

... (5) 

... (6) 

••• (7) 

In assuming AP and PB to be both area of one parabola after 

• " DeaeotkiG ot Snapenalon Bridgea." B7 Bomenham Cm, K.A. 
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defiection, we neglect as inconsiderable the alight change in the 
dietribution of loading which would result from displacement. 

The pArabolll now has its vertex shifted to the right of 0, (or 
towards the more heavily loaded tower,) and would if unbroken 
continue in the line PP1B,. The concentration of the load Wat 
the point P hu however the effect of abruptly changing the 
direction of t.he tangent at that point in the same manner as if 
the arc PP t.. were left out, and the upper portion P ~1 trans
ferred to PH. The length of this imaginary arc PP., which if 
inserted at P would restore the continuity of the parabola, must 
be such as to answer to a load equal to W (or toq•); from which 
h appears that the horizr,ntal dist.ance between P and P1 (or 
between W and N) must be = <JI. 

The position of the lowest point of the chain after displacement 
will of course be in the line MV, which marks the point of greatest 
moment, and can be readily determined. The horizontl\l dis
tances of P from the towers A and B respectively bein(t (t+r)I 
and (i- r)I, the load at P (which is= w91) will be divided, in
versely as those distances, into the portions ID<}(!- r)• carried by 
A, and "'<J(i+r)I carried by B. The total load will therefore be 
thus divided:-

On A • • w[i+<J(i-r)]• ... (8) 

On B • • ta[i+<J(i+r)]• ... (9) 
and the line MV must be situated at the point where the load 
thus divides. 

Call .i-0=absdssa of the vertex of the parabola after deflection, 
Then z0 =q(i-r)I ... . .• (10) 

As long as the relation between the weight W and the position 
of P is such that <J(t-r) does not exceed r, the vertex will tnke 
a position between the half-span and P, and will coincide with M. 
When q(i-r) becomes= r, both t.he vertex and M will coincide 
with P. And when qfi-r) is greater than r, M will still remain 
at P, which will therefore be the lowest point of the chain, but 
the vertex will be beyond the chain in the imaginary arc PP 2' 

Let y0=the ordinate of the new \"ertex, and z1 and y2 be the 
co-ordinates of the point P,. and z1 and y1 the co-ordinates of P, 
after deflection. 

Then Yo = h - ~l + ~~~ 2r) ]
2 

• f ... (11) 

z 2= (r+q)I, and z1 = r1, 
_ + [2r+q_(! +2r):r ~ d _ + [2r-q(l-2r))2 ~ 

Y2-Yo P+P2 • 4, an Y1-Yo P+Pii • 4 

• _ 8qr(1+9) si 
•• Y1-Y1 - • - . 

P+Ps 4 
... (12) 

The last expression gives the rise of the arc PP 
Take y' as the ordinate at any point after deflection:* then 

between A and P 
·"- + [z-q(i-rw:r 
ll -Yo P+P2 

and between P and B 

•.. (13) 

_,,_,, + [.T+q(i+r)if'I -'•• -gJ 
ll -,,o P+Pii lllll ••• ••• (14) 

From equations 4, 13, and 14, we find the expreBBiona for z 

(which ia = y'- y), and thence by differentiation ;;z ia found: 

dy . 2z l /'dy ~ r; z. will be = p . From these dataJ ~dz = pJ zth between 

A and P and between P and B can be determined. 
Thia integral between the extreme limits A and B will be 

equal to the sum of the partial integrals, and is found after 
reduction to be 

= 6r:+p,) [-2p,+pq(3-12r2)J 

and, according to the principle already laid down as governing 
amall displacemllilts, the preceding expression must be = O. 
From this it follows that 

3 
Pi= 2 pq(l-4r) . . . . .. (15) 

Or the parameter of the parabola is increased in the ratio of l to · 
l+ff(l-4,-2). 

The horizontal tension after deflection, from (7) and (15), is 

T+Tll= '°: (1+ ~q(l-4r2))... . .. (16) 

Having the parameter we can now determine the actual dis
placement. To begin with the half-span. The vertical displace
ment at O, f1-om (13) and (11), 

_ qi(l-2r)I r 
-Yo+ P+Pi • 4 
= h _ [l+q(l-2r)Jl-<J'(l - 2r)'. !:._ 

P+P2 4 

For h aubetitute its value by equation (l}-viz. ~ , and for p2 4p 
subetitute its value from ( 15), and reduce. 

Then Vertical displacement at the half-span 0 
q(l -2r) (1-6r) r q(l-2r)(l-6r) ) 

= - 2+3q(l-4r2) • 4P =- 2+3q(l-4r2) • h ••. <17 

If the disturbing weight is applied at the half-span (r being= 0), 
a depression will be produced 

q 
=- 2 + 3q. A .•• (18) 

and an increase of horizontal tension will result, (see (16),) 

=lqT ... (19) 
So long as r ia Iese than i, or the disturbing weight Iese than 

one third of the distance from the half span to the tower, the 
expreseion (17) remains negative, showing depression at 0. 
When r=t there is no depression at 0. When r exceeds g, the 
chain will rise at 0. 

These results cease to correspond closely with experiment when 
the disturbing weight ia very considerable, and the proportion 
of rise to span great, the actual disturbance falling sh .. rt of the 
theoretical approximation. 

The pobition in which the given weight W=wqa will cause 
most rise of the chain at 0 ia that in which · 

29+ 1 1fl2<J+9 
r= 4q 12q 

. As <J ia diminished ,. approaches the inferior limit t, shuwing 
that a small weight will OCC&llion moat rise at 0 when placed 
rather more than twice as far from that point as from the tower. 

The horizontal displacement at the half-span 0 ia found by 

taking the integral of ~.de- between the limits z=-!•and z=O; 

bearing in mind that when the result is negative it indicates 
a horizontal spreading of the chain. The integral is reducible 
to the form ,, 

2p(p+p,) <Jl"(l-Slr) 

For 2p(p+ p,), subetitute (from 15), ~2+3q(l-4r2)1 and for 
r . 16h' 
-; subetitute, from (1), - , and reduce. Then, 
p " 

. . 16112 qr(l-2r) 
Honzontal displacement at O=- -

8
- • 2+3<J(l-4r2) ... (20) 

The negative sign must be taken as indicating motion from the 
left tower A towards the tower B carrying the greater load. The 
value of r which makes this motion at 0 greatest ia, for any given 

· value of q, found from the equation 
3q + 2 - -v'69+4 

r= 6q· 

as q is diminished ,. approaches the inferior limit i, showing that 
a small weight will cause most horizontal motion at 0 when it is 
placed nearly midway between that point and the tower. 

The vertical displacement at P, the point where Wis suspended, 

---"A (1+12r) (l-4r2) 
"''I ••• (21) 

2+3q(l-4r) 
And the horizontal displacement at P 

16h2 r(l-16"4) 
=- -.- . <J S1+3<Jtl-4r2) ... (22) 

(To be c:oMitwed.) 
lili 
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IMPROVEMENTS IN PARIS. 

b the course of laat year a projeot was announced of putting 
the quart.iers of Picpua and Berey in direct communication with 
the f'aubourg Saint Ailt.oine by a group of new thoroughfares 
traversing the lands of the ancient abbey; these improvementa 
have just been commenced, and already several houses at the 
angle of the rues de Reuilly and du Faubourg, have been 
demolishl'd to make a passage for the new rue de l'Empereur, 
one of the projected new streets. This new street is to be 
divided into two portions; one commencing at the demolitions 
above mentioned and to be prolonged as far as the boulevard 
Mazas; another leading from the boulevard Mazas to the carre
four de Rambouillet. 

The first, only just oommenced, will be bordered by the out
buildings of the holpic6 and the Reuilly barracks, p_aiosing through 
the waste grounds temporarily occupied by pedlars' stalls and 
the itinerant carts of strolling performers; but the eecond portion 
is already in part traced out, and possesses some very fine habi
tations. Near the end of this large thoroughfare another street 
commences in the direction of the faubourg St. Ailtoine, and 
opena out in front of the rue Sainte Marguerite; this is also 
partly covered with buildings. 

The carrefour de Rambouillet, where the two new street.a are 
to meet, is also the point of intereection of the rues de Charenton, 
de Rambouillet, and the Petite rue de Reuilly; a circular open 
apace, part of which is furnished with new houses, will be the 
centre of union of some of the most imPortant streets of the fau
bourg St. Antoine. 

The lands of the abbey of St. Antoine, to be intersected by all 
the streets of this new quarter, occupy the space included between 
the Grande rue du Faubourg, the boulevard Maza&, the Reuilly 
barracks, and the habitations of the rue Lenoir. This spot, more 
considerable than other of the PRris bourg1, includes a principal 
street, alleys and courts, cares, &.c., besides fielde with rustic habi
tations. The greater portion of the principal' street will be ab
sorbed by the prolongation of the rue St. Bernard; already several 
constructions, properly aligned, have been run up, and the inha
bitants are impatiently waiting for a direct outlet into the fau
bourg. One of the Maisons de Secours of the 12th arrondissement 
baa been built on the continuation of thia atr.eet. Close to the 
abbey of St. Antoine on the south side, below the Vincennes 
railway, several other new buildings are springing up, and are 
to form portions of the new boulevard de Picpua, which is to 
unite the new boulevard de Vincennea with the place de la 
Bastille. 

The hand.aome porch of the Saint EtiennHu-Mont church, the 
restoration of which was commenced laat year, is nearly clear 
from the acaffolding, and will . be completed in a few months. 
Owing to the decay of the ornamental portion which was nearly 
etfaced it has been renewed thoroughly from one end to the other, 
with the addition also of indiapenMnle acceaaoriea, which hRd 
never been put up since the commencement of the church. The 
statues of St. Hilaire and St. Benoit hue been placed on comicee 
above the front of the eecond story, the Virgin and the angel 
Gabriel in the lateral niches of the r<JMJ081 and the vases with 
ftarues serve to deaden the effect of the projections. St. Benoit 
aud St. Hilaire reoal to mind each of the two parishes united 
under the name of St. Etieune-<lu·Mont. Thia portal, the work 
of the early portion of the 17th century, is one of the m011t 
remarkable of that epoch. Its general vertical sect.ion ia ttiat of 
a pyramid in stories, whose base consists of the first order of 
architecture. The principal doorway of the church, approached 
by a flight of stepR.18 surmounted by a triangular pediment, BUJ>
ported on four columns built into the work, with niches in the 
int.ervala for the statues of St. Etienne aud St. Genevieve; above 
this first 1tory is anoLher of the aecond order of arehit.ecture, four 
columns, u in the lut described, with semicircular niches in the 
spaces, and a star-shaped roaace in the centre, of the RenaiB&ance 
style; above this a curved broken pediment: this second order is 
surmonnted by a poiuted gable, the tympanum being relieved by 
a pierced circular bay with twisted ribs; this bay is incloaed by 
pilasters of handsome out stone. The organ is undergoing t'X

tenaive alterations, and another temporary one has been put in 
uae. 

THE PROPERTIES OF IRON, AND ITS RESISTANCE 
TO PROJECTILES AT HIGH VELOCITIES.• 

By WtLLIA.Jil F.ilRliAIBN, F.RS. 
WE have no correct record as to the e:r.act time when wrought

iron plates were first employed for the purpose of building veuW, 
It is, however, certain tha.t iron barges were in use on canals aL the 
close of the last century. In 1824, Mr. Manley, of Staffordshire, 
built an iron steamboat for the navigation of the river Seine, and 
this was the first iron veesel that attempted a sea voyage: She 
was navigated from this country to Havre, by Lhe late Admin.l 
Sir Charles Napier, and alLhough constructed for shallow riveni, 
she nevertheless crossed the channel in perfect safeLy. From 
that time to 1830 no attempt was made to build iron veseels, and 
noLhing was done towards aHCertaining the properties of iron u a 
material for shiJ>-building. 

A series of exeeriments, instituted by the Forth and Clyde 
Canal Company 10 1829-30, to ascertain the law of traction of 
lighL boats aL high velo.:iLies on canals, led to the application of 
iron for the construction of vessels; and the lightness of theae new 
vessels, combined with their incrensed strength, suggested the 
extended application of the material in the construcLion of veseels 
of much la.rifer dimension11 and ultimately to those of the larger 
claas, both m the war amt mercantile navy. Considerable dilli
culty, however, existed with regnrd to the navy; and although 
the principle of iron conatruction as applied to merchant v-is 
and packets was fully establiHhed, it was nevertheless considered 
inapplicable, until of late years, for Rhips of war. It is true, that 
until the new system of casing the sides of vessels, first introduced 
by the Emperor of the French, in 1854, was established, the iron 
ship was even more dangerous under fire than oue built entirely 
of wood. Now, however, that thick iron plates art' found 
sufficiently strong, under ordinary circumstances, to resist the 
action of guns not exceeding 120-poundel'll, for a considerable 
length of time, the state of the navy and the minds of our naval 
officers have entirely changed. We must, therefore, now lock IQ 
new condiLions, new materials, and an entirely new construction, 
if we are to retain our superiority Iii mistress of Lhe seas. There 
yet remain amongst ua those who contend for the wooden walls, 
but they are no lon~er applicable to the wants of the state; auJ 1 
am clearly of opiu1ou that we cannot afford to trifle wiLh IO 

important a branch of the public service as to fall behind any 
n1'Liou, however powerful and efficient they may be in naval oon-
1trucLion. H11ving satisfied ourselves that this deeideratum mll8i 
be attained, at whatever cost., I shall now endeavour to point ouL 
11uch fact.a as in my opinion relate to the changes that are now 
before us, and simply endeavour to show-

lst. TM description of iron best calculated to secure ltrength 
and durability in the construction of ships of war. 

2nd. The distribution and beat forms of construction to aUain 
this object; and, 

Lastly. The properties of iron beat calculated to resist the 
penetration of shot at high velocities. 

Propertiu of Iron.-If we are deairous to attain perfection in 
mechanical, architectural, or sbiJ>-building construction, it ii 
eMential that the engineer or architect should make himee!f 
thoroughly acquawted with the properties of the mat.eriiJa which 
he employs. It ia unimpcrtanL whether the construction be • 
house, 11. ship, or a bridge. We must posae88 correct ideas o( the 
11trength, proportion, and combination of Lhe parts, before we can 
arrive l\t antisfl\ctory results; and to effect these object.a the naval 
archiLect ahould be conversant with Lhe following fa.eta relating 
to the resisting powers of malleable aud rolled iron to a tensile 
stl'ftiu. The resistance iu tons per square inch of-

y orkshire iron is 24 ·60 k>DI 
Derbyi<hire 20· 26 ,, 
Sbropehire 22· 50 ,. 
Staffordshire ,, . . 20•00 ,, 

Strengtl1 of Rivetted Joint1.-The architect, having fortified 
himself with the above facts, will be better able to carry out• 
judicions di&tribution of the frames, ribs, and plate& of an iMI 
ship, so aR to meet the various strains to which it may be'°"' 
jected, and ultimately to arrive at a distribution where the whole 
iu combinatiou presents uniformity of resistance to repaat.d 
sLrains, and the various obiwgea it baa to encounter in lct.aa1 
service. 
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There is, however, a11other circumMance, al deep importance to 
the nava! a~hitect, which ahould on no acoount be lost Bight o~ 
and that is, the comparativ.- values of the rivetted joints of pll\tea 
to the plates themselves. These, according to experimen~ give 
the following reeulta:-

Taking Uie cohesive strength ol the plate at ... ... 100 
The stTength of Uie double-rivetted joint wu found to be 7C> 
And the single-rivetted joint 1!8 

These .Pr<>f!Ortions apply. with gre~t force to vessels requiring 
cl-: nvettwg,_ sue~ !'II ith1ps and boilers that must be water-tight, 
and 1n calcalat1on 1t 1s necoS11ary to make allowances in that ratio. 

StrengtA of Miip1.-0f late years it baa been found convenient 
to iI?crease th.e le1!gth of st:eamers and sailing vessels to as much 
as eight or wne times their breadth of beam, and this for two 
z:eaaons; first, to obtain an increase of speed by giving fine sharp 
lines to the bow and stern; and aecond, to secure an increase of 
capacity for the same midship section, by which the carrying 
powers of the ship are greatly augmented. Now, there is no 
1erioua objection to this increase of length, which may or may not 
ha.ve reached the maximum. But, unfortunately, it has hitherto 
been accompl.ished at a great. aacri~ce to the strength of the ship. 
V etlllels ftoawog on water and subjected to the swell of a rolling 
-to eay nothing of their being stranded or beaten upon the 
rocks or sandbanks of a lee shore-are governed by the same laws 
of trallllvene straiD as simple hollow beams, like the tubes of the 
Conway and Bri'8nnia tubular bridges. ABBuming this to be 
tru~ad indeed it ecarcelv requires demonatration-it follows 
that we cannot lenirthen a ship with impunity without adding to 
her depth, or to t.lle sectional ares. of the plates in the middle 
along the line of the upner deck. 

If we take a v8'1881 of the ordinary construction, or what some t:: ago waa co111idered the best-300 foet long, 41 ft. 6 in. 
, and 26 ft. 6 in. deep--we shall be able to show how inade

quately she is designed to resist the strains to which she would 
be subjected. To arrive at these facts we shall approximate 
Dearly to the truth by treating it as a simple beam; and this ia 
actually the case, to some extent, when a ve88el is supported at 
each end by two waves, or when rising on the crest of another 
iUpported at the centre with a stem and stern partially su~ 
pended. Now in these positions the ship undergoes, alternately, 
a strain of compression and of tension along the whole section of 
the deck, corresponding with .-qual atraina ol tenaion and com
p~ion along the section of the keel, the strains being revened 
according as the vessel is supported at the ends or the centre. 
~hese are, in fac~, the al~rnate straius to which every long Ve&Rel 
u exposed, particularly m seaa where the distance between the 
crests of the waves does not exceed the length of the ship. 

It is true that a v-1 may continue for a number of voyages 
to reeist the continuous strains to which she is subjecied whilst 
reating on the water; but supposing in atreall of weather, or from 
llOIDe other cause, she is driven ou rock&, with her bow and stern. 
suspended, the probability:. that 11he would break in two, separa
ting from the insufficiency of the deck on the one hand, and the 
weakness of the hull on the other. Thia ia \he grea' source of 
weakness i.::i wrougM-iron veasela of thia coutr11etion, aa well oa 
of wooden ones, when placed in similar \rying circumstances.* 
~ea in progru1.-~viug din:c~ attention to the strengtla. 

of ah1pe, and the neceea1ty for their unproved conatruction, we 
may oow advert to the changes by which we are surrounded, and 
to the revolntion now pendin~ over the destinies of the navy and 
the dMdly weapons now forgin~ for its dfftruction. U is n~t fOl' 
us alone, but for all other maritime nations, tha\ these Cyclopean 
monsters are now ia1111ins from the furnaces of Vulcan; and it 
behove. all thoee e:xpoaed to auch meroil8118 enemies to be upoa 
their guard, and to ha Ye their Warriors, Merrimacs, and Monitol"ll) 
ever re&dy, clothed in mail from stem to stem, to encounter BUch 
fo!'lllidable foes. It has been seen, and even experiment exem
plifies the same fact, that the iron ship with its ooat of armour 
18 a totally different construction to that of the wooden walls 
which for centuries have been the pride and glory of the country. 
Three-deckers, like the Victory and the Ville de Paris of the last 
century, would not exist an hour against the sea-monatera now 
commg into use. 

The days of our wooden walla are therefore gone; and iustead 
of the gallant bearing of a IOO·gun ahip, with every inch of sn
vas set, cl11.11hing the spray from her bows :ind careering m.-rrily 

• Bee Vol. !. oC t.he TraoaactiOlll of lbe lDl•ICCllion ol N&ftl Arobi•_.• OD Ille 8-"'" 
ct inlll llltipa. --. " --

on~ the ocean, we shall find in iw place a bllck tlemnn, some five 
or six hundred feet long, stealing along, with a black funno>I and 
ftag-staff, on .her mi88ion of destruction, and acarcely seen above 
water excepting to show a row of tef'th on each side, as formid
able as the iron carc&BB that is ftoating below. Thi11 muy, with 
our p1'88ent impressions, be considered a perspective of the future 
navy of England-probably not encouraging-but one on which 
the security of the country may ultimately liave to depend, and 
to ~he construction of which the whole power and skill of the 
nation should be directed. I have noticed these changes which 
are f!'llt approaching, from the conviction that the progre~ of the 
applied sciences is not only revolutionising our habits in the 
~evelopment of naval conatraction, as in every other branch of 
industry, bat the art of war is undergoing the saroe changes as 
those which have done so much for the inc.lastrinl reronrcea 
of the country in times of peace. It ia therefore necessary to 
prepare for the changes now in progress, and endeavour tn eft"E'ct 
them on. principles calculated, not ouly to ensure security, but to 
place this country at the head of constructive art. It ie to attain 
these objects that a long and laborious claBB of experiments have 
been unde1·taken by the Government, to determine how the future 
navy of England shall be built, how it should be armed, and 
uuder what conditions it can best maintain the supremacy of the 
s!'as. Thi11 question does not exclusively coufine itself to annour
plated vessels, but also to the construction of ships, which in 
eve!"Y CSl!e shou!d be strong and powerful enough to contend 
~mst either wmds aud wavt!s or to battle with the enemy. It 
1s for these reasous that I have ventured to direct attention to 
the strength of vessels, and to show that some of our mercantile 
sh_ipe are exet>edingly weak, arising probably from causes of a 
m111takeu economy on the one hand, or a deficiency of knowledge 
or neglect of 6rat principles on the other. 

Now, it is evident that our future ships of war of the firvt clua 
mu.rt be long and shallow; moreover, they must cont&in tlementa 
of strength and powers of resistance that do not enter into the 
construction of vessels that are aborter and nearly clouhle the 
depth. If we take a first-rate ship of the present construction, 
such as the Duke of Wellington, and compare it with one of the 
new or forthcoming construction, can-ying the 88me weight nf 
ordnance, we should require a veBSel nearly twice the ltngth aud 
little more than half her depth. Le\ us for e.rrunple 1rnppose the 
Duke of Wellington to be 360 feet long and 60 feet deep, 1Lnd the 
new C'lnstrnction 500 feet long anci 46 feet deep; we should then 
have for the resistance of the Duke of Wellington to a transverse 

strain tending to break her beck, W = 0 ~ c. Taking 60 11.1 the 

coullilult, and the area of the bottom and upper deck u 1060 
• l060X60+60 

aquare mches, we have W = 340 = 12,223 tons as the 

weight that would break her in the middle. Let us now take 
the new ship, and give her the same area top and bottom, and 

. 1060+46X60 . . 
agiun we have W = 

600 
=.58151 tons, which 18 leas than 

half the strength. From thi1 it ia obviou.-if we are correct in 
our calcolations-that the utmost care and attention is req_ui
site in design and construction to insure stability and perfect 
aecurity in the build of shipe. 

Mecllanleal Propertiu of Iron.-lt is unneot'SB&ry to give more 
examples in regard to strength, and the proportions that 11hould 
be observed in the construction of our future· navy. I have 
simply directed atteutio~ to it 8:' a subJect of great importance, 
and one that I am 81\t1sfif'd will receive careful conRideration 
on the part of the Admiralty and the Comptroller of the Navy. 

The next question for consideration is the properties of iron 
beat calculated to resist the penetration of shot at high velocitiee, 
and in this I am fortunate Ill having before me the experiments 
of the Committee on Iron Platea, which may be enumerated as 
under:-

BpeelAo Tenalle 81.mlgtb ComprMoll per l'tallcal l!eolatAnce 
Gnnity. ID Toni Uu.t or Lengt.h lol'wlchlng in Tona; 

per oqnare illcb. In Tona. I-inch Plat•. 
7·7621 24•802 14·203 40·180~ 

&inarb.-The specimena subjected to C01Dpression gradually 
aqueezed down to ODe-baJf their oritiinal height, iucreasing at the 
aarue time in diamat.er ~ill they attained 90 tons on the square 
inch. 

ID thue uperimenta, four descriptions of iron were selected, 
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marked A, B, C, D; the two first and last were taken from rolled 
and hammered iron plates, excepting C, which. W88 homogeneous, 
and gave higher results to tension and dead pressure than the 
others. In dewiity and tenacity they stood 88 follows:-

Hark Oil Plaieo. 
A Plat.es ... ..• . .. 
B Plates ... ... . .. 
C Plates, homogeneous 
D Plates ... ... . .. 

DeDBity. 
7"8083 
7•7035 
7·9042 
7-63:.!2 

Tenacity In Tona. 
24•644 
23•354 
27•032 
24°171 

Here it will be observed, that the strengths are in the ratio of 
thA deneities, excepting only the B plates, which deviate from 
that law. 

On th11 resistance to compression, it will be seen that in none of 
the experiments wae the specimen actually crushed; but they 
evidently gave way at a pressure of 13 tons per square inch, and 
WE're considerably cracked and reduced in height by increased 
preRSur11. 

From the experiments on punching, we derive the resistance of 
B, C, D plates w a flat-ended instrument forced through the plate 
by dead pressure as follows:-

Mark on Platea. 

A Plates 
B Pia.tea 
C Pia.tee 
D Plates 

Shearing ~U'aln 
In Too• per 

BqU!lre inch. 
1P·51 l 
l 7"il9 
27"704 
17"035 

Ratio, 
laking A aa 

Unity. 
l ·ooo 
0·907 
l •168 
0•873 

Here it may be noticed that the difference between the steel 
plates of series C, and the iron plates of series A, is not conside
rable, though in all othars the steel plates exhibit a superiority 
in statical resistance. 

Having Mcertained, by direct experiment, the mechanical 
resistance of different kinds of iron and eteE'l plates to forces tend
ing to rupture, it id interesting to observe th11 close relation 
which exists between not only the chemical analysis as obtained 
by Dr. Percy, but how uearly they approximate to the force of 
impact, as exhibited in the experiment& with ordnance at 
Shoeburynese. 

Dr. Percy, in hie analysis, observes that of all tbe plates tested 
at Shoeburyneee, none have been found to resist better than those 
lettered A, B, C, D, with the exception of C. The iron of plate 
E contained lees phosphorus than either of the three A, B, D; 
and it is clearly established that phosphorus is an impurity 
which tends in a remarkable degree to render the metal ''cold 
short," i.~., brittle when cold. 

1'.he following table shows the chemical composition of these 
irons:-

~Inrk. Carbon. Sulphur. Phoopho!'lll. Silicon. Manganese. 
A •01636 •104 •106 ·122 •28 
B •0327 ·121 ... •173 •160 •029 
c •023 •190 ... ·020 •014 ·100 
D "0436 ·118 ... '228 ·174 •250 
E •170 •0577 ... •0894 ·110 •330 

CompRriag the chemical analysis with the mechanical proper
ties of the irons experimented upon, we find tbat the presence of 
0·23 per cent. of carbon canses brittleness in the iron; and this 
Wl\8 found to be the caae in the homogeneous iron plates marked C; 
and although it was found equal to A plates in its resistance to 
tension and compre1111ion, it was very inferior to the others in 
reeistiug concussion or the force of impact. It therefore follows 
that toughnees combined with tenacity is the description of iron 
plate best adapted to resist shot at high velocities. It is also 
found that wrought-iron which exhibits a fibrous frn.cture when 
broken by bending, presents a widely different aspect wben 
suddenly snapped asunder by vibration, or by a sharp blow from 
a shot. In the former caae the fibre is elongated by bending, 
and becomes developed in the shape of threads as fine as silk, 
whilRt in the latter the fibres are broken short, and exhibit a 
decidedly cry11talline fracture. But, in fact, tivery description of 
iron is crystalline in the first instance; and these crystals, by 
e\·er.v ~acceeding process of hammering, rolling, &c., become elon
gated, nod resolve therust!lves iuto fibres. There is, therefore, a 
wide difference in thE' appearnnoo of the fracture of iron when 
broken by tearing and bending. and when broken by impact, 
where time is not an element in the force producing rupture. 

lf we examine with ordinRry care the state of our iron manu
facture as it existed half a-century ago, we shall find that our 
knowledge of its properties was of a very crude and most imperfect 
chnracter. We have yet much to learn, but the necessitieaariaing 

from our poaition aa a nation and the changes by which we are 
surrounded, will stimulate our exertions to the acquisition of 
knowledge and the application of science to a more extended 
investigation of a material destined, in course of time, to become 
the bulwark of the nation. It is, therefore, of primary importance, 
that we should make ourselves thoroughly acquainted not only 
with the mechanical and chemical properties of iron, but that we 
should moreover be able to apply it in such forms and conditions 
as are best calculated to meet the requirements of the age in 
which we live. 

Entertaining these views, I cheerfully commenced with my 
talented colleagues the laborious investigations in which we are 
now engaged; and looking at the results of the recent experiment 
with the 300-poundtor gun on the one hand, and the resisting 
targets on the other, there is every prospect of an arduous and 
long-continued contest. 

From the Manchester experimenta to which I have alluded, 
we find that with plates of different thicknesses the resistance 
varies directly as the thickneas, that is, if the thickness be llll the 
numbers I, 2, 3, &c., .the resistance will be as I, 2, 3, &c.; but 
those obtained by impact at Shoeburynees show that, up to a 
certain thickness of plate, the resistance to projectiles increuee 
nearly as the squure of tbe thickness. That is, if the thickness 
be as the numbers I, 2, a, 4, &c., the resistance will be as the 
numbers I, 4, 9, 16, &c., respectively. The measure therefore of 
the absolute destructive power of shot is it.a tli1 viva, not its m~ 
mentum, as has been sometimes supposed, but the work ac
cumulated in it varies directly 88 the weight of the shot multiplied 
into the square of the velocity. 

There is therefore a great difference between statical pressure 
and dynamical effect; and in order to ascertain the difference 
between fiat-ended and round-ended shot, a series of experiments 
were undertaken with an instrument or punch exactly similar in 
size and diameter, and precisely corresponding with the steel shot 
of the piece ·85 diameter employed in the experiments at Shoe
buryneee. The results on tbe A, B, C, and D plates are as follows. 

~stance in lbe. 
Character or Plates. 

Punch 111.Hnded. Punch round-ended. 

Half-inch thick B Plates .......••... l
A Platea ..•..•...... 

C Pla.tes •••......... 
D Plates .....•...... 

Three-quarter l B Plates ...•........ 
inch thick D Plates .....•.•... 

Mean .••............ 

57,956 
5i,060 
71,035 
46,080 
84,587 
82,381 

67,017 

61,886 
48,788 
85,52-i 
43,337 
98,420 
98,571 

72, 754 

These figures show that the statical resistance to punching is 
about the same whether the punch be tlat-endad or round-ended, 
the mean being in the ratio of 1000: 1085, or Si per cent. greater 
in the round-ended punch. It is, however, widely different when 
we consider the depth of indentation of the fiat-ended punch, and 
compare it with that produced by the round-ended one, which is 
3! times greater. Hence we derive this remarkable deduction, 
that whilst the statical resistance of plates to punching is nearly 
the same, whatever may be the form of the punch, yet the 
dynamic resistance or work done in punching is twice as great 
with a rouud-endoo punch as with a fiat-ended one. Thie of 
course only approximately expresses the true law; but it exhibit. 
a remarkable coincidence with the results obtained by ordnance 
at Sboeburynese, and explains the difference which has been 
observed in tbese experiments, more particularly in those instances 
where round shot waa discharged from smooth-bored gone at high 
velocities. To show more clearly the dynamic effect or work done 
by the weight of shot which struck some of the targets atdilferent 
velocities, the following results have beftn obtained:-

:;~g~ Work dOlle on Targo\. 
T.l&GU. at riling 

Targei. Total. Per Squano Fool. 

lbs. Foo& Iba. Foo& 1111. 
Tborneycroft 8-inch Shield ......••• 1253 - 29,078,000 
Tbomeycroft 10-inch Embraaure .. 1511 - 37,140,000 
Roberte'e Target ....••.....•.•••.•••. 946 822,000 19,726,000 
Fairbairn'e Target ..............••.•... 102, 324,000 23,811,000 
W &rrior Ta.rget •••......•••....•••••..• 3229 312,000 62,570,000 
The Committee's Ta.rget ............ 6410 - 124,098,780 
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From tbe above, it will be observed, thRt the two last target.a 
have ausmined iu work done whRt would if concentrated be 
sufficient to aink the largest vessel in the British no.vy. 

We are all acquainted with thti appearances and physi<ml cha
racter of artillery, but few are convereant with the nature of the 
operations and the efl'ecta produced by shot on the aides of a ship 
or on resisting forts and target.a. 

The ahot of a gun-to nae the expre1111ion of my colleague, Mr. 
Pole-is simply the means of transferring mechanical power from 
one place w another. The gunpowder in the gun developes by 
ica combustion a certain quantity of mechanical force, or work as 
it ia now called, 1md the object of the shot is to convey this work 
to a distance, and apply it to an ohject supposed to be otherwise 
m.cceasible. The effect of this, a.ccording to Mr. Pole's formula, 
ii W =its velocity iu feet per second; V =weight of the shot in 
Iba. Then, by the principle of f1il mva, the quantity of work 
stored up by the moving mass, measured in Iba. l foot high, is 

= ~8 

, g being the force of gravity=32l. 

Thus, if we have a shot, like that recently need against the 
Warrior target, 156 lb., moving at the rate of 1700 feet per 
aeoond, the work done will be 

lM+(l 700)' • = 64! =7,008,238 one foot high. 

Showing at once the immense power that this small body is able 
to deli~er ?n ever! resisting medium tending to arrest its course 
and bnng its particles to a state of rest; or in other words it is 
equivalent to raising upwards of 8000 tons a foot high in th~ air. 
T~ appl~iort of Iron for Purpo8U of Defence. - Having 

exammed, m a very condensed and cursory manner, the present 
state of our knowle_dge _in. regard to iron, and. its application to 
the purposes of ah1pbu1lding, let us now consider in what form 
and under what circumstances it can best be applied for the 
1ecurity of our vessels and forts. To the latter the answer is 
mak:~ th~ bat~ry shields thick enough; but a very different 
aolution 1s required for the navy, where the weight and thickneu 
of the plates ia limited to the carrying powers of the ship. It 
has been observed with aome truth that we have learnt a leBBOn 
from the recent naval action on the American waters· but it 
must be borne in mind that neither of the vessels engaged nor 
tbe ordnance employed were at all comparable to what have been 
ll8ed at Sboeburvnesa. 

To th'?ae wbo,"like myself, have gone through the whole aeries 
of experiments, the late engagement will appear instructive but 
not calculated to cause any great alarm, nor yet efftict any ~ther 
changes than th<>11e primarily contemplated by the Government, 
~d such a.s have been deduced from our own experiment.a. It 
1~ nevert~eleas, qui~ ev_ident that our future navy miut be en
t1r&y of mm; and Judging from the last experiment with the 
Armstrong smooth-bore gun, it would almost appear as a. pro
bl.em yet to be SCllved, whether our ships uf war are not a.s safe 
without iron armour as with it. H our new construction of 
abipa ~ ~rong enough to carry armaments of 300-pounder 
gu_ns, which 1s aaaumed to be the case, our plating of 6 or 7 inches 
Unck would be penetrated, and probably become more destructive 
to .thoae on J;>oard than if left to make a free passage through the 
dnp. In ~hlS case we shoul~ be exactly in the same position a.s 
w_e were lD former days with the wooden walls; bnt with thia 
d1!ference, that if built of iron th~ ship would not take fire, and 
might be made shell-proof. It 1a however very different with 
forts, where weight is not a considerntion, and those I am per
suaded may be made sufficiently strong to resist the heaviest 
ordnance that can be brought to bear against them. In thia 
statement I do not mean to say that ships of war should not be 
protected; but we hRve yet to learn in what form this/rotection 
ca,n be effected to resist the last powerful orduance, an others of 
atill greater force which are looming in the diatance, and are sure 
to follow. 

A great outcry baa been l'l\ised about the inutility of forts· 
and the GovernD!ent, in compliance with the general wish bW: 
1111pended those at Spithead,-I think improperly so a,; the 
recent experiments at Shoeburyneaa clearly demonstrate' that no 
veueI, however well proLected by armour-plates, could resist the 
et!'ecta of 1uch powerful artillery; and instead of the contest 
between the Merrimac and the Monitor, and that of the 300-
pounder gun, being against, they are to every appearance in 
favour of forte. Should this be correct, we have now to consider 

how we are to meet and bow resist the smashing force of anch 
powerful ordnance aa was levelled against the Warrior tar~t. 

During the whole of tha experiments at Shoeburyue88 I have 
moat .int_ently wak:hed the efl'e?ts of .shot on iron platee. Every 
descr1pt1on of. form and quality of iron baa been tried, and the 
results are still far from satisfactory; and this ia the more 
api;iarent since the introduction of the large 300-pounder, juat at 
a ~ime when our previous experiments were fairly on the balance 
with the 40, 68, 100, and 126 pounders. They now appear 
worthless, and n~ing is left but to begin our labour& again 
ck novo. 

_It has been a question of great importance, after having deter
mmed the law of resistance and the requisite quality of the iron. 
to be used aa armour-plates, bow tbeae plateB should be supported 
and ~ttacbed to ~be aides ?f the ~hip. Great difference of opinion 
continuea to exist ou this snbJect,-80me are for entirely dis
pensing with wood; probably the greater number contend for a 
wood backing, the same as the Warrior and the Black Prince. 
I confess myself in the minority on thia ~ueation; and, judging 
from the experiments, l am inclined to believe from past experi
ence that wood combined with iron is inferior to iron and iron in 
its power of resistance to aliot; and I am fully persuaded that 
u_ltimately _the iron armour-p!atea must be firmly attached to the 
Blde, technically called the skm, of the ship. It must, moreover, 
form part of the ship itself, and be 80 arranged and jointed as to 
give security and stability to the structure. 

The experiments instituted by the Committee on Iron Platea 
have been well considered and carefully conducted; they com
menced with a aeries of plaMl& selected from different makers, of 
varying thickne1111es, and these have been tested both as regards 
quality and their powers of resiRtance to shot. They have, more
over, been placed at different angles and in a variety of positions; 
and we had just arrived at the desired point of security when the 
thundering 300-pouuder smooth-bore upset our calculations, and 
levelled the whole fabric with the ground. We are however not 
yet defeated; and trne to the national character we shall, like the 
knights of old, resist to the last-

"And lhoagh oar lep are omllten otr, 
W e'U light upon our Bllllllpo." 

And thus it will be with the Iron Committee and the Armstrong 
and the Whitworth guna. 

In conclusion, allow me to direct attention to a drawing of the 
:Warrior target with wood backing, and it.a compeer entirely of 
iron. The first underwent a severe battering previous to the 
attack from the 300-pounder, but the other sustained still greater 
with le1111 injury to the plates, notwithstanding the failure of the 
bolts in the first experiment.. It must however be admitted that 
plates on wood backing have certain advantages in BOftening the 
blow, but this is done at the expense of the pfate, which ia much 
more deflected and driven into the wood, which from its com
preesibility presents a feeble support to the force of impact. 
Again, with wood intervening between the 11bip and the iron 
plates, it is impossible to unite them· with long bolts 80 as to 
impart additioual strength to it; on the contrary, they hang as a 
dead weight on her sides, with a constant tendency to tear her to 
pieces. Now, with iron on iron we arrive at very different and 
superior result.a. Jn 1he latter, the armour-plates if properly 
applied will constitute the strength and aafety of the structure; 
and, notwithstanding the. increased vibration arisillg from the 
force of impact of heavy shot, we are more secure in the invul
nerability of the plates, and the superior resistance which they 
present to the attack of the enemy's gnus. In these remarks l 
must not however attempt to defend iron conatructiouR where 
they are not defensible, and I am bound to state that in oonatruc
tions exclusively of iron there is a source of danger which it is 
only fair to notice, and that is, that the result of two or more 
heavy shot or a well concentrated fire might not only penetrate 
the plates, bat break the ribs of the ship. This occurred iu tbe 
last experiment on my own target, where a salvo of six gnus 
concentrated four on one spot, not more than 14 inches diameter, 
went through the plates and carried away a part of the frame 
behind. The same effect might have taken place on the Warrior 
target; and certainly 9 inches of wood is of little value when 
assailed by a powerful battery of heavy ordnance and a well 
concentrated fire.• 

• Sin~ lhe above waa written, anolher e1periment haa been mllde on lhe Warrior 
liullet w11h lhe 300-pounder 1moolh·bore gun. From thla It appeAn tbat the wood 
hecklng belween lhe armour·pl&teo and lhe aklD of I.he lhlp cann~ afelf be dlspenaed 
wilh, and th&& 111me compreMlble or llOfter nbltance tllaa Lroa and lroG 11 n-.y lo 
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In closing these remarks, I have every confidence that the 
skill and energy of this country will keep us in advance of all 
competitors, and that a few more/ears will exhibit to the worl<l 
the iron navy of England, as of ol with its wooden walls, uncon-
querable on every sea. -

\ 

THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE FRENCH 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE INTERNATIONAJ, 

EXHIBITION 1862. 
THE subjoined particulars, which are condensed and translated 

from the official account, published under the superintendence of 
the Imperial Commission, cimnot well fail to be of interest when 
the comprehensive nature of the collection sent from France, and 
the admirable completeness of the arrangement for organising 
and displaying it, are borne in mind. 

French Industry, it is stated by the Imperial Commission, is 
by no means completely represented in the Exhibition of 1862. 
Lack of room has frequently compelled the Commission to decline 
the offers of distinguished manufacturen, or to grant but an 
inR.dequate space to their productions. The number of appli
catior.s for admission, and above all the extent of space applied 
for, hM surpassed all the preparations that could have been 
thought of at the time when the labours of the Commission began. 
The commercial treaty was referred to as likely to introduce great 
hesitation among the manufacturers, and a systematic refusal to 
exhibit had even been advised by some. Contrary to these fears, 
and notwithstanding this advioe, the French manufacturers have 
respon<led in a body to the appeal of the Commission. 

Figures will convey the best idea of this zeal. The Imperial 
Commission fixed its general regulations on the ltith June, and 
by the ltith September bad to deal with 8154 applicants in the 
department.a of agricultu1-e and industry, presented by the ad
mitting juries of France, and for whom a horizontal area of 
41,900 square metres 'Wa8' demanded. This utilisable space 
correspouds to a total area of 120,000 square metres; while the 
entire Palace of London, including picture galleries and refresh
ment courts, only contains an area of 108,000 metres. 

The horizontal area granted to France in three succeasive 
allotments by Her MaJesty's Commissioners was 13,740 metres. 
With such large requisitions for space, and so limited an amount 
disposable, the Imperial Commission, with the assistanoe of the 
juries, was obliged rigorously to sift alike the exhibitors and pro
ducts admitted. The number of exhibitors ultimately admitted 
and supplied with space amounts for all classes of the French 
department to 4780 (rt'duced really to 4669 in consequence of the 
fact tb11.t 111 exhibit under distinct numben in va1ious classes). 
In addition to this number productions from Algsria and the 
French Colonies are exhibited by 826 exhibitors. 

To accomplish so much as this, and to do justice to 4669 appli
cations out of 8164, with one ninth of the space demanded' by the 
applicants available, the Commission wu obliged to take such 
measures as seemed most suitable for em ploying the space allotted 
to France. Fint, therefore, the passages and gangways were 
reduced to a minimum, and then the formation of groups of 
exhibitors was encouraged in every possible way. The number 
of such grou~ voluntarily constituted, exceeded those of any 
previous exhibition, and the Commission, believing it to be for 
the interest of the exhibitors themselves that sncb groups should 
be generalised as much as possible, has always requested all the 
exhibitors iuclu<led in one block to unite in the construction (at 
their joint expense) of the fittings necessary for the exhibition of 
their irouds. Loss of space and other inconveniences have been 
thus diminished, and it has become practicable to carry out with 
a~olute certainty a pre-arranged plan, and consequently to know 
with absolute precision the amounts of horizontal and vertical 
space available, while a harmony in the general arrangement, 
form, aud height of the fittings, was secured, such as could not 
exist in fittings prepared without any regard to their collective 
elfect. 

deaden the blow, ud ab&orb the fragtoeota or the Bhoi and the broken plates, which 
in thio lostaooe lodged in the wood, ud did not perlmate, bnt only cracked the 8kJn 
or lbe target. From thil fact It aaooot be denied that lhla up rimeot la more aatt. 
factory lhao thooe on the iron oo Iron targeta; ud however dealrable It may be io 
realiae • more elfectlYe OOIUltructioo .. "'!laid• the atreogth or the Bhlp It taDOot be 
doubted, ill 80 f&r u the oeeurity or the lhip lolld the Uveo or thooe OD l,;,;.,d &re 000· 
cenied, that a Y-1 •Ith wood backing ii ..rer in action than one compolled entirely 
or Iron. lo the vr-ot state or oor knowledge the e.iperlmeota are therefore apimt 
iron ud iron, u reprd• oecurity from the elfectl of ehot, but ihey are uoravour&ole u 
mpec11 lhe lltrugt/1 of the ehlp. . 

The entire utilised area divided among 36 classes is 6498 aqnare 
metres, while the area oocupied by gangways amounts to 8242. 

The geol'ral principles of an"angement were, that in the ground
fioor galleries surrounding the central court a1e placed substancee 
used for food, the raw material of various mfliltJfRctures, and 
manufactured articles produced from inorjllluic materials. In the 
groun<l-fioor gallery, under the picture gallery, the machinery not 
in motion, and specially agricultural machinery, is placed. The 
remainder of the machines at rest aud all the machinery in 
motion are in the French section of the western annexe. In the 
fint-fioor galleries are grouped manufactured goods made from 
organic m11terials, &eientific objects, aud objects connected with 
instruction; and lastly, in the French court itself, the pasaage1 
leading to the nave, and the French portion of the nave, are 
collected those productions which have some affinity with works 
of art,-those which result from the industry called into being 
by fashion and art. 

In the French official catalogue full details are given, some of 
them of a nature never before attempted to be introduced into a 
catalogue. Attention ought especially to be directed to the indi
cation attached to each exhibit.or's name of the nature of the 
establishment in which. the goods we1-e produced. These are 
distinguished as, Factory (uaine), meaning an establishment where 
steam or water power is employed, and a large number of hand1 
are engaged; Workshop (atelier), meaning an establishment dis
tinct from the exhibitor's house, but working with no, or very 
moderate "power," and ordinarily employing but few hands; 
Private Manufacture (atelier domutique), a part of the residence of 
the exhibitor, and in which the hands are limited t.o membt-rs of 
one family, apprentices excepted· Combined Manufacture ifabriqtU 
collecti~), combination of establishments of either grade, under 
the general supervision of the exhibitors, and each doing a portion 
of the work necessary for the production of the article. 

The indications thus marking the nature of the establishment 
exhibit in a general way the nature of the organisation of various 
trades. For example, they demonstrate that in most industrial 
callings, and above all in those which are the most nearly allied 
to the fine a~ articles are produced for the most part by distinct 
workmen, labouring at their own homes, by the piece, for regular 
customers (mu clientele). The contrast which exists between the 
manners of artizans of this class, and those employed in factories, 
is one of the most remarkable features of the industrial organi
sation of France; and it was a matter of interest t.o give it promi
nence. The exhibit.or is also required to state the proportion 
which, in his opinion, the value of the goods manufactured by him 
per annum for exportation bears to the total annual value of hie 
whole production; the date of the establishment of his manu
factory or atelier, and the medals or awards which he obtained in 
the exhibitions of 1851 and 1855, together with the ordinary 
description of the articles he exhibit8. 

FOREIGN ENGINEERING MODELS AT THE 
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION. 

TB!!: engiueers of the Continent have shown themselves not 
backward to entar the lists at Kensington; and it is both flea
aant and instructive to note their skill in a science, some o the 
most important branches of which owe their fint rise and 
development to the veterans of our own country. France con
tributes a number of admirable models, designs, &c.; and the 
French Minister of Commerce aud Public Works (M. Rouher), 
has caused a volume to be prepared containing very lucid and 
full descriptions of the works thus represented. We can 
only glance at a few or the more important or remarkable of 
these. 

Of the Cherbourg Breakwater a model is exhibited, to a sen.le 
of 1-lOOOth of the actual dimensions, and the Minister of 
Marine has coutributed a notice of the progrea of the under
taking from its commencement in 1740 to its completion in 1&3. 
This breakwater cost, for a length of 3700 metres, 67 million• of 
francs, or 18,000 francs (about £720} per metre forward, exclusive 
of the forts. The construction of the work in its present form 
is due to the design of M. Fouques Duparc, under whose system 
it was carried on from 1831 to its conclusion in 1853. The 
lowest portion of the foundation (properly so called) is of hy
draulic bt>ton, contained between two rows of granite blocb on 
the two faces, north and south. This ie carried to low-water 
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1pring-tides, from which level the work is carried up in masonry, 
faced with granite. Towards tbtl open eea, the foot of the wall 
ia protected by a huge screen of' bli>cka of atone, descending to 
6 met.res below low water. But at the extremities of the work, 
where the most violent effects of storm were to be apprehended, 
ordinarv blocks of atone were deemed insufficient, and recourse 
11'118 bad to artificial blocks of 20 cubic metres in bulk, composed 
of gneill8 or sandstone rubble, in Portland cement, mixed with 
Medina cement to ensure more rapid set. These blocks, of which 
the earliest were placed in 1846, have generally speaking succeBS
fully withstood the chemical action of the eea water up to the 
present time. The action of heat upon the granite facing, and 
more especially on the parapet, for the lengths of' the two branches 
(nearly 1300 metres, and nearly 2000 metres, res~tively) is very 
marked iu its effects in summer, the transverse Joints alternately 
opening and closing. No silting up of the roadstead appeat"B to 
have followed the construction of the breakwater, although in 
atorms t.bere is some deposit of fine sand and gravel on the 
eastern bauk of the harbour. 

The Lattice-girder Bridge over the Rhine at Kehl, connecting 
France with the Grand Duchy of Baden, was constructed under 
the joint superintendence of French and German enginet>l'!I. A 
model of a cai8'Mln for the foundation to a sC!\le 1-lOth full 11ize, 
and models of one pier in course of construction, and completed, 
each l-25th full size, are exhibited. The foundations were 
aunk by a modification of the method of' compressed ~r, known 
in France as the system of' M. Triger, from the circumstance of 
its having been invented by that gentlelllAD, and employed in 
sinking shafts t.hrough wet strata. In England it ia better 
known as Hughes's puenmatic proceu, our countryman having 
been the first to show the application of' the principle to the for
mation of bridge foundations under water, by means of cylinder 
piles or caisso11¥. According to the method usually followed, the 
communication between the caillson and the surface is maintained 
by a single shaft, which is surmounted by an air-cage or air-lock, 
furnished with the necessary valve dool'I and air cocks, and con
taining the winch for raising the material escavated below. This 
shaft. is thua commonly of considerable size, and as it has to be 
kept charged with air to a pressure sufficient to exclude the 
water from the caiS110n in which the men have to work, much 
pumping is required. After water has been readmitted into the 
cylinder, for the purpose of loosening the earth belo"W, or on 
occasion of adding 11..fresh length to the air shaft, considerable time 
ia consumed in pumping in the air before the water is again 
lowered so as to enable the excavators to return to their work. 

In the foundations of the Kehl Bridge, the caisson was fur
nished with two plat€> iron cylinders of moderate diameter, which 
were alternately employed as air shafts. One cylinder having 
been leugthened while the other was in use, no further delay was 
necessary than that required for transferrinis the air cage from 
the one to the other, and making the joint air-tight, and a lower 
valve was placed in each cylinder as a special provision for the 
change. Between the two air shaft.a, and opening into the centre 
of the caisson, was a large working shaft, in which the water 
was permitted to rise to its natural level, and through which the 
excavated mate1i&l waa raised by a dredging apparatus. 

In the foundations til'lt put in (those of' tha pier nearest the 
French bank) the working shaft.a were cylindncal and of iron 
plate; but as serious hindrance was found to arise from the 
buckets catching against the sides, IO as even OOCMionally to 
break the chains, these shaf'tlJ were afterwards made of elliptical 
aeetion, and carried up as wells in the concrete and masonry 
placed on the tops of' the caissons, the interior being lined with 
brickwork on edge rendered with Roman cement, 11.nd the iron 
plates being dispensed with. The maaonry as it was carried up 
wu kept clear of tbe plates of the nir shaft.a, IO as to allow of 
their being drawn up on the completion of the sinking of each 
caisson, and used over again. 

In forming the foundations of the first pier, a kind of coffer-
dam appe!'rs to have been constructed on the top of each caisson 
as it descended, but in the other piers this plan was abandoned, 
the ma.sonry being at once placed on the tops of the eaiS10ns. 
(It should be noticed that these were conve:r, and strengthened 
underneath by longitudinal and transvel'88 girders.) The follow
ing is a statement of' the time occupied in sinking the caissons 
f'or the abutments and the two river piel'I respectively. 

.Abu\ment on the French bank:-
55 working days of 16 ho11r1: rate of rinking per hour, 0•0209 metre. 

Abutment on the Baden ba.nk:-
31 working daya of 11 ho11r1: rate of sinking per hour, 0·0470 metre. 

River pier, }'rench side:- . • 
26 working days of 10·56 ho11r1: rate of sinking per hour, 0·0760 met. 

River pier, Baden side:-
24 working days of 11 ·0S ho11r1: rate of sinking per hour," 0·0760 met. 

The increased facility in sinking the last foundations as com
pare<! with the firHt (which will be observed from the preceding 
tigures to be nearly a11 4 to l), resulted solely from the modifica
tions made in the 01·igiulll arrangement as the work proceeded. 
These modifications are stated to have been the following:-Con
necting the adjacent caissons firmly together;-Dispensing with 
timber coffer dams, and executing the foundation in one entire 
block of masonry above the top of the caissons;-Preserviug the 
working shaft (or "water shaft") at the centre of each caiilBon, 
m&king it oval instead of circnlar, and lining it with brick on 
edge rendered with Roman cement;-Lin1ng iu the same manner 
the walls inclosing the iron air-shafts;-Filling in as expeditiously 
as possible, between the stiffening ribs of the roof and walls in 
the interior of' each caisson, with masonry in the form of 1~ vault;
Providing a pair of screw jacks to 81LCh corner of each caisson, 
taking their bearing from suitable timbering in the upper plat
form of the scaffold, and serving, first to lower the caissons to 
their exa.ct place in the bed of the river, and afterwards as guides 
to keep them in their true position as the work of sinking 
through the gravel went ou;-Lastly, employing vertical dredging 
apparatus worked by steam iu each water-shaft. 

A model l-20th the full aize, and two drawings, are exhibited 
of the Iron Bridge over the Garonne"at Bordeaux, connecting the 
Orleans and Southern lines of .Railway. 

This bridge is about 600 metres between the abutments, and 
consists of seven bi&ys, of' which the two extreme are 57·36 metres, 
and the five others 77•00 metres from centre to centre of pier~. 
The superstructure consists of two open wrought-iron girders 
6·35 metres deep, the top and bottom flanges connected by 
standards and cross bracing. The girders are connected with 
each other at the top by a system of' cross bracing to steady 
them, and at the bottom by the transverse girders which carry 
the platform and rails. 

The piers are formed each of two cast-iron cylinders 8 metres 
apart from centre to centre, and filled with beton. Each cylinder 
is 3·60 metres diameter, and 0·04 metre (about lh in.) thick
ness of metal, and built up in 28 rings of a.bout 1 metre high. 
The foundations of the abutments are of an ordinary character. 

The depth of the water, varying from 4 to 7 fathoms; the 
rapidity of the stream, which is from 6 to 10 feet a second; and 
the existence of tides, which cause twice in the twenty-four hours 
a rise of 6 metres (nearly 20 feet), form the peculiar difficulties of' 
the case, in order to meet which recoul'88 was had to the tubular 
foundations. 

In 11inking the tubes in the bed of the river the system of com
presaed air was employed, with the following special modifica
tions, which it muat be observed were introduced during the 
progress of the work. 

1. The air-lock was formed within the cylinder itse~ and thus 
its J>?Bition could readily be 11hifted as the &inking proceeded, for 
which it was only needful to unfix the plates formin~ the doors 
of entrance and exit, and refix them higher up,.bolt1ng them to 
the rings comp<llling the cylinder, which were provided with 
internal fillets or flanges. 

2. Hydraulic presses were used for applying weight to the 
tube, so as to drive it down with a force frequently exceeding 
200 tons. 

3. The atutf excavated was raised by means of' power communi
cated from a steam engine. This arrangement involved the 
difficulty of transmitting a power i{enerated in the open air to 
apparatus contined in compressed all'. Accordin~ly a shaft was 
employed, working through a stuffing-box, the driving belt being 
lengthened or shortened as the case re1uired. The aha.ft. worked 
a windlass within the cylinder, the necessary means of throwing 
it out of gear being provided. 

By these arrangements it was found practicable to sink a 
length of 2"65 metres of cylinder in the twenty-four houra. 

It is very instructive to find that the increased rapidity in 
sinking secured by the gradual introduction of' the modificatiOlla 
above enumerated was extremely marked; and this, notwith
standing the fact of the cylinders last driven being the deepe11t 
sunk. Thus, the second cylinder in the second pier was sunk at 
an average rate of o·79 metres per day, the time occupied beillg 
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10 days, and the depth in the river bed 7·90 metres, giving 
78,168 cubic metres of excavation. Whereas the first cylinder in 
the sixth pier was sunk in 9} actual working days; so that, 
although the total depth sank was 17'03 metres, and the excava
tion 166,869 cubic metres, the number of days occupied was 
somewhat less than in the former caae, while the depth sunk 
was more than double. We give the figures from the French 
official notices &ready referred to. 

The superstructure was erected by means of a temporary bridge 
fixed first across one half the stream, and then acroBB the other 
hl\lf, ao aa to keep a width of 250 metres always free for 
navigii.lion. 

The proof was severe:-8000 kilogrammes per running metre 
(or nearly 2§ tons per foot forward), first on one road, then on the 
other, and lastly on both rol\ds at once, leaving the testing load 
8 hours on the bridge. Under these weights the elasticity of the 
ginlers was in no degree impilired, and the deflection while the 
load remained on the bridge was O·Ol7 metre (about i inch) for 
the extreme bays of 57·36 metres span, and 0·022 metre (not quite 
1 inch) for the intermediate bays, of which the clear span waa 
77·06 metres. 

The bridge was also tested by running trains over both roads 
at various speeds and in both directions, and the deflections under 
this proof varied from 0·015 metre to 0'()22 metre. 

The Viaduct at Fribourg carrying the railway from Ln.usanne 
to Fribourg and the Bernese frontier, acroBB the> valley of the 
Sarine, is illustrated by a model l-25tb the real size, showing one 
bay complete, and another in course of construction. Its total 
length between the faces of the abutments is 328·84 metres, and it 
rests on six piers placed at in~rvals of 48'80 metres. The height 
from the level of rails to that of the water of the stream at its 
lowest is 76 metres. Each pier is composed of an upper portion 
44 metres in height, of metal, and a base of masonry founded on 
the solid earth. The highest pier measures 80 metres in all from 
foundation to level of rails. The portion in metal consists of a 
cast-iron base and top, and 12 ca.cit-iron columns fixed battering, 
and well braced together. The section of the columns is that of 
a cylindrical nucleus carrying four feathers, to which the ends 
of the bracing are attached. To facilitate the erection of the piers 
the 44 metres were subdivided into eleven heights of 4 metres, the 
junction of the columns beiug secured by means of flanges planed 
true and socket joints, and horizontal bracing being introduced 
at each of these stages. The superstructure is composed of four 
wrought-iron trellis girders. Friction-rollers are dispensed with, 
the flexibility of the iron piers being relied on for the play due 
to the changes of temperature. 

Owing to the great height, it was decided that timber scaf
folding could not be relied on for the safe and accurate execu
tfon of the work. lt was therefore resolved first to construct 
the four girders, and then to slide the whole forward on rollers 
until its end was projected over the ba11e of the first pier. 
Powerful crabs, worked by about eight and twenty men, were 
fixed on the masonry of the abutment, working chains and 
pulleys, by means of which the materials for the iron super
structure of the pier (carried on a truck to the end of the bridge) 
was successively lowered until the whole was completed. This 
process was then repeated in the construction of the next pier, 
and so on until all were finished. The strength of the girdel'll 
for the first and second bays was specially calculated to enable 
the bridge thus to act as a cantilever for a length equal to the 
first bay, besides which chain-bracing was introdnced between 
the second bay and the forward end of the first bay, to keep the 
deflection within as narrow limits as possible. To obviate the 
danger of the piers beiug deflected from the true perpendicular, 
by the bridge being rolled forwanl over them, they were stayed 
from each other and from the abutment by iron cables, maintained 
in straight lines by being suspended by rods from little chains. 
The drawing the bri1lge forw11nl from one pier to another (a dis
tance of 48·80 metres) required six men, working for six hours. 

A model of a Railway Bridp:e over the Rhine, near Mentz, is 
exhibited by Messrs. Klett and Co., of Nuremberg. In this, 
attention is principally drawn to the superstructure, which is of 
wrought-iron, constructed on the system of M. Pauli by the above 
named Bavarian engineering firm. 

The entire viaduct is 337.5 feet long, and consists of four princi
pal bays of 332 feet clear span each, at a skew of 27° from the 
square, six bays of 110 feet, thirteen of 49 feet, two of 82 feet, and 
seven of 49 feet. The model represents to a scale one-tenth fall 
size, one of the four principal bays for a single line of railway, 

the piers being of 11u1Bcient width for a double line, which it ia 
intended ultimately to have. The roadway is formed by tlro 
loniPtudinal trellis ~rders carrying the transverse girders, which 
again support longitudinal plate girders (one under each rail), 
upon which the transverse wooden Bleepers are 116Ctlred. Each 
trellis ginler derives its support from a deep wrought-iron truas, 
consisting of a plate bow and suspension chains, an arran~ment 
similar to that of the trusses for the Royal Albert Bndge at 
Saltash, but differing from it in the quantity of diagonal bracing 
which is introdaced between the bow and the chain, and in the 
bow being of double-headed boiler plate section, instead of being 
in the form of a tube. In neither of theee points do we find the 
construction an improvement upon Saltash, for where the entire 
depth is so considerable, and the diagonal bracing neceasarily of 
great length, we do not see that much reliance can be placed upon 
an action which to be perfect must involve an alternation of com
preBBive with tensile 11trains. We therefore regard this structure 
as a mutually supporting combination of arch and chain, rather 
than a braced girder; and, although doubUet111 an original idea as 
far as M. Paoli is concerned, the priority in fact would appear 
due to the late Mr. Brunel. 

(7'o be COAtin-'.) 

JiEvlEWS. 

On Heat in iu relationl to W'llUr and St«zm; embracing NlflJ 
Yiewa on Yaporilation, Condenaation, and EzploBiOM. By C. 
WYE W1LLIAlls, A.I.C.E. Second Edition. Longman & Co. 
The fil'!lt edition of this original and useful work was noticed 

at page 378 of the volume of this Journal for 1860; and l\lao at 
pages 29 and 82 of the volume for 1861. A reference to those 
notices will show why we indorse the reasoning demonstrations 
and conclusions of Mr. Williams, notwithstanding the overthrow 
of the theories, empirical roles, and conclusions of chemist., 
engineers, and philosophers of high standing. Mr. Williams, 
with a few glass beakers and a Florence flask, bas done more to 
develop the laws of heat in their relations to water and st.earn 
than all the previous costly experiments of governments and of 
individuals. In science as in morals, when false doctrines are 
propounded and maintained by great intellects, it often happens 
that paralogy for a considerable time defies the powers of truth 
and sound reason. Mr. Williams, we imagine, cannot complain 
on this score, since editions of his work are now being prepared 
in the French, German, and Italian languages by scientific men. 
The succeBB of this work may in a great measure be attributed to 
the pel'l!picaity of its language, the clearneBB of its demonstra
tions, and the systematic order of its arrangement. 

On Boiler Explosions Mr. Williams says-
"Numerous instanoea have occurred where exp4>eione of boil8l'll have 

taken place on the steam engine being set to work after a.n interval of 
rest. This circumsta.noe has given ri11e to many speculations, r.rid ii 
certainly appe&n1 UDACCountable that the very act of liberating the 81eam, 
a.nd thne, ae it were, relieving the boiler of a ponion of it.a preBllllre, 
should be followed by a practical augmentation of it. It ia manifest, 
therefore, that there must have been some direct, tho111th hitheno UJleX· 

plained c&U86 for snch increaaed preuure, when a diminished one might 
reasonably have been expected. It is clear, alao, that there muet have 
been some rapid, and even sudden action, which is irreconcilable with 
a gradual generation of steam, a.nd increaee of heat. 

In explanation of this a.nomaloue augmentation of preeaure, several 
writers have auumed what they term a eudden 'flaehing of the wa~r 
into steam.' This, however, is so wholly opposed to the effect which 
characterises the gradual addition of heat, and the progreaaive change from 
the liquid to the vaporous state, ae to be wholly inadmisaable. It would 
imply some sudden action on the part of the water, 1111 a body or ~ 
apart from its elementary particles, and without any additional llCOl!lllllOD 

of beat. Besides, the sudden flaehing of water into steam, which mean• 
the sudden conversion of liquid into vapour, is opposed to all known i?~ 
of the nature of matter in the liquid state, a.nd that change of condition 
from attraction to repulsion among it.a particles which would be the 
DeOell8&l'J comequence of their becoming vaporous. 

Other writers are of opinion that when, on the opening of the valve, the 
etea.m is allowed to escape, an undue agitation of the water is produced, 
by which it is dashed against the hotter portion of the furnace plati;, and 
more especially if a.ny part had been left uncovered by a negleet .10 the 
supply of feed water; &88Wlling that a largely increased quantity of 
ate&n1, with a rorreeponding increaae of presaure, would be the "'.8111t· 

Thia theory is at once disposed of by the fact that expl011011S are 
equally attendant on an overcharge, ae a.n undercharge of waw, ud tbat 
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it »tribotee reaolta on the largest BCale to oomparatively inaignificant 
--,-a maximum of effect from a minimum of power. 

A detail of the 1uppoeed ca~ of the sudden producllon of large quan
iliiea of steam, and OOllleqUent exploeiona, with numerous well ae1ected 
-. waa given a year or two ago in a aeries of papen in the London 
Eragiftttl". lt is unneceeary, therefore, here to do more than briefly 
enumerate the leadiog beads under which thOBe ca~ may be an-anged, 
-vis., first, •electricity;' aeoond, • deoompoeed steam~ third, • over-pree· 
111n1;' founh, •explosions at ordinary premure;' fifth, • the momentum of 
combined steam and water.' Thia lut is examined in reference to a 
1t.Mement made in a letter from Mr. D. K. Clark, 'pnbliahed in the 
M«AM&ic'1 MagaziM, Feb. 9th, 1860. 
~us now conaider this subject practically. In section 6, on Ebulli

tion, and 8, on the Preeence of Steam in Water, it hu been shown that 
so aoon as the water hu beoome saturated with &team, and the tempera
ture of 212°, or thereabout., hu been reached, an uniformity both of 

J'te. I. 

212• 

temperature and preeeure begins to prevail, and continuee both above and 
below the water level, indicating an uniformity in quantity of steam in 
both placea. In other words, that each cubic inch of space in the boiler 
containa the same quantity of steam. The aonexed figs. will sufficiently 
illustrate this. 

Let Fig. 1 be an oi.ien veeael half filled with water, having two thermo
meter& sUBpendecl in 1t, the bulb of the one being below the water level, 
aod that of the other above it. On heat being applied from beneath, 
eteam will be genernted and beoome diffused through the water until the 
point of saturation and the temperature of 212° hu been reached: the 
Uiermometer above the water, as presently will be shown, varying accor
ding t.o circomatancea, 

Let Fig. 2 represent the veeael oovered and steam-tight, and the heat 
further applied. In this case the chamber above the water line will be
come equally filled with steam, and both thermometers will then stand at 

FIG. 2. Fu1. a. 
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I 220° r .. 
212°, aa there marked, the dota repre.nting the steam ato~ below, as 
the stars do those above, the water line. 

Let Fig. 3 represent thti same veuel. under a further application of hea~ 
and when an accumulation of steam will continuoualy and uniformly take 
place both in and above the water, as there shown by the increased and 
corr'elpOnding num her of dotll and atan in both placee. In this case 
thm we have a continuing uniformity of quantity, temperature, and 
~y at 220°, or any higher degree, as the heat may be applied. 

Ia UB now practically teRt these three states by the following experi
ments. In illuatration of Fig. I, heat was applied under an open VBMel 
balf.filled with water, and having two thermometers in it, the one in the 
•ater and the other one inch above it. The following waa the reaul~ 
fractiona of minutes or degrees of heat not being not.ed (See table):
We here eee that from the moment the beat \VU applied there was an 
unremitting evaporation or escape of 1team from the water into the air 
above il, and indicated by the thermometer aa noted in column 2. 

TemperaMlre in 
IJJe waler. 

10· 
80 
110 

100 
110 
I20 
130 
HO 
150 
It!O 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
2I2 

Tempera&nre~ft 
the waler. 

70° 
75 
81 
87 
92 
97 

102 
106 
111 
116 
120 
I25 
I31 
I37 
148 
149 

Time for eTery ten d.
of temperaMlre. 

S minutea 
2 
2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2 
I 
2 
2 

" .. .. 
.. .. .. .. .. 
" .. 

On the temperature reaching 212°, the state of the water and steam 
in it may be taken aa repreeented in Fig. 1, and as being at the point of 
11aturation. 

The next experimen~ in illustration of Fig. 2, was made in a ateam
tigbt veuel with two thermometers, being half tilled with water. The 
following were the resultll :-

'femperalnre Ill Tempenlnre above 
Time in mlllalel. lbe waler. IJJe waler. 

70° 70° 
80 76 1 minut.e 
90 84 1 .. 

100 94 I .. 
110 104 l 
120 114 I .. 
I80 I24 I .. 
HO I34 I .. 
I50 144 I " I60 I54 I .. 
I70 I64 I .. 
180 178 I .. 
I90 I83 I .. 
200 I93 Ii .. 
2IO 204 Ii .. 
212 2I2 

Here the steam rising out of the water into the clOBe ohamber above il, 
with the consequent increase of temperature, followed cloae on that of the 
steam in the water. This was what might have been expected; the steam 
however, being generated in the water, and then passing into the space 
above it, mUBt necessarily take the lead in quantity in the former. 
Neverthelees, itll escape is 80 rapid, that it is throughout but a few de
grees lees in quantity than in the water it.self. 

This experiment illustrates what is represented in Fig. 2, the pointl 
below and the stars above being equally numeroua in both placee, and 
indicating an uoiformity of temperature when at the boiling point under 
atm011pherio pre&11ure . 

In both these experimentll we have an unquestionable refutation of the 
prevailing theory of the steam being only generated at the boiling point . 
Were that theory correct the temperature in the space above the water 
line could not have been affected, but which waa occasioned aolely by the 
formation and escape of the steam, and which we eee took plaoe from the 
moment the heat was applied . 

The third experiment, m illustration of Fig. S, \VU a mere continuation 
of the heat, with a further increase of steam and temperature-both 
thermometers indicating a contioued uniformity of quantity, temperature, 
and pressure. 

These experimentll are 80 easily made, and withal IO reliable, that it ii 
a matter of surprise they have not been repeated or commented on by 
writers before they commit themselvee to the unexplainable theories we 
find recorded. Now the thermometer, being 10 trUBtworthy a teat both 
of temperature and pressure, furnishes a sufficient refutation of thoae 
here enumerated. No boiler, then, should be used without having one 
inserted in i~ so as to pass into the water, where it will beoome a more 
reliable teat than the ordioary mercurial preuure gauge. We have every· 
where tablea of the comparative temperature, force, and premure of 
steam; yet, et;range to say, we find very little attention paid to them in 
practice." 

In support of bis views Mr. Williams next introduces one of 
bia convincing experiments, already illustrated at page 86 of this 
Journal (vol. for 1861). He then continnea:-

.. We have here a miniature practical effect of what takes place in a 
boiler under similar circomstanoes, the violence of the ~ion being 
increased in proportion aa the area of the water apace ex~ that 
above it. This experiment should not be made with distilled or filtered 
water, but with water containing itl ordinary quantity ol motes or 
foreign mMter, that ebullition may take pa.oe. 

The ~ iDferenoe ia, $bat the Nit of uploeiooa ia greMl7 iza. 

67 
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-1 by the increue of wat.er in the boiler, every cubic foot of which, 
beyond wha.t ia abeolutelynecessary for the generation of steam, being an 
additional aource of danger, when there ia any eudden liberation of the 
ateam which it oonta.ine into the reduced space aboYe it. 

Now the determining the mere question a11 to the relative value of a 
large or mnall boiler for an engine of any given power, on the BCOre of 
efficiency or economy, ill of itaelf worth the whole labour of the inquiry. 
Again, \he determining on aound intelligible principles the comp&rative 
value of the areaa of space below and above the water line, ill a matter of 
great practical import&nce. These are points, however, which receive 
no attention from thoae to whom the ooDBtruction and details of boilers 
are usually entrusted. If even we ascend higher, and look to those at 
the head of the first engineering eatablishments in the kingdom, we find 
the aame neglect of those chemical principle& on which the perfect com
bustion of the fuel absolutely depende. Look for instance to the plan of 
the boilers of the Great E88tem, designed by the late Mr. Brunel. It ia 
on! y lle9e88arY to say that we there find, on the one hand, the greatest 
and m08t palpable violation of all natural and chemical laws, a11 regards 
ell'~ oombu.tion and the generation of h~; and, on the other, the 
app!Dtion of that heat in the generation of steam. The result ia, not 
merely a large and wasteful expenditure of fuel, but a serious impedi
IDe!l~ to the generation of .team by the presence of soot, which linea the 
in'8rior of the tubes. 

In confirmation of the existence of steam below the water line, it may 
be 1111ked how otherwiae it could be explained that the temperature, both 
in the water and in the chamber above it, should be so iDBtantly and 
simultaneously reduced I That the temperature above the water should 
be rapidly lowered to that of 212° is at once understood, 88 the reeult of 
the escape of the •team; but wholly unintelligible, 88 regarde the space 
below the water surface, except on the supposition that that space con
Wned steam as well as water. 

If the heat had been abaorbed by the water still in the liquid state this 
sudden depreaaion of the temperature could not possibly have taken place. 
It would be utterly opposed to all known principles, 88 regarda the trana
milllion of heat between bodies, that either solids or liquide could be 
instantaneoualy deprived of their heat. The parting with heat by one 
body, and its being taken up by another, must be progreBBive, the one 
giving out heat ouly as th~ other can absorb it. As well might we 
expect that one ton weight of ircn or lead, at a high temperature, could 
part with its heat instantaneouely to another, 88 that a ton of water, 
oupposed to be merely heated, could inatantaneouely part with its heat, 
and be reduced, say from 312° to 212°. 

The rapidity with which the thermometer immersed in the water indi
cates a corresponding depreesion with that in ihe space above it, ought, 
therefore, to convince us \hat it W88 not the water aa a liquid mua that 
oonw.ined the hea,, or acted on the thermometer, but the steam, each 
atom in its escape from \he water medium carrying away its own heat. 
In a word-that the caUBe of the indicated and simultaneous reduction of 
temperature wae the same in both eases, namely, the escape of the steam 
which each contained. 

Steam ma.y almost iDBtantaneously be diacharged from the watt.r, and 
the temperature IW! instantly reduced to 212°, the saturating point; 
whereas mere beat, suppo11ing it had been absorbed by the water, could 
not pos11ibly be so disposed of. Thia single fact should be conclusive on 
the subject." 

The work before us detects and defines many of the laws that 
govern heat in its relations to water and steam; however, a per
fect knowledge of the philosophy of steam cannot be attained 
until more is disco,·ered of the part performed by electricity in 
connection with it. 

The whole chapter on boiler explosious is worthy of the most 
careful attention of stel\m engineEtrs, boiler makers, and all inte
rested in the application of steam as a motive power. Indeed, 
the world is largely indebted to Charles Wye Williams for his 
original views, sound reasoning, backed by clear aud accurate 
experiments, and conclusive demonstrations. 

Irtm B7'tflkwattf'1 and Pitf'1. By E. B. WEBB, M. Inst. C.E. &c. 
London: Lockwood. 1862. 

Mr. Webb has designed and patented a breakwater, which he 
considers to be free from the disadvantages of either ftoating or 
solid structures. The following is an account of the considera
tions to which the inventor has had special regard, and the 
rleecription of the arrangement by which the proposed end is to 
be attained. 

"The objects sought are obtained-
latly. As to stability, hy ~the breakwater to the bed of the eea. 
2ndly. As to prevP.11tion of silt, by allowing the tidal and other 

currents to pass freely through thu breakwater. 
3rdly. As to cost, by using (by preferenoo) caat-ircn in its choa~ 

fonn. 

~tJ/IMB~~-
Thia breakwater in itl(simpl .. t form ia 11Upporied on cut-iroll eylindrical 

pilee, lll1llk into th8 ground either by tarews, or by the pl'OOOIB adopM!d in 
the oonatruotion of the Morecambe Bay Viadoctll. The piles are filled 
intemally, to above high-water mark, with concrete. To ~ are find 
gird61'11 or beams of iron, placed, all • conTenient distance, at. t.en feet 
apart; but the distanos can be nried in accordance with the locality. 
The girders have aocketll, in which &re med the ends of pip-. fanning 
that portion of the llllrface of the breakwat.er which rilleB above low-wa&tr 
mark. It will generslly be found advantageons to place this lllll'faoe a& a.n 
inolination to the horiwn. The pip-. ~ble p or water mainl, but 
they are of a simpler and cheaper oonatruction. The ends of tbeae Mia 
are securely med in the aocketa of the girders by ~IAKI wooden 
wedges; and these wedgee, whil.n keying up the ends of the pipee, relieve 
the girder& from the eft'ects which the blowa of the wa""8, acting upon 
ircn against iron, might othenriae produce. The~ belween the pipel 
admit a certain portion of the wav .. to plMlll through, diminiahing the fu= 
of the blows of the waves, and preventing any disturbance of the surf
water inside the harbour. A set of similar pipes is fixed vertically be
tween the piles in the front row to a depth varying, acconling to circum· 
stances, from six to twelve or more feet below low-water." 

Mr. Webb baa given special attention t.o the durability of cast. 
iron in sea-water, and the subject is one of each importance that 
we extract bis obeervaUons; while not professing to show that 
all cast-iron may be trusted to witbet&nd the deteriorating action 
of the sea, our author brings forward several instanlleS in which 
its judicious employment has been proved by its remaining 
uninjured Rfter many years' submersion. 

Dwahility oj Caat Iron in &a Wato-. 
C88t-iron in &ea water is liable to two descriptiona of deterioration

generally by the abaorption of ozygen, and oocaaionally, with oeriaiu 
qualitiea of metal, by a softening of tbe outer 1urface. 

The oxydation of cast-ircn in - water does not proceed rapidly, even 
when its 1urface is unprotected and its quality that m0&t favounble for & 

union with oxygen. A.n idea of the rate of oxydati<>n may be fonmd 
from the following statement by Mr. R. Mallet, (88 the result ol numerom 
experiments,) that "caiR-ircn freely ex~ to the weather at Dublin, an~ 
to all its &tm08pheric precipitations, WM corroded nearly u fut u if 
in clear sea water, when the specimens in both cues were wholly tm-

tected" 
pro In ire~ breakwa\erB, the quesiion M to durability will refer chiefly kl 
the parts below low-water; for the prot.eotion of the supentrucW!'e agaimt 
slow and unimport&nt oxydation may be readily inaured. It baa hem 
1tated, that the oxyda~on of ircn aurfaces continually covered with waSer 
goee on more slowly \ban when the metal is exposed alternately to air ~d 
water. In addition to this circwnatanoe, favourable to the ea.sy protectioo 
of ircnwork 1tanding in the sea, it will be found that in the ma!~ of 
localities the sea itself provide&, in the shape of mollueka, an DI 
protection to the llU bmerged portiona. 

The aoftening of cast-iron is a prooesa not clearly understood. c.ut 
ircn will aoften in the cylindera and pipes used in mines, as well u in pilea 
standing in sea wat.er. After aoftening. under ~ water it will ~ t.imn 
become hard again on ~re to the &U'. Caat-ll'On, however, 18 "ffr! 
far from being generally liable to the prooeaa of aoftening. 

In OODSeqUeDoe of the great variety in the quality of cast-iron, inmancet1 
are not wanting which apparently aupport rur.ctly opposit.e opiniom. 
Cut-iron baa been taken up after immenion in sea water, utterly decom· 
posed. In many such ~. i\ is known that the ircn baa been purpoeely 
C88t of the aoftest 11141tai, and in othen it may fairly be presumed thal IOh 
metal ha& been employed. On the other hand. there are numeroua in· 
atanoes of caat iron having remained perfectly sound and uninjured after 
an immenri.on for many years in sea water. Frem very numeroua 
examplee of long immenion. without injnry, the writer will select a few 
which he baa personally examined. 

DocJc Gala, Sltttmu1. 
There are several pairs of cast ircn dock gates at Her Majmty'• dock· 

yard, Sheemeu. They were designed by the late Mr. Rennie. The 
heel posts, mitre posts, and ribe, are of cast iron. The gate& are ahllll&ed 
from top to bottom with cast ircn plates, perfectly water-tight. Three 
pairs of gaiell have been exposed to the action of - water since 1821, 
and a fourth pair since 1827. 

The writer examined these gate. in J&nuary of this yew, 1862, ud be 
found that the framing and plates were in perfect oonditiou. From Ibo! 
dockyard oftioials he learnt that no portion of the caat ircn had ever Mt-n 
replaced, in oonsequenoe of deterioration of the metal, ancl thM no pi*' 
had given way, a.J.though there ill a bead of water equal to 2~ ftet al 
spring tides. Three paira of theee ga.tee haV&, *'-efore, ~ thr 
action of sea water, 11Dinjured, for fully forty yeani, and a fourth pair ~ 
thirty-five yea.rs. . . 

The writer observed, however, that the aaft.lJ'Oll eector p!atm, ipimt 
which the gat.ea shut, are softened in plaoes to eome Ii~ extent, bui 
only where the i!Oll ii in oontac:t with a mau of 1-1, which hll bt"l!ll 
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- lo form a water-tigM joint; the galvaaic aonon oreated by the ooo
t.ci rl \be two metala having, doubtleu, caUled the aoft.ening of the iron. 

AtCha&bam, the writer aaw a number of iron cuting9 which ha.d been 
nmoved diit.her from a dock at Pembroke, where a oaiMOD haa replaced 
Ille pa.. After an immersion in - water at Pembftlke for many ymra 
"- cuUDgl are found to be in eo perfeci a .W.te, that they will ahortly 
be Jiii\ in uee at the new entrance to No. l dock at Chatham, there again 
lo be ezix-1 to the action of- water. 

L~ Hcarbovr (BG#iA Entraac.). 
The late Sir W. Cubiti having witn-1 the rapid deatruction of 

timber in &be - at Low&1toft, and being aatiafied M t.o the durability of '*' iron in - water, determined upon caaiDg ~ entrance of the 
Lowenoft baain with cast iron pilea. The work wu commenced in 1832, 
wider Mr. Georp Edward!. The writer examined theee pilea lut year, 
ud he found them uninjured, They are, for all pradical purpoeea, aa 
llOWld 1111d M perfect ae when they were driven-upwarda of twenty-eight 
,.,.. ago. 

&vt1-d Pier (Ezt~i1>1tl. 
Hr. J- BimJlllOD (Put-Preaident of the Inatitution of Civil 
~), in daigning the e:denaion of thill pier, after careful ooDBidera
liion of the durability of can iron in - waM!r, selected that metal for hia 
pi.. The erteuion wu executed in 180. Ia February, lut yeM, the 
wri&er examined ti- piles: be found them in • mo.t perfect state. 
Tiiey are 11quara, and the anglel are ae $&rp ae when they left the 
foundry. Mr. Simpeon specified the quality oft.he iron from which t.heee 
pilel were to be cut, becauee he found, from examination of apecimBDll of 
eaA-iron which ha.d been ezix-1 to the action of ee .. water, that the 
durability depended upon t.he quality. Theae pil811, after having been ex· 
pc-1 to -.wM8r during eeventeen yearw, are perfectly uninjured. 

Herrw Bay PUf'. 
The Pier M Herne Bay, nearly thne quariera of a mile in length, wae 

dllligned by the l&te Mr. Telford. It WM built of timber in 1831. 
AfMlr nanding for about eeven yean, the pilea were generally ao far de
stroyed by the worm, that it wu decided to uee caat iron, to a great 
extent, in the repairs. Accordingly, in 1838, a great number of caat iron 
oqv.are pilee -re driven. Virry recentJy t.he writer "xamiruid thia pier. 
He found the cut iron in a mm perfeci state. The anglee of the piles 
ftl'll llwp, and the llm'face u 11Dooth and M 111>und u when the cut
iuga left the fbundry. The pilea, • uaual, are covered with ahell-filh, 
which keep the eurfaoee moist during ebb iide. Not more than one-half 
of the wholB pilee in the pier are of iron; thoee of wood a.re either cut 
lbrough by the worm, or are under that prooeea of destruction. The 
timber pilea ha. ve required comt.ant repairs and renewals. Upon the cast.
iron not a ahilling hu been expended. The pier in oomequence of the 
deot.ructioa of t.he timber, which ia immenied in the eea, ia in a moet 
dangeron.1 oondiiion Had Mr. Telford, in the fil"llt imtance, ee\ecied cast 
iron for the pilea of hie pier, the subetructure would have been ae sound • 
lo-day u whetl put down in 1831. With the exception of the cut iron 
piling, which hu been under the &OOon of - water twenty·three yean 
uJlinjured, thie pier may DOW be termed a nlln. 

Marga.U Jetty. 
A je"y erected at MArgate in 1881 rested on timber1upporta fitted into 

cut =n pilea. Theee pilee did not .W.nd auflicientJy high from the bed 
of she -. and the lower portion of the timber, npoeed to -water, wu 
dstroyed . by the worm. b 1853, a.rly all of them were taken np and 
aold fOI' old ~ at the price of pig iron; aad in the eame year, a new 
iron pier, l'Mting on c:aM iroa pile1, wae erected by Mlal'S. J. B. and E. 
BirclL A number of the old pil811, after having been immereed in the 
-water for npwarda of twenty yean, were lut year to be aeen on t.he 
pier at Margate. The writer hu carefully examined t.hem; they are u 
IOllDd ai: when thev IBh the foundry; in no instance can any softening of 
&he metal be detected. A 8till stronger proof, however, ia to be found in 
IOIDe of the cut iron pile. of the old jeuy, which a.re 1till i" nlu at the 
bead of tbe pre11ent jetty. In theae pilee no deterioration whatever can 
be diaoovered. The 1hell-fieh with which they are covered form a perfect 
protection apinllt oxydation. n- piles have 1tood in the - during 
thirty yun, and are perfectly uninjured. 

If, tben. DllJIMll'OUll and undoubted examples nf out iron do exist which 
ban withstood the action of --•Mer, witholrt any deterioration, for up
warda of a quarter of a oen'1lry, we m111t come to th., oonclu1ion, that 
•here cui iron ha.I been injured or decompoeed in open - water widiin 
• i.. period, the CMll8 iii to be found chiefly in the quality of the iron 
110t bellli .Wt.able for the work in which it ia plaoed. The pnwer, there
fore, of varioua c1- of cut iron to reeiat the action of -water, will 
vary aocordlng to quality. 

The cut iroa a8ed by Mr. Murray in t.he dock gr.tee of Sunderland 
may be cited in proof of the foregoing statement. After an immension 
for aome ye&r1, the rollers under the gates were found t.o have been acted 
upon by - tn&er, but other portion.I of ~iron plaoed in the body of 
lbe pM!e remained uninjured. Aa the rollen ha.d to be turned in the 
IM!ae, they were donbtle. cut of llOft material, but the other ponio11.1 of 
~ iron, Din requiring to be out by tooll, 1"11'11 of harder metal. The 
IOl'lllllr gave -y. bat the latter remained perfect. 
· The wordl "out.-iran" admit of alm<>R the MIDe l&tiwde of lignifica. 

tiou u the word "timber." Becanee we dare not uae poplar on aooount 
of ia liability t.o deea;r, it doee not follow that no atructurea are to be 
erected of other qualit1ee of wood. 

At a meetingnf the Institution of Civil Engineers (Febniary IS, 18'4), 
Mr. J . Simpson atated, that with l[ood grey cut.-iron, having a l[ood aur
face, little injurioua eft'ect from tlte aea--water was to be dfeaded. He 
also atated th&t he wu then about to nee caat iron exte11.1ively for piles, 
and that he ha.d examined caat iron piles which ha.d been in --water for 
sixteen y8&nl without any detrimental eft'ect. being produced. 

It api:-a that the action of aea-water iii powerful in the greated 
degree when the iron iii compoeed of large c:ryst.ala, and 811J>8clally when 
~ ii irregularity in the cryataliution. It may be said that the eofter 
the iron t.he greater ia the liability to decomposition.• Beiween the limitil 
of extnme aoftn- and d-y on the nae haod. and extreme hardneu 
and durability, with brittleneea, on the (lther, we have t.n make the .elec
tion. It hu been tit&tedt that ohilled cut iron corrod,,. faater than green 
11RDd cutinga, that all cuting9 intended for uae in eea water ahould be 
cooled in the 11RDd to inaure uniformity in the crystal8 an<l that Welsh 
iron ii the beet. From a careful inveetigation of the aubject the writer 
hu arrived at the ooncluirion, that a strong dtlSCription of caat.-iron may 
be emplr>yed, capable of enduring the action of - water for an indefi
nite length of time. 

In - where, from the 11119 of an umuitable quality of iron, or from 
oonv.ct with eome other metal (tuch u lead QI' onpper), siftc.ning of the 
iron ha.I taken place, it will generally be fowid that t.he glued akin pro
duced by the aand of the mould in ~ prooeta of euting, hu been 
removed by tools, accident, or wear. An U..n breakwater can be erected 
withom any removal of thill protecting glazed akin ; no holee will be 
required to be bored, and no aurfaa. cut by t.ooU.. 

Aa an inatanoe of the detrimental effect nf pl&cing another metal in 
contact. wit.b caat-iron, it may be stated that the cut-iron pl&tee affixed to 
ahip"a bottoma (according to the propoeition of Sir H. Davy) fur th" 
protection of t.be copper 1heathing, rapidly became aot'tened." 

Pn.v11CT1Ya V1ur o• WJ1111'1 IJll'llO~ llal.lRATR. 

The above illuat~tion. ?xhibitll a per11pective view of the.*~ 
iron breakwater for locahtiea where the nae and fall of the tide 1s 
small. Two rows of piles only are required, a11d the girder11 may 
be cast in whole leojtths. In the illustration the face-pipes are 
placed in one line, whilst in some caaea they a.re arranged in a 
zig~ line, tending more etfectaally to break up the waves. A 
oombmation offixed and winged face-pipea is sometimesemploye<l. 
The face-pipes are fixed in the girder11 by mea11s of creoeot,t,d 
wedges. 

• In Brude'o lluul of ChmllAry, (IOI. L, p. TH, edl&loll 11148,) Ille lbllowtng 
nmarb.,.. made apan -ll'llll:-" While -1.roa la YUJ bard ud wbea brollea of 
a .-diated rertare. Ac!da ad apan 1' bu\ alowl7, aud uhibU a lextare cornpMec! of a 
cougerl• of plt.181, agrepled la YU1oal poo!Ua111. Grey or moWed eu&-ln>n la aoller 
aad 1- 1111&\le; Ii may be bored llDd \al'lled la \lie IMlle. Wbn lm.......i ia dil111e 
b)'drocllloric acid Ii .dorda a la1'118 q111111Ut7 of blacll ID.rrolable matler, wbicb Daniell 
Ollllaiden u a triple oompoand of" m.rbon, lroa and lillciam, ud which b., , eom• nry 
tdDp]ar plVpenlm. 'l!be _,., of Ule -&al ,_blel bcmdJeo of mlna•o -41eo." 

Li a paper 1-rted In llMI • Jldlnbarsh Philoloplllcal JocarMI' (TOI. Yil., p. 201), Dr. 
McCllllocb romrt.rb that "lho blackeol ~·mo&al appean lo )'leld lbe gr...- qaant•IJ 
of blacll-1-d, ud la the mo.i oolld llate. 

The MiA!ai.1ounial. ol Juaary ll\11, llllt, aad•llle beed of" .lrUealal l'hml':f'," 
nu. \lla&r_~' lor aome Urno put, Dr. C..- Caln~ J'.R.~ .• bu beea en:pi; ia 
npertmentlJll apoa lhe oompooldoa ot a carbonlfemm oabstance eslltlng In grey Cll•I· 
Um, or1 lo ... a men popalar debit.loll, bl prod11c1D1 plamt.jJo ftoom c&l&-lroa. The 
d1IC$ OI bla expertmenla bu beea lo IUTIYO "' ""8lla wblcb lluv• D1Mll licbt llJIClll Pie 
cbemlcal oompoaltloo of Ille 1oboltance, proriDC It "1 be -J>Med of Iron, carboa, aitro
.,., ud ollldam." 

t Kia11i. ol Prvoeocllnp, I..u""1oa of Cl'fll ....-., 'l'Gl. L, p. Tl (llill6oa lMO.) 
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The object had in view in the particular form of breakwater 
recommended in the pamphlet before ua will be seen to be partly 
to resist the wave, and partly to absorb it, or ?'11.ther break it up 
by letting frllgmente drop through as it mouute up the slope. 
Against a solid breakwater the crest of the wave rille8 until its 
whole momentum ia exhauated. This will of course not be the 
case with the preeent gridiron construction, and Mr. Webb 
argues, from Niagara and wat.erfalla generally, that at a few feet 
from the breakwater inside the harbour there would be no aur
fi&ce motion. We incline to think this concl111ion one which Cl\n 
be satidfactorily established only by experiment, aa the inter
cepted wave and the waterfall are not under exactly the same 
conditions. ln the latter the fall or water ia continuous inat.ead 
of periodic, ancl the water, after plunging some depth below the 
anrface, is carried off by a rapid current constantly in action. 

Another point adduced in favour of this breakwater ia it.a pre
vention of the deposit of ailt by allowing tidAl and other current.a 
to pass freely through. There can be little doubt that this 
circumstance would llll\terially lessen the external silting up 
that would otherwise take plaoe. At the same time, it muat be 
obaerved that the breakwater cannot tail t.o retard the upper part 
of such current& more or leas, and how far this might cauee any 
deposit within the harbour would be a proper subject for inquiry. 
In positions where rapid currents exist, the queetion of aconr at 
the bottom of the structure might also ariae. 

Mr. Webb's pamphlet demands the careful attention of all who 
are interested in harbours or piers. The coat of his syatem of 
construction, as compared with stone, ia exceediogll. email. At 
the aame time, it would be difficult to determine without actual 
trial how far it may be applicable under all circumatancea aDd 
in all localitiee. 

Tha Church of St. John, I1lington.-The Roman Catholic 
Church of St. John, at Islington, which had been cloaed for 
decoration and repairs, was reopened on the 24th ult. It 
coutaina an important work in freeco by Mr. Armit.nge, who had 
11lready painted a large and genuine freaco in one of the chapels, 
representing St. Francia receiving the rulea of hie order from the 
Pope. Mr. Armitage'a new fresco 11urrounda the semicircular 
apse, and represents the Twelve Apostles grouped in pairs on 
either side a seated figure of Our Saviour in the act of benediction. 
The fignre11 are on a diaper background of gold and purple. The 
figure of Christ if standioq would be 11 feet high. The height of 
the Apostlea is 8 feet, and the total length of the fresco 62 
feet. The work was begun on the 16th of July, 1861, and 
finished at the end of June 11362, with five months' intermiBBiou 
during the winter. Mr. Armitage baa clothed his Apostles 
uniformly in a long white under F.m.ent, with a yellowish outer 
robe. The richneaa of colour which the draperies do not supply 
ia got from the freacoed diaper against which they are ran~e<l. 
They hold their attributes, or the ioatrumenta of their martyrdom. 
John and Jamee (the greater) stand next to the Saviour's left, t.he 
former with the roll and pen of the Apocalypae, the other resting 
on the sword. Behind theee ataod Philip and James (the leBS), 
with the fuller's club with which he was beaten to death, and next 
to them Simon Zelotes, with eyes upturned and hands clasped in 
rapt devotion, and Thaddeua, with the arrows. Peter ataoda on 
the right hand of Christ, firmly grasping hie keys. At his aide 
stands Andrew, with hie prum of martyrdom. Behind them 
Matthew grasps hi1 volume of the Gospel and the pen of the 
~vangeliet; while incredulous Thomas point& alluaively to hie 
11de. Bartholomew, an aged ml\D, bearing the knife with which 
be was Bayed alive; and Matthiaa, with earnest, reverent face and 
clasped hands, complete the twelve. Aa freaooea, the figures of 
the Apostles have ainirular merit. The painter ia satisfied that 
hia work will be duralile, no lime having been allowed t.o enter 
into the colouring of the lleah, and the iotooaco itself having been 
uaed for the white of the draperies. The general effect ia noble 
and devotional, and the style of the ti~ uouaually large, noble, 
and manly. Mr. Armitage has designed the decoration of the 
reet of the apae, filling ita upper compartment with the winged 
eml;>lem of the Evangelista, and oro1UDenting the mouldings with 
patterns borrowed from authorities of the 9th and 10th centuries. 
All who are interested in the queetion of the public employment 
of freaco in deoorative painting should e:1am10e for themeelves 
this impart.ant new example of the practice. Mr. Armitage'& 
productions in St. John's deeerve to rank in the first cl&11 of 
worka of the kind in London. 

ON A TIMBER GROWN IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA, 
WHICH IS PROOF AGAINST THE WHITE ANT 
AND SEA WORM. 
WB have been favoured by a con·eapondent with the following 

interesting uotea respecting a timber found in Weittero Australia. 
which, aft.er numeroua ao<l aevere teats, has been ascertained to 
be by nature impervioua to the attacks of the worm; and may be 
uaed in aalt water with security. Specimens of the timber, with 
piles, &c. that have been actually in use in sea-water, aud where 
exposed to white ant for many years, may be seen at the Inter
nationnl Exhibition, in the West Australian court (No. 26~ The 
timber in qul'IBtion ia commonly called" mahogany" in Western 
Australia, and it very mnch resembles that woOd in appearance. 
The native name ia "jarrah," and the botanical name of the tree 
"Encalyptua." It has properties which make it peculiarly 
applicable for worka in the tropics, or on the aea-cou~viz., 
that neither the white ant nor the sea worm will touch it, and 
that it auffer.1 very little from exposure to the auo or atmoaphere. 
It can be delivered in India or the Mauri~iua in picked loge, or 
in baulk (provided a quantity of not leea than 200 loads ia pur
chased at one time), for le88 than 4.Y. a cubic foot; and If arrange
ment.a were made for a larger quantity-say of not less than 400 
loada-it might be delivered for 31. 6d. a foot, or leBS. The 
principal part of the timber trade of the colony of Western 
Australia ia at the Vasae, from whence extensive shipments have 
been made to the eaatern colonies of Aoatralia, Ceylon, and some 
of the Indian railways. A quantity has also been supplied for 
Government works in the Mauritius. 

The timber grown on Lhe hilla, or at the foot of them, is very 
superior to that grown near the coast--&t least. in thoae parts of 
the latter where the soil is sandy-many of the trees from the 
latter locality being shaky at the centre, and generally less com
pact. To give some idea of the price of the timber in the colony, 
it may be stated that the average cooaumptioo at Freemantle for 
Government purpoees was about 500 loada per annum; and that, 
in 1866, a contract was entered into for the supply of a quantity 
of timber at Freemantle for 571. 6d. per load. A small 11.Jvaoce 
was afterwards made on this price, but Hince that time the trade 
has been extended sufficiently to allow of the employment of 
machinery, and the conatructiou of trams for the conveyance of 
the timber to the port of shipment, BO that the prices are much 
reduced. In cutting up the sand-grown timber, a waate of about 

• 18 per cent. occurred. The loaa in cutting up the loge from near 
th11 hilla was not nearly so large aa 18 per cent., a.a the corea of 
these loge were in general &0und. 

The chief expense incurred in obtaining thia timber is the coat 
of transport to the place where it is to be used, and therefore the 
lo~a should be prepared so that as little waste aa poBBible may 
ar188 when they come to be cut up for use. They should either 
be cut into baulk&, which would be the moat convenient form for 
shipment, and afford t.he greatest aecurity against un90und tim· 
ber passing survey, or they should be sawn aqu11re in the forest. 
It ia probable that there would not be much dilfereuoe in the 
price, because a contractor would get more out of a log by cutting 
it into baulk than by sawing it aquare, and the extra timber 
obtained would pay for the extra labour in sawing. If the tim
ber were brought in a quantity exceedio~ 400 loads, it would be 
worth while for the captains of the convict ahipe, about three of 
which per annum leave Western Australia for Ceylon or India, 
seeking cargo, t.o take it in as cargo for India, &c., and it is 
believed that in thia caee freight could be obtained for little 
over £1 per too. The charge f.,r freight would probably aot ex
ceed 241. per ton, or 361. a lOad, whicli wonld be about Bfd. ~r 
foot-Bay 9d. The engineer of the Columbo and Kandy Rail
road, in Ceylon, aaid, in 1868, that he could afford to give £7 a 
load for timber fitted for pilea, stringers, or sleepers; aad since 
that time a considerable or<ler baa be>eo ~ven to parties in the 
colony, on account of this timber, so it 1s fair t.o preaume tha' 
the price at Ceylon did not much exceed £7. The coat of these 
sleepers at Madras has been 101. eaoh, which is about the 111111e 
as that of the Indian woods of the beat class. It ha.a been sup
plied to Adel11ide, South Australia, and Melbourne, Victo~ 
10 BCantlinga fit for railway purpose&, for lHB than tho pnce 
above estimated. 

Captain W?'ft.y, Royal Engineers, saya "aa ~a ita proportiet, 
I have uaed upwards of 3000 loads of it in buddings, jett.1-. and 
bridges, and I have examined timbers which have been e:xposed 
to the action of the white ant and sea-worm, in 1ituatioll1 where 
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t would have been destroyed if liable to deatntotion from either 
of t.beae causea, and I never saw any penetration deeper than 
the aap wood, though deal or other iimber close by was com
pjately eaten away. Thia indemnity from deatruction is generally 
auributed to its containing large quantities of gum resin. The 
strength and elasticity ia about equal to Riga fir. Thie wu aacer
t&ined by a series of experiments oo beams, with a bearing of 
twelve feet, conducted by Mr. Manning, Clerk of Worka at Fre
mantle. The weight ol the timber makes it inapplicable to 
movable joiners' work, auch as doors or saahes; but this ia im
material, as the white ant, ooly working in the dark, will not 
attack these, unl868 a buildin~ is left. nnoccupied for a lengthened 
period. I know of no objection to it, except that it is somewhat 
alow to ~n, and if exposed before seasoned will fiy, and cast 
perhaps rather more than other timbel'B. The plan lately 
adopted iD Weatern Australia to season it wu to leave the logs 
in the aea for a few weeks, and then draw them up on the beach, 
and cover them with a few inches of seaweed, takillg care to 
prevent the sun getting at their ends. My experience led me to 
the conclUBion that logs might lie in this way without injury for 
almost any length of time. Boards were cut 7 inches wide, and 
stacked ao aa to admit of a free circulation of air for five or 
six montba before using." 

The Consulting Engineer of the Madras Railway says, "the 
wood is well spoken of by our engineers." The trial has not as yet 
beaD. long eeuugh to enable the qualities of the wood to be 
thoroughly teated on the Madras railway, but the engineer aays, 
in Janaary, "that those placed on the road in July are in good 
»Ddition at this date, and form an efficient substitute for teak. in 
~er bridges." Some specimens from Western Australia now 
in the International Exhibition, will supplement these remarks 
tll respect of proof of durability, both under aea water and in 
iitaatiOllll where it ia liable to attack by the white ant, as there 
t.re exhibited logs that have been in use as piles, &c. &c., for 
:ierioda of from twenty to thirty years, without reoeiving the 
slightest injury. 

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. 
TBE Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers have awarded 

the following premiums for papers read during the Session 
1861-62:-
1. A Telford Medal, the Manby Premium in books, and a Stepbe1190n 

Pme of 26 guineu, to Charle11 Auguatua Hartley, M. Inst. C.E., 
for bis " Deecription of the Delta, and al. the works recently exe
cute<! at the Sulina Mouth of the Danube.'' 

2. A Telford Medal, and a Miller Prize of 16 guineaa, to John Henry 
Muller (of the Hague), b hill paper "On Reclaiming i...nd &om 
Sea.a and FAtuariea." 

3. A Telford Medal, and a Miller Prize of 16 guineas, to John Paton, 
M. Inst. C.E., for hill paper "On the Sea Dykea of Sohleewig and 
Holstein, and on Reclaiming Land from the Sea." 

'·A Telford Me<lal to Jamee Abernethy, M.Inat.C.E., forhis "Descrip
tion and Illustrations .:>f the works at the Pol18 of 8~ Silloth, 
and Blyth." 

6. A Telford Medal, to John Ba.ilev Denton, M. Inat. C . .E., for his 
paper "On the Discharge from U nderdrainage, and it.a effect on the 
Arterial Channels and Outf&lla of the Country." 

6. A Watt Medal, to Joaeph D'Aguil&r Sa.mud., M. Inst. C.E., for his 
paper " On the Form and Materials for Iron-Pia.tell Shipe, and the 
l'oinkl requiring attenmon in their Comtruct.ion." 

7. A Council Premium of books, to Jamee Brunleev, M.Inst.C.E., for 
hill paper on " Railway Accident&--their caueea and meam of pre
vei1tion." 

8. A Council Premium of books, to Captain Douglu Galton, R. E., 
F.R.S., Auoo. Inst. C.E., for hill paper on "Railway Aocidente, 
llhowing the bearing which existing legislation hu upon them." 

II. A Council Premium of books, to Henry Charles Forde, M. Inst. C.E., 
for his paper on "The Malta. and Alexandria Submarine Cable." 

10. A Ooancil Premium of books, to Charles William Siemens, F.R.S., 
M. Inst. C.E., for his paper " On the Electrical Test.a employed 
during the construction of Malta. and Alexandria Telegraph, and on 
illllulating and protecting Su bmArine Cables." 

11. A Council Premi.im of books, to Jamee Atkinson Longridge, 
M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on "The Hooghly and the Mut.Ja." 

12. A Council Premium of books, to Jamee Oldham, M. Inst. C.E., for 
bia paper "On Recle.iming i...nd &om Seu and &tuaries." 

ST. JOHN'S ALTAR, CHURCH OF ST. FRANCIS ASSISSI, 
NOTTING HILL. 

(With an Engracing.) 
Sr. John's Alt.ar, in the chapel of the Seven Dolors of Our 

Lady, connected wi~h the church of Saint Francis of A8818BI, 
Portland-road, Notting-hill, stands between two angle columns, 
and occupies one of the cants occasioned by the chapel bending 
partly round the apee, a necessity in consequence of the irregu
larity of the site. The frontal of ihe alt.ar is of alabaster, 
panelled by cusped arches, and with pediments over, incise and 
marble and glass mosaics filling in the spandrila; also incises of 
black cement decorate the sills, bases, and triangular pieces over 
cape. The first super-altar has a row of incised patene with 
marble centres running the whole length, and returning round 
the sidea; the second ia crenelated, the spaces between each 
crenelation being filled iu with an incised decoration, with 
projecting spars in the centre of each flower. A molded cusped 
frame of alabaster filled with a picture forms the reredos. This 
pictlll'e ia the principal subject, it represents St. John giving 
Holy Communion to the Blessed Virgin. The diaper on the gold 
back-ground is an arrangement of eagles with intermediate stars. 
On the right of the Blessed Virgin is the crowned lily, and on 
the left. of Saint John the palm. The nimbi are also symbolically 
decorated. The two pictures on gold background in the front& 
represent Saint John and his type, Daniel; in the former the 
~le and palm are introduoed, in the latter the lions. Theae 
paintings were executed by the well-known artist Mr. Westlake, 
and have been tNated as purely decorative, consequently kept 
fiat in colour, and are outlilled with a strong black line. The 
altar, with ~ta carving and mosaics, was executed by Mr. Earp, 
from the deaign and sketches of Mr. Bentley, architect, of 
Southampton .. treet. Strand, London. 

THE PRESERVATION OF STONE. 
IN a former article on the Preservatio;a of Stone we undertook 

to report from time to time any invention or procees that might 
be introduced to etfect this most desirable object, if baaed upon 
really scien~ific p~miaes. We need hardly say how impossible 
it will be to come to any infallible concl11sion AB reirards this 
matter, without the aid of time; yet we are fully capabTe of judg
ing how far that teat of time is worthy of being applied. 

It will be freah in the memory of most of our readers that in 
our second article on this subject, on analyRing the then existing 
methods, we asserted the fact as unquestionably proved, that no 
existing process for the preservation of stone was worthy of 
adoption. The diacUBBion at the Royal Institute of British 
Arcbitecta, though not so plainly ignoring all systems that had 
been submitted t.o practical teats, went to show that the Institute 
was unwilling to mdorse any system as worthy even of further 
trial, and was evidenlly glad to gei rid of a responsibility that 
had been almost imperceptibly pl&ced upon it. The importance 
ofa preserving medium for our pablic buildings need not be urged, 
when it is known that so experienced a body as the Institute 
handed over the subject to a committee appointed by Government 
to investigate the whole matter, and discover whether a curative 
did really exist or not. That the investigation, carried forward 
in the most patient and painstaking manner, resulted in the 
negative, will be recollected in a recapitulation of their decision 
as recorded by the leading journal of the da1: "That the only 
point placed beyond quest.Ion ia the non-eXIBtence of a remedy 
for the evil admitt.ed." 

In the final clause in the report of the committee, they thus 
counsel our First Commissioner:-" In conclusion, the committee 
veoture to recommend that the architect of the Palace at West
minster, &BBiated by aoientific chemists, should examine and 
record the actnal state of the stonework of the building at the 
present moment; that experiments should be made by their 
dil'ection, under various conditions of height, exposure, and 
aspect, with such preservative agents and materials as the 
chemists may suggest from time to time; and that researches 
should be continued into the effects of the various alkaline 
silicatea, phosphates, and other substanoes which have been 
brought under the notice of the committee, or suggested in 
Germany, Franoe, or elsewhere. That where decay ari- from 
damp, means should be taken to protect the stone, as has btien 
before suggested. That any stone extensively decayed should be 

i8 
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removed and replnced; but that in pnrticular the earliest symp
toms of decay should be carefully wat.ehed and examined, with 
the view to the applicntion of some immediate remedy. The 
committee believe that a very large portion of the stone in 
the Palace of W estmineter is of a very durable nature; and they 
entert.Ain a confident expectation that a reruedy will soon be 
found to arrest or control the decay when it has unfortunately 
hegun io appear." 

What, then, has been done towarJe adopting this wise counee11 
We are compelled to affirm, little or nothing. Certainly, an 
excuse may be urged that important subjects have occupied the 
attention of our First Commissioner, and that the all-engrossing 
International Exhibition has allowed many imr:rtant matters 
to slip into the shade; but now that the height o all this excite
ment has p:1.S8ed, and before we lose the season for such opera
tions-which will be virtnally to lose the whole year---we would 
call the attention of our First Commissioner to the subject; as 
also the attention of those gentlemen whose pnst labours render 
them fully conversant with the subject, and able to judge of the 
fitness of recently discovered remedial measures. The desire to 
redeem our pledge in aiding, so far as we may be able, the re
searches of these gentlemen, and the development of any process 
ba&Pd on true principles-such indeed as havll been so carefully 
laid down by them-has led to the insertion of this our third 
article on this snbject. 

The first patent specified according to date (since the iuue of 
the late Government Report), is that of James Cane Coombe and 
James Wright, and conaists in 'he use of fluo-silicic acid; if 
however the stone to be operated upon contain no lime, magnesia, 
or other alkalin~ earth, this is previously incorporated with the 
stone by manipulation, and on the addition by brushing or other
wise of the tlno-silicic acid, the fluo-silicate of lime or magnesia 
is formed by the chemical action set up between the substances; 
indeed an effervescence takes place, the carbonic acid is displaced, 
and the more potent agent supposed to be left. in its stead. A 
few words only will suffice to show the weak point.a of this pro
cess. In order to its effectual operation the acid must first dis
integrate the surface of the stone; the theory is, that after this 
breaking up of the old combination, a re-combination of materials 
is immediately formed. We cannot really admit that practice at 
all favours this theory. A slow interchange of element might 
result in a harder and more enduring combination, but that such 
a disruption as teat caused by the acid (the proof of which 
lies in the etfervescence that takes place) can possibly lead to as 
rapid a concretion, is not borne out by theory, or the practical 

. tests which we have ar plied ourselves or seen applied. AgRin, 
quoting the words o the specification, "whatever superfluous 
watter remains may be removed by brushing," thus indicating the 
cause from which the increased porosity ofstoue so treated arises; 
and in confirmation of this we quote a question put by Pro£ Frank
land to one of the scientific ruen examined before the parlia
mentary committee on an analogous process, the US(' of a silico 
fluoride of aluminium,-" Do you think that this evolution of 
carbonic acid would not tend to render the stone more porous; 
that is to say, would not this evolution of carbonic acid tend to 
keep open the pores of the stonef' " Yes; in a measure I think 
it would." If all inventors and discoverers were thus alike 
candid in the explanation of the demerits as well as the merits 
of their favourite theory, the labour of critical investigation 
would then be spa.red. 

The next specification in order of dat.e is that of Mr. Joseph 
Briggs, and will call for little comment from us, the most extrl\
ordin11.ry Frt of the specification being that it should be described 
1\8 I\ coatrng for stone with l\nything like a claim to novelty of 
application, which exist.a in as large a degree, we think, as does 
utility in the proceu. Pitch is liquefied in a cauldron, and to 
this is added lime, and lastly eand or clean ~it. The atone to be 
operated upon requires to be heated, and in lieu of pit.ch-tar, 
asphalte, dead oil, or any other similar material may be used. 
With this, the patentee's own description, we leave the proce88 in 
the hands of our readers without further comment. 

Mr. Jesse Rust claims in his specification the adoption and use 
of fluoride of silica with baryta or magnesia, also m solution. 
Thia patent received provisional protection only, relinquished, as 
we auppose, becanll(' identical with two existing patents, and there
fore nu tenable ext.-ept by litigation. We have already stated that 
other patenta will embody the whole details of this. 

The uext specification is that of F. M. Ransome and E. L. 
Ransome, which runa the gauntlet of the ambiguity of tbe patt!nt 

law. The patent ia one for the coating and preservation of atone, 
and also for securing to the patentee a novel configuration of 
filter-bed. With the latter we have now nothing to do, and would 
dismiss it with the remark that numberle1111 patent.a are invalidated 
when proved to be of commercial value by the want of due Cl\1'8 

or prudence in introducing subject matt.er of two different kinds. 
We retnm, however, to the treatment of stone. The proceas in 
this case is one that appears to us devoid of merit. "The object 
being so to apply soluble silicate that it may for the most part be 
retained in combination with the pulverised substances on the 
surface of the stone, &e. to which it may be applied, and this 
is effected by the mixture of pulverised eubstanoee with it." The 
soluble silicate is then to be rendered insoluble by the chloride of 
calcium, and the surface of the stone is found, so says the patentee, 
to be better preserved by the addition of this inert pulverised 
matter than when the silicate of soda and calcium alone are used, 
according to the former process of the same patentee, and which 
formed one of the number iguored by the parliamentary committee. 

Again we find ourselves with Messrs. Coombe and Wright, 
who seem to have discovered in their researches the value of that 
extraordinary materiRl, silicate of potash. The whole pith of 
their second patent lies in a few words, as given by themselves 
in the preamble: "We propose also, in all cases where the stone 
does not contain sufficient potash, to apply a solution of the same 
or it.a salt.a previous to, or even aft.er, using the flno-silicic acid." 
Hence in the specification the1. propose to use silicate of potash 
with their former agent fluo-s1licic acid. This specification cer
tainly leads to the 11&111e conclusion as the first, that acid, be it 
11trong or weak, is certainly a most unadvieable element to in~ 
duce into the stone; and we cannot but award due acknow
ledgment to the tact that leadd them to describe the destructive 
effect of the acid upon the atone as a means of cl«Jnring tM 1t1r
face of the stone. The addition of the silicate of potash may add 
to the value of the patent, but we much question whether it doea 
not considerably detract from it.a validity. 

We have now to consider two patent.a entered at the office on 
the same date, and, strange to say, the patentees employ the very 
same materials; the result of the treatment of these materials 
howev2r being as wide apart in utility as the coincidence wu 
strange that led both patentees to patent the use of the same 
bases on the same day. Mr. W. S. Leek th us describes hie claima: 
"My invention consist.a in using a combination of silica and 
alumina, held together either mechanically or chemically; and in 
order to obtain a fluid matter suitable for application to stone, 
&c., I use gelatim with the aforeaaid substances." Need we add 
more 7 We think that hearing the word gelatine pronounced 
after silica and alumina is sufficient for most of our readers without 
further comment. 

The competing patentee of this date is Mr. F. S. Barff; and as 
we cannot now afford apace to enter into details of this prooeaa, 
to do it the jnetfoe it demands we must not;ce it in our next 
number, merely eta.tin~ here that it has received honourable 
mention from the jury, JD Cl&BB 2, section A, of the International 
Exhibition, and quoting a paragraph from our contemporary, 

•'The Chemical News,' on the subject, adding that we quite 
coincide with the opinions ex.pressed therein; and would recom
mend, to those interested in this subject, a consideration of the 
pro~e88, which we shall lay before our readers in our next. 

"In 471, Messrs. Bartlett & Co. exhibit soluble silicates, arti
ficial stones, and preparations illuatrating their stone preserving 
process. The last is sufficiently interesting and novel to demand 
particular notice. All our readers know that, under ordinary 
circumstances, a solution of alumina and potash and a solution of 
silicate of potash when mixed together would give an immediate 
precipitate. Mr. Barff, however, has made the curious discovery 
that there are degrees in stren~h and of alkalinity at which the 
mixed solutions give no immediate precipitate. but in lime dry up 
to I\ solid, opaque, glassy m&BB, which is capable of resisting the 
action of hot and cold water, and also of hydroct.loric and 
sulphuric acids. There seems to be formed, in fact, a sort of 
l\rtificial felspar, in which all the aolid ingredients of the solu
tions unite. The method of applying such a solution to a 
building is simple enough; it has only to be pa.id on like paint or 
an ordinary wash, and, heavy rain not interfering, it soon dries 
up, and coats the building with a solid, glassy covering, capable, 
no doubt, of resisting atmospheric influences for any number of 
ypsrs." 

The last patent to pass under review is that of Jean B. Hulard ) 
~d i..,,;, G. Poopol, of whioh "' mnno< givo ...,. '""'~a ' 
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better description than in the words of the sper,ification, which 
run thus:-" This invention relates to an improver! process for 
hardening stones and plaster of PariF, and making them imper
vioaa to wet. The same consists in providing tbt1 so.id materials 
with one or more successive coatings of a liquid compositiou, 
formed of the following ingredients:-

Avoirdnpoil lb. °"· dwt. 
"Slag from blast furna.cea 0 7 1 

Borax... 0 1 2 
White lead 0 1 12 
Sulphate of alumina ... 0 1 l:.l 
Acetate of lead 0 0 14 
Sulphate of zinc 0 0 H 
Silicate of soda or potash 4 6 9 
Kaolin ... .. . 0 7 1 
Linseed oil 1 l lOt 
Water 2 3 4t" 

Of this category we can only say that it savours of the one 
so humorously described by Mr. Tite, when the subject was 
under discussion at the Institute of British Architects; and, con
fe88ing that we have not tried. the conglomeration, we think it 
little more promising than the sanguinary composition just 
alluded to of bullocks' blood itnd brickdust fiavoured with a little 
ofthe essence of milk. We had hoped such propositions for the 
purpose in view bad an end. 

LAYING OUT RAILWAY CURVES. 
TO TB• •l)ITO• or TB• CIVI.L •11au···· AllD A&CBlTICT'8 JODa!tAL. 

S1a,-In one of the late numbers of the Civil Engineer and 
Architects Journal I observed that yon gave Mr. Rankine the 
credit of being the first to publish the metborl of laying out the 
curves of railways by the angles at the circumference. I have been 
under the impression that I was the first to put this method into 
a practical form; and as evidence that I was early in the field, I 
beg to send per book post a copy ofa pamphlet which I published 
on the aubje,,"t in the year 1847. I first began to lay out curves 
on that system in the year 1840; and found it very advantageous 
when laying out the line of the Great Western Railway through 
the Chalford valley, along steep sidelong ground, in the year 
1843. I am, &c. . 

Carmarthen, July 1862. RoBT. BRODIE, M.I.C.E. 

[We have long been acquainted with the pamphlet referred to by 
our correspondent, and harl a high opinion of its great practical 
value. In our last volume (p. 27 5, col. 1), we had occasion to ruake 
favourable reference to it. 

Mr. :Brodie's letter continua our previous idea that the concep
tion of ra.nging by the angles at the c!rcumference is. original so 
far as he 1s concerned, the method havrng been practised by him 
in 1840, whereas Prof. Rankine's paper on the subject was not 
read uutil the year 1843. The fact appears to be that this elegant 
and expeditious mode of setting oat curves has been arrived at 
independently by more than one engineer, and practised by those 
who <,\iscovered it for a consirlerable time before it was written 
or read about. Prof. Rankine, iu his' Manual of Civil Engineering,' 
does not claim the credit of invention, but states that he first read 
a paper on the subject in i 843. We believe Mr. Brodie's pamphlet 
tn have done very much in making the method generally and 
practically known, and there are many to whom this system of 
ranging will always be associated with bis name.-En.] 

THE ROY AL ACADEMY EXHIBITION. 
TO TB• &DlTOB or TB• ClYIL •lfGl•U& AlfD A.&CDIT&c'T'S JODUA.L. 

S1a,-In a recent article in your Journal upon the Royal 
Academy Exhibition, your reviewer bas called attention to an 
alleged resemblance betweeu the spire of Christ Church, Penton
ville (about to be erected under my superintendence) and an 
admirable modern work which is named. In fairness to myself, 
will yon have the goodness to afford me an opportunity of deny
ing this. I cannot trace a resemblance, either in plan or eleva
tioa; and in designing it I had no wish or intention to copy the 
works of others.- I am, &c. 

EDGAR P. BROCK. 
37, Bedford·place, w.c., July 16, 1862. 

The Etutem Belgian Socidg.-Tbis society is to hold its 
meeting in the second fortnight of 1863. Domestic animall!, 
produce, and machiuea of all sorts are to be exhibited, and the 
dieplay will be similar to that held at Luxemburg in the Boule
vard d'Avroi in 1862. £1600 have been raised as contribution 
in the way of subsidy by the state, the provinct' of Liege, and 
the chief town of the lMter. Useful is the late order issued by 
the Belgian miuiater of commerce; and, though they justly claim 
to be ranked next to us in practical work, we can take a leaf out 
of their book. The state telegraphic wires and attending staff 
are put at the gratuitous disposal of the public in case of alarm 
by fire. The rdilwaya are hound by law to tPve free pass to fire
men and all materiel necessary for the extinction of confiagrations ; 
in ~ of extreme emergency express trains are to be flll'Iliahed 
when demanded. 

NetD Lunatic Aaylum.for tAe City of London.-On the 29th ult. 
the foundation 11tone of a pauper lunatic asylum for the City of 
London was laid at Stone, near Dartford. It is to accommodate 
250 patients, and the estimated coat is .£60,000. The site consists 
of upwards of 30 acres in a commanding and healthy locality 
between Dartford and Greenbithe, and was purchased for £3300. 
The building will be erected from designs by Mr. Bunning, the 
City architect. All the preparatory arrangements have been made 
under the direction of a special committee appointed by the court 
of Coruruon Council. 

Chemin de Fer du Centre.-Accordiug to the "Independance 
Beige," the returns of the Chemin-de-fer du Centre, are, May 1861, 
f. 38,668'03; May 1862, f. 37,639·63, which figures prove that 
the present stagnation of railway traffic is not partial, in Europe 
at least. 

7 he Memorial to the Prince Conaort.-Tbe Committee of the 
Prince Consort Memorial have just laid before the public an out
line of their uew scheme, since the idea of a monolith obelisk was 
abandoned. They bnve, with the aid of several architects, pre
pared a report, which, however, cannot be considered final, since 
it leaves much undetermined, but it defines tha character of the 
proposed monument, points out a site, and l'P.commenda a limited 
and private competition in the selection of the design. The 
West corner of the strip between Rotten Row and the. 
Kensington Road is the site proposed. It is about half ,way 
betweeu the site of the Exhibition of 1851 and that of 1862. 
The proximity of this spot to the unoccupied frontage of the 
ComruiB&ioners' Estate north of the Horticultural Gardena, 
suggested the notion of combining the features of a group of 
statuary and au ornamental building, to be divided by the road, 
and in the same general effect. The reanlt is a proposal to erect 
abont opposite to the Coalhrookdale Gates "an architectural 
base for groups of sculpture," surmounted by a conspicuous 
statue of Prince Albert, and upon the other aide of the Kenain§
ton-road, parallel to the couaervatory of the Horticultural Society s 
Gardens, a large hall for meetings connected with science and 
art. The arguments in favou1· of this arrangement are thus 
summed up by the Committee:-" By being placed in the park 
the monument bas a national character, while its position in rela
tion to the estate sufficiently indicates the connexion which we 
had regarded as an essential part of our general plan. Had the 
monument been placed on the south 11ide of the Kensington-road, 
it would have been so near the hall as to be overpowed by it, 
while by beiug within the estate it would have lost something of 
its public importance." . . • "The hall, besides its special use, 
would, with its cornaponding lateral approaches to the Horticul
tural Gardeu, constitute the p1incipal front to the whole estate. 
It would also, on many accounts, be an e&11ential accompaniment 
to the opposite monument, by completing the connexion between 
it and the institutions which now exist, or may hereafter be 
established near it." The nine architecta invited to submit 
designs for the double memorial have been reminded that the 
amount of the available fund is an "important condition." The 
designs and estimates are to be sent in by the let of December 
next. Mr. Tite and Mr. Smirke have declined the invitation to 
compete. 

The ~ Palaia de Ju1tice, B1'111ttla.-This edifice is to occupy 
about 2§ hectares, or 25,000 square metres. If, on account of the 
height of the building, the exceptional class of material and the 
architectural ornamentation be adopted, the coat is estimated at 
liOO francs a square metre, or 200 francs more tha.n a private 
house. If the actual apace occupied by the useful portion of the 
building, deducting court-yards and apace• not capable of orna
ment, the above price will be double. 
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The DraiMgs-qf t"8 F-.-A. movement has been made by 
HVeral of the principal landed proprietors interested in lands in 
the upper districts drained by the Witham for an improvement 
in the outfall The scheme embract'S a thorough deepening of 
the Biver Witham i'rom Bardoey to Boston, and a new channel 
at the mouth of the haven. Af\er a long Parliamentary litigation 
the Middle Level Drainage and Navigation Bill baa paaaed the 
oommitMel of both Ho~ to whom it was referred. The object.a of 
the Bill were-firat, to separate the Middle Level from the Bedford 
Level Corporation. and to take the funds of the corpomtion 
arising in the Middle Level and to apply them to Middle Level 
works only; secondly, to abolish the Nene Navigation Commie
aion; thirdly, to repeal the Barrier Banks Act; fourthly, to 
amend the Middle Level Aerts in mattera of administration and 
detail; and fifthly, to amend the district Acts in the Middle 
Level ao aa to generalise their provisions and extend the t>:Owera 
of district commisionera to the making of roads and facilitating 
their dedication aa public highway11. The decillion come to by 
Parliament will in eft'eot make the Middle Level Commillllionen 
aole muter& of their own aft'ail'B in future. 

The MIJfkleine, Pam.-" The Madeleine, although one of the 
modern churches of Paris," 11&ys the Sieck, " is now undergoing 
extensive repairs. The llight of steps at the northern front baa 
au!'ered ao much from the infiltration of the rain water that it is 
found necessary to reconstruct it. The 11&me operation was per
formed at the southern front some yeara ago. Repaira of a still 
more serious character have alao been found mdispensable. 
Owing to the settling of the foundationa, a crack baa recently 
made its appearance in the principal front, extending from the 
lintel of the grand portal quite to the top of the inner pediment. 
As frequently happens with large buildings, ·the construction or 
this church was repeat.edly interrupted, and its plans considerably 
modified. No leBB than 78 yeara elapsed between the commence
ment of the edifice and its completion." 

OLA88Di'IED LIST OF PATENTS SEALED Di JULY, lBeS. 

HT6 Broomaa, R. A.-llanafadure ofcharcoal-(com.)-n-mber 81, 1861 
116 Todd, B.-Hanafacturo of antlmoa7-March IT 
U8 Hem!Olll, Ill. A. P.-TreMmen' of copro\\i...-:oom.)-J'ebraary 10 

1161 Jolulaml, J. H.-Hanataaare oflOda and potull and lllelr carbooai...-Ma7 6 

114 Tlmmlna, T.-UIJlllMloa of produo 1 ..,.,.111111 from manatadare ot pa-.11111. 16 
119 lloberta, T., Dale, J.-Mannfactare of guupowder -Jaoa&r)' 18 

H• Pllilllpo, 0. "'0.-DiaU•latlon aud rectlllcalioa ot aloohola or 1Plrl&e-Janury 80 
lot& Hen8na, 0. D.-Brewiag-(com.l-April IO 

1S Patrick, W. B.-Hanat&dureof llllpl'-J'auu&l'J' 1 
Gi Wllloa, D.-Preparlng eolf--.l'ana&r)' 9 

t8 J.rudell, J. W.-Treal!Dg &Dd d,_mg 01'88-(oom.)--JanQ&rJ 4 
188 Hartin, A. J. -Treat1111111t of tlllll oll-J'anury 11 
123 )![yen, T.--Compoeitlon for prenintlng oddatlou of metallic llllfacee-Jan. lT 
UT Nloboleoa B C.-l>Je!Dg ooloan, k.-Jaoa&r)' !O 

1110 Johlllon, i. H.-Manafaoture of red lead (OOID)-lila7 6 
H Da'l'la, R. J'.-Ou banlen-Janury 1 
IT W&n181', A.-Man~ure of p1-Jana&l'J' 4 
GT Brooman, R. ~.-Kanafac•ure ot p1 aad p1 baraer.-(oam.)-Jana&1'7 19 

860 Kromtebwedei;,, H. H.-Gu meten-March 10 
tllT Wehner, J.-uullttinga-J'ebru&r)'' 
:no P1uftll. L.-Met.llod of leeting tubing for lealcacee-Pebnwy 1 
159 Brooman, IL A.-Boad neeping machlnea-(oom.)--Jana&r)' S1 

M Howden, J.-8'8am eaglnea and bollen-Jana&r)' ' 
1164 Amoo, J. C.-•*-11pumpe-April11 
1199 Allen, J. F.-Valve par-.lpril H 
lMO Jobuoa, J. H.-S'8am paeraiora-{com.)-Ha7 6 

86 Soa&t, T.- 8'8am eagluea-Jana&r)' 11 
us Parm, J.-Steam eagiuee, bolleni, &o.-JanD&l'J' 18 

lST Bowan, J. H.~~team hammen -January 1 T 
w Jar, D.-8'8am bammen-l'ebnwy 8 
16T Belr, A. J.-Sleam YalY•-J'aoa&r)' lit 
178 R~.-l'laton-J&n11&17 U 
119 M , R.H. C.-OIMIDlllfl mo'1n power-Janury 11 
U8 Bin~a, C.-Genemlng 1*-11-January 21 
'*8 Num)'lll, J .-Botary enginee-February 19 
H6 Rlppingalle, B. A.~~team enginee-J1111ury 80 
aa WllUe, J.-J.ubrlcakn-Janury 11 

116 HOllJ7, M.-HottTe power-(oom.)-Febru&JT 6 
ff Shaw, P.-Bailw&T bratee-Janury T 

TIS Clark, W.-Ralhra7 brali:•-(com.)-March 16 
Tl Wlgrell, Jil.-Cani&ge Ye11t.tJ&1or-J1111uary 10 

111 8MYelll, J. J.-BailW&J point indlcaM>r--J&DIW'}' 18 
U.S Jobllng. T. W.-U1•of locomotiYea in mlnea-Jann&l'J' 20 
'98 Ne"'°'1, W. R.-Jolnt.a or obalnof permaooat wa7 (oom)-Febru&JT t4 

69 Slemena, C. W.-Telegrarha-Janulll)' 19 
sae Barb7. J. B.-.MRhod o p.-rrtng eltctrlc cab!• and wtrea-J1111aaq ill 
68 Coat, H.-~ clelpUch ta..,.._(oom.)--Jana&r)' 8 
IT Bndlhaw, W.-Watcha-.Janll&I'}' 8 

I Wallter, J.-comtnlctioll of tan., Ac.-JanU17 1 

88 Gilbert, T.-Swlnla for ga,.....,Jaa11&17 11 
H Je!frlea, 0.-Breech loadl•ag &rearm -Janu&17 i 

16H Palmer, W.-BeYolYl.ng llreanna-May 2T 
U9 Doremera, IL 0.-Canrld&ea-Jana&r)' iO 

219 lfe"1oa, W. R.-Printlug machlnea-(com.J-J111ury ll9 
166 Oeriah, J!'. W.-Printlog machlnea-Jana&I')' 21 
49' Patridge, T. -Printing railway t.lcbte-Pebru&JT 2' 
15T Rawllna. J. H.-Manul&cture ofpaper-(oom.)-January 11 
286 Clark, W.-Manafactare of paper -loom.)-Jana&r)' S9 

T6 Oalea, J.-Wuh.lng machlnea-Jana&r)' 10 
1118 Ford, W. J.-... wlng mach.ioea-(com.1-April 16 

2T8 Coot, T.-llachlnel')' for folding envelopeo-Febra&17 l 
66 a-m"!L. H.-Manafadare of raalleable inm and lklel-J•UD&rJ 8 

1012 Darieo, w .-Paddling fllrua001-April 9 
1'6 Bird, J.-Cranlt ule-Jana&rT iO 

260 Clark, W. -Wn111ch-(Ct11D.)-Jana&r)' 80 
T69 Warner, F.-Cocb or tape-March 18 

91 ~-. T.-Knocbn-Jana&r)' 18 
106 Boaafleld, 0. T.-Nalla and splkea Coom.>-JanUl'J' U 
180 Tow, W.-8to- and 8replacoa-Janll&I'}' 18 
66 Wllilon, D.-H7draullc pr......-Jano&1'7 9 

908 llam-n, .t..-B1draallc p--Jan11A17 26 
184 Boben., 1.-Bydraallc motln eagiuee-J&aQ&J'J' i2 
818 BellhoaN, R. T.-Bydroet&tlc p.--Febru&JT 6 

186 Loallham, J.-Chalna and cabiel>-Jaoa&r)' 24 
ll91 Boalller, C. ll.-Mannfactare ot atrapo, banda, and clla!D&-Febru&JT ' 
21'6 Cook, T.-PanohiDg machlae-Febnwy 1 

12T6 Edward, A., Edward J.-Splnalng machln-Dec:ember 81 
'6 lllaim. J.-8pbming machinee-JaoQ&J'J' T 
48 TaUiam; J.-Splnnlng machlnee-Jana&r)' T 

UST Newton, .t.. V.-Looma-<oom.)-Aprll 28 
UT DreJfuaa, 11.-Splnaing machine - (com.)-Janury 18 
llST Newton, w. B.-elnnlng macblne-(oom.)-February 8 
80' Aahworlll_,_H.-8 oing machlne-Febru&r)' 6 
800 Taybor, w. R.- eagiu-FebrlJ&tT 6 
U6 Combe, J.-Machlnel')' or wlDdillg cope, &Dd ID \he trea&ment ol cope ror WWI" 

and oilier parpc.ee-Febra&I')' IT 
4TO Aahlon, W. -Machlne1'7 emploJed ID t.he manufaotare ol braida and aimilar 

artlcl•-Februa17 22 
m Brlerl7, J. H.-Clup or futeaer ror reventble hello, Ac.-Janll&l')' 29 

189 Walton, W. & F.-Winl carda-J&aa&rT 81 
181 Bmmot.!.z T.-Manuractare or nlvet.-Jan_, 18 
1T6 Owea, n.-\lanafactare or l1ocklnp-J'an11&1'J' 28 
188 Lawton, J. F. & J.-Manafacture or flannel-Febru&JT 18 
to 1ell W. A.-Mantlfactllre of bobbina-Jana&r)' i 

ITU ci&rk, W.-Manafaoture off18'ooued edglng-;oom.>-l'ebnulrT 1 
808 Pa)'llO, J. B .-TreMm•n' or preparaUoa ot hemp, lax. and oUlel' &lllJocoDS llrol• 

1Di.w001for1plDDIDg-Feb111al')' 6 
1008 Law-. J.-BalJJng ~and thread-(oom.}-Aprll 8 

tt Gedp, W. B.~eaDIDg grain-(oom.)-Ju_, a 
Tl Carter, J.-~ ploagh-J&nQ&rJ 10 

TM Harford, w.-Bollen-llarch lT 
1n Wal1ace, J.-Reaplng machlnee-J'&nD&l'J' 23 
180 llarg-, W.-Mowing machlnee .Janll&I'}' SI 
928 Newton,_:'-· V.-Hone blta-(oom,··April S 
lT' Bopea, w. H.-Machlae for ooll'ee cleanlng-{oom.)-Janury 98 
ll09 Orr, W.-Machlnel')' for Ille manufacture of llllpl'-Jana&r)' 2T 

TS Job-., R.--Co&tlnit for ahlpe-J'anll&I'}' 10 
:I06 Lllle--Ooatinlr for lhlpe-Janll&I'}' 2T 
IH!T Newton, W. lt.-Shlpe' pampe-(com.)-April 4 

1190 Helnu, C. R.-Apparatu forextlngalahlng ~April S8 
866 Gedp, W. E.-Apparataa for extlngalahlng lire (oom.)-Kanlh r. 
898 Woodberry, J. P.-.umlng Wiil •-la-December &1 
8tT l'IP1t'toll, w. E.-AnDOlll' platea-(oom.)-March 18 
~2 Hill, L.-ApplJiDg &r111oar plating to 1'lll·ahipe-J!'eb111&17 8 
UG lamb. A.-IJ.fe boa&e-Jana&I')' 20 
400 Joh1110n, J. H.-Macblne1'7 for propelllng ahlpe ud bo&ta (ooml -J!'elnarJ H 

1186 Johnaoo, J. H.-Apparataa for taldng deep - IOWldlnp, and for ,_,u.g tll• 
epeed of ahlpe (oom.)-April 28 

8~ Mcllallle, N.-Veaillakn-Deoember 81 
e Clark, T. c.-Jleating apparataa-J&1111&1'J' 1 

1'89 lllate, 0. -HeMIDg apparatuo-Ma1 18 
11 Rhodee, B.- Manaf&otllre ot plpee-JanD&l'J' 1 

1189 Haghea, E. T.-Pnru&ee1 for OOD811'1ling amol<-Coom.)-Jilan:b 11 
26 !ltracey, 0.-Mannfacture ofmillclal fllel-Jan11&17 a 
90 Warllch, J!'. C. -Manafacture of artlftclal fllel -J&aD&fT 18 
S Slerelme7, N. C.-Manuf&clure Ofle&ther cloth-Jana&l'J' 1 

Ul Barb&t, L.-\lanafacture or hate-Jana&r)' lO 
SU McLeod.-Hat.a-llarch 10 
600 Wonlrow, l.-Manaf&e1are ofha&e-Febru&1716 
8TO Lnbliwlti, R.-U aoafactare of ambrellu-Marcb 118 

18'8 CoboarR, T. -llanafactare ot boo'8 and lh--Ma1 6 
166 Pace, E:-Venelian bllMa-Jaauary 2i 

1288 Newton, .t.. V.-~lan'lfacWre ot hollow c1- ware (com)-April 26 . 
290 Manwaring, 0.-F!Dllllng apparatDI for c1-, •w•n. and~ waler ,....J<t-

Febru&ry 4 • 
4'9 Lee, 0. 1.-TOllrlllquete-«>m.-Febnwy SO 

94 Brooman, R. A. - Ve.ell aud c:uea-(oom.)-Jana&r)' 1S 
1016 Malller, C.-Spittoona-April 9 

8 Brooman R. A.-Mantlfactllre of lace acl.aon-(oom.)-Jamwy 1 
18' Clark, W.-Manafactu .. of artificial llower&-(com.)-Jana&r)' 2' '° Betjemann, 0. &O. w., & J.-Dreealng caam-Jana&r)' 6 

61 Heath, A.-Iat nucia-.Jana&r)' 8 
1116 Mongln, J. C. F.-Baeoln"'--lauu&17 26 

1422 Jobn80n, J. H. Apparatua for catting turf-May 8 
1606 Briddell, B J.-Arlillclal marbla-ll&7 lT 
126 Cleland. W .-RMh-JaD111&1'7 l6 

U Bron, F.-Kltcben ranpe-lana&r)' 6 
60 Smith, J., & We·t.tooda-Kitchen ran~anury 9 
,8 Wallla, A., Hulam, c.-Bota1'7 ocreeaa-Jana&r)' T 

166 Barlow, H. B.~~peed indlcat ·n (oom)-Jana&r)' 21 
no Church, A. H.-Pr.emng ~anD&l'J' 28 
2i8 Hodm"!i R.-Anl8cial atone-Jana&r)' II 
Ttll llcoU, n. D.-Cemea'-March 16 
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THE ALBERT MEMORIAL. 
TBB nature of the propoaed monument to the late Prince 

Consort is a subject of great interest, not merely on account of 
the monument itself, but also on account of the ~eneral principles 
of art involved in the discuBBion relating to it. The existing 
monuments erect.id in public sites in London are so generally 
unsatisfactory, that the consideration of the design of the new 
monument is calculated to stimulate investigation of the causes 
of past Cail urea. Unhappily for the state of art in England, we 
have been too long accustomed to view art as a thing not 11uecep
tible of logical investigation: the trite saying, de gu1tibtu non ut 
dilputandum, bas been adopted as an excW!e for avoiding analysis 
of the intrinsic principles of taste, IUld with respect to it we have 
submitted to merely dogmatic teaching. Of late years indeed this 
reproach has been to some extent removed, and several earnest 
writers h1lVe with more or lees precision l\nalysed the principles 
upon which the excellence of architectural design depends, but 
that those principles are not yet completely established is abun
dantlv e1'ident from the vagueness of the controversy respecting 
the Albert Memorial. The officil\l papers relating to the Memo
rial avoid in a great meuure discussion of those general 
questions which mU8t be disposed of, either tacitly or expreBBly, 
before the design is adopted; or where general questions of taste 
are referred to in these papers, the language is not the firm and 
precii;e expreBBion of incontroverLible propositions. 

We propose here to examine somewhl\t in detail the more 
important of the pllpers just referred to. Since the abandonmt>nt 
of the design of a monolithic obelisk, the course adopted by the 
MemorW Committee appointed by tht' Queen appe&l'B to have 
been aa follows. In May last the Cowmittee 10vited seven 
architects collectively to give their opinion respecting a suitable 
design for the memorial. In the letter of June 5th the architects 
reported their opinion to the Committee. On the 27th of June 
the Committee made a report to the Queen respecting the 
character and site of the memorial. This report was subsequently 
approved of in a letter addressed by the Queen's command to the 
Committee in July; and in the same month the Committee iBBued 
a letter to the architects above mentioned and two others, 
eevt>rally inviting each of tb11m to submit designs for the 
memorial. 

The earliest of these documents to which we need refer is the 
letter of the seven architects consulted by the Queen's Committee. 
The Committee, while leaving the architects free to present their 
own opinions, suggested that the Memorial to the Prinoo Consort 
should be erected in connection with au" Institution of Arte and 
Sciences," which ~he architects understood to refer to the South 
Kensington Museum and School of Art. . 

ThE> architects gave only a doubtful and conditional assent to 
this suggestion. They ask, "whether the nature and style of the 
memorial could be safely assumed before the plan am! desigu of 
the building for the institution bad been finally determined;" and 
thiuk it would be more desirable to erect the memorial, not 1\8 a 
part of or iu immediate connection with a very expensive edifice 
not yet determined upon, but as an independent monument in 
Hyde Park." 

Their letter then proceeds to consider the suitability of the 
following kinds of monuments:-{ I) an obelisk in several stones, 
(2) a column, (3) a Gothic cross, (4) a large group ur groups of 
sculpture, (5) a building; a statue of the Prince Consort being in 
any of these cases the most prominent object. The first of these 
structures they disapprove of because of its inferiority to a mono
lithic obelisk, and because its magnitude would render it more 
important a11d oonepicuoue than the Prince's statue. To the' 
110COnd kind of structure they objt>ct, that a statue on the summit 
of a column is not in a favourable position for being seen. With 
r,ispect to a Gothic croas the architects do not give an expresa 
opinion; but in the part of ~heir letter where, according to the 
order of the paragraphs, such an opinion should occur, we have 
the following mysterious passage:-

" The objections to an obelisk, a column, or any erection of that deacrip
Lion, apply also to struct\ll'el! in any style of architecture which would 
auume either of those forms.'' 

It is possible that our readers may succeed better than we 
have done in apprehending the meaning of this paeeage. We 
have aeveral times thought we had caught the sense of it, but 
on a fresh perusal have abandoned our interpretation. A column 
is objectionable, we are told: so ia an obelisk: ao is any erection 
of that deacriptiou, whatever " that description" may be. The 

111\Ule objections are said to apply al8o to some other structures 
but the puszle of the sentence lies in this, that those other etruc· 
tores, though obvioW1ly refer1·ed to as a distinct class, are de
acribed as being "in any style," and "of those forms''. already 
mentioned; so that it is hard to see why they are not mcluded 
in the claee first spoken of. . . . 

There is no reason beyoncl that Just hinted at for euppoB1ng 
Lhat Gothic crosses are alluJeJ to in the sentence quoted. They 
certainly have not the same forms &11 either obelisks oi: columns; 
it is possible however that they are regarded as bavwg forms 
"of that description," though any claeeification of mon~enta 
which logically includes obelisks, columns, and crosses m the 
same claBB, is absolutely inconceivable. 

Thie is not merely verbal criticism; our objection to the pas
sage quoted is of a mnch graver kind. The paeaage either does 
or does not refer to Gothic crosses. According to the former 
supposition, the joint-author& have deliberately omitted to 6%· 

prl'ss any opinion upon the merit of those structures; and we 
are driven to the conclusion that they were unable to agree upon 
an important point in which they confeBB that their opinion was 
required. According to the second supposition, they. compare 
crOlltlee to obelisks and monumental columns. That 1e to say, 
they discern a resemblance between Gothic croaeea-which muat 
at least be allowed to display refined skill in their conetruction 
and reasonable principles, and great variety in their design
with obelisks, almost the simplest of all structures, and only one 
degree removed from the unhewn monuments of uncivru-1 
nnW.one; and monumental columns, which have been previously 
condemned for their absurdity, and are of simple and nearly 
invariable forms. 

With reference to the fourth in their list of monuments, a 
large group or groups of sculpture, the architects consulted ex
preea an opinion that, "if in bronze this ma1 be a group of 
statues without a building; or if in marble with a building to 
protect them." 

We have already, in a former papt>r on this subject, stated our 
rMSons for thinking that statues ought not to be erected in the 
open air without buildings to protect them. With respect to 
metal statues, we admit that the necessity of preserving them 
from decay by the protection of a building is leas i~pera~ive 
than with respect to marble statues. But the aist~et1c obJ?C
tione to unprotected statues apply, whatever be their material. 
There is, in the tiret place, th11 incongruity-the indecency and 
disrespect, we may almost say-of eutfering the effigies of one 
-whom we intend to honour to be exposed to the violence of every 
storm. In the second place, it is a matter of mere observation 
that statuary of every kind is more distinctly seen, and more 
effective in juxtaposition with a niche or other suitable struc
ture, than when viewed with no other background than the sky, 
or distant objects. The ineffectivenese of metropolitan monu
ments is mainly due t.o their isolation. Take, for instance, the 
statue of the Duke of Wellingtou, erected upon the arch near 
Apaley House; BeQn against the sky, little beyond the bare out
line of the statue is distinguishable by a vision not unusually 
acute. The same remark applies, though somewhat Iese forcibly, 
to the statues in Trafalgar-square, and other squares in London. 
Thev look hare, isoll\ted, and forlorn. They lack dignity, and 
wouid lack diguiLy whatever their intrinsic merits, because they 
appear to have been deemed unworthy of the protection of suit
able structures. To adopt an analogy by no means remote, 
a wholly uncovered statue resembles a picture without a frame. 
A valuable picture is placed in a good frame, not m~rely for pr<r 
tection-for that purpose the frame is often nearly useless-but 
beP.auee the eye demands that the boundaries of the pictui:e 
should be thus distinctly marked; and because the value att.ri
buted to it is denoted by the coetline88 and beauty of the frame. 

The last and practically most important subject discuaaed in 
the letter of the seven architects is "the question of some build
ing to be erected with a view to general usefulness." On this 
subject the following obsei'vatione are made :-

" It a.ppean to ua that by the generoaily of the nation, apart from the 
learned BOCietiea, science and art are provided for in the British MU8eum, 
the mUBeum in J ennyn-st.reet, and the echoola at South Kensington. What 
seems to be wanted 18 aome spa.cioua ball and ita neceaary adjunct&, aa a 
place for general art meeting; or for auch 8886mbliea as are about to t&ke 
place in London in connexion with BOCial science and ita kindred pumiita. 
We have nothing in London for such an object like the grea* balla of 
Liverpool, Leeda, and Mancheeter. If theeeviewa are well founded, and 
would be received with public or national favour, we - no l'M90D why 

till 
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the vacant ground a.t the be.ck of the Horticultural-garden&, south of the 
Kensington-road, u suggested by the Queen's Committee, 1hould not be 
a fitting 1ite for such a. building. Architecturally (a.nd apart from 
general questions ofexpediency, upon which there doubtlesa exiatll a great 
variety of opinions) nothing could he happier, in our opinion, than to 
occupy the north side of the road with the Prince Consort Memorial, and 
the other aide with a. grand cent;ral ha.11 having approaches to the hall 
itJ<elf, and u at the present moment to the Horticultural-gardens ; thua 
effectually acreening from view the back of the Conaerva.tory and the 
unsightly objectll at present existing." 

The plan here recommended of aesociating the monument with 
n "spacious hall" appears not to have been originally projected 
ll\" the ~ven architects, but t.o have been partially at leMt 
11uggested to them by the Queen's Committee. The architects 
allude to doubts as to the expediency of the project, but speak 
l'onfideutly as to its archit.Jcturnl merits. Our judgment-and, if 
we mistake not, the judgment of the public-widely differs from 
that Rrr1ved at bl the architects on the architectural question, 
aud by the flueen s Committee on the question of expediency. 

With respect to the architectural question, we cannot agree that 
"nothing could be happier" than to make the monument in fact 
consist of two dissimilar parts separated by a public road. Surely 
one of the first requisites of a monument is unity. It is intended 
for a single purpose-that of an enduring memorial of the 
deceased prince, and this unity of purpose obviou11ly suggests 
uui,ty of design. The "hall" is intended to be, in fact, one part 
of the memorial, and the monument upon the opposite side of 
Kensington-road another; but Low can these two parts, sepnrn.ted 
by a busy thoroughfare, appear to be a connected whole 1 They 
may appear so in the "sketch plnn" which the architects annex 
to their report, but certainly will not appear 80 to an observer of 
the executed design. The eye and imagination of ordinary spec
tators will not be so complacent :ts tu ignore the intervening road 
with its busy traffic, and to regard the two parts of the memorial 
as unrlivided. 

\Ve have in a previous p11per stated our objections to utilitarian 
monuments. A structure which assumes tbe double chnrncter of 
a monument nnd a useful building is an attempt to combine dis
cordant elements. The ruouument-qud monument-is not useful; 
and the useful part of the structure is uot monumental. The 
discordance of the monumental and utilitarian charncteristics 
may be to some extent evaded by n separation of tbe monument 
from the useful buildinir. But theu this difficulty arises-the 
8epnration is destructive of the nere11Rary unity of the memori111. 
Tile monument prover will be regarded by itsrlf, r.nd if it he 
deficient in grnndeur anrl heau1y, the eye and jurlgment will 
refuse to eke out its deficiencies by reference to the nrljacent 
building. MorE'O\·er, the1·e is ROmething repugnant to gnod t11ste 
iu tl1e endeavour to reroneile the useful and the ornamental-in 
the parsimonious liLer11lit.y which professes to honour the de11d, 
but in reality seeks to sene the living. Thne remains the ques
t ion of the utility of the proposetl "spacious hall and its nece~~ary 
adjuncts." Of the uses to which they are to Le 11pplierl we h11ve 
111uny account11, but none of them l'lenr and prrciAe. The seven 
nrchit~ts refer to one of the usrs of the structure" RR a pince for 
general art meeting." The expression "nrt meeting" is not 
.English. But let that J111s11, with the single olJserv11ti"n th11t 
iu11ccurate lnn~uage i6 !!enerally a mark of inaccurate ide11s. By 
"11rt meeiing' is presumably intended 11 meetin!< for s<•me pur
p<·~es relating to the artb-Dl<'St probably the fine arts. But 
"hat are those purposes ·1 Is the proposed hall to be a lecture
room where p11pt>rs up0n the fiue a1 !.d are to be rend and dis
cussed ·1 Surely there are plenty of such places already in Loudon. 
Or is the propo..ed h11ll to be n sort of club-room where those 
who are learned, or profess to be learned, i"n tbe fine 11rts m11y 
a><sociatt1 t0gether-a sort of "house of call," in fact, for artistic 
!(entlemen 1 Surely the cost of a structure for these strictly 
pri,•ate purposes ought not to Le defrayed hy a public subscriv
tion. Surely the money c-ollected uJHler the influence of a gPuerous 
J>H blic impulse to honour the Priuce ConRort 1rnd console the 
(.'uel'n, ought not to be thns diverted to s<·ltish objects. 

Another use of thr "hall" to which the architects refer is a 
pluce for assemblies "in connexion with sociul science aud its 
kindred pursuits." The answer to the demand for such n place is, 
that such assemblies cnn bl' held in buildings already e1isting in 
more convenieui situations in London. 

The Queen's Committee adopted somewhat different de~crip
tfons of the purposes uf the proposed hall. According to their 
rt>port to the Queen, the hall is required as "a central point of 

union where men of science and art could meet; where the result 
of their labours, with a view to the Apecial purp<>BN before 
indicated, could he communicated and diecuBBed, and where 
deputies from affiliated societies throaghout the United Kinf<1om 
could occasionally confer with the metropolitan authorities. Oh 
that I.he writers of official papers coald be compelled to write 
plain English ! If the "hall" is meant to be a club-room, why 
have not the Committee the courage to say 801 Are they !Uraid 
that the public would not be enthusiastic in providing for the 
comfo1-t and enjoyruent of the "wen of science and art 7" Who 
are these "men" 1 What is their claim on public generosity 1 
What criterion is to be adopted in order to select, from the 
numerous pretentious cl&SB who would be willing to rank them
selves as" men of science and art," the smaller number who are 
to enjoy the use of the proposed hall 1 

These questions suggest serious objections to the projected 
institution. Another great objection is, that the institution is 
intended not t.o supply an existing and recognised want, bnt to 
supply a demand before it arises. Where are the "affiliated 
societies throughout the United Kingdom"? Will it not be 
time enough to provide for their deputies when the societies 
are constituted, and show a disposition to send deputies 1 
Perhaps the societies will never be constituted. Perhaps the 
deputies may never come to London, to confer with the persons 
modestly termed "metropolitan authorities." It is possible that 
the provincial "men of science and art" may have the same sense 
of their own importance that the metropolitan "men" will 
doubtleBS have, and may decline to be deputed tu confer with 
them, and to acknowledge them as authorities. 

But suppose all these difficulties surmounte,i, what are the
deputies and authorities to confer about 1 There are ample 
means already existing of publishing new discoveries in science 
and art. The publication uf such discoveries is a matter ot 
natio1.1al importance, and one therefore to the furtherance of 
which, if necessary, public money might if witb propriety be 
applied. But the private meeting11 of" men of science and art" 
-for purposes, probably, closely connected with coffee·drinking 
and mutual laudation-are not matters of public concern. 

The Queen's Committee have, by a letter diited ,July 1862, 
invited the seven architects and two others, to ~end in de;,ign11 
for the memorial on tbe north side of Kensington-road, an<l the 
proposed buildings on the south sirle of the road. We are glMI 
to observe some expressions in this letter from which it may be 
inferred that the erection of the memorial is to precede that of 
the other proposerl structure. The letter refers to ''the fund 
which may be available for the cost of the memorial itself; for 
the proposed straightening of the> public roarl; for the arrange
ment of tbe area in Hyde-park, with its decorations; and if 
po8sible for the hall on tbe south side of the roarl." The erection 
of the hall is thus spoken of as an event contingent on the collec
tion of funds for the purpose; and the funds already collected 
are, we 11pprehend, to be Rpplied in the first place to the ere<.tion 
of the monument. This course appears to be imposed upon the 
committee bv their obligations with respect to the fund of which 
they are trustees. It was subscribed for a monument to Prince 
Albert; not fur a hall for the convenience of" wen of science 
and art." 

THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862. 
Railway Plant and Appliancu. 

Tur. thirty years and upwards since railway communication 
hllll been established have not been sufficient to determine which 
is the best form for rails, nor the best means of fixing them to 
the rondway, sons to make a level, tirm, flat surface, over which 
the loconwtive engines and cnrriages may pass at bigh ~peeds, 
with the le11~t resistance, with tbe greatest snfety, and with the 
smnllest amount of wear and teRr. In the uncertainty that con
tinues ou the subject numerous inventions are brought forward, 
each of which professes to possess special advantAges, and to 
ensure ~renter security, and at less cost thau the plans generally 
adopted. In the present International Exhibition, as in that of 
18.'il, there are numerous specimens of rail&, chairs, mil fasten
ings, railway crossings, and switches, and there are three examples 
of dilTereut modes of constructing the perm11nent way, ~ost of 
which are pl11u·d in an alley in the western annexe, wl11ch few 
persons p11ss through, and at the back of the locomoti~e engines. 

Commencing with the examples of railway constract1on, 1t may 
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be observed that the original plan of laying down rails on the 
1urface of the levelled roadway, by resting them on 111.rge rect
Aogular blocks of stone into which the chairs were fMtened, has 
been altogether abandoned, as the rigi,lity of the stone supports 
pmduced vibr11.tion that was not only disagreeable to passengers, 
but was injurious to the rolling stock, as it caused the fastenings 
to give way, and it was at the same time expensive. Wooden 
sleepers embedded in ballast were afterwards substituted for lhe 
1tone blocks, and though apparently not so substantial, they have 
been found to be prncticslly mnch better adapted to the purpose. 
The plans hitherto generally adopted have been to fix the rails 
into "ch11.irs" fastened to the wooden sleepers longitudinally, M 

ou the 01"f'at Western Railway, or to place the sleepers trans
versely to the line, and to fastP.D the chairs near to each end at 
e111ctly the ill\me distance apart. Either of those systems of con
atruction admits of a variety of form of mils and of the means of 
fMtening th~m. but in the railway exhibited by Mr. Seaton (1298) 
\he wooden sleepers and the rails are specially adapted to each 
other: he calls it the "patent safety saddle mil," and it is fixed on 
to longitudinal sleepers of a pyramidal shape, the lower portion 
of the rail being forked like a saddle, which fits on to the apex of 

Fw. I. 

of structure, improved drainage, a secure and level surface, and 
facility of executing repairs, combined with eco11omy of construc
tion. Nothing but practical experit>nce can prnve that this 
system possesses these advantages, for it seems very questionable 
whether a ballast support alone would be sufficient until it wu 
well consolidated, and even then the rigidity of the bearing 
might occaaion unpleasant if not injurious vibration. This kind 
of rail is laid down in the western annexe. In the same wood
cut are included illustrations of joint-chairs and cellular brackets, 
bolted longitudinally at each side of a double T rail, also ex
hibited by Mr. Corlett. 

Messrs. Edington and Sons, of Glasgow, exhibit specimens 
of iron-surface sleepers, with chairs cast in the same piece, 
which in the principle of their action seems to be a return 
to the original plan of fixing the rails to stonfl blocks. These 
sleepers have large circular hollow bases intended to be imbedded 
in the ballast, and there are niches in them for the reception of 
transverse iron bars that regulate the guage . .,!s the chairs form 
part of t.he sleepers there is no difficulty about their fastenings. 
Thi11 plan has been adopted 011 the Egyptian, Indian, and other 
railways, nucl it is stated with considerable advantage. There is a 

F'IO. 2. 
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the pyramid, and is fixed to it by bolts directly to the timber. 
The advantages claimed by the inventor for thiR mode of con
atructing the permanent way are, that the rail i11 supported by a 
solid and continuous bearing of timber, having a bearing surface 
on the ballast of seventeen inches in width; that the rail anti 
sleeper are less liable to injury from wet, as thti sloping sides 
present no surface on which water can rest; that neither chairs, 
keys, spikes, or other separate pieces 1u·e required, the holt.s ou each 
si<!e keeping the rail perfectly tight in its Heat; that it snrpil.'l!les 
all other systems in economy of construction; aml that, owiug 
to the nbsence of chairs or other fastenings likely to bt> brou~ht 
into contact with the flanges of the wheels, and to the perft"L~t 
mode of joining of the rail~ by 11n under saddle-plate, there is 
mnch less liability to accidents. These are no doubt important 
coa~iderations, and Mr. Seaton's system of construction seems 
th'loretically to po;uiees much merit. One objection to the plan, 
which forces itself to notice, on looking at the pyrnmidnl Rleepers 
:111d the mode of futening the rails to them, is, th11t the grasp of 
the saddle on the timber does not seem 1mfficien!ly long for 
adequate strength <•f resistance, and the bolts being numerou11 
would weaken the sleepers. This system of forming the per
manent way has, however, been experimentally tried on 11eve1al 
Mlilways with good result.q, and a portion of the Great Western 
Hailway, near Kensal Green, is referred to as affordiug n favour
ab!P. ex11.mple of its durability, 11fter a trial of three years. 

Another plan of constructing the permament way without 
~Jeepers or chairs is exhibited by Mr. H. L. Corlett (1244), and 
is illustratecl in the annexed engravings (Fig. 1.) It is c11lled by the 
iavent.or, a Continuous Surface·tmpported Railway, entirely of 
iron, the rails being cast wit.h broad flanges, which rest upon the 
levelled hi\llast, anti they a re bolted together so as to " break
joint.'' The 11.dvantages claimed for this system nre, durnbility 

degree of elasticity in this kind of sleeper that may be sufficient 
to remove the objection attending the solid blocks of stone. 
Similar kinds of sleepers are exhibited by Messrs. Simon~ and Co. 
of Renfrew. 

There is exhibited a great variety of rails and chain and 
methods of joining and fastening rai11. Several contrivances 
are shown for fastening the double Trail in such a manner as to 
protect the under surface from abrasion, so that when it is turned 
it may serve the purpose of a new l'llil. The plans adopted are 
either to fasten the rail to the chair by its side and.upper shoulder, 
without allowing the lower end to rest on the chair, or to form a 
berl whereon the lower end may rest uninjured. The chair 
invented by Mr. Ramsbottom, the locomotive superintendent at 
Crewe, and exhibited by the London aud North-western Railway 
Company, is of the former kind. The rails are held by the sides 
and shoulders by wrought-iron keys, and are not in contact with 
the bottom of the chairs, which are made of wrought-iron, with a 
very broad base to prevent them from being pre&lled into the 
Bleepers. 

Au enmple of the other plan of protecting the under he11.d of the 
rail is exhibited by Mr. Trues, of Gracechurch-qtreet (1306 iu the 
enstern annexe), and is shown in the accompanying wood-cut, 
Figs. 211nd 3. A space at the lower part of the chair(A) is filled 
with a prepared woollen packing (C), and on it is placed the wood
seating (E), the rail (B) being fixed on the chair by a wood key (D), 
iu the usual manner. 

A more ingenious contrivance is the one exhibited by 
Mr. F. Wise, of Buckingham-street, Adelphi (1309), invented b.v 
}Ir. Ramie. It is a self-acting clu&ir, which secures thi: rail 
without nuy wedge or key, the wei(tht of the engine an<l carriages 
serving to hold it tighter at the time when greater steadineBS is 
required. The accompanying elevation and section, F~s. 4and 6, 

• 
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show how the effect is produced. The chR.ir consists of three part& 
The main casting a, is fastened to the sleeper in the usual mR11n11r, 
and it is formed with curved abutments b, b, upou which th11 looae 
"tumbl11" jaws c,c, that hold the rail d, rest. The weight of the rsil 
upon the lower part of the movable jaws, which are not attachll<l 

J'io. 4. 
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iu any way to the chair, cnusea the npper pRrts to close against 
th11 sides of th11 rail euffici11utly to hold it s11Curely in poeition, 
and th11 grip of the jaws is greatly increased wh11n a train passes 
ov11r the rail. It is stated that "several years' experieuce of the 
working of this cbRir under the heaviest traffic shows that it acts 
in the most perfect manner, and never allows chattering to occur 
between itself and th" rail." One of the advanta~es claimed for 
this inv11ntion iB, that it affords th11 greatest poes1bl11 facility for 
placing, rev11rsing, and removing tb11 rail. Tbis facility is indeed 
almost too great, for it woulJ present th11 opportunity of doing 
wilful or wanton mischi11f by removing a rail at any part of the 
lin11 without difficulty. Another objection to which this mode 
of fiistening the rails is exposed is, that the coneLant yielding of 
the enrface of the rail under traffi-:: would increase the draught. 
This is an objection which may be urged against all yielding 
surfaces, for the effect is practically the same as if the wheels 
were ascending an incline. Even with wooden 11leepers and 
ordinary chairs this effect must to some extent be produced, Rnd 
experience alone can decide to what de-gree such yielding of the 
surface is advRntageous or otherwise, so as to obviate on the one 

F10. 5. 
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hand the inoonvenience of extreme rigidity, and on the other 
hlUld to prevent the lOBB of power caused by continually drag
ging the train out of the hollows made by its we-ight on a yielding 
railway. 

The spring-clip fish-joint of Mr. Dering, of Lockleys, Herta, 
(1246), is liable to the same objection as the two last-mentioned 
chairs, but in other respects it seems well adapted for the purpose. 
A strong spring of the shape shown in section in the accomp!Uly
ing wood-cut (Figs. 6, 7, 8) clasps the two ends of the rails tightly 
together without any fastenin~. By means of this joint, it is stated 
by the patentee, that safety, simplicity, and economy are attained 
by the absence of bolts, nuts, &c., one piece of metal taking the 
place of ten or fourteen separate parts, and, being 11elf-acting, it 
requires no attention, for any wear or loosening that may occur is 
immediately remedied by the tendency of the spring to collapse. 
The length of the spring-clasp is about twelve inches. Fig. 6 
is a section of the spring clip when not expanded by the rails; 
Fig. 7 is a section Rt the junction of the rails; and Fig. 8 is an 
end view of the clip. 

Mr. Dering also exhibits rail1 joined by brazing, which plan, if 
not objt>ctionable in practice, would effectually supersede tbe 
neoessity of any mechanical joint whatever. A pair of rails joined 
together by brazing are exhibited, which were taken out of the 
Great Northern Railway after having been laid down four years, 
and though the whole traffic of the line puaed over them during 

that time, the junctions are as eound as when first made. It is 
stated that when tested by sledge-hau1meriug the rails b1'!lk 
before the brazed joint yields. Honourable mention was awarded 
to Mr. Dering "for his tempered steel keys and trenaiLi." 

Messrs. Ransome-a and Stms of lpewich exhibit keys and trenaila 
composed of strongly oompreseed wood previously deaai.cated. 
Tbeee keys cannot shrink, and when driven tight between ~he 
chairs and the rails retain their hold firmly; for the fibres of the 
wood become expanded by moisture and till up all interstices and 
produce a constant pressure. They hRve been adopted with 
advantage in laying the Indian railways; and the permanent way 
of the Great Northern Railway is also laid with these comprel!lled. 
keys and trenails, to which circumetance the patentees ucribe 
the speed and comfort attained on that liue. 

The Anderson Foundry Company at Glasgow exhibit a peculiar 
mode of fiistening the rails to the chairs loy a steel spring, agaiust 
which an iron key is driven -(1229). By the elasticity of th11 
spring a strong pressure is maintained on the kPy, and the rail is 
thus held firmly in its place in all weathers. A great variety of 
chairs and joints and modes of fastening are exhibited by Mr. E. 
Morris, Albert-equare, Clapham-road (1275), and by the Per
manent Way Company, Great George-street (1288), but there is 
nothing remarkable in their coustruction that deaerves to be 
particularly noticed. 

FIG. 8. .Fie. 7. FIG. 8-
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Of rails Rnd switches and croBBings there are many examples. 
The !Rea Fom1dry Company, Newport, Monmou~hshire, among 
numerous other objects connected with the formation of the 
permament way, exhibit (1262) a welded steel croBBing made with 
the Bessemer steel, the V part of which is perfectly welded 
together from the point to the intersection of the rails. The 
principal advantage of theae croBBings is their durability and 
economy, for it is stated that they will last longer than five or 
six of those made of iron, while the original cost is not more than 
50 per cent. greate-r. The Bessemer welded steel po118e88es also 
the advautage over solid cast-iron or steel, that it can be alten:d 
and set to suit the lead of the rails, which th11 o~bers cannot. The 
same company also exhibit epecimeus of Bessemer cast-steel 
switches. Tine kind of steel, which combines with the hardness 
of etelll the malleability of iron, is becoming more and more exten
sively need; and it appears to poBBeBB qualities that render it 
peculiarly applicable to railway locomotion, whether in the con
struction of the tires of the wheels, tht. axles of engines and 
carriages, or in making those parts of the permanent way that 
are most exposed to wear. Honourable mention was awarded to 
the Ieca Foundry Company for "Switches and crossings of 
Bessemer steel." 

A frequent Cl\Use of railway accidents is the fracture of the 
wheels or tires of the locomotives and carriages, owing to the 
heavy weights and the severe strains that they have to bear; and 
much ingeuuity bas be.,n exerted to produce a sound wheel with 
a solid tirm1y fixed tire. The method formerly adopted of secal'
ing the tires to the wheels by rivets bas been so severely con
demned by Capt. Tylt>r and Col. Y olland, the government in
specting officers of the rRilway department, that it ie to be hoped 
that plan has been abandoned in recent practice; and there ii 
only one indication of adhesion to it in the present Exhibition. 
All the tires exhibited Rre formed in a solid ring intended to be 
shrunk on the wheel, Rnd in some cases the wheel and tire form 
together au united solid disc. Many of the exhibitors pride 
themselves on the quality of the iron of which their tires are 
composed; and there are several specimens, particularly in the 
eastern annexe, of tires that have been twisted and contorted 
when the iron Wll.B cold, for the purpose of showing its tougbne&1 
and pliability. There are ~so aeveral specimens Of steel tiresi of 
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grpat size and thickneaa; and there are othera again made with 
iron and faced with eteel, of which there iii a good example 
exhibited by Messra. Brown & Co. (1240), in the e&etern annexe, 
together with a str-.lngely contorted iron tire, cold hammered. A 
medal was awarded to this firm "for a good process of making 
aolid wrought-iron tires." 

The subj.:iined wood-cut is 11.n illustr11tion of the railway wheels 
and tire faatenera exhibited by MeBBrs. Dixon and Clayton of 
Bradford (1247), and also placed in the e&11tern annexe. Noa. 
1 and 3 are edge views, and 2 is a tlat view of 11. bar of iron 

numerous in the present Exhibition as in 18.'il, bot there ii 
nevertheleBB a considerable display of such contrivances. The 
difficulty is not so great to invent the means of preventing acci
dents, as it is to induce railway directors to Apply t.hen1, though 
it might be supposed, aft.er the heavy damages which most com
panies have had to pay for injuries to pasaengera on their linee, 
that economics! considerations 11.lont>, if no higher motive, would 
have urged them to adopt with eagerneBB any means whereby 
accideute might be avoided, or their dei.tructive 'effects be dimi
nished. With respect to breaks, there is something more to be 
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for ml\king the spokes. Nos. 4, 5, and 6 represent spokes to 
form the solid wrought-iron whetll; the cramp fastening is 
shown in No. 7, which may be continuous, as at B, No. 8, with 
the tire and rim set down all round, or at intervals, as at C C. 
The letters E E indicate grooves in the edge of the wheel to 
receive the cramp fastener. 

In the wheels and tires exhibited by Mr. Owen, of Rotherham 
(1285), the wh~els are of solid wrought-iron, made in one piece 
under a powerful steam-hammer, l.iy which means such perfect 
aolidity is attained that it is stated by the manufacturers no 
trace of welding can be perceived on cutting the wheels to pieces 
in a lathe. The recommendations the tires are said to possess 
are, that each one is made from a solid mass into a circular 
form, so that no alte~ion of structure takes place by bending. 
The whole surface of the tire is hammered when at a welding 
heat, and the tires are afterwards heated and rolled into a per
fectly true ring. The usual processes of turning and boring are 
thus avoided, and the external skin of the iron is preserved for 
wear. 

In the south side of the eastern transept of the building there 
are several tine specimens of railway wheels and tires, made 
from steel. In the Sheffield "trophy," of Messrs. Nayler, Vickers 
& Co., they exhibit solid cast-steel driving-wheels, some of them 
6 feet diameter, and railway disc wheels cru1t solid with the tires, 
1md having wrought-steel axles. In an adjoining "trophy," con
taining a large display of various articles made from Bessemer 
steel, there are railway tires, of different sizes as cast in the 
rough, and as finished. 

There are specimens, in the eastern annexe, of wheels of various 
kinds, fitted; with Beattie's tire fastening, which was strongly 
recommended by Capt. Tyler in his report on railway accidents, 
iu 1861; and of which a description, with illustrations. was given 
in the July number of this Journal last year. Most of them are 
exhibited by .MeBBrs. Lloyds, Fosters & Co., ofWednesbury (1268), 
to whom honourable mention was awarded "for wheels, axles, and 
tires," and who exhibit also specimens of tires made by themselves 
and a turntable supported on iron balls that roll round in a circular 
groove. In an open area in the same part of the building, the 
Monkland Iron Company exhibit a mouster tire, 12 feet in 
diameter, and weighing 2000 lbs., made from rolled iron. A 
great variety of other epecimt'ne of railway wheels and tires are 
also 11laced in the eastern annexe, some of thew being in Ci&BB V., 
and a large number in Class I., among mineral products. In 
both classes are to be seen remarkably fine specimens of fibrous 
iron, and of stt.el 

The inventions for the prevention of accidents on railways, 
including improved breaks, huffen, and 1ignala, Are not so 

considered in the principle of their construction than the stopping 
of a railway train when in rapid motion within the shortest 
possible space. A break that would bring a train to rl"Bt within 
sixty yards (as one exhibitor boasts that hie buffer would do) 
would produce such a sudden shock as to nearly equal the effect 
of a collision with an obstacle on the line. The object to be 
attained is to diminish the speed gradually, and at the same time 
as quickly as is possible, without inconvenience to the passengers, 
and without injury to the rails or to the wheels. The ordinary 
break, which merely stops the rotary motion of the wheels, and 
produces its retarding effect by the friction of a small part of the 
tire against the rails, is a rude and ineffective means of stopping 
a train, and it tends to injure the rails and to break or weaken 
the tires. It seems strange that a plan which has long einoe 
been abandoned on common roads to check the motion of ear-
riages on descending hills, should have been retained for stopping 
a train of carriages moving with great velocity with much heavier 
loads, and on roadways that especially require to be maintained 
in a sound and level condition. Many plane have been proposed 
for improving this rude mode of retarding the motion of a rail
way train, the most effective of which appears to be to increase 
the bearing surface on the rails by bringing breaks to act inde
pendently on their upper surfaces. Such a contrivance was shown 
in 1851, and a similar one is now exhibited by Mt'. Wright, in what 
he terms the "bed-plate iron safety railway" (1312), which c.•m
prieee other arrangements for the avoidance of accidents, in addi
tion to the mtithod of retarding the motion of a train by the 
application of a tlat bearing surface on the rail11. To carry out 
Mr. Wright's system entirely extra rails would be required out
side the ordinary ones, for the purpose of bearing the break, and 
also to prevent a train from running off" the line when p888ing 
rapidly over curves. This part of the plan would, however, 
entail so much expense, that there is little hope of its being 
adopted by railway directors; and even the inventor seems to 
limit his expectation of its being used to sharp curv"'8. In 
another form of break, exhibited by Messrs. T. Dunn and Co., 
(1248), there is a contrivance for clasping hold of each side of the 
rails; but there are great ob~ections both in principle and in 
practice to such a plan. To bnng such a break into action would 
require the rails to be well raised above the chairs, and quite f!"t'e 
from the ballast ; and if the grasp on the rails were effedive, the 
impetus of a train in rapid motion would t.lar them up. It is 
impracticable to reta1·d the motion of a train by friction other
wise than by perpendicular bearing on the eurfaoe of the rails. 
Of the other breaks in the Exhibition there are not any that 
deserve 11pecial notice, for the principles of action in them all is 
the aame as that generally practised, the variations in each cue 
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consisting chietly in the different modes adopted for blocking the 
wheels. 

Of buff'ers there are various kinds, made with steel springs, 
and with vulcanised india-rubl>er, and in 11<>me instances with a 
combination of the two, for which the exhibitors claim special 
advantages, it being their object to combine strength with light
neaa anil power of reiiistance within a small space. The object 
of attaining grMter resisting power within a limited rl\Dge of 
Bction, which seems to he nimed at by the constructors of buffing 
apparatus, may be considered a very queRtionable Rd vantage, for 
the shorter the time of action the greater must be the shock of 
sudden contact, which it is their purpose to diminish. In most 
casee of violent collision on railways the buffers, as ordinarily 
constructed, are of little use, because they are not properly formed 
at the ends to take into one another, and they are frequently 
pl~ at different levels. The consequence is, that instead of 
acting horizontally, and bringing the carrioges to rest, after 
diminishing the shock, the ends of the buffers slide over each 
other, and tend to throw the carriages off the line, or to lift them 
upou one another or on to the engine, and thus aggravate the 
effects of such accidents. 

The accompanying woodcut, Fig. 10, represents a section of Mr. 
Allan's compound bulfer(I228), which issa1d topo8l!e88 the property 
of increased resistance in an eminent degree. J<'or the purpose of 
showing its action, the buffer is illustrated with its plunger at 

Fie. 10. 
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half-11treke, the dotted lines showing the position when at rest. 
It will l>e seen that while the spring A acts between the bottom 
of the cylinder D and the inner end of the plunger C, the other 
1pring B acts between the front of the pl uniter and the washer E 
fixed on the pillar F. By this' mean11 there is compound action, 
and the two springs produce an amount of resistance double that of 
an ordinary buffer. 

Another con~truction of buffer is shown in the annexed illuRtra
tion, Fig. 11, which represents in section the contrivance of Me11>1rs. 
~pencer and Corlett ( 1244). The principal advantage of this buffer 
1a that the plunger iR without a central bolt, and is retained within 
the cylinder by projectio;:.s which prevent it from falling out, 
whereby it is asserter! that additional strength and diminished 
friction are attained. Au important improvement in th.e con-

l'10. 11. 
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Bl ruction of buffprs introduced 11ince 1851 is, making the cylinders 
of wrought-iron, by which means they are lighter and strongn than 
whe11 made of cast-iron. The volute spring, for the contrivance 
of which Messrs. Spencer & Sons, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, obtained 
a prize medal in 18.51, haa since undergone improvement by 
them; and it ia employed iu its improved form in the buffen1 
exhibited. 

The want of some meaus of communication between the engine 
driver and the goard and passengers bas been experienced from 
the very oommencement of railway travelling, yet upwards of 
thirty years hl\ve elapsed without the adoption of any tilfectual 
plan to• supply that requirement, notwithstanding the many 
serious and even fatal occurrences that have taken place to prove 
the necessity of 11<>me such means of communicating. As in the case 
of railway breaks it is not from the lack of inventive ingenuity 
to contrive signals for the purpose that pnaaengers and guard auJ. 
driver cannot give notice to each other of danger to themselves 
or Lo the train, for many contrivances to effect that object have 
been invented and might be introduced at little expense, but the 
difficulty to induce railway directors to depart from the ordinary 
routine, or to adopt any plan that thrPatens to give additional 
trouble, has not yet been overcome by the many rem•mstrances 
made by the public. It is essential, in all plans of making sig
nals hy mechanical means to the driver or g11a1-d, that there 
shC)uld be a continuous connection from carriage to carriage, but 
the tiwe required to book together cords or rods on the top of 
each carriage would be so very trifling as to be not worth con
sideration; neverthelesa the reluctance to move in the matter is 
BO great, that we believe nothing short of a legislative enactment, 
or the occurrence of 1>orue very serious calamity from the want 
of such means of communication, will induce the directors to 
take mea1mres to establish it on all the trains. There are several 
contrivances now exhibited, any oue of which might be applied 
without difficulty. When the object is confined to making sig
nals between the driver aud the g11ard, a cord or movable rod 
attached to each carriage, with loose ends for the pm·poee of 
coupling, and with a bell at each end of the train, would be 
snlficient for the purpose. This 11imple pl..rn, judging from the 
drawings and apparatus exhibited by Messrs. Chattaway (1294), 
has been adopted on the Bombay and Central India railway. If 
the gnard and driver hrMl the menns of striking a bell at each 
end of the train, a code of signals might be easily arranged BO as 
to enable them to make all necesaary communication1. 

When it is intended to establish commuuicatinus between the 
passengeni and the guard, 1\8 well as between the latter and the 
engine-drivPr, a more complicated arrangement would be required. 
A model of a contrivance of this kind is exhibited by Mr. J. 
Davi.Ison, of Leek (1245), and of which the accompanying engrav
ing, Fig.12, presents an illustration. There are movable rods in the 
top of each carriage, which are connnected together by the coup
lings 3, 3. The communication is mnde by bells, that of the 
engine-<lriver being marked l; 2, 2, are the handles by which tbe 
signals are to be worked. The mode by which passengers are 
enabled to work the signal is not shown in the engraving, but 
when the bell is rnug by :my passenger, an alarm slide, marke.I 
4, projects from his compartment, to indicate to the guard where 
attention is required, and it is so contrived that when forced out 
it cannot be replaced until the guard has unlocked it. It will be 
ohserved that the couplings being jointed, they would adjust 
themselves readily to the variable movements of the carriagea 
""·heu iu motion. 

An ingenious mode of making verbal communications on rail
way trains is exhibited by Mr. Kingston, of Upper Stamford
slreet (1263), and has been favourably noticed by Col. Yollaud, 
one of the rail way inspectors of the Board of Trade. A vulcanised 
iudia-rubber tube is attached to the top of each carriage, and tbe 
tubing of the separate carriages is connected together by mean• 
of hollow ball-and-BOcket joints, for which purpose the ends of 
the tube in each carriage projects, and to thoee portions of the 
tube coiled springs are attached. By tbi11 means the bell and 
socket are readily connected, aud being forced together by the 
springs they would maintain their positions, notwithstanding the 
w1·iggling motion of the carriages. So fllr as regards making a 
communication between the guard and d1·iver, we conceive that 
the simplest and most ellllily applicable means would be by souod, 
either by a compressed air whistle or by explosive signals. Thia 
plan would be independent of all mechanical connections, there
fore it would not be liable to the objections raised against the 
modes of communicating which are exhibited; and a code of 
signals might be ooutrivt!d to answer all required purpoees. 

Of roa<l and station signals, to indicate to the engine-drivers 
whether the line is clear or obstructed, the one exhibited by 
Messrs. Stevens and Son, of Southwark (1302) appeani to be a 
considerable improvement on the semaphores usually employed. 
The pillar and the signal-arms are m11de of open iron-'l\·ork on A 

atroug cast-iron base; and u there ia but a amall 1urf11ce com-
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paratively rresented to the action of the wind, it can withstand 
~he force o violent gales, and it is also less liable to decay th1rn 
timber pillara. The signals are worked by rods connected with 
bandltlll near the base; and the semaphore is adapted to b.i used 
by day or night, and for up and down lines. Bononrable mention 
w1111 awarded to this firm for their" semaphore signals." 

manner are liable to get out of order, but such a defect can be 
readily detected and remedied; and they are far better than self
acting time signals, which adjust themselves after the lapse of:~ 
given time, for in case of a break-down, or of unexpected retar
dation, the trnin ruay be close a-head, though the semaphore 
might indicate that the line was clear. 

Pio. 12. 
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The model of a self-acting railway signal, intended for tunnels In the foregoing survey of the railway appliances exhibited, it 
and sharp curves, exhibited by Capt. Stafford, of St. James's- is very probable that we may have omitted to notice some that 
Bqllllre (1303), is well adapted to answer the purpose of warning deserve attention, for many of the object!' are distributed in so 
the driver of R closely following tmin when the line is obstructed. incongruous a manner in various parts of the building, that it is 
'fhe engine on entering a tunnel bring.~ the danger signal into a difficult to find them out. We have purposely omitted to men
conspicuous position, and on leaving the tunnel the signal is tion the foreign contributions relating to locomotion on railways, 
lowered by a connrcting wire thRt is pulled by a projection acted of which there is a la1·ge and highly creditable display, reservin~ 
on by the train. Signals that operate Ly direct action in this the consideration of them for another occasion. 

KING RICHARD'S HOUSE, AT LEICESTER. 
By Mr. GODDARD. 

AxoNG the Architectural relics of Leicester now no more, was 
11.anrliug some years ago an old building which was popularly 
e11.lled " King Richard's House." It was known to have been 
p&rt of the Old Blue Boar; as at the commencement of the 11\St 
century it was uiJed as an inn, and known by that sign, though 
originally it bore the name of the "White Boar," the cognisance 
of King Richard III.. but after his defeat th iuign was torn down 
by the infuriated populace, and the owner or landlord compelled 
to change its title. Popular tradition has always identified the 
building with the ill-fated monarch, and the inquiries of our loc.'\l 
antiquaries confirm the tradition. It was taken down in the 
month of March 1836; but fortunately, before its destruction, a 
drawing was made of the front by the late Mr. Flower, and that 
baa been copied in many shapes in architectural workA and vari
ous publications with which the reading public are familiar. I 
al110 visited the spot before the demolition was effected, and took 
~he dimensions of every portion of the building, for the purpose 
of making a correct drawing of it, repre!K'nting it as complete 
l\s when first erected. The results I have much pleasure in 
1.a_ving before the Archreological Congress. 

The part of the original structure then remaining had appa
rently been one wing of the inn, aa it stood when first built. It 
was of two stories. The front was about 23 feet wide and 37 feet 
high to the apex of the gable. It Wl\8 a half-timbered house, of 
oak, the interstices filled in with plaster. The foundations to a 
certain height above the level of the ground were composed of 
atone and brick. The lower story was one large room about 
forty-one feet long and twenty-four feet wide within. The 
external part in front was covered over in great part with a 
brick wall, on the removal of which the original timbers of the 
windows were exposed. There were two wide windows of three 
lights each, divided by wooden up1·ights forming the framework, 
coved on the front edges and grooved to receive the lead lights. 
'fhe11e timbera were placed upou blocks of granite, to prevent the 
.lamp from rising and dec11.ying them, and were aa perfect as when 
fil"llt erected. There was ori~inally no doorway, although in the 
dJ':\wing by Mr. Flower one 18 represented; but this was cut out 
of the woodwork to allow admission to the interior, then used as 
a wool-room. In tl1Ui apartment were traces of an original win
dow of four light.a (of similar chara.cter to that already deoicribed), 
in the aouth wall near the wea~rn extremity, looking in the rear 
of what I auppoae was once the main building. In addition to the 
window there was a door near to it, w~ich had evidently commu-

• Paper read a& llMI Coner- of \lie Bdu.h ~ n:llaoloclcal •llOCi&tloo, M Lei..W, 
... Ibo fU. Ill\. 

nicated with a corridor or p:i.ssage in the rear of the main 
building. On the north side of the lower story waR a fire-place, 
having stone jambs moulded, and a moulded projection over the 
mantel. The second floor overhung the lower story, the ends of 
the floor timbers being ahown, and the principal ones supported 
by bracke~. The beam l.ving over these ends was moulded and 
embattled, as seen in the drawing. The principal feuture was 
however a projecting window oftive lights, with moulded mullions 
and tracery of the Perpendicular period. This window was 
supported by brackets. 

Above this wM a second projection, with an embattled tie
beam and mouldin~, to sustain a gable, having an ornamental 
barge-board, cusped. and otherwise sunk and moulded. In the 
interior the second story was much like the lower one. The floor 
was of brick. It had a fireplace similar to the one below, with 
the exception that it had three courses of brickwork between the 
plinth of the stone jambs and the floor, which was no doubt 
intended to act as a hearth or fender to protect the floor timber 
from tire. 

The roof was open to the ridge, the construction of it being 
still visible. The whole of the timbers were framed and pinued 
together with oak pins. Not a nail, nor pieC6 of iron of any 
description, was used in connection with the boilding, but th~ 
timbers were framed and scarfed together in the most ingenious 
manner. All the principal beamsand other parts were decorated 
with painted scroll-work in black, red, and yellow, and of simple 
design. lu addition to the window looking upon the street, 
there was another like that in the lower story already described. 
The entranc& was by a door entering from a gallery also, like 
that below. The door was of a rude description, ledged, and 
composed of three bOllrds, cleft, not planed, lapping one over the 
other, and was fastened by a wooden latch, moved through a 
fin.,.er-hole cut in the door, and by a bolt of wood below the 
la~h. The roof was covered with strong Swithland slatea. 

Having described what actually rem"ined, I now venture to 
conjecture what was the main plan of the entire building, aa it 
appeared to the inhabitants when Richard the Third took up his 
lodging in it, as the principal hostelry in Leicester. 

Itst1ems to me that the structure had two wings and a centre; 
the building I have spoken of being the northern wing. The 
centre probably receded from the street four or five yards. In 
the middle was perhaps another gable, with wide gateway below, 
admitting to the rear of the premises and to the paaaagea behind 
the front rooms. 

This supposition ia at va.iiance with the picture, but u th• 
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latter waa drawn to shew the buildings which surrounded it when 
the drawin~ was taken, and not as they presented themselves 
originally, 1t must be so nignrded. Like the old inns in the 
metropolis, the Blue Boar had probaly open galleries behind 
approached by outside staire&.it!s, and commueicating with the 
several chambers. 

As the principal ap11rtments were in the wingR, and they were 
spaciot111, the1-e is no reason why the upper roolll of the northern 
wing was not the sleeping room allotted to distinguished travel
lers, and therefore to Richard the Third when he slept in 
Leicester. 

The paper was illnstrated by a coloured drawing of the old 
Blue Boar, and a conjectural ground-plan of the entire fabric. 

IRON PIERS FOR RAILWAY BRIDGES IN 
.ALLUVIAL DISTRICTS. 

(With an .&graving.) 

C0Nsr1cuous among the British Engineering Models at the 
International Exhibition may be observed Colonel J. P. Ken
nedy's models and drawings (2307, Class 10), illustrating "the 
Finanre of Railways and other public works." Of these the 
moat copious and important subject relates to the construction 
and erection of iron piers and superstructures for railway and 
other bridges and Viaducts in alluvial district.e. The results 
are derived from the system which be has adopted on the Bombay 
and Baroda Railway. That system has been already noticed in thiA 
.Journal (vol. :niv; p. 251), to which we beg to refer our readers. 
It is well adapted to the requirements of the colonies, in conse
quence of its economy in tirst coat, facility of transit in long 
voyages and of erection in situations where the supply of skilled 
labour and mechanical appliances are very limited. 

The practice held forth is baaed upon the erection of 95 
bridges across rapid rivers, roost of them tidal, and flowing upon 
alluvial beds; the aggregate length of bridgework being a.bout 
6l llliles. The length of line conceded for construction was 
:n 3 miles, of which about two-thirds are finished, and the balance 
is on the eve of completion. The financial powers of this line 
may be estimated from the unprecedented fact that single en
gines, four wheels coupled, have hauled along its entire length, 
and in each direction, trains of 72 carriages conveying 4000 pas
sengers at the regulated speed of 20 miles an hour. Colonel 
Kennedy, from the outset of his operations, has aimed at 
securing low fares for his passengers, with high dividends for his 
shareholders. He expects that the cost of the line shall not 
exceed £11,000 per mile, notwithstanding its difficult character 
1U1d the antagonism with which he has had to deal. 

The extent of country to be supplied by railways in India is very 
great, averagiutJ 1000 mile~ across from west to east, and more 
than double that distance from north to south. It is intersected 
by two principle ranges of mountains; the Vindea central range 
running from west to east, and the Syhadree range, 2000 feet high, 
running from the centre of India southwards along the west coast, 
with a steef declivity towards the sea on the western side but a 
gradual fa! inland on the eMtern. In the case of the Bombay 
and Baroda line great care was nece!ISl\ry in surveying the country 
beforehand, to make sure that all branch lines intended to be 
constructed afterwards would be practicable, and 4000 n1iles of 
ground were examined before any steps were t.e.ken in commen
cing the works: this was the more important in so mountainous 
a co11ntry, in order to get the best possible levels along the entire 
course of the line, and the result was a ruling gradient of l in 500. 
The population of lhe country and its capabilities of supplying 
produce are so great as to ensure an enormous traffic for all the 
railways, and financial difficulties alone have hitherto retarded 
the progress Cif railways. The vast importance of ready commu
nication throucrh India may be judged of from the fact that India 
already con~u~es a larger amount of British produce than any 
other country; hence it is that, while her colonies are the main 
support of the industrial classes at home, England must look to 
her colonies and to India especially for the maintenance and 
advancement of that industry; and facility of road traffic is 
therefol't' essential for increasing the demand for home produc
tions and for returniug larger supplies of raw material. 

From the nature of the country it frequently occurs in India 
that the practicability of building a bridge in a particular !0C11lity 
is th. consideration which determines whether there should be a 

a road or not; and the same condition decides the question alto 
as to a railway. The large majority of the lines have to follow 
the valleys and to croas the rivers frequently, requiring a special 
construction of bridge piers for the alluvial aoil, where aolid 
mn.sonry piers are most coet.ly if not impracticable. The pien are 
thus of vital importance: many kinda of superstructure may be 
adopted, but on the piers depend the practicability of making the 
railway. On the Indian lines miles of bridges have to be dealt 
with, which must he strong enough to with11taud the fierce mon
soon floods runnin~ at 6 to 10 mil1!8 per hour. Hence great 
strength and durability are necessary in brid~ piers, combined 
with cheapness of construction; otherwise a railway could not be 
attempted with any proepect of a successful issue. 

The piers are compose<i of hollow cylindrical cast-iron pilBll, of 
l inch thicknesR of metal and 2 ft. 6 in. outside diameter, cast in 
9 feet lengths weighing about lt tons each, as 1hown enlarged in 
elevatfous Mid plans in Figs. 2 to O, Plate 19 ; these are 
of two principal patt.erne, for the portions of the piles 
above and below the ground. That above the ground, Fig. 3, 
has flanges outside for bolting the lengths together by twelve 
l inch bolts; while that underground, Fig. 2, has the flanp 
inside bolted together by ten l inch bolts, and is flush on the 
outside so as to offer no l'ellistance in penetrating the ground; 
they are large enough inside to leave room for a man getting 
iu to bolt the several lengths together properly in the pr<>ceill 
of erecting. The foundation is obtained by one of Mitchell'• 
screws at the bottom of each pile, of 4 ft. 6 in. diameter, 
which finds its own foundation without the expense of coffer
dams or any other artificial preparation of the ground. The 
upright piles are placed 14 feet apart centre to centre, and 
are sunk to a depth of about 20 feet rn the ground; but where the 
ground is softer than usual they are carried down deeper, to 
obtain the requisite s2rength of foundation. The greatest length 
of pile used hM been 45 feet below the ground and 72 feet above. 
The obli'}ue piles forming the struts are inclined at an angle of 
about 30 to the upright piles, they are precisely the same in OOD• 
struction as the upright piles, and are joined to the latter at 
about the ordinary flood level by a cap cast at the proper angle, 
which clips the bodv of the upright pile. The piles are all 
connected together above ground by horizontal and diagopiU 
wrought-iron bracing, attached to luga cast on the piles by a pin 
at one end and a gib and cotter at the other, as shown in 
Fig. 3. Figs. 4 and 5 show sections of the horizontal T iron bnc
ings A, and the diagonal angle iron braoinga B. The several 
parts of the bracing act alternat.ely as struts and ties accord
mg to the direction of the current, and in consequence of 
this alternate strain an accurate fit of the bracing is required; to 
ensure this the joints at one end of each are therefore left to be 
done in India from measurement on the site, this being the only 
forging required in India. A party of subma1 ine fitters is em
ployed for attaching the bracings to the pilings and other work 
under water. These men are furnished with Heinke's helmet. 
and dr&l8ell. The outside piles are faced with a double row 
of timber as a fender to protect them against shocks from any
thing floating in the water and brought down by the current. 
The weight of a single complete pier of five piles for two lines of 
rails, 63 feet high from the foundations, is 75i tone, and the cost 
£624 delivered in London. 

Fig. 6 is a side elevation of one of the spans of the bridgt, 
showing the construction of the superstructure, which is that 
known as Warren's triangular system. Jt'ig. 7 is a plan of one 
roadway, and Figs. 8 and 9 are an enlarged elevation of the 
double standard carrying the ends of the girders, and a aide 
elevation of the girde1· and standard. Figs. 10 to 16 are sections 
of the bars composing the girders and tie bars. Fig. 10 ii a 
section of the top compression beam at end; and Fig. 11 section 
of the same at middle. Fig. 12 shows bottom tie bars, section at 
end. Fig. 13, the same, shows section at middle. Fig. 14, sec
tion of the diagonal struts. Fig. 15, section of vertical and 
diagonal tie bars; and Fig. 16, section of roadway girder. 

This form of girder, when manufactured and aocuni.tely fitted 
in England, requires the smallest amount of skilled labour for 
its erection abroad on reaching its destination; only a few pins 
and bolts have to ~ put in .for ~mpletin~ the girde~ a'!d the 
skilled labour required for nveung box girders or lattice girden 
is avoided. 

( To be CO!lliftWd. ) 
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PA.PERS ON HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING.* 
By S.uroKL McELRoY, C.E. 

No. l.-REsERvo1R CoNSTRtJCTION. 
The principle of collecting wa~r for public or peraonal uae is 

directly connected with the iutroduction of water works; and, pre
liminary to examination of the several theories or syatema of 
construction and t111e which have been followed, a brief historical 
summary of ancient and modern practice is important, which is 
~en from Cresy's Encyclopredia and other works for the former, 
and principally from local reports for the latter. 

Egypt.-In two of the prominent cities, Carthage and Alexan
dria, the former containing upwarda of 700,000 inhabitants and 
the latt.!r over 300,000, the tirst received its supely of water 
through a large aqueduct, which emptied itself into a great 
number of reservoirs or cisterna in different parts of the city, 
about 100 feet long by 30 feet wide, through earthen pipes laid 
for the purpose, s&id to be still visible; while the second was 
supplied from the l'iver Nile, covered stone conduits lined with 
cement being carried to each private dwelling, discharging into 
~ cisterns built for the purpose, of the sarue material and 
lining, also covered. In the wars between Rome and Alexandria, 
when the Roman army had obtained poBBeBBion of a portion uf 
th~ city, they were much surp!iaed end annoyed by the Alexan
?nan general, who cut off their supply of fresh water, ttrt'uing 
into ~heir .condu.its salt. water in its sLe&d; but by their united 
exert1ous in a single mght, they dug wells. sufficient to supply 
their wauta. The fact, taken in couuexion with the enormous 
C011t of this apt.em of distribution, goes to show very clearly their 
care to provide the wholesome water of a river, in preference to 
th~ unwhole:so~e water of wells, where used by a large popu
lation. While, 1u the CMe of Carthage, these numerous reservoirs 
~ould ~m to have been used !or direct private supply, without 
mtroducUon to each house, as 1s now the case in some European 
citie& Recent visits to the remains of Utica, by H. B. M. ship 
Harpy, describe the maiu subterranean reservoh· of about 320 feet 
diameter, with six cisterns 86 feet from it, 135 feet long 19 n. 
7 iii. wide, not less then 17 feet deep, built with arched' roofs 
connected with each other, and in good preservation. ' 

Grttte.--On the islaud of &mos, a canal was cut through a 
mountain to obtain a supply of water from a copious and cele
brated spring; and at a pomt near the aqueduct several caverns 
were cut to receive its supply, whence the water was probably 
drawn by hand for use. On the island of Teuedos there still re
mains an ancient stone building, in which the water used by the 
inhabitants was collected, after it was brou~ht from distant 
springs in earthen pipes. Among other rem&1ns of the city of 
Cnidus are several slabs of marble, channelle<l out for water con
duits. On the island of Coe, lln aqued11ct three miles in length is 
built, which supplies the inhabitants, the cover being removed to 
enllble them ~ ~et at it.8 conten~. Iu the city of Syracuse, one 
of the re&ervo1ra 1s descnbed as berng cut out of the solid rock as 
w~ the aqueduct which supplied it, being !57 feet long, 23 feet 
wide, and 10 feet deep. In other Grecian cities conduits of stone 
masonry are found leading to subterranean re11ervoirs, arranged 
ou a similar system of distribution.. 
l~ly.-In the arrangements for distribution made by the 

engineers of Rome, .the water brought to the ci~y b! the several 
aqueducts was received at the walls of t.be city 1n reservoirs 
apecially adapted to escb supply. The levels cf the several 
BOurces at these reservoirs differed materially, that of the Anio 
~llvns being 1!58•8 feet above the level of the Tiber; while of the 
su: other aque<lucts, three were above a level of 125 feet, and the 
other three standing at 82·!5, 34·2, and 27•4 fttt above this river 
which at the city was 91·!5 feet above t.be Mediterranean. Each 
reeervoir, or cutellum, bad a triple cistern attached to it to receive 
~be water. Three cond11ita, of equal dimensions, were connected 
1~ 1uch a manner, that when the water was more than necessary 
tor the supply of the outer, it was discharged into that of the 
middle, _which eer:ved all the pipes of the public fountains; one of 
the ma~ns 1uf phe:<f the 1?&ths, the other the private housl'B. 
The object o th18 contnvance was to provide first for tb11 
P.'1blic wants, then the baths, and afterwards private individuals. 

At the end of each of theae three conduits was a re.}eptacle 
whence the general distrib11tion was made; at the sides were two 
others, to take off any superabundant qunntity. By such lln 

• Flvm Ille Jolll1llll of die Fra'Glllill lmUlll'8. 

arrangement the various supplies were regulated with t.he 
greatest nicety. The total width of the CtUWJum (of the Aqua 
Julia) ia 11!5 feet. No expense was spared in the construction of 
these stupendous edifices, which, attached to t.he numerous aque
ducts of Rome, must have resembled palaces. Built of aqu&red. 
stone, and lined with brick coated with a line cement, every 
precaution was taken to prevent leakaire or intilt.n.tion. The 
several conduits and pipes were provided with valves and cocks, 
for abutting off or turning on a supply to anr direction.'' 
(Cresy's Encyclopledia, page 172.) Ample proviB1on was also 
made for cleansing the several chambers by flushing ports, built 
in the centre, and secured by a plug or a cut stone. Every house 
in Rome was supplied with water, a portion of the expeDBel 
being met by private tax on each house. In many cases foun
tains were placed in the courts, and in others cisterns were used, 
tiither open or covered. These were supplied from the caatellum, 
principally by eartbern pipes, although lead pipes were much in 
use in Italy. Wooden pipes were sometimes used for economy; 
pipes of terra-cotta were also used, and iron pipes were not un
known. In some of the baths copper pipes were used, but seem 
to have been limited in number. The Romanit seem to have 
preferred the earthen pipes for distribution, as they did earthen 
veS11els for drinking, on account of their superior coolne88 and 
purity. The tubP.s were made not leBB than two inches thick, 
the end of one titting into that of the other. The joints were 
coated with a mixture of quicklime and oil, the pipes resting on 
stone blocks, to keep them in line, and in 110me cases they were 
entirely coated with cement. In the city of Venice, all the 
springs met with in constructing the foundations of the houBeB 
were led into wells built to receive them. In the absence of a 
spring the wells were supplied by rain water from the roo~ and 
these supplies failing, as they sometimes do, recourse is had to 
the main shore for supplies brought in boats. These subter
ranean reservoirs are very C3refully built, lined with a peculiar 
clay of the localitr, and preserve the water in cooln688 and 
purity. In other mties of Italy the population is supplied by 
public reservoirs, placed at different points throughout the city, 
at a level below the ground. 

Turkey.-In the city of Constantinople, one of the covered 
reservoirs, or ciaterna, connected with the distribution svstem, 
still remains. It is constructed of brick covered with cement. 
It bas a vaulted roof supported by marble columns, the cistern 
being 336 feet long, about 200 feet broad, and containing when 
tilled to about 40 feet depth 25,000,000 gallons of water. Re
mains of these cialar1ke are found in Rome, independent of the 
caatellm, which received the aqueduct 11upply. They are also to 
be found in Spain. 

Jiuka.-Tbe city of Jerusalem is atill supplied in part from 
the pools of Solomon, which were cisterns or l't'llervoirs of ma
sonry, receiving an aqueduct discharge, and works of this kind 
characterise that country. The countries of ABByria aud Persia, 
Babylon and other great cities, contained extensive provisions 
for water supply. 

Peru.-In this country reservoirs were constructed by the 
Incas on the Andes, from which aqueducts were built hundreds 
?f miles iu length, exceeding in character those of Rome. One, 
1n the valley of Condesuyu, is 400 miles long, and is still in 
partial use. 

Mezico is l\lso famous for the aqueduct of Cbapultepec, and 
the line over Lake Tezcuso. It would appear from these state
ments that with the ancients the system of distribution, to each 
private house was not universally in use, the inhabitants 'btling 
obliged to go to the ci•ternm for their more immediate supply: 
and BB in those cases ou 1-ecord of house distribution, the open 
fountains, open limariai, or covered pUci~, were at or below the 
level of the ground, and fully connected by waste pipes with the 
system of sewerage, it is evident that the system of distribution 
under preBBure was not in general use, so far as an available 
bead within the house was concerned. 

Modwn Eu~.-In a large number of European cities, as 
h.as been also the custom in Canadian cities, and as was the prac
tice for many years in New York, the population is 11upplied 
from the public founWns or other sources by water carriers. 
The supply of the Canal de l'Ourcq in Paris, was distributed in 
this way. In other cities, as in London and Hamburg, the 
supply is carried to the consumers by distributing pipes, under 
the pn;ssure. of stand pipes connected with pumping engines, 
reservoll'll bemg used rather as reaerves for lire purpoeea than 
for houae service. 
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Lo'Adon previous to the year 1582 derived its supply by indi
vidual resort to the Thames, to wells, and to suburban streams. 
About that time a tide-wheel was erected at London-bridge, 
which forced the water of the Thames into a cistern on a wooden 
building 120 feet high, from which leaden pi pea carried its supply 
to several districts of the city, pipes of wood and stone being in 
occasional use at a later date. With this distribution service, 
under additional pumping power, which was mainly of wood up 
to 1810 and 1815, as also in other cities of England, the greatest 
.bead in the homies was limited to 6 feet above ground. 

The character of the supply furnished the citizens of London 
by the nine water compamea in operation previous to 1862, has 
this remarkable peculiarity, that it was carried on under what is 
Oii.lied the intermittent system, or in other words, that each com
pany subdivided its distribution district into convenient sections, 
but one of which was supplied at a time, and in no case more 
than once a d11.y, sometimes not more than thret. times a week; 
and that the supply of water under the standpipe head at the 
engine-house was kept on each section for a daily interval vary
ing from three-quarters of an hour to three hours, but very 
rarely AS long as three hours. Notwithstanding the use of cast
iron distribution pipes, the elevation of this intermittent supply 
to the npper stories of dwellings w&S confined to the more expen
sive houses, and as a general rule, a.II the supplies werl! received 
in cisterns or other receptacles very near or quite below the street 
grade. In most cases the mains were supplied direct from the 
engines through the engine house standpipes, a process for which 
these standpipes were specially adapted. To receive and retain 
for use this alternate supply, a.II the better class of houses were 
provided with cisterns, or water butts of sufficient capacity for 
this purpose. No such provision, however, seems to have been 
nuW.e for the poorer clR.11Bes, who were obligt!d to draw their 
supply from short standpipes placed in the several courts, 
one pipe of this kind serving for from 50 to 100 houses, the 
water being kept in the pails, j1m1, buckets, &c., in which it was 
caught. From the Parliamentary Reports on this subject of 
1850, it appears that of 288,0:37 houses in the city district of 
supply, 17,456 houses, or about 6 per cent., were unsupplied by 
any direct means; in special districts the rati" sometimes being 
as high as 18 per cent. Iu the several Reports of 1850, 1851, and 
1852, on the disadvantages of the present London supply, the 
objections to ,this peculiarity, which also prevails in many other 
cities of Great Britain, are clearly and strongly urged. 

The New River Company has six subsiding reservoirs within 
the city limits, and uses six engine stations. Two are lined with 
brickwork, the others being excavated in clay bottom, with side 
slopes of 2·5 to 1, faced with broken !!tone for protection from 
wash. Two being 86 feet above Triuity datum, supply by gravi
tation. The highest surface is 430 feet. Their joint area is 50 
acres; level, 82, 86, 112, 154, and 400 feet; contents, about 8•5 
days supply, as an average, the highest holding one day's aapply; 
joint conteuts, 120,268,176 gallons. Daily distribution in 1849, 
14,149,315 gallons. 

The East London Company has five subsiding reservoirs, at 
datum level, ao~ acres aren jointly. Contents, 32,500,000 
gallons. Lined in part with Kentish ragstone, brickwork and 
gravel. The sixth, lined with brickwork, on Stamford Hill, is 
86 feet above, and contains 2,500,000 gallons. Daily distribution 
in 1850, 8,829,462 gallons; highest service, 120 feet. 

The Southwark and Vauxhall Company has no reservoirR, 
E'itcept for subsidence and filtration from the Thames. Highest 
service, 185 feet. 
. The West Middlesex Company has two subsiding reservoirs 

from the Thames, of 16 acres area; a reservoir on Camden Hill, 
less thau 1 acre in area, lined with brickwork, at 111 ·5 fGet level, 
containing 3,456,000 gallons; and another on Barrow Hill, lined 
with brick, 1·5 acres area, coutents 4,572,000 gallons, level 167•5 
feet. Daily distribution in 1848, ·3,334,054 gallons; highest 
Rervice, 207·5 feet. 

The Lambeth Company has a reservoir on Brixton Hill, lined 
with brickwork with paved bottom, level 105 feet, area 3 acres, 
contents 12,150,000 gallons, depth 20 feet; and another on 
Streatham Hill, with brick walls and clay bottom, level 185 feet, 
area 1·25 acres, contents 3,750,000 gallons. Daily distribution 
in 1849, 3,077,260 gallons; highest service, 350 feet. 

The Chelsea Company pumps into a subsiding reservoir at low 
grade, 3·5 acresarea, 15 feet deep. It has a reservoir* at Green 

• Thia reservoir has latel7 been removed. 

Park, with brick walls and paved bott.om, 10 feet deep, area 1·5 
acres, contents 3,000,000 gallons; and one at Hyde Park, with 
brick walls on concrete, area 0'76 acre, 7 feet deep, contents 
1,021,000 gallons. Daily distribntion in 1849, 3,940,730 gallons; 
highest service 157 feet. 

The Grand Junction Company has one reservoir at Camden
hill, with slopes lined with concrete and brick paved bottom; 
area 1•75 acres, contents 6,000,000 gallons, level 123 feet. Daily 
distribution in 1849, 3,523,013 gallons; highest service 150 feet. 

The Kent Company has three reservoirs, lined with ooncrete 
or Kentish ragstone: one at Greenwich Park, level 140 feet; one 
at Deptford, level 100 feet; and oue at Woolwich Common, level 
200 feet; joint capacity, 3,865,344 gallon11. Daily distribution in 
1849, 1,079,311 gallons; highest service, 220 feet. 

The Hampstead Company has a joint reservoir surface of 
35 acres. Daily distribution, 427,468 gallons; highest service, 
215 feet. 

The metropolitan district supplied by these nine comp&.nies is 
about 10·5 mill!ll long by 8 miles wide; total average daily distri
bution in 18491 44,:383,332 gallons; population supplied, 2,156,4i7; 
joint elevated reservoir contents, 206,000,000 gailons. From 
these statements may be inferred the relation borne by the 
Loudon reservoirs to the distribution service, as to elevation and 
capacity, and the general plan of arrangement adopted. 

The new supply of the Chelsea Company at Thames Ditton 
embraces a supply and summit reservoir on Putney Heath, 
6 miles from the engines and 165 feet level. It combines a double 
covered and a small open reservoir, the former for domestic U8e, 
the latter for park and street purposes. The former is in two 
divisions, 20 feet deep, each 310 by 160 feet surface; oontents of 
both, 10,150,000 ~ons. The iuside slopes are 1 to 1, faced with 
concrete, with wliich the bottom is covered 1 foot thick. The 
roofing is of 8-inch brick arches on piers, with concrete filling in 
the branches, and covered with puddling. This supply inaugu
rates the comtant system, or system of constant pressure for 
London. 

Liverpool and Giaagow are examples of this system as in use in 
the Cnited States. The Rivington Pike Reservoir is capable of 
supplying the former with 13,000,000 gallons daily; and for the 
latter the Ryat Linn, added t.o the Waulkmill Glen Reservoir, 
the one at 298'3 feet and the other at 283 feet level, 50 feet deep, 
hold 50,000,000 cubic feet of water, at a point5 miles from the city. 
A filtering apartment is in U!le here, passing over 3,000,000 gallons 
per day. In cases of this kind, where flat bank slopes 3 to 1 are 
used, they are generally protected by rip-rap walls, or a mixture 
of furnace cinders and small el.ones with clay. 

Notices of a few reservoirs in the UniUd Stat611 will serve to 
illustrate the subjects of discuBBion. 

ThE' Beacon Hill Reservoir, Boston, is the most elaborate 
structure of its class. It is a rectangle, built above the street 
grades, the walls being from 41 to 58 feet high. The outside 
walls are built in solid cut granite m&11onry, with a heavy orna
mental coping, the inner walls being of the same material, 5 feet 
thick at the base, on a concrete bed, and 3 feet at the top; the 
floor is paved with concrete 3 feet deep, and covered with two 
courses of brickwork. The level is 121'53 feet, depth of water 
way 13·5 feet, contents 2,678,961 gl'llona. The average depth in 
1861, in consequence of extraordinary city consumption. was 
9 feet. 

The Murray Hill Reservoir, New York, is built in two distinct 
divisions, with retaining walls of heavy stone masonry, arched 
cells being constructed around the entire structure, behind the 
face walls; its coping grade is about 49 feet above the street. 
lt.<i division wall is of concrete faced with rubble masonry, 18 feet 
wide at base, 7 feet at flow lint', built on a concrete bed. and 
carried up to copiug level. Its inner slopes, 1 to 1, are laid in 
stone masonry 15 inches thick, to 4 feet above oottom, whence 
they are covered with 12 inches of concrete, also continued over 
the whole floor. Its level is 112 feet; contents, 38 feet deep, 
21,000,000 gallons; its inner size is 386 feet square. Its flow line 
is 4 feet below inner coping. Its ordinary depth is about one
third of its full depth. 

Prospect Hill Reservoir, Brooklyn, is built in earthwork. 
The inner slopes, l ·5 to 1, are puddled 2 feet thick, covered with 
3 inches of concrete, and 8 inches of brickwork to the top angle, 
which has a coping 3 feet wide, on maaonry bed. The floor is 
puddled 2 feet deep, covered with 4-inch brickwork grout.id. lta 
contents are 20,000,000 gallons, depth 20 feet, level 197 feet. 

The Cleveland Reservoir ia an embankment,· with a baae 21 
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feet above grade. Earth retaining banks are constructed 26 feet 
high, inner slopes 1·75 to 1, outer 1·5 to 1. The slopes and ftoor 
are covered with 2 feet of puddling, with a facing of brick 
111aacmry. Its depth is 20 feet, level 150 feet, contonts 6,000,000 
gallons. 

The New Reservoir, Fairmount, completed in 1852, is of earth
work, with inside slopes of l '5 to 1, lined with puddled brick-clay 
12 to 15 inches deep, covered with a layer of concrete, on which 
4-incb brick masonry is laid; at the foot of the slope the brick
work abutment is 8 inches thick; the bottom is puddled, covered 
with brick laid flat and grouted. Its water surface is over 4 acres, 
contents 20,321,392 galls., depth 16 feet, level 98'14 feet. This 
completes the group of five divisions for this district, which are 
need for subsidence and supply, and aggregate 47,218,028 gallons 

ca~~lleville Rellervoir, Jersey City, N.J., is of earthwork, 
with puddled slopes and floor, inside slopes l '5 to 1, covered with 
concrete mortar and 4-incb brickwork, which is backed with 
rabble masonry for 5 feet below top angle, 18 inches thick. Level 
158'83, contents 14,000,000 gallons, inner size 323 by 396 feet; 
level of foroo tnhe discharge 160·79. 

The Louisville ReserYoir is bailt in two connected divisions, in 
earthwork, the banks being carefully worked down; inside slopes 
1'6 to 1, covered with 4-inch brick masonry, which is8 inches thick 
to a point 6 ft. above bottom, the floor being puddled, and covere<l 
with two dry flat courses of bricks. Its level is 160 ft., depth of 
water 20 ft., division banks 12 ft. high, and 12 ft. wide at top; 
oontents 7,000,000 gallons; height of standpipe 180 ft. 

The Detroit Reservoir is built in two distinct divisions, with 
embankments of soluble clay, carefully made, with interior pud
dle walls. The. inner slopes are l '5 to 1, faced with 4-inch brick
work, commenced with the intended nae of 3-in. concrete backing, 
which does not appear to have been completed. The upper wllll 
was laid in a temporary manner. It.a level is 77·5 ft., contents 
7,692..704 gallons, depth 25'5 ft., flow line 3 ft. below top angle; 
division wall 10 ft. wide at top. 

The Manhattan Reservoir, New York, is built in two distinct 
divisions of different areas and depths, which can be connected by 
a pipe 15 fellt below flow line. It ha.e earth embankments, with 
outer retaining walls of heavy masonry, laid dry and pointed with 
cement. Its interior slopes are 1'5 to 1, paved with heavy dry 
wall from the rock blasted from its bottom. The banks have in
terior puddled walls. lta depths are 20 and 25 tt., water suface 
31 acres, contt>nts 150,000,000 gallpns, level 115 feet. Thf.l floor 
is partly on rock, and is not puddled. 

The new Croton Reservoir, under the specifications of 1857, is 
built of earthwork, in two connected divisions, the top of division 
wall being 3 ft. below flow line. The banks, which are 15 ft. wide 
at top, and 4 ft. above flow line, have interior puddle walls; the 
inside slopes are l ·5 to l, covered with an 18-in. dry wall laid on 
8 ins. of small stones. The bead of the division bank is protected 
by 18 ins. of rubble mMonry on 8 ins. of concrete, carried with 
IO ft. face down the slopes. The puddle WRlls are commenced on 
concrete beds, or the rock-face, the floors not being puddled. It.I 
depth is 38 ft., water area 96 acres, contents 1,029,880,145 galls. 
(N. Y.), level 115 feet. In 1859, the plan of slope lining was 
changed for a wall of solid mbble masonry. 

The Hartford Reservoir is small and irregular in form, built in 
earthwork, of comp.i.ct material. Its inner slope11 vary from l '6 
and 2 to l, on different sides, and are faced with two courses of 
dry stone, each 9 inches thick. Puddle walls are built in the 
banks. Its depth is 30 ft., greatest inner length 395 ft., and width 
187 t\.; contents 7,830,000 srallons, level 120'94 ft. 

Ridgewood Reservoir, I:lrooklyn, is of earthwork, in two 
distinct divisions. The puddling is made 2 feet thick on all 
slopes excavated, and in walls in all embankments, being care
fully connected with the floor puddling, which is 18 to 24 inches 
thick. Tbf' inside slopes, 1•5 to 1, were covered with a dry wall 
of 16 ins., and had a 6-in. backing of small stones for a depth of 
8 ft. below flow line. This being injured by the act.ion of surface 
wavee in 1859, was carefully relaid where necessary, and pointed 
for a depth of several inches in cement. I tA! depth is 20 ft., water 
snrf'ace 25•61 acres, contents 153,956,402 ~ons, level 170 ft. 

The Brookline Reservoir, Boston, which is chieJly a natural 
baain, bas ita inner slope lined with dry stone 18 ina. thick, for a 
belt of 14 ft. in width. This width was increased on account of 
the action o( surface waves and ioe. It.I depth varies from 14 ft. 
to 14 ft.; contents 89,909,730 gallons, water surface 6 n. below top 
bank n·a1 acres, level ofthi.11nrface 120'6 n. 

All the reservoirs of this country are arranged upon the 
constant eervice system, although instances occur of the nee of 
standpipes, which are made to act as reservoirs under this prin
ciple, as in the Twenty-fourth Ward works at Philadelphia. 

TILEORlES OF COl!ISTRUCTlOl!I. 

The object in presenting this rapid sketch of ancient and 
modern practice, is not for the purpose of describing the several 
details of ar!'&ngement, but rather to illustrate certain general 
and imporbult principles which have been seriously neglected, and 
need to be specially recalled. 

As to the use of reservoirs, it is obvious for many reasons 
(which we need not pause to discuss, although involving interes
ting questions) that between the practice of the ancients and 
many moderns, in the resort to street ·fountains or small house 
cisterns at low levels, and the system of intermittent supply, as in 
Loudon--1U1d the servioe with adequate distribution, nnder con
stant pressure, as with uB-iSafety, convenience, and methoJ 
strongly favour the latter. All the l088e8 which it may involve in 
supply are fally- compensated by attendant benefits, and tLese 
may themselves be guarded with proper care. 

But the principles of arrangement which we may derive from 
and add to the practice of the ancients, may properly demand our 
first attention. 

There is a general, and perhaps natural, popular impression 
that water, from our familiarity with its ftow in large and small 
quantities, its common use, its value as a beverage, and its clean
sing properties, is easily controlled and confined, and essentially 
clean and pure; but the engineer who has had to struggle with its 
enormous weight, its insidious and incessant or its abrupt and 
overwhelming energy, its exquisite mobility, and its wonderful 
solvent power, and who has studied the constituents of it.I natural 
state and the laws of its purity and impurity, understands the 
fallacy of this popular idea. 

It is evident also, that nothing new bas been learned on this 
subject in hydraulic theory, and not mu·~h improvement has 
been made in practice, since the Jewish monarch Hezekiah dis
tributed, under pressure, the enpply of Gihon into the city of 
David. New combinations of old things characterise present 
professional practice, much of which, as we propose to show, is 
degenerate. 

All hydraulic constructions of the ancients were exceedingly 
substantial in character, many of them yet remaining in use. 
Their CG#telliB and cUterrur, as their aqueducts, testify t~day of 
the care exercised in stone and brick, in cement mortar and lining, 
and in proportions of construction. This may be defined as one 
prominent characteristic, which illustrates thtiir knowledge of tue 
element they intended to subdue and confine. As a second point, 
it may be noticed that their aqullliuctsand reservoirs of all classes 
were carefully covered; that distinctions in use were made in the 
qualities of water supplied; and that provisions were made for 
depnration. 

We also observe that the scale of reservoir capacity has been 
greatly enlarged in modern times, involving a necessary change 
in materials; and that in the European school, and a few instances 
with us, reservoirs in earthwork, with artificial slopes, at less 
than the angle of repase, are protected by substantial water-t4cbt 
lining. But these mstances are rare, being the exceptions to a 
rule which cannot be approved, and which in practice has univ~r
sally condemned itaelf. 

The principle of constant service in itself involves the use of 
reservoirs of great capacity, since the consumers are not prepared 
for any loes of supply; the use of earth embankments for such 
reservoirs is in several respects advantageous, and a regard for 
economy in space and oost favours the use of artificial slopes. 
A.a constant service also requires elevated reservoir location, 
where losses and accidents are enhanced in importance, the 
question of propriety in construction with ll8 is national. This 
question has two divisions-proper stability and proper depu
ration. 

Stability.-All earthwork of artificial slopes in contact with 
water is exposed to absorption and solution under static pressure, 
a condition increased b1 relative head, and is readil1 disturbed 
when exposed to water in motion. Either action is injurious, and 
should be prevented. The solvent and penetrating power of water 
on an embankment is liable to produce threads and eventual 
streamsofleakage, against which provision must be made. Fort.his 
Plll'J>OM J.>nddling is applied. But puddling being in~ or wholly 
composed of clay, is it.elf peculiarly liable to destruction from water 
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in mntion, and hence requins protection; and a very common 
practice is, to place heavy pyramid walla of it in. the oentre of 
embankment.II, by which the preserver of the earth is to be pre
served by earth. This involves an error in principle, since the 
earth embankment, from its peculiar properties of resistance, is 
what is relied upon to sustain the enormous thrust of the water 
prism, and its figure unght not to be thus divided into three 
distinct bodies nnd states of body with two distinct kinda of 
material, of which the face of the centre body is 80 formed as to 
thrust the inner embankment towards the foot of the slope, in 
C1U1e it h1111 any tendency to motion from saturation or otberwiM. 
There is no propriety then in placing puddle walla within an 
embankment, for the protection of the embankment, nor is there 
any propriety in building the base of a puddle wall on the mate
rials it is intended to protect, if such base is not extended over 
the water ftoor of the reservoir, so as to prevent leakage precisel,r 
where the greatest preBBure makes it most apt to occur. Especi~ 
ally is it errooeC>us to build the foot of a puddle wall on a rock 
face, along which water readily finds it way, as water joints cannot 
be made between smooth rock faces, ur wood or iron, and clay, 
with any degree of certainty. 

Evidently, then, the stability of a reservoir of this kind depends 
as to thlB point nn the integrity of its embankments, and these 
cannot be protected except by absolutely water-tight facing as to 
the inner slopes, and ilooring as to the bottom, and for such facing 
puddling is not in itself sufficient. 

The stability of a reservoir is affected by the relative force and 
volume of its inlet and outlet currents; by the satuni.tion of its 
inner slopes, which exposes them to the action of the frost., to 
diminish solidity, to slides and to leakagtt: by the action of surface 
waves, which act as breakers, and are created and affected chiefly 
by the force and direction of winds, by area or length of travel, 
by relative shallowness of depth, and to which broken ice at times 
adds abrasive power; and by the action of muskrats and other 
animals of the kind. These several actions apply to the 
bottom, the slopes, and the top angles, as also to the embank
ment prisms. 

The use of dry slope walls is, therefore, defective in principle, 
since they freely admit the passage of water into the banks, with 
all the el'ects of saturation, solvency, currents or waves, which 
such an open struct.ure cannot but tra.011mit, either to puddling or 
earthwork, to a greater or !eBS extent. It is only in modification 
of effect that they are beneficial, and these benefits depend on 
their tbiekneBB and tightneBS, and the relative power of injury the 
water may have, under ordinary or extraordinary contact and 
agitation. 

Puddling carefully made, from proper materials, and worked 
dry is in itself, as a compact homogeneous body, admirably 
adapted for transmitting to the prism slope of an earth embank
ment on the planes of its surface, when itself properly built or 
tilled, the thrust of the water prism; and when thus laid on the 
slope it can be very conveniently and certainly united with the 
ftoor covering; hence the eminent propriety of its use in this way, 
.t.nd for this pnrpo!IE'. And from the obvious neceBBity of its pro
tection from the water, follows the use of cement masonry, of 
solid and durable character, over its entire exposure. 

The instances which abound in illustration of this theory of 
absolute protection, based on the best ancient and modern 
practice, ought perhaps to be discUBSed at length, but will be 
grouped here for the present. Of the list of United States reser
voin1 presented, only the first four ai-e free from grave objections 
on this point in construction. When it was attempted in 1854 to 
draw down the Brookline reservoir, the saturated banks followed 
the water; when the Hartford reservoir was filleJ in part, the east 
bank slid out, forming a new slope, which was in part retained; 
when Ridgewood reservoir, in 1859, was filled leBB than 7 ft. deep, 
the surface waves, under March winds, washed out the puddled 
and earth backing, so as to require the entire reLuilding of a wide 
belt before the wall could be subsequently pointed, an event 
which changed the lining of the new Croton reservoir; in the 
Manhattan reservoir, as to its walls, a glance reveals the effect on 
the b.'lnks, although changes of water level are rare, and for the 
system of puddling, occasional rivulets of leakage on the ends, 
and the necessity of a large sewer on Fifth Avenue, are suffi
ciently argumentative; the Detroit reservoir, in 1869, which hnd 
embankment puddle walls, with a light and imperfect brick face, 
being drawn down because the upper bank was weakened, 
brought down the entire embl\nkment face with it, and after con-
1idera.ble conaultation, a massive atone abutment was built at the 

foot of the slope, and a dry atone wall, 6 ft. thick at the hue and 
~!"IS ft. at the top, carried up, for the ostensible purpoee of hulding 
the slope in its place! 

From these and other facts, which mijlht be much more fully 
collated, and which are comments on a Blmple theory, it may be 
tAken for granted, that no reservoir is properly constructed which 
is not water-tight in every direction subjected to presaure, and 
which is not fully protected as to its puddling and earthwork by 
substantial cement masonry; nor does the fact that BUCb li2bt 
covering as that of the Belleville, the new Fairmount, and otller 
reservoirs, serves its purpose 80 far well, justify the hazard which 
is incurred in its nae. 

As in slope puddling it is necessary to use thickness enonsrb to 
make a convenient working width, and as it is advisable in 
hydraulic work to avoid prolonged bed joint.II, and as 8 inchee or 
brick masonry can be made much ti~bter than several timee ita 
tbickneBB of stone, while the same thickness does not double the 
coat, I have preferred to use for reservoir slopes, 2 feet or 
puddling, faced with a layer of concre~ and covered with 8-inch 
brickwork, carefully coped, and adopted this plan for the contract 
of the Brook! vn Water Works in 1856, covenng the boitom wit.h 
the same thic'kneBS of puddling, with 4-in. brick paving, grouted. 
And with bard-burned paving brick, properly selected and laid 
in close joints, such lining wnst prove very satisfactory. The 
same principle may, however, be fully sustained with carefully 
built rubble masonry. 

Dquration.-Not only does the ancient and the 1-t modern 
practice use substantial cement masonry in reservoir lining, b11i 
'Vitb the fnrmer, as shown at Rome, Constantinople, Utica, &c., 
and to an important extent with the latter, as in the new Chet.ea 
Company reservoir, and others which might be adduced in the 
European school, the water is carefully protected from the 111111, 
and provisions a.re made for purification by filtration or otbenrile. 

In all natural water there are three classes of impuritiel, 
which differ in different localities only in degree, and these 111'8 

the mechanical, the organic, or vegetable and animal, and the 
mineral. Chemical science, which baa devoted much attention to 
this subject, and the abundant results of experience, have sbowu, 
that au bsidence corrects the first claBS of impurities, that airation 
and fermentation correct the second, while the third may be 
modified by airation and filtration. From these leading principles 
we understand at once, that while all reservoirs are depurative by 
subsidence, as well 1111 by filtl'Rtion if used, and therefore tend to 
collect these heavier constituents, 11one properly fulfil their office 
in this respect which do not furnish fur conaumption a 1arface 
supply, and their value for subsidence depends on their relative 
storage and method of use. We also understand that bea.t, light, 
and air are the prominent agents on organic matter in water, 
which is also collected in reservoirs on account of its specific 
gravity, and that it iA therefore advisable to prevent so noxiou 
a condition as direct fermentation to a sensible degree. The third 
class is not RO easily affected, but may be moderated in degree by 
the remedies for the others. 

We see then that subsidence, filtration, circulation or eeration, 
and exclusion of light aud heat, are the correct proceseee for 
Wl\ter depuration and preservation, and that the surface currents 
are of necessity the most pure, while the lower strata are of 
necessity the most impure. And we therefore comprehend the 
philosophy of the expensive provisions to these ends adupted in 
ancient and modern hydraulic practice. It is a question of great 
momt>nt to determine bow far, in our own school of economical 
engineering, these provisions are or may be observed. 

For the extensive scale of ruany of our works, the use of cover
ing, which ought never to be cheap and temporary, i1 almllli 
beyond attainment, on the ground of coat; while we know t.h&i it 
would maintain coolness in temperature and freedom from storm 
waves. It is also plain that filtration by artificial means ia ill 
itself an expensive and unsatisfactory proceBB on any large scale, 
from the neceBdity of constant renewals, if the process ia ai all 
complete in action; although tilter beds like those in action ai 
Glasgow and other places are simple in construction, are eaaily 
renewed, and do not add over one half-penny cost per thousaud 
gallons for annual operation and interest of capital. The reliance, 
then, of our own sohool ie confined to subsidence and circulaii~ 

Examining the systems of reservoir construct.ion and Diii!, willl 
us, we have by no means a gratifying series of evidence that d~e 
preoa.utions have been exercised in this respect. The use of~ 
tinct di visions is the exception rather than the rule, nnd very 
rarely does it occur that consumers are BDpplied with awfaee 
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water, which is the purest, but as a general rule, the reverae is 
the case, and the very proeeaa of subsidence carries into the pi pea 
water much more impure than that of the ftoontain-head. In every 
euch c:ue, as to mechanical and other impurities, analysis will 
show, and bas repeatedly shown, this improper effect. Hence the 
oninl"l&l necessity of blowing otf at the hydranta, the collections 
at dead-ends, the complaints common to all su.ppliea, of causes 
independent of oxidation or other difficulties pertaining to dis
tributing mains, and the knowledge in our houses of storms on 
the works by our drinking glasses. 

Bot if this neglect is important as to mechanical impurities, it 
becomes still more ao as to those whfoh are organic. These are 
at all times objectionable, as infusoria, fungoids, tibrooa matter, 
animalcules, and the like, for human imbibing, but become 
ar.e:cially so when advanced by heat and light to a state of sen-
11ble fermentation, which is an effort of nature for Bt'lf-depuration, 
and which is probably always at work in insensible degrees in all 
organic solutions. 

If it be answered to this statement, that in warm latitudes the 
water and the sun have greater tendency to thi11 action than with 
us, the question of degree may be admitted, but the facts in this 
case, derived from ahundant English testimony, and from that of 
the supplies of our own country, are formidable in their warnings 
in this respect. At Boston, New Britain, New York, Brooklyn, 
Albany, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Chica.go, Cleveland, Savannah, 
and other places, the records are unmistakable, and by no means 
of rare occurrence, and they are witneSBes of well known chemical 
laws, which declare, that as all natural water contains organic 
matter, it needs watchful protection from its incident a.tfections. 

From this proceae of fermentation, which is frequently observed 
t.o be at work far below an inoffensive water surface, and from the 
plain advantages of aeration and surface supply, it is sufficiently 
evident as to the principle of use, that divisions are of great ser
vice in all reservoirs, and should be BO arranged as to decant 
llllrface currents from one to another in snCCE11Bion, and that the 
use of a bottom supply is a direct violation of correct principle. 

We also learn from evident considerations, that Rh allow reser
voirs, and thOll<l of disproportionate storage to supply, are ob· 
jectionable the moment a reaaonahle capacity for subsidence is 
paaaed. The propriety of covering the floors of reservoil'B to pre
vent vegetation is also affirmed by numerous examples. 

If, then, we do not cover our reservoirs, or use filtering 
chambel'8, or if we do, it is easential that their contents should be 
kept from contact with their earth embankments and flooring, 
that they should be deep and full, that circulation should be pro
moted by the use of seveml divisions, and that their supply 
should never be taken from the bottom; anJ no supply is, or can 
be, independent of great need of these simple and plain pre
cautions, under any temperature. 

CONVENTIONALISM IN ORNAMENT."' 
By JOHN P. SEDDON, M.RI.B.A. 

(With. an Ettgravidg.) 

THE rise, the maturity, and the fal.J of the Gothic style is 
strikinttlY marked by the energy, the luxuriance, and the languor 
succeSBlvely observable in the ornament of those several stages, 
and it is an extremely curious tact that the plants copied iu its 
sculptured foliage were in the Bil.me succession, the opening bud, 
the developed leaf end flower, and the flaccid seaweed or languid 
thistle tumbling into decay. The progress of Gothic architecture 
was it.self one homogeneous growth, which ran its course from 
youth· to age eveuly and without marked breaks, although for 
oonvenience we hnve arbitrarily divided it into "Early, Middle, 
and Late Gothic;" and while we use the same nomenclature 
in describing its ornament, it must be borne in mind that 
they all insensibly arose out of each other, as the succeSBive 
s~. in ~he .life of th~ P.la.nts themselves whence they drew 
the1r 1nsp1rat10n. This 1s very obaervable by merely turning 
ovet" the admirable plates in the 5th vol. of Viollet Je Due's 
'Dictionnaire raiaoune de l'Architecture,' under the bead of 
the article "Flore," which I heartily commend to the carefnl 
perusal of those desirous of following out this subject, as all 
who have to do with designing or executing ornament should 
do. He there gives in succession a sturdy capital of the date 

• Ooacluded from Pli1' 221. 

1130 A..D., still half Romanesque, with its square abacus and 
lingering Corinthian arrangement, but with, instead of volutes, 
crisp stiffiy-curled fronds of the fern, as the young plant pushes 
itself out of the ground with the full sap-vigour of the spring, and 
opposite to it be shows the natural type from which it was evi
dently conventionalised. Next you have the simple plantain 
leaves as gathered by their streams, and as orderly arranged round 
and closely clasping the bell of a capital, showing the method in 
which the peculiar treatment of the stems of the developed Gothic 
capital aro:Mi, and of which I shall have occasion to speak again; 
as also of the planting of the leaves on the extremities of the 
same, and later npqn the horns which project from the capitals, 
and which were derived hence: the11e, by the way, while much 
copied at the present day, seem to be little understood. We next 
see the lily type, besides some of the glorious conventional orna
ment of the Early French style taken from it, and note tb11 
splendid character of the corves, strength in the sterns, and the 
tempera.nee throun>bout. We find as we proceed onwanls to the 
complete Gothic, the foll-fledged oak, ivy, maplll, end vine; and 
lnstly the nerveless sea.weed, emulated in the florid extravagance 
of the Flamboyant, wreathed with all the grace and lack of self
restraint of its type, as flung hither and thither at the list of the 
waves. You may see the same for youl'Belves in the valuable 
collection of casts at the Architectural Mu9eum, which poBBesses 
fine examples of all this same French ornament, and of course a 
still Jerger number of English examples, starting from our Nor
man or Romanesque, and thence onward to our insular Early 
English style, as at Lincoln and Ely, Stone Church &c., and the 
far tiner work in my opinion of Wells and Llendatf, which are 
almost identical; the naturally treated foliage of the Decorated, 
and the crumpled nonde11cript work of the Perpendicular. 

In point of conventionalism the Early Gothic is in all respects 
the finest, as indeed I believe it to be in comparison with every 
other class of ornament. I should give the palm, ifit were nece&
sa.ry to choo>:1e between the several local developmenta, to the 
Early Frenc}i, which indeed seems to be the favourite style of work 
among our Medireval architects and carvel'B at this time: it is, 
par eminence, stone foliage. One would expect, if the Middle 
Gothic carved foliage of Rheims west frontal, or English Deco
rated work, were painted green, that an epidemic would soon 
appear among the cattle, which would assuredly browse upon it; 
but I suspect verdigris would be WRSted upon the knobby 
branches at West Wal ton, or the stitf scroll wo1·k upon stately Laon. 
All Early Gothic ornament is properly and sufficiently conven
tionalised, but there is a very great variety in its local develop
ment& I have noticed a very broad distinction between that m 
the west end east of England, this is in its modelling end arrange
ment, for both ero evidently from the same type-what it may 
have been I cannot say: many conjectures have been made, but 
I do not think it is a matter of importance, for whatever it ruay 
have been, it has not been followed into minutire. To the foliage 
of Wells Pathedral, being well-known, I may refer you, to show 
what I mean; although I consider that of Llendaff far finer, and 
I do not think I shall claim too much if I say that it is unsur
passed; but the whole of this western work is well worthy study; 
I found a most interesting tteries at St. David's in every gradation. 
from the Norman cushion capital to the enriched Early English of 
this particular class.* Curiously a great many capita.ls are left 
unfinished, and only boasted out, as if their carver had died, and 
no iuferior hand had been allowed to complete his work. 

The leaves of the Early Gothic foliage are mostly trefoils upon 
broad succulent stems, with occasional boases of berries or buds; 
the external edges or boundary lines are as it were too smell to 
allow of the spaoe of the leaf to lie flatly between them, and the 
centre rib line is too long, so that the surface of the leaf is obliged 
to double itself up tnwsvel'Bely and longitudinally. This pecu
liarity is much more marked in the centre than in the aide 
divisions of the leaf, so that it is obliged to get into a re~lar 
dent in the middle, and the centre rib has to dive into it hke a 
snake, and riae out a.gain into a oomplete hump, before itcan get to 
the end of the leaf as it ought to do; and ifvou can imagine the leaf 
to be one yon oould gather and preSB under a wei$ht, it most be 
crumpled into fe>lds: yet with all ttiis complication, it is a perfectly 
symmetrical leaf, at least it is eviaent that its rib is central, with 
similar halves on either side. It is true that there are often more 

• Bui al Llaudd" are the pureot and moat graceful apeclm8118 I bne eeeu, the bell of 
Ute capllala la un110U&!Jy !Ollg; there are noue of tho tranaltion •peclmen1 ltt<·h as at 
8&. Da•id'a, bllt there are oom~ limplo erampllll which -m to be oon•ontlOll&llaecl 
from t.he harf•toague fern wilh as OOll81UlllllUe an aa t.he richer and more elaborMe 
Olllll. 
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leaflets ou one side than the other, and constant variety in the 
forms; yet not more than yon will !ind in the leaves of every ivy
bnsb, uot two of which are alike, yet all" of which point to a 
certain typal form and law of symmetry, and each leaflet has its 
centre rib aud halves, and room to expand fMm its stalk. Now 
it may seem that I am pointing ont very simple and self-evident 
matters, which all can see for themselves, yet I &88Ure yon I do not 
think th11.t I have ever aeen a single modern copy of this class of 
work in whi.ih all these essentials are not more or less neglected. 
Just the genernl effect has been attempted, with a certain degree 
of 1tuccess; but enmine any single leaf, and ten to one it has no 
symmetry, or its rib is carried down the stem all on one side, leav
ing too much room for the leaftet on one side, which therefore 
looks bloated, while the opposite one is altogether starved, and 
ha.a no room, and looks stuck on afterwards as an after-thought, 
and the depreBBion in the middle leaf is a mere gash, as if the 
chisel had been thrown at it; and the usnal bulge on the side leaf
lets does not rise with the central fibre as it ought, bot having 
got all iuto the wroug place, gives them the appearance of 
having the mumps. But when the group is a complicated one, 
take the trouble to look for the stems, and you will surely find 
that half the leaveio have none at all; and whereas in old work 
you might unravel the whole group, the 111odero cap turus out to 
be a mere imposture, made to look like au old one at a cou
siderable distance, but it will bear no close inspection. What, 
then, when you come to the late class of Flamboyant or Perpen
dicular leaves of the most complicated description, and which 
used to be the favorite class of work until the modern fashion for 
the E&rly Gothic came in. Look at an old poppy-head; among 
the thou9&nd knob~ and knots, rivalling its seaweed type in 
crumpled texture, all have their true meaning and form, aud the 
leaves are symmetrical ones, that you seem as if you could gather 
and spread out if you took the same pains that is required to do 
the snme with the natural specimens. But a modern poppy-head 
generally looks as if it were a structure of tape affiicted with a 
rash: try to unravel that, and you have a task which would have 
puzzled Penelope. 

I remember seeing at Norrey, near Caen, a capital (au Early 
one, by the way) decorated with foliage evidently taken from a 
crinided cabbage, in which all its marvellous modelling was 
rightly conveutiooalised and thoroughly worked out; nor need this 
seem astonishing, bt'C&use a carver who can thoroughly draw and 
model a single leaf, can with more time and patience do the other 
also. Why then can, or rather, do not our carvers do the like 
(for I am sure they might easily do it)1 For this reason, that 
they never take the trouble thoroughly to work out and conven
tionalise one of the simplest leaves. They will do you to order 
whole arbours of oak or ivy, or whatever you like. "Crinkled cab
bage woold be uoLhing to them; oh! they know it all by heart,
have they not learued their trade7"-though, by the bye, I can
not conceive where, for I never see in their studios any appearance 
of even the apprentices beiug 11et to draw or model from nature; 
occasionally one fiuds a cast of a natural leaf or two, and some 
casts from old work, and not too many of these either. There is 
not time now-a-days Lo study rightly anything; so the masters 
carve foliage, nay even figures, with angels and archangels to 
boot, like the German profeBBor, from their innate coosciousnesa 
of what they ought to be; and the apprentices carve from their 
maaters' work, without so much ns the wing of a goose being put 
before them to improve their ideal ooncepLion of the "mighty pens" 
of St. Michael; nutil they also have learned their profession, and 
become themselves masters in Israel. I will allow, indeed, that of 
ht.te a school hRB arisen which gives us a very fair imitation of 
Early French Gothic conventional foliage, and one does rej'>ioe 
much that so manly aud vigorous a type should have been selected; 
but then it is not carried out as the old designers would have 
done, by seeking and developing for themselves fresh types from 
nature. So that it has already degenflrated into manuerum; Rnd 
in the search for piquancy, the le:-.ves have begun to look like 
ornamental glove-atretchers; and I am sorry that in many other
"ise fine works in the International Exhibition I notice there ie 
a great admixture of an element that seems to me to he like the 
rococo of Louis XV., with its shells and knucklebones, over again •. 
Thill i11 conventionality indeed; but that of a class that is "at 
variance with the strict canons of taste and propriety." 

But I have been pointing out rather whRt is not proper conven
tionalism than what is, while I anxiously desire to give some satis
factory explanation of what is the "artificial treatment" which Rt 
ihe outset of this paper it was stated is "requisite to maintain 

consistency with regard to the material purpose and poaition of 
ornament," and having referred mainly to carving in stone, I will 
for the sake of simplicity confine n1yself to that. I think it con
sists principally of kMtDing to/um to atqp, for I find that onr own 
carvers understand conventional and natural ornament as two dia
tinct irreconcilabl11 things. If you ask them (as the committee 
of the Architectural Museum asked of those who competed for 
their prize for a capital from the hawthorn type) for convention
alised nature, they are ntterly in the dark. They will reply, they 
can give you Early English or Early French, Decorated or 
Perpendicular, conventional ornament or natural--611 yon pleaae; 
in which case you get either the ordinary copies of old work, or 
thin metal-like looking st.uff, that provincial papers go into fita 
abont, assuriug their readers that the enlightened carvers in fine 
frenzy roamed all the woods and hedges in the neighbourhood, 
and immortalised every weed. But in the case of the hawthorn, 
for which the puzzling addition of conventionality was requesLed, 
in this instance, it was evident by the results of the competition 
that this was understood to mean that it was to be as unlike 
the real thing as poBBible, and the getting a spray of the plant 
to look at was deemed to be perfectly unneceasary. 

Now to m11.ke in stone a good conventional .copy of a leaf 
requires no search into innate consciousneBB, but simply to have 
a leaf before you, to select such features of it as can be well repre
sented in the material, and to omit those that cannot be so. You 
can give the outline and form, then let us have it accurately and 
truly-but the thinuesa, leave that to the metal-worker. You can 
give the general modelling; be careful to give this trnly-bnt not 
the minutim, which in the position your work is to occupy would 
be lost, or look finicking. We do not care for the jagged edges and 
veining on the surface,-give us the heart Rnd spirit of the thing, 
the fiow and the grace or the curvature. Do not let your leaves 
loll about, but be planted firmly on their stalks; and let the stalka 
be well rooted at their base, and spriug as if they would go straight 
upwards uutil dragged down by the weight of the leaf, like a piece 
of whalebone with a stoue Rt the end; then you will get a line like 
those in the draperies of the early painters of Italy. Attend to 
this, particularly in the stemming of the horns of foliar in the 
bells of your capitals, which Rre always right in old wor , and al
ways wrong in moderu. And last, and not least, get gradation every
where; for if you take sections through different parts of either 
leaf or stems of good cll\88, you will find it never in two places 
alike, and always to have a clear, definite, and beautiful curvature; 
while you may cut acroBB a modern stem in a dozen placee, and 
hardly find the section vary, and oue taken through the leaf 
generally resembles that through a dilapidated batter-pudding. 
The true and somewhat fair excu!le for this hurry and want of 
precision in moder1.1 work i1t the competition, which forces a large 
amount of work Lo be done in a very limited time and for a very 
small price. Now architects have the remedy iu their own hands: 
let them be coutent with a very little ornament. if necessary, and 
seek quality instead of quantity,-there is plenty of talent among 
our carvers, they only want to be shown what is wanted, and 
fairly paid for doing it, aud thev will soon be able to do it. But 
theu architects must be able Lo

0 

show them what they really do 
require, and must learn to design and model themselves before 
they can teach oLhers. 

Better however than the best of foliage, is art that tells a tale, 
and exprell&e8 somethiug more than dumb naLure, however well 
it may be conveutioualised; let us therefore determine to get as 
much as we can of sculpture and painting of a higher class into 
our buildings, then we can spare some of the foliage; but what
ever we have, let us take care that it be of the best. 

THE ECO~OMIC CONSTRUCTION OF GIRDERS. 

(CorltiAU«l from page 233.) 

GIRDERS OF GREAT SPANS. 
IN our last paper we arrived at the formola for the weight of 

a double girder, 

..• (3) 

and from this we drew some general conclusions as to the ulti
mate spans. 

We have now in the first place to determine the val11t1 to be 
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aaaigned to F for given spans; F being the total dead weight of 
the portion of the oomplete structure required for one line of 
railway, exclusive of G, the weight of the bare girder. 

The moat anomalons part of the structure ia that addition to 
the girders rendered neceeaary by their having to act iu the 
secondary capacity of booms to the. fabric, when ~ngag.ed in .re
sisting the lateral pre86ure of the wmd; the webs 1u tbl8 action 
being repreaented by the strata of horizontal bracings. 

Misled by the minuteness of this addition when the span is 
abort and a considerable width is given to an openwork atruc
ture, we spoke of it as of such moderate amount that it might 
jl8nerally be treated as covered by the value 3·5 taken for the 
factor of llllfety; in extreme or peculiar caaea alone a separate 
provision becoming necessary. Actual calculation baa however 
pointed out to us that this addition ~mes so very con~ider:a~le 
a11 the spans increase that, although doing so mars the a1mphc1ty 
of the investigation, we must make an independent nllowance 
for it. 

Notwithstanding this modification in our views, we still con· 
aider that the general factor of safety should be ti.ken of a uniform 
value (3•5) for caaea in which the dead weight amounts to more 
than a certain percentage (7 I ·4) of the movable loading. Any 
apparent exceaa of strength that this may give for the girders of 
the longer spans will probably be required to counteract the 
greater destructive effect of the wind, arising from the virtually 
increased suddenness of application, and the increased chance of 
the wind impulses corresponding with the oscillations of the 
structure. 

The metal added to the girder, to resist the longitudinal 
stresses resulting from the lateral action of the wind, may for one 
double girder be represented by the letter E. This is generally, 
but not neceaaarily, incorporated with the booms or the girder. 
It is to be remambered that E is to be treated as part of F, not of 
G; G must be taken for the weight of those part.a alone which 
are directly employed in supporting the whole weight and loading 
acting vertically. 

The amount of E will vary so much with the nature of the 
structure that any formula for it must be of limited applicability, 
and employed with caution; we shall endeavour however to 
arrive at one which will be suited to the general arrangement we 
have chosen for bringing out the comparit10ns-viz., two double 
openwork girders placed 27 feet apart from centre to centre, 
prepared for the support of a double line of railway at the lower 
level 

The resistances to the wind will consist of that offered by the 
structure itself, and that by the trains; estimating these by their 
amount per foot run of span, the latter will be constant, but the 
former will increase somewhat with the span, the sum of these 
resi..itances, which we may denote by the letter r, will be pretty 
accurately represented by this formula:-

Reeistance to wind in } l _ l 
tons per foot run... =r= iOo .Vs+ 10 (4) 

The whole aide pressure on the structure will be= Sr, therefore 
the sum of the stresses induced in each girder at the midspan 
will be-

- S -~S2r 
-Sr 8X27 - 216 (5) 

Thia is to be distributed between the two booms of each girder, 
and as it may be either( a tension or a c:-impression, rux;ording to 
the direction of the wm<l, we must estimate the portion taken 
by the lower boom as a tension, and the portion taken by the 
upper boom aa a compression. If the roadway be at the lower 
level, considerably more than the half will be brought upon the 
lowP.r boom; but for our present purpose we do not need to 
determine the proportions m which i~ is deal~ ?ut to the booms, 
since to cover the expense of matenal fQr JOmt-platee, losa by 
rivet holes, &c., we may take the same allowance of metal for the 
resistance of compressive and tensive atre-y one inch for 
every four tons. The whole stress then divided by 4 gives us 
si,...:..964 1\8 the sum of the additions to be made to the sections 
of tbe booms of each girder at the midspan. Now the booms 
being otherwise strong at the extremities, we may calculate the 
additions made to the sections at other part.a of the span as in 
exact proportion to the stresses; therefore the total increase of 
weight in the booms will be given by this fonnu~ E .being the 
increase of weight in tons for the whole of the double g1rder-

2 1 S3r 
E= 3 sxo·oo15x 864 S2r= 864000 (6) 

The following table will give an idea of the importance of these 
additions:-

TABLE l. 

8pa11, iD foM. r, in tona. Increue of aection at the IDcreaae of wetghl 
mldapa11 iD eq. iDche<i. or E, ID Iona. 

100 ·200 2'81 0•28 
200 •241 11 ·n 2·22 
800 . •278 28•11 8·40 
400 ·801) fi5•55 22·22 
500 •324 93·72 46·86 
600 •845 148"7 86•22 
700 •365 207•0 144•90 
800 •383 283•6 226•88 

THE HORIZONTAL AND TRANSVERSE BRACINGS. 

We have now to calculate the weight of these. The horizontal 
bracings may be arranged in two or more strata. When the 
number is more than two, that is when, besides the bracing at 
the top and bottom of the girder, one or more bracings at inter
mediate heights are introduced, part of the metal E treated of 
above as generally incorporated with the booms must be detached 
therefrom, and affixed where the horizontal bracings join the 
web. The existence of intermediate strata will strengthen the 
atru&R of the web, but may occasion the consumption of some 
more material in the horizontal bracings themselves; which how
ever will be compensated by a saving in the transverse bracings. 

In the principl\l stratum of horizontal bracing, or that at the 
level of the road way, some saving may be effected by making use 
of the transverse girders as struts. 

In very many cases a considerable saving of material will arise 
from making the parts of a horizontal bracing double-acting, so 
that every part will be of use, on whichever aide the wind may 
blow. Thia saviug will become more significant the greater the 
stress to be conveyed, since the efficiency of the parts to act a1:1 

struts becomes thereby greatly augmented. The saving on this 
account in large structures (the lengths of the parts being nearly 
constant) is so important that it may be looked upon as fully 
counterbalancing the increase in the value of r, as exhibited in 
Table I. We consequently find that a very simple formula will 
express with sufficient accuracy the weight of the horizontal and 
transverse bracings, taken together and estimated very liberally. 

Weig'bt of horizontal and transverse} -SS...;..8000 (7) 
bracings for each line of railway... - · 

The result.a for various spans will be found in col. 3 of Table II. 

THE TRANSVERSE GIRDERS OF THE RoADWAT PLATFORM. 

If these are made pretty deep, and placed, say 6 feet apart, we 
may take them with fastenings complete at l ·8 ton each; this is 
equival11nt to 0·15 ton per foot ruo for each line of railway. 

THE PLANKING, LoNGITUDINAL BEARERS, &c. OF TIMBER. 

We may take the united sectional area of these at 12 feet for 
the whole bridge, which with an allowance for fastenings, and No 

protecting coating of sand &c., may be estimated as amounting 
to O·l5 ton per foot run for half the width of the bridge, or for 
one line of railway. The total roadway platform, &c. which con· 
atitutea the constant portion of F, may then be estimated as 
follows, for one line of railway, or per double girder. 

Transvenie girders ... 
Planking, balks, &c. 
Permanent way 
Handrail 

0·15 per foot run 
0·16 
0•06 
0·01 

Total 0·87 

Weight of roadway platform, permanent way, including safety 
rails, &c., and all other dead weight excepting G, E, and t.he 
horizontal and transverse bracings, 

=SX0·37 (8) 
And therefore 

(9) 

The following table exhibit.a aom; of the values in tone of F 
and it.a component.a:-
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Spau. 
100 
200 
300 
400 
liOO 
600 
700 
800 

E. 
0·23 
2·22 
8-40 

22·22 
46·86 
86·22 

144•90 
226•88 

TABLE IL 
H and. T brac!Dp. 

+ 1•25, + 
+ 6•00 + + 11 ·211 + 
+ 20·00 + + 81 •2li + 
+ 45·00 + 
+ 61•25 + 
+ 80•00 + 

l'l&l!orm, &c. P. 
87 = 8N8 
74 = 81-22 

111 = 180•65 
148 = 190•22 
185 = 263•11 
222 = 863•22 
2119 = 465•16 
296 = 602·88 

We now proceed to aaoertain the values of k for various struc
tures, treated with different values or the factor or safety. 

Formula (2) gives us k= .:S' wherein W represents the whole 

load supported, and supposed to be uniformly distributed over 
the span. 

Let us fi1'11t take, as perhaps the simplest possible example, a 
solid rectangular bar of wrought-iron; and let us assume that a 
bar one inch square placed on support.a one foot asunder becomes 
destroyed, for all practical purposes, by a central load equal to 
one ton, or two t-0ns spread uniformly over its l~ugth. Then 
calculating our elements for such a bar we have, G = -0016 ton, 
W=2-0015 ton, S=l. And therefore 

-0016 
k1=2·0015 =i>00749 

And k,.6=3i k1=-C>02622. 
The ultimate span to which such a bar could be extended 
without breaking down under its own weight, supposing no 
lateral disturbing cause such as the wind to exist, would .be 
=l...;-i>00749=1335 feet. And the utmost span to which under 
similar circumstanoes such a bar could be extended, BO that the 
facto1 of safety should not descend below 3·5, would be 

=l...;-·002622=381 feet. 
If the effects of the wind were introduced, these ultimate spans 
would undergo reductions, according to the narrowness of the bars. 

In the above example the span is twelve times the depth. To 
show, in a simple manner, the inftuence of the ratio of the depth 
to the span upon the value of k, let us take the rectangular bar 
of double the above depth. For a bar 2 inches deep, say 2 inches 
wide, and 1 foot span, we have G=-000, W or the distributed 
breaking weight= 2 tonsxbreadthXequare of depth=l6 tons, 
S=l. Therefore 

•()()6 
1'1= 

16
-00

6 
=·000375, and ult. spen=2667. 

This latter bar has Lherefore double the economic merit of the 
oLher. 

As another example, let us take the Conway tube The cal
culation of the value of k for this is rendered I' great deal more 
complicated by having to consider the amount E, of the material 
abstracted to resist the wind-induced streSBel. We shall, in the 
tirst instance, assume that no wind will act up<>n it. Taking 
then W1 or the total dead weight=lll2 tons (this is the same as 
in our calculation at page 194, but must be an under--estimate), 
and W 2=400 tons, we found T to be equal to 7"18 tons, and 
C=5"05 tons; .so that the factor of safety, aa measured from the 
tension, is=l9+7·18:2·65 nearly. G may here be taken equal 
to 1050 tons, no value for E, hut only keelsons, &c., which are 
not directly concerned in the girder action, having to be deducted. 
We have then F=62, W=l512. And therefore 

1050 
ks-96 = 1512X400=-00l736• 

k1=i>00656, and k3•6=·002293. 
And the ultimateapans (the proportion of depth to span=l:l8·35, 
page 234, bei.Dg maintained) would be as follows:-

With factor of eafe'Y:l, UltimUe span=l627 feet 
" 2·65, 676 
" 8·5, ., 436•2 

We see then that even were no such antagonistic f0l"08 as the 
wind to exist, it would be almost impo88ib1e to construct the 
Conway tube with a sufficiently high factor of safety, the 
economic merit of the stru¥ture being BO low; with a vnlue of 
k1•6=·00229i5, S=.WO, W1=400, and F=62, we find by formula 

. •00917 
(3) the weight of G alone to be= .

00083 
X462=5152t tons. 

We otrer the following as an approximate calculation when the 
eft'ect of the wind ia to be allowed for. At page 196 it wu shown 
that the wind estimated at 30 lb. per superficial foot 0&111811, at 
the edges of the booms, a stress of tension T equal to 1·87& tons, 
or ir=l ·4 tons. Now here occurs the principal difficulty in the 
calculation; we require to fix upon a certain factor in computing 
the amount of E to be abstracted to resist the wind-induced 
etresses, but this factor should evidently bear some relation to 
the factor applied to the stre118811 produced by the vertical pres
sure of the total weight supported. If we demand for E, l inch 
of sectional area for every 4 tons of etrese, although this is 
reasonable in itse~ it would be out of all proportion to the atreea 
to which the remaining material would be subjected by the 
vertical pressures; this great discrepancy being cauaed by the 
excessive weakness of the structure. We shall, therefore, give 
the result.a for dift'erent ratios of section to stress. 

1st. When E ia calculated at the rate of 4 tons per inch (that 
is for C and eT, but not to cover joint-plates), the wind stressee 

appropriate the ~4 part of the whole section at the midspan, or 

603 inches; and the weight of the iron thus taken from G will be 

= ~603x400x·oo16 ton=201 tons, to wbich we may add 49 

tons for the proportion of joint-plates; this makes E=260 tons; 
F will therefore be=62+250=312 tons, and G= 1060- 260=800 
tons; W 1=400, and W1=1112, as before. And to obtain the 
value of the factor of eatety, since the metal left for girder action 

N) 2·6 is only=( I--. = 4 of that which gave T=7·18 tons, the 

value ofT will now be=7"18+ ~~=11·05. Theexceu of There 

given over the vl\lue 9·053, obtained at page 196, arisea from the 
discrepancy above referred to. From these data we readily 

deduce the following factor or safety= 1 ~ ~5 = l "72. 

800 
ltn1= 1512x40o=-001323 

k1 = i>007 69 
ky4= "002692 

The ultimate span with this latter value (which corresponds 
with the proper factors of safety) would be only=l+i>02692= 
371! feet. Showing that it would he altogether impoBBible to 
construct a bridge on the system of the Conway tu~having an 
effective depth like it of Jess than I-18th of the span, which with 
a. movable loaning at the rate of 1 ton per foot of span, and sub
jected to a windstorm equivalent to 30 lb. on the superficial foot, 
would still have a. factor of safety eqnal to 3·5-unilaf tM apa11 
were under- 371 ! feel. 

2nd. When E is calculated at the rate of 6 tons per inch, the 
part of the midspan section appropriated amounts to 336 inches; 

6-1·4 
BO that, T being now equal to na...;- -6- =9·365, the factor of 

safety against gravitation will have a valne equal to 19...;-9·365= 
2-03 nea.rly; and E, taken with the same proportion for joint
plates as before, amoun~ to 167 tons; therefore 0=883 tons, and 
, 883 

ki·os= 1512X400 ="00l4G. 

This ia a very near approximation to the true state of the 
Conway as calculated at page 196; we there have the factor of 
safety=l9...;-91>63=2"1 nearly. The corresponding value of k 
will be given with sufficient accuracy from the above-thus 

2·1 
kr1= 2

.
03 

X -00146=·00161, say=-0016. 

From this we obtain 11.eproximately the ultimate apan for the 
Co1away tubes under their present condition of stress, &c., 

= l + -0015 = 667 feet. 
We might proceed to find still more exactly the value of k.-1 

for the Conway, but it is not of sufficient consequence, since 111cii 
would not be applicable to other spans, without a separate esti
mate of the value of F for each. 
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We aball now endeavour to arrive at correct values ot' k t'or· 
openwork girders, such as described at pages 160, 164, &o., having 
a depth equal to l-8th of the span. 

When the 11pan is abort, the factor E may be neglected; and 
theret'ore G becomes identical with the weight of the girder. 

Co~uentJy we have, G=tabolar numberX ( ~)' 
For these girders, W1 is=~S tons, W =S tons, W=liS tons, 
and the factor of safety Mlcufated from i.te moat severely etreBBed 
Jll'rt& is as nearly as may be=·1. Therefore 

G ( S )I 1 k 4= WS =Tab. numberx S +li S'= 
96 

of Tab. number 

1 1 
k1 = 384 Tab. number, and k,.6= 

109
.
7 

Tab. number. 

For the lat and 9th forms (page 164) with the load at the 
low.ir level, the tabular numbers are respectively 0 1078 aud ·tOlO. 
ConaeqaentJy the values of k are as follow:-

Firn form k 1= ·000281 ' 1'1 •1= ·OOOP83 
Ninth form ... 1'1 =·000263 1'1•1 =·000921 

It baa here been aeaumed that the allowances of metal in pro
portion to stress are the same for any span. The correctne!W of 
thia will be apparent, when we coneirler that W, the total load 
supported, increaeee much more rapidly than the span; and if 
exactly the same pattern ot' girder were r.itained, would warrant 
an increase in the value of C for the bracing struts. As however 
it is neceesary to provide a greater number of points ofsupport 
to the roadway in long spans, it becomes Dece&SAl'Y either to 
supply suspension rode, or to cut up the simple bracing into one 
or more aeries, the result being that, &11 stated in Prop. IIL, page 
233, so long as the general character ot' the structure is retained, 
the weight G varies as SxW. Of course, we do not mean that 
thia holds good with perfect e:ractneea, but it i11 sufficiently accu· 
rate for the purposes of a general view of the subject. The value 
of k may then be obtained from any size of bridjle, since it only 
expreMM inversely the economic merit of any particolar form of 
construction. Ae some readers, from not having sufficiently 
studied the previous articles, may not see very clearly how the 
above values of k have been obtained, we here offer a g.ineral 
approximate estimate of the weight of a double girder. 
F.BrnuTB OJ' THE WEIGHT OP AN 0PDWORK G!IU>BR, HAVING 

A DEPTH EQUAL TO l-8TH OP THE SPAN. 

When the loading is aseumed to be ooncentrated at the level 
of the upper or lower boom, the streesee produced in the corre
aponding bays of the two booms do not agree; thus, in Table X., 
page 149, the et~ in the central bays of the upper boom 
amount to only 22-.5 units, while in the corresponding bays of 
the lower boom they amount to 24. Now in all such cases it ie 
the greater etreee which i" given by the common formula-viz., 
stress in booms= W~SD; and the more numerous the aeries of 
bracings and the greater the number of triangles in each series, the 
more nearly will the stresses in the two booms oorreepond with one 
another; and it may be remarked that the streeses at the actual cen
tre of the span are both really the same as given by the formula. 
This is a point of some importance when, as in Table XL, the lower 
boom baa its central bay leaii strained than its central joint; in 
such a case the joint-plates must be of extra thicknese oompared 
with the plates. Let ua aaeume, then, that the formula gives the 
central stresses with sufficient accuracy, the error will be on the 
aafe aide, and will moat affect the shorter spans. The central 
sectional areas will be equal to Ws+sD.C for the upper, and 
Ws+sD.eT for the lower boom. Now if we could vary the sec
tions in proportion to the stresses, the average sectional areas 
would be two-thirds of these central ones. We oan, with aome 
approach to accuracy, apportion the eectiollB to the streeeee to a 
considerable distance on either side of the midspan, but there are 
various practical objections to reducing the eeotione towards the 
extremities below a certain peroentage of the central on-we 
may take these limits at about 65 per cent. for the upper, and 35 
per oent. for the lower boom. The resulting ave"'ll8 sections are 
abou~ 75 per cent. for the former, and 70 per oent. for the latter, 
and the amounts to be added for joints and rivets about Hi and 
20 per cent. respectively; the top being understood to be built 
up of plat.ea and angle-irons, and \he bottom of bare without 
longitudinal lines of riveting. The weights of the booms will 
therefore be as follow, c and if being taken equal to at and 
4 toua respectively:- . 

Weight of upper boom, 
ws ws• 

= 
803

! X ·768 X 1 ·15 x •0015 ton= I) ·OQ00,975 ... (10) 

Weight of lower boom, 
WS WS1 = 8 0 , X •708 X 1 ·20 X ·0015 ton = D ·00003~ ..• . .. (11) 

When D=! B, these become respectively 
WB X "()00398 and WB X -000315. 

TM Bracing.-When all the loading W ie aaeumed to be 
transmitted through the bracing (thiR rather exaggerates the 
effect of the lo_ading), then the braces at one end of the structure 
are altogether conveying a stre1111=i W sec 6, and the length of 
each aeries of braces is=S sec•· We may assume one-half of 
the braces to be struts, and the other ties; and if all the struts 
were retained of the same sectional area throughout the span, . 
their total weight would be=! WS sec (J sec qi x·0015~C, and 
similarly the weight of the ties would be equal to the same with 
eT substituted for C; and when (J = 45°, these weights would 
become,-

Btruts= ~s Xi>007(j Ties= '°':r8 
x·00075. 

Now if all the loading were fixed or constant, and the sections every
where made in proportion to thestreeeee, the average sections would 
be equal to half of the sections at the extremities of the girder, 
and consequently the weights equal to only half of the above. 
Practically, we may take the average section of the struts at 70, 
and that of the ties at 60 per cent. of the strongest, and allow for 
rivets and extra lengths 10 per cent. for the former, and 5 for the 
latter; so that, taking C=2i and fl=3i, we have 
Weight of bracing struts, 

ws 
=·7 

2
-=5 x ·00075 X 1°10 =WS X ·000231 ton ... . .. (12) 

Weight of bracing ties, 
WS 

= ·6 
3

.
5 

X ·00075 x 1·05 = WS x ·000135 ton ... . .. (13) 

Total Braoing = WSx·000366 ton. 

And for the total weight of the girder we therefore have 
Upper boom... = WSx·000398 
Lower boom... = WSx ·000315 
Bracing = WSx ·000366 

Total of l&der taken=8 long, and without I= wsx·001079=U 
end pillara •• • I 

Now since k=:s' we simply have ki=-00108, k1=-00027, and 

k~.6=·000946. Which results are sufficiently confirmatory of 
tnoee obtained from the tabular numbers. 

Let us now inquire what reduction can be made upon the 
values of k,' by employing superior materials, greater depth, &c. 
From the foregoing investigation, we find the relative weights of 
11truts to ties as follows:-

StrutB of bracing = ·000231 Ties of bracing = ·000185 
Top of girder = ·000398 Bottom of girder = ·OOQ316 

•000629 •000450 
Now, if we adopt steel for the tiea, we may reduce the sections 
to one-half; and by selecting a suitable variety of hard wrought
iron for the struts, we may reduce their sections by, say 15 per 
cent. The changes are ae follow:-

Proportlanal Welghi of Girder 
Proportiom.J WelgM of Girder when eteel 11 used for tlle '181, IWd 

when ordinarT wroughHrw la llled. eeJected wrougbt-lrwl for 
tlle nrua. 

Strut.a... •. . 629 Strut.a .. • 535 
Tiee . . . .. . •liO Tiee . . . 225 

Total 1079 760 
A corresponding reduction will take place in the values of It. 
Assuming the somewhat exaggerated value ·001 for k3•5 in ordi
nary wrought-iron girders, with a depth equal f'9 I-8th of the 
span, we have the following changea:-

OrdlnarJ wroaght-lroo. Steel and 10lected I.rm. 
1:, .• = ·001000 1:, •• = •000705 
1:1·0 = •000286 1'1·0 = ·000202 
k1•0 = ·000867 ka-o = ·00060' 
ks-1 = •000600 1: .. 1 = ·000'28 
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Dy increasing the depth of the atructure, we may obtain still 
lower values of k: there are however objections to carryiug this 
source of economy too far. 

We have l!E'en that the weight of the booms, compared with 
that of the bracing, ia nearly as 2 to I; if we iucrease the depth 
from I-8th to I-6th of the span, we reduce the etreeeee in the 
booms in the proportion of 2 to I!, while the weight of the 
bracing, if we can retain the same values of C, is not affected, the 
whole weight of the girder is therefore reduced in the proportion 
of 3 to 2!, assuming the v:ilues of C and BT to remain unaltered; 
this would give us, when steel and selected wrought-iron are 
employed, the values of k ae follows, k1=1XXH 7, ki-1 =·00035, 
k3=1>0050, and kn=·00059. 

For short epaull it might be far from econoruical to make use 
of expensive steel and selected iron, but when we have to deal 
with very loug spans, the ultimate saving of expense from their 
·adoption will he very great indeed: this will be evident from an 
inspection of the values of G, in Table lV. 

When, on the other hand, we diminish the depth of the girder, 
we increase in very nearly the same proportion the weight of the 
!moms, without affecting very materially that of the bracing. 
Taking, for girders having a depth equal to :i-8tb of the span, 
k 3 5=·00IOOO as a standard, and estimating in this manner the 
w'!igbts for other proportions, we get the following values of k 
for openwork girders of good ordinary wrought-ironwork. 

R.•tioorspanl.o depili. ii:, 
6 •000238 
8 •000286 

10 ·000334 .. 
12 •00(>381 
H ·000429 
16 •0()0476 
18 •000524 
20 .. ·000571 

TABLE III. 
k,., 

•000500 
•000600 
·oOOi!lO 
·ooosoo 
•000£100 
·001000 
·001100 
·001200 

k,.. 
•000714 
•000857 
·001000 
•001148 
·OOl 286 
·001428 
•001571 
·001i14 

k, .• 
·000~33 
·001000 
•001167 
•001338 
•001500 
•001667 
·001A84 
·002000 

From defects of this method of de1iving the weights, the values 
in the table for the shallower girders must be considered some
what exaggerated. 

We may now offer an example of the complete calculation of 
the weight G, of the whole of one double girder, and of the half of 
the complete viaduct for two lines of railway. Let S be taken 
equal to 400 feet as in the Conway tube, then W p400 tons, and 
by Table II., E=22 tone, and F=I90 tons; therefore, when k3•6 
is taken=·OOI, we have 

Sk •4 
G= I -Sk (W2+F)= ii 590=393 tone; 

Complete girder or G+E=4I5 tons. 
Share o_f comp.lete st.ruct~re due to one line}= G+F = 583 tonR. 

of railway, mcludmg timber, &c ......... . 
Thie i~ a very satisfactory result to contrast with the 1112 

tons of the Conway, when we bear in mind that the factors of 
1!8fety are respectively 3·5 and 2·1. 

A fairer comparison will be given by adopting a factor of safety 
equal to that of the Conway-viz., 2·1; although this will still be 
unjust towards the deep openwork structure, in so far as the 
value of F is uuduly high when such a factor is employed. 

With a factor=2·1, and ordinary good iron, we have seen 'that 
·24 

k2•1=·0006; so that G=- 590=186 tons only, showing the great 
•76 

influence which the value of k has upon the wei~bt of very long 
girders. G+E=208 tons, and G+F=376 tons instead of Ill2 
tons. By the employment of steel and selected iron, and a depth 
e11ual to l-6tb of the span, we have shown that kri might be 
reduced to about ·00035. This gives us 

•I4 
G= - 590=95 tons, G+E=ll7, and G+F=28.'~ tone. 

•86 
The adoption of such a structure as this, though showing the 
same general fnctor of RBfety as the «?onway .tube, would n~t of 
course be advisable. Let us see what 1s the lightest that might 
be recommended. Many engineers believe that a factor=3 gives 
ample surplus strength in large structures. Now the value of 
k3, when steel and selected iron are used, along with a depth 
equal to l-8th of the span, is=·000604. Consequently, for a span 
of 400 feet, we have 

G= 400x·000604 (W +F)= ·24I6690=188 tons. 
l-4oox·ooo604 ' ·i584 

Complete double girder •.. = G+E = 210 ton& 
Half of complete• structure, fitted} 

for two lines of railway, includ- = G+F = 378 tons. 
ing timber, permanent way, &c. 

With ordinary iron, k3=·000867, and hence G=3Q8, or 120 tooa 
more than when superior materials are employed. 

lt then appears that, by employing an openwork structure 
having a depth equal to l-8tb of the span, the Conway tube, with 
a factor of safety equal to only 2·1 and weighing more than lll2 
tone, could have been replaced by any of the following:-

!. A structure composed wholly of wrought-iron except the 
planking and other timbers of the roadway, which including 
timber, permanent way, &c., would, with a &ctor of safety ailo 
equal to 2·1, have weighed only 376 tone. 

2. A structure as above, but with a factor of safety eqnal to 
3, which would have weighed only 498 tone. 

3. A structure as above, but with a fuctor of safety equal to 
3·5, which would have weighed only 583 tone. 

4. A structure composed of steel and selected iron for the 
girders, and ordinary iron and timber for tl.e other parts, which 
with a (actor=2·1 would have weighed only 310 tone. 

6. A structure as above, but with a factor equal to 3, which 
would have weighed only 378 tone; or 

6. A structure as above, but with a general factor of safety 
equal to 3·5, which would have weighed only 422 tone. 

These facts have- to some considerable extent been long kno'll'll 
to a few; yet the public bas been led to regard such 11tructurea 
ae ·the Conway, Britannia, and Victoria Bridges with pride. 
Another generation may, with mo1·e reason, cl&B11ify tbem-&t 
least in so far ns the 11Uper1trucluru are concerned-as perhaps 
the wost expensive engineering blunders of the century. ln th~ 
cas& of the Victoria Bridge however, all must admire the bold
ness, skill, and success attendant upon the foimding Md 
rearing of its piers of masonry in the rushing stre&m of the 
St. Lawrence. 

TABLE IV.-Containing tli.e Valun of Gin Tom, ~will 
git:en values of k and S, and with the raluu of F givm m T.W.11. 

Span in feet= 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 

~ Va.Jue in touK 

tl38 
orw,+F, 

281 431 590 763 958 1166 1408 being whole 
load •upportcd J 1 ... 0 = 

~ 
\" aluea or k. Values of 0. 

·0005 7•3 31·2 79·61147·5 254 408 627 986 -·uoo6 8·~ as·3. 114·6 186 ::127 536 848 1296 leef 
•0007 10•4 41•0115 230 411 690 1119 1788 18 
·0110>! 12·0 53·5136 278 509 880 1488 2294 ua: 
·ouOH 13•6 61•7,159 332 624 ·lll9 

i6311480 
1930 3608 1Ul 

·0010 l.'i·3 70•3;185 393 2718 6612 lOOf 
·0012 18 8 88•7242 545 1144 2451 ... ... Sii 
·0015 24 4 120· 1353 885 22!918~.~7 ... ... err 
·0020 34·5 187. ltl47 231)0 ... ... llOI 

Having obtained the values of G, as in Table IV., we can readily 
ascertain the weight of the complete girder, or that of hlllf of 
the complete structure for two lines of railway, by simply adding 
the values of E or F contained in Table II. We give the follo•
ing examples, in which h=·OOI. 

TABLE V. 

Span in feet . . . = 100 ! 200 800 1400 500 6-00 roo I soo 
-------,-----1- -

2i18 ,5612 Gin tons ... . .. 15•3 70·3 185 393 763 1480 
Girder complete, or l 

16•5, 72•6 190 415 810 1516 2863 ~839 G+E ... 
Bridge complete pe1 I line, including tim· 

588 1783 31& r,15 her. &c. =G+F= 58•8151 •5 316 1026 
Total load supported 

164 1252 

~ by the girder = W 
616 983 1626 2388 8888 7016 = W1+1'+G = 

Edinburgh. B. H. B 
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ON THE ESTABLISHMENT AND MAN AGEME:sT OF 
COTTAGE IMPROVEMENT SOCIETIES 

By W. A. GlUWIHILL, M.D. 
AT the recent meeting in Loncton of the Nation&! Association 

for the Promotion of Social Science, some very interesting and 
useful remarks were made upon the improvement oftbe dwellings 
of the labouring classes, by Dr. Greenhill, who, from bis personal 
experience in connection with societies having this object, is 
eapeci&lly qualified to conYey information respecting the beet 
means of establishing and conducting them. The importance of 
this subject induces us t.o make the following extracts:-
"lt is unnecessary to urge the importance of attending to a poor 

ru1m'e house, if bis social, physical, moral, and (it may even be 
&dded) spiritual welfare is aimed at-for this you have often heard 
before; neither is it advisable on the present occasion to speak 011 
the act.ual construction of the dwellings-for this subject also bas 
been largely treated of by persons better qualified than myeel( 
We will therefore go on to the next stage of irn1uiry, ancl con
sider in what manner the requisite amount of suitable accommo
dation for the poor in this country can best be provided. 

It should be stated that the following observations relate only 
to town populations. I have had no experience of agricultural 
districts myself; bnt from what others have said and written 011 the 
subject it would appear that there are so many important diffe
rences between town and country cottages that the same rtlmarke 
will hardly apply to both. These remarks, therefore, are in
tended to relate to towns only; and first of &!l it may be better tO 
me11tion (but iu a very rough and general way) what amount of 
money may be considered nece&1&ry in order to effect the object 
ruentionfld above. Probably about £5000 for each 1000 inhabi
t:mts would be wanted. Thie calculation wo11ld, of course, 
require to be modified very considerably in different towns, and 
also in different parts of the same town; but perhaps it may serve 
for the basis of our discussion on the prASent occasion. It will 
also be .borne in mind-first, that this money will not all be 
wanted at once; and secondly, thatit is not meant to be sunk, but 
to Qe profitably invested. Nevertheless, this calculation, if 
adopted, would require in each town a large amount of capiW: 
in Manchester, Liverpool, and Glasgow, upwards of £2,000,000 
wonld be wanted; in London about £15,000,000 would do &!l that 
is abeolutely nece88&ry. The next question is, How is this enor
mous amount of mo11ey, required for the whole co11ntry, to be 
rnised-1 for, though the greater part of it is already invested in 
11ml\ll tenements, yet it will be necel\Bary for almost all this class of 
property to ch1mge hand11: and who are to be the purchasers] In 
this country little or no assistance must be expected from the 
Government. Large manufacturers mar do (1rnd i11 some cases 
have done) a good deal by providing suitable accommodation for 
their own workmei;i without any pecuniary 1088 to themselves, 
nncl with much indirect advantage in several ways. Private 
benevolence may do a little, for, according to the above cal
culation, even £150,000 would thoroughly reuovate only one 
small town of 30,000 inhabitants. And upon the whole, it 
11eems very doubtful, however mueh the habit of saving money 
de!lervea encouragement amongst the poorer classes, whether any 
great sanitary and moral adva11tagea Bre obtaiued by enabling 
them to become the purchasers of the houeee in which they live. 
Neither can we depend on being able to per.iuade many of the 
present owners of cottage property to carry out the necessary 
repairs, when the doing so will in m('let cases involve a pecuniary 
I0&1. So that altogether it would seem that joint-stock companies 
alford the beet means of raising the necessary capital, besides 
poesesaing various other advantages which need not now be more 
particularly meutioned. It will not, therefore, be out of place if 
a few obse1·vatione are offered 'Ou the Establishme11t and 
Management of Cottage Improvement Societies;' for certainly, if 
if we may judge from the numerous failures that have taken place, 
t.he subject mURt be considered to be still imperfectly understood; 
and, on the other hand, it is these very failures that have \iee11 
one of the chief discouragements to the cause of house-improve
ment throughout the kingdom. There seems to have been a sort 
of revolution in public opinion on this subject. At 1irst it was 
Viooght to be very easy both for philanthropic iudividuale and 
(n societies to improve the dwellings of the poor without loss to 
~emselves. After a time this was found not to be the case-so 
uuch so, that a few yea.rs ago it was by most persons believed to 
ie impoBllible for a society to pay the 11hareholders a fair dividend; 

and those who oonsented to advance money for the purpose of 
eetalishing such a society, said candidly that they looked ~pon it 
as so much given away i11 cbaritv, or (commercially speakrng) M 
money lost. But we may profit by the experience of the last few 
years, a.e well as by that of the earlier period alluded to, and the 
ge11eral result may perhaps be stated as follows-viz., that th('lse 
who think it an easy thiug to establish and manage a succe11Bf11l 
Cottage Improvement Society will probably still find themselves 
mistaken; but that, on the other hand, this, like other difficult 
tbiugs, is quite pOBBible if it be done properly. And in order to 
do the thin~ properly, what is wirnted1 The answer is brief, but 
comprehens1ve:-l. Sufficient money; and, 2. Competent mana
gers-on both of which points it is necessaay to say a few 
words. 

First,- aa to money, we may here safely follow the advice in 
Horace, 

----'Rem raclaa, rem; 
Si pouis, rede; al non, quocuuque rnodo rem.' 

Which may be freely translated as follows: ' First, get your 
capital; if you can, get it recte, i.e., by a small number of shares 
of large amount, all fully paid up; if you can't manage this, then 
get it quocunque modo, i.e., by debentures, or preference shares, or 
mortgage, or loan, or gift (for bumble followers of Mr. Peabody 
may occasionally be found ill the provinces as well as in the 
metropolis), or however you can; only be sure you get the 
greater part of your capital paid (or promised) before you 
seriously commence operations. You need not nece8SR.rily have 
much to begin with, and in fact it is better not to have at. first 
more than is absolutely necessary, for you will then be more 
likely to manage it economica1ly, and the temptations to extrava
gance in the establishment of a new company are manifold. No 
general rule can be laid down as to the beet mode of raising the 
required capital. 

Sometimes the money can be got in sums varying from £100 to 
£1000; sometimes it is easier to get it from a larger number of 
much sm&!ler shareholders. In short, whatever appears to be 
the easiest and cheapest mode of raising the capital in any par
ticular town, may be considered the best; for economy in such 
a society is a great virtue, and, even if everything goes on well 
the management is sure to require so much attention that it will 
be advisable to spare the promoter (or whatever hie title may be) 
all the trouble that you can. There is one advantage connected 
with small shares that deserves to be mentioned, and that may in 
CP.rtain cases be considered to be more than an equivalent to the 
great increase of trouble in working the machinery of the society. 
The .company (if eucceBSful) will serve as a sort of savings' bank 
for a poor man's earnings, which will not only pay him a better 
interest than the ordinary savings' banks, but also enable him to 
enjoy the 1111.tisfaction of making hie capital ueefw t.o hie brethren 
without loss to himself. (It will be noticed that it was said 
that the society, if eucceBSful, would afford the poor man 
this advantage; for it must be confeseect that hitherto Cottage 
Improvement Societies have generally been supported only by 
persons to whom a slight pecuniary loss was no object.) How
ever, if people have confidence in the promoter of the society, 
there will generally be no difficulty in getting together money 
enough to enable you to begin; and after that, if people see that 
the society i11 properly ma11aged, there will generally be no diffi
culty in incno.asing your capital to almost any extent vou please. 

Seconct,-But now comes .the second question. What i11 the 
proper man11gement of such a society 1 A Cottage Improvemen\ 
Society, if strictly private, may be said to be properly mall&lted 
when the directors are n.ble to fulfil, at least •to a coneiclera"ble 
degree, the duties they owe both to the shareholders and to the 
tenants; if the society goes a step further, aud ceases to be s 
mere private partnership, there will be certain additional duties 
required by the public. In both cases it may be safely affirmed 
that it is generally far easier to get together the money required 
to establish the society than to find competent persons to manage 
it. The whole secret of the euoceBB or failure of the society will 
depend mainly on its management; so that, if you cannot find at 
least three or four persons fit to undertake this office, you had 
better not attempt to eetablillh the society at all. 

It is generally found easier by the directors to do their duty 
to the tenants than to the shareboldel'll; at least, there hu 
probably been no inetallce in which the tenants of a Cottage 
Improvement Society have not been much better off than those 
of an ordinary landlord. Indeed, the oommon temptation of the 
directors of auch a eoci3ty is to do for the tenants too much 
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rather than too little, 11.ud to give them expensive comforts and 
conveniences which they are as yet quite un11.ble to appreci11.te. 
The work of elevating the tll.ste8 and habits of the poorer cla118e8 
must be attempted very gradually, or the landlord will be liable 
to constant diasppointment.s, which might have been avoided by 
a different course of proceeding. 

Bat besides the more obvious duties of the directors towards 
their tenants, which need not be here specified, 11.B they are the 
very objects for which the society has beeu established, there are 
others which 11.re not &ways equally practicable, and which are 
sometimes entirely overlooked. The tenants should not be re
garded merely as persons who pay you a fair rent for a well-built 
or renovated house, but rather as your poor friends, almost as 
your pariRhioners, to whom it is both a pleasure and a duty to 
do 11.ll the good in your power. Here, 11.gain, there will be great 
need of judgment and common sense; hut still there Cl\U hardly 
be a doubt but that frequent friendly intercourse between the 
directors and their tenants is a very important means of pro
moting the welfare of the society. The directors will also have 
an opportunity of encouraging the tenants to put their money in 
the savings' bank, or to belong to some friendly society, and to 
send their children to school; t.hey can to a certain extent repre88 
vice and immorality, and they can relieve cases of sickness or 
distress as they occur. All this can be done in some towns much 
better than in others; but there is none in which it cannot be 
Cl\rried out to a certain extent, and probably no society which 
would not be benefited by it. 

With respect to the duty of the directors towards the sh11.re
h'>lders, it is mainly summed up in the paying them a half-yearly 
di,·idend at the rate of not less than 4 per cent. per annum, and 
this (as you all know very well) it has not generally been found 
an easy thing to do. If the result is attlliued, the actual kind of 
machinery used is of comparatively little consequence, and all 
mere matters of detail m11.y be allowed to vary indefinitely in 
different localities. In one town, where the society is looked 
upon chiefly as a charity, it will be thought very important to 
obtain the co-operation of the clergy; rn another, where it is con
sidered chiefly as a commercial company, their names among the 
directors will appear 011t of place. The matter of most import
ance is to take care that the utmost possible economy is practised 
both iu the establi11hment 11.nd in the subsequent management of 
the society; for it is the neglect of this caution that has been the 
chief reason' why so many societies have failed to make their 
operations remunerative, while private builders have had no diffi
culty in doing so. 

Some societies limit their operations to one particular court or 
lane; others are always ready to purchase any suitable property 
that is offered iu any part of the town. The latter mode of pro
ceeding seems to be preferable iu most cases, and will in general 
be found much the more economical If you have detl'rmined to 
get possession of one particular row of houses, you will probably 
have to purchase some of them at an exorbitant rate; whereas, if 
you are not tied to any one locality, you will purchase only those 
properties which suit in price 11.B well as in othllr respects. An
other advautage that an extending society possesses over one that 
bas in a manner finished its work, is this-viz., the greater life 
and activity and interest connected with its operations, when 
there is always fresh property to be purchased or repaired, or new 
houses to be built. lu thtl one case, after the first novelty of 
establishing the society bas gone off, its proceedings are apt to 
flag, and lose something of their vigour, from want of constant 
care and attention. lu the other case it may be said of the 
society, that 

• Mobilitate Tiget, vir01Qae acquirit euodo.' 

As it is important to pay the sbareholdel'R a dividend as soon 
as possible, in order to prove that the new society is worthy of 
some degree of public confidence, it is better to begin by purchas
ing old houses that require improvement, but are nevertheless 
inhabited, rather than by building new ones. In the former case, 
the revenne begins to come in as soon as the purchase is com
pleted, and the first dividend may be paid within six or nine 
mouths after the capital has been contributed. Iu thilattercase, 
much time is spent in the erection of the new houses, and the 
getting thPrn fully occnpied, so that it is generally not till the end 
of the second year afwr the establishment of the society that the 
.first dividend is paid. Whether iu the end it is more economical 
to renovate old houses or to build new ones may be doubtful, 
seeing that the expenses for current repairs have been reckoned 
in the former case a; about double what they are in the latter; 

but, for the reason above given, whenever suitable property can 
be procured, it ie certainly advisable to commence in this way, 
and indeed to continue the same plan, nntil the society is suffi
ciently firmly establiehed to be able to bear without inconvenience 
the emaller immediate profits that generally come from new 
houses. 

It is also generally adviasble for a new society to begin with a 
smll.11 amount of capital, which may be increased from time to 
time &11 it is wanted, rather than to get together at first a larger 
sum of money than is needed for immediate use. The surplus, 
even if it be not swallowed up by nnnecessary 'preliminary ex
penses,' is a !OBS to the society, as being eo much unproductive 
capital, on which a dividend is being paid. ln the same way it 
will be better to let the first purchase of property be small, or of 
moderate size; if blnuders are made, they will be less expensive 
to the society, and when you have learned to manage tboronghly 
a small property, you will be better fitted to undertake a large 
one. Again, if you determine to begin by renovating old pro
perty, it will be better not to increase your difficulties (which will 
always at the outset, even under the most favourable circum
stances, be quite enough) by making your first experiment with 11. 

block of houses so ruinous as to require an nuusual amount of 
expensive repairs, or situate in such a neighbourhood that you 
cannot get respectable people to take them, while you will not 
suffer the existing tenants to remain. This advice may at first 
appear to be not only selfish, but almost unintelligible; for 'is not 
the physical and moral purification of such a block of houses the 
very object for which the society has been established?' Certainly 
it is, but not of this block only; and it is in order that the society 
may have the opportnnity of doing away with the physical and 
moral filth of many such blocks of houses herE'.aft.er, that the above 
advice has been given. If you cannot pay your shareholders a 
fair dividend, you will find it difficult to increase your capital; and 
if you are not able to increase your capiti\l, your sphere of useful
ness will be limited to one single block of houses, instead of 
spreading over the whole district. 

There are some other points of good manngement, which llJ'e 

too obvious to need more than a passing allusion, and which 
would not have been mentioned at all, hut that they have been 
too often neglected; such are-the punctu~ payment of rents; the 
establishment of an adequate sinking fund iu the case of lease
hold property, and also of a reserve fund to meet unforeseen 
losses or extraordinary expenses; also the keeping an exact and 
11.ccurate account both of the tenants and of the property of the 
society. 

Thtlre is another point of especial consequence, though not 
especially applicable to Cottage Imp:·ovement Societies-viz., ex
treme care a11d exactne1t11 in keeping the accounts; but on this 
point also it is unnecessary to enl11.rge further th1m to recommend 
(particularly in the case ofsocieties whose capital and property is 
constantly incn>.asiug) more frequent audits than 11.re generally 
held. 

It has been stated above that something is due from the society 
to the public, by which it is mennt that the example of each 
Cottage Improvement Society is at the present time ao important 
for good or for evil, that au additional responsibility is Cl\St upon 
the founders, and an additional motive is supplied for uMing every 
endeavour to ensure snccess. 

The above remarks contain only a very slight sketeh of the 
different points to be attended to in order to manage the society 
properly. It could easily have been exp:mded; but perhape it 
will be better if thost> persona who are thinking of estahlisbing 
such a 9ocicty will examine and criticise these observations for 
themselves, testin~ them especially by the experience of existing 
societies, as given m their published reports. 

It may fairly be expected that a few words sl1ould be added on 
the results which might be anticipated from the large a!Joption of 
the course recommended in the preceding remarks. The general 
consequence would be, that in every town in the kingdom con
taining (AAy) 5000 inhabitants and upwards, all the cottnge-pro
perty in the place would gradnally fall into the bands of a society 
formed for the very pnrpose of promoting the moral and phy~ical 
welfa:·e of the poorer classes. In large towns the proposed society 
must (in order that the supervision of the houses and the tenanta 
may be properly carried out) have branches situated in different 
districts, each managed by a sub-committ.!e in connection with 
the geneml body of directol'll-thns combining the advantages of 
local knowledge and experience with the vigonr and economr of 
a central organisation. The ~ize of these branches may be alloWed 
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to vary according to circumatancee, but probably the property 
purchased by about .£60,000 would be quite as much as oould be 
proPl!l'lY attended to by a Bingle 1ub-oommittee. Iii cities of the wr.s.t size, it might po1111ibly be advisable to have two or more 
llOC18ties, each with its own confederate branche& And laatly, 
with respect to this great metropolis, 'this enormous city' u 
Arnold calla it), 'r.d beyond all othl'r earthly ~ndt>ur, sub
lime with the sublimity of the sea or or mountains from its very 
...mesa-to thi1 ~t metropolis the same machinery will 
equally apply, and m it the same principles of management may 
be carried out with an equal probabilitv of success." 

INTERNATIONAL EXIDBITION, 1862. 
Maehinery in GeMral. 

Luomt-iU.Vl1'G machinery and tools actuated by steam, water, 
air, electricity, and other motors, are special developmt>nts of our 
time, IUld are numerously repl"ellented in the pre&l'nt Exhibition. 
That. mechanical arrangement which utilises the greatest amount 
of the applied force, and produces a complete required result, 
approaches most nearly to our notions of perfection. There are 
very few mechanical contrivances so complete that there is lei\ 
no room for improvement. However from time to time machines 
and contrivances more and more complete are being introduced: 
80 that ultimately we shall arrive at what may be termed engine 
clauijlcalion. 

The watch and chronometer furnish good examples of this 
gradual advance towards perfection; the steam-engine, and other 
machines, are even yt>t far from having attained this rnnch to be 
desired completeness; yet the open road is still trodden by many 
skilful competitors, and ultimately th& desired result will be 
achieved. The Iiiternational Exhibition for 1862 presents bot 
few contrivances of extremely novel character connl'Cted with 
mechanical engineering, but it oifers to our notice what is far 
more useful, tools and machines more complete thau those ex
hibited ten years since. When the steam-i!ngine is as perfect in 
its way u the chronometer, then it will take its st.and as a fixed 
machine, and will become what may be termed cla#iffed. The 
1&111e may be said of other machines and tools. Then the nation 
that manufactures 11uch tools and machines in the ~test num
ber, while thus standing first in manufacturing mdnstry, will 
thence Mquire and exert an immense political and social influence 
for the common benefit of our race, and will themselves have 
attained at the same time the most advanced stage of civilisation. 

Iii reviewing the machinery and engineering tools in the 
exhibition, it is not very material in what order we take them, 
u each mechanical contrivance mnst stand on its own merits, or 
fall by its defect.a. 

Messrs. M.&UDBLAY, SoNs, and FIBLD exhibit (1926, Claes 8) the 
splendid machinery con1tructed for H. M. armour-plated iron ship 
Valiant, oonaisting of a pair of Horizontal Doubl6 Puton·rod 
Enginu of 800 B.P. (nominal). The cylinders are 82 inches dia
mP.ter, with a stroke of 4 feet, and at full speed the screw will 
make about si:r.ty revolutions per minute; the cylinden are com
pletely encued in steam jackets, but the steam on its ~e from 
the boilers to the slide-valves does not pass through the Jackets, 
they are supplied from the main steam pipe by means of a sepa
rate sy1tem of pipes provided for the purpose. The glands of the 
piston-rods are fitted with an apparatus specially constructed for 
tightening the packing when the engines are in motion; it has 
been applied to the machinery of 11everal of H. M. ships by 
Messrs. Mandalay, Sons, and Field, and has proved of great ser
vice: it is so arranged that without any care on the part of the 
person using it the gland mnst move perfectly parallel with the 
piston-rod, thns obviating all danger of a brealt down from its 
becoming jammed by being tightened more on one side than the 
other. The relief valves of the cylinders are so constructed that 
the engineer on watch can instantly l'&se them by hand without 
moving from his place on the starting platform: thisarrangt>ment 
ia found to be very efl'ective for large engines. Whenever water is 
present in the cyliuders from priming or other ca1111eB, it frequently 
happen• with engines not fitted with the above improvement, but 
which rely upon springs or weights on the relief valves, that the 
latter do not act 9uickly enough to allow a free passage for the 
water, and the cylinder ends have in several instances been frac
\ured in conaequance. The alide-valvee of theae engines are 

worked by the ordinary link motion, and they are double-ported, 
a method of construction which requires much le1111 travel than the 
common slide, thns reducing the length of the links and conse
quently. enabling the enginl'B to be more 1uickly reversed. 

The expansion gear, which is of a peculiar and very efficient 
description, consists of a revolving valve driven by means of gear 
work at the same velocity as the crank shan, And with a perfectly 
smooth and uniform motion. The steam can be cut oif at any 
requisite part of the stroke without easing the engines. This 
mOde or working expansively was designed some years since by 
Mr. Field, to obviate the difficulties so frequently occurring in 
screw engines, with the nsual ·arrangement of cams and recipro
cating throttle valvt>s or the more complicated system of expansion 
slidl'B. The connecting rods and cran1ts are bAlanced by a weight 
attached to a wheel. which is fitted upon the after end of the 
crank shaft for the purpose of turning round the engines by hand 
when necessary. 

All the important parts of these engines are visible from the 
platform, and are easy of access wht>n under steam. Especial atten
tion has been paid to the construction of the feed and bilge pump 
valve-boxes, so as to ensure all the valves being quickly and 
easily removed and cleaned, without stopping the en¢nes; the 
safety or maov vessels has been imperilled by neglecting these 
prt'C&utioos. The boilers are of the ordinary tubular constru~ 
tion: they are arranged on each side nf the ship, with the stoke 
boll' in the centre. 

Messrs. Maudslay and Co. also exhibit a model showing the 
arrangement of a three-cylinder Horizontal Double Piston-rod 
Engine (Mr. Charles Sells, chief draughtsman to Messrs. Manda
lay, patentee), fitted on board H. M. frigate Octavia, of 500 B.P. 
and lil guns. These engines were designed for attaining great 
economy of fuel, combined with uniformity of motion; they are 
fitted with surface condensers, an improved superheating appa
ratus (Mr. Field's patent), and complete stoam jackets on the 
cylinders. The crank shaft is forged in one piece, the cranks 
forming an a.ogle of 120° with each other; this construction placee 
all the moving parts in perfect equilibl"ium, without the addition 
of weights for that purpose. The cylinders are 66 inches diameter, 
with a stroke of 3 ft. 6 in. The 11lide-valves are so con
structed that the steam is cut off at one quarter of the strolrt>, 
without the use of a special valve for the purpose. They are 
worked by eccentrics fixed upon a revolving weigh-shaft, which is 
driven by a peculiar and novel arrangement of spur wheels, which 
enables the degree of expansion t.o be altered so as to out off' the 
steam at one-sixth of the stroke, and is also conlidered to furnish 
a safe and rapid mode of revt>rsing the engines. 

Messrs. Maudslay have received a medal for 'marine engines 
and models, " for general excellence of the engines, also of the 
collection of working models.'' 

The Patent Double Cylinder, and Patent Annular Cylinder 
arrangement, invented by Me1111rs. Mandalay, Sons, anii Field, 
were exhibited in 1861, and are wt>ll known to engineers gene
rally, which acoounts for their absence in this Exhibition. The 
extensive character of the operations of this firm may be gathered 
from the tact that they have fitted 414 paddle wheel and screw 
vessels, of an aggref'te power of 87,000 horses. 

Among the principal exhibitors of Marine Engines, presenting 
features of interest, are Messrs. Penn and Sons, Greenwich (1956); 
Messrs. Ravenhill, Salkeld and Co., London (1962); Messrs. G. 
Rennie and Sons, Blackfriars (1964); MeBSrs. R. Napier and Sona, 
Glasscow (1939); Messrs. Randolph Elder and Co., Glasgow (1939); 
Mr. "'r. W. Cowan, Greenwich (1830); Messrs. Humphreys and 
Tennant, Deptford (1891); Messrs. A\ and L Iiiglis, Glasgow 
(1896); and Me881'11. R. Morrison and Co., Newcaatle--0n-Tyne 
(1936). 

MEBBRB. WtLLLUlBON BROTHERS, Canal Iron Works, Kendal, 
exhibit (2026, Class 8) Vortex Turbines, an Improved Centrifugal 
Pump, and Blowing Fan .. The Yortu Turbi111 is the invention of 
Prof.James Thomson, and has been vt>ry extensively applied. The 
large vortex exhibited is constructed to give 60 horse power on 
a fall of 46 feet, and is for a cotton mill in Y orkehire. There is a 
amall vortex shown in motion, which is designed to nae 60 cnbic 
feet of water per minute on a fall of 8 feet, and serves to illnstraie 
the position And action of the wheel when at work. The 
water is supplied to it by a centrifugal pump. Iii this turbine 
the moving wheel is placed within a chamber of a nearly 
circular form. The water is injected into the chamber t&llgenti
ally at the circumference, and ihua reoeiv1111 a rapid motion of 

ea 
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rotation. Retaining this motion it passes onw"rd towards the 
centre, where alone it is free to make its eJ1it. The wheel, which 
is placed within the chamber, and which almost entirely tills it, ia 
divided by thin partitions into a gr8"t number of radiating 
puMge&. Through tbeae passages the water mnst flow on its 
ooune towards the centre, and in doing so it imparts its own rotAry 
motion to the wheel. The whirlpool of water acting within the 
wheel chamber bein, one principal feature of this turbine, leads to 
the name "Vol'tex' as a suitable designation for the machine as a 
whole. The gnideblades by which the required direction is given to 
the water previous to its entrance into the wheel chamber are 
usually four in number, and they are made movable on gndgeons 
near their points, so that the orifices may be contranted at ple11-
sure to adapt them to any quantity of water less than the full 
1upply. 

In relation to the action of turbines generally, the chief and 
most commonly recognised conditions of which the accomplish
ment ia to be aimed at are, that the water should flow through the 
whole machine with the least J>Ollllible resistance, and that it 
should enter th" moving wheel without shock, and be discharged 
from it only at a very inconsiderate Telocity. The vortex ia in a 
remarkable degree adapted to fulfil these conditiont1. The,water 
movin!f centripetally (instead of centrifugally, which is more 
usual m turbines) enters at the period of its greatest velocity 
(that is, ju~t after passing the injection orifices) into the most 
rapid movin~ part of the wheel, the circumference; and at the 
period when 1t ought to be as far as pouible dt1prived of velocity, 
1t passes away by the central part of the wheel, the part where it 
bas the least motion: thus in each CRSe, that of the ent.rance and 
that of the discharge, there is an accordance between the velo
cities of the moving mechanism and the proper velocities of the 
water. The principle of injection from without inwards, adopted 
in the vortex, is collBidered by the inventors to a!ford another 
important adTantage in comparison with turbines having the 
contrary motion o{ the water; as it allows ample room in 
the space outside of the wheel for large and well formed 
injection channels, in which the water can be made very 
giradually and regnlarly to converge to the moat contracted parts, 
where it is to have its greatest velocity. It is as a ooncomitAnt 
alao of the same principle, that the very simple and advantageous 
mode of regnlating the power of the wheel by the movable guide 
blades already described can be introduced. This mode, it is to be 
observed, while giving great variation to the areas of the entrance 
orifices, retaina at all times a very suitable form for the converging 
water channels. 

Another adaptation in the vortex is claimed as being highly 
beneficial; by the balancing of the contrary fluid preesuree due to 
half the head of water and to the centrifugal force of the water in 
the wheel, combined with the pressure due to the ejection of the 
water backwards from the inner ends of the curved Tanes of the 
wheel, only one half ot the work due t.o the ran is spent in com
municating "'6 tlitJa to the water, to be afterwards taken from it 
during its )>1Ul81'ge through the wheel, the remainder of the work 
being communieated through the fluid preuure to the wheel 
without any intermediate generation of tM moo. Thus the velo
city of the water where it moves fllBtest in the machine is kept 
comparatively low, not exceeding that doe to half the height of 
the fall. The inventor states that in many turbines the water 
attains at two socceesive times the velocity due to the whole fall. 
The much smaller amount of action or agitation with which the 
water in the Yol'tex is Mid to perform its work effects a saving of 
power, by diminishing the lOllll necessarily occaaioned by fluid 
friction. Further, the velocity of the circumference of the wheel is 
made the same RB the velocity of the entering wRter, and thus 
there is no impact between the water and the wheel, but on the 
contrary the water enters the radiating conduits of the wheel 
ge~tly, thRt is to say, with scarcely any motion in relation to 
their mouths. Iu the vortex a very favourable influence on the 
regularity of the motion proceeds from the centrifugal force of the 
water, which on any increas~· of the velocity of the wheel increases, 
and so checks the water supply; and on any diminution of the 
velocity of the wheel, diminishes, and so admits the water more 
freely; thus counteracting in a great degree the irregularities 
of speed arising ftom variations in the work to be performed. 

When the work is subject to too great variations, as for in
stance in aaw-milla, bleaching works, or in forges, great incon
venience often ari888 with the ordinary bucket water-wheel, and 
with other turbines, from their running too quickly when any 
conaiderable diminution oocun in the reslatance to their motion. 

The vortex reprewnted in the engraving (Fig. I) is 1hown 'lrith l 
portion of the OOTer broken away, in order that the internal ar
rangement may be seen. (A) is the 1upply pipe, by which the water 
is conveyed to the cue. (B) one of the gnide bladet, of which 
there are four, for directing the water into the reTOlTiug-wbeel 
(C); these guide bl11dea are regulated by crankl and llpindl8I 
trom the hand-wheel (I<'), placed in any convenient politi1111 
within the building. The revolving-wheel is kPyed upon the 
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upright shaft (D), at the lower end of which is the pivot. l'ram 
the upper end o{ the shaft, the motion is communicated to the 
horizontal shaft by bevel wheels. (E) ia a leTer for rniaiDg the 
pivot when necessary in consequence of wear. 

When circumstances render it deairable, the vortex may be 
placed at any height lesa than about 30 feet above the tail raoe, 
the fall below the wheel being l't'ndered available by suction· 
pipes descending from the central discharge orifices. 

The vortex of 60-horse power ia intended to be tbua arranged, 
at a height of 30 feet above tail water:-Tbe water ia admitud 
from the head-race by a 30-inch pipe; and after paaaing through 
the wheel is conveyed by two suction-pipes into the tail-l'ICI!. 
There is a sluice at the entrsnce to the supply pipe for sbu::i~ 
oft' the water, and the guide blades are regnlated by a 
hand-wheel above the vortex case. This arran~ement ia often 
very convenient, and in many situations it admits of the vortex 
being placed in such a position that the power can be taken direct 
from its own shaft, withont any intermediate gearing. 

Among the e:r.hibitors of this description of motor are the 
North Moor Foundry Company, Oldham (1948); Me.rs. F.AstoD, 
Amos& Sons, Southwark (1844); Mes11rs. Donkin & Co., Bermood
sey (1840); and Me1111rs. R. Roberts & Co., Adelphi, London (1968). 

Messrs. Williamson also exhibit (2026) an "Improved Cell· 
trifugal Pump," with exterior whirlpool chamber. The machiJJe 
consia"8 of a sort of wheel, with an exterior case. The 
wheel is constrncted with a middle plate, having a 00. iD the 
centre for fi:r.ing it upon the shaft, and two outer diBCll or ooTeit 
with circular orifices, for admitting the water. Between the 
middle plate and the covers are fi:ied curved vanee, ei:teudillg 
from the central orifices to the outer circumference of the wheel. 
The wheel being caused to revolve, the water entering at the 
central orifices is discharged into the exterior casing, and thence 
through a delivery pipe, placed tangentially to this cue. 

The eesential improvement which the inventors claim to hal'f 
introduced into these machines, consists in the addition of 111 

enerior chamber round the circumference of the revolving-wheel, 
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whioh i1 termed the "whirlpool chamber," and it ia u1aally 
made about the diameter of the wheel. The water revolving in 
\he chamber Ullumea the condition of a "vortex or whirlpool of 
free mobility," the priuciplea or motion in wliich are aaid to have 
been first noticed by Professor Thomson, as described by him in 
a paper read before the British A1111ociation. The following iii a 
brief explanation of its application in this pump:-It will be 
understood that the water, ou leaving the circumference of the 
wheel, hM unavoidably a high rotary velocity. Thia velocity is 
il:i all caaes so great that the water carries away, in its energy of 
motion, a largl' part of the work applitld by thl' ateam~ngino or 
other motor, which i8 wasted in friction, and adds to the quantity 
ejected through the discharge pipe. 

The object of the whirlpool, as applied in the pump nuder 
notice, is to utilise the work contained in the l'apid motion of the 
water on leaving the wheel, or to employ it in increaaiug the 
efficiency of the machine. Thia is effected, in accordance with 
the principle of motion, in the " whirlpool or free mobility," by 
which each particle of the ftuid forming it, M it passes from the 
centre of rot:\tiou outward , giv up it.a velocity, and becomea 
subject to n pre are C3pabl of ca.wnng it to ascend to a height 
cotTeSponding to th energy deducted from its motion. This 
pressure nece rily add it.self to the oatwo.rd force geuemt.ed 
wi.tiin the wbe I. lu this pump there is nlso provided an outlet 
ch mber, arNUJged Lo r •eive t.he water from all pnr~ of the 
ci rcumfen?Dce of the whirlpool, the out.Jet chamber is separated 
from the whirlpool L di ca, 1 hicb pre\'ellt aoy ~Jowly moving 
(H' ed yiog Wl\ter from breaking into A.nd distnrbing the whirl
pool. The ' 'llll aro curved backward , at suoh nu uogle 11.8 to 
admit the w ter fre J ' and without shock, and ull tbe parts are 
armoged so to uttaiu tbe highest efficiency in tbe workiog of 
the pumpa. 

The nwe finn nl o exhibit (2020) a B{(}wi1ig Fan witb ex
terior whirlpool. This fnu is cnu true ed on tlle same priociple 
aa the centt-1(uga.l pump previon ly de cribed, the etlicien y being 
in like mo.unet• greatlf inore· ed by the applicalion of the exterior 
whirlpool. It is suited for ~ undries, ~miths' lfre :iod other 
pur1 where a powerful hi t is req11i1-ed, ond iu all Oil e~ an 
u:nporlAut saviog of JJUwer is olfectoo hy it use. 

A. Yerticoi Cmu11111 S1e1rn1 En,qine exhibited by fess~. Wil
linmaon, i imple in it.'! 11.1·mngeme11t; all tbe working part are 
inclosed io oo iron luru u, which give great str ugth nnd 

in , whilst all the 1• rt or of very el\l!y aooe. . H Wll.8 

1elected £01· de cription in the 'Eucyclnpredia Britannfoa.' 
It is worthy of remark that the jurors 

have awarded to Messrs. Will iamson 
Broth rs prize meclnl for the V 0 1 t x 
Turbine, Centrifogal Pump, nud Blow
ing F o; and that the mel'i l.<l of these 
rnncbines ia further reooguieed in the 
special awartl of an aclditioun: wedi~l 
to ProfeS1101· 'rhomson for the iuventioo. 

Fto. 2. 

CnaBTT, MARSHALL& Co., Leed• (1813, Cius 8), exhibit Jofl1 
Plllmt O'l"'n Bf.otoeto, Fig. 2, applicahle al80 aa an Hydraulic 
.Reciprocating Engine, for pumping, intenai.fying water preuore, 
working prelllle8, aa well aa 1&wlDg, rubbing, Jrinding, polishing, 
ventilating, and working punkahs in hot cl1matee. As orpn
blowen they have been applied in numerous cues, both hori
zontally and vertically, aelf-regulat.ing to all Bizea of feeden, 
and working at any required water preuure; the wind-cheat, 
being oonnected to the admiaaion cock, regula\ea the speed. 
of the blower. The 1izea generally UBed for this purpoee 
vary from 2 inches diameter, 10 inchea stroke, to 9l inches 
diameter, 10 inchea stroke. The cylinders 1\1'8 afl brass 
lined, and pistons, valves, faces, &c. are of brass; or the whole 
may be of brass. The length of stroke is adjust.able. These 
enginea can be constructed of considerable power, Md to work at 
a speed of from 1 to 110 feet per minute of piston. They are 
applied, with modifications, to be worked by compressed air, for 

F111. a. 

miniog, cool getting, nnd tuunelliog operations; and, by steam for direct
nctiag s.'\winj?, pumping boring, n.nd percu!!lli e operntiou11, where any 
requi red speed unde.r 600 strokes, per minute mny be attained. The 
h dmnlic rcciprocatiug eogiuea, worked by the pre ure of the ter of 
town , may also be employed in conuectiou with cow pound hydraulic 
pump, to work presses in warehouses without band labour nd fo raising 

• nn<l lowering goods, ond for l, 2, IU!d 3-powered w ter crnn . The Bot .. 
tive power Rydmulic Eogiues conaiat of two or more actuating cylindmi, 
nnd. uot a iugle oue, as in the org&n-blower, or 11ydraulic reciproeatiog 
en,l(me. 

The team Hammer, Fig. 3, is double-actiog, thereby giviog powerful 
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blow in a abort apace of time. The force of euch blow can 
be regulated at pleasure ; and the length of stroke can also 
be varied by adjusting the hand-wheel. Thia hammer appeara 
to poaaeu extreme aimplicity, having no valve-motion, levers, or 
atuffi.ng-bo:t, nor any continuously moving part, except the 
piston slide-valve and hammer. The steam whicb actuates the 
hammer performs the office of valve motion, being admit.ted 
above and below the piston slide-valve, in the requisite quantity 
and for a suitable period of time, to give any requil"ed stroke or 

F10 . t. 

a liglll bloto with lead, or a cltar Ma"1J blow without lead, retaining 
the steam upon the piston until the blow is struck. In these 
hammers, an increased bearance is given to the piston-rod by the 
depth of the piston being more than ite own diameter. For steel 
tilting and other work, when aome 400 to ISOO blows per minnte 
are neceuary, this hammer has ite parte even further rednced to 
that of the piston-rod and hammer-head, only with additional 
length of cylmder and guidance. 

Fig. 4 represents a High and IAtD Pruaure Direct-action Con
dennng Engim, by the same firm. The cylinders are 12! inches 
diameter, with 2 ft. 3 in. stroke. The whole is on one base-plate 
reqniring little foundation. Besides being direct-acting and 

portable, the air-pump is 
1'10. I. double-acting, and also com

bines the hot-well and con
denser; the weight of the 
large piston is entirely 
borne up by the slides, and 
the whole of the working 
parta which transmit the 
power are of wrought-iron 
suitable for 60 lbs. pressure. 
Thia engine is strong, light, 
and well balanced, as it 
works in opposite directions. 
The engine has no dead 
centre, as the low-pressure 
piston is a little in advance, 
and in a poaitipn to receive 
the exhaust steam from the 
high-preaaure cylinder at 
the time it ought to be set 
free. The cylinders are close 
together, and have but one 
slide to work them both 

• • with a ehort length of steam 
paeaage from the end of one 
cylinder direct to the other. 

Th~ alide-valTe baa two laces, and its lead and 11troke can be 
Taried, or when neceeaary the governor i.ai caused to regulate the 

quantity of steam admitted into the cylinder at lull praeure 
instead of its being throttled in the usual manner. 

Fig. IS is a Stationary Fire Engine to force 10,000 gallons, 
121S feet high per hour; to be set to work at any moment, by 

steam from the ordinary boilers of a mannf'actory. The pump 
for this purpoee, besides ite air-veaaele, is constructed double
acting, with ~-inch working barrel and piston, and 6-inch ram, 
with valves o{braaa. The steam cylinder is 13 inches diameter, 

F10. e. 
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and the engine w complete in iteelf, to which the pump forms the 
hue of foundation. The former can be disconnected from the 
pump, and used a~ a motive-power for driving machinery, feeding 
boilers, and a variety of purposes, the pump being ready at any 
moment to be attached, in cue of fire, and equal in power to two 
or three common fire-engines. Sttam Pump, Fig. 6, is con
atructed for feeding locomotive and marine boilers. ~team Pump, 

l'J&. T. 

Fig. 7, is constructed for feeding st-ationary boilers of 50 horse
power. One of the latest applications of Fig. 6, with donble
acting pump, is at Saltburn, near Redcar, forcing some 6000 
gallons of sea watfor per hour 220 feet high, and 220 yar<ls 
distance. 

A medal was awardt!d to Messrs. Carrett, Marshall and Co., 
for ateam engines, steam pumpa. hydraulic machinery-general 
good arrangement and good workmanship. Also, honourable 
mention for au improved steam hammer. 

Mr. T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Gracechurch-st., e:r.bibits (2011, Class 8) 
Pi,,.Joinu (fig.8) for hot water apparatus, gas and water mains, &c. 
Tbeee joints are constructed to facilitate the making of water
tight joint.8 without the tedious method of caulking, being easily 

FIG. 8. 

rendered capable of sustaining any required amount of premure; 
and can aleo at any time be disconnected to allow of alteration 
cir nmoval, and refitted, without injury k> any of the pane. 

The pipes are cast with a bead at each end, upon which the ring 
of elastic packing (india-rubber or woollen felt) is placed, when 
the ends of the pipes are brought near together. The iron ban<l, 
formed in three or more segments with two interior grooTes 
corresponding with the beads on t.he pipes, is then placed around 
the packing and drawn together by means of screw-bolts and 
nuts, thus making the joint upon the tops of the beads. Accord
ing to the width of the band and the interior grooves the joint is 
more or less elastic, reeembling in action a ball-nnct-socket joint, 
and it is thus well snited to gas and water mail111, which are 
liable to deflection; for which purpose it is in use for mains vary
ing in diameter from 2 inches to 4 feet. The joint has been tested 
to a pressure of 1000 feet of water. 

MR. HENRY JOHNSON, of Crutched Friars, exhibit. (2920, 
Class 13) his Yolutor, Fig. 8, for tracing spiral curves. This instru
ment has been contrived for the pnrpose offacilitating, hy means of 
mechanical arrangemf'nts, the drawing of volutes, an operation that 
requires much time and care, and also the drawing of other spiral 
curves. During the action of the instrument a band is wound round 
its centre, which regulates the pencil, and thus a continuous curve 
is traced with a radius varying in length at every point. The 
radius of the curve is increased during each rl'volution by the 
circumference of the a:r.is, and a circular cylinder will be found 
convenient as an axis for tracing spirals whose radii increase in 
arithmetical or other proportions. In drawing volutes a fiat 
band may be used, wound round a cylinder, 110 that each coil 
incloses the preceding one, and incre11Ses the diameter of the axis; 
but a grooved cone appears to be more convenient, as the pro
portions of a cone and the distances between the grooves may be 
more readily adapted to the curves required. A stand with 

Flo. D. 

wheels, A, moved round the ~ntral point 0, supports a horizontal 
arm or bar B, and which moveR through a horizontal tube D, 
on the stand. To the horizontal arm is fi:r.ed the tracing pencil 
C, pressed down Ly a vertical spiral spring. A steel rod rises 
through a perforated grooved cone (or other a:r.is) and its handle 
H, and is furnished with a small winch handle J, by which the 
stand is made to revolve, while the cone is held still by its 
handle H; and a band G, one end of which is attached to the 
cone and the other to one end of the horizontal arm, is wound 
round the cone, and the end of the arm is gradually drawn 
towards the centre, and the curve is traced by the pencil. In 
volutee commenced at the e:r.tremity of the radius vector the 
band is attached to the base, and adjusted to the groove selected 
for the first curve, and is wound round, the cone, approaching the 
apex as the instrument revolves. When tracing volutes com
mencing at t.he centre and receding. from it, a movable set of 
pulleys F, should be fixed with a screw on to the outer end of 
the horizontal arm. One end of the band. being . fastened to the 
pulleys, and the other attached to the apex of the cone, it will be 
wound round the cone approaching the hue, and the pencil will 

u 
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reeede ftoin lta pollitioll in Ute centre, tracing \lie cum u the 
.mer ead of the arm ia dl'MJll by the band towarda the oen're. 
WHo Yariatiene aC radius lea 'ban Uie circamlereDOe of the 
uia at each rnolatian are required, the effilct of the band wound 
round the oentre may be modified b1 i-eing it over 10me of the 
palleye, one ee' of whioh, E, is fixed on the sL&nd, and the other 
Mt, F, le mon.ble, and may be 110rewed ou t.o either eud of the 
arm. The etfeot variel aocording to Uie number of lines of band 
.aver which it it dlat.rib11ted; u, for in8*aoce, when the br.nd ia 
JIUl99(l over ODI! pulley the effect ie dietributed over two linee, 
and' the radhu Yariee in a revolution one-half of the oiroum
'8renee of the ula; when the band ia p8-d over two pulleys t.be 
efl'eot is dist.ribut.ed over three. lines, a11d the radi•s variee in a 
revolution one-third of the circumference of the axis, &c. When 
tracing the fillet or a "Volute, the ooue should be turned round 
until the band ls tightened, after the pencil has been placed in 
its/roper poeition. The lflze of 'he uis is th111 sHghtly altered, 
~ a proponlonate dtatanee maintained between the curvee. 
In drawing a parallel eurve, as the size of the centree must 
col.ncide, it will be neoessary to alter the length or the band to 
1111it the position of the pencil. 

Mr. Henry Johneon shows aleo (2920) his Dtiep Sea Preuun 
flauge, Fig. 10. It is well known that in deep - soundings the 
preuureof water is too great to admit of accumte measurement' 
by the compreeaion of any highly elMtic fluid confined in a small 
portable instrument. For a long period water was considered 
Inoompresr.ble, but it has been found to i>- a slight degree 
of elasticity, sufficient to render its compresaion in a v-1 a'Y&il
able ia an indication of the compreeaion or density of the water 
Into w1'lioh it is lowered. In the year 1762, December the 16th, 
Mr. Cantoa eommuuicated to the Royal Society the reaulta of his 
e:1periments on the compreaaibility of water-' Philosophical 
Tranaactione,' vol. Iii., page 640. He took a small glasa tube of 
&bout 2 feet in length, with a ball at one end of it of lt inch in 
diameter, and filled the ball and part of the tube with water 
exhausted of air, and left the tube open, that the ball, whether 
in rarefied or condensed air, might always be equally presaed 
within and without. He placed the ball And tube under the 
receiver of an air-pump, and could see the degree of expansion of 
the water answering to any degree of the rarefaction of the air; 
and also placed the ball and tube into the glass receiver of a 
condensing engine, in which he could ilee the degree of compres
sion answering to auy degree of condensation of the air. In this 
wa7 he found by repeated trials, when the temperature was about 
60 Fahrenheit, and the barometer about a mean height, that the 
water expanded and rose in the tube, by removing the weight of 
Uie atmosphere, one part in 21, 7 40, and that it was aa much com
preeaed under the weight of an additional atmosphere. More 
recently, Mr. Perkius found, when subjecting water to great 
preesure, a diminution in volume of ~th part.a under a preuure 
of 1120 atmospheres, equal to one part in 18,666 per atmosphere. 
The experiments of Mr. Perlr:ina, exhibited at the Adelaide 
Gallery, appeared to be intended u a demonstration of the 
fact of progressive compreaaion, rather than a basis for minute 
calculation. 

The efl'ect of preaure of water at great depths is illustrated by 
a very interesting experiment made by Rear-Admira1 Sir James 
Clarke Ross, who, after lowering several bottles which returned 
to the surface with the corks reversed, lowered a bottle fitted 
with a tube; a cork being suspended in the bottle eo u to enter 
the tube in the event of the water iu the bottle being condensed 
under heavy pressure, and e:r.pandiug upon the raising of the 
botth and the diminution of the pl'M&ure. Upon the return of 
the bottle to the 1urfaoe it was found that the cork ha.d been 
·forced some distance along the tube, and the comprell8ion of the 
"v1ater in the bottle, and its aubeeqoent e:r.panlion, were thu1 
demon1trated. 

In experiments conducted with a pl'818Ure-g&uge ma.de of metal, 
it was round that air-bubbles adhered to the inner aurface of the 
pre.ure-gauge, and materially affected 'be results. Thill difli· 
culty ii avoided in the instrument now exhibited, which is com
posed of glass, so tha' the abeence of air-bubbles may be 
ascertained by inspection before any e:r.perime11t is made. The 
instrument consistl of a cylindrical gu vesae1 with a long neck 
or stem finely gnu:lu&ted; wit.bin which are plaoed a fiat siM~ic 
ring to aet u an index, and an elutic .topper. 

When used, the preaure-gauge ahonld be well rimed with 
warm wa~, to pl'e\'tnt the &dhelion of air to ita ilmer nrface, 

and thm dlled to the top of the Item with .... water bollld to free 
it from m. In the event aC thie water being poured in while 
warm, it will be neraeary to ftll up the item after the water bu 
cooled down to the temperature of the atmosphere, so that the 
•topper may be illllrted without confining any·air beneath it. A 
small ven&, or grooved nesdle, affordin, a pusage for tihe e.c&pe 
of euperftuou1 water, 1hould be pushed m with the Ito~, wbich 
should be alightl'l lubricated to prevent excessive fn .. -tion, until 
the lower end o the stopper is coincident with the zero or top 
line of the graduated scale, marked 2000, when it will also \ouch 
the fiat elastic ring. The vent should then be withdrawn, and the 
stem will remain tightly closed by the 1topper. When lowered 
into water of greater density, the water in the preaure-gauge is 
compressed by external preaure until of equal density with the 
surrounding water, and the elastic 1topper and the elastic ring 
are pl'Mll8d along the tube towards the cylinder. When raised, 
as the external presenre diminiabee, the water in the preaaure
gauge expande, and gradually prMMS back thulastic stopper, the 
elastic ring remaining u an index to mark the extreme compree
aion. When the water atL&ins the temperature of the atmosphere 
the stopper will have returned to it.a original position, lees a email 
difl'erence arieing from friction. 

FICJ. 10. 

i . A. Cylinder. 

B. Stem with graduated ecale. 

C. Fla\ elM\ic ring or indu. 
D. Elutic 11\opper. 
E. Metal frame lined witli caoutcbouc. 

F. Caoutchouc riDgl preTenW!g OOOCW1Bion. 
G. Caou\chouc rings a\ top and bottom of the-, 

BeCuring the frame In polltion. 

H. Metal book on door fu\ening down' die kip of -· I. ClMp \o door, le~ in \o avoid projeatio~ 
K. Ven\ or grooved needle inaened wWl nopper. 
L. Hook 1-1 to draw up the elude ring. 

The volume of water in the cylinder and stem is considered 11· 
conaisting of 21000 parts, of which the cylinder containa nm~ 
tenths, or 1800 parts or degrees, and the stem one-tenth or 200 
~ and whioh are numl>ered 1801 to 2000. The gradna&ed 
ac&le on the st.em may euily be reiid to one tenth of a degree, ori 

~th part of the whole volume of water. For the compreaion 
ol one pa.rt in 20,000 of boiled seawat.er a presaure ia required of 
16·8 Jbe. avoirdupois per square inch, equal to the prt!lll81ll'&ef a 
depth of 36·446 feet, or nearly six l"athoms. This amoun' o( 
presnre, which is the reenlt of aevera1 experiment.a, and wbic9 ill 
confirmed by the obeervations of Mr. Canton, appears to be a fair 
basis for the compilation of tables of comparison of depth and 
pre.ure. 

The instruments shonld, however, be attached to sounding 
linea, and the indicatious compared with the depths ehown by t.he 
lead. The results would form a table of comparillon of d~ and 
pl'M&ure of practical use in determining depth• when strong cur· 
rents render the use or the lead uncertain. A correction "111 be 
required for t.he variation in volume or WAter with cballfl" of 
~mperature, and which ii not uniform, being greater at high 
temperaturee, as for instance-

At 86° the 't'Olume ii fOI' thi8 objecn estimated a\ 
At 65° the volume ii contracted to 

The clliferenoe for 21° being ... 
or for 1 degree 8 ·21 i-tol· 

The volume at 66° of ... 
ii contracted at 81° to 

Tbe diftlftnoe babig for 34° ... 
or for l degree l •56 

20, 000 putt. 
19,932•5 .. 

67•5 paril. 

19,932•5 pn. 
19,81!0 

52•5,.... 
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Tur.s llbowinr Uie vmriaaon ia tile T01wne of ll6lo waw, boiled to hell 
it from air, with change of temperatme. ThermomeMll' 67"6° Fahr. 
~ 29·9i. The volume at. 80° being oonaidered aa wtlty, 1111d 
divided inM» 20,000 pu'\I. A gentle motion kept up to equa.liae the 
tampen.iure of~ - water baa prevented its freezing &t 28·6°. 
0.. J.o. ef 1'&rtl. D•1. Jfo. at PuiL Deg. Jfo. of l'uta. 
~~ ~ F~~ 
86" 20000•0 64° 19930·0 42 19888•0 
85 19998·0 88 19Q27·11 0 19886•7 
84 19992•5 62 19925•0 40 198811·5 
BS 1991!9·0 61 19922·/l 89 19884•11 
82 1998/l·ll 80 llllliO·O 88 19888•/l 
81 19982•0 119 191117·5 37 19tl8S·O 
80 19978·6 58 1911111•0 36 19882•/l 
79 19976·0 117 199UJ·O 35 19882•0 
78 19971•/l 56 19911·0 34 19881•/l 
77 l99n8·o 65 19909·0 33 19881 ·0 
76 19964·7 64 19907·0 32 19880•/l 
75 19961•/l 63 191106·0 31 19880·0 
74 19958•26 52 19903·0 30 19880•0 
7S 19955·0 Ill 19961 0 29 198!!0•0 
72 19951 •5 60 111899•0. '28 19880·0 
71 19948•0 49 19897•0 27 19880•0 
10 ·199411.·o 48 19895·0 26 I98BO·o 
89 .·.• 1119'2·5 47 19811'·0 26 19880·0 
88 199'°·0 46 19892·6 24 19880·0 
87 19937·6 411 19891 0 23 111~80·0 
68 •• 191136·0 4' 19890·0 22 19880•0 
66 19932. 6 43 19889· 0 
John110n's Dttp-SM Tht!N11omdn' (2920), Fig. 11, isinteuded to 

be ueed limohaueouely with the deep-eea pre111ure-gauge above 
dncribed, for the purpow of determining bow much of the varia
tion in volume of water, indicated by the latter instrument, is due. 
to vmirialion ol temperature, and may be considePed as an indis
pemable !Mljunct to it. Doring the year 1844 some e.xperimente 
were made by Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S., on the temperature of 
the water of the Thames near Greenwich, at the ditforent sea11<>n11 
of the year; when that gentleman found that the indications of 
tempuature were greatly affected by the pressure on the bulbs of 
the thermometers. At a depth of 25 feet this presaure would be 
n.rly equal to the preMare of three-fourths of an atmosphere. 
nu.. obeervatiom demonstrate the importance of using in deep
- eoundings an instrument free fl'om liability of disturbance 
from compreulon by the surrounding water, and have led to the 
conatract1on of the thermometer now to be deeciihed. 

The instrument is oompoeed of aolid metAls of considerable spe
aitio gravity, b?'MI and suiel, the 1peci.fic gravity of these metals 
being 8'39 and 7'81 respec
thoely. The11e metals are 
therefore not liable to aoy 
apparent compression by the 
-ter, which under a prPB-
811'8 of 1120 atmospherM, 
er at a depth of 6000 fa
dloma in round numbers, 
acquires a density or specific 
gravit,Y of l '06. In the oon
Mrvetion of tbi11 inatrument, 
ed-..aot.age has been taken of 
the well-known difference 
.i1i the ratios of expan1ion 
aad contraction by heat and 
.oold of brua and steel, to 
lorm compound bani of thin 
bars of these metals riveted 
together, and which will be 
foimd to uaume a slight 
ourve iJa one direction wben 
.heat has expanded the braa1 
more than the steel, and a 
alight one in the contrary ; 
.direction when cold bas con
tracted the hl'&BB more than 
the steel. The indicatiom 
of the inatrument reeonl 
tbe motions ouder changes 
of temperature of 11uch com
pound bare; in which the 

F10. n. 

proportion of brass, the more dilatable metal, is two-thirde, 
ad of stffl on~tbi.rd. Upon one end of a narrow plate of metal 
;lbout a foot loDg, o (Fig. U), !'l'e fixejl .three scalea of tempemture 

A, which .-rid from i.5° to 100° Fabr., and whica are 1hown 
more cl•rly in the diagram detAched from th• inauument. 
Upon one of these scalee the preaent temperature ia shown by 
the pointer E, which turns upon a pivot in its centre. The 
register index g to the maximum temperature, imd the indexfto 
the minimum temperature, are moved along the other scales by 
the pin upon the moving pointer ate, where. they are retained 
by stitf friction. At equal diet.a.noes from the centre of the pointer 
are two oonnecting pieces d d, by which it is attached to the 
free enda of two compolllld bars bb, and its movement!! correspond 
with the moveme11ta o( the compound bars under variations of 
temperature. The other enda of the bars are faatened by the 
plate c, to the plate a, on which ~e acalBll of temperature are 
fixed. The connection of the bars wiih both sidea of the oentre 
of the pointer pre?ents diaturbance of indication by lateral con
cu&11ion. The CR.118 of the iustrument has been improved at the 
suggestion of Rear-Admiral Fitzroy, and now p1'811eots to the 
water a smooth cylindrical surface, with rounded end1 and with
out projection of faatenings. In surveying expeditions this 
instrumeut would be found useful in giving notice of variation of 
depth of water, and of the nooeBBity for taking 11<>undillgs. A 
diminution of the temperature of water has been obeerved to 
accompany diminution of depth, as on nearing land or approaching 
rocks or shoals. .Attention would also thus be attracted to the 
vicinity of ioeberga. One of the deep-eea thermometers was 
1n1spended by Mr. Glaisher on a thermometer-stand for six 
month11, and read daily in oonnectiou with standard met.eoro
logital in1troments. Doring thia period the readinge appro:xi
mated to the11e of the best instruments. 

Mr. Johnson has received an award of''bonourable mention" 
(or his volutor and deep-sea thermometer; "for novelty of con
struction." 

(To be eontinum.) 

BEVIEwS. 

Manual of H""'°""". By NATHANIBL BJU.BJ>KOBB, C.E. 
London: Waterlow & Son11. 1862. 

This is a comprehensive and truly valuable prac\ioal work, on 
a subject of which the importance iii increasingly felt, and on 
which reliable datl\ and well-arranged t.ables are an eaeential 
requisite t.o succe88ful practice. We give, in the author's own 
words, some account of the circumstimces that have led to the 
preee;;t production:-

"The work now laid before the public baa a.riaen out of &small treatille 
called" Hydraulic Tables," published in May, 1860; of which & ~d 
edition, in & very much extended form, wu illeued in Sept.ember, 1851. 
The prevr.iling idea of these works iB described in the following extractll. 

Finl EdM11>1t, Mag, 18110.-' In the computation of hydraulio quee
tions daily required by llll engineer, mucb labour iB Mved by the 
ay8'ematic \Ille of tables; llbe me&ne of d~ error1 are flll' greater 
th1111 in i,iiol&ted calculation»; and the result.a, when tabulated, are more 
WJeful than 1111y mere formul&: the one shows the object &ttained-the 
other givee the me1111B only. In the following tre&tise the author baa 
endeavoured to extend t.he haais of hydraulio caloula.tiona on which there 
should not be much difference of opinion, to •yl!tema.tic reeulta; the tablee 
&re reduced to uniform measurement.a throughout, and the range of 
comput&tiona for slopes, velocities, &c., iB such aa will be required in 
pr&Ctice; the whole being expreesed in decimal measures. To theee 
are added the general qualitiee of materials, with comput&tiona for the 
11trength of iron beams of approved proportions, concluding with tablee 
of numbers, &c., generally required in a treatise intended for ordinary 
u11e of the practical engineer. The powers, root., and logarithms of 
numben are &ppended in a limple and legible form, kl uve the labour of. 
ae&rehing them from difi'enmt worlui in the numeroua requirement.a ol t.bli 
prof-ion. The oomputat.iona of all the priucii-1 tables are original. 111111. 
have taken mucb time and labour. It would be acarcely p<mible Ml 
enumerate all the &Uthoritiee; &mong others OQnaulted are-Du Bu&t, 
Robison, Lealie, BOllllut, D'Aubuiuon, Rennie, &c.; without previoua 
reeearchee, it would be UBeleaa kl &ttempt a treatise of thia kind, and 
therefore, probably, the ~ugseiitiona of many have been WJeful, although 
not specifically acknowledged. The leading object baa been to induce a 
more genera.I and systematic &pplication of hydraulic formube Ml practice: 
for the principles, being 1JUbject to the laws of gravi~, mmt be uniform; 
therefore, however varying the me&Dll and circumBtanom, the ftlllulta 
lhould be oonament. The rema.rb 11pon niinfr.ll 1111d the produce of 
springa have been made rather kl give enmples thui \o propound any 
part.iau1ar theory.' 

From Preface kl &cotld .&:liftort, ~. 1861.-' The &rn edhion 
of tJUa work wu ~-..ed with mu.ah sr-t.er fa.vow than the &Utbor bad 
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at all expected; and, by the kindness of Ilia friends, the a&le waa large for 
IO technical a worlt. This will be the best excuse for the new form in 
which this book ill offered. To tlJ:tend the uae of this edition aa a hand
book for the engineer, in matters relating to hydr&uli<lll and hydrodynamics, 
many new tables have been oonatructed, and the table of consianta for 
time and height of high water and mean spring range hai. been inscribed 
frcm the Admiralty tables and various other sources. The introductory 
remarks on the ll8e of the tablen have been amended, and more inform&
tion is interwoven, chiefly on our English rivers. The original remarkll 
on tides and rivers are limited, or otlierwise we should have been travel
ing out of the scope of this treatise; experience and practioe are the great 
guide; and, therefore, to obtain the best data for practical results, we 
ha.ve carefully collated all the well authenticated data. within our reach 
or personal experience, and had them oondenaed. into tabular forms. The 
author baa to thank several professional friende-Mesara. Cubitt, Rendel, 
Rennie, Simpson, &c.-for their kind &88istance in permitting the use of, 
and communicating original papers. He baa also to acknowledge acces
sible information at the dispoea.l of Admiral Sir F. Beaufort, F.R.3. 
Captain Drin.lf.water Bethune, and Captain Vetch, of the Admiralty 
Harbour department, whose published reporta contain good data-not 
omitting to mention Captain Beechey's very valuable published papers: 
others to whom we are indebted are named especially when the informa
tion is due to them. Considering the small extent of engineering 
literature, and the immense stores of knowledge constantly accumulating 
in the ofBce of a.n engineer, it is to be wished that more of these data 
were placed at the public dispoea.l, for it is on such alone that any true 
theoriee can be cons~cted. The work here referred to waa soon out of 
print. During the long interval which baa elapsed it would ha.ve been 
euy to reprint, but the author waa anxious to improve the work, and 
eJ:tend matter which waa compiled originally rather in the form of notes 
than aa an e:s:act treatise, and with oonsiderable hesitation whether such 
dry figures would secure a reader. The jractice of engineering has now 
become llO wide, that the projection an advising in London on works 
situated in every part of the globe is a matter of daily occurrence; it baa 
therefore been apparent, during the eleven years occupied more or less 
in oollecting the data for this ~ork, that it would be impoesible to take 
too wide a range for the information to be contained in a Manual of 
Hydrology.'" 

The work is in four divisfons: 1. Hydraulic and other tables, 
2. Rivers, ftow of water, springs, wells, and percolatioa. 3. Tides. 
estuaries, and tidal rivers. 4. Rainfall and evapon&tion. 

In Diviaion 2 much interesting information is given regard
ing the Rhine, the Po, and other European rivers; the Nile, and 
the Ganges. Plates are inserted, giving sections of some of these 
rivers, variations of volum11 and height, comparative rainfall and 
temperature, &c. In Division 3, the Seine, the Gironde, and 
Also the Hoogly are treated of, M well as the tidal atreams of 
Britain. Division 4 deals with the rainfall, not merely of differ
ent parts of the United Kingdom, but also of India, the B1itish 
colonies, France and its colonies, Belgium, Germany, Denmark, 
Switzerland, Austria, Italy, and other principal localities. 

We think we need not say more in l't'commendation of a book 
that takes a place hitherto unoccupied in the English language 
with regard to the branch of engineering of which it treats, and 
takes it worthily. No one who stands in need of data, or general 
information relating to bydrography, can well fail to consult the 
Manual with interest and profit. 

EMBANKMENT OF THE SURREY SIDE OF THE 
THAMES. 

Tm: report of the commission appointed to inquire into the 
above-named subject has been printed, and is as follows:-

" We the undersigned members of your Majesty's Commisaion 
appointed. to e:s:amiue plans for embanking the Surrey side of the 
river Thames, within the metropolis, and \.o report which of the 
said plans of embankment will, in our opinion, conduce with the 
greatest efficiency and economy to the improvement, embellish
ment, and convenience of that part of the metropolis, imp1-ove the 
navigatior of the river, and provide a public thoroughfare with
out stopping such trade as most be carried on upon the bank of 
the river, and also upon the cost and means of carrying the same 
into execution, beg to submit the following remarks:-

1'he nature of the inquiry entrusted to us was II\&de known by 
advertisements in the newspapers, and twenty designs were sub
mitted. for consideration. A short description of each i11 appended.. 
The authors have attended, ~iving full explanations, and stated 
iheir respective Yiews, as will be seen in the evidence hereto 
annexed. 

We moat here expreea our opinion of the excellence of many of 

the plan.a submitted. to us; and although we cannot recommend 
any one plan for adoption in its entirety as meeting .U t.be re
quirements of the case, yet the principal features of some of them 
are embodied in the plan we have the honour to suggest. 

Some of the plans comprise the whole length of the Surrey 
shore, from Deptford to Battersea Park; and we have acoordingly 
directed our inquiries to that extent. 

We propose to divide this district into three sections; the lint 
extending from Deptford to Westminster Bridge, the second from 
Westminster Bridge to Vauxhall Bridge, and the third Crom 
Vauxball Bridge to Battersea Park. 

With respect to the first section; as the existing thorooghfaree, 
with the new street now being made between Southwark and 
Blackfriars road will, in oar opinion, afford sufficiently convenient 
and direct means of communication for the traffic; and, aa tilt 
flooding of the low-lyin~ districl8 could be obviated by a more 
efficient system of dramage, there does not appear to us u.y 
public necessity for an embankment and roadway between Dept
ford and Westminster Bridge. The formation of such a !'Old· 
way would involve a vast expenditure of money, and e&Wle& 

great disturbance of the trade and commerce of that part of the 
metropolis. If, however, the owners and occupiers of such wharf 
property should be desiro11B at any time of constructing an embank· 
ment which, while increasing their own accommodation, would 
insure onifomiity of design, and improve the navigation of the 
river, we are of opinion that every facility should be afforded them 
for so doing, although we are unable to recommend that the coet 
should be defrayed by the public. 

With respect to the second section, namely, from Westmilllter 
Bridge to Vauxhall, we are of opinion that a new and improved 
communiCAtion is nece'ssary, and this, we think, may be elected 
by constructing an embankment and roadway between tbote 
points. The property adjacent to the river between lAmbeth 
Church and Vauxhall Bridge is of an inferior character. The 
wharf walls are insufficient to keep out the water at high tides, 
hence many of the streets are at times flooded, causing ilim. 
and sickneBB to the inhabitants, who are for the most part of tlM 
poorer classes. · 

Between Vauxhall Bridge and Battersea Park, which comprises 
the third section of our inquiry, an embanked roadway would 
aft'ord acceBB to the Battersea. station of the South Coast Hailway, 
aud to the goods station of tho South-Western and Chatham &Dd 
Dover Railways, would improve and embellish that part oftlte 
metropolis, and aft'ord a convenient and agreeable approach to 
Battel'Sea Park from the densely populated. districts of lAmbelh 
and Southwark. 

We, therefore, humbly submit to your Majesty that AD em· 
banked roadway of about two miles in length shoald be formed 
between Westminster Bridge and Battersea Park, commencing at 
the east abutment of West'llinster Rridge, on a viaduct of an 
ornamental character opposite the Houses of Parlin.ment, aa far 
as Bishop's-walk; thence on a solid embankment to the north side 
of the London Gasworks, continued under Vaoxhall Bridge u 
far as Nine Elms on a viaduct, and thence upon a solid embank· 
meut, passing under the land arch of the railway bridge, ud 
terminating at the approach road of the new Suspension Bridge 
at Battersea. The plan and section, which are appended to tbia 
report, show the direction and levels of the iutended road, and 
the arrangements proposed for accomodating some of the oocupim 
of the most important of thl' waterside premises; and in s11ggefi
ing viaducts we have endeavoured not to interfere, more than ii 
absolutely neceSB&ry, with the trades which must be carried on 
upon the banks of the river. 

The dredging of the foreshore in thfl front of the embankment 
to a level of 5 ft. below low-water will (particularly at Lambeth 
and Nine Elms) improve the navi~ation, compensate to a great 
extent for the loss of tidal water displaced by th!.' solid portiODI 
of the embankment, and, as the foreshore will be formed under 
the viaduct of solid ml\terial, and on a suitable incline, it will 
tend to prevent accumulations of mud where the shores are fta\ 
or uneven. 

Communications with the embankment would be made atStan
gate, by prolonging Palace New-road, and widening Biahop's
walk on the western side, Church-street, Broad-street, Vao:dilll· 
row, High-street, Battersea-road, near Niue Elms goods atatioll, 
New Park-road, leading to Wandsworth, and the station of &be 
London, Chatham. and Dover Railway Company. 

The estimated cost of this work, including land and com.pell
aation, ill .£1,100,000; but it is important to obaene, \has lfllae 
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preaent favourable opportunity (or carrying out thia great work 
be not at once embraced the cost will neceuarily be much pater, 
by reason of the increasing demand for land and buildings for 
trade purposes in and near to the metropc:>lis. This scheme would 
be a metropolitan improvement; and Wlth reference to the means 
by which the cost is to be defrayed, we consider that the coal 
and wine dues should be appropriated for such a further period 
aa may be neceuary for the purpose. 

All which we humbly report 1.o -,our Majesty, 
Wit.Deas our hands and Seale thlB 29th day of July, 1862. 

W1LLIAK CuBITT. Eowo. BuRSTAL. 
JOSHUA JBBB. HENBY A. HUNT. 
DotrGLAB G.A.LTON. JoBN Ros1NBON M'CLEAN. 

H.KNRY KINGSCOTE, Secretary." 

PBESEBV ATION OF STONE. 
b our fourth article on thia important subject, we proceed to 

give, as promiaed, a digest of the process of :Messrs. Bartlett 
Brothers, Camden Town, for the induration and preservation of 
stone; first however giving au analysis of the latest patent that 
Au puaed the Great Seal having the same object in view. 
Thia patent baa been taken out by Mr. Herbert Church, and 
ia to a great extent ba.eed upon the late discovery of Professor 
Graham, that of obtaining an aqueOtU solution of silica. We 
pay all deference to the discovery of such an important 
Chemical fact, and feel deeply interested in the results; but, so 
far as we are able to judge, the solution is wrongly applied in 
this particular instance. The materials r.ropoeed to be used by 
Mr. Church are an aqueous solution of silica, or an acid solution 
of silioa, and cauatic baryta. Beginning, then, with the aqueous 
IOlution of silica, let us mention a few of its peculiarities, and 
then leave our readers to judge how far it Li available for such 
uaes aa that we are descanting upon, in a commercial point of 
Tiew. The primary disqualifications are-let. That it cannot 
be retained loni in solution, but gelatinises in a comparatively 
short spaoe of tune.. 2nd. Any agitation by transit or otherwise 
at onoe produces this thickening of the solution; so that in either 
case, from either cause, it ia rendered inutile for any purpose 
where penetration is essentially neoeseary. Noue other than a 
comparatively limpid and true solution can enter the pores of a 
atone for any purpose whatever. As to \he cost of the solution 
made by the agency of the dialyser, it must be considerable, and 
we cannot yet eee how it can be produced at commercial priCtll, 
for 11urely no ooet of induration should Pxceed the difference in 
prioe between a soft stone, and one that is hard and poeseaaing 
ihe maximum degree of durability. 

Before leaving t.he aqueous solution of silica, we would ask, 
wherefore should the pot.uh be withdrawn, when in this alkali 
we have a valuable adjunct for all combinations with other bases! 
Let us illustrate our assertion by a well-known fact in nature's 
operations. Felspar is a compound of siliM, potash, and alumina, 
and forms one of the constituents of our standard of durability, 
granite, and it requires the action of centuries to reduce this 
telepar to an inferior condition, yet is this at last accomplished 
by the removal, by atmoepheric influence, of the potash. Hence, 
may we not in!er that the preBl'lnce of the potash is absolutely 
neceeeary 7 Of course, with that which is over and above the 
oorrect equivalent we have not been dt!&linj!'; bnt even a alight 
ucese is a matter that requires due c0ns1deration, before we 
oould pronounce it in the 16&11t degree harmful to the 1tone. In 
BOJDe stones, indeed, we are prepared to say it certainly is not; 
and in our last article on thl8 subject we find Me111rs. Coombe 
and Wright providing, by the use of silicate of potash, for any 
deficiency in the stone of this material; and not only in felepar, 
but also in the mica of the plutonic rocks do we find a large per
centage of pot.uh, as the following analyaie will show:-

Silica .•• 
FflqGr. Mica. 

AJuuaiDa 
Lime .•• 
Potuh ... 
Water and lou 

63·H Silior. ••• 
J 7•1' Alumina 
s·oo Potuh 

13·06 Lou 
s·oe 

53•75 
2'•62 
21•36 
00•28 

lOO·OO 100·00 
Having thue proved the durability of these silicates of alumina to 
be dependent to a large extent upon the presence of potash, we 
iiatmall7 deduoe that tho total removal of the potuh la a dia-

qualification and hindrance to the combination of the silica with 
another base. 

The ll800nd eolution proposed is an acid solution of silica; 
in fact, the very eolution from which the former one would be 
.eparated by the dialyser. Thia eolution is made from a silicat.e 
of soda or potash neutralised by an acitl-y hydrochlorio-&nd 
ia, as the inventor specifies, made decidedly acid. We cannot 118e 
an1 advantage in this solution over the ftuo-silicic acid, except in 
pnce; plaiuly all the disadvantagee of an acid action are there 
present, and these we have already enumerated when dealing 
with the ftuc>eilicic acid process of Me88rs. Coombe and Wright. 
We then come to the baryta; this, says the patentee, muet be 
caustic barytA, used by preteftnce of a temperature as nearly aa 
conveniently to boiling heat. We cannot attempt to remove the 
prejudices that will at once present themselves against nch a 
caustic solution. Touching the commercial part of the matter, 
we must however say, that (as fairly acknowledged by the 
patentee) on the least exposure to the air, it becomes covered 
with a pellicule of carbonated material; and we might also aek, 
what substitute for brushes ia t.o be found for manipulation, as 
all known kinds would, in a few hours, be reduced to a rotten 
pulp! 

Here howenr we leave the materials : and now for \heir 
application and combination. The patentee purpoaea, by the 
application of two solutions BeJl&"'tely applied, to produce a 
mutual decompoeition in the pores of the stone of the materials 
so applied; thus silicate of baryta is said to be depoaited. The 
insuperable object.ion to the use of two solutions has always been 
the uncertainty of the proportion in which the separate solution& 
shall be preaented to each other in the stone, and the difficult.iee 
arising from the liquid pa1111ing that which is already decompoeed 
on the faoe of the stone to the interior. Theae difficulties 'have, 
to our minds, beeu always insurmountable; and the patentee 
seems to have hia doubt.a, when he speaks of the use of vacuo 
and atmOBpheric pressure to etf'ect the entrance to a desirable 
der of the solutions into the stone. We cannot but look on 
thlB patllnt ae identical with that of Mr. F. Ransome; and this 
ia another instance in which we have to advert to the difficulty 
of obtaining valid and eecure patents under the existing state of 
the patent law, and the ueceesity that exis~ for patentee& to be 
well advieed in this matter. Were either of these patents worth 
litigation, we plainly foresee that litigation would take place, to 
the vexation and damage more or le111 of both inventors euga~ed. 

Reapectin~ the process of induration by silicate of alulJllDa, 
referred to 1n the oommeucement of this notice, this substance 
appears to fulfil to an extraordinary extent the requirement& 
that past experience in the matter have shown to be neceeeary. 
Silica has ever been known to J>08ll888 a great affinity for alumina, 
especially in the presence of an alkali. Fuchs says, "alumina 
combines with ailica to form an insoluble product; thus in the 
manufacture of water-gla.se, the quartz should not contain an1 
alumina, and the inMJlub/6 residue left behind when the JD&88 lB 
di880lyed in water is probably owing to the alumina which the 
glass has taken up from the glase pot." In the BIUlle pamphlet 
by Fuchs we read, " If for instance a burned plate of potters' clay, 
which poueeeee no particular hardness, and can be easily broken 
in pieoes, is saturated with moderatel7 concentrated water-glass; 
and if the soaking be repeated when 1t has become dry, it is ren
dered so hard that it resists both chemical and mechanical action 
which is made to bear upon it." Here, then, we have the higheet 
and mosl. unoonteetible evidence of the affinity of alumina (or 
silica and its enduring results, as far a11 insolubility is conoerned; 
and looking at the constituents of granite, a11 given in the analyeia 
of its mica and felspar, we find this endurinit material to ooneiet 
chiefly of 11ilica and alumina, and almost wholly of eilica, alumina, 
and pot.uh; and by a parity of reasoning, a proceae that will 
secure the impregnation of stone by theee enbetancea, eeems to 
leave little to be desired, so far aa its material& are ooncerned. 
In the caae of a siliceous stone, where lime ia altogether absent, 
we should have an artificial mica deposited in the stone; and 
where lime ill present it would be found entering into combina
tion, and without doubt producing an artificial felspar. The 
completen- of this prooeae has 'Deen already remarked upon; 
for if the before-mentioned element& did not admit of manipula
tion in a perfect manner, the whole system would prove but a 
beautiful tlieory, not reducible to praotioe. An extract from the 
• Annalea dee Pont. et Chamaeea' will show how far we are oor
roborated by M. Kuhlmann in our statement, who bad already 
t.heorieod in the matter. Failing in aucoem with the silicate of 

ea 
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potash or water-glaas nukmmt, he tried hydro-ftn<Hlilicic acid; 
and then advancing another step, the 'Annalee' state, "laetly, he 
bu obtained excellent results from the fixation of potash in the 
soft limestones by enbetitnting aluminate of potash for the 
hydro-ftno-eilicic acid, the employment of which be haa advocated 
with a view of forming in the atone a compound analogoiu to 
mica. He thus replaces mica by felspar, which likewise fixes 
potash in a state of meolnbility. From this also he concludes, that 
m calcareous atones the pre.sence ofalumina alone may explain the 
fixation of a certain proportion of potash, and ought to remove 
every fear of any alteration in eilicified limestone by the slow 
action of time." 

Now here we undoubtedly have the theor,rof forming an arti
ficial mica or felspar in the atone by the use of eucceeeive appli
cations of silicate of potash and aluminate of potash; but ae 
M. Kuhlmann from th11.t date (1858) to the present time hu not 
carried thiR system into practice, we deduce, aa well aa from our 
own experience, that in practice the application of two solutions 
in a separate form failed in practical working. To Meure. 
Bartlett Brothers, then, are we indebted for the oompletion of 
the theoretical systems of both Fuchs and Kuhlmann, inasmuch aa 
they have discovered that in an alkaline menetrunm the eilioa 
and alumina may be used (with proper limit.II as to time) IL8 one 
solution; thus, wherever the one is conveyed the other is preaent 
in its dne proportion, leaving nothing to chance either ooncerning 
the presence of the re-agent or its due proportion. If then satn
n.tion of a porous body with the elements of mica or felspar, for 
which element it haa a greR.t affinity,' adds to it hardneee, dura
bility, and consequent resieta.nce of the injurious etfect of time 
and atmosphere, certainly that is etfected in Messrs. Bartlett's 
process; and whilst we may look upon the "honourable mention" 
of the jury of Claee II. aa confirml\toty of this opinion, we cannot 
see why their approbation should have stopped short of the 
award of a medal for the untiring perseverance and energy that 
hu developed BO satisfactory a solution of this important qne&
tion. 

FOREIGN ENGINEERING MODELS AT THE 
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862. 

( Continutd from. page 244.) 
A sectional model one-twenty6fth the full size is exhibited of 

the Artesian Well at Passy, tottether with models one-tenth the 
full size ofthe appliances nlllld m sinking it. We still avail our
selves of the admirable descriptions given in the French work 
already referred to. The well was begun in September 1855, with a 
diameter of 1'10 metre for the first 53 metres, whicb. traverse the 
clay. After this first portion was lined by tubing, the shaft was 
continued one metre in di11.meter through the chalk. After some 
accidents, ench as breakage and loee of the tools at the bottom of 
the well, which caused but short interruption of the work, a depth 
of 628 metres was re.'\ched at the end of March, 1857, when the 
upper tube, which had been maintaining the preeeure of the clay, 
collapsed. During a apace of six months it waa vainly sought to 
repair the damage by the neual modes of tubing artesian wells. 
It then became evident that more energetic means must be 
employed, and larger dimensions given to the ehafl; where the 
earth had fallen in a.nd become soaked by land springs. The 
years 1858and1869 were occupied in sinking a caet-1ron cylinder 
0-035 metre (about lH inch) thick, and 3 metres in diameter, with 
flange joints, aa far u it would go; strengthening this cylinder 
(which had been cracked by the pressure of the clay) by iron 
stays; continuing the well to the chalk 63 metres below the 
~round level, by means of two other concentric cylinders of plate 
iron strengthened with angle-irons; and afterwards lining all the 
interior with masonry, Lhne reducing the diameter of the well
ehaft to l ·60 metre. In 1860, the upper part of the well being 
thus repaired, the old sinking in the chalk, of which the aides 
had stood, wu cleaned out, and the sinking continued to the 
depth of 535 metres. A wooden lining waa then let down, and 
lowere<.l as the work frooeeJed, bnt this lining could not be got 
lower than 11. depth o 650 metres. 

In order to continue the shaft, an inner tube formed of iron 
plate 2 centimetres (about Po-inch) in thickneea was ennk, and 
thus a depLh of 576'60 metres waa reached. At this depth the 
borer met with a water-yielding bed (in May 1861); but the 
water rose only to within 3 or 4 metres of the ground level. The 
work of sinking was proceeded with, and in September following, 

after having gone through a bed or clay, a second bed of aqni
ferous sand wu met with at a depth of 686•60 metres. The 
flow of water waa plentiful and in variH.ble volume. 

The present yield of the well in the twenty-four hou?ll is 65!00 
cubic metres, at a level of 77•16 metres above the sea, or 24 met. 
above the ground level; 

7,'°0 metre& at 78·16 metres 
9,800 " 65•25 " 

12,800 " 59•82 " 
16,800 ,, 58•82 ,, 

(or at the ground level). 
The inetrument.1 used were the Binkintt tool (a huge chiael 

armed with teeth), having a vertical motion, and breaking np 
and pulverising the earth, and a scoop with a valve for bringing 
np the stuff. The work was thne done by percuaeion, without 
any turning motion. The coat of the sinking IUl101Ulted to about 
one million of francs, or £40,000. 

Well worthy of inspection are the models of dams or wein, 
formed of swivel ftoodga.tee (hatulU mobilu), which open when 
the water reaches a certain head, and close again when the head 
is sufficiently reduced. The models exhibited are one-tenth full 
size, l\nd represent works constructed or in course of construction 
on this system on the Upper Seine, the Yonne, and the Marne. 
The model which exhibits the arrangement adopted (or ten of 
the dame on the Marne ie particularly interesting, as showing 
an ingenious hydraulic method of raising or lowering the fiood
gates. Each gate ie made twice the depth of the movable dam, 
the pivot bein~ level with the bottom of the dam, and the lower 
half swinging m a sunk chamber of the form of a qua.rt.er cylinder, 
formed of plate iron, into which the water is admitted on one 
aide or the other, according as the upper ll°rtion is required t.o 
be raised or lowered. Thie modification 18 due to M. Lonicbe 
Deefontainee, a chief engineer of the Ponte et Chauasees. 

The Brest Swing Brid~e ie exhibited in a model one-fiftieth 
the full size, and further illustrated by a model, one-tenth the full 
size, of one tower wiLh its mechanism. This bri~orme the 
communication between the towns of Brest and nvrance, 
across the Penfeld, which separates them. The clear headway at 
high-wal.er ie 19'50 metres, and the distance between the f'aoee of 
the abutments 17 4 metres. The width of roadway ie 6 metres, 
and that of each footway 1'10 metres. The two halves of the 
swing-bridge rest each on a circular pier having a diameter of 
10'60 metres at the top. These piers are 117 metres apart, from 
centre to centre, leaving a clear opening of about 106 metre& 
Thie ie equal to the width of the ch11.nnel forming the military 
port, eo that the construction of the bridge, which is at the 
entrance of the port, caused no obstruct.on to the movements of 
the vessels of the navy. 

:Each half of the awing-bridge ie 7•72 metres deep at the face of 
the piers, and l '40 metre at the end, and ie formed of two openwork 
iron girders, having T top and bottom flanges, and bracing 
formed of etandarde and St. Andrew's crosses. The lateral stiff
ness, eo necel!Bl\ry to a. awing-bridge, ie eecnred partly by a 
complete network of bracing connecting the bottom flanges of the 
two girders, while above a platform of two layers of timber with 
the joints croeeed contributes towards the same end. The tail-end 
has the form of a box, and contains the counterpoise weigh e t.o 
balance the fore-end. The spacing of the standards of the 
girders is BO adjusted aa to bring two standards of each girder 
ri~ht over the ring on which the bridge travels. Thus four 
prmcipal points of support are obtained, which are11trengthened 
in a special manner by meR.nB of columns. These columns are 
connected by four strong croesee of St. Andrew, and traversed by 
a circular tower of iron plate of strong construction, and provided 
with platforms at top and bottom. The whole arrangement; th111 
forms a firm and compact structure, connected at once with the 
girders and with the· travelling ring. 

The arrangement of the . rings has much in common with that 
of railway turntables. The details are, of course, on a consid~ 
rable scale, the load to be dealt with being about 600 tone, and 
the diameter 9 metres. The number of rollers is 50; their mean 
diameter 0'50 metres, and their length 0·60. The rings were 
turned on their facee, upper and lower, with peculiar care; and 
for this purpose a special apparatus had to be made at Creuaot, 
at a coat of 75,000 francs (£3,000). The fixed ring has t.eeth 
in its external circumference, in which works a pinion ha~ 
its abaft fixed in the moving ring. The other end of th11 
ehafl; earlies a toothed wheel, which ie worked by a secon.d 
pinion horizontally fixed on the driving-shaft. The latter 11 
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vertical, and oomea 88 high 88 the platform or the bridge, 
where it carritlll a cross-head furnished with capstan bars. By 
ihis anangement the men who are working the bridge can aee 
what they are doing: and there 18 also tbe advantage that the 
moving power can readily be increased in case or neea. As soon 
aa the bridge ill in place the cross-head is lowered beneath the 
platform, which is thu11 let\ clear for the traffic. 

In order to make the roadway aa steady aa possible while 
carrying the traffic, contrivances are added for levelling the 
bri~e at the fore and tail-end of each of the swinging portions. 
At the fore-end there are iron screws, which are driven from the 
one-half of the bridge into the other when closed, so aa to 1te&d1 
the junction. The tail end is furnished with levers, by which 1t 
ia brought to the level when the bridge is iu place. An in~nious 
mechanism is provided for rl\isiug each half of the bndge by 
hydraulic power, so as to enabl11 the rings to be repaired when 
neceesary. 

The preceding notices have sufficed but to sketch a portion of 
the engineering models of our continental neighho11n1, aud the 
works which they illustrate. The whole display, in the French 
department more especially, is highly honourable to the es.hi~ 
bitors. And acknowledgment is due uot merely to th11 professional 
skill and ingenious resource everywhere manifest, but to the 
broad and liberal spirit, and the raithful and lucid exactness, 
with which every circumstance, detail, difficulty, or expedient is 
brought forward to contribute to the common stock of scientific 
experience. 

NOTES OF THE MONTB. 

RepqrU of tAa Juriu Qf the International Ezhibitiort, 1862.
The Council of the Society of Arts have undertaken, with the 
CCK>peration or H.M. CommiBBiouers and of the Juries, the pub
lication of the Reports of the J uriBfl descriptive of the progress 
of industry since the Exhibition of 1851. The production of this 
work is intrusted to Dr. Lyon Playfair, the special commissioner 
of the juries. 
~ of a M~ TrypticA.-ln the recent clear&11ce of 

pews, galleries, shrines, and antiquities in the choir of Hexham 
Abbey the Ogle Shrine, which bad been converted into a pew, 
waa taken down aa well as everything else. It stood on the south 
side or the choir, occupying one bay, from pillar to pillar, and 
was enclosed by open-panelled and carved oak screenwork of 
Perpendicular workmanship, the interior of which waa snugly 
covered with green baize. When this covering was torn off, the 
altar-painting of the shrine was found to be in ritu. This 
interesting relic, doubtle88 thue hidden since the Reformation, is 
a trypticb of the 15th century. It bas a maasive frame of ol\k, 
4A. 3in. by 6ft. 6in., of the same character of moulding and carv
ing as tbe screenwork empaling the shrine. The three panels of 
the picture are of an uniform size-If't.. lOin. by 3ft. Sin .. and the 
1t1bjects in each are confined within an outline of a vesica form, 
and enriched with diapered backgrounds. The cenh'e compart
ment represents Christ iu the act of rising from the tomb, the 
lower half of the ti~ure being concealed by the decorated side slab. 
The eyes are clo11ed and head bowed down, an expression of incon
ceivable sorrow aud comp&1111ion pervl\ding the features. Blood 
streams from the crown of thorns and from the wounds. Above 
the crown of thorns, which is curiomdy raised in slight relief, is 
a ~rgeous nimbus, which, it is evident, once blazed with gold. 
Tliia ornament is in bold relief, as are two candlesticks placed on 
either side of the tomb. Below the tomb and behind the nimbus 
and in other interstices there is a diaper of gold stars. A wavy 
veaica of clouds confines the whole, which stands out thus cloud
encircled from a deep crimson background, diapered with hex
agonal sombre-coloured rosettes, each rosette containing the 
letters LH.C. painted in the same tint. The compartment to the 
left of this contains a full-length figure of the Virgin holding the 
Infant Christ on one arm, aud a eceptre, announcing her sove
reignty aa queen of heaven, in the other hand. The nimbus of 
this figure 1s ah10 in high relief, and is more elaborate in design 
than that upon the head of Christ. A raised nimbus surrounds 
the head of \be Intit.ut, aud the sceptre is richly ornamented in 
reliet The robe of the Virgin is of a crimson colour, and bas a 
lllU&ll geometrical pattern upon it. It is fMtened upon the breast 
with a row of embossed clasped ornaments. Over the arm on 
which ahe holds the Child and below her waist falls a pieoe of 

amber-toned drapery covered with 11.eun-de-lys. This figure 
is surrounded by a double border or golden rays following the 
same Vtlllica outline, behind which the background is dia~red 
with starry circles. The third compartment is filled with a 
representation of St. John. He beara in one hand a chalice, 
in the other a palm branch. The edge of the chalice, its 
stem, and it.ii base, together with the nimbus of the aaint, 
are all rendered in the same character of ornament aa that 
of the other subjects, but of different designs. The vesica out
line of this painting is formed by a 11.owiug scroll-like pl\ttern. 
The diaper of the background is similar to that of the Virgin's 
panel Portions of Lhe cnrious raised ornament are lost, and the 
base of the centre panel baa been ueed roughly; but, taking into 
consideration that the picture has, unknown, formed part of a pew 
for perhaps three centuries, it is in wonderful preservation. 
According to contract, as part of the "old materials," this rare 
relic became the pror.rty of the joiner, of whom it has been 
purchased by Mr. F. . Wilson, architect, Alnwick. 

P'l'Of'IJH'l nttD BuUding/Of' the Patent Ojlce.-Tbe Commisionera 
or Patents have just communicated their report to the Lords of 
the Treasury, on the subject of building a new Patent Office 
Library and Museum, and they report favourably on the under
taking. The document recapitulates the report made on the 
same subject by the CommiBBioners of Patents in 181111, which 
recommended the provision of increased accommodation and faci
lities for the researche11 of persons interested in inventions and 
patents. The present commiBBioners state that in 1860 they 
suggested Fife Hotl88 .and gardens in Whitehall aa a convenient 
site for the Patent Office buildings and museum, !Pld one that 
would unite all the necessary requirement.a. The question of the 
embankment of the river stopped the way at that time, and hen~e 
negotiations were again suspended. The report stn.tea this 
difficulty is now removed, and it is consequently open to her 
Majtlllty's Government, ifit should think lit to do so, forthwith to 
appropriate the site of Fife House for the erection of the Patent 
Office buildings. 

An Und8rgt'Ountl Railway for Paria.-When the Prince Napo
leon was in London lately, be went over the Metropolitan Railway, 
and, on his return to Paris, he reported so strongly in favour of 
it that the Emperor has already, it ia said, ordered a subterranean 
line from Montmartre to the Louvre, to be commenced forthwith, 
and has appointed Mr. Fowler consulting llngineer to the 
undertaking. 

Kitchen Rangu in tlie lnUrnational Eshibition 1862.-An 
inspection of the different arrangements of kitchen ranges dis
played at the International Exhibition in Cla88 31, and an examina
tion of the advantages claimed for Lhem by their inventors, would 
well repay those interested in the subject, the opportunity for 
comparing so many varieties in one place being rarely afforded. 
The collection, although containing many examples which appear 
at lirat eight to embrace the necessary requisites to secure eoo
nomy and efficiency, is yet, with very few exceptions, singularly 
deficient of example;i exhibiting features of useful novelty. The 
uumber of exhibitors of cooking apparatu888 is about forty, of 
whom only live or six adopt the old-fashioned form of open grate. 
In the majority of them an enclosed fire-plooe is substituted for 
an open one, a great improvement which, aft.er having been long 
una.vailinglYi urged upon public attention by scientific men, and 
one or two of the more skilful manufActurere, received a con
siderable impulse from the Exhibhion of 18111. The course pur
sued by the exhibitors in most instancea appears to have been to 
imitate one another, displaying but little earnest endeavour to 
remove even those defects in the generality of "close" ranges 
which the experience of the last ten years baa rendered noto
rious. These may be briefly stated to ooneist in the absence of a 
satisfactory arrangement for roasting meat before the lire without 
interrupting the use of the oven, &c.; the inability to control the 
too gteat rise of temperature in the kitchen; and the annoyance 
occasioned by thA odour or cooking being diffused over the bouee. 
In addition to these evils, in the majority of cases a faulty con
struction of both fire·place and 11.ues has prevented that real 
economy of fuel which the close form of stove was intended to 
secure, and of which it ia certainly capable. The kitchen range 
(No. 6002, class 31), manufactured by MeBBrs. Brown and Green 
of Bishopsgate Street Within, we have inspected in operation, 
and it appears to us completely to remedy the defects enumerated 
above; aa yet it is the only one of which we can eay llO much. 
This range ia 14 feet in length; contains four roasters or OVODs, 
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and three boilers. It is stated that it is capable of plain cooking 
for more than 2000 persons, with a conllUlilption of less than one 
ounce offuel a head, and that this reault was proved by a trial of 
this particular range by the Inspector of Cookery for the army, 
by order of the War Department. Similar adva.ntages are seemed 
in the 8IDalldr ra.nges on the same principle, for family U88. This 
firm was one of the first to manufacture close oookirig-rangee in 
England, providing ovens properly heated and ventilated, and at 
the same time supplyin$'a deliverance from the intolerable 8IDoke 
nuisance. From that tune to the P.resent, nearly a quart.er of a 
century, they have devoted their skill and exper,!.enoe to perfecting 
their invention. The apparatus exhibit.ed 18 the largest and by 
far the handsomest kitchener in the building; and in addition to 
the special merits of its arrangement and simplicity of action, 
reflects great credit u~n the firm for the excellenoe of its work
manship and finish. The award of a medal in this instance we 
·heartily approve. 

CLASSIFIED LIST OF PA.Tllll'lTB PAI·ED IN A.'OG. 1881. 

· 96& Jianl*oa, E. H. C.-Oh&alnlag of ammonia by eleclrlclty from ~ prollnalll ol 
oombaatlon-January 81 

Beheunreaha. P.-Tratmenl offattymatten-.January 81 · 
18Tl ~ W.;_Manul'lldure of eoap-llay T 
'61 IMoehi, :B. :H.--OomblnaUon ofm&11p11-wlth other metall (oom.)-Febnlary 20 
"6 Patereon, J.-Boburidn« animal eh&rooal (com.)-February 19 
681 Tarr, J .-Beharnlnlr anlinal eharooal (com.)-February 2T 
'66 ,. Use of anfmal ebarooal tcom.)-February llO 
'66 ., Jfanufacture ol sapr (oom.}-February llO 
411 ~ W. B.-lld.anufacrue of augar (oom.)-February tt 
626 :HllJsr, W .-Manu!acture ol supr (oom.)-February 16 
8'8 Benn8", W. J.-8oluUon for ase Wlt.b PorUand cement, "4:.-:Han:b. lB 

1084 Newlon, A.. V.-Manufaoture of bl&Alng powder-Apnl 16 
ltll Cheavln. S . .Ii G.-l'llteriq ~April 96 
"19 ~1- !?· B.-.AJ.r-tighl v'""'"1i for cootalnlng llqaid&-Jrebniary 21 
•H JJUUIKl&IJ, J.-Preparlng hides for tanning-l'ebruary 17 
840 Dlekaan, J.-Produetlon of voltaic eleetriclty-Pebnw'r 10 
ITS lleDDOIUI, A. -.. :H.-Mannfadure of manure1 (com.)-l>ebruary 18 
166 Wood, w .-llannfadure ol llquorloe ~February 11 
119 Henncm, M. A. F -Vapour bat.ha (oom.)--.ebruary 10 
m Bnghee, E. L--Oolleeilnl gas trom turuaoes, k (com.)-Pebruary 17 
ll6T 8eliMleD. Serm&DD-Gu melers---J anuary 11 
7~ Meyers, 'r.-Gu meten-March 1T . 
484 lifennom, A. F. !!.-Beat.Ing ~y gu-February n 
4" Da'ria, Wm.-Inareuing Wll11111W1Dg power'ot gu-J'ebnlary 19 
'86 Jolml&oo, W.-Gu lamps or atoves-February i4 
'96 Da'fia, L., and Parkes, r. M.-Prodw:tion of gas tor JlghUng. aio.-February 16 

114.8 GWJDDe, J. E. A.-Ceut.rifnaal pump-April 29 
UIS Appold, J. G.-Rel!ulatlna lfow o! air, pa, or water--..l'ane 10 
618 K•~_T.:,. Varrlll, 1..-.lpparakla for regulatlnathe !lo'lt'o! water, aio.-Feh..16 
6'2 w.n.&b w. S.- AJ,parala.I for regulating the !lotr of steam-February IT 
'99 Caro& Y.t._J.-V TOI "4:. o!ps pipes-February 26 
618 Adams, 1".-Val- cllc. of gas plpee-Febnuu"J' t7 
806 Baek, T., Caner, A. E.-&rew oocb-March6 
116 Tolhauaen, P.-Tyre of rall'lt'ay wbeela (oom.)-February 7 
891 :HeOonnell, J. E.-Rallny brak-l'•brulll'f 18 
648 Jilakineon, A. W.-LooomoUT-February 98 

1090 Fannell, E. 0.--8elt-&etlug indie&Una llgnal-April 10 
869 J ohuon, R.. - W eldiug wliee for telegrapha, &c.-Febnlary 11 
841 Haworth, J.-Telqrrapble ~March 2T 
'11 Chatterton, J.-Telegraphlecabl-February 16 
688 BrJaht, Sir C. T.-Electrlc telagrapha-February 9f 
61' Cook, H. W.-New mode of propelling carrlagea by elec&ricl'f-J'ebruary 16 
SM Lancaster, 0. W.-St~heniug ordnance ofoaA-1.roa-Pebruary a 
289 :Heaklna, T. lL-Obtalnmg_exploeive fon:e, and in projeatlles-February 4 
87' Horsley, Jun. -Breecb loading arms-FebMUU'J' 12 
686 Midobotlom J.-Flr&-arma and proJeetll-March 6 

1661 Newlon, W. E.-Shot.-proo! lowers and their working-May 81 
1198 JobnOOD, J. H.-Projeet.lles (com.)-Jane 18 
'88 Haddan. J. C.-8mall &nDB, arlUierY and projeetllee-Pllbruary h 
862 Bolton, F. J.-lWle stoppers and oil botU-February 11 

lW Victor, J.-Hanufaoture of ssl'~y fuaea for minln& and other ~May 6 
820 Tonkin, J.-Jilannfac:lure of gunpowder-February ll 
868 Hetherington, J .-Spinning macbln-February 11 
'19 Crawford, B. & J., Templdon, R. -Weaving loom&-J'ebruary 1T 
4T2 Klrl<wood1 J.-Weavlng IOOIDB-February Ill 

1886 Lord, JOliah.-WeaT!ng looms-Juno 2T 
'61 Hamor W.-Preparing -.i .to.-J'ebruary 21 
t20 u;;;t.kl...;.;.;, J.-Maebln81')' for preP&rina ootlOu, aio.-Febniar7 n 
'60 l'rieaJ&ni.r, 1.-scnteblnlr ID&Cblnee-l'iibruarJ 20 
606 Wataon, T., Draeup, :e..-Wooi oomblnll machlnes-Febnlary 16 

1880 Ta7lor, J.-DoCrer for Clll'dlng enlrine-J'ane il 
1189 Newton._ W. E..-Manll!acture of lace or open fahrlca (oom.J-April 2S 
6U Poster,"· R..-Manu!aeture of bullion fr1n8e oroord-Fobruary 2T 
408 Turner, C.-Pelted fabries-P'ehruary 16 
'76 Llebm&1111.-Felted tabrlcs-J'ebruary U 
'8ll Pendlebwy, J. T.-Machlnery for folding or p1alt.lng clolh-February 19 
'99 Kirkham, J. N.-meacblng and dyeing yarn in I.be oops-Febrnsq H 
880 Llndelll&DD, G.-Dreeslng yarns_ by pa-February 11 

1666 NewtOD, A. V.-lrlacbinet)' for bnl&alDg and claanlni llu (oom.)--..1'1111e 2 
H5 Smith, G.-Bhawla-Pebruary 10 
291 Norton, J. L.-Beat!ng, alrelohln£ end dJelnlr fabrice-February 4 
861 HcOonal, J. J.-leemlng bal8I or coltion," ancf other aood&-Febra&ry 11 

'69 Bpence, J.-Mode oftraneblpplns grain (partly a oom.J-•ebrurf Kl 
48' 0-. E. 8.-Boring maehlnery-February 11 
HI llalbb, -W111.-Bdcb, Wea, &q,-hbnarJ l 

811 Jluiletl, A. C.-Beaping and mowing macblne1-Pebruary 8 
16" NeW1oa, W. E.-llaiidle1 of ahOTala; d1111g forb, ac. (com.)-.1111111 
1890 l'fewton, A. V.-Gnua barTalterl--J"une 4 
611 <lranBton, W. M.-B<laplng and mowing machlnea tpmiy a -.>-'*-17 • 
666 B.eJnold8, 8. G.-Power-.)l&dlna machln-Maroh 1 
ll04llcCranaton,_W.-:-Re&Pfnj_macliinea1com.)-March 81 
414 Firth, W.-l'loughlDg or dlggiog machln-February 1S 
'" Wood, C.-Bone ..U-FebMUU'J' 20 
602 Plddlngton, J.-Machlne for blllklng grain-February 16 
681 Smll.b, J.-Macbllle for drying grain:___Februlll'f ll6 
481 POiter, :e..-Borticultural buildlnga-February n 
612 Kmpford, C.-New compoo!Uan for manufacture of bread--Febl'llll115 
llT <larrington, J.-&alla and bon&-boiee--February 8 
9'9 Da'ria, Wm.-OOrk-eutting-J~U&r)' ao 
t88 Clart, Wm.-Preoerrlng and co1DUI1Dg wood (com.J-February 1 
llll8 Olark, Wm.-Preeemng Umber-Februlll'f T · 
618 Bray, T. -OrnamenUna wood in lmit&tlon of inlay-February IT 
899 Gree E.-lluttons for dreoaet-Februlll'f 11 
169 Blnahaw, A.-Booped ak!rte (oom.)-FebMUU'J' 12 
8" Aman, G. J.-EnTelopee or bagl !or J108t parcela-February 12 
'80 Skellern, R. H.-8elf-lnklng hand-stamp or p.rem-February :U 
189 Bunowa, G- C.-LoUDging eeate, chain, &c.-Febnlary 11 
161 l'yfe, J .-Kuapaacb-Febnl&ry 11 
122 Brooman, JL A.--Stereoeooplc albums, &a. (com.}-Pebruary T 
280 Belabeck; F.~,1 W.-Locka lo hap, portmuteaua, &c.-Jebnwy I 
MT Clark, W.- (com.)-Pebruar110 
186 Bo~!,~; Vent!JMiOD-Febnwy 12 
868 N • , E. T.-VenUJation-Marcb !8 
'81 Ward, B.-Ladles' l&ddles-Februlll'f i1 
47' M!!Hngb•m, J.-Bw-J'ebruary lll 
7'6 H8DDODB, M. A. 1'.-Mean.o of arrest ruuaway banm (-.)-March 11 
416 Barrieon, A. B.-Under garment.-Fe 16 
448 Wlloox--Man~offrtllaarruMes-Fe 19 
'80 1-, J.-Rat and mice mps-February 18 
606 Clark, W .-Tobecco plpm (oom.l-February 16 
688 Smltll, W.-Cigarettes (com.)-Febraary 2T 

lTll Bueltlne, G.-Pbotograpble camera (oom.J--..1'1111e T 
"3 Binion, w.-Barometer-February 19 
881 !!Idle. L.-Aneroid barometer and - g&1119-llarch JS 
62T Clark, W.-Clups for jewellet)' (com.)-February 26 
418 Wat.kins, B..-Lamps and ma&eriala !or oombultlon-FebnMy 18 

1411 Newton, W. E.-Manu!aeture of artillclal leather (oom.}-llay 81 
64T Ralll1f, J. C.-Covers of blotting cuee-February ts 
'80 Blakey, G. S. & J.-J:.emdna or gsiten-Febraary n 

1660 Cbanbart, L.-.Me!Jiod Gt r&ialnl! water le1'81a in eanall, ac.-x., 11 
4.16 :Marsettl, T. C., Wataon, J.-lfolat-February 19 
'8T McAdam, W., Cbryst&I, W .-Pullies-February 21 
T61 Dunn, T.-Cooetruetion of roofs, bridges, ac.-ltarcb 18 
"86 Plc:ldn, B.. & W. B.-Carrlage bodle&-Febraary ii 

1182 RobeNon.L A.:--Apparatua for projeetlna !lulda-.April U 
"9 Waller,-J:JOOia arid ahoes-Februarr 21 
'°4 Blln. E., and Lsmplongb, B.-Vlewing ml,crolooplo plloqrapba-Felna17 !I 

1610 Critchley, J.-Paruola &c..-:Hsy 29 

899 Jlcl'arlane, T. D.-Bewlng macbinel-Febraary 1' 
96T Lindley, L..! Taylor, F.-8e~ maohln-April 4 

119' Boaa!leld, lt. T.-BniDg maebine1 (oom.)-Aprll lT 
66' Bradford, T.-Wuhlng macbln-Marcll l 
801 Part~ E.-Preparing l'llfll for paper-llarch 6 
616 Greom, A. -Manu!aolore Ol eoTelopes with black bordon &c.-FelrurJ :M 
816 Allley P. H.-Ll!e boate, &c..-Feb. 6 
8T8 Bamuei.;,;,; A.-Bulldinir eblps and .-el&-February 12 
61T 8'epheo, A.-Bulldlng ihlps and v-ia-February 26 

1181 .bhe, W. A.-Mode of driving llhaftl of prape11ers (ctm.)-Karch 18 
HI Spmcer, T.-Propellers--February 19 
410 Cork, J.-PropeUers-February 12 
662 Parter, J.-PropeWng .--la by steam-Febraary ll8 
6'6 Hant.I, W. H.-Paddl&-wheeLl-Febr11&r7 !19 

1618 Grifllt.ba, R.-Propellers-:Hsy 29 

aao Bartholome'lt', W. ll.-Bargeo or T-11 for eanai.-Febnwy 7 
au Abel, C. D.-Towlng boats or other v .... 11-February 11 
'18 RmMl, J.-Ralslng allllken v-1&-February 16 
6IO llidhurst, J.-Beebg ealll, k 
994 Wblteboue, J.-Door knobl, metalllo mllllDUDas 6r ditto-April 8 
aTO Brooman. :e.. A.-Caat.-lron fnmiture Ol'D&Dllllltt (oom.J-February 1~ 
440 Adema, W. B.-Mannfactureand arrangement of aprlDp. 
614 llromhead1,_8. S.-Coal-box-Man:h 8 
'89 ciwa.e, .u..--Orpment&IJon of iron bedstesda-Februlll'f 2S 

HTI Atwood, C.-lllanuMure of iron and eteel-May 16 

686 Gjen, J .-Sand or Ql&terial for IDOllldlDt inlll eaatlnp-V arch ' 
648 BeY811, J. -OU cane-February 2T 
U6 Silver, H. A.-:Hanatacture o( ebonlte, nlc:ulte, &<:.-February f 
8H Shaw, P.-Lsmps-February T 
660 Cbarcoache\, J. L.-Maeblnee forbreakillc lllon&-February SS 
49T Smll.b, F. G.-Crualilng macbln-February H 
Hll Knott, c. L.-Pi&QOfonee-Febnu.ry 16 
IT9 Williama, W .-Planotorte.-Jebruary 11 
168 llrinamead, J.-Pla,nofortel>-Febnuu"J' 11 

1181 Broadwooci, B. F,-Planofo~.Aprll IO 
890 .Allen, E. E.---Ooutruct!OD of eteam-engm-February 11 
'88 Jobll8on, W. B.-Canatntolion of ateam-enatn-Febnlarf 2:1 
'91 ~ W.-Feedlng lleam-bollers (oom.)-February 9' 
886 Tolbauuoen, F.-VerUeaJ boilers (oom.)-February 1S 
884 DaTilon, T.-PreVt:Dtlon of boiler inerutattaa-l>ebnuuy la 

1'60 Purter LC. T.-,team-engine lndiealors (oom.)-Jlsy 1' 
1&80 Tate, r.-Smelthui: turnacee--:Hsy 8 
'" Bom!leld, G. T.-PrevenUon of huller oorrolion (oom.)-Febraary 19 
an 1-ph, J. s.-uWlllng.,.. heat from cote OTeD&-Pelraary 11 
8Tll J-Pb, J. S.-Improved retort O'fen-February 18 
llll'I' Bricthlll, J.-Steam cylinders and plaloDB-February 12 
"1 lymona, N.-~ cylinders and ~-P.brulll'f 1t i 
19' ~. J.-Glubg eanh...,...,._J'ebruary II 
.. a.llateat, J),-Qbl&IDlnc DIOIJ.Te power from eluUc tapoan-Fetirury 
ff' Amur, P, D.-lt871- 'lt'Uo!lel-hlnarr 18 
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ORN.A.MENTAL KEYBOWS IN THE INTERNATIONAL 
EXHIBITION, 1862. 
(Wi0111t~.) 

THE ornamental metal work of which we give an illnstration 
forms part of a set of locks and keys exhibited in the Wolver
hampton court, in the style l)olld manufacture of which hu been 
revived, aa closely R.11 possible, the principles of ancient wrought 
work. To the enterprise of Mr. G. Price of Wolverhampton is to 
be attributed the great degree of perfection to which the iron 
u.fes and locks patented by him have been brought, and he has 
deeervedly earned one of the only two prize medals awarded in 
this" clasa." The keybows in question have been manufactured 
expreaaly for the Exhibition, from designs by Mr. J. Drayton 
Wyatt, and they may certainly be pronounced to be the most 
complete and elaborate series which modern skill has produced. 
There are four ornamental locks, in which the several patterns 
have been executed with marvellous precision, nor are the key
bows, between 20 and 30 in number, and all varying in charaot.er, 
less deserving of praise. From the nature of the hand-work 
required, the patterne have been devised as much as possible 
with a view of giving effect to simple and characteristic forms, in 
which the perforations have all been drilled through by manual 
labour, and hence the sharpness and brilliancy which have 
invariably been secured. ·In some of the r,atterns monograms 
have been introduced, others are circumscnbed by inscriptions, 
another variety has jewellery inserted among the scrollwork, and 
a fourth (which we shall include in a succeeding plate) is of a 
strictly "masonic" character The addition of incised lines ooca
sion&lly, and of colour as a groundwork to throw up the mono
grams, has proved a decided advantage in imparting, not only a 
variety, but a still higher finish of effect. 

THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862. 

Architectural Objtet1. 

llf the south transept of the Exhibition, near the eastern dome, 
a considerable space is allotted to what are called in the catalogue 
"objects shown for architectural beauty," consisting chiefly of 
works in stone, marble, and slate, to which more or leBll decora
tion has been applied. Some few of these have befo:-e come 
under our notice at other places, but the majority, though in
tended for some special destination, have been secured for 
previous exhibition here. Thus, the model of the font (2430, 
Class 10.) designed by Mr. Daukes for Witley Church, and for 
which a mtdal has been awarded, has been already referred to 
in connection with the Architectural Exhibition in Conduit
lltreet; but it is of so peculiar a type, that it iR an excellent con
trast compared with one or two others near it. The oak cover 
is an important feature; it has a textual inscription round the 
base, and is surmounted by a figure of St. John the Baptist: the 
whole is the workmanship of Mr. Forsyth. The same hand has been 
worthily and extensively employed by Mr. Slater in the elaborate 
carving which is bestowed UJ.>O~ the new stall ends, &c. (5705, 
Class 30) for Chichester Cathedral, some of which are here shown, 
&Ud some are in the Medlieval coul't. Of the beauty of their gene
ral form, and the merit of their execution, there can be but one 
opinion; but it is just questionable whether for such a situation 
a little more solidity in the material, and a less florid enrichment, 
~ht not have been advisable. Figure sculpture, too, might 
have been introduced more freely with advantage, interspersed 
with the foliated panels, which, though really varied, have 
nevertheless the effect of too much repetition. For these a medal 
has also been a warded. 

The chief attractions to these courts are unquestionably the 
inlaid specimens of decorative materials, as illustrated in the 
&everal reredosea, pulpits, &c., in which it is difficult to say 
whether the conception or the work has been most successfuL 
Perhaps the most novel and vigorous of these is the reredoa, 
from the design of Mr. Bentley (2437, Class 10), executed b1. Mr. 
~ of whose works honourable mention is made. Without 
~the slightest resemblance, in composition, to the reredoa 
by the same gentleman which we illustrated in the last number 
of our Journal, a similar feeling is conveyed in some of ita 
details: it would have been well however to have preserved a 
liWemoresimplicitf in some parts, so 88 to give more value to the 
lei\. This reredos 11 in three oompartmeta, sepamted by marble 

shaft.a, with richly detailed capa and bands; on each of these 
shafts, nnder a canop11 stands an angel with uplifted winga
theae personify respectively Uriel, Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael. 
Each compartment contains a vesica panel, the middle one being 
enriched with a cl'OllB, and that on each side 'fith a sculptured 
subject-the right hand one, the Annunciation, being particularly 
succeBBfuL Under these vesica panels are smaller ones, of quatre
foil shape-six in all-and illustrative of "virtues overcoming 
vices." Thus, Chastity is represented as opposed to Lost; Tempe
rance to Gluttony; Faith to Idolatry; Chiuity to Envy; Peace to 

·Discord; and Bounty to Avarice. The general groundwork of the 
reredoe is alabaster, incised patterns being freely used iu surface 
decoration, as well as exclusively for the subjects in the lower 
pane la. 

A reredoe (2440, Clase 10), exhibited by Messrs. Poole and 
Sons R.11 a specimen of iuexpensive decoration, has the subject 
of the Last Supper incised on a large scale, and in a very masterly 
manner. The effect depends entirely on the outline and com
position generally, the &id of carving, and even mouldings, 
being all but entirely dispensed with. In conjunction wit.h 
this shonld have been placed (but they are separated) a por
tion of the corresponding wall decoration, which is also of the 
simplest kind, the surface being divided into small squares by 
incised stripes of colour set diagonally, and slightly relieved by 
inlaid ornament. A plain moulding, fitted with fl.at oonven
tional foliage, runs along the top. This work has most deser
vedly received a medal at the hands of the jurors. Another 
reredoa, by Williama, of Ipewich, is far from being satisfactory 
either in design or execution: it is of Caen stone, arcaded. with a 
central subject under a fl.at ~ arch. The other work of thla 
cl1188 is the production of Mr. Earp, from the design of Mr. Street; 
and it is needleBB to remark that it possesses a high degree of 
merit. The leading outline is original, but effective; its chief 
feature consisting • f the carved subject which occupies the 
centre, under a pointed nrch, and which represents the A~ny 
in the Garden; the background to this panel is filled in with a 
triangular mosaic pattern. On each side is a niche containing 
the figures of St. Philip and St. James, to whom the church for 
which it is intended (at Oxford) is dedicated. 

A very handsome pulpit, from the same hands, and to be 
placed in the New Chnrch at Bournemouth, is a oonspicuous 
object in this class. In plau it is circular-apparently a tiwourite 
form with Mr. Street-and the upper part has an open arcade &11 
round, the shafts being of marble, and the arches trefoil cusped. 
In the spaces between the arches are sml\ll carved heads under 
gablets attached to the cornice. Below the arcade is :i. circlet of 
quatrefoil, in richly efficient colours, composed of various marbles. 
The stem consists of a cluster of shafts, executed in red Mansfield 
stone, and having moulded capitals and bases, the whole resting 
on a plaiu plinth. The Coraham Down stone pulpit, exhibited 
by Messrs. Cox and Son, is a curiosity in its way. The stem 
represents the trunk of a tree, Bnd th.? boughs and leaves which 
anse from it form the pulpit itself. Though conceits similar to 
this may be seen in some oontinental churches, it is an innova
tion which we should regret to see introduced into this country. 
Near this pulpit is a font, sculptured by Mr. Earp, from the 
designs of Mr. Teulon. It is octagonal, having on each side a 
sunk panel of fanciful shape, and containing monograms, the 
lrunb and &.g, &c. 'J'he bowl is supported by marble shafts, 
one under each angle, and on their capitals rest angels 
bearing a scroll text, which is coutinued round the whole 
circumference. At the base are the emblems of the four 
evangelist& 

The noble doorway in Steetley stone, which is to form the 
entrance to the Mortuary Chapel of the DigbYBi at Sherborne 
Minster, is one of the boldest and most effective of Mr. Slater's de
signs; and, though unfinished, bears evidence that it will lose no
thing in the hands of Me881'8. Poole, by whom it is being executed. 
In style i~ partakes most of the "transitional," the arch being 
pointed, and having four square orders of mouldings over the 
deeply recessed shafta in the jambs. These latter are of different 
marbles, with bold caps, bands, and bases; the intermediate 
angles being filled in with rich conventional ornamentation1 88 
are also the spaces above the plinths. The door itselr is 
square-headed, and in the tympanum over is sculptured the 
Resurrection. 

The competition subjects for the prizes lately off'ered and aciju
dicated by the Eccleaiological Society, through the Architectural 

68 
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Maaeum, 1ind here a fitting plaoe.. The teat waa u to the treat
ment of coloura only, each competitor working on a copy of the 
11me model, namely, a threlHluarter figure u a bu-relief in a 
Cl,18ped Gothic pauel. Three prize& were awarded, the firat being 
.given to Mr. J. ~·Wood. The competition suhjecta, too, in wood 
and atone carving, exhibited by the Eccleaiological Society, who 
have received a medal, may also hl're be aeen; the fiNt prizeman 
in the former being Mr. Ji. Reyuolda, for a foliage panel in oak, 
and for the latter Mr. Samuel Ruddock. 

Californian marble, as a comparatively new material, will be 
eumined with interest, and several specimens (2428, Clllllll 10) 
are exhibited b)' Meaara. Edwardea and Burke, of 142, Regent
atnet. In particular we may call attention to the large spar-like 
slab of almost a transparent amber colour, interapersed with 
darker t.inte, and having a very rich effect. There are also some 
lllD8ller specimens showing theae marbles inlaid in patterns. The 
prodqctiona of our own Serpentine Marble Company (2444, Claes 
10) are too well known to need description, and are rdeognized 
by the award or a medal). Its applicability to vlLli.oue ornamental 
purpoaea is well shown by the numeroue collection orvases, fonts, 
obelisks, &c. which are here grouped. Terra~otta, too, is not 
without its advocatee, and Mr. M. H. Blanchard is one of the beat 
exponents of its uses (2423, ClBBR 10). In addition to objects 
with which we are more familiar, there is here exhihited a fire
proof staircase, constructed in this material, and which appears 
likely to answer the intention, nor is it in it.Jelf by any means 
an unattractive feature. The colour of the terra-cotta is a 
pleasant one, while this and the material admit of the in~uc
tion of tile or mOllaic patterns in both the treads and nsere, 
thus greatly beigbtenmg the effect, which is also decidedly 
novel. To the excellent production of Mr. Blancharrl a medal 
bu been awarded. Mr. Pulham (2441, Class 10) is also an ex
hibitor of terra-cotta articles, and has reoeived honourable 
mention. The table shown by Mr. C. Clay of Sidmouth-street, 
Gray's inn-road (24261 Class 10), of which honourable mention 
has been made, is more a curiosity than au article of beauty. 
It is stated to contain 1363 piecea of marble, some unquestion
ably very choice in their way, but as a whole not very telling, 
for the want of being better arranged. In polished granite 
there are a few specimens, shown by Messl'll. Robertson and 
Hunter, though they do not appear to have any special preten
eiona. 

The respective colours and qualities of the several beda of 
Portland atone are displayed in the columu exhibited by Mr. 
Field. The plinth is coUBtructed of what is termed the "Roach" 
kind, which is suitable for river, dock, and sea walls, bridge 
abutments, and the like; the shaft is of "Whitbed," which is 
adapted for all kiude of work, and baa been ueed in Somerset 
House, the British Museum, &c.; the cap and base are of" Base" 
bed, or "Beet" bed, which a of a lighter colour, and is more 
fitted to inside work generally. 

The various capabilities of Magnue'e enamelled elate (2436, 
ClaBB 10) are well illustrated by the large show of articlea which 
that gentleman exhibits. and to whicb a medal is awarded: 
among others a large ornamental coil Clise for hot water apparatus, 
several sideboards, billiard tables, chimney-pieces, &c. MeBBrs. 
Jackson and Son's carton pierre (2434, ClaBB 10), too, has been 
more than once commended in these pages. It is a material 
expreBBly suited to florid ornaments, both in relief and on the 
flat, as the verr handsome Renaissance chimney-piece and pier
glaee, which IS their principal contribution, will atteRt. A 
medal has been awarded tu this firm for the introduction 
of this material. 

MeBBre. Stuart and Smith (No. 6223, Claes 10), of Sheffield, 
have bestowed great pains upon the superb fireplace, polished 
stove1 with uh-bars aud fender to match, which they exhibit. 
The kind of wall-surface proposed for the room is shown also, 
with a method of treating the decorations of the cornice and 
panels generally, so as to produce a harmonious effect, and the aim 
has certainly proved eucceseful. It is much to be regretted that 
in the ordinary wa1 such subjects are not considered a1 a tohok, 
but simply in their individual p:u"ta; hence that incongruity, not 
to say abeurdity, which is continually allowed to mar the beat 
intentions, and negative the result of an expensive outlay; all for 
want of either due consideration, or ehe judicious aid of taste and 
experience in such matters. 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF LIGHTING APPARATUS 
FOR LIGHTHOUSES.* 
B, Aalu.li'D MAssBLLN. 

(With Engrauin91.) 
THB construction and illumination oflighthouaea constitute one 

of the moet impor'.ant of public undertakings at the prtllent day. 
The development however of the comparative perfection now 
attained in these two departments has been gradual and unequal. 
During the century that baa elapiied. since the erection by 
Sweaton of the Eddystone lighthouee, when engineering waa 
greatly in advance of pracl.ical optics, the art. of building towen 
has received few improvements, while the apparatus for illu
minating them has by the introduction of the dioptric ayatem 
acquired a striking degree or excellence. During nearly the 
whole of the last century, and iu some places as late aa 1816, 
open coal fires, improvl!d occasionally by a flat brasa plate placed 
on the land side, were the rude meaua usually resorted to for 
producing light. The Eddystone tower had a lantern to protect 
the weak light given out by the few miserable tallow candlea 
which were then uaed, and only in 1807 were the11e replaced by 
lights furni~hed with eilver-pla~ parabolic reflectoi:s- Dieti~c
tion of one hght from another by its appearance at night, a point 
nearly 88 important as the range of the light, was of courae ou~ 
of the question. 

Lighte on the catoptric or refleoting system, composed of silver
plated parabolic reflectora provided with plain cylindrical burners 
placed in the focus of each, were used exclusively until 1822, 
when Augustin Fresuel invented and erected on the Cordovan 
tower hie first dioptric or refracting light. The catoptric or 
reflecting system was, in comparison with the imperfect meana 
previously available, a valuable improvement, and under later 
modifications is still in extensive use in this country; but having 
many serious imperfections it is gradually disappearing before 
the dioptric or refracting system. 

The latest optical and mechanical improvements in the dioptric 
system are illustrated by the fixed light of the Smalls Rock, near 
Milford Haven, and the revolving light of Lundy Island, both 
constructed bv MeBBl'll. Chance, and the latter attested by mari
ners as the m0st powerful light in Great Britain, flashing over~ 
mill!B of the Atlantic. In the present paper it is intended only to 
notice briefly the existing state of reflecting and refracting appa
ratus, and the relative meritsof each, before giving the particulara 
of their mechanical construction. 

In thti dioptric or refracting system, only one lamp is used, 
placed in the vertical axis of the apparatue. In fixed 14lbte, 11 
shown in vertical section, Fig. 1, Plate 22, the middle or clioptric 
part having the lamp in its centre is cylindrical, and composed: of 
a series of refractinj{ rings or ltinsee A, shown black, which 
are so shaped as to give a horizontal direction to all the raya of 
light that fall from the lamp upon their inner faces. All the rays 
or light paeeing above and below thtl&e middle lenses ve received 
by the upper and lower catadioptric prisms BB, shown black, by 
which they are also transmitted horizontally after refraction and 
total reflection ~n the prisms. Every piece of gla&11 in the appa
ratus forms a portion of"' horizontal ring or belt, having its centre 
in the vertical axis of the apparatus, as shown in the part plan, 
Fig. 3, where A 1 is a sectional plan at focal plane, an<l A' a plan 
at bott.:>m ptisme. The rays of light given out by the lamp are 
thus collecte<l and transmitted equally over the horizon and the 
light is rendered luminoue througho~t its entire height. The 
glass prisms are fixed in eight pn-ruetal standards, forming an 
octa~onal frame, e.wh prism be111g supported in the centre by 
paesmg through an iutermediate standard, as shown in the part 
plan, Fig. 3. · 

In revolving lights, as shown in the vertical section Fig. 2, the 
transverse section of the refracting lenses A and prisms B ii pre
cisely the same as in fixed lights: but in revolving lights the rmg& 
of glass are concentric round a horizontal axis paeeing thro~ 
the brightest part of the flame, as shown by the dotted lin• 
in Fi~. 2 instead of round the vertical ~is. ThE' circumf~noe 
is divided into eight flat faces, 88 shown in the part plan, Fig. 4. 
where B1 is a sectional plan at focal plane, and B1 a pl.an of 
bottom prisms, each of tbe flat faces composed of a am~ of 
prismatic rings and segments having one common focus; the ~t 
emanating from the lamp is thus transmitted by each Cace ma 
brilliant flash extending over the whole width and height of the 

• Read at tbe 11111.!latJga ot llecballlcal ~ 
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!ace; and the whole apparatus being made to revolve by clock
work, every point of tlie horimn ia illnminat.ed by a euocession of 
brilliant 1laahee oor:reaponding to t.he several faces, and at inter
vale of time determined by the speed of revolution. By the uae 
of fixed and revolvin~ light.a, or combinations of them in various 
ways, lighte of diatiuct appearance are produced in a number 
adiait111t for all purpoees that are required in practice. 

Dioptrio lights are made or six different ai7.ea or orden1 aa they 
are termed; and the following table gives the internal radius 
of the ap~ua or the focal distance in eaoh order, the number 
or wicks in the lamp, and the consumption of oil iu Iba. per hour 
and in gallons per yfl8E, assuming the light to burn 11 hours per 
night on an average throughout the year. 

0RDB118 OP DloPTBIO LIGHTS. 

Internal rad1111 Namberof Co11111111ptlon or Oil 
Order. of Llght. !bl. GaJIOllB 

Inches. Wicka. per hour. per year. 
Fint...... 86·22 4 1·85 788 
:second... 27· 55 3 l · 10 490 
Third ... 19•68 2 0•41 180 
Fourth... 9·84 2 0·26 116 
Filth ... 7•28 1 0•17 76 
Sixth ... 5·90 1 0·17 76 

The three largest orders are generally termed sea lights, and 
the three smaller ones harbour lights. The first order, as the 
most important, will alone bl! referred \o in this paper, the others 
differing merely in size and number or prisms and lenses. 

In the ca.toptrio or reflecting system a number or parabolic 
reflectors are used, ranged round a framework according to the 
purpose required, with a lamp in the focus or each reflector. Jn 
a fixed light these reflectors, frequently as many as 24 or 30 in 
number, are arranged round the fmme so as to equalise the light 
as much as po1111ible in all directions. In revolving lights the 
reftectora are mounted on a revolving frame, having generally 
three faces, each of which carries an equal number of reflectors. 
Three ft.ashes of light are thus produced, which illuminate 11uccea-
1ively every point of the horizon at intervals regulated by the 
•peed of 1-evolution. The loaa of light in this system is uece&
aarily very largtl: indeed nearly the whole or the light from the 
front of the flame is directly lost by natural divergen<ll', the 
reflectors transmitting to the horizon only the rays emanating 
from the back of the flame, and of this light nearly 50 per cent. 
is loet by the absorption that always takes place in reflection by 
metallic surfaces. 

Comparing the two systems together, it is evident that for 
fixed lights no poBBible combination of reflectors can distribute a 
zone of light of equal intensity round the horizon, whilst this 
effect is completely obtained by the dioptric system. It is found 
that whilst only 3t per cent. of a plain open light would be 
available rouud the entire horizon, 17 per cent. is obtained by the 
use of the best reflectors, but 83 per cent. is obtained by the use 
of the dioptric lights. The extreme divergence of the rays of 
light from a usaal SH-inch reflector with a 1-inch flame is about 
14 degrees; but the variation of the intensity of the flash emitted 
over this angle is very large indeed, the intensity of the light 
being only 16 per cent. on the aides of what it is in the axis of 
the flash, showing how great is theirregularitr of the light spread 
over the horizon. Also the numerous fastenmga of the reflectors 
and lamps frequently get loosened, increasing greatly the irregu
larity of the light. Nor is the whole amount of divergence taken 
vertically useful; for, as will be shown afterwards, the lower por
tion of the vertical divergence z:equired to illuminate the sea 
between the horizon and the land 18 but a very small amount. 
In uniformity of light therefore throughout the horizon illumi
nated the dioptric system is very greatly superior to the reflecting 
fur fixed lights. With regard to economy of oil, fifteen reflector 
lampa together oonsume as much oil as the one central lamp in 
the dioptric light, and the saving therefore amounts t.o 60 per 
cent. in mvolU' of the latter, compared with a reflecting light of 
the largeat practicable size having thirty lamps, but greatly 
inferior iu illuminating power to the dioptric light. 

Another very important consideration is the durability of the 
apparatus. The longest time that reflectors will last, even when 
treated with the greatest care, is from 2.5 to 30 years; their thin 
silver ooatiuR will have oompletely disappeared ar. the end of 
that time. With moderate care and no necessity for readjust.. 
ment dioptric lights ma.Y' be oonsidered as imperishable; the lenses 
and prisms never lose their correct form and first polish, never 
require renewal, and are kept alway1t equally efficient with a far 

leas amount of daily labour than that required for reflectors. The 
1;1umber of attendant.II or keepers required is the same in . both 
cases, and the first outlay may be con.aidered aa generally eqaal. 

For revolvin~ lights however the catoptric system presents 
fewer pointa of inferiority as compared with the dioptrio; for by 
sutliciently increasing the number of lamp1 and reflectors on eaoh 
face of the revolving frame, a ~ht of equal intensity to the 
dioptric might be produced. The illuminating power, consump
t.ion of oil, durahifity and original o~y will therefore be the 
chief considerations to determine the relative advantages of the 
two systems for revolving lights. The effect of only one of the 
eight faces compoaed of annular lenses in a first order dioptric 
light ia equal to that of eight of the. largest reflectors in use, 21 
inches in diameter; and consequently to produce by reflectors the 
effect of the best dioptric light a lantern would have to be pz"ovided 
capable of accommodating from 66 to 72 reflectors, an arrangement 
all but impracticable. Moreover, at the time when most of the 
experiments were made both in this country and abroad, for com
paring the intensity of revolving dioptric and reflecting lights, 
the dioptric lights were composed merely of the central or 
singly refracting part A, Fig 2. But iu the present hol<r 
photal system, in which the upper and lower reflecting 
prisms BB are made to continue and extend the action 
of the central refracting lenses A as already described, the 
intensity of the dioptric lights has been nearly doubled, and 
the comparison rendered so muoh more unfavourable to the 
reflecting system. 

· The only objection which has beeu seriously urged against the 
dioptric system is the use of Qnly a single central lamp, on 
account of any difficulty in its management affecting the whole 
light, or danger of its sudden extinction. Thia is met however, 
by the successful experience of forty years with an immense 
number of lights in different parts of the world. Hardly ever 
has such a case occurred; and as spare burners are invaiiably 
supplied, and required to be always kept ready for use, a few 
minutes only would suffice to remove the defective burner and 
replace it by another. 

( To bt concliukd in OIW ntXt.) 

THE INTERNATIO~AL EXHIBITION, 1862. 

Civil Engin«ring, .4,.chitectu,.e, and Building ContritJa11cea. 

TAXrNo altogether the aeries of objects comprised under 
Class 10 (civil engineering, architectural, and building contriv
ances), and so much of the collection under Class 31 (iron 
and general hardware) as relatt's to articles in common use on or. 
about buildings, we do not find a remarkable amount of novelty. 
Thia is, perhaps, partly to be expected, when we recollect that 
many of the same exhibitors have made us familiar with their 
productioua at the Architectural Exhibition, or at any rate in 
their own galleries. Still the coll~tion is a very fine one, both 
for variety and general excellence, but it is better in its buildin~ 
contrivances, its materials and its objects exhibited for archi
tectural beauty, than in its collection of engineering or arch:tec
tural models; and the contrast becomes keenly felt between these 
objects, certainly good in their kind, but few in number, and the 
crowded collection of models and specimens in the adjoining court, 
of naval and military engineeriug, or the interesting oollectiou 
of French models, with ·their admirable catalogue. 

In pasaiug we may remark, having referred to the subject of 
catalogues, that the Official Illustrated catalogue does very little 
credit to the Commisaiouers; and tho~h it is perhapa better than 
was to be expected considering the pnnciple upon which it was 
compiled, it is very far from being in any sense an adequate or a 
discriminating guide to the study of the objects it contains. 

Among the best specimens of the art of modelling we find two 
or three from the experienced hands of Mr. Stephen Salter: 
among these a superb one of large size (23.54, Class 10), showing 

the passage of the Tadela and Bilbo& Railway acroea the chain of 
the Cantabrian Pyrennees, in the North of Spain, attracts peculiar 
11otice by its truthful representation of the aspect of the rugged 
and richly coloured scenery of those mountail)a. The engineer
in-chief of this line is Mr. Charles Vignolea, to whom a medal 
baa been awarded" for boldness of design of the Bil boa Railway," 
A surface of rather more than iOO square miles of country is 
represented in the model, while the sinuous line of railway 
is dietinctly seen, now clinging to the slope of a steep and 
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rocky hillside, and now threading it.a way between formidable 
obataclea. Such a model will convey t.o the ordinary spectat.or 
a far better idea of the difficultiea t.o be surmounted in sur
veying a mountainous district, Ia.ying down a line of railway, 
and executing the works, than any amount of description. 
The pict.orial effect of this model, which is it.self beautifully 
coloured, is very much enhanced by the addition of painted 
backgrounds on the inner sides of it.a case, which eerve t.o 
represent the more distant ranges of bills-these are cleverly 
executed by Mr. Percival Skelton. A medal was also given t.o 
Mr. Salter for the admirable execution of this model 

Two other models by the same hand, and made for the la.te 
Mr. Brunel, are also exhibited, showing the Chepstow and 
Saltash Bridges (224fl, Clnss 10). They are admirable as speci
mens of the art, and exhibit very distinctly the chief points 
of the remarkable structures which they illustrate. A medal 
baa been awarded t.o I. Brunel for these models, as representative 
of his father, the Ia.te L K. Brunel, C.E. Some other specimens of 
modelling are also t.o be seen, and some series of drawings; but it 
ia t.o be regretted that the Institution of Civil Engineers have 
not exerted themselves t.o procure illustrations of the works of 
their members, equal to the very excellent collection of architeo
tural drawings exhibited in consequence of the exertions of the 
Institute of British Architects, and of the representative com
mittee whom they invited to assist them. 

Two models may be noticed, not on account of their workman
ship, which could hardly be worse, but for their subject; they 
represent well-arranged and economical Labo11rers' Cottages, such 
as might with great advantage be erected in agricultural aistrict.8; 
they are exhibited bv a northern architect named Monro. A 
London Cottage-building Society also exhibit.a a model, but of a 
less satisfactory cottage. 

The specifications and working drawings for the Main Drainage 
(2369), which are exhibited by Mr. Bazalgette in this department, 
are a very creditable series That the execution of so vast a 
work must necessarily involve an enormous number of drawings, 
and a large amount of varied provisions, would be admitted by 
anyone familiar with underground works, but it assist.a the form
ing of something like a just idea of this undertaking when we turn 
over sheet after sheet of the seven ponderous folios and the seven 

· clcisely printed quartos here exhibited, and find how unremitting 
has been the care to provide for varied requirements. A similar 
series of pla.ns oonnected with the Metropolitan Railway would 
have been most instructive for comparison; but these by them
selves fully sustain our character for engineering skill and 
accuracy. 

Among the specimens of Building Materials, those made from 
clay undoubtedly form the most prominent, perhaps the most 
valuable group. A la.rge space is occupied by a '' Collective 
series of architectural productions, illustrating the clay manu
factures of the Shropshire coalfield" (2318), arranged on behalf of 
the exhibitors by Mr. George Maw; the exhibitors being Messrs. 
Burton, Davis, Doughty, Evane, Exley, Lewis, Maw, Simpson, 
Thorne, and the Madely Wood and Coalbrook Dale Companies; 
and here a great variety of very excellent articles may be seen. 

By far the most artistic Md' important of these contributions 
are the mosaics (2317, Class 10), contributed by Mr. G. Maw, who 
has devoted great attention to tiie revival of this ancient method of 
decoration .• The specimens of pict.orial mosaic exhibited are not 
numerous, and do not include a. great range of colour or very 
deep tints, but they are marked by excellence of a high order, 
and are no doubt the precursors of a series of specimens which 
will place within the reach of Engli~b architects a means of 
giving the most artistic of all decorations to the wall surfaces of 
their buildings. Tbe introduction of such decorations has been 
hitherto pradcally impossible; but it may be hoped that it will 
not long remain so, for in no country is mosaic more needed than 
in England, where, in consequence of the humidity of the cli
mate, and the general want of skill in the uee of the finest sorts 
of limes, fresco painting is at best but an uncertain mode Of 
obtaining high class mural decorations. A medal has been 
awarded to Mr. G. Maw for his excellent productions. 

Mosaics of a more ordinary character for flooring purposes 
alsp abound here, and show great excellence. With these may 
be compared specimens more remarkable for workmanship than 
for design, shown by the Poole Pottery Company. Messrs. 
Mint.on, who were among the earliest manufacturers of flooring 
tiles, do noL exhibit in this locality, though specimens of their 
work may be found elsewhere. Among the applications of tiles 

shown by Mr. Maw may be 110tioed a chimney-piece, well 
intended, but of very indllf'erent effect, as are also aome epecimena 
of enamelled le~tta. Mr. Digby Wyatt's designs for orna
mental roofing are shown (2317) ; and a very excellent specimen 
of roofing in glazed tiles of various colours, ~nged in a simple 
pattern, hangs here, t.o remind us of an almost forgott.en mode of 
gnining effect which was ueed in the early Renaisaance buildinga 
of parts of France and Germany with marked aucoea. To Mr. 
D. Wyatt a medal is awarded for the designs here exhibitA!d. 
Good ridge, hip, and gutter tiles are exhibited. Of theee laat, A 
very good specimen by Mr. Exley deserves notice. 

F10. 1. Jlta. I. 

Weat.ber Vanes. 

Of bricks and blocks this group of Shropshire manufaeturen 
show a good variety; but other makers compete with them ~ 
cessfully. Beart's Patent Brick Company exhibit beautiful speei
mens both of facing bricks and moulded ones (2237), the latter 
good enough in execution t.o be available for manv deoora*ive 
purposee. The colour of all these is good, but perhaps ratber 
light. Honourable mention has been awarded t.o this company 
for their bricks and drainage pipes. Somewhat richer in eolour, 
but less finished in surface, are the blocks of Fayle and Co. 
(2279). Tbese are of very good forms, and seem very delllf 
and sound; the1. are readily proc11rable, and might, we belieTe. 
be often substituted with advantage for st.one, eapeciallv ii 
buildings which are t.o withstand a London atm~here. Near 
these is pla.ced a collection of various and ex nt moulded 
bricks (2243), by R. Brown, of Surbiton. Some of theee bricb, 
arranged so as t.o Rhow their powers of forming architrans fl 
moulded jambs, exhibit great artistic merit, and excelleat tinll! el 
both red and st.one colcur. To Mr. R. Brown honourable men• 
has been awarded for his bricks and tiles. ?iressra. R ~ N. 
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F10. 3.-l'a\en\ Enamel Company'• Grate Front, in LimoD!iao Enamelled Iron. 

F10. 4.-M-.. lleDham and llonl' Indepeadeni Stan wltll Dop. 

Norm~ aleo e~hibit good brickaan~ ridge-tiles (2324), the IAtter 
an article ·or which most or the specimens aent by other makers 
are llC&l'Ollly or average merit. A medal hu been awarded to 
t.hia firm. Near theee we found a specimen of compressed and 
unburned bricks of artificial atone (2372), not attractive in colour, 
ba' very bard, deoee, and heavy; theee are exhibited by M8118?L 
R.Kimer, Brothers, and 188m worth t.he atteDtion of build.en 

requiring a very solid and indestructible article. C. 0. Fison 
exhibita a fine show or Suffolk bricks, cutters, and facing bricks 
(:i!~2, honourable mention); and some or the merchants, particu
larly Eastwood (2271, honourable mention), ahow collections which 
include excellent specimens of many varieties. • 

Of stoneware, the I.mbeth manufacturers eeod apecimena which 
will probably never be IUl'pUled. Doulton and Co.'a collection 

67 
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(2268, medal) eeeme one or the moat e:1tenaive and complete, and 
their aegmental blocks for forruing sewers of ~e size are 
among the best specimens of contrivance and e:r.ecut1on shown. 
A neat and well-made stoneware sink, by this firm, deserves the 
attention of those interested in the aanitMy improvement of the 
dwellings of the poor. Cliff, and Jellllinga, are also both large 
exhibitors of this class of goods; the latter baa had the good 
fortune to get conspicuously poated throughout the building, by 
the adoption of his well-made conveniences by the Commis
sioners. 

Near the collections we have referred to is a specimen of work
manship which more properly belongs to the Sub-clua C, although 
it is placed away from most of the articles belonging to that 
claaa-we refer to the marble paving (2440) for Chichester Cathe
dral, executed by H. Poole and Son, from the designs of Mr. Slater. 
This paving is very good in design and satisfactory in effect; it is, 
as a specimen of workmanship, one of the beet articles we have 
noticed, and reflects great credit both on the designer and the 
manufacturers, to each of whom a medal has been awarded. 

Among the articles which are e:r.hibited in Class 31, there 
are, as we have observed, many that may with propl'iety be 
grouped together with those in Class 10, and none more su than 
iron gates. The park gates sent by Bernard, Bishop, nnd Co. 
(6098, medal) ban been already alluded to in a former notice, 
and certainly far surpass in workmanship any other specimen of 
the kind. Feetham and Co., Cottam and Co., Bailey, and Potter, 
may be named as each sending a pair of gates of remarkable 
e:r.cellence. Perhaps those of Mr. Potter are the most thoroughly 
artistic (6183, medal), but the borJer is better in design than the 
panels. The 11pecimen (5977, medal) by Bailey is remarkable for 
its very excellent workmanship. 

Messrs. Benhama and Fraud exhibit a variety of articles of 
architectural character (6280, medal), especially good copper, 
zinc, and iron weather-\·anes of various styles. The two shown, 
Figs. l and 2, are of wrought copper, from designs by 
Mr. S. J. Nicholl, architect. The same firm also send a pecu
liar patent chimney-head for preventi.Dg smoky chimneys, the 
object of which is to direct the currents of air p1·oduced in wiudy 
\Veather into such Jirections that, passing the openings out of 
which the smoke issues, they shall assist instead of irupeJing 
its exit. The appenJed illustrations, Figs. 5 and 6, show the 
form and construction of the article, upon which Mr. Billing, 

F10. 5. Octagau Chimney· head. F14J. 6. 

perhaps the best authority on such subjects, is understood to 
hav~ pronounced a ve1y favourable opinion. The price is 
moderate at which these tops can be supplied, and their appear
ance is less unsightly than that of many such inventiona. 

In the South Eastern Court will be found specimens of a new 
manufacture (6175, medal) contributed by the Patent Enamel 
Company, of Birmingham, which clllims to possess both novelty 
and excellence, and to be applicable to a variety of purposes. 
The articles consist of wrought-iron plat.ea and tablets, covered 
with a bright and glOMy enamel, so hard as to be incapable of 
being scratched with a steel point; or, indeed, any instrument 
short of a diamond. Thia material is stated to be also incapable 
of l"t!ceiving a stain, and incorrodible by the action of the atmo
sphere, and if experience prove it to be so, lt undoubtedly offers 
con11iderable advantages for all purpoeee where inscriptions are 
desired to be mad"' legible and permanent, though e:r.posed to 
the action of the weather. An important advantage claimed for 
these plates, is iheir conspicuousness at night, when the white 
and highly polished surface of the letters retlects sufficient light 

to make the inscription distinctly legible. The material allo 
aeems to be applicable to deoorative purpoees-u panela lllld 
grate-fronts of a highly decorative character are e:r.hibited,of which 
we append illustrations, Figs. 3 aud 7. Specimens are aleo 1bowu 
of domeetic and culinary utensils coated tivith the ll&trle bard and 

J'ro. T. 

tylo orue l(•!lt ' uta. 

gloBSy enamel, and tubes, both of wrought and caost-iron, coverel 
both within and without by a coating of the Mme material, anJ 
thus prese1·ved from the rapid chauge and destruction which 
water aud gas pipes speedily undergo, when lei:\ wit.Lout such 
protection to the action of the earth impregnated with dlllllp 
und the escape of gas. This laet application of the invenlioo 
seems especially worthy of uotice. 

Messrs. Benham and Sons, of Wigmore-atreet, are represented 
(6986), and among the cooking ranges and stove-grates exhibited 
here they will be found to have contributed numerous e=ples, 
combiuin~ great utility aud novelty. Oue of their more artistic 
contributloult--6 stove with dogs and fire bars, adapted 1>ither 
for wood or coal, of which Fig. 4 is an illustration, fonn11 a 
conspicuous part of the trophy iu the south-east transept. It iB 
of excellent Medieval design, and it.a adaptability to two sorts of 
fuel would render it possible to introduce it in any locslity, 
where so ornamental an object was desii'able. We may add thai 
a medal was awardt'd to MtoSBrs. Beuham and Sona for the excel· 
lence of their pro<luctions. 

Another brauch of metal manufactu~that of bell&--cWms 
a word of notice, though the specimens exhibited are not vuy 
numerous. 

Messrs. Taylor and Co. exhibit one large bell 01 3 tons weight, 
(8631, honourable mention,) having a diameter at mouth of 5 ft. 
at in., and a thickness at sound bow of 5 inches. The note of this 
bell is B natural, and it is considered by good judges to J>Ollll8SI 1 

remarkably fiue and very powerful tone. This is the one require· 
ment which alone ought to determine the excellence of a bell; 
and while it is not surprising that so emi.Dent a firm should ha.n 
been so successful as in ibis instance they have proved, it ii lo 
be regretted that novelties, often of doubtful merit, should be 
sought after BO eagerly in an art where the oldest examplel a.re 
often the beat. 

Me&llJ'IL Naylor, Vicars, and Co. send a peal of eight bella (6"8, 
Class 32, medal), to which the palm for novelty may be very juatly 
awarded, 1\8 the material-steel-is one whicn baa only Yf1rJ rt
cently been made available for bell-making purp<*L But,ueept 
as good workmanship, and aa cheap con'lpai'ed with the 1-t bell· 
metal bells of the same pitch, these bells have not much to reoom· 
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mend them; they are noisy and loud, but not powerful, or rich in 
tone; and while their notes are over-poweringly load, near, they 
are soon lost. Much praise is, however, due to the inveutors for 
having brou~ht forward a new material for bell-making; and it 
is q_aite pos111ble ~hat if they continue their experiments, and try 
vano113 modificationa of proportion, shape, and weight, they ruay 
at laat produce a bell which in tone, as well as in cost, will be a 
formidable rival to those now in ordinary use. 

Melllll'8. Warner and Sons exhibit a succeesful peal of eight 
bells (63158, Claes 31; medal), with a chiming apparatus much 
like that attached to chiming clocks, onl7 that the barrel 
upon which the pins are fixed is arranged to be turned by 
hand, so that where there are no ringers available this 
mechauiai.l method may be substituted. The whole arrangement 
is simple, ·and it has this to recomruend it-that its application 
need not interfere with the use of the bells in the usual manner. 
We trust that, however well adapted for use under such circum
stances M admit of nothin~ better, it will not be suffered to 
rt'place the method of chimmg by baud, which when well done 
gives better chimes and affords an exercise of skill for the ringers. 

(To be continued.) 

THE NEW TOWN HALL, PRESTON, LANCASHIRE. 
Tu1s large building, the founcl.ation stone of which was laid 

with so much ceremony on the second of IMt month, in part 
celebration of the pageant kno\\·n as the " Preston Guild," ha.s 
been for some years in contemplation, but unforeseen difficulties 
have hitherto prevented its being in a fair way of accomplish
ment. The special powers however, recently ~ranted to the 
corporation, for the improvement of the-town, specifically included 
this building, and the public markets which are soon to be com
menced; and consequently the old town hall was levelled to the 
groand in March !Mt, to be replaced, on the same site, by the 
costly bailding which has now to be described, and for which 
Mr. Scott is the appointed architect. The isolation of its locality 
iaan ad vantage in every respect, and peculiarly so in a public edifice 
of this cl.as&, where ready access from ditfereut quarters, abundance 
of light, and varied groupings of architectural features, are im
portant desiderata. Thus, with the exception of part of the east 
aide, where the street is narrow, there are no encroachments to 
interfere either with the convenience or the effect of the building. 

In the internal arrangements three objects had to be comprised; 
an exchange-room, a music-hall, aud rooms for the transaction of 
t.he business of the borough. The first will occupy the entire 
frontage on the grouud fioor, the second the front oµ the upper 
fioor, and the third the whole of the northern side of the baild
ing on the three different storiflll. In general idea the design 
exhibita au adaptation of the foreign Hotels de Ville to English 
requirements, with a partial engraftiug of foreign details. 

The principal front is towards the south, which presents on its 
lower story a covered arcade of five bays, that at the south-west 
angle being underneath a lofty clock-tower. This arcade ia carried 
on coupled shafts, which will be executed in polished granite, the 
capitals are to be of stone, and to have bold leaf-carving. The music
hall is to be lighted by a series of two-light windows ranging over 
the respective centres of the arcade, while below runs a continuous 
balcony, and above is the handsome cornice and parapet, which 
on this side terminate the wall, except at the clock-tower, and this 
ii raill8d an additional story before we come to the clock itself, 
which will have four faces, and be on an UDUllual scale of m&iJli
tude. Thia tower is intended to be covered with a low spire 
from the top of whioh springs a small bell-turret. The north 
front ia smaller, and ia of uniform design, fianked with la~ 
octagonal turrets. There is a porch in the centre of both this 
and the west front.a, affording a ready through communication to 
all part.I of the interior. The hall, or exchange-room, on the 
ground-fioor, will meuure in the clear 82 feet by 39 feet, its roof 
being groined in stone, and supported by granite columns corres
ponding with thOBe outaide. The entrance to the exchange ia 
under the clock-tower. The masio-hall is over the exchange, 
and gaiu additional size by extending it.self over the open arcade, 
so that ita dimensions beoome 82 feet by 155 feet. It will be a 
lofty apartment, and have a handsome open-timbered roof, the 
priacipal1 being of curved outline, and framed double. The 
orcheltra is to be at the west-end, and there will be a gallery on 
the eB11t nod south aides. The WAiiing will be of l<>Cftl etone, 
marble 1h&fts and other materials being oocnsioDAlly introdaced, 

also a considerable quantity of carved enrichments, in arches, 
cornices, medallions, and statues. The roof's are to be covered 
with Westmoreland IP"89n slate. For the erection of the building 
tenders were invited in a limited competition, -and that by Meesrs. 
Collis and Sou, of Preston, has been accepted, at an amount of 
£36,000. The foundationa have cost about £2000 extra. 

FOREIGN RAILWAY PLAN'r AND APPLIANCES IN 
THE INTERNAfIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862. 

THE Exhibition of 1862 is distinguished from its predecesaor of 
1851 in nothing more than in the greater number and variety of 
contributions from foreign states connected with locomotion on 
railways. On the former occasion, a locomotive engine from 
France and one from Belgium constituted, we believe, nearll the 
sole representative11 of the industries of continental countries ns 
applied to commanication on iron roads; but in the present 
International Exhibition there is abundant proof of the exercise 
of skill and good workmanship in that direction by foreign 
engineers. 

Austria, which was principally conspicuous in 18151 by its 
exhibition of room furniture, has now sent two remarkable loco
motive engines, of prodigious size, besides various 11pecimens of 
rails aud wheels, and of other articles applicable to railways. The 
locomotive engines are exhibited by the States' Railway Society 
of Vienna. They are placed opposite each other, near the north
west end of the western anuexe. One of them is a monster mounted 
on five pairs of wheels (548,claes 5, medal), and isspeciallyintended 
for working on sharp curves and steep itrndients, such as are to 
be often encoantered on the Austrian raifways. It would appear, 
at first sight, that so long an engine was very ill adapted to work 
on sharp curves; but it wm be observed, on closer inspection, 
that the furnace and the boiler are mounted on separate frames, 
connected together by a swivel-joint, the former being supported 
on four wheels, and the latter on six, the whole of them never
theless coupled together. To enable the coupling-burs to accom
modate themselves to curves in the road, sufficient play is allowed 
at the joints for a slight lateral movement. The cylinders are 
12i inches diameter; and the engine exhibited is one of several 
of the same claes that has for some time drawn heavy loads up 
inclines unknown in the railway system of this country. The 
rails on which the engine 11tands are curved, to show its adapta
bility to ran on the sharpest curves. There is a steam break 
applied to the wheels, so that the driver by merely turning on 
the ateam may bring the breaks to bear firmly on the peripheries 
of the wheels without any other manual eiertion. The other 
engine exhibited by the States' Railwa1 Society (549, C1aas 15, 
honourable mention) is intended for high speed. It has four 
cylindere, of Jot iuches diameter, placed on each side, parallel to 
each other. 

There are thirty-two French exhibitors of railway appliances, 
which consist of three locomotive engines, for passengei:s and 
goods; railway carriages and waggons; materials for the perma
nent way; breaks; wheels, and other apparatu11. In the cata
logue published under the direction of the French ImperUJ. 
Commiesion, it is observed, that among the improvements intro
duced during the last ten 7ears in railway locomotion are: 
lat. The more general use o pow.erful_ !ocomotives on lines of 
great traffic, accompanied with arrangements to strengthen the 
riillway, and to obtain rter adhesion to the rails: 2nd, Ar
rangements for facilitatmg the running of powerful engines on 
sharp curves: 3rd. The use of smok~nsuming furnaces for the 
combustion of coals in looomotive engine fnrnaces: 4th. Improve
ment in the condition of steam by separating it from particles of 
water: 6th. The more general use of steel in the manufacture of 
tires, wheels, boileni, and other mechanism: 6th. An improved 
plan of feeding the boilers: 7th. An improvement in the means 
of securing the safety of paaaengers, by the use of more perfect 
and more resisting materials in the construction of carriages and 
of the permanent way; automatic breaks more judiciously chosen 
for the different kinds of trains; fixed day and night signals, 
particularly at level croBBings; and means of communication 
between the paasengers and the engine-driver and guard. Of the 
above improvements the lut, we J"egret to say, has made but 
little advance in England. On the Continent, indeed, arrange
ments have existed for many years past for facilitating the com
munication between the paasengers and the guard, by fixing a 
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iravelling platform to each carriage, along which the guard can 
pass, and thua enter any carriage when the train is in motion. 

The Orleans Railwa;r Company exhibit a locomotive engine 
(1012, Class 5, medal) m which the smoke-consuming arrange
ment of M. Tembrinck is applied. The plan is similar to those 
adopted in some stationary furnaces in this country. The coal is' 
811pplied down an incline, and falls gradually on the fire-grate, 
and the smoke, being conducted over the incandescent fuel, is 
consumed by accees of air at the throat of the furnace, and the 
ftamea are then drawn through the tubes of the boiler. The 
same oompany also exhibit here a tender for the engine, and a 
first-class passenger ~ fitt.ed with all the convenienoee 
which our continental neighbours consider necessary for com
fort in nillwaT travelJing; all of which are welJ executed. . 

A locomotive ~1022, Class 5) constructed according to Mr. 
Crampton's plan, 18 exhibited by MeBBrs. Cail and Co., of Paris, 
from whose extensive factory about 1000 of such engines have 
been turned out; Crampton's engines havintt been adopted very 
generally on the railways of France, RuBB1a, Spain, and Italy. 
The axles of the engine exhibited, which lms six wheels coupled 
together, are fitted with the apparatus invented by M. Caillet 
to enable the wheels to move Sldeways, so as to adapt them to 
run on sharp curves. Messrs. Cail have been awarded also a 
medal for steam-engines and boilers (1144, Class 8). 

The third French locomotive (1032, ClaBB 5, medal) is contri
buted by the company of the Chemin de Fer du Nord. It is a 
powerful engine, intended for goods trains, and is mounted on 
four pairs of wheels coupled together. It is chiefly remarkable 
for its great size and strength. 

There are several kinds of breaks exhibited by French engi
neers, two of which are called self-acting. One of these, exhibited 
by the Lyons Railway Company (1016, ClaBB 5, honourable 
mention) ia intended to act on a greater declivity than it 
would be poBBible for the mere lockiag of the wheels to pro
duce effect. The automatic action is not very clenrly perceptible, 
l,ut it is said" to act ofitsowuaccord by the snapping of the cable." 
In a. model of a break (1040, Class 5) exhibited by M. Didier, of 
Paris, the plan is adopted of bringing three blocks to rest on the 
rails without locking the wheels, which is, we conceive, the most 
etfectual plan of stopping a railway train without risk of injury 
to the wheels or to the rails. Among other articles exhibited in 
the French machinery department there are several axles with 
contrivances for supplyiDg grease; there are four exhibitors 
of wheels and tires; there are rails and crossings, and models of 
signals; and in cases where it did not suit the convenience of the 
inventors to send locomotives of full size or models, drawings 
ha\·e been forwarded. 

The contributions from Belgium of articles connected with rail
ways is neither ao numerous nor so worthy of notice as might 
ha\·e been expected from the country on the continent in which 
railways were first introduced, and wherein the system WR.II first 
~roug~t.to the g:reatest perfection. Only one locomotive engine 
1s exhibited, wliich presents no remarkable feature; and there is 
also a summer railway carriage, and a weighbridge for railways; 
all the other contributions, consisting of wheels, tires, axles, and 
rails, rather intended to show the quality of the iron of which 
they are made than any peculiarity in the mode of construction. 

The Prussian manuf&cturers have made great efforts to display 
their works, for though there are only eleven exhibitors in Class 5, 
~me of t~e~ contributions are.the most s~riking of the kind of any 
m the buildmg. Mr. A. Bors1g, of Berlw, has sent a locomotive 
and tender (1254, Class 5, medal); the Berlin Compauy for the 
manufacture of railway requisites, have contributed specimens 
(1052, ClaBS 5, medal) of the four classes of Jl81188nger carriages 
1l8ed in Prussia; the Bochum Mining and Cast Steel Manu
facturing Company exhibit specimens of wheels and tires t}253, 
ClaBS 5, medal), some of which are 9l feet in diameter; 
there are several other contributors of steel and of iron 
wheels, but the greatest display is made by M. i'. Krupp, 
of Essen, who has a lllagllificent trophy of cast-steel articles 
of all descriptions (1308, Class 8, medal), including cannon, 
crank-ailee, railway wheels, and tires. M. Krupp po8lle8lle8, we 
believe, the moat extensive steel works in the world. In 1851 he 
received a Council Medal for an ingot of steel that weighed two 
tons, which was the heaviest then linown, and he now exhibits a 
ample of a cylindrical ingot weighing twenty tons, broken in the 
middle to show that these ingots in the rou~h state are quite free 
from honeycombs or faults. There are various aamplea of cast
ateel railway tirel without weld, auch aa have for aome yean put 

been UBed on the railways on the continent and in England. 
Among the specimens exhibited are the tires of wheele taken from. 
an engine on the Eastern Counties Railway, after having run 
upwards of sixty-six thousand miles without being turned; aho 
similar tires from the wheels of an engine that weighs twenty· 
eight tons, and which had run on the North London Hail-way for 
seventy-seven thouaand miles. 

The railway wheels of various descriptions, made of steel or 
iron, or case-hardened, and of axles, contributed by the Bochnm 
Com pauy, by the Horde Society of Mines; by MeBBl"B. Lehr kind, 
Falkenroth and Co., of Arneberg; by M. Ruffer, of Breslau; and 
by the Sieg-R~ine Company, together w!th those of M. Krupp, 
form a collect1on that for number, vanety, and Pxcellence ia 
scarcely surpaaaed by those in the English portion of the hlj. 
bition. · 

Of the other states of the ZolJverein, Saxony is the only one 
that has sent any specimen _of ~anufactures con~ected with rail· 
ways, and the sole contribution of Saxony 18 a locomotive 
engine, manufactured by R Hartmann, (2319, ClaBS 5, medal) 
with moveable fore-axle, fo,· mountainous districts and short 
curves. There is a great deal of workmanship in this engine, 
which is very well finished, and the external couplings for the 
attainment of a lateral motion, give it an appearance of great 
complexity compared with the simple couplings by connecting 
bars to the cranks of most locomotives of English manufacture. 

It is a remarkable feature of the present Exhibition, that while 
the only contributions connected with railway locomotion from the 
United States of ~merica are some lithographs and photographs 
of locomotives, yet Italy, Spain, Sweden, and even RU88ia are 
represented in that class. Italy, indeed, sends a large locomo
tive engine, with six coupled wheels (1002, ClaBS 5, honourable 
mention) from the Pietrarea Royal Works at Nnplee, &11d judg· 
ing from the models sent by other exhibitors it appears that the 
inventive genius of Italy is beginning to be directed towarda 
railway engineering. There are, for example, an atmospheric 
railway with a valveleBB tube, exhibited by V. Fucini, Pavia 
(1000, Cll\88 5); "steam engines for railways anci steamen1 on a 
new principle," exhibited by G. Vanossi, Chiavenna (1004, 
Class 5); the model of a locomotive tender, exhibited by Volini 
and Co., Verzaro (1005, Class 5), applicable to steep inclines; ud 
the model of "an electric signal to prevent collisions," exhibited 
by E. Vincenzi, Modena (1006, Cl888 5, honourable meation~ 
The inventive genius of Spain seems, also, to be awakened, 
for of the three objects in Class 5, sent from that kingdom, 
one is a waggon wheel " constructed so as to move without 
friction at the axle,'' and another is the model of a locomotive 
"moved by hydrogen gas." The four contributions from 
Sweden cousist of railway wheels, axles, tires, and rail-BJ>ik111; 
and the two from Russia are specimens of rails. 

Many of the objects exhibited in the foreign division of \he 
western aauexe deserve more particular notice than we have now 
bestowed ou them, and we may probably return to the subjed 
again, but we have said enough to indicate that foreign engineers 
have made important strides iu the construction of locomotiv111 
and of railway appliances since 1851, and that it ii\ necessary for 
the engineers of this country to be ou the alert to keep in advance 
of those on the continent, especially in Germany. 

Ezplorion1 of Coppn Gal-pip11.-Dr. T. L. Phi peon, st.Ates that 
it bas been discovered that when gas-pipes constructed of copper 
or bronze have been long submitted to the action of ordinary Coal
gas au explosive compound of copper and acetylen (one ohhe 
many ingredients of coal-gas) is formed. When dry, thia oom· 
pound detonates with extraordinary violence aa soon as ii ia 
rubbed, struck, or heated. Already some accidents ban oocumd 
and some workmen have loat their lives while cleaning l&rJ!' 
copper gas-pipes from this circumatanoe. No such explosiTe 
compound appears to be formed when iron or lead are mecl. It ii 
evident that large copper gas pipes &?fl unaafe, and that llOIDI 
other metal should be substituted for the copper, aa the laUlr 
may give rise to explosions at any moment. A.a conoerna ..U 
pipes constructed of this metal, they 1hould not be allowed toa-& 
fow, and when aoout to be cleaned h;rdrochloric acid lhoa)dm 
introduoed into them for about ten m1nute11 before they are IUb
mitted to any heat or friction. Hydrochloric acid decom~ \he 
explosive compound, combines with tbe copper, aod puta \he 
acetylen in liberty. The acid may then be wuhed aa.' Wida bo& 
water. 
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ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF WROUGHT-IRON 
·LATTICE GIRDERS. 

By THOMAS CARGILL, c. E. 
THE many and peculiar advantages possessed in general by 

wrought-iron bridges of every description, in the facility with 
which they can be rendered available in situations where similar 
structures of masonry could only be erected at a far greater cost, 
attended with much risk and uncertainty, are daily renderi.ug 
them more important objects of study and attention to the pro
fessional man. 

It is true, that these advantages may be also claimed by cast
iron girders, but they lack one indispenMble requisite-namely 
portability, for a cast-iron .girder must a~ve at its destination in 
AS sound and perfect condition as when 1t left. the workshop, &nd 
this is rather a hazardous matter to accomplish, when we take 
into consideration the chances of injury which may accrue to it 
during its transit from one country to another; the difficulty of 
transporting the caetini:e safely increases with their size. and 
weight, which depend, CtPteri11 paribtu, on the span of the bndge. 

It is widely different with respect to a wrought.-iron girder, the 
component parts of which can be separated, respectively packed 
together, and dispatched ove1· land and sea to the future site of 
their erection, with very little fear of accidental injury; moreover, 
in the event of any occurring, the nature of the mat.erial and the 
size aud form of the different portions would more readily 
admit of repair than in the former case. 

I am aware that la~e castings have been sent from this 
country, and reached their destination in perfect safety; but thnt 
the preference is given to wrought.-iron (with the exception of 
the system iutroduced by Col. Kennedy) as the material for rail
way bridges intended for foreign countries, is amply manifested 
by its very extensive use in the iron bridges and viaducts of our 
Indian Railways, all of which I believe were, and continue to 
be, manufactured in England. The viaducts over the Soane, 
Jumna, and other large rivers, furnish magnificent examples of 
its utility, and of the engineering skill displayed in its appli
cation. 

There are however far weightier considerations, such as the 
failure of several ca11t.-iron bridges, together with the treacherous 
and uncertain nature of the material, which altogether preclude auy 
comparison between cast &nd wrought.-iron bridges, except in the 
case of very limited spans. The latter caUAe for non-reliance on 
such a substance bas, unfortunately, been but too well evidenced 
by the New Hartley Colliery accident, which cost us the lives of 
over two hundred of our mining population. It may not be out 
of place here, in illustration of the difficulty experienced in trans
porting large and heavy castings to even a comparatively short 
distance, to quote from the Report of Mr. W. Tierney Clark 
respecting the proposed bridge to connect Buda with Pesth, acl'088 
the Dannbe, in Hungary. Mr. Clark in hie report alleges, on the 
euppoeition that the brid~e was to coueiet of cast-iron arches, 
that "it would be next to impracticable" to obtain the safe trans
port of the neceesary castings from England. 

The different forms in which wrougbt.-iron girders have been 
constructed are exceedingly numerous, but all those which expe
perience bas shown to be adapted and safe for milway traffic may 
be clasaed under the following heade:-1, all girders having con
tinuous webs, such as the plate, tubular, box, &c.; 2, those having 
open webs, including the trellis, lattice, triangular, &c.; 3, the 
arch; 4, the bow and string-under which denomination the late 
Mr Brunell'e stupendous Royal Albert Bridge mi~bt come, 
although in reality it embodies a variety of principle& ID ita con-
struction. · 

I exclude from this enumeration all bridges purely on the eue
pellllion principle, hanging girders, and others of a aimila1· 
deacription, which have not yet been eufficientlv tested in prac
tice to warrant their being included under the head of Railway 
Bridjrea. Some might think that the Niagara Suspellllion Bridge 
ehoufd be mnde an exception to the above, but when we consider 
tliat railway trains are not permitted to Cl'08ll it at a greater speed 
ihen five miles an hour, it can hardly be called in the proper 
llllDll8 of the term a railway bridge-at any rate, not in this 
oountry; for it is certain that no Government Inspector would 
pui a. line aa fit for public traffic, over a portion of which it 
would be always unsafe for a train to travel at a greater velocity 
tban five miles per hour. Wroaght.-iron lattice girders have been 
gradually gaining grouud with the profeaaion, since the erection 

of the Boyne Viaduct, one of the largest, if noi tbs ~~ 
example of the kind, taking the span as our datum. It 18 true 
that the Commissioners f.ppointed in 1848 to inquire into f:be 
Application of Iron to Railway Struc~ reported that "la~ce 
girders appear to be of doubtfnl ment," but now we might 
safely, without fear of contradiction, substitute the term "un
doubted" for the word "doubtful.'' Lattice llirdere, trellis, tri
angular, and the different modifications of t1is .ope~ web fo.rm, 
have been oft.en included under the same denomination. With
out gCJing into all their respective differences, I '!ill briefly 
mention as sufficie~t fo~ my present pu~ee the cb1~f .ch~ 
terietics of the lattice girder proper, which serve to d1Btmgu1sb 
it from the other forms which have been sometimes confounded 
with it. One distinguishing feature is, that all the compres
sion bars, or struts, composing its web are inclined at the same 
angle as the tension bal'll or ties, and that it does not admit of 
vertical struts; any that are so placed being intended to act merely 
as stiffening bani; this is a very common arrangement with single 
lattice girders. and is indi~pensably req~isite wben t~ey have any 
considerable depth. Agam, the connections of the different part& 
are all made by the use of rivets, and never by the employment 

·of pins, as is the case in Warren's triangular girders. There 
must also be, at least, one crossing of the diagonals in the web to 
constitute a lattice girder; this occurs in the very smallest exam
ples, namely, tho11e which are usecl for the CTOBB girders of large 
bridges. Lattice girders may be either single or double; the 
former require so very large an amount of bracing to keep them 
steady, that they have been greatly superseded by the latter form; 
they are however, when of limited dimensions, exceedingly well 
adapted for cross girders and accommodation under bri<;lges, &c. 

Fig. 1, which is drawn to a scale of -fe, is.the ~levation of a 
central portion of a wrought-iron double ~thee girder, ehowmg 
the plates, angle-irons, tension and compreBBion bare, and connect
ing rivets. The girder may be divided into.three pri~cipal pa:tB. 
viz. the top and bottom flanges, and the mtermediate portion 
at~ched to them. In the following investigation I shall use the 
word "flanges" to denote the collective ~rea of t~e plates ~d 
angle-irons at the top and bottom of the gird~r; wb1l~ the ten~1on 
and compreBBinn bars, or ties and struts, formmg the mtermediate 
portion will be included in the term "web" (for a further explana
tion ot' these terms, the l'el\der is referred to Mr Latham'e 
excellent work on Wrought-iron Bridges.) The compression bare 
are, generally speaking, those which elope ~way from the cen.ter 
of the girder towards the ends; and the tension bare ~oee ~fac!1 
elope in the reverse direction. Soi:ne.times ~ careful calcula_uon 18 
necessary to decide whether a bar 18 m tension or compreBB1on, aa 
a bar may be acted upon by both tensile an~ compl'6;88ive e~rains 
at the same time; but a bar is correctly said to be m tension or 
compreBBion, according as one er other of these strains pre-
ponderate. . . -' 

In Fig. 1, the web 1s shown attached to the angle irons by 
rivet&; at a certain distance from the center they increase gradually 

Fr&. I. 
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toward the ends of the girder, nccording to tbs Scantlin~ of 
the ties and struts, which vary similarly in the same directions; 
the strains upon the rivets of any one strut and u~n those of 
its corresponding tie are by no means equal, as might at first 
be supposed; for, if the ends of the struts be cut to the proper 
angle and abut fairly against the upper and lower plates, the 
rivets are relieved of some portion of the strain which would 
otherwise fall on them; if the etruta were perpendicular to the 
fl.augea, that is if we made uprights of them, so that the preasure 

68 
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should be in a vertical direction, there would be very little need 
or rivets, except to keep them from being shifted from their 
proper poaition by the vibration of the girder under a load, thd 
tendency of which ia to destroy the equilibrium of the structure 
by altering the normal directions of the lines of pressure. It is 
otherwise with the bars in tension, as in their case the rivets 
have to bear the whole of the direct pull, or longitudinal strains 
which pa88 along the bar, and transmit them to the angle-irons. 

Towards the ends of the girders, where, in consequence of the 
increased amount of strain brought upon the web, the ties and 
atrutsareofl~racantlin~than at the center, it would be more 
advantageous, metead of mserting the rivets, as is frequently 
done, along the line of the longitudinal axis of the bars, to place 

F10. 2. 
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them in the manner shown in the tie bar, Fig. 2; this evidently 
cannot be done with the channel iron strut shown in the same 
figure, and it may be remarked, that the principle disadvantage 
?f this form of iron, otherwise so well suited for compression bars, 
1s, that more than one rivet cannot be inserted in the breadth of 
the channel portion of the sections usually manufactured. It 
will be seen, on referring to the figure, that the latter method 
tliatributea any strain, which is induced in the bar through 
the medium of the rivets, much better than the former, 
for when they are all placed in the center line of the bar the 
direct strain also passes along that line, or, so to speak, alnng the 
central longitudinal fibre; when placed as in the example before 
us, they distribute the strain along three parallel fibres in lieu of 
one, and it needs no explanation to show, that were it possible to 
attach each individual fibre of the bar separately to the angle
irons, the maximum distribution of the strain along the bar 
would then be obtained. Judging solely from thii5 statement, 
combined with the well known fact that small bars and plates 
are proportionally stronger than others of the same length but of 
greater sectional area, it might be inferred, that the most judicious 
arrangement in a lattice girder would be to have a large number 
of bars of small dimensions; the extent to which it might be advis
able to carry out this in practice will be limited by the considera
tion, that the closer we bring our bars together within a certain 
distance, the more we encroach upon the properties belonging to 
girdera having continuous webs. Into a comparison of tLe· 
relative merits of the two kinda of structures, it is not my 
intention at present to enter. The best example of the practiCl\l 
application of the above principle is to be found, as far aii my own 
knowledge goes, in the strands of the cables of the Niagara. 
suspension bridge; these strands are composed of wires so small, 
that it requires sixty of them to make up one square il)ch of 
section;* making use of mathematical language, and putting 
.,cP=n, we obtain the thickness of the wire equal to about o·l46 
of an inch. 

We will now pass on to investigate the manner in which the 
longitudinal angle-irons perform the duties imposed upon them. 
Their chief office is to attach the webs to the plates, they should 
also distribute the strains uniformly over the plates as much as 
possible; and, moreover are intended to act as atift'enera to the 
danges; th!a last duty they perform principally by the trough-like 
form th<'y impart to them; 1t would thus appear advisable to em
ploy unequal-aided longitudinal angle-irons, with the longer aide 
vertical, which would also afford more bearing for the webs; uut, 
on the other hand, it is well to have all the material used iu 
calculating the strength of the flanges as close together as can be 
conveniently done, and th11re is no advantage to be gained in 
giving the bars more hold than is 11eceasary, on the contrary, 
there would be a loas of metal without any adequate compensa
tion for it. 

In order that the angle-irons may connect the plates and web 
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together, they must t.hemaelves be riveted to the plates first; and 
here occurs a serious disadvantage insepal'able from their uae, 
for, to obtain this connection, a certain amount of metal must be 
punched or drilled-the latter is preferable for many reasons
out of the top and bottom plates, which are therefore weakened, 
although not equally so, in proportion to the size and number of 
rivets employed for the purpose. . 

. Thia will be at once undel'8tood by a reference to Figs. 3 and 4, 
which represent a portion of the plan of the inside and outaide 
of the plates shown in elevation in Fig. 1. The l'ivets are there 
shown 6 inches apart from center to center, breaking joint, or, 
as it might be termed, with an alternate pitch of 3 inches. 
Instead of disposing the rivets in this manner, it is a very 
common practice to place them all in the same line acl'Ollll the 
plate, so that the hne of fracture, or direction along which the 
plate would have the greatest tendency to split, would be through 
the rivets 1, 3, 4, 6, instead of through 1, 2, 4, 5; and it is alleged 
in defence that the plate would be as likely to split through the 
latter as the former direction. When the rivets have a pitch of 
only 3 or 4 inches, this statement becomes practically true, for 
then the net section (by which I mean the section of material 
left. to resist fracture after deducting for rivet holes) along these 
two different directions is so very nearly equal that it is a matter 
of indifference whether they break joint or not; in the whole I 
consider it preferable in any case not to insert the rivets in the 
same line, partly because there must always be a slight increase of 
section obtained by causing thl'm to break joint, varying directly 
as the pitch, and also they distribute more efficiently the strain 
which is brought upon the plates by the angle-irons. I may at.at.a 
ht·re that it is not my purpose to give a design for any particular 
bridge, but simply to make use of such portions or a design as 
may serve to illustrate the prestnt remarks. The dimensions of 
the various parts in the figures originally answered for a girder 
of 60 feet span for a single line of rails. In order to show clearly 
the comparison between these two methods of disposing the 
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rivets in the plates, we will take an eXllmple. Let b be the 
breadth of the plate; n the number of rivets alonlf the line of 
fracture, or the line through which the net section 1a calculal.ell; 
d the diameter of the rivets, and t the tbickneaa of the plate; 
let z also =the distance from the edge of the plnte to the center 
of the fil'Bt row of rivets, and p the pitch of the rivets. Putting 
L and Li for our two lines of fracture, and S and 81 fl.lr tLe cor
responding net sections, we obtain, when the line of fracture lies 
through the rivets 1, 3, 4, 6 (see Fig. 4), 

L=(b-nd); S=Ll=(b-nd)t; 
when the line lies through rivets 1, 21 4, 5, as in the case of the 
rivets Breaking jl)int, 

L1=2z+ v { (b-·2z)'+ r} -nd 

and S1=L1t= { 2z+ V ((b - 2.r)i + 3
:' )-rid} t. 

Now making b=24", n=4, d=t•, and t=i", we have 8=10'5 
111\nare inches; using the eanie notation in our aeoond example, 
with the addition of .t'=lt"andp=8", whic\ is about as farapatt 
11.8 would be desirable to place the rivets in this indtance, we 
obtain 81=11'05; as .r, although not introduced in the lirn 
equation, is common to both, insomuch as it forms a portion of 
the total breadth b, it follows that the dift'trence between the 
two sections is as the pitch of the rivets. With respect to the 
disposition of the rivets in a longitudinal diJ'eCtion, the nature 
of the oonetroction leaves us very little choice; t.he poaition of 
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the angle-irons determines that of the riveta; the first angle-iron 
ia Ulllally placed 1111 shown in Fig. 3, with the edge of the hori
zontal .Ude dash with the edge of the plate, the apace between it, 
and the one closely adjoining it, is fixed by the maximum thick
ness of the web to be inserted between them, as will be men
tioned hereafter; the other aonple are similarly placed, and the 
rivets run along the center of each. It results from adjusting 
the angle-irons in this manner that there is a much wider space 
between the two rows of rivets neaiest the center of the plates 
than between them and the oater rows, and the consequence is 
that the bearing is confined more or leas to the edges of the 
plates illBtead of throwing the strain well into th11 central por
tions of the danges: this could be obviated, aud the distances 
between the rows of rivets more equalised, by shifting all the 
angle-irons nearer the center of the plate, still retaining the same 
apaoe between each couple; bat, by doing so, we also bring the 
webs nearer each other, and thus virtually destroy the very 
principle of the doable lattice girder, which is to keep the webs 
as far apart as the breadth of the top and bottom plates will 
permit, in order to obtain that degree of lateral stiffness which a 
single lattice girder never affords; for it is certain, that in nine 
CBSe8 oat of ten, a single lattice girder would fail through the 
distortion of its web long before its ultimate strength could be 
rendered available. Suppose that we continue to move the angle 
irons, in pairs, until they are in contact, then the webs wiJI also 
touch one another, and the structure becomes changed from a 
girder of the former to one of the latter description. 

In all double lattice gird81'8 I am strongly inclined to doubt 
whether the full strength of the plates is ever called into play, 
except in the joints, where the riveting is continued right acro88 
the plate, by the method employed of riveting the plates and 
angle-irons together in a longitudinal direction; and where the 
plates exceed 2 feet in breadth, I think the whole value of the 
material is not obtained without the aid of occasional transverse 
stiffening pieces of some kind or other, which would also tend to 
prevent the crippling or buckling up to which the plates are 
always liable. ln girders of very considerable length, this object 
is accomplished by the nae of cellular tops, as in the Menai 
bridge, bat unless \he girder exceeded 200 feet in length, it is 
questionable whether the advantages resulting from their em
ployment could not be economically obtained in another manner. 
A cellular top applied to any girder is nothing more than the 
addition of a small three-sided box girder along its whole length, 
the t.op plate of the main ~rder snpplying the place of the fourth 
side; taking in consideration the number of joints in its top and 
aides, together with the numerous stiffening pieces, we shall find 
that the cellular top would demand an amount of workmanship 
little lees than that required for the main girder; moreover, 
unlesa when they 11ccompany bridges of very large spans, they 
are of dimensions so limited that there is no getting at their 
interior when they are once pat together and placed in their 
proper poeition. The observations made above respecting the 
oebtral portion of the platea of the lattice girder not being called 
into play, also apply to the cellular top, bat not so forcibly, as 
there are usually iuternnl bracings or diaphragms constructed at 
certain distances, which cause a more equal and uniform distri
bution of the strains. 

To return to the doable lattice, the manner in which the con
necting angle-irons tend to stiffen the danges is at once BP.ell on 
illlspection of 1''ig. 5, whrch represents two half.vertical sections; 
that to the right of the line AB is taken through the center of 
the girder where the ties and struts are both plain bars; the other 
11eetion is made near to the end, where the 11truts are usually 
formed of either angle, T, or channel iron; in the figure channel 
is the form shown, and the thickne88 of the web at that point is a 
maximum, which, as I have before stated, regulates the distance 
at which the p11irs of angle-irons are to be placed from one another. 
A11 the thickness of the web is continually varying, it becomes 
neceB11ary, wherever it fnlls short of the maximum, to insert fill· 
ing or packing pieces between the bars, to compensate for the 
deficiency, and to insure the angle-irons being retained at a uni
form distance apart; the pRcking pieces are shown in the section 
to the left of the line AB, Fig. 5. To avoid confusion in this respect 
I have shown the web as 11ltogether in elevation, although it is 
svident on looking at Fig. I, that a vertical section through it 
would cut the bars in one or more places, which crouings ,are 
omitted in the aection for the above reason. If we call d the 
maximum thickneBB of the web, or, what is th'! aame thing, the 
distance between the couple angle-irons, and if t be the thick-

ness of the web at any point, then patting p for "1e thickness of 
the packing peice required, p=(d-t): this equation will however 
only hold good where the construction is 11imilar to that repre
sented in Fig. 5. At first sight, the weight of the packing piecea 
would not appear to be of much consequence, and one would be 
ready to put them in, here and there, wherever they might be 
required, without considering whether they might be dispensed 
with or not; in taking oat the quantities of a double lattice girder 
of the moderate span of 80 feet, I have found the weight of the 
filling pieces to amount to a considerable item. Also, as the 
packing pieces cannot be included in obtaining the area of the 
flanges, in the calculation respecting the st1-en~h of the girder, 
they merely add to its weight without increasing the strength. 
When channel iron is employed for the compresaion bars the1-e are 
three different ways of attaching them to the danges. In Fig. 5 
the oitrut is shown rivetted between the double angle-irons, and 
to effect this a small portion of the webs are cnt off at each end, 

.FU<.~. 

which allows the channel part to be 
inserted, bat at the same time it 
somewhat weakens the strut; this 
m11y be avoided when thought neces
sary, by placing the strut outside 
oue of the angle-irons, aud thus 
getting the full net value of the 
metal; this advantsge, however, is 
gained at the expense of the far 
better hold which is afforded by the 
inaertion of the struts between the 
angle-irons, and it also makes the 
distance between the double angle
irons so small, that it might be 
prefel"llble to use T iron, instead of 
pitirs of angle-irons when thh! method 
111 adopted, and thus reduce the 
number of filling pieces to those 
required at the crossings only of the 
ties and struts. The arrangement 

Scale 1-18. represented in Fig. 5 may be adhered 
to without depriving the compres

sion bar of any of its irt.rengih, for instead of catting off the 
ends of the webs, they may be bent over and forged down 
upon the channel part, thna increasing its thickness, bat at the 
same time it would increase the distance between the doable 
angle·irons, and so neceBBitste an addition to the thickneu of 
every filling piece employed. 

If T or angle-iron is used, instead of channel for the struts, 
there must stiJI be 11ome catting off or forging of the ribs, in order 
to make them fit in between the angle·irons. The manner of 
attaching the tension bars is too simple to require any remark. 
The opposite lattices in the same girder are very often joined 
together by either a piece of bar or angle iron running from one 
croBSing to another, and in large girders the oppoeite compression 
bars are united throughout their whole length by diagonal bare; 
in the latter o:i.se T or angle-iron would be better sections than 
channel, as, unless the compression bars are of very heavy scant
ling, the webs of the channel iron would be very unfavourable 
for the insertion of rivets. 

Having now con11idered the main features in the construction 
of wrought-iron doable lattice girders of moderate span, I will 
endeavour to point out in what manner I think some of the 
defects may be remedied, without losing any of the advantages 
possessed by the present methods in use. 

(To be continued.) 

THE ANTIQUITIES OF WELLS.* 
By J. H. PARKER. 

I CONSIDER. Wells as one of the most interesting cities we have 
remaining anywhere, from the unusually complete series of 
Mediaival buildings belonging to its ancient cathedral establish
ment. I believe there iii not each a complete collection anywhere 
else; and the cathedral would lose more than half its interest if 
deprived of these adjuncts. I would strongly urge upon the 
inhabitants of Wells and of the county of Somerset the im~rtauce 
of preserving this series of buildings as complete as pou1ble. If 
they are not patriotic enough to appreciate them for their artistic 
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and historical value, they may perhaps be more open to the con
sideration of money value; and I am much mistaken if they do 
not find in a very short time, the number of visitors who are 
attracted by the unusual interest of tiieir city is large enough to 
become a valuable consideration, especially now that it has the 
advantage of railway communication with the rest of the world. 
I have reason to believe that the interest taken in our Medialval 
buildings by all classes, high and low, has increased in a very 
extraordinary manner, within the last two or three,ears especi
ally, and I may mention one or two facts in proof o this. Only 
last week I was informed, on good authority, that the number of 
visitors to see Westminster Abbey has been not leBB than a 
thousand a day during a great part of the present season; and on 
one particular day upwards of three thousand persons pai<l their 
sixpences to the fabric fund for seeing thl' royal tombs and 
chapels. During the same period the number of visitors to see 
Windsor Castle, on the days on which the public are admitted, 
which are five days in the week, has been upwards of twelve 
hundred a day. Of the interest taken in the subject by the 
higher classes I can myself bear witneBB; for I am overwhelmed 
with invitations from the highest nobility and gentry in the land 
to explain to them the history of their castles or houses, 
abbeys or churches. The hundreds who attend the numerous 
architectural meetings testify to the same fact. I am al110 engiiied 
upon the architectural history of Windsor Castle for her Majesty, 
who expre88e8 great personal interest in the subject. 

Nor are our neighbours acroes the Channel one whit behind 
us in the interest taken in the subject. The French Government, 
which reflects the opinions of the majority of the French nation 
-far.more faithfully than some of our friends are willing to allow, 
expends large sums every year in the preservation and restoration 
of their historical monuments, and in the form4tion of museums 
of antiquities. I am sorry to find that the people of this country, 
which is one of the richest districts in Europe in historical mo.nu
m1>nts, are rather behind the world in their appreciation of them; 
and that daring the laet year one of the old canon's houses in 
Wells, with a fine hall of the fifteenth century, has been wantonly 
destroyed under the name of improvement; and that the orga
nist's house, another of the series, which has first been almost 
spoiled by neglect and by the stupid alterations of the last century, 
is now threatened with entire destruction for the purpose of, open
ing a view, one of the usual excuses of ignorance. I do not know 
who the parties are who are at the bottom of this spirit of 
destruction, and I do not wish to inquire; but I could almost be 
answerable that some old man, or old woman, of seventy is the 
prime mover of it. I have always found it so everywhere; and, 
the obstinacy of old age beintt added to the usual ob11tinacy of 
ignorance, it is generally quite impossible to move it or make any 
impreaaion upon it: the only chance is that some younger men 
may overrule him; and we must endeavour to bring public 
opinion ti> bear upon all such cases, The laat generatlon was 
entirely ignorant of the value of any Medimval buildings. The 
history of England itself waa very little studied or understood in 
their youth, and they could not undentand at all these great 
landmarks of history. But in the present day, when every girl 
in her teens who has had a decent education is ashamed of her 
ignorance if she does not understand something about them, and 
is generally willing enough to show her own knowledge by laugh
in~ at the ignorance of others; and when every educated man 
pomts the finger of soorn at those who would destroy any 
historical monument; it is only necessary to expose such attempts, 
and not allow the mischief to be done in a corner. 

But it is timl' that I came to my immediate subject-the Medi
reval buildings of Wells. The Cathedral has been sufficiently 
done by others: the Bishop's Palace I described laat year. I also 
gave a slight account of the Deanery, the Archdeaconry, the 
Vicars' Close, and the old housea of the canons and officl'rs of the 
cathedral; but these, I think, will bear a little further elucidation. 

The Deanery is said to have been built by Dean Guntborpe 
(1472-1498); and, though a good deal spoiled by modern saah 
windows and other alterations, it is still nearly a perfect specimen 
of a gentleman's house of the fifteenth century, and has its own 
gate-house and wall of inclosure. The principal apartments were 
all on the first-floor, which was a very common arrangement in 
Medireval houses, the ground rooms being commonly cellars and 
storehouses; for the state of thu country, the want of roads, the 
scarcity of shops, and ihe ba<l supply of the markets, made it 
nece11S&ry to keep a much larger quantity of provisions in store 
than is called for in tbeM dayL The sal.ting-hoW1e, the bake-

hou11e, the brewhouse, the apicery, and many other similar 
apartments, were quite necessary in a large house; and the whole 
of the ground-floor was frequently occupied in that manner. In 
the Daanery, the principal apartment was in the garden front, or 
back of the house, on the first-floor, and ia a valuable example of 
the transition from the earlier Me4ialval ball, with its lofty roof, 
and the more comfortable dining-room of later days. At the 
upper end it has the beautiful bay window for the sideboard at 
the end of the dais; and at the lower end the music gallery, which 
is of stone, carried on a wide arch, with the stone staircase to it 
at one end-an unusual arrangement; and under the arch is the 
lavatory, for the guests to waah their hands before going into the 
hall, aa this was behind the screen which crossed the entrance. 
But, instead of a lofty open roo~ it had a flat panelled IX'iling. 
The approach to this hall was by an external staircase at the 
corner of the house, of which the newel-post remains; and the 
doorWRy to it may be seen in the wall, with the marks of the 
pent-house over it. The present staircase was originally for the 
servants only, leading straight down to tha kitchen and offices, 
which were on the ground-floor. Behind the dais at the upper 
end of the hall is the solar, or lord's caamber, known aa Henry 
the Seventh's chamber, because that monarch is said to have slept 
there on his visit to Wells. !'he house baa formed three sides of 
a quadrangle, with a curtain wall across the fourth aide or front, 
towards the principal court and the gate-house. It baa ocingonal 
turrets at the corners, apparently more for ornament than for 
defence. 

The Archdeaconry appears to have been a house of at least 
equal importance with the Deanery: in fact, the hall of it ia 
larget' and more imposing; and, in this instanC6', it occupied the 
whole height of the building from ihe ground to the roof. The 
house was originally built in the time of Edward I., as is shown 
by the windows in the gable at the east end, and one of the door
ways near to this end, which has a. fine suite of mouldings on the 
exterior, and a foliated arch within. This waa the back door to 
the servants' court; the front door towards the close was larger 
and more important; but only a part of the foliated inner arch can 
now be traced in the wall, the front of the house having been 
entire!; modernised. The hall occupied about two-thirds of this 
part o the house, and still retains a very fine open-timber roof 
of the early part of the fifteenth century, probably of the time of 
Bishop Bubwith, as it agrees with the roof of the hall and chapel 
of his almshouse. In the east wall of the archdeacon's hall are 
the three doorways of the buttery, pantry, and kitchen, as usual, 
showing that the offices were at the east end of the house, but 
have been destroyed. At the further end of the house, beyond 
the dais, it waa divided into two storieir-the cellar, or store-room, 
or parlour below, and the eolar, or lord's chamber, or withdraw
ing room, above: this solar is itst>lf a room of considerable size. 
The whole of the arrangements indicate that the archdeacon was 
a person of considerable importance, and able to exercise hoapi
tality on a grand scale; or the house may have been a sort of 
residentiary, where the Chapter exercised their hospitality as a 
body, like the Guests' hall, recently destroyed at W orceater. 

The house of the Choir-muter, at the east end of the cathedral, 
is a small gentleman's house of the fifteenth century, tolerably 
perfect, with the roof and the upper part of the windows of the 
hall remaining, but disguised and concealed by modern par1.itionL 
The porch, with the room over it, remains perfect, and adds much 
to the picturesque beauty of th!! house, the rest of which ia 
entirely modernised; and the original offices seem to have been 
destroyed, as is frequently the case. 

The Singing-school ia over part of the west wall of the cloister, 
and joins on to the south-west corner of the rathedral. The 
Org11nist's house is close ti> this, aud is one of the smaller bouae1 
of the fifteenth century, the plan of which was that of the letter 
T, the hall forming the top-41troke, and the rest of the house the 
stem; but the house bas been almoat entirely spoiled during the 
last century; vile additions have been made to it, encroaching on 
the small space originally left between ihe house and the cloist.er 
and destroying the outline of the house; which, when it a~ 
clear, must have been extremely picturesque. The interior ill 
also spoiled by modern partitions, now become more old-looking 
and more rotten than the original roof of the hall, which remain& 

Most of the Canons' hoUllell have been either rebuilt enthely or 
much 11poiled by modern alterations; one of them to the l'OrLh· 
east of the cathedral (now occupied by Canon lirodrick} I:u a 
good porch and a panelled battlement of the fifteenth centvq. 

Another houae, rather farther to the east (now the Sch<)Ol), ia 
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partly of the fourleenth century, with a good finial on the gable, 
aad the moulded al'Ch of a doorway of that period, evidently the 
chief entrance to the hall originally, but long Llocked up. Thia 
liall haa a fine timber roof with angel corbels, but quite concealed 
by modern lath-and-plaster ceilings. The cellar or store-room 
remains, with several lockers in the wall, and ia now the school
room. The solar over this is modemieed, but this also contains 
the old roof, with its gable and coping. To this wings have been 
added in the fifteenth or sixteenth century, apparently to obtain 
additional bedrooms; and it is probable that at that time the 
original kitchen and offices at the other end of the hall were 
destroyed, and new ones made in the new wing. Such a change 
aa this wu very frequently made in the sixteenth century, 

The very remarkable and picturesque Vicars' Cloee is so well 
known that it is not neceasary to repeat any long story about it, 
but the outline of its history IJlay be mentioned. The vicars 
choral formed part of the original establiahmen' of the cathedral, 
and were incorporated by Bishop Joceline in the beginning of the 
thirteenth century; and as he was a great builder, it is probable 
that he built houses for them; but all that we have remaining of 
his time are some fragments of beautifully-sculptured ornament 
used up aa old material, and built in the spandrels of the arches 
of the windows, and in the parapet. These correspond exactly 
with his work in the cathedral, and with the remains of his 
palace at W ookey; but they may have been brought from some 
part of the cathedral now destroyed, and the original vicars' 
honaea may have been of wood only, as was very usual at that 
period. These were rebuilt by Bishop Ralph, of Shrewsbury, in 
the fourteenth century; and he expreaely mentions in l:.is will the 
houaea that he has built for the vicars; but all that remains of 
his work is the hall, with its west window and side windows; the 
eut end over the gateway was lengthened in the time of Henry 
VIIL by Richard Pomeroy. 

The present houses were entirely built or rebuilt by the exe
cutors of Bishop Beckington, late in the fifteenth century, on one 
uniform plan, and several of these remain nearly perfect, though 
in manvcasestheyhave been altered, and two houses thrown into 
one. Nor can we complain much of this, when we remember 
that the houses were originally intended for bachelors only, and 
each consisted of two rooms with closets at the back, but no 
offioea. The vicars dined together in their common hall, and 
required no kitchen in their houses. The close was, in fact, 
a college, in which each student had a small house, instead of his 
two rooms in a la~e one. · 

The very beautiful gate-house and bridge over the road from 
the vicars' hall to the cathedral, ia part of the numerous works 
of BishoJ> Beckington, one of the greatest benefactors of the city. 
The southern arcli of this bridge, the one nearest to the chapter
house, has long been concealed from view on the east aide by a wall 
which has lately been removed ; on the west side by a stable 
built against it probably in the seventeenth century, but con
structed of old materials so ingeniously put together as to deceive 
the eye at a very short distance, and to appear like part of the 
origi.ual atru.:ture. This obstruction, I am happy to say, is 
abOut to be removed, and the arch left open, which will greatly 
improve the effect of this very remarkable brida'e. I can see 
no reason for keeping the passage acl'Olll this 'bridge always 
cWeed, or why the theological students should not be allowed to 
go aCl'OIB it from their library, formerly the vicars' hall, to the 
cathedral, as the vicars did of old. This would be, in fact, resto
ring it to the purpose for which it waa built; for the preeent 
theological students much more truly represent the class of 
pel'llOna for whose use the Vicars' Close itself and the bridge was 
built, than the present corporation of vicars does. The degrada
tion of the cl8118 of vicars choral generally, now called singing men, 
ta one of the cunea brought upon the Church by the change 
in the value of money. 

The only other Medieeval house in Wells is, I believe, Bishop 
Bubwith'a Almshouse, near St. Cuthbert's Church. Thia ia re
markably perfect and very interesting, tho~h much spoiled 
about a. dozeu years ago by some stupid builder, who could 
not underata.nd or appreciate the wise arrangements of our anoe&
ton. The original plan was a great hall, with a chapel at the 
end of it, and with cells along the aides for the almsmen, which 
which were open at the top to the lofty and fine timber roof, so 
that each old man had the benefit of many hundred cubic feet of 
air; and, in cue he became ill or infirm, he could hear the service 
chanted daily in the chapel without leaving his bed; and if he 
waa a.ble only to crawl to t.he door of his cell, he could see the 

elevation of the host by looking along the central passage to the 
chapel, and conld always attend divine service, however old or 
infirm he might be. At the opposite end of the hall was a. 
building of two stories, the lower one of which would be the 
common room of the almsmen; and over it the chaplain's or 
master's apartment. In this apartment ia now preserved a very 
fine money-chest of the fifteenth century, with the usual three 
locks, and painted in the old style with a scroll pattern. This ia 
supported on a stand made for it in t.he time of James L, with 
some curious doggerel verses upon it. It is, perhaps, hardly 
necessary to observe that the arrangement of the cells aloni the 
sides of a large hall is exactly the same as that of the dormitory 
of a monastery. This arrangement is the most economical of 
space consistent with an a.bundance of air, and has been adopted 
in the dormitory of Ridley school, and some other large schools 
where the masters are enlightened enough to profit by the wiadom. 
of their ancestors. The same arrangement is also adopted in some 
of the publio baths ll\tely erected in various places and for the 
same reasons. The partitions of the oells give privacy without 
loeing apace; and being open at the top to the roof, there is plenty 
of air. At Glastonbury, an almshouse of this description has had 
the hall roof destroyed, and each of the cells roofed over, so aa to 
tum them into a little street of cottages. I cannot see the advan
tage of this change. When the old arrangement was kept up, the 
almsmen, or the monks, were kept warm in the winter by hang
ings and an awning over the cell. But the modem builder has 
eft'ected the improvement of making each cell as nearly air-tight 
aa possible with lath and plaster, and introduced a second set of 
cells on a floor over the original ones; thus entirely spoiling the 
old hall, and allowing each almsman only a very limited supply 
of air, hardly aufficient"for health. I know nothing of the hiatory 
of this alteration, but it seems natural to suppose that it has been 
done under the direction of some corporate body of governors, and 
has been considered a clever and ingenious construction, to accom
modate double the numberof almsmen in the lllUlle apace and under 
the same roof; and it looks as if the trustees of the property with 
which the hospital was endowed by the founder had, after long 
neglect, been seized with some qualms of conscience, or some whole
some fear of the Charity Commisllion, and had observed that their 
funds were more than sufficient for the then emting number of 
almsmen at the then rate of payment. In auch cases it very 
commonly happens that the chan~e in the value of money since 
the time of the foundation is entirely forgotten. If the endow
ment was in land, as it probably was, it ia worth now, in nominal 
money value, tweni, times the sum at which it was reckoned by 
the founder. Thia is no random 8811ertion, but it is well known 
to those who have studied the subject: and I am not now speaking 
of the Wells case in particular: I only gueaa from appearances 
that the case is one of thoee of constant ocourenoe everywhere. 

But to return to architecture. I have omitted to mention the 
Bishop's Barn, which is a very fine and ~rfect one of the early 
part of the fift.eentb century, probably built by Bishop Bubwith, 
as the construction of the roof ia the same as that of his allllB
house, although plainer. 

St. Cuthbert'a Church does not properly belong to my 
subject; but in order to complete the history of the Medieeval 
buildings remaining at Wells, perhaps a short account of it may 
be desirable. It was originally a cruciform church of the thir
teenth century, with a central tower and with aisles to the nave, 
but of the church all that remains in the original state is a pa.rt 
of the north transept; the central tower has been removed, the 
church entirely rebuilt in the fifteenth century, without a vestige 
of the old work. The pillars and arches of the nave have been 
rebuilt in the fifteenth ceniur, also, and the pillars lengthened 
considerably. The arches, with their dripstones preserved and 
used again on the taller pillars, and moat of the cr.pitala have 
had the fo~ cut oft The a.isle walls, the clerestory, and 
the roof, are all Late Perpendicular, about the time of Henry the 
Seventh; but the beautiful west t.ower is evidently earlier than 
the clerestory and roof, and has the mark of the old roof on the 
east aide of it, coming below the present clerestory. This 
fine tower, which ia certainly one of the finest of its class, 
and wbioh Mr. Freeman conaiders, I believe, to rank only eecond 
to one other, ia aaid to have been built in the time of Bishop 
Bubwith, or about 1430; and thia appears to me .Probable. The 
character of the work ia rather Early PerpendiCular, and the 
groined vault under the belfry appel'1'8 to be an imitation of the 
Decorated vault of the cathedral. The arma in the spandrels of 
the west door belong to benefactor1 whose familiee cliaappear from 
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the city records about 1460. If the tower prove to be of the time 
of Bishop Bubwith, it is a valuable date to have ucertained, aa 
these rich Someraetahire towers are usually conaidered to be half 
a century later; and it seems more probable, as Mr. Freeman 
observed to us last year, that they do in reality spread over about 
a century, than that they were all built in twenty or thirty years 
at the end of it. 

As I have now said all that appears to me to be neceuary 
respecting the buildings of Wells, I may perhapa be allowed to 
add a few words as to the manner in which it is probable that 
funds were provided for building them. There were, no doubt, 
at all periods some men who were fond of building, and when 
these men happened to be wealthy they built a great deal, as in 
the case of Bishop Beckington, who must have expended a very 
larR8 sum during his lifetime in building, and left the remainder 
of 'his fortune to his executors to be expended in the same 
manner. But tbere are men who are fond of building in these 
days also; the difference is that building was almost the only 
mode of displaying wealth in those days, and every one likes to 
leave some memento of himself behind him if he can. 

For those buildings belonging to a cathedral chapter there is 
however Mother mode in which funds may have been supplied, 
at least in part. In nearly all these foundations certain estates 
were set apart by the founder or by the chapter, from it.a earliest 
daya, to form the fabric fund; out of this fund a gang of workmen 
was kept in the regular employ of the chapter, and we find from 
the records of several of our cathedrals that the same families 
continued to serve the chapter as maaona or carpenters or smiths 
generation after generation. In this manner they acquired great 
skill in their &rt; and although the architect, or master-muon, 
may have travelled and got new ideas from time to time, tho 
greater part of the workmen were stationary, and naturally 
formed a school of their own, which account.a for the provincial 
character we very oft.en find in Medilllval buildings. Aft.er the 
cathedral was completed these men would naturally he employed 
by the chapter in any other works that were required, such as 

· houses for the eanona or officers, or for building churches on the 
manors helongin~ to the chapter. When a pariah was an inde
pendent rectory it commonly had a fabric fund of its own; and 
any one who baa read many of tho wills of the middle ages muat 
have met with many bequests to the fabric, and these do not 
always prove that any particnlar work was going on, although they 
were, of oollJ'le, more numei'Oua at such times. When great 
works were going on, and funds fell abort, the chapters sent round 
briefs-or begging letters in all directions, and frequently obtained 
large contributiona to their fabric fund. It was therefore by the 
joint action of the voluntary principle and the hereditary prin
ciple, or tbe endowments bequeathed by our anceatora, that those 
magnificent aeries of structures were erected. 

&:tract from tAe C/w.pkr Boob, A.D. 1825. 
"Item-That the bishop shall contribute to the fabrio of the new work 

of the chUJ'Ch of W ell8 one moiety of the prooeeda of hi8 visitation. 
ltem-Beoa111111 the stalls in the choir are ruinous and ugly, it waa 

ordered on the same day, that all and every of the oanom who are duly 
oonat.ituted in the dignity and offloe, ahall make their own stalla at their 
own expenae, and that the dean may compel them to do ao." 

Thia shows that the buildings were not completed in 1325; it 
is probable that the Lady Chapel and the Chapter House were 
the works then carrying on. The stalls then ordered to be made 
were turned o11t as rubbish a few years ago, having previously 
been much spoiled. One of the ends of a stall-desk baa been 
fortunately /reserved bv Mr. G. G. Scott, who obtained it by 
accident, an knew its value. (A photograph of this was exhi
bited by Mr. Parker, and was acknowledged by all to he a very 
fine specimen ofthe woodwork of the fourteenth century.) 

THE ECONOMIC CONSTRUCTION OF GIRDERS. 
(Ccmhttued from page 280.) 

GIRDERS OF GREAT SPANS. 
THE striking concluaiona IUTived at in our last paper will, we 

helil've, he readily acq,uieaeed in by those who are at the same 
time au~eiently aequamted with the practical requirements, and 
have thoroughly studied the simple mathematical questions, in
volved in the determination of the weights of great girder 
brid,ea. Bot many readers, to whom the results mav he aur
priawg and interesting, may not oare io follow the processes by 

which these have been attained, and cannot therefore ban clear 
impreasiona of the cauaea of such great disparities in the weigbtlll 
of girders when extreme spans are attempted. We shall there
fore endeavour to give here a more direct and sulllcient.ly simple 
exposition of the exeeuive inftueuoe which the value of the 
economic merit of any particnlar form of structure has upon ita 
weight when the dimenaion• are greatly increased. 

FAK1LIAR ExPOsmoN "" THB RBI...&.noN BE'l'WDN 8PA1' AlfD 
WEIGHT OF GIRDER BlllD.GES. 

Let the general faotor of safety he aaaumed, for the sake of 
simplicity, the same for all spans. 

Let P represent the whole load helongin'f to one line of rail
way exclusive of the weight of the bare girde~ required for ita 
support. P includes a movable loading at the rate of l tl.>n per 
foot of span besides the weight of the shares of the roadway plat
form, horizontal aud transverse braciuga, permanent way, &c. of 
the complete structure, due to one line of railway. 

Let G represent the weight of the bare girder or girders re
quired to support the above loadings, besides it.a own weight. 

Then G+P represent.a the whole load supported, and therefore 
the whole practical strength required, of the $1rder or girders. 

Then G represent.a the portion of the practical atren~h of the 
girder not naefolly available, being devoted to anatainlng the 
girder itself. 

And P represents the uaeful strength, or the portion of the 
practical atreugth available for the support of the neceaaary load. 

Now let us assume that for a span of 50 feet the weight of tho 
train, roadway platform, &!lo, or P, amouuta to 65 tona; and let 
us suppose that two ginlera constructed on different systems, A 
and B-and each capable of supporting, under the proper factor 
of safety, it.a own weight in addition to the above 66 tona
weigh respectively 4 and 6 tons: we thl'n have 

G+P, G, 
or Whole Practfcal or 8trenatb 

ll~reugtll. 8elf-abeorbed. 

Girder built on l 69 tom 4 tons 
SJ11tem A... or 1111 17! to 1 to 

Girder built on l 71 tons 
System B ••• or u 111 to 

6 tons 
1 to 

P, 
or A.nllable 

St.rqt.b. 
66 tom 
161 

65 tons 
101 

Now since the weights of similar girders are as the ~ of 
their spans, while their strengths (mea.aured b7 the whole of the 
aupported loads) are only as the 19uaru of their spans, it follows 
that the ratio of the weight of a girder to its strength, or of 
G: G+P, varies inversely as the span, or in other words, the 
ratio of G: span (G+P) is constant. Furthermore, these ratioa 
are not materially 11.ffected by moderate charges in the absolute 
strength of the girders, aince, within practical limits, a girder 
which does not vary in span, depth, or design, but only in the 
general aeantlinga or sectional areas of the ~ will have itB 
strength varying in the proportion of its weight. Therefore if 
we increase the above spans from 00 to 400 feet, the ratios of 
G :G+P, shown above as 1: 17f and 1: llf, do respectively 

00 50 
beoome=l:l7fX 

400
or l:l'HI, and l:llfX 

400
or 1:1'48. 

And the ratios of G : P will evidently he obtained by dednctiDg 
a unit frum each of the foregoing, or 

8J"llem A. 8yftem B. 
When G : G+P = 1 : 2·16 and 1 : 1·48 
Then G : P = 1 : 1·16 and 1 : 0·48 

Now for the span of 400 feet let us a.asume the value or P to 
he=600 tons; and we consequently have 

Byalem A. System B. 

~ = 1 -~6 and o~s 
G= 600 600 

= l ·ld =518 tons, and 0-48 = 1250 tons. 

So that instead of the weights of the girders being as baf'ore in 
the proportion of 1: 1·5 for the 50 feet span, they are for the 
400 teet span in the proportion of 1 : 2·4, Although the relative 
economic merits of t.he systems A and B remain the same u 
before. 

'l'h11 economic merit of each system may be represented by the 

relati!e value of the ratio S(G~ P); for the two systems A and 11, 
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the values of this are 11 1·46: l, and on·decreuing the epana of 
the gilders the proportion of their weights to one another would 
UIUDle more and more nearly thia value taken inversely. 

For a apan of 300 feet, the ratios of G :G+P become 
IKl IKl 

=l : l 7t X IKlO and l : lli X lk>O or l : l ·726 and 1 : l-183, and 

oonsequently the ratios of G:P become=l :0·726 and l :0·183; 
&Del if we assume P=SOO tons, 

G will become=~ =1103 tons, for the A system, 

800 
ancl G ,, =o-183 =4371 tons, for the B system; 

or in the proportion nearly of 1 : 4. We consequently have the 
following results:-

8,..tem A. SJl&em B. 
Ratio of the eoonomia merit.I aken invenely 
Ratio of the weight.I of t.he girden-

= 1 1·•6 

when t.he span ii 60 feet = 1 l •5 
,, •OO ,, = 1 2·• 
" 600 " = l " 

From the above, as from Table IV., page 280, it will at once 
be seen that if-from r.dopting a more economic desigu, or em
ploying a stronger material-we can reduce the weight of a 
girder, taken in proportion to the load it can r:arry, even by what 
in the case of a small structure might at first sight be thought 
an insignificant amount, yet when a case occurs noquiring a 
girder so great that its own weight constitutes an important 
portion of its luad, the sa'ring of material from that slight im
provement may become immense. H is therefore an imperative 
duty of the engineer intruated with the establishment of any 
very large structure of this clas&-who would not do injustice to 
those whoae capital is embarked in the undertaking, nor bring 
discredit on the engineering character of bis country-to search 
out the most economic syatema of construction, and by a careful 
investigation, founded on the principles we have already indi
cated, to ascertain what materials it is best in the circumstances 
to employ. 

BoWBTRING .A1fD OTHllll GIRDER& 

There are various excellent forms of girders for which it ia 
d&lirable that the values of k should be determined; of these we 
may mention the bowstring girders (see page ~). aud the original 
design, Fi~. l. We may return, on aome future occasion, to the 
consideration of these. There is little doubt however that the 
bowstring girder, when made of sufficient depth, and alao the 
design, Fig. 1, have great economic merits. But when such 

J'IG. l. 

forms as theee, and No. 9 of page 164, are made use of under 
the ordinary arrangements, a great deal of material must be 
added to the upper members towards their extremities to give 
the 11eceasary lateral stability, since the introduction of hori-
1.0ntal or transverse bracings at these parts is prevented by the 
position of the roadway. By modifying the arrangements how
ever we may obviate thia objection. Our first proposal for thill 
purpoee is, that for a double line of railway the bridge should be 
oompoaed of four single girders, the two central one1 being placed 
a considerable diatance apart, as in Fig. 2, this givBB apace for 
the application of oontinuous horizontal and trahsverse bracin$8; 
at the same time the amount of material E, to be added to l'elllBt 
the longitudinal 11treesea induoed by the wind, is diminiahed on 
aooount of the increased width given to the structure; and fur
ther, t.lie length of bearing of the transverse girders becomes 
reduoed to a minimum. 

Another arrangement, which we propose as poaaessing aome 
advaatages, is llhown in 118Ction, Fig. 3. 

GIBDJCB BBIDGEB COKPARBD WITB OTHER SYll'l'EXll, J'OB 
GREAT SPANS. 

We have treAted of that branch o~:f the general subject of 
great 1fJ1Jf11 which comes under the h · g of gin:Ur construction, 
or wherein the pressures upon the supports are vertical. We do 
not at present purpose entering upon the other branches, which 
include suspension bridges and untied arched structures; but 
much of what we have said regarding girder bridges, and the 

prinaiple11 of calcntlation we have exhibited, are equally or with 
alight modifications applicable to these other systems of construc
tion; thua, for instance, formule l, 2, and 3, pages Sl33, are of 
univers&l application. 

We believe that the economic advantages to be derived from 
the employment of the ao-called rigid suspension bridges and 
untied arches, as compared with properly oonstructed girder 
bridges, have been very much over-estimated: this muat chiefly 
result from very faulty examples of girders having been choeen 
in drawin~ the oompe.risons. 

When girders such as we have pointed out are adopted, and 
superior materials made use of, a very low value may be assigued 
to k,.5• We shall, for the aake of example, suppose this value to 
be=·0007, although we have no doubt that one still lower could 
readily be reached by the adoption of the arrangements in ~ 1, 
2, or 3, or with bowstring or other girders. The valu81 or the 

11'111. a. 

End new. 
p.rts oomposing F may alao be considerably reduced below what 
&re shown in Table II., page 280, on account of increased width 
of structure, shorter bearings for the transverse girders, and the 
use of steel for the ties; and for extreme spans the movable load
ing may be taken at 181111 than one ton per foot run. Under these 
assumptions a span of 800 feet, and that in a non-continuous 
structure, would be of easy accomplishment; thus, let us take-

Por a Girder ipaMiwg 800 /«t. 
E 
H 1U1d T bracings 
Platform, &c. 

F 
w, 

= 120 tcJDI = 80 
= 200 

= •oo 
= 600 

F+w-. = 1000 toDI 

And by formula (3) we have 

G= kS(W.+F) _ ·~ 1000=15173 tons 
1--kS -.44 

G+E, or girders complete - 1393 ton. 
G+F, or half of complete bridge for} _ 1673 a double line of railway ..••.• •· · - " 
It should be borne in mind that this result, although ao very 

satisfactory on the score of lightneaa, is obtained with the factor 
of safety taken so high as 3"6; for such spans a lower rate of 
strength would be sufficient according to aome authorities. We 
venture then to think that the girder system, when its oombined 
advantages of rigidity and facility of erection are taken into 
account, will contrast favourably in & general point of view with 
any other system of construction, even for such spans as· 700 or 
800 feet. Its rigidity gives it a favourable distinction from the 
suspension system; while its facility of erection will in moat 
situations prove an advantage over the arch. 

The suapeusion bridge if thoroughly braced, and when the OOBt 
of the land cl11Jin1 and that of the heightened towers nre included, 
will not probably be much, if any, cheaper than the best girder 
one, especially if, as woulcl probably be the case, a higher factor 
of safety were insisted upon for the former than for the latter. 
In aome situations indeed, as when an unnavigable torrent of 
great width baa to be crossed, the suspension princip)e is the onl,t 
feasible one. 

The untied arch must ever have a ~t excellB of sectional 
area, or a large addition of JDAterial to stiffen and brace it, which 
will greatly reduce its eoonomic merit; a centering being required 
for its erection, will alao in many situations prove almoat a 
barrier to its use. 
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If it be deaired, iDat.ead of employing a geaeral fact.or of aaf'ety 
=8·6 u iA Ui. above calculation, to have a higher factor (eay 
=4·6) for tbe movable ]>Ortion of the loading, and the ordinary 
value =3 for the fixed loading; all we have to do ia to aube,itute 

4•6 
for W 1 the valne ol ai) W • and . make use of 3 as the gmmJl 

factor, ud instead of kl'6='()()()7 to employ k8=·0006: thus, 
i>006X 800 4'6 '48 

G= i-·0006xsooF+a-o w.= ·62 1300 1200 toll& 

G+ E, or girders complete 1320 " 
G+F, or half of complete bridge for} 

a double line of railway ...... - 1600 " 

The results being somewhat lea than when the general factor 
3·5 ia U88d (aee page i33 cm18.) 

APPROXDUTE COKPARISON OJ' THE WEIGHTS OF PLATE All'D 
0PENWOBJI: GIRDERS J'OR VARIOUS PROPORTIONll OJ' DEPTH 
TO SPAN. 

Whether the web of a girder be made of platework or open
work, the aum of the weights of the top and bottom may be set 
down as the same.• 

Now we found that when s+D=S, the weight of the bracing 
. of an openwork Fer was equal to half the weight of the 

booms; and that its weight was nearly constant, although the 
depth of the girder underwent considerable changes. Other 
thmga equal, we may take the weight of the booms in both 
systems as inversely proportional to the depth, or as S+D. 

In the plate eyatem, we believe, we do not overstate the case 
when we assume that the weight of the aides will vary nearly in 
proportion with the depth ·Of the girder; this takes for granted 
that any saving that can be aecured from thinning the plates of 
the aides when the depth is incre&Bed will be fully absorbed in 
neceaauy additions to the sections of the L and T irons to give 
the requisite lateral stability and atilfD-. 

In the Conway tube the weight of the aides is equal to half 
that of the booms, and we have shown that S+D is fully equal 
to 18, but as we do not wish to be chargeable even with not 
favouring the plate form, we will call thia=16. From these 
data, and taking the value of S+D to represent the weight of 
the booms, we at once obtain the results in the following table:-

To&al and partial WelJhla ot tbe Glrden, when the aame 
lolld ill aupporled. 

Proportion of 
Spua to Depth, 

or s.;.D. Opmiwort Girder. Pla&ework Girder. 

Boo1111. Web. Total. Boom& Web. Total. 

32 _32 + 4 = 36 32 + 4 = 36 
28 28 4 32 28 4·67 32·67 
24 24 4 28 24 6·33 29•33 
211 20 ' 24 20 6·4 26•4 
16 16 4 20 18 8 24·0 
12 12 ' 16 12 10·67 22•67 

8 8 4 12 8 16 2~ 

' 4 4 8 4 32 36 

Thia table, althou~h profeuedly only a rough approximation, 
oft'ers many interesting points or oompariaon, several of which 
give us confidence in ite contents not being very far from accurate. 

We may take the weights given in larger type aeJractically 
correct. Thoae for the we be of the shallower girders the open
work character are probably overstated, 110 that it is for the last 
example only that any economic exaggeration can exist. In the 

· plate F.era there may be room for more doubt, but the fact of 
the mmimum weight ror these pointing to the proportion of 1:12 
as the most economical for that of the depth to the span is im
portant, since if we are wrong in our views regarding the increase 

• Tbll lpor99 tile momenta ol. U.. 1-itudlnal av- of the pla'- of U.e web; 
ap1ut t.b.e ma1 be plaoed tbe faol tbal &ho lower boom of an openwork girder may be 
made atrooger for 1'8 welgb& than U.e cornspo11dlng boom of a plate glider. Where 
boweYer tbe depth i• great. ID proportion &II tbe 1pau, t.b.e momoula may become of 
auch lmponanoe u to nquln aocoan& belDc bi>' ot &hem; the dee& belDa to reduce 
IOlll8Wbat &be •elaht ot IDeial ID tbe booma o£ aucb prden. The late !ilr. Boben 
StepbtlllOll _,,..lo aclml& tbal ID ordlDary - a& IMi&, t.b.e momen'8 llhoald ~ 
be ooanled ~po u we lllld a& pap 691, article "lroa Brldgel," ID the 8&b edWon of 
tbe • Bncycl Brll&DJllta,' &t.e WD?da: ''The oentnJ. main Oii U.e top and bottom 
tl&ngee, wbl depeoda .,1e11 ou &be d~ ot I.be girder, and ii per1ocdJ' 1Di18pendeu& al 
the l)'&tem wblch couoecta U.em.., •••• ' 

in the weight of the web-:-and it abould really no• iAcreue ia 
weight so rapidly as the depth-then the girder of miaimum 
weight would reeult from a atill higher propartiooed depth than 
one-twelfth, which would stultify the practice of the advocate. 
of this mode of conatruction. One-tweinh of the span is the 
greatest depth for large plate girders that wonld probably be 
attempted. There may however arise subordinate queationa 
here,-viz., that the eoonemic laws go""rning the ratios of apa 
to depth (for plate girders especially) may not be constant for 
different apana, and that for a short girder a higher value of the 
depth may be reaorted to. Various re&Bl>DB conld be adduced in 
anpport of this, besides that of every-day practice. 

We may further notice that in the above table the girden 
become equally economic when the depth is made equal to the 
apan divided by 351, or about half the proportional depth of the 
Conway. For depths leBB than this the economic merit would 
be on the aide of the plate system; this v:i.lue, 32, is that of the 
_.contained in the article at page 236 of vol. xviii. of this Journal, 

Edinburgh. B. H. B. 

THE GUILDHALL, LEICESTER.* 
BT GoBDpN HILIB. 

Tms building, called also the Town Hall, baa been uaed for 
nenrly 300 years for the administration of the municipal aft!Un 
of the town. This, however, was not the original f.urpoae of the 
guildh~. The Corpus Christi Guild owned a hal , which stood 
on this spot, and held in it their own meetings, independently of, 
and (as it ie stated by Nichols) exercising sometimes superior 
authority to, the mayor and burgesses. The original Mayor'a 
Hall stood in wh~t is now named Blue Boar-lane and Holy Bones. 
Although no trace of the buildin~ ie to be seen at this day; yet, 
in the two important points of its beginning and its end, its 
history is known with remarkable erecision. The site was pur
chased by the mayor and burgeaeea m the 13th century, and the 
chl\!"ter of conveyance ie said to be still extant, though I have not 
seen it. .A. deed of tho tenth year of Henry VI. epeake of the 
Common Hall standing on the Holy Bones, and again another 
deed of second year of Edward iv·. epeake of the Town Hall 
standing on the Holy Bones, in the parish of St. Nicholas. 

It is to be presumed that in coune of time the hall became eila idated, alid in the early part of the 16th century it wu 
ually diauaed. It remained in the hands of the mayor and 

g88888 for some period after its diau.ee, till in 1663 it wae IOld 
for £30 to John Keetian, maltater. .A.t the time of the sale it ii 
described aa the old "Town Hall," or " Old Shop," containing 
three bays of buil~ in length twenty yards and one foot, in 
breadth at the east enCl iiine yards, on the west seven, situate in 
a street called " Blew Bore Laue." 

The frilld of Corpus Christi was founded in 1360. It waa an 
aBBociation for the regulation of commercial aft'aira, similar in 
character to othera mentioned in the history of every town or 
city in the kinQdom enjoying a commercial repuMition in th&& 
age. Other g'!li'lda were founded in Leicester. The guilda of St. 
John, St. GeOrge,, and St. Margaret, and the Kuild Mercatoriam, 
are constantly mentioned in tlie ball books. 1n the great work 
of Nichols, the hiatori&n of Lei088ter, the site of the Guildhall of 
St. George ia erroDeoualy 1tated to have been where the Town
hall stands, but that he wrote thie under a mistake will be 
e'rident from what followa:-.A.n entry in the Hall Book of the 
10th year of Henry VU. lhewa that a common hall 'WU then 
holden in the ball of Corpus Christi Guild. In the Sl1st yur of 
Henry VIII. we have the account of the meeting of the town body 
in Corpus Christi Hall. Other inatanoea oocur showing. it. ~ 
have beoome a matter of ordiJiary practice to uae Corpua Chriaii 
Hall, and when, in the fifth year of Queen Ellisabeth, &he ma,yor 
and burgeases came into poueBBion o( the preeellt hall, the de.d 
deacribell it ae lately in the occnpation of Corpua Christi Guild. 

Corpus Christi Guild, according to Nichols, CODU"ibuted largely 
to the public charges, as in the purchaae of charters; and the 
masters of the guild had great interest in the government of the 
town, having power with the mayor to levy penalties on the bur
gesaee for their miademeanours; and upon the mayor's negleet 
they were empowered to le-ry_ them upon him. It is evideni tha& 
the chief persona of the giUld WOt1ld be the moat influential men 
of the town and it.a corporation, and that the two bodiea matt 

• Paper -4 ""-"' t.111 Brldlll ~ Amoala&ioll, u LelmNr. 
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have been 'Vflry intimately asaociated. To this community of 
interest.a may /robably be traced the neglect and final abandon
mat of the ol Town-ball in Blue Boar-lane. The masters and 
brethren of the guild, being nearly identical with the mayor and 
burgeaaea of the town, found it convenient to tranaaot municipal 
aa well aa commercial buaineea in the same ball. 

The guild of Corpns Christi dates from 1360. No part of the 
buildings belonging to the present guildhall poaaeuea any archl
tectnral features entiUiug it to a higher &Dtiquity than the reign 
of HllW'Y VII.; so that of the nature of the buildings which ao
oommodated the commercial body for more than 200 years no 
account can be given; but the first known meeting of ,the muni
cipal body in the ball of Corpaa Christi guild, above referred to, 
occurs at a date which makes it just poeaible that the ball there 
spoken of may be the one in which we are now auembled. The 
features which may be referred to this penod are the two timber 
framed, arches in the west part of the hall, and the windows in the 
grand jury room. 

The two eastern spans or arches of the ball differ in form from 
the two to which attention baa been already direc:ted. They are 
di1fenmt in construction and form, and of ruder workmanship; 
and the moulding, which is not alike on the two, is in both ca&e1 
eimpler than in the first instances. I do not, however, see any 
resaon to suppose that they are older. The ruder character aDd 
evident diviaions of the work show no more than an intention to 
divide the hall into two parts, one of inferior character to the 
other. The windows of the grand jury room in the west wing 
appear from their mouldings to be of the same date as .the fra
ming of the hall. Very little of the framing in this west wing 
can now be seen, but some of the ceiling beams are of a character 
which would also agree with that date; so that there is reason to 
atuibate the whole framing of that wing to the reign of Henry 
VII. The case is not so clear with regard to the eaat wing. It 
baa been much altered by later works, and cued on the surface. 
Where the framing is not completely out of ~ht, it is evidently 
much <>lder than the casing; and in one of the tie-beams of the roof 
the timber had so much decayed, when the caaing was applied, 
that iwiide of it a substantial addition to its strength was thought 
11eceuary, two strong timbers being fastened on to the sides of the 
old beam. The date of these casings is very clearly of the seven
teenth century; and so it may certainly be believed that the 
internal work is much earlier: bow much earlier, may be judged 
from the resemblance which the external form of the wing bears 
to that of the west wing; and this reasoning, I think, with much 
certainty, leads to the belief that the two wings, as regards their 
main f"raminga, are coeval, and therefore coeval with the hall. 
The arrangement of the ball and its adjuncts bu therefore 
undergone but little change. Thia conclusion is somewhat opposed 
to the received history of the buildings; but it will not be difficult; 
when we come to the few further historical references to reconcile 
them wit.h this view of the case. 

Over the seat of the president at the west end of the hall, in a 
little niche, occurs the date 1586, between the initials E. R. 
{Eliz. Regina.) The form of the niche exhibits the character of 
i.be Italian element, which then overflowed the Tudor Perpen
dicular work. The niche bas however been subject to subsequent 
alteration and mutilation, and seems to have been taken aown 
and refixed. Some carving (the little leaflets in the spandrels of 
the arclu111) seem to be in imitation of earlier work. I should say 
there is a beautiful example of carved work of the time of Henry 
Vil., on which this seem• to have been imitated, in a small room 
a& the end of the library. At thedate given on this niobe exten11ive 
renovations seem to have beeu effected, of which there remain 
t.he windows of the two western bays of the hall, and the whole 
of t.he library windows in the east wing. About this period, 
according to local tradition, the hall was the scene of the per
Cormancee of Bhakespere in bis earliest playa. The boob upon 
wbiob the scenes were auspeuded are pointed out in one of the 
beaml. In that age of pageant and feuting it cannot be doubted 
tbat many a civic feaet did honour to the lioapitality of the oor
pora&ion, and thia oustom continued to very recent timea. The 
lnodern fteidence of the polioe-t1uperintendent occupiea the site 
on which stood, a very few yeara ago, the kitchen and its culinary 
offioeL 

Aftmr 1686 the nut date to be mentioned ia 1631. The library, 
wlUeh had first been kept in the tower of St. Hartin'e churcb, 
and then in the chancel, was thia year traneferred to the room it 
aow ooaapiea, in the eaat wing of the guildhalL It is atated that 
~ wing waa then erected to reoei'VfJ it. ID a document drawn 

up in 1644 a ve:,r. precise account. is jiven. This document 
states that L the library was erected an bnilded at the onely 
cost and charges of the Corporation of Leiceste1i. a~ the motion 
and by the approbation of the Rev. Father in Uo<1 John Lord 
Bishop of Lincoln, and by the prosecution of Mr. John Angell, 
publique lecturer for the said borough of Leicester. The building 
whereof was beizun in the time of the maioralty of Mr. John 
Norrice, Anno bomini 1632, Thomas Somerfield and Richard 
Ludlow being chamberlina; and finished in the same time of the 
maiorality of Mr. Nicholas Gilliot, Anno 1633, Thomae Buranal 
and Alexander Baker being cbamberlina." We have some reason 
to believe that the building is much older, and the preparation 
made for the library consisted of the wainscoting and caaiug of 
the walls and timbers, and in the removal of the upper fl.oor of 
the building, which rested on the tie-beams. The windows of the 
upper floor were, however, retained; and thus it is that this room 
is furnished with two rows of windows. On the transfer of this 
library to its present abode, a very interesting letter was written 
to the Mayor of Leicester by John Williams, Bishop of Lincoln. 
The letter is given in Mr. Thompson's History of Leicester, and 
its interest Rriaes not only from its reference to the formation of 
the. town library, but from the remarkable character of the 
writer. From a humble origin be rose to be Bishop of Lincoln, 
Lord Keeper of the Great Seal, and Archbishop of York being 
the last ecclesiastic who held the Great Seal of England. He 
shared in the misfortunes of the adherent.a of Charles I., and died 
in the period of the direful disasters of the cause. 

In 1636, according to Nichole, Richard Inge being mayor, the 
parlour belonging to the guildhall, with the cb&Dlber gallery, 
evidence house, and other rooms adjoining thereto, were newly 
erected at the charge of the common chamber. Thia statement, 
again, is not literally true. An extensive work was executed here 
in the way of wainscoting, a very fine chimney-piece W&11 erected, 
the gallery re-fitted, and, perbape, the windows renovated, for 
they are different from any others wo have encountered, and 
evidently more modern. 

Until the recent abolition of the kitchen and its offices there is 
no substantial change to record in the form or appearance of the 
buildings. Of ancient ornameut but very little remains. I have 
referred to the carving now affixed to a chimney-piece in the 
apartment at the end of the library. The coats of arms on the 
ball ceiling are recent restorations of old paintings. They are the 
arms of the town of LeiCflSter, and of its patron tbe Earl of Hunt
ington who flourished in the days of Elizabeth. Some stained 
glaaa, now in the windows of the Mayor's Parlour, was, when 
Nichols wrote, in the windows of a house which was the chantry 
house of Corpus Christi guild. In the transfer to the present 
place they have sutfered some dilapidation. 

Mr. JAJUS TBOKPSON said he thought Mr. Hills had made a 
little mistake in his reference to Nichols about the glass in the 
window. He Wl\8 confounding two distinct things. The glass 
that remained was in thirteen lights, just one more than the 
twelve months of the year. Of course they originally began with 
January, and went on in succesaion to December. Fragment.a of 
three months were readily mad& out. For December a man was 
represented warming bis bands at a fire. Another of the months 
Wl\8 represented by a figure thrashing wheat; and another by a 
man digging the ground. The glaaa, though possibly taken from 
the chantry house, was at some period complete, representing 
the agricultural operations of the twelve montba of the year; 
wbereaa the other subjects represented the ordinances of the 
ancient church. Thia portion was in the possession of the Rev. 
R. Stepbene, at the Vicarage, Belgrave, near Leicester. 

Mr. HILLS said be had not seen the other specimens of glaae, 
and when described to him they appeared as all one with tllat at 
the Town-hall. Thia be must have misunderstood. 

Mr. NoRTB said that the local histories told them that the 
Corpus Christi guild was held at the east end of St. Martin's 
Churoh where the public-house now stood. 

Mr. lbLLS said tb1S wRB manifestly a mistake. It was eaid that 
the mayor and corporation met in the hall of Corpus Chriati; and 
again, on the final sale of the pro~, in the l'tlip of Queen 
Elizabeth, 1663, the deed called it 'all that cottage -a peculiar 
name-" situate and being near the cemetery of St. Martin's, in 
the town of 'Leicester, in the county aforeeaid, now or Jately in 
the occupation of the mayor and burgeaee of Leioeater, and 
formerly the guild of Oorpu Chritti." 

'10 
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PAPERS ON HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING.• 
By 8.illtraL McELaoY, C.E. 

Tas ~neral theory of embankment reservoir construction pre
sented wvolvea a certain chain of detaila, each connected with 
and to a certain extent dependent on the other. The basis of 
the structnre on which the au perineum bent weight is placed must 
be firm, the banks must be built so as to guard against settle
ments and slides, the puddlings must be compact and solid, or 
the slope walls and top angles will loee their linea of symmotry, 
and to some extent their usefulness. 

This brings us to a theory which does not seem to be as fully 
admitted and promulgated NI is desirabl-viz., that correct engi
neering acience ought to be able so to erect and join together 
these several links of the chain, that the proper result may be 
obtained as a rule, bringing failures within the class of exceptions. 
In other words, that as to this special department of construction, 
as in others contingent ou the same law of design and execution, 
engineering ought to take rank as a profession endowed with 
control of exact results, and not as a calling which natnrally dis
claims infullibility. Without denyiug then the argument, that 
each distinct construction is subject to local peculiarities of 
material, we assert the doctrine, that the worknianship should 
overrule and insnre their proper combination. To build any 
engineering structnre with an implied reservation for defects in 
its progress or use, is a custom to be distinctly condemned. 
While we do not therefore propose here to give any rules for uni
versal application, some allusion to methods which have secured 
satisfactory results will illustrate in a brief way some oft.he links 
in this chain of construction, as applied to embankment reservoirs 
with artificial slopes, and without regard to mathematical queB
tions of stability in form. 

Earthwork.-It rarely happens that a reservoir is so located 
as to require an embanked base for the whole structure; 
there is a case at Cleveland, and it certainly requires great care 
in formation, although a uniform settlement after the water is 
introduced may obviate My injurious effects realised when 
such settlement is not uniform. Here the general rules for 
the embankment walls also apply, which may be thus stated:-

All vegetable soil should be carefully removed from the pro
posed base of the embankment, nor should the foot of a slope be 
carried over spongy and compressible material. Where work is 
partly in embankment and partly in excavation, it is best to 
build the heaviest banks firat, so as to give them time for their 
additional settlement. 

The section of the bank should be carried up entire, and not 
bisected by walls or pyramids of other material. 

For the outer slope inclination, tho sharpness in rate may be 
varied with clay, gravel, and eand in thoir order, 11.at slopes being 
relatively objectionable. 

For the outer s!Ope there are some advantages in the use of 
sodding, but seeding properly done will answer the purposes of 
protection from wash, &c. 

The top should have a drip from the inner angle towards 
the outer, and the former should be protected by coping; for the 
other, the sod line should be returned on the top from the slope. 

No banks should be built with a heavy dump, but in thin level 
layers, somewhat modified in thickneBB to suit the material,-for 
gravelly earth about nine inches, less for clay, more for eand. 
Unless the "lead" is so great as to reqnire the use of teams, carts 
are better for consolidating the layers. Water is objectionable 
for clay, of no uso for gravel, though beneficial for sand. Rollera 
are also objectionablo for both the former. In a case of a gravel 
embankment partly constructed with the use of water and rollers, 
I have found distinct water seams formed between each layer, 
which would operate badly under a reservoir head. In a case at 
Ridgewood Reservoir, where it was necessary in the winter to cut 
through part of an artificial bank, and to use gunpowder in 
blasting on account of its solidity, the smoke was observed to 
follow these seams for several feet on each side of the cut. 

In side and end filling on slopes, benches should be cut. All 
slopes should be crowded or over-filled, so as to trim down to form, 
when the face is to be finished for protection from the weather, 
and thus obviate the effect& of wash. 

No slope lining should be built on the inner slopes until experi
ment bas shown that their settlement is complete, a result which 
can be determined with proper care. 

• Ooul!na~ trom page 276. 

The inner slopes must be protected from contact with \be 
reservoir contents, by water-tight facing. 

Walls ot masonry, as far as possible, should not be comiect.i 
with the banks until the latter have come to their bearinir; and 
water pipes leading from them should be protected, by arei;m or 
otherwise, from the effects of settlement by their back-fill 

These are some of the prominent proceasee in oon1tnlcQou 
which insure stabilitT.· Questions of stability are so fully guuded 
by the ordinary conditions of section, which are controlled by oon. 
venience of top bank width and slope angle, as to need no dacu. 
sion. The principal defects are settlements after final constnlc). 
tion of elope walls, slides, and leakage, and these may be obviated 
on smaller sections than convenience and effect suggest. For the 
enormous thrust of the water prism, the counteracting weight o{ 
the section is modified by its form and its material; sand, gravtl, 
and clay having relative weights per cubic foot of 95, 1£4,&Dd 
165 pounds, as compared with water at its maximum weight of 
62·382* pounds, and being therefore largely in e.xcess. 

Puddling.-A mixture of clay and gravelly earth is better than 
pure cllly. What is known as" bard-pan" is a speciwen of uatmal 
puddling. At Ridgewood, in making 82,160 yards, 44,000 of clay 
and 51,600 of gravel were used, the shrinkage being about 14 per 
cent. The materials were carted or wheeled on in thin alternate 
layers, to an aggregate depth which would work down to about 
8 inches for each general layer, gangs of men being employed ill 
spading and mixing them. As little water was used as possible, 
to prevent the effect of subsequent shrinkage by enporatioo. 
Some engineers make their puddling entirely dry, prefming 
material which will work close, and their theory ia undoubtedly 
correct, as to the prevention of settlement and fisaures. But 
gravel is alwaysanunprovementin mixture, and in certain forms 
of puddle walls they may be more advantageously worked with a 
lilDlted use of water. The object is to obtain a compact imper
vious, homogeneoua mass, not ouly to prevent filtration, but to 
distribute weight uniformly over the sllltaining slope or bottan 
earthwork. 

It is a difficult matter to make puddlinJ tight at the joints, 
when connected with other materials, and ~uent breaks iD the 
joint surface are therefore advisable; nor is it easy to make a 
water joint on wood, iu connecting with sheet piling or flooring. 
On division banks, at gate-houses, the masonry backing 1ho11ld 
be built with buttresses, and the faces left. rough to take the 
puddb walls, and prevent continuons threads of water under 
pressure. 

Slope puddling is to be preferred to vertical inner bank wal!I, 
on the ground of economy in material, ease of access, prevention 
of bank saturation and its results,facilityof construction, preeerva
tion of bank-section, and distribution of preBSure; and in all C88fl it 
should be conuected with the bottom puddling, the latter (or ii. 
equivalent) being assumed indispensable. It \'rill be found in lay
ing it, that some compression of the bank face occura, though not 
large, which should be accomplished before the cement muonry 
is huilt. 

Concrm.-Thia, as lining, may be made to serve two important 
purposes: one, in being carried up with the slope puddling, 11 a 
protection to its face from wash while coming to its bearings; 8lld 
anotJier, as an additionnl means of. tightness, and a break line of 
surface to the courses of face masonry, whether of brick. or stGDe. 
It may be made in a thin layer, and should be carefully preJa"d 
with fresh hydraulic cement mortar. 

In the use of ooncrete for the various purposes to which it ii 
admirably adapted, it is sometimes forgotten thai it is only, after 
all, an improvement on ordinary masonry in oonTeDienoe rJ. 
application; and, as to its proportion of cement mortar, ought tD 
be governed by the lllUile rule,-viz., that we~ht is to be rec.tad 
by the rreaure of face upon face, and the chief object of mortar 
is to fil up crevices and irregularities, and distribute uni!ormly 
the load over the surfaces in contact. Consequently, in ~ 
no more mortar should be used than will properly fill up the 
interapaces of gravel and stone. This applies more partieli.lariy 
to foundations, as in thin slope lining a cement faoe ia not u 
objectionable. A certain proportion of llCl'eeiled pa-rel wiih 
the basis of broken stone, is an improvement in filling up mon 
comJ>letely the openings. In an extensive use of concr1M &\ 
the Brooklyn Navy Yard, five parts of broken stone whh &1111 
of gravel made, when properly added to the mortar, a Yffr1 llOlid 
mass. 
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Bric:1-ork.-The first care in brick masonry is that of proper 
eelection. Very liu.Je attention is paid to the process of manu
facture at the yarda, which is open to objection as to the materW 
and the burning. If the clay is charged with an efBorescent salt, 
which will appear after the 111&110nry is laid, and frequently spalls 
oiI partii of the face. the work is injured; and from the rudenesa 
with which the kilns are built and burned, part of the bricks are 
vitrified and spoiled, part well burned, and the rest, half or leu 
than half baked. Until these defects are more carefully guarded, 
11 they can and should be, great precaution is needed in inspec
tion. The aecond care is that of Ul&l!01l work. Here it is requisite 
to have the bricks properly moistened, to prevent the effects of too 
rapid absorption on the mortar, which should be carefully mixed, 
and laid with close joints. Brick-work is injured for hydraulic 
purposes by want of attention to this point, and the joints fail 
after short exposure, with a bMl effect on appearance, tightneea, 
and durability. With proper attention, however, in selection and 
construction, a comparatively light brick wall can be made much 
more tight, with much more symmetrical and ornamental ap
pearance, than rubble work. 

In face work of structures there is considerable range of cost 
and ornament in the use of pressed bricks and close putty joints. 
In work which requires the use ofarchee to sustain weight, or for 
appearance sake, the use of moulded arch bricks-or for plainer 
work, of alternate "headers" and "stretchere"--ought to be main
tained, since a" rowlock" arch has neither beauty nor strength; 
and in all cases where the stability of the arch is important, the 
centres should be struck as soon as the keys are driven home, to 
bring each member to its bearing, and expose any weak points 
before the backing is carried up to any height. 

StoTMMalORry.-For ordinary rubble work, in which "bank" 
atone or 9uarry stone are used, the least thickneas which can 
be con ven1ently worked is about sixteen inches on elope lining. 
In point of qaality, as a general rule, the former, having 
oome down to us through the action of floods and time 
exposure, as water-worn boulders, are to be prefered; although 
defective boulders as well as defective quarry stone are not 
uncommon. Thia is amatter of inspection, selection, and relative 
cost iu special localities, certain classes of quarried stone being of 
ooune unexceptionable. 

The objection to the use of rubble masonry lies partly as to its 
rough appearance, and partly as to the difficulty of teaching 
muons to make oloae and solid work, the craft being, a.a a rule, 
strongly disposed to work with wet and soft mortar, and to 
neglect. the proper nae of epalle, whence follow, in too many 
inetanoea, the usual building and wall settlements and fiBBuree; 
for if the walls were themselves solidly jointed, the foundations, 
with ordinary care, would be more evenly pressed. Thia 88Bumea, 
of course, the use of due precaution in foundations for a broad 
and uniform bearing, fully gnnrJed against the contingency of 
water threads, by puddling or concrete with sheet piling, as the 
special case may require. 

The 1l&e of dry stone walla, in rubble work, for reservoir elopes 
ia unequivocally condemned, the maee of testimony against them 
being conclusive, with the ordinary thickneaaee in practice. Nor 
is their economy in tint cost a matter of very positive demonstra
tion. Their beds are continually exposed to undermining by rain 
wash while building, and to wave wash while in use, and the 
walla to injurious effects from frost and otherwise. 

For other kinds of stone lllallODry which pertain rather to euper
structnre, we need only refer to well known principles and 
methods in use, without special designation. The same principle 
of jointing and construction controls them. 

Nor is this brief memorandum intended to cover all the points 
to be considered in these parts of reaervoir workmanship, but 
rather aa allusions to certain details in method, which are some
times overlooked, and which tend to prodntlll and insure desirable 
reaults without much additional cost. A few words also in 
reference to general plan of structure will conolude this branch 
of our subject. 

Dif1irion W'GIU.-For purpoaes of cleansing, repair, subsidence, 
reration, circulation, and their attendant benefits, and for reduc
uon of areas exposed to surface waves, it is always desirable to 
build reeervoirs with one or more division walls. No reservoir 
can be considered complete with leas than one, and with water 
which requires much care, the number may be increased with 
great advantage. The several divisions of the Fairmount Reser
'YOin, at Philadelphia, may be inatanoed as an evidence of the 
lll&DDer in wbich impure water may be much improved; and a 

recent report on the Delaware Reservoir at the same city shows 
that the deposit is about one inch per month, as a comment on 
subsidence and surface enpply. It is customary in some instances 
to build these division walls below the ordinary fl.ow line; but 
while this may accomplish a certain use of surface euppl1, it is 
open to the objection of exposed area, which becomes senoue in 
the case of large sheets of water. The heads of these 11ubmerged 
walls are also subject to the action of breakers, in a different man
ner from that due to elope wash. 

Connecting Wtrira are therefore preferable, arranged with a gate 
pier, and with gates which open downwards from the surface in 
alternate positions, for a given depth. Pipes may be built across 
the foot of the division wall for bottom drainage at any time. 
With weirs of this kind, which are readily built, and which can be 
managed at will, a very complete aud desirable control may be 
had over the contents of the separate divisions, and a positive 
supply of the purest water secured. 

Gau Housu may be also arranged so as to l!eCUre the general 
principles of action discussed. For gravitation euppliea, the 
mfl.uent chamber may be arranged for the top bank, with suitable 
descending channels; but for pumping supplies, it should permit 
an accommodation, by a proper gate pier, of the engine load either 
to the ti.ow-line head or that of the actual reservoir level. 'By 
this means, if the engine be properly designed and managed, in 
many cases a very important saving may be made in annual cost 
of pumping. 

For efBuent chambers, it may be &RBnmed as a rule that the gate 
piers should be so arranged as to take only a surface enpply at 
all times for domestic and public use, nnd to waste occasioaally 
the bottom strata by suitable blow-offs. Too much importance 
cannot be attached to this law, which involves the comfort 
and health of the consumers to no small extent, and the reputa
tion of the supply. 

Depth of W'atm- is also important, in preventing solar action on 
its contents. It seems to be the European experience, that lees 
than t.en feet is always objectionable, and it wiU be observed from 
our preceding papers that twice this depth is the common 
American standard. If this consideration obtains with distribu
ting reservoirs, it should be urtted with greater force on all 
fountain or supply reservoirs, which are generally natural lakes, 
of great area and shallow depth, conetnntlyenbject to impregnation 
by vegetable and other or~ic matter and all the results of fer
mentation. Especially is 1t objectionable that supply reservoirs 
should contain a large disproportion of contents to daily supply, 
unless prompt and efficient means of eeration, circulation, and 
bottom waste are provided. 

Thell' general and rapid suggestions are made, not as a profes
sional dictum, but as the results of experimental science in a 
direction which needs yet more enlarged observation and trial. 
Water works with us are yet in their infancy in an important 
sense, and are exceptions throughout the country rather than a 
general rule, and several of our most prominent supplies already 
warn their consumers of the necessity of early steps for an entire 
reconstruction and enlargement. Dill<'lllBBione of this kind are 
therefore desirable, and the beet results of experience ought to 
be embodied in general rules of practice, Rimilar in method, if not 
in detail, to those presented for consideration. 

(To be continued.) 

THE ANNUAL REPORT AND TRANSACTIONS OF THE 
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS. 

ALTHOUGH the year of the Institute is considered to commence 
and terminate in M11.y, and the Report of the last completed 
eeuion is consequently the one which was read before the Annual 
General Meeting in May last, almost five months~· and extends 
only to that date, yet it is but just now that it is l88ued to mem
bers, an arrangement which deprives it of much of its value. 

We learn frOm this document that the number of members has 
continued steadily to increase, having risen within the last ten 
years from 225 to 348, an addition of more than 60 per cent., and 
as by far the larger increase has taken place in the number of 
Fellow., who must be architects of at least seven years' standing, 
these numbers show that the Institute is receiving accessions of 
established architects to an important extent. 

The lOllBeB by death which have been experienced include the 
Prince Consort, who had been connected with the Institute in the 
honorary character of Patron, Meura. Lochner and Clayton, 
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Professor E&ton Hodgkinaon, Mr. W. L. Donaldeon late Honorary 
Solicit.or, and two Coreign architect.a, honorary and corresponding 
members, Herr Zwirner and Monsieur Brunet de Baines. 

The moat important paragraphs of the Report, referring to 
matters probably or more moment than any which have, since 
the first eetabliehment of the Institute, been decided upon, are 
thus indicated:-" The Council may congratulate the membera 
on the nearly approaching settlement of two «J.Ueetions which 
have occupied their attention for a considerable time, namely, the 
Rnleeon Professional Practice and the Architectun'1Examination." 

The reports of committees on both these subjects, adopted 
since the date of this Report, have been embodied in our columns, 
and it is therefore unneceeeary t.o dwell upon them here, further 
than to remark that, as tendinJl t.o raise the poeition of the pro
feeeion generally, we consider tlie measures taken moat important 
and moat creditable t.o the Institute, which by directing its atten
tion t.o such subjects is fulfilling the moat valuable function 
belonging to it. 

The action very properly taken by the Institute with regard t.o 
the Thames Embankment is referred to; and a aeries of sugges
tions, which were addreeeed by it t.o Mr. Cowper in hie official 
capacity, having for their object the securing due attention t.o 
architectural effect in BO important a public work, ie appended. 

The exertions of the Inetitute with regard t.o the representa
tion of architecture at the International Exhibition,-the state 
of the library,-the portrait of Mr. Cockerell,-the memorial of 
Sir Charles Barry,-the appointment of a committee on the con
servation of ancient monumente,-the convereazione,-the ex
amination of candidates for diatrict eurveyorehip certificatee,
the retirement of the late active and energetic secretaries, and 
the suggestion that the day ie shortly coming when a paid eeore
tary will be neceeeary, are all referred to; and the mere enume
ration of these varied enbjecte ehowe how much has occupied the 
attention of the council during the paat session. The only point 
we regret is the emallneee of the amount which it was found 
poaeible t.o devote to the increase of the library, and the very 
moderate number of books presented as donations: a sum of 
£100 is however voted for books, t.o be purchased during the pre
een t seeeion. 

The only other subject demanding notice ie that of prizes, a 
moat attractive array of which was offered, including the Insti
tute medals for eeilays and drawin~-the Boane medallion,
Mr. Cockerell'& prize,-Mr. Tite'e pnze,-and the stndeuts' prize 
of books. The result appears however t.o have been rather di&
appointiug, as in two cases the prize was not adjudged owing to 
the want of merit in the drawings and euay; while, in a third 
instance, a similar fate was narrowly escaped. Mr. Cockerell'e 
prize seems however t.o have provoked a brisk competition: this 
prize does not seem t.o be agam offered; but one of ten guineu for 
the beet design for a civic or domestic building in a Mediaival 
style, given by Sir F. Scott, seems likely t.o attract many students; 
and so we hope will a prize for an eeaay on moulded brioka or 
terra-cott.a, which is announced. 

The volume of papera read accompanies the Report, and includes 
several papers of nlue which have already appeared in this 
Journal. !tie not quite BO elegant in appearance aa the previous 
volume, being less fully illuatrated by engravings, but whh this 
exception it eeeme to keep up the character of the Transactions 
for excellence and interest. 

IRON PIERS FOR RAILWAY BRIDGES IN ALLUVIAL 
DISTRICTS. 

(Continued from page 270.J 
Ae it ie considered that uniformity of parts, as far as practicable, 

is of as great importance in bridge work as in other mechanical 
structures, a uni(orm span of 60 feet is adopted for all the iron 
bridges on the Bombay and Baroda line, this being considered the 
most economical in rererence t.o the general height.ti of the piers. 
One end of each girder ie fixed on the pier, while the other end is 
left free to move, and carried on a pair of small rollers C, Fig. 9, 
to allow of expansion and contraction. Tho weight of the 
entire 60 feet superstructure for a single line of rails is 24 t.on, 
being 8 cwt. per foot run, and the coat is about £400. In the 
construction of piers adopted for inland rivera with deep water, 
u.y 20 to 00 feet deep, but not tidal, where the current is alwaye 
in one direction only, here t.be oblique piles acting aa struts are 
required only on the lower side of the bridge, and the timber 

fenders only on the upper side. In the oue of piers lor inland 
rivers with shallow water of not more than 20 feet depth, the 
oblique piles can be dispeneed with alt.or.ther. Where there ia 
a rook foundation, the screws are omitted. and the piles are 
simply let into the rock about SI feet and filled round with cement, 
allowing of great rapidi?." of erection in this case. The poaition 
of the roadway may be either between the main girders, or upon 
the top of them, both of which method• are ahown in the eingle 
diagram, Fig. 1. The upper position is preferable for the fOld
way, because it combines the effect of both the main girders in 
resisting forces that tend t.o prodnce buckling of the oompreaion 
heame. The upper or lower position of the roadway however ia 
decided by the amount of headway under the bridge, or the 
clearance between the bridge euperewcture and the highm 
known flood level of the river, which should not be lea than 
6 feet. In every case the power of the compresaion 1-ma t.c> 
resist buckling is made ample, and a horizontal diagonal bracin« 
of T iron is provided between the aroas Fers carrying the road
way, as shown in the plan, Fig. 7, continued fro~ {lier t.o pier; 
and where the roadway is on the top of tho main girders, oblique 
at.aye are added, aa shown in Fig. 1, t.o aecure the ~uiaite 
stability and freedom from vibration in the roadway and girden. 

The use of animal p<.ower wu adopted in ac:rewing down 
the piles at the great Nerbudda bridge, where a large pan 
of the river bod is uncovered at low water, and it is only in 
such situations that animal power has been made available direct 
by means of a long lever. The gene?al. practioe has been, where 
the foundations are not always under water, to hoist the pilel 
into the proper position by shear lega, and hold them in this poai
tion by guides whilst they are ecrewed int.o the ground by a crab 
winch aciing on the end of the lever; but where the gro11Dd ia 
always covered with water a e~ has been erected on timber 
piles surrounding the Bite of the pier. Latterly the principle of 
floating rafts has been eucoeesfully adopted instead of fixed 
8
Trfbe piera nearly half were supplied by the Horaeley Iron 

Co., Tipton, And the rest by the Victoria Iron Co., Derby. There 
is always a difficulty in carrying outriron safely RCl'Oll8 the eea, 
from the great riak of breakage in shipment and in conveyance by 
land, ae well as the chance of dieastera at aea; but in the cue be
fore us altogether only about 6 per oent. of loes from all cau.m in 
the caetriron work ocourred, which is a amaller proportion than 
usual in similar cases. The first part of the superstructure 'WU 
made by Messrs. Kennard at Crumlin; but the greater portion hY' 
Measrs. Westwood, Bailey and Campbell, London Yard, lale of 
Dogs. For the erection of the work in lndia the engineers and 
foremen alone were aent out from England, and all the other 
workmen employed were natives: Colonel Kenned1 stat.es th&~ 
the natives make good workmen in a very abort time 1111d thm 
get on rapidl'/. As a comiequence of the additional employmen'i 
the price o labour bu been doubled by the railway worb 
throughout the district traversed by the line. 

The praotice of cutting down the dimenaions too fine in such 
structures is to be avoided, and a liberal margin ought t.o be left 
beyond the cal!lU!ated 11\rength, to allow for strains which oould 
not be taken acoount of with the same aocul'Ml1 aa.UUple trane
verae and longitudinal atrainL Buokling is a IreCJ,UeDt source of 
extra strain, particularly where there ia any conaiderable de~ 
of girder, and is therefore :required t.o be carefully provided agaiJl8t 
by increasing the size of the eectiona and arranging the iron in 
such a form &a would enable it beet t.o resist buckling underClll&
preesion. In the girders employed, all the ban subject t.o com
pression were made of a crou shape in teetion, as 1hown by the illu
tratioos (Figs. 10 t.o 16, PL 19); aud the greatest strain either of 
tension or compreaaion on any part of tlie girders amountied to 
only 3f t.one per aq. inch under the heaviest practical load. The 
greatest longitudinal motion ot.erved in Sl4 holll'll amounted to 
~ inch in one span of 60 feet. In the dimenaionaof the airden great 
iillowance waa made to provide apinat buckling auil the atraim 
produced by concu88ions, and there were ouly a very few JMaoea 
at whioh the etraiu ever came up to the maximum of 3f tooa per 
square inch, while everywhere else it 'lt'NI much below tbil 
amount, 80 that the strains never approached the elutic limit rl 
the iron. 

The pile len~• were cut vertimlly, and the joina ,... 
generally cast with sufficient aocuracy to go qetber witboat &111. 
fitting; but where neceaaary they were chipped t.o a lenl i'ue, 11111 
CJ&re waa taken to insure a uniform thickn .. of metal~ 
the 1lanp Every pieoe of '1le ironwork wu dipped wllm Id 
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in a bath of linaeed oil, and had afterwards two coat.a of good oil 
p&int. After erection frequent and thorough painting are 
relied upon for keeping the iron from rU1ting. From an examina
tiou of several old iron atrnctnree it bu been found that the cast
iron generally atood well, but the wrought-iron shows evidences 
of oorroeion after it baa been up about 20 yeara, and it could 
never be relied on nnl1188 freqnent.ly painted or otherwise pro
tected. The prevention of iron from mating ia a question of 
general importance, and every encouragement 11bonld be given to 
invee~igation of the anbject, with a view to obtaining some really 
permanent protection. It ia clear that t'ven with ita present 
liabilitv to oxidation iron is decidedly the cheapest material for 
large bridges in general, particnlarly in alluvial districts: but ita 
durability and renewal are dependent mainly on ita thorough 
protection from oxidation. The object to be sought is not simply 
to seoure the beat protection out of a nnmbe1' of modes, of which 
all may be defective; but to arrive at an absolute meana of preser
vation, if that be poaaiblt'. 

Tar hBB proved a very effeotive mnterial for preserving the 
bottoms of iron ahipa from rusting, and ia applied aillO inside 
l'eaaelL On the Clyde large ahipa of 2000 or 3000 tone burden 
are prott'cted inside with a coat of vamiah made from pu1'ified 
coal tar, which ia found a very efficient protection. A clean sur
face of the iron for laving on the varnish ia all that is required, 
and it hM a fine polish; the coat iallt.s 7 or 8 yMra when protected 
by a lining of woodwork in front. The varnish may be laid on 
cold, and the smell ia all gone in a few days; the coat is much leu 
than red lead paint. Thia piiln baa also been applied to the inside 
of steam boilers, where tht1 uptake from the furnace passes 
through the steam room of the boiler, and it preveuta oxidation 
and SCll!ing of the iron from the action of the steam for a long 
period; it ought therefore to be suitable for such atructuree aa the 
bridgee df'8Cribed. 

The lower lengths of the pilea are filled with concrete, 
which renders them solid inside, 110 that each pile atanda on 
a solid foundation of 4! feet diameter. Much accunicy was 
required in getting the piles correct in levt'l: this was managed 
by screwing them down R little furLher if neceaaa1'y; and 
aa there are four Inga at each end of the several lengths fo1' 
attaching the diagonal bracing, the level could be adjusted to 
one quarter of a revolution of the screw. Where the piles 
stood ou a rock foundation a piece of the required length 
was cut off the bottom of the loweat il'ngth, leaving the flange at 
top for bolting to the next length; or eiet' the rock was cut away 
dt>eper to get the proper level A few cases oconrred of a pile 
being broken in acrewlog down, and it was then very difficult to 
get the screw ont again; this was one of the chief difficulties that 
had been met with in t'recting the brirlgea. At tht' Nerbndda 
bridge the sudden abandonment of the work. caneed by an out
break of cholera and followed by monsoon floods, left some single 
piles nn1mpported, which Wt're broken; and one or two of these 
could not be got out again, ao that it becamt1 neceaaary tt> alter 
the spans in two cues, selecting fn>11h aitea for the piers in order 
to get clear o( the broken piles. Rapidity of fixing ia of apecial 
importance in India, for on account of floods and storms the 
working year for such operations can be l"f!Ckoned at only about 
eight months; and the facility of erection with this conatroction of 
piers and anperstrncture is ao great, that by beginning at both 
ends at the same time they oould now bridge the broadest river 
in a single aeaaon. 

THE ANCIENT CHURCH IN DOVER CASTLE. 
AN almost unrivalled int.ereet attaches to thia edifice on various 

accounts, but more particnlarly from it.a antiquarian history, and 
the more or 1888 perfect developments of primitive architecture in 
tbi1 country which its ruins exhibited, and which have been 
rendt'red still more abundant and curious in comeqnenoe of the 
iuiditional diicoveries brought to li(Sht during its recent restora
tion and refitting iD order to be agaw need for the purposes of a 
church. These restorations were commenced nearly two years 
and a half ago, and have been most ooneoientiously punned under 
the direction of Mr. Scott, aeeiated by the vigilant anperintend
ance of Mr. J. N. Marshall, the clerk of the works. 

The church ia aitua\e within tht' castle walle, on a lofty cliff, 
and cloee to the ancient pbaroe, or lighthoaee, which baa been 
often depicted in elucidating the cbaracteriltioa of BomanHqne 
architecture, and of which a woodcut may be l8eJl in our joarnal 

for July 1868. Bee Blo:ram'a 'Gothic .Arohiteotnre' (Reviews). 
The date of the latter ia anrmieed to be early in the aeoond 
century; and the nee of the building was to guide the Roman 
galleys acro99 the strait. The material employed ia a casing of 
tlinta and tnfa, in blocks about 12 inches by 7 inches, strengthened 
with bonding courses in large Roman tiles, and filled up with 
atone& and mortar. Originally it had on the east aide an arched 
door, on the other aides Roman windows 13 feet 6 inches by 4 feet, 
which Bishop Gnndulph blucked up and reduced into Norman 
loopbolt'a. Without p11rauing the hiatory of this pbaros any 
furthe1', we may remark that the doorway just mentioned com
municated with the west end of the fabric which it ia our purpose 
now more minutely to describe. 

Thia church is considered by Mr. Scott to be probably the most 
entire (as to ite general outline at least) among all the prtt-Norman 
remains which have come down to ua: for tbongh till recently R 
ruin, it retained the general fonu of nave, transept, and central 
tower ao completely, that one felt that its entire design could with 
little difficulty be reproduced. Though the subject of its history 
baa provoked much diacnaeion, there can be no question as to its 
belonging to that variety of Romanesque architecture which we 
know prevailed in this country prior to the Norman conquest; 
but wht'ther the fabric ia late or early Saxon ia not ao certain. It 
ia known that in the seventh centnry (616-40) King ldbald 
founded a college of aeoolar canons in this place to minister to 
the garrison. The combination of military with ecclesiastical 
atructnrea within one incloaure occura also at Porcheeter, Exeter, 
in the To'Wt'r of London, and in the curious instance of 
St. Germain's Cathedral, and Peel Castle in the Isle of Man. 
The decay of the church and it.a disuse may ba fairly attributed 
to the latter end of the lt'Venteenth century, and its subsequent 
injurit'a to the careleaaoeas of the Board of Ordnanoe. In 16311 
the church and ita monnmenta were in complete repair; but it 
has since been repeatedly threatened with complete demolition. 
It was not till 18115 that Lord Panmure, then at the head of the 
War Department, promised that it should be cleared of coals(!) l\nd 
kept more deOl'ntly and respected for the future. These orders, 
however, if i111ued, were not destined then to be carried into 
effect. 

Of authors who have more or lt'ae deacribed the building, we 
may qnote Eeat'x, Rickman, and Bloxl\ru. In the MSS. of the 
former, reference ia made to the materials u coneieting chietly of 
ragatone and brick, aud of the archea to the middle tower, which 
have undei;r>ne several alteration&, "particularly the addition of 
stonework,' and which originally "seem about the time of 
Henry III., or the earliest in the time of King Stephen." 

The nave is extemally abont 62 fet't long by 34 feet wide; the 
chancel abowt 27 feet long by 25 feet wide. The transepts each 
above 22 feet long by 20 feet wide, and the tower about 36 feet 
by 33 feet 6 inches. The walls of the church gt'nt'rally are about 
32 feet high, and those of the tower remain to a height of about 
70 feet. We extract the following, as part of a deacription written 
a few years ago:-

" The church is cruciform. On either aide the n.&ve are the remaina 
of two clerestory windows of great aim: between those on the south side 
wu a door, circular headed, with double arches of tile: underneath the 
west window, on the north side, w1111 a more pointed door, and beneath 
an acute-angled pediment the weather-moulding of a porch, the principal 
entrance. Two round windows were in the gable of the north tramept ; 
one _, in tha$ of the eouth wing; in the eaet and west walls of the 
former wae a trefoiled lancet-window. In the west wall of the IOUth 
transept was a round-headed window, and in the north-west is a lat.e 
Tudor window of three ~hte. In the aou$h wall of the n.&ve appear 
two huge indents, which m eome old prints are erroneously fashioned 
into windows, but are evidently the effect of a design to destroy the 
entire edifice by gunpowder. The choir was lighted b)'. two lancet
windowa, eepr.rated by a abaft with a Rimple capital on either side: the 
east w'.ndow (perhaps a triplet) wu 13 feet 8 inches in width, and the 
aplay is 2 feet 3 inches wide : on the aouth side remain a bracket piscina 
&Dd eedili&, Early Englieh. A covered porch unites the n.&ve to the 
pharoa. In the anglee of the tower are Jl?llOOful Early English llhafla, and 
the Bpringers and ribs of arche& are fined with a dog-tooUi moulding. 
On the eut faoe (of the tower) were two round windows; on the~ 
two pain, of the 1&111e form; and on the north thiee, diapoeed in an 
inverted triangle. On every Bide W1lll a round-1-ded window, opening 
below the roof into the church, and forming an internal lantern, aliove 
which were two stories, the uppermOllt lighted by two lllllall windo-, a 
pair on every faoe, and of pointed form, probably added when the llE'COnd 
roof W1lll added. A round-headed window is in the west wall of the nave. 
The choir-arch ia 12 feet wide ; the tramept archee each 17 feet ; and 
t.bai f4 the nave 16 faet. There are thiee tien of weadier-mouldinga on 
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t.he weet aide of the tower, apparently indicating that the first roof was of 
alight pitch, the seoond hlgh and steep, when three window& of corre
sponding date were added on each aide of the nave, above the ancient 
windows; o.nd, aubsequently, a third roof, more depreBSed, waa added. 
In the old viewa of the church the cilla of these windows are plainly 
marked." 

Of the three great clall8efl of architectural features, the door
ways, the windows, and the arches supporti.Dg the tower-all 
possess characteristics distinctively Saxon. The doorways, instead 
of having recesses or orders externall{, and the door being hung 
in some plane within the thickness o the wall, have their open
ings cut straight through the wall with perfectly flat and unre
lieved sides, the door itself being hung against its inner face, upon 
hinges projecting into the church. The openi.Dgs in the tower are 
in this respect treated rather as doors than windows. The 
windows proper have a rough splay of brick, ne&rly equal and 
similar within and without, and meeting near the centre of the 
wall in a groove which contained a wood frame; the cill was 
simil&rly splayPd, and was plastered. Several of the windows 
added to the above a most remarkable feature; their heads, instead 
of being arched, were square, and were covered over with oak 
linteill, which assumed the same splayeJ form both within and 
without as the rest of the window. These lintels had perished, 
but the exact impression of their end11 was left in the mortar, 
showing almost the very grain of the wood. 

The arches of the tower (of which the eastern and the western 
Are the only original ones) are formed in the manner which is so 
frequent in and so characteristic of Saxon work. They have ne&r 
either jamb a brick pilaster, which, i.Dsteadofstoppingatthe spring
i~ of the a~h, is continued round it. This is almost entirely of 
bnck, as in fact are the majority of the architectural parts. The 
imposts are, however, of stone, and singululy moulded. The ex
ternnl quoins are partly of stone and partly of brick, the former 
being bonded on the " long-and-short'' pri.Dciple peculiar to 
Saxon work, that is to say, an upright stone alternating with a 
tmt stone bonding into both of the wall faces. The door jambs 
seem to have been somewhat simil&r in construction, having fiat 
stones on edge forming the sides of the opening, and fiat stones 
laid horizontally upon them. 

The church underwent considerable alterations (as already 
stated) about the clo!!e of the twelfth century, These alterations 
consisted, firstly, in the change of the whole internal ch&racter of 
the chancel into Early Pointed, by addi.Dg vaulting, inserting 
lancet windows in the sides and east end, and an elegant Early 
English sedile; secoudl1, of the vaulting of the space below the 
tower, and the formation of pointed arches on the north and 
south sides of that space; and thirdly, of the insertion of a fine 
pointed doorway (and apparently a porch) on the north side of 
the nav11. The ch&racter of the w01·k introduced at this period 
is especially fine; and it is pretty evident, on comparing it with 
the beautiful porch and chapel to the keep of the castle, that it 
was the work of the same architect: for, though the latter has 
gene!'liily round ~hes and has some Norman decorations, thd 
details of the two are so much alike as to show the same hand, 
while both bear considerable resemblance to those of the second 
nrchitect of Canterbury Cathedral. The Norman choir of the 
htter having been burnt in 1174, a French &rehitect-kuown as 
"William Je Sens"-was engaged for its restoration; and be, 
having been obliged after some years to relinquish the work, 
was succeeded by an EuglishmlUI who hAd been engaged under 
him, and who is called " William the Englishman." To the work 
of this architect the details in question be&r the closest simi
larity, so that little hesitation can be felt in attributing them 
to him, or \o some of. those who had been engaged under his 
direction. 

One very curious circumstance with regllrd to this work was 
b1'0ught to light durin~ the late excavations. Many portions of 
the vaulting ribs of this period were discovered, several of which 
had been formed out of small baluster pillars belonging to the 
Saxon church, one side of which remained quite perfect at the 
hack of the Early English rib-moulding. These balusters are 
about 2 feet long, and do not suit any existing part of the church, 
yet they are so distinctly Saxon that one cannot doubt that they 
belonged to it. They are of Cnen stone, and have been carefully 
turned in a lathe; the surface, with the marks of the turning-tools, 
being almost as fresh as if new. This latter circumstance makes 
it evident that the7 could never have been used externally, and 
Mr. Scott thinks 1t probl\ble ihat they formed parts of a screen. 
These originals are now in the museum at Dover, but cnsts have 

been made and are deposited in the Architectural Mllllelllll" 
South Kensington. The doorway of this period on the north 
side of the nave, though some symptoms of it were before viaible, 
may almost be said to have been discovered during the late exm
vations, for it was not till the earth had been removed to a COil· 
siderable depth that its true form was ascertained. The arch 
mouldings and capitals had disappeared, but the full &eeiions of 
the jambs, with the bases, were traced. One of the eady ooupleta 
of the chancel had been altered in the suceeedin~ century into an 
incipient Lracery window, with a quatrefoil in 11.s head, and the 
double arch of the interior had been converted into a eemicircle. 
It waa at first intended to preserve this altered form, but the 
inserted stonework was so rui.Doua and decayed that it was found 
necessary to take it out; and during the excavations the capital 
of the central shaft was found in a perfect state, with others ofila 
details, so that the decision was reversed, and the arch restored 
to its original form. The opposite window had had its external 
features destroyed, but on the south side the jambs remained; and 
one window with another, and with the aid of discovered frag
ments, the original forms and details were recovered with entire 
certainty. The capitals of several of the vaulting ribe, &c. were 
also found w)lile excavating, and re-used. 

There are also Early English remains of a second period, pro
bably 110me thirty years later than thoee just described. They 
consist mainly of sedilia, and a piecina in the south-eastern angle 
of the nave, and belonging to an altar which stood against the 
southern jamb of the tower arch. Each arch of the sedilia had a 
small window-opening in its centre. These were in part dis
covered during the progress of the work. A little pedestal, pro
bably for a figure, was found attached to the jamb and tower
&rch adjoining, and wa9 refixed where found. The Early Enlrlish 
work of this second period is distinguishable from that of the 
first period by its having been worked with the claw-tool, whereu 
the olden work bears the marks of the plain chisel. 

In the eastern walls of the transepts were recesses of conside
rable width, under pointed &rehes. In excavating below them wtre 
found the lower parts of cross walls projecting from them weai
ward ; and, on a careful examination of the arches, evidences 
were discernible of groined vaulting having existed, rendtring 
it clear that they were the remaiua of projecting vaulted canopies, 
or ciboria, for the reception of altars; their date being probably 
coeval with thnt of the sedilia in the nave. On excavatinir 
internally, two ancient floor levels were discovered ;-the original 
floor of the Saxon church, and that of the Early English period, 
which was on a liUle higher level. The latter has been adopted 
for the restored church. That portion of the older floor which 
was under the tower was paved with squared chalk, about six 
inches thick, laid on concrete, and the ood, similarly prepared, 
was found in other pnrt.s. The stone made use of in the Saxon 
portions of the building is of (at le:uit) three descriptions :-110me 
parts, as for instance the imposts of the tower arches, are of Caen 
stone; other parts, particularly some of the quoins, aJ'e of large 
ma.•ses of Kentish rag, such as one sees near Folktstont and 
Hythe. Others, again, are of a very peculiar kind of ooane 
oolite; and it is a singular fact that the same stone has been 
found at St. Mildred's Church at Canterbury, which has been 
supposed by Mr. Hussey to contain old Roman m.at.erialR; and 
that the curious pillars from Reculver, which are now put up at 
C1Wterbury, are also of the same stone. Both these point' were 
verified by the clerk of the works. Tufa al.so exists in the older 
parts of the structure. The walls are mainly of fti11t, but the j111I1bl 
and arches of windows, &c., and portions of the qtioina, are of 
Roman bricks, some of which are rounded on their edges as if 
they had lain on the beach, and to others portions of Roman 
mortar were found to adhere. 

Ia clearing out the debris within the walls of the church, 1.t 
the outset of the undertaking, humau bones were found in all 
parts, at depth& v&rying from 1 foot to 5 feet in the nave, hot 
8 feet below the surface in the transept, also s. leaden coffin 
in the chancel, and a stewed chalk grave in the nave. At 
the end of the south transept there was discovered, in forming 
the trench, a singularly-shaped steined grave, formed with hewn 
chalk sides and top, the head or upper part being reciaed to receive 
the head ; the joints of this work are pretty closely fitted togeLher, 
but no sign of any mortar appears to have been used in their 
construction. In various part.a of the old building were foD11d 
fragments of the old red tile, with the old pounded brick monar 
jambs attached thereto, prei:iisely similar to some of the olJ 
mo11ar used in the ancient pharos adjoining. The foundaUOll.i 
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o( the church are formed mostly of large flint Md fl.at piecea of 
lit.one at the sets-off, and plinth lines of the green sandstone 
format.ion, and very hard. Thie description of stone has been 
ascertained to have been quarried at Saltwood, about eighteen 
iuiles to the west of Dover. The whole superstructure rests upon 
a very uniform and excellent bottom, formed of very stiff clay 
with a large proportion of fiints intermixe<l. 'l'he chalk floor 
e.1.tends over the whole area of the tower, but not beyond, except 
on the east side, where it rune one foot into the chancel, a!ld 
finishes off in a straight line. The other sides stop against the 
walls under tower arched leading into .the transept, the walls of 
which stand about a foot above this level. The floor is formed of 
blocks of hewn chalk, averaging 9 iuchee square, 6 inches thick, 
and firmly bedde<l and jointed in close mortar. No traces of floors 
were found in either transept. 

The course which was followed throughout the restoration hR.S 
been to preserve every ancient feature which remained in its 
place, to restore to their places all fragments whose originiU. posi
tion could be discovered, to leave unrestored those ancient feAturee 
whose reatoration was not necessary to the safety or reasonable 
completeness of the building, anil to restorfl othel'l'I, as nearly 1\8 

evidence would permit, to the old forms, without any attempt to 
disguise what WR.S new, or to render it mietA.keable for old work. 
Iu cases where it was necessary to restore parts formed of Roman 
brick, either a similar brick was employed from the excavatione, 
or modern paving tiles. The latter sufficiently harmonise, but 
are at ou~ distinguishable. 

REVIEWS. 

A Treatiae on Yentilation, Natural and Artificial. BY RoBERT 

P..1TCH1E, C.E. London: Lockwood and Co. 1862. 
Thie work, on a subject which is still open to e'ucidation, and 

the very rudiments of which are far from being universally 
understood, will be of value both to professional and general 
readers. It is the work of, a practical engineer who has been 
actually and repeatedly employed in the ventilating of buildings, 
and who bas made himself familiar with most, if not all, of the 
methods actually in use, or which have been at various times 
employed. The author states in bis preface, that "the ground
work of this Look formed the matter of an article for the Cyclo
predia of the late Dr. Nichol, Professor of Astronomy in the 
University of Glasgow." Thie article it seems did not appear in 
that work, on account of want of space; and it was at the sug
gestion of the learned editor that it is now published in .its 
present form, enlarged, aud extensively illustrated by woodcuts. 

There are here and there defects of style, and the whole work, 
praiseworthy as it is for its candour and impn.rtiality, id n. little 
open to the objection tbnt it is more suited for an article iu an 
encyclopredia than for a separate treatise; for while displaying 
the nature of variant< coutrivanCE'B, their defect.q, and their advan
tages, it somewhat fails of fulfilling the office of a guide-book to 
those practically eugaged in v1mtilating. A book which should 
ahow what expedient can be best relied upon under certaiu sets 
of conditions, and shall, in fact, place at the disposal of the 
student the condensed results of a long experience, is still to 
some es.tent a de~ideratum; and though Mr. Ritchie's book is 
full of information both as to facts aud principl~s, it is hardly 
more of a baud-book to the ventilating engineer than several 
others already before the public. 

One of the pnints on which Mr. Ritchie gi'l'es :L more decided 
expression of opinion thnn usual with him is the advantage of 
u~ing a current of hot water at a great heat, ci1"Culating in pipes 
of swall diameter, for raising the temperature of the air. He 
has certainly done good service in 11howing the superior con
venience, safety, and efficiency of this mode of exciting a current 
in an e.xtractiou-ehaft. 

" The writer of this work Wllll long ago impreued with the ad vantages 
that the aystem of high temperature tubes presented for ventilation,
....,ing the danger that attended placing open fires of any kind at the roofs eof 
buildings to extract vitiated air. It occurred to him that if an artificial 
heat to a high degree were pro<luced in a small acce811ible chamber at the 
roof of a building, with hotrwater pipes heated by a fire placed at the 
i-ment of the building, there would not be the 8AIDe objection1 to this 
11 to the methods which have been alluded to. 

After various experiments he sucooe<led in applying the hotrwater 
apparatus or arli1icial concentrated heat at the roof of the Circuit Court-

House in Glasgow in 1843, and shortly afterwards at tbe Police Buildin~'8 
· in Edinburgh. It Wllll found that by this means, not only could a sufficiently 
powerful extracting force for the withdrawal of vitiated air from buildings 
be obtained, but that the plan was free from all risk of fire, and attended 
with. much leu trouble in the management than any other plan. It 
~uired no fire to be kindled at the roof, and was noiseleu in its opera
t10n, nor was there any risk from it of the products of oombust.ion finding 
their way into the apartment below, which might happen both with fire 
and with gas. The expense of the great oonsumption of gas was avoided, 
and there was little trouble in lighting; neither was there the risk of the 
eecape of gas nor the liability of burnen being affected by strong currents 
of wind. For the method of ventilating with hot water the writer 
received a high premium from the Royal Scottish Society of Arts, and 
he baa successfuliy applied this system to several buildings in Scotland. 

The result of ample experience baa fully proved not only its utility 
and safety, but that the hotrwater pipes, even in such exposed situatiolll!, 
have stood the test, without any accident, of twelve or more, and many 
of them very eevere winters,-nd the effect of strong frost baa been 
easily guarded against by keeping on a slow fire during its continuance, 
and filling the pipes with water saturated with Mh. By recent improve
ments the apparatus can be BO arranged that the water may be withdrawn 
from the pipes, and theee refilled at pleasure. 

In the prooeae here referred to the air is rarefied by being heated to 
about 200° Fahr. in a chamber at the roof, by means of hot water appa
~tua. Above this chamber a abaft or ventilating chimney ia carried &11 

high as oonveniently can be, in order to prevent the reflux of the vitiakd 
air, its escape into the atmoephere being aided by means of a turncap, to 
which a large louvre ia adapted. This cylindrical turncap ia made 
of zinc, and revolves by means of a wind vane always turning its pro
tected surface towards the wind. The rarefaction or partial vacuum of 
the air in the chamber caul!e8 the vitiated air at the ceiling of the apart
ment to rush towards it, from which the ascensional current carries the 
foul air into the e:r.ternal atmOl!phere. It is obvious that by this process 
the ventilating apparatus itself cannot deteriorate the air of the apartment, 
whereas the fumes from a coal fire, or the combustion of gaa in the !!&Ille 
paeition, would do so. The succe88, however, of this plan of ventilation 
m a great measure depends upon three points: first, the elevation of the 
shaft or chimney above the heating apparatWI, and free escape of the foul 
air into the atmosphere; sooond, the egress of the vitiated air from the 
room at the oeiling into the hot chamber; and third, the regularity with 
which the heat is maintained . ., 

Mr. Ritchie has however neglected to inform us to what 
temperature he raised the 4-inch pipes which formed part of the 
system, but were employed to heat the air of the court; nor has 
he dwelt upon the danger (in employing a system of high-preBSure 
pipes as a heating system) of injury to the properties of the air. 
Thie ought to have been here mentioned as a pomt to be guarded 
against, but the only reference to it is in another part of the 
book, where we learn that Mr. Perk.ins bl\8 invented an arrange
meut for modifying the temperature of his pipes. On the genernl 
question of heating air to excess, Mr. Ritchie hl\8 some excellent 
remarks, in which however we do not find any reference to the 
modern discovery of "ozone," although the questions of dryn8911 
and of " burnt air" are well and popularly treated. 

" From the preceding observation1 it will be apparent that it is the 
degree of temperature to which the air ia raised that produces its drying 
or evaporative action ;-hence in producing an artificial atmOBphere in 
apartments, the degree of moisture to be imparted to it should be in exact 
proportion to the degree of temperature of the air in the apartment; for 
the air may be rendered so dry and groody in its action, or what is 
termed its capacity for moisture may be so increased, as .to render it 
unfit 'for the healthy respiration of human beings or of plants.' This 
being generally known and admitted, the author finds it stated ill one 
Scientific Journal* that ' it ia not of the smalleet importance how the 
increased temperature to the air is given-whether by an air-stove, or by 
an open fire-place, or by steam or hot water pipes; the drying effect is 
exactl7 the same, and exactly proport.ioned t.o the degree of temperature 
to which the air of the apartment ia raised.' 

Surely there is another element which oomee into action in the etfe<:t of 
theee different heating medim, though the drying effect may be the same, 
which may render them more or less injurious. It is a well-known and 
admitt.ed fact that th" atmOBpheric air in oontaci with heated irurlaoes of 
iron underg008 two chemical changes:-First, at a black heat of about 300° 
Fahr., a partial decomposition commences, by the b11rning or scorching of 
the dust mixed with the atmoepherio air (visible in the sunbeam), which 
is chiefly composed of animal or vegetable matter;-in the eecond sta.ge, 
or when the iron reaches a red heat (often visible in stoves. even in day
light), say 700° of Fahrenheit, complete decomposition takes place: th~ 
oxygen is rapidly CO!ll!umed, fonning an oxide on the surface of the metal, 
and the \-&pours are com-erted into hydrogen or carhuretted hydrogen 
gas. The rarefied air which pnsacs from the stove must be chiefly com
posed of nitrogt>n, and the effluvia arise from the buming of the floating 

• Trnn•. Royal Soc. of Arta, 1859, p. 8~. 
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matter. As hydrogen ia of itaelf inodorous, the smell iB more likely to 
be produced by the carburett.ed hydrogen di.eengaged by paging over the · 
heat.ed iron surface, or by the decompoeition of animal matter. To inhale 
auch air even for a ahort time muei be highly injurious to the human 
frame. The effect, however, is not genera.Ily perceptible, and it ia in 
some meuure modified by the rarefaction of the air, which partially 
retains it at the upper part of the apartment, while the inareased ca.paoity 
for moisture e&ll8ell the warm air to reoeive more rapidly back its ozygen, 
and remixes it with atmOBpheric air. It iB inoorreat to say that the effect 
of all heailiig agents ia alike. The combustion of coal gaa will dry the 
air, but in doing so it injures its purity by consuming the oxygen anti pro
ducing carbonic acid gaa. In the preparation of artificial atmospheres, 
et.oves are nnquetliionably the most pernicious in imparting drying pro
perties to the air, and hot water ia preferable to ateampipee* or gu 
heat." 

It is to be regretted, perhaps, that in a work of which the 
chief merit t:0nsists in its comprehensive review of most existing 
systems, 80 little should be said of the methods adopted on the 
Continent. The much vaunted system of Dr. Van Hecke, and 
that of Messrs. Laurent and Thomae, are indeed mentioned, but 
only as referred to in the 'Barrack Report,' and the 'Lancet.' A 
full description, with particulars drawn from personal examina
tion, would have enhanced the value of the book exceedingly; 
and it is poSBible that a careful personal examination of some 
other continental hospitals-especially the well-known one at 
Bordeaux-might have induced the writer to modify a little the 
views be bas expre89ed on the subject of hospital ventilation. 

Interesting particulars will be found relating to the ventilation 
of mines, and to the use of the steam-jet and fan as motors; an 
account of some of the many attempts to ventilate the Houses of 
Parliament will also be read with interest, and so will many 
other portions of the work; but we consider that the sections 
describing examples of the author's own practice in ventilation 
are by far the most valuable, and we would have willingly dis
pensed with much of the second-band matter contained in the 
volume to have had those sections enlarged. 

The book is well illustrated with woodcuts and lithographs, 
and is supplied with an efficient table of contents; but au alpha
betical index is wanting-and in a book of this character the 
absence of such an index is to be regretted. 

T/'4 Mawoleum at Halicart11J1JIU8 Rutored in confomaity with tJia 
re<¥ntly lli8cooered Remaim. By JillES F.&RGussoN, F.R.I.B.A. 
London: Murray. 1862. 
A restoration of the ruined tomb of Msueolus at Halicarna99ue 

was-like a restoration of the Roman Forum-one of the problems 
which few architectural antiquarians of the Cla88ic school left 
uuattempted. With the change that has taken place within the 
lzu.t half century in the general direction ot arch1tectural studies 
some of the interest of tbeee problems as matters of frequent 
debate has vanished, but enough remains to render the recent 
discovery, on the spot, of remains both of the sculpture and the 
architectural features of the mausoleum, a cause of general satis
faction to the learned. That discovery, as is well known, was 
made by RD exploring expedition sent out by the British govern
ment; and the volume before us, by the author of the well-known 
'Handbook of Architecture,' contains a short account of the 
materials for restoration previously existing and of those recently 
added, followed by a detailed statement of Mr. Fergueson's views 
as tc the use to be made of those materials, together with repre
sen tations of the monument as he supposes it to have appeared 
when complete. 

After a careful perusal of Mr. Fergusson's treatise we cannot 
say that we feel convinced by his reasoninjf on all points. Where 
the remains on the spot, or the descriptions in Pliny and other 
writers, fail or disagree, be bas attempted to reconcile deecre
pancies, or to supply mi88ing links, by an ingenious application of 
a theory of geometricaljroportions in Greek architecture, which, 
however ingenious an even probable, is not one universally 
accepted. So much, therefore, of the restoration as rests solely 
on this theory must be considered as open to question. The 
theory itself, one of the most interesting portions of the book, is 
not original, but is that elaborated by Mr. WatkiBB Lloyd, after 
a careful study of existing Greek buildings, and 80 much of it as 
was considered applicable to the subject under consideration is 

• "By an lngenln111 &n'&llgtlment Mr. A. W, Perklna of Loudon modill,. t.he tem
peratnre of bla patent hot.-'WMer plpea lo any degree by puahlc t.he llaw-plpea fnm t.he 
fnnlaco t.hrougb &aDb ur cold water." 

contained in the subjoined seven propoeitions, "which," obeerves 
Mr. Fergusson, "may be considered axiomatic." 

"The establishment of proportiona of low numbers between-
1. The length and breadth of the 1-ment, either upon itll upper or 

lower step, or both. 
2" The breadth of front and full height of the building; in mon -

also the length of flank and full height. 
S. The length and breadth of any other oonapicuoua rectuigle, such 11 

in the preiient cue would be the plane of the oella, of the pyramid, of the 
bue or pedestal of the statue. 

•. The di vision of the grand height of the structure into a pair of well· 
contrasted parts, having a ratio to each other of which the terms differ 
by unity, as 2 to S, S to •, &o. The further subdivision of these part& i1 
effected again by definite proportions, and a favourite scheme here, 11 
elsewhere, is for an intermediate aection of a vertical line to have a simple 
proportion to the joint dimensiona of aectiona above and below it, ~ 
upper and lower sections being then proportioned independently. Tbue in 
the entablature of the MaUBOleum the friellll ia jus' half the joint beig!U 
of architrave and comice; that is, on&-third of the height ia given to the 
frieze. 

6. The lower diameter of the Ionic column hae UBU&lly a ratio to the 
upper diameter expreasible in low numbers with a difference of unity. In 
the Mausoleum the ratio is 6 to 6, the same as at Priene. In the colulll.lll 
at Branchidlll, which were more than double the height, the difference ii 
1lighter-viz., 7 to 8. 

6. The hl>ight of the column iB usually, but by no me&n1 invariably, 
oommenaurable with the lower diameter, or at least semi-diameter, and 
the columns are spaced in one or other of the schemes that supply a sym
metry with their height; that is to say, the height of the column will be 
found invariably to measure off a space laterally that coincides wit.Ii 
centre and centre of columns, centre and margin, or margin and margin 
of the foot of the shaft or hue. This llJIDIIletry was o( more importance 
than the commenaurability of height by diame'er. 

1. In the architecture of temples, at least, the height either of the abaft 
or of the full column compares with the complementary height of the 
order, or of the front, in a ratio of which the tennB differ by unity, and 
the larger term J*taine to the columns. For example, the height of the 
Parthenon column is two part.II out of three into which the full heilj'.h~ of 
the order at the flank of the temple is divisible; t,be remaining part being 
divided between the entablature and the atepe." 

We cannot here follow the ingenious application of theee priD
ciple11 made by Mr. Fergu88on, but the reader interested in such 
matters will find much pleasure in doing so; and whether be 
agrees entirely with it or not, he will admit that the graphic 
representations of the reetoration have much elegance and beauty. 
The work is creditably got up in every respect, is not l.oo laf1e, 
and well titted to find a place on the library table of every anti
quarian aud architect. 

On Heat in iu relatitn11 to Water mid Sttorn; embracing Net11 
YUitN on Yaporiaation, Conden1ation, and EzplorioM. By C. 
WYE WtLLLUlS, A.I.C.E. Second Edition. Longman & Co. 

( OORClvdtcl from page 2•4.J 
Resuming our notice of this work, we find the subject of 

the jet treated in an original and mA.Sterly manner by Mr. 
Williams. He detects an induced current of air by the simp
lest poiisihle experiments; on this current depends the power 
of the jet, and not on the qunntity of air or gas that is forced 
through the no:z;zle. From the exposition of the dynamical 
laws, so clearly established for the first time in the work before us, 
quantities are easily calculated to snit RUY required developmenl 
It is easily observed that the tuyeres ofblRBt furnaces, fau blowers, 
and such contriVR.nces, may be made more effective by constructing 
them in accordance with the law detected by Charles Wye 
Williams. He obeerv-

" The jet may, at first Bight, appear to be of minor importance, and 
ecarcely entitled to recognition as an agent for developing power. All 
think they know its character, and the cause of its action and efficiency. 
On examination, however, it will be found to involve results both practi
cally and dynamically of the deepest interest. To the jet belongs all 
that the increase of draft, and the consequent increase of combustion, 
effect in the locomotive steam engine. Although thia is ~ by all 
engineers, yet none have examined the true ca.use of this prtllW9 IJlo6ilc 
in reference to railway speed. 

So important hae been the result of the jet of waate &team in the 
chimney of the locomotive, that a contest of violence, and even acrimony, 
has long been carried on as to whom belongs the merit of Its applicaa• 
at the time of the great rival contest. on the opening of the Liverpool am! 
Manchester Railway, in which Stephenson canied the day, his IU
being solely the result of the introduction of the jet of wu'8 steam iD the 
chimney. Of the peculiarity or oauee of this reeuli ae a power, be WM al 
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at the time wholly ignorant. Even to t.hiai day no one baa yet given a 
correct scientific account of the true fll<Xlw ~ftdi by which the effect 
ill realiead. So little indeed wa11 t.hill known when ftm introduced into 
the Rocket engine, that the beet mode of applying it, as regards area 
and position, was wholly undecided. All that was known, or colllidenid 
requiaite, was, that by throwing the wllllte steam from the cylinders inlle 
'21.e chimney a great acoeaaion of draft wa11 obtained, combustion accele
rated, and a collllllell8Urate nwr- ill the amount of 1-.m generated. 
Su1-{uently, acientific men began to colllider these pointe; the preeent 
position, however, of the jet at the b8lle of the chimney, and the rvgulation 
of the sectional area of the jet, have been determined by practice alone, 
and without rvferenoe to 1principle. 

From the use of the steam jet in the locomotive came ite application in 
aid of the draft in marine boilel'll, where, of counie, the benefit and elfect 
of high chimneys, as adopted on land, cannot be available. Still, how
ever, we llhall eee how little wae known ae to the principle on which the 
efficiency of the jet depended. In proof of t.hill it may bot mentioned that 
in a recent instance steam jets have been introduced into the chimneys of 
large v-le with so little ~udgment, that not only is their effect to a great 
extent neutraliBOO, but it 18 accompanied with an llJlD8Clell8&I' wllllte of 
steam. Thia will hereafter be explained and illuatrated." 

The following simple experiments establish the theory put 
forth, and define the principle upon which the force of the jet 
depends. Our author commences to illustrate his views by the 
action of a common house bellows, and remarks, 

"With the view of illustrating the principle on which the efficiency of 
the jet depends, let ua take the moet familiar instanoe, that produced by 
the common houae bellows, UBed for urging combustion in our domeetic 
ptea. We all imagine that the effect is produced by the air which A 
aotually pasaea through the bellows and iaeues through the nozzle. That [ 
thlli is not the caee, and is but a -popular error, may be proved by 
allowing no air to enter the fire but what absolutely pasaea through the 
bellows and ite nozzle. On doing so we shall find that but little effect 
would be produced in urging the fire. The following experiment will 
suficiently illustrate t.hill fact. Let A, Fig. 1, repreeent the nozzle 

F10. L 

of the bellows, and B the conical stream of air impelled through 
it. Now, if that represented all the air that entered the fire we 
should find the effect to be altogether insignificant. To prove 
this, let the stream of air be absolutely confined to that quantity, by 
placing on the nozzle the tin conical tube C, Fig. 2, t.hill tube being about 
Bi.Jc or eight inches long. On urging the bellows we shall be suprieed at 

F1G. 2. 

B 

" I.he comparative iusufficiency of the blast. Whenoe then, it may be 
aaked, ill the additional supply obtained which makes the ordinary action 
of the blast eo efficient 1 This may equally be made visible by placing on 
the nozzle, in plaoe of the cone C, the cone D, Fig. 3, of the same sU.e, 
but made of the ~orated zinc plate used for window blinds, or a tin 
cone perforated Wlth numerous holea, each of about one-eighth of an inch 
in width. If the bellows be then worked, strong currents of air will be 
found rushing into the cone through the numerous holes, and which will 
be found sufficient to restore the action to ite ordinary foroe and effect in 
urging the fir,,. On holding the flame of a lighted taper to the holes in 
the perforated zinc oone, Fig. 3, it will show the air forcibly drawn in 
through them. thus accounting for the increased qua.ntity entering the 
fire. This additional supply Ill&f be called the induced current, and on 
thill will be found to depend the great value and effect produoed by the 
jei, whether it be of steam, air, or water." 

The tuyere of a blast furnace establishes the same result when 
properly prepared. The tuyere patented b7 Ransom Cook, much 
used in the United States, Cornishes a good example. 

"Tbe following will further illustrate the effect of the induced current. 
Let Fig. • represent a tin cylindrical ve&Be!, about 6 inches long and 
3 inohee diameter. A is the mouth-piece through which the air may be 
blown from the lungs. B is a cone of the perforated zinc plate, fixed in 
and i-ing through the cylinder. C is an open apace through which the 
air Will enter to supply the indaoed current, to be drawn in through the 

perforations in the,oone. On blowing amartly into the mouthpiece A, 
and holding the lighted taper above the open C, the flame will be rafidly 
deflected, ae pointed out by the arrows, thus sho~ the great additional 
volume of air which wae entering, in aid of that uupelled through the 
mouth-piece. If however the open space C, be cll»ed, the inefficiency 
of the blast will be strikingly evident. 

The following ill a familiar mode of showing the great amount of the 
induced current, 88 compared with what is BUpplied by the ~ jet. 
Let A, Fig. 6, represent a tin tube of • feet long and 3 inches diameter. 
If the nozzle of the bellows be presented to the end of t.hill tube, 88 shown 
at B, and the air be forced into it, ou a lighted taper being held to its 
end, the direction of the flame will indicate the induced current entering 
the tube, 1111 marked by the arrows. Now, to prove the inadequacy of 
the jet when deprived of the induo'Xl currents, let the tin plate C, Fig. 6, 
be placed against the end of the tube, leaving a hole in the centre of 
the plate sufficient for the introduction of the nozzle of the belloWB, The 
result will be remarkable, oonveying the effect of an almuet want of power 
in the action of the bellows. Thia will be the more apparent if we hold a 
taper at the further end of the tu be, or a distanoe from it, to indicate the 
force of the blast." 

In continuation our author gives the succeeding examples, to 
show that the power of the jet is due to the pure air supplied 
by an induced current. 

"The following are additional illustrations of the reality and imEoe 
of the induced current of air. We are all familiar with the boys experi-

Flo. a. 

r 
ment of balancing a pea in the air by blowing through the stem of· a 
tobacco pipe. Thus let A, Fig. 7, represent the pipe stem held vertically, 
and C the pea. On blowing through the pipe, the pea having been first 
balanced on ite end, it will be forced upwards, and BUBtained in the air 
several inches above it, ae shown in the figure. In t.hill caee, no one 
doubts that the pea is not only projected into the air, but held in its 
position by the force of the jet and breath from the lungs; yet such is not; 
the fact. The e~ent will be more effective if made on a larger BCa!e, 
thus:-Let A, J.l'igB. 8 and 9, repreaent the mouth-piece of a tin tube, 
having an orifioe for the erit of the air of about one-eighth of an inch. 
If then, holding the tube vertically, we plaoe on ite upper end the round 
cork ball C, of about l or 1 inch diameter, the blast ieeuing from the lmigs 
will project it 10 or 12 inches into the air, ae shown in the figure. 

Here, as in the case of the pea, it would be thought that the oork ball 
Wiii! sustained in ite position by the sole force of the jet of air. So long 
as the jet is forced vertically upwards, there might be reasonable grounds 
for attributing the sustained poeition of the ball to the mere Coroe of the 
jet. When, however, the ball is projected at a oollliderable angle ae in 
Fig. 10, it is manifest there must be some other foroe in operation 
which prevents its falling over, as the ball could not be sustained at such 
an angle by the mere jet, sinoe it must either be projected ae a ball from 
a cannon, or it must fall downwards by virtue of ite gravity. The induced 
cu~t, however, illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10, then comes in aid of it& 
support on whatever aide it may be projected, BUB~· • its inclined posi-
tion ae shown by the arrows. Thie ia further evident observing that, 
ae the intermittent current of the blaet varies, the will return at a 
corresponding angle to the orifioe from which it had been propelled. 

.A.gain, if the preventor wbe D, Fig. 11, be placed on the mouth
pieoe, the effect of the jet will be BO reduced as to be scarcely sufficient 
to move the ball 

In further illustration of the value of the induced curnnt, let the 
experiment be made with steam iustead of air. Let Fig. 12 represent a 
jet of steam, say at 10 lb. pressure, issuing at A from a tube of an orifice 
of 1-lOth of an inch. The steam will then be projected to a distanoe of 
3 to • feet. Let Fig. 13 repreeent the same jet with the preventor tin 
cone B placed on it, ae in former experiments, by which the approach of 
any induced current will be prevented. The reault will be, that the force 
will be insignificant, the steam having apparently lost ite foroe, 88 shown 
at C. If then, as before, we remove the preventor cone and rvplaoe it 
with one of the perforated zinc, the foroe of the jet will appeai- to be re
stored, ae in Fig. l •, where if the flame of a taper be held over the orifioee 
it will be drawn into them to supply the induced current, as shown when 
the jet Wiii! made with air. 

The value of the induced current is fully exemplified in the jets of the 
ordinary Argand ~ burner, ae also in the common blowpipe. In t.hill 
latter caee, if the pipe be ueed from the lunga, it is manifest it could have 
no value in promoting combustion, sinoe, the carbonic acid and vapour 
issuing from it oould uot increase, or even sustain the combUlltion by 
which 1uch powerful and intell8e heat ii produced. We have, then, no 

72 
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rJtemaeive, but to atmbute the generation of that he&i to the pme air 
drawn-in by the induced current." 

We have now fairly and fully laid the sound demonstra.tions 
and practical proofs furnished by Mr. Williams before our readers. 
His views on the jet, as well as on vaporisation, condena&tion, and 
explosionaare new and true; we endol'll8 them. In the work before 
ua the foundation is laid of a sound theory with respeot t.o heat 
in its relations t.o water and steam; it is time that false doctrines 
and theories were laid aside, and a superstructure ra.ised that will 
endure. The subject being of paramount importance, i9 sure t.o 
meet with the careful attention of engineers and men of science, 
t.o whom we would again commend the careful perusal of this 
valuable and original work. 

TM Iron Manufacture of Great Britain. Hy W. TauRAN, C.E. 
Second ooition, revised by J. ARTHUR PHILLIPS and WILLLllt 
H. DoRKAN, C.E. 4to. London: Spon. 1862. 
It is now seven years since the appearance of the first edition 

of the late Mr. Trura.n's well-known work, which waa at the time 
noticed at some length in this Journal (vol. xviii. p. 319, and xix. 
149.) The present poathuwous edition is from a manuscript 
nearly completed by the author at the time of his death in Aus
tralia, he having in fact almost re-written the book, and increased 
the number of plates from twenty-three to eighty-four. The 
manuscript has been edited by the two gentlemen whose names 
are given in the title-page, who have endeavoured to follow out the 
author's aim as nearly as poaaible. The following extract from 
the preface will show the just estimate which the editors have 
formed of the work:-

" The great experience of Mr. Trman 1111 an Iron Metallurgist, and the 
untiring ind118try with which during many years he collected notes and 
llketcbeB of every kind of apparatus oonnected with the manufacture, jg a 
lllfficient guarantee for the perfect accuracy of the smallest practical 
detailll, while as an able draughteman he baa left; behind him a aeries of 
beautifully executed drawings of the fumacee and machinery he describes, 
Theae drawings, which have been carefully re-produced by Mr. Newbery. 
give a greatly increased value to the present over the former edition; and 
it iB not too much to say that this work now forms the most complete 
and practical treatise on the Metallurgy of Iron to be found in the 
English language. 

"With respect to the opinions held by the author relative to the subject 
of wute heat and the advantageous application of the unooDBUIDed gases 
iaBUing from the blast furnace, we may remark that the experience of the 
last few years does not appear to entirely bear out the conclusions to 
which he had arrived. 

"It must however be remembered that Mr. Truran was eaaentially a 
practical man, and that the great value of his work is rather 1111 a reoord 
of the exact state of this 'industry at the time at which he wrote, than as 
a scientific treatise affording information explanatory of the physical and 
chemical agencies which play such an important part in this branch of 
our manufactures. 

"With some of his 01-rvatiOD11 of a theoretical nature we caDDot our-
88lvee entirely agree, but there can be no doubt that his remarks on the 
influence exerted by the area of the tunnel-head on the working and yield 
of fumacee are of much practical importance, and that the attention of 
ironmasterB cannot be too carefully directed to this subject." 

The work is brought out in very handsome style, and the clear-
neas and fidelity of the numerous lithographic illustrations much 
enhance ita value. We shall take an early opportunity of 
noticing it more fully. 

Ortltographic Projection. of Ducriptive G«Jmdry. By S. EDWARD 
w ARREN, C.E. 1860. 

A Manual of Eltnnentary G«nnetrical Drawing. By the same 
Author. 1861. New York: John Wiley; and London, Triib
ner and Co. 
The author of these books is Professor of Geometrical Dra.wing 

in the Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York, and 
appears to have devoted much study to his special subject, upon 
which he enters in the spirit of an enthusiast. The first and 
larger work is of somewhat ambitious aoope, aiming at no less 
than an original methodical arrangement uf the entire subject. 

" In oomparing the wanta of the theroughly trained draftaman-and 
•Tery architect, engineer, IDllllter machinist, ,etc., should be a oompetent 
draftaman- made known by several yean' experience in teaching the 
ftriowi branches of ~phioal science, with the 1118111111 of instruction 
Ubded by the few eXJ1ting works, in English, on desoriptive geometry, 
t.hele works have seemed defective both in the quantity of matter pre
HDted, and iD. t.beir ~-or apparent lack of 1yatem-of arraugement. 

But in view of the above named deficiences, the great value of deecrip
ti ve geometry to architecte, engineer11, masons and machinists, as well 
1111 to mere dJTJtamen, 1111 a technical graphic ~. capable of expres
sing with unequalled brevity the true size and relative poaition of all 
parta of a geometrical magnitude, or lll!&emblage of magnitudes, impels 
me to offer the following pagea 1111 the result of a careful noting of the 
matten auggaited by many repetitions of the course in descriptive geo
metry in the clase-room. The writer baa deemed it a fortunate circum
at&noe to be enabled to deal with a subject wh<>11e precise nature and 
sphere have not been determined by nniversal usage, especially in view 
of his citizenship In a nation which, being in many respeote a oompeer of 
the maturer nations of the old world, while it iB yet In ita own early 
youth, promises to be in a position to determine the uaage just alluded 
to." 

Accordingly, we have upwards of 400 8vo. pages, and a profusion 
of plates, devoted to the treatment 01· the matter in utemo, in a 
regular order based on a simple and sound 11Cheme of classifica
tion. The author's general conception, and the faithfulneaa with 
which he has worked out ita details, claim high commendation. 
At the same time it would have added much to the value of the 
work had simpler language been used. The English reader is 
placed somewhat out of hia element among " tangencies," 
" nap~_( " gorges," " graphical constructions," "second genera
tions,' and" revolved positions." We concede that Mr. Warren 
does not write for the Old World mainly, or in the first instance; 
and also that the task of generalising and reducing into system 
will sometimes require aids from language. But we conceive 
that if the verbiage of the volume before us were brought down 
to a plainer standard, the author's meaning would come out 
with much more clearneaa and force. 

The smaller volume is what ita name implies, and something 
more. Instruction ia given in the rudiments of ~eometrical pro
jection, and also of shadows, in iaometrical dra.wing, and in the 
drawing of structures and machines. These instructions are 
accompanied with explanations, very useful t.o the young 
draughtsman, of all the details represented, ao as t.o inform him 
of the principle, object, and actual working of every part, and 
teach him thoroughly to master the idea as well as to acquire 
the mechanical facility of picturing the form OB paper. The 
work is liben.lly illustrated with neat lithographic platea. 

STAINED GLASS IN THE INTERNATIONAL 
EXHIBITION, 1862. 

HAJU>LY is there a substance that contributes iu ao important 
a degree as glass t.o the progression of the arts in their 
development of the moat refined and beautiful forms and 
materials, and to the comfort and neceasities of all claaaea. The 
imperishability of this material has also secured to ua inviolate 
the works of some of the greatest ancient masters of the art, and 
inspires even the artist of the present age with the grandeat 
conceptions, and induces to a glorious emulation. To whatever 
more recent discovery we may be indebted for a more economic 
material, it is certain that the use of glass ia trace& ble back ao far aa 
2000 B.o., when the Egyptians not only made glaaa but understood 
ita coloura.tion, by means of fl.axion with metallic oxides. Thus, 
in some of the oldest mummies, we find glaaa present in the form 
of beads and other conceits, for the decora.tion and ornamentation 
of their gods. The Portland vase from Nineveh is made of blue 
glass figured in white enamel, the date of which manufacture is 
given aa 700 B. o. A moat interesting analysis has been given ~ 
M. Bontemps to the Paris Academy of Sciences of the glaaa found 
at Pompeii and Herculaneum, manufactured about A.D. 79. The 
colour 18 bluish green, and approximates to an extra.ordinary 
degree to the constituent and cumponent parts of the ordinary 
glass of our own time. 
• . Glau from P()Jllpeii. 

Silica ..• ..• . .. 
Lime 
Soda 
Alomina 
Oxide of iron ... 

69-43 
7•24 

17•31 
3·65 
1"16 
0·39 Oxide of D1ADpllMe 

Oxide of oopper ... ... a Ince 

99•07 

Ordinary ma.. 
Silica 72·50 
Lime 13-10 
Soda 13"00 
Alomina l ·oo 
Oxides of iron and m&Dg&Delle 0•40 

lOO·oo 

Glass waa not used for the purpose of glazing until long 
after its diaoovery; mosaics and enamels were the first uses 
to which it waa applied. The mosaics were of a very elabo
rate character. and consiated for the most part of filament.a 
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fu&e<i togeLher, rather than a combination of geometrical forms. 
Next came the geometxical mosaics, wrought with BWTOundings 
of foliage, figures &c. Baron Rothschild exhibits a be&utiful 
specimen ofthia classinthe(Loan)Muaeum at South Kensington. 
In the enamelling of glass the By7Alltine artists seem to nave 
excelled, but it was long after Pbamicia became celebrated for, 
and Rome had introduced glass, in its brilliancy and beauty, that 
it was utilised by its adoption for ornamental and artistic glaz· 
ing; and for this purpose it was first intro<luced into monasteries 
and churches. Bede, in hie history ofWearmoutb, in Durham, 
says "about the year 674 the abbot Benedict brought over an 
artist from beyond the seas to glaze the windows of the church 
and monastery of W earmouth." France, in the sixteenth century, 
eat&bli.ebed extensive manufactor1es of window-glaee, and con
ferred considerable privilegea on the workmen employed: but it was 
not before the reign of Elizabeth that we produced wiodow-glaae in 
any quantity. Germany has in former years sustained a con
siderable reputation for its production of window-glaee, but ia 
now much below par. In order to criticise fairly or appreciate 
duly the productions of the various exhibitors in the present 
Exhibition, we should know certainly something of the manu
facLure, and the object each exhibitor bas in view. To this end 
we w6uld make a few remarks upon the manufacture of ~lase for 
window glazing, ao far as the art of glass staining or pamting is 
ooncerned. It is incorrectly supposed that of all stained gla1111 
extant that of the early period is the finest. Thia is not the 
fact; but the retrogression for some few centuries al the art, 
whether from economical notions or neglect, has led to this belief 
that the falling otf reached its climax aL the end of the seventeenth 
century, but no progress worthy of mention in the r .. productive 
Mt took place until oflate years. Now however it can ~shown 
that we manufacture glaae in no way inferior to the finest pro
ductions of the early ages. Two of our exhibitors, M8B8re. Hart
lt1y, of Sunderland, and Messrs. Powell, of Wbitefriare, are large 
manufacturers, and both in their specialities have done ~reat 
And incalculable service in the reproduction of the finer details of 
this art. It would be most unfair to judge of Mesere. Hartley's 
(No. 6726, Claes 34) glaae from the design of the large circular win
dows at the east and western ends of the nave, this having nothing 
really to do with the speciality the exhibitors have in view; and, 
much as one could have wished eo prominent a space to have dis
played a design worthyt.he material, yet it bas nothing whatever to 
do with tbequalityof the glaee, which is not exhibited AB a window, 
but is evidently intended to display the great, indeed wonderful, 
brilliancy and beauty of the glass manufactured by this firm; 
who also introduce eome new colours, among which is a beautiful 
blue, where copper takes the place of cobalt. ll is but juatioe to 
Messrs. Hartley to say that some of the m011t. brilliant of the 
productions of many of the exhibitors is due to the euoceesful 
production by them of an excellent quality of stained glaes at 
prices that have not failed to increase very considerably its con
sumption. To Me&11re. Powell (6737) much iedue, not only for the 
manufacture of their glaee for the artist, and their most excellent 
quarry glass, but in their effort.a in glB.118 painting, their windows, 
although subject to criticism on eome points, 11ufficiently indicate 
their succees in this department. Thie firm baa the award of a 
medal. 

The varieties of glaee employed for these purposes are four in 
number:-1. The glass which ia coloured through its eubetllnce, 
called pot metal. 2. 1'bat which is coloured only on the outside, 
Called flashed glass. 3. That which is stained after the first 
process of manufacture is completed. 4. The rolled glass; and, 
lastly, the ordinary eheet-glaee, which is to receive a proceea 
different from the foregoing, and requires the aid of the arlist to 
produce its chromatic effects by the art of glass painting; this 
reeta with the artist, whose colours are made to adhere to the 
glaes by the aid of fluxes, which at a comparatively low tempeT
ature bring the silica into a state of fusion, and fix it, with itll 
colouring materials, to the glaes to be operated upon. Here, then, 
it ia plain, that the art baa many branches, upon each of which its 
ultimate beauty depends: let, upon theoriginalglasemanufacturer; 
2nd, the chemist who compounds the ftllltee; 3rd, the designer, so 
far as the cartoon is concerned ; 4th, the artist, or painter, who 
needs to know most thoroughly the effect of the fire upon hie 
work; and lastly, there is involved the neceesity for great care 
and judgment in the management of the kilns and other inci
dentals, which may render jueUy the work of the artist, or affect 
it most unfavourably. 

Hardly has architecture so beautiful an acceasory aa stained 

glaaa. Our ancient catnedrale and churches owe much of theiT 
magnificenc.i and i.mpreBS!veneea to their gl<>rious etained-glua 
windows, through which pour the soft streaming bejewelled 
rays in the bright sunlight, or the subdued and divine eifecta of 
the paler orb. 

In the display of M.eaera. Warrington (6744), who have 
received honourable mention, we find an attempt to illmtrate 
the various periods of Lbe 8.rt of glaaa-staining that fhlle far 
short of the evident intention of the exhibitors. Through 
t.he medium of their diversity of production we can trace 
plainly the styles of the various periods ; bat they have 
failed in eome of the moat important characteristics aa illua
trative of the periods to which they refer, either in the lineameDta 
of the features, in the drapery of the fignres, the eyea (which 
mark style and period), or the brilliancy and force attaching 
thetoselvee in various degrees to these details. In some one or 
other of these particulars the work falls short, though altogether 
the firm deserve great credit for their attempt to render the 
illustration. 

MellllJ"B. Ward and Hughes (6741), who also have received 
honourable mention, exhibit the true inspiration of the artist; 
their figures are truthfully and beautifully rendered; their glasa 
is most brilliant and harmonious in its effect, and the feeling 
displayed throughout is of an elevat.ed order. 

Mr. Charles Gibbs (6724) exhibits much that is to be arlmired ; 
and the ornamental part of a windo'W exhibit.eel b;r him more espe
cially deserves great tiraiae for beauty and brill1&0cy of DIUerial 
and excellence, combmed with richneee of design. Honourable 
mention has been awarded to these productions. The laat
named exhibitor bas a namesake, whose attempt at reproducing 
the glaae of the thirteenth century ia a miaerabl11 failure. 

Meaare. Hardman'& works (6723), which have been recognised 
by the award al a med.al, display the usual excellence of the 
productions of that eminent firm. The Emett Memorial Wlndow 
excels in many respects their larger windoWR, which neverthe
less display great merit. 

Messrs. Lavere and Barraud (6746), who have a reputation for 
undoubted progress in the art, receive a medal; their works.are 
of the very best kind. Their window for Lavenham Church 
displays great skill-the groups are beautifully drawn and 
painted, and full of religious feeling. We cannot J>88ll by their 
beads of Authur and Guinevere without a word ·at praise juetly 
due to these fine paintings. 

Meeera. Ballantyne and Son (67ll) should not have their work 
brought to the standard of ancient gl&1111 paintings; it is a style 
of their own, and suitable for certain purpoaee and poaitioua. 
As transparencies they are not without merit, though their 
introduction into ecclesiastical buildings would be a great error 
in jud~ent. The thirteenth century work of MeBBrs. Powell is 
deservrng of all praise, and the window in the Cinquecento 
style is an admirable production, especially so far as t.be fi~ 
of St. Paul is concerned. Some few defects in the de11ign Dllg!M 
be pointed out, but altogether their productions are or a mast 
praiseworthy character. Mears. O'Connor and Co. (6750) ex
hibit a great variety, but although the recipients al a medal, we 
cannot be persuaded out of the notion of the general poverty and 
inferiority of their selection. 

Meesre. Heaton, Butler, and Bayne (67'l7) exhibit some very fine 
windows; the most prominent feature of their display is honver 
their fine heraldic work. The fi~ of Moses, in the window Cor 
St. Alban'e Abbey, is fine both 1n conception and execution; and 
great harmony al colour prevails in their work throughout, and 
deserves fully the distinction they have received aa medallist& 

Of Messrs. Clayton and Bell (6718) we need but rrAY that they 
well sustain their reputation for high artistic skill and feeling in 
their ~lase painting; one thing strikes us however as wanttng, 
which 1s, a higher degree of colour, the absence of which tends to 
an appearance of poverty in their productions. Me881'L Chance 
and Co. (6716) have boldly entered the field of glue painting, and 
have as boldly introduced a new disposition-we cann°' ""1 
harmony-of coloa.r, which is as eccentric as the design. It lB 

difficult to criticise eccentricities, and it is placed where there 1111 
not many pa111ing critics to offend. 

M8B8rs. Rees and Baker(67 40) exhibit a window, in whi~ a molt 
1U1euccellllful attempt bas been made to introduce penpecf:ive ~ 
other effect.a, which does not speak much for their expenenee ID 
the established principles of the art of glue painting. Mems. 
Field and Allan (6721) are deservedly awarded a medal for • 
beautiful specimen of fifteenth oen\ury work. 
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Altoptber, thia department or the International Ellibition 
W9ll au1taina a repntltion for progreaa, and prove1, u in our 
advance in ceramic wares, that noble emulation will redeem in 
a .short period a lou that the mourning or ages would but con-

firm. All praise then ia due to those enterpriling firms and indi
viduals who have ao nobly, and in many cues ao dwntereatedlJ 
penevered in the reproductive artll. 

MACHINERY IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXffiBITION, 1862. 
(COfltin._jfrom page 289.J 

J'11. n.-Jla•rllhlll, Kalll:tld, IUld Co.'1 l:ar!De JCuc!ne. 

Meara. JORN Ps NK and Bolf~ Green 
wich, exhibit a pair of Hon.ontaJ 
Marine Engina (19M, Class 8), or 600 
nominal horse power. These engines 
are constructed on the trunk principle, 
working through both ends or the cylin
ders; the pistons in the centre of the 
length of the trunk; the connecting rod 
works on a gudgeon fixed in the trunk, 
the action being thereby direct from 
the piaton to the crank; thti air pumps . 
and condenaent at the opposite end
the former actuated from a rod moved 
by the piston to which it is attached, 
and passing through the cylinder cover, 
the same being the Cll.86 with the rods 
that drive the feed pumps, placed clo.ie 
to the condeqaera, and taking their 
water directly from the hot well& The 
air pumps consist merely of a aolid pia
t.on working in a cylinder open at both 
ends, and placed within chambers, sepa
rated by a mid diaphragm, beneath 
the horizontal valve plates above. The 
valves are multiple and circular. The 
steam and eduction valve1 are aimple 
cap slides of large size, with conaidera
ble lap. The valve genr conaiat8, for 
each engine, of two eccentrics and link 
motion; the vibrating link is hollow or 
slotted, and the arrangements for hand
ling the engint>a are very aim ply brought 
up to a single starting wheel, placed 
with its plane athwartships, and upon 
the top of the condensers; cloae by it. 
are the levers acting upon the throttle 
valves and those by which small subsi
diary valves placed on the upper aides 
of the cylindera are manipulated, by 
which the cylinders can be breathed 
and blown through, before starting, as 

: ' well RS the condense!'s. The steam and 
1 I eduction valvfoB stand on edge, or upon 

11 the aides of the cylinders. The dia-
l 1 charging steam passes directly through 
' polished copper pi pea over the top of the 

engines to the top of the condensers. 
Tht'Se are provided with expansion 
glands at the condenae1· en<la. The 
main ahafl; ia in one piece, l 2 inches 
diameter nt the necks. The cranks are 
balanc..-d by blocks of cast-iron secured 
by straps. The main strains in eugines 
of this cll\88 being reduced to push and 
pnll in the line or the axis of the cylin
ders, iu which direction ample strength 
ia provided in the framing, no great 
tl'llnsverae atiff'neaa is needed or found, 
in the lower fl"l\me or bed plates. The 
outer end of the crank 11hafl;, at the first 
length of the aorew abaft, ia provided 
with a worm wheal of cut-iron and end
leu screw, for the purpoee of turning 
round the engines when 11team ia not 
up. The boilers, four in number, have 
a heating a11rface ofabout 11,000 square 
feet. These engines are intend!'d for a 
firat-claas frigate iu the Spanish navy. 
The workmanship of theae engines is 
perfect, aa is uaul\l in the prodnotions 
of thi1 eminent lirm. 

7S 
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Mears. Ravenhill, Salkeld and Co .. of Baicllif aud Blackwall, 
nhibit (1962, Claas 8), working models of a pair of HOIUoolal 
.JlflriM Enginu of MO horse-power for &erew propellers (Fig. 12). 
The eylindera are 71 inches diameter, :J feet stroke, and are fitted 
with double piston-rods placed diailonally in &he pistons, so aa to 
pam the oue above and the other l>eueatb the abaft to the Cl"Ollll-

• beads. The guides are placed on the condenser framing, from 
which Cll'Ollll-beads connecting-rode return to the crank abaft. 

The exhibitors were, it ia believed, the first to introduce the 
doable piston-rod engine into the British Navy; engines of 300 
hone nominal power so fitted having been made by them in the 
year 1845, since which time they have fitted no Iese than forty-five 
abipe with them. The alide valvee are three-ported, and worked 
by &be ordinary link-motion. The air-pumps are worked direct 
from the piston, and are placed outside of the connecting-rode at 
each end of the engines, so that their stuffing-boxes are at all times 
acee.ible whilst the engines are in motion. The foot and 
delivering-valves are placed at the extreme ends of the condenser 
framing, and are at once within reach by the removal of the doors. 
'l'be oonnecting ahaft ie carried in three bearings, tba main glands 
of which are of wrou~bt-iron made to clip the framing. These 
models are very beautifully executed. 

Hemre. Ravenbill, Salkeld, and Co. exhibit also a working 
model of the marine engines of the Holyhead royal mail packets, 
Leinster and Cc.nnaugbt. These euglnee areo an admirable ex
ample of the class of mercantile marine engines, and of the appli
cation of the oscillMing cylinder to the largest cll\98 of engines. 
The nominal power of these engines ie 720 horse-power. The 
cylindere are 8 feet 2 inches diameter. The stroke ie 6 feet 6 inches. 
The working preseure in boilers is 20 Iba. per square inch, and 
with an indicated boree-power=4761 horse-power=nearly 6'6 
times the nominal power, these vessele attained an average 11peed 
ai the official trials at StokeK Bay of eighteen knots or twenty
one statute miles per hour; the engines working at the rate of 
twenty-five to twenty-six strokes per minute. The ave1-age speed 
in all weathers of the two vessels on the station during the first 
six months of the new postal eervioe, ending 3Iet March, 1861, 
between Holyhead and Kingstown, was 16·461 knots, or a little 
under eighteen statute miles per hour. The extreme length of 
the Leineter aud Connaught ie 350 feet ; the breadth 36 feet; the 
mean dmught 12 teet9 inches; and the area. of midship immersed 
section about 328 sqnare fE"et. The boilel's are eight, tubular, 
with 40 furnaces, and 4176 tubes, or a total of 4f miles of tubing, 
and expose a heating surface of 16,800 square feet. The consump
tion of fael ie about three lbs. per indicated horse-power per hour; 
the boilere are not fitted with euperheat.ing apparatus, nor are the 
engines titted with any expansive gear, but steam ie cut oft' by 
the alirle valves at About !the of the stroke. The average vacuum 
ie 26 inches. The shafts are wrought-iron-none of steel. The 
J>AC(dles are upon the feathering principle, and are oue of the 
largest examples of this conetruction, the fioatboards being 6 feet 
in depth. The outer paddle-abaft beariob'8 are inside the paddle
box&R, and hence are very acceseible. To Meesrs. Ravenhill, 
Salkeld, and Co. honoul'l\ble mention baa been awarded for their 
models of oscillatiug engines. 

THE TUNNEL THROUGH MOUNT CENIS. 
THB great enterprise of Sir bambard Brunel of conetrucling 

the tunnel under the Thames, bas nowhere been imitated on such 
a gigantic scale as in the case of the tunnel through Mount Cenie, 
which will open a new and shorter communication between the 
North of Europe and Italy. It ie, in fact, such an undertaking 
as conlil hardly have beeu ever achieved if some recent 
mech11nical and engineering improvements had not come to 
its aid. The entire length of this tunnel ie estimated at about 
12,220 metres. Its situation is between the railway station of 
Susa "nd St. Je:m de Maurienne, west of the present highway 
from Susa over Hount Cenis by the Col de Fn!jue, at 110 eleva
tion of 1338 metres or about 4100 feet above the level of the 
Hediterrauean. The eouthtirn opening of the tunnel Hee about 
6i leagues west of Susa, near the hamlet of Bardoneche: henoe 
the tunnel aeoeuds by a graJient of i per 1000 until the middle 
of the mount.II.in, and then descends towards the northern 
opening of the tunnel, near the village of Mondone, with a gra
dient of 23 per 1000. On account of the great height of the 
mountain, no vertical shaft was poeaible. The present postal 
road paasea Moullt Cenis at au elevation of 6354 feet, and the 
height of the Col de Frejue ie 9168 Paris feet or 2978 metres. 

Thia ibipendodl work wu began on the 3lat Angaa\, 1867. 
At \he pl'l!lllent · moniellt the excavations at.end ~ 740 metr9 ca 
the north, and· to· 900 metres on the south aide, and co1119qaeat.ly 
10,630 metres are yet to be bored. Up to a late period t.he mining 
operations were performed by the ordinary method of manllll 
labour, but now new boring apparatus has been adopted on both 
aides of the tunnel, and the work progresses daily at the rate ol 
four or five feet. Still it ie evident that ten years will hardly 
suffice to complete the work. The coat of this gigantic under
taking ie estimated at sixty millions of francs, but probably tbia 
sum will be much exceeded. France has to contribute t"elve 
millions of francs, but has not done eo hith11rto. If preaent cir
cumstances continue, it ie to be feared that the works will be 
stopped. 

The work of boring ie done by machines, which are moved by 
air comprellled by hydraulic pressure. The water ·necessary for 
this purpose ie obtained in the following way. The water which 
conetantly pours down the elopes of the Alps, and which forms 
the chief supply of the little river of Bardoneche, ii collected in 
channele and large reservoirs, and thence conducted by 1a.rge 
tubes to a building, in which there are ten iron tanks in the 
shape of steam-boilers, each of which ie furnished with a 
vertical tube of two feet diameter and fif\y metres high. While 
the water ie oond ucted from the main tube in to these tea secondary 
ones, the air ie conducted by a ventill apparatus, of W'bich each 
tube baa one, the air and water ie so conducted that the tanks are 
completely filled with air, and the tubes with water. The colWllill 
of water in the tubes uow compress the air, with a force of 
22,000 lbs., which cau- the air to issue from the reservoir with 
ttreat force. A strong metallic tube eight or nine incbii wide 
18 conducted into the tunnel, close to the boring apparatus, whm 
four tubes of india-rubber, secured by screws, bring it iu foar 
cylinders placed horizontally, from whence the ro&atorya~ 
which moves the boring instrument, is fed. Thia rot,Ltory ~ 
ratue moves eight steel gimlets, each three feet long, which 
placed at an angle of 46° penetrate, pushing and boring into the 
rock. As the horere make 200 strokes each minute, the noise ia 
terrible. The air cylinder, the borer, aud the men at work an 
placed on an iron framework, which can be moved upon "beeh 
rolling on iron rails. Ventilation, u well aa the removal of dW1t, 
ie effected by the opening of spiral air-valves fixed on the iron 
tubes. The boring apparatus, made at the manQf!lctory of 
Cockerill at Seraing, are II feet long by 10 to 12 inches high. 
EH.ch machine perforates the rock, according to its solidity, to the 
depth of 2 feet, and a width of Ii inch. On each surface of 
6 square 1Uetres, four holes, 2 feet Tong and 3 inches wide, and 
seventy or eighty holes of the same length, but of lesa width, are 
made. After all the holes have been drilled, which generally 
occupies six hoore, the iron f1-amework, with the boring apparatus, 
ie drawn backward in the abaft about 100 metres, aud it ie closed 
by a strong wooden gate, for avoiding tlae projection of etoaes 
when the miue ie exploded. The method resorted lo here ie the 
usual one of gunpowder and a conducting train, bnt the four 
large holes in the middle are not loaded. After the firing of the 
mine the smoke of gunpowder ie expelled by means of the venti
lating apparatus, and the debris of rocks carried in small carts, 
ou a ·lateral rail, to the large waggone at the entrance of the 
tunnel, and thenoe conveyed to the general repository of rock 
debris. The collecting and removing of the rock debris takeis 
also six hours, and t~ue the hlaating can only be done twioe a-day. 
There are two rails in the tunnel, bet'IYeen which ie a conduit fur 
the effiux of the water. It ie altogether supported by a vault, 
that 11t the north end made of hewn atones, on the eouth aide 
of bricks. Out.aide 11re the reservoirs and the building for l.h• 
machines to compreM the air, a mechanical workshop furnished 
with a turbine, a large building for the officers, and a manu
factory of gas for lighting the tunnel and the buildings. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN PARIS. 
Rutoration o/tM Palau du Tuikriu.-Tbe works of restora

tion at the Tuileriee are pl"ogressiug. At present the fonnda
tione on the south aide of the building are carried oft, whid1 
present many difficulties, on account of the river cloee hy. h 
was required to go down sixteen metres to find solid gronnJ, five 
metres \o'1Ver than the old foundAtiona. The cut ia finished 
on the whole extent of the works, except on the S.E. angle. AU 
the othel" excavations are comnleted, and &he beton baa been cu& 
on which the masonry ia to be placed. 

I 

I I 
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7'Mln qf lie hw. I.,.,,.W.-Thia theatre aitaated in the 
1qure or the Arta e' H.Stiera, will soon be finished. The front 
ia near ita completion. It consist.a, on the ground ftoor, o( five 
round arcadea, made or alternate VOOllOira and triglypha. Four 
o( theae arcadee lead to a veatibule or two rows or pillars, where 
are the bureau, and in the rear the staircase or the first galleries. 
The fiAh arcade leada to a~ for the aervanta to leavA, &c. 
The first door ia lighted by five large arched windows, the piers 
o( which are ornamented by pillars which support the remainder 
oC the pediment.. Above riaea the attic, .J!ierced by all: openings 
arranged in a centre, and above is the pediment. 

Enlargemmt qf thl H08pilal St. Lou".-The Board of Public 
Aid (uautanoe publ~) has undertaken very important works, 
amongst which the above ia not the least.. It is intended to erect 
a new building (or baths. It ia situate in the garden or the 
hoepital. Ita plan Corms the figure T, or which the lateral lines 
are to be occupied by the bathe, and the central building is to Corm 
the passage to the hydrotherapeutic rooms. The entrance-door 
leads to this puaage, on which open on both sides all the rooms 
of the eetabliahment. To the let\ is the bath for the men. The 
walls are covered with marble up to the slopes or the windows, 
and the remainder ia made or :Portland cement, the vault or 
Fayence, to avoid injury by the saline or sulphurous vapour. The 
baths are or enamelled caatriron, and the doors or 2&lvanised sheet
iron. To the right ia a similar hall Cor the 1emales. In an 
adjacent room are the iron saf'es, inserted in the wall, in which 
the linen or the bathers is dried. Beyond are rooms Cur keeping 
the linen, the washhouse, with washing-machine "nd drying
machine, moved by steam. There are also rooms for d.uuche baths, 
for running bat.ha, vapour baths, fumigations, and Cerruginoua 
bath& 

TU N• 0,-. H-.-The works or this new theatre are 
plllhed OD with the greatest ~ty, notwithstanding the springs 
which have been met with. Excavations are made in several 
placell, and in eome the brickwork reaches already the level of 
the ground, as is the case on the boulevards. In some localities 
the remeval o( the materials is going on, in which six steam 
engines are employed. The piles are then driven in, and the 
beton spread. The cement, mortar, and beton are conveyed on 
platforms above the lower workshop, where they are lowered 
wto waggone, which .convey them to the places where the works 
are going on. 

Squarw projected ill thl Suburbl.-It is intended to build 
equares in &SOme or the new arrondi88emente, like those which, 
it ia asae~, h"ve given Ruch favourable results in the interior 
of Paris, in a sanitary respect. Excavations have been under
t&ken in the 14th arrondisaement, Moetruuge and Plaisance; 
in the 20th, Charunne, Belleville; at Batignolles, Grene!Th, &c. 
Surveys have been made Cor two extensive promenades in the 
aouth and north of Paris. On the other side the transformation 
oC the outer boulevard, on the right bank or the Seine, is being 
proceeded with. 

Tile Cement rU«l in tM oon1t7'UCtion of tM Bridgt1 ooer IAe JTutula. 
-When the building of the brid~ over the Vistula, Jle&r Dantzic, 
was begun, we had no hydraulic materials; and it was resolved 
to make for ourselne the cement we were in need of, and a work
Rhop was constructed for that purpoae. We shall state briefly 
the processes which were reeorted to. We took two sorts or marl 
found in the neighbourhood, which were thus mixed, and their 
analyais yielded the following reaulta:-

Carbonate of lime 64 
Silica 30 
Clay 4 
Oxide of i?'lln 4 
Po~(eoda) 1 

The marl was exposed to freezing, and was intimately mixed in 
two large mills; it was then formed into llmall bricks and dried. 
The baking process was done in four tub furnaces, aCter the sya
tem of Rumford, oC the following dimensions:-

Height of the mouth of the furnace metres io·oo 
Diameter of the funu.oe 2'60 
Diameter of the mouth ... .. . I ·25 
Height of the fumace, which ii aleo that of the grate 2·60 

Two men l\ttended the furnaces. The filling was done every six 
hours. The cement was drawn Crom below, and the pieces too 
much or ~ little routed were carefully &!·parat.ed. Every Cur-

nace roasted 60 hectolitre. of amall briob, and OOD111med 11 hec
tolitres of Newcastle coal. The co8' for the making and pounding 
was about 26 francs for the cubic metre. The rurther prepara
tion was done by eight mills, with m~ble platee, each or which 
contained a couple o( vertical moulds; the plate made 22 revolu
tions per minutee; a tap or water aen-ed for making the cement 
on the mill, by adding a little sand (or mixing. Each mill pro
duced 13j cubic metres of mortar per diem, consisUng of l par~ 
oC cement, It part or sand, makiog by the volume 1 \W· When 
beton was to be made, two drums were U98d, wing eleven 
revolutioll8 per minute, and mortar and stones were thrown into 
it; each drum made 68 cubic metres per diem; the engille work
ing at three atmospheres, without condensation or stop, and eon
suminf 18 hectolitres oC coal. The experiment.a made Cor the· 
sake o teetin~ the strength or this cement under pressure showed 
that the resistance, wliich had been only 10 kilogrammes on 
the square centimetre at\er a Cortni~ht, increased to 40 kilog. in 
a month, and became that oC 100 in six or eight montha, and 
aCter one year amounted to 160 kilogrammes on the square centi
metre.-Deut.tc.U Baueitung. 

SciMltijic Balloon A1cent.-A scienti1ic balloon ascent for meteo
rological investigations is shortly to he made in Prussia, under 
the direction of the Berlin Academy, on the plan or the auooeBBful 
ascents or Mr. Glaisher, which have excited very great interest 
amongst learned aocieties abroad. A new balloon Cor military 
purposes, which can be made to ascend or descend by a peculiar 
apparatus attached to the car, is stated to have been made by the 
French aeronaut, M. Goddard. 

OLA88D'DDD LIST OJ' PATENTS SEAT·ED Di SEPT. 1862. 

UOt Milward, J. 11'.-Breech-IOM!ioc lrearma (com.)-May 10 
626 Deane, J.-Be•ohing linlllrma-'Mareh S 
6U Spence, W.-Projoctlleo (com.)-:Ma:ch 10 

llOS New1on, W. B.-Cannon and oU>er ordnance (com.)-Aprfi 16 
Tfa Waller, T.-Breech·IOM!ioc llrearma (com.)- Mardi IT 
TSO Mathew, B. H.-J'lrearms and cartrldpe-March 21 
821 Beaumont, W.-Slgble for rilleo..,.Ma:Cb 26 

16G8 Whitworth, J.-Sbelll-Jane ll 
S72 Boucher, J .-Biile ordnance and linlllrma-Harcb 29 
ST3 Parfrey, Y.-B.-:11 loadlna llrearma-Mareb S9 
98.11 lla.rrla, A.-Manafacture ofgan ha!TeJ.-Aprtl T 

IOU JobDaOD, J, H.-J'lrearma (com.)-Aprtl 11 
109S Leek, W. F.-ProjectU-Aprll 16 
120S Richards, G.-Qrdnance-Aprll :16 

6TO JohMan, J.-Steam boilen-Karcll 12 
6TO ~=~re, J., and Davlo, F.-Apparal111for11rpplyillg waler to 11e&m boilens-

S31 Jobnlon, J.-A~ for cleanlng ftuee oflleam bollen (com.)-ll&reb 2G 
ST6 T:i!iJ;; _ ~Ji9 &lld Bawtlno, J.-Heans of remo\'log lncnutatioo in 

SU Topham, J.-Apparatlll for rem<rrlng the 118dlment ID ateam bollon-lfarch 2• 

9T9 Tbompoou B.-Steam englneo-Aprll 6 
641 l'&rter• W., Baterrwa, G. B.-'!Milm ~Hardi 10 

1061 Park, J. -Slel.m engln-Aprtl 1' . 
TSS Humpbreyw. J.-ateam engin-llarch n 
831 Parker, J.~ eqineo (com.)-Marcb 96 
916 Kay, C., and Hanl.oy, W .-Steam eoslnee-Aprll 4 
691 Beary, 11.-'!~lllDC bo:reo (com.)-'Mareh 18 

196T Child, O. W.·-Compooltlon for ehaft joumal bo:reo (oom.)-July S 
KO Bower, J.-ll(etalllc lliatone-April I 
806 Holiday, W.-Ple:rtble n.l•-lUrch 12 

1008 Farrow 8.-Sleam '111--Aprll 9 
1839 Bo111ftold; G.-Slel.m engine \'111'81 (com.)-JaDe 21 

T69 Brooman, R. A.-Bot&ry eqlDeo (com.)-Mardl 19 
646 Barclay, A.-Trao&lon enainul-March 10 
622 Blalr.-11.otary englneo-k&rcb 8 
69• Gay, G. T.-8Jectro magae&lc molbe power englneo-lfanlb 6 

616 Beitel!, R.-Apparat111 for CODJlectlng and dlecolmectlng can and eogiou o• 
ralhray&-llaic)i T 

78• A'Becket&, A. M.-Rallway lil!Dal app&ratua-llarcb 12 
T09 Muir, ll(., ll(cll•h&m, J.-R&llway ·lleepera and cbaira-Hareb 1' 

107' Brooman, A..-Rallway can (com.)-Aprtl U 
980 Blactburn, B.-Lubrioaton for uie.,...;Aprll ll 
986 Leopard, W.-B&llway brake-April I 

1011 Aabburn, J.-Permanent W&J-Aprll 16 
1T96 Huedna, G.-Roofll to railway can (com.)-Jane IT 
HI Tqood, K. &.-RalltraJ crcmiup-Aprll I 

T8ll &a.-, W.-8blP8' lire bearth and cooklug apparatu-Harch IT 
TTO Bruoman, &. A.-Apparaaa for drawing 1n and paying out cht.ID cablei Jic. 

<com.) -March 19 ' 
18" PoDBOllby, B.-Topeall oheel blte-J'ane lll 
866 Owe a, A. -M""'11 lo TU'J'iDg the pitch of ecrew propellora-Marcb 28 

1104 Warreo, P. P.-Steerlng y-J.-April 16 
1601 Harrhlon, J. Jl'.-CoaUng ablPI' botio1111-May t8 

987 Rebour G.-Sb!plop-April a 
780 Lord, W., and Gillian, F.-.&pparalm for raW.ag and lowering obipe' U.a~-

March IT 
981 Banter, 8.-Ancbora-Aprll ll 

T8T Harl, J.-Meana for generaUnr 9leala-llareh ti 
»88 Watremu, :J., and Xlolb, A.-AJ>pal'Mu lor llldladag • d.tftcl0D07 ol water ia 

Ream pneralorl-.lprll ' 
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819 ~ .l. W.-APllU'Mlll for IJ9IUll'MIDI lleam-Karm • 
11184 Hut, W., and Pocllln; I>.-Oondem!n& apparawa-.Tlllle IT 
11'9 Partee, .l.-8arface condemen-..l.l>ril 19 
816 Morewoode, K.-MMlll of llha~ -Man:h ta 
m ~~«~-.&ppan&111 for 1n1o-.&prll 1 
TSI ll., Ud 8hlpma11, J.- ening wire and criDolJDe lteel-Kardl 8 
11&1 Newton, W.-llanufacture oflnlo and ateel (COID.)-Aprll ' 

1194 Orllllllla, T. P.-l!haping lheet lnlo-&layS · 

864 De Jl&ny, JL-Vachine for manufacture of cigars (com.)-Kan:h IT 
884 Nation, li.-Kachlne for manufadare of bo:ua and --Man:h 18 
881 Hart, B.-Macb!De forcuttingcorlt(oom.)-tlarch ill 

1019 TbeylOll, .R.-llachine for cutting oork-Aprll 9 
81>2 Boot, W .-llachlno for folding eaTelopee and paper-Ilardi 11 
1111 Taruer, W.-Bread malting m&chln-•prll l 
lllT HartJe:r, B.-Bolling or atralii:bt.eDing metal 1baft1, aplndle11, ~.-Aprll l 
HO Platt,•J.-Machlner;r for applyiag molin power .&prll l 
942 Kanter, 0.-llachlnor;r tor otone cutting-April I 

1012 Pet.rte, J.-Blowing macblD&-Aprll 16 
66T Dodda, 11.-Xachlilee for moaJd.IDi and cutting lnJo or other malleable metala-

Man:h l 
Hl ~~.-Machine for ralalng hammen and mmping hot or cold metala-

MT Plrot J.-Lubrlcatlng apparatua-Kan:h 10 
T28 Pendlebar;r, J. and T.-Yorm ot l11brlcuor-Kan:h 16 
T81 Siebe, D. B.-Machino for ~nclDg oold-Man:b 11 
8611 S~~ MH Ccmmtr;r, A.- bee and machinOB tor tarDing and cutting 1Cren-

lOT8 J'oll, O., and Ha;rnee. W .-Machine for manufacture ot Joat.ber-4 prll 16 
1109 Stanton, John-Machine tor etampi:i, metal walhen &c.-~prll lS 

8Ge u:=e, O., Ward, O., Woole7, .-Machine tor paaclllDg metal plale11, &c. 

8'8 ~~TR.-Machine for palnrillng and nlhlDg mineral 111bet&DON &c.

TOl Qulaard, A.-:lfachlne for manufact11re of bone llhoe na116-Han:h 11 
766 &mpeoa, K.-Machine for cutting tobacco •c.-llan:h 111 

606 Barter, J.-.lpparatlll for casting drama, palllee, and other par-Man:h S 
TlT Mc,dam, W.-Bloct pa!J•7e, weJghta, &c. for windowa-llarch 16 
TU De la Ha7e de Barbezlerea, S. M .--O>llltrllctloa of bone lhoee-.lilan:b 16 
T23 Bamlllon, G.-Twnbler Jocb-Man:h 16 
80~ Holida7, W.-Prem plateo-:\lan:b 2t 

1029 Christoph, L., Hawltaworlh, W., and BardJD&, G. P.-Drawlngmetala-..l.prll lO 
116' Matthews, 1.4. P.-Vtcee-Aprll 21 
1668 Jebhardt, J. J. H.-Futen10p for hap &c. (com.)-.TllDe I 
1T6T L&Dcelutt, J .-lhnllfactnre of ornamental chalm-Juae 14 

TM Wllecm, R.-Hydraallc p..-a-Varch 19. 
1017 Newton• W. E. -Apparat111 for ralalag and forcing water Ac!. (oom.)-Aprll 9 
662 Nadal, J .-Portable fouut.aiD-March 11 
6~8 Gu7et, J -Water melen-:Kan:h 8 
T66 Memmoae, M.-Oooling and filtering apparat111(c:om.)-Man:h19 
TM Weems, J. arui W.-Apparat111 for ladiaating \ho q11&Dtil7 and p.-ure, and in 

regulating lh, dlechargo ofllalc!'l-tlarch 17 
TSl Moagre1lll, L.--O>td T&pollr geaerat.or-lla!'l:h 17 

lSTll Fowler, J ., and King, J .-Sw.m apparatlll for Wllq ground-lla7 __ 8 
612 ":r~::b /·• Greig. D., and Noddingl, K. -Apparat111 for IWIDg ll'ODDd-

66~ Hall, C.-Implemento for breali:in& np the 1011-llan:h 11 
118 Hunter, J.-KeapmgniachlDes-Man:h 16 

1846 Ha .. ttine, G.-MachlnOB for mowing. reaping, &c. (com.)-.TllDo 2a 
, 836 Kob7. K.-Ha;rmattag machlD-:llan:b 26 

TOT ~~~.~achinea tor digging lbe earth for agricultural purpo181 (oom.)-

TU 8amuelaoa. 11.-ChalD harron -March 20 
8T6 Morris, T.-lilacblDo for breaking land-"tlan:h 111 
8T9 Raruiomo, R.-Thrallhlag ID&Cbine-Marcb 31 
925 Warreu, 8.-Tranomlttlag P·•Werforagrlcultural 111achinee-.Apr'll I 
908 Clark, W.-ManllfactureotmaDW'e (oom.)-~pril 1 
692 Cottam, G. and R.-Horticultural balldingl Acl.-Man:h U 

61' Wright, B.,-Heating and clarifying oaocharlDe lluldB -March T 
664 R;:>::!·r;~::fi::ie~=.:_~~ manufacture of ammoDlaal oaltl, and 

1879 J~:i f,; H.-Electra vollalc platewort tor medical and ot.ber purpol8I (com.) 

18116 ~[if-:Veana of gahulilng or coating metall b7 eleotra cbemlaal apDCJ

lUT Abel, C. D.-,1107 containlDg cadmlnm (com.)-Aprll lT 
816 Morewood, C.-Proceoo of coalins me\ala- \lan:h 24 
919 )ladgo, H. J.-ProceM otooatlqmetalo-.lprll l 
760 Brooman, R.-llanafact11n!l of bar;rlea aad b&r;rtlc prodacta (oom.)-Van:h 18 
880 Pattenon, W.-llaanfacture of iodiae-&larch 19 
818 Fleet, B.-\lanafaclure of aoda water-lifan:h 24 

12'4 Glidden, w.-Pl'OOelllO of realorlna pboephatlo ~o (com.)-'prll 211 
810 Do laPoyro11110, Leo.-PruerT&lloa of animal aubetancea-Harchl6 
US Gouage, W.-:Manufactare otood.aad pola8h-M11rch 17 
611 Ooo7en. W .-Meana of curryiD.lr leather-March 12 
T24 Rob•y, J.-Hellalog otsugar-)!•rch 16 
8J2 Fr;ror, .&.-Bellnlng of eagar-llarch Iii 

au Newton, A.-Apparatufor aeparal!Dgllbrellotwood, 11.u, Ac. (com.)-Karchl'I 
8S8 Clleeold, W.-Cardlng eoein-Mareh 26 
88' Pia"· J.--CardlllJ( migin-Harch tll 

1011 Platl, J., Rlohard8oo, W "{and Holland, W .-cardln& eaata-Aprll 10 
Tiii Abercrombie, D.-Power ooma-March !tJ 
Ta9 Caataald,J. M.-Powerlooma-March 17 
Doe Couchood P.-Loom tor the man•ofaclare of chenille u.-,pril 1 
81T llle'll'&l"t, l.-Manafactare otaudstor woaTinl (oom)-March H 

1162 Ooombe, J.-MACbino tor hactllng lax, &c,-Aprll 21 
681 PoUa, A.-Machine for -lchlDg !lax &c.-Maich 11 
6TS Scbo4eld, J .- .• euing looma-March a 
TllT Lord, Bchrard-MachlDo for prepar!Dg oolloD-llan:h Ill 

SIT Wood, T. H .-4pparat111 for manufactttre ot ant.Sclal fllel-March 7 
796 Fcm•ena:r T. -Smoke 00D111mlug tarnacea 
SH Ruater, J-. -Apparat111 for remoThg elagflom fu111ac11-Harch 11 
no Tonier, W.-K&lr:ing OTOlll-Han:h u 
CSTI GoDdole, P. -~ on11-)l"1't'b l2 
807 h~11r:r, M.-Kll ... and OTODI (cum.) - Mardi H 

9H Welch, w.-BIPler.W- ...s are sn&el-April T 
921 Bolcnift.-Blufm.i-APl'il ll 
8S6 Glllbal,T.··Ventilalorllbrmlaeeand~Kar-.h Sl 
166 J lllDIDga, J. G .--ChlmDeJm-Karala 1 

6T8 Tlllam, T ;-11811111 of PllrlfYbllr pa-llarah 8 
80' Normand;r A. B. Lellire a..:.ll811111of0011Decdaap1and<l\herpipee-Man:la 11 
9111 Brooman, R.-Apparat111forregalating lhe 11.ow o?p1 (oom.l-MIU'ch lS 
1118 J'leld, B,-ACt111 for replUIDgt.be !low ot .-. and other 11..1..._ "tlarcll u 
T86 N= ~-- -of 111ppl:r!Dgp1 kl rai1W111 aan, lleambo&a, omDlbftee, k.-

Ba9 8mllh, B.-Wet p1 meten-llarch :18 
681 B.agoD, A. B.-Bl8c&rlc alanuml (oom )-Karch 1 
m Baiib, J .-Blec&rlc mapetlc telecraph priDting appara$U-Jlarch 18 
T08 Patenon, .l.-Bleclrlc telepaph oablee.-Man:h U 

691 Caallbee, W.-Ooloar prlntiDa-machlDee for letter-~or bloclr:·prlDting-JIM. s 
TU Cumming, J .-Appan.tu for clinr!bat!Dg and .e«.ing ap typo-March li 
916 CuloD, W., and Yag, G.-Cutlnc prlDllJll typee-Apill l 

114T Parltee~_:l.-Bolleni for IDrfaco-prlDtlng, .. c.-April 19 
1'90 Amell, l'I. -8elf..feeding aard prlDtiq-pl'Ml-Ma7 18 
966 Bakewell, JI'. C.-Letter prlDting-maoblDe (oom.)-April & 

T6T Brooman, ll. A.- PrlDtlna and pa!Dting OD glaM, oeramlc - ; alao OD mrtalli< 
sabetan08I (oom.)-Manih 19 

lHT Cale;r~J. w.l..and T. <1.-TuU!e fab~Aprll 111 
818 Ball, ·i-. and w. Wlllr:1m, J.-Hanufac&11n!l ot warp fabrb-March 7 
821 Patlenoo, W., la;;denon, W. A. and R.-FlDlahing WOTllD fabrica-Karcll I 
s~a Cunn.iDgham, J. and B..-Om&meatal fabric - l4arch 11 
T26 Wlckltone, W.-Manufacllll'e of piled fabrico-Man:h 16 
T68 Black, S.-ManllfactDrlJ otlloctlDgo, &c. in c!rcular ltaltting-machln.,._llarcli II 
T88 Brooman, ll. .&.-!Me embrolder;r, Ac!. (oom.)-Karch 19 
81S HeDIOll, W .-Knltting machin-ltlan:h H 
96S WU.Ou, D.-Colton preaes-Aprll I 
T81 Ka7, ll. - PrlDtlDg calloo-Harch 21 
861 CornelJ&D, J.-TreatiDg or- OOCOODI ot lllJt-March 21 

::: ~~u:' B.~~=~v-~~ ~1brioa-Aprll a 
118 SmadJa, J.-BllltiOB and crlDoliDee-Uan:h 6 
TT6 HW, A.-FuleDIDg for atar-llan:h IO 

1162 Callobant, C.-Bewing machineB. 
20'11 l'owtOD, A. V.-SewiDg-macblDee (oom.l-lfan:h lS 

TIS Bouslleld, G.-Cranb for dr!Ting oewing-machinee fcom)-llan:h lT 
901 Clementi, J. Jl.-Bewing machinee-M&rch 11 

811 PAmoadlOD, G.-Walhing machlDee-March 8 
889 YOllllf, ll.-A~lll for walhing and dr;ring gndn-llarch II 
S26 Platt, J., and rdoon, W.-Machino tor cloaningcotloD from aeed!-Marcb I 

lt61 Newton, W. B.-lilachlDOB for plcltlng and cleaning wool Ac. (com )- •pril ¥9 

6~ ~':.~ J., and ll. M., and Blanc, II. llanllfactDnl of boola and ab<ot1-

000 lsuloct, J. llanafadare ot boota and 1111.,.._'ilan:h 6 
88T Wad1wor\h, Jamee liloTeable heela for bootl llho-Man:h 11 
TIS Stocker, S., and K. Neta! boJt..boela. tip.>. and horae-lhoes- Varch l 7 

1812 Bot.et. P., and ADlogDIDI B, M anulactDr1J of boota and ~:II a 7 Ii 

S'6 N onrorlby W. S. Pl&Doforloa-Uan:h 19 
88S Clinton, J. l'lules-March 81 

U'6 8amlOll, G. K. Va!Tee for wlDd mllllaal IDltramenta-Aprll Ill 
Tll8 Darit J. WIDd mllliaal Wtnimeata-.llarch U 

Tl6 Petit, 0. B. Apparatua for beat!Dgwater&c.-llarch 16 
T99 Oladttoae, R.-TlpplDg wagona-Man:h !2 
llM Clark, W. Apparat111 for m&Ditold wrltlni! (com.)-.lprll ! 
9'1 Newton, J Oollatru-'ioo ot hrealtwaler pi•n &c.-April I 

10" Malblal, J. Appara&ua for p~ and i:oDIDg atraw hata-April 11 
T TT Smith, E. -Apparat111 for cuttin.q atone- Uan:h 20 
802 JenDinp J.-llanufactare ofbl8cuita 
808 Briorl:r:.. H.-Claepo tor reTenible beltl Acl.-Kan:h H 
836 MUDD, J1.-llangl-lllarch 2a 
960 H....U. T. and Burk~, II .. lDulld cluUn Acl.-,pril I 

1089 Holland, ii'.-M&Dllfact11n!l ot J:!~ in umbtellaa Acl.-Aprll 1 l 
949 Richards, W • .&.-Bag loclta, Inga &c.-Aprll I 
961 Woodall, J. F.-VenWatiag aarrlagee &c.-Aprll 6 

lUV Pope, J.-Apparat111 tor lowering and loading i:o&1a .. c.-lla7 J2 
1812 Wood, J.-Manufact11n!l of dri•lDg 1trape or banda &c.--J'une 1~ 

T03 lllrtbeclt, G.-Truaaea (oom.J-M&l'ch U 
T06 G•Wer, L, and Zlnaler, .M.-Mannfactureof articles in iTor:r and boae-'.ll&IYI JI 
Tll Colee, A. and W.-'l'ruiieea for caaeo ot berala-llarch 16 
TU Kollala, N. Manufacture otoomblDod aoape-llarch 16 

11116 Oxle7 J.-Appanit111 for moahing &c.-May 9 
U91 Thompaon, N. -Stoppen for boltlea, jan, 4<C.-llay 16 
1606 8auadon, H., and :o.tUee, H. J.-Veneli&D h11Dda-Ma7 SI 
607 Sblplo7, G. J.-llrldle beada, relD&, and blta,-March T 
S40 llrooman, R. -Phot.ograph7 (com.)-lilarch 10 
90 Maun, A.-Photognpbicapparal111-Aprll 8 
SU Calow J. T.-l!afety mloing apparal111 appllaable lo hoistl-Yarch 11 
S6T Camp, B. G.-Brlllh-lll&rcli 11 
869 WU.On, T. B., and W.-Ap~111 for aplltlinl cue · Mtrch 11 
919 Monon K.-llefrlll9ralora-Aprll 8 

1218 K.irlr: .A. C.-Ketilgeraton-..l.prll S6 
668 M~, ~1 and Penfold, 0.- Candle lamp-March l 
611 Palmer, w .-llaanfacture ot candl-... an:h 8 
918 Holme, W.-l'lre lighten-April I 

1182 nelden, H.-L&111pe and lllgDala for Ugbt.bo111ee .!cc.-Aprll 30 
982 Moore, T.-FllhiDll: tacltle-.&prll ll 
6T9 Bedbor'llllllh. A.-l'lllar letter boxee and hap-Urch I 
688 l!cbafer, i'.; and T. -Portmanlealll &c-llarch 4 

11s1 White, H.-Shlrt oollan-J'nl7 ao 
UOT Nowk>D.t W. 1.-8etlinl arWlclal teet.b (oom.)-..l.prll 18 
aa2 n .. 1 •• i;.-..l.ttachlna a11111c1a1 teet.b (com.J-llarch u 

176T Longbottom, A.-Ar1111clal atooe-J11ne l& 
866 Keraubret1...0., and J.-Orll&lllllltl forbu.l!dingl-llarch 11 
860 Blrkbeclt, J1.-lmltatlOD IDOl&lm (com.)-Man:h ST 
llOT GoDtard, C. P.-WalohOl-.Aprll l 
1116 BcratloD, G.-\1.bldow bllDdB-Aprll I 
8116 Lord, w. 11.-Hamo allp-Man:h SJ 
891 Tylor, W.--O>mpooitiou for feedillg dap, poaltr;r, .tc.-llarch !I 
HT Telha111e11, J'.-1,'lpr tube. ac. 1oom.1-a.arch Si 
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ORNAMENTAL KEYBOWS IN THE INTERNATIONAL 
EXHIBITION, 1862. 

(With Ertgraoing•.) 
Tu various designs which are illustrated in om plate com

plet.e the aeries commenced wt month, and 88 the same principle 
of manufacture bas been applied throughout, it is needless to 
add anything, by way of del!Cription, to what was then given. It 
will be remarked, however, that in the present plate the subjects 
are larger and more elaborate, also that the centre one is a 
strictly mtUonic design, in which an attempt has been made to 
combine several of the aym bola aud mottoes uBNI. among the craft 
in a complete and symmetrical manner. 

THE PROPOSED RESTORATION OF ST. DAVID'S 
CATHEDRAL. 

FBox the remote and truly secluded situation of this cathedral, 
it is a building which h88 been hut seldom visited by the archi
tectural tourist, independently of which, the dilapidated and 
forlorn condition into which it b88 from various callll88 been 
allowed to merge, offers a marked contrBBt to the moet ill-fated 
of our English structures, which, however badly they may have 
been treated, have not been suffered to need aubetantial repair 
by reason of the imminent peril to which their walls are now 
expoaed tbrou~h the unchecked ravages of 'Iliad aud weather 
during successive generatiollB, 88 is the e&11e at St. David's. In 
point of architectural interest, too, though it must undoubtedly 
yield to the greater pretensions of many others, there is a vast 
amount of curious and E'Xcellent detail, which, from this very 
fact of its having been left comparatively intact, is invested with 
a pecular interest. 

Some years ago the History and Antiquities of St. David's 
formed the subject of an elaborate and well illustrated work, 
compiled by Messrs. Jones and Freeman; and this book bas un
questionably 888isted, if not in a great measure raised, the move
ment which is now in operation, with a view to the preservation 
and gradual restoration of this valuable architectural specimen. 
A report on the subject baa been recently laid before the cathe
dral authorities by Mr. Scott, and we shall preaently briedy 
extract from such portions as indicatE' the peculiar necessities of 
the ~ and the mode in which it is l'E'COmmended that they 
shall be met. It is perhaps desirable however that some intro
ductory allusion should be made to the history of the cathedral 
itself. One of the most curious of these is, that apparently no 
traces remain in the exiaticg structure of the original building. 
The earliest portion of the present cathedral dates back to about 
the year 1180, when Bishop de Leia appears to have commenced 
upon a plan exactly co-extensive with the existing building, with 
the exception of the chapels eastward of the choir and transepts. 
Thia period of rebuilding was one of especial importance in the 
history of Medieeval architecture, being the exact juncture at 
which the Romanesque or round-arched style was in a state of 
transition into the pointed-arched style now vernacularly known 
88 Gothic; being, of all periods of our old architecture, the one 
which is moat strongly characterised by energetic effort and rapid 
advance. It was just before this that the Church of St. Cross, 
near Winchester, had beec erected, which is a most marked 
type of this great transition. Simultaneously with the work at 
St. David's, the rebuilding of the eastern portions of Canterbury 
Cathedral was being brought to a conclusion in a manner which 
establishes it as one of the great landmarks of church architec
ture; at the same time, alao, Archbishop Roger, ofYork, and 
Biabop Pudsey, of Durham, were carrying on the aame great 
work of art reformation in the North; while, in the South, the 
rebuildiDg of the Abbey of Glastonbury was in progress-a work 
which evinces a very direct relationship to that at St. David's. 

The whole of the building 88 erected at this period was, 80 far 
aa we can tell, prepared to be vaulted with stone, chiefly on the 
principle designated by Professor Willis as" sexpartite" vaulticg; 
although it would not appear that any part of the vaulting was 
actually carried into execution. It is not known bow long the 
work, commenced in 1180, occupied in ita completion, or indeed 
whether it ever was completed at all. Unfortunately, in 1220, a 
sad catastrophe occurred to the new work, in the fall of the cen
tral tower, in which it would appear that the choir and transept 
mft'ered aevere injury. The piers and arches which support the 
&ower aiford distinct evidences of the reco11structio11. after thia 

catastrophe; the western arch, with its two piers, belonging to 
Leia's work, while the three remaining arches are the reeult of 
the reconstruction. 

The choir, it may be aaaumed, owes its general design as now 
exhibited, to the reconstruction after 1220, and the same probably 
extended to a considerable degree to the eastern aides of the 
transept&. About this time, too, that extensive addition of 
chapels, which subsequently so much altered the east.em portion 
of the church, would seem to have been commenced, and the 
aisles of the choir were prolonged far to the eastward, and con
nected towards their extremities by a cross aisle, havin({ on its 
eastern side arches opening into (or prepared to open llllto) a 
lady-chapel; by which arrangement a void apace, open to the sky, 
was incloaed between this cross aisle and the east end of the 
choir, to avoid interference with the light of the east window. 
This 1Cheme, though a peculiar one, is not an isolated example; 
a similar plan having been carried out at the east end of Glouces
ter Cathedral, as well 88 in the Abbey Church of Tewkesbury, 
and the Priory Church at Great Malvern. 

Bishop Gower, who held the see from 1328 to 1347, seems to 
have been one of the greatest builders of his t.ime, and be set 
about a general work of 888imilation of the somewhat discordant 
element& of which his cathedral consisted. The entire aisles of 
the cathedral, whether of the nave, the choir, or the eaatern. 
chapels, appear to have been in a ~ter or leas degree :recon
structed and remodelled by him. Those of the nave were altered, 
and one, the South, entirely rebuilt, with many other decided 
changes of various kinda, including the erection of the rood«reen, 
and the introduction of a considerable number of rich and beauti
ful monument& into the cathedral. In the succeeding century, 
and the beginning of the one that followed it, a number of minor 
alterations were made; but the moat important works were the 
conversion of the void apace beyond the 888t end of the choir 
into an exquisite chapel, by Bishop Lloyd-though the improve
ment was dearl,r purchased at the loss of the ea.st window-and 
the reconatruct1on of the roofs generally, including the gorgeous 
roof over the nave, &e.; thus giving to the church, in the main, 
its present form, subsequent changes belonging more to the 
history of its degradation than its construction. Thia general 
outline will suffice as a key to the past, and will help our refer
ences, in regard to the future, aa embodied in the report to which 
we have alluded. 

The first great case of dilapidation inatan6ed by Mr. Scott. 
relates to the tower, which is placed, as usual, at the intersection 
'of the four arms of the croea, and of which we have already stated 
that after the fall of the first tower, in 1220, the two eastern. 
piers, with three of the arches, were rebuilt; but the western 
piers, with one of the arches (subject to some·increase of strength), 
were allowed to remain. This might have been set down from 
the first as a dangerous expedient, and 80 it bas proved. The 
old portions which remained have been constantly crushing and 
giving way, and the older and newer parts b'l.ve become disunited 
to a moat marked degree, which other causes have tended to 
increase; so that the present condition of the tower ia in the 
highest degree alarming, more especially since, in consequence of 
the fact that of its four wpporta two are sound, while the other 
two are wholly untrustworthy, au ominous crack is visible up 
the north and south aides. To remedy this great failure, it 11 
proposed to construct an efficient system of shoring, such 88 
would be capable, if necessary, of sustaining the entire load 
which now rests upon the damaged piers. The general course 
to be followed would be thia:-lst. To hind together the walls of 
the upper stage of the tower with massive ties of iron, aided by 
stays of timber, so as to render it impossible for the walls to 
spread: then tn construct incompressible foundations, upon which 
the shoring is to rest. 2nd. To contrive and frame the shoring 
necess"ry for the purposes just stated. The operation of recon
atructiun would be done very gradually, and in small portions at 
a time, a movable system of shores being used to sustain the 
work in immediate contact with the parts operated on, and capa
ble of being shifted from time to time as the work rises. 

The nave bas suffered materially from the sinking of the west 
aide of the tower, and this bas oecaaioned A westerly movemAnt 
throughout the whole of the nave arcade and clerestory, throwing 
all the pillars out of the perpendicular, and crippling and dama
ging the arches and many other parts. Mr. Scott "fears that it 
would be useless to attempt to rectify either of these displace
ments, and that the utmost which can be done will be to prevent 
further movement, and to repair the direct injury which bu been 

7' 
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1ustained by the stonework." Externally, the nave r~uires much 
repair and restoration, as well as the completion of 1ta cleaning 
from whitewash. The clerestory, too, bas been sadly mutilated; 
and, of its windows, aome have btlen walled up, BOme altered from 
their original forms, and the para pet bas been entirely renewed in the 
most uncouth manner. The north wall is buttressed by huge and 
unsightly masses of stonework. Some of these would !ippear to 
be connected with the ancient cloister of the college, and the 
question of their treatment must, for this reason, depend upon 
circumstances. The west end bas been entirely rebuilt, and that 
with very little regard to its original design. 'fhis old design can 
in some meaanre be recovered by the help of printa, &c., aud 
Mr. Scott therefore propo868 to reproduce it so far as it is possible, 
but retaining, with BOme modilication 1\8 to their forms, some 
of the present constructive features. Passing by some minor 
facts alluded to in the report, we read concerning the choir, that 
i~ "interior stonework is not in very bad condition," though 
"the arcades are at present walled up, in consequence of the 
unroofing of the aisles. . . • • The south aisle of the choir 
is partly a min, and partly converted into a porch, or thrown into 
the modern church, which bll8 been ·formed out of the south 
traneept." This will have to be brought back to its orig;inal form, 
re-roofed and restored. The aisles will have to be newly floored, 
but the eastern arm iteelf bas a fine old pavement of encaustic 
tiles, which will of course be preserved. In one of the altar-
1teps is a singular relic of ancient ritual UBllge-viz., the mortice 
which origiually received the lectern for the Gospels and Epistles; 
such instances are now rarely to be found. The original east 
windows were in two ranges; a beautiful triplet below, and a 
group of windows (now lost) above; the former was walled up by 
Bishop Vaughan, and the latter was, in the 15th or 16th century, 
converted into a window of the style of that period, and this, 
being now quite decayed, will require renewal. There is a build
ing, adjoining the north transept, which contains on the ground
fl.oor the chapel of St. Thomas; and above, the cbapwr-house, 
and another still higher chamber. This building is mainly of the 
14th century, and was of very excellent design, though now 
reduced to a miserable condition. 

From an ·e1&1Dination of the intern&! fittings it appears that 
the stone screen of the choir (the work of Bishop Gower, and in 
part bill monument) is in a fair state of repair. The choir stalls 
also (the work of Bishop Tulley) are in a tolerable lltate of pre
servation ; while the bishop's throne, as well as the eastern screen 
dividing the presbytery from the choir proper, demand extensive 
repairs, and the renewal of some portions. This latter screen, it 
may be noted, is remarkable for being unique in its position. The 
choir is now filled with the unseemly pews so common till lately in 
all our cathedrals, and these will necessarily be replaced by entirely 
new aud more suitable fittings. 

There are some questions open to consideration as to matters 
involving a certain degree of departure from the forms in w~icb 
1undry portions of the building have come down to us. Thus, all 
the parts of the building have been either vaulted with stone or 
prepared for such vaulting. In a great majority of instances this 
has never been carried into execution; and the iuestion arises 
whether, in a restoration of the building it woula be right and 
expedient to carry out this intention of the builders, or, if the 
walls are insufficient for its support, whether the intended forms 
may not be carried out in oak. ~nst either of these proposals 
tbflre are, as regards the choir, obJectious; in the one case insu
perable, and in the other of considerable force. As regards the 
nave, the objection is twofold: first, the w&lls are not in a con
dition to support stone vaulting; and, secondly, the existing roof 
is so beautiful as to render the idea of any change absurd. The pre
aent choir roof, though not particularly firm, possesse11 some beauty 
and historical interest, besides being susceptible of reparation, 
while the addition of stone vaulting would be a rash experiment., 
and there is also an uncertainty as to the deRign of the unce
intended vaulting. Such objections do not, however, occur aa 
regards the transepts, where the roofs are worthless, and the 
walls will not carry stone vaulting, so that there appears no objec
tion to completing the original design in oak, since its indications 
are clear. In oue instance in the cathedral, the ~ystem of placing 
timber vaulting upon stone springers bas been carried out by the 
old, though not the original builders, and that is in the vaulting 
within the tower. · 

The estimate as to the coat of the works enumerated in the report 
is from £27,500 to £30,000, according to the mode of carrying out 
certain parts, which have been left open to consideration. 

.MODERN AR1'll..LERY. 

FEW departments, if any, in the International ExhibiUon or 
1862 show so marked and rapid an advance in inveotivt- geniu 
and constructive skill aa tboae devoted to the appli&nct11 of war, 
not only aa &een in the plated vellllels, deemed until recently 
practically invulnerable, but more especially in the terrible ord
nance and ammunition with which the artillerista have taken up 
the challenge of the armourers. 

The once famous Lancaster gnn, with its oval spiral bore, ii 
exhibited, it may almost be Sllid, ll8 an obsolete engine, having an 
interest chiefly historical; and showing the first general applica
tion of rifling to large guns in the B1;tisb 11ervice. The substi
tution of bolt.a for round shot, the successful use of perCUll&ioo 
shells, and the singular advantages found in special modee of 
constructing the front 1md rear of a projectile, all take their rile 
from the adoption of rifled ordnance. 

Captain Blakeley's gun is couspicuous for its peculiar form of 
rifling. It is also deserving of notice as an early application of 
the system of building large guns by means of hoops placed over 
au inuer tube. It bas been ssserted that the idea originated ill 
America; but be this as it ml\y, to L'apt.ain Blakeley nppeara dne 
the prominent advocacy and working out in this country or a 
principle which, with certain modifications bas been adopted 
generally in the inanufacture of our heavy ordnance. We most 
however except the ponderous Mersey gun of 10-inch calibre, 
which, with a charge of 20 lbs. of pewder and a 136 lb. roUDd 
shot, shattered, at 210 yards range, a 4!--inch iron plate, the frag
ments of which are displayed beside it. Tbi11 gun, forged ont of 
the solid, is itself eclipsed by the monstrous pi,ce of ordnance 
from the same makers, of which such successful trial wu made 
at Sboeburyness in September. 

Attention however, both within and without the EJ.bibil.ion, 
mainly centres on two groups of guns and missiles; those exbibiled 
by the War Department, and those of the Manchester OrdDanct 
Company,-the .Armstrong and the Whitworth. 

TbE' principle adopted in the Armstron~ ordnance and projectilee 
is sufficiently well known. The bore 1s cylindrical, aud ri!ed 
with spiral grooves. The projectile bas a coating of lead, a00 
this metal being driven into the grooves on the discharge of the 
piece, the required spin is thus given. In speaking of the 
projectile it is impossible to omit to mention the coocnt
sion and time fnses, with which the shells made at the Royal 
Laboratory at Woolwich are fitted. These shells and fuleS are 
shown in section under a sheet of plate glass, with explanatory 
diagrams. The principle is ve17 ingenious and beautiful. The 
rupture of a piece of metal witbm the fuse is occasioned by the 
shock of firing. This liberates the detonating wechaniam, or 
fires the time fase, llB the case may be. In the former case, the 
shell bursts on striking an object; in the latter case, the explosion 
take11 place any required number of seconds after firing, aa regu
lated by the aid of a graduated scale on the fuse. It is, per· 
haps, scarcely nece..'l!lary to add that these fuses nre applicable to 
11bell fired from any description of rifled gun, and th&t their 
merits have therefore no essential connection with what is kuon 
llB the " Armstrong system." The guns turned out from the 
Royal Factory at Woolwich are admirable specimens of work 
msnsbip; and as not only the undoubted ahilities. of the inventor, 
but all the scientific and material resources at the dispoeal or the 
Government, have been lavished on the improvement of the arm, 
it is reasonable to conclude that it is as efficient in all re11pectau 
ordnance made on this peculiar system ever will be. We mug 
also suppose tbnt the authorities of the War Office felt preUy 
well satislied before ordering upwards of 4,000 guns to be llllde 
on the Armstrong principle. 

But however pleasant it may be to take the most favourable 
view of a weapon in the construction of which such vast IUllll 
have been expended, and for which a special drill bas been intnr 
due&d into the service, the facts can no longer be disguised. The 
Armstrong gun and projectile have serious inhenmt im;>ttfec
tions; have proved unequal to the contest with the armour plaM!I, 
if success is to be measured by practically useful results; and iii 
precision, range, and penetration have on every fair trial ahovu 
a marked inferiority to the Whitworth gun and projectile. 

Such difficulties have been found to oppose the auccead'al con
struction and satisfactory working of breech-Ioaden after ~ 
William Armstrong's pattern, that after all the care devoted to 11 
the nav&l guu must be regarded a.a a failure. In military eervioe 
the liability of the lead coating to smp, and thus endallger lniop! 
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overwhoae heads it may be necessary to fire, is a serious drawback, 
which -ms to be scarcely compensated by the clrcuD111tauce that 
the scaUering of the lead also increases the execution among the 
enemy. Thia evil is found to prevail chiefly when the lead 
coailiig is soldered on aft.er Sir W. Armsirong's method. When 
atl.ached by undercutting, on Mr. Ba.shley Britten's plan, the 
danger of stripping is con~idered to be much abated. 

In the contest with the Armour plates, the Armstroni;i: gun 
cannot be considered to have come off' with triumph. Within 
the limits of weight ordinarily assigned to ship's guns, no Arm
strong ordnance baa etfected anything against the "Warrior 
target," even with 110lid projectiles. So completely, indeed, had 
the plates foiled the rifled gun, that the opinion was expressed but 
a few months since by a high authority, that the massively plated 
1idPs of such vessels as the Warrior a!M Black Prince could, at a 
sh.irt range, be more effectively assailed by round shot from 
enormous smooth-bore guns than by bolts from rifted ordnance. 
for any given calibre and charge of powder the round shot, hav
ing less weight than the bolt, is more readily set in motion, and 
therefore issues from the muzzle of the guu with greater initial 
velocity. Thia velocity indeed is rapidly reduced, while that of 
the bolt is but slowly retarded, so that the bolt retains great 
penetrating power at ranges at which the force of the round shot 
is entirely spent. But at 200 yards the round shot strikes the 
target with about the same momentum as the bolt, and with 
greater velocity. It was therefore thought that at such short 
ranges the most destructi\'e missile would be the spherical shot. 
In this hasty inference no account seems to have been taken of 
the form and material of the front of the proj. ctile; the tendency 
of spherical shot to glance from A 11urface struck obliquely; or 
the comparative fitness of round cast-iron and shvp-edged steel 
for perforating iron-plate. The idea of the mom1int was, that 
under certain circumstances it would be necessary to abandon 
the improvements of science, and fall back upon the hazardous 
ai:d costly expedient of monstrous smooth-bore guns, with 
tremendous charges of powder. That such artillery would 
readily destroy any plated vessel that could be induced to anchor 
within a furlong of the battery, there can be no question; and until 
the uperiments atShoeburyness in September last, it seems to have 
been presumed that equally destructive results could not be 
obtained with rifled ordnance of moderate calibre. To shell, 
vessels protected with even 21-inch plates were conRidered invul
nerable, unless under a plunging or vertical fire directed on their 
decks. The Armstrong shells having alway11 f&led to penetrate 
the plated targets, this point at least was regarded as settled. 

In the Autumn of lost year a 12 ton smooth-bore gun, with a 
charge of 50 lb. of powder, and a lli6 lb. round shot was used 
Against the " Warrior target" at 200 yards, and did considerable 
damage. But the effect of these heavy charges upon the gun 
itself were ver7 discouraging, and augured but ill for the 20 ton 
gun then projected, as to the performances of which the most 
sanguine predictions had been ha.zarded. This 12 ton gun had 
been built up with external hoops of coiled wrought iron, after 
the method already alluded to, and practised for years by Mr. 
Whitworth and other artillerists; although by a curious misnomer 
it bas sometimes been spoken of as the "Armstrong coil system." 

In the Whitworth gun, rifte grooves and the consequent occa
sion for a lead-coated projectile are avoided. The bore is hexa
gonal, with the requisite twist, and the shot or bolt is made truly 
to fit the bore. The form and proportions of the projectile, and 
the rate of spin best suited to each calibre, have been arrived at 
by means of careful and exhaustive experiment. Thia rate of 
apin is in every case rapid as compared with those adopted in 
the Armstrong gun. The projectile as well as the gun being 
finished in a lathe, the axis of the former always accurately 
corresponds with that of the latter, so as to secure perfect smooth-

. ness and steadiness of motion as the bolt issues from the gun. 
Instead of the p1·ojectile being retarded by the clinging of a lead 
coating in grooves, the friction is reduced to a minimum; and in 
the breech-loading 12-pounder the bolt, close though the tit is, 
can be trundled from the breech right out at the muzzle by a 
thrust with a stick. This mechanical exactness of finish suffici
ently acoounts for a greater initial velocity in the Whitworth as 
compared with t!ie Armstrong projectile. Tbe llllllle cause, 
coupled with the greater rapidity of spin, fully explains the alto
gether unrivalled precision of shooting of the Whitworth gun; 
and it is doubtlees mainly to these properties that the remarkable 
advantage in range which it bas been proved to poasess over the 
Armat.rong gun is attributable. But the ftigbt of the Whitworth 

\ 

bolt is also assisted by the manner in which it is tapered t.ownrds 
ils rear, for much the same reason that the sailing of a vessel is 
improved by reducing the hull towards the stern. 

But length of rangti and precision are not the sole qualities to 
seek in artillery. The destructive power of the projectile itself 
is a most rnaterial point. In this respect the solid shot of 
Mr. Whitworth have now for a long time held an uncontested 
superiority. His fiat-headed hardened bolts are found, after 
pR8Sing through several feet of water, to retain su'fficient penetra
tion to go through the unprotected bottom of a ship. Above 
water they riddle the thickest iron-plates hitherto employed for 
ship armour, and this even whtin they strike obliquely. The 
li!-inch calibre bolt that pierced the plated side of the Trusty, in 
May 1860, is exhibited among other projectiles, and really looks 
not much the worse for the encounter. 

But the performances at Sheoeburyness in September last 
throw all that had been previously effected into the shade. A 
Whitworth flat steel-fronted shell, weighing (with its bursting 
charge of 2t lb. powder) 70 lb., was fired with only 12 lb. of 
powder at a target representing the Ride of a plated vessel. 
The outer plate was of 4-incb iron, behind which was a strong 
oak box, plated at the, back with 2-inch iron. The range was 
200 yards. The shell went through the 4-inch plate, and ex
ploded behind it, shattering the box to pieces. The production 
of a shell of such moderate calibre, capable of piercing the 
thickest armour-plate, and exploding by detonation after pene
tration, must be regarded as the greatest triumph yet achieved 
by any artillerist. At 600 yards the 130 lb. Whitworth shell 
pierced the target and backlog, exploded inside the framework 
with destructive effect, setting the supports on fire. The charge 
WI\!! 25 lb. of powder. When it is remembered that these shell 
will pierce water; that they will not glance from iron even at 
very oblique angles; that they retain great power of penetration 
at ranges of upwards of 1000 yards, and that they require but 
light charges c>f powder (compared with the monRtrous and 
inefficient guns hitherto advocated), it will be seen that the im
portance of the invention can hardly be overrated. 

We are not of those who would argue that because much has 
been accomplished, more should be required. It is surely enough 
that the Whitworth ordnance has effected with moderate calibres 
what the most formidable guns in the service, though over
strained, have failed to achieve; and shelled a target previously 
deemed invulnerable to hollow projectiles. Howeve1· deeply 
committed the country may be to further expenditure on the 
Armstrong gun, it would be a disastrous economy to intrust our 
defences any longer to a second-rate and baffied weapon, leaving 
its terrible rival to become the p1ize of some watchful and 
emulous neighbour. 

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862.-.TURY REPORT. 
CLASS VIII.-MACHINERY JN GENERAL. 

Subdivirion 1.-PrimtJ .1llover1, 
SE<n'ION I.-BorLERB, FURNACES, &c. 

With a few exceptions, the actual boilers exhibited (as distin
guished from drawings and models) belong to traction enginee, 
or to portable or semi-portable steam-engines; and those hoilers 
are marked on the whole by efforts made with greater or less 
success to economize space, and to facilitate cleansing and repairs 
by means of improved arrangements of the beating surface, or 
otherwise. The following examples may be cited:-Bray's 
traction-engine (United Kingdom-1805), Ransomes and Sims' 
portable steam-engine (United Kingdom-1961), J. Taylor and 
Co.'s traction-engine (United Kingdom-2004), Tuxford and Son's 
engines (United Kingdom-2195), J. F. Cail and Co.'s engine 
(France--1144), Farcot and Son's condensing steam-engine (France 
-1152), Hediard's boiler (France-1131), Laurens and Thomas' 
boiler (France-1151), Zam beaux's portable boiler (France-1137), 
Albaret and Co.'s portable steam-engine (France-1207), Henschel 
and Son's boiler-tubt!s (Hesse-Cassel-434). 

Many of the boilers are provided with the means of super
beating steam, either by passing it through tubes in the smoke
box, or by enclosing the steam-chest in a smoke-box or ftue. 

In the engine exhibited by Mr. Wenham (United Kingdom-
2019), the steam, aft.er having performed part of its work in a 
smaller 01· high-pressure cylinder, is supplied with heat while in 
the act of expanding during its passage from that cylinder to the 
larger or low-pressure cylinder. This application of heat to steam 
is at once sound in principle and successful in practioe. 
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The moet new and unusual in form of the boilen exhibited ia 
that by Mr. Harriaon (United Kingdom-1877), which is an 
American invention. It consists of a number of hollow cast-iron 
globes, all equal and similar, connected with each other through 
cylindrical necks or short tu bes, the whole being bound together, 
in a rectangular arrangement, with wrought-iron bolts. A 
boiler of any required size can at once be made by building and 
bolting together the pro,P.6r number of ~lobes and necka. The 
water and steam are 1Ds1de, the fire outside. 

M. Grimaldi (Italy-1001) exhibits a cylindrical boiler, contain
ing either fines or tubes for the ftame, and turning alowly about 
a horizontal axis, BO aa to bring every part of the aurface in con
tact with the liquid water and with the steam alternately, in 
order to increase the efficiency o( the surfil.ce in raising ateam, 
and prevent over-heating and corrosion. 

The boilers shown by Mr. H. Cater (United Kingdom-1814), 
(presenting a peculiar arrangement of tubes), although they were 
aet up too late to be the subject of an award, may here be men
tioned, as being at work in the boiler-yard of the weatern annexe, 
with satisfactory results. 

The following arliclea fall especially under the bead of furnaces 
and their appendages:-

An apparatus for promoting perfect combustion and preventing 
emolr.e, by using very small jets of etell.m to blow streams of air 
into the furnace, ie exhibited by Mr. D. K. Clarke (United Kinf,
dom-1822). Its practical euccees baa been well-established. t 
ia at work in the boiler-yard. . 

Siegburg's improved ~rate (Pruesia-13510), and Schulz, 
Knaudt, and Co.'s tire-box (l'ruRSia-1318). 

In M. Hubazy's portable engine (Auetria-1569) the furnace is 
adapted for the burning of 11traw, a moat useful contrivance 
where other fuel ie scarce. 

The appi1ratue of M. Steenstrup (Norway-213) ie intended for 
tbP. prevention of rust in boilers. The exhibitor takes advantage 
of the chemical affinity of chloride of calcium for water, eo as to 
dry completely the rust already formed, which consequently falls 
to powder and detachE>e itself from the boiler. 

The "Hydrntme>-Purificatt>ur," or water-softening apparatus, 
exhibited by M. Durenue (Frnnce-1163), purifies waler from 
salts oflime by the aid of its property of depositing such salts when 
raised to a high temperature. A rectangular case contains, onA 
above another, a eenes of horizontal trays or platforms, heated 
by means of the waste steam of the engine, which enters at the 
bottom of the case, and slowly Mcende. The water to be purified 
ie introduced at the top, and trickles from tray to tray, becoming 
heated by the condensation of the steam, and depositing parts o( 
its salts of lime on each tray, until it ie discharged at the bottom 
of the apparatus, completely softened, and at a high temperature; 
so that the heat of the steam employed ie not wasted. By open
ing the front of the case the trays are taken out, from time to 
time, and cleansed. The pl'actical working of this apparat118 is 
most efficient. 

Mr. Siemens' regenerative furnace (United Kingdom-1987) ie 
well kuown through dt>scriptione which have appeared in the 
Transactions of the lnstitulion of Mechanical Engineers, and the 
Reports of the British ABBOCiation for the Advancement of 
Science .• 

SE<moN II.-LA.Nn STEAM-E1rnnura. 
Of the land steam-engines, some are fixed, or semi-fixed, some 

portable, and some are road locomotives, or " traction-engines." 
Amongst the fixed aud semi-fixed engines, although a few good 

examples of beam-engines and vertical-e.nir.nes are to be found, 
the horizontal construction generally prevails; probably owing to 
the ease and convenience with which all parts are acceaible. In 
some cases, as in the machinery of Messrs. Manlove, Alliott, and 
Co. (United Kingdom-1924) and Meeers. Whitmore and Son 
(United Kingdom-2023), a horizontal engine is used to drive a 
vertical shaft directly, which ie a good arrangement for corn-mills 
and centrifugal machines. 

Many of the steam-engines are employed to drive machinery 
belonging properly to other claeeee; and in such oases it ie the 
steam-engine alone that falle under the conaideration of the Jury 
of ClllBll VII I. 

In other cases the steam-engine <:I rives some pieoe of mecbaniam, 
such as a hoist, a crane, a pump, a blowing-machine, &c., belong
ing to a different subdivision of Claee vnr., and in such cases 
an1 e~planation which may be required of the machinery IO 
dnven will be found in the proper subdivision of this report. 

With respect to the steam-engines in the present Exhibition, 

&8 compared with those or 1861, it. may be obeerved that tbt1y 
abow an increased employment of bigh-preaaure, great expan
aion and auperheating, an increued uae of aurf'ace condeneation 
(generally eft"ected by means or a great number of small horizontal 
tubes), a tendency towards simplicity in the framing and maia 
moving parts, a general abandonment of devicee that are more 
curious tban useful, and a higher perfection of workman'11ip and 
finish; all of which improvements combine to prodnoe greater 
economy of fuel, power, and repairs. 

Setting aaide merit of a kind that doea not -require special ex
planation, such aa simplicity, good workmanship, practical &nCCl!lll, 
&c., the following remarks may be made aa to those enginea which 
present new and unusual features:-

Manlove, Alliott, and Co. (United Kingdom-1924) e:r.bibit a 
pair of horizontal engines for working centrifugal machinee, 
which are placed with their cylinders bottom to bottom on one 
frame; ao that the tendency to strain the frame, which an
from the inertia of the moving parts, may be balauced by making 
the pistons move in opposite directio111. 

The double-cylinder expansive engine, in various modificationa, 
ie numero118ly represented. In the engine of Mr. Wenham 
(United Kingdom-2019) the steam is superheated in its paeage 
from the em&!! to the large cylinder (See Section I.) In Meaia. 
May and Co.'s engine (United Kingdom-1927) the dead-points 
are done away with by placing the cranks of the large and small 
cylinders at right angles to each other; the steam being ex
hausted from the email cylinder into a wron~ht-iron reservoir, 
jacketed with bigb-preaure steam from the boiler. 

In oue of the engines e:r.bibited by Carrett, Marshall, and Co. 
(United Kingdom-1813) the dead-point ia passed (thongb it.a 
effect ie not wholly done away with) by placing the cranke of the 
small and large cylinders not directly opposite each other, but at 
a very obtuse angle. (This arrangement has alao been employed 
in Craddock's engine.) The opposite, or nearly oppoeite motion 
of the larRe and small pietona ie well known to be favourable to 
balance or inertia, and alao to a good distribution of the 111.eam, 
by enabling it to pass in the most direct manner from either end 
of the email cylinder into the adjoining end of the large cylinder. 
In the drawing of M. Delandteheer'e engine (Belgium-265), the 
cranks for the large and email cylinders are exactly opposite in 
direction, and the dead-point.a are done away with by combining 
a pair of engines with cranks at right angles to each other in the 
usual way. 

The end-to-end double-cylinder arrangement ie exemplified in 
the engine of M. Scribe (Belgium-278), and in a model in the 
United Kingdom division, which ia not numbered nor mentioned 
in the catalogue.• . 

For producing variable expansion, the system most frequently 
employed ie the ordinary link motion ; and next in order as to 
frequency, the link motion with a llt'parate expaueion-Vlllve 
driven by a third eccentric. In Messre. Ferrabee'e engine (Unit.ed 
Kingdom-1852) the expaneion-valve ie driven by a atraigbt
link motion of its own, worked by means of two eccentrics on a 
shaft, which is made to turn at double the speed of the engine
ehaft by means of a pair of toothed-wheele. 

In many cases also, and especially in the foreign enginee, the 
variable expansion ie produced by means of the compound elide, 
regulated in some cases by hand, and in others by the governor; 
and amongst the latter claee way be :1pecified the engines of tbe 
Magdeburg-Hamburg Steam Navigation Company (Pruuia-
1312), the Sprottau Iron Works (Pruaia-1321), Farcot and Co. 
(Frauce-1152), C. T. Porter (United Statee-29). In MeBIJ'I. 
Farcot'e engine, the action of the governor upon the variable 
expaneion ie very exact and perfect, owing mainly to the oon
etruction·of the governor, in which, by a peculiar mode of SU8p811· 
eion and counterpoise, there is obtained a enfficiently aocurat.e 
practical approximation to the theoretic accuracy of the parabolic 
governor, but without its complexity and liability to derange
ment. (For details, see the report of M. Tresca to the Socitte 
d'Enoouragement pour l'lnduetrie Nationale, published in tbtir 
Bulletin for 1861.) In the governor of Mr. Porter'• engine A 

similar result ie obtained by using light balls and a high apeed 
with a heavy vertical load to balauce the great centrifugiil force. 
The figure and movement of the side-valve in this engine ant of a 
peculiar kind, suited to open and close rapidly with a oompara
tively email travel 

The pumping-engines of Mr. Steele (United Statee-38) and 

• khiblted "1 Kt. B. B. Allen. 
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of Mr. Worthin~on (United States-28) are !'emarkable as being 
engines of rapid stroke without fty-wheels. In the former there 
is a single cylinder, whose elide-valve is moved when the pi11ton 
is at its dead-point...., by an apparatus which is in fact equivalent 
to a small auxiliary steam-cylinder. In the latter there are a 
pair of equal cylindens, working at half a stroke behind each 
other, the slide-valve of each cylinder being shifted by the piston 
of the ot?J, .·. 

In M. Sc'.:eutz's rotatory steam-engine (Sweden-273) the 
advantages ot' simplicity and compactness, which the rotatory 
engine is admitted to posse&ll, are combined with the power of 
working expansively in a very perfect mauner; while at the same 
time the disadvantages of engines of that class are to a great 
extent overcome; for the pressures at the shaft are balanced, the 
sliding vanes or pistons are relieved of preseare while tbey are 
passing the Rtops; and the ete:lm-tight bearinga, when worn, can 
all be tightened at one operation, in consequence of the conical 
form of the casing. 

The North Moor Iron Foundry (Unite<! Kingdom-1948) ex
hibit a steam-turbine which has been found to work efficiently, 
and which is convenient for driving fans, Lhe fan and turbine 
being lixecl on the same shaft. M. Bourdon (Frnnce-1156) has 
a turbine driven by a current of water, which is itself driven by 
a ~team jet. 

Of the eingle-a-:ting Cornii1h engine one example only appenre, 
represented by the model of Messrs. Harvey and Co. (United 
Kmgdom-1880). 

The traction etJginee to which awards hRve been made by this 
Jory are those exhibited by Bray's Trsctiou Engiue Company 
(United Kingdom-1805), J. Taylor and Co. (United Kiogdom-
2004), Toxford and Sons (Unit¢ Kiogdom-2195). It is Wllll 
known that, although steam-carriages for common roads arl' of 
old date, traction-engines, or road-locomotives, are of reet>nt intro
duction. All the three engines above-mentioned work well in 
practice. 

Mr. Bray's is capable of actiug as a porltlble steam-engine, 
a steam-crane, or a fire-engine, at will; the rim of each of its two 
driving-wheels ia furniz1hed with blades or spades, which can be 
pushed out or drawn in, according to the steepneBB of the road 
and state of its eurtace and the load to be drawn, so as to give 
just the required hold and no more. MeBBre. Taylor's is marked 
by the merit of great simplicity. It has two driving-wheels, six 
feet in diameter, without blades. MeBBre. Tuxford'e bas a single 
roller instead of driving-wheels; its engine ia well protected 
against injury by dirt, and the engine-driver and steersman are 
together.* 

Swr10N !IL-MARINE STEAM-ENGINFB. 

The gl'neral remarks as to progreas since 1851, which hl\ve 
bee~ made in Section II., as to land engines, are applicable to 
manne eogin~s. also. The improvements in workmanship are 
even more stnk1ng. 

A very large number of marine engines exhibited poese88 merit 
of a high order, as this Jury have tez1tified by their awards. They 
have also indicated briefly in the reasons given for the awards, 
the particular kind of merit by which each engine is most 
distinguished. 
~f the marine steam-engines, by far the greater number are 

honzontal screw engines; the reason probably being that each is 
the a;rangeme~t bee~ suited for ships of war, and that the engines 
of ships of war can more easily be spared for purposes of exhibi
tion than those of merchant ships. 

The horizontal engines are numbered as follows :-United 
Kingdom, 1891, 1902, 1926, 11155, 1964, 2632 (model), 1897, 1962 
(model); France, 1132, 1195 ; Sweden, 274. In this form of 
engine the space is more limited than in any other, and difficulties 
are thus <:&used. which the skill of the enginel'r is exerted to 
overcome m various ways. Hence arise great varieties in the 
de~ of the designs of horizontal eo~ues. For example, the 
engwes of Humphrys Md Tennant (Umted Kingdom-1891) are 

• lllr. Yarrow'• steam-ainiage (Ulllted Kiogdom-2038) wu Included in Claaa VIII 
el the '?&laloguo, although Ila place would have more properly been In Ciaae v. (~ 
Jury Directory, page 63J. The larr ot Claaa VIIL exammed It, and formed a VIYI")" 
faTourable oplnlon of It.a merit, ao tar u Uiat could be uoortained by mere wpection 
Tbey were at. llrwt dealrona al baring Ila performance practically lellted on aome road 
near tile Xxbib!Uon; but tho7 were induced lo deoiat fl'Om cooaldering it turt.!Jer by tile 
beliP! Uiat It wu aoo~t lo bo lranllerred lo tile cJau lo which It properly belonged. 
Uoforl11D&tel7 t.bat belle! wu errooeona · and tile ateam-carrlage in quatlon bas not 
been Uio anbJect al an7 award. ' 

marked by simplicity and acceeibility; the action is direct, the 
stroke and connecting-rod short, and the cylinder of large 
diameter. In other examples a longer stroke and connecting-rod 
are obtained in various ways: in those of Maudslay, Sons, and 
Field (United Kingdom -1926), Ra.venhill, Salkel<l, and Co. 
(United Kiogdom-1962), Nouvelle Societe des Forges et Chan
tiere (France 1195), A. W. Fre11tadiue (Sweden-274), and others, 
by doable piston-ro<ls; in that of E. Nillus (France-1132), by 
double piston-rods, connected with trunks in the air-pump, ll 
construction which is also used in Britain; in that of G. Bennie 
and Sons (United Kingd!Jm-1964), by trunks in ihe cylinders: 
in that of J. Penn and Soos (United Kiogdom-1955) by trunk" 
paBBing completely through the cylinders, &c. 

A peculiar arrangement of a duplex horizontal truok-enginl', 
in which the inside of the trunk is made availabll' as cyliuder
epace uy thl' aid of a fixed piston, iii represented by a model in 
the British division of the Western Annexe, which is not men
tioned in the Catalogue. (Exhibited by Mr. E. E. Allen.) The 
engine of M. l!'rt111tadiue (Swedeu-274) has conceutric double 
cylindl'rs. 

Amouget oblique screw engines may be mentioned ihose shown 
in the drawings of Armengaud (France-1181), and of Hnndolpb, 
Eider, and Co. (United Kiugdom-1960), the latter of which 
arri vl'd to !Rte to be adjudicated upou. 

As examples of the vertical inverted-cylinder screw-engine, so 
well suited for merchant shipP, the engines of Morrison and Co. 
(United Kingdom-1936), Tod and M'Gregor (United Kingdom 
-.2009), and Richardsou and Sons (United Kingdom-1965) may 
be noticed, as well as a model exhibited by Humphrys and Ten
nant (United Kingdom-1891), which will be agRin meutionl'd 
further on. The first three of these have enrface condensers, the 
first two with horizoutal, and the third with vertical tubes. The 
first t':"o are very compact a!ld convenieut i.n their arrangement; 
the thml may be regarded either as a workmg model or n pair of 
small engines. The et61lm, beforl' entering the surface condenser 
gives out much of its heat to the fe~-water, which traverses a set 
of tubes surrounded by the exhaust 11team. 

The eugiues of Mandalay and Co. are accompauied by a very 
complete and well-executed ~et of moving models of marine 
engines, of a great variety of kinds, both paddle and screw. 
T~e engines of Humphrys and Tennant are accompanied by 

movrng models of themeel ves, and also of a pair of vertical screw 
engines, noted for their efficieucy and economy in p1-actice, being 
th~ of the Mooltan! these .are ?ouble-cylindered expansive 
en1pnee, each emall 1..'Ylinder bemg c!1rectly on the top of its large 
cylinder. 

Paddle-engines are representl'd by working models exhibited 
by .Maudslay, Sons, and Field (United Kingdom-1926); J. Penn 
and Sons (United Kingdom-1955) and Ravenhill, Salkeld and 
Co. (United Kiogdom-1962); and by the drawing of Measi!s. R. 
Napier and Sons (United Kiugdom-1939). The model of Messrs. 
Ra.venhill has feathering ~dli;s and .oblique cylinders; while 
that of Me88re. Pl'nn has oecillat1ng cylinders. The only pair of 
full-sized paddle engines are exhibited by Messrs. Escher Wyss 
and Co. (Switzerland-104). ' ' 

The valve gear and expansion gear of thu marine engines are 
very various. For reversing, the link motion is used in almost 
every case: an exception is found in the engine of the Mediterra
nean Company above referred to (Fraoce-1195), where the 
engine is reversed by a piece of wheelwork, which when acted 
upon by hand ~u~ee each eccentric to reverse it:! position on the 
shaft that canes 1t. lo Humphrys and Tennant'e engines an 
improvement in the construction of the link has been carried out 
by making it of a single bar embraced by a slider, instead of ~ 
pair of bars with a slider between them. 

In some examples, the link motion is used for expansive work
ing; b~t in most, the cot-off is effl'cted by means of a separate 
expansion valve, the mechanism for working which presents a 
great variety of designs. 

Amongst various peculiaritil'B of arrangement, may be noted 
that of the pair of horizontal screw engines of MeBBrs. Rennie, in 
which the cylinders are at opposite sides of the shaft· each 
cy~nder is directly ?Pposit~ the air-pump of the other; and each 
cyhnder exhausts directly mto the condenser by its side so that 
exhaust-pipes bridging over the shaft are dispensed with: 

The horizontal trunk marine screw-engines of Me88rs Penn 
being exhibited by a member of this Jury, could not be mad~ 
the subject of an award. They are accompanied by a model 

75 
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already referred to, and by eeparate parts of engines, ahowiDg 
great perfection of material and workmanehip. 

SECTION IV.-WINDHILL8. 

The wind will of Wentworth and Jarvis (U nit.ed StatM-64) i1 
chiefly remarkable for its regulator, which consists of a pair of 
slightly diverging vanes, forming a sort of tail behind the cap of 
the windmill, and so connect.ad with the sails, that when the 
vanes, by the increased impulse of the wind, are preued cloeer 
t.ogether, the sails are turned into a position that exposea lesa 
surface to the wind. 

SECTION V.-W ATER-WBEKLB AllTD Tua1m111:s. 
The conditions to be fulfilled in order t.hat the efficiency of a 

turbine, or water-wheel of any other kind, may be the greatest 
possible, are that the water shall begin to act on the wheel with
out shock, and shall leave it with no more velocity than is 
neoeasary in order to prevent the wheel from being choked with 
back water. All the turbines t.o which honours hlwe been 
awarded by this Jury are capable of fulfilling those conditions 
when properly managed. 

Turbines have been classed acoordiug t.o the general direction 
of the flow by which the water is carried through the wheel, 
independently of the whirling motion which is first imprellBt'd on 
the wnter by the guide blades, and afterwards taken away during 
the action of the water on the wheel According to this mode of 
classification those of the North Moor Foundry Company(Scbiele's) 
(United Kingdom-1948) and ofFontaine & Brault(France-1173) 
are "parallel-flow" tnrbines, because the general flow of the water 
is parallel to the axis; and that ofWilliamson Brothers (fbomson's) 
(United Kingdon-2026), is an "inward-flow" turbine, because 
the general flow is towards the axis. Io order that the conditions 
of greatest efficiency may ba fulfilled with dilferent loads, the 
mode of varying the quantity of water supplied ought t.o be such 
as to change as little as possible the speed of the whirling com
ponent of it.ii motion. This is effected in parallel-flow turbines 
by supplying the wat~r through a ring of orifices, a greater or 
leas number of which a1-e completely closed when the supply 
is t.o be varied, so that all the orifices which are open are 
fully open. In the inward-flow turbine or "vortex-wheel," the 
aame object is obtained by varying the obliquity of the guide
blades. 

The drawing of M. Sagebien (France-HM) npresents a water
wheel which on theort'tical grounds may be considered advan
t.ageous for low falls; but the Jnry had not, during their proceed
ings, sufficient, data to enable them to make an award upon it. 

SKCTION VI.-W ATER-PRF.SSURE ENGINES. 

The water-pressure engines of Sir W. G. Armstrong and Co. 
(United Kingdom-178~) are capable of working and standing 
still at intervals without waste of power or of water~ This (in 
the absence of a reservoir) is effected by the aid of the •' accumu
lator," being a cylinder like that of a hydraulic press, having a 
plunger loaded according to the pressure to be maintained;and 
bein~ large enough to contain the st.ore of water which collects 
when the machinery is at rest, and to supply the surplus of water 
required when the machinery is moviug. One of the engines 
consists chiefly of a cylinder and piston of long stroke for working 
a hydraulic crane through pulleys and chain-tackle; another is 
au engine for producing rotatory motion at high speeds, with 
three oscillating cylinders, having plungers which Act upon three 
cranks, making angles of 120° with each other. This engine is 
characterised by the use of" relief clacks;" those are valves which 
upon the occurrence of any tendency to excessive increase or 
diminutioo of pressure in the cylindet", permit water to flow back 
from the cylinder into the supply pipe, or from the discharge-pipe 
into the cylinder, as the case may be, and thus prevent shocks 
without wasting water. 

Carrett, Marshall, and Co. (Uni'4!d Kingdom-1813) exhibit a 
double-acting water-preBBure engine specially adapted to the 
blowing of organs, in which the piston moves with a uniform 
speed, and there is no flr,-wheeL 

The watet"-wheel exhibited hy Mr. E. O. Richard (Canada--
119) is really a kind of rotatory water-pressure engine. 

SBCTION VII.-V ACOUM:-POWER ENGINE. 

The Jury could find no engines to which the above description 
•'~med to be applicable. · 

811lCTION VIII.-ELEcre.o-lrfA.Gnnc MOTIVE Pown ElroID& 
Some engines of this kind were exhibited, in which mncb 

ingenuity was displayed; but inumuch as the Jury had no 
opportunity of ascertainin~ the convenience and eflit.-iency of 
those machines while working, either hr inspection or from the 
information of others, they did nat.oonce1ve themselves warranted 
in making any award upon them. It is well known that certain 
electro-magnetic rngines are At present in extensive practical use 
for driving small machinery in which the cost of motive power is 
unimportant; but no specimen of thost! engines was exhibited. 
The electro-magnetic engine uf D. McCallum tUnited Kingdom 
-1916) was carefully searched for, but nut found. 

8BCTION IX.-MISCELLANBOUS PRnm MoVBB& 

The gas-engines of C. W. Siemens (Unit.ad Kingdom-1987), 
and Lenoir and Co. (France-1188) are driven by the combuation 
of a mixture of coal-gas and air so proportioned as not to be 
dangerously explosive; the mixture is fired at each stroke by an 
electric spark. From the report of M. Tresca on Lenoir's engine, 
it appears that this engine is not economicAJ. of fuel as comp&red 
with a stt-am-engine, but that it is very convenient and useful for 
driving machinery in situations where a steam-engine cannot be 
employed. Siemen's engine is provided with a regenerator for 
saving a great part of the heat which would otherwiBB be dia
cbarged with the waste gases; and there are theoretical rnda 
for expecting it to be economical; but precise expenmental 
anrl practical data as to its economy and efficiency do not yet 
exist. 

The engine of E. B. Neill (United Kingdom-1943), and an 
engine of the United States without a number, are both hot-air 
engines of a kind invented by Captain Ericsson. Those exhibited 
by C.H. Dennison (Unit.ad States--82), and that of Schwarzkopf 
(Prussia-1319), are also bot-air engines. No advantage in point 
of economy over tho steam-engine is claimed for any of these, 
their proper use being, like that of the electro-magnetic engine 
and the gas-engine, to furnish a convenient motive power for 
small machines where a steam-engine cannot be employed. Aa 
the working of these engiuea within the Exhibition building 
would have been inconsistent with the regulation which prohibits 
the lighting of fires in it, the Jury, in order to satisfy themselvea 
that the engines worked in a smooth, steady, and manageable 
way, obtained from Her Majesty's Commissioners permission for 
the exhibitors to remove them for a time from the buildin~, and 
set them to work outside. The result.a were satisfactory 1n the 
case of the two American engines; but the Prusaian engine wu 
unfortunatelv prevented, by accidental circumstances, from being 
set to work until aft.er the proceedings of the Jury were cloeed, 
so that they could not make any award upon it. ·It was after.. 
wards, however, set to work in the boiler-yard; when it moved 
smoothly and steadily, and was easily started and stopped. Bo~ 
the American engines take in at each stroke a fresh supply of m, 
which is aft.erwards discharged; Schwarzkoprs engine retain• 
the same air permanently, and transfers it back and forward 
between the hot and cold end of a receiver alternately. 

w. J. MA.CQUORN B.A-NKINE, llqof16r. 

SubditJirion //.-Separate Part1 of Machinu, Specimm. of W11rlr
man11hip, MilcelJaTUJOnl Piecu of Mechanilm. 

SEC'I'ION !.-HEAVY CASTINGS OR FORGINGS IN TBK ROUGH; 
CASTINGS OR FORGINGS, PLAIN, INTRICATE, OR BliTIFVL, Ill 
TDK ROUGH. 
As compared with articles under these beads exhibited in ISGI, 

we consider there is a decided improvement; few however are 
exhibited in this class as abstract specimens, but are for the most 
part portions of machines: there are nevertheleaa some e;i:cellent 
specimens of fo~ngs of very large dimensions, and which ~~ 
their excellence 1n finish and soundness, mainly, to the facil1t1 
afforded in their construction by the application of the NumytA 
and other steam hammers: some of the large forged shafts are 
put together in longitudinal segments, which is another reason 
for their soundness. A complete revolution in the manufaeture 
of large forgings bas been effected by the steam hammer. The 
castings of large marine engine cylinders and other part.I, the 
crank ebafts, Cl"<>BB beads, connecting rods, &c. in wrought-iron, II 
shown in the present Exhibition, are such as never were produced 
of equally good quality on any former occasion. 
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Fr. Krupp, Essen (Pl'1188ia-1308).-This exhibition inclnrlea 
the largest block of steel in the Exhibition ; also some excellent 
sptieimens of caat..teel axle-trees, and other first-rate specimens 
of steel manufacture. Medal awarded for excellent workmanship 
and material, practical success, general excellence. 

Harder Mining and Fo~ng Company (Prusaia-1258).
Wheel-forgings, locomotive urea of puddled steel, wrought-iron 
telegraph polllll, &c. Honourable mention, very good work. 

Petrarsa Royal Works (Italy-1058.) A large wrought-iron 
shaft for screw propeller, very good specimen of plain forging. 
Honourable mention. 

UnJer the llbove beads, the Jury wish to call attention to a 
beantifully forged and finished Cl'Ollll-bead for a marine engine, 
being one of a· pair for the "Agincourt," 1350 horse power, 
Alao a connecting rod Qf similar powers by Messrs. Mandalay, 
Sons, and Field. The above is not separately designated in the 
eat.alogue. 

Also to a double-cnwk ahan for engines of 1250 horse power, 
by Messrs. Penn and Son, of Greenwich, excellent both as a 
~ng and a finished piece of work; and to the casting of a 
cylinder, which is exhibited in the state in which it len the sand, 
and without having had any subsequent workmanship bestowed 
upon it. A moat beautiful specimen of loam casting. The above 
are not separately designated in ihe catalogue. 

SECTION 11.-SPECIKENS OJ: TURNING IN METALS. 

The preliminary remarks of the last section apply with equal 
force to the different portions of steam-engines and machinery in 
general, inasmnch as by the improved construction of slide lathes 
planing, slotting, and Fving machines, work is produced of the 
moat superior description. 

In the construction of all machines and machinery by the best 
makers, the great aim evidently now is, to introduce such forms 
aa can be obtainecl by power tool11, without the use of the hand
cbisel and file, and the result is, increased elegance and simplicity 
combined with great economy. It is nece888ry to point out 
where these results are most striking, as the awards ofthe Jurors 
have already shown their appreciation of them. 

Ont1 specimen alone of turning and finishing in glass is shown, 
and this is both practical and new. 

J. Chedgey, Southwark (United Kingdom-1820),Glass-rollers, 
pumps, and pipes turned and bored. 

New manufacture and good wllrk. The only articles of the 
kind in the Exhibition. Here is exhibited a household llllLngle 
with glass bed and rollers. Medal awarded. 

S!Cl'ION ffi.-SPECIHENS IN FILING, AND FINISHED WORK IN 
METALS1 SUCH AS SURFACES, IRREGULAR FIGURES, ETC. 

Broughton Copper Company, Manchester (United Kingdom-
1808), Copper and brass work valves, &c., copper rollers for 
calico printers, and brass tubes for locomlltive engines of very 
auperior quality and workmanship are exhibited by this firm. 
Medal awarded. 

&die and Spencer, Glasgow(U nited Kingdom-1843), Iron tubes 
for boilers. Medal awarded for good workmanship. 

T.mperial Iron Tube Company, Birmingham (United Kingdom 
-1894), Metal tubes. Medal awarded for good workmanship. 

Newton, Keates, and Co., Liverpool (United Kingdom-1944) 
Copper and brass articles for engineers. Medal aw:mied for good 
workmanship. 

J. Russell and Sons, Wednesbury (United Kingdom-1975), 
Tuhes and fittings, most e:1cellent specimens. Medal awarded 
for good workmanship. 

Stephenson Tube Company, Birmingham (United Kingdom-
1994), &>.amless metal tubes, rollers, &c. This firm have a most 
interesting exhibition; and claim great advantages as rt>gards 
toughness of material from the combination of phosphorus in 
the manufacture oftheir metal. The Jurors speak in high terms 
of the whole exhibition. Medal awarded. 

.A. Everett and Sons, Birmingham (United Kingdom-1848.) 
Brass, copper, and iron articles, tnbes, &c. Honourable mention) 

Lloyd and Lloyd (United Kingdom-1912), Wrought-iron 
tnbes and fittings. Honourable mention. Some e:r.cellent speci
mens of workmanship are here exhibited in forgings of wrought
iron junctions for gas, having a great number of outlets on the 
same piece. 

Russell and Co., London and Manchester (United Kingdom-
1974), Wruught-iron tubes, &c. Honourable mention. 

8.lllO'l105 IV.-V ALVES, COCKS, PIBTONS, GoVERlfOU, DB.IVIllG 
BARDB1 &c. 

Moat e:r.cellent articles are exhibited nnder these heads and by 
a large number of e:1hibitors. The valves and cocks are both 
good in design, and comtructed of materials well 1nited to the 
purpose. Metallic pistonsarenowexhibited having great lacility 
of accurate adjustment against the sides of the cylinders, IO as not 
to cause more frictfon than is absolutely necessary for preventing 
the pa.age of steam, and of very simple conatruction, and not 
J.jable to derangement. Governors are in great variety, but in 
mORt cases they partake of the objections to the ordinary ball and 
pendulum governor,-viz., that they do not give a proportionat.e 
amount of steam for a varying load, with a maintenance of 
nniform speed; still in some cases this desideratnm is obtained, 
and the examples are noted and described under their respective 
numbers. A decided improvement in driving bands is shown, 
both as regards materials and mode of construction, in leather, 
india-rubber, &c. 

r alf'U and Coclu. 
Baines and Drake, Glasgow (U.K., 1788).-Engine and boiler 

mountings. Honourable mention. 
J. Beck, Southwark (U.K., 1796).-Valves and cocks. These 

include some very convqniently arranged angle-placed valves as 
cocks, and the work and finish are very good, Hononrable 
mention. 

E. T. Bellhouse and Co., Manchester (U.K., 1797).-Brass fit
tings. Honourable mention. 

J. J. Silbermann, Paris (France-1162~-Air-pump valve. 
Hononrable mention. 

F. Allen, jun. (U.S., 29).-As inventor of slide-valves, valve 
gear, and e:1pansive gear, e:r.hibited by C. T. Porter. By a pecn
liar arrangement of levers actuating on a slide cut-off valve at 
the back of the ordinary steam and exhaust valve, I\ very simple 
mode of expansion is obtained with great variation. Medal 
awarded. 

8. Leoni, St. Paul'e-street, N.(U.K., 1909).-Taps, steam-cocks, 
bearings for machinery. These have not yet been sufficiently 
tested to prove their superiority, but appear to work with little 
friction. The substance "Adamas" consists of silicate of mag
nesia, calcined, monlded, and baked to any required shape, and 
appears to poese1111 peculiar anti-friction properties. 

Drimng Banda. 
North Rritish Rubber Company, Edinburgh (U.K., 1947).

Driving-belts, &o. These are said to be very durable, and have 
more adhesion than leather. Medal awarded for practical utility 
and success. 

C. A. Preller (U.K., 1959).-Untanned leather driving-belts, 
&c. In the leather hands made from ordinary leather, where 
extra strength is required, this is obtained by one or more thick
nesses stitched together; which is objectionable, inasmuch as. 
in passing over pulleys of small diameter the different layers are 
at different degrees of tension, and increased wear and friction 
are the result: this is avoided in a great measure in the driving
bands exhibited by Mr. Preller, who obtains great increased 
strength by his peculiar manner of preparing the leather, giving 
extra strength and suppleness, and thus rendering the double 
strap in most cases unneceaary, and, wh~n actually reqnired, the 
objection is not so great as with leather prepared in the ordinary 
way, on account of the thinness and suppleness of the former. 
Medal awarded for good workmanship and new manufactnre. 

Webb and Son, Stowmarket (U.K., 2017)-Leather driving· 
belts, bnckets, hose, &c. A very creditable and useful e:r.hibition. 
Medal awarded for good workmanship. 

C. J. Edwards and Son, London (U.K., 1845).-Leather bands, 
hl'IAe, and fire-buckets. Medal awarded for good workmanship. 

Hepburn and Sons, Bermondsey (U.K., 1882}.-Machine beltt 
and other articles of leather. Honourable mention. 

J. Holgate and Co., Southwark (U.K., 1885).-Leather mill
bands and hose-pipes. Honourable mention . 

Nobes and Hunter, Borough (U.K., 1945).-Leather bands, 
hose, buckets, &c. Honourable mention. 

W. Pottir, Blackfriars-road (U.K., 1957).-Gut wheel-bands. 
Honourable mention. 

M. J. Bleyt1nheun, Enpen (PruBBia, 1287a).-Leather macbine
strapa, buckets, hose, &c. Medal for good workmanship. 

J. H. Bleyenheun (Pruuia, 1287).-Leatber machine-straps, 
cord, hose, &c. Honourable mention. 
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W. Roland, Bonn (Pru11&ia, 13lli).-Leather for machin&-str&ps. 
Honoumble mention. 

Farcot and Sons, Port St. Owen (France, l lli2).-Governora 
with crossed arms, arranged so 88 to ov11rcome iu 11C>me meaaul'fl 
the objection to the ordinary ball-governor, by making it more 
aoourate for varying amount of load upon the engine. Medal 
awarded. 

A. B. Albaret and Co. (Franoe>, 1207).-Thia consiata of a fty
wheel mounted on a movable <lt'ntre, which enables it to be set at 
different angles wiLh regard to the line of it.a own axis: when 
revolving, the tendency is to move to a position at right angles 
with it.a axis, and in so doing to act up the throttle-valve. 

Gooernor1. 
C. T. Porter (United States-29) exhibit.a a governor having 

douhle-elbow arms, the tendency of which is to raise a weight 
vertically npon the spindl~. This governor is very sensitive, ~d 
mainly owes it to rapid rotation, which ita peculiar cons~ruct10n 
requires. Mr. Porter aleo exbihits another governor P.'rt1cularly 
applicable for marine engines; this is aleo a ce!ltrifngal ball-go".er
nor, but the centrifugal force of the balls 18 met b.v a spiral 
1pring, and is thus described by the. exhi!>itor::--1:he novel 
feature in this governor, and that which gwes 1t its value, 
is the initial cowpreMion of the spring: for t>xamp~e the spring 
is compressed two inches by the nut on the spindle. . The 
circle m which the centres of the balls revolve 1s ten inches 
in diameter, expanding to one of fifteen inches diameter. This 
expanding motion of the balls produces a further co!Dpres· 
sion ·or the spring of one inch, Tb? bal~s are shown m the 
engraving half expanded, and the. sprrng, 1f rel~, would be 
two aud a half inches longer than 1t appears. It will be o?serverl 
that the expansion of the balls adds fifty per cent. to the diameter 
of the circle which they at first described, and aleo fifty per cent. 
to the original compression of the spring. If. therefore, the 
centrifugal fo1-ce of these balls and the resistance of tht1 spring 
are in equilibriom in any position, th~y will be '!° also in ~v~ry 
other position, the number of !"'volut.ions _per nunute remaUJ1~g 
the same. The resistance vanes, by the mcrease or decre:iee ID 

the compression, precisely as the force varies by the expansion or 
contraction of the circle. 

M. A. Soni (UniW Kingdom-1992) ex~ibits a governor ":hich 
may be thus described:-A fly-wheel haTing a Ion~ boss ":Ith a 
spiral groove cut in it is placed upon a hollow sp1D~le with. a 
straight groove in it; inside said spindle is_ anotht1r which carnes 
a pin as a driver to the fly-wheel; 1f the sp1Ddle or shaft overruns 
the fty-wheel the interior spindle is moved in or out as the case 
may be, and' the movement is commonicated to the throttle
valve. 

Schiele'& governor, exhibited by the North Moor Foundry 
Company (United Kingdom-1948), acts by '!ater-pressure upon 
a piston given by a centrifugal pump. This governor can be 
ruit.de to 'exert great force, so as to be capable of acting directly 
upon the sluice or clow of a water-wheel or oth.e~ large !alve; 
under ordinary circumstances where ~t sens1t1ven~88 IB re
quired, an el88tic diaphragm may be used mstead of a p18tvn. 

J. H1c11:, ReportM". 
(7'o be CORli11-1.) 

THE EXAMINATCONS OF THE INSTITUTE OF 
BRITISH ARCHITECTS. 

THE last 11e&11ion of the Institute of British Architect.a W88 
eignalised by the adoption of more than one me88ure likely to 
produce permaue!1t and_ important eftecta on the ai::hitectural 
profession. The 1mmed1ate good result.a of the es~blisbmen~ of 
a recognised scale of charges, and of rules of professional practice, 
11.re likely to be C?nsidera?Ie, for it is a matter of pe!'8°°~ interest 
to every practismg architect to kn?w h~w much 111 fau:Iy to be 
expected of him, and how much he 18 entitled to charge ID accor
dance with the best opinions and most receivl!d customs. 

The endeavour to regulate professional practice in these or in 
8 imilar respect.a is peculiarly the duty of such a eociety 88 the 
Institute and will be recognised by all 88 a worthy exercise of 
it.a functi~ns. Yet the regulation of current transactions, though 
likely to be more valued by practical men than t.hat difl'us~on of 
information on detached subject& by means of papers and discus
sions to which the pr~ings of ~be inst!tute have at some 
periods been confined, 1s not equal 1n real importance to such 

meunl'98 u will tend to alter and improve the characier and 
tone of feeling and action of the entire profession. To difaee 
information is something, to direct and control profeBBional eut
toms is something; but. so to raise the whole st&ntlArd of pro&. 
sional attainment8, as to procure that architecta 88 a body aball 
be better informed, more accomplished, and con81l1Juent.ly more 
respected and inCTe11singly hftuential, is to fulfil the bigbeetoftice 
possible for a public eociety, and tO confer the greatest benefit 
posAible upon the constituents. 

Viewed in thi1 light the institution of the annual Voluntary 
Architectural Examinations, the first of which is announced u to 
be held in Jauuary next. is a step in advance of any thing yet 
attempted since the establishment of the Institute, at least u far 
as the scope and intention of the measure are conct>med, and 
should the examinations ans'll"er the intentions of their pro
moter11 we have little doubt of their being reoogniled u 
instrumental in the inauguration of something like a new order 
of things. 

Hitherto no syetematic plan of education for an archiLeet hu 
existed, and no inftuent;al indication has even been given of the 
preliminary education which it is desirable that a yooth shonld 
bring to the study of his profession, the books with which he 
should btl familiar, or the amount of attainment which is-utial 
to constitute him a respec~bly educated architect, or the further 
deJlree to which it is Dl!CellllarY he should pursue lus midi11 
before he can be ranked 88 accomplished. 

Much of all this must alwaye be left, 88 all has hitherto been 
left, to individual discrimination and jud~ent; but it is not on 
this account necessary or desirable that so rnftuent.ial a profelllion 
should continue without some authoritative declaration of opiuion 
on these subject.a, without any recognised standard of pmimi
ary proficiency, and without any means of designating tboee who 
have sufficiently trained themselves to reach it. TbeBe de6cie11-
cies the pl1&n now inaugurated professes to supply. No special 
mode of education is attempted or indicated, and even ii desirabl
upon which opinions are divided as matters staIJd-euch a step 
would be premature; but a very clearly defined standard ii fixed, 
up to which the education of the student ought to be carried, a 
method of indicating to some extent acquirement.a which Mll'pill 
that standard is provided; aud so much of the means of eelf-fda
cation 88 can be obtained from books is pointed out, a carefnlly 
prepared list of books having been iBBoed by the council aloag 
with their programme. 

So far 88 the inftuence of the Institute h88 extended, admialion 
to the profession as represented by it.a members has been bued 
upon respectability of character and practioe,-the best aIM1 
widest buis possible, and one which can never be departed from 
without disadvantage; but it is in the highest de~ deairable 
that. competence for the performance of it.a responsible and v~ 
varied duties should be secured in every possible way, and ~ 
by a process more rigorous than can possibly be pn!'Bued in a 
eociety constituted like the Institute; and it is in every W&J' 
desirable that those entering the profession should be youths o( 
good previous education, and should studiously avail the1Il8elns 
of the opoortunities at their command. 

These aims the present scheme is calculated to reach. The 
ultimate success of it.II working will have to determine whether it 
shall remain a po rely optional honourable distinctiou, or whether 
it shall ultimately become the groundwork of a diploma which 
shall be essential to practising !U"Chitects. The feeling in in1h1-
ential q11arters is strong against a diploma, and this aebeme 
would have met with serious opposition-possibly with dPfeat
had it been proposed to a88ociate with it any certificate of com· 
peteuce to practise, or other document such as might by poai· 
bility have been made use of as conferring the rank of an &rclii· 
tect upon ita holders. The probability is great, notwitbmoding 
the jealous exclusion of all allusion to such an ultimate purpoet, 
that eventually some test analogous to the examinations which 
must be passed before a member of the lepl or of the medi..sl 
profe1111ion can practise, will even be adoptl'<l; and will be l~! 
enforced. Without fettering in the leaat the freedom of the indi
vidual artist in matters of art, such an exArnination will inaort 
that the information which every architect ought to have ~ 
technical matters is not alto~tber wanting, and that the prelimi
nary education, without which no man can credit.Ably pame • 
liberal profession, has not been omitted, antl h88 not remained 
quite fruitless. 

' 
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PAPERS ON HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING.* 
By S.urUEL McELJwy, C.E. 

No. 2.-DWtribution. 
As a consequence of the uae of water supply under pl't'llSure, 

lines of distribution service to the several points of consumption 
are provided, and are common in principle of use to both the 
intermittent and constant systems of service, which have been 
previously noticed. 

From the reservoirs of storage or points of supply, by stand
pipes and otherwise, these lines, branching off in various 
directions, with various proportions of calibre and differences in 
material, have been applied to the solution of the problem of 
adequate delivery, adequate strength, and protection from the 
several contingencies of use; and have, therefore, involved not 
ouly the question of serious expenditure but l'arioua interesting 
questions of propriety in manner of construction, arnwgement, 
and method of use, 

A system of distribution comprises lines of feeding mains, 
service mains, special service pi pea, aud the various appurtenances 
connected with the details of delivery, and is controlled in 
chamcter by the extent of Rervice as to relative supply and 
demand, the conditions of service 88 to pressure, and by range 
of admissable expenditure. 

Distribution is generally the most coatly feature of any water 
supply. Its proportion, for instance, at Brooklyn, in an original 
contract total of $4,200,000, was not less than $1,750,000; and 
while th is matter of cost is determined by the extent of the system 
the latter in turn chiefly determines the item of l\Doual income, 
thereby regulating in an important way the propriety of this 
extent. 

The materials which have been used at various periods and in 
various loca.lities, and which may be noticed under a general head, 
are stone and brick conduits, earthenware pipes and pipes of glass, 
bitumenised paper, lead, wrought-iron, cast-iron, zinc, tin, and 
other metals, wood, and other materials, some of which will be 
discu.ssed under special heads. 

..4.rrangement.-The most perfect system in this respect is 
that which traoRmits the supply to its consumers with the 
least loss in pressure from frictional and other obstructions to its 
flow. To this end, a aubdivision in supply districts is requisite 
for any system, properly controlled by lines of feeding mains of 
adequate calibre for free delivery and circulation; and for want of 
proper attention to this principle the value of many supplies has 
been seriously injured, under circumstances which render reme-
dies difficult in application. , 

In a number of cases we find small and independent. feeding 
mains, attached to service mains as low in calibre as two, three, 
and four inches. Not only does it result from this that the 
pressure on the house service is seriously vitiated, from a natural 
law in hydrodynamics, but in the important special use of a fire 
sapply, instances abound where serious losses have resulted from 
a restricted discharge at the hydrants on this account. And as 
experience provrs that a line of 4-inch pipes will not properly 
supply more than one fire-engine, except under an unusual pres
sure, it may be taken for granted, wherever fire-supply 1s an 
object, that all lines of this calibre should be short, and connected 
with lar~er mains, and that 6-inch mains should be assumed as 
the mimmum for lines of general service. This principle was 
adopted as a rule in the arrangement of the Brooklyn distribu
tion, the use of 4-inch pipe being restricted to hydrant branches. 
lt is also adopted by the Croton Board for extensions of service. 

Due attention to this arrangement of districts improves the 
operation and efficiency of the supply, admits greater extensions 
with less loss in head, and a much more simple and effective 
location of stop-cocks, which control delivery, accidents, and re
pairs, and which need, for this reason, particular care. The larger 
and more complete this framework of feeding mains around the 
special districts of service mains t~e hetter, within limits ofreason
able cost, and subject to local contingencies of supply, pressure, 
demand, and extension; and for these, as thus determined, the 
calibres mav range from eight, ten, and twelve inches, to sixteen, 
twenty, twenty-four, and thirty. Some of the Croton mains of 
this class are thirty·six inches in diameter. As an illustration of 
forethought on this subject, and IL good example, the following 
extract is made from the Philadelphia Water-works Report of 
April 19, 1855:-

• OoD&Ji.aecl from J1189 Ill 

"The distribution of the old city proper, although ~ in 1819, 
before any other in thia country, is very perfect, the aynem originally 
laid down having been strictly adhered to. The city is crossed upon the 
highest streets, running north and south, by two supply maios of 
twenty inches diameter each; and in the opposite direction, through 
the centre street, runa a main of thirty inches diameter: the whole 
plot is circUJil8Cribed by mains of sixteen inches diameter, reducing 
to twelve and ten inches, and is crossed north and 110Uth at intervals of 
about 1200 feet by maios of ten and twelve inchea, these again are croeaed 
east and west by several mains of sixteen, twelve, &11d ten inches diameter 
(all connected at proper intervals, and making a complete network 
of mains and feedel'I!), supply the remainder of the distribution, which 
consists of six, four, and three inch pipes. The arrangement is quite 
complete, the only source of regret being that any pipes so small a.1 three 
inches should have been Wied; but at the very early date when the 
distribution was devised and oommenced, they were considered more 
than sufficient. Many new water-works, however, execu!<:d within a very 
short period, and long after those of the old city, have, notwithsta.nding 
the advice and experience of Fairmount Works, fallen into the same 
error, and are now suffering from the want of larger pipes and mains." 

Uaual Pmctice in Materia/.-Notwithstanding the varieties of 
material which may and ha\'e been applied to water distribution, 
the general modern practice has adopted the use of cast-iron mains 
for service. For house service pipes lead is generally used. 
These materials have several advnntages and defects, which 
require special notice. 

Cast Iron Pipu.-The strength and durability of this material; 
its facility for rendy adnptatioo to the different forms of mains 
and their special appurtenances; facility in making joints, and in 
tapping for house service; in connexion with the influence of long 
established cmitom, cow prise its chief advantages. 

The ordinary form of joint in use, the "spigot and faucet," is 
that made with a hub at one end of the pipe, expanded to take 
another pipe, with a joint for gasket and lead packing, varying in 
width from il of an inch upwnrds, and averaging aoout 6 inches 
in length. 'these admit conRiderable expansion and contraction, 
and are therefore preferred to flanch joints, or to the conical joints 
originally introducer! in London, and aba.ndoned on account of 
frequent breakage from this cause. Special cases, however, 
frequently occur, where flanch joints may be used with economy, 
and fully guarded ngainst objectionable rigidity. 

It is found, however, that expansion affects the lead joint 
sensibly, causing it to "crawl" in its socket, particularly nftcr the 
gasket is destroyed; to remedy which, in part, the hubs are cast 
with a countersunk bead, which tends to hold the lead in place. 

In pipe lengths and sizes, improvements have been gradually 
made in foundry work, increasing the lengths froru the old 30 inch 
sections of the Albany and other works, up to ordinary lengths of 
9 feet, and more recent lengths of 12 and 15 feet, with much 
advant.'\ge in handling and economy in laying, since the expense 
at the joints is a serious item of cost, the lead alone, independent 
of labour, ranging in value from about 58 cents per joint for 6-inch 
pipe to $5•18 for 36-inch. Practically, at the foundries, there is 
but a slight difference in cost per ton between the shorter and 
longer lengths, except for very large diameters. 

The usual test is that of 300 lb. per square inch under 
hydraulic pressure, in connexion with a hammer test, which may 
be made needlessly severe with a pipe under great tension. This 
is equivalent to a hydrostatic head of 690 feet, or about four times 
the usual pressure in waterworks practice-245 feet, as at Albany 
when the upper district is connected with the lower; and 230fee~ 
88 at Watertown, and a few similar cases, being exceptional 
instances in the United States, although exceeded in some Euro
pean supplies. This test, however, hllll this fallacy, that it is 
applied only to the pipe castings, while the joints, as the trne 
source of leakage, are laid without any trial, except that of actual 
use. There is an extreme and hurtful zeal in one case, with such 
a peculiar metal as cast-iron, which may be permanently injured 
before it shows any symptoms of yielding, and an oversight in the 
other extreme, as to the ordinary points of damage. Unquestion
ably, a considerable part of the loss of supply now attributed to 
house waste, is due to defective joints in the service. 

Qldectiona.-The objections to the use of cast-iron may be 
summed up in its cost, ita defects in casting, its loss of length 
and other defects at the joints, the difficulty in breaking joints, 
and its liability to destruction, and discoloration of supply by 
ox.ides, and by tubercalauon, which also restricts its delivery. 

Colt.-The exceuive weight of metal used for the qualities in 
ordinary application involves itema of expenae for tran11porting 
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and ~dlinir material, t'reight, distributing on lin9 of work, and 
labour m la1mg, aa well aa for value of matarial. To this is added 
the cost of Jointing. The weights for pipes of 12 feet length may 
vary from 225 lb. for 4 inches diameter to 4600 for 36 inches 
diameter, and the following table will show the variation iu 
standard, from two recent waterworks schedules:-

Cut lr<m Pipt3.-Standard Wei9ht. 

Length, &Dd Clu8. •In. 6 In. Sin. 10 In. 12 io. 16 in. 20 in. 2{ in. 80 lo. 36 In. 
------- ---·-------

9 feet. ' A ... 330 480 . .. 680 . .. 1600 ... 3000 3600 
9 

" 
B ... 360 600 ... 820 ... 1900 ... 3700 

9~ .. A ... 347 453 ... il6 ... 1682 ... 3160 
9~ .. B ... 378 525 ... g,,. ... 2000 ... 3900 

12 .. A ... ... ... . .. 920 ... 2100 .. . 3960 4750 
12 

" 
B ... .. . ... ... 1080 . .. 2500 ... 4890 

12 ,, (to lay) 225 368 480 ;'50 ... 1432 ... 2511 38.S 4607 

In this case tbs A class is arranged for a practical head of about 
IOU feet, and the B class of about 150 feet, the lengths including 
the hubs; the weights given in the last line refer to a head of 
about 120 feet, nnd the length is exclusive of hubs. Including 
the value of the material, the cost of such pipes per lineal foot 
laiJ may vary from about 55 cents for 4-inch to about $9·50 for 
:36-inch, and readily aggregates a formidable sum. This item cnu 
only be modified in amount by any substitut.es, and must always 
keep the distribution service in the front rank of expense. 'Ve 
may have occasion to allude to these modifications under another 
head. 

Ca8ting.-Io foundry work, this metal is liable to defects from 
various causes. Uneqnal shriukage, uueven thickne8s, blisters, 
sand holes, air cells, cold shuts, &c., may result from. the spriug 
of core bars, yielding at the ends, displacement of core coatiug, 
unequal rate of cooling, steam and air bubbles, the effects of local 
ehullition, and of floating I.land, slag, dirt, &c. on the hot metal. 
For these and other obvious reasons in grade of metal, pipe cast
ings should be made vertically, hub down, i~ loam moulds, and 
of a pure quality of iron. But their quality is generally inferior, 
although vertical castings are coming more folly into use. 

Soft aud irupure iron is less strong and much more subject to 
oxidation and tuberculation, than better grades, although the 
relative cost of material operates strongly in favour of its use for 
waterworks by contractol'll, while the same considel'l\tion fuvours 
green sand castings in inclined and horizontal moulds. 

Joint1.-By the common method of jointing described, it follows 
that an increase in weight is required for the hubs, both on 
account of their enlargement, and for additional strength to resist 
the process of caulking; and whatever length of pipe is appro
priated to the joiut is a direct loss, varying from 5 to 7 inches on 
each pipe. Economy in movement and in jointing, therefore, 
urges the adoption of the longest prncticable lengths. It is also 
evident, that reduction in number of joints must reduce the cou
tingencies of leakage, so for as affected by the operation of 
expansion, contr.iction, or other general causes. 

When it becomes necessary to take up a line of pipe, or a 
defective pipe, the lend must be melted by a bot fire from several 
hubs, to spring out one piece. This process is objectionable for 
several reasons, but is inevitable with this manner of jointing. 
Practically, all the tightness of a lead joint is iucluded in the 
depth of an inch or so, which is expanded by the action of the 
c:1ulking tool, the gasket serving no other purpose than a mould 
for the running lead, and frequently defective in this office. 
There is room then for question, whether the sleeves which are 
frequently used for jointing large pipes may not be commonly 
applied with advautage, since they may be easily and cheaply cast, 
save the loASes in length at the hubs, are jointed with doubl&
caulked faces, and may be cut away and replaced without the 
trouble, expense, and risk of a hot fire on the mains for several 
lengths. It way also be said that flanch joints save the losses in 
length, and 1\11 "face" or as" rust" joints may be made tight and 
durable. They are also cheapP.r, altogether, than bub joints, and 
are frequently used on illrge mains for special connexions. With 
occasional "slip joints," or with OCCl\Sional pipes or tl.anches cast 
to admit expansion, their chief objection may be obviated. 

The most perfect bub joint is that which is made with a full 
lead packing, caulked both on the outside and inside. Thia 
aecures a smooth water-way, avoiding the use of gasket.a, but can 
only be applied with convenience aud certainty to pipes of large 

calibre. The 36-inch force mains of the Brooklyn pumping 
engines have 7-inch bubs, jointed in this way. In jointing, aa in 
all other mechanics! operations, good workmanship is essential to 
any method which may be' adopted. 

O.ridation.-Tbe natural action of water on cast-iron pipes pro
duces oxidation. It baa been held that this effect is mamly 
controlled by the constitutents of the water in contact with the 
iron, ditferent qulllities having different effects; but it is much 
more certain that the constitntents of the iron determine the 
rapidity and extent of oxidation in connexion with those of the 
water, and as ihe most prominent cause. A walk through any 
pipe yard, after rain, very clearly shows bow much more sus
ceptible to this action some castings may be than others, probably 
from the same foundry; and it is evident, without argument in 
detail, that the differences in com bino.tion of material, and in 
method of casting, must essentially &ffect the liabilitv to this 
action, and particularly with a class of castings which are impure 
and rudely manufactured, at comparatively low prices. ' 

From the thickness of pipe which the quality of metal, rather 
than the limit of resistance, renders obligatory in the foundry, the 
ordinary proce88 of oxidation involves no immediate danger to 
the castings under pressure. Its chief objection is found in the 
impregnation and discoloration of the contents of the mains. 
Where the house taps are placed on the top of the mains, drawing 
theii· supply from the purest currents, and the supply is not 
subject to extraordinary agitation, oxidation may progress to a 
largi: extent, withoqt making itself llpparent iu the honse service; 
but 1f the hydrants are thrown open for fire purposes, or other 
causes of genera.I agitation occur, disturbing the heavier particles 
in the mains, the evidences of their presence become at once and 
p1'0minently sensible, and in some cases render the supply unfit 
for domestic use for a length of time. With unprotected mains, 
this is an evil which cao be remedied only in degree, as to it.a 
palpable etfects, while the process of destruction is as certain as it 
is slow. Unquestionably, different kinds of water will differ in 
degree of effect in oxidation, and different proportions of air in 
the same water have also their degrees of effect; but the promi
nent cause is attributable to the castings themselves, as being 
more or less impure, aud therefore more or leas subject to 
oxidation. 

(To be conliAud.) 

ON STAINED AND PAINTED GLASS. 
By APSLET PELLATI'.' 

THE adoptiou. of painted windows was concurrent with the 
improvement in architecture, and especially in the iutroduction 
of the Early English and Gothic, which succeedi;d the Saxon and 
the Norman. From the twelfth to the thirteenth century the large 
expenditure, in England and on the Continent, on cathedrals, 
churches, and religious houses, induced a demand for decorated 
glass windows; and the early Archaic style was then generally 
introduced into windows, which were not only beautiful in them
selves, but conferred a beauty upon the interior architectural 
decorations of these ecclesiastical buildiugs. At this period and 
for centuries subsequently, the Archaic style was aJopted; it 
consisted ofa perfect mosaic of rosettes, tl.owel'!I, leaves, and other 
designs. The borders consisted of small pieces of Vllriously 
coloured glass, secured by lead to the iron framework of the win
dows, in conformity with the outline of the design. In the centre, 
secured in a similar manner, were the medallions of a single 
figure or ~roup of figures. The borders were usually harmonious 
and pleaamg: the drawing of the figures was often grotesque, 
and in some cases almost amounting to caricature. The leading 
of the gl11BS, being arrauged to follow the outlines of the pattern, 
appears hard when viewed in close proximity; hut., like the 
severe outlines of Raffaelesque subjects on china, when viewed at 
a proper distanet" this barshneBS nearly or wholly disappears. 
Many pat1'0ns still adhere to this severe Archaic style; while 
others, in keeping with the taste of the present time, admit a 
modification of more correct outlines of the fijrllre9. A good 
specimen of the coloured m08aic treatment, with its borders of a 
flowery kind, the lesser spandrils being fitted with a fl.owing 
ornameut of various colours upon a red ground, is to be found 
in the circular window of the north transept of Lincoln Cathedral, 
u recently re11tored by Meeara. Ward and Hughes. The lower 
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lights are in contrast with those above, on the grey or grisaille 
mosaic treatment, the chief parts of the white gla.ss being shaded 
or worked with brown or black lines of enamel colours, intel'88Cted 
with small portions of coloureq mosaics, the grey cbiefiy predomi
nating. 

The IDl\llufacture of coloured gl8!18 in small effigies, opaque 
mosaics, and vessels, dates as far back as the Egyptians, Phm
nicians, Romans, &c. Its introdnction for windows in the style 
termed Archaic W"8 duriug the twelfth century. The art was 
e<>nsidered not merely as decorative, but as a pictorial representa
tion of Scripture history, aiding Christian teaching. The repose 
and solemn subdued effect of light passing through the varied 
coloured glass contributed to the character of the subject sought 

'to be impressed upon the mind. 
The first or Archaic style commenced at the latter end of the 

twelfth and beginuing of the thirteenth century. Examples are 
to be found at St. Deuis and Bruges, and in Canterbury, Lincoln, 
and Salisbury cathedrals. The second or Decorated style was 
introduced about the end of the thirteenth century. Gl)od 
examples may be seen at Strasburg and Gloucester (recently 
releaJed by Messrs. Ward and Hughes). The third or Perpen
dicular style, from 1380 to 1430. Another style the Cinque
cento, dates from J.500 to 1550, examples of which are chiefiy 
to be found on the Continent,-viz., at Brussels, Liege, &c.; the 
examples or the Perpendicular being at Cologne, Winchester, 
York, and at St. Margaret's, Westminster. 

In the Early Engli:1h, such as the nor\h tranaept of Lincoln 
Cathedral, the figures are less grotesque than in most other 
examples of that date. The figures were generally placed in 
medallions, canopies having not then been introduced. The next 
period, the Decorative, is marked by an extensive use of canl)pies: 
the drapery Wl\S more fiowing and graceful, especially in the 
coloured mosaic and gr'.Mille borders. About thi!f period the 
yellow stain was introduced, which pleasiug colour softeued the 
white used in the earlier styles, and had a good effect when 
stained in portions, the cased red or blue being taken out to 
receive the yellow. The third, or Perpendicular, style is mnrked 
by its being more soft and silvery, and also more delicate and 
refined than the preceding; having no rounded or projecting 
cornices. The Cinque-canto style is of Italian origin, and more 
picturesque, being evidently infiuenced by the progression of oil 
painting. All these styles obeyed the spirit of their times ; 
glass-painting agreeing with the state of the arts of each period, 
and in harmony with the architecture and the taste of its various 

~~s. principal difference between ancient and modern glass 
windows arises from the latter being brighter and of a higher 
key than the ancient, while it has less tone and richness, which, 
like the paintings of Titian and the old masters, may be 
viewed for any length of time without fatigue to the eye. Conti
nental glass being thinner and of a higher key than the English, 
a fictitious surface and tone are obtained by enamel painting, 
which takes off the lurid glare, but deadens and too much lowe!'ll 
the tone: this inetfective imitation is easily detected. Modern 
windows of inferior materials, being charged with bright colour 
at a higher key, transmit too readily through the glass bright 
rays or different colou111 antagonistic to each other, which 
fatigue the eye and form an unpleasant contrast to ancient glasi, 
or to that which bas been recently made on the same principle, 
and which for want of a better term we shall call antigne. 
Although homogeneous flint glass ia so eesential for chandeliers 
and howieholJ use, and especiallyforoptical purposes, the reverse 
ia required for coloured window glass, technically called pot-metal, 
to imitate that of the thirteenth century. Every colour of the 
apectrum,-viz., violet, indigl) blue, green, yellow, and red, are 
produced in ~lass by the :use of~he oxides ~f the following metals, 
-viz., gold, silver, chrom10m, tin, copper, iron, manganese, cobalt, 
antimony, nickel, and uranium: carbon also produoea yellow for 
pictorial purposes. 

Window glass, although almost indestructible by time, whether 
coloured or of a greenish white, when long exposed to the action 
of the atmosphere, is liable to partial surface decomposition; and, 
if uot too much decomposed, prevents advantageously the too 
free passage of the rays oflight through it: old glass thus affected 
softens aml blends the pictorial effect; and the colours remain 
1mfficiently vivid'aud brilliant without fatiguing the eye. Modern 
l\ruA.tuera and glass painters have had their attention drawn to 
"be fact, that the agreeable blendirig and harmouising eff P.ct of 
a"c.ient glase, although occasionally dne to surface decomposition, 

owes its chief charm to the retention of the strne and small 
bubbles in the body of the glass. The constituents of such glass 
have been perfectly vitrified, and the colours fully developed; but 
being less transparent than when thoroughly fined (like the 
ordinary clear-ooloured glase), it becomes less dazzling and more 
subdued. To succeed in making striated and bubbly-coloured 
glass, having a horny or gelatinous appearance similar to the 
ancient, the fining process must be arrested during the latter 
part of the fusion by rerlucing the beat of the metal to a sufficient 
consistency for working before the bubbles and strire are fully 
driven off: great attention is neceBBllry on the part of the manu
facturer to reduce the temperature of the furnace juRt at the right 
time to prevent the metal becoming too clear. This imitation of 
the ancients constitutes the chief improvement, since 1851, as 
as regilrds the vitrified material. .Although these gelatinous 
striai and bubbles are quite apparent on close inspection, they 
disappear when seen from a proper distance; a portion of the 
light becoming absorbed, but retaining the full richness of the 
colours. Pot-metal blues, greens, and rubies, &c., by this system 
of embodying in the ml\88 the hindrances to the too free passage 
of the light, are far superior in effect to those of the ordinary, 
cheap, modern, clear, bright-coloured glass. No person of taste 
should require the latter, which will fail to produce what is 
termed the peculiar "dim religious light" of the' ancients resem
bling the reposing colours of the spectrum. Blue is often used as 
a background to groups or single figures, as wea as to the drapery 
and borders, and may therefore be considered the prevailing 
colour; and after this are ruby and green-all pot-metal colours. 

About the year 1850, Messrs. Powell and Son commenced 
manufacturing antique ·glass of white and various pot-metal 
colours, a considerable portion of which, especially the blue and 
ruby, was equal to the best specimens of ancient glass of the 
thirteenth century. This was selected by Messrs. Ward and 
Hughes for the foui:- windows painted by them, and erected in 
the Temple Church, London, about the years 1853 and 1854. 
Messrs. Hartley of Sunderland, and Messrs. Lloyd and Summer
:field, of Birmingham, have also produced antique gla.~s. This 
{{lass is striated, bubbly, and gelatinous, and sometimes the ruby 
is streaky. Pieces of dark and light ruby are occasionally 
leaded separately, and placed side by side, to give the effect of 
shading without the use of enamel colour. .A national debt of 
gratitude is due to Mr. Charles Wiuston, author of a work on 
"Ancient Glass Pain ting," in two volumes, for his long, persevering, 
and successful efforts to revive the rich colours and low tone of 
ancient. glass, the best specimens of which are to be seen in the 
four windows of the Temple Church, painted at bis suggestion 
and under his superintendence. 

If the colours in these windows equal the best of the ancient, 
of which there is little doubt, it is owing to the various specimens 
be caused to be analysed, and the synthetic experiments he made 
which enabled him to reproduce the gIRSS; and fnrnish ~ripes 
gratuitously to the glass-maker. Foreign manufacturers have, 
no doubt, availed themselves, ere this, of Mr. Winston's liberality; 
and as wood fuel and open pots succeed best for glass dependent 
upon carbon as a colouring constitutent, no doubt they will ere 
long rival our productions of antique glll.l!S for windows. Messrs. 
Clayton and Bell, in their artistic treatment of the severe Early 
Archaic style; Messrs. Ward and Hughes, in their windows for 
St. Anne's Church, Westminster, of the style of the thirteenth 
century, the figures of which are treated in keeping with modern 
taste, similar to those in the Temple Church; Messrs. Powell and 
Son, in a window wholly of antique glMB, of their own manufac
ture; likewise Messrs. Lavers and Barraud, Heaton, Preedy, and 
other artists, have availed themselves of English antique glass, 
much of which rivals the ancient in rich colour and low tone, and 
has a crispness aud shellac appearance so well calculated to 
absorb the rays and retain the richness and beauty of the ancient 
colours. While, therefore, most of our Continental neighbours 
exhibit windows of inferior material, fully equal or superior iu 
artistic merit to their painted windows of 1851, the English, 
availing themselves of the superioritr of the antique glass, excel ' 
their exhibits of 1851. The Exhibition of 1862 may be con
sidered so fur as a triumph over that of Hs51: the artistic progress 
has, however, been less thau might have been anticipated. 

The various nttempts which have been made to imitate the 
richness aud depth of the ancient material, by coating the glass 
with enamel paint, have produced no other effect thau that of 
depriving it of its brillfimcy, and, consequently, the glass paint
ingii in which this expedient has been resorted to, of one of t.beil' 
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chlef distinguishing merits. In all the glaas paintings of earlier 
date tbau ~he ll\llt quarter of the fourteenth century, until which 
period the glass waa not over clear, 1nbet.antial in &ppearance, or 
mtenee in colour, the &rtista seem to have relied for effect. princi
pally on the richness and depth of the colouiing. In these worka 
the means of repreaentation may be said to have been reduced 
&lmoet to the lowest degree. We are strongly impreeaed that the 
difference of effect between such &ncient and modern glass does 
not depend on the state of the surface, but on the compositiou 
of the m&terial; and this result has been strengthened by the 
result of some experiment.a recently made, by which the very 
great difference in the composition of modern glRllll of the 
thirteenth century is clearly demonatrated. The che&per sorts 
of white and coloured glass, as alluded to in the Report of 
t.be Commissioners of 1851, counterfeit the ancient glass by 
coat.a of enamel colour, which only produce11 a misty and clondy 
effect, merely blinding or shutting out a portion of light; but 
it cannot give the depth &nd richness of ancient. colourR. If 
varnish colour be used for such A purpose it will only serve a 
temporary object; and even if the enamel colours be burnt in, 
they are not always to be depended on, being liable to crack off 
by long exposure to the action of the atmosphere. Bertini and 
others obscure a portion of the back by roughing, or by a layer 
of white or neutral colour, BO that little or no light may pass 
through the main figure of the subject, which rather reaembles 
fresco than tranepareucy. The latter is generally considered to be 
one of the essential conditions of glass painting. Brown enamel 
colours, more or less dense, are used for stippling and shading white 
or coloured pot-metal; but if too thickly laid on at one time will 
be liable to crack off iu a few years: several coats and frequent 
firing are nece881\ry to produce permanency in the various dark 
shades. Examples of coloured enamel painting, by Brackler, 
may be seen at Arundel Castle, the seat of the Duke of Norfolk. 
They are wholly enamel, and have no pot-metal colours ; similar 
also to several glnss paintingii designed by West, and painted 

·by Jerrie, in the royal chapel at Windsor. These may be 
considered IUI simply eemi-t_ranspareut pictures, wholly out 
of the category of what is generally known aa stained 
or painted glass, by mo&Aic or grisaille treatment, for 
ecclesiastical purposes. Referring to former explanations 
on the striated gelatinous colours, called antique, used 
since 1851, as they were then shadowed out by Mr. 
Winston, and since produced by him and adopted by 
many of our English artiste, but ns yet feebly followed 
by Continental painters, it is somewhat remarkable, 
that while clearness of metal constitutes the greatest 
improvement in flint gla.ss, the reverse should be the 
caae for window glnss; in fact, that while homogeneity 
should be the essential property of flint glass, impurity 
is equally nece888ry for the successful imitation of the 
ancient glass,in attaining the same depth of colouring, 
and the absorption of the rays to be found in the 
coloured glass of the thirteenth century: it, therefore, 
seems anomalous that the inferior fuel, for melting 
the materials, also that the metals, sand, and alkali 
poBSeased by the ancients, which were less pure than 
those used by the modt>rns, should have furnished 
greenish white, and pot-metal coloured glass, BO exactly 
1uited to produce the best effer.t.s for pictorial windows. 

Resuming our remarks upon enamel painting, there 
w11s the brown p1inted smear, and stipple shading, all!o 
a darker enamel for linee and shadows by batching, or 
repetition of lines, serving as shadow npon white or 
pot-metal colours. There are several methods of shad
ing, some being smooth, employed in early examples, and 
the latter being darker, employed in the grlS&ille of 
larger works. 

lt may be asked, does the grotesque style of the pnst 
age harmonise with our present mode of thought1 
How far does the present Exhibition, considering the 
present advanced state of the fine arts, meet the require
ments of the nineteenth centuryf We reply, it is the con
trast between 1851 and 1862 that affirms the fact, that in 
most of the English exhibitors, and several of the foreign, 
the art of glass painting has advanced with the times both 
iu style and artistic execution. It is, however, much to be 
reg!etted that few of the windows can fairly be seen to advantage, 
o.wmg to too much interior light, and the exterior borrowed 
hghta of the present building being BO inferior. Continental 

ftlass artists generally adhered to the early grotesque style in 
imitation of the past age; and in that respect, in 1851, were 
1uperior to the English; and, with the exception of the beautiful 
windows painted by Bertini and bis school, that. style is 1till re
tained. Bertini's windows in 1851 and 1862 may be classed in 
the mixed style of the old mosaic, and the enamelled style of the 

, nineteenth century. The excellence in clesign and execntion of 
tha former was generally admitted, although in•ufficient trans· 
parency was occaaioued by the too great opacity of the principal 
central figure. The Madonna and Child of Bertini, of 1862, may 
be considered &11 one of the gems of this Exhibition. 

· The art of glMll painting ~honld have a special mode of treat
ment, impre&11ed upon it by the nature of the material, as oil for 
canvas, and fresco for ceilings and walls. Glass being th& 
medium through which the light paases, transparency must be ita 
conditiou: different degrees of transparency are admissible: but 
when a large portion of the glaae is so opaque as almost wholly 
to preclude the transmission of the rays, an essential condition is 
infringed. The style of the sixteenth century, or earlier periods, 
modified by the tl\llte aud feeling of the nineteenth century, 
should be aupported by our designers and glass painters. With 
good original designs, improved antique ~lass, judiciously leaded, 
with a proper degree of tranl\pareucy, tirst-r.i.te drawing, good 
shadows, and well-arrnuged colours, forming, as a whole, a work 
of art, rich, harmonious, and impressive, patrons will uot be 
wanting for the decoration of our ecclesiastical or domestic build
ings. No doubt art~sta are influenced considerably by their 
patrons, each of whom may have bis settled convictions as to 
style, &c, We should, however, endeavour to preserve the 
beauties and avoid the defects of the drawing of earher ages; but 
no reason exists, why, as pottery, carving, statuary, and the fine 
arts, have generally advanced, glass µaiuting should be impeded 
or restricted in it.a progress towarcls the perfectiou of the art. 

MERITON'S IMPROVEMENTS IN MARINE DOILERS. 

__ i!ll'I' 

Flo. 1. 

MR. Meriton's improvements in marine and other steam 
boileI'tl, consist chiefly in an arrangement which en&blee him 
to introduce at the back of the firegrate, in the u~i&ke, a eerie.a 
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FIG. S. 

of vertical or inclined tubes of a circular, oval, or any convenient 
form, connecting the water-space at the top of the boiler with 
the water-space at bottom of boiler behind the bridge at back of 

F1G. 4. 

gratl!, and thereby increuing the beating surface and consequent 
evaporative efticiency of the steam-boiler. By thia arl'llllgement 
he is aleo enabled to render the· tubes and other part.I of the 
boiler more aoceaible for the plll'p<IE of repairs and cleaning or 

\ 

1'10. a. 
clellring operations, than other forms of boilers. The nd vantages 
claimed for these improvements being the facility with which 
boilers constructed upon this principle may be thoroughly re
paired, and the parts moat subject to wear may be renewed, 
without laying up the veBSel for any length of time. Boilers 
constructed upon hie principle, he atntes, may be used for a very 
much longer period without requiring lifting, than ordinary 
boilers. 

In the engravings, Fig. 1, ia a front elevation, with doors at 
one aide removed; Fig. 2, a longitudinal section; and Fig. 3, a 
plan of an ordinary marine tubular boiler, to which Mr. Meri
ton'a improvements are applied; and it will be seen that these 
improvements do not interfere with the present construction of 
boiler, but consist in introducing, aa before stated, into the up
take A, a 11eries of tubes BB, which may either oo placed verti
cally, as shown in Fig. i, or inclined at such angles aa may be 
found desirable; and the tubes themaelve.a may be made either 
circular in section, oval, or of any other suitable sectional 
form. The smoke and heated currents of air pass from the fire
boxes CC, around the tubes BB, and thence along the tubes 
placed aa in ordinary marine tubular boilers, horizontally, into 
the smoke chamber D, and funnel. The manhole doors are ao 
placed or disposed that access can be readily had to all the tubes 
ar.d all the part.a of the boiler, for the purpose of cleaning or 
repair. 

Fig. 4 is a modification of Mr. Meriton'a invention, al9o applied 
to a marine tubular boiler, of which it ia a longitudinal section, 
in which the connection between the water-epace at the top of the 
boiler and the water-apace at bottom of boiler is maintained by a 
tube or tubes B; but the currents of heated air or gases are 
made to paas through the other tubes b, b, b, b, instead of around 
them, the boiler being constructed as shown, 80 that the tubes 
are in this instance surrounded by water-the currents of heated 
air and gases passing from the fire-boxe11 np thron~h the tubes 
b, b, b, b, thence in a downward direction to the honzontal tubes, 
and to the smoke-chamber D and funnel. At Gia a plate which 
prevent.a the currents of heated air and smoke passing direct to 
the horizontal tubes, and ia at the same time 80 constructed that 
it can with fncility be removed and replaced for cleaning or 
repairing the tubes or other part.a of the boiler. 

Fig. 6 ia a sectional elevation, and Fig. 6 a plan of Mr. Meriton 's 
invention as applied to an upright or vertical boiler. BB are the 
tubes communicating between or connecting the water-spaces 
above and below; theee tubes aleo ntiliee to a very grea~ exten~ 

77 
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t.he currents of heated air and gases, and materially increase the 
heating surface of the boiler. It is proposed also to use a deflector 
H, the object. being to deflect or throw off the currents of 
heated air and gases ao as to cause them t.o reverberate against 

F10. 6. 

FIG. 6. 

the tubes BB, aud inner shell or casing of boiler, in order to get 
the greatest possible amount of heat before the heated air and 
gases are allowed to escape. The deflector H may be made of 
metal, and hollow, and tubes may be connected therewith, as 
indicated by the dotted lines, for the purpose of superheating or 
drying the steam. 

SANITARY IMPROVEMENTS AND APPLIANCES AT 
THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.* 

As a general result it does not appear that the actual thought 
stirring among men is, in sanitary contrivance, very great. The 
amount of education on the subject is still deficient, and all pro
gress must be slow until the nation is brought up a little farther. 
There is, in fact, a desire for change-in some instances to the 
worse-from an ignorance of the part we have left behind. At 
~he ~me time, the amount of knowledge is very unequally diffused 
m different parts of this country, M well a.s in different parts of 
Europe. In this country we seem to have attained a much more 
n;fined !dea of that .which i~ pleasant to the lungs; and we have a 
higher idea of purity of air, water, and food. But in different 
parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland the differences are also 
great, the improvements being the consequences rather of imita
tion than of public instruction. Men learn more by example than 
P!'9,cept-an ol~ m!Lxim, most wonderf~lly illustrated in the Exhi
b1t1on, and which 1e the very cause of 1te existence. 

Sanitary refonlls, such as they appear at the Exhibition, show 
that men are striving after materials with which to act and also 
after forms in which to embody the well-known old ide~. New 
ideas of a purely sanitary kind we have absolutely none before 
us, although sin~ ~861 the su~ject has grown widely. We know 
more of the cond1t1on of the air: we know more of the neceASity 
of ventilation, and more of its difficulty; but the progress of our 
knowledge bas not been seen in the Exhibition. Thus far we see 
a defect in it: the whole circle of human invention has not been 
exposed to view; and room is made for improvement in a future 
Exhibition. Although we have not shown all that has been done 
we must not forget that much is still undone. We have not 
learnt the best mode of ventilation, nor solved the sewage problem. 
We have not decided on the ~et way of rendering all the food 
sold to the poor and to the rich perfectly free from noxious 
adulterations. We have not liberated ourselves from the fear of 
being poisoned by arsenic on the walls; nor, if this be poisonous 
when used on paper, have we decided if it is wise to live with 
other noxiou11 metals around us ready to fall in powdery oxides 
as dust into our luugs. We have not solved the prohlem of the 
best pipe for supplying water, which with the purest supply shall 

• From llllpon of J llr1 Oii Bectioil B, CIMil X., lnlel'llaiiOllll Esh.lbltlo11. 

still give u!I no lead or injurious metal, although one patent which 
has gone far towards this exists, but little used, and not exhi
bited. We have not learnt bow to live in great communities 
enjoying the advantages of social intercourse, without the di.sad: 
vantages of many accumulated evils, in which we breathe with 
dislike. We have not solved the problem of smoke, of aulpbn~ 
and of arsenic in our towns, our manufactories, and especially on; 
mines and metal works. We cannot warm and ventilate a small 
room so as to make it healthy and comfortable; and we cannot 
b_uild a bouae suited t.o the wants and the wages of our popula
tion. 

These are a few of the problems before us on which the nation'• 
eyes have been more distinctly fixed; and the response in the 
Exhibition bas not been so great as the intellect of the country 
led us naturally to e:i:pect. 

VENTILATION. 

There are several attempts to solve the great question of ven
tilation. Amongst these, several applications of wire-ga11ze and 
perforated zinc for ventilating rooms are included in our section. 
The general principle of all of these is the admission of frub air 
diffused through a small opening, either by simply drawing down 
the windows, or by opening a slide valve: there is nothing in any 
of them calling for special remark; but generally they are all 
applications of a long-establishtld principle made in the right 
direction. Cooke's apparatus claims to do more than this, but it 
was not demonstrated to the Jury. It is neat, and never intru
sive, and must, like all W\Uze blinds, remove au immense amount 
of dust. Two other forms of ventilating apparatus are exhibited 
in the same place, which have higher claims to commend them. 
One is the glass-louvred ventilator of Mr. Moore (United Kingdom 
-2393), the very extensive introduction of which is snfficient 
proof of its simplicity and usefulness. The other is a concentric 
tube, exhibited by Mr. M'Kinnell (United Kingdom-2392), with 
its application to the ventilation of ships and dwellings. There 
are other applications of the same principle not in the Exhibition, 
but Mr. M'Kinnell's contrivance is an ingenious adaptation, and 
merits recompense. We preferred to select the glase-louvre of 
Mr. Moore and this ventilator of Mr. ll'Kinnell for honourable 
mention; the former on account of its simplicity and general 
utility; the latter on account of its applicability under C€rtain 
conditions to closed apartments and holds of ships. Mr. Moore's 
ventilator is of glass, and in the form of a Venetian blind. It 
opens or shuts by changing the angle of the laths of which it is 
composed, as a Venetian blind does, but it is not made to te 
raieoo or lowered. 

There are several applications of the principle of warming part 
of the fresh air admitted into dwelling-houses by means of the 
waste heat behind the fireplace. They are all improvements 
more or lees ingenious, and iu the right direction; but the subject 
is comparatively new, and none of these applications are of such 
importance as to merit special recompense. 

Mr. Wataon, of Leeds, had long ago introduced hie double tube 
or tube with a diaphragm, which undernmny circumstances, acts 
remarkably well; but instead of one brnnch having a current up 
and another down, it frequently happens that the air is found 
moving in both tubes in the same direction. Mr. Muir, of 
Glasgow, removed the difficulty to a great distance by having the 
square tube crossed twice diagonally, and so causing with almost 
every wind an inclination to produce a difft>rence in the four 
currents. There are numerous situations in which it must 
supply abundant pure air at all times. These four tubes are 
stationary substitutes for the two cowls, one towards the wind, 
the other from it, and which must be moved according to the 
direction of the wind. There is however a natural difficulty 
inherent in the subject itself-that of causing two currents of air 
to run together so very cloeely. Mr. M'Kinnell puts one tube 
within the other, and this plan is said on high authority to be 
extremely beneficial in holds of ships. But when currents of air 
come so near each other, they must cause numberless eddies, and 
the impure air can only pass after being very much mixed with 
purer air, and thereby a much ~reater amount of heat is loat 
than is at all needful. Many praiseworthy attempts are made kl 
purify the atmosphere of a room by merely bringing the air 
through perforated wire-gauze, zinc, or glass. 

There are several inventions for causing the air to turn cornen 
before entering a room,-that is, to cause it to enter in a zigzag 
manner. There may be some value in this, as the great violence 
of the wind is prevented, and rain is also kept out at the a.'ll!le 
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time; but they tiromiae little. No invention in ventilating will 
ever diapenee with an abundant supply of pure air. Many have 
a good method, but are afraid to use the large quantity of air 
required. 

MellllJ'll. Doulton and Co. separate the fine of the ordinary fire
place into two parte with a .zinc partition: the one is for the 
amoke: the other ia connected with the upper part of the room by 
an opening, where Arnott's valve is usually put. This removes 
the warm and fouled air ; the draught being caused by the heat 
of the parallel fiue, as well as the heated air of the room. An 
Arnott's valve may be added. This of the Messrs. Donlton 
cannot be adapted t.o ordinary fireplacea, but it seems to be 
extremely promising for new houses. 

The Military Commisaion of Vienna, appointed by the Govern
ment to inquire into the question of ventilation, has decided on 
using mechanical means; and a fan drives the air forward into the 
garris9n hospital. A medal was awarded to the Imperial Royal 
Commission. 

Mr. Zimara, of St. Petersburg (Russia-316), exhibits a stove 
which conducts the bei&ted airand products of con1bustion through 
a nnmerollll collection of earthenware tubes un<ler the dwellings, 
and allies itself more with the old Roman method. It is a plan 
which in cold climates may be of the greatest a<lvantage, although 
too heavy, cumbersome, and expensive for small houses, even 
there. By it the whole under-part of a house is in fact converted 
into a Dutch stove, which long retains its warmth. A medal was 
given to Mr. Zimara. 

Mr. W. Pit1rce (United Kingdom-2395) is mentioned honour
ably for his mode of Hutbuance's drying chamoor for clothes. 

None of the models at the Exhibition use the heat of the fire so 
as to warm the space between the walls, and to render it a drying
room for clothes. The model washing-houses are very valuable 
for the poor, but a commodious way of using the beat produced in 
their own fires at home is very much wanted. At present a great 
deal of the heat is expended in drying bricks and mortar that 
never ought to have been wt>t. This would be much better em
ployed in warming the room itself, or even an intramural cavity, 
which would also give out some beat to the rooms. This, how
ever, occupies space, which is not generally to be spared. 

The great demand in this country is for warmth and dryness: 
give J;hese, and we are ready to ventilate sufficiently; deny these, 
and the whole population instinctively prefers bad air to cold
giving air: therefore, if we ventilate sufficiently, we must warm 

AB TO DRY 11 CLoBETS." 

Mr. Spence had some time ago cured his own house in Pen<lle
ton, Manchester, of a sewer disease, by connecting the sewer with 
the house chimney; and he proposed to carry all the air·of the 
11ewers into chimneys, or into one great chimney which would 
supply the whole city, the effluvia to be disinfected by the smoke: 
this plan included the separation of surface-drainage. But the 
separation of surface-drainage would probably render the opera
tion of purifying towns a profitable one, even with our present 
knowledge of the value of sewer water. Mr. Spence went so far 
as to propolltl one chimney for the whole of Manche11ter-a bold 
and (many will add) a fine idea. The ventilation of sewers 
and of water-closets bl leading the effluvia into the air without 
disinfection is a most wefficient method of puri(ving air. It cer
tainly removes the evil from our own houses, but it sends it to 
our neighbours, although in a more diluted state. If this were 
done by a whole community, we should have our towns no whit 
better than now-perhaps worse; because there are increased 
inducements given to evaporation. If the sewers are ventilated 
however, Dr. Stenbouse's mode, through charcoal, is decidedly 
the best. 

Several have acted on the idea of disinfection, and produced dry 
cloeets which shall give no effiuvia. G. Smith and Co., of 
Glasgow (United Kingdom-2401), have exhibited one which 
pours out sawdust from a perforated box every time the lid is 
closed. Mr. Owen, of Manchester, had some time before done the 
11ame with McDougall's disinfecting powder. The same sublitance 
is used by Messrs. Muir and Carrick in their dry water-closet; 
and Dr. Lloyd, of Anglest1y, seems to prefer charcoal in that 
which he bas been recommending: be seems to have been the first 
of the class, and made many models not brought to the Exhi
bition. There seems, in fact, to bP. a movement towards dry
closeta, and an inclination to object to water-closets. This has 
arisen from the condition of the Thames chiefly; not unconnected 
alao wit.h the Clyde, as well as some small streo.ms scatte1·ed up 

and down England. This feeling baa produced aeveral ingenioua 
schemes, one from Dr. Joule, who for a while left his other 
important investigations, and contrived underground receptaclee 
for sewage, which receptacles should be emptied by air-tight carts. 
Of these underground receptacles, one t.o every group of houses 
was considerPd not t.o be a return to the old cesspool method, 
which allowed one or more to each house; and they were to be in 
the towns, becaust1 the sewage, not being mixed with the water of 
towns, would not fiow far, from its want of ftuidity. The experi
ence of Paris seems conclusive agninst this system, although, as 
Dr. Joule projected it, it is far superior to that which the Parisians 
are anxious t.o get rid of, although it is similar in kind. Mr. 0. F. 
Glassford has long advised receptacles of a similar kind, but at 
greater distances: he draws the sewage from them into larger 
receptacles by pumping. 

In Berlin and in Paris the system has been carried on more 
carefully than anywhere, and s<Hlalled closed vessels are used for 
the purpose. But it is scarcely possible to keep such veesel11 well 
closed. Disinfection by chloride of zinc is ad<>pted for the cees
pools, but whoever has watched the process must be &&tiefied of 
11.s failure. Nowhere does the emptying of ash-pitll among us 
cause such a nuisance as the emptyin~ of a disinfected cesspool in 
Pari11, with several officials to watch its progrees. 

It is rather stranjle to see how easily men's minds are diverted 
on some points. We forget the great deliverance obtained by 
water-closets, aml some ai·e actually willing to go back again to 
a state of pain and misery for the sake of our rivers, instead of 
continuing the process begun, and bringing it to perfection. It 
needs but little ingenuity to reject all inventions made by those 
who have laboured for the benefit of mankind, an<l to return to a 
primitive state of filth and discomfort, as many contrivances now 
seem bent on driving us. We may consider it as certain that no 
plan will ever be devilled for removing refu~e from our houses 
equal to an underground flow, self-acting and out of sight. To 
wish more seems impossible: to perform this is known to be 
possible: to remove a few 'difficulties connected with its use in 
some places is all that we require to render the system perfect. 
The wants of. society are becoming more numerous: there is no 
room above-ground for the mechanism by which these wants shall 
recE>ive attention: the earth can cover up or destroy all that 
annoys us. It ml1Bt, however, be confessed that there is a neces
sity for the <lry system in many places where cold <>r dryness 
prevents a fio w. 

WATER SUPPLY. 

Fortin-Hermann, Brothers (France-1189), have introduced 
several alterations into the system of water supply: amongst these 
is a mode of joining pipes. The two pipes are attached by an iron 
collar, rather loosely, so as to allow a collar <>f lead which is fixed 
on each to slip under the iron collar : the lea<l is thE>n hammered 
inwards. By this means a certain flexibility is obtained in the 
joints, which i11 an extremely important consideration. The two 
pipes may be lifted up as one. When it is required to undo them 
the flexibility ma1 be extended t.o rupture by one or tw<> men 
leaping on the po1I1t of junction, the distant extremities of the 
pipes being supported. The water-taps are made so that they 
shut themselves by their simple weight: they are opened by 
merely lifting up the point, as there is no pressure of water. This 
pressure is removed by each being enpplied with a small cistern, 
kept full by a ball and tap. The entrance to the water-tap on 
the causeways is made by one pipe sliding over another, so that 
when waggons pass over it the opening sinks with the pavement. 
A medal was awarded to Messrs. Fortin-Hermann. The bouehe 
SQfU trottoir adopted by the city of Paris, placed flush with the 
level of the ground or pavE>ment, replaces the standpipe. It is 
a hydrant, which is also used for gutter-washing and road-water
ing. The bouched'arroBOge, used for watering public roads, is also 
a step distinctly in advance of our usages in England, where 
water ought to be abundantly supplied for all purposes. 

BRICKS AND EARTHENWARE. 

Bricks generally do not come under Section B of Class X., but 
a perforated and highly-glazed specimen, made by Mr. Jennings 
(United Kingdom-2386), called for special attention. It is used 
at the Herbert Hospital for the purpose of preventing the rise of 
moisture into the other brir.ks of the buildin~. It forms the first 
layer above the surface of the ground : by this means the surface 
can never convey its moist11re to the briclrs above this layer. It 
is perforated, and by this means allows free accees of air to the 
space under the fioor of the building. This brick ia exceedingly 
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atrong ; and it is believed by the i::iventor to increase in strength 
because of the perforations. We do know that a great amouut. of 
moisture may be raised from the moist earth by absorption,-an 
amount which may, and which does, entirely destroy the health 
and comfort of d welling-hoU11eS, and, wtt may add, the honsee them
selves. The same effect is abundantly obeervable in houses built 
with very porous bricks or other porous materials. During wet 
weather a great amount of water is abBOrbed; and when warm 
weather comes it is evaporated, removing from the building a 
great deal of heat instead of contributing to comfort. In this 
land of frequent showers there is aeldom an interval sufficiently 
long entirely to d17 the bricks; and fires are need to prevent 
dampneBB, which might easily be prevented by using good build
ing materials. We much need a brick for the whole building 
which shall resemble this made by Mr. Jennings in the compMlt
neBB of its structure and the smoothneBB of its glaze. Another 
result would follow: the blackness of the rain falling in our 
smoky towns would not leave its traces: these black spots would 
be removed by showers rather than left by them, as we find to be 
the case where a smooth surface is exposed to the action of wind 
anrl rain together. 

Mr. Jennings obtained a medal for his general improvement in 
nrrangements for sanitary purposes. There are &<>me specimens 
in the retiring-rooms of the Exhibition. There was a complete
ness ia the arrangements and fittings which very much pleased 
the Jury. 

EARTBENWAR11: PrPEB AND VESSELS. 

Messrs. Doulton and Co., of Lambeth (United Kingdom-
2268), sh,..wed some very beautiful specimens of earthenwl\re. 
Sewers were i>Xhibited 3 ft. by 2 ft., and made in segments. The 
se\\·er is made with hollow walls, or two thin walls with a space 
btttween them. Each piece formed about the fourth part of the 
whole circumference, and is fitted on the others. When packed 
for carriage the hollow walls save a great deal of weight; and the 
segments being fitted on each other save a great amount of space, 
as one curve nearly corresponds to the other. This must effect 
a considerable saviug in expense of carriage. The various parts 
are cemented; so that here there is Rome additional 0outlay in this 
respect; but for foreign shipments the packing and carriage mu.st 
far outweigh the expense of cerueutiug. . 

The principle has been npplieJ to the formation of tubs and 
cisterns of earthenware. lu this case the segments are dove
tailed and cemented, very large vessels of earthenware IDl\y, in 
this manner, be made at a moderate expense. At the same time 
it is not at all improbable that by doing this we are cutting 
instead of unravelling a knot. It seems l\S if the manufacture of 
large earthenware veBSels were rendered difficult rather by our 
ignorance, which it would be well to remove. than by natural 
obstructions; although a subRtitute for knowledge not yet attained 
must of neceBBity have some of the characteristics of the real 
knowledge itself, as in this fine specimen of Messrs. Doulton's 
pottery, 

A medal was given to MeBBrs. Doulton; nlso to Miller and 
Hochstetter (Austria-1390), for earthenware pipes; and to 
A. Richter (Austria-1393). 

PAINTS. 

There is a considerable amount of at~ntion paid to hydro
carbon paints by Dupont, of Cherbourg (France-1270), and by 
Huolz and others. These paints are chiefly pit.ch or wax, or both. 
The difficulty, ot course, is to remove the dark colour of the pit ob. 
This is done in some cases with a good deal of succeas when the 
colours themselves are dl\rk; and among these, especially, oxide 
of iron may be mentioned. M. Dupont uses it for wood and iron. 

L. Mnchabee (Franc..-1380) uses fat, wax, &11d pitch to cover 
pipes, ns has been done in this country. These were shown by 
the Paris Commissioner; but the section did not seriously con
sider them, both because they were brought in hastily at the end, 
1wd becnuse they seemed nut intimately connected with the sub
ject of iuquiry. 

WATER PIPES. 

Water pipes of paper and asphalte have been made by several 
parties. A curious objection was found to oocur iu Switzerland: 
the paper was eaten by insects. Guiceatre and Co. (France--1266) 
1Dake them alBO of sand aud pitch. M. St>bille, of Nantes, neea 
linel.y-ground slate, and makes a very fine tube. He shows the 
value to be in the simple mode of making a joining. The parts 
to be uuit.ed are melted by a bot iron and put together. When a 

curve is to be made the pipes are merely warmed before a fire, 
and bent as Jeeired. The pipes are prepared in moulds, into 
which the 1ubetance is pat wh11n soft, and, being pressed tightJy, 
is left tu cool. Pipes 3 inches in diameter in1ide can be made for 
2!d per metre, or, let na say, per Jllrd. With a capital of £500, 
10,000 metres can be made in a day, according to M. Sehille. 
When the pipe is very large, the ends have a piece of 1beet-iron 
inserted into them. About one-fourth of the pipe is tar, and 
three-fourths of slate. The pressure whioh they atAnd is 11aid to 
be 10 to 12 atmospheres. M. Sebille also abowa tubes made of 
pitch and ooarse sand and cindera, neeful in conveying acid11. In 
addition, there are tubes of lead coated with tin; the coating 
made when the tube is being drawn. This plan seems to have 
gained a good deal of consideration in France. In Manchester it 
was tried about fourteen years ago with great care. The coating 
was made when the lead was BOf\: melted tin was placed at the 
t.op of the core which determined the size of the bore, and the 
lel\d took op the tin when it was soft. Pipes were laid do'lll"D in 
Salford, and specimens were examined after one, two, and three 
years. There was a manifest progress towards separation of the 
two metuls even during the first year; and in the third year the 
spots were both numerous and large; tho! lead surface giving way 
more rapidly when the tin was removed. The manufacture wu 
discontinued. 

A ruedl\I Wl\8 awarded to M. Sebille for his ingenious employ
ment uf bitumen, slate, and refaae materials. 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF LIGHTING APPARATUS 
FOR LIGHTHOUSES.* 
By ARllAND MAssEL!R. 

(With Engramng1.) 
THE lamp nece11S1Lrily forms a very important part of the 

lighthouse apparatus, in the efficienc7 of which, it is an essential 
element. The lamps genemlly used in the larger dioptric li~ht8 
are of the class known as mechanical lamps, in which the 011 is 
forced from a reservoir into the burner by means of a pump 
worked by clockwork driven by a weight. Although this con
struction of lamp is simple enough, it requires that the keepers 
should be trained to its use, and should bl\ve a thorough know
ledge of the way of taking it to pieces for cleaning and then 
putting it together a~in, before they are sent to t,heir respective 
lighthouses. As this precaution was not at first universally 
adopted in lighthouses, complaints were made against the mecha
nical lamp; and in comieq_uence lamps of the simplest po118ible 
construction bnt inefficient 1n action came into use in this country, 
consisting simply ofa side reservoir communciating by a tube with 
the burner, the level of oil in both being the same. The conse
quent absence of overflow prevented a high flame from ooing 
obtained, and greatly impaired the efficiency of the light, which 
doubtleas considerably retarded the adoption of the dioptric 
system. Preasure lamps were also made more lately, consisting 
of a large cylindrical oil reservoir containing a piston fitted with 
a cupped-leather pncking, theJressure being obtsineil by a 
number of small weights arrang round the piston, whereby the 
oil was forced through a side tnbe into the burner. These lamps 
however presented many inconveniences: the pressure could not be 
conveuiently Vl\ried, 11ince the addition of one weight tendeJ to 
cant the piston out of its horizontal position and allow the oil to 
escape at the opposite side. The cylinder being made only of 
sheet brass, and therefore not pe?fectly cylindrical, a considel'l!ble 
difference of diameter between the piston and cylinder was 
required; and when the oil became rather wanu, the leather got 
so soft that it was liable to turn over and render the latup nselt'BL 
The piston being entirely submerged loat a portion of its weight, 
and whenever thA pressure bad to be varied, the weights taken 
out were covered with oil, and there was a great waste by the oil 
being spilled: there was also a liability to leakage from the body 
of the lamp being made of several parts soldered together. 

The conditions the lamps are required to fulfil are:-a constant 
and even supply of oil to the burner, equal to fully four times the 
consumptiou; simplicity of construction, eo that any unakilled 
mechanic can take the lamp to pieces and put it together again; 
freedom froru liability to derangement; and an accurate fit or the 
various parts, BO that all duplicate parts will fit equally well. 

• Coacladecl from page 2»7. 
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To meet theae requirements the writer designed the con1true> 
tion of lamp shown in the vertical section Fig. fj, Plate 24, which 
has fully anawered the purpoee. The brass cylinder C, containing 
t.he oil Cor the lamp, is cast eolid in one piece with the bottom, 
and bored out truly cylindrical, and is fitted with a turned piston 
D, baTing a cupped-leather packing; the three piston rods are 
connected at top to a wrought-iron ring E, seen in the plan 
of the top oC the cylinder Fig. 6, to which are attached the side 
rods paasing down outaide the cylinder to the wro11ght-iron ring 
below, which carriea the weight F. The piston is steadied against 
any small lateml oscillation by eix leather guidea G fixed round 
its circumference; and any air underneath is let out through the 
eent.Ie vent cock H. The oil is forced out at the bottom of the 
cylinder through the upright tube I leading to the burner J, the 
q_uantit1 being accurately adjusted by a conical regulating valve 
K, having sn index on the screwed handle which shows the 
quantity of oil supplied to the bunier per minute or per hour. 
When the piston hae deecended to the bottom of the cylinder, i' 
ia wound up again by the racks and pinions LL. Fig. 7, shown 
attached to the bottom of the cylinder, and the oil is prevented 
from being drawn down from the burner by a check valve con
Bieting of a small ball M situated in the feed-pipe L The burner 
remains therefore constantly fully supplied with oil; and the time 
occupied by winding up the weight being only a few aeconds, the 
overftow oC oil is not visibly affected. As impurities from the 
charring of the wicks, and especially a quantity of due or duet 
Crom the cotton wicks, are constantly brought into the cylinder 
by the overftow oil, and afterwards drawn nnder the piston, theee 
would find their way up through the feed tube I into the burner 
J, which would cause a stoppage of the supply of oil to the 
wicks. To prevent this, a fine wire sieve N is placed in a box in 
the feed tube I, which arreets any impurities in the oil, and can 
be opened and cleaned ont occasionally in the day-time when 
required. Should the sieve ~et stopped up during the nighs 
while the lamp is burning, 1t can be changed in leea than a 
minute, which does not interf6re with the working of the liimp. 
Each wick is provided with two oil tubes, whereby a conetant 
supply of oil to each wick is obtained, instead of all the wicks 
being fed by a single exterior tube, as in the previous lamps. 

In order to produce a proper illumination of the honzon by 
tbie light, it is essential that the full height of flame should be 
kep' up, maintaining the flame correctly in the focus of the appa
l'MUll, without which the best optical apparatue would be imper
fect in action. For this purpose the overflow of oil must never 
be 1- than three or four times the actual consumption; otherwise 
the wick11 will burn down to the edge of the burner, and the 
inteD.le heat produced would very eoon destroy the burner itself. 
Moreover, when the supply of oil is too small, the heat of the 
flame has time to act on the small overftow, and considerably 
deterioratf's the quality of the oil ; and the overftow being all 
returned into the reservoir, the quantity of deteriorated oil in 
the reservoir increases, until it ia impoeeible to maintain a good 
flame. 

The proper shape, diameter, and position of the shoulder or 
contraction O, Fig. fj, in the glass chimney used for the lamp is 
of special importance, aince thia has a direct influence upon the 
shape and height of the flame, and consequently upon the inten
eity of the light produced. Too 1rudden a contraction of the flaaa 
cauaes the flame to be reduced in height, especially that o the 
outer wick, and no efficient dame can 'De obtained unlesa all the 
wicks give a dame of equal height. Too large or too high a 
ahoalder of the glase pl'1!venta a rapid combustion, and conse
quently prevent.a a bright flame from being obtained, and a 
long dickering one is the result. An adjuetable damper is 
placed over the glass; :wd above this a continuoue pipe of about 
6 feet in length from the burner is required to produce a auffi
cienUy rapid draught to support the combuetion. When the 
lamp is lighted at first, the wicks are kept low for some time, and 
gradually made to rise for about twenty miDutee, until they ripe 
abou.t i inch to I inch above the burner; then by a slight adjuat
ID«lt of the wicks to obtain equal height of flame, and the occa
lional abutting or o~ning of the damper P, Figs. 1 and 2, Pl. ii, 
a moat int.enaely bnght and high dame is obtained and kept up 
during the whole of the ni~ht. The diameter of the burner and 
Same of a firet order lamp ia 3i inches, and with proper manage
ment the flame la kept up 0011Btantly to a nearly uniform heigbt 
°''inches. 

Tbe oil med in lampe for llghthoDBeB ia the refined cola oil or 
ape 1eed oil, which ia the only oil it for the p1ll'pOl8, aDd ia much 

snperior to the sperm oil formerly used, and is alao cheaper. It 
burn• with a brighter flame and doee not cal188 so much depoBit 
on the wicks, which thereCore burn much longer without requir
in~ to be trimmed. h alao requires far more intenae cold to 
thicken is than other oils, and there ia therefore much 18111 need 
for the small auxiliary frost lamp ueed in frosty weather for 
warming the oil in the main lamp. The thickneu or the wicks 
is another point to be attended to, as a thin wick gives a brighter 
dame than a thick one under the ll&Dle oircnmetancea. When a 
lamp is in proper condition, eupplied with proper materials, and 
in the hands of a moderately careful attendant, the flame can be 
kept up for fully seventeen ho'U1'8 to ite full eize, untouched, 
without requiriilg to have the wicke trimmed. The <Jn&ntity of 
oil consumed in a dioptric light during a given period 1s thu1 to a 
certain extent a teat oC the efficiency of the light, aa it indicates 
the height of dame kept up during that time. 

The construction of the ap~tue for producing the revolution 
in revolving light& is shown 1n Fig. 2, which represents a revolv
ing light recently constructed by Mesan. Chance, for Ruai&. 

The revolving platform D carrying the optical appara'm is 
mounted on a large out-iron pedestaf E, within which is placed 
the clockwork G, for producing the revolving motion. The 
revolving platform D is carried on twelve gun-met.al rollers HH, 
centred on a live roller frame I, runnilijt round a fixed centre 
shaft J, on the top of the pedestal. The roller paths on U.e top of 
~he pedestal E, and the uaderside of the revolving platCorm D, are 
of steel; and the rollers Hare fitted on their spindles with washers 
of different thickness, to allow of slightly varying their position• 
Crom time to time, in order to avoid Fving the paths h)' 
running constantly in one line. The drivmg motion is commum
eated Crom the clockwork 0 by a pinion gearing into an internal 
toothed wheel K on the underside of the plntform D. Formerly 
a simple spur wheel worked by the pinion was ueed, but it was 
found that the motion was never eteady enough in thie mode of 
driving, on account oC the small number of teeth in contact and 
the backlaah between them: but with an internal wheel the 
number of tee&h in gear at a time ia much greater, and the motion 
ia rendered much more smooth and regular. The clockwork Gia 
driven by a heavy weight, And the speed is regulated by a pair of 
ftiea on the dywheel L, which are adjusted to the proper angle for 
controlling the motion to the required speed. The whole of thia 
improved arr&11gemen' of clockwork and pedest.al was devised by 
Messrs. Stevenson of Edinburgh, for the service of the Northern 
Lights, where its co1111tant uae for many yeara bas proved its great 
superiority over the arrangements adopted in all other revofTing 
ll bte. 
~be optical apparatus itself is of an octagonal shape, as shown 

in the part pl:t.n, Fig. 4, and the frame is oonstructed entirely of 
gun-metal. The catadioptrio priems BB composing the upper 
and lower portions oC the light are fixed in the eight gun-metal 
1tandarda of the frame; but the lenaes A forming the central 
portion are carried in separate Cramee. bolted to the standarde, 
with a alight clearance let\ at tbe top, to prevent the risk of any 
weight coming on the rings of glass forming the lenees, which 
being in close contact with one another would give war under the 
least pressure. At the bott.om the priems B are omitted in one 
aide to allow of accesa to the lamp C, which is erected upon a 
stand on the eervice table, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. A oopper 
ventilating tube M e:1tend1 up above the lamp into the neck of 
the cowl, Fig. 8, Plate 24, on the plan introduced into the ligb&
houee service by Profeseor Faraday. The inverted. funnels N 
placed a' different levels in the ventilating tube afi'ord a free 
escape to any accidE'ntal downward guet oC wind, and tbue prevent 
any risk of the lamp being blown out; and it is found by expe
rience that the wind may blow in suddenly at the cowl, but the 
effect never reaches the lAmp. The draught of the heated air in 
ihe tube M also draws otr through the funnels a quantity of the 
air of the lightroom, thereby preventing condeaaation of the moist 
air U'(>OD the glazing of the room, which would otherwise interfere 
greatly with the efficiency of the ~ht. A abort length of the 
tube at the bottom containing the aamper P, Figa. 1 and 2, ia 
made to elide upwards, to allow of removing the glase chimney, 
but eo as not to weigh on the glass, or fall when the glase is 
taken out. 

The lantern, wi&hin which 'he whole of the lighting apparatus 
is oontaiDed, ia ebown in the pan vertical aeetion Fig. 8. H ia of 
an octagonal shape, 111 shown in the part plan, Fil(. 9, 11nd ia 13 
feet diameter, formed of caa&-iron ~els with tb!_jomts planed to 
the proper bevil, 10 aa to fi* 10lid t.optlaer. The nmdarda 0 
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impporting the dome of the lantern, and forming the framing for 
the plate glass panes, are inclined alternately right and left, which 
adds greatly to the stitfneaa of the structure, while the light is not 
entirely intercepted in any vertical plane, M would be the case if 
the standards were vertical. The standards are of wronght-iron, 
of a bevil section, aa shown enlarged in Fig. 11; to prevent 
corrosion by the action of the sea air they are protected along the 
outer edge with a gun-metal facing R, grooved to receive the 
plate glass panes S, which are then llt'Cllred in their places by thin 
covering strips of gun-metiU screwed on outside. Two sets of 
gun-metal astragals T, Figs. 10 and 12, to support the glazing, are 
fixad horizontally between the standards, at the level of the joints 
between the refracting lenses and reflecting priams of the optical 
ap11aratua, so as not to atop any of the rays emanating from 
the light. 

The glazing S of the lantern consists of panes of plate glass 
about ! inch thick, the edget1 of which are ground and the arrises 
bevilled to prevent breakage in fixing or in any possible shaking 
of the lantern in a ,;olent gale. Small strips of lead are placed 
between the glass and the gnn-metal frames, and the interstices 
are filled up with putty. The glass lies entirely within gun-metal 
frames, and there is no difficulty in replacing a broken pane at 
any time. To guard against an accidental stoppage of the light 
through breakage of a pane in a gale, or by sea-birds flying against 
the glass, storm panes are provided, made of a copper frame 
glazed with thick glass, which are kept always ready in the light
room, and can be fixed in a few minutes in place of a broken pane. 
The copper dome U, Fig. 8, forming the roof of the lantern, is 
made double, with an air space between; and the cowl Y at its 
summit revolves with the weathercock, to turn the openings 
always from 'the wind, allowing a free escape for the hen.ted air 
from the ventilating tube of the lamp. 

The efficiency of a dioptric light depends entirely upon the 
proper adjustment of the various optical elements which compose 
it. The vertical divergence of the rays ot light depends on the 
dimensions of the flame of the lamp, and seldom exceeds an augle 
of 5 degrees, which id amply sufficient for all practical purpoties. 
For an angle of vertical divergence equal to one fourth of the dip 
of the horizon illuminates half the whole distance from the hon
zon to the lighthouse; and an angle of vertical divergence equal 
to the dip of the horizon illuminates three fourths of that distance. 
Within a mile or two from the lighthouse however an angle of 
vertical divergence equal to the dip of the horizon illuminates 
only a small fraction of a mile, showing how little is gained by 
increasing the vertical divergence at the sacrifice of brilliancy at 
the horizon. Thus, for a tower of 100 feet height, about I-6th of 
a degree (9' 45") is the amonnt of the dip of the horizon, and a 
further angle of the BKme amount illuminates the sea from the 
horizon towards the laud for a length of 8~ nautical miles, the 
total range of the light being in this case llt miles. For a tower 
of 200 feet height the dip is about !-4th of a degree (13' 46'~, and 
a further angle of the same amount illuminates from the horizon 
a distance of 12 miles out of a range of 16 miles. These figures 
show that a vertical divergence equal to the dip of the horizon is 
quite sufficient to illuminate the sea from the horizon up to 
within n moderate range of the tower. 

The efficiency of the light depends also upon its being correctly 
adapted in direction and divergence to the particular elevation it 
is intended to occupy, otherwise a portion of the brightest rays 
may pass above the horizon and consequently be lost, instead of 
being of service at and within the horizon. The dioptric system 
aleo affords peculiar facility for directing the light upon any 
particular point where it is more especially required. For 
mstance: a light may be required merely as a sea light, for the 
purpoee of signalling to mariners their approach to the land; in 
that case the mOllt intense light of the whole apparatus is directed 
towards the horizon. Or a light may be required to illuminate 
the horizon, but most particularly the sea iu the neighbourhood 
of the land, the approaches of a harbour, or some particular local 
danger; in that case the light of some portions of the apparatus is 
directed towards the horizon, and the light of the other portions 
is deflected towards the point requiring special illumination. 

A specimen of one face of the optical apparatus, containing the 
lenses aud prisms of a. revolving light, was exhibited from 
Messrs. Chance's glass works; and also a specimen of the pres-
1ure lamp used for the most powerful lights; and, in the course 
ef the discussion which followed the reading of the paper, . 

Mr. Masaelin st.ated that the old mechanical lampa were com· 
plicated in construction, and the clockwork for working the oil 
pumps had to be got into a confined space, being more like wat.ch
work than clockwork, and requiring a skilled mechanic properly 
trained to manage it; and as lighthouses were generally situated 
at a distance from any town, it waa a serious objection to have 
any liability of requiring to send away to get the neeeaaary 
repairs done. The pressure lampa now used were of simple con
struction, and stronger iu all the parts, as shown by the specimen 
exhibited; they had no machinery about them reqniring atten
tion, and there was therefore no liability of t.he light eve1· f&iling 
from the lamp getting out of order. Of course clockwork wu 
still required for making the lights revolve, but this was aomuch 
stronger and larger that it was not liable to get out of order, and 
admitted of ell.Sy repair. 

Each wick was raised independently of the rest by a separate 
screw, and all were turned up to eiactly the same level, standing 
about @-iuch above the burner, of which about i-inch became 
blackened by the flame, leaving t-inch steeped in the overflow of 
oil standing above the burner. 

The entire burner, together with the gl!\811 chimney, was rudily 
removed by simply unfastening two screws, and it could then be 
immediately replaced by a fresh burner, which was kept always 
ready at hand in the lightroom; but such a case never OCC11md 
in practice while the light was bnrniag at night, becanae t.be 
supply of oil wa.s maintained constantly greater than the con
sumption, insuring an abundant overflow, which prevented the 
wicks from burning down to the burner. The light was now 
kept up with such regularity that the wicks did not require any 
alteration during the whole night, after having been once ad· 
justed to the proper level for producing a brilliant flame. 

There was ample room for getting out the lamp through the 
space left by either omitting the bottom panel of prislllll on one 
side of the optical apparatus, or hanging it on hinges. In the 
old lamps, in which the oil cylinder was mBde roughly of lbeet 
brass, and therefore not truly cylindrical, the piston had to be 
made a very loose fit and the cupped leather large; and the 
piston being loaded with weights npon it was liable to get un
equally weighted when the weights were changed, so that the 
piston was canted, and the leather turned inside oat, reudering 
the lamp useless, and requiring the piston te be taken out for 
resetting the leather. This defect caused a prejudice at nm 
against pressure lamps; but in the new lamps with the cylinder 
cast and bored, no such accident could occur, aud they were so 
strongly constl'ucted in all the parts that there was now no more 
occasion for providin~ a duplicate lnmp cylinder than for pro
viding a duplioate optical or revolving apparatus; but. duplil2lta! 
were provided of all the working parts of the lamp which wm 
in the least likely to wear. The weight giving the pressure oo 
the piston was suspended below the lamp, and could readily be 
increased or diminished according to the degree of fl nidity of th~ 
oil in the cylinder, without disturbing the action of the 
lnmp. 

Mr. MIUlllelin said the fountnin lamps were not all abandoned 
yl't, but they were being gradually replaced as they became worn 
out, by more efficient lamps. There was generally one aide of the 
lighthouse towards the land on which the light was 18811 wan\ed 
than 011 the others, and the oil reservoir was then placed on that 
side just at the level of the burner. 

The range of the light depended on the height of the light
hou11e aud consequent distance of the horizon: at Lundy lsiaDd 
in the Bri~tol Channel, where the lantern was about. 540 h!et 
above the sea, the horizon was about 35 miles distant, and Uie 
light was distinctly seen at that distance. The power of the light 
at such a distance depended of course upon the concentration of 
the greatest possible amount of the rays within a very 8D1&ll 
angle, and the angle of 5 degrees was the maxiwum amount of 
vertical divergence in most cases. The extreme minu~ 
therefore of the angles to be dealt with rendered perfect accuracy 
of workmanship and adjustment in the optical apparatus of the 
utmost importance. The middle ray or axis of the light did not 
issue in a true dead level, but was deflected to the horizon, being 
depressed by the amount of the dip of the horiz.on, so as to \brow 
the strongest part of the light foll upon the horizon; and o{\h& 
2i degrees or 150 minutes forming the lower half of the dinrr• 
ence, the first 10 minutes alone were sufficient to light three 
quarters of the distance from the horizon towants the ligbthomle. 
in the case of a tower 100 feet high. If more of the li(lh~ wu 
wanted on the ~ea ~d less on the horizon, the axis was fun.her. 
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deHected, ao that the central rays fell on the &ea nearer in than 
the horilon. 

Mr. Masselin believed it was only in England and the English 
ooloniee that there were any lights remaining on the old reflect
ing system, as they had been entirely abandoned in other coun
tries for dioptric lights; and in this country the present reflecting 
lights would no doubt be replaced by dioptric a.pparatus as soon 
aa the reflectors required renewal. He did not know what was 
the greatest di.stance illuminated by a reflecting light, but with a 
sufficient number of lamps and large reflectors there was no 
reason why aa good a light should not be obtained by the reflect
ing system, for revolving ligh~ as bJ: the dioptric; but th_e cost 
of maintenance and consumption of oil was much greater Ill the 
reflect.ing system, and the whole of the refiectora required en
tirely renewing Rfter R certain time of wear. The largest reflec
t.ors that he knew of were 21 inches in diameter, and the greatest 
number employed in any one light was from 24 to 30. . 

The author stated that eighty yel\1'8 ago there were no hght
hoUBeS deserving the name, but only a few towers with coal tires 
to serve as beacons; and even as late as l!:S20 several of the main 
light.a, at Harwich and elsewhere, were only open coal fires with 
a brass plate placed behind as a rude kind of reflector. The 
celebrated Eddystone lighthouse was originally lighted by only a 
few miserable tallow candles, and in 1780 the first reflectors were 
used; but these were made only of plaster of Paris, hollowed to a 
parabolic shape, having the inner face covered over with eml\ll 
pieces of ordinary mirror glass set in the plaster, which were re
placed in 1807 by copper reflectors silvered on the face. The 
old reflecting system continued in general use until 183-l, wht:n 
Fresnel's more perfect dioptric light was introduced into this 
country, the first being erected on Lundy Island. The optical 
apparatus then consisted of only the annular lenses forming the 
central portion through which the light wu simply refracted, 
without any of the catadiopt1·ic or totally reflecting prisms by 
which the light was now rendered luminous throughout the 
entire height of the apparatus. The number of lights now in 
11se round the coast of England was altogether about 200, of 
which only about 38 were dioptric lights; but in the United 
States there were already more than 500 dioptric lights. 

The principle of adjustment was that each prism of glass in 
the apparatus was separately adjusted and fixed at the correct 
angle for the ray from a distant fixed point, to be directed in each 
case to a focus where the flame of the lamp was situated, so that 
all the rays intersected at that focus, and the whole of the light 
from the lamp was consequently deflected into the required direc
tion towards the horizon. The height that the light had to be 
tixt:d above the sea being given, the angle of dip of the horizon 
was known, and the whole of this adjustment could consequently 
be made in the works by having a eta.If erected at a distance as 
the object to be viewed in making the adjustment of the prisms, 
the staff being graduated by calculation to correspond with the 
true direction of the rays if prolonged to the horizon from each 
line of prisms. A eight was fixed in the focus of the apparatus 
Rt the point where the brightest part of the lamp flame was to be, 
and each prism was separately adjusted until the image of a 
white line on the verticalsta.ff was correctly thrown into the focus, 
a separate line for each prism being marked upon a staff specially 
graduated for each apparatus, according to the intended elevation 
of the lighthouse above the horizon. The adjustment was for
merly in a few inetance11 made at the 881\ coast, but by this 
arrangement it was now done at the works with much greater 
facility. Owing to the flame of the lamp being not a single point, 
but ext.ending over a height of as much as 4 inches in the largest 
size, the central rave only could be actually directed to the in
tended point, and the mys from the upper and lower portions 
of the ftame gave a total divergence of the light of about li degrees 
vertically. Formerly, and still in France, the prisms were ell 
aet to a dead level, and on account of the dip of the horizon the 
·central ray was consequently thrown above the actual horizon, 
and more than half the light was lost by being thrown into the 
air, instead of upon the sea; but here each prism waa treated 
1eparately, and set so thRt its central ray was depressed to the 
horizon or to a point somewhat within the horizon, so as to throw 
the greatest intensity of the light where it was moat wanted for 
veuela approaching from a distance, and to make the great.est 
proportion of the light RVRilable. 

During the process of adjustment thEI prisms were held in their 
places by small wooden wedges; and as soon as the adjustment 
was completed, they were secured by a little plaster of Paris Rt 

three points of each, which set quickly, and the remaining space 
was filled in afterwards with white and red lead putty; this set 
very hard in a few dRys, and held the prisms secure in their right 
position, and prevented them from touching the metal frame any
where, otherwise t.be glllBB would soon get chippe<l. 

The required accuracy of work was obtained by doing the 
grinding and polishing of the prisms entirely by machinery of 
accurate conetrnction. The prisms were set on horizontal revol
ving tables, like a horizontal face plate of a large lathe, up to 11 
feet diameter, the prisms of the same section and the 81\me curvature 
being fixed on the same table in a r.ontinuous circular ring of 
the required diameter, and having one face bedded in plMter of 
Paris; thf' two other faces were then ground and polished in their 
position by a set of rubbers with emery powder and rouge, 
worked transversely by machinery as the table 1-evolved, and 
moving at the required inclination or in curves of the required 
radius. 

No Rppearance of prismatic colours WM noticed in the light, 
and if there were any it was so slight as not to be perceptible, 
probably on account of the resolved coloured rays from the differ
ent prisms being so completely intermiugled by the vertical 
divergence of the light as to reproduce the white light free from 
prismatic colours. 

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADV AN CEMENT 
OF SCIENCE. 

Meetillg at Cambridge, 1862. 

Prnidcit-The Rev. RoBERT WILLIS, M.A., F.R.S. 
Vice-PruidenU-The &v. the Vice-Chancellor of the Univel'l!ity of 

Co.mbridge; The Very &v. the Dean of Ely, D.D.; The &v. W. 
Whewoll, D.D., F.R.S.; The Hev. A. Sedgwick M.A., F.R.8.; The 
Rev. J. Challis, M.A., F.R.S.; G. B. Airy, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.; 
G. G. Stokes, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.; J.C. Ado.ms, Esq., M.A., .F.R.S. 

&cretaria for the ltf eetinf/ at Camliridge-C. C. Babington, Esq., M.A., 
F.R.S.; G. D. Livein,;, Eiq., M.A.; Rev. N. M. Ferrel'!!, M.A. 
Treasurer for the Mutiny at l'omliridye-Rev. W. M. Campion, B.D. 
General &crelary-Willio.m Hopkins, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.; ~a~stanl 
General &crelary-John Phillips, Esq., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.; (icneral 
Treasurer-William Spot~iswoode, Esq., M.A., F.R.8. 

THE thirty-second session of the British Association com
menced its meetings at Cambrid~e on the 12th ult. 

The University and the municipal authorities did all in their 
power to contribute to the euccees of the meeting, and to the con· 
venience of the members and visitors. The Senate-ho11Se and the 
halls of the various colleges were thrown open for the meetings of 
the sections, and the corporaLion placed the Guildhall at the dis
posal of the Association for thEiir general aud evening meetings. 
The Fitzwilliam Museum, the Geological and Mineralogical Mu
seums, the Observatory, the .Museum of Comparative Anatomy, 
and the Botanic Garden were thrown open daily during the 
meeting of the Aesociation. 

The first general meeting was held on the 12th ult., at 8 o'clock 
p.m., in the Guildhall; among those present were-the ERrl of 
EnniekillEin, Lord Wrotteeley, th!! Vice-Chancellor of the U12iver
eit_v, Sir P. Egerton, Mr. Walpole, M.P., the Dean of Ely, Mr. 
Fairbairn, F.R.S., Mr. Tite, M.P., Mr. V. Harcourt, Mr. E. Chad
wick, Rev. Dr. Whewell, Dr. Leapingwell, Professors Owen, 
Huxley, Phillips, Sedgwick, &c. 

Mr. FAIRBAIRN, F.RS., the retiring President of the .Associa
tion, Bliid-" Ladies and gentlemen. it is my pleasing duty to in
troduce to you Professor Willis, the next Chairman of the 
British Association, I need not refer to the services which Pro
fessor Willis baa rendered to science ; they are well known in 
Cambridge, and in the country, and appreciated by all the 
learned societies of Europe. I congratulate you on hie appoint
ment to the chair. and I am quite sure it will do honour to 
the British Auociation. Last year, at the meeting in Manchester, 
there were brought.forward many subjects of great interest to 
science, which were most ably discussed, and I have no doubt the 
result of the meeting now taking place under the auspices of the 
learned Professors of Cambridge will be equally successful. It 
therefore gives me great pleasure to introduce to you my learned 
friend, Professor Willis, and to resign the chair to that gentle
man, who will now address you for the fir&t time as President of 
the British A880Ciation. 
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Prof81180r W1LLrs then took Uie chair, and delivered the inau
gural address. The Profeaaor firat referred briefly to the early 
history of the ABSOCiation, and then preeented a compre
hensive review of the various inveatigations carried out by 
committ.ees or individual members, by the help of the funds of 
the A.aaociation. He then proceeded to point out some of the 
moet striking advances mado in science during the past year, and 
aaid:-

" In Astronomy, M. Delaanay baa communicated to the Aca
demy of Sciences of Paria the reaults of his long aeries of calcu
lations in the Lunar Theory, dettined to fill two volumes of the 
Memoirs of the Academy. The firat volume waa published in 
1861; the printing of the other ia not yet begun. Thia theory 
gives the expressions for the.three co-ordinates of the moon uncler 
an analytic form, and carries those for longitude a.nd latitude to 
terms of the seventh order inclusive, that of Plana extending 
generally only to terms of t.be fift.b order. The addition of two 
orders baa required the calculation of 1259 new terms for the 
longitude, a.nd 1086 new wnns for the latitude. It wu by hav
ing recourse to a new process of calculation, by which the work 
was broken up into parts, that M. Delaunay has been able to ad
VIUlce the calculation of the lunar inequwitiea far beyond the 
limit.a previoualy reached. 

The Earl of Roeae bas ginn to the Royl\l Society (in a paper 
read June 20, 1861) some further account <>f reeearches in side
real astronomy, carried on with a Newtonian telescope of six 
feet clear aperture. These reaearcbes are pref'acOO by an account 
of the proceas by which the six-feet specula were made, a de
scription of the moan ting of the instrument, and some considera
tions relative to the optical power it is capable of. A selection 
from the observations of nebulm is ft!.ven in detail, illustrated by 
drawings, which convey an exact idea of the bizarrerie and as
tonishing variety of form exhibited by thi& claas of coamical 
bodies. 

Argelander, the eminent director of the Ohaervato17 at Bonn, 
is carrying on with great vigour the publication of hlB Atlas of 
the Stars of the Northern Heavens within 92° of Polar Distance. 
A lal'ge portion of this enormous work is completed, and two 
volumes contl\ining the data from observation for the construc
tion of the charts were recently published. These volumes con
tain tae approximate places of 216,000 at.are situated between 
the parallels of 2° south declination and 41° north declination. 

Simultaneously with the construction of star-charts, among 
which those of M. Charcornac of the Pari11 Observatory deaerve 
particular mention, addition11 have been made to the number of 
the remarkable group of small planets between the orbitll of 
Mara and Jupiter, their discovery being facilitated by the nee of 
charts. The last announced, which ie No. 74 of the series, was 
discovered on the morning of Sept. 1 of this year, by M. Luther, 
of Bilk, near D!iseeldorf, whose diligence has been rewarded by 
the discovery of a larii:e number of othera of the same group. 

"The present year Tiu been signalised by the unnpected ap
pearance of a comet of unusual brightneiia, which, although it.a 
WI was far from being as conspicnous aa those of the comets of 
1858 and 1861, e:a:hibited about its nucleus pbenomeua CJf a die
tinct and remarkable character, the records of which may pos
sibly at 110me future time aid in the discovery of the nature of 
that myllterioos action by whit!h the gaseous portions of these 
erratic bodies are so strangely affected. 

" On an application made by the Council of the Royal Astro
nomical Society, Government has granted £1000 for the estab-
lishment, during a limited period, undPr the superintendence of 
Captain Jacob, of an Observatory at a considerable altitude above 
the level of the sea, in the neighbourhood of Bombat. The in
teresting reisultll of the aeoent by Prof. Piuzi Smyth a few year11 
11ince of the Peak of Tenerift'e, for the purpose of making astro
nomical and physical observations, suggested to the Pl'eaident 
and Council of the Society the de11irableneu of taking this 1tep. 

In Chemi.itry the greatest advance which baa been made dur-
iog the put year is probably the formation of compound11 of 
carbon and hydrogen by the direct onion of thoee elements. 
M. Berthelot has succeeded in pl'oducing some of the simpler 
corupound11of carbonandhydrogen bytheaotion of carbon intensely 
heated by electricity or hydl'ogen gas; and from the simpler 
oompounds thu11 formed he is able to produce, by a 11ucceeaion al 
11tepe, compound11 more and more complex, until he bids fair to 
produce from inorganic 11ouroea all the compounds of carbon and 
hydrofreD which have hitherto been only known 811 produota of 
orga.n10 origin. Mr. Maxwell Simpeon baa aJao added to hia 

former reeearchee a ltep in the 8ll.Dl8 direction, producing IOIDe 
organic products by a 11ynthetical proceu. But tbeae important 
researches will be fully laid before :rou in the lecture Oil Organic 
Chemistry, which Dr. Odliug has kindly promiled to thU. 
meeting. 

Dr. Hoffmann bu continued his indefatigable miearchea OD 
Poly-&mmoniaa, aa well aa on the colouring m"'tera produced 
from ooal-tar. Mr. Sohlaing propoeee a mode of Jll""paring 
chlorine by a continuous proce1111, which may perbape become 
important in a manufacturing point of view. In thi1 prooem 
nitric acid ie made to play the 11&111e kind of part. that it doee in 
the manufacture of 11ulphuric acid, the oxidee of nitrogen acting 
together with oxides of manganese aa carrien of oxygen fro1ll 
the atmosphere to the hydrochloric acid. 

The methods of dialysis announced laat year by the Muter ol 
the Mint, and of epectrom analyaia, are now in eYerybody'a handa, 
a.nd have already produced many intereeting result& 

In Civil or Mechanical Engineering there i11 nothing very new. 
The remarkable eeries of experimenQI carried on at Shoeb11!')'9 

neu and elllewbere, have developed many moat inW1'1!8ting lacta 
and laws in relation to the propertiea of iron, and ita reeiatanoe 
to projectiles at high velocities, which will doabtleea be fully laid 
before ;ou at some future period; but in the present imperfect 
atate o the inveetigation, and in con11ideration of lhe purpoae of 
that investigation, prudential reaaona forbid the oomplete publi
cation of the facts. My able predeceaeor in tbi11 chair, who baa 
taken 110 prominent a part in the. experiments, baa given an 
account of some of the results in a communication to the Royal 
Institution, in May laat, and also in the new volume for 1861; 
andia, aa be infol'llll me, engaged with a long aeriee of experi
ments on this aubject, which, with hie experiaoe and ability, 
cannot fail to develope new facts, and will in all probabilit.y 
ultimately determine the law of penetration.'' 

SECTION G.-MEcBAirlcAL ScIENCB. 
~:-W. Falrbalm. 
V..i-Pruld.,,,,:-Jameo Numyth; 'Prol'e9or J, H. Jtanldne; Dr. BA>bln.m; Jon 

Soott Ra.ell; Prof_,, Jameo TllOIDIOll; Cbarlel Tlpalee. 
s.ortlariu:-P. Le Neve Yooter; Wm. J.1. Fa•cet&. 
C""'mltl«:-Roberl Abernethy; J. 0. Appold; Tbeo. Alton· Admiral Sir Bdftld 

Belcher; Goo. Bidder; Bir John Dalrymple Bar. Ban.:.; ~r Dcnnd~~J!!• 
Euton; J.M. Gilbert; J- H..,.ooci; Dr. Joule; w. Lladl<'J'; J.B. ; 
J, :McConnell; Robert Hallet; ROberl W. Mylno; J. JI.. Napier; Jameo Oldham; 
William Pole; Wllllam Smith: C. W. 8leme111; Thomu Webotel'. 

Mr. FAIRBAIRN, in opening the proceedings, said 
"Every succeeding year presents to our notice eome new feature 

of conatruction or some new application of science to the ueei'ul 
arts. Last year we had to record eeveral new di11coveriea in 
chemical aa well aa mechanical science, and this yMr i11 fMlitful 
of machinery and the industrial developments 811 exhibited in the 
courtll of the International Exhibition. It ill not mr intent.ion 
to occupy your time with a history of tbeee exhibitions, but I 
may be permitted to notice 11ome of the moet interesting objects and 
aome of the ingenious contrivances which we are called upon to 
witneaa, a.nd which do honour to the age in which we live. 
Before I venture on a description of theae objecta I must however 
crave 1our indal~oe while I endeavour to notice eome of the 
more important unprovements which have tai.ken plaoe in me
chanical science during some of the paet years. 

It may be 11tated that there is no period of the past history al 
science so fruitful in diaooveries aa the present century. Within 
the last fifty yeara we are enabled to enumerate th1t appli~ 
of 11team ae a motive power to every description of manufacture, 
aa also to navigation, locomotion, and agriculture. At the cloee 
uf the eighteenth century the power of steam and ita 11ow almoat 
univeraal application was, with the exCPption of a few enginee by 
Boulton a.nd Watt, comparatively unknown. Now it ia the ban.J
maid of every deacription of work. Thia we may consider aa the 
present state of steam and the steam-engine, and we have ollly 
to compare the small but beautiful construction of e11ginee £or 
private and domeatio nae, 811 IMl8D in the Exhibition of tbia year, 
with thOM which pro1?91 our 11eets, drain our mines, and move 
with clockwork precision the innumerable machin• of our manu
factoriea. To theae we may add the WMI of eteam to looomouoza, 
and we realise the law of heat reciprocally convertible into me
chanical force, or the dynamic theory of work done, in the 8Dll'l1 
of nearly 1000 horses power at fifty miles an boar. 

The introduction of steam and ita application to auch a Tariet7 
of purpoaee wu ahortly followed by that of pa, and tbia brilliaD$ 
discovery we owe to ~e Ulltutored mind of oue of 0111' ma work-
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ing mechanic&, William Murdoch, of Soho, the aaaiatant and 
contemporary of Watt. Mr. Murdoch lighted up hie own houee 
and Soho about the year 1802 or 1803, and in 1804 gas waa first 
applied to light Messrs. Philip and Lee's cotton mills at Man
chester. For some years it made little or no progress, but it was 
in 1814 employed for li2bting the street.a of towns; and we are 
therefore indebted to William Murdoch and carburetted hydro
gen for the enjoyment of a pure and brilliant light in our streets 
:i.ud public bllildings, and in almost every house aud town in the 
empire. Next to gas came steam navigation, railways and loco
motion, and subsequently the electric telegraph. 

I shall now only advert to those depa.rtments of scienC'e in 
which the members of this section are more immediately inter
ested. In taking even a cursory view of the machinery of the 
two annexes of the International Exhibition, we cannot be othel'
wiee than struck with the multiplicity of t~e objects, the perfec
tion of the execution, and the accuracy of the tools, together with 
the numerous devices by which these are attained. A very 
casual glance at this Exhibition, when compared with that of 
18.51, and that of Paris in 1855, shows with what intensity and 
alacrity the public mind bas been at work since the people of all 
nations were first called upon to compete with each other in the 
peacefnl rivalry of mecbanieal art. As one of the jury, I exam
iued with care and attention the whole of the mechanical inven
tions and machines in the International Exhibition. There is 
no new discovery of importance, except that the machines are 
more compact and better executed than at any previous Exhibi
tion. Taking the Exhibition as a whole, there is no very great 
nor very important discovery in mecbanieal iKlience, but there ie 
a great deal to be seen of a character both interesting and instruc
ti ve. In land stel\m-engines there is nothing particularly attrac
tive, if we "xeept the growing importance of the horizontal, 
which is rapidly supplanting the beam, or vertieal, engine. To 
the horizontal aystem may be applied economy in the fint cost, 
and nearly equal efficiency in its application to miJJs and for 
manufacturing purposes. Another important feature in these 
engines is their smooth and noisele88 motion, their compact 
form, and the facility with which thef can be applied as helps, 
or assistants, to those of llll"iter dimen111onR. They are, moreover, 
executed with a degree of finish and accuracy of workmanship 
which cannot easily be surpassed. In Lh\l agricultural depart.. 
ment the same observations apply to this description of engine, 
where it is extensively uRed on & smaller scale. They are 
equally well made, and the country at large are ehietly indebted 
to our agricultural engineers for many ingenious oontrivances, 
and for their 11uceessful apflieation, not excluaivel,y to the 
farm, but to many other usefu purposes in the economy of rural 
life. 

From the motive puwer employed in our manufactories and ita 
adaptation to agricnlture, let ue glance at the beautiful execution, 
com~ form, and colOllllal dimenaion11 of our marine enginea; 
and we shall find in combination simplicity of form, concentra
tion of power, and preciaion of action never before equalled in 
tbill or any other country. Tboae who have examined the iqieei
mene of Mr. Penn and Me1181'8. Mandalay and Field in the Inter
national Exhibition must have been struck by the beituty and 
exactitude with which these engines are manufactured. In this 
department of construction we are without rivals, and it is & 

eouroe of pride that thie country, as the tint maritime nation in 
the world, should stand pre-eminently fint u the leader of naval 
propulsion. In locomotive u in marine constructions we are 
not behind, if we are not in advance o~ other nations, although 
it must be admitted that several 11plendid speeimeue of engines 
from France and Germany are exhibited by some of the best 
makers of tbOBe countries. There is however this dietinction 
benreen the continental locomotives and those of home manu
facture, and that is, in this country there is greater simplicity r,f 
deeign, greater compaetnese of form, and clearer eoncep1.ions in 
working out the details of the part& These operations, when 
earef1llly executed to standard gauges, render each part of an 
engine a faeaimile of it.a fellow, and hence follo'Wll the perfection 
ot a system where every part ill a repetition of a whole seriea of 
part., a11d in eo far as aeeuraey ia concerned it is a great improve
IMDt on dae old sy11tem of con11truotion. 

Tale oClher parts of the Exhibition are well entitled to a cme
Cul impection. In minerals and raw materials the collections 
ve nmeroaa and Yaluable to an extent never before witneaed 
m any E.s.hibttion; and the artiolea, fuel and ores, will be found 
highly illltruotlve. The machinery for pWDping, winding, and 

CD'Ut!hing, is upon a llOllle nffioienUy large and eomprebeneive to 
engage the l\ttention of the mechanic and miner, and it is only to 
be regretted that in every caae oompetent persons are not in 
attendance fully prepared to explain and initiate the inexperi
enced atudent in the principles of the workings, and the cases of 
inatrumenta 110 neatly clusitied and epread before him for instruc
tion. 

In the machinery department, although there is nothing 
that strikes the ohllerver at fint eight as new, yet there are many 
usefal improvements ealculated to econom1&e labour, and facilitate 
the operationa of apinning and weaving; and in tool-making 
there never were, at any former period, so many bands l\lld beada 
at work as on the ooeasion pending the opening of th11 Exhibition. 
I do not believe that at l\llY former period there haa been such 
an exhibition of machinea, and of tools which are the creators and 
maken of the machines themselves. Some of the tools, such aa 
the turning, boring, planing, and Rlotting machines, are of a very 
high order; and the tool machinery for the manufacture of fire
arms, abells, rockets, &c., ie of auch a character as to render the 
whole operations, however minute, perfectly automaton, or self
acting, with an accuracy of repetition that leaves the article when 
finished identieal with every other article from the eame machine. 
Such, in fact, is the perfection of the tool system as it now exists, 
that in almost every ease we may ealculate on a degree of exacti
tude that admits of no deviation beyond a thousandth part of an 
inch. 

Among the many interesting mechanieal objects exhibited in 
the two annexes, may be noticed as original the spool machine 
for the winding of sewing-thread on bobbin11; the machine for 
making paper bagii, invented by a pupil of my own; the 111\W 

riband machine, and othen of great merit as regards ingenuity 
of contrivance and adaptation of design. In manufactures, in 
design, and in constructive nrt, there is everytbin~ that could be 
desiloed in the shape of competitive skiJJ; and, w1tboat viewing 
the success of the Great Exhibition of this year in a peeuuiary 
paint of view, we may sdely aLtribute its great suceess to the 
interesting and instructive character of the objects submitted to 
public inspection. 

Irrespective of the Exhibition, with it.a invalnable and highly 
11niehed specimens, we have briefly to notice 110me of the improve
ments and ehangee that have taken place in the construction of 
ordnance, and the art of defence, and tn chronicle some of the 
most imr.ortant results which have placed the whole of our naval 
and military armaments in a state of transition. It iR now well 
undent.ood that his Majesty the Emperor of the French was the 
first to apply iron plates as a defence to the aides of sbipa, and 
that ships of war protected with a given tbiekne88 of plate, 
4j inches, were invulnerable to shot or shell. For a considerable 
length of time thia opinion was prevalent, and waa acted upon 
boUi in this country, France, and America. The experimente 
instituted by the Admiralty and War Office have to & great 
extent diepelled these notions, and it bas been proved that a 
smooth-bored Armstrong gnn with a 160 lb. spherical shot can 
pierce & 4i-incb thick plate and 18 inches of teak. Jn f&ot, it 
has been proved by experiment that no V1!118el yet constructed is 
able to carry armour-plates of sufficient thickness to reaist 11uch 
powerful ordnance as hl\8 been brought against them. Every 
etf'ort baa been made on the part of the Government to determine 
experimentally tbe properties of iron best ealculated to resist 
shot, and the greatest po88ible care has been observed, both in 
a chemieal and mechanieal point of view, to secure the very best 
description of iron for that purpose. I have myself beea engaged, 
with my friend Mr. Scott RuS11ell, in this investigation, and I 
think we have attained to a knowled,te of the description of iron 
best adapted to offer the most powerful resistance to ahot fired at 
high velocities. All tht!lle f&ots have been ascertained, as also 
the penetrating powers ot di1ferent descriptions of ordnance as 
compared with the tbickneBS of the plates to be pierced. In this 
position the balance of force to the resistance of the plate was in 
favour of the gun, but with this qualification, that the gun bad 
to sustain an explosive force of powder equivalent to one-third 
the weight of the shot, a charge which tile gun was unablo to 
bear. Under. ordinary eiteumstanoes, with the usual charge of 
one;iighth weight of the ahot, it might reasonably be infe!Tfd 
that the balance was on the side of the plate, and that guns of 
such heavy ealibre were insufficient in strength to 11ostain these 
tremendous oharges of powder. Agam, it must be borne in mind 
that theee results were only produCed at certain distances, and 
under certain conditio11s of heavy charge• of powder aud a abort 
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range of 200 yards. The inquiry waa thus hanging on the 
balance, wheu it was determined to ascertain the effect of the 
large Horafall gun of 22 tons weight, with a charge of 76 lb. of 
powder and a 300 lb. shot, against a target representing the 
Warrior, with her 18 inches of teak and 41 inches of iron. The 
result of this experiment was the penetration of the maB8 with a 
huge opening in the aide of the target upward11 of 2 feet in 
diameter. Thia experiment is probably not Qaiculated to apply 
to ships of war carrying ordnance of such immense weight, but it 
is greatly in favour of forts where an eneruy'a vessel may be 
struck at a distance of 1000 yards. PMlling from the Horsfall 
gun, we now come to the last and most important experiments 
with the Whitworth gun. The first was a 12-pounder field gun, 
and the second a 70-pounder naval gun; both of the guns were 
rilled. These experiments are very instructive, and I probably 
could not do better thl\D quote from the Timu of September 18, 
a statement of the effect produced by those guns. Having been 
present at the experiments, I can state that the account givl'n by 
the correspondent of the Timu was strictly correct in regard to 
the result of the experiments:-

' It will perhaps be remembered that a decided difference was esta
blished very early in the controversy between the penetrating powers of 
solid shot and th011e of ahell. Solid shot at one time failed, Md at 
another time suoceedel again.tit armour plates, according to the modified 
oondition.t1 of the experiment; but shells failed, absolutely and invariably. 
No shell could ever be driven through even a moderately thick plate of 
iron, and it waa concluded therefore that this, the moet dangerous and 
dreaded 1peciea of miasile, could undoubtedly be kept out of a ship by a 
thin Cll8ing of armour. Accordingly, aa a reduction of a ahip'a armour 
to the lEMt possible weight was of great coDAequenoe, especially in small 
vea&ela, gunboats and other craft of the like description have been built 
in some countries with 26-inch or 2-inch armour plates and consid~red 
effectually ahell-proof. On Tuesday however Mr. Whitworth entered 
the field with two of hia piecee, for the service of which he had apeciall y 
prepa.red some flat-fronted hardened shells. The 12-pounders at 200 
yards presently sent these shells through a 2·inch plate, backed by a foot 
of timber, from which simple piece of evidence the conclU8ion iJi inevitable 
that vesaela protected to that extent only are shell· proof no longer. But 
in the trial of the 70-pounder an additional result was obtained. It has 
bren wggested that if, instead of employing a given thickneea of iron in 
one aolid piece, the armour of a ahip were divided into two p1atea. each 
of half that thiclmeu, an4 theee pl.ates were separated by a certain space 
from each other, the rem.ting power of the structure might be much 
increased. The theory waa that the firBi plate, though it would doubt.leee 
be pierced, would IO deaden the force of the 1hot that the second plate 
would repel it; and indeed, as reganla eolid shot, the queation remaina 
still undecided. With reepect to shell, however-or rather, Mr. Whlt
worth'a shells-we are not left in doubt, eveu on thiJi point. The 70-
pounder was trained against a target consiructed on this principle of a 
double side. A 1trong oak frame armed with 4-inch plates was attached 
to a second platro to the depth of 2 inches, a apace of 2 or S feet being 
left between them. The shell from thiJi gun, fired with 12 lb. of powder 
only, pierced the outer aide of the target completely, oak and irou 
together, after which it bum inside the frame and shattered it to 
pieces.' 

From this statement we learn that 4 inch011 of BOJid iron and 
9 inches of wood is no protaction against shells discharged from a 
moderately sized gun, and that no gunboat such as those on the 
American waters could prevent the entrance of these dreaded and 
destructive missiles. In point of fact, Mr. Whitworth, with a 
rilled gun lighter than the 68-pounder, could destroy them by 
his steel hardened shells at a distance of 1500 to 2000 yards. 
Since the above was written another experimeut has been tried 
with a still larger gun, rilled on Mr. Whitworth's hexagonal 
principle. This gun was of large calibre, 120-pounder. At a 
distance of 600 yards, the results seem to prove that the sides of 
a veSBel like the Warrior are no longer shell-proof: In those 
experiments 130 lb. solid shot, with a charge of 23 lb. of powder, 
weut right throu~h the 4l-inch armour plate, and lodged in the 
teak backing behmd. A shell of the same weight, and a charg_e 
of 25 lb. of powder, also penetrated the armour plate and exploded, 
tearing the wood backing, and lodged in the opposite side. From 
these more recent experimenta we may infer that the victory is 
on the side of the gun, and that it may be difficult under such 
fearful odds to construct ships of sufficient power to prevent 
their destruction by the entrance of shells. Other experiments 
are however in progreBS, and means may yet be adopted to BOlve 
the question of armour ships ver.nu shot or shell. 

On Unsinkable ShiJJI. By CHARLES ATIIERT01'1 

Late Chief Engineer in Woolwich Dockyard. 
COMPETITIVE rivalry in the IU'IB of naval construction a11d 

ordnance destruction, as applied to nuritime warfare, having now, 
as aepears by recent demonstrations at Sh<>t1buryn-, reached a 
condition of experimental speculation prospectively of an un
limited character; and 11.11 the consideration of this aubject 
essentially embraces the question of the capability of an iuvul
nerably armoured ship to carry armament wiLh reference to the 
size of the ship itaelf, it i11 presumed that a paper thus involving 
the detai111 of naval architectural construction may be appro
priately brought forward and discussed in the Mechanical Section 
of the British Association for the Advancement of Scil'nce. 

The object of this communication is not to discuss the queation 
-Whether, by au unlimited expenditure, shiJ>ll can be made 
iuvulnerable to the fU!saulta of all present and future ordnaDce, 
nor is it inteuded to damp the ardour with which peace must be 
upheld by the moral effect of preparation for any adverse eventu
ality by our practically adopting for the time being, in comwon 
with other nations, the recognised principle of" iuvulnerability! 
My object on the present occasion is ~imply to briug forward t.he 
question, whethP.r the principle of" Unsmkability," as balled on 
the avemge specific gravity of the mat.erials of which a 11hip m&y 
be constructed and loaded being le88 than the specific gravity or 
water, and as di11tinguished from "Invulnerability" llS dependent 
on armour plating, may not be advantageously introduced ae 
sur,plemeutary to our present system of naval construction. 

rhis subject has for llOrne years engaged my attention, and ill 
anticipation not only of the now-realised efficacy of direct fire, 
but a!BO in anticipatiou of a totally new era of mortar pra.ctice 
not yet entered upon, whereby the decks of vessels may undoubt
edly be assailed by the descent upon them of a huge weight (say 
10 tons) projected to a great height (say 300 feet) at short range 
(say 100 yards), thereby attaining precision of descent, and fall
iug almost vertically on the deck and passing out through the 
bottom of an adjacent ship. Anticipating such reaulta, I bare 
already by various publications, aud officially in my late capacity 
as Chief Eugineer of Woolwich Dockyard, directed attention t.o 
the principle of" Unsinkable Ships," as a means of obviating the 
fatal effects at sea of such devices, and I now beg reference to the 
following letter which appeared in The Timu, of 12th January, 
1859, explainiug generally, though incompletely, the views which 
I entertain:-

To THE EDITOR OP THB .. Tnras ... 
Sm,-Many suggestions have of late been brought before the publk 

ou the construction of gun·boats, mortar-boata, and floating-bau.eriet, 
with a view to make them invulnerable; and I now beg to add my vim 
on that subject. Why uot make the floating body for such special ter· 
vices, up to the line of its load diJiplaoement, a aolid DIAM of material <~ 
1uch specific gravity lighter than water that it shall not. Bink, ho
much it may be perforated by shot! It apptl&lll to me that a solid com· 
bination might be made of cork shavings, light wood aawdU11" nlPh Btam. 
cotton waste, flock, hemp, and other light material, which by the aid ol 
a solution of gutta.-percha, or other chemical ~ would form a IO!idi
fying maaa, ao tough that it could not be knocked to pieoea by sho~ and 
so light that it would be only one-half the apecific gravity of water, and 
therefore unsinkable, however perforated by shot, and capable of carryiDg 
armament and uaval equipment to the extent of nearll one-half the weigh\ 
of its own di..plaoement in tons. Such VeB!!(:la of light draught aca>m· 
p&nying fleets of war as tenders to line-0f-battle ahipa, whence they migh\ 
be manned and stored as occasion might require, would, I submit, form 
a useful aui:iliarv available for shore service, or for attacking land 
batteries, which deep draught. ahipa of the line cannot approach, .uo1 
would be rrunk if they could. 

I may observe that thiJi idea w&& firBi broaohed by me t.wo yean m
as being applicable to the consiruction of veeaela lor carrying liJeMml'. 
They might be wrecked ashore, but the treasure would be recoverable. 

I am, kc. 
CHARLES ATHERTOll. 

In respect to the practical carrying out of the general principle 
of " unsinkability," announced in the foregoing leLter, I bee 
further to explain that I do not anticipate depriving war of the 
glory and honour which can only be purchaeed by blood. With
out the sacrifice of blood in war the naval and military calling 
would be ignominious, and the national spirit would bectlM 
degenerate. No, let ordnance do its best. I would howner ll8ek. 
in the const1'tlction of " unsinkable ships," that the life of a DllD 
may not be sacrificed by an ounce of lead, and that the wholt 
crew of a ship may not be simultaneously drowned through the 
elective application of a single shot, or the desceD~ of a aiDP 
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thunderbolt down through the deck and bottom of the ship, or 
by the lat.era! concuasion of a hostile ram. With these views I 
always anticipated that the principle of" unsinkability" would, if 
adopted, be carried out, not exclusively by making the ship solid 
up to her load-line, but on various plans of arranging and dispo
sing of the buoyant material according to the special requirements 
of the service contemplated, for example, a treasure ship or ship 
built for being lllden with specially valuable goods may, if so 
pNferred, be a mas& of buoyant material up to its lolld-line. But 
a steam-ship may be oonstructed with its engine-room below the 
level of the load line, into this the water may possibly get acceas, 
but the ship when thus water-logged would be saved from going 
to the bottom by a sufficiency of buoyant mat.erial being con
structively dispos~ of in various parts of the ship; such for in-
1tance as the bull and decks above the load water-line being com
poaed of as great a mass of material as is equivalent t.o the entire 
oapacity of bold in space left vacant below the load water-line. 

Of course the efficacy of this system would be entirely depen
dent on the degree in which the specific gravity of the buoyant 
material may be less than the specific gravity of water. Various 
communications have already been made t.o me announcing the 
discovery of natural substances and artificial compounds not 
exceeding half the specific gravity of water, and apparently 
1Uitable for being used as a buoyant material in the C011Btruction 
of unsinkable sbipe on the principles thus set forth. The 
practical prosecution of the subject is so obvious, and the details 
of arrangements manifestly so lldequate to the special objects for 

which a ship may be intended, that I need not, on the present 
occaaion, encumber this promulgation of my views by entering 
into details. I would merely further observe that the mass of 
buoyant material may be so selected and disposed of that it may 
contribute greatly to th.. strength of the ship. Of course in the 
practical lldoption of this principle, as compared with the ordinary 
construction of ships, there must be a sacrifice of capability, but 
when it is considered that the great mass of buoyant material 
may be distributed below the water-line, and thus conduce to the 
stability of the ship, instead of being above the water-line and 
thus impairing the stability of the ship, as is necesaarily the 
case with the armour plating of invulnerable ships; and moreover 
when it is considered that the principle of unsinkability is 
applicable to vesaels of small size, whilst invulnerability by iron 
armour plating can only be carried out with vessels of enormous 
magnitude, it may be confidently anticipated that the principle of 
uusinkability by the agency of buoyant materials, as distinguished 
from the principle of invulnerability by the agency of armour 
plating, is worthy of attention for mercantile purposes, especially 
in time of war, and as a supplementary adjunct for CO-Operating 
with ships of war in shoal waters, where armoured ships, by 
reason of their necessarily great draft, cannot operate. In pro
secuting the operations of war, ordinary shi~ defended by 
unsinkable ships or otherwise kept out of harms way, would be 
available as barracks, hospitals, and store ships for their accom
panying fleet of unsinkable ships, of which the stowage for stores 
may be deficient. , 

On an Improved /Qf'm of "Link Motion," BY JAMES NA.SllYTll. 

&om)ib'1 "Solid· Bu" I.ink MoLion. 

IN ma y in1portant 1\pplie11.tiou of the terun engine it is e sen
tial tha.t we sbould po e the mcaus uf reversing, o.t pleasure, 
the direction of the 1'evolut100 of the cmnk slJA.fl. Prominent 
instances of the desil'o.bleness of this capabililyaro presented iu the 
case of the locomotive eugiue. o.ud iu tbe marine engine, n al o 
in the CRse of the "winding engine," na employed in colliery nod 
other mi ing purpo. es. 

Many con iv shave been l'l'.!Or!.ed to for tbe att.ainmPnL of 
this object ; all of which, however, has been characterised by 
Considerable comple:sity, and consequent liability to derangement, 
unraithfulneas of action, and rapid wear and tear. 
· It W!IS uot until the invention of the justly celebrated "Link 
M'ltion," that the problem of" how to reverse the motion of a 
1team engine" received its perfect solution, at the hands of a me
chanic in the service of MeBBra. Robert Stephenson, of Newcastle
upon-Tyne, who, by the invention of the link motion, added 
one of the most beautiful and perfect details to the steam engine, 
and has thereby conferred a vast benefit on mankind. Not only 
does the link motion solve the problem of "bow to reverse 
the action of a steam engine," but also we obtain by its means a 
very. perfect and simple, variable, expansive valve motion, com
bined with the means of arresting in the most gentle and effec
tive manner, the motion of the engine. In all these respl!Cts the 
link motion combines, in one beautifully simple whole, the pro· 
parties of reversing gear, expansive valve motion, and throttle 
n.lve. So perfect in all th~ respects is the action of the 

I 

link motion, that the form first given to it by its inventor has been 
almost universally adopted, and become traditionary, in so far, 
at all events, as regards the loop or link form of its main and 
distin~g feature is concerned. 

In the application of this beautiful invention to marine engines, 
of the larger class especially, some disadvantages, latent in the 
loop or lliik form, ~n to manifest themselves; the chief of 
which is the constructive difficulty of taking up the slack, natur
ally due to the wear and tear of the swivel block working inside 
the loop of the link, and the consequent unpleasant knocking 
action and wear which naturally accompanies any such undue 
slackness in the moving parts ; besides which, in onler to give 
the requisite amount of rigidity to the large size of links em
ployed in marine engines of the larger class, an amount of 
material has to be introduced into them that is, in every respect, 
desirable to avoid. 

It was with the view to remove these objections, as well as to 
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arimplify and economise the oost of construction ofnoh link l:Do
tiou, '1lat the writer oontrind, in 1862, whM he terms hia 
"Solid Bar" form of the link motion, and which he, in the ame 
year, introduced into actual practice in a colliery winding engine, 
which he made for a tirm in South Y orkehire. The perfect action 
in practice which wu found to attend this timple solid bar 
form of the link motion, led hie friend, 1111-. Edward Humphrys, 
to introduce this solid bar link motion into his marine enginee; 
in doing which, Mr. Humphry• has displayed hie usual high 
akill and judgment in the admirable manner in which he hu 
adapted the writer's invention; aa may be aeen in thoee mapi
fioant marine enginea of 400 horse power which Meara. Hum
phrys and l'ennant have 11ent to the International Exhibition. 

As it is presumed that this subject cao only interest thoes who 
are practically conversant with the detaila of steam engines, it 
will not be requisite to enter into any minute or detailed descrip
tion of the " Link Motion" as such, but simpl1 to point out the 
nature of the modification of form which specially characteri
the inventor's arrangement of it. The main feature of which 
consists in the 1ubetitution of a aolid bar (marked A in the accom
panying. figure) in place of the uaual link or loop form of the part 
1n queat1on. 

This 10lid bar A is coupled with the eliding block C, C, to which 
the valve rod is attached, by means of two cylindrical segmental 
rocking blocka B, B, between which the bar A elides when one 
or other of the eccentrica i11 cauaed to convey its chief action to 
the valve. The subetitution of the eolid bar A for the open link 
or loop hitherto employed, gives us a more rigid and exact agent 
for conveying the action of the eccentrica to the valve than is the 
CIUle with the liuk; while it enables vs, by means of the aetting
up rod D, and the set-screw E, to take up all "alack" that may 
from time to time ariae from wear, and so 11eCure a most perfect, 
yet easy fit, to the bar A, in its action between the rocking seg
ments B, B. 

The two cylindrical rocking segmental pieces B, B, work inside 
a corresponding recess iu the projecting front part of the elide 
block C, C, which aliding block having & dove-tail slide back, 
and correaponding slide recess F, F, secures the most perfect 
steadiness of r.ction to the valve whose rod is r.tt&ehed to the 
block C, C. A cover pl&te, held ou by four small bolts, the holes 
for which &re indicated on the slide block C, C, keeps all in per
ftlCt relr.tive position, And, at the earue time, renders all quite 
acceesible when need be. The lever I, and connecting 'bar H, 
are part of the apparatus or gear for bringing the one or other 
eccentric into chief a.ction on the valve, the solid bar A sliding 
f~ly for that purp011e between the rocking blocks B, B. 

The general simplicity and comparative ease of construction, 
and "get-at-ability" of this Solid Br.r arrangement of the Link 
Motion, has yielded the highest satisfaction in every case in which 
it has bePn applied ; r.nd as it appears to be likely to come into 
general use, it is so far right thr.t the history of its invention be 
known by the preceding remarks. 

On Macllinery for Comporing arnl Di1tributing 7Yfe. 
By CHARLES HART. 

Tu "compoaition" of type conaista in ananging the different 
characters in words with proper "spaces," between them, and 
agr.in in arranging the word11 so formed in lines of any required 
length. The latter part of the process is tecl:nically called 
"justifying." After the type has been used in the press, it 
becomes necessary that each character, or "sort," should be 
restored to its proper position in the "case," and when under
going this process the types are 811.id to be "distributed." 

This branch of indn1try is one of' the very few in which the 
ingenuity of man has hitherto failed to eft'eot. any economy, unless 
attempts which have been very recently made to accomplish that 
desirable end eball prove auccessful. At tbia day, u in the 
dr.ye of Guttenberg r.nd Caxton, the composition ie eft'ected bl 
picking the typea with the fingers out of the case, and the diatri
bution is accomplished by reversing that primitive operation. 
But human ingenuity, if hitherto unsucceaaful, baa not beea 
entirely idle in thi11 matter. The lut.ernational Exhibition con
tains no lea than three machine&, or rather aeta of machines, 
for composing and distributing. They are bown as-the machiflea 
of' Y OU11g, of DelCl\IDbre, and of Mitchel. The last-named 
maobiaee have not only been rewarded with & medal at tbe 
In erna.tional Exhibition, but hr.ve been adopted by eeveral 
print.ere in England, Scotland, and AmerUs. They may, there-

fore, be conaidtred t.o have eltabliebed soma '*1im to tile notioe 
of those who are 1pecially intereeted in the dift'ueion of know= 

The compoaiug machine is in shape a right--angled Vian 
placed horizontally. There is a key-board r.t one of the ai 
and parallel with &nd aloee to thie key-board there ie a lllllll 
iron shaft, aet in motion by eteam tJ!>Wer, cauaing a number oC 
parallel bands of tape to move uniformly away from ihe bf· 
board, and in a direction perpendicular t.o it. The eevenl 
characters or sorta &re placed in bl'llllll el!dee, which are rupl 
in & line commencing at 1.he right of the operator (who faces tbe 
key-board), and runnin~ &Ol'Oll8 the triangle llDtil it almost bileeta 
the other aide. In addition to the parallel bands abov•ment.ioned, 
which all move with uniform velocity, there is another band, 
called the "main band," running aloo~ the hypothenuee of the 
triangle, which ia greater in length than any of the othera, and 
alao moves with greater velocity. Under each of thesulidaCDe 
of the parallel banda is conatantly kept moving, ready to ooavey 
ita proper type to the main hand; and, on ita arrival there, the 
type falls into its proper place in the word. The duty of tbe 
m&in band is to carry the worde tba11 formed on to & wheel, which 
places the type standing upright, and pusba forward the lille • 
fut 11 it is formed. 

One of the principal difficul~iee which inventors hava to eon
tend agr.inst in dealing with this aubjeci, wu to find BOme _, 
by which the types could be made to arrive at their dntinatioa 
in the exact order in which they are 11truck out by the ktyL 
Mr. Mitchel bu achieved this result by caDBing the 1111vtral typea 
to move with & speed proportioned to the dist.ance over which 
they hr.ve to travel. To understand this, it would be n_,,. 
to confine our &ttention to the triangle formed by the line of ihe 
elides in which the types rest, the lowest and longest of tbe 
parallel bands, and the main band. The side of this triariJ!e 
tormed by the main band, is about 2i times as long as the 11de 
formed by the parallel band11. The mr.in band moves at a speed 
2t times u great as the parallel bands. It followa neoeaarily 
thr.t if two types nre struck out at the same moment from the 
opposite ends of the line of elides, both must arrive together a& 
the point of junction of the two b&nds, one being carried over a 
space 2t times as great as the other, and at & spetd 2! times u 
great. By this very simple contrivance the types are made lo 
&rrive infallibly in the order in which they are struck out, bo'll'· 
ever rapid may be the touch of the operator. The machine baa 
accomplished ita duty when the types hr.ve been received frcm 
the main b&nd by the "setting wheel," which t'ql'DS each leiW 
into a vertical poaition, and r.t the 11:1me time pushee fonrud 
the liue. The long line th u11 formed is transferred to a juatifying 
11tand, and when this is filled, the operator proceeds to jlllltify, 
ler.ving another workmr.n to take his turn &t the ker One com
poaing machine, thus worked by two operators, l8 capable cl 
setting up 50,000 "ens" of corrected mr.tter per day, being 
&bout the ordinary work of four men. 

The distributing machine exhibits even greater ingenuity than 
its companion. When ooe considers the great variety of eorlll lo 
be dealt with, &mounting to &bout one hundred and twenty ill ell, 
and, further, their great diversity in thickneu, it is difficu1' te 
conceive that, by & merely mechanical proceae, each type can be 
sepnrated from the line in which it is plaoed, and carried w a 
recept.Acle in which it finds no type uve one of its own kind. 

I br.ve indicated two difficulties, one arising from the divenltf 
of thickness in the types, the other from the variety of IOrlL 
The first i11 encountered in 'he aeparation of each type from tJie 
line, the eecond in conveying each 'Ype to ita appropriate recllf"" 
tacle. A11 an example of the fi.nt, let ua euppoee the word "l!ill9 

presents itself to the vibrating piece of steel which eeparatell tbe 
letters. Th11 first letter, "'• equals in thickneim the three foDO'll'· 
ing letters, ill, taken together. It becomes neoeaaary in this cue 
to prevent the machine from mistaking thcee th?ee l~ten for 
one, and so cuUin~ them off all &t one stroke. Thia ie eft'ec:Wd "1 
means of' & nick 1nsert.ed in the side or ed2e of tbe thick type, 
into which a 11111all bevelled stopper fite, &llowing tbe type till 
advance further than it could wit.boat such nick. The foUOq 
letter, i, having no 11uch nick, is not permitted to adnnce 80 far, 
and eo is cut off Bingly, the Jett.er I, wliich oomee nut, noi beillt 
allowed tD come within the range of tlie vibrating ontt.er, and ID 
on. In this way, at the first llt&gt! of the prooeea, the maehillf ii 
able to discrimin&te betweeD the thick and the thiD llOr't8t takilg 
from the line ene type at a time and no more. 

The nick above mentiooed ia confined to the thioker afl cl 
type, and may be called Ula " MpUating nick," to diupilb i' 
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from those other nicks which are made in the types for the pur
pose of determining the receptacles to which they are to be 
severally conveyed. For ~bis latter purpose- each type is. fu: 
nisbed with one or two nicks, accordmg to the class to which 1t 
belongs. There are four cl&111es; thl' first having only one nick, 
the other three classes two nicks. When the typl' has been 
separated from the line in the manner above deacribed, it falls 
upon a brass grooved wheel, whose periphery slopes like the side 
of a cone. The type, dropping into one of the grooves, becomes 
euapended by means of its nick on a pin placed at the bottom of 
ibe groove, the ends of the type projl'cting below the under sur
face of the wheel at distaoCl's varying according to the position 
of the nick. At corresponding distances nuder the wheel there 
are sm&ll stationary pieces of steel which meet the projecting end 
of the type as it is carried down, raise it otf the pin, and allow it 
to drop into its proper receptacle. A. onmber of small pushers, 
worked by an eccentric within the wheel, pnsb forward the type 
as they fall, and the sevl'ral charact~ are thus placed in lines, 
each "sort" or character by itself, ready to be transferred to the 
slides of the composing machine. 

The keys of the composing machine deal only with about forty 
" sorta," and so far it would seem to be imperfect. Bnt in answer 
to this objection it is alleged that the sorts not worked by the 
keys are comparntively so rarely used that iu an average page of 
printed matter they will not amount to five per cent.of the entire. 
Those sorta, namely, capital letters, italics, and numbers, are 
picked up by the operator from a case lying before him on the 
machine, and dropped into a slide, by which they are conveyed 
on to one of the belts, and are so carried on and set up by the 
machine in their proper place and order. 

In addition to the aaving of labonr effected by these machines, 
it is alleged that the wear of type is diminished bl their use, that 
a complete mastery of the machine can be acquired by a smart 
boy or girl in the course of a few months; and fiMlly, that it sub
stitutes an occupation, light, diversified, and easily acquired, for 
one \vbicb is peculiarly laborious and uohl'althy, and to the acqui
sition of which a period of fiv~ or seven ye&n1 is usually devoted. 

..4batract of an lntJ&tigation on the E.ract Form and Motion of 
Wava at and near the Surf~ of D~,ep Water. BY W1LLIAll 
JOHN MACQUORN RANKINE, C.E., LL.D., F.RSS.L. & E., &c. 
THE following is a summary of the nature and results of a 

mathematical investigation, the details of which have been 0<1m
municated to the Royal Society. 

The investigations of the Astronomer Royal and of Mr. Stokes 
on the question of straight-crested parallel waves in a liquid, are 
based on the supposition that the displacements of the particles 
are 11mall compared with the length of a wave. Hence it has 
been very generally inferred that the results of those investiga.
tioos, when applied to waves in which the displacements are 
considerable as compared with the length of wave, are only af proxim"te. In the present paper, the author proves that one 
o those results-viz., that in very deep water the particles move 
with an uniform angular velocity in vertical circles, whose radii 
diminish in geometrical progression with increased depth, and 
consequently that surfaces of equal pressure, inclndiog the upper 
surface, are trocboidal,-is exact for all possible displacements, 
bow great soever. 

The trochoidal form of waves was first explicitly described by 
.Mr. Scott RW1Sell, but no demonstration of its exactly fulfilling 
the cinematical and dynamical conditions of the question has yet 
been published, so far as the author knows. 

In 'A Manual of Applied Mechanics' (first published in 18'S8), 
the author stated, that the theory of rolling waves might be 
deduced from that of the positions asaumed by the surface of a 
1Dll88 of water revolving in a vertical plane about a horizontal 
axis; but as the theory of such waves was foreign to thA subject 
of the book, he deferred until now the publication of the investi
gation on which that stat.imeot was foundeJ. Having communi
cated some of the leading P.riociples of that investigation to 
.Mr. William Froude, in Apnl 1862, the author was informed by 
that gentleman that he had arrived independently at similar 
results by a similar process, although he had not lubliahed 
them. The introduction of Prop. IL betwel'n Props. . and III. 
ia due to a suggestion by Mr. Froude. 

The following is a summary of the leading result.a demonstrated 
in the paper:-

PBorosmo• L-In a maaa of gravitating liquid, whoee particl• 

revolve uniformly in vertical circles, a wavy surface of troclioidal 
profile fulfils the conditions of uniformity of pressure; such 
trocboidal profile being ttenerated by rolling on the under aide 
of a horizontal straight hoe a circle whose radiu11 is equal to the 
height of a conical pendulum that revolves in the same period 
with the particle of liquid. 

PaoPOSmoN 11.-Let another surface of uniform preasure be 
conceived to exist indl'finitely near to the first 11urmce; then if 
the first 11urface is a surface of continuity (that ii, a. surface always 
traversing identical particles) so also is the aecond 1urface. (Those 
surfaces contain between them a continuous layer of liquid.) 

·Corollary.-Tbe surfaces of uniform pressure are identical with 
surfaces or continuity throughout the whole m&111 of liquid. 

PaoPosmoN IIL-The profile of the lower surface of the Ia1er 
referred to in Prop. II. is a trocboid generated by a rolling 
circle of the aame radius with that which generates the upper 
surface, and the tracing-arm of the aecond trochoid is shorter 
than that of the first trocboid by a quantity bearing the aame 
proportion to the depth of the centre of the second tolling circle 
below the centre of the first rolling circle, which the tracing-arm 
of the first rolling circle bears to the radiUll of that circle. 

Corollariu.-Tbe profiles of the aurfa.:es of uniform preaaure 
and of continuity form an indefinite aeries of trochoide, described 
by equal rolling circles, rolling with equal speed below an ind&
fioite series of horizontal straight lines. The traciog-armsofthoee 
circles (each of which arms is the radius of the circular orbit.a of 
the particles contained in the trocboirilll snrface which it traces) 
diminish in geometrical progreBBion with an unifo~ in~ ?f 
the vertical depth at which the centre of the rolling circle 18 
situatt'd. 

The preceding propositioua agree with the existiniJ theory, 
except that they are more comprehensive, being applicable to 
1.arize aa well as to small displacements. 

The following proposition is oew:-
PaoPOSITION I V.-Tbe centres of the orbits of the particles in a 

given surface of equal pre88ure stand at a higher level than the 
aame particles do when the liquid is still, by a height which is a 
third proportional to the diameter of the rolling circle and the 
length of the tracing-arm (or radius of the orbits of the part.icl~), 
and which is equal to the height due to the velocity of revolution 
of the p!\rticles. 

Corollariu.-The mechanical energy of a wave is half actual 
aud half potential: half being due to motion, and halfto elev11tion. 
The crests of the waves rise hi~her above the level of still 
water than their hollow11 fall below 1t; and the difference betwt!811 
the elevation of the crest and the depreuion of the hollow ia 
double of the quantity mentioned in Prop. IV. The hydrostatic 
pl'ellllut-e at each individual particle during the wave-motion iB 
the aame as if the liquid were still. 

FamMoN BKTWXKN A WA.VB AND A WAVE-BHAPBD SoLID.-In 
an appexdix to the paper is given the investigation of the 
problem, to find approx1mat.ely the amount of the pre88ure re
quired to overcome the friction between a trocboidal wave-surface 
and a wave-shaped solid in contact with it. The application of 
the result of this investigation to the resistance of ships WM 
explained in a paper read to the British A880ciation in 1861,and 
publiahed in various engineering Journals in October of that year. 
The following is the most conve01eot of the formullll! arrived at. 
Let'° be the heaviness of the liquid; f, the coefficient of friction; 
g, gravity; v, the velocity of advance of the solid; Lits length, 
being that of a wave; •, the breadth of the surface of contact of 
the solid and liquid; fj, the greatest angle of obliqnity of that 
surfRce to the direction of advance of the solid; P, the force re
quired to overcome the friction: then 

P=f~ 14(1 +.isin1fj+sin4/j) 

In ordinary caaea, the value off for water sliding over painted 
iron is ·0036. The quantitv 14(1+43in1/j+sin4,8) is what bas 
been called the "augmented surface." Io practice sin4/j may in 
general be neglected, as being so small as to be unimportant. 

On o NN MariM Boikr. By DR. FILIPPO GllillALDI. 
TH11: object of the present paper is to draw the attention of the 

Section to a new kind of llteam boiler, invented and patented by 
ihe author, adapted both for stationary and marine pnrpoeea, but 
more particularly to point out its advantages in the latter Cll8e, 
and especially when employed ~r generating high preeaure steam, 

80 
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or in iron-plated ships of war, where savini of weight and space 
are of the utmost importance. 

The peculiarity of the arrangement referred to is that of 
making the boiler continually rotate on its axis over the 
furnace while at work, This involves neoessarily a complete 
change in the shape of the boiler, as also in the mode of feeding it, 
and in the arrangements fort.he exit of the steam. . 

The advantages of the arnwgement as re~rds rapid generation 
of ste&ru result from the fact that water, bem~ an indifferent con
ductor of heat, this is diBBeminat.ed almo11t entirely by a mechani
cal mixture of its particles, this mixture being very materially 
increased by the constant dipping and rising of the tubes, which 
are dispersed throughout the boiler. Again, it is well known that 
where steam is generated in contact with a heating surface, if 
that surface be stationary, there is considerable difficulty in the 
steam freeing itself from such surface, this difficulty being appa
rently entirely removed by slowly moving the surface so as to 

centre to the circumference between the tubes, thesteam entering 
at the highest point of the boiler or nearly so, and thus taking no 
water with it; the upper tubes or thosepa.saing through thelMam 
space most effectually superbeating the steam and preventing 
priming. The safety valves of t.heae boilers are fitted to the 
stationary steam pipe, and the steam and water ga~ are con
veniently arranged in the manner shown. The boiler is ke~ 
rotating at the rate of l! to Ii revolntion per minute, bymeaD& 
of a suitable connection with the screw shan or by a separate 
engine, which may also serve as a donkey for feeding the boilen 
and other purposes. 

The whole boiler is inclosed in a brick-lined casing, or in a 
double iron casing filled with water, a few inches larger than the 
boiler, so as to give a Bue apace all round it. Every pan of the 
shell of the boiler in its turn passes over the furuace, which ia 
placed beneath it, the entire boiler being thus rendered available 
as beating surface. This, it should be explained, is one of the 

Dr. Orim&ldi'• Sleam Boller.-Looailudlnal leetion. 

bring it succeBBively under new portions of water: the surface reasons why so small a boiler 1111 the one experimented upon waa 
being as it were swept of the globules of steam which have accu- found capable of generating so large a quantity of steam; for, 
mulated upon it. In the rotating boiler this continual succeBBion taking the efficiency of moving surface as only equal to double 
of the surfaces applies both to the shell of the boiler aud to the that ofstationarysurfaoe, the entire shell of the boiler-top, bottom, 
tubes, their rotation being very slow, while the water is prac- sides and ends, becomes heating surface, and that of the beat kind, 
tically stationary. being horizontal, and brought immediately over the furnace, which 

The rotating boiler neceMllrily &111111mes the cylindrical shape, ia usually made to extend under the entire bottom of the boiler. 
no other form being so suitable. It is thus specially adapted for In this arrangement the plates of the boiler can never become 
the generation of high-preBBure steam, and is consequently well overheated, && however small the quantity of water iu the boiler, 
worthy the attention of those who have for some years past been the bottom is certain to be first covered, thus rendering explosiOll 
aiming at the construction of high-preBBure marine boiler11, their from this cause almost irupouible. 
efforts however appearing to have failed chiefly from such boilers It appears that the rotation of the shell and tnbea of a boiler, 
being made to assume a rectangular shape; the ordinary amount greatly retards, if it does not entirely prevent, ordinary incrul&a
of heating surface, if attempted to be obtained in a common cylin- tion. The aruall experimental boiler now in the Exhibition, &Ct.er 
drical tubular boiler, inv,olving considerable space, which can be being at work with very indifferent water for fourteen m.onthe, 
ill lltforded in steam-Ve888ls. waa examined at about six month111 intervals, and fonnd &o bR 

Witbont attemP,ting to fix what precise extent of revolving covered with a light dust on the inside, but to have no appearanet 
heatiug surface will in practice be found equivalent to that ordi- of incrustation; altbou~b alight traces of this were found at thOll 
narily allowed in marine boilers, it may here be stat.ed that from parts of the boiler which did not move, such as at the feed pipe. 
the experience already bad, about one-linh the surface appeara which is stationary inside the boiler. The llingular mauer m 
sufficient; 9 square feet of horizontal surface, or Hi square feet of which many marine boilers Lave been affect.ed apparently by '111 
total surface, being usually calculated as sufficient for evaporating action of acid formed in the greasy patches found on the llidee ~ 
a cubic foot of Wl\ter per hour, aud 3 square feet having done this the boiler& and on the tubes, where surface conden1era an em
with the boiler revolving. Of course thia amount of surface in ployed, has not yet been satisfactorily account.ed for, bul DIA! 
both cases supposes the surfaces clean; from 20 to 30 feet being ·partly be due to the scum floating on the water always being m 
frequently given to each horse-power in marine boilers as generally contact with the same part of the boiler. It is more th&ll pro
RMMle. The rotating boiler (shown in the diagrams) is cylindrical bable that in the rotating boiler this evil will be entirely ~ 
with flat ends, and nearly filled with 3 inch tubes; trunnioQ.11 are died, the whole surface of the shell being brought in contaol wiUa 
oon11trnct.ed at each end, through one of which the feed pipe passes the scum, but for a very short time only as regard& uy one pan· 
aiid ~brough the other the 11team pipe, which radiate. from the of it. Experience ia however wanting on thia poin'-
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As regards the employment of this claaa of boiler for ships of 
war, and especially for iron-plated ones, it posaeases two important 
advantages; lint its being a very low boiler, the largest size not 
exceeding 10 feet in height; and secondly, its weight with water 
and casing complete not amounting to on&-half of ordinary marine 
boilers, even allowing the same heating surface, which, as hu 
been stated, will probably be found to be three or even four times 
more than necessary. Its size is also very greatly diminished, as 
will be seen from the following particulars:-An ordinary marine 
boiler having about 1400 feet of effective heating surface occupies 
a space 10 ft. 6 in. by 11 ft. 6 in., and is 16 ft. 6 in. high, weighing 
with water 3lt tons. This gives about 51 lb. per square foot of 
heating surface, and the floor space ocupied nearly equal to ~ of 
a square foot also per square foot of heating surfR.Ce. On the 
other hand a revolving boiler having upwards of 1600 feet of heat-

F' IC. 2, 

Vertical oectloD of Boller through lino A. A. 

in~ surface occupies a space of 9 ft. 6 in. by 7 ft. 4 in., and is 9 ft. 
7 m. high, occupying thus onl7 -h of a square foot per square 
foot of beating surface, weighing with water 13 tons, equal to 
18 lb. per square foot of heating surface. 

Thus, assuming for the moment that a square foot of heating 
1urface is equally efficient both in the ordinary marine and the 
retating boiler, it will be seen that the rotating one is less in 
every way, viz.-

In weight, about one-third, 
In bulk, about one-fourth, 
In height, about one-half, 
In floor-apace, about one-half. 

With the revolving surface only doubly as effective as sta
tionary surface, these advantages would be just doubled; and if 
experience in future justifies the conclusions already arrived at, 
on&-third of the whole amount would be the relative weight and 
spaces occupied respectively by a rotating boiler of equal power 
to a common marine one. 

One word in conclusion as to consumption of fueL On this 
point results of experience cannot be given, inasmuch as the 
boiler now in the Exhibition is too small to enable conclusions 
t.q be formed. It is 18 inches in diameter only and 18 inches 
long, but it has converted into superheated steam 7~ lb. of 
water by the consumption of 1 lb. of coal. In larger boilers 
there can be no doubt that a good result will be obtained, owing 
first to the small quantity of water contained in the boiler, and 
oonaequently to the rapidity with which the steam is raised ; and 
secondly,owing to the 1team being in contact with one-half of the 
whole heating surface, thus leaving the boiler highly superheated. 

The decrease in weight and size and comequently diminished 
oost; freedom f'rom excessive wear in any one or more of ita parts, 
t.lie wear being quite uniform; the strongea~ poasible form and 

freedom from liability of explosion from this cause, as also f'rom 
uniformity of wear and tear; simplicity in manufacture and repaire 
ing-everything seems to recommend this boiler as a moat suitabl
high-pressure one for steam-veasels. 

In order thoroughly to ascertain what advantages can actually 
be realised in p~tice, a boiler of 30 nominal horse-power is now 
being constructed by Messrs. John Stewart and Son, of the Black
wall Iron W orka, and which, after being fully proved upon land, 
will be placed on board a vessel to be subjected to the ordinary 
usage of marine boilers. 

JU/~ to tk Illt.18tratiuna. 
Figs. 1 and 2 represent an a.rmngement of rotary marine boiler. 

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section through the axis of the boiler. Fig. 2 a 
vertical eection through the line AA. B is the boiler fitted with three 
inch tubes e; e is the fore trunnion of the boiler projecting inside it, and 
fitted with six pairs of tubes p (Fig. 2), which radiate from the centre 
and are open at each end; Sis the outlet steam pipe, which is stationary, 
and tightly fitting into the trunnion which revolves round it; the same is 
provided with a longitudinal opening o, communicating with the top 
tubes p ; so that steam can only pa.88 out through the pair of tubes which 
are for the time being uppennoet, these being the only ones in communi· 
cation with the outlet pipe. By the position of the tubes in relation to 
this pipe, any water which might be lifted in a rising tube would flow 
back to the water-space through the lower open en<l, and leave the tube 
perfectly dJ;'. to receive the steam from the highest point of the boiler 
and convey 1t to the outlet pipe. One of the bottom tubes p communi
cates with the ftow-01F pipe n. The other trunnion of the boiler is fitted, 
outside the casing, with the toothed wheel C, by means of which the 
donkey engine D gives the boiler the rotary motion. The feeding pipe 
f enters the boiler through this trunnion; .Q and h are the water and 
steam pipes of the syphon water-guage d. E is the iron CAiiing, forming 
the furnace G, the boiler chamber H, and the smoke chamber N. The 
base of the casing to within a few inches of the grate bars, is open at 
front and back, in order to admit air under the bars. The main frame 
of the casing, containing the boiler and furnace, is lined with hollow 
fire-bricks, formed to lock in each other, and anchored to the casing. 
P is the diaphragm separating the furnace from the smoke chamber. 
The ends of the casing are provided with doorways for cleaning an<l 
repairing the tubes of the boiler. 

SuggutioTU on Balloou Navigation. 
BY DR. IBA.AC .AsHE. 

A short time since, reading the account of the late balloon 
ascent at Wolverhampton, I was painfully impressed with the 
danger incurred by the scientific gentlemen who made it, in con
sequence of the vast height to which they ascended. I trust 
MeBBn. Glaisher and Coxwell will have no objection to my re
ferring thus to their exertions on behalf of science. The accoun~ 
stated that a temporary paralysis completely overpowered the 
former, and the latter so far that he was unable to open the valve 
with his hands, and was obliged to have recourse to his mouth 
for that purpose: had the voluntary motion of his jaWll been also 
paralysed, it ie evident that two valuable lives would have been 
sacriticed. I beg to suggest a little apparatus, by which, in the 
event of any such accident occurring again, the valve would be 
opened in consequence, and the balloon accordingly descend to 
denser strata of air, where probably the aeronauts would spon
taneoutdy recover their faculties. What I ,propose is, that a 
sufficient weight be attached to the rope opening the valve, 
which weight is to be supported on one extremity of a small 
lever having a ball-and-socket joint as its fulcrum; the other 
end of the lever to have a small wheel plapnis freely on it, and 
kept preased down by a fixed and sl~htly inclined plane above 
it, and capable of being retained in that position by a catch while 
the balloon is at safe altitudes. When dangerous altitudes are 
to b6 reached, the wheel is to be released from the catch and 
to be kept under the plane merely by the aeronaut's hand; 
should the aeronaut unfortunately beoome insensible, as voluntary 
exertion on hia part will instantly be at an end, the wheel will 
be lei\ free to move} the weight will swing round, removing the 
wheel from under the fixed plane, and the weight will conse
quently drop, and in so doing will open the valve, causing an 
escape of gas and consequent descent of the balloon to denser 
strata. As a medical man I would suggest, .Uso, that the cold 
had probably quite as much to do with the loes of sensibility of 
these gentlemen as the rarefaction of the air, which will account 
for Mr. Coxwell bearing it better owing to his exertions in 
managing the balloon. Had it been the rarefaction of the air 
merely he would probably have suffered more than Mr. Glaiaher, 
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It iii well known that intenee cold baa a strong tendency to pro
dnoe a state of comatoae inaeoaibility, and that the only chance 
for the patient's life under auch circumstances is to force him to 
keep awake by exercise. Hence, I think, a auggeatiou as to pre
c&utiona for retaining the heat of the bodf in futa~ ascenta. 

Let me now suggest the application o a principle to balloon 
navigation which would, I thmk, farniah that great desidem.tum, 
the power of steering; I allude to the principle of the screw. 
Steam power can of course never be used in balloon navigation 
on account of the weight of machinery it involvPa; but t.-onaider
ing the small amount of force requisite to propel a floating body 
through a medium so unresisting as the air, I conceive that a 
man's exertions, applied by me1ms of a screw, would be quite 
sufficient to give a considerable impulse to a balloon, and with 
such impulse a considerable power of ateerin!J. Sach a screw 
would of course require to be very light. It might he made of 
oiled silk, stretched on a alight fraruework composed of hollow 
steel arms, with Cl'088-fiecea of whalebone or wickerwork, pretty 
much like the sails o a windmill, which as we all know are an 
application of the screw principle. It will be objected that at a 
great height exertion becomes impossible; true, but a great eleva
tion is uuuecesAAry for practical purposes, and a height ofl.'iOO feet 
woul<l be quite sufficient for all ordinary purposes; such a height 
indef'd as would clear ordinary low mountain ranges, and at this 
height the rarefaction would be inappreciable to the aensatioos. 
Sacb steerage power would also prevent the unpleasant rotation 
which is so constantly present in balloons. By a suitable 
arrangement such a screw might be made capable of being 
hoisted while the balloon was on the ground, so as to be out of 
the way. IC, for inittance, it were made to work in what I 
might call a meridional band of bra88 pa88ing vertically round a 
portion of the car, and made capable of locking the axle of the 
acrew in either the horizontal position or one nearly verticle; if 
this band were also extended un<ler the balloon:, we coul<l obtain 
a vertical position for the axle, with the screw working horizon
tally under the car when in the air; and this, I conceive, would 
be an object of considerable importance, fQr by means of it a 
descent could be-effected without letting off gas, which neceBB&rily 
diminishes the buoyancy of the balloon when it becomes neces
aary to re-ascend. To attain such an elevation as I refer to, the 
exceas of ascenaive power over what would be neceBBary to keep 
the balloon just in equilibria at the surface of the earth would of 
course be very small, and I should suppose easily capable of being 
overcome by such working of the screw. By reversing the ac
tion of the acrew in this ~ition considerable aacensive power 
would also be obtained, which would enable the balloon to clear, 
Py, higher mountain ranges on an occaaion without neceB11itating 
the remaining at the higher elevation in consequence of 1088 of 
ballast. 

Steerage might, I think, beat be effected on the screw principle 
also, and the method proposed would, I think, be found available 
for checking the diS11greeable rotation to which balloons are so 
liable, even should it not be adapted for steering purposes in 
connection with a propelling screw. It would consist of two 
small screws similarly constructed to the la11e one, and placed in 
front 80 as not to interfere with the elevation of the propeller, 
and working vertically but in a plane at right angles with that 
of the larger one, bqih the screws turning the same way. Rota
tion of the balloon on its own axis might evidently be etfected by 
using these screws, and by reversing their revolutions the rota
tion might al~o be reversed, and thus the tendency to sponta
neous rotation count&nwted, and a definite direction imprtt111ed 
on the balloon. 

The main direction of the balloon must of course be governed 
by that of the winrl, but I think that with the knowledge at pre
sent po88e88ed of the direction and persiatency of aerial currents, 
thats near approximation might be made, by their aid alone, to 
any given directiC1n; 1mcl with the additional capabilities which 
would be conferred by ateerage pawor I think the balloon might 
become 8 very Useful apparatus Ill the investigation o( these Ver'f 
currents, a matter of 80 much importance to commerce and navi
gation. With s little additional information so gained-nay, 
even, perhRps with our present information-the balloon might 
also bec(lme invaluable in the exploration of unknown and at 
present almost inacceasible regions, such as the interior of 
Australia or South Africa Rivers eMily aoceasible, such as 
the Zambeai, might thus be diacovered without the labour of a 
life-time being expended on the search, and whole districts be 
opened up. 

The put difficulty of explorations on foot conaiata in the 
uncertainty of finding water, of which there may be an ample 
supply within a few miles, and yet the traveller pua it b}' undi.
covered; this difficulty wonld be to a great degree obviated by 
using the balloon in preliminary explorations, since from an 
elevation of 1.500 or 2000 feet a small pond would be discovered 
at many miles distance, or in " aterill' country the vegetation at 
ite side11 would be an equally certain indication. A descent 
might then be effected, and its position obtained by obeervatione 
and marked for the guidance of tiavellers. A littJe attention t.o 
the subject would enable an aeronaut readily to estimate \he 
distance from one landmark to another, and alao its bearing from 
it by the compass, and thus an unknown territory might be laid 
open with comparativf!ly little trouble. 

l dare aay there may be practical difficultiee in my propoaala, 
but I think it probable that they may be overcome by a little 
mechanical ingenuity. 

REVIEWS. 

A Trtatin on tM Principlu qf Eltctrical Accumulation and e
duction. By F. C. WEBB, A&BOCinte of the Ioatitution of Civil 
Engineers. Part I. London : J. Piper. 
In this snmll volume, the substance of which has appeared 

in separate articles in 'The Electrician,' Mr. Webb propounds 
80me theories respecting the accumulation of t>lectricity, and the 
conditions under whicli it may be excited, that Rre oppoaed to 
those generally received. Though opinions differ re.apecting the 
nature of electrical excitement, yet nearly all electricians have been 
hitherto agreed that the earth is the aonrcewht>nce electricity is de
rived. Those who &1Bume, with thP. earliest experimenters, that 
there aie two kinda of electricity-one of which is excited by the 
friction of rosin, and the other by the friction of glaa.--and thoae 
who agree with Dr.Franklin in considering electricity to be aaingle 
fiuid, which becomes manifest only when in exC8118 of the natural 
quantity, are equally in accord thatthe earth ia the great 1toreho1111e 
of the electric finid--aa it is Clllled, for wRnt of a better term. 
It is generally agreed, also, that whether electricity be of two 
kinda-resinous sn<l vitreous-or whether it consist of one kind 
only, in s positive or R negstive state, electricity of one kind 
cannot be excited without brinfting into action an exactly equal 
quantity of the opposite kind or state of electricity. Thus, for 
example, on rubbing a rod of gl&1B with" silk rubber, vitreous or 
positive electricity is excited on the gla88, and an equal quantity 
of resinona, or negative electricity, is excited on the rubber; but, 
according to the received theory, the latter is not apparent 
becRuse it is distributed through the mASB of the earth with 
which the rubber iR connected. IC we nnderstand Mr. Webb 
correctly, it is this theory which it is his principal object to 
oppose. He contends that electricity is generated independently 
of the earth, and that the greater qnantitv which is excited when 
the rubber i11 connectetl with thll gronnd than when it is inBD
lated froru it, depends 011 different conclitiona of what he terms the 
"inductive circuit." We oonfe88 to not clearly understanding his 
iJea of the couditiona neceBB&ry for electrical accumulation, we 
therefore quote his own worda :-

" Whenever electricity ill generated 8* a llOuroe and aocumulr.ted on 
the conducting aurfaoea connected to the two aid!lll of that source, ~ 
exist.a, of necesaity, ae it were, a chain extending from one of liheae pri· 
mary conducting surfaces round to the other, which chain consistl, in 
&0me cases, simply of a dielectric, o.nd in others is compoeed of a di&
lectric aep&rating one of the primary couductinir surface11, in conducti1'8 
connection with another conducting surface, which, ai,"&in, is aepanted 
by another dielectric from another conducting 1urfaoe, and llO on until 
the other prims conducting 1urfaoe forma one of th8ll8 1urfaoel, Ihm 
completing the chain." 

We hope our readers may haven more clear conception of the 
meAning of the preceding conditions for the excitement of el~ 
tricity than we po88e811; for when electricity is excited by merely 
drawing a stick of sealing-wax through the hand, we fail t.o dia
oover any links of the complicated chn.in of conditions which ii 
state.I to exi11t as a nece88ity. Mr. Webb denies that the nega
tive electricity is absorbed by the earth when a ~lass rod la 
excited by friction, hut be iloea not account for its d1aappearaooe 
in any other way. He seems to be of opinion that it 11 pre9ellt 
and active even when the rubber is connected with the ground, 
but he does not explain why it gives no manifestation of it. 
presence. 
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When considering the induction of electricity Mr. Webb also 
eon tends, with greater accuracy, as we think, that when an electric 
excited positively induces negative electricity on the surrounding 
surfaces, an equal amount of positive electricity must also be in
duce<!, but he will not accept the explanation that it is absorbed 
by the earth. He very ingeniously suggests I\ great variety of 
experiments by which his hypothesis might be supported; but 
while thus specnlating on the probable and questionable results 
of proposed experiments, he overlooks those which the electro
phorus would readily afford in illustration of the action of induced 
electricitv. When the resinous cake is exciteJ, and the metal 
plata rests upon it, the instrument presents exactly the condition 
for which he contends. Positive electricity is iuduced on the 
side of the plate that rests upon the electric, and au equal quan
tity of negative electricity is induced on the upper surface; but 
af\er touching the plate with a conductor couuected with the 
earth, the negative electricity disappears, and on lifting the plate 
from the re~iuous cake it is found to be charged only with posi
tive electricity. What has become of the negative qul\Iltity 7 
According to the received hypothesis it hA.S been A.bsorbed into 
the mas~ of the earth and if .Mr. Webb can give any more satis
factory explanation, it appears to us that he would support his 
theory ruuch better than by devising, and assumiug the results 
o~ fanciful experiment. 

The volume now published contains only the first part of the 
treatise; the contents of the Becoud part, as announced, will 
relate to more practical matters, connected with the causes of the 
retardation of signals by submarine wires. That is a subject of 
great practical importance, A.Dd we hope thA.t Mr. Webb may be 
able, by means of his original and initenious mode of inquiry, to 
discover the means of removing that serious drawback to sub
marine telegraphy. 

Th8 Correlation of Pl1y1ical Forcu: By W. R. GROVE, Q.C., 
Y.P.R.S. Fourth Edition. Longman& and Co. 

It is upwards of twenty years since .Mr. Grove promulgated his 
ideas of the relation of the physical sciences to each othe~ in a lecture 
at the Loudon Institution, and further investigations by himself and 
other scientific enquirers hA.ve tended to give coherence to, A.Dd 
to sanction, the idea that all the known physical forces may be 
produced by and reproduce each other. The researches of Mr. 
Joule on the mechanical equivalent of heat, which were an
nounced in 1843, attracted attention more generally to the 
subject ; and the e&1.1y by Mr. Grove, based on his original lec
ture, hM now arrived at a fourth edition. The opinion expressed 
in his lectures, and which he repeats, to vindicate his title to be 
the originator of the theory of the reciprocal actions of the phy
sical forces now generally entertained, may be quoted as a b1ief 
exposition of the assumed relatious existing between them :-

"Light, heat, electricity, magnetism, motion, and chemical-affinity, 
are all convertible m:.terial nffections ; A88wning either a.a the cause, one 
of the others will be the effect : thus heat may be said to produce elec
tricity, electricity to protluee heat ; magnetism to produce electricity, 
electricity magnetism ; and so of the rest. Cause and effect, therefore, 
in '1!eir abstract relation to these forces, are words solely of conveni
ence.'' 

This theory, expounded in 1842, has been ext.ended by further 
consideration and by additional iuvestigations,·uutil it at present 
includes within its scope, the conservation of force aud the reso
lution of the action of all forces into motions. According to the 
view now taken by Mr. Grove, all the various physicnl forces may 
be resolved into a single force, modified in some unknown manner, 
which operates by motions of the molecules, and whenever those 
forces are called into action, that action, or its equivalent, is con
tinued for ever. It seems to follow as a necessary consequence, 
that as forces cannot be destroyed, neither can they be created. 
In this respect they are supposed to resemble matter, which it is 
generally admitted cannot be annihilated, nor can any new 
matter be created by the operation of any known causes. This 
consideration leads Mr. Grove into metaphysical speculations, in 
which he appears to delight. He leads us to infer, and even 
distinctly states, that there c:\11 be no new creation of force; but 
ingeniously as he supports his arguments by various illustrations, 
many instances occur io us of the apparent creations of force 
which the illustrations adduced fRil to disprove •. When, for ex
ample, certain proportions of charcoal, of sulphur, and of saltpetre 
are mixed together, and a light is applied to the mixture, a. 

violent explOl!i.ou ensues, which has sufficient force to rend rocks 
a.sunder. We are unable to perceive in the composition of the 
elements of gunpowder evidence of the pre-existence of the force 
which is excited Ly its explosion ; and the effects of which, in 
some form or another, roust, according to the doctrine of the con
servation of force, be continued till the end of time. Again, 
in considering the mechanical equivalent of heat, Mr. Grove 
mentions the different effects resulting from the collision of 
elastic and of non-elastic balls. In the former case, he observes, 
there is no loes of motion, for it is transferred from one ball to 
the other, and there is cousequeutly no development of heat; but 
when two lead balls strike together there is resistance to motion, 
which evidences itself Ly heating the meW. This illustration 
will sCA.rcely apply when two lead balls A.re suspended hy strings, 
and one of them is allowed to fRll against the other. In that 
case there is no loss of motion, for if the point of impact be in 
line of their centres of gravity, the ball that strikes against the 
other will communicate to it a full proportion of its own motion, 
and the momentum of the two balls nfter impact will be equal to 
that of the single ball wheu moving with the greA.ter velocity. 
There is therefore no ruore loea of motion than with impinging 
ivory balls, but there will neverthelees be a development of heat. 
We are obliged to attribute the heat thus developed to some 
other cause than the loss of lllotion, A.nd the doctrine of latent 
heat, against which Mr. Grove protests, seems to offer the required 
explA.uation. The force of the blow cornpreeaes the metal, and it 
renders sensible a portion of the latent heat natural to it i11. its 
previous state. The illustration which Mr. Grove adduces of the 
magnetising aud decomposing actions of a voltaic current in pass
ing through a conducting wire is a perplexing problem of the 
appA.rent attainment of double effects by one operating cause, 
which the explanation given does not satisfactorily solve. 

It would require much more space than we can now give to 
the subject, to notice as they deserve the arguments advanced by 
Mr. Grove in support of the forward position he has taken in 
scientific investigations, and to resist, as we feel inclined to do, 
being led to the consequences towards which his theory points. 
It would indeed draw us into the depths of metaphysical specu
lation; in which we should have to combat not only for the 
possibility of the creation of force, but for the originality of 
thought. Iu defeuce of the latter, we might indeed !Miduce 
Mr. Grove's own essay, which contains a V!\llt fund of new matter 
deserving the earnest consideration of a.II philosophical inquirers 
We quote from his coucludiug remarks the following passage, in 
which his views respecting the non-creation of force are strongly 
exhibited:-

"Thus, to take an example previoUB!y noticed, and recede backwards; 
the l!p&l'k of light is produced by electricity, electricity by motion, :ind 
motion is produced by &0mething el.Be, aay a eteam·engine-that is, by 
heat. This heat is produced by chemical affinity, i.e. the affinity of the 
carbon of the coal for the oxygen of the air : this carbon and this oxygen 
have been previoualy eliminated by actions difficult to trace, but of the 
pre-existence of which we cannot doubt, and in which actions we should 
find the conjoint and alternating effects of heat, light, chemical affinity, 
&:c. TLus, tracing any force backwards to its antecedents, we are 
merged in an infinity of changing forms of force; at aome point we lose 
it, not because it has been in fact created at any definite point, but 
because it resolves itself into t10 many contributing forces that the 
evidence of it is Jost to our senses or powen1 of detection; ju1t aa in 
following it forward into the effect it produces, it becomee, a.a I have 
before stated, so subdivided and dissipated 118 to be equally lost to our 
meana of deteotion. 

Can we, indeed, auggest a propoeition, definitely conceivable by the 
mind, of force without antecedent force I I cannot, without calling for 
the interpoaition of creative power, any more than I can conceive '1le 
sudden appearance of a Ill&88 of matter come from nowhere, and formed 
from nothing. The imposaibility, humanly speaking, of creating or 
annihila.ting matter, has long been admitted, though perhaps its distinct 
reception in philoaophy may be set down to the overthrow of the doctrine 
of Phlogiston, and the reformation of chemistry at th,i time of Lavoisier. 
The reasonB for the admission of a simi!&r doctrine aa to force appear to 
be equally tltrong. With regard to matter, there are many C88e8 in 
which we never practically prove it.a ceseation of existenoe, yet we do not 
the le88 believe in it: who for instance, can trace, llO 111 to re-weigh the 
particles of iron worn off '1ie tire of a carriage wheel I who can recombine 
the pa.rticlee of wax diBBiPJot.ed and chemically changed in the burning of 
a candle I By placing matter undergoing phyeioal or ohemical changes 
under special limiting circumatancea, we way, indeed, acquire evidence of 
itecontinuedexistence, weight for weight.-and&0wemay, in eome instanoea 
of force, &11 in definite electrolysis: indeed, the evidence we acquire of the 
oontiuued exiBteuce of matter ill by the continued exertion of the force it 
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uerciles, as, when we weigh it, our evidence is the foroe of attri.ction; 
so, again, our evidence of force is the matter it act.a upon. Thna, matter 
and force are correbtes, in the strictest aenee of the word; the conception 
of the existence of the one involves the conception of the existence of the 
other: the quantity of matter again, and the degree of force, involve 
oonceptiona of apace and time.'' . 
THE MIDilEVAL COURT AT THE INTERNATIONAL 

EXHil~ITION. 

LIKE the Exhibition of 1851, that of 1862 hae l\leo its Medireval 
Court. Those however who recollect the glories of the former 
(and who does not 7) will observe with regret the comparatively 
poor diepla,r which the present one offers. There is lees space, 
with more inconvenience; the articles exhibited are all more or 
Iese ill-assorted, and the presiding genius of a Pugin, which lent 
such invaluable aid to the organisation of its predecessor, is here 
ea.dly mi11Bed. True the Ecclesiological Society have probably done 
their best, and but for their exertions there would probably have 
been no Medireval Court at all; still the comparative shortcom
ing is at once discernible. We are not going to quarrel with the 
committee for admitting certain articles which here find a Weak, 
while others, which certainly would appear to have a better 
claim, are bl\nished into the "Object" court, or are scattered 
about in divers parts of the building: perhaps there are reasons 
for this with which the public are not acquainted. Whether 
more space could or could not have been acquired it is not our 
province to consider, but the present insufficient room furnishes 
at least some colour of a pretext for what must otherwise appear 
unaccountable, excep~ on the understanding that the outside 
exhibitoi"S were the unyielding parties, and voluntarily stood 
aloof. In either case the fact is to be regretted, since it leaves on 
the mind of the observer a really ina.deqQate impreseion of what 
the state of revived Medireval art really is. 

Probably no department of ancient art had been studied tilt 
lately with less success than the secret of its principles of 
colouring--so severe and yet so refined; so crude and yet so 
well-blended; so individually coarse or gaudy, yet, in juxtaposi
tion so well toned down. But in the elucidation of this mystery 
the improvements which have been made in modern stained 
glass have had considerable share. An entire change has come over 
the spirit of this work during the last twenty years, and we have 
now artists who bid fair to realise in their productions some of 
the most highly-prized efforts of the Middle Ages. So also in 
tapestry; Pre-raphae!ite (as they are called) results of the most 
gorgeous kind are' being produced, which are rich in the extreme, 
without being necessarily in the least degree vulgar. Men of 
unquestioned 11kill are giving their energies to the task of investi
gation, and it i11 no slur upon such artists as Roseetti an.:l others 
that they should be lending their talents to designing hangin1r5 
and furniture. Thus, on entering the Medireval court the eye 1e 
arrested by a host of these thinge,-altar frontals, drapery, side
boards, cabinets, sofas, chairs, tables, hook-<:asee, and-to stretch 
the point a little-organs. In the first-mentioned of these, 
Mr. Bodley's designs are conspicuous for their beauty, both in 
conception and working out. Those, too, executed bythe Ladies' 
Embroidery Society evince the eucceeeful application of patient 
labour. For their designs they are mostly indebted to Mr. F. 
Preedy, late of Worcester, but now of London, who has thoroughly 
entered into the spirit of ancient examples. Messrs. Morris, 
Faulkner snd Co. are important contributors, by far the best of 
their works being the different hangings; and, nextly, their stained 
glass, but in both form has apparently been treated quite sub
serviently to colour. Messrs. Ha.rland and Fisher show some 
good things in the way of decoration; and Messnr. Jones and 
Willis a variety of beautiful specimens, of church tapestry in 
particular. Melll!rs. Cox and Son. of Southampton-street, excel 
more in their curtain materials than in articles of more pretension: 
liut though everything from their establishment bears evidence 
of care and good workmanship, the designs themselves are not in 
nll CR.Ile& worthy of the pains bestowed upon them. 

' Referring to woodwork, plain and coloured, there is ample 
field for remark, but we muRt content ourselves with a brief 
notice of the piincipal objects. In point of number we believe 
those of Mr. Burges will claim priority of noti~. They consist 
chiefly of cabinets, inlaid and painted in the proper Medireval 
grotesque style, which, for its mere antiquity only, will always 
enlist admirers of a certain class. Into ~he discussion of how far it 

is desirable to cherish such conceits we are not going here to ent.er, 
but certain it is that the mania has spread far and wide; while, 
if anythin~ can assist the movement among those who are dis
posed to view these things with a favouring eye, it mnst be the 
perfection of imitation to which Messrs. Burges, Seddon, and 
others have attained; whereas to the uninitiated, or those whose 
predilections follow a different bias, this very perfection will 
serve proportionately as an antidote. With a humorous fancy 
Mr. Burges has associated with one of his works, pictorially, the 
story of the "Wines and the Beers," in genuine Medireval guise, 
rich in colours, and quaint in outline. The subject-decorations ' 
illustrative of Pagan as contl'l\llted with Chri .. tian art, as depicted 
on one of his bookcases, are of the ultra-medireval type; and, 
judged by that test, perhapR more clever than those just alluded 
to. The subject of the "Metals" has been happily treated on 
another piece of furniture, the framework of which is not how
ever so good in design. Mr. Seddon has also a large show of 
fnrniture, in style much akin to that of Mr. Burges, and, being 
leBS recondite in treatment, is consequently more intelligible and 
likely to be better appreciated. If we might venture on a sug
gestion, it would be that some of the enrichments might have 
been spared with advantage to the general effect, and that per
haps a more natural flow of conventional forms (though the 
phrase may seem a contradictory one) would be more pleasing. 
On the visitor's right and left on entering this court are two 
small organs, built by Gray and Davison, from the designs of 
MeBBre. Prichard and Seddon. These will bear comparison with 
any in the Exhibition buildi.ng, so far as constructive features 
are concerned, but the colours, and especially the inlaying, are 
overdone. The pipes in the front.are visible, as they should be; 
but the diapered ornament on them might be improved, as well 
as the colours in which they are painted. We may note, paren
thetically, that Messrs. Prichard and Seddon exhibit several 
paving tiles, which are eminently eucceseful as professed imita
tions of old specimens. They are partly heraldic and partly 
ornamental, the surface being antiquely nugh, and the patterns 
impressed with artistic freedom. The11e tiles have been executed 
with praiseworthy ability by Mr. W. Godwin (of Lugwardine, 
near Hereford), whose manufactures in this material are deservedly 
gaining in public estimation, and who is now engaged on a large 
surface of pavement for Hereford Cathedral, similar in kind to 
that recently laid down by him at the Priory Church, Brecon. 
The furniture of Mesers. Morrie, Marshall and Co. carries quaint
ness to the verge of extravagance, and whh one or two exceptions 
must be regarded as a thorough failure. They have not tb9 
least pretension a.s articles of beauty, so that unlese the alterna
tive recommendations of perfect adaptation to comfort and utility 
are manifest, such attempts are better avoided. Gothic they 
certainly are, but in the ol~ectionable sense of the word, crude 
and unattractive in form, and for the most part slightly framed 
together in black wood. The stuffed cushions, &c. are more 
sensible, as they are evidently intended to wear, nnd their sombre 
hues will not show the dirt as do the ordinarv deliC11.te colours. 
Mr.Norman Shaw's elaborate bookcase, executed in va1ious woods 
by Mr. Forsyth, was described by us when noticing the gallery 
of the Architectural Exhibition. It is here seen to advan~ as 
viewed along with other things of a similar kind. The specimen 
of wood-carving by Mr. Wilkie, of Lambeth, is deserving of 
mention on account of its beauty and the care with which every 
part has been expressed. It is small, and consists of an arrange
ment of foliage. The stall ends for Chichester Cathedral have 
been noticed elsewhere. 

In stone-carving there are some clever works. In the higher 
order of art there is the model of the fine tomb and recumbellt 
effigy in Canterbury Cathedral, to Dr. Mill, executed by J. B. 
Philip, whose enormous chimney-piece for a. man,iion in Corn
wall, designed by Mr. Burges, is the prominent object on the 
left-qand side of the court. Around itsfrontand sides is illustrated, 
in bas-relief sculpture, a local story, with an excellent effect. 
A particulal'ly fine effigy of the late Earl Cawdor, bv Mr. J. 
Forsyth, is quite equal-perhaps superior-to that of br. Mill, 
to which it bears some points of resemblance. We are glad to 
observe the new reredos which Mr. Burges has designed for 
Waltham Abbey Church, and which has been carved in the best 
style by Mr. Nicholle. In this, sculpture is judiciously distributed, 
and all maintained in good keeping throughout. One of the in
tended figures is shown by itself, decorated as proposed: this ia 
done in positive colour, on the Medireval (T) principle, as dis
tinguished from the more delicate tonings of Clasaic art. A 
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reredos by Mr. Earp, designed by Mr. S. S. Tenlon, is not equal 
to the beautiful font in the "Object" court from ~he lll!me h!'°ds; 
while another font, by Farmer, from Mr. Norton s designs, is too 
puny, and frittered to an ab.surd di:gree. The other .f~nt, one by 
Messrs. Kirk and Parry, 18 nothmg lees than pos1t1vely ugly: 
showing a total disregard of real Gothic feeling. Two eagle lec
terns, both by amateurs, ma,r on that account claim in~ul~ence i.n 
passing an opinion, otherwise much could not be sa1q m t~e1r 
favour. The large cast for the sculpture of the Resurrection, 
which is to fill in the tympanum of the Digby Mortuary Chapel, 
at Sherborne, is here shown, and is a very impreesive and noble 
work, from the hands ofa youngartiet, Mr. Redfern. 

We have thus adverted to the wost importllnt contribu
tions to the Medireval court, and can only repeat our regret 
that the occasion hR.B not called for a more special and ex
temled notice at our hands. It should not be omitted however 
to call attention to the fine drawing of the new ctii!ing under the 
western tower of Ely Cathedral, as proposed by the late Mr. H. 
Styleman L'Estrange, who had already so zealously and admi
rably painted the frescoes on the nave roof, and whose recent and 
sudden death is a loBS to arL which will not readily be supplied. 

FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS. 
'Pall&i1, C!Ulteauz, Hoteh, et Mailoru,' par Claude Sauoogeot.

Tht- issue of this work ie proceeding regularly, the sixth part 
having recently come out. The best recent illustrations relate 
to the Hotel de Bo~iie at Dijon. This building must be most 
remarkable for its richness and variety, and, though far from 
large, furnishes subjects for a very considerable number of fine 
plate... It was built at the commencement of the seventeenth 
C('ntury (about 1614) by Estienne Boubier, a man of note in the 
province, and a lover and student of the arts, and is believed to 
have been from his designs. Except the portico, which ie Italian 
in its conception, the house is in style quite French-may be even 
called Burgundian. It belongs to that fertile local school which 
at the close of the sixteenth and commencement of the seven
teen th centuries covered this province with edifiCl'S, and furnished 
them "·ith those innumerable coffers, cabinets, and chairs of 
Cl\n·ed work which are so much sought after by collectors at the 
present day. A ct-rtain coarseness' in execution, more abundance 
than elegance in details, a certain disregRrd of rule in the 
arrangement of features, but a richnees and variety which are 
unequalled; extreme boldness in the selection of leading features 
and in the system of decoration, and something of a picturesque 
recollection of Medireval art shining through the formality of the 
Renaissance;-all these characteristics are proper to the works 
of this school, and they all are to be found in this work of 
Estienne Bubier. Besides this charming house, the Chattiaux of 
Pailly, Taulay, and Au·~Y le Franc, and other examples, furnish 
subjects for illustration. The execution of the plates continues 
admirable. 

• A1Ugefuhrte Bau1DtJrke,' oon p,., Hitzig ('Executed buildings,' 
by F. Hitzig), Berlin: folio, 2. vols. 'Architektonilche Auajiih
rungm,' von E. Titz, ('Architectural Executed Examples'). 
Berlin: folio, l vol.~e two works of much the same nature: 
they consiRt of lithograph engravings from working drawing&, 
showing the whole or portions of executed works, with a few 
perspectives appended; which lRBt, by the bye, are by no means 
the belt i>xecuted or most creditable parts of either book. The 
works of Titz show talent and originality. They are in a some
what peculiar style, a version of t.he modern clR.BBical manner 
which prevails so largely in Paris, but treated with very much 
greater freedom, the details bearing some resemblance to SwiBB 
decorative work~pecially in the use of pierced spandrils, and 
the treatment generally of the woodwork. The mouldings 
throughout are original aud good, and the decoration often very 
successful. In Hitzig we have an artist of a wider range, of 
whoae works more numerous illustrations are given, and whose 
d011igns evince a deeper feeling for the classic in architecture. 
This is especially shown in the house of Count Pourtales at 
Berlin; the dwelling-houses in the Schiffes Strasse; and the 
mansion on the exercising ground, also at Berlin; and several 
designs for houses in the saburbll. Three large castellated man
sions are il111Btrated, all of them poBBessing something grnndiO@e 
and happy in grouping, but eminently unsatisfactory in detail 
and in decorative trt>atment to an English eye, the art being on 
a par with that of the worst parts .of Windsor Castle. As speci-

mens of planning however these mansions deserve the most 
careful study, and display ability of the hi~hest order, as 
indeed do all the plans in the book; and on thlB account alone 
these volumes would be well deserving attention. Many ex
cellent hint.II are to be got from them; and the two or three spe
cimens of internal decoration which they contain (excellently 
printed in colours) will be found especially suggestive to the 
artist. 

•Die Kun1t du Mitt11lalter1 in Sch1Daben,' (' M edireval Art 
in Suabia'). Rg C. HeidekJjf, Stuttgart: 4to. with folio atlas. 
This work ie one which will probably have more a local than a 
general interest. The district which it illustrates is hardly one 
of the richest in objects of a1·chitectural or archreologiral value. 
A very large number of Mediieval fragmen.t11 or works still 
remain however scattered about through the district, and a very 
respectable volume, prepared with all the ~<:are of the German 
archreologists, is tl.e result of the determination to illustrate 
them. The plates are treated with the peculiarities which beset 
all German engravings, and of which, certain want of skill to 
render foliage correctly is one. This defect is markedly present 
here; but in other particulars the book is well illustrated, and 
throughout it is very carefully prepared. 

EAST INDIAN RAILWAY, NORTH WEST DIVISION. 
TllE Consulting Engineer gives the following general progrees 

report of the operation'IJ of the East Indian Railway in the North
Western Provinces, for the half-year ending December 31st, 1861. 
Up to that date 243f miles of railway, extending from Allaha
bad to Sekoabad, was open for public traffic. Since then it baa 
been extended to Agra, making a total of 2791 miles opened up 
to date :-"Thirty-four and a half miles of new line were finished 
during the half-year, and opened for public traffic. Progresa in 
the next 36 miles to Agra has been delayed by the want of 
sleepers. Thie length has since been opened on April 1. The 
line from Toondla Junction to Allygurh is ready for permanent 
way, but waiting for sleepers. From Allygurh to Ghazee
ooddeennugger, within 12 miles of Delhi, will be ready for the 
permanent way long before the latter has been laid to Allygurh. 
Plate-laying on the lengLh between the Kurrumnaasa and Be
nares will commence as soon as enough sleer;rs have been de
livered to insure the work being carried on without inten'Uption. 
MeBBl'l!. Dear and Co. have begun to deliver sleepers at the mouth 
of the Gunduck, and the transport department will convey them 
up the Ganges, nnd deposit them at convenient ghauts near to 
the line. The Chief Engineer lays streBS on the growing diffi
culty of procuring sleepers, and advocates the use of a wrought
iron road on a section of thiR railway. An indent for 150,000 
creosoted sleepers, to be sent out from England, has lately been 
referred to the Board of Directors for compliance. The Commis
·eioners of Kumaon, Meerut, and the Superintendent of Forests 
in Oudh, have been addreBSed on the subject of supplying 
sleef>ers to thJS line, and inquiries are being pursued m the 
jungle tract south of Mirzapoor. The electric telegi-aph is now 
in working order from the KurrumDR.Bsa to Ferozabad, near 
Agra, a length of 397 miles. There are 26 stations, and the work
ing is satisfactory." 

The gross receipts on the opened line amount, for the half-year, 
to rs. 8,67,644, and the working expenses to re. 3,63,925. The 
expenses and profits are therefore respectively 41'95 to .ss·os per 
cent. earnings. The Consulting Engineer thinks that this shows 
economical working. The profit is about 2! per cent. per annum 
on the expended capital-a result which &ee'1!B far from satisfac
tory. But even from this a considerable subtraction should be 
made, as it includes the cost of transport.iug railway materials, 
which is estimated at rs. 2,50,242, or almost one-half of the total 
profits. 

The Traffic Manager report.a on the paBBenger and goods traffic. 
that the former is becoming more 11.nd more developed every day; 
t.hat the Coaching Traffic in the half.year under review is 
rs. 1;30,230-2-1 in excess of that for the corresponding hair-year 
in 1860. The increase in the goods traffic is very large, being 
rs. 2,05,053- 8-2 in excess of the corresponding half-year, and 
when it is taken into account that a v&11t quantity of grain waa 
sent over the line, consequent upon the famine during the half
year ending December 1860, and none this half-year, the increase 
must be regarded as highly satisfactory. 
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CLASSIFIED LIS'l' OF PATENTS SEAT.w> IN 00'1'. 1862. 

1819 Merolla, 8.-Pire arms-May 8 
1081 Lemat, F. A., and Girard, 0. 11'.-Jl'ire anu-April 18 
SOOT Hill, T.-B.ille bn*l&-J"aly 12 
1146 Role, W.-Barrels ortlre arms-April 19 
1168 Monck1on. E. B. C.-Metal ror ordnanoo-April t1 
2067 Tranter, W.-Fire arms-.Taly 19 
1281 Napier, J. M.-l!achinery for ma1111faclwing proj~iles-April 80 
12l0 Bale, W.-Rocket-April ~ 
1194 Bond, J.-Projeclilee-April 24 

974 Colling, J.-Reeftng ships' saila-April 6 
982 Simons, W.-Conlltrnctlngllhli-April 7 
991 Bnnru, J.-Coa\lng abips-April 8 

1004 Wright J.-Join.ing armour plate&-April 8 
1018 Jones, l.-Conotrncling and arming abips-April 9 
1027 Colee, C. P.-Sbips' maale- \pril 10 
1033 Brage, G.-Protection for ships, Cort&, &c.-April 10 
1071 Barratt, 0.-MMts, yards, &c.-April U 
1086 Bedaon, G.-Wlre ropes-April 16 
H'd Betteley, J.-Sbip building and armOGJ'-llaf 81 
1023 Nunn, W.-Ship.•" lantho111• and •tiPials-April 10 
1188 Phillips, J. S.-Method Cor :eropnla.ion of •-18-April 19 
1160 Lwnley, H.-Rudder-April lY 
1171 Warner, 11.-v .... i. of war and batterl-April 29 
l'IOIJ Sickeh>, F. E.--Stccring apparatua-llay IT 
12f3 Valle, R.-Propellere-~pril ~8 
13'l2 Hopwood, T. H.-Raisiug ounken veuela-May T 
2006 Mennon•, M.A. F.-Flo.,ting batteries (a com.)-Jaly 12 
977 Kobiwcb, B.. A.-Diving apparatus-April 6 

1088 Peacock, R. A.-Lock gatet-April 16 
1216 A.apinall, J .-8a!e for Bblpo' papere, &:c.-April ~ 

966 '3ilver, T.-Governora--~pril 4 
968 Fielding, 8. R., and T.-Valves and lnbrlraton-Aprll 4 

1016 Knoweldon, J. -S!Amm and other ftuid engill-April 9 
1063 Spencer J. F.--Steam engin-Aprii U 
117P Birkbeck, G. B.-Lobricatore (a com.)-April 23 
11~9 Brooman, B.. A.-Jackeu to prevent Joa al beat (a oom.)-April 21 
1191 Endean, J.-Valvee-April 24 
1~7 CbiJ.fsc..D. M. -Steam engiuco (n com.)-Aprll 29 
1100 Stott, u.-Steam jointe in paper, &<:.-April 16 
1128 Broom.an, B.. A.-Valve• ra rom.)-April 17 
1216 ShAw, J.-lndicatore (a com.)-April 26 
UU tlder, J.--Steam en~in"" &'>d boilers-April~ 
1091 Pbilllpooa, r. C.-Steam bammera--April 16 

1129 Broom.an, R. A.-Bnffere and oprings-Aprll 17 
1132 Rideal, S.-B.silny brealu-AprU 17 
J ta3 Clark, W.-Raiiway rnll :a com.)-April lT 
1210 Mansell R. C. -Railway wheeLl-AprU 25 
1619 Mennons, M. A. F.-Locomotion on steep inclin-May 20 
1192 Haggett W.-LocomOli• .. -April 24 

1126 Perin, J. L.-lfortlcing m:ichinery-Aprll 17 
1~29 B.ulow, H. ".-Cotton p...,..... 'a com.:-May 21 
1275 Oxley, J.-Avparatn• Cor bread cntting-April 30 . 
l~~ ChiJ<lll, D. M. -Changing the movemente or macb.lnury (a com.)-April ll9 
1876 Riddle, W. -Hydraulic preMee-llay 8 . 

972 Begg, W.-Smoke·consoming apparatus; Cnrnaoe-ban, brldgee-April 6 

1034 Bartholomew, C.- Circular bloomo-April 10 
120~ ~lu•het, R.-Pu~~liug furoaceo-April U 
1062 Payton. E.-Aogle itou-AprU U 
1'38 Marrel, I'. -Iron bo.r "nd armour plates-May 6 
lldl Attwood, T.-Kitcbouer Avril 21 
1228 Alleyne, .J. G. ~. - llano!.vturo of iron and oteel-Aprll 26 
1329 Wiloou, T.-lilaoufactnni or l\rll>ODr plat-May 6 
1260 \Vili!oo, E. B. -Uaoufactu.re of mlllla&ble iron and steel-April 29 
1339 Wihiou, E. B.-llalloable iron and oteel-lilay 8 

1075 Broomrui, I>. A.-Pumps-Aprll U 
2267 Cooper, J,-Pnmps-Auguat U 

1900 C&llebrao,, C.-'!ewiug maobin••~luoe 28 

1110 Johnson, J. H.-Wbeel cutting machinery-April 18 

1000 Sharpe, B. -Harrow•-April 8 
ll>l8 Newton W. li:.-\laoure-•prii 28 
1262 No •too; W. E. -~lowing and reaping macblnee ra com.)-April 29 
li31 Allison, J.-Harrows - June 10 
llM2 Bowar~. J.--Steam cnlti.ator-April ll 
1174 Boby. H.-Clod crt1Bbere-A1'ril 22 
1136 Dt>unison, B..-llowhg machrnc• April 19 
2097 Clark, W. Manure (a com.j-J"uly 21 
1211 Drummond, P. R.-RevolYing rake-April 26 
1221 t'iskeo, W.-!!te&m oultivatur-Aprll 26 
12.;3 R<>M J. - Griu<J.toues (a com.)-April 29 
1258 Cbiido. D. ll.-Mowlng machine& (a com.)-April 29 
1277 Carter, J. M.-Harncoe, &c.-llpril 30 
1818 Fowler, J.-Hauliog eugioe•-May 3 
13'.l"l 8chlickcy.en. c. -:llachinery Cor moulding bricks, tnrC, &:c.7 May 8 , 
189~ Men nous, M. A. t'.-Apparatno Cor reducing tnmore in Iba limbo of borMO (a com., 

Juue 28 

9~6 B&seltine, G.-LAfllllll for hydrocarbon oil-April T 
1006 Cohley, T. -T,..,..tment of oreo-A pril 8 
1030 Deacon, H.-Cnustic l!Ol!a-April 10 
1~7 Nicboioon, E. C.-Pre,.aration oCcoloorlng matten--J1111e ff 
1068 Drewe\t, K.-Chemical bo&tl88-AprU H 
1090 Gray, T. W.-Kxviooive compound>'" com.)-April 16 
1235 Biacbor, 0.-0btalning mcW!lc copper and sUver.-April 16 
187' Petereoo, 0.-Hydrometer-Jnoe ll6 
UTT Moir W.-Hydrometer-Aprll 23 
}18' HooiiJ<lnson, 11.-lll~hing vegetable sobetan~April II& 
\'62 Clar~. W -Preeemng mMte Kc. (n com.)-April t9 

'6 Wal.11:.er, B..-Malting-May ~ 

lOOT Andrew, J. B. B.-Loomo-Aprll 9 
1010 Blliloagh. J.-Looma-April 9 
1011 Taylor, W.-Co<ton apinning-Aprll 9 
2162 WanklynJ W.-Preparlng Eut Indian cottun-Jaly 80 
2189 Brlgga. ~.-Webt., tapes. laoea, &c -Aagad 2 
1048 Butterworth, B.-pre&ening tile fot1111 or eoi--April 11 
1066 Wbileomltb, !.-Power loom1-April 11 
1065 NDBBe1• N.-Preparing ftbrouo m~April 12 
1086 Platt . -Loom.1-Aprll 16 
1087 Plait, J.-Apparatn.a ror cleaning wool-April 16 
1120 Barling, W., and Todd, M.-Loomo-Aprll 17 
1122 Mnrpby J.-Loom-April IT 
UH RiYett, J. C.-Preparlng ftbrona materiala for 1pinDing-April 17 
1193 Wheatley H. Steam drying apparatn.a-April 24 
nu ~tewart, ~;1 and G.-Flyera and spindl-April 19 
1171 Bate&, G. w .-Drealng laoe-April 24 
1877 Coquatrii J. B.-Weaving carpe-.Jnne 20 
210f Rawson, il:.-Woolcombing macbinery-July 24 
1226 Brocll:.leburst, T. U.-B.eeling-April 28 
1888 Anderton, J.-Si.Jina yam-June 21 
1265 Travia, A. and B.-C&rding cotton and ~her llbrelt-April 80 
1280 Norton, J. L.-Dglng apparatus-Apr.I 80 
1286 Loy, W. T.-Cardwg machine (a com.)-Aprll 80 
1:193 Bodden, W., and Mercer, W.-lloving machine&-llay 2 

1048 Oedll", W. B.-Lamp for min-April 11 

980 Duncan, C. 8.-Venill&tinl{ apparatus-April T 
120f Zimard, B.--Stove for beating and Yentila\lon-April 2f 
lll66 Tiard, W. L.-Heati•g and condenaing apparaAll-April 29 

1234 Bart, H. W.-Refteot<>r for gu llgble-April 26 
1196 Winsborow, Jolui.--Ou meters-April 2• 

1864 Wood, N.-Pollabing plale glau-May T 
1912 Ji:ailton, W.-Anneallngglaaa-June 80 

9T6 Faconnet, L.-T!l-April 6 
ltU Langston, J.-PorUand cement-April 9 
12.Jl Clark, B.-Archeo-April 29 
1278 Prince, A.-lmltation of marble (com.)-April 80. 

1185 Creeke, C. C.-Drain and olber pipeB-Aprii 21 
1151 Trouchon, A. P.-Constrncting bo..-, wall8, &:c.-Aprll 21 

1971 Gille, J. M.-Inblaod-Jnly 9 
1828 Alllllan, B.-Locb-May 6 
1269 Dair&, 0.-Naila, screws, aic.-• .\prl! 80 
1260 Newington, 8. W.-1'ap-April 29 
1246 Wells, H. 1".-8crew eia111po-April S9 
1168 Putnam, S. :.<.-Forging horee ahoe Dalio-April S2 
114.'5 Loysell, B.-Locb, &e.-April 19 

969 Moulton, 0.-Rol:ere Cor calico prln\lua-April 4 
1201 Dangerftold, P.-Prlntlng presses-Apr1l 2f 
lll6f Clark, W.-PrlotlDJ mach1Deo (a com.)-May 6 
1170 Carpenter, W.-Printing lD coloura-April ll3 

1066 Toibanoen, F.-Telegrapbic prlntlnj! appuMD8-April 14 
1268 Da•i .. , G.-Electric apparatus (a com.)-April 80 
1223 Negret\l and ZambrL-Tbermometera-April 26 

987 Jackson, T.-PianoCorlee-April 7 
1H8 Worn'"!'.! A. N.-PianoCortea-April 19 
1284 Willis, H.-Organ valves-April 30 

9gs Moncion, E. B. C. - Timekeepera--Aprll 8 
1481 Bockney, T.-Timekeepere-May 12 

977 Bre&r>'y, W. F.-Medie&ted vessels-April I 
1268 lliebael, B.-Aeraling liquids (a com.J-April 29 

1222 MacLacblan; L.-Pbotograpby-April 26 

1164 Brooman, B.-CMOO Cor reela or colton, ollll:., &c.-April l 
976 Clark, A.-Bevolv~ abuttera--•pril 6 

1064 bunnett, J.-Revolving abutters-April 11 
999 Jaqooo, J.-lnotrument for the gameoC croqnet-April S 

1009 Hollin•bed, 0. · Sandwich caa-April 9 
1024 Boughton, Jobn.-Havresack-Aprll 10 
1087 t"ox, W.-Brooms and brusb-April 10 
1046 Rigo!M, F.-lloots and ahoes-Aprll 10 
10f9 Clarke, W.-Leatbern &cCOUtremen-April 11 
1069 Hampsblre, J. IL-Safety ""ie ror mine ....... Aprll a 
12~4 Newton, w. E.-L&mp chimneys (a com.)-Aprll 26 
1285 Newton, W. E.-Lsmps (a com.)-April 8o 
1820 Nowton, W. E.-Metbod oCjoinlng box-May 8 
1076 Broom.RD, R. A.-Hobby bo....,-npril 14 , 
1080 lleonett, T. H.-Hate and capB-4prll 16 
10116 Edw..nla, T.-1..etterbox-April 18 
1097 llarbour, J. -UpbolB•erera' hammer-April 16 
llU Wedgewood, R.-nre escape - April IT 
1280 Clark, W.-Coilare and cuffs (a com. !-April M 
imo Haeeltine, 0.--Carrlage wbeela (acom.)-Aagad 9 
1142 Rbodea, B.-Paper and other pipee-.t.prll 19 
1166 Lea, T.-AIRrms-April 21 
1167 Monckton, E. H. 0.-Umbrellaa and waterproof~brica-April 2t 
1186 Bolll!fteld, 0. T.-Carrlage aprlnp-Aprll 23 
1197 Davil!, G.-JlaltinJ-Aprll 2f 
12" Boyle. A.-Halr pins-April 26 
1824 Lefebvre, P. V.-Fountaln pona--May 8 
1861 Mark!a.nd, T.-'-Wearing apparel-May T 
1990 Townsend, E.-Boote and •hoes-July 10 
to62 Morrill. 0. F.-Cooking lltove-July 18 
2076 Clark. W .-Pomade (a com.) Jul7 S1 
2266 Wb.;\er, C. A.-PerCorating paper-.onp1t 11 
Ul8T Leoter. A.-Berlin wool work-April 28 
126~ lloore, B.-8blrll and .U---April 80 
1271 Mlden, J .~"atety lampB-A pril ao 
1279 S~nfen, W.-A new maleriAI !or t.be mannfaclure oCbnasb-.•pril SO 
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THE SPECllL EXHIBITION OF WORKS OF ART AT 
THE SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM. 

To the stimulus of the International Exhibition is due the sug
gestiott and organisation of the ml\l'vellous collection of Medill'Val, 
RenaiB1111.nce, and other works of art displayed in the new bnildings 
at South Kensington. This is familiarly known as the "Loan n 
Museum, inasmuch as the objects now deposited there have been 
lent for the purpose by their respective owners, subject to the 
understanding that, while no limit shall be assigned to the term 
of their exhibition, they may at nny time be reclaimed by their 
seveml proprietors. The felicitons idea which gave rise to this 
collection hM resnlted in a snccess as extraordinary as it was 
certainly unexpected; and the intereRt which it awakens in the 
sympathies of all classes of the community is evidenced by the 
crowds which throng the museum both on the private and public 
daya. Though originally intended as a kind of adjunct only to 
the International Exhibition, to be inauguratt'd about the same 
time, and closed simultaneously with it, this latter proposal has 
not been adhered to; consequently, thou~h the products of the 
world's great fair are by this time dispersed, the priceless 
treasures in the adjacent building are, for the most part, still on 
view; and, now that their counter-attraction has ceased, the oppor
tunities for careful stndy are enhanced, and the anxiety to make 
the most of them appears to be increasing rather than on the 
wane. 

In endeavouring to present to our readers a brief record of the 
chief objects connected with Fine Art, as being most strictly 
within our pt'Ovince, it may be thought that this specific notice 
has been deferred too long; but it must be remembered that, in 
an exhibition of this kind, no description, however clearly and 
completely given, can compensate for the lack of an 11r.tual in
spection; while it may be presumed, there are few who make the 
11.'Mt pretension to au interest or acquaintance with such subjects 
but have long ere this found some occasion for thus person
ally examining them. So that what we have now to detail may 
rather be viewed as a deliberate reBUme of the whole collection 
for useful permanent reference, than as a mere introductory 
key or catu.logue to its contents. 

It should be premised, however, that the fo1mation of this 
Loan Mnseum formally originated with the Committee of Council 
on Education, who, in a minute addressed to Her Majesty's Privy 
Council, stated the intention of the department to assemble this 
special collection of works of art, "with the view, more particu
larly, of bringing together for temporary exhibition the finest 
known specimens of their several kinds in this country." The 
subjects thus more especially contemplated for illustration were 
-Decorative works in metal of the Medireval and more recent 
periods; gold and silver plate, bronzes, decorative arms and ar
mour, jewellery, enamels, earthenware and porcelain, carvings in 
ivorv and other materials, decorative furniture, miniaturPS, &c.; 
and· 11.n efficient managing committee was speedily organised to 
give practical effect to this resolution. The main classification of 
objects, as above enumerated, was rigidly adhered to; but the 
general scheme admitting of subdivision, many kindred features 
were introduced, of more or less importance and subserviency to 
the whole; while a very proper regulation was enunciated from 
the first, which was that, as the aim was less the formation of a 
very extensive collection than that of an extremely select and 
systematic one, the reception of unnecessary or duplicate speci
mens must be avoided; and also, on the other hand, that the most 
careful consideration should be exercised in the selection of the 
real and acknowledged treasures of art alone desired on this 
occasion. These additional classes furnished a by no means 
unimportant supplement, embracing, amon~ others, works in 
marble and terra-cotta (within the period asa1~ed), cameos and 
engraved gems, niello and impressions from ancient nielli, engrav
ings, implements and utensils of ornamented cutlery, mosaics, 
glass, textile fabrics in general, includmg articles of coatuwe and 
lace, bookbindings, and illuminated manuscripts. 

This noble attempt bas succeeded, as we have '8tated, far be
yond the expectation of its projectors. Thus, here are concen
trated the splendour, wealth, and curioaity of the central gallery of 
tlie Manchester Exhibition, of the temporary muaeum1 formed by 
the Society or Antiquaries and by 'the ArchlllOlogical Institute, 
the exclusive gathenogs of the Fine Arte Club, and the wonders 
exhibited at Ironmongera' Hall last year. The thorough ar
rangement of 80 overwhelming a mass of articles, amountinis to 
many thouaand., baa of neceaaity proved an insuperable d1fti-

culty, and even with the help of the excellent catalogue which 
has now-unfortunately too tardily-made its appearance, it i• 
next to impossible to follow their order aa enumerated, owing to 
80 many of the moat important objects having been removed 
to more conspicuous positions. But these disadvantages are 
more than counterbalanced by the opportunities thus fur
nished for thoroughly minute investigation, and the observer 
is amply repaid for the additional trouble caused by the dis
placementa. 

In dealing with the subject at large, it will be evident that, 
from the limited space which can be devoted to its consideration, 
our remarks must be chiefly confined to such portions aa bear a 
legitimate and practical value in relation to the several branches 
of architectural art, and our aim will he to dwell particularly 
upon suoh instances of applied skill as, either from their vu,tety or 
theirinstrnctive elements of design orworkmansbip,claim thlS dis
tinction. A very few words must suffice on the subject of the BClllp
tures in marble, terra-cotta,&c.and carvings in ivory. In the former 
of these the most interesting are some of the productions of 
Michael Angelo and Tor~e:¢ano; and there is a very fine circular 
relievo in" gesso duro" (No. 21), ascribed to Lorenzo Ghiberti, 
It is, unquestionably, a Florentine sculpture, the subject being 
the Virgin and Child with Angels. There is also (6) a good spe
cimen of "Della Robbia ware," circa 1460; being a statue or 
group in the round, in terra-cotta, the drapery and accessories 
enamelled. The very numerous and estraordinary collection of 
sculptures in ivory, lent by Mr. Webb, will be viewed with in
terest by all who can appreciate the extreme care and delicacy 
required in such works. Son1e of its various specimens date an
terior to the 13th century, and the aeries is <l'•Dtinued, through 
various stages, to the Renaissance. These subjects are 122 in 
number, and consist, for the most part, of small diptychs, trip
tychs, a::id devotional tablets, carved with scriptural and allego
rical groups in the most exquisite manner. Besides these, there 
are some crosiers and ot.her objects of religious USA; also some 
remarknble coffer11 and caskets. A beautiful example is of 
the third century, and is a small bas-relief, in height six inches, 
and representing a part of a sacrificial procession. The rough
ness of this specimen points to perhaps the very start of the 
art. No. 39 in the catalogue is the first example of Chris
tian art in ivory, and belongs to the sixth or seventh century. 
It is a book cover in five panels, bound by metal bands, and 
represents the Virgin and Child, with figures on each side, pro
bahly of Isaiah and Melchisedec. A medallion of a bead of our 
Lord, supported by an~els, is above, and three scenes from the 
Nativity below, the middle figures. A Byzantind bas-relief of 
the ninth century represents SS. Peter and Paul, with an angel 
between, and above the Ql'e{,k words nOhlO PllMH1 which, on a 
Byzantine carving, seem to require some explanation. A tryp
tych, or hinged altar-piece, of the fourteenth century, is a goOJ. 
work and interesting. No. 105 is curious from the fact that the 
group of the Virgin and Child bears traces of painting and of 
metal work added to the ivory. 

Jn the collection of ivories belonging to Mr. Brett will be no
ticed several beautiful pie!'ced tablets, such for instance as (197), 
which is in four pieces, and contains sixteen subjects from the life of 
Christ, surmounted by Gothic canopies and elaborate tracery; in 
the spandrels are angels playing on musical instruments. The 
date is about 1400. (202) 1s a triptych carved from narrow pieces 
of bone, set in marquetery borders: it is of North Italian work, 
fifteenth century, and belongs to the Bodleian Library, Oxford. 
A devotional tablet, representing the Crucifixion and the Adora
tion of the Magi, is also particularly meritorious. Mr. H. G. 
Bohn has a tablet with a filigree metal border, wbieb is curious, 
and seems to us later than the date assigned in the catalogue, 
which is the ninth century. Mr. G. H. Morland baa a beau. 
tiful tryptych of nearly eight inches in height, and bearing nu
merou11 delicately-wrought figures in groups, under Gothic cano. 
pies; it is of the period of the fourteenth century. Mr. Edward 
Waterton bas a 'Jimilar, but smaller, tryptych; and from Stony
hurst College there are several beautiful specimens of tryptfcbs 
and tablets. Mr. Hope Scott baa a very pretty group o the 
Virgin and Child, which belonged to Syon Nunnery, and is of 
English workmanship, between 1200 and 1300 A.D. An exquisite 
croaier head belonging to Mr. P. H. Howard (206), iii in every 
sense a moat remarkab1e production; on one side is a repreaenta.
tion of the Virgin a.nd Child, seated, and atteeded with angell; 
below are diminutive figures of the three kings; on the other 
aide is our Lord, eeated in judgment between two angell, bear-

82 
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iDg emblems or the paaaion; at his feet are haman figures 
iuuing from their tombs. The upper part of the crook is 
pierced and composed of very elegiuit running scrolls of foli
~; on the knoll are the twelve apoatlea arrauged under six can~ 
p1ea, with two mches in each. It is of English work, dAte fourteenth 
~· Mr. Beresford Hope baa also a good, but a plainer, 
cmoeier, entire, the crook repreaeuting the coronation of the Virgiu 
Mary, aa Queen of Heaven. This is also of the fourteenth century. 
A crosier head from the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford belongs 
to a similar period, but baa been supplemented by silver work of 
a lat.er date. Some ivory horns, by which the owners hold 
tenure of manors and foreata, are remarkable, the moat interest
ing beilig the B1-uce horn, belonging to the Marquis of Ailea
bury. It is a plain polygonal horn of ivory, LUounted in silver 
gilt, and enamelled; the two upper bands are decorated with 
quadl'&llgular panels incloaing figures of animals, with a ground 
in traoalucent enamel repre11enting landscapes; round the mouth 
iB an arcade with birds; the other two bands are more receut. 
The belt is studded with enamel plates, with the arms of the Earl 
of Moray, probably those of Thomae Fit.zRando~ nephew of 
Robert Bruce, and Regtmt of Scotland, who died in 1331. This 
belooga, it is supposed, to the fourteenth century. Some chess
men of the twelfth and thirteenLh oentwiea bear witneea to the 
great antiquity of the intellectual game. The most complete 
aet belonging to the former period iB the property of Lord 
Loodeaborough, who is a large contributor to the Loan Museum. 
A statuette of Jonah, from a marble statue attributed to Raf
faele, is an exquisite work of art, which will repay exami
nation. The Tutbury horn, or tenure horn of the honor of 
Tutbary, in Staffordshire, is a plain horn, with a belt of 
black ailk and silver mountings; at a junction in the belt is a 
silver shield with the arms of France and England quarterly, 
differenced by a label ermine, and impaling Ferrera Earl of Derby. 
The length of this horn is one foot, and it is in date early in the 
fifteenth century. Both these horns have been deacribed in the 
ArehlllOlogia. An oval dish in ivory, belonging to Mr. Beresford 
Hope, is moat elaborately and minuuly carved in many compart
ment& with hunting subjects; also the ewer to stand upon it, in 
stag's horn, mounted and inlaid with ivory, is minutely carved in 
the same style as the dish; being apparently the work of an emi
nent artist of the school of Augsburg. We may mention, also, 
u a curiosity in this claaa, a tankard in ivory, richly mounted in 
ailver, the property of the Earl of Derby. The subject of the 
aarving is a Bacohanalian proceaaion; the silver base and cover 
are of old English work of the last century, and at the top 
is the crest of Ho1-ace Walpole. There are in all 277 separate 
objects in carved ivory, which form this section of the exhibi
tion. 

Of " Art Bronzes" (as they al'e termed) there are no fewer thitu 
399 specimens, mostly of statues and busts, and of Roman work
manship. There are however, interspersed among these, some 
very elegant domestic and other articles, viz., a bron1.e aaltoellar, 
belonging to Mr. C. D. E. Fortnum; also a triangular aweatmeat
stand, or saltcellar, belonging to the same gentleman. It is 
in gilt bronze and eilver; the lower part or stand formed by 
three eea-horaea; the bowl formed by pecten shells in silver, and 
surmounted by a gilt statuette of Neptune. A bronze candle
stick, the etem of which conaiata of a statuette of Venus, holding 
up a vase or basket which forms the nozzle, and whose wide 
base is richly ornamented in relief with amorini, arabesques, &c., 
is an exquisite Italian work of the first lialf of the sixteenth cen
tury; the height ie only 8! in. So also we would direcL attention 
to a bronze knocker (460 in the catalogue), which forms a decora
tive oompoaition of cornucopias and terminal figures, the latter 
jointly upholding a pedestal, on which (in the centre of the com
position) stands an elegantly draped female figore; in the lower 
portion is an eagle perched on a severed human head. It is of 
FlorenLine (1) workmanship, the period being about 1620. There 
is a historic curiosity in the life-eized bust of Henry VII., as
cribed to Pietro Torregiauo. Thia bronze ie apparently a contem
porary reproduction by Torregiano of the buet of the effigy from 
the tomb in Henry VII.'a Chapel at W eetminater: ita height 
is 2 ft. 4i in. The Rev. Montague Taylor aende, among other 
things, a mR.Bk (463) of a marine deity (Scylla?), surrounded or 
composed, in a decorative sense, with dolphins, &c. P011.iona 
are plated or damaacened with silver, and the eye-balls are formed 
by robiee. Thia rare epecimen of Gnooo-Boman work waa found 
at Pompeii. It appears to have been originally an applique orna
ment to a bronze vase. 

Furniture, considering the wide ra.nge it embracea, appean to 
be rather feebly represented, both as regards numbers and the 
circumscribed nature of the design.a; these being either for thr 
moat pa.rt BenaiBMDce, or depending for effect upon aurface and 
inlayinga, usually of a highly tlorid description. MoreoYer, 
since no particular arrangement baa been followed in their cluai· 
ncation, the different articles are deposited in various part.a of the 
rooma, whence it is not easy to obtain a just appreciation of t.beir 
comparative merits; nor is the catalogue, in this particular, of 
any signal service. Numerous large ebony cabiuet.9 will per
haps most attract the eye, and not undeaervedly. Thus (802), 
the property of Mr. R. S. Holford, may be taken IL8 a fair t!]ll! 
of the m11jQrity: ita dimensions are 7 ft. 3 in. in height, by 6 t\. 
3 iu. in width, and it datee about the firsL half of the seventet-oth 
century. The panels are elaborately carved with scriptural sub
ject& in bas..relief, and, by way of contrast, other port.1ona are iD 
full relief, rmch aa acroll ornamenta, statuettes, &c. There is 
another kind of decoration observable in some of the cabinell, 
namely, by oil paintings in the panela. Of this kind the lllOSt 
notable specimen is (803), from the Penahurst collection. The 
front is inlaid with twenty-one small paintings in oil, by emineot 
Dutch masters (Berghem, Paul Brill, Polemberg, and Bonaven
tuni. Peters). Two small highly-finished landscapes, with c:i.ttle 
and pastoral fignrea, by Berghem, are conspicuous in the lower 
part. These paintings are highly finished, and as fresh as wbeo 
first produced. The date of this cabinet is the seventeenth ceo· 
tury, and it has long been an he~loom in the Sidney fami!~·. 
Two knee-hole tables (811, 812) are quaintly constructed. Thtiie 
are similar in age and design (circa. 1700), and are made c,f old 
red boule, with drawers on the top, and mounted with ormolu 
and ailver. {825 and 826) are the property of the Duke of IU
milton: the former is a cabinet or eecretaire in marquetery, 
mounted in ormolu, the panel in the upper part contains an oV&! 
medallion in ormolu; subject, a trophy or group of dovea, ~ 
quiver of arrows, garland of flowers, &c.; the lower panels, iD 
marqu11tery, are ornamented with elegant ani.bes?uea, wreaths 
of natural flowers, &c.; the aignatu1·e of the artist, ' RitlSener fe, 
l i90," is visible in the right-band lower corner. The latter i1 a 
small square etagere or writing table, "en euite" with the pre
vious pieoe; the top inlaid with a trophy of books, natural 
flowers, ll bow and arrows, quiver, &c., elaborately mounted iD 
ormolu, with hanging feetoona of dowers, &c. These apecimem, 
with a third "en suite," now at Hamilton Palace, were executed 
for Queen Marie Antoinette; the marquetery, as indicated by 
the signature on the cabinet, is ihe work of the celebrated 
" ebeniate" Rieaener; whilst the ormolu mounts are believed to 
be by the equally famous "ciseleur" Goutiere. 

Her Majesty the Queen exhibits (827) a circular-fronted eecre
taire in marquetery, richly mounted in ormolu; at each end is 11. 

beautiful branched candelabrum in gilt metal, and at the slllillnit 
a pierced gallery. The marquetery decoration consists of elabo
rate trophies of natural flowers, books, and various emblems; 
both marquetery and chasing are of the utmo<lt posaible excel
lence. Thia chef-d'reuvre of French cabinet work is doubtless 
the work of Biesener, but of an earlier date than the preceding 
specimens. Its height is 3 ft. 10 in., and its width 4 ft. 3 iu. 
Her Majesty also aenda a pair of encoignures in marquetery and 
ormolu, surmounted by Griotte marble slabs, very beautiful 
specimens of the work of Rieaener (1), executed probably towards 
the end of Louis XV. or beginning of Louis XVL'a reign. A 
third contribution, from the 11&me aonroe, is one of the well knowu 
attractions at Windsor Cast!~. This, too, is a cabinet, in ma
hogany, richly mounted in ormolu, supported on eight legs 
formed aa qoivers of arrows; at the summit an elaborate comp<r 
aition in ormolu, of scroll work, amorini, &c., flanking a shielJ of 
arms. Thia magnificent cabinet, a masterpiece of the celebrated 
French " ebemste" and "ciaileur" Goutiere, was executed either 
for the Comte de Provence-afterwards Louis XVIIL, or the 
Comte d'Artoi&-Charles X.-circa 1770-80. Probably one of 
the most perfect and brilliant specimens of old Sevres inlaid 
furniture ever executed is the cabinet belonF.g to Mr. Milla, 
(835). It is mounted in ormolu, and inlaid with four large O\"~ 
plaques of Sevrea porcelain, which have green margins. It.I di
menaiQns are, height 3 ft. 11 in., width 2 ft. 8 in. The two largtl 
panels in front are exquisitely painted with "corbeillea" ~ 
flowers. We must not omit reference however to the nupUal caakd 
of old Japan lac, inlaid with mother-of-pearl, circular topped, 
which belonged to Margaret, Duchess of Norfolk, daughter 1rnd 
heir of Thomas, Lord Audley of W aldew, and who waa \Le 
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seoond wife of Thomas Howard, 4th Duke of Norfolk, beheaded 
by order of Henry VIII., 1572. The date of her marriage baa 
not been ascertained. This beautiful coffer doubtless contained 
some of the most prt!eiona portions of her trouullau. The present 
fortunate poBBe180r is Mr. Philip H. Howard, of Corby. 

The" objecta of ancient Irish and Anglo-Suon art," whioh 
eompose Section 51 are very numerous; articles of dreu, such as 
brooches, fibulie, and &rmlets, being especially frequent. Thus, 
iJJ Irish work (855) a circular torque, or hreast ornament of gold, 
is the largest known. It is formed of four tlanges of metal 
united along their inner edges and then twisted; the ends solid, 
recurved so as to form hooks; one of these prolonged for lOt 
inches in length int,1 a projecLing bar. It was found (1810) at 
Tara, co. Westmeath, and now belongs to the Royal Irish 
Academy, (869) is a very curious relic, in the pOBBession of the 
College of Columba; a portion of a bronze ornament, heart
shaped, and formed of a double volute, enamelled, and inlaid 
with vitreous mosaics; with three sockets for bosses, one 
re\&in.ing a portion of blue glass. The back is rudely lined 
with interlaced ornament, in which occurs the emblem of the 
fish. It is of ancient Celtic work, tenth or eleventh century 
in date, perhaps a portion of ornament from a shrine, and 
is figured in the article on" Vitreous Art," by A. W. Franks, 
M.A., in the" Art Treasures of the United Kin~dom." The 
"Tara" brooch (874) will also be examined with interest. It is 
of white bronze, annular, the expanded portion occupying nearly 
half the diameter; the depreBBed parts overlaid with plaques of 
gold, to which is soldered gold intel'laced filigree of great delicacy 
and elegance. Bo1111es and lines of brown amber and small por
tions or glaSB and lapis lazuli (1) are set in the projecting parts. 
To one side is attached a piece of silver chain similar in design to 
that m&de at Trichinopoh; the wedge-shaped head of the pin is 
similarly ornamented with filigree, &c. 1t is Irish work of the 
twelfth oentur.}'; its diameter, 4 in., and the length of pin, 9 in. 
(892) is a bronze fibuls, formed or a central arched band or met.al, 
with expanded ends, overlaid with thin bronze of a somewhat 
different alloy; the plaques covering the expanded ends are 
rivetted on and hammered up into a very peculiar scroll orna
ment; the cove1ing metal of the central arch is soldered on and 
repouue in an interlaced braided pattern. The back is minutely 
punctu1-ed round the edges, and shows traces of silvering. The 
pin and its fastening loop are complete. This remarkable fibula 
may probably be of very early date; it certainly seems of Irish 
work. It belongs, as do many of the most valuable in this 
department, to the Royal Irish Academy, Three pastoral staves 
(895, 896, 897) display some pecullarities in their debign as com
pared with those of English or more foreign work. The former 
of these is of yew, overlaid with bronze rivetted on, and luwing 
the surface covered W:th interlaced ornament iu repoURSe. There 
are also indications of en,richments of bands, and rows of studs 
which appear to have been of coral and of glass respectively. In 
the next, " the Clonmacnoise crosier," the staff is also overlAid 
with bronze; the curved head inlaid with silver, and n.ielloed in 
an interlaced pattern; surmonnted by a row of grotesque animals, 
carved in bronze, joined together; a portion of these only remains; 
the end of the crook has the figure of a bishop treading on a 
dragon; a projecting band of ornl\lllent below the head is 1ormed 
of grotesque monsters with feet and tails interlaced, as is frequent 
iu a11cient Irish work, and set with studs of blue glass; a pro
jecting band of ornament, inlaid with silver and nielloed, sur
rounds the centre, and another band, with inserted plaques of 
iuterlaced ornaments, and with sockets for studs of glass (7) sur
rounds the staff above the spike at ita base. In the third staff 
the head is partly gilt, and set with bosses of glass or vitreous 
moeaic, and surmounted by a lacertine open.work ornament, 
terminating in a monster's head, with blue glaSB eyes. A pro
jection of ornament surrounds the centre; the lower portion of 
the staff nielloed and iulaid with silver, as is also the ornament 
fiuishing. It appears from inscriptions on it, to have been made 
for Nial Mac Mic Deducain, Bishop of Lismore, who died 1112-
1113. Besides the ornaments iu niello, there is a 1-vish use of 
damasoening and enamels. It has been supposed that these 
latt6r were fabricated by putting sundry small sticks of glass 
together in a pattern, thtJn heating thew and drawing them out 
until they beci\me much more slender. In this state the roll of 
glass wu cut iuto slices, which was afterwards fiwted into the 
IJ!etal set.tings made to receive them. 

The Shrine of St. Manchan, or St. Monaghan, is a coffer of yew, 
the sides aloping togethor from the base upwards to a steep roof-

like ridge; mounted in gilt bra.as or bronze; standing on four 
legs, from three of ihese project strong braes rings, 3 in. diameter, 
through which staves to carry the shrine might have been 
passed; the fourth ring ia wanting. On each of the sloping 
wooden 11ides is rivetted a bronze ornament in form of a Greek 
crou, 19t in. by 18t in., with hoHow hemispherical bosses at the 
ends of the limbs, 3' in. diameter, engraved with interlaced 
patterns; a similar large boss in the centre of each croee seems 
to have been ornamented with silver-gilt repou888 plaques, one 
of which, showing a leaf ornament, remains. Beneath the limbs 
of one of the sides of the crosses are rivetted ten bronze figures of 
saints, gradually diminishing in size from 6t in. to 5 in. The 
angles are bound with brass, supported by grotesque animal 
heads, with eyes formed of dark euamel or glass, four of which, 
and fragments of others, remain. Along the base of the shrine 
the interspaces are filled with oblon~ pieces of enamel, lt in. 
long by t in.; deep yellow and red m angular patterns; four 
pieces of similar enamel ornament the Jim be of each of the croSSt>s. 
The wood of the coffer is now uncovered over all the remaining 
sul'face of each 11ide. The triangular ends are filled with brass 
plaques, chiseled with interlaced lacertine patterns in relief; 
framed in an edging 1 in. wide of engraved brass. This very re
markable monument of ancient Irish art appears to belong to 
the same period, and perhaps to the same workshop, as the 
"CroSB of Cong," now in the Museum of the Royal Irish Aca
demy, and of which full-sized coloured drawings are exhibited 
near the shrine; it was in all probability made in the beginning 
of the twelfth century. The remaining specimens of Irish work 
consist of a reliquary, in the form of a hand and fore-arm (898); 
two "shrines," of the Gospels and Psalter respectively; "the 
Dunvegan cup," a cup or "mether" of yew, quaintly devised as 
to its pattern, and having an inscription. in black letter round 
itll rim; and within, on each side, the sacred monogram I H S; 
and a "drinking horn," called the horn of Rory More, which is 
apparently old Irish work of the ninth or tenth century, and is 
mounted with a rim of silver 2 in. deep, engraved with inter
laced patterns, and with circles filled up by grotesque monsters. 

The metal-work of the Anl{lo-Saxon period, as here illustrated, 
is very similar to the Irish; Just described, the majority of the 
specimens being contributed by the Ashmolean Museum. Of 
thell8, (907) is a circular brooch of bronze, overlaid with silver at 
the back; the front has been elabol'l\tely ornamented with gold 
filigree and garnets (1); the pattern is formed by a circle or orna
ment round a central boss, united by the limbs of a Greek cross 
to another circle of ornament at the circumference. The inter
stices occupied hy plates of gold enriched with entwined filigree, 
and with bOBBes that appear to have been set with freshwater 
pearls or pearl matrix, the surface of which has decayed, the 
body relDl\ining, but considerably altered in texture; the 1·e
main.der of the brooch is covered with a diaper forming sockets 
for small pieces of garnet (1), the edge is grooved and gilt. It 
was found at Abington: the diameter is 3 in. An.other brooch 
of Anglo-Saxon work, from the same collection, is of bronze 
silvered; the face nielloed and gilt, and ornamented with inter-
laced pattern in repousse, set with four pieces of garnet (1) over 
foil, and with four sockets for white enamel, portions of which 
remain; the centre ornament is wanting. (915) is an extraordi
nary relic, lent by the Warwick MUBeum, and may be described 
as a crystal of quartz, flattened, somewhat pentagonal, and per
forated in the centre, the girdle or circumference shaped into ten 
triangular fllcets, the angles now much worn. This crystal, 
which resembles a amaller one in the Museum of the Society of 
Antiquaries, might have been conjectured to have formed a por
tion of the decoration. of a cross, shrine, or other object of ecclesi
astical UBe; but it was found in association with an Anglo-Saxon 
fibula; it may therefore have been worn as an amulet suspended 
from the acus of the fibula, as appears oce&11ionally to have been 
the case with similar objects. The last in this class to be especi
ally noticed, is a circular bowl of thin reddish yellow bronze, 
hammered up, with a circular elevation or bou in the base, 
and a fiat fold of metal with a deep groove round the edge, 
probably to hold a metal band or other means of suspension; the 
surface ove:Naid with applique ornaments made of thin plates of 
bronze, tinned or silvered, arranged in four divisions, each sepa
rated by a narrow band, and finished by a circular ornament, to 
which are attached on each aide an axe-shaped piece. The in
tervals are occupied by rude representations of deer, of cocka 
fighting, of other birds, and of fishes ('I). The surfaces of all 
these applied ornaments have been grooved in narrow lines 
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with various patterna, some interlaced, apparently to receive 
enamel, a few trace& of which, of an orange-red colour, Beem to 
remain. The four circular plate& of ornament exhibit the triple 
character of pattern frequent on early Celtic work. Beneath the 
bowl, in a circular hollow produced by the hammering up of the 
boas before alluded to, have been pieces of similar applied 
and engraved ornament, two of which rem!Un. It is probably 
of early Suon work, and was found near Lullingatone Castle, 
Kent. 

(To be eotaritlutd. ) 

THE RECENT GUNNERY EXPERIMENTS AT 
SHOEBURYNESS. 

Wx give elsewhere* a paper read by Mr. Aston at the meeting 
of the British ABBOciation, at Cambridge, on the Whitworth guns 
and projectiles, and their capabilitieit for attacking armour-plated 
defences. The experiments at Shoeburyne&i, on the 13th and 
14th of l11Bt month, have fully borne out Mr. Aston's statements 
regarding the powers of the penetration shells, and thus fairly 
established the superiority of attack over defence. 

The target prepared for the occasion was a box-target, the front 
of which resembled insomerespectstheoriginal "Warrior" target, 
but exceeded it in strength, two out of the three iron plates which 
covered it being 5 inches thick, while the remaining one (one of 
the old " Warrior" plates) was 4~ inches. The backing was 
HI inche11 of teak M before, and the inner skin of § inch iron. 
The whole of the iron was of excellent quality. Against this 
target the Whitworth 120-pounder was laid at a range of 
800 yart'ls. Two shells, each weighing 150 lb. includin( a burst
ing charge of 5 lb. of powder, were fired in succession, with 25 lb. 
gun charges. The first struck the centre plate of the target 
(.5 inches thick), and penetrated it, exploding in the backing. The 
tenk WIUI torn into shreds, and the inner skiu burst open. Some 
fragments of the shell went through into the box representing 
the ship's deck. The second shell struck the top plate (4i inches 
thick), and penetrated and exploded as the first, but the explosion 
occurred when deeper in the backing, and with more destructive 
results. Splinters from the shell and plate were scattered with 
violeuce inside the box, and the teak backing was ignited. The 
velocity of impact was 1220 feet per second. 

A 130 lb. shell, with a bursting charge of 3t lb. and a gun 
ch1trge of 27 lb., struck the target with a velocity of 1280 feet per 
second. It penetrated a 5-inch plate, and burst either deep in the 
backing, or else when right through; the hole in the inner skin 
being twice the diameter of the shell, of which the base 11.8 well 
as splinters, with fragments of the outer plate, the wood, and the 
inner skin, were found within the box. 

The material of the shell was in each case homogeneous iron, 
such as is employed for all the Whitworth penetration projectiles. 
To show the inferiority of casiriron when employed against armour 
plates, a solid 130 lb. projectile of this material was fired with n. 
charge of 27 lb., striking the target with a velocity of 1260 feet 
per second. Although a fower velocit:r hi\d sufficed for pene
tration in the pre,;ous cases, the cast-1ro~ projectile failed to 
pierce the plate, and broke to pieces. 

A solid 130 lb. projectile of homogeneous metal, fired with a 
charge of 25 lb., struck the target on one of the 6-inch plates with 
a velocity of 1240 feet per second. The penetration through the 
plate, backing, and inner skin, was complete. The head and 
fore part of the shot Wll8 found inside the box, the rear part 
having heen tom away in the passage through. 

The Whitworth 70 pounder (so succeBBful in its last practice 
against the plated target at 200 yards) Wll8 now laid a~inst this 
more formidable target, at a range of 600 yards, with a gun 
charge of 13 lb.: the 70 lb. shell struck the ~ in. plate at 1160 ft. 
per second, 1&nd penetrated, but does not appear to have reached 
any depth in the backing when it burst. The 11hells which 
struck the 5-inch pJ.ated portion of the target failed to penetrate. 
For the 70 lb. shell, a considerably higher velocity of impact is 
apparently necessary to secure equal penetration with the 130 lb. 
projectiles. 

Dnring the second day's experiments a result was obtained 
conclusively showing that the fiatr-fronted projectile will not 
glance oft' the side of a plated 0 vessel, even when the impact is 
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very oblique. The Whitworth 12-pounder aent two abelll of 
homogeneous metal throngh a target of 2i-inch iron plate, inclin· 
ing backward.sat an angle offortg-jioe degrees. The range wu 
OM hundred yards, and the gun charge it lb. 

It will be obeerved that the shell, being made to tbe full u 
heavy as the solid projectiles of the same calibre, strike with the 
11&me velocity of impact, and pos-, as blind projectiles, a po1M 
of penetration little, if at at all, inferior. The depth ofpenetra· 
tion before explosion takes place depends partly on the velocity or 
impact (regulated by the gun charge) and partly by the tbickn'911 
of the flannel case in which the bursting charge is enveloped. 
The breach seem11 usually to be clean cut on the outer face o(tbe 
armour plate, tt>m on the inner face, &battered in the teak, aud 
smashed or jagged in the inner skin. It may be added tbat the 
fiatr-fronted projectile is . capable of piercing a ship's bu!~ o• 
damaging the rudder or screw at some depth below tbe water 
line. 

ON THE VOLUNTARY ARCHITECTURAL 
EXAMINATIONS.• 

By ARTHUR AsHPrrm.. 
AKONG those institutions which have gradually develoJ>OO 

themselves during a few past years, and which eeem likely to 
exercise a great and lasting effect on the future, the establish· 
ment of professional examinations is certainly not the leut. In 
all countries the p11nmit of the libeml arts and sciences bas bad 
the most beneficial influence on civilised life; and anything that 
may tend to elevate the character of professional men in t.Jie tyet 
of the world, and to give them a better status among their fellows, 
must conduce to promote a higher and more intellectual tone to 
society at large. Having taken a deep interest in the queetion, 
and having been one of those who were in trusted by the l11Ftitute 
to take preliminary steps to endeavour to insure to our own the 
benefits which we believe other profession& have received, I 
venture to trouble you with a few remarks that have sug1tetted 
themselves in the course of our inquiries; although, to treat or !IQ 

important a subject as this in the manner it would deserve, 
would require a longer time and greater ability than I have to 
devote to it. 
.. For many years, as you are all aware, an inquiry into the 
mental training and amount of information any one might 
possess, was confined to those about to enter the church or the 
medical profession. The important functions of both seemro 
obviously to demand that there abould be a searching examio&· 
tion as to the competency of any candidate& before undertll:iog 
their responsibilities; but it was not so with other proft'B&io111. 
The lawyers however were the first to establish a change. For
merly, they who had managed to get "articled," as it was called, 
and had a hundred pounds to pay to the stamp office, were lid· 
mitted to pmctice as attorneys or solicitors without inquiry. 
The consequence was, many men endued with some cunning and 
very little legal knowlerlge, crept into the profession; anJ, what 
was worse, the pretended practice of the law was frequently' 
mere cloak for money-lending and all sorts of disreputable em
ployments. Feeling this ver1 @trongly, the chief respectable 
solicitors united together in fom1ing an institution to ioqnm 
into the fitness, both in point of a liberal as well as of Itpl 
education, of the several candidates before they were permit~ 
to enter on the practice of the law. It is scarce twenty ye.an 
since this institution came into active use; and since that time, 
I have been informed by old members of the profession, ill 
character, as a body, has been raised to a degree beyond U:eir 
most sanguine expectations. The cunning, Yulgar, ignorant, 
pettifogging attorney, so frequent a character in the old DO~ 
and comedies, is aimost extinct; and in their place we have, With 
very few exceptions, able and well-educated gentlemen,-me11 of 
whom society is proud, instead of ashamed. 

The next movement to insure a proper education and compe
tent ability among their members wa.• made by the chemiltl. 
Here, as in our own body, any man mii;:ht l\BBDme the title, &Dd 
enter into pmctice at his mere will. The lawyel"B had always 
the semblance of an education, though it oft.en consisted of&he 
mere farce of "giving articles," but any man might write up 
" chemist," aud compound the most oomple:r medicines, or ~ll ~e 
strongest poisonR, without question or challenge. So D1BD1 evila 
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arose out of this sJ11tem, that the respectable chemists in a body 
applied to the legislature for powers analagous to thoee already 
given to the lawyers. They however were met by a loud oppo
sition, and it was asked what a chemist WM, and where his func
tions began and those of the drug-dealer ended; and it was 11&id 
it would be sadly interfering with the liberty of the subject ifa. 
man might not sell an ounce of salts, or a pennyworth of rhubarb, 
without an euminatiou. It Wat! also stateJ th1t, in country , 
places in particular, the mere practice of scientific chemistry was 
but a very small p!\rt of a man's busine>JS; and just as many a 
litlle country builder calls himself "architect and surveyor," 
they tlemanded the right to &S11ume at their owu will the title of 
chemist. The respectable men replied, this might be true, but 
they had no right at any rate to pl\88 themselves off on the public 
ft8 Beimt!fic chemists, if they were not so; and at last the legisla
ture gave them powers of incorporation, and of examining candi
datt>s &11 to their competency, and the sole right to use the title 
of "pharmaceutical chemist," li8 a distinctive mark of a proper 
scientific education. Somethbg of this kind has been proposed 
with regard to the ttrchiU>cts, and, w:th certaiu modifications, 
might perhaps be made to work well; but as the geueral wish 
seems at preseut to be to leave everything possible to voluntary 
action, and in no way to fetter thA profession, I think it well to 
pass by all such questions for some future time. It seems to be wise 
to do nothing further till the results of our proposed experiments 
shall have full and fair opportunities to develop themselves. 

The greate11t step however to establish an enlarged system of 
examination took place in consequence of the Crimean war. The 
hardships and sufferings arising from the blunders and incompe
teneies which were charged against the Government officials
R.ithough tliese may have been exaggerated, and although too 
little allowance may have been made for the change from near 
fo1 ty years' peace to a sudden and tremendous war-still the 
attention of the public was forcibly ca.lied to the ueceRSity of 
some change. Our public service was stigmatised as a circum
locution otfice; red tape became a popular bye-word; and it was 
stated again and again that political influence, and that alone, 
wu the qunlification asked for in all our Government offices. It 
is beside our purpose to inquire as ti.> the correctness of these 
charges; it is sufficient to say that the comprehensive scheme of 
an examination into the qualifications of every caudidate for 
Govemment service, whether civil or otherwise, Wl\8 immediately 
eatablished. It bas uow existed seven yeara; and I am informed, 
on the authority of the most competent judges, that the improve
ment.a in every branch have been greater tbau was ever antici
pntecL Since this the system has been extended in every direc
tion, and almost to every intellectual pursuit. 

Of course, there hl\8 been a very great opposition to these 
changes, the chief of which have been summed up in the third 
Report of the Commissioners of the Civil Service. One was the 
very old and hackneyed objection to all sort of advancement, that 
the course intended to be pursued would "make meu above their 
hUAiness." Now, this is certainly an arj[\lment of some force as 
to charitnble educatiou, where the ultimate business of those 
taught will be to dig or to plough, and uo more; but in Govern
ment employ, and especially where the men were stated to be 
much below the level of their every-day business, it was surely a 
poor argument to say "do not raise them at all." In our owu case 
however, this notion would plainly be worthless, most of our but 
architects having been the best educated men of their day, and 
our profession certainly inferior to no art, as it mingles at once 
the practical, the scientific, and the beautiful 

The arguments then took rather the form of opposition to ex
Rmination of individuals as a special matter, than to that of 
education in the abstract; and bhree principal objections were 
raised:-First, that examinations in general became too 11Cho· 
Jastic; that they involved, necesa&rily, a system of reading, a 
routine of ci&Sll books, and, in common phrase, induced a system 
of" cramming." The second was, that t.be result of examination 
proved but little as to the real solid knowledge a candidate 
might posse.as, iuMmuch as it might so happen the questions 
before him were such as be might chance to have picked up, 
while very ignorant of all the other brnncbes of the snbjeot. 
The third, and, as regarded the civil eervice, perhaps really the 
roost valid, was that 110 examination would develope or prove 
that the CNlriidate poaseseed the best and chiefest qualifications 
of all, namely-integrity, industry, activity, foresigbt,.preeenoe 
of mind, and a number of other qualities of similar character 
or the bigheat importance in confidential position&. 

The first objection had much weight in the case of the civil 
aervice, but I should hope in ours it must fiUl to the ground. 
I would ask any one to look at the sketch form of volnntary ex
amination, just circulated, and say whether it i11 not of such wide 
aud comprehensive chara.:ter, and so thoroughly practical in its 
essential dc!itails, that no nmo111at of mere book work, no amount 
of" cram," would satisfy the examiners that the candidate had a 
right to a place in the class of proficiency as an architect. 

To the second objection I hope there iii quite as good an an
swer. Let enough questions be given, more in nun1ber than you 
expect or require any candidate to have time to answer,-but, of 
COUl"lle, let this be well understood, else be will feel deterred 
by the length and weight of the paper; give opportunity for 
selection, and let it be ltnown the examiners do not wiah the 
greatest po11sible quantity of work to be hurried through;- few 
questions thoroughly well answered will weigl. more with the jucli
cious than five times as much of slovenly work. On this point I 
shall venture tofenlarge, with your permission, a little further on. 

The third poiut urged against the civil service,-that exami
nations will prove nothing as to iu\egrity or other moral quali
ties of candidates,-does n1.1t, of course, apply in this case; but it 
might very well be put in another form, and men might 11&y no 
examination will give ~nius, fancy, invention, or artistic talent. 
This in the abstract is granted; the mma difJinior is eertainl7 
a gift; but, constituted as we propose our e.iamina.tion to be, if 1i 
dOt!ll not give men elegant facultieto, it most clearly will afford a 
means of developing them and exhibiting them to the world. We 
do not propo11e to teach you to draw, to carve, to design, to de
vise, but we do propose to give you an opportunity of showing 
what you have done, and can do in all the more elegant branchee 
of our art. It is hoped the various p11wers of all minds may be 
developed iu all their gradations, wbethllr purely artistic, whe
ther staictly utilitarian, or whether of that happy mixture of 
both that is really the glory of our profeuion; and not ouly so, 
but that it will elicit the fruits of the wise watchfuln881! which 
you may have exercised duriug your novitiate; and, what is 
much the 81\me, the care you have taken to store up in your 
mintls all that may be valuable in your future career. We 
hope, whatever your speciality of talent may be, to offer you a 
wide, a fair field for its exertion and display. 

And here it may be ooo.venient to consider in what way our 
proposed examinatiou may differ from others. In the first place, 
it is not like a collegiate examination-the great termination of 
a long series of studies, the harvest of seed sown some time 
back, and long and carefully cultivated. It is not an honoured 
end and rest from labours; neither is it tb11 eutrance into life, 
like that of the lawyer, or medical man,-tbe opened gate through 
which he is to pass, aud then to encounter bis first struggles in 
the world. In the lauguage of the schoolmen, h is neither a 
terminm ad quern, nor a Ulrmintu a quo. It is not an individual 
strup;gle for victory-the battle for the olive crown; nor such 
a struggle as those are for scholarships or high appointments, 
where there can be bnt one, or very few victo111, and where the 
unsucceBBful feel in the position of the vanquished. It may 
rather be likl'ned to those military displays, where, aft.er long 
training and active practfoe, the younger members march out 
conlideutly, hoping to prove they are soldiers of such proficiency 
aa to be tit to act with veterans in the field, and trusting in time 
of need to be equal to do their duty ably to their country. 

A very able writer in one of our profeBSional journals haa like
wise shown the difference between the system of rewa.rda now 
generally otfered to students, such as the Soane medallion, or any 
other similar mark of distinction, and the present propcaed 
system. These rewards have been of three sorta-for the beet 
essay, the best design, and the best measured drawing from an 
existing building. I will leave out of the que11tion any chance of 
improper &S11istanoe when work is done at home, nor will I touch 
on the help obtained from books, or hints from friends; but it 
must be obvious to all, as the writer 81\YS, thai the beet drawings 
may not oo the production of the best draughtsman, but of him 
who bas the most leisure to bestow on their production; and 
that the excellence of measured drawings depend also, not only 
on leisure, but in the money there may be to pay for assistance, 
scaffolding, travelling expenees, and a host of other things which 
attach themselves to such undertakings. 

It has been aaid, the reason why the Engli11h make such excel
lent medical men is, they begin practically; they " walk the 
boepitals," as it is called, on their tirst entnnce into the profee
aion; they act aa dreaers, in subordinate pnct.ical capacitiea; and 

s2• 
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receive the instruction of the lower, before they attend the leo
tnree of the higher profeaeora. Abroad, the scholastic education 
comes first, and many " m1m who ha& considerable theore
tical medics! knowledge would be quite at a losa by the bed
side of the sick, while the man aocustomed to practice from early 
life aeee the staw of things at a glance, and act.a promptly and 
sncceeafully. There ie no doubt the active daily duties of the 
office are indispensable to the young architect, and it is iu them, 
if he keeps his attention properly on his work, that he will find 
be has unconsciously ~thered material to DJl\Ster the mc>8t im
portant part of the examination we propose to offer. But it is 
equally true that these very circumstances operate against his 
chances of obtaining the distinction of medals, and other similar 
rewards, and it is very probable, 1\8 baa been suggested by the 
writer l\bove quoted, that this is the true reason why such rew!U'ds 
are so little sought, and of course often so little valued. 

We all know how often it happens that rising men wieh to 
enter the offices of their seniors, with the hope to work their way 
up to independent practice. Of how little use is the produc
t.ion of a medal, or a portfolio containing designs for some un
likely or perhaps impouible marine hotel, or gig1mtic cathedral. 
Of bow little value in the eyes of the man of busiue113 is the medal 
for the eeaay, which, in general, is simply a well expreesed 
acconnt of something other men have executed. It may be 
valuable in it.a way, as every literary tentamen is; but it may 
have taken months to write, and of what value is it in the 
active practice of the profeseion 'I Let us hcwever Mk, which 
would be the better te11timonial-the exhibition of any such 
solitary mark of distinction, however respectable, or the pro
duction of a Bllt of full, fair, and comprehensive papers on every 
branch of the art, such as it is hoped will be laid before you, 
and the simple aBBurance that you have been fairly tried and 
found to be proficient therein, and that wholly unasaisted and 
on the spur of the instant 1 

And now it m11y be asked, whnt should au examination be 1 It 
should befuU, that is to say, such a one as 11hKIJ be amply suffi
cient to show the proper status of the candidate. Any examina
tion which may be too easy degenerates into a grave farce. No 
on" would care for such a distinction as any idle or weak-minded 
creature might attain. No: the examination should be such that 
in after life tbe aucceesfnl candidate should be able to refer back 
to his paper of gnestiona with pleasure, and exhibit them as euch 
1\8 in hie days 1t was hill pride to answer. But here comes the 
difficulty, the questions must not only befull, but fair; they must 
be proper and pertinent. Nothing is easier than to set questions 
thal scarce anyone can answer. Nothing is easier, '\\"ith a little 
perverted ingenuity, than to set questions of no great difficulty 
perhaps in themselves, but worded so as to mislead or puzzle a 
candidate. In competitive examinations, or those wherein a 
certain prize is to be conferred on the beat man, and on one alone, 
it is not unusual fur examiners, by way of shortening their work, 
to set what are cRlled "catch questions;" but nothing can be 
more unfair or improper in au examination like this which is pro
posed. It is a systt>m of tinding out the weak points, instead of 
developing the strong-of hunting out faults instead of exhihiting 
excellencies-and, as R matter of course, depressing the general 
body of the rising men, instead of encouraging it. 

These considerations led ns to another and very important 
point-that no examinations should be oivd voce, but every answer 
should be put on paper. Tt also led to the Rdoption of what to 
some may 1tppeRr a complex system of nnmbers and changes by 
the modemtol'll, which is by no means so difficult 1\8 at first sight 
appears, but which insures the judgment of all answers by their 
merits alone, as the examiners have no chance of knowing in any 
way the name of the persl)n on whose papers they are about to 
pronounce au opinion. It is the matter alone, and not the indi
vidual, that is judged, and iu this respect at ltl&St the utmost fair
ness is in all human probability insured. 

The s_,•stem Qf t1it1a voce examination is abandoned now by 
almost all learned bodies. Many examiners, however. cling to it, 
ns it shortens their labours "° much; they consider they see in so 
little a time who are the competent men, and who are not; but 
they do nl)t allow for that modest timidity many men can never 
<lh·est themselves of, and they often attribute hesitation not to 
dittidence, but to ignoranct"; while, on the other h11n<l, men who 
possess but a smattering of knowledge, and have readiness and 
R~snrance, will blunder through when far better men will fail. 
There is also this complaint on the part of th011e who not able to 
l!&tisfy the examiners, and that is always a charge of unf11ir ques
tions, of bullying, of misleading, of browbratiug, of wishing to 

reject a candidate to the advantage of some favourite; in abort, 
it is impoBBible to find any one who has been rejected under a 
t1iva ooce examination who does not attrihute his being" plucked• 
to the bad feeling and unfair conduct of the ex><n1ineT11, rather 
than to his own deticiencies; and this not from a dt>sire to pervert 
the truth, but simply from the pain and confusion which the 
candidate naturally gets into when on the point of what is called 
" breaking down." We hope we have reported such a coul'llt! to 
the Institute that there can be no question that the proposed 
examinations shall be fair,-unquestionably fair in all respects. 

I would now venture to call your attention to the form of 
examination itself. The first remark that we have heard i11, tb11t 
it is too difficult-in University language, "too stiff a paper." 
Thiii has been intentionally done, as the object is to show the 
standard we hope the rising men of the profession may come to 
in a few years' time, and not thnt at which we shall begin. And 
we think we have a good reason for this. Examinations are all 
contests for which the mind must be traiued. It is much the 
81\me as with bodily contests. The Jleetest foot that ever ran on 
the Olympic staJium, if out of practice, wonldi be 81\sily beaten 
by a slower runner; the strongest wrestler in tht> palaestra, if out 
of training, would easily be thrown by 11 weaker man in full 
practice. Knowledge, especially such as is of the most value lo 
the architect, is of slow growth, and comes as much from obeer
vation as from reading. Now, it is clear the study and experience 
of three vears must be infinitely greater than those of <ine year 
only. We thought it would be equal justice therefore to thOlk' 
who comt' up at even less than a year's notice, to setthe standard 
lower than we think ought to be done three years' hence; anii 
we believ" that those who pass now will in future be considel'llli 
to be on au equality with those who have answered much ruore 
difficult questions at that period. 

Another objection baa been that the questions are too numerous 
to be answered in the time allotted. This baa been purposely 
done for the reASQns above ~tated, that the chance of failing on 
those points to which alone the candidate bas nut happened tD 
have given his attention, it1Bo lessened that it can hardly be takeu 
into account. Of course the examiners will cart>fully conHidrr 
how many questions ought fairly to be answered, and if, sav one
half is the number, the marks should be so allotted that one-half 
should enable the candidate to get his full complement of mark& 

Questions have also been asked aa to the class of reading to ht 
recommended. This must be left very much to the tone of eaeh 
candidate's own mind. It hRB been thought better, eapeeiallv in 
so short a time, not to limit the rauge to certain books, a roune 
which so often leads to a system of cramming. But there is one 
point I would venture t<i remark on: :t is a common error for 
candidates, when the examination draws near, to confine their 
attention to the more advanced branches of the various snbjecu, 
and thereby probably finding themeelvt>s delicient in the gronnd
work. Now, every examiner naturally looks to see whether a 
good foundation baa been laid, and considers work based on 10uud 
elementary principles of much more valne than more showy 11ud 
Rtti:active matter, which may be got up by cramming, and is 
easily forgotten. I would therefore recommend, that shortly 
before the examination every candidate should go Cllrefully 
through the elements of any branch of science, and see th!t 
they are properly ranged iu his mind. This course will afford a 
confidence and facility iu examination no other method will giYe. 

Thfre is no disguising one fact. The general tone of society hM 
been much raised within less than h11lfa century, and has beoomt 
more refined and more intellectual. That which is now considered 
on all hands to be so indispensable to every gentleman, and 
:.!enerallv designated" the education of a gentlt>nmn," would have 
been called " pedantic stuff." It was gentlemanly then to drink 
three bottles of strong wine after dinner, or to call out vour be-IL 
friend for a haaty word, andjshoot him deRd the next mo1·niu~. lo 
their softer moods. the genUemen of George the Fourths day 
devised patterns for waistcoRte, cut collars for coats, and invented 
marvellona curls for the hair and whiskers; while everv leisure 
hour of both ladies and gentlemen was devoted to can!~ or wone 
forms of gambling. Things have changed Yery much sinoe that 
time; and yet gentler mRnners, and more intellectual pur.mit.s, 
b11ve not brought with them luxury or effeminacy. Although far 
more temperate in living, and more simple and natul'al in dre.11, 
nothing of true British spirit hns decayer!. They who rode at 
Balaclav11, or who crushed out the horrible Indian mutiny, were 
as heroic men as RDY age could bonst of: RDd under our oTil 
immediate notice is now 1\8 noble and patriotic a movement M 

ever was at Sparta or Atht!ns. In a quiet and unostent&Uous W3)", 
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men have joined together heart and band for the defence of their 
own hearths and altars, and have spontaneously taken on them
selves the fatigue and toils of military life, in such a manner as 
to convince the world the spirit of the British nation is as great 
and as manly as ever. 

Bnt there is also no dis~uising the fact that, in spite of the 
exertions of the various arch1t.ectural bodies, the professors of that 
science do not seem to be recognised in society as they ought to 
be. A.t any rate, the word Rrchitect is not the password here 
it is abroad. Why this may be we will not stop to inquire; nor 
will we repine if it be so. One thin~ we are quite sure of, iftbe 
whole body assume and deserve a higher status in society, they 
certainly will find themselves in an advanced position ore long. 

This is one of the gr11at advantages the system of examination 
offers. It not only must be valuable in " professional point of 
view, but it must be of the greRtest uee in showing to other pro
fessions and to the world in general, that the architect bas 
received the education of a gentleman. Let every rising man 
then who bas the love for bis art, nud respect for bis professior., 
&BSist in our endeavours to elevate both in the eyes of the public. 
A standard is offered by which you may judge your powers. 
Without some triRl or 110me means of comparison, who is to judge 
their own stature 1 If at present you fall short of such height it 
is no more blame to you than if you are hut five feet ten instead of 
six feet; but there is this difference, although after a CP.rtaiu time 
the bodily stature will not increase by proper cultivation, that of 
the mind always will do so, aud it must be very bard if be who 
falls short of the standard, after having hl\d only a few month's 
notice, will not reach it after the experience of another full 
twelve mouths bas been added to it. 

And now we should be ungrateful to the members of the 
Architectural Association if we did not acknowledge their sup
port in this attempt. On them will fall a ~eat share of the 

labour,-on them will devolve the task of showing, as a body, the 
rising architects are men who do not shrink from that mental toil, 
that intellectual training and tuition, thRt all other profet1.~ions 
undergo. They have given (it may, as it ought to, have been) a 
cautious support, but still it has been most genuine and unselfish. 
The fruit of all our labours, if fruit there be, mnst be expected to 
show itself slowly; but it is my earne&t ho~ that I may be spared 
to see it, and on some future occasions within these walls to talk 
over the old tales, to narrate our former labours, and to congra
tulate the members on the success of the united efforts of the 
Institute and of the Architectural Association. __ ..,. ___ _ 

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. 
JonN R. M'CLEAN, EsQ., Vice-President, in the Chair. 

Nrwember 11, 1862.-Before commencing the businB!lll of the 
evening, on this the first meeting of the Session, and in the 
absence of the President, the chairman said it was his duty to 
notice the loss the institution had sustained by the death, during 
the recess, of twu of its most eminent members, Mr. John Ed
ward Errington, Vice-President, and Mr. James Walker, Pa.st 
President. 

For upwards of thirty years, and indeed ever since the intro
<l uct1on of the railway system, Mr. Errington occupied a promi
nent position as an engineer, and, in conjunction with Mr. Locke, 
f!:tecuted some of the principal railway works in Great Britain. 
He was, like his partner, Mr. Locke, a strong a<lvoCllte for 
economy in the first cost of construction. By bis death the pro
fession had lost one of its most distiuguiRhed members, the In
stitution one of its warmest supporters, and many of us a sincere 
friend, and one ever ready to afford advice, especially to his nu
merous pupils and 11.SSistant.~, whose interests it was his constant 
endeavour to advance. As many of his pupils were actively 
engaged in the practice of the profession, and had, through his 
influence, been enabl"d already to take good positions, the 
chairman expressed the hope that they would feel it a duty, no 
less than a pleasure, incumbent upon them, to communicate plans 
and descriptions of the works of their eminent masters, and so 
keep alive the memory uf "Locke and Errington" in the Institu
tion of Civil Engineers. Mr. Errington hacf proved his att.ach
ment to the Institution, and his desire to see it prosper, by 
bequeathing to it the sum of £1000, free of legacy duty, and 
without attaching any condition whatever to the gift. 

Mr. Walker was one of the oldest members of the profession, 
having been in active practice as an engineer for upwards of 
sixty years. He was also one of the earliest membe1'S of the 
Inatitution, having joined it in the year 1823, and, aft.er the 

death of Mr. Telford, became ita President. For a period of 
eleven years, during which he so ably conducted itR pro· 
ceedings in that capacity, be was most devoted to its interests, 
and to his zenl and energy must be greatly attributed the 
eminent position it held on his retiring from the chair in 
1845. Mr. Walker'd name was r.ssociated with many of the 
gn:atest hydraulic works in England and Scotland, including 
lighthouses, harbours, bridges, embankments, and dramage. 
His opinion was much valued by the Bider Brethren of the 
Trinity Honse, by the Lords of the Admiralty, and by the 
Corporation of the Citv of of Loudon, and it mnst not be for
gotten, E!flpecially at the· present. moment, that twenty years ago 
he laid down lines for embanking each side of the river Thames, 
which have never been improved. As the chairman had bad the 
privilege of being in Mr. Walker'semployment for many years prior 
to 1844, he had an opportunity of knowing his worth, and must. 
expre1111 hiR gratitude for many acts ot kindnees, and state ihat it 
was Mr. Walker's constant endeavour to promote the interest~ of 
himself and others. Many members of the profession had also 
been trained in the same schools, including Burge>1, Bidder, 
Hawkshaw, Borthwick, and Hartley. During his long and 
useful career he had secured the admiration and respect of 
numerous influential friends, i.s well as the regard of his profes
sional brethren. 

The chairman had much gratification in announcing that Mr. 
Walker having left at Mr. Burges' disposal the twenty-ti,·e 
remaining copies of Telford's 'Life and Works,' as well as the 
copyright and the copper-plates, Mr. Burges had, in the most 
handsome and liberal manner, presented them to the Institution. 

The PRper resd was on " Tlie Railway Syatem of Germany," 
by Mr. RoB!!:RT CRAWFORD, Assoc. Inst. C.E. 

It was stated that in Germany, as in England, tramways had 
formed the germ from which subsequent en~erpl'ise developed the 
vast network of railways now eJttending throughout the length 
and breadth of the land. The oldest of these undertakings 
originated in a fifty years' "privilege," granted by the Austrian 
Government, upon the 7th September, 1824, for the construction 
of a line from Budweiss, in Bohemia, to opposite Linz, on the 
Danube-a distance of upwards of 80 English miles. Subse
quently, a concession was obtained for a line from Linz to 
Umunden, 42! miles. The cost of the Budweiss, Linz, and 
Gmunden line was about £4877 per ruile. The gauge was 3 feet 
7! inches, and it was worked by horses until 1854, when i;mall 
locomotive engines were employed, first upon a portion of the 
line, and in the following year upon the entire length. 

A proposal to adopt steam ns a ruotive power, instead of horse
labour, was carried into effect for the first time iu Germany in the 
case of a railway, 4 miles in length, from Nuremberg to .Fiirth, 
which was opened for public traffic ou the 7th December, 1835. 
Thus Germany, possessing at the close of the year 1835 upwards 
of 108 miles of tramways, had up to the same time only 4 miles 
of railway properly so called. In the live following years, rail
ways were introduced into all par!.11 of the country, so that at the 
close of 1840 there were twelve railways, either wholly or in part 
finished, with " total length opened of 377 miles. Iu the next 
ten years this had been increased to 4487 miles; by the close of 
1860 to 8512 miles, and at the end of 1861, a total of 8866 miles 
had been constructed at an average cost of £16,400 per mile. 
Nearly one-fourth of the entire length was provided with double 
lines of rails. About 38 per cent. of the existing lines was Go
vernment property, lOi per cent. the property of companies, but 
worked by Governments, and 5lt per cent. the property of, and 
worked by private or joint stock companies. Further, it 
appeared that 39! per C6nt. of the entire length was constructed 
by the different states, 2-ij by companies under a guarantee of 
interest, or a Government subvention, and 35f per cent. by com
panies at their own cost and risk; so that. Government aid had 
been granted, directly or indirectly, to nearly two-thirds of the 
entire system. These 8866 miles of railway comprised sixty-two 
different undertakings, as at present constituted, under as many 
different organisations, and were mansged by nineteen Govern
ment departments, and forty-three boards of directors. 

At the close of the year 1861, Germany had, in addition to the 
railways, about 143 miles of tramways, constructed at an average 
cost of £3200 per mile. 

With a view of establishing a common plan of action, and of 
regulating, to a certain extent, the relations of thfl different rail
way companies with each other, a society was formed in the year 
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1847 under the title of" The A.ssociation of Government Railway 
Directions," which now embraced the whole of the lines, with 
very unimportant wu.'6ptions. Each company subscribed a fixed 
~ towards the general management fund, together with a 
variable amount dt>pending upon its length, and wa11 represented 
at the meP.tinge of the association and in the debates, in propor· 
t.ion to importance. A code of laws had been drawn up and 
agreed to, which was revised from time to time, the rules expres
sing the decided opinion of the llJl80ciated body upon all point.. 
usually involved in the construction and working of railways. 
The gauge wa.11 now univeraally throughout the country 4 ft.~ in. 
With regard to curves and gradients, the rules laid down were 
-First, the radius of curvaturd should, if possible, not be le88 
than 3600 feet in level land, nor thai:. 2000 feet in hilly districts, 
except m particular instances, where it might be nf.ce88ary to 
reduce it to 1200 feet, or even in very rare cases to 600 feet, but 
uev11r less. Second, the general scale of maximum gradients 
admissible on railways wnA 1 in 200 in level districts, 1 in 100 
among hills, aud 1 in 40 on mountain lines. Several examples of 
sharp curves upon works already executed were then noticed. 
The increast>d power of locomotive engines bad led to a severer 
character of ruling gradients being intruduced than was fomerly 
contemplated, and there were ample proofs in every part of the 
country that the limits recognised at present 1\8 suitable for the 
working of lc.conwtives had IY!en reached. Many instances were 
then given of steep gradients and sharp curve1t, including a paJ
ticnlar account of the Semmering railway, and of the mode <>f 
working it. As, howevtor, a description of this railway bad been 
brought before thti Iu~titution by Mr. C.R. Drysdal~, in the year 
1856 (Minutes of Proceedings lust. C.E., vol. xv., p. 349), it 
would suffice to say that the experience deriv1Jd from the working 
of the l;ue went to show, that ODt! of the goods engines was 
capable of drawing up the incline of :i in 40, 11.t the rate of 9! 
miles per hoi1r, a train whose gross weight varied from 100 to 
16.'l to1Je, accordiug to the 111.ate of the rail11 11.ud of the weather at 
the time. Thll or<liuary rate of speed was fixed at-

A-nding. O......ndlng. 
Miles ptr bour. Miles per hour. 

For express trains . . 14' l 66 
ordinary p!1811enger . . . . ll r 14t 
goods. including milit"ty transport . 96 9t 

The maximum uumbtlr of tr:•ius which had p!llllled over the line 
iu one day was seventy-two, counting both ways. Thill was 
during the Italian war. The ordiuarf number was twenty-seven, 
with from seven to eight carriages each. The line was about 25i 
miles in length, was laid with a double way throughout, and had 
cO!!t £98,2i0 per mile. 

It appeared to be a geu.::ral, although not a universal plan, in 
the cnse of all main lines, to prepare the earthworks and masonry 
for a double way throughout, but not to lay the second line of 
rails until the success of the undertaking and the requirements 
of the traffic demandE.>d it. Some of the heaviest earthworks 
executed up to tli.• present day were then alluded to, including 
one on the Southern State Bail way of Bavaria, the greatest height 
of which was 172 feet, and which contained nearly 3,000,000 
cubic yards of material. A list of the largest tunnels on the 
principal lines was next given. 

Vinducta and bridges were treated under two hea<liugs;-first, 
bridges composed altogether of masonry, and second, iron bridges. 
The views of the Associated Railway Directious on bridge 
building were,-ldt, For bridges, arches of stone or good bricks 
were preferable to every other description of structure, except in 
cnses which reqaired very oblique bridges. 2nd. Timber bridges 
were inadmissible. 3rd. When iron bridges were niade use of, 
the portion of the structure which sustained the rc•adw11y should 
consist either of wrought or rolled iron. Thus ca.st-iron bridges 
as well as timber ones were remo1·ed from the field of investiga· 
tion: the former by uegatiou, and the litt~r by direct condemnation. 

In~tances w1>re then adduced and details given of several 
example<! of stonr viaducts and bridges of imposing dimem1ions 
and extent, including those over the Goeltzsch and the Elser 
V1lileys, on the railway from Leipzig to Hof,-and the Neisee 
Vi11.duct on the railwav from Kohlfurth, to Goerlitz, iu PruBBia. 
The result ofa series of experiments, for the purpose of ascertain
ing the best description of concrete to be placed round the 
foundations of the river piers, in the latter case, gave the propor
tions most suitable for yielding a quick setting, hard concrete, at 
22 per cent. of ceruent; 22 of sand, and 56 of small broken stonea, 
not exceeding 2 inches diameter. In rt>g11rd t-0 the bridge over the 
river Neckar, on the railway fron1 Frankfort on Maine to 

Heidelberg, it was atated that the depth of the keyltone wu 
aomewhAt over the minimum required both by Desjardin'& for
mula and by that of Gauthey; but on the other hand it wu ao 
out of proportion with the huge thicklless obtained from the 
method of Perronet, as to P.rove the total unfitne. uf t.hiii sy~ 
tem for calculating cases similar to the one in question. Tb ae, the 

Mev., 
N eckar Bridge as actually built had a depth of key of l ·200 

,, according to Gauthey's formula it required l ·125 
,, Desja.rdin'a ,, l ·Uo 

,. ,, Perronet ,, 8•241 
In the case of wrought-iron bridges the arrangement most 

usually adopted, when the spans were wide, was that of a lattice 
construction in some one of its various modifications.• One of the 
earliest examples, which was described in detail, was the bridge 
over the river Kiuzi~, at Oifenburg, on the Baden State l'llilway, 
in which it WM cous1deted that the arrangement of the material 
was not judicious, as-lst. The dimeusions of the ironwork were 
uniform throughout the length of the span. 11ud. Although a 
stronger lattice construction was adopted in the case of the 
oentral girder, still the top and bottom sections were of similar 
dimensions to the outside ones; and 3rd. The croSB sectional area 
of the iron bad· not been properly proportioned to its diffl!rent 
powers to resist compreBBion and extension, where those forces 
actAKI. The bridge over the river Vistula, at Dirscham, on the 
Eastern Railway of Prussia, was next referred to. It consisted of 
six spana, each 397 ft. 6 in. in the clear, the depth of the girden 
being 38 fl 9 in., and the whole of the material in the super
structure being carefully proportioned to the nature of the strains 
to which it would be exposed. The Marienhe~ bridge over the 
river Nogat, on the same railway, was likewise mmutely deacribed. 
The next examples selected were those over the Rhine, at 
Cologne, and at Kehl, close to Strasburg: in the latter case the 
method adopted in constructing the foundations, by means of 
compressed air, was also mentioned. It was stated that the 
operation of sinking the foundations progresaed at the rate of 
about 20 inches per day of twenty-four hours. 

lu addition there was also another bridge over the Rhine 11t 
Mayence, which consisted of thirty-two openings, having together 
a clear waterway of 3134 fl 6 in., lineal measure. The iron-work 
in the superstrncture was somewhat similarly arranged to that of 
the Saltash bridge, modified in some particulars, as to the C!'088 

section and the form in which the material WM applied, accordin~ 
to what was known in Germany as the system of ProfeBBOT Pauli 
of Munich, which gave a rectangular top to the beam instead of 
au oval one. 

.Attention was then directed to the Permanent Way. It 
appeared that about seven-eighths of the rails ia use were of the 
broad base, or contractor's pattern; the remaiuining one-eighth 
being composed chiefty of chair rails, with a small proportion of 
bridge-shaped ones. As to size the mils were not leBB than 4§ 
inches in height by 2! inches wiclth of head, and the surface wad 
curved to a radius of from 5 to 7 inched. They weighed gene
rally from 66 to 76 lb. per yard. Fish-plates were now almost 
univerMlly adopted for connecting the ends of the rails, and the 
joints were always supported by a sleeper; a wrought-iron chair 
being interposed between the rail and the timber. Recently, & 

trial had been ma.de of the modern English system of leaving the 
joint free without any sleeper under it, and the result had been 
so satii.fRctory that it Wl\8 intended to extend it. The almost 
universal system of supports was that of croSB·sleepers. They 
were of oak, where it could be procured at a reasonable price; but 
dift"t!reot de11eriptions of larch and fir were often used, after being 
prepared by some chemical proceBB to resist the tendency to demy. 

The quantity and description of rolling stock in use on different 
railways in Northern and Southern Germany Vliried greatly; bot 
as neal"iy 11.11 coald be estimated, at the close of 1861, there were 
Locomotive engines . . . • 0·4H per English mile. 
Passenger carriages, average 41 ·S seat& each 0•807 ,, 
Uoods trucks, average load 6•9 tons 7·()4() ,, 

Before any engine was permitted to be used its boiler must be 
tested with hydraulic pressurt! to at least one and a half times 
the maximnm steam preBBure which it was intended to sustain, 
and a similar wst must be applied after the engine had run ill 
first 46,109 miles, and be subsequently repeated every time an 
additional 36,887 miles had been made. ThP rate of speed waa 
usually, for express trains, from 27 to 35 miles an hour, for 
ordinary pasaenger trains from 20 to 25 miles, and goods tnWi1 
from 10 to lli miles per hour, in each case rxclusive of stoppages. 
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ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF WROUGHT-ffiON 
LATTICE GffiDERS. 

BY THOMAS CARGILL, C.E. 

(C't>ntinucd from page 305.) 
B:uou proceeding further with the practical part of the sub

ject, I propose to make some remarks on the formul~ in general 
uae, for calculating the horizontal strain in a girder; aud to 
endeavour to investigate them in a manner which, without de
parting from recogn sed principles, may render them of more 
easy Rpplication in the designing of structures similar to those of 
which I am treating. The first formula to which our attention 
ia directed is that which gives ua the greatest horizontal strain 
at the cent.er of a girder under a uniformly distributed load, in 

which S= ~~ ... . .. (1) 

W being the total load uniformly distributed, L the span, 
and D the depth between the centers of gravity of the top 
ADd bottom booms. Putting ID for the constant load or 
weight of girder and portion of superstrncture, and w1 for the 
maximum variable load, we have W=(w+ID1). We mRy con
sider the value of to1 to be fixed, and always equal to one ton per 
lineal foot for every line of rails on the bridge; RDd confining our 
attention to one girder, we have w1=L. Jn bridge11 of moderate 
spans, that is, within the limits of 150 feet, it has been found by 
engineers sufficiently accurate and safe, in practice to take the 
constant weight of a bridge= 1 ton per foot run, which gives 

. h . '°1 ua, m t e present rnstance, ID= 2 = L 
2 . Substituting these 

values in equation (1), we have 

(~ +L)L 31} 

S=-a~ =16D (2) 

The valne for w is rather in excess of the actual weight in 
girders of small spans, hut on the supposition that the weight of 
a bridge Reta in direct opposition to the momentum of a moving 
load, it will be found an advantage rather than otherwise. Tha\ 
this opinion is entertained is shown by the fact that more than 
the necessary quantity of ballast is often heaped on bridges of 
email spans, for the express purpose of making them heavier. 
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Taking D=on&-twelvth of the span and putting this value in 
equation (2) and reducing, we find for the simplest equation for 
the maximum horizontal strain at cent.er 

S = 2·25XL ... (3) 
This value for D agrees with thRt for the center spRn of the 
Boyne Viaduct, in which 8=264 feet and D=22' 5''; the exact 
ratio is as 1 to 11·7, but as 22' 6" represents the depth from out 
to oat, it would be reduced to about 6 inches less, by taking it to 

the center of gravity of the booms, which would thus give D = ~ 
In all girders having discontinuous webs, the depth is capable of 

a greater variation with a limited increase of strain, than those 
of the continuous web form; the eft'ects of the depth will be better 
seen when treating on the strain11 on the web. 

In making calculations respecting the strength of girders, D ia 
frequently taken as the total depth instead of the depth between 
the centers of gravity of the flanges; as it is necessary in some 
cases, and more correct in all, to adopt the latter value, we will 
proceed to determine it for a double lattice girder of a similar 
construction to that given in the number for October. Let 
Fig. 1 represent the hslf eection of the top and bottom flanges of 
the girder, the remaining half being precisely similar, the cent.en 
of gravity of each flRnge will be somewhere in the line AB. It 
may be remarked that with their horizontal position, or position 
along the breadth of the flanges, we have nothing to do; it ia 
their vertical position alone which affects the value of D in our 
equations. The eimpleet method of proceedin~ will be, to ascer
tain, first, the position of the centers of gravity of the top and 
bottom plates, and then that of the angle-irons, and to consider 
their weights as conoentratecl in those points, from which the 
position of the centers of gravity of the whole top and bottom 
flanges may be determined. In Fig. 1, let CC1 be the vertical 
position of the centers of gravity of the top and bottom plat.es 
respectively, C1Ca those of the angle-irons; the distance which 
is required to be found is GG1, the Rvailable depth for calculation, 
answering to the value of D in the preceding equations. Make 
D1 the total depth of the girder, as shown in the figure, and T1 T2 
the sum of the thicknesses of the top and bottom plates, then 111 
the plates are suppolled to be perfectly homogeneous, 

CC1=D1-(T1;T~) 
In order to obtain the centers of gravity of the angle-irons, it 
will be only necessary to find that of one of them for each flange. 
Let the angle-iron be imagined to be nurollc>d, or one of its flanges 
to be bent bsck into the position shown by the dotted lines in 
Fig. la, so thRt it shall assume the appearance of a straight piece 
of bar iron; if l1 be the length of one of its flanges, l the length 
of the other, and t its thickness, its total len~th in the position 
shown will be=(l1+l-t), and the position of its center of gravity 

from either end will be= (li+:-t); now supposing l to be the 

vertical fiange of the angle, and l the horizontal in Fig. l, the 
distance of its center of gravity or of the point ell from the under 
surface of the top platee will be 

=l1-(l1+:-')= l1-;+t; 
similarly for the distance of C3 from the intf'rior surface of the 
bottom plates, for although the snm of the thicknesses of the top 
and bottom plates may vary, yet the angle-irons both at top and 
bottom ought to be of the same scantling: we thns have the 
distance 

C1C3=D1-[(T1+T2)+(l1-l+t)] 
The accurate position of all the points C, C1, C" &c., will be in the 
line AB which divides the section into two similar halves, but 
for convenience sake I have placed them as shown in the figure. 
We may consider the force of gravity to act in vertical parallel 
lines, the resultant of which for the top plat.es passes through the 
point c, and far the angle-irons through c!> and for the bottom 
flanges through C1 and C3, the distance CCit= 

~1+('1-;+t) and C1Cs= ~1 +(li-;+t) 

Our required distance GG1=CC1-(CG+C1GJ. 
Put A1 for the area of the top plates, A2 for that of the bottom 
ones, and a for the area of the top or bottom angle-irons, then 
as the weight per unit of both plates and angle-irons is equal, in 
order to find CG we have the following proportion:-

CG : (CC2-CG) : : a1 : A1 

d CG- CC2x a1 

. an - (A1+aJ 

CG 
C1C3 Xa1 also for the bottom fiange, 1 1= (A

2
+aJ 

If both the flanges be equal to one another, then CG=C1G1, 

and GG1=CC1-2CG; in thi11 case CCit=C1C31 and finally, aa 
T1=T 1> we obtain for GG1 by substitution in the above equatioDa 

88 
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OG1=D1-T1-(T1+(11-l+t)X ~) 
Ai+41 

If b be ~he breadth of the plates A1=bT1,. and 4 1=4(11+1-t)t; 
and anplymg the formula to an example, let D1=60" T =l" 
b 24'1 d l . 4• 3" J.ll h ' t ' = , an ang e-1ro.ns= X X 2 ; t en. A1=24 square inches, 
and 41=13 square inches; and the available depth for calcu-

lation will be equal to 001 = D=li9" - ( 2·oox ~) =58·12". 

In girde!"" of a leBB span th.au 40 feet it w~uld not be neceBBary to 
make this allowance, but it would be quite sufficiently accurate 
to take the total depth and calculate from it. 

In treating of the duty of the angle-irons in the number for Octo
ber, it w&l! remarked that there was no advantage to be gained by 
employing angle-irons with their vertical flanges of a length very 
much exceeding the horizontal ones. Apart from the conside
rations there mentioned, it will be now evident that the result 
of the vertical portion of the boom is to lower the center of gravity 
of the whole boom, aud RO reduce the depth required for calcula
tion. In the above investigation I have taken no notice of the rivet 
holes; 41 and A1 are the grOBB areas, because, except where the 
strength is concerned, the holes may be considered to be com
pletely filled by the insertion of the rivets. 

That the consideration of the correct valne for D materially 
af!"ects the shape whic.h shou~d be given to the booms of girdera 

· will be set'n from the inspection of an ordinary form shown in 
Fig. 2, iu which the web, instead of being rivetted directly to the 
angle-irons, is attached to vertical plates which are rivetLed in 
between the angle-irons; these vertical plates must at least be 
half an inch thick, in order to effectually take the strains of the 
struts and ties which are brought upon them, not continuously but 
per Mltum, as is the case in every lattice girder· consequ~ntly 
their area will bear a v~ry large proportion te, and' very probably 
exceed that of, the horizontal plates, and thus produce an injuri
ous effect by considerably diminishing the value of D which as 
ahown by the above investigation, is, c<eteru paribru inveri:ely 
proportional to the area of the ' 
vertical pl)rtion of the flanges. Flo. ll. 
It will be seen on examining 
the section in Fig. 2, that the 
area of the vertical plates 
cannot be included in the 
calculation of the area of the 
flanges, insomuch as they form 
no actual portion of them, but 
are merely a prolongation of 
the web. Their sectional areas 
being useleBB, they can only 
be regarded in the light of 
atiffening pieces to the booms; 
as they are four iu number 
(two only are shl)wn in the 
half section in Fig. 2), and 
&R they are continued through
out the whole length of the 
girder, an estimate of their ·---0- iJ 
weight would show that this 
advantage is obtained at too 
great a sacrifice of material, 
and addition to the dead 
weight of the girder; their 
own weight also nets in a most disadvantageous manner, and 
adds to the side strain on the horizontal plates, and although 
they ruay tend to somewhat Rtiffeu the entire booms, they have 
a contrary effect on the plates considered iudependently, for 
they increaRe their liability to buckling. 

It would be well here to draw a distinction between the mean
ing of the terrus "booms" and "flanges;" the booms always 
include the flanges, bnt the flanges may or may not include the 
booms; the flanges, together with any stiffening or packing pieces 
applied to them, constitute the booms, but it must be borne in 
mind that it is the area of the former alone which can be included 
in computing the strength of the girder. Fig. 1 is an example of 
the simplest form of flange for a double lattice girder, the whole 
of the area of which might be used as the grOBB area for determi
ning its strength. 

Where this mode of imparting stiffness to the boom i~ adopted 
(see Fig. 2) it would be preferable to increaea the length of the 
nrtical flanges of the angle irons; this method is open to the 

objections already urged against it, but we should on the other 
hand obtain the value of the sectional area of the stiffening pi-, 
which we do ~ot where the verti~l plates are employed. The 
use of the vertical plates causes twice as much rivetting in the 
webs. than what i~ required in the other arrangement, where the 
web 1s attached directly to the angle irons. 

To return to the horizontal strains. The case of the strain 
!8sulting from the effect of a weight at the center otfera but little 
mtereet, except in the deflecting and testing of girdera so we 
pass on to .a consideration of the general formula for the hori
zontal strain on any part of the boom of a girder produced by 
a uniformly distributed load. ' 

In. Fig. 3, let AB represent one of the booms of a girder, it is 
reqmred to find the strain at a point P, which· divides AB into 
segments a and b. The uniform lond in the present instance 

F10. a. 

A ~ B 
rr---_ 0. _--t--__J_ ~b -1 

will consist of two portions-the constant, and the variable load 
which equal respectively wand w1. The total load w+w1 pro'. 

duces an upward reaction at A = w~w1 , and the moment ol 

this force to cause fracture at p = tD~w1 xa. Let S=horizontal 

strain, D=depth of girder, and let m=weight of segment 4; then 
a 

the forces acting in opposition= SxD+mx i, from which 

s-'°+'°1 a - a (w+wi-m) -21) xa-mx 2 - 2 D 

But m= '° + '°
6

1 X4, and putting this value in our equation 
a+ 

S = ~ {<w+wJ- (w+ 1171) a) 
2 a+b 

D 
Making w+w,=W, we have 

S=~(W(a+b)-Wa)= Wxab ••• (4) 
2D a+b 2D (a+b) 

L 
The limits for the value of a and bare a=o, b=L, anda=b=2 

WL 
in the former case S=o, and in the latter S= SD ... (1) 

If in equation (4) we substitute the value before given for 
3L 3abx(a+b) 3ab . _ 4+b 

W = 2 , we have S= 4D(4+b) = 40 , and making D-12 
we have for girders of this particular claBB 

S= 9~b (5) 

The two equations (1) and (4) supply eufficient data to calculate 
with ease and accuracy the strains on any part of the boom of 

a girder. In adopting D =~·I have been guided by the best 

examples existing of lattice girders-which are unfortunately but 
too few-and also, that in a large number which have come u~d~r 
my peraonal obeerva.tion and direction, I have fo~nd this ratio 18 

either actually obtained or very closely approximated to. The 
facilities it otfers for calculation have been already shown. . 

The next I oint to be considered is the quantity of mate~ 
required, or what the sectional area of the flanges sh?uld be lll 
order to resist a strain acting at any point p. This depends 
altogether upon the amount of strain we wish to impose nPon 
any 11quare inch of iron. Widely different opinio11s have be;n• 
and are still, entertained upon this point, bftt without w11;9tiDg 
time, and encumbering valuable space with attempta to ;u<bte 
between their relative merits, I shall assume that the safe worlt
ing strain is equal to one-fifth of t11e ultimate tensile strain of 
the material. The tensile strength of plates may be take~ ~\ 
22 '°"' P'' oquare inob; tbio io abont two - b;gbo< .... •' • J 
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umally considered at, but the demand for iron of a better quality 
than what was formerly employed in bridges baa led to the 
manufacture of iron of a superior description. Anyone may be 
convinced of this fact by perusing the specifications respecting 
the quality and tests of the iron to be used in our large railway 
bridges for India;,. the bar iron is specified to be able to resist a 
tensile strain of 24 and even 26 tone, and it ia evident that such 
a requisition could only be founded on the fact that a much 
better class of iron is now turned out of the workshops than 
when 20 tons per square inch was the hil{hest standard of effici
ency. We shall thus have \'=4·4, or 4! tons for our working 
strain on iron in a state of tension. In apportioning the 
atrength of the flanges it must be kept in mind that the top 
11.ange is in compression and the bottom in tension, and that 
iron is weaker in compression with respect to tension aa 11 : 12; 
and consequeutly, making A = the section required for the 

12A 
bottom boom, and A1 for the top, A1 = IT . The effect of the 

rivet holes in the top and bottom flanges muat be alao taken into 
account. If in the top flange, which is under compression, the 
rivet holes were completely tilled up by the inserted rivets, their 
effect might be disregarded; that this is the case where steam 
rivett.ing is employed will be shown hereafter; therefore, redu
cing in the above proportion, we shall have the aafe strain for 
iron in compresaion = 4 tons per sqnare inch. · 

In order to 1n:oid confusion by having two constanta for the 
booms, and also to provide for the wntingencies of hand rivetting, 
in which the holes are never filled entirely by the rivets, it will 
be more advantageous and safer to take the net area of the top 
boom at 4·5 tons, instead of the groBB area at 4 tons, and thus 
make the calculations.similar. If A = net area required in the 
bottom boom at auy point, n=the number of rivets in the cross 
aection of the flange at that point (taking care not to make the 
eection acroas a wrapper or covering plate placed over a joint), 
d=diameter of rivets, and t=thicknt'lll of plates; then the groas 
area a=A+ndt and if a1=gros>1 a!'ea of top boom, 

12 
a1= ll A+ndt 

S WL 
Let A= area required at center of boom, then A= - = --

p 8Dxp 
making p=4·5 tone, and substituting the values assumed above, 

, L 
we have for the area at the center A = 2 . . . (6) 

and fol' the area at any other point where a. 6 are the segmenta 

into which the span is divided, A= ~ ... (7) 

In small bridges the top and bottom flanges may be made 
equal to one another iu area, but where the proper proportion is 
observed A must be reduced or increased accordingly. 

Before passing on to the strains on the web, which constitutes 
the essential difference between this and other t'orws of girders, it 
may not be out of place w make a few remark>! respecting steam 
and band rivetting. If the heads of rivets which have been in
serted in a plate by hand rivetting be cat off, the rivets themselves 
may be knocked out of the plate by a hammer; but the rivets 
which bnve been put in by the machine cannot be eo displaced, 
the only means of removing them is by eith3r punching or dril
ling them out, which is equivalent to reboring the aolid plate; if 
a piece of plate be examined which has been sheared acrosa the 
rivets, it will be observed that1 if the rivets were put in by the 
machine, they appear to have become completely incorporated 
with the plate itself, and to form a part of it. The flanges are 
the only portions of a double lnttice girdPr to which steam 
rivetticg can be applied. This will be manifest from an inspection 
of Fig. 4, which is a dingrnm representicg the main features of 
a steam rivetting macbi1..1e: it consists of two principal parts, A 
and B; A is the portion which forms the resistance, and the 
projection on its surface takes the pince of the sledge which is 
held by one roan iu baud rivetting against the head of the rivet, 
while P is the hammer, worked by a small cylinder and piston
rod, which gives the blow, and in so doing is brought into the 
position shown by the dotted lines. It is clear that any portions 
of a girder which are required to bo nnit.ed by rivetting mnst be 

• Boe Mr. Bamber'& 11111 work, •A Complete TrCAliile on c .. 1 ud Wrougbl-lnm 
Brldp CmlkocU011.' 

able to be brought into the apace shown by :r in the figure, and 
which does not admit of any very great variatioc, nlthough 
capable of adjustment within ce1·tain limits. In constructing the 
girder in the workshop, the angle-irons and plates are put toge
ther by temporary bolts and a few rivets driven by hand, and 
then the whole boom is slung up on a croBB beam traversing the 
length of the workshop, and passed in suocession backwards and 
forwards through the space :r of the machine, until the whole of 
the rivets are inserted. A single lattice or plate girder may be 
rivetted together completely by the machine. One of the great 
difficulties to be overcome in hand rivetting cannot possibly occur 
where the machine is employed-viz., the difficulty of bringing the 

:r 
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FIG. L 
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two heads of the rivet exactly opposite; in band rivetting they are 
frequently not so, that is, the longitudinal axis of the 1ivet does not 
pass through the center of both heads, and the consequence is 
that the bead is not concentric roucd the rivet hole and the 
bearicg surface, or the force which draws the plates togeUier is 
not equal ou both sides of the plates. If the bearing surface 
were very unequally distributed around the rivet hole, it is evi
dent that if a sudden shock came upon the rivet it would start, 
aljld be drawn through the bole. Another advantage of the 
machine is that it altogether dispenses with the preliminary 
hammering of the plates in the vicinity of the rivet hole, and 
which has often in thin plates injuriously affected their strength 
by producing a distortion or wind in them. 

We shall next consider the strains on tba compreBBion and 
tension bars composing the web; and nlso notice the forlllll beet 
suited to the different strains brought upon them. 

(To be continued.) 

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862.-JURY REPORT, 
CLASS. VIII.-MACHINERY IN GENERAL.* 

Subdivirion Ill.-Pntumatic Machinu. 
SECriON I.-AIR-PUMPB. 

THESE pumps are principally represented by exhausting ma
chines for creating a vacuum for the evaporation of syrups 
in the manufacture of sugar. They are constructed on a 
nearly uniform model. Each bas a vertical steam cylinder with 
beam, connecting-rod, and fly-wheel; the pumps, two or four iu 
number, and made of gun-metal, are placed on either side of the 
beam. The construction of this kind of machine has been 
scarcely modified for many years. 

We place in this class the exbausters constructed by Messrs. 
Gargan and Co. (Fnmce, 1031), for the drawing of coal gas from 
retorts. These machines are represented by excellent drawings 
by M. Fouche. It is known that in large gas-works it is usual 
for the prevention of waste, to pump the gas frolll the retorts, in 
order that the pressure therein may not be raised above that of 
the atmosphere; whilst it is delivered into the gasometer with 
the lleceBSary pressure. Blowing fans have also been employed 
with the eame object. Me&11rs. Gargan have constructed exhaus
ting machines with three parallel double-action cylinders, driven 
by a steam-engine. The employment of th~ three pumps, which 
draw from a small regulating gasometer, is sufficient to maintain 
a very regular current of gas. These machices, which otft!r a great 
economy of motive power over blowing fans, have been adopted 
by the Gas Company of Paris. 

An ingenious instrument of Mr. J. J. Silberm:icn (France, l 162i 

• Condaded from P3&l! IH. 
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was remarked. It is an air pump for physical and chemical 
researches. It is furnished with a stop-cock, pierced with several 
openings arranged in such a manner that the pump, which is in 
communication with three receivers, can pump the gas either in 
or out of each of the three receivers and into the other two at the 
will of the operator, by simply turning a atop-cock. 

Sl!lCT!ON II.-BLOWING-FANB. 
Among the blowing-fans exhibited may be remarked those of 

Mr. G. Lloyd (United Kingdom, 1913), and Mr. T. Lemielle 
(Franoe, 1135). The former was in the :Sxhibition ofl81H; both 
in Paris in 1855. The first is composed of blades, the width of 
which decreases froru the centre to the circumference. These 
blades are contained within two cheeks, forming one body with 
them, an<l ll88uring the complete carrying away of the inclosed 
air. The absence of lateral leakage accounts no doubt for the 
comparative noiseleRsneBB of the action of the machine. 

The blowing-fan of Lemeille, the action of which produces 
air-chambers of various capacity, acts rather like a piston ma
chine: it continues to furnish excellent results in the ventilation 
of mines, and it is employed as an llir· blast in many large 
works. 

The North Moor Foundry Company (United Kingdom, 1948) 
hM exhibited a blowing-fim patented by Me11Sr11. Schiele and 
William, consisting of a fan having its wings curved and of 
diminishing width, mounted on the same shaft with " steam tur
bine, which drives it. This fan is particularly applicable to the 
ventilation of steam and sailing vesaels. 

The Vienna Imperial and Royal Commission for the Ventila
tion of Military H08pitals (Austria, 630) exhibits a ventilating 
fan of Dr. Heger. This instrument consists of a wheel, having 
the same axis as the tube which incloses it, and having blades 
incliuW to this axis, it will be evident that the rotatory move
ment of the blades sets in motion the air within the tube. The 
nriAble sections of the tube and of the openings for the passage 
of the air are arranged in a manner to diminish as much RB 
poBBible the loss of motive power. 

From the reports furnished, this machine appears to have 
attained " useful effect of 25 per cent. of the power employed, 
which is considerable for a ventilator. 

SECTION III.-BLABT ENGINES :ro& FuRNACFB, &c. 
The blMt engines exhibited are very few. The vertical beam 

engine continues to be preferred in England. A blMt engine of 
very fine workmanship is exhibited by the Lillesball Comp1U1y 
(United Kingdom, 1910). 

A double horizontal t>ngine on the system of W. FoBBey, is 
exhibitP.d by M. L. Pl!rard (Belgium, 273). The admiBBion and 
expulsion of the air t.ake place through circular sides placed at 
the bottom of the blowing cylinders, which are pierced with six
teen openings radiating from the centre; the shdes have similar 
openiniri. In turning round their centre the slides open and 
close simultaneously all the openings in the bottom of the 
cylinders; thus is obtained a large area for the a<lmiBBion of air 
with a slow movement of the valve, which only makes one turn 
for sixteen made by 'the mMhine. During the perioJ of the 
delivery of air the pressure on the sli<les is in a great measure 
compensated by the preBBure of t~e air .circnlating in a false 
bottom, which prevents the separation which would be produced 
in spite of the guides between the slides and the bottom of the 
cylinders. At a speed of seventy tul'Illl per minute t~is machine 
can deliver 150 cubic metres of air, at a pressure of eight or ten 
inches of mercury. Like the blast engine of Messrs. Laurens and 
Thomas, this machine is free from the shocks of the valves, 
notwithstnnding the great speed of the pistons, but it presents 
over its pl'edeceBBOr these a<lvanta~viz., that the speed of the 
slides is low, and that the pressure on the dif_Ftrent parts is 
balanced, and from this reason tbey are not so likt!ly to get out 
of order. 

Mr. Holmgren (Sweden, 269) has exhibited a model of a blow
ing machine of three single-actmg vertical bl~wing cy.linders, the 
driving shat\ is placed below, and the connectmg rod IS comeosed 
of four diverging pieces of wood directly attached to th~ piston. 
The difl'e1ent poRitions of the piston are not para~lel with each 
other; if it were replaced by a sphere of th.e same diameter as the 
cylinder it would have an action theoretically 1\8 perfect as that 
of o. cylindriClll piston. To profit by this property there has been 
provided for the piston a spberiool titting, and the connecting rod 
len~thened as much as possible to diminish the extent of the 
«sc1llations of the piston. 

Mons. J, Schaller (Austria, 661) exhibits forge bellows, and a 
portable forge with doable-acting bellows of a cylindrical form, 
and inclosed in a square case of sheet iron, having on the upper 
part the fireplace and a small hood. 

S.zcr10N IV.-M1SCELLANBOUB. 
Under this bead are arranged & certain number of machines 

belonging to the ClaBS Vlil., but which it is· difficult to 
distribute in the different sections of the clllllll aa defined by 
the Jory Directory. In the first place is the appara~us of 
Dr. Normandy (United Kingdom, 1946) for the production of 
fresh water from sea water. The water is distilled by the steam 
from the boilers of the steam ship, or from a special boiler in 
sailing ships. • . 

The apparatu11 is disposed in such a way RB to .retam .along 
with the steam from the evaporated water all the air previously 
dissolved in this water and in that which is employed in conden
sation, which in the upper part of the condense~ nearly reaches 
the boiling point. This ~ta! q~antity of air exceeds ~at 
which fresh water can bold in solution, so that the oondensat1011 
produces water perfectly aerated. The empyre~matic taste~ 
sioned by the distillation bas still to be got rid of, and this it 
appears is successfully accompl.iah~ by filtration. tbrou~h wood 
charcoal. The whole apparatos IS simply and practically disposed: 
the evaporation is entirely self-acting, requiling only the regula
ting of some stop-cocks. 

The machines for the manufacture of aerated waters are 'Very 
numerous, and are generally well constn1cted. It could hardly 
be otherwise with the manufacturing machinery required by an 
in<lnstry which becomes daily more exten~~· . 

M. Heckmann (Prussia, 1303) bas exh1b1ted an evaporatmg 
pr.n of large dimensions, for the boiling of sugar in vacuo, 
3 metres diameter, and 3'60 metres high,. and of very good 
workmanship. 

M. F. Legal (France 1157) has sent the model of a similar 
sugar vacuum pan, with some peculiar modifications to avoid the 
carrying over of sugar with the steam. 

Subdivilion IY.-Hydraulic Machinu, Cranu, 4fc. 
Swr10N !.-HYDRAULIC MAcmNBS, PuKPB AND F1B.B-ENOIN11&* 

The different systems of pumps are represented in great nllDl
ber. Among the chain-pumps may be remarked that of ~· J. 
U. Bl\Btier (United Kingdom, 1792~, formed b;v a senes of 
circular pistons in caoutchouc, movingm a tube of iron en!"IIlelled 
on the iuside. To avoid fri.ition the pistons have a duuneter 
somewhat smaller than that of the tube, which itself is slightly 
narrowed at the lower part, sufficient to allow the pistons to ~ 
with slight friction, thua preventing all loBB of water. This 
apparatus is easilv fixed · but we think nevertheless, that the 
other pumps would be pr~ferred for great quantities of water, or 
for great <lepths. • 

Murray's chain-pump, exhibited by Mr. M~ddleton (Umted 
Kingdom, 1930), formed of pla~ of. wood firmly connected 
together with iron chains, and movmg 1.n a rectangular caae or 
trunk is easily set up for temporary dramage purposes. 
Th~ force and lift pumps are in great variety: a large number 

of constructors have sought to give to the waterways and valves 
dimensions which render as small as possible tbe loss of power by 
friction. They have also sought to give a continuous mo!ement to 
the ascending column of water, independently of the action of the 
reservoir of air. This result is obtained in the pump of Mesm:s
Carrett, Marshall, and Co. (United Kinj:{dom, 1813) .. The. sohd 
piston is worked by " rod of half the section of the piston itself: 
during the up-stroke the upper surface forces a volume ?f wa~ 
into the ascending column, and the lower surface draws ID t~ce 
that volume. lu the down-stroke these two volumes are sen~ into 
the receptacle communicating with the upper face of the p18ton. 
One of the volumes here fills the space which would otherwise be 
left empty; by the descent of the piston .the other volume.is sent 
into the rising tube. These pumps, which are '?f small e1~, are 
only exhibited as donkey pumps, for the contmuous feedmg of 
steam boilers with water. 

The uniform movement of the water is obtained in a still more 
simple wanner in the pump of Mesz1rs. Farcot and .Sons (France, 
1152) in which two equal pistons with valves affordmg very large 
wate;ways, work parallel to each other !n two pump cylinders. 
During the successive strokes the first piston dra:ws in water by 
its upper smface, and delivers it to the B.11ceudmg column by 
• The report 011 \he llre-engioeo la draw11 up by the s~ Jlll"I Oil lhU 111bjecl-
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causing it to traverse the second piston. In its ascending course, 
the second pist.on raises in its turn the column of water by its 
upper face, whilst the lower fRCe sucks the water, causing it to 
traverse the first piston. This pump h11.11 yielded all the good 
results promised by its ingenious construction, and it is adopted 
in the water supply of Paris. 

M. Letestu (},ranee, 1167) exhibits pumps which are already 
very well known, as well asa double pump of large dimensions fur 
drainage purposes. It is chiefly in operations where the waters 
are charged with mud or gravel that the pumps of M. Letestu 
have been found most useful. 

The pump of Messrs. Knowelden and Co. (United Kingdom, 
1901) has the general disposit!on of a fine engine pump, but 
between the ext1-emity of the piston and the valves is adiaphmgw: 
Uie free space betweton the piston and this membrane is filled 
with water covered with a layer of oil, so that the greasing of the 
pillton is always perfect, and no sort of liquid nor foreign body can 
interrupt the action of the piston. The four valves, inlet and 
outlet, are arranged on the same bed plate, and can be easily 
visited and repaired. Their grouping presents this advantage, 
\bat by turning the bed plate thi11 pump acts in the opposite sense, 
and can thus easily cleanse the ascending tube from any foreign 
bodies which have happened to get in, Al' they are very apt to do. 

M. Perreaux (France, 1142) exhibits valvular pistons in caout
chouc. The piston is in one piece. and hollow below, and termi
nated in the upper part by two thin lips, generally closed, and BO 

much the more effectually as the pressure above is greater, but 
which open to leave a passage for the water from below as soon 
as the pressure on this side predominates. With this piston, 'flnd 
a similar piece forming a bottom valve, a pump is obtained of a 
very simple construction. It is necessary to remark, however, 
that the repaira of the pistons in the generality of cases cannot 
be easy, and that the resistance of the mR.terial at the opening, 
and the small dimensions of the orifices, require an excess of 
motive power which would become of importance in pumps of any 
but of small dimension11. 

The centrifugal pumps are chiefly represented by the systems 
of Ap?old and Gwynne. The first, construct~d by Messrs. Easton, 
Amos, and Som•, obtaiued a very remarkable success in the first 
universal Exhibition of 1851. The Becond, very iuferior at that 
time as regards the su~ssful employment of motive power, has 
been so well modified, that in the ahsense of comparative trials it 
would be difficnlt to decide to which of the.ie two machines the 
preference should be given, for they offer no essential difference 
exet>pt in the position of the axis of the wheel, which is vertical 
in the first and horizontal in the second. We believe that this 
eyetem of pumps will receive numerous applications by the ease 
with which it can be set up, and its working without shock; bv 
the employment of a steam-engine at a high rate of speed, which 
would be easy of transport and readily fixed. It is well fitted for 
employment in large temporary drainage works. 

We would mention also, for simplicity of arrangement of the 
different parts, the drainage pump of Mr. Godwin (United King
dom, l 862), and the double-acting pump of Mr. Hnnsbrow (United 
States, 40), and the double-acting pumps of M. Hubert (France, 
1200), which furnish the French fountains in the grounds of the 
Horticultural Society. 

Sttam PumP8. 
Messrs. H.lrvey and Co. (United Kingdom, 1880), employed in 

more than the half of the water-works of London, have exhibited 
a model of one of their large single-acting steam pumps, imitated 
from the drainage pumps of the Cornish mines. They are now 
adopted in nearly all large towns. The comparative experiment 
which will shortly be made at Paris between this system and that 
of Meesrs. Farcot and Son (France, 111>2), will therefore be highly 
interesting. It is useful to remember that in the Cornish enjfines, 
even in those used for the drainage of mines, where the mass in 
movement is more considerable, the action of the steam valve has 
never been BO perfect as desirable. The diameter of the piston 
bas always been too large to allow of the admission of steam at 
the pressure in the boiler (30 to 45 lbs.) without causing a detri
mental velocity: ·there arises a throttling effect·which absorbs a 
great part of the available work. 

A great number of steam feed pumps are to be found at the 
Exhibition, all with steam and water pistons on the same piston 
rod, sometimes vertiCAI but more often horizontal. 

Two pumps mR.y be seen from the United States: Mr. H. Steel 
(39), and Mr. Worthington (28). They are without fly-wheels; 
one of them has only one steam cylinder and one pWDp; the slide 

valve is brought into action instantaneously at each stroke of the 
piston by means of a small supplementary steam piston very 
10geniou ly disposed. The other pump is composed of two cylin
ders of each kind: the steam slide valve is guiderl in ench machine 
by the piston rod of the other; by this means the movements are 
simultaneous in opposite directions with perfect regularity. 

To mention Giffard's injectors, exhiliited by Messrs. Sharp, 
Stewart, and Co. (United Kingdom, 1299), Flaud (Franqe, 1164), 
is to record their success. They are found at the Exhibition uni
versally amongst the principal industrial nations, thus showing 
how this invention has been apprecinted. 

Professor Collarlon (Switzerland, 106) is the inventor of a water-
wheel t-0 be set in motion by largo streams of water, and con-
3tructed on the most scientific principles. It is at present used 
for the raising of water; between two "xterior cylindrical surfaces 
exists a spiral partition in which the water stands at the level of 
the axis, and can be raised to a height comweusurate with the 
number of the spirals. 

Messrs. Wtontworth and Jarvis (United States, 54) exhibit a 
windmill for the raising of water; self-regulatiug when the force 
of the wind increases; the guide sails close in, and increase the 
obliquity of the angle formed by the motor-sails, with the direc
tion of the wind. 

Thero has also been placed in Class VIII. a well-arranged 
maehine for washing and bleaching of tissues, exhibited by 
Messrs. Sulzer Brothers (Switzerland, 112), and a machine for 
washing linen by Mr. Parker (United States, 89). 

Water Rama. 
The diffe1·ent hydraulic rams exhibit no new arrangement, with 

the exception of that of Mt!SSrs. Bollee and Son (Franee, 1165). By 
the adoption of a clack valve analogous to double·seated valves, 
be diminishes considerably the intensity of the shock; the pump 
feeding the air reservoir set in movement by the play of the r11m, 
but always situated above the le'l'el of the highest waters, works 
even whilst the raw is under water, which allows it to be placed 
in such a manntor as to profit by all the height of the fall. 
Finally, the valve is counterpoised at will by a regulator, by 
rueans of which the velocity of the machine is governed. There 
is here a manifest progress which should render the use of thia 
machine more frequent. 

Hydraulic Prt!Ue&. 
Among the hydraulic prell88s exhibited, there are some in 

which it has been sought to perfect the movement of the pumps: 
we may mention that of Messrs. Peel, Williams. and Peel (United 
Kingdom, 1954), in which the two pumps of different diameters 
work together. Both work in the usual way up to a pressure 
determint•d beforehand: when the effect of the large pump ceases 
the small pump works alone to the point ti1ed for the maximum 
pressure to be obtaint>d, and when its play ceases to have any 
effect. This modification of the working of pumps is obtained by 
the very iugenious arrangement of two safety val vea acting on the 
same lever; so that when the pressure reaches the first fixed limit, 
a valve is raised and givee to the lever a alight movement which 
causes the water to be driven into the cistern instead of th11 press: 
at the second limit another supply valve, raising the former ful
crum of the lever, annihilates in its turn in the same way the 
action of the small pump. Aa soon as the pressure descends 
below the second or the first limit, the small pump, and then the 
large one, recommence their effective work. 

Mr. F. 0. Ward (United Kingdom, 2016) bas sought simplifica
tion of another kind. On a hollow bed, serving also as a cistern, 
he groups a horizontal steam-engine and pumps, thus compress
ing two machines into the space of one. The pumps are pecu
liarly constructed to avoid accumulation of air. They are all!O of 
thrice the usual length, and coupled in pairs by a novel arrange
ment, allowing all four to be driven by two connecting rod1<-a 
considerable economy. That their threefold length may not in
volve diminished directness of thrust, the connecting rods are 
proportionately lengthened. Thus twelve pumps with their 
twelve sets of valves are replaced by four, and twelve connecting 
rods, with their costly fittings, by two. This cheapened construc
tion implies less cost of maintenance, fewer working parts aml 
reciprocatin$ motions, fewer valve beats, and less "back slip." 
The power 1s transmitted by pinion and spur wheel, geared to 
afford suitable leverage and suitable relative velocity of tbe steam 
and water in motion. These are all points of advantage, but il 
would seem desirable to isolate the steam cylinder from the cis
tern, in order to avoid refrigeration. 
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M. Lecointe (Fl'l\nce, 1166) has obtained a simplification still 
greater: his apparatus of pumps and cisterns can supply twelve 
pre88E'8. It consii1ts of two force pumps, the contents of which 
are led into a reservoir of variable capacity by the play of a 
plunger n10ving vertically, wei~hted to 1200 or 1400 lbs. to the 
l<JUare inch. It is this reservoir which distributes the water to 
the presses nt this constant pressure. If tile pumps furnish more 
water than is used, the regulating piswn, arriving nel\r the ex
tremity of the stroke, raises a balance weight, the action of which 
immediately cuts off the action of the pumps. The power returns 
as soon as the piston of the reservoir is lowered; but this return 
of power is com binl'd in such a way that it takes pince only at the 
commencement of the stroke of the piston, so as to drive the 
water with slow velocity at first, essential to the preservation nf 
the machine. The mechanical regulator is iugenioua; but it is 
advisable to avoid the noisy shock of the connecting rod against 
the clutching lever, which continues as long as only onP. of the 
pumps is in action, With the ex-:-ption of this objection to a 
matter of detail, the machine of M. Lecointe presents a very im
portant progress ic the production of hydraulic presses, and the 
success which this machine has obtained in a great number of 
works is perfectly wtill deserved. 

Water Meter1, ~c. 
Water-meters are of mauy dilfereut constructions. That of 

Mr.Siemens (United kiugdom,1987), which was to be seen iu the 
E.xhibitiou of 1851, consists of a small turbine traversed by the 
water to he mel\dured. It remains to be decided by well authen
ticated trials whether this instrument registers accurately under 
the rlifforent pressures with which water may have to traverse it. 

The other systems of meters consist of filling with water a 
con~tant capacity, and registering the number of the operations. 
That of Mr. Jopling, exhibited by Messrs. T. Lambert nnd Sons 
(United Kingdom, 1903), is of very simple construction. It is 
composed of two equal parallel cylinders, of which the pistons 
work together in the sllme direction, the piston rod of each piston 
regulating at the extremity of the stroke the admission of the 
water into the neighbouring cistern. All the water must pass 
through one or the other of these two cylinders; and the number 
of oscillations registered measu1·es the quantity of water which 
has passed. The cylinders are iuclosed in a case of cast-iron, so 
that the pressure is the same at the exterior as the interior of the 
cylinders, and its influence on the play of the machine is nearly 
annihilated. 

The Manchester Water-meter Company (United Kingdom, 
1923) exhibit several water-meters. One of them is provided with 
only one cylinder, in which the introduction of the water is regu
lated by a system of two pistons, which are alternately driven in 
different directions by a slide, the position of which is changed by 
the piston ·rod of the large piston at el\Ch end of its stroke. 
Among the other water-meters of the Company may be seen one 
(Frost's patent) without packing, which will work with warm 
water, for the filling of steam boilers. It is composed of two 
pumps, formed each of a rectangular box, moving horizontally in 
the right augle formed by two fixed planes. A partition, fixed 
~rpendicularly in the intersectiou of the two planes, and filling 
the section of the box, performs the office of a fixed piston, and 
separates the two cavities of the box, which fill alternatel.v, as 
they are extended. The box slides in grooves adjusted on the 
fixed planes, each governing the slide valve of the other. It 
would be very desi~ble thnt regular experiments should be made 
with these instruments, which would be very rapidly adopted by 
thefublic, conld they confirle in the register of the 1I1J1,Cbines. 

1\ • Sacre (Belgium, 2i7) has exhibited an hydrometer for dis
tilleries. The liquid is measured as it leaves the still, at the same 
time that a small quantity of liquid, variable at pleasure, is pre
served at each measuriug, and conducted into a special receptacle, 
which allows of recording readily the mean density of the liquid 
distilled. 

SE{,'l'JON II.-CRANES. 

The principal kin< ls of machines for lifting exhibited, are either 
cranes or j11cks. · 

With the cranes are rnuged those called Derriek cranes, pre
senting geucrally 1111 extended ba.~is, and consequently great 
11tability. Cranes properly so called are either fixed or movable, 
workPd by iland, steam, or water. We remark in the two first 
classes the system of ~I. Neustadt, exhibited by J. F. Cail and Co. 
(France, 11-1-1), and C. F11uconnier (France, 1161), which consists 
Ill applying to cranes the Galle chain. This chain, formed of 

plates of wrought-iron united by pins, has no forged joints, and 
presents a very great solidity. It adapts itself to the teeth of a 
pinion, and the free extremity of the chain is received into a box 
or directed iuto a sheath. This system presents over the others 
the advantage of doing away with the drum and one of the cog 
wheels, seeing that the diameter of the pinion ill about on~third 
of that of tile drum; of avoiding the oblique winding of the chain, 
and consequently of notably simplifying the construction of cranes. 
An experience of seven years has 111>nlirmed the use of cranes with 
the Galle chain. Nearly 500 of ~hem ha,·e been constructed, and 
are used iu large establishments. Amongst t.he moat importa.n' 
are t.hoee of the Imperial Marine of France. 

A crane moved by hydraulic pressure forms part of the exhi
bition of Sir William Armstrong and Co. (United Kingdom, 
1785), and which also ap?el\red in the Exhibition of 1851. The 
drum is totally suppressed: the chain of the crane when it reaches 
the hea.d of the vertical standard is passed over pulley•; one of 
the pulleys is fixed, and the other i11 set in movement. by a piston 
of an hydraulic press. The rotation of the crane is also effected 
by ·the pressure of water. This crane is suitable for a locality 
where water is distributed at a high pressure. It can be fed from 
a high-pressure hydraulic reservoir, the reservoir itllelf, fed by 
force pumps driven by steam, furnishing an advantageous meana 
of replacing I.be continuous work of the machine by the inter
mittent work of the crane. The Armstrong system comprehends 
also a capstan moved by water under high-pressure. Three 
pumps are thus put in motiou, and work together on a horizontsl 
shaft carrying a conical pinion which works against a wheel fixed 
at tho base of the capstan. 

Messrs. Ransomes and Sims (Uuited Kingrlom, 1961) have 
exhibited a portable steam-engine which CRn act as a steam cap
stan. A winding drum is placed beneath the boiler; it is driven 
by a conical-toothed wheel, put in motion b.v the steam-engine 
situated over the boiler. The whole of this arr.i.ngement ia 
ingenious; but it may readily bo understood thnt this machine 
cannot exercise very great power. The machine exhibited could 
only raise 25 cwt. The most useful application of it would be in 
the raising of building materials. 

The hydraulic lifting jacks already seen at the Exhibition of 
1851 havP become more numerous. In tboee of Messrs. Adamson 
and Co. (United Kingdom, 1780), the oscillations of the lever in 
raising are lessened by an angle block which butts against the 
head of the jack. It is only by moving the lever laterally on it. 
axis that the stopping of the operation is prevented, nnd that the 
water from the bottom of the pre11s is allowed to pass into the 
head of the jack, causing at the same time the lowering of the 
object lifted. With the machine of Messrs. Tangye, Brothers, 
and Price (United Kingdom, 2002), the lowermg is obta.ined by 
a special screw. Tilese instruments are simple, and offer great 
advantages over those with rack wheels. 

We must also draw attention to the crab of Mr. Winand 
(Belgium, 28), set in motion by an endless screw which can gaiJe 
the gearing but cannot be moved by it. The lowering of the 
weights can only be obtained by turning n handle in the opposite 
di1-ection, or by unwinding the screw when a rapid movement is 
desired. 

SECTION ITL-P1L1No EsoJN&'!. 

The Jury have granted no awards in this section. 
P. LcuYT, Reporter. 

Subdiui1ion Y.-Weighing, Measuring, and Regiltering Machinu 
for Commercial PurpoBU. 

SECTION I.-CO:IDIERCI.A.L WEIOII!NG INSTRUME:STS. 

Iu these some very excellent instruments are exhibited of 
simple construction, beauty of design, and of very superior work
manship. Several cranes have weighing apparatus attached to 
them, so that the weight raised may be weighed at the BtUDe 
lift-a vPry evident advantage. 

C. Schember,. Vienua. (Austria, 581).-Ceutimal and decimal 
weight.~. Medal awarded. Good workmanship, practical utility. 

Z. DPschampe, Geneva (Switzerland, 107).-Assaying bslance, 
goo<l de~ign, good workmanship, accurary, and sensibility. Medal 
awarded. 

B. Grabhorn, Geneva (Switzerland, 108).r--Assaying balance, 
good design, good workmanship, accuracy, and sensibility. Medlll 
awarded. 

M.A. Hasemann, (Prussia, 2041).--Scales with column. Ho
nourable mention. 
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E. Pfitzer, (Saxony, 2326)-Decimal weighing machines, 
balances, &c. Hononrable mention. 

Prof. C. A. Klingenfeld, (Bavaria, 175)-Scaleainvented hy him. 
Honourable mention. 

N. Obach (Belgium, 272)-Weighing machine. Honourable 
roention. 

86(,"J'IONB II. & III.-REGIBTERL'i'G lNBTRUMENTS, All GAUGES, 

INDICATORS, AND TELL-TALES. 

Great improvements have taken place of late ye&ra in articles 
under these heads, and have thereby contributed greatly to 
reduce accidents in steam-boilers, by accurate notation of pressure, 
height of water, &c. The steam gauges exhibited are in wost 
cases constructed with diBCB of thin metal, corrugated and plain, 
1eCnred and wade steam-tight at the outer edge, the pressure 
acting upon the surface, and the amount of deflection is 
communicated to a movable pointer, which indicates upon 
a dial tho exact amount of pressure. Others are constructed 
with diaphragms of india-rubber, the pressure being met 
with ~piral or volute springs, and the motion communicated 
as above. The bent tube manometer of Mr. Bourdon is a 
most ingenious and correct indicator of pressure, and under all 
circumstances the best in the exhibition. Indicators l\lld tell-tales 
of simple construction and practical utility are well-represented. 
For the most part these are automatic, being self-acting for the 
regulation of feed-water, and giving notice by whistle of condi
tions where Jt is necessary to call attention. 

Allen, Harrison, and Co., Manchester (United Kingdom 1782)
Gun-meta.l fittings for steam-engines. Medal awarded for good 
workmanship and general excellence. This firm exhibit a very 
excellent sa.fety plug for steam-boilers; a valve sea~ is placed or 
fitted into the boiler flue over the fire-place, having a lid or valve 
with perforations filled with metal fusible when not covered with 
water. 

Frieake and Gathercole, Mark Lane (United Kingdom, 1857) 
-Salinometers, telegraphs, indicators. Medal awarded for good 
workmanship, &c. 

Routledge and Ommaney, Salford (United Kingdom, 1972)
Engine-pnmps, boiler-feeders, magnetic machines for separating 
iron and bl'&l!s. Medal awarded. Practical utility. A very use
ful and efficient boiler-feeder is exhibited by this firm, which may 
thus be briefly described. A small close cistern, through which 
the feed-water passes, is placed in connection with the boilar; 
steam is first admitted into the cistern and afterwards condensed 
v.-ith a small quantity of cold water, thus forming a vacuum, 
which by a self-acting arrangement causes the cistern to fill with 
water from the hot-well of the engine or any convenient source. 
Steam is then admitted so 1111 to llCt with equal pressure to that 
in the boiler, and the water enters the boiler by its own gravity: 
this apparatus is very perfect in its action, and will feed with 
water at any temperature below 200 rlegrees. 

G. Saller and Cu., West Bromwich (United Kingdom, 1!)78)
Spriug balances, dynanorueters, pressure gauges, &c. Medal 
awarded. Excellent workmanship, practical success. These owe 
their efficiency to wt>ll-tt>wpercd springs, and are not surpn.ssed. 
The pressure guages act by means of' the steam or the water pass
ing against au india-rubber plate, on which lies a metallic plate 
with rod in connection with the mechanism, and which is kept 
down by one of Salter's springs. 

J. Chandler, Mark Lane (United Kingdom, 1817)-Flat glass 
water-gauge for boilers. Honourable mention. 

Smith Brothers, and Co., Nottingham (Uuited Kingdom, 1991) 
-Pressure and va.cunm g,111ges. Honourable mention. These 
gauges are on the principle of Salter'a, excepting that a volute 
spring, instead of a spiral is used, a diaphragm of india-rubber 
preventing the pMsage of steam. 

F. Wise, Adelphi, (United Kingrlow, 2028).-Fe(jd water regu
lator, indicator8, alarm for steam boilers. Honourable mention. 
The regulator for steam boilers consists of a copper fioat attached 
to a lever within the boiler: to this lever is Connected a small gun 
metal slide, which rises and falls with the float, and when the 
water level is slightly in excess of the proper height, opens a port 
whereby air or steam is admitted to the suction pipe or working 
barrel of feed pump, thereby suspending its action until the 
water is below or at its proper level. ~ 

J. White, Borough (United Kingdom, 2021).-Et1gine oil 
feeders, &c. Honourable mention. · 
. E. Bourdon. Paris (France 1156).-Manometers, barometers, 
wjectors, centrifugnl pumps, &c. )ledal awarded. Originality 

of design; good workmanship of the aeveral articles; practical 
success of manometers and barometers. Mr. Bourdon has a very 
interesting exhibition of pressure gauges, vacuum gauges, baro
meters, &c. These are based on the principle of the distortion of 
tubes having elliptical sections by an internal preBSure, an<l 
torsion or twisting by external pressure. Iu these pressure 
gauges a curved tube of elliptical section is fixed 11.t one end, both 
ends being hermetically sealed. Steam is admitted, which has a 
tendency to s%8:Nhten or uncoil the tube; the other end is 
attached by as link and lever t-0 an iQ.dicating finger. Mr. 
Bourdon also uses a twisted tu he, in the form of a quick-threaded 
screw : steam being admitted has a tendency to untwist the 
tube, and the motion is communicated to the indicating finger as 
before. 

A gauge for very high pressures is made by having two curved 
tnbes, filled with water, in connection, one being secured in a 
vessel so as to be acted upan externally. This causes a pressure 
to act upon the exposed tube internally, and the movement is 
communicated to dial a.a before. 

Mr. Bourdon also exhibits several modifications of a mode of 
raising water by jets of steam, which are in all respects on the 
principle of Giffard's injector for feeding boilers. 

L. J. F. Desbordes, Lyons-France, 1160.-Manometers, pyro
meters, barometers, &c. Medal awarded. Good workmanship; 
practical succe&1. 

Desbordes and Rodault, Pariir-France, 1139.-Manometel'll &c. 
Honourable mention. These mRnometers act by pressure upon a 
flexible disc, which gives its indication upon a dial by means of a 
lever and toothed quadrant working into a small piniou on 
the point of the indicating needle. 

A. Achard, Paris-France, 1023--Electro-magnetic safety 
apparatus. Medal awarded. Ingenious and original design. 
This machine is very perfect in its actiou; and in addition to its 
being a self acting regulator of the supply of feed-water to the 
boiler, gives notice by ringing a bell of any derangement under 
the following circumstan~:-

When the water is too low or too high; when the steam is l.no 
high; when the feed-pump is out of order ; and, when the 
apparatus itself ceases to act. 

F. T. Moisou, Mouy-France, 1171.-Dynanometers. Medal 
awarded. Original design; practical utility. The dynanometers 
of Monsieur Moisou are very ingenious and practical; the driving 
pulley gives ruotion to the machine to be tested through three 
bevel wheels in the usual manner, one being placed upon an axis 
at right angles with the other, its fulcrum being the shaft upon 
which the other two wheels revolve. T~e power is registered by 
dials acted upon by the spindle upon which the intermediate 
bevel-wheel is placed. Monsieur Moison also exhibits a steaw
engine and waterwheel governor; the former acte much in the same 
manner as the dynamometer, a fiy-wheel being driven by wheels 
upon a balance lever, upon one end of which is a weight tending 
to depre"8 it. When the speed of the engine is such as to overrun 
the fiy-wheel, the weight is raised and the throttle valve closeJ; 
the latter is a pendulum or ball governor, running horizontally, 
having a spring· to counteract the tendency of the balls to 
expand. On one eud of the governor spindle is fixed a spur
wheel, which gears into another running 10011e upon a shaft, 
parallel with governor spindle: on the oppositEI end is a conical 
pulley, giving motion by means of a strap to another pulley 
which runs loose on the same spindle as that on which the spur
wheel is placed. The str11.p is moved by means of the ball 
governor; giving a varying speed to the driven cone pulley. The 
driven spur-wheel and driven pulley are connected by means of 
an intermediate bevel-wheel, and when the speed of one exceeds 
that of the other, a motion is communicated so as to open or close 
the water sluice. 

David Brothers, and Co., Port Quentin-France, 1106.
Instrument to test the strength of thread. Honourable mention. 

DeJieu and Co., Lyon-France, 1159.-Manometers. Honour
able mention. In this the steam acts upon a disc of metal, motion 
being communicated to the indicating needle by an eccentric and 
levers, a coiled spring preventing any play. 

P. Renaud, Nanteir-France, 1141.-Float for steam boiler, and 
alarm. Honourable mentiou. 

Lethuillier-Pinel, Rouen-France, 1140.-Magnetic indicators 
of water level. Honourable mention. In this a magnet, moved 
by a float inside the boiler, causes a small light steel roller to rise 
and fall outside a face plate on top of boiler, and indicates cor
rectly every change of level of water. 
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J. C. Gore and Co., J1UDaica Piao-United States, 36.-Belt 
shifter. Medal awarded. Origiuality of deiiigo; probable utility. 
A wry simple and effective invention. The belt shifter ie moved 
and locked by one motion, thereby preventing the poeeibility of 
llccideotal movement eo ae to prevent the starting of any machine 
at an improper time. 

8. Elater, Berlio-Prueeill, 1395.-Ga.e-testiog apparatus. Me
dal awarded. Originality of design, good arrangement, and good 
workmanship. 

A. Sacre-Belgium, 277, hydrometer. Honourable mention. 
Near and Co., New York City-United States, 27.-Dyoamo

meter, good arrangement, prnctical utility. Medal aw11rded. 
This ill 11 very ingenious machine, but difficult to deRCribe without 
I\ drawing: two pulleys 11re mounted upou a spindle, one being 
connected with tho motive power, the other with the machine to 
be set in motion, c.ne being loose, the other fast; the former exerts 
its power upon an inclined plane which 11cts longitudinally upon 
two spiral springs, and these indicate thiiir pressure on a scale or 
counter fixed to the frnml'work of the machine. Thit1 counter, 
besides being actuated by the force and motion of the driving 
pulley in an uniform manner, is caused to revolve in an increasing 
ratio as the p1"est1ure or force increnses, by means of" cone which 
advances or recedes with the spiral springs, and which gives its 
motion to the couuter hy a friction roller. 

Bockenh11geu-Meckleuburg-Schwerin, 37.-Spirit gauge. Ho
nourable mention. 

E. Drewitz-Prussi!\, 129.5.-Alcoholometer for quantity and 
strength. Honourable mention. 

Sch11tfer and Budenburg-Prussia, 1316.-Manometers; steam
engine fittings. Honourable mention. These manometers net by 
preRSnre upon a corrugated plate of metal, aad give motion to the 
needle by a lever aud toothed quadrant and pinion; they have 
proved very effective in practice, and can be relied on for their 
aocuracy. 

0. M. Hempel-Pruesia, 1404.-Steam-pressure gauge. Hon
ourable mention. 

Watremez and Kloth-PruMia, 1325.-Black's Bafety appara
tus to prevent the bursting of boilers. Honourable mention. 

D. A. Li:ihdefiok-Hanover, 379.-Manometers. Honourable 
mention. 

J. J. Gutknecht-Switzerland, 154.-Apparatus to me11sure 
spirits and water: dry gu meter. Hotiourable mention, 

Waltjen and Co.-Bremeo, 6.-Friction bal11nce and t)il U>st. 
Medal awarded. Good de11ign, practical utility of oil test. This 
1tpp!lratus is intended to deteTmine the description of oil beet 
suited for lubrication of shafts at certain jfiven velocities. 

A shaft supported on two bearings is fitted with a sliding fric
tion pulley, driven from a friction disc, placed at right angles to 
the shaft. The sliding friction pulley is movable from the centre 
of the rlisc to its circumference, so as to allow of increasing or di
mioishiug the speed. One end of the shaft is fitted with a worm 
gearing into a worm wheel, which registers the number of its 
revolutions. The ether Axtremitv of this shaft is fitted with a 
collar, and upon this collar the balance disc is supported by a 
segment of a ett!p. The balance is weighted by two pieces of 
metal of equal weight, suspended from the two ends of a strap 
which pR.Sses over it. Oa each aide of the balance a knob is cast 
to the circumference, one of which knobs ie bored out to receive 
a cylindrical weight., which screws in and out. The various parts 
of the balance are so adjusted that its point of gravity falls a little 
below its centre, 11ud a hand fixed at the lower extremity of the 
balance shows when it ie in a vertical position and accurately 
balanced. The oil-cup p!lBSes through the centre of the step seg
ment to the point of contact with the collar. The apparatus 
being put in motion, the smallest amount of friction will tend to 
raise that side of the balance which is fitted with a eliding weight, 
which is thereupon screwed out eo as to increase the weight ou 
that side until the friction is counterbalanced, when the scale 
marked on the sliding weight will indicate iu pounds and ounces 
the amount of friction on the collars at the given speed with the 
oil used. On testing various kinds of oil at the eame speed, it 
will be easy to ascertain which quality produces the least amount 
of friction. 

J. Adcock, Dalston-United Kingdom, 1781.-Dietanoe indica
tor for wheel-carriages. Honourable mention. A email air 
cylinder is fixed vertio.lly to the axle of the Cl\rrl11ge near the 
whe(!l, and commuoiCl\tes by means of a non-flexible india-rubber 
tube, with a aeoond air-chamber; being part of a clockwork which 
"6oders the number of revolutions of the wheel The boas or 

naYe of the wheel is fitted with a curved arm or rod, which after 
each revolution of the wheel depresses one arm of a bell crank 
lever, the other arm of the same acting upon and depressing the 
piston rod, which is attached to the centre of an india-rubber diac 
with which the cylinder is fitted: on the disc being thus depreued 
a portion of the air in the cylinder will be forced through the 
tube to the air-chamber of the clock-work, and inflate the india
rubber disc or bag of the same. The centre of the disc is con
nected with a pall of a ratchet-wheel, and each time the air is 
forced into the air-chamber, the pall will rest upon the ratchet
wheel and cause it to move forward one tooth, and thus regiat.er 
by means of the clock-work the distance pa.esed over by a revolu
tion of the wheel. The arm of the nave having pMeed the arm 
of the bell-crank lever, the disc in the cylinder will, by its own 
elasticity, or by means of a spring, rise and again admit the air 
into the cylinder. The B&JDe body of air being pa.esed to and fro 
between the cylinder and the air-chamber, and no valves being 
required. The apparatus is at once simple and effective, and n~ 
liable to get out of repair. 

Rand L. R Bodmer-U oited Kingdom, 1801.-Safety-valve.
Thie being exhibited by a Juror could not be made the subject of 
an award, but the Jurors wish to record their appreciation of it.. 
The peculiarity of this valve consists iu the valve edge being 
raised by a columu of steam or water, entirely independent of the 
escaping steam; a tube formed in the centre of the valve iR con
nected by means of a pipe with the steam apace or water of the 
boiler; at its upper end this tube is enlarged, and forms a piston 
of the diameter of the valve; and the valve cap, made in the form 
of an inverted cylinder open at the bottom, fits on the piston, and 
rests on the valve seating iu the usual manner. When the steam 
pressure exceeds that to which the caµ is weighted, the steam or 
water, acting upon the end of the inverted cylinder valve cap, 
will lift the same in proportion to that pressure; but on any 
sudden accumulation of steam taking place, the valve will at once 
open to its full extent, and immediately relieve the boiler of it.a 
surplus pressure. 

With a slight modification, valves on this principle can be con
structed with a lifting area of exactly one square inch, Iese or 
more, whilst the diameter of the valve may be three, four, six, or 
more inches. 

'I hese valves are particularly adapted for being weighted direct, 
by means of weights or springs. 

F. Norwaod, Paris-France, 1179.-Improved method of cor
recting the error of the universal joint in tran81llittiug motiou. 
Medal awarded.-Origioality of design, practical euccese. 

J. N. Mauzaize, Sen., Chart1-Franoe, 1197.-Engagiog IWd 
disengaging gear. 

The Report.er of the foregoing articles under Subdivisions II. 
and V. has preferred giving a short general report, and has added 
a more detailed description under th" head of euch, where he con
sidered the articles dellerve special notice. 

J. H1cx, Reporta. 

PAPERS ON HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING.* 
By SAllUEL McELROT, C.E. 

No. 2.-Dutribution--(cootioued). 
Tuberculation.-In addition to the ordinary process of oxidBtion 

to which iron is subject, cast-iron water pipes are peculiarly 
liable to the production of internal accretions or tubercules, which 
restrict their calibre and discharge, and involve a chemical action 
destructive to the metal. 

Of these evils, the former is the most important, since the 
gradual or p!lrtial loss of section, by irregular accr .. tioos, exerts 
RD iulluence on the immediate usefulness of the pipes, which 
e.i:ceede any question of cost in eventual replacement. 

We have Lad frequent occasion to notice the rapid destruction 
of wrought-iron pro.Iuced by sea water, in which particular veius 
and portions of the iron are the wost rapidly injured, showing 
that the relative constituents of the special forging exposed 
determine the rapidity of this action; and from frequent observ~
tion of like action on caet-iroo water pipes by fresh water, it 

1
11 

plain that this chemical process, though leee formidable in degree 
10 this case, is attributable to the same laws. 

We are informed that in the mining pumps of the Pennsyl
vania coal region, it is not uncommon to have the lower pipea 

• ConUnaed from pip SH. 
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t1ntirely destroyed in proceaa of time by a change into plumba4zo, 
from water action; and instances ure on reoord in water wons 
experience, where the entire castings of the mains have been 
gradually transformed, retaining the form, but completely alter
ing the substance, in certain local cases. 

Observations were recorded in the 'Edinburgh Philosophical 
Journal,' in 1822, by Dr. J. Macculloch, on the production of 
black-lead from cast-iron, under experiments with sea-water, 
porter, acids, &c.; which have been recently extended by Dr. 
Crace Calvert, as noticed in the 'London Engineer,' of January 
1862, demonstrating the formation of plumbago from cubes of 
cast-iron. 

From 1838 to 18-13, in England, Mr. &btrt Mallett made 
investigations of the op•'rations of water on iron, in reference to 
water-pipes, of which the results are thus stated to the Brit.ish 
Aaaociation for the Advancement of Science:-

" He found that any sort of iron ca.st or wrought corrodes when 
exposed to the action of water holding air in combination, in one or other 
ur BOme combination of the following forms,-viz. 1. Uniformly, or 
when the whole surface of the iron is covered uniformly with a coat of 
nut, requiring to be scraped off, and leaving a lllllooth, red surface after 
it. 2. Unifonnly with plumbago, where the surface as being uniformly 
corroded is found in some places covered with plumbagenous matter, 
lea>-ing a piebald surface of red and black upon it. 3. Locllily or only 
rusted in some places. and free from rust in others. 4. Locally pitted, 
where the surface is left BB in the Jut case, but the metal iii found unequally 
removed to a greater or le88 depth. 5. Tubercular, where the whole of 
the rust which hns taken place at every point of the specimen, has been 
tran~ferred to one or more particular point.I! of its surface, and has there 
formed large proj~cting tuhercules, leaving the rest bare. 

The great element..• of difference of corrosion as respects the iron itself 
appear to be:-

!. The degree of homogeneity of substance of the metal, and especially 
of its surface 

2. The degree of density of the metal, and state of its crystalline 
a.rrangement. 

3. The amount of uncombined carbon or suspended graphite contained 
in the iron. 

And therefore that the more homogeneous-the denaer, harder, and 
closer grniued and the less graphitic-the smaller is the index of 
corrosion.'" 

From examinations of the Cochituato mains, made by Prof. 
Horsford in 1853, he expressed the opinion that-

" There baa been galvanic action arising in one cla88 of cases from the 
contact of metals of unlike affinity for oxygen, and generally from a want 
of homogeneity of the iron, and to this more than any other agency is to 
be lll!Cribed the rapid formation of accretions."-Cochituate Water Report, 
January 1853. 

While the law of this l\Ction is universal, and its effects are 
always to be anticipRted. the degree of action is modified hr. the 
special conditions of any particular system of mains. Quality of 
water, rapidity of ftow, temperature, and other circumstances, in 
connexion with the special quality of the ll88tings exposed, may 
accelerate or retard these fvrmRtions: an<l our information M to 
their existence RDd effects, however well established as to the law, 
is somewhat defective in special records, pRrtly because the action 
is hidden from sight, an<l pRrtly hecnnse, when exposed, it is 
customary with water works administrations to conceal or deny 
the existence of defects. 

Some of these effects may be thus briefly noticed:-
It waa observed at Grenoble, in France, that the cast-iron feed 

main had reduced its ftow on this account, between 1826 and 1833, 
from 370 to 190 wine gallons per minute. 

It was noticed at Cherbourg, that from 1836 and 1838 to 1850, 
the effective sectiou of the supply main hnd been reduced to less 
than one third its original calibre, the accretions being 1•676 to 
1·968 inches in height. 

In the reports of the WRter works in England, numerous 
instances are recorded of the effects of tuberculation, which are 
also prominently noticed in locomotive boilers, and other kinds of 
exposed iron work. · 

ln 1852, Mr. E. S. Chesbrough, En:.;neer of the Cochituate 
Board, Boston, reports that- -

"The rapidity with which the interior surfaces of some of the pipes 
have been covered with tuhercules or rust, has excited a great deal of 
int.erest. • . . All the large pipes that have been opened have been 
partially or entirely covered on their inner surfaces, some with detached 
tabercules varying from a half to two and a half inches base, with a 
depth or thicknesa in the middle of from one-quarter to three-quarters of 
an inch; and some entirely to an average depth of half an inch, with a 

rough coating, as if t.be hues of the tabercules had crowded together. 
The lllil&!ler pipes all exhibit some act.ion of this kind, but generally to a • 
leBS extent as regards thickness than the larger onea. In one case, 
however, a four-inch pipe was foand covered to a thickneBS of about one 
inch." 

In 1863, the Cochituate Board remarks-
" The extent to which the11e accretions have affected the discharge of 

water from the pipes, by diminishing their area and incre&11ing the friction, 
has been satisfactorily ascertained by observations made by the City 
Engineer, with great care, on one of the :lO-inch mains acrou Charles 
River, and is found to be much greater than was anticipated. The loss 
of discharge under the common head of six in<'hes was found to be 
upwards of twentv per oent. of the known dischnrge of a new main of 
like diameter. Similar observations on the 30-inch main from the Brook· 
Iyn &.servoir, under the ordinary head of 8 feet, gave the same result." 

This action at Boston was very carefully recorded for a time, 
demonstrating a very serious injury to the whole distribution 
system. The board, however, seems to have consoled it.self at 
last with the theory that the action exhausted itself at a certain 
stage, and continues to extend the service with cast-iron pipes. 

The effective diameter of the 20-inch main of the Jersey City 
Water Works, recently examined, waa found to be less than 
18 inches. 

Considerable reduction from tubercules is recorded on the 
Croton mains and smaller pipes. 

From the action of the water on the pump valves and other 
engine castings of the Brooklyn pumping engines, the discoloura
tion of the water at fires, and other evidences, this action ia 
serious on the unprotected Brooklyn distribu~ion. 

Similar effects are recorded in v11rious other water wol'ks of the 
United State11 in confirmatiou of what may be properly assumed 
as a law of chemical Rction, more or 11188 powerful in special 
localities. 

P~ive.t.-Various efforts have been made to apply washes, 
paints, and varnishes, by dilferent processes, so RS to prevent 
contact between the water and iron, in castings as well as 
wrought-iron work. A galvanic action has also been provided 
hy coatings of zinc and other metals, and various enamelling 
proceBBee have been invented. Among these may be mentioned 
white-wash of pure lime, a waah of hydraulic cement, linseed oil 
applied under preBBure, a composition of oil and wax, copal and 
other varnishes, lead and zinc paints, and coal tar varnish or 
paint. And all of these, including gBlvaniam and enamelling, 
experience goes to show that they have various special meril.a as 
palliatives, but no permanent power as preventives. Paints of 
all classes need periodical renewal; varnishes and enamels sooner 
or later peel off or wear olf; and galvanism simply delays by 
destruction in one direction the eventual proceBB of destruction in 
RDother. To mRke either palliative effectual, even for a time, 
requires careful an<l expensive workmanship, and the point of 
final failure is merely~ question of time, which question should 
properlydetem1ine the propriety of its m1e, in connexion with the 
relative cost of nae, in those cases where want of 11ccess prevent" 
renewals. • 

On large dry-dock gates and caiSBOns of wrought-iron, exposed 
to sea water, without exceBBive motion, we have found a body
coat of red lead, with super-coata of zinc paint, the most <lurable 
and satisfactory; while for the iron work of steamer water-wheels 
and other parts much expose<l, coal tar paint, though requiring 
frequent renewals, is more easily applied, and probably more 
effectual. Various experiments which hRve been made with 
coal tar varnish in contrast with other coatings, seem to favour it 
strongly when applied to a hot and clean surface, although its 
advocates admit its defects when not thus applied. Hence this 
proceBB has been adopted in several water-supplies in England, 
and is being introduced into this country to a considerable 
extent. The lnrge mains at Brooklyn, with those now used for 
extensions, and the Ii-feet maius of the Croton extension, are 
thus coated. Other water works are following this example, all 
tbe pipes required for the Charlestown Water Works, now going 
under contract, being specified with this protective, in caae cast
iron pipes are used at all . 

.As 110w applied in this proceBB, the pipes are dipped in a 
varnish-bath maintained at a tempe1"Rture of 300° when firs& 
cast, or are oiled to prevent rust until they can be coate<l. The 
additional cost is about $1 ·26 to $1·60 per ton. The pipes being 
laid, renewals in coating are prevented, and its duration will 
vary with circumstances, being in some cases a mstter of years, 
in others, of months and weeks. Of the mains coated by Dr. 

86 
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Smith's 'procet111 at GIAsgow, for the Brooklyn works, many of 
• those expoeed in the pipe-yard for a few months lost their varnish 

from tbe eif'ecta of the weather, while others remained in good 
condition, and all the ooatinga hitherto applied can only be 
J'81[1U'ded as palliatives. 

"While it is fixerl and certain, that no engineer is justified in 
laying unprotected cast-iron pipe, the protections themselves 
reqaire carefal study, and the most faithful application. 

WrougM-Iron C11mmt Pi,,,.-Among other aubetitutel which 
have been adopted for water pipes, thOll8 of wrongbt-iron riveted 
in proper lengths, and lined and coated with a thick body of 
hydraulic cement mortar, have been very extenaively med 
in this country within the past fifteen years. The several 
lengths are put together by butt joints secured by aleevea, filled 
in with cement to prevent 111akage, or by cut-iron hube protected 
by mortar from contact with the water. The pipes, by one 
prooeas in use, are lined with mortar applied under strong pre. 
aure, and coated when laid in the trench; and by another process 
they are both lined and coated under preaaure at one oper&tion. 
In one case the tapa are inserted by brazing a tap plate and tap 
to lhe outer iron shell before the drill is a.aed; and in another, by 
the use of cast-iron rings tapped aa in ordinary cast pipe. 

Without discussiDg the merits of the sever&! patents which 
apply to details of manufacture, it is manifest that the pipe& 
'11emael'V88 embody an important principle of dur&bility by the 
preservative effect of cement on iron, which excludes air and 
prevents oxidation and tuberculation, and which oontinues to 
increase in solidity and strength with increased age. It is also 
manifeet that any desirable measure of strength may be attained 
by regulating the quality and thickness of tne iron body. The 
cement lining is not leas than one half-inch thick for the smaller 
diameters of three and four inches, and by pressure is very firmly 
set to the iron plate. Pipes of this kind can be manufactured 
and laid with less coat than those of cast-iron, and have aever&l 
valuable qualifications when properly put down. 

Lead Stll'Vice Pi,,,.-The use of lead for houae 11ervice from the 
dl"eet main.a, although a matter of common praclice, baa given 
rise to elaborate investigations and diacaaaiona in Europe and in 
'bis comitry. This use baa obtained against the serioua objec
tions nrsed againat 'be material, on aocount of its ductility, ita 
strength, and its BOUroea of profit to plumbers, ud some disad
YBDtagea in manufacture or uae of its oocaaional aubatitutea. Tn 
110me cities however, aa at Hartford, it is direot.ly prohibited. 

From the inveati~ons on this aabject at Boaton in 1848, 
about the time of introducing the Cocbituate supply, it was 
determined to admit its uae. While all the experiments showed 
'hat lead is dissolved by water, it wu argued that the Cocbituate 
waa not more daugeroua in this action than the Croton, and that 
" a eoat form• on the lead, which for all praotical purposes 
becomes in proceu of time impermeable to and insoluble in the 
water in which it oocurs." Aud this suma up all the chemical 
diecusaion in its favour,-viz. that the quantity dissolved is 
insignificant, and"that the proceaa is self-protective in time. 

It is plain however, from an examination of the varied analyses 
and diacUllliona of this matter, that the defenoe ia apologetic at 
the beat; while, on the other band, the doctrine of cumula,ive 
effects, the voluminona testimony aa to lead diseaaea, the exten
sive prevalence of thoee which may be directly or indirectly 
at~buted to the effects of lead, aa colics, par&lyeis, neur&lgia, rheu
mauem, &c., and the proof that at Boeton and in other localities 
the coatil"g is not a protective, certainly juatify a distrust of this 
claim of immunity, and a gener&l rejection of the material. To 
furnish an adequate and safe substitute certainly need not o~ 
tax eugineering skill. 

Appurlmanou.-Of these stop-ooeks and hydrants are the 
most important: the former being used to district the supply, 
for convenience of repairs and accesa, and the latter for fire pur
poses, street washing, and other public uses. 

Among \he variou1 forms of stop-oocks in nae, probably the 
best are those which are built with a globular head acting in part 
aa an air chamber, and with a flaring groove for the gate. In the 
first caae, greater strength is eecured in a limited •pace; and in 
the second, the gates are prevented from jamming, as the larger 
ones are apt to do with too narrrow a groove, in working one 
brass face against another. Face joints are also preferable to 
lead joint.a, in obviating the necessity of caulking. Much incon
venience is often caused by improper arrangement of the stop-cock 
districts, where long distances are attempted to be controlled to 

ave expense in original conatruction, and 1' is desinb1e to con
den11e th8118 districts of control aa much as poaaible. 

The ord~ form of fire hydrant in use, aa to the tube illelf 
and not as to it.a case, seems to have been adopted from ODe eitJ 
to another, with very little regard to itll purpose of operation. 
The range of ingenuity seems to have rested conten\ with 
the automatic vent, which drains the tube aboTe the vain 
when not in uae, to prevent frost. In the ordinary tube tbe 
valve is operated within, by a rod JlBBlling through a 11\u!Jig
box in the tllbe-head, which raieea and lowers it, to cloae er opa 
the hydrant. Gener&lly, a 4-incb hydrant main is attached to a 
three-inch vertical tube, with a two-and-a-half-inch nozzle, and the 
effective section of the hydrant is lesa than one-bnlf the eectiou of 
the br&nch main. Hence it followa that in consequence of ex· 
eeasiYe hydrant friction, the supply of a street main, aix-inebee in 
diameter, cannot feed more than two fire engines on the lllUlle 

block, through two hydrant.a, and our swam fir&.engina m 
oblilled to put a suction on the hydrant nozzle to get \heir BGpply 
at all. 

Now it i11 evident, that if there is any propriety in using foar· 
inch mnchea, there is none in uaiug hydrants throttled do'tl'll by 
rude, internal working parts to effective sections of lea t.b&n ODt

half the branch calibre; and wi~h the universal introduction of 
steam fire engines, all the present system of branches and 
hydrants must be improved. There is no mechanical dit!icuhy 
whatever in making hydrant tubes with a free delivery equal to 
that of the branch, and this should always be done. 

In all cases where steam fire engines are provided for, the 
h1drant nozzles may be adapted by the use of a double noula, 
either to the ordinary hose connexion, or a steamer conne:ifon of 
the full hydrant size; but the best way to arrange them ia to 
make a full-size hydrant nozzle, using a set of reducen1 ~ 
ordinary fire boae. Instances abound in the e.x perienoe of firemen 
where most valuable proparty bas been lost, solely on account of 
exceaaive friction of hyd1-aut8, where time prevented the inter
vention of enrnes. 

The use of 1ron cases, both for hydrants and atop-cocks, is ao 
improvement on the ordinary wooden boxes, which 1hould be 
made universal, as a matter of economy, science, and ornamenl.. 

The following table will ill111trate the relation of appurtenances 
to mains adopted in the case of a single prominent supply:-

.4.ggregate Bruton I>iatr"'ibu.tlon, J<MNMWg l, 1862. 
-

Diamolen 
(locbea) ,0 116 so 2f 20 i6 " . t LeDJ'h or 

Plpea (!oet) 23°082 21°066 ai ·sas 6 ·TTa24 ·1S7 T ·6i9 Do·e2uu·uo i04 1111t 

8toJHlOCb •. ' 6 8 10 11 '2 lGI Slit 2U !·Ii• 

B7dranta •• .. .. .. .. •• .. HU 

On thia work all the wooden boxes which are replaoed an 
Burnetized to prevent decay. 

In thia rapid sketch, in which the discussion of deLails is 111>1 
admiaaible, we present M to di11tribution, some of thoae prowi
nent features which directly affect its C011t, durability and uaeful· 
n-, aud which involve systems of practice more or 1- OOIDlllOll 
and in some cases objectiouable, with the hope t.hat inveDth"l! 
geniuR, prompted by general assent, may mark out the most 
feasible and satisfactory correctives for our adoption. 

(To be oomiitued.) 

WARMING AND VENTILATION AS ILLUSTRATED.!T 
THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 186i. 

PERHAPS from the absence of any mention in the Official pro
gramme of the objec"..s comprised under the above bead, and the 
attendant uncertainty as to the class in which applications fi>r 
space should be made, the number of contributions connected with 
systematic warming and ventilation was proved to be very limited. 
Among the British exhibitors were only to be found the DIIDfll 
of Perkins and Bouer (Sylvester); nor were there any illaatrt
tions of the practice of Reid, Gurney, Arnot, Haden, Price, and 
others whose works are numerous throughout the country. 

It is pArticularly to be regretted that foreign engineen ~ 
manufacturers should not have been induced to send eome apeet· 
mens of the works in which the Paris Exhibition of 185.5 11'11 

rich, and which might have been 11tudied with great adnwt&ge 
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b1 their oo-laioraUur• in this country. The ingenuity and acience 
d11played in IOID8 of their caloriferee would have been an example 
~ Britiah manufacturer&; while the art Qf 11&nitary improvement 
and 1yatematio ventilation would have been n1uch elucidated if 
MM. Thomae and Laurens, Duvoir Leblanc, Grouvelle, and 
othel'B had exhibited apparatus, models, or pia:la. It is to be 
hoped that any future International Exhibition may comprise a 
dietiuct subdivision for the objects aaaigned to this class. 

The whole Exhibition prM811ted only three or four illuatrations 
of the application of systematic ventilation and heating to large 
1truaturea. These were the Imperial and Royal Military Hospital 
at Vienna, the designs for a Theatre in Paris, the new buildings of 
Guy's Hospital in London, and a County Prison at Canterbury. 

The system adopted in the Vienna Hospital wu illustrated by 
drawings exhibited in tile we&tern aanex, A111trian department, 
Claas X., and by a small blowing-machine of the kind employed 
(No. 630). 

The portion of this buildiag shown on the drawings oonsillted 
of two stories, each floor oomprieing two wards of thirty-two and 
sixteen beds eaoh respectively, placed end to end, with windows 
on both aidea; those on one side looking out over the exterior 
apace; and those on the other into a close corridor running 
parallel with the length of the wards. Thie plan will probably 
be conaidered as rendering the building greatly dependant for the 
sanitation of ita atmosphere upon artificial or systematic ventila
tion. 

The perml\Dent ventilation o( the hospital is effected by inlllf
jlalion, the apparatus employed for forcing in the air being the 
newly-invented blowing-machine of Dr. Heger. 

The freah air is taken from the exterior at the back of the 
building, by a email fresh-air shaft of low altitude, provided at 
the t.op with a contrivance for directing the descending ()Urrent, 
which puses into a subterranean channel in which the blowing
machine i.i fixed. Tile machine ia worked by a small eteam
engine, and is stated to be capable of supplying 7000 cubic metres 
of air per hour, equivalent to ab011t 40 cubic feet per patient per 
minute. 

In cold weather the air of ventilation is wanned in its 
passage by clusters of small steam-pipes placed in a cham
ber in the basement under the oentre of each ward; the 
delivery into the wards being by an open-work pedestal 
plaoed in the centre of the ward. Tubes inserted into the 
pedest.ale of the grouud-ftoor wards take up to the pedestals on 
the first floor their due proportion of air. The vitiated air is 
evolved frnm th~ wards through ventiducts contrived in the ex
t.ernal walls, having their exterior outlets in the vertical face of 
the wall at about the level of the ceilings; and openings into them 
from the wards, buth at the floor and near the ceiling. Both the 
internal and external apertures have regulating valves. The 
ventilation is independent of tlte WIU'Illing, the latter being par
tially effl!Cted by coils of steam-pipes placed in pedeatA!e along 
the centre of each ward. The plan adopted is reported as being 
satisfactory to the military authorities. The machine ii stated to 
require only ! of a horae-power to work it, and to utilise 55 per 
cent. of the power employed. • 

The designs for a Lyric and Dramatic Theatre, exhibited by 
M. Barthelmy (Franoe, Cl888 X., No. 1292), hl\ve received 
honourable mention from the Jurors for the arrangements for 
warming and ventilating. The plans, which were very oompre
hensive and elaborate, were however suspended at such a height, 
and had the specialities of the system of warming and ventilation 
ao slightly indicated, aa to leave the impression that the Jurors 
must have had a much better insight into the ideas of the exhi
bit.or than fell to the lot of any ordinary observer. 

Some drawings were exhibited by Mr. S. Egan Roeser
Clasa X., No. 2399-to illustrate the application of SylveRter'e 
system of warming and ventilation to the new buildings of Guy's 
Hospital. In this building the winter wanning is effected by the 
air supplied for ventilation. The wards are in pairs, placed aide 
by aide, with occaeional openings in the division wall for facility 
of communication. The freah air is t.aken from above the level 
or the highest roofs by a fresh-air tower, which has at its summit 
an octagonal lantern, withh2 which a cowl, or ahield, revolves 
according to the directiC'ln of the wind, to whioh its open Bide is 
always presented. Descending to the basement, the fresh air is 
carried in capacious channels to the extremities of the buildini!'; 
the several wards on each story receiving an independent supply 
by caliducts which are carried up in the division-wall between 
the wards. In the basement, and ranged against the inlets of 

the vert.ical caliduota, are tiera of imn pipes, heated in winter by 
the circulation of hot water, which warm the air in its ascent. 
The warmed air enters the wards through num11roue aperturea 
near the ceiling, and the vitiated air is withdrawn at openings 
near the floor. All the vitiated air-<lucta are collected into a 
horizontal channel in the roof, which rune the whole length of 
the building, and dillcharges into a lofty ventilating shaft aboat 
160 feet in height. The ventilating shaft is warmed by the smoke 
of the furnaoea of the hot-water boilers and those of ihe warming 
apparatus, and by tiers of hot-water pi~s in the horizontal 
vitiated air channel The ventilation is mamly effected by extrac
tion, 888ieted by the plenum influence of the wind; and has been 
found to range from 30 cubic feet per patient per minute for the 
night ventilation in the coldest weather, to 78 feet per minute for 
day and summer ventilation. There is no restriction upon the 
opening of the windows, which are freely used in mild weather; 
and the comfort of open fire-piace8 is also provided in the wards, 
the smoke-flues from which are also conductad into the main 
ventilating 11haft. 

The Kent County Prison at Canterbury, drawings of which 
were also exhibited by Mr . .Ro88er, is warmed and ventilated 
upon the eyatem introduced by the late Mr. Sylvester at the 
Model Prison, Pentonville, and generally adopted in this ooun
try. There are however certain specialities of arrangement 
which the exhibitor conaidera improvements. These ar-lst, 
The repartition of the fre6h air into district sectional channels 
for the service of each floor, in which it is warmed by it.a own 
series of hot-water pipes, the circulation of which may be regu
lated or intercepted at pleasure; and 2nd, The increllSed power 
of extraction which is gained by bringing the vitiated ·air down 
to tile basement of the building, and there drawing it into the 
ventilating shaft, which may thus havA a greater working height 
than when it starts from the roof of the building. The position 
of the ventilating fire at the bottom is also more convenient and 
a.ccessible than when it is (as is usual in prisons) placed in the 
roof. 

0( the various kinds of apparatus (or heating buildings on a 
large scale, the only complete full-sized specimens were thoae 
shown by ROl!Ber, Staib, and Gervais. 

The" Low Tempen.ture Air WRrmer," shown by the first of 
these exhibitors, is calculated to raise the temperature of 2260 
cubic feet of air 64° in a minute, with an average consumption 
of 14 lb. of coal per hour, and is stated to be Mlequate to the 
warming of a church or other building containing 150,000 cubic 
feet of space. 'l'he apparatus is of the hot-air class, and is con
structed of cast-iron, but the inventor states that by the large 
development given to the surfaces exposed to the air, as com
pared with the internal surfaces which receive heat from the fire, 
the overheating of the air usually incidental to hot air atovee is 
entirely obviated, while, also, no part of the metal to which the 
fresh air has acce88 is in oontact with the fire. The extension o( 
the exterior surface is accomplished within a very limited space 
by casting deep parallel laminated ribs or blades upon the exte
rior of the apparatu&-the inner edJl88 only of the blades being 
exposed to the heat, and their fiat aides to the air. 

The Cast-Iron Calorifere exhibited by L. F. Staib and Co., of 
Geneva-Switzerland, Class X., No. 130-eholl'B a remarkable 
similarity to the foregoing in the principle of its construction; 
the extension of the exterior surface being however effected by a 
combination of ribs and angular corrugations. This calorifere 
has a further resemblance to Roaeer'a, in the mode in which the 
smoke is made to descend around the interior fire-box, and in the 
out-take below the a.ah-pit. The power of the apparatus is not 
stated, but it expoaes, within a epaoe about 2 ft. 8 in. square and 
5 ft. high, a beating surface of about 140 ft. for a fire grate of 
one foot area, and wonld, probably, prove in practioe a most effi
cieu~ and economical warming apparatus. 

Another calorifere, by the same exhibitor, although intended 
as a pedestal stove, to be fixed in the apartuient to be warmed, 
may be referred to &11 combining in an ingenious manner the 
former principle of oonstruction with the uae of smoke tubes. 
The fire-place is a close cockle or " cloche," pentagonal on plan, 
with projecting flanges and studs to increase the surface and 
throw off the heat. This is surmounted with an upper receptacle 
having recesses on eaoh aide, in which sheet iron smoke tubes, 
that start from its lower rim, are partly engaged. The smoke 
tubes re-unite over the apex of the upper chamber, and the whole 
is eorrounded by a cylindrical case, in which antple provision is 
made for the ingress and egress of the air. The 1tove exhibited 
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is stat.ed to be capable of maintaining the temperature of an 
apartment oontainiug 14,000 cubic feet at 59°; to which it is no 
doubt fully adequate. 

The model of the Pneumatic Heating Stove, shown by R. 
Zimara, of St. Petersburg, in the RnBBian department-Class X., 
No. 316-hu attracted some atteution from its being an attempt 
to revive the notion of substituting fire-brick aud earthenware 
for iron, in the construction of large heating apparatus. The 
model represents an apparatus on a large scale, Clllculated by the 
designer to maintain a building containing 130,000 cubic feet at 
the temperature of 60° to 66° Fahr. under 40° degrees of frost. 
The warmed air is intended to be admitted at a temperature not 
exceeding 100° Fahr., the highest temperature in the stove itself 
being 19C>°, and the smoke cooled down before escaping to 145°. 
The apparatus consists of a furnace in fire· brick, occupying a 
space of about 300 cubic feet. The smoke from the furnace tra
verses, simultaneously, a horizontal bed of seven earthenware 
pipe11, 9 in. diameter and 9 ft. in length, to a common smoke 
chamber at the back, whence the smoke returns through a lower 
bed of the same .number of pipes to another chamber behind the 
furnntX'; and from thence again, still on the descent, thrcugh a 
third and lowest horizontal bed of pipes to the bottom smoke 
chamber at the back, and I.hen into the chimney. The air to be 
warmed is introduced through ducts contrived in the body of 
brickwork around the furnace, and by a number of inlets under 
the lowest bed of horizontal smoke pipes; and the warmed air is 
taken off by arched outlets at the upper parL of the chamber, 
~roined into the brick vault which covers the whole of the 
apparatus. The arrangement of the smoke pipes is good, al
though by no means novel; and bears a strong resemblance to 
a system patented a few years back by M. de Jong, which it 
imitates closely in its inadequate appreciation of the neceSBary 
rate of ventilation required in a building of the extent to which 
such an apparatus would be adapted, and the very insufficient 
provision for effecting it by mean11 of the ash-pit in draught. The 
practical difficultie11 which have prevented the substitution of fire
brick or earthenware for iron in the construction of warming appa
ratus, are not overcome in M. Zemara's Pneumatic stove. The ten
dency of the brickwork of the furnace to fall to pieces, of the pipes 
to crack, and their joints to open, is not counteracted or even 
attempted to be guarded against; and the result which baa hitherto 
attended all contrivances of this kind-viz., the mixing of the 
smoke with the air may be regarded as inevitable. In other 
reRpects the great bulk of the apparatus, and its cost 88 compared 
with the much smruler and more efficient iron caloriferes, would 
he a lll'rious impediment to its use. 

A Calorifere, a tau chaude 6' a air libre, was exhibited by 
A. Gervais, of Paris (France, No. 1129). This is a combined 
apparatus for wanning air by direct contact, and by hot water 
01rculation. It consists of a cylindric cockle in cast-iron, sur
mounted by a double bell boiler in copper, with hemispherical 
envelope in plate iron, confining the smoke around the boiler. 
An 8-mch sheet iron smoke-pipe rising from the dome makes 
varioW1 turn• a~ right angles in the warm air chamber. The 
whole apparatus is inclosed in brickwork, the fresh air being l\d
mittod to thi? chamber at the bottom, at the back of the furnace; 
where it lint comes in contact with the sides of the cockle, and 
th11u rUe» to JllUll over the Bheet iron dome and around the 
111noke-pipe9. The boiler has the ordinary llow and return pipe, 
with a connecLinJl pipe between the two bells. There is little to 
be .aid in favour of thi11 apparatus. The cast-iron cylinder is 
r.ertAin tn become red hot, while the effect of the dome and smoke 
11iJll!ll in increuing the temperature of the already highly heated 
11lr will be •mRll. The construction of the boiler itself may how
evP.r I1e 1LtloJ•ted with advn.utllge. 

lllu11trntio1111 of heating by hot-water, and of apparatus and 
l'"rta 11( appamtm1 were exhibited by Perkins, Rosser, Riddle, 
W8Ck~, Orru111J11, O~o.y, Me~n~er, Taylor, G11rvais, and by the 
1;111111111 W anuiug and Vent1laLmg Company. 

Th,. hi"hly lng1miou1 high-pressure Hot-water Appamtu~ •. of 
Mr. l'c.rkiu•, may be 311 wc!I uuderatood from the s~all full-size 
•J>'lclm•m• which h11 cxhib1t_ed-CI~ ~·· 2330-as it could .be 
from ,,,. h11p...::t.ion of It in 1ts apphcat1nn to the most extensive 
hail•li111<•· Tho 11v11um hu been so lnng before the public, and is 
.,, troll kuw•n tl;11t no 1lntailcJ 1lotcription is necessary. 

llfwu,r 11111~111) "l"'drni!!n• of the low temperatui:e Ho~water 
J'q,1·•, iravouu,.J hy the ln.te Mr .• John Sylve11ter, '!1 which .the 
,.,,,,,J1w~lng powe•of ci111t-lrnn i• mll<le UMO of to obtain a conside
rtJl.ly lnrun 111rfAco Ju the Mme apn.ce than can be done by the 

ordinary round pipes; as well aa presenting tboee aurfacea to the 
air in a position more favourable for the transfer or their heal 
A further extension of the aame principle is seen in the hot-waler 
or steam-stove of the same exhibitor, which is simply 11 vert.ical 
cylinder of cast-iron containing hot-water, or steam; from the 
exterior circumference of which a series of radiating bladet pl'l>
ject and expose a large surface to the air. 

The Apparatus shown by the London Warming and Venti. 
lnting Company-Cl888 X., 2411-pushes the same principle to 
an extreme. The close series of parallel plate& which are cast on 
their hot-water pipes have far too large an extension of ibe 
diffusing, 88 compared with the recipient surfaces, to produce 'l.D 

effect proportioned to the increase in coat; as long as the interior 
of the pipe is not above the temperature of hot water or oorumon 
steam. For surf'Aces in direct contact with a close fire ihe arrangt
ment would be good. 

Mr. Weeks and Mr. Ormson both exhibited hot-wateT appa
ratus. The first-named exhibitor (Class IX., No. 2201) showed 
his well-known vertical tubular boiler, in which a vt:ry large 
surface is ex~sed to the action of the fire. One would thiuk 
that the special advantage or defect of these boilera-viz., that 
of their being quickly heated and quickly cooled, would 
be Jess applicable for ~nhouses, &c., where they are chiefly 
Ulled, than a form of boiler which, by containing a Jarg11r quantity 
of water, would give greater permanency of temperature. The 
tenacity with which the Chelsea hot-house builders hold to Uiia 
form would seem however to argue that its recommendations are 
greater than would at first sight appear. 

Mr. Ormson-ClaBB IX., No. 2100-also sent a Vertical Tubular 
boiler, which differs in no essentW respect from W eeka's, ucept 
that none of ita joints are exposed to the fire. Onnson's coil
frame is an elegnnt modification of a familiar arrangement, and 
presents a large heating surface in a small comp8811. The ventilatillg 
hot-water apparatus of the same exhibitor, which was to be l!ellll 

in bis very beautiful conservatory, erected in the court of the nortb
tlllBt annex, ie simply a series of water-boxes placed at intervals 
on a line of pipes; the cold air from the exterior being admitted 
into the house through the boxes, which however, have not their 
interior surfaces well disposed for warming the air, while I.heir 
occurrence at frequent intervals must seriously retaru the circula
tion of the water. 

Gray's Improved Oval Tubular Boiler-Class IX., No. 211~ 
is another Chelsea boiler, and we presume is made oval for the 
aake of a difference. 

Taylor & Son's Double Chamber Boiler-Clasa IX., No. 2191-
is a modification of the common saddle-boiler, having a return 
fine from back to front over the furnace, and is made with ill 
recipient surfaces either plain or corrugated. A horizontal tubular 
boiler, looking like a skeleton of the other, was probably intended 
to hftVe a division of fire-tile between its upper and lower parU, IO 

as to assimilate the course of the draujlht to the action of the 
former boiler. All the London hot-house builders who were tx
hibitors of bot-water apparatus, seem to hnve taken to the use o{ 
the Sylve11ter Furnace Door, which they how .. ver manufacture 
in a way that detmcts much frotntits speci11I recommendations. 

By far the best of the horilllQntal tubular boilers was that shown 
by T. G. Messenger, nf Loughborougc-Class IX., No. :2151.
Tbis boiler is composed of triangular tubes set near together in 
horizontal beds, and so disposed that nearly ~ of the whole pipe 
exposed is effective as recirient surface. The horU<>ntal beds of 
pipe terminate at each end in water-spaces which connect one bed 
with another. The furnace-bars are hollow, as is usual in the 
Chelsea boilers, but triangular in 11eCtion, and therefore better 
disposed for the retention of the fuel, and for feeding it with air. 
The return-pipes are connected to the water-box at the bnck 
end of the furnace-bars, from which he ascending current movet 
simultaneously through tiers of pipe& at the sides and top of the 
furnace to the back, returning by a second bed of pipes overlaying 
the fire to the Bow-pipe, which comes out in the front. The only 
ohje('tion to this boiler seems to be the retardation of the cirt'Ula· 
tion iu pnssing through so many turns in the pipes, and t.he COD· 

sequent tendency to the generation of stenm-6 eerious incon
venience in hot-water boilerR. 

Horton's Patent Locomotive Fire-box-Clus VIIl., No. lSSS
would also be well adapted for a hot-water boiler . 

Harrison's C8.llt-Iron lloiler-Claas VIII., No. 1877-1tboavh 
more expressly intended for use 88 a steam-boiler, eeem1 appll· 
cable to hot-water apparatus. It may oo described aa conmtillj1 
of any number of hollow spheres, with alightly projecting neck· 
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IDgl, tul'Ded and bored to 6t into one another, and held together 
in rows by iron bolts paaaing tbi"Ough each range. The rowa are 
set at BUCh an inclination A8 to allow the particll'll or steam or 
huted water to riae without interruption from each lower globe 
to the next upper one. 

Riddell's Slow Combuation Boiler-Clasa X., No. 2397-eeema 
suitable for small appa.ratua. It consists of a double eylinder, 
placed in a Vl'nical position upon a solid bed of fire-brick. The 
fuel it supplied at a door or lid on the top, the fire being fed with 
air, and the a.shes removed by a small abding door at the bottom. 
By moving the latter to the right or left, perfect control over the 
oombuation is attainable. 

The Double Bell Boiler of M. A. Gervais baa been already 
ref'erred to. Another by the same exhibitor, 1t1led the "Ther
mOlyphon Boiler," wu probably the beat article of the kind in 
the Exhibition. Thia boiler, which ia ma.de of copper, may be 
described aa a Addle boiler, with reverberating chamber at the 
back, from which the. f!l\Dle works by an internal flue to the 
front, returning by an upper tlue again to the back, where it 
descends within the body of the boiler to an out-t.ake at the 
bottom. The furnace, tluee, and chambera present an extended 
beating surface, while pre1erviug a considerable section for the 
draught. 

The Drawings of the Warming Apparatus at St. Augnatine'a 
Prison, Canterbury, already referred to-Cl&88 X., No. 2399-
abow boilers on a very uruilar principle of construction, but 
having a more fully developed reverberating chamber, and only 
one internal tlue, tbe smoke completing its circuit outside the 
boiler, which is of a waggon shape. Both this and tho precl'ding 
form poese88 the great advantage of utilising that part of the 
beat, which with boilers having through flues is expended against 
the brickwork at the back. For extensive apparatus they will 
be very economical, panicnlarly where long rangea of hot-houses, 
&c., are to be heated from one boiler. 

In connection with bot-water apparatus may be mentioned the 
new method of joining water pipes, exhibited by V. Delperdange 
-Belgium, C!&88 IX., No. 310-Tbe joint is formed by a band of 
vnlcanised india-rubber, which ia slipped over the beads of the 
butting ends of the two pipes to be connected, upon which an 
elastic: wrought-iron collar, having on its inside a groove correa
pondiog to the width of the two beads, is tightened by a bolt and 
nut. 

For the removal of condensed water from steam beating appa
ratus, the Steam Trape of Schafer and Budenburgh-Class VIII., 
No. 1316; and of PhilliJ>BOn-Prussia., Class VITI,, No. 1314-
would be found useful. They difl'er somewhat from the construc
tion b itberto adopted in this country, and appear likely to main
tain their action under steam of any pressure. Bowden's Steam 
Trap, shown 01&88 VIII., No. 1861, was on the ordinary 
construction. 

Among mechanical appliances for effecting forced ventilation, 
there were exhibited a considerable number of fans, on the cen
trifugal principle, by various makers, of which none appeared 
better than Lloyd's Noiseless Fan-C1&88 VIII., No. 1913. 

Schiele Patent Ventilators, and Exhaaat Fans, manufactured 
by the North Moor Foundry Company-Cu Vlll., No. 1948-
appeared to possess considerable a.dvant.ages. 

Lemielle's Blowing Machine-France, C!&88 VIII., No. 1135-
dut'ers from the ordinary centrifugal machines, in drawing in the 
air at the opposite side of its periphery to that at which it is 
discharged. It consists of two cylinders of di1ferent diameters 
placed eccentriClllly one within the other, the smaller cylinder 
tllnling on a fixed axis; the space between the two cylinders 
being occupied by movable flaps which asaume different degrees 
or inclination as the inner cylinder revolves, and thus acting as 
pistons or valves in forcing the air forward. 

A well constructed Fan, on the centrifugal principle, was to be 
seen near Lemielle's machine in the western annex. A disc in 
the vertical centre of the fan separates the inhaling apertures on 
et\Ch side, while the spaces between the blades are preserved of a 
uniform seCtion throughout. 

Dr. Heger claims for bis Ventilator, already referred to in 
speaking of the beating and ventilation of the new Military 
Hospital at Vienna, that its principle is new. The small ma
chine of this kind, exhibited in the western annex, may be 
described a.a a pipe within which a set of flies like those of a 
smoke-jack are made to revolve transversely to the direction of 
the pipe, by a strap passing over a pulley on their axis. A: set of 
fb:ed vanes corresponding to the movable fiies is placed on the 

inhaling aide of the machine; the centro.l portion of the tube 
from the axis to the inuer circle of the vanes being occupieJ by 
a son of couical boas, which fill• up the dead space apd pr-events 
the formaiion of eddies in the air current. 

Howorth's Self-acting Archimedean Screw Ventilators, (Class 
VIII., No. 1889) are intended to be put in ruotion by the fo!'ce of 
the wind acting upon a turncap, in the neok of which the 
Archimedean screw ia fixed. It is difficult to Bl'8 what !ldvan
tage this contrivance posaessea over a common oowl, in discharg
ing the air, while like the common cowl its efficacy diminishes 
as the velocity or the wind decre&Bl's. When the screw is turned 
by machinery, the diaobarge of air wonld be more free by the 
opening in a common co~l than it would generally be through 
the slits in. the revolving lantern. 

Of contrivances for facilitating natural ventilation, few pos
sessed any novelty. The gl&tll! louvred Window Ventilators of 
Mr. Ramage-C!&88 X., No. 23~&re in very general use. Mr. 
McKinnell-Claas X., No. 2:392-showed several modes of applying 
bis Concentric Vl'ntilators. Mr. W. Cooke-Class X., No. 2379 
-had a wire gauze folding blind for tixing between thl' sash of a 
window and the frame, which, being attached to the upper rail, 
is drawn down with the sash, and interposes a wire gauze screen 
excluding dust and detlecting the current of entering air. Also a 
box for fit,ing in openings in the wall, cont.aining perforated zinc 
screens, inclined at various angles. 
• In conclusion we wonld recommend, to all concerned in the 
practice of ventilation, the exCPllent instrument for determining 
the velocities of air currents, manufactured by Mr. J. Davis of 
Derby, and shown in Class XIII., No. 2891. 

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT 
OF SCIENCE. 

Me«ing at Cambrldg~, 1862.* 

On the Importance of Economiring Fuel in lron-Plahd ShiP8 
of W11r. By EDWARD ELLIS ALLEN. 

The object of this paper is to point out the very great impor
t.ance of economising the consumption of fuel in iron:.plated ships 
of war, and to show bow this may best be done. It is a subject 
which baa been sadly neglected, notwithstanding these veSl!els 
have to be oonstructed to carry several hundred tons additional 
weight, even when only partially protected. 

This increase of weight hllB been met to some extent by reduc
ing the number of days' ful'l carried; so that in11tead of these 
veaaels coaling for fourteen days, which, in the opinion of most 
persona, is the lea.st they should do, the quantity has been reduced 
to considerably leBB than one-hl\lf. With bad orindifferent coal this 
time '!oul~ be rednced to per.ha pa four day!!' consumption whl'n full 
steaming, t.e., when the engines are working up to, say four times 
their nominal power. Moreover, the high rate of speed considered 
desirable for ihese vessels neceBBitates a oorreaponding increase in 
the power of the machinery, which of coarse, under any circuw
stances, involves an increase in the fuel consumed, or, in other 
words, reduces ihe time dnring which a given quantity of fuel 
will last. 

Further, it is highly probable in future wars rt despatch 
will be necessary in moving vessels from one station to another, 
not only from the fact that for many years to come there will be 
comparatively few iron-<l&Sed vessels in the navy, but also from 
the increased rapidity with which warlike preparations must be 
ma.de. This alao will tend to inCTe&Se the quantity of fuel 
consumed. 

Even in time of peace it will be difficult to reconcile ourselves 
to war steaml'rs going far under sail alone; and when the whole 
of the working expeDBeS of a large ship of war are taken into 
account, it may be the more economical course to put her in com
mission so many weeks later, and ~en let her steam to her 
destination. Indeed, it cannot be doubted, that the same causes 
which have operated in supplanting sailing vesaels by steamers 
will also induce the use of the steam power more and more as 
time advances. 

There are thus several important reasons why every effort 
ahonld be made to economise the consumption of fuel in the ships 
of our new iron-plated tleet-viz., Additional weight&, increaao of 
speed and dista.nce to be steamed, increased despatch in moving 

• Continued from page 861. 
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from at.ation to atation and of time during which ateam power 
will probably be uaed even under ordinRry circnmstanoea, Rnd 
increaae iu the ooet of coala owing to the cominually i.uci'eaaing 
size, power, and number of steam ships in tht1 Royal Navy. 

To these reuone fur economising fuel we mRy add: the univer
Ml deficiency of boiler power in ships of the Royal Navy, 
necessitating a relative increaae of space beiug allowed for this 
portion of the mRchinery; as also the fact now generally admitted 
that much smaller vessels than those fil'llt conet.rncted will iJCI 
necessary in order to constitute an efficient fteet; these email 
veBB.:ls Leing of conrse as thickly plated as the very IRrgeat, if not 
moreAl01 on accou1Jt of their speed being consider11.hly less. From 
the partio:ilars given in the accompanying table (page 392) it may 
be sll\ted with aulficient accuracy· that in most of our iron-plated 

We are neverthelNI told, that in all, or nearly all caa, 11eveu 
days' supply i1 provided, but thia can only be on the 1uppoaition 
that the enginea are not intended to work full power the whole of 
the time; indeed, with the ordinary boilers uaed on board war 
steamers, this ie not poasible, for it i1 well known that full 1team 
cannot be kept for more than twenty-four hours together. 
. The very great increue of power nece.ary to propel any givt1n 
nssel At 1ui increased 1peed rendera it a matter of aome difficulty 
to ohtain a rate of speed in the iron-cued ships aucb aa that 
believed to be desirable, or rather neC8111&1')'1 by th011e compettont 
to judge. If a certain power be neceaary to drive any given 
ve1111el of good form at 10 knots per hour, then to increase the 
speed of the Mme ves1el to 12 knol.a will require neArly 
double that" power; to increaae i~ to 14 knots the powtr muat 
he nenrly three limes as grent; and to increl\! e it to 16 knots 
the power will requiJe to be 1uore than qundrup!ed. Th~ 
eslirutlteJ speeds of onr new ~hips of wnr, even io mooth w tl'r, 
are cuosiJernbly Jess thau tho. thonght neceSSl\ry nt se by oavtJ 
men anti rnany other , nud the diflereuce is as much 11.a lt to i 
knots pe1· hour. 

o..:ix of the largest vessels are estimat.ed to n.ltain nbout a 
kuot.s per hour; live of tl1em nb .. ut l:i! knots; two of them abou.t 

F10. 1.-X. X. ALLU'I Puu:r K•1>-TO-ElrD Cn.1100 Dorisa Pino• Boo Esa1•L-Vbow!rom8mal1Cyli1Mlcircud. 

ahipti ·the weights of the three items, viz., the armour plating, the 
machinery, and the fuel, are very nearly equal, and that together 
tht>y conatitute about one-third of the total displacement, i.e., in 
vessels plated amidships only. MRrine engines of good conatruo
tion, when working full power, exert a force, when measured by 
indicator, eonaiderably above their nominal power; and it is a 
rule with the Admil'Rlty that 1111 engines supplied to them shall 
work up to at least four times this nominal power. Now the 
a\·ernge consumption of fuel in marine engines of the ordinary 
but beet construction being about 4t lb. per indicated hone 
power per hour, it follows that a. nominal hone power requires 
about 4 cwt. of best coala in the day of twenty-four honre, 110 that 
a I 000 ho1 ee power engine would consume aomE'thing like 200 
tou1 of coal per day when working full power. Comparing this 
qmu1tity with that for which 1towRge is giveu in the iron-plated 
ships of the Royal Navy, it will be seen that the beat of them 
carry no more coal than would serve thl'm for about four days' 
full steaming. 

111 knota per hour; four of them about 11 knota; one abon 
lOf kntts, and one only 9i knots; and in the veaaela tried even 
these epeeda have not been attained; whereas 15 knota per hour 
has been vriry generally asaigned as the speed below which our 
11ew iron-plated ships of war 1hould noi be propelled when at 
sea. In favour ofeuch a speed we have the opinions of Mr. Scott 
Ru111ell, Mr. Samuda, Captain Hal11ted, Commander Oldmixun, 
Aclroirlll Muoraom, and many othera. 

With regard to the distance which auch veaael1 should be able 
to go without 'reCOlliing, we have the me.at diatincdy expreeaed 
opinion of Mr. Scott Rnesell and Captain Haleted, aa well aa tboee 
who hl\ve commented upon their views, that 6000 miles ahould 
be the miuirunm, whel'tllUI none of our ahips could, with their 
ordinRry sul>ply of coal, go one-third of that diat:Ance. 

With respect to the increnaed coet nf coaling the ahipe of the 
Royal Navy, it will be found thl\t the charge on thia head ia now 
over .£300,000 per annum, and in 'l\'ar time more than double the 
ordinary amo11nt ia expended. What shall it be, even in t.imesol 
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peace, when a fteet of iron-ca.&Ni 1hips of the Wurior claaa shall 
have been formed 1 We mRy indeed view with some alarm the 
amount of this item in the naval e1timates of future yeara, unleae 
aomething be done to diminish the C0118Umption of fuel in marine 
engine.. 

Regarding the nece111ity of economising fuel in ships of war, on 
aocount of the insufficiency of boiler power at present allowed, it 
will be only necet11ary to quote the opinion or the present Sur
veyor of the Navy, expreaaed by him when in charge of the 1team 
reaerve at Portamouth, in 18~8. He aay1:-" As far as my expe
rience goes, no ship of any clau or with any maker's engines has 
1nfticient boiler space; there is not one of the multitudes I have 
tried that has steam enough to keep' the throtUe valve open for 
t wo hou!'ll. The steam drops directly the vess 1goesover9 knots, 
and this nut in one or two, hut in Bil without exception. . . . 
Nothiog ie so wru1teful of fuel oa t-00 mn.11 R boiler: intense firing 
a ud incomplete combustion of the fuel i the inevitnble result of 
trying to ke11p up tenru in such n case. . . . ~ ot n tep is 
made in the right direction of obtaining speed and economy until 
more nttention is pnid to the proper proportiun between the 
qunutity of slenm used in the cylinders 11.t e11cb stroke, and the 
qunniity rerunioiug in the boiler." t 

He SAYS that 600 horse-power boilers sho11Jd he u ed where 
.'iO horse-power boilers are now employeJ, and tbe ship would 

eteaming, but the speed with which we Rre ta be satisfied i1 an 
"e1timated" one ot 9i knots only. What will this be u an 
average at sea 1 P0881'bly not over 8 knots. 

Enough baa now been said to show that economisin~ the con
sumption of fuel in iron-plated ahips of war i1 " 1R1bJect of the 
very gravP.1t importance; and although this will be admitted gene
rally, and, perhaps, by none more readily than by the authorities 
of the Admiralty, it appeal'll practically to have received far 1818 
attention than it deaervea. It is hardly eayinli too much when 
we 'state that coal is the only item in which weight can be saved. 

It h11s been long known that many veeaew in the merchant eer~ 
vice have been working now for some years upon just one-half of 
the fuel consumed in ships of the Royal Navy. In proof ofthil, 

r10, :.t.-E. E. A~u~· l'u&:' 'Es1>-T<>-E'D r~1~DH Do1111u P1 , RoP E.~gru.- l ,. fro1>:1 Q!'lllct CODMnt<ll cud. 
~ faster, not perhaps rush put the measured mile quicker, but although evidence i11 abundant, it will suffice t.o giw simply the 
ma chase offour or five hours. opinion of Mr. Charles Atherton, late Chief Engineer of Woolwich 

The Committee on Marine Engines, reportb.,g upon thi1 and Dockyard, and that of Mr. Andrew Murray, Surveyor to the Board 
other evidence, observe:-" From the evidence taken by the com- of Trade. Mr.Atherton, in a paper read before the BritishAIJllOcla
mittee it appeal'll that in general the boilel'll supplied to our men- tion, three yeal'll ago, says, "I believe the ordinary consumption of 
of-war are deficient in generatin~ steam, and that full speed in fuel in steam ahipe of the Royal Navy is fully 50 per oent. in excess 
cofteequence can only be main tamed for a short time. Now the of the amount of 2i lb. which has been practically realised on con
remedy of that defect mu11t nece811ftrily involve the whole qut'lt.ion tinuous sea service." 
of the amount of space that can be allotted to the boilers; the Mr. Murray, in his paper on" Means and Appliances for Econo
committee, thert'fort', consider that they need not enter into mising Fuel in Steam Shipe" (read in M11rch, 1860), says:-" It ia 
further details, and that t.hey do their duty by simply, and with- hoped aud believed that the day is Mt far distant whPn the aver
out comment, bringing the q11e11tio11 before their lordships." age consumption of marine engiues will he reduced to nearly one-

Of the IMt reRsou named for encouraging economy of fnel, no half of whnt it now is. In Cornwall, ninety millions of pounds 
better illustration can be given than th11t of the Enterprise, the raised one foot high in 110 hour by a bushel (or 94 lb.) of coal is 
first sm111l ship in conree of constrnction by the -~dmiralty, plated considered fair wot k for a good atea.m el'lgine, which ooTTe11pond1 
whh armour. In this Cll&e the truployment of orrlinary machi- to nearly 2t lb. of coal burnt per indicated horse power per hour. 
nery (Pxcepting having surface condensers) not only nl!Ct'esitates It is not likely that this degree of economy can ever be penra
the quantity or fuel taken being reduced to a very fpw day"' nently maintained at sea; but if our maiine engines can be 
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Mean Dia'. .__.1 ........ \.-= .. NameofV-1. ll'llD or WbollJ or ~ Beam. Draughl witboul TOllDllp. ll'omlnal Weigbl of·Weip& at 
()aaia. H.P. Coale Annoar Wood. 

pu1l&llJ ---
readJ for 
llenice. airried. l'laleL 

---·-
ft. I.IL ft. I.IL ' 

~ ... ... . .. Building Iron Partially 400 0 59 3. 26 8 1 7 6,621 1,360 1,000 860 
Minotaur ... . . .. .. .. .. ,, ,, .. ,, 

" .. .. 
Northumberland ... ... 

" 
,, 

" 
,, ,, 

" .. " 
,, .. ". 

Acbilletl ... ... ... 
" .. " 

380 0 68 3l 26 3l 1 lOl 6,079 1,250 .. 800 
Black Prince ... . .. Aft oat ,, ,, 380 2 58 4 25 11 1 8 6,109 

" 
950 .. 

'Warrior ... . .. ... 
" 

,, ,, " " " 
,, ,, ,, ,, 

" Hect.or ... .. . .. Building 
" " 

280 0 56 8 24 8 1 Ol 4,063 800 460 450 
Valiant ... ... ... 

Aii:W.t " " .. " 
,, ,, " 

,, 
" " Defence ... . .. ... .. " 

,, 64 2 24 11 I 4 8,720 600 550 .. 
Reeiatance ... ... . .. 

" w:ioo " " li4 1 
" " 

8,710 
" 

,, 
" Caledonia ... ... . .. Building Wholly 273 0 68 5 25 lOl 1 66 4,046 1,000 650 950 

Ooea.n ... ... . .. 
" " " " " 

,, ,, ,, 
" " " Prince Coll80rt ... . .. Aft oat 

" " 
,, 

" 25 lli 1 7. " 
,, ,, ., 

Royal Alfred ... . .. Building ,, 
" " " 25 106 I 6. " 800 ,, ,, 

Royal Oak ... ... ... 
" " 

,, " " " " 
,, 

" " .. 
Royal Sovereign ... . .. Converting 

" " 
240 7 62 o• 22 11 1 6 3,963 

" 
550 i50 

Prince Albert ... . .. Building Iron 
" 

240 0 '8 0 20 0 1 9 2,629 600 230 
" Favourite ... . .. ... " Wood 

" 
225 0 46 9 20 6 1 41 2,186 400 400 

Enterprise ... ... .. 
" " 

Partially 180 0 36 0 u 7. 1 76 990 160 100 
Erebus ... .. . .. Afloat Iron Wholly 186 Bl 48 6 8 9 1 3. 1,954 200 80 
Terror ... ... ... 

" " 
1813 8 48 8 

" " 
1,971 .. " Thanderbolt ... . .. q 'j .. " 

186 11 '8 lif ,, 
" 

1,973 
" 

,, 
A:tna ... ... ... " ::: 

Wood ,, 186 
Glutton ... ... . .. "'~J " " 

17~ 
Thander ... .. . .. " I " " 

172 
Trasty .. ... .. ,,) " " 

173 

induced to content themselves with 3 lb. or even at lb., this will 
still be a vast improvement on their present average coneumir 
tion.' What this is he states in his work on Steam Ships, in 
these words:-" The more 11811&1 coDSUmption of modern marine 
engines varies from 4 lb. to 5 lb. per indicated horse power per 
hour, and the average con11WI1ption of all claaaes cannot be less 
than 6 lb." 

It may be here observed that the Admiralty returns contain no 
statement of the consnmption of fuel of shipa aC the Royal Navy; 
but this omission having been complained aC for many years put, 
the Committee on Marine Engines recommended that the con
sumption of coal J>l'1" indicated horse power, as well as the quality 
of coal and evaporation of water, should be given in future. 

The fact of vessels running continuously on half the fuel con
sumed in Government vesseli! is now well known, as are also the 
principle& of con.ction on which this important saving is made. 
They may shortlJ be stated as follows:-

!. Proportionate increase of boiler power. 
2. Expansion of the steam to, say 5 lb. pressure. 
3. Jacketing the cylinders. 
4. Superbeating the steam. 
5. Condensing by surface instead of bv jet; and, 
6. Heating the feed water. • 

And all this may be done without increasing the presmre of 
steam above 20 lb. or 25 lb., althongh the higher the pressure of 
steam, the greater the economy of fuel 

It is difficult to &11Sign the exact proportionate value of eaoh of 
these six modes of economising fuel, as they have aeldom, if ever, 
been so far aeparated as to admit of correct deductions; but, taken 
altogether, there is now no doubt that 1>0 per cent. may be saved 
in the ordinary consumption of fuel. This saving haa been prac
tically effected in aeveral vessels where the principles above stated 
have been carried out. • 

In the early part of 1856 the author read two papers at Bir-
min~bam on "The Commercial Economy of Expanding Steam in 
Marine Engines," and described several new forms of engines 
suited to this pnrpoae, and ever since that time haa endeavoilred 
to direct the attention of st.eam-ship companies and owners, as 
well as that of the Admiralty, to the subJect. 

In 1868, be forwarded detailed drawings of engines to the 
Admiralty, the designs being made with a view to effect a very 
large saving in fuel One of these was that of concentric cylin
ders, with three piston rods and cross head, the two outer rods 
being carried to a guide block from which the connecting rod 
waa returned to the crank; this arrangement being precisely that 

0 43 11 8 2 1 8 1,688 
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adopted in the Swedish giuiboa.ta, and for which a medal bas been 
awarded to the maker in the Exhibition. 

In the early part of the preeent year be again adddreesed the 
Admiralty, calling their attention to this subject, and requesting 
the favour of an examination of the engines constructed on bis 
pat.ent of 1855, by Messrs. J. and G. Rennie. and which may be 
described as double expansive end-to-end cylinders, the small 
cylinder being placed at the baek of the large one, motion being 
comm11Dicated to the crank by means of double piston rods (Figs. 
1, 2, and 3). Even this arrangement has it appear& been recently 
tried on one of the Swedish vessels of wRr, the results of working 
being, it is said, very satisfactory. If therefore, the Swedish 
engineers have not the faculty for designing economical marine 
engines, they may at least take credit for duly app1-eciating what 
others do, and in this respect are considerably in advance of 
some of the engineers of our own country. 

In these several applications to the Government, the object was 
to show bow the expansive principle could, in the author's opinion, 
be best carried out in ships of war, fulfilling the necesaary condi
tions of such V8118els, i.e., of keeping the weights down as much u 
possible, and the machinery below the water level. 

He showed in his papers, that the suggeiited alterations in 
marine engines could be made without either adding to the gross 
weights carried, or to the space occupied in the ships, and that a 
very considerable saving of coal would be the result; increased 
capacity of cylinder to allow of full expansion of the steam 
being, of course, under every pol8ible arrangement abe<>lutely 
neeessary. · 

One of the forms of marine engines suggested by him in 1855 
haa lately been adopted in the case of the Poonah's engines, now 
building by Messrs. Humphrys and Tennant, the small and 
large cylinders being placed end to end, as above described with 
reference to the engiuea made by Messrs. Rennie, but motion 
being ~ven to the crank shaft by means of a trunk working 
in the large cylinder (Fig. 4). 

For these aeveral forms of double expansive engines may be 
claimed many advantages, which are shortly tbese:-

1. Capability of fully expanding the steam without the use of 
expansion gear. 

2. Great uniformity of motion, by reason of the ste3m from 
the boiler acting upon a comparatively small area, not pttfl8ing 
upon the large pistons nntil partially expanded. 

3. Saving of considerable weight, on account of the strength 
of the connecting rods, piston rods, &c. being only neces:m"!fi 
proportioned to the pressure of the initial steam on ihe 1 
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piston and the expanded steam on the large area, inat.ead of the 
initial 11team on the latter; or rather, uPon a couaiderable exten
sion of it, aa in the caae of a single actmg cylinder designed for 
great expansion, its areu must be greatly increased, the 11troke not 
being capable of being lengthened. 

4. Considerable saving of steam, owing to the loaa in the clear
ances in the aruall cylinder being much less than that in a 
very large cylinder, the loss in the latter case abeorbing a large 
percent.age of the steam. 

5. The cylinders being in line with each other, no increase 
in the number of piston rod11, connecting rods, or guides is 
neceaaary. 

6. That practically all the advantages of a long-stroked engine 
are obtained without increasing the stroke, and which cannot 

and other private owners of steam veaaela, who have a 1trong 
interest in this question, there exists an active competition, and, 
consequently, a powerful inducement to improve upon t.he 
economical performance of their machinery. We find, accord
ingly, that it is this claaa who have taken the lead in the steam 
reformation which baa recently aet in." 

The practicability of saving ac great a percentage of fuel being 
now so well known, how is it, that the whole or onr iron-eased 
tleat at present in exiat.ence or onlered, are doomed to oonaume 
double the amount of fuel which is necel!84ry7 

In the twenty-six iron-caaed shipe constructed and conatrncting, 
a force of no less than 18,310 nominal horae power is to be 
employed; and when working fnll power evt>ry day will witness 
an unnecesaary consumption of npwanla of 1700 tone of coal, 

which, on foreign stations, would certainly 
amount to more than £6000 aterling. 

This loss is, however, not what ia to be 
most regretted; bnt rather the fact that onr 
iron-<:aaed tleet, the largeat vessels of which 
are to COBt'upwarde of £M<J,OOO each, and al'tl 
provisioned for four months, should only carry 
coala enough for from four to ti.ve days' steam
ing. It is surely a sad pity that these vessels 
ehonld have to creep into port every time 
after steaming say 2000 miles, or else waste 
days, and perhapa weeks, of valuable time on 
full commission pay. in attempting to reach 
their destination by the nae of sails. If it be 
maintained that the quantit1 of coals carried 
ie sufficient-which the Admiralty authorities 
would hardly acknowledge-even then, is it 
not better to increaae the armour plating, or 
the speed of the vessels, by 1-educing their 
draught or increasing the power of the en~nee, 
rather than carry an unnecessary quantity of 
expeneh·e fuel 1 

It is now certain that the speeds of the 
Warrior and Black Prince are much below 
what was anticipated: aud even if a speed of 
14 knots were obtained, under the moat fa-

Fro. a.-E.n·TO·HD :n.ruu Bxo1u.~lon o!Cyllndcn and Vo.I e. vonrable circumetaucee of clean bottom, 
be done, owing to tlie speed of revolution of direct acting screw cl an tubt>s, and fair weather, this would be reduced to about 
engines being necessarily high; and, twelve knots a' sea, running days together; and this ie no ltl81 

7. Tb:i.t by fully expanding the steam, a far 1618 quantity thau three knots below the speed that has been considered neces
eutlices for the production of a given power, this allowing Mry. Again, if the present quantity of fnel canied be enough, 
of the boilers bein~ reduced a third or a fourth, still leaving 11. the engine power could be increased some 40 per cent. without 
large proportionate mcreaee in boiler power oompared with the increasing the draught of water, and still allow of the aame 
steam required. number of days' fuel Thie increase of power woulJ increaae 

It will be readily admitted on all bands that very considerable the speed about one knot and a half per hour, which cannot be 
difficulties would be found in making ordinary marine engines regarded as a matter of alight importance. 
fully expand their steam, an increase in the capacity of the cylin- With these fa.eta before ue, the question arises, are we justifitd. 
der of fron1 two to three times being essential. in continuing to employ engines of the ordinary kind in our iron-

At present the shape of the cylinders of marine engines plated ehipa of war 7 In considering this matter we must Le 
approaches to that of thoae of rivetting machines, the diameter careful not to confound the excellency of workmanahip of govern
being frequent!y two and a half times the stroke; whereas in 
pumping engines, in which economy ie studied, the cylinders 
1188ume an entirely ditforent form, their length being three times 
their diameter; as ehowu in Figs. 5 and 6, which represent cylin
der& of equal capacity, the forn1er similar in shape to those of the 
1350 horae power engines con11tructiug for the largest iron-plated 
ahipe, and the latter the cylinder of an ordinary pumping engine. 
Indeed all engineeni admit that, in very short cylinders, i.11., 
single acting ones, economy is out of the question. It is there
fore greatly to be regretted that in our iron-plated ships, even in 
•boee of the largest class, the same form of engines bas been 
adopted as was employed fourteen years ago, notwithstanding 
Mr. Atherton, the late engineer at Woolwich Dockynrd, stated 
10me years ago that "double expansive engines ought to 
be tried," especially as enperbeating of the steam had been 
carried out. 

Mr. Mnrray baa rather 11everely remarked upon "the plan 
adopted by the Gove111meut of contracting for their steam 
machinery with only a few favoured and old established bou1e11;" 
and states that this, "though perhapa jnsti6able in other respects, 
has undonbtedly tended to promote conservatism in marine 
engines, and to repress Innovations and improvementa • • • • 
competition being acarcely roused into action. • . • In the 
cue of tboae manufacturers • . . . bowevet", who are de
peDden~ upon the custom of the great stAlam shipping oompaniea, 

' 

1'111. 4.-E. E. ALLU"1 P~nn El<1>-TO-aso Cn1~oaa T1n11 BllonrL 

ment. enginee, which is all that can be desired, with correctnees 
in the principles upon which such machinery i1 made and 
worked. 

The waetf)ful expenditure or fuel in all veeaele having ordinary 
btJt firat-claaa machinery, ariaes of course from the principlee 
upon which it is made and worked being multy; 1uch aa filling 
t.be cylinden t.brce-parta or seven-eighths full of 1team, aud only 

87 
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expanding in the remaining 1paee; oondlftlling by jet; not anper-
hee.tin~ the ateam or heaiing the feed water; oonlining the boiler 
•pace Ill proportion to the steam used (although this space is 
mnch greater thlLil required under improved conditions); not 
jacketing the cylinders; and finally, using short-etroked single 

·expansive engines. No amount of excellence m worklll&lllhip 
can ever make np for this tot.al diaregard of every principle which 
experience has shown to be necessary to economical working. 

Our present uavy oonsista ofvessels in which there is a nominal 
power or upwards of '142,000 horses, distributed in about the 
following proportions:-

ShiIJ9 in commisaion ... 
Do. in ordinary 
Do. u-1 u transport&, &c. . .. 
Do. (new iron-plated) and batteriea 

Total 

Ho1'118 power. 
60,000 
61,000 
13,000 
18,000 

142,000 

The nltimate extent of onr iron-cased fleet, or oonrse, is not as 
yet known, bnt taking the very moderate estimate made by 
Mr. Soott Ruaaell, we have yet engines to provide to the extent 
of at lea11t 60,000 horse power, making a grOSB power of 200,000 
horses. ABBuming that one-half of these vessels are in commie-

F10. 6.-Cyllnder of Horiaolltal FIG. 6.-Cyllnder of Pumping Engine. 
Marine Eugine. 

1ion in time of peace, the daily oonaumption of coal when working 
full steam would be over 15,000 tons at the present rate per 
indicated horse power. Now ships in commiBB1on ruay be fairly 
usumed to be one-third of their time under steam, 88.Y two days 
per week, or 100 days in the year. They will probably be half 
this time under easy steaming, and the remainder three-quarteni 
and full ateaming, and will consume from 2i to 3 cwt. of coal per 
day, or 14 ton• per annum per nominal horse power, or for the 
whole of the ships in commiBBion about 1,400,000 tons per annum. 

This is, then, what we may look forward to in the navy returns 
in future years of peace, i. i., if the present. conaumption of fuel 
he maintained. It is just half thia quantity which experience 
hl\I now fully proved may be 88.ved by a modification in the mode 
ofcon11tructing and working marine engines, and it is to the coat 
or this quantity, which could be saved, and the advantage11 
l\riaing from ite absence in the vesse!.1, that attention is now 
invited. 

Applying the same calculations to the engines of the twenty-
11ix iron-cased vessels made or ordered, or omitting the floating 
batteries and some of the vessels in ordinary, it appears more 
than probable that had these ve81!8ls been fitted with improved 
machinery, a money yearly81\ving would have been made sufficient 
to purchase at least one iron-cased veBBel annually, from saving 
in the consumption of coal. This gain, it must be remembered, 
is quite distinct Crom the other nnmerous advantages which have 
been referred to, and of which no estimate can be made; the very 
existence or the ships being ·perhape jeopardised by either want 
of coal or want of speed. 

Thid saving of fuel, whenever brought about will, without 
question, give us one or other of the following advantages, in 
addition to the money saving, viz.-

Increase of armour plating 00 per cent.; or, 
Increue of speed to the extent of one knot and a half; or, 
Increase of number of days' fuel to double what it now is; or, 
Diminished draught to the extent of 8 in. to 12 in., according 

to the vessel. 
Thua enabling us to have armour--plated vessela of comparatively 
very small tonnage. To all this we mu1t not forget to add the 
loss of time, expense, and inconvenience of frequent coaling when 
only live to six days' supply are Cl\rried; and again, the coat and 
labour or trimming the coals, and feeding the furnaces with double 
the quantity which would be needed with good double expansive 
engine•. 

It i11 hoped that these coneiderations will induce tbe Lorda of 
the Admiralty to tum their attention to the advantagea of work
ing eteam expan1ively in the v81188ls of the Royal Nary, not 
limply u it bu hi\herto been done, and when the power ia pro
portionately diminished and no 1&ving effected, owing to die 
machinery not being adapted for expanaive working, but con-
1tantly and regularly in ordin"ry working and under proper 
conditions, when it.a advantages would be at once experi
enced. 

In conclnsion, it is only fair to mention that IOOn after the 
appearance of the report of the Committee on Marine Enginet, 
recommending that the number of contractors for Gonmmeot 
engines should be increalllld, and that the best enginee ahoald be 
adopted in ships of the Royal Navy, by whom-ver proix-f lo 
be supplied, orders were iBBued for three pairs of engines dt
aigned to work with leBS fuel than Ul!ual. Mears. John Penn 
and Son supplied a pair of large trunk engines, with surface 
condenaeni; Messrs. Mandalay, a three-cylindered arrangeme11~ 
also with 11urface condensers, designed by Mr. Sells; and Messrs. 
Randolph and Elder, a six-cylindered arrangemeut, alao with 
1urface condenser.. Neither of theae V188els hl\ve as yet been 
fully tried, the resnlts howner being anxiously looked for by 
en~neers. 

Considering the nature of these three plans, which, with the ex
ception of the trUDk engines, involve con11iderable complexity, the 
trunk and three cylinder arrangements being, moreover, aiagle 
expanaive engines, it is very doubtful if the result.a can be alto
gether aatisfactory; and certainly cannot be 80 far so as to warrant 
experiments stopping at the point at which they have now 
arrived. Tril\ls should at least be given of such other ~ 
ments as appear likely to give favourable result.a. 

The double expan1ion end-to-end cylinder engines proix-1 by 
the anthor, in 1855, for ships of Wl\r, having now been very ably 
worked out by Messrs. J. and G. Rennie, and, it is unde'l'Rtood, 
been favourably reported upon by the inspecting engineer of th~ 
Admiralty, who was instructed to examine them; it is hoped an 
opportunity will shortly be afforded of testing their suit.ability 
for her Majesty's ships; the euccess of the principle of double ex· 
panaion being ah·eady fully established, and M818rs. Rennie being 
prepared to guarantee to the Government thrLt the consumption 
of fuel 1hall not exceed 2 to 2t lb. per indicated horse power per 
hour, or half the ordinary consumption. To the general intro
duction, however, of so radical a change in the construction of 
marine engines for the ships of the Royal Navy, a thorough con
viction of the importance of economising the fuel aeem1 eaenti&l, 
and it is hoped this will be found to have been 110mewhat pro
moted by the pre&l'nt paper. 

On Rifled Gun11 and Projectile11 ndapted for Attacking Armour 
Plate Difencu. By T. ABTo:or, M.A. 

As it i1 now an l\dmitted fact that naval warfare will be carrial 
on by iron-clad navies, it has become an imperative neceesity 
that the Navy of England shall henceforth be armed with 
artillery adapted for attacking the new armour-plate defence! 
which all nations are hastening to Adopt. The superiority which 
defence 80 suddenly acquired over attack, by simply putting on a 
ooat of armour, threatened to upaet not only the theoretical but 
the practical tactics of modern warfare. The neceBSity of impro~· 
ing the means or attack, 80 as to restore as far as poseible th• 
disturbed equilibrinm, was obvious to every one; and the con~ 
which has been carried on in this country for the lut two or 
three years between the attack of improved artillery and th• 
defence of improved annour--pla.tes, has bee~ watched by all of u' 
with the greatest interest. Frow a acientilic point of view, v.-ith 
which we are on this occasion more immediately concerned, tht 
subject was one which engaged the attention of aome of tile 
keenest and most experienced intellects of the country; these on 
the one hand giving practical aid on the side or defence. th018 Oii 

the other devoting their best energies to restore at.tack to what 
must be considered its normal poaition of superiority. For a 
long time, for too long a time, the defence people had much tbe 
best of it. Under the energetic superintendence of the Plate 
Committee (who in this matter da npubltcd btns msrili IVAl) 
armour-plate targets were erected by our able engineen, whir.Ii 
at lighting ranges laughed to scorn the utmost elforta of the .nil· 
lery attack hrought against them. Some of the targets rombined 
the resistance of iron with wood, others, const.ructed wiLh far-
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lffing ingenuity, depended upon iron alone. The Ordnance 
Select Committee were challenged to bring forward the beat gun 
their artillery science, aided by all the resources of the royal 
araenals and the public purse, was able to provide, The science 
brought to bear by the Ordnance Seleet. Committee, after exhaust
ing itself in repeated efforts to cover its repeated defeats-efforts 
that were fruitless for reasons that will be explained-was at 
length compelled to confess itself vanquished by the armour
plates. Bot ordnance had other reaooroes which it hoped to have 
dispensed with, and upon which, in its disappointment, it was 
glad to fall back. It said to the Committee of Defence, "If you 
will obligingly. set up your armour targets within a shortened 
range, say, for instance, a Robin Hood bowsbot of 200 yards, you. 
llhall see what the brute force of the old smooth-bore will do. 
True it is, that cast-iron will be brought to attack wrought-iron, 
that a rounded missile will have to punch its way through a fiat, 
and possibly, at times, inclined armour plate. Science, which 
proved but a broken reed in our hands, must be abandon~, but 
with a gun big enough, a shot heavy enough, a charge of powder 
large enough, and a range short enough, the smooth-bore shall 
llUl&llh your target." Of course it would, and so would a batter
ing-ram like those Titus used to smash the gates of Jerusalem. 
If; therefore, the old smooth-bore with its short range bad failed 
the Ordnance Select Committee, like the service rifled gun, they 
might have fallen back on the older battering-ram. 

Looking at it from a scientific point of view, this retrogression 
was very humiliating; and it CRuaed the country serious anxiety 
to hear her Majesty's Ministers state in Parliament, as they did 
in the last session-on the authority, of course, of their official 
ecientific advisers-that the navy of England, after all the vast 
expenditure that had been lavished upon it, was at last obliged 
to be armed with the old smooth-bores, to meet the iron -clad 
navies of her possible enemies. It was in fact proclaiming 
England's weakness to other nations, who were more scientifically 
informed nnd better armed than she. 

In further explanation of what was the actual condition in 
which this all-important question stood no later than May last, I 
will quote the statement of an official authority upon the subject, 
Sir W. Armstrong. It was made by him at a meeting of the 
United Service Institution, May 20, 1862, in these worde:
"It certainly may be said that shells are of no avail against iron
plated ships; but, on the other hand, I may say that neither 
68-pounder nor 110-pounder guns, with solid round shot, are 
etfective against such iron vessels. The fact is, what we want is 
a gun in addition to our 110-ponnder rifled ~n, especially 
adapted for breaking through iron plates. That lS what we are 
in want of now." This forced confession was very startling to all 
of us, who knew that, long ago, France armed her "Gloires" and 
"Normandies" with rifled 90-pounders, proved to be efficient 
against iron plates. Such, however, being the state of the 
question a few months ago, we may proceed to consider, first, the 
reason why the artillery hitherto employed in the service, in
cluding rifled guns and smooth-bores, has always failed to make 
any impression on the plated defences at ordinary fighting range; 
and eecondly, by what means artillery scienoe has lately re
conquered its lost ground. Sir William Armstrong put the case 
very plainly when he said thBt shells were of no avail at all 
against plated ships, and that the solid ehot of the 110-pounder 
rifled gun is not effective against such iron vessels. Rut late 
experiments at ShoeburyneBB, in which the "Warrior" target was 
pierced and shattered by shell at 600 yards, have proved that the 
case as put by Sir William Armstrong must have been baaed on 
his experience of shells that were not made of the proper form 
nor of the proper material, and on his experience of rilled guns 
that were unable to propel their projectiles with the requisite 
velocity. 

Three conditions may be laid down aa necessary to enable 
artille17. to attack successf'ully armour-plate defences. lat, The 
projectile moat be of the proper form; 2nd, of the proper material; 
and 3rd, be propelled from a gun able to give it the necessary 
velocity. The artillery of the Ordnanoe Select Committee failed 
because they utterly neglected the first two conditions, and had 
recourse to the brute force of the smooth-bore for the third. 
The expression accepted as representing the penetrating power of 
shot was "velocity squared, multiplied by weight;" but the form 
of the shot, and the material, were conditions altogether omitted 
from the expreuion; and the importance of the omission will be 
obvious if we take an analogou11 case, say that of a punching 
machine employed to perforate wrought-iron plates. What would 

be the result, if the punch itself, which is made of suitable shape 
and material, were removed, and a round-headed poker of brittle 
cast-iron or soft wrought-iron were substituted in its place 1 The 
great importance of sufficient velocity is conceded; it is a li116 qud 
non condition. But has there not been great misconception in 
supposing that the old smooth-bore gives a greater initial veloci~y 
than the rifled gun1 The r~sults obtained will show how this is. 
The average initial velocity of the 68-pounder is in round num
bers 160U feet per ·eecond, with a charge of powder i the weight 
of the shot, the length of the shot being of course one calibre. 
Sir William Armstrong stated that, with a chnr~e of powder 
i the weight of the shot, he obtained with his rifled gun an 
initial velocity of 1740 feet per second; he did not state the length 
of his projectile. Mr. Whitworth, with a projectile one and a 
half calibres long, obtains an initial velocity of 1900 feet per 
second, and with a projectile one calibre long, like that of the 
smooth-bore, an initial velocity of 2200 feet per second, being 
greater thrui that of the smooth-bore in the proportion of 22 : 16. 
The reason why under nearly similar conditions a.a to charge nnd 
length of projectile, the rifled •gun can obtain an initial velocity 
superior to that of the smooth-bore, must be ascribed to the action 
of the first condition I ventured to lay down as necessl\ry. The 
rifled projectile, ae compared with the spherical, has a form which 
·is better adapted for flight, and fits more accurately the bore of 
the gun, so that the gases of explosion exert a greater pressure 
upon it while propelling it through the barrel. In practice, the 
initial velocity of the rifled projectile is lower than that of the 
smooth-bore, beCRuse with the rifled gun the charge of powder 
used is much less, while the projectile is much longer and heavier, 
and has a greater vis inertia to be overcome at starting than that 
of the smooth-bore. If very large charges be· used with the rifled 
guns, and long projectiles, with the view of obtaining increased 
velocity, the strain becomes too great for the guns to bear. But 
if rifled guns are fired with charges so low that they are not made 
to perform half the work they ought to do, then, though the 
defects of weak construction may not be made patent by the gun 
being destroyed, they are very plainly manifested by the weak 
results of their projectiles fired against armour plates. It is 
proved by well known results that the constructors of the 110-
pounder rifled gun now adopted in the service do not da1·e to 
make the gun perform its full work, but, on the contrary, they 
find themselves forced gradually to reduce their charges, until 
they are beaten by the old smooth-bore they undertook to super
sede. The only conclusion that can be drawn from this fact is, 
that the gun is weak in construction, and the projectile used with 
it is defective in principle. 

The power of the smooth-bore, with its large windage, to fire 
large charges, and thereby obtain great initial velocities, has pro
cured it many advocates; but Mr. Whitworth'& experiments have 
shown that, if length of projectile be given up, which may be 
looked upon as the price to be paid for increased velocity, he can 
get an initial velocity much greater than that of the smooth-bore. 
Bot is the result worth the price paid 1 Not if a more efficient 
compromise can be obtained. I u~ the word compromise advi
sedly, because I think that every one who has had experience in 
artillery practice will agree with me that the best results are only 
.to be obtained by means of the best conpromiae. You cannot 
have long projectiles and very high velocities without burning 
too much powder, and taking too much out of your gun, or else 
making it an unwieldy monster. 

The problem we have placed before us now is, how can artillery 
be best adapted for attacking armour defences7 The advocates of 
the smooth-bore are aatisfied with one condition-high velocity. 
Mr. Whitworth objects, and says:-" If velocity were all that is 
needed, I can get more than you do, in the proportion of 22 to 16; 
but to sacrifice all to velocity is a bad compromise to effect a 
solution of the penetration problem. You 11et down velocity as 
greatest possible, form of projectile of no account, material of no 
account, and afLer all, can do nothing at an ordinary fighting 
range, while you wrongly take it as proved that 'shells are 
of no avail' agaillSt iron-plated ships. It will be a far better 
compromise to be satisfied with a lower velocity, getting how
ever all you can at a fair cost, and combining therewitb con
ditions (1) and (2), proper form, and proper material for the pro
jectile." 

Let us now compare the actual results obtained in the way of 
penetration by the Armstrong 110-pounder, the proposed naval 
gun, the old 68-pounder smooth-bore, and the two naval Whit
worth guns lately fired at Shoeburyn.01111. 
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Ouna. =: Projeetlle, Powder PenetraUon IDto 
Charge. Arm<Klr Plate. 

Armstrong 110-Pr. 200 110 lbe. 14 lbe. 1 t to 2 inches. 
(7 inch bore) solid 

611-Pr. Smooth Bore 200 68 lbe. solid 16 lbe. 2l to 3 inches. 

Whitworth 70.Pr. 200 70 lb. shot 12 lbe. Through plate and 
(56 inch bore) and shell be.eking. 

Whitworth 120·Pr. 600 130 lb. 25 lbe. Through plate and 
(i inch bore) shell. be.eking.• 

The first two results will lead every one to the same conclusion 
that it is to be presumed they led the Ordnance Select Committee, 
when they so eagerly re-adopted the smooth-bore, viz;, that the 
Armstrong rifted gun is a worse compromise than the old gun it 
was intended to supersede. The reason may be inferred from the 
results to be, that be,sidee neglecting conditions (1) and (2), form 
and material of projectile, it is very much behind in respect of 
condition (3), velocity-this ie to be attributt>d to the defective 
construction of the gun, which cannot fire with safety efficient 
charges of powder, nnd to the nee of the lead-coated projectiles.· 
Taking all the results, they show themselves to be indisputably 
in favour of the Whitworth, the old 68-pounder smooth-bore 
cbming second, and the Armstrong rifted gun last. 

Let us now examine bow they stand in regard to velocity, as 
shown in the following table, which, like the one given above, is 
compifod from official sources. 

Oun. ' Charge. Velocity. 
68-Pr. . .. 16 lbs .... Initial 1600 ft. per second. 
Whitworth 70-Pr. . .. 12 lbs .... Initial 1350 ft. per second. 
Whitworth 120-Pr .... 25 lhs.• ... Terminal at 600 yds.1260 ft. per aec. 
Armstrong 110-Pr .•.. U !Le .... Initial 1210 ft. per second. 

With regard to initial velocity, therefore, the order of the guns 
may be taken, with the charges used, to be, lat, 68-pounder; 2nd, 
Whitworth; 3rd, Armstrnng. It iA worthy of notice, however, 
that the velocity of the Whitworth 120-pounder, after traversiug 
600 yards (a. good fighting rnnge), was found actually to be 
1260 feet; whereaa the initial velocity of the Al'metrong is only 
1210 feet. 

The total results in respect of pen'etration proving themselves 
to be so decidedly in favour of Whitworth, who combines with 
condition (3)-viz., sufficient velocity-conditions (1) and (2), 
proper form and material of projectile, it follows that h1e·must 
be the beat compromise. The slight inferiority in initinl velocity 
of his ritled gun, with its ordinary charges, as compared with the 
smooth-bore, is more than compensated for by employing a pro
jectile of proper f01m anri material; this is shown by the pene
tration being through and through both plate and backing in the 
ca.se of the Whitworth, while it is barely hRlf through the i.rmour 
plate in the case of the smooth-bore, and not half through in the 
case of the Armstrong ~un. 

The form of projectile employed by Mr. Whitworth for pene
trating armour-plates, ie like the one now before the Section. It 
has a fiat front, the centre being slightly rounded, the middle 
purt of the projectile ie rifted hexagonally like the bore of the gun, 
the front and rear of the projectile are made of the requisite 
taper to allow the air displaced in front to close in readily behind, 
a form which gives a great increase of velocity as compared with 
the form parallel throughout, as I endeavoured to explain to this 
Section, in a paper I had the honour of reading at its meeting 
la.<1t year. 

The material of which the projectile is composed, ie what is 
termed homogeneous iron, combining the toughness of copper 
with the hardness of steel; it is made hard enough to penetrate 
the wrought-iron plate, but not so hard as to be brittle and break 
uf when the projectile strikes against its surface. The ad vantage 
o the ftnt front 1\8 compared with a pointed front ie apparent, 
when it ie considered that when the fiat front strikes a plate, the 
whole resistallce it meets with is that offered by the area of the 
plate coverocl by the fiat front, in a direction in line with the axis 
of the impinging projectile. It consequently punches out a clean 
hole with a sudden impact. ln the case of a pointed shot, as soon 
1\9 the point begins to penetrate, the inclined aides begin to push 

• Tbeoe result.I were recently &Urp&l!lled1 as detaUed elaewherc. Tllo TO-pollllder 
A<.'11t 116 shell through 4~-lncb plate 1111d backmg at 60() yards range, and the UO·pounder 
..,ul ita shell through 6-lucb pl&le &lid blici.iug al 800 yarda range. 

aside the particles of the plate in a lateral direction, and an 
accumulating lateral rNiatanoe is offered by every part of the 
plate whose particles are disturbed; the p&1111&ge of the shot ia 
thereby gradually retarded, if not altogether arrested. It bu 
been thought that the flat-fronted projectile will glance from the 
surface of an inclined plate like a round projectile. Th~ is 
not found to be the case, as ie proved by the plate now shown 
to the Section, which was completely penetrated by a flat. 
fronted projectile when inclined at an angle of 37° to the per-
pendicular. ' 

The Whitworth penetration shell, whose destructive power waa 
shown by its penetrating and shattering the Warrior target at 
Sboeburyness, baa the same form outwardly, and is made of the 
same material, homogeneous iron, as the fiat-fronted solid pro
jectile, which bas already been described. A cavity of suitable 
shape is formed in the projectile, of the size required to contain 
the bursting charge of ordinary powder. The rear of the shell ia 
entirelr closed by a screwed plate or cap. A sufficient tbicknesa 
of metal, disposed in the required form, is le~ for the front of the 
shell. The uncertain complications of percussion fuaes, and even 
the simpler time fuses, are wholly dispensed with. No fuse, or 
detonating substance of any kind, is used. On firing hie shell 
through iron plates, Mr. Whitworth found that by the force of 
impact and friction, eufficient beat waa generated to fire the 
bursting charge without any fuse at all. In practice the action 
upon the powder was found to be even too rapid. To retard its 
action for the time neceasary to enable the shell to effect a com
plete penetration and then to burst, Mr. Whitworth interposes 
between the metal of bis shell and hie bursting powder charge, 
a substance that is a n"n~nductor of beat; by prefere;;oe he 
incloees the powder in a tlannel case, and finds that, by simply 
diminillhing or increasing the thickness of bis flannel, he can 
burst hie shell in the arm(lur plate, or in the timber backing, or 
after it has passed through both. The fragments of the shell 
now before the Section are those of one which was fired through 
this armour plate, and which burst and shattered this backing of 
timber, nine inches thick, placed behind the plate. There ie one 
point in connexion with the Shoeburyneee t.ria.le that should be 
particularly noticed, and it is this-that all the previous experi
ments against iron plates bad been confined to the short range 
of 200 yards; at longer dietances the smashing monster emooth
bores cannot be made to hit the mark, whereas Mr. Whitworth 
has proved that at a good fighting range of 600 yards he can bit 
his mark to an inch, and can at that distanoe (and, there is good 
reason to believe, at twice that distance) send his shells through the 
"Warrior's" 11ides. That 600 yards may be fairly caJled a good 
fighting range will be admitted, when we remember that the 
brave "Agamemnon" at Sebastopol fought all the guns of fort 
Constantine at a range of 600 yards; and tbe "Albion'' signalled, 
"Well done, 'Agamemnon,' where you lead we will follow." 
With regard to the 120.pounder gnn itself, it should be explained 
that it was made at Woolwich, under the able superintendence of 
Mr. Andenion, at Mr. Wbitworth'e own request, and according 
to drawings snpplied by him. It bas the same bore (7 inches) 
as the Armstroog 110-pounder, so often tried again1t the 
"Warrior" target, and found, as Sir W. Armstrong said, "not to 
be etfective." It ie a built-up gun, and its hoops are made of 
coiled iron welded; but that method of manufacture was adopted 
by Mr. Whitworth in the first built-up gun that be made, 
and by many_ other makers of guns many years ago; Mr. Whit
worth has since employed, by preferenoe, the homogeneous 
metal, which he found to a.newer perfectly for small arms and 
field i;:nne, ae well as for the penetration ebella which have been 
described. 

PractiClll improvements have been made in the procees of forii
ing and annealing the metal, which enRble it to be worked tn 

masse11 of any required size, whose quality may be henceforth 
depended upon with certainty. The Whitworth heavy guns are 
now being made with both interior tubes and outer hoops of 
homogeneous metal of the improved manufacture, so that the 
guns will be constructed throughout of one uniform met.al, with
out any welding at all. Experience justifies the expectation that 
they will be free from the objections which it is well known are 
iuherent in all welded guns, and be folly able to resist the eevere 
and searching strain which is sore, sooner or later, to disable a 
gun built up of forged coiled tubes, if it be called upon to do ita 
full work by discharging heavy rifted projectiles 11.t the moet 
efficient velocities. 
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TM Iron Manufacture of Grtat Britain. By W. TRURAN, C. E. 
Second edition, revised by J. ARTHIJB PHILLII'S and WILLIAM 

H. DoRMAN, C. E. 4to. London: Spon. 1862. (Second Notice.) 
We now resume our notice of this valuable treatise. • The 

author, while bringing large experience and very extensive 
observation to the treatment of his subject, bas confined himself 
throughout to a practical view of it. He does not much affect 
theory, and deals with chemistry so far only as is manifestly 
neeellBl\ry to a doe understanding of the various processes de
scribed. We of course cannot expect in this work any account of 
the more recent productions of the :1teely irons; but it furnisheii 
a very interesting and instructive history of the general and 
long established mnnufncture of iron in every stage. We propose 
to give an extract or two, referring our readers to the work itself 
for fuller information. 

The infiueoce of dnmp or dry weather on the produce of the 
blast. furnace is important:-

" The effects produced on the quality of the ·metal by changes in the 
a.tmoephere are both serious and constantly recurring. It is known that 
the metal produced in winter and spring is, on the whole, superior to 
that produced in summer and autumn, and that the difference of quality 
is due to the condition of the atmosphere in these seuons; the immediate 
cause however is not so well unrlerstood. 

We have already etated that the introduction of w~r into blnat fur
naces ie attended with the most prejudicial effects. At certain seuoW1 
of the year the atmol!Jlhere contains a coW1idernble quantity of water, 
which is forced into the furnace through the tuyeres along with the 
blast; at other periods the materials collected for smelting are saturated 
with rain falling on them, and water is thus also conveyed into the fur
nace, but through the throat, 80 that at certain times water is discharged 
into the furn&Ce at top with the materials, and at bottom with the blast. 

• * • • • • • 
The quantity of water discharged into the furnace through the 

tuyere will depend on the consumption of blast and quantity of moisture 
in the atmosphere. For dark grey pig· iron the consumption is 25 toW1 of 
air per ton of metal made. Estimating, then, that the malte is 120 tons 
weekly, the consumption of blast will be 3000 tons. Now, according to 
the most trustworthy authorities on the composition of atmospheric air, 
it appea.n that in ordill4rily dry weather it contains 1 •42 per cent uf 
moisture. At this rate, then, the water in 3000 tons of air will amount 
to nearly 43 tons. Thie, however, refers to compantively dry air. The 
genera.Uy moist atmOiJPhere of this country contaiOll at periods full twice 
this per-centage of water ; on such OCC&llion, the volume of water 
discharged into the furnace along with the blast will not fall far short of 
100 tons weekly, or from 60 to ()0 tons above the quantitv discharged 
into it in favourable eeasoW1. 

If to the quantity discharged into the furnace along with the blast 
there be added the quantity entering with the materials at top, it will be 
seen that there are periods when, from a superabundance of moisture in 
the atmol!Jlhere, the enormous qul\ntity of 160 tons of water ie discharged 
weekly into a blast furnace, making 120 toW1 of metal, and that under 
ordinary cireuru!Mnoos the quantity enter'.ng is equal in weight to the 
Dlllke of iron. The deteriorating effecta which such volumes of wa.ter 
produce in the quality of the metal are very apparent. With a dry 
eaaterly wind, the quality and make will be greatly superior to that 
obt..ined when the wind is from any other point of the compua. A 
eu<lden shift from eut to 80Uth-weet occaaions a deterioration in quality 
from dark to bright grey, and if the alteration continues, from grey to 
mottled and white. Thus the importance of a dry atmoephere for blast 
furnace operatioWI can scarcely be overrated.'' 

In our notice of the former edition (vol. xix. p. 149) we con
sidered at some length Mr. Truran's views as to the merits of 
the hot. blast, and also as to the employment of the beat carried 
off' by the escaped gases, we therefore need not further refer to 
the portions of his work in which these subjects are dealt with. 
But our author's views as to the relative size of the throat. of the 
blast. fnrnace are so important 111 to demand our full notice:-

" The diameter of the throat or filling plaoe is a matter of the greatest 
importance to the working of the furnace. It infiuenoea the make and 
yield more than any other <limension; and yet it reoeivee littlt attention 
in designing the furnace. Local custom is generally oonsi<lered the 
safest guide, an<l yet it is a matter which above all others is likely to 
cauee 1088 and create difficulty in the working of the ful'llllce, 

In the old blaat-furnaces the top was genernlly narrow, the breadth 
llC&roely averaging one-fourth of the diameter of the furnace; and in 
8taf't'ordshire, Derbyshire, and other districts, furnaces are still in opera
tion. with thri>&t.11 bearing this proportion. In other furnaoe11 in theae dis
triota a width of one-third of the diameter at the ·boehee is oonsidered 
•u!Bcient. The breadth mon oommon in Scotch fumaces erected or 
altered wit.bin the Jae$ ~wei:ity·five yean is one-half '1111 diam~ of the 

~riended, however, in 110me inat&noea to ae much ae two-third1. 
In the W elsb district the breadth ranges from one to two thinla of the 
diamet.er; but the proportion which prevails in the majority of the W els!\ 
furn&oell is one-half or nearly 80. 

Although it is now generally admitted by smelters that with a narrow 
throat a furnace will not carry as much burden or work as well ae with ,. 
wider one, the largest throats hitherto constructed have not exceeded 
10 feet. Thie appears to be considered a11 a maximum width. But if 
the enlargement of the throat from one-fourth or one-third of the dia. 
meter of furnace has been productive of advantage, what is to prevent 
further enlargement still leading to improved results. 

With the narrow-throated furnace formerly employed in lllJlelting, the 
average yield of coal to each ton of pig-iron was 6 tons. By increaaing 
the diameter of the throat to one-third of that of the furnace, and using 
a more powerful blast, 4 tons were made sufficient; increasing it again to 
one-half, the yield diminished to 2i tons. We believe that after making 
every allowance for the operation of other causes, three-fourths of this 
saving in fuel must be attributed to the enlargement of the throat, and 
that by continuing the enlargement a further saving might be effected. 

In •upport of this opinion we may adduce the effect produced by a 
narrow throat at one of the Dowlais furnaces. The diameter of this 
furnace llt the boshes was 18 feet, and it formerly worked with a throat 
9 fret in diameter. Repair being necessary, the furnace w1111 blown out, 
new hearth and boshe~ put in, and a new lining carried up beyond the 
boshes, but on approaching the top the curve of the section of the body 
WM quickened, so that the width of the throat was reduced to 6 feet, or 
one-fttlrd of the diameter of the furnace. Prior to the alteration this 
furnace had been in blast ~n years; the average mak~ was 90 tons of 
pig-iron weekly, and coDBUmption 45 cwts. of coal to the ton. After the 
alteration the make became irregular, va.rying from 50 to iO tons; the 
coW1umption of coal rose to 70, 80, and even 90 cwts. per ton of pig-iron. 
The quality of the iron also was excessively bad, and the loes of metal 
in the dense black scouring cinder produced was very great. The 
average yield of coal with this narrow throat was near 4 tons, but if the 
deterioration in the quality of the metal be also taken into account, the 
consumption may be fairly comidered as just twice the quantity which 
would have sufficed with a wider throat. Yet this proportion of throat 
is not less than may be seen in numerous furnaces in England. 

As more satisfactory results could not be obtained, the materials in 
the furnace were let down nearly to the bo8hes, and the upper portion of 
the lining tiken out and placed farther back, and a throat of the original 
width-9 feet-obtained. With this enlarged throat the make of the 
furnace has several weeks exceeded 170 toW1, and for a period of six 
months has averaged more than 160 toW1, the yield of materials being 
good. 

There was one other circumstance connected with the working of this 
experiment worth recording. Whenever the furnace was let down and 
maintained at a depth of 7 or 8 feet, 80 that the throat was practically 
enlarged, partaking of the diameter of the furnace at the level of the 
materials, the yield a.nd make greatly improved. The former would be 
as low as 61) cwts., while the latter rose to 80 and 85 toW1. This circum· 
stance clearly points to the confined throat as to the cause of unsatill· 
factory results. Other narrow-throated furnaces have yielded similar 
results under our observation, working better when the surfBce of the 
materials has been kept a few feet below the charging plates. 

Where narrow throall! are in use we need only to refer to the velocity 
of the upward current to find a sufficient cause for the diminished 
reducing power of the fuel in the lower regions of the furnace. The 
volume of gas produced there being the same, the velocity of eBC&pe 
through the throat will be in an inverse ratio to its area, and may be 
calculated with sufficient accuracy to •how the beneficial effects which 
must arise from larger throats. • • * •. • • • 

The consumption of fuel in the throat by the rapid draught explains 
the superior produce and yield when the materials are let down a few feet. 
The expansion of the furnace at the lower level affords a larger area for 
the ucending column of ga.aea; they consequently p1188 througli the upper 
stratum of materials at a reduced velocity, and eBC&pe through the narrow 
throat unimpeded by the materials. 

But a reduction of the velocity of the current of eecaping guea below 
the minimum above etated-2830 feet per minute-would doubtle. be 
attended with beneficial i'eaul ts. A portion of the fuel now comumed in 
the throat would remain avail&ble for smelting, and the yield of carbon 

' to iroa might eventually be reduced considerably below 2 lb. of carbon to 
l lb. of iron. We olleerve, from a drawing of the Baerum charcoal 
furnace in Norway, that the throat is two-thinla of the largest diameter. 
The yield of charcoal is a little more than l lb. per lb. of iron. May not 
~e superior reducing power of this furnace be partly attributed to the 
large throat ! for in many other reapecta the mechanical arrangements are 
inferior to those in use in this country. • • • • • • 

We are of opinion ~ the time is not distant when the conu.oted 
top will be altogether abandoned, and the interior wall of the fumaoe be 
built vertioally from UIS boehe11 upwarda. By such a conatruotion a 
minimum temperature would be maintained at the eurface and through
out the upper atra&um of the materials. The velocity of the iuuing ,
would be reduced to abou~ 600 fed per minute-a draugh~ too lllow for 

88 
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the oombmrtion of any portion of the fnel in the upper regionl; OOlllle
quently the yield of coal would improve. The diameter remaining con
lliant, the capacity almo would be larRely in~, and the make, with a 
oorreeponding increase of blaet, would be augmented in the aame ratio. 
Pnrnacee of 275 cubic yards capacity would be enlarged to 340, and thole 
of a mialler capacity in a aimilar proportion.• 

In a aection "On the use or R"w Coal in Bl1111t Furnaoe11," 
Mr. Truran expreeaes the conviction that the enlargement of the 
throat of the furnace would enable all the coals now employed in 
iron smelting to be used without being previously coked. 
Attributing to the high temperature in the throat, consequent 
on its generally small area, the liability or bituminous ooala to 
cake, and of aemi-anthracitel! to split and crumble when first 
introduced into the furnace, the author considers that with a 
throat or equal or even larger diameter than that or the furnace 
at the boahea the kinds of coal at present generally coked might 
with advantage be used raw, and that even compre&ied peat 
might be successfally ewployed:-

" If reference be made to the proportion which the throat bears to the 
diameter of the furnace, it will be aeen that for every 100 feet of hori
mntal area in the furnaoee in the bituminous district the throat has an 
area of 16 feet; in the aemi-bituminous and eemi-anthracite the proportion 
ia in~ to 25 feet; in the anthracite to 44 feet. Furnaces with a 
proportion of 25 feet are unable to smelt advantageously with a coal defi. 
cient in bituminous matter, unleu previously coked; but when.the 
proportion ia increased to 44 feet the pure anthracite itaelf ia employed 
raw. We have only to go from Hirwain to the Neath Valley to eee the 
beneficial eff'ecte on the coal which would follow from an incomiderable 
enlargement of the throat. 

We have hitherto advocated an in- of the diameter of the throat 
to equal that of the boshes, which would make the upper portion of the 
furnace cylindrical; hilt with anthracite we cannot prOoeed too cautiously 
in communicating an increaae of temperature. We have no question but 
that in furnacel for smelting with thia coal the enlargement may be bene
ficially extended until the throat ia one-fourth, or one-third, greater in 
diameter than the boshes. The reeult of thia will be that the velocity of 
the iasuing column of ga&&1 will be reduced, and a minimum temperature 
maint.ained. The area then allowed for the MOape will be four timea 
that now provi led. 

By a large c1aM of penona engaged in the iron trade it ia euppoeed 
that anthracite oann~ be advantageously U8l'd unleu with a heated blast. 
Thill ia an error, and it ~ from the defective blowing-machinery 
originally employed. To show how imuflicient the first blaate were, we 
may mention that there is a pMent extant for using a cold blaet of more 
than 2i lb. to the IKJ,_UPre inCh with thia coal. With a cold blaet of thia 
and greater denaitiea large quantitiea of cold-blaet iron have been B1Delkli. 
But while furn&ce1 having the contraction at top aro employed for smelt
ing, the hot blaet will be the moet economical in the vield of coal. The 
diminished volume of bla8t employed, consequent on' the caloric thrown 
into the furnaoe, cauaes a diminiahed draught, and reduced temperature 
at top. 

The aaving attendant upon the advantageoua Ulle of raw coal, together 
with the economy in the ooDBumption of '2ie ooa1 itaelf, coneequent on the 
!OOuction of temperature of the furnace throat, will reduce the coat of 
11111.elting fully one-half. In the bitaminoaa coal distriC!U of Moumouthahire, 
the Midland Countil!ll, and ScoUand, the convEnion of the ooa1 into ooke 
ia attended with such waste that from 36 to 4 tona of coal are required 
for each ton of foundry-iron produced. The proportion of carbon rangea 
from 76 per cent. in the inferior bituminous varieties, to 9\! per oenf. in 
the antbral"ite. The present system of coking ia attended with the com
buation of from 10 to 50 per cent. of thia carbon. Since the proportion 
of carbon d~inee the value of the coal for emelUiig purpoeee, the 
Tetention and combustion of tbe entire quantity in the furnace will be 
-Mtended wrtJa a proportionate generation of heat. 

The suggested form of furnace will pennit of raw coal being~. and, 
by economising the coke and retaining the entire quantity of carbon for 
combuation in the heanh, it will render 20 cwt. of raw ooa1 more 
eft'eotin than 86 tons OODYerted into ooke, and &fterwarda consumed in 
farnacee of the present form. 

The widening the top of the furnace, so as to insure a reduced tem
perature, will be highly advantageoua to smelUiig with comprseed peat. 
Large tracts of thia Taluable fuel exist in the vicinity of depoeits of the 
riobeat iron orea, but hitherto all attempts to uee it in the bla8t furnace 
have flliled. The best specimens oontain large qaantities of volatile 
matter, and, unleu previously well dried, injurious quantitiea of water. 
The rapid evolution of theae in the blast furnacti of the preaent form 
causes a greater or leu destruction of the coal, while, from the high tem
perature maintained, a portion of the carbon ia oonaumed. In the same 
proportion as the coal la weakened and carbon onDBUJDed are ite smelting 
powen reduced, and the yield per ton of iron augmented. And from the 
moiature and generally large per,oentage of •h, the increeeed oo~ 
1-xllllll faW to the economy of amelting with '2iU fuel The large 
Nliduum of Mb n19uirea for ita falUgu .a oorrelpODclliig quuiity of liJD&. 

atone. Hence the quality of the iron iB oontaminated by the - of 
earthy nutter preaent. 

With the improved form of furnace t.be diminished temparature at '°P 
would favour the retention of carbon. Tbe fuel alao, be.ing subjected to 
a great pnaure long before ita temperature ia elevated to a red beat, Uie 
cohesion of ite particles will be insured, and its ability to atand a blut of 
the uiaite density will be litt.le inferior to that of charooal. u: favourable oircuD111tanoe11 we have no doubt but llO OW'- of 
well-dried Jl""t will mnelt a ton of pig-iron." 

The volume concludes with a very interesting aection, headed 
"Sundry Notes 011 Iron Makinir." Amo11g other matters a Vf!rJ 
clear and instructive account 18 given of the productiou or the 
fibrous or laminated forms or •ronght-iron, and also or a third 
form presenting a fracture neither fibrous nor laminated:-

" Platea made from piles of No. 2 ban, laid alternately along and 
acrou, are nearly devoid of thia laminated fracture. For its production 
the bloom requires to be rolled between cylindrical rolla offering °'' 
opposition to the extemion of the plate in any direction. If rolled from 
Cl'08B- built piles platea are nearly alike devoid of the fibroua and lamin&led 
structure. Thua, we are enabled tu judge from the fracture of the iron 
the manner in which a boiler plate has been manufactured. 

The greater value, for numeroUI pu~ of iron rolled from pilm 
having a portion of the ban laid at a right angle to the othen, ii not 
generally undel"lltood either by the manufacturer or OOD8UJilel'. Sach iron 
ia harder, denaer, and ~ greater tensile strength than iron other
wise pre~. Fibre ia genen.lly comidered an indication of IVe~ 
and in the ordinary way of manufacturing, the quantity of fibre developed 
doea determine the value of the iron. For it cau only be produced by re
peated rollinga and the expulsion of '2ie extnmeoua matter combined with 
the iron. But while the preeenoe of fibre ia an indication 1>f superior 
quality, we O&DDOt accept it M a measure whereby to eetimate the quality 
of bar iron generally. Iron may be of an exoellent qa.al.ity and yel 
pc- no fibre. If the fibroua character determined the atrength of the 
1r0n, &tee~ '2ie pureet form in which iron exiaU in oommerce, inateMI of 
being the strongest, would rank M the weakeat. Iron manufactured 
from cro1111-laid piles ~ many of the properties of steel. It ia hard, 
the structural arrangement of the iron ia more denee, and the IJ>llCific 
gravity ia euperior to that of iron rolled from pile& built in the ordinary 
way. The strength ia in~ in the aame, or a greater, ratio than the 
epeciflc gravity. Henoe, for boiler plate& and other purix-a, iron man11· 
factored in thia ID&lllll'r, though devoid of either fibre or laminJe, ~ 
a greater tensile strength, and coneequent.ly should have the preference. 

The superior deneity of the iron thus made ii euily explained. In the 
ordinary way of rolling the e::demion ia in one direction only; the original 
fibree are lengthened at each rolling, and no nsietanoe ie oft'ered l.olllli
tudinally to the degree of exteuaion. In the bar manufactured from the 
crou pile the pl'e88ure exerted by the rolla actl end war on the poriion 
placed aaroea the pile, oompreuing the iron to one-third of ite former 
length. The density •ppears to be greater than is due only to the pres
sure on the 01088-piled portion, and ia probably the eff'ect of the interlac· 
ing of the fibres in the bar when at the half.finished nage. The 
dift'erenoe in the iron produced from qrdinary piles and that produced 
from croes pilea ia very limilar to the di1Ferenoe 1>baerved in iron draWD 
out by a oontinuoUI hammering in one direction, and I.hat pr:oduoed by 
alternate extension and com~ion by tnming the end. To produce a 
denee llOlid iron the upsetting ia abaolutely neceeaary. 

In the puddling forge the good efl'ect of the upaetting on the bloom is 
fully aol.nowledged. If tha quality of the iron ii thm early impro-1 by 
pl'e88ure in thia direction, it ia very evident that a ~tition of &he up
eetting prooe1111 at each 1u beequent rolling will result m a ooneeponding 
improvement. The upeetting in the millB, however, ia beat performed, 
as we have shown, by so disposing the greater portion of the iron tha* it 
mny be th•lB acted on by the rolls. 

Fibre ia produced by rolling or hammering the iron when hot, and by 
no other means. But the fibroua character of malleable iron may be 
destroyed while hot by altering the direction of elongation, and while cold 
by hammering, concuBBion, and vibration." 

The following are the views of our author on the mi:r.ture of 
wrought-iron BCrapa with cast.-iron by fusion, Nld on the etrect of 
repeated re-meltinga:-

"The tenacity of out-iron of a low specific gravity, and OOIUleljUent 
inferior quality, may be improved by remelting and inoorporating in it 
wrougb~iron scrape of a superior tenacity. But the improvement in 
quality by thia treatment nearly diaappean when the e&e~iron ii of a 
high specific gravity. And of the improvement occurring to irona of low 
quality, debased by the preeenoe of an exoees of carbon, by far the 
iargeBt portion ia due to the increase of density and ooneequent great.er 

_purity which followa on the partial oxydation of the volume of carbon 
during the operation, 

The BUperior strength of air-furnace e&etings ia generally aclmowledged 
by iron loanden; but the oommon explanation of ite being dae to• 
greater homogeneity, oonaequenton the remelting of the crude iron, ii Wll 
oomider altosether ~ llDd bu Kilal from .. ~, of experi-
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meUr.l r.earch.. Oil the 1ubjld. We ban folllld iii» the llimple opm'Ation 
or remelting invariably~ ~ density and ~ty or crud! ~DB of 
grey quality, ibe improvement being greatest wit.h thole oontammg t.Ae 
largesi volume of carbon; and t.hat a ll800Dd remelt.ing results in a further 
ioareue ol t.h- qualiliea, whioh oootinue to augment with Rooeuive 
remeltingw un$il ibe iron haa attained a high degree of refinement and 
incr-1 its MIDBile atnmgth by fully one-half. The nwnber of remelt.
llip ll800llll8&l')' to the development of the '8mile powen of t.ho metal, 
Vllriea with, and ill direody proportionate to ibe volume of carbon to be 
liberated, but may be largely reduced by prolonging the period during 
which tho molten iron ill expoaed to tho decarburiaing io.ftueooe o! the 
reverberated pae11. Withi ""hite irona from blast furnacee cons~ a 
minimum qoaotity of fnel, the improvement ill not 10 marked. Cont.am· 
ing a 1-r Yolume of carbon, with a greater quantity of metalloida more 
diftioult of oxydation, t.he act or remelting ill attended with a larger wute 
of metal in proportioll" to the volume of impurity removed. Since, there
fore, the maximum tenacity ia not attained with a single remelting, and 
microecopic examination failB to detect any irregulamy in the 11.ructural 
arrangement of the blaat.-furnace iron, we conolude t.hat the superiority of 
air-furnace cutinga ill principally due tot.he greater purity of the metal 
which neceesarily results from remelting. . 

But while maximum tenacity ia a$tained only by re~fulg an~ 
mechanical subllidation, t.he operation resulta in a corresponding depn
v~on of ftuidity, and the iron ao treated, after t.he third or fourth fusion, 
ia not adapted for small cutinga, or the filling of &harp anglea i:o larger 
ones. And with a auoceeaion of remeltioga, all oast.-irooa, especuilly the 
hot blast varieties, and such u haYe 1-n produced from a burden com· 
posed wholly or partly of hematite, are subject to unequal contraction in 
cooling, sinkiDp on the IUrlace, ao<l, where the piooee are angular and oI 
large dimenaiona, t.hey are rarely aoli<l throughout." 

The original work is too well known for much recommenda
tion to be nece1111al'y. Whatever improvement& may be intro
duced lrom time to time, Mr. Truran's authentic record of the 
iron manui'Acture of this country u obeerved by him will always 
poesess much interest and value. 

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF :BRITISH ARCHITECTS. 
Pruident'1 Inaugural .'4.ddNU. 

At the opening meeting of the session of the Royal Institute of 
British Architect.a, on Monday, the 3rd ult., 

The Presiden,, ~ Tru, Esq,, M. P., delivered the u.iual intro
ductory address, and cougratul&ted the Inatitute therein upon it.a 
continued flourishing condition and proepects. Reviewing the 
occurrences during the past 8888ion1 he lamented the loes of it.a 
patron, bia late .Hoyal Higboe88 the Prince Consort, whOlle 
powerful inlloence bad ever been used, to the best of bis ability, 
for the promotion of art and science. To him was owing the idea 
of the International Exhibition, so recently closed. As to the 
1Danner in which that building bad been carried out by the 
engineer to whom it was entruated, it was deepl,r to be deplored 
that it tended little to the credit of British arcb1tectu1e. "As a 
abed," "t.olerably well lighted," and "suited for the display of the 
goods in it," it blld answered its purpose. But the arrangements 
of the plan were far from satisfactory, and in every sense of 
Architectural or artistic treatment it was seriously defective. As 
Pl'ellident, therefore, of the Institute of British Architects, be dis
claimed, for the profession, that any judgm11nt as to the present 
condition of English architecture sboul11 be founded upon it. 

A very 111\tisfactory circum11tance during the paat year was the 
invitation, by desire of her Majesty herself, to several of the 
members of their Institute to consider and report upon the pro
posed memorial to Priuoe Alberti by which act the proff'88ion 
had been duly 1-eoogniaed; and be confidently felt that those to 
whom the preparation of the designs had been entrusted would 
do justice to the opportunity. He took occa.aion to warn the 
profession that in these days of progre88 they must not allow 
themselves to be trammelled by servile adherence to precedent, 
but that they must seize and adftpt to their own uaes the advan
tagee otrered by the numerous new materials and discoveries of 
the present day, since otherwise they oould not hope to induenoe 
the public as they undoubtedly ougb t. Upon the question, how 
this influence was to be exercised so as to promote art education, 
some obeervationa were made; and the lectures by Mr. Smirke 
and Mr. Soott, at the Royal Academy, and those delivered at this 
Institute, valuable in their way, were oonaidered necessarily to 
have but a limited eft'ect; and be thought it dl'llirable that popu· 
larly written courau of lecturee should beJiven at but lllllall 
coet, for the purpose of diffusing taste, and ucating the public 
in the pri.noiplea of art, but particularly for the Bake of workmen 

and th<>1e who have to execut.e des~ and whOM deficiency in 
the appreciation of their spirit, architects have so constantly to 
deplore. · . 

'rbe extensive municipal alterationa in foreign citie1, e.g. Pans, 
Bruuels, &c., were, if not paralleled, to a great extent propoaed to 
be so in London a~ the present time. The Thames Embankment 
was one scheme of great magnitude and importanoa, and it was 
much to be hoped that it would be carried out in a m!'llner that 
might. embellish the metropolia. The several new. bn?gea were 
reviewed and considered to be generally, however 8Clent1fio, want
ing in IU'Chitectural truth and beauty, while several were 
absolutely ugly. The numerous priyate buildll;iga late!>: erected 
in the City were commended fur their many various architectural 
merits, which far more than oounterbalanced any defects of 
detail which some certainly present, and they were contraste:<f 
generally in .a very favourable light wiUi moet of the pubhc 
buildings that have been erected. 

The deaths of several members of the Inatitute during the 
year were announced with regret, as also that of Mr. James 
Walker, the eminent 11ngineer, and others of that body; and 
af'ter some remarks upon sundry arrangements of the bu1iness of 
the Institute, ~ncluded an addre1111, which was listened to with 
m11.rked attention and applause throughout. 

Mr. Digby Wyatt, Fellow, in the absence of Mr. T. L. Donald
son Fellow then read a short memoir, composed by the latter, of 
Mo~sieur Charles Frederic Nepveu, arch~tectl. of. Ve~~lles, 
deceased whose devotion to bis patron, King LOulB Philippe, 
after bis

1 

fall, was contrasted wi~b hi.ii somewhat sturdy mainte
nance of his own views in his previous relations with that king, 
in a manner which greatly redounded to bis credit. 

Nooember 17.-A paper read consisted of "Some Remarlu 
on Colour and Coloured Decoration," by T. HATTER LBw111, 
Fellow. 

Prefacing that theories of colour were all of moderate ?ate. 
while practiCR.l excellence in ite treatment was almost exclumvely 
to be found in the works of ancient masters, "ignoraDt a.en of 
the prism," the author reviewed the treati&N of Chevreul, Field, 
Sir O. Wilkinson, Redgrave, Owen Jones, and others, and con
sidered that they contR.ined much valuable information, but no 
rulu for the safe guidance of the colourist, for such, when at
tempted to be tdnced, were found to be constantly demt>lished 
by the variety in nature; neither could art be confined in such 
bondage. He bad himself given much time to the analysis of 
the facts ltated by the above writers, and made many curious 
experiment.a, which were detailed. Iu the COUl'lle of theee he had 
been much struck by the strong neutrality of nature colou'1ng, 
ani.l its sparing use of the positive colours. Referring to the idea 
tha~ it is net1eS11ary to maintain a relationship between the colour
ing and the material on which it is 11.pplied, he had no faith in it, 
and did not find that it had been attended to by the old masters, 
who used colour lavishly, even covering with plaster and paint
ing marble, stone, and wood, e.g. Girgenti, Fountains Abbey, &c. 
The first thing in decoration is to help out the design, not aeizing 
bare surfaces as mere grounds for colour; then to consider how 
f'ar the actual materials can be used to ~ve the key-note, as they 
generally may in skilful bands; and it 111 the architect who alone 
can and should be entru11ted to decorate his 01'0 structan.11. To 
cover every portion with colour, as in the Sainte-Chapelle, Paris, 

· is not so satisfactorv. In the cathedral of Spires the plain sto11e 
columns are left, wiih better effect, to give repoee •o the rest. of the 
wall-eurface, which is gorgeously painted. In such composi
tions it is desirable that the glass should be pamted as well; the 
want of this is painfully felt at Monreale and in St. Mark'•; it is 
a mistake to think that the light transmitted through thew will 
interfere with paintings on the walls. We may look for good 
precedents for our practice to Palermo, Monreale, the Baptistery 
at Florence, &c., where gold ani.l marble mosaics, the finest ma
terial for decoration, are profusely and admirably employed, 
to~ether with frescoes; 11.ni.l it should be noticed bow the nchneas 
is increased from the ftoor upwards, and not, as in modern rooms, 
from the ceiling downwards, and how, as in the halls at Palermo, 
Veuioe, ani.l Rome, the paintings are titted and framed irtlo the 
walls, in11tead of being hung upon them aa if for sale. The im
portR.nce of painting decorations being made to aui\ the building, 
and, in fact, to be designed by an architect, may be eeen by the 
contrast between the old moaaics of St. Mark and thoee of the 
BenailMl!oe Jlaiotera in tb.e nave; bat Uiea tb.e archi\ect m91\ 
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11tudy and become competent to undertake it as were the men of 
old. 

With regard to external decoration in colour, buildings in 
towns, it was B&id, called for a different treatment to those in the 
country; and as time and climate seriously affect applied colour, 
the natnral tints of materials are the safer to nae; and we have 
numerous examples of every age of their employment in this 
manner. These were brieftv reviewed, and the subject com
mended to the careful consideration of the meeting, which was 
then adjourned to the let of December, when a paper will be read 
by George Edmund Street, Fellow, "On the Church of St. 
Michael, Penkivel, Cornwall, and its Restor.ition." 

THE SOLID-BAR LINK-MOTION. 
TO TR• •I>ITOB OP TU CITit BllGIKU& .lllP .&.aCBIT~T'S JOt781U.:L. 

Srn,-Having had the pleasure of seeing this modification of 
Link-motion applied to marine engines in the Exhibition, I have 
waited with some degree of curiosity to see who would come 
forward and claim the invention as his own. In your Journal of 
this month I perceive Mr. NR.Smyth appropriates the invention, 
and relates the circumstances of its introduction by him in 1852. 
Perhaps others ruay do eo also; but with all deference to Mr. 
Nasmyth, I beg to inform you (and may I R.Sk a place in the 
columns of your Journal to inform its readers) that in the capa
city of Locomotive Engineer for tbe Ardro:!Sall Railway Co., 
I contrived, modelled,and constructed, in 1851, a Solid-bar Link 
Motion for a locomotive (the "King Coil"), which I rebuilt ou the 
Company's premises. I had this engine running early in 1852. 
and need scarcely add it gave entire satisfaction. · 

I am, &c., 

92. Mid Abbey Street, Dulilin, 
November 25, 1862. 

WrLLlill RoBERTSON, 

CLASSIFIED LIST OF PATENTS SEALED IN NOV. 1862. 

1440 Johnson, J. H.-Puritication or oila (a com.)-May 18 
H55 DMCOu, H.-l!annwture o! colunn-lday U 
~3~0 Newt-00. W. E.-Producinlf light 'a com.;-Angu•t 27 
2li6 Newton, W. E.-1.ubricatmg compounds '.a com.I-July 11 
1'83 Cochrane, C.-l!ann!actnre of Alumln4e o!ooda and polash-June 2T 
13~5 Peyro111e, L. De la.-Treating fatty subotancea, ""'ins, &c.-May 8 

1484 Larniable, A. A .-Cementing cast and wrought-Iron to obtain caat-llleel-Vay 16 
1314 Herdman, E., A. Y., and J.-Manufactnro or wrought-Iron, steol or combined 

wrougbt.-iron and steel plales-May 3 ' 
1Sl2 Snowden, T.-\lanu!adnre or .wet tyree, hoopo, and cyU11dera, &c. (acom.)-

May3 
1099 Pa1'110na, P. M -Ordnance- June 6 
1;<35 Burley, R.-Ordnauce-May 6 
2H5 COwan, B. P. -Cannon and other 8re-arm1-8eptembor 4 
lbU Needham. J.-Breech-looding flre·arlllB, &c.-.lO•y 22 
2506 RichArds, W.-Fire-arms and cartridges-September 11 

1:?!19 BroomanJ R. A.-Apparatus for 1uperbe&tiug steam ia com.)- May 2 
1337 Roscoe J.-Lubricator !or stenm euglne&-May 6 
~Oi7 Merit-On T.~'lteam engine governo,.. and speed regulatoro-July 22 
2145 Colburn, Z.- !!team pumping engine&-Juty 2~ 
1ST6 HuddMrt, G. A.-Snperheating steam-.llay 26 
2348 \Ion.on, C.-Repeatlng rotary engine-Anguet 22 
lllu5 Hint, J., and Taylor, K 0.-Emporating 1rater and ot.her ftuide-May 28 
lS·;o Adamoon, D., and Leigh. L. -Steam boilers, &c.-June 20 

1598 Sim peon J.- ~pparatns !or producing mouldiugs-May 28 
13•;• Combe, J.-Dmwing into sllve,.., !lax, hemp, jute, &c.-May 7 
U91 Huutingt-0n, W., and Huntingt-On, T.-?danufacture or bre•d-May 2 
128~ Donchaln, C. P. A.-LeH!ng in or ebnttlng olf ·water, &o.-May l 
1344 Milli, lt.-1' "8hing machines Ma7 6 
1H7 Cbenailller, P.-Courentrating liquids-May 6 
130~ Ormerod, K., and Schiele, C. -Cuttl\1g or dresa!ng atones-May 8 
13Sl Bourdon, E.-Blowing fAno-May 7 
1708 Newton, A. V. Knitting machinery (a com.)-Jone 6 
H~5 Newton, A. V.-Machinery appUCAble to cutting out boot and shoe 110les (a eom.) 

-May 16 
Uo8 Sl880no, W.-Machlnery !or driving pileo by moans or steam hamme111-llay 16 
1617 Childs, A. B. - Wringing machines (acom.;-May 22 
H32 Ardrey, s. B., and Beckett, S.-Mana!acturing oplndl-May 18 
H09 Hou88, J.-Crush!ng or redaclug •ubolances-May 10 
UO' llluot'!, K.-•pparntuo!or ladicating tbe pregence o!I quids, gaaeo, &c.-May 10 
151! Newt.on, A. V.-Splitting leather (a com.)-May 111 
1491 N)hto~G A. V.-:llacbinery applicable to the cutting or leather, &c. (a oom.)-

1878 Southwood, W.-Putverlaing ores-May 8 
1472 Wright, J.-Macbioery !or digging, excavating, &c. (a com.)-May 16 
1421 FlrmlLn, H.-Wublog and clealllin« te1tlle fabrics, &c. (a com.)-May 12 
lUT S....thwood, W.-Man~uring 11afla-:May 1a 

1492 Stocke11, F.-Carrlageo-May 16 
1341 •deock, J.-Appara"1a !or meaauring diatancee \ranlled by irbeel camaca

May 6 
180! Jubel, H.-Wbeel• (a com.)-M11y 8 
UH~ Oxley, J.-Mak!ng wbeel&-Afay 22 

1'4a Clark, W.-Gellemt11g motion In ftnlda, applicable ror ralllllg water (a oom.)-
May 18 

1869 De Berrille, C. V. F.-Coupllng bar-May T 
U6T Dicker, J.-Apparato• tor del!Yery o!bap from railway train&-May 16 
1300 Whitworth, C. F.-Appara\neea for~ oo railwa;ra-!rlay 2 
136.S Jobnaon, J., and Chllpmao, A.-Appai'atua for preYenl1ng oolll•ione oo railwa71 

-May T 
1812 Man:ho.11 D., and De W!art, A. C.- Method o! preTentlng elfec\tl or _vibration oc 

jar on uie permanent way or railways, ol<Q.-May T 
lS8 D' Aubrerille. L.-MeWJ.lc a- oleepen !or railwa19 (a com.)-May 9 

U66 Jouvin, J. P.-Preoerving Iron plated veuel&-May lG 
1860 Colomb, P. H.-3ignalling-May 7 
1801 Pan!, M. . Wiodta.aee an•• capotan .... May I 
1448 Latham, R. M.-steering apparatua 'a com.)-May lS 
112' Cartwright, H.-Propel!lng and steering screw steam y....,J&-aiay 12 
1426 Hutchinaoo, W. N.-Screw propelled llhip!l-May 12 
1477 Watney, A.· Conatract!ng ahlpo, Yeaela, and al.he?- lltructnree intended to resin 

abut - .ray 15 
1695 Hud>!On, C. H.-De!en•IYe armour-\lay 27 
IS81 Langley, C.-A pparatoa !or manmuvring Bllipi1 and v.....ia-llJay 8 
1627 Kennedy, J.-~hlp propellen-May 20 
U06 1'toorn, H.-8\ructurn or shipi1 and o\her ~l(ay 10 . 
1493 Sharpe. B.-COnlltrllction or aWpa and veooela, maata and apan-lh•Y lG 

1869 Bonafte!d, G. T.-Tilling by means or a digging looomot!Ye (a com.)-Mav 7 
1378 \lcCann. J.-Drylcg, cooling, and cleanin• grain-May T • 
1856 Ransome,J. E., Copping, W., and Lalllde!I, L.-Harro,,_lllay 6 

U87 Swallow. J., and Allinson, J.-Carpet fabrlc-'lay 1 
1348 Clarke. J., and Richmond, J.-Loom&-llfay 6 
1H6 Morel, A.-Heckl!ng machlnea-.llay6 
1821 Mellodew, J., and Mellodew, r., Keaeelmeyer, C. W.-Looina-!lray 3 
1823 Heyworth, J.-Loom1-:llay 8 
1894 Fawcett, T. -Plaited !abr!COI !or shirt !ron-May 11 
1457 Whittaker, E., an1i Clarke, .J.-Preparing cmton !kc. to be 11pun-'.lfay U 
1666 Harrison, W ., and Harri.on, J., and Oddie, and Parkinaon, W.-lllacbinery for 

winding. ailing, &c.-May 26 
1666 Harrison, J ~and Parkinson, R.-Rollen !or preparing, aplnn!ng, &c.- llOY U 
1406 Cooke, J. 1'. -Battens uaed In weaving-:\lay 10 · 
H2~ Ashworth, H. -Op<·nlng aud et<rding cotton, &c.-!lray 12 
1664 McGregor, P.~~pinnlng and doubling cotton, &c.-Alay 23 
1666 King. J., and Panin~n, J.-Looma-June 2 
1501 Broad.Ley, 1.-Weaving-May 17 

2828 Callebaut, C.-Sewingmacblnes-Auguat 20 

1390 Mace, T. K.-Gnards or protecton !or bat.a-May 9 
HOO Haseler, G. C.-Lockele, and application or parkealne aa a aubotitute !or glau 

-llay 10 . 
1831 Brindley, F. R.-l'!ukll, decanters, bottles, &c.-May 6 
1607 Johnson, J. H.-Tlnned lead pipeo (a com.)-May 28 
1867 Brooman, R. A.-Swiuge (a com.)- May 7 
1361 GreaY•.a, W.-Stin·up ban-May 6 
1811 Herde•!!J, J.M., and Julien, J. A.-Slnlce oockll-'lllay a 
1858 Clark, w .-Huckle or fastening (a com.)-May 6 
1382 Grimes, G. C.-Clgar JlghU-.IJ ay 8 
1326 Williama, A.-t·orm or -t, capable or being oouverted Into a \able-Ma1 6 
1488 Davi .. , G.-Ribs !or nmbrellao and paruola (a oom.)-May 16 
2172 Ransom, J. and E.-Mount!ng mill •tones-July S1 
26~6 Newton, A.-Sleelting, cre&lling, and raia!ng teat.her (a com.)- Sepkmber 18 
1U2 Crlatoftnl, J. B.-Tenta -May 10 
1469 Blrkbeei, G. H.-Apparatns !or consuming l!llloke (a oom.)-May 16 
1416 Milneo, J.-Apparatns !oJ exerclB!ng tbe human body-May 12 
161G Parka, W.-Melalllc sa.W ban-May 29 
HOS Clark, W.-Appliet<tlon or a •egetable tibre, in the mannfacture orretted fabriC01, 

&:c. (a com.)-May 10 . 
1561 Robert.o, W., and Grn nacre, T.-Cocts or vAlves-May 22 
lilOO Hogg, J.-Book cover-May 17 
2!88 H•nds1 F.-CoruJ>O"itlon !or bind< ornamenle-September 10 
1507 Gore, J. C.-llelt shippers-May 17 
H66 'Smith A. Baliwces for weighing letters, &c.-May 14 
1911 Newton. W.-Apparntn• for pickiug or gathering cotton ra com.)-Juue M 
2098 Keene.C. ApJll'ratns for nuaing aud lowering canvu 011 eaeeia-July ;3 
2346 Ritchie E. 8. ·Mariner' a cou1i- August 22 
HOl Newton, W. E.-F.lectrlcal brushes (a com.)-June 18 
1480 H...elton, 0.-Churn• !a com.)-May 16 
2U8 NickJIOn, J., and Waddingham, T.-Founda!Jon or ground-wort !or pluter for 

ceilinJ!I, okc. -September 1 
1438 Worrnull, A -Trepannin' lnatruments-Mav U 
1398 Bolton, F. J.-Telegraphmg->lay 11 
1~27 ~·abbricotti, B.-Pol!abing and grinding bell formed or leather (a com.J-Jnne 2\ 
U!6 Neale, C. J.-App•ratu8e8 !or measuring and registering corn, &c.-llay 12 
H29 Freeland, A. n. -Treatment or hope-May 19 
1631 Burt, H. P. - Prot.e<:ting wooden postA from decay-May 80 
UH 1',..,,.., C.-\lauu!acture of bats, helmets, bonneta, or capi1-1llay 16 
UO·l Hi\dfield, G. - .uann!actore or caska or bRrrel•- June 6 
1810 Wig.ell. M.-Bolta and other !aatenin~ for shipbuilding, k.-June 19 
1646 Turnbull, S., and F.-Maun!itcture o!ftoor clothe-May 22 
1415 Walker, H.-Handle• !or crochet needl•• &c.-May 12 
lti08 Bll\Ckmore, W., and Lamb, H. - urning Ilrneetone aud generating steam - May 28 
164~ llaAtida, ~ .. de La-Production or design• in relievo, &c. (a oom.J-ftfay 22 
160:i ~lartindalo, R.-\l&nnracture or globe& and 11tuaee-11Jay 2ll 
1664 Ti:_mJ°~:~· :.-Apparatus fur rng!aterlng and mdicatlng billiardB and ot.her pme1 

1764 Jactaon, llf.~~hleld !or the guma-Jono 12 
1528 Petrie, W.-v-u. !or boiling chemical products, &c.-!llay 2G 
1567 Wiley, W. E.-Kanuracture or penbolders or pencil cases, &c.-'.\lay 23 
1625 Fetnrell, • •• -lolanufaciure o! metal tobe&-May 20 
1688 Virloy, >f. A. Drying and carboni•ing wood, peat, and otber tuel-lllay :1 
16•·> Jreland, J. -Forming mould !or card cy!lnders-May 2T 
1691 Dnft"UB, J.-Appara!ns !or meaauring piece llOOds or wel»-'lllay ST 
1760 Tyl•r, C. A.-Holder for boldlog dinner ancf other plates and dlahes-Junt 1S 
1687 Gilbey, A -Packing C&l!e& or box"" fur boldlog boitJ-Kay 81 
1640 Small•ood, W T.-Wat<>r clooe~-"•r 81 
1600 Cohen, C. -W alklng, umbrella, and other like eticb-llay U 
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